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FOREWORD

By Chairman Henry S. Reussr
China's economic_policy has been significantly modified in the past

several years to deal with problemsnot anticipated by the group that
came to power after the death of Mao Zedong in 1976.

The post-Mao government's economic objectives were ambitious;
In the_period 1977-85, grain production was supposed to 0-row from
300 million tons to 00 million tons steel production _from724 million
tons to 60 million tons and oil production from 2 million barrels per
day to 5 million barrels per day. Rapid industrial expansion was_to
be achieved_ through increased investment, especially in heavy in-
dustry. Agricultural expansion was to take place_through a_kind of
"Greta Leap Forward" by the, peasantry, unimpeded by the Gang- of
Four. _China was to advance in accordance_ with the policy of "The
Four Modernizations"---in industry. agriculture., science and technol-
ogy, and defense, in that order. While. the slogan and the _priorities
with respect to major sectors have not changed, economic. policy along
with Western hopes_for expanded trade has become more realistic:

The question is whether the new policies, which give greater weight
to agriculture consumers' goods, transportation, and light_ industries;
s.end which attempt to increase the role of market forces, will work.

The specialists who contriblited to_this_volume are cautiously opti-
mistic about, t China's p spects. Chin 's overall performance, as

G. Ashbrook stati is charac ,rized by "strong- but_ erratic
economic growth." Most imp tantl hina is one of the few develop-
ing nations that_have a_v_oidedniassive _foreign debt;

On the other hand, China faces serious economic problems. Ag-li-
cultural production is barely keeping up_with the population. Oil pro-
duction _peaked in 1979 and has been declining, and energy can be
expected to be a constraint on growth for the next few years; Ti.e de,
fense, burden.haS been rather moderate, ontlays having been reduced
or kept level in the past several_ years. But there are pressures to
increase defense allocations. Such a change in policy could rave
serious consequences for the economy. ...

In 1981, the. Chinese economy grew by about_ 3 percent, compare-_
with the 5 percent forecast, by the government. Agriculture.grew Stir,
prisingly well. Total farm prodnction increased) by nearly 6 percent'
over the previous year. fmlnstrial_productioni*as mixed. The light_
consumer-oriented industries grew by 14 percent, but heavy industrial
production declined by nearly 5 percent. The energy sector was an
unmitigated failure. Production of both coal and oil declined for the
second straight, year. China has a °Teat potential for producing coal; It
holds_the. third_ largest proven coal reserves in the world. But. the coal
industry is inefficient and lackS.theniodernmachinerv, equipment, and
rail transportation to reach its potential. Robert Michael Field and

tv)
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VI

Judith 11y1111, essay 011 _enCrgy, cuniliuli tlint Poor
performance in this sector will slow industrial growth to _between
3 and a percent per year t 11185: In contrast, Indust rhil growth
averaged 9:6 percent in the_perio'-d 1975=c30.

P riorit ie:-; Were :;liifted from helivy_ industry to agriculture and the
otisiime_ sector_ beeause the Prior pidicyWilti 110t- Working-. A policy of
balanced grOWt_li "i.onSwiw_ris»)- was slila;titiitvil for a Shilinist
big pit ,411 aPproach. IN'age_ increases a_nd concessions to
the _peaz4iiiit:=;liaVe _:-Thereedod in raising per capita _disposable lhOolite-:
At the. me t hue intlat unemployment, 1111E1 ii)thi'ttial but tlenVek:;

have been ificreasimr and raise t he possibility. as lIobert F. l)ernlierger
writes; that "the. current emplia:ht; on increasing the rate of onsump-
tion and the ..taiiilad of living-Allay onl be a temporary or one-time
shift. aimed at, alleviating_ neg_:'.ct ()et. the_past decades." At sonic
point, it lutist lie supposed_i_ industrial and military interests will
inciase their inthiene to Iieijiri.

Iii tinni, ecent economic and politivid trendi-; in China have been
very favorable. to the I-lilted_sott-t.:;. Siiic0 197T; GM volume of trade
Willi China lins inereased _dramatically and our political relations have
improved greatly, l'hese_ iniproythiletits arc liONS* SU me what threatened
b' pre_carions econoniie situation, AltliMigh (~hind has
so _far managed to itdiiist to the disappointing results of its earlier
polieiei; and t he developments in the world econom, new
setbacks could_ prove to be disruptive to both_ ('Ilitta's internal develop7
Meta and ,its developing external rein .4, 0,11.6501 ought to
be desined_ to foster Chifin':4 elf ts to a sieve balanced economic
development and to strengthen, 11 kOpai'd e, our relations.
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SUMMARY

By John P. Hardt

I. MODERNIZATION : A Rocicv COURSE

TIM determination to modernize the economy of the People's Repub-
lic of China on the course initiated by Mao's successors in 1977
continues;

The. drive tow-nrd normalization of China's economic relations with
Japan,_ the. United States and the other advanced industrial economies
is resulting in increasing degrees of interdependence_;

However, the Four Modernizations, the program- for modernizing
agricult ure, indnstry, science and technology; and defenSehas_ under-
gone con6lerable changes since it was first announced in 1977. Having
realized that it, was much too ambitious, given China's current capabili-
ties, the leadership is in-the- process of adjusting, reorienting and-re-
trenching the. Four _Modernizations into-. something more pragmatic; -
realistic and attainable, -The main lines of the modernization program_
Still Obtain, but the adjustment may occupy much of the decade of
the 19S_Os :

Economic development is still the overriding imperative; but
the reliance on costly major projects is being reduced. For ex-
ample, the mammoth, modern Baos_han iron and steel - complex is

. being scaled down to a more attainable size and schedule.
Although impliquentation of economic reforms such as de-

centralization of planning and the introduction of incentives con-
tinues, efforts have been made to retain necessary central control
andeconomic stability,

Western' systems and processes are _still important; but thP
measuring rod for China's modernization is no longer the acquisi-
tion of the most. advanced 'Western technology, but a judicious
blend of foreign _experience and self reliance.

Improvement in living conditions is still an important goal;
but. the earlier expectation that China could rapidly move beyond .

meeting the subsistence requirements of its citizens must be
__tempered,
Uncertainty about the effectiveness and permanence of the adjust-

ment persist, Retrenchment may :yet become reversal. Leadership
changes may resurface_ at- least some of the old ideological priorities
evident during the. Cultural Revolution and the Great Leap Forward.
Likewise, the priority of _the .fonrth modernizationthat of the mili-
tarYmay rise. and threaten the preeminence of the other three.

The normalization of economic and political relations_with Japan,
the United States and other advanced. Western economies continues
to contribute to modernization. But, normalizatiOn has also been re-
assessed and adjusted :

(1)
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Western imports for major projects have been_cut back in ae-
ebrdfince With China's limited hard currency reserves and special
technological requirements.

iInstitutions, legal systems, market practices are still n a state
of flux; While 'Western practices are emulated, -they are also being
adapted to China's special circumstances and needs;

_ Barriers to Western economic _relations such as expropriation
constraints and tariffs and credit restrictions con-

tinue to be reduced, but the full use of_Westernbusiness and -gov-
ernmental banking facilities is pursued at a more measured, se-

. _ lective pace.
Jii§t as political stability is critical to modernization and normaliza-

tion- adjustment of Chinese modernization and_normalization is criti-
cal to political stability and economic growth in the P.R.C. Opportu-
nities for Western exporters in the China market, business facilitation,
financial mechanisms, and legal facilities_all turn on the pace and char-
acter of normalization. Once again Western exporters _have seen
through the "Oil for the lamps of China" mirage and adopted more
modest expectations for new and profitable_ China markets. Chinese
)16,,iiriett, in turn, have scaled down their plans to fit technical and

financial possibilities.
Military modernization may; in turn, benefit -from the widened pros-

pects for American military_ sales. Still, limited Chinese hard currency
reserves as well as continued American caution may_ preclude any sub-
stantial flow of arms from the United StateS to China.

II; FUTURE MODERNIZATION UNCERTAINTIES

ProspectiVe improvements in the economy of the People's Republic
of China may bring problems its well:

1. The poSt-Mao leadership has given high priority to economic
modernization, professionalism, and incentive systems in planning
and management. The PRC's need for Western products and proc:-
esses has created an opening for greater influence and a favorable
environment for closer commercial ties with Japan; the United
States, and other Western industrial economies._

2. The rapprochement between the United States and the Peo-
ple's Republic of China has been followed by increasing political,
commercial, Scientifio,:social, and other relations; Commercial rela-
tions have expanded due to China's stated needs for Western tech-
nology. Limited oil revenues and a more restrictive attitude to-
ward credit suggest constraints on wider commercial ties in the
future. Since our continuing ties with and arms aales to Taiwan
are serious barriers to rapid improvement in political and military
relationS, improved economic ties may be the most attractive
avenue for improving Sino-American relations for the immediate
future.

3; The leaders of the PRO have given priority to economic
modernilation. Althouh the purchase of foreign military tech-
nology is part of China's current long-term policy, Western in=
fluence iS still likely to be greatest in relation to China's economic
needs-. In spite of the possibilities for progress in controlling pop::
ulation growth, the MalthuSian specter still looms in China's fu-
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ture: Transfers of agricultural technology from the We St inay lie
critical for the long -run. Although only marginally- significant
in the short run; imports of grain may at times provide a critical
martin.

4; _Effective planning and management turn on accurate and
inforinAtion. The poor quality of statistical processing in

the past; _especially during the Cultural Revoltition, poses prob-
leniS for Chinese planners and makes it difficult for Western ana-
lysts to evaluate the Chiitese economy's prospects. In recent years;

but significant; improvements in'the quantity and accu-
racy of published economic data, empirical evidence from ex-
clauiigc, _ztild substantilly increases):- Western access to the end
users of 'Western imports have aided. Western analysts in opprais-
lug Chinq's economic policy and performance.

It is difficult to separate long term or_cyclical trends :trim variable
or temporary factors in performance. Nonetheless; it seems clear after
three decades-of power that Chine e- leaders aim to develop a modern,
powerful, industrial state that would be capable of dealing on equal
tel with the superpWOeis, while providing adequately f-or its citi-
zens' needs. The current Chinese development plans, however, are not
characterized by the Stalinist urtrency to_ overtake and surpass the
West in a short. definite time_ perioda goal the Chinese themselves
expressed during the period of the Great Leap Forward.

Against this long-term aim of achieving an economic basis for super-
power status, from time to time China has pursued political, ideolog-
ical,_and social policies that derailed the progress of economic nation-
building in the short-term. These policies thTeatenina the primacy of
economics may re-emerge in the years immediately ahead and influence
economic performance:

Political suceessioninevitably; the 79-year-old DengAhe arelii-
tect of and the power behind China's current policieswill be _chal-
lenged or_ die. Efforts at installing- successors to Deng will -lead in all
likelihood to an unsettling struggle rather than an orderly transfer
of _power.

Revival of ideol-ogied preeminenee.There have been times such as
the Great Leap Forward and the Cultural Revolution when the em-
phasis on ideological revitalization conflicted with policies to improve
economic performance: If this experience is repeated, StOble leng:
term growth may be jeopardized. To assume that no recurrence of
these economically disturbing political-ideological cycles is likely -is,
on the 0116 hand, toassurne_that_cycles in the past were primarily due
to the unique force of Mao's personality_ and, on the other hand, to de-
emphasize the broader base of support for the "Yenan" revolutionary
Spirit in the Party and nation _as a whole.

Foreign threats 62 opportunities requiring more weapons and mili-
tary forceR.--Concern about the Soviet Union may at any time lead to
a major-shift in Chinese military policy or a force buildup; In addi-
tion, Peking might well become more actively involved in supporting
Asian Communist powers if circumstances were different, despite
present indications of military restraint.
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III. UNCERTAINTY OF THE FUTURE

Modernization of the_Chinese economy launched witlisuch high hope
and expectations in 1977 has run into rough sailing. Adjustment; re-
orientation: -and retrenchment have been necessary almost from the
outset. ti et important progress has been made and significant changes
have been initiated.

The achievement of a modern, industrial, competitive- economy by
the People7s Republic of China is not certain for any particular future
year- certainly not for tlieyear 2000. However, China has-the resource
potential, the skills and the will to change. A formidable task lieS
ahead, but success should not be ruled out.

Joining the _economic powers of the region and the world may be
some time off for the People's Republic of China. China has launched
modernization. The Western nations have adopted a policy of "nor-
malization", accepting China into the global family of economies.
Active and equal participation by China as an industrial nation in the
world market is some years off.

=-

IV. CONTRIBUTORS' INSIGHTS ON CHINESE MODERNIZATION AND
NORMALIZATION

The authors of the chapters in this volume are American specialists
on China._Many have drawn on recent experience in the People's Re-
public. of China. The cooperation of Chinese officials and citizens _and
the_ authors' 11C4PKS to key people and institutions in the major cities
and in the -countryside have greatly- enhanced the quality of insights.
Tho interest of Chinese officials and scholars in previous volumes on
the Chinese economy released by the Joirit Economic Committee-con-
tributes to 1.S.--P.R.C. cooperation and mutual understrindin. ThiS
interest is evidenced by the publication of complete official Ghinese
translations of previous volumes in large editions, which have been
Widely distributed in the People's Republic of China.

Some of the major questions addressed in the studies in both vol-
iimes, and indications of some of the authors' responses are illustrated
below :

1. .T.1 the current leadership committed to putting the economy of the
People's Republic of China on a path of stable, continuous_econamic
gro4ca? Does this neny course amount to an irreversible change from
past develoym-wnt policy?

Deng: looping has led the right-wing survivors of the two-line struggle in their
steady rise to power within the post-Mao leadership over the years since the
death of Mao and the overthrow of the Gang of Four in 197g. This new or post-
Mao leadership is dedicated to reestablishing. China's economy on the-path of
sustained growth during the 1950s as a necessary precondition to the lung-run
achievement. of the Four Modernizations. In their search for the path of sustained
growth the post-Mao leadership has introduced a whole series of new econooic
policies and reforms made necessary by the economic problems. policies, and
institutions they inherited from the past. . . [T]he post-Mao economic pro-
gram is the result of a continuous process of experimentation in their search for
the path of sustained growth ; a process which has encountered problems-and
undergone several twists and turns, but which is likely to continue throughout
the 1980s.

Taken as a whole the post-Mao leadership's program of economic policies and
reforms has become an across-the-board attempt to change the traditional Chinese
development model. . . . [Tlhey also have led to many favorable- changes in
China's economy that augur well for the attempt to regain self-sustained growth.
[Dernberger, "The Chinese Search . . ., Vol. 1, pp. 19, 20.1
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_ .2. How will _the political dynamics of the poet -Mao cira influence
future economic policy.° W ill political dynamics change the cluti'acter
of the Chinese development model fol'inn ?Cited under' Mao's rale?

Sumo Chinese leaders _have been particularly outspoken in arguing thatsweeping political reforms are a prereginsIte for an effeetle pursuit ofthe fourmodernizations.
The reforms include_ehanges_ in Chinese laws, inatItatiitia and administra-tive practices, but at their heart. are major leadership changes. Following thedeath of Mao_and the arri,st of the -gang of four" In liite l970, Chinese leaders

inherited a massive _administrative structure staffed by tildre seriously divided
along n11.0100(.10. generational,_ institutional and factional lines. Reformers like
Chinese Communist Party (e01 ). Vice Chairman Deng Xiaoping recognized thathineNe (11.68i011 uuikIitg _on economic development_ and other prograuns wouldcontinue to he disrupted by such divisions unit they managed to establish a
more unified and c(nupetent leading group at the top leVels of the party, govern-ment and army. . . . _

Prospects for solving these kinds of leaderahip differences appearuncertain. .

A. cautiously optiudistie scetairio for the next Pete years holds that Chinese re-formers will continue_ to -make slow and In-Elting progress toward the establish-
ment of a more unified, pragmatic and teclinicallY Competent leadership that willgradually develop a more coherent iimderniziition -program capable of eliciting
more fictive support. from Chinese officials and people. I Sutter, Vol. 1, pp. 77, 78.]

;3, What have been the major developments in the Chinese economy
since Al oo's dcath?

1. After an initial- burst of overoptimistic economic plims; the post-Mao
government IiiiS brought its modernization goals in line with China's real needsfind available resources.

2: The government has provided more inputs for the agricultural sector; raised
fan!' proctireinent prices, and encouraged _private_ plots_ and peasant markets.3. Ciaieurrently, Beijing hits canceled or postponed major construction _proj-
rats, -Particularly heavy industry projects with expensRT foreign equipment:

4, The PeOple's Liberation Army, while continuing to_ improve in_ weaponry
and dfScipliiie, has had to licm,pt a stretellout istits _re-equipment_program.5. Scientista have returned to laboratory and classroom; universities have re-
i_44ired their admission standards, and gifted students have gone abroad to masterWestern technology.

if. The government has re-affirmed the clear-cut goal of the population controlprogramone child per family.
7. The consumption sector has gained new impetim_ from measures favoring

agrictilture, light industry, and small-scale_handieraft_and service enterprises -
8. The People's Republic has broadened its participation in the international

economic system. joining the IMF and World Bank and seeking credits from aWider variety of sources.
9. These pragmatic programs will help _offset_ factors pushing down growth

rates in the 1980's, such as diminishing_ returns in agriculture, the overloading
of tr(insportation and communication facilities; the dearth of modern accounting
and statistical methods, the apparent spread_of cynicism and self- indulgence; and
the drawbacks of a Soviet -type system for :tinning an increasingly complex
economy.

10. In rr,ic Ila r. the recent peaking of oil production_ at_ 2 million barrels
per day (plans hail called for 5 million b/d by 1935) will _dampen growth by
reducing China's ability to buy foreign amehinery_and teelloology._

11. Because of the absence_of a charismatic leader ;Ike Masi Zedong_and the
economy's development of deeper_roots, turlita?nce probably will diEittirb
economic activity much less in the 1980's than in the 11,st three decadeS of Mita-
monist rule.

12, The huge population will_remain the single ino, i5arigerooS long -term
threat to inaintiiiiiing___rapid grs)wth.;_today's one billion Chinese _will have
increased by at lmist 200 _million at century's end, even -assnr.iing the success
of the gov_ernment's population_contral program,

13. In short. while growth_ rates_in China almost certainly will fall off_in the
remainder of the century, the new pragmatic policies will greatly reduce chances
of a precipitous decline.
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14. The Peuple'_s Republic _will realize substantial absolute gains in agriculture;
industry; defense,_and_ssience and technology, while remaining far behind the
standards of Japan and the leading Western nations. [AshlirbOlc, Vol: 1, pp.
I00-10I.]

4. Has China's transportation network been expanded in the last
decade to meet the burgeoning needs of the economy?

China's ,transportation netWorks continued their remarkable growth during
the 1971-1980 period. All the modern transport sectorsrail, road, water, air,
and pipelineset new records in freight handling; fte traditional sector con-
tinued_ supplementing the modern sector by moving lurge quantities of goods
over short distances_ , .

In spite of the impressive increase_ in freight turno7er since 1970, China's
transport systems at present are barely sufficient to meet economic development
needs. In 1980, the railroads, carrying 50 pereent of national freight turnover
in the modern sector, remained the predominant form of transportation. How-
ever/ the utilization of railroads is near saturation nationwide _and_ in some areas
is Wigging behind transport needs. Water transport was second, handling 44
percent of the turnover volume. Here, the need for continuous_dredging of water-
ways and harbors and for the modernization of portsand the inland fLeet_restricts
expansion of inland water routes and develtproent of harbors-With_a, limited
number of only poor quality highWay Mutes, the highway departments played
mainly a supportive role to other sectors -as road traffic accounted fur only
slightly more than 2 percent of turnoter. In light of the recent slowdown in
oil production, the pipeline sector, handling 4 percent of modern_ turnover,
probably is the only sector not being pushed to capacity. For the air metor to
significantly increase its contribution to the transportation infrastructure, cargo-
handling facilities and internal transport system linkages will require moderni-
zation. [Peterson, Vol. 1, p. 139.]

5. What are the likely ranges of population growth and how has
China been controlling population growth? What are the problems
and prospects of the new, upcoming census?_

A major change has taken place since 1978- in the availability of national and
provincial population data from China and in the policies of the Chinese gov-
ernment toward statistics in general. . . .

Some of these slate show a demographic impact from the food crisis_of 3959-61
that is far mare serious than most foreign observers had supposed_ Chinese
sources say that there was even a net loss of population in one or two of the
Seam.Other_doubts are raised by the extremely rapid declines in fertility and nat-
ural increase in the country as a whole and in some of the provinces between
1970 and 1980. Recent Chinese sources bare-been quite candid in _discussing
widespread falsification of statistical data in China, and Several say that births
are deliberately underreported in order to shoW success In family planning
work. . . . _

Concern about the reliability of nopulation data is one of the reaaons why
the Chinese leaders have decided to take a new census. But the census poses a
threat of _exposure to those local leaders Who hare falsified population data
The critical question is whether the census field procedures can be designed in
such it W a y as to make sure that the census returns are immune from local
manipulation before they are submitted for tabulation, The census has at-
tracted worldwide attention because it is the largest census eve: undertaken and
is expected to provide answers to many of the long unanswered questions about
China's population. [Alrd, Vol. 1, pp. 172-173.]

C. The urban and rural labor forces of China are sharply different
in terms of their economic and social roles. How does primarily rural
collective labor differ from. predominantly state-run urban labor?

Since completion of the land reform and collectivization of agriculture and
traditional trades and socialization of the modern sectors of industrY, con-
struction, transport, trade, and finance in the 1950's. employe& Chinese have
worked in either one or the other of two basic types of enterprise or organiza-
tion. _ one a collective undertaking and the other a state-run organization. Up-
wards of 90_percent of the population of China -works in (and are members of)
collectives, which are predominantly (although not exclusively) rural, while
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the remainder_ work_ In state -run undertakings, most of which are located In
urban _arenS. Collectives- are responsible for their own profits and losses and_,
in general_are nut eligible for -investment made under -the state plan or for
any other form -of- state cash distributions, except for disaster aid. State-run
undertakings, 1 the other hand, receive state subsidies, as needed; and invest-
ment made n der State economic plans.. .. The state sector, representing less
than 20_ pert nt_ or the population, primarily urban and nonagricultural; re-ceives_ almost ill of the investment made under the state economic plans and
altliost all of tl subsidized welfare and educational services and entertainment
that the state p vides. and is fed on what amount to state-subsidized rationit
of grain, edible_oll,- eat,' and fish purchased from the rural peasant Population
usually at fixed price. ,43t by the state. On the other hand; the more than 80
percent_ of the populatitm, -ostly peasants, that provides most of the labor usedto produce the_ food consun In China. receives very little in return_, small
amounts of Cloth and other rat] led items but very low social and welfare serv-
ices. Titht situation ran be viewe In several ways. One wal ir, to think of it is
as most of the peasant popula ti n supporting the Pa voreu irw in the cities.
Another is ti, consider the two s tors as two separate economies which have
very few _interconnections. Eith way, it is perfectly clear that it cests__the
state muc:i more to support one city dweller eligible for state grain and other
nit ions than to maintain one peasant at a subsistence leel of living,

Differences between urban and rural standards of living have preoccupied
Party itmilt.rs ever since the completion of eollectivization and socialization pro-
grams in 1957-1977. [ Emerson, Vol. 1, pp. 235,236.]

7. Why hu,s Chinese modernization not _entailed urbanization-, as
hits been the pattern elsewhere? Haze Mi. Chinese avoided the prob-
lems of urbanization common elsewhere?

While modernization normally implies urbanization; 61Ihina _h_as_b_een__attempt-
ing to modernize without increasing the proportion of the pop_ulatlini that lives
in cities and towns. This may be a unique experiment in th_e_ history _of nations
and has required innovative approaches to many economic and_social _problem;
Some have worked, some have failed, and some are still -being tested. But while
China Is struggling with unemployment; pollution-, housing shortages,_ land use;
consumer services and innumerable other difficulties that stem__ from urban
growth, Beijing does not know how many people- live In _the urban_ areas,

The experience of the People's Republic of China_ has _been_ quite different
from that of other developing nations. China's urban growth has_hadits ups
and downsperiods of "blind infiltration" by We peasants and of forced evacti,
a tionsbut over the pest-three decades China has _hematite_ to_limit the flow of
population into the citieti and thereby has avoided sonte_of_the _worst cense-
quenees of urban sprawl. She has notiound_any_ magic solutions; however; and
"success- Is only relative. Her urban problems may_appear_somewhat more -man-
ageable simply by virtue of controlled urban migration,_but _they are a6tunny
numerous and serious. In a sense; by "bottling up" therural population; Beijing
has spread a host of problems more evenly hetween_lown_and village; And; in
a sense, this was NIno's intention. [Orleans, Vol. 1; pp. 268; 270.]

8. -_How are _-key industries adjusting to meet the needs of
China? What kind of constraints and stimuli do energy supplies

exert on Chinese economic growth?
In the last four years, both Chinese and _Western_perceptions_ of the Otitletik

forCilitiese industry have changed drastically, At the, National_ _People's Ceti-
cress in March ili78--Premier _Itua__Onofeng_annotineed _an ambitious- ten-year
plan_ for the_ InOcternIzallan .of_the_Cbinese economy.__Steel was expected to-grow
from _2_5 million tons In law to (D_Inillion__tons In 1985; and the gross value of
industrial output _was planned_to_increase ten percent annually:
___The___Chinese _felt the_planned 10-pereent rate. was attainable because they
attributed the poor _In_dustrial performance diming the previous skveral years
_(_especially 1974 II L1976. to _imittirtil disruption Many Western econom-
Isis _recognized at-the time_ that the targets_of the ten-year plan could not-be ful-
filled -by 1982, but neither they_ nor_ the_Chinese planners had enough data to
understand fully the nature and scope of the problems.
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EVen as there important limitations to growth were, surfacing, a fundamental
crack appeared in the foundation of Chit.h's_ modernization plan. Plnners in
Bel jingWhO Were Counting nil cohtinued_bigh growth..in oil output to fuel and
finane the Modernization program,Jound that oil prospects had been seriously
overstated- Iti_etintraSt to 10-percent annual growth they. had -anticipated, they
were faced With the prospect of a decline in output. This rapidly- emerging
problem has led US to examine the impact of energy shortages on industrial out-
put over the next _fiVe years:.

We have concluded that energy constraints alone will slow the industrial
growth rate between 3 _and i percent-annually through 1985, compared with
9.6 percent in 1975-19s0: Ilcavy Industry will probably continue its downward
drift through the Mid-19808, and PV011 under the best_of circumstances. will barely
make. up for the &Cline we anticipate in_1981. The tight energy upply, par-
ticularly- of oil products; will probably_ force Beijing to intervene' repeatedly in
the allocation-of feel. implying strongceutrzilxontrol,

This general mitterti_Will persist until the energy shortage is relieved. [Field/
Flynn, 'Vol. 1, pp. 335, 357.1

Constructien of the B1108111111 Steel began in 1i78 as 11 symbel 01 China's
. drive to 'develop one of the world's; advanced industrial_ economies by the year

2000. The projected Six Million ton per year Shanghai -area plant was to'he the
linchpin in the expansion of the industry viewed as the,key link in overall develop-
nu-nt. It was alse designed to be a showcase exampleofgaining access to state of
the art technology thrhiigh_ eooperation with foreign compnnies.

py 1982, hmvever, Batiklitin has become synonymous_ with difficulties and set-
backs encountered in the nuidernization drive; an_d with abandonment of goals and
changes in priorities. . . . Driest of the Nintroversy Oer the plant is connected
with larger policy issues, SuclitiS what indmitrial priorities should be, and
what role foreign companu4.; Shinild he allowed to play in China's economy. Abee

Baoshan's turbulent hiStOry shows how greatly economic planning and politi-
pal struggle have affeeted each other.

In the final analysiS, Batishan has been an expensive_ failure. But at the same
time. it signifies ninny petetitially_pbsil ire changes, The plant has drien home the
need for thorough feasibility studies for major projects._ It has contributed to the
Chinese understanding that there is more to modernization than buying advanced
technology. Finally, Baoshazi'S histbry suggests that China, to an extent without
precedent in Stalinist Command economies, tatty snce_eed_ in overriding the influ-
ence of' the Inirelnicratic heavy industrial interests that have done so much to
distort developnwnt patteriiS m Sochilist countries. [Weil. Vol. 1. pp. 3!;7. 3911

In the last three years, the government of the - People's- _Republic of China has
released far more data en hiduStrial performance than have been available since
the 1950s....

As more and More data lie. -ve _become available, the_observer of the Chinese
economic scene can answer hitherto_ unanswerable _questions. Are the GVI0
[gross value of industrial- output] and physical output data consistent? Are the
eurrent figures comparable to_ those published in _the 1950s? And do they ac-
curately reflect the growth and change in industrir' structure of the last three
decades? . . .

The officbil and estimated britneli Of industry indexes for 1979 ... [compiled by
the authorEd.j are remarkably close, despite the_ theoretical deficiencies of
the official indexes and the practical shortcomings - of- the-indexes that I esti-
mated. For those industries producing _relatively homogeneous goodssuch as
inetallurgy, electrical power. eoal, building materials and_timlierand for the
slower growing, more stable light industriessuch as food- products,_ textiles and
paperthe data suggest that the oft (nil and estimated - indexes are consistent.
For the more rapidly growing Petroleum, chemicals and machinery industries.
however, the conclusion is not so clear. ...Icevertheless. it appears that GVI0
indexesAire reasonably reliable measures of Chinese industrial output. [Field,
Vol. 1. pp. 304, 312, 314.]

9. What progress has been made in. Chinese pious to reform industry- ?

In the two years after December_ 1978, the People's Republic of China initiated
a broad set of economic reforms: In December 1980, industrial reformS cache to at

least a temporary halt
By. the end of 1980. More than 1000_ of these so-called "speeialized industrial

corporations" or general plants had_ been formed in China, each controlling an
average of ten plants: The corporation's function is to redistribute production
processes among theite plants in a more economically rational way.
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Pitts acthqty wlli undoubtedly succeed in garnering some universally obvious
efficiencies. But tin: policy is not a part of true economic reform ; indeed, in someways it is reform's antithesis, a device for strehinlining mid facilitating continuedcentral planning. . . .

_Where does this leave its? The most thatt oe can_say is that fundamental reform
Is Still on the agenda. [Reynolds, Vol. 1, pp. 119, 136, 13T.]

10. Rand industrialization is often described as a uniquely Chinese
aspect of industrirdizatian. How teas it fared in recent yearsY

[T]he rnral-industrialization program of People's_ Republic of China deserVesclose study: With over one million small - scale_ enterprises employing well over20 million _workers, the Chinese program is unparaheled not only la-size; but alSoin limovativ-euess. Of special interest are the 400; 000- in the "rive smallitaltistries" of iron and steel, farm machinery, chemical fertiliZers, cement andhydroelectricity. Using modified versions of technologies that were long ago obvi-ated in the West, these small-scale, relatively labor-intensive plantS constitute anImportaiit experiment in the use of intermediate technologies: At their peak, theyproducedmajor portions of output in these industries : in 1978, they accounted foralmost all_ of the small and medium farm _tools and iniichthery, over half of thecheniical fertitizers (by weight), 65 percent of the cement, ete., that were supplied,.t0. th_ ilgticulturul. sector.... .....
_While it is often impossible to isolate problems and attribute thorn exclusivelytea single cause, we can nevertheless _discern two distinct categories of problemsafflicting the rural industrialization_program: One category is discussed underthe iteading of -techno-econoinic" problems, which includes- problems involvingthe viability of technologies used in the small-scale plants,-choice of plant scale,and plant location vis-a-vis skill and resource supplies. The second is broadlyterined-"administrative." and it ineltales problems _of volley, performance indi-cators, investment choice criteria, tautness of State plans, and coordination amongdecision-making units. [Wong, Vol. 1, pP. 395, 391.]

11. Hew hus agricultural modernization fared in the readjustnzentperiod?_ Will Chinese agriculture be able to meet rising- consumer
needs? 110w successful have programs for improved agricultural pro -ductivity been?

. Agriculture, long a weak link in China's economy, has a new and critical roleto play in meeting China's evolving_commitmerit_tci higher standards of living.This (*mull tinent is an important _uaderpituting for the claims to legitimacy ofthe new leadership. It is also crucial to efforts to raise productivity and generategreater economic growth througlimore reliance on material incentives. The higherreal incomes required by this commitment mean substantial new demands on agri-culture on top of a backlog of unfulfilled demand accumulated in past years _ofeconomic stagnation. Failure tsi_meet these demands- will seriously_ comp-oiniseCh-ina's current drive for modernization and sustained economic growth.China's agriculture at the beginning of the eighties appears positioned to growsomewhat faster than historical- growth rates, at least through the mideighties.But no major breakthrouglisin productiOn_ are imminent. . . ._China's leadership is stressing productivity gains from new policies as themajor stimulus to agficultural growth in -the eighties. More decentralized de-cisionmaking, greater reliance on material incentives, and -_ 6 wt s cializa-,:.:.
-tion andi commercialization of_ agriculture are bein eon 1 on incre se thequantity of output that can be_prodticed with_availa supplies f and labcapital, and current inputs s_uch as fertiliter. These policies will b . ncessful if-growth rates are terise-. : ._ .e inc aces that can be reasonably expected may be insufficient to meet thefu range of demands On _o.gric_ulture. A serious shortfall would generate _pres,su for irther changes in_agricultural policy and possibly for a reassertion ofcentr zed control over agriculture. [titirls/Tuan, Vol. 1, pp. 419, 420.1Chinese grain production_ can now _he Maintained at a level that supportS_ anadequate basic diet. The problem the Cqdriese face now that they can feed them-selves is improvement in theimality of the diet, Cliinn's present government_giveshigh priority to raising p_e_rs_onal incomes and living standards. _Quality foods,especially meat, will be viewed_ by the CliitieSe as an important aspect of _raisingliving standards. If per capita incomes rise, as they will if the Chinese_ aresuccessful, Increases in consumer demand for non-grain food products will press

87-19 9 C 82 - 2-
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China's agricultural production ettplibilitieS Air the 1.' St Ot this - century: Recent
increases in meat, oil and sugar supplies _have beg n to pArtitilly meet this
demand but population growth and technhphand_reso ._ce liniitritrons_will make
continued incratses in per-eapita supplies difficult. [Kilpatrick. Vol. 1; pp: 449

The main thrust of China's pest strategy for _agricultural development has
been maximization of annual crop yields through further intetiSilication of- culti-
vation techniques. It is an emphasis Which IS- broadly consistent with_ China's
resource endowmentslack of unexploited arable land and :Milling of labor. It
also seems generally consistent with the peasants' goal of farm income maximi
zatiom because of an institutional framework in which labor is reWarded in
workpoints rather than fixed wagt.s and at least in the vist, a producthin te:qt-
nology which invol.:ed minimal dependence on the indaStrial sector; Tina is; the
goals of the state and the pea.iant. should be reasonably consistent; _ :

But this consistem or harmony of objectives has Unequivocably brOken down
In Suzhou Prefecture (an eight-county area in Jiangsu Province Just west of
Shanghai Municipality). The area is representative of the frentierS of liigh,
yield, laber-intensive cultivation technology in the PBC. It is favored by natural
conditions, abundant labor, developed mechanization, und it reliable irrigation
and drainage system. . .

The projections express a conviction that in Suzhou the Chinese strategy of
yield unixiriiiziition through liff6nSilicatiiiii of .1±rbi-Miiig" and labor use=- has- at
once nached its highest state of development and the end of the road. Fiirther
development of Suzhou agriculture means a retreat from this approach; and
natvement_ toward the kinds of modern agricultural practice found today in
Japan; South Korea; and Taiwan. [Wiens, Vol. 1, pp. 462, 474.]

12, HOW /tame the efforts_to moderneze science and. technology fated
in the post Mao period? What iS the outlook for Chinese science and
technology? What is the Chinese attitude towards _technology transfer
and how effectively do the Chimese assimilate Western technology?
What is the Chinese approach_to the Comnuunist dilemma of choos:
ingbetween_"red" and "expert" and traditional Chinese pToblems of
elitism? What i-4 the status of professional economists in today's
China?

Art enormous scientific and Lechnologica/ wave crested in 1977 and 1978, when.
because science and technology were to spearhead the Four Alodernizations.
China iiiitioiineed some extremely ambitious goals that incorporated expensive
projectSPrid plaits in a variety of_tields. The wave hit on some contradictions in
1979 and 1980. Specific:111y; the authorities had disregarded shortages in scientific
and technical manpower and serious _financial constraints. They now admit that
they were tot) impetuous; were deceived by "exnectattons for easy success." and
had tit.:_ittiidetplate understanding of China's reality." Thins, the wave began
to recede._Bilt another wave of a different size and configuration is already crest-
ing. NOW Beijiiig maintains the basic problem in the past was a lack of coordina.

bets en scietitifie and technical work amt. economic work. Under the preS-
ent policies Of readjustment and _referm,_ more attention will lie devoted to the
"prliiileiiiti of application and_ des in science and technolog-y." There
Will be leSS lia.sie research and much effort will be expended toward "absorbing
foreign- production techniques suitable to oux own national conditions." To ac-
compliShi this thsil$Bei_jing is insisting on much closer contacts between scientific
resear(4iiiistitnteApyi production enterprises.

The quick rise and recent downturn of the status of the Chinese scientist
prompt some important questiOns. . . .

Can tcxlay'S China accOriatiodate a conspicuous return to the historical dicho-
tomy between tlie man of le!irmng and the rest_ of the society? . . .

A degree of scientific_ exclusiveness Is a universal phenomenonand up to a
point it is supported And nerpettiiited by all of_us. But wily should the dichotomy
between the man of science and the_ rest of society be greater in China than in
the United States, for example? [Orleans. Vol; 1. pp.475. 47Z 4it±1

The postLAlao dri.e for scientific and_ technologkla Alev_elo_pment, and tile
identification of science and technology (S&T) as key factors_ in the moderniza-
tion of agriculture. industry and national (lefense_is_ thus fait_ the latest reaf-
firmation of an elite recognition that reliable knowledge of the material world
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is esential for the transforniation of Chiiri into a tir-)sPerous and Potterful
country,- [Stittnieler; Vol. 1, p. 489-.]

N,.teworthydiniongthe shtfts pl policy under the FOur Modernizations drive -
are the positive :sanctions now _given to transfers- Of- technology between the
People' -4 ReptMlic of (PRO and the hlghl5 deteloped nations of theWest . . . underscoring the official line an the importation of technology: "We
must also znake_use_of_foreign capital and technology and energetically develop
foreign trade. Ilowever, must emphasize self-relititice." [Wilson, Vol. 1, pp.
''ot 3, 508.]

China's ability to assimilate foreign technology is severely constrained byfour factors:_ ( uneven performance with respect to translating research re-sults into the serial production process; (2) poor management capabilities,
particularly- in such areas as project integration and industrial organization;
OA technical backwardness, particularly in precision instrumentation and test-
ing_equipnient ; iuxl (4) insufficient numbers of qualified S&T personnel to assist
with _tile management and adaptation of Imported tel These pi-oblems tirecritical - constraints in both the civilian mid military sectors. ,11though the Ohinese
have made appreciable progress (hiring the past several yeui at rumedying many
of their deficiencies; most of the above are-deep-seated problems with long-term
solutions. The_ Chinese must first upgrade their basic capabilities in such funda-
mental_areas_as alloy processing, comPuter and electronics development an_ d apr

:and-systeniff management before imports of foreign technology will
have an appreciable Impact on their modernization program. [Simon, Vol. 1,

51.14,iliotzlists and economics enjoy a dominant position among the social sciences
_

in China's academic and research institutions.. . . Judged from the standards,
methods and objectives of contemporary Western economics, my impressions
concerning the current state of academic trainihg and research in the field of
economics in the I'RC lead one to a very pessimistic conclusion. This gap between
the state of_ the itrts in the _field or-economics between the two countries may be
somewhat ikliernited in the future. This can he achieved by the sending of Chinese
students to- study lit the United States and other Western countries and by the
sending of WeStern economists to China to give and hold seminars or joint con-
ferences. It can also be furthered by the revival of imports of Western journals
and books the field Of economics. however, the small Neale of these activities
and the Iiinited extent to which they are grafted into the main stream of
academie training and research inteconomies in China will, I believe, do little
to close the existing gap in- the near future. [Dernberger, "The Status of
Economics . . .," Vol. 1, pp. 569, 577.]

1:3. Has military modernization remained in its position as last in
priority? Why is this and what does the future hold in terms of nili=
tai y priority in resource allocation?

China's_ military modernization strategy thus seems to be one of delay, of sub-
optimization, of _capitalizing on known assets and of balancing enemy against
enemy. Thusly- defined, China will probably continue to adhere to the require-
ments approach for-the next several years (barring, that is, major political re-
orientation internally or large-scale conflict with the Soviet Union or its Viet
nallieSe ally)-_. . . If a prediction may be ventured, therefore, it is for relative
stability of direction and pace of Chinese military modernization along lines by
now clearly evident. [-Robinson, Vol. 1, p. 590.]

China's defense modernization program, a two-decade effort aimed at improving
the- People's Liberation Army (1.31,A) and the defense industries, is making lim-
ited progress but has far to go. The effort arises from deep7rooted apprehension
over Soviet military capabilities and from the leadership's desire to "move China
into the front rank of nations" by the year 2000. It will be successful only If the
nation- enjoys prolonged- political stability, retains access to foreign capital and

avoids- costly foreign military campaigns, and moves forward in
higher_ priority efforts to modernize agriculture, industry. and science and
technology.

China's prospects for military modernization are Influenced by strengths a-nd
weaknesses in its political, economic, and technical bases. The country suffers
fromn serious slairtage of trained technicians and deficiencies in key technologies
and defense industries. The principal factors favoring success of the moderniza-
tion drive include the leadership's dedication to the program and the availability

(1
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of foreign technical and financial. assistance (to- the-extent that Beijing can pay
for costly technology). Pentanes/Lamborn, Vol. 1, p. 5974

China announced in February of 1981 the start -of a program_ of _"further
economic adjustment" that calls for a reduction in the current national budget
including defense funding. The program also entailS n restruct,ring of the
economy toward light industry and -a reemphasis -on centralized- investment
decisions. In light of China's worsening -economic situation, and the new eco-
nomic program's shift in priorities away from defense-related industries. thecut
in the defense budget may portend a period of lower defense spending lasting
several years, [Mitchell, Vol. 1, p. 605.]

14. How has the PRO's international economic policy changed under
the post-Mao leadership? How _have the major .construction projects
been related to foreign trade plans? how will hard currency income
restrict imports? Japan, a natural W estern trading _partneri has ex- .

panded China trade. With what sucees? 1V hat is the future of the U.S.
grain trade With China? What steps has China-taken to join the _inter-
national economic institutions GATT; IMF; World Bank, etc.?

In the five years since the death_of Mao Zedoug China's new leaders have moved
the _country unrelentingly_ toward - greater participation in the world's economy.
Beijing hasdropped its ideOlogietil aversion to foreipi debt; encouraged foreign
investment in the otuneAtic economy, established trade and diplomatic relations
with the _United States, joined the International:Monetary Fund and World Bank,
decentralized _its_ foreign trade _organizations to promote direct foreign contacts
at the enterprisewise level, and sent thousands of students abroad in search of a West-
ern education. .

More importantly, fundamental Chinese attitudes are changing with respect to
the role of trade in a planned econonay,_lnitwrts are viewed decreasingly us an
instrument to _serve _the ,:eels of the _state and _increasingly as n means of satis-
fying the needs of the people. EXports no longer.are seen purely as n means of
paying for-import.S. but also as a tending _force_for upgrading China's domestic
industry. By encoura_g_ing Ciuuu s steevy_11,miektic. industries to compete to earn
foreign -exchange in Western markets, the leadership is attempting to improve

. the quality-of goods produced for the domestic market as well. The Chinese now
recognize that in order- tai maximize the gains_ from trade they must specialize
along lines of comparative advantageit Is no longer enough to export whatever
happens. to-be in surplus . .

Despite the rapid increase in trade, Chit a's_exports_stillatnount to only a small
fraction -of doineStic output, and ti tiny bare_ of world_trade,Tlie leadershipis gen-
uinely displeased that a nation with nearly one-fifth of the world's population
and one-twentieth of_ _the world's economic output, still accounts for less than one
percent of the world's trade. They _are, determined to move China forward into
the mainstream. [Davie/Carver, Vol. 2.]

Dining 1978 a series of .contraets valued at $7.8 billion for the supply of equip-
ment and technology. for 22 major projects were signed with foreign companies.
These activities-created great interest among the Western business community in
what was conceived_ as a vast !intern ial of the Chinn _market. This period is now
characterized in Chinese press articles tis vangycjin meaning_ a leap outward to-
ward foreign-countries for the supply of_capital and _technology, in contrast to the
Great Leap Forward relying largely on indigenous, labor-intensive methods some
"0 years earlier.

The period of yangycjin. however, was relatively short. After a sober assessment
of the country's economic Situation, Chineseptatiners.came to_the realization that
there were serious problem:, na the capital construction_sector caused by poor
planning, inefficient management, and excessive investment._ md that these prob-
lems were exacerbated by a fiirther upsurge of investment activity during 1978.
As a result. steps were taken la early 1979 to scale down the_ capitaleonstruction
program, and many of the 120 major projects_ Were Cancelled or postponed. Nego-
t nit ions with foreign firms Slimeddownronsiderably.

Despite China's greater -"openness" toward foreign trade_atulinvestment, the
current retrenchment coupled with various constraints on repaymentand absorp._
tive capabilities will limit-theimmedlate and Short-term (1-5 year) prospects for
any large-scale participation in Chinese capitatoonstruction projects -by foreign
companies. In the next few years, however, significant business opportunities
could exist for a number ofselective projects. . . .
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The long- term_ (5-A(1 years) prospect ter foreign participation in China's c_a_k.ital construction -wilt hinge on the success that the PRC_ will have in acquiring.
foreign capital_ami_ technology thrthigh various arrangements for the _projectainthe a uoverou r eategeries_in the neat fee. years. That success willgreatly_facilitatethe current readjustment process; and a successful readjustment _will_almost_cer-tainly_ mean_ a _greatly _ inereaSed_ role ter-foreign capital, equipment and tech_-
noIogy in Cliina'_s_ _developnient _planning. Ti uccess aIso will_increase China's
repayment and absorptive capabilities, as i ell as its co fidence and experience in
implementing _a_ more open approach. [Chen Vol; 2.]

High_priority probably also Will-be Oren o projects- het _require less hatilcurfrency_,provide a_quicker , d-o r potentially greater exportearnings, . hard currency exports to the Westthe _P_RC_'s_ majorsource of foreign- exchange are expected to slon. in 1981-$5-largely_hecause ofBeijings efforts_ to improve liiiig Standards, shortfalls in oil. production; andgrowing Wester protectionism.- EXPorts of mailufacturea_especially_textiles_and
other liglitindustry goods; Shoiiid -continue to be the driving force behind China'shard currency- export growth:

Under bigh_nnd low_seenatieS, projected Chinese hard currency ira_purt_capacityIn 1985 ranges_ from_ $44-.2 to $58.1 billion. Projected_1985_exporta_mean-
while,_ total_$41.6 billion to $54.2 billion. As a result, the implied_average growth
rates for_China's _hard_ currefieY capacity over the next five years-are -20 percentand 27 percent while the rates for exports are 19 percent and 25 percent [GuIlo;V o l

Japan now_ stands_ leading trade partner_ with about -20 percent ofits _total- exports and imports. The two economies share a natural _complemen-
tarity_buttressed by differeneeS in level of development;wagularels;_capital stock;and natural_ resource entiewliierit. This complemen tari ty providea for_ large gains
to _be_m_a_de _from specialitiitinii and exchange. Japan's high level of technological
development, mechatiiMtiOn,- and wage levels combined with_ a near absence- ofnatural_ resources contrast Sharply with China's lower leyels_ot_manufneturingtechnology; _wages; nascent ineehanization, as_ well as abondant_ reserves of nat-ural resources::: [G]etigraphical proximity, long_histerical ties; _close et1MICidencificatioiL the opportiihity ter mutually advantageous trade; the Chinerie-per-eelved threat from the Stir iet Union, and the sheer size of each economy_ compelcloser economic ties between the two countries during the_11480s-. Thesellea havebeen flourishing tinder the new institutional framework for Sino-Japanese acti-
noinic_relations developed during the 1970s.

In theC_hina market; Japanese exports often compete directly_ with those _Mtnthe- United _States: EXtept in iron and steel products, in which- Japan holds -amajor cost-advantage and in agricultural goods, in hich_the _United States holds_dominant - advantage; U.S. and Japanese firms frequently compete head-on forsales to. China;
_In__1989,__fo_r_ example; while the United States exported 43;754.4- millionmerchandise to China; Japan eiported $5,108.7 million dollars' worth: [Nanto;Vol. 2a
China -has been a signifitatit-hriporter of grain since the_ easly_ sixtiei: in thelate _seventies; however; Chitia'n grain purchases and its_ importance in worldgrain markets -rose sharply. ThiS urge of imports has had_aa iraportant_iitipaet

on_l_l.S._expors_of grain-, Particularly wheat. During_1980 China was the letailligexport market for US: Wheat, taking 17 percent of all _exports: Since PRCpurcbase_s_ _are _concentrated in -cheaper grades of wheat_China's_impaet in MSsub-market has -been particularly :dramatic. During the 1980/S1 -wheat Marketingyear _wine)] ended in-May 1981; Sales-to China of 6.2 million-tons accounted fbk 73percent _of _total U.& exports_ of soft red winter wheat- The 13,&1';R:C; :graintrade agreement; signed in Oc-Mber 1980, sets an annual-range of 6-4 milliontons for U.S. grain sales to China during the 4 year _period_ which _began_ inJanuary_1981. China will therefore continue to be an important market for U.S.grain_in years to come. [Sails, Vol, 2.]
Given the size and potential of the Chinese ecanottly;_the organ-Widen-andsmanagement_ of that economy, the nature of a Contracting_Party's -obligationswithin- GATT; _and the Cemplekities of certain methods of PRO entry into-GATT,there are_ likely to be_a_draritageS as well as disadvantages for both China andthe GATT should the PRC join.. -..
Whether _The advantages of the PRC's entry into GATT will outweigh thedisadvantages will largely lie determined by the mutual desire_ of the PRC andthe GATT Contracting Parties to negotiate a method and terms of accession
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which will, on the tam 111111(1, lie acceptable and feasible for China and will ensure,

on be other hand, PILO adherence to GATT principles and obligations and effec-
tive Chinese reciprocity to GA'I'T members. ELiser, Vol. 21

15. Nornutlization of commercial velationsbetween the United Staten
and the PR(' has been an 'uneven p-rocess._W hat is the balance sheet?
TV hat American legislative and policy_barriers restrict further normal-
ization? Extension of trade benefits (MEN tariff status) has had some

ects on U.S. importi and employment; How serious have theybeen?
ow do Chinese trade practices limit the development of normal

trade ? Has the develepment of legal institutions contributed to Chinese
moderniatiOn and _normalization? Have issues such as treatment of
industrial and intellectualproperty and unsettled U.S. claims inhib-
ited trade? How do EL& firms view their experience in the China trade?

For over two decades following the Communist takeover of China, commer-
cial relations between the United States_ and ''Mainland China" were virtually
nonexistent. During most of that period, tile-stand -still was principally the result

of a comprehensive embargo that the United_ States Imposed on trade_ With

Mainland China after the direct involvement of the Communist Chinese in the
Korean War. . ,

The embargo oncommercial relations with the_ PRC was lifted in mid-1971, and
by legislative action the PRC's access to some-I.I.S. Commodity Credit Corpora-
tion programs was authorized in 11)78 a bilateral trade agreement between the
United _States and the PRC, providing among other things for the reciprocal
-granting of most-favored-nation Status, was approved in 1979, and the PROS
eligibility for the operations of the Overseas Private Investment Corporation
WAS authorized in 1980. Also in 1979, the PitC gained access to Eximbank export

credit facilities, . . .

With ill tins the U.S. commercial _Willey toward the PRC and trade rela-

tiOuS with_ it still are not normal in the Sense that one would characterize as
-ntienia1" the policy toward and relation:4 with the countries of the non-Com-
xnurust world. Apart from a certain degree Of unavoidable functional abnormal-
ity that is inherent in trade with a country- hose economy is under comprehen-

Sie State guidance and control, there still exists a number of U.S. statutory
and administrative measures which place on commercial relations with the PRC
rStriitions_that do not apply to the U.S. trade with most of its other trading
partners. [Pregeth Vol. 2.]

Using trade turnover as an indicator, the success _of the U.S.-PRC norinali-
titiMi process is quite impressive. Trade -turnover stood at $1.1 billion in 1978
it dtilibled to $2.3 billion _in 1979 and doubled again_ to $4.8 b:ilion in 1980. U.S.
exports to the PRC have far outpaced imports, with the Chinese trade deficit
growing from &i24 million in 1978 to $1.1 _billion in 1979 and $2.7 billion in
1980 These large Chinese trade deficits tend to_obscNre the impressive growth

iii U.S.__impoi.ts from the PRC, which expanded _from $324 million in 1978, to

$592 Million in 1979, aml_tp slightly over $1 billion in MO: .

The results suggest th:it in 1979, U.S. imports fro:ii the Plte would have ex-
ceeded actual imports by approximately $134 millitn; or 25 percent had PRO
imports been dutied at MFN rates throughout the yetm The industries most

affected include ceramic product% footwear and textiles_ And Apparel. This
tranSlates to a loss of approximately 8600 einplGyinent cintortimities in the

United stitte The Increased imports in the teXtile and apparel industry alone
would account for approximatulv 600 fewer employment opportuntties._Had the

PRC tilSO enjoyed country-be»eficiary status under the US; GSP program dur-
ing 1979, US:-imports from the PRC would luie exceeded _actual__ and MFN

imports by 22.2 milliom or 4.2 percent. For the cetande_products industry, addi-
tional imports of appro_ximatelv 48 percent of actual 1979 trade would have been
generated by GSP. Vor_the furnitme and wood products industry the increase
would have_been 25 percent.

The employment estimates resulting from MFN and GSP status presented
in this paper Are job opportunities, aid are not tieeeSsarily changes_in _actual

employmeriL Normal. industry growth. labor force turnover and increased exports
to the PRO may offset_ Job opportunity losses in many industries. lBayard,
On. Pelzman, Perez-Lopez, Vol. 2.]
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China's efforts to organize_ foreign trade parallel its prObleMs in planning
and implementing_ modernization. _The Chinese leaderahip is still getting orga-
nized, a _process that will take at lenst two years and may cover the entire 6thFive Year Plan. In the foreign trade sphere, organization efforts have focusedon decentralization; which_ has long term implications and problems. Foreigntrade !mist suceed if modernization is to work because consislerable foreign
investment and technology will be drawn from outside China: Current foreigntrade policy has the dual purpose Of reducing_ China's foreign exchange short-ages and- Maximizing China's access to world_ technology: [Mont /Rich. -Col. 2.]In 1977, When China's leaders dedleated_themselves to the nth- titedernizations,they cOnsciously decided to reestablish formal_legal institutions as part of theirambitious plan of growth. In light_of__China's legal history since- the Communistviethry In 19-19. this decision is significant _Since /9,19 littV find borne the heavyimprint of politics; since the fate_ nineteenflifties; the Chinese leadership hadshown little concern for the fate of formal legal institutiOnS;_d_uring the CulturalRevolution, the legal system had virtuallydisappeared. . . The most prominent[of _the functions served by the_ new_ institutional appear_ tb_ be-(1)- reinforcement
of diSCipline and maintenance of social order; (2) control of Official arbitrariness,and (3) ProSpective guidance of organizational and - individual- behavior, particu-larly economic. No institution serves only_one function; and Chinese legal insti-tutions already serve mutually inconsistent_ ones. Moreover, in the future someOf their functions may change in ways unforeseen or unintended by their creators.

LsiAtly, some observations have been Included on the- role -of law In China'sinternational economic relations. New laws and regulations have been adoptedreceiitiy and more are to come. The leadership_appears to_haVe the -Oa' of estab-lishing ii framework for foreign eeonomic_activity in China, including directitiVestment and a variety of transactions hitherto uncommon or unknown in theChina trade. But progress towards creation of a system of _clear and_COnsistently-
enfereed rules to guide foreigners and Chinese officials alike IS likely to be verySlow. 1.-Lubman, Vol. 2.1

At the present time Chineseleaders are contemplating Significant changes intheir treatment of industrial provertY-New patent and copyright legislation andtiniendments to China's trademark legislation are in the works. Moreover, interest-ing reforms foreshadowing these"nev;_legal systema haVe _been introduced andare already affecting China's_technology transfer -activate's: Mirk/Denny, Vol. 2.]On that cold March morning in _1979, the public waiting room of the BeijingAirpert may have seemed an unlikely place for Chinese and Anierican officialsto signal agreement on unfreezing the sa-called "frozen asaets," lint the timingcame as no surprise. Two months earlier,_the United States had finally recog-hiked the People's Republic of China_ (PRCI as the_Sble legal government ofChina. The day before, the U.S. representative; then Tteasury_Seeretary W. Mi-
eh-tie! Blumenthal, had presided _over the_officiai metamorphoals of the U.S.LitilSon Office into the first U.S. Embassy in Beijing in 29 Years.In the two years since the settlement was_ _concluded; Sino-AMerican economicrelations have indeed progressed, The _resolution of the claims /assets problemWas by all accounts a prerequisite for_that _progress; and whilathe_implementa-tiOn process continuesthe last rRe_payment is not due until Octeber 1, 1954the Settlement itself is primarily of historical significant*, [Lielitetiatein. Vol. 2.]The China market, a place for U_S__companles to buy and sell goods andservices, has historically held a promise_ of fortune. As relative late comers tothe market place of -New China,'__' US firmaatill_sense the old_rintnitiae, but forMany initial high hopes have moderated. During the early 1970s, after the 21Year trade embargo was lifted, newly gained access to a wiener of -humanity
enticed US company executives en masse to draw up plans for capturing just asmall percentage of the China market, which appeared vast frOin the viewpointof a single company.

At present, there is not a very_ big ple_forso many eager-US firms to-share.
While some American companies have fared well in China; feW Very Well, mosthave not Substantial gains for the majority of US companies in China will beMade In the longer term. [Groen,_Vol. 2.] _ _ _

The eXperience 'of one U.S. conipany-Control_ Data Corporation (CDC) ofMinneapolis, .Minnesotawill be used_to_bighlight commonality _Of interest andOther key elements of U.S.-Chinese commercial negotiations.- Specifically dis-cussed are the CIX) negotiations between 1973 and 1978 for the aale of equip-ment for seismic data processing centers to Chine.
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The CDC contractual negotiations are important bectpise they represent -the
sale_of significant high-tectiftelogy Items to_china and Also because by theitiseiVea
they repreSent, in dollar tertifs, a significant share of the total trade turnover for
theycNars in which the trahStictiting Oecurred,

As_of June 1981. hoeer, the U.S. _Government still had not granted final
awroval for the entire trainatetitin: [De_PauW; Yol. 2.1_

With political normalikatien iitilleved_President Carter and his cabinet recog-
nized the importance of renter ifig existing obstacles_ and establishing 41 frintieWerk
for normal economic interchange.:: -:-To ensure that )fflateral economic piibleiti8
were_quickly addressed, and that_itliiii the_United States Government economic
poiky toward China wits carefully coordlnated;_alfil reflective of U.S. strategic
interests; the Carter Adniiniktratiell considered_then;erits of establishing a joint
economic committee with the Chinese: _It. _as varisioned that this comniittee
would differ front joint comiiiitiSielia the United _Stitteshad with other non-iiMrket
economy countries. inch then-focused prinittrily_on_ trade promol ion mai business
facilitation. While commercial issues were recognized_ as a critical ingredient_ iii
an _economic relationship with China. one mfthe majorobjectit-es of U.S. policy
makers in the early days of iioriiiitliziition was to set pp a forum which-
oversee 'the re establishment of-all- aspects of economic _ties. such as finance;

investment. trade, business faCilitittied._ transitortalion. _agriculture. science and
technology, etc. During their January 30. 19 innmeting in Washington. PreSident
Alder_ and Vice Premier Deng Xiaoping discussed the possibility of creating a

bilateral forum and agreed to establish it 'joint economic committee. [Haas;

Vol, 2.)

V. IMMIt;ATIONS Or CHINESE PROBLEINISz AND PROSPECTS FOI: THE

REAGAN ADMINISTRATION AND TUB 97TII CoNGRESS

BOth liPtiblems _ such as uneven economic development; the
necessity to retrench hard ilirrency constraints, and the Unbalance in
its trade with the United _States; and its prospect: for economic
growth,-trade expansion, and attainment of great power status raise a
number of policy questions

CHINA -AS A PREFERRED MARKET

In the near term Chitia'S limited supply of hard currency Will con=
strain its iiiiports. If _the United .States decides to facilitatc_Chinese
purchases of industrial and agricultural products with additional
frovernniOit Credits from the Export-Import I3ank and the Commod-
ity Credit Coporatithii a More favorable policy than that applied _to
many other U.S. trade partners would be required. The immediate
prospects for the China Market may not Nvarrant preferential Ciedit
polieyi but China's longer term economic and political prospects may
merit consideration of such a policy.

BEYOND NORMALIZATION

Since the normalization of U.S. trade with China and the liberaliza-
tion of controls on exports- to_that Country; there has been considerable
support for further reduction's in trade_ controls. If this policy is

chosen; the United States ihight consider treating China as a country
not subject to the legal _constraint:4 of the "Communist country'? and
"state_ trading economy" Statiu4. Similitt-17,; Chinese industry might be
considered "state influenced" instead of "state contolled," in which
case_ the"more restrictive Market disruption provisions that the U.S.
applies to imports from communist countries would not be applicable
to Chinese importS.,To remove some restrictions, such as the market
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disrupt ion provisions of ;-;ect Bill 1.14; of the of 1974; theniandatory iiiiInsion of sit fegua clauses in bilater_ii_lzigreeinents, andthe ban on imports of Chinese fins, legislation would be required.
Other ribstrietiMiS reqiiired I law, notably the birn on Ekport:Iniport
Bank loans or 10:i1 giniranteibs fOrcbziimbinist_countith.s and the Jack-
son-Vanik A_Meiidiiient to the: Trade Act 1974, Which sets freedomof emigration prerequisite for most- favored nation. tariff status;are waived for China and several other commanist countries. A thirdcategory of test !actions, liriniarily export rontrois; may be liberalized
at -the Pia.sitlent's discret ion;

In _moving beyond nornialization; the I. ,nited States should considerwhether ciirrent, policies are likely to emliie. BecaniSe of thechance that. tire - policies of the _ctirent Deng leadership could be
reversed, :my legiSlative or administrative init allow theUnited States flexibility .to,tespoiiil cluinges in poi Itiiiayalso be.nivrnin.inti.b. to consiler the potential hain to iniport-sensitive

industries such is textiles.

Dow-Ti.aiNr riiosma,-1.8 Von 'ram& A.ND Ecoicomtc coorna.vrioN,

the1)o the loer term prospects for the China_ market warrant a_pitf=erential_polic;V in the present? If so; the, ITnited StiiteS might_ benefitfrom concluding long-teriii ceinioniic agreement with China._ Depei.-nig On wing her foreign conipetitoz'S followed suit, such an agreementcould establish an inst it in lona! framework that could assiii.e the UnitedSt:ites_ an equal Or position,iii the (_:hints market for yezirsto come. In the rliciliurii anal long-firret joint I T:s-.-chinoi>e,
meat projects in meta 1 lut.gr, transpott-litioll,_eilei.gy _or agriculturemight be a. ..component of slit li ail agreement; A formal 17..S._.stndy ofthe feasibility such projects and their likely prOtitability for theUnited States might, provide sonic insights On these questions.

ARMS SALES TO TAIWAN AND Till; PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC

arms sales to TA IMiti are a stumbling block in_the develOpnientof closer eceiniiiiie and political relations with_the PRO. Chinese dis-pleasure will force the CinigreSS and the Executive to consider theadvantages and disadvantages to the ITnited_ShiteS of continued aimsT asales to aiwn: It linty alSo be appropriate to give careful considera-tion to the deSirahility of selling arms and dual-use technologies to thePeople's Republic-even though large Chinese purchases aic unlikelyin the near _te erte. Afilitatry devlopmentS, Once, undtbrtakeni are hardto reverse. .Nforeove: the -United States would have little or no controlover Chinese rase of military force.

CHINA AS A GLOBAL AND REGIONAL POWER

Tlie mixed pattern of Sino:Anierican relations; in _which the twocountries' intereStS converge. in some cases, lint diiierge in others; raisessome questions about U.S. policy toward China's economic itiOderiiila-tion and normalization of its economic and political relations with thenon-communist world.
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CHINA AS A POWER

__ If the United States continues to favor. a unified, stable, and strong,
People's Republic of China What Chinese modernization policies are in
our interest? Sh duld we for example; encourage rapid induStrial, agri-
cultural and scientific and technological development through our po-
litical influence, Scientific exchanges; and other means?

CHINA AS AN ACTOR IN THE ASIAN AND GLOBAL ECONOMIES

If Pacific rim economic interrelations develop further toward a
Pacific community, should we encourage the PRC to be an active mem-
ber ?__In moving toward "normal" economic relations should we refash-
ion our laws and policy away from the restrictions imposed on trade
with Communist,c,ountries?

WESTERN RECEPTIVITY TOWARD CHINA

If we deterniiiii,5 that it is in ourinterest to play the "China card" as
a means of countering the Soviet Union and, at the same time,- to foster
the modernization Of China's economy and the opening Of Chinese
society to the moderating infinefices of membership in the community
of nations, can we be Sure _that these_goals are compatible? Is there it
basis for a U.S. policy to,,vard the PRC that nations with such diverse
interests as Japan, Sbah_ Korea, the ASEAN - nations and India may
adopt? What formal or informal economic steps might be useful to
forge a common policy ?
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_ _ . _Deng XiaoPing has led the right-wing survivors of -the two-line
struggle in their steady rite to power within the post-Mao leadership
o'er the years since the death of Mao and the overthrow of the Gang
of Four in 1976. ThiS new or post-Mao leadership is dedicated -to _re-
establishing China's economy on the path of growth duringthe 1980s as a necessary precondition to the- long-run achievement of
the Four_ Modernizations In their search for _the path of sustained
growth, the post:Mao leadership has introduced a whole series of new
economic policies and _reforms made necessary_- by the economic prob-
lems, policies, and institutions they inherited from the-past. These new
economic policies and reforms do not represent a well-defined economic
program introduced at a particular point in time. Rather, the_poSt--Mao economic program is the result of a continuous process of experi-mentation in their search for the path of sustained growth; Atito-ce§,§which has encountered problems and undergone several twists andturns; but which is likely to continue throughout the 1980S.Taken as a whole,_ the- post-Mao leadership's program of economic
p_olicies_and reforms hat become an across-the-board attempt to changethe traditional Chinese development model. This involves a rejectionof the Maoist radical economic principles in -favor of those proposedby the rig.ht-wing, the abandonment of Stalin's "big push" develop-

Department of Economies and Center for China Studies. University of Michigan:
(19)
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nient strategy in favor of balanced growth and "consumerism," and
a modification of the Soviet-type economic system to incorp_oratesig-
nificant elements of market socialism; The particular economic policies
and reforms adopted_ over the_ past few years are described within this
three-fOld frame_work of analysis. While the many problems encoun-
tered in and created by the implementation of these policies and re-
forins are indicated, they also have_ led to many favorable changes in
China's economy that auger_ well for _the attempt to regain self,sus-
tained groWth. And while the several short-run economic problems
which face post-Mao leadership have led to a pause and consohda-
tion in some these new economic policies and reforms, the post-Mao
leadership remains dedicated in their_ search for a new economic de-
velopment modelprinciples, strategy, and economic systemmore
appropriate to_ China's needs on the road to economic_Modernization;

One reason for the emphasis given to pointing. out the problems en-
countered in adopting these new economic policies and reforms is to
provide a better means for evaluating the probable_ future course of
thcno w _economic program over the _course of the 1980S._Althougli they
may well reappear as limiting constraints, the rejection of the Maoist
radical_ economic _principles as priority objectives should remain a
major ingredientinChina's new-development model; The current re-
jection of the Stalinist "big push" in favor of a "balanced growth"
strategy is expected tOgiveway during the 1980s to a rate of invest-
ment and allocation of investment more_ representative of a com-
promise between thcse_two strategics. Finally, the outcome of the cur-
rent attempt to develop an economic system which represents a mix
between a Soviektype and market socialist system to obtain the een=-

trial control of the former and economic efficiency of the latter is most
difficult to prediCt._Ilistory, logic, and_ my own subjective impressions
lcad_ine to conclude the attempt to change the traditional economic
system-will fail_ Yet, the right-wing of the party has argued. for -re-
form _of China's Soviet-type economic system since the iiiid=1950g._Tho
inefficiencies_ and problems associated with that system have been
widely publicized in _China over_ the past few yearS; and several ex-
perimentOutve been introduced to reform-that system to incorporate.
significant _elements. of market socialism. Thus, as China searchei; for
the piith of self-sustained growth throughout the 198_0s, it _will do so
by moans of economic principles and strategies which differ from those
in the paSt and with an economic system that may incorporate some
perhaps -a great Many- -modifications to allow for the &Centraliza-
tion of decision-making according to market forces; rather than _cen-
tally determined plans; in the allocation of resources. This new Chi-
nese economic development model should markto a lesser or greater
degreean _improvement over the old in the atteinpt to regain the
path of self-sustained growth for China's economy;

BACKGROUND

Emtiontio p,:xies in China today can only be understood -as but
the latest stage_ in the continuous evolution of the post-Mao leader-
ship's program to solve the problem of China's economic development.
With only two decades remaining for its realization, "the moderni-
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ititiori of Chin: Cs economy by the end of the-centiiry" continues tobe a largely unfulfilled prothise. In the past quarter of a century ahigh rate of accumulation has been achieved, with the largest share
devoted to investment-in fixed capital in industry.' As a result Indus=
trial growth rates have also been impressive,_escially those for heavy
industry,2 Thus, whereas _in 1952 heavy industry_ accounted for aboutone thiid of totalindustrial production, by 1977 it accounted for overone-half, In the 25 years between 1952 and 1977, largely as a resultof these high rates of industrial growth,-China's national income in-creased at an average_ rate of_ 6.2 percent .s

This goal of rapid industrialgrowth lay behihd the Chinese Com-munist's decision to adopt the Soviet; or centralized- command plan-ning system; in the 1950s, Specific__ economic polieies included- the
nationalization of the means of production, accumulation of profits asrevenue in the state's budget, and direet elle-cation of that revenue_inthe form of unilateral grants for investment_ in_ industry - especiallythe producers' goods industries. Inasmuch as China was well endowedwith raw material supplies, had surplus-labor-to supply the increase
in industrial employment without _creating_ labor shortages in othersectors, and was at a level of development_where _extensive rather than
intensive_ investment was required __Mat iS,_duplieation of basic pro-
duction facilities as opposed to increasing_ the capital intensity of ex-
isting ones); this economic system_ worked well to achieve the resultsdepicted in the fore mentioned macro-economic indicators.

While a high rate of savings and investment and a substantial rateof growth in total industrial production, _areneeessary conditions for
achieving economic modernization, historicallY the record of economic
development throughout_the world clearly shows that these factors arenot Sufficient conditions,Economicmodernization in today'sindttstdal-
iz-ed countries was achieved through a natural process of evolution
stemming from an agricultural revolution which provided the precon-ditions for their subSequent industrial revolution. In addition, during
the industrialization process increases_ in agricultural productivity
kept pace with those in industry; _While_ this is not true of the Soviet
Union, a country which also sought_ modernization through a central-
ized command planning system, it did. begin its industrialization proc-

'The average annual- rates -of accumulation were 24;2- percent in_ 1953-57; 80.8 percentin 1958-6Z-22.7 percent in 1983-65, Z6.8 Dementia I986-70,_and-33- percent In 1971-75.In_"lipa and DOwns_Of Some -Major Economic Targets (1953-79)," table in Beijing Review,No 12 -(23 March 1941).-m 25.
B_etween 1952_and 197_7 _the gross value of industrial outpnt increased atan_anniial fateof-9,4-percent, light industry by 8.3 percentand_ heao Industry by-12.1 percent, Calcula-none of compound annuU ratenof-gmtzth are based- on-statistics_presented in _!'Main_Indi-c-ators. Development of the National h,co_nsmy of the_People s Republic-of China- (1949-1919)," State_fitatiatidal_Bareint-of--the People's Republic of China, Beijing, 1980. _Thesegrowth rates are for Industrial production_ln_What May be-called-"current -prices" as thesource ,spe_clittally_identillea the gross value of cutput In 1952 as being In 1952 prices andthat-for 1977-1n -1970_prices.
See note 2._ TIC national- income statistics in thin source are identified lig-being in-"cur-rent- prices." Thew and other statistics for economic performance- used in this ".paper

reiert:Pd"ora g;7o f D itLrf 7grtPllePrgtTe1being IloigealnCOL cel;: iriryai he- quantitativeChina's _economic -- performance- are -to be found in other papers In thia_ troldine. -See- espe7cially , A. G. Ashbrook, "China : Economic__Modernizatiou- and-Long-Term-Performance'14.0_r _grosenational-product -estimates) : John S. Aird, "Recent DelnOgraphic -Data FromChina-: Problems and .prospect;"__(for pOpulittion) ; John-Philip Emerson, "Toe Labor Forceof China, _1957-4980, !-(for labor force-statistics) ; Robert M. 'Field, "Growth -and Struc-tural Change in Chinese Industry- 11452-111711," -(for- industrial- statistics) ; Frederic J.&tea nfid_Francis C.-Tuan, "China's Agriculture in the Eighties;" (for agricultural statis-tics) ; Ronald G. Mitchell, "Chinese Defense Spending in the 1-980s," (for defense sectorettimates):-Iohn Davie-and Dean Carver, "China's International Trade and Finance," (forforeign sector statistics).
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ess with a considerable agricultural surplus. By the middle of the
twentieth century China's traditional_ agricultural developinerit had
led to _a very_ high level of yields, relative to that of- pre industrial
technology. I-I6eVer; the program of industrialization initiated in the
early 1950s was launched in an economy which remained dominated by
a traditional -agrieultiittil sector in which yields per worker were rela-
tively low.4

The_adoptiOn of the Sbviet model Ivas_predicated on the accumula-
tion of a large share of national income in the hands of the planners;
This involved the ektraCtion of an agricultural surplus by means Of
agriciiltural taxes and by assigning quota deliveries of agricultural
products to the state At below' "market" prices; This provided a Soiiree
for fixed m diiivestent an growth in the industrial sector, with a limited
share of investment going to agriculture' Any niajor developing agri:
cultural country seeking; to implement a program of rapid industriali
zation _must "exploit" its agricultural sector to secure the necessary
level of investment in industry:. In China, however, with the low labor
productivity and per capita incomes in the agricultural sector Which
existed in 1949, the acquisition of the required agricultural surplus for
the industrial program necessitated increases in the aggregate level of

production. With the _major share of accumulation and
investment going to the non agricultural sectors; these increases in the
level Of prriduction relied on the significant increase in
the level of inputs within _the_ framework of the traditional agriciil:
tura] technology' A primary means for providing the required expan-
sion of traditional inPiits was the dramatic increase both in the agri
cultural labor force and in the total number of work days per; year

While the rapid rate of increase in the level of investment in indus-
try resulted_ in a 7_poreent increase in non-agricultUral employment
per year between 1952 And 1957,_ these_ non-agricultural jobs were able
to abSorb only _one- third of_ the new entrants to the labor force during
this pariod.__At_ the same time,_eVen given the limited new land Arid
capital the labor intensive agricultural sector was_able to
absorb approximately 100 million new agricultural workers.8 Between

Althongh detailed-official statistics-are not available for 1040,-Western OS-Mantes Indi-
cate_thAf the agricultural labor force still accounted for over 80 percent (81.3percent- to

be exact) of the total -labor fOrde in_1053, the first year of the Flint_ Five Year plan.
itecentrePerts 1n the Chinese press refer to agrice re at haying contributed 70 percentof

the total material output in agriehltUre and indus y fir 1040. For an explicit auantitatIve
compailiton Of the agricultural sectors In Russia d China on the eve of their respective
lc unching of economic-dei.vInp_mput_p_r s. see-Anthony Tattg.-"Pollcy and Per-
fcrmance in Aakiculture." in Aleander Eekstel alter GalensOn. and 'ra-chung Liu. -eds.,
"Economic Trends in Communist China." (Ch : Aldine Publishing Company, If108).

Accorditig to Tang's estimates, 'when each of the-countries entered its respective First
Five Year Plan period. in which socialization of agriculture and forced Industrialisation
were 'rake DIlied: EommuniRt China's per capita food availability in grain terms was less
than bolt that of the Soviet finion.!'_40. 466).

3 Focb.n extended' analyale of how the Chinese adoption of the Soviet model resulted in
the exploitation of the agricultural sector for the purpose of Industrialization, see Robert

F. Dernbergir. "Agriculture in Communist Development Strategy." in Randolph Barker
and Radba Sinba, "The Chinese Agrietiltaral Economy" _( forthcoming): _

4-Perhaps it is_ necessary to explain my use of the term "exploited " Iti this sentence; I use
It in the traditional Nforxian sease_tit taking from producers their product without giving
them an equivalent Nettle Of gooda in return.

? F o r a statistical analysis of-hotit the Chinese_strategy was to increase agricultural
production hir means- Of greater intensity in the use of traditional inputs (without large.
scale investments or a technological_ revolution La this sector). see- 4ntheny M. Tang.
"Food and- Agricultdrain Chinn : Trends and Projections. 1052-27_and 2000. in Anthony
M. 'rang and Bruce-Stone. eds.. Prodnetion In the People's Renublle of China,"
International -Food Pelley_Research Institute. Research Report 15. May 1980.

a See Robert F. Dernherger. t'EconornIchl COinteenences and Facture Implications of
Population Growth in China" Paper Series, East-West Population Institute, The East-West
Center, University of Hawaii (forthcoming).
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1952_ rind_ 1977 this more intensive iiSti of traditional inputs (labor)ii.Siilted in a pei.rent annual increase in the gi.oss value of agricul-
tural production whilegrain production increased_ only by 2.2 percent
ii }cui;a- 'Phis positive growth in apcultural production is tempered,
however; both by the probleiiiS Of low labor productivity and per
-capita incoines _esiSting in 1949 and by the "industry first' priorities
of Chimi's leadership. TlniS it Slienld demo as no surprise that the
adOptithi of these economic _policies over the _past three decades has
resulted in-the inheritance by the post -Mao leadership of a serious

problem.
The agrictiltiii.al gi.owth rateS presented above reflect the gross value

O f output;_ that is, increases in output obtained by intensifying the
use _of_triuiitional inputs. In fact,_ the real 'Cost per unit of output in
iigriviiltiire has increasedi i;e;, over the past 25 years total factor
productivity has de-dinedthat is, inputs_ have risen faster thano utputs in this_ sector." One could argue that this exaggerates the
evolution of a fundaiiiental agricultural problem faced_ by the post-

. Mao leadership. _This involves the very rapid increase in the use of
inpiits purcliaSed from the industrial sector._ Inasmuch as agricultural
output prices have remained relatively able while the price of agri-
cultural inputs supplied by the industrial sector has fallen,the money
costs per unit of output have not risen fast enough to offset the increase
in total ontprit; that is Co say, agricultural money_incomes_have in-
creased. According to surveys carried out by the Chinese, however,
the cost Of producing grains_.and_ cotton _increased by more than-the
value of output_ between 1965 and 1976. As result,_ production costs
have exceeded the state's purchase price by 10.6 percent_ for-grain and
two percent for cotton by 1976." QUite by relying largely on
traditiori!;1 inplitS to achieve agricultural growth and the adoption of
a price policy _which faeilitat the eXpleitation of agriculture for

clrapid inu.stilal crrowth China's policies have made agricultural pro -
duction less "profitable in terms of both real resource and money
COSth.12

On the supply side, -the crux of the problem inherited by the post-
`Mae leadership was the necessity of increasing_ agricultural produc-
tion. However, their legacy in terms of demand (the distribution of
production) was equally problematic. Although the growth of a.gri7
cultural output was somewhat greater than population growth during
this period (1.9 percent), the industrial demand on agricultural

"Main Indicators." based on gross value of agricultural output in 1952; in 1952 pricesand in 1977._1_n 1970 prices.
11 According to-Tanea estimates, total factor productivity in China's agricultural sector

in 1977 was 19 percent helots the_leveL of 1952 (21 percent below-the level of 1957). Hestates, "Technically, there have been downward shifts in the aggregate agricultural pro-duction_ function In the People's RepUblic. This suggests the conclusion that the Chinese
output growth-lut,.-been realized at high resource cost, especially when compared with otherEast Asian nations." In Tang's "Food and Agriculture,"- op.- cit., -pp. 27-23. A recentChinese-report confirms that net per capita productivity of the agricultural labor fOrcenot increased since 1937. .1i Ling an& Lu Nan, "Discussion of the Siseors DifferentialBetween Acricuitorai and Industrie-I Products." Hongqi. No. 6 (1980),p. 48.11 The production costs nsed in these estimates probably-included labor costs. valued atthttaverage -value for work points. me statistics for estimating the cost of producing grainwere obtained from a sample of 2.1116 production tcams (see Ouangming RIbao, 7-Dem-
ber 1978) ; those for cotton from a sample of 302 production brigades (see FBI& 26 Octo-ber 1979).

12 For-am excell9r t detailed illustration of these costs or limits to the Achievement offurther agricultural growth by means Of Intensifying the expansion of China's traditionalagricultural technology. see Thomas B. Wiens. "The Limits to Agricultural Intensification:The Suzhou Experience." in this volume, which analyzes this attempt to increase the prac-tice of multiple cropping.
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plug grew much fasten As a result,_betWeeii the mid-1950s and raid-
1970s, per capita Consumption of foodstuffs did not increase.
_Fbr nearly all at _the_twenty years frOm the Second Five-Year Plan period

(1958-62)._ to the downfall _of the Gang of Four in 1976 there was little or no
rise in Hang standards. Some years recorded a drep or only a slight rise which,
more Often thna riot, reflected rehabilitation rather than real growth... . Each
pemnirit's annual grain ration remained for a long time at around 400 fin or 200

kilogratila Of unprocessed_grain ... and the consumption of vegetable oils, eggs
and-aquatic products, according to our estimates, has not returned to the 1957

level.
BaSed on various_f hinese press I.epOrtS, I have estimated that be-

tween 1955 and 1977__the total per_ capita_ disposable income of the
peaSantS increased by_ 17 yuan (about 10 U.S. dollars) Nicholas
Lardy has estimated that the per capita peasant income distributed
by the C011ectives; in constant prices, increased by 7 yuan_ (about 5
U.S. dollars) between 1957 and 1978:14 At the same time industrial
workers, the sector whose growth was to be the beneficiary of the ex-
ploitation of agriculture, fared no better than the peasants.

'rue average wages_for workers and staff in 1979 Were 705 yuan; an increase of

10.9 percent over that of 1957. However prices had risen and real wages showed

a decrease."
In the 21 years_ from_1957 to 1978, the average- per- ca-pita grata_supPlY in urban

areas dropped 3:2 percent ; the supply of vegetable oil dt.creased 333 percent ; the
supply of Cotton eloth_decreased 2 percent. And this- level Of supply was main-

tained only by reducing supply to the countryside and importing grain, edible oils,

and eotton.
Despite rationing; various income diStribution policies, and the

higher priority given the state's supply network in the acquisition of

availab supply, the rate of increase_ in the supply of _agricultural
commodities was not sufficient to meet the state's demand. This growing
gap between Supply and demand was met by an increased dependence

on imports of agricultural commodities Over the past three decade§
one of the most Significant features of Chine§ economic development
performance has been a steady transition away from a traditional posi
tion as a net eiporter of raw and processed agricultural products, the
historical mainstay of China's export trade and_a major means_ of
financing_ a sizable import of the producers' goods essential for the
industrialization program. Today, China is dependent on the net im-
port of these Stithe_commodities _Based on historical patterns this tran-
sition could beinterpreted as evidence of the natural resultsof a coun7
try's successful effortS to achieve economic deyelOpment. In China's

case, however; -with-its large agrarian economy, this transition is the
consequence of the failure to solve the agricultural problem._

On the export side- in the 1950s foodstuffs, beveraaes, and tobacco
had accounted for aboUt one -third of China's total exports. By the mid-

1970s, thiS figure was only about one-fourth." The most dramatic

Guaguapg and Wang-Xlanroing, "A _study of the Speed and Balance of Chita'S
Economic Development"- Settifil Science in China. No. 4 (1980).-p.-19.

estimate_ comes_ from researeh for-a Miner yet to he a" Men for publication. Au-ax

planation-of how this-e-stimate was derived would require more -space than Is warranted
aere._hut Ills important to note that-my estimate relies on_ statistics from sample surveys,
national averages, and several simplifying assumptions, 'fhe estimate by Lardy is from his
article.-"Chitiefte Agriculture Development Policy" (forthcoming).

"Liu and-Wang, op.-cit.-Wensen and Tian Jianghia, Predlietii: A New Point of Departure,"
So- cial Sciences in China. Na. 4- (1980), a. 131.

ft more detailed analysia of the quantitative _changeS in the levels of commodity
co- mposition of China's-foreign trade. see John Davie and Dean carver,- "China's Inter-
national Trade and Finance,' and Fred Surls, "China's Grain Trade," in this volume.
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-change was the decline in exports of soybeans, oilseeds; and their sub-
sidiary products. In the 1950s, the export_of these goods accounted for
20 percent of China's exports; in the 1970s on -2 percent. It is on the

-import side, however, that the, growing domestic shortages of ag-rietl-
tural products are reflected most clearly. For example by the mid-
1970s, China liad becoine a net importer of oilseedsand edible vegetable
oils and, by the end of the 1970s, one of the world's largest importers
of these toinniddities. Between the 1950s and mid-1970s, China's lin=
ports of sugar and cotton increased -at an average annual rate of 12 and
20 Iwi.c.ent, respectively. By the _end of the 1910s, China lead becomethe World's largest. im rporteof raw cotton. The import of sugar
accounted_ for approximately _half the total domestic supply;_cOMpared
to less thalione-!fiftli in the 1950s._ Finally, in the 1950s, China was a net

. eXpOrter of grainiimporting virtually no grain at all After the deli=
cultural crises 06959-61, importsof gram, mainly wheat, ranged from
4.5 to 6.5 mill ion \tons for the next he years. By the end Of _the 1970s,
net_ imports of giiiiii were running at a level of approximately 10
million tons. \

It could be iirgii\ed that these problems inherited by the_ post-Mao
leadeiship in the_agricultural sector are the "costs" incurred in iiiiple7
itielitiiig a development str:Ltegy premised on the _exploitation of
agriculture for the purpOses of rapid industrialization. The imPla-
illetitittifiti of the Soviet model did allow (in fact; one could argue it
guaranteed) the Chinese to "bnild 400,000 industriahand transport en-
terpriSeS With total asset; of 800,000 million yuan" (suet' 500 billion
U.S dollars) over the past three decades."' This resulted in the 9.4 per-
cent a year _increase -in industrial production cited above-. Thus one
could argue that the "costs" of the p .ohlenis created in the agrieultiiral1?6..

sector iiiiiSt be Weighted against the ' enefits" of growth which resulted
in the industrial sector. Our major concern in this paper, however, iswith the current leadeiship's new program of economic policies
policies _adopted in an attempt to cope_with economic problems in-
herited frbni the past. Despite the apparent successful record of growth
indicated by the macro-indicators for induStry; those problems in-

_ lierited: in that sector are as serious as those in agriculture._
In _general_ these probleiiis can be- readily summarized as those of

i.rowinfr inefficiencies and inter-in_clustry_sectoral imbalances. Iii a te:.,-, t-,

cent- article ill Renmin Rib:id, entitled "Exert efforts to raise the eco-
nomic results," by He .Iianzliang and Zhancr Zhouyilan, the ChineSe
provide us with Ali excellent illustration of diis problem.

In respect to capital accumulationfor _every 100 satin in accumulation and
investments in fixed assets, the amount of nationalincotile_preduced averaged23 min and 34 ynan respectively_during the 197( -79 period. These figures'are
much lower compared with those _scored during the first 5-year plan period, whichstood at 35 ynan and 52 plan respectively.

With regard to production, raw material consumption is-great. During theperiod of the first 5-year plan;-the- proportion of _raw material consurr.ption inaggregate social products was estimated to be 44.3 percent. It has continued togrow since the second 5vear soul reached 56 percent -in 1479. . . Of the71 targets for ral.v material cottsamption its the country's- key industrial enter-prises in 1979, 48 failed to measure up to the lou.e-st Previously attained levels.In 1979 energy consumption for every 100 million yuan worth of gross industrial
" Beijing Bevies°, 27 April 19E1. p. a.
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And agricultural output value-amounted to 95,000 dun of Standard coal; 33,000 dun

more than during the period of the first 5,year plan.
In respect to the turnover of circulating funds, for every 100 yuan worth of

output value turned out by the country's state-run industial enterprises In 1579,
a circulating fund of 31 ytutn was_reAuired on the average. This was 14 yuan
more than the loWeat leVei of 17 yuan in 1956.1°

The article quoted above does not cite comparative Statistics for -the

most direct indicator of Changes in efficiency total factor produc-
tivity. For example, the are told thatthe fixed assets of state -run enter-
prises increased by approximately 2000 percent between the early 1950t

and the end of the 1970t." At the same time staff and workers am,
ployed in "units owned by the whole people" is said to have increased

by approximately 500 percent.21 These state-run enterprises are not

just theSe engaged in industrial production, but the industrial_ sector
accounts for by far the largest share of these units. We assume, for our
purposes here, that these statistics indicate an average rate of growth
of fixed capital_ and labor in industry of 33 and 6 percent a year be-

tween 1952 and 1979.
Inasmuch as the gross value of industrial production increased at an

annual rate of 10 percent over the same period, ii crude calculation of
labor productivity (i.e., dividing_the gross value of output byp;;ital
employment) would show it increased by about 4 percent a year.22

However; when we take the rapid growth of fixel capital per worker

into account in estimating the changes in total factor productivity,
using a weight of 75 percent for labor and 25 percent for capital, total
factor inputs (labor and capital) increased at ari average annual rate
Of 12.75 percent ;_ i.e., total factor prOductivity declined at an average
annual rate of 2.75 percent between the early 1950s and 1979;

A decline in profits per unit of output merely reflects thete declines

in factor productivity and increases in raw material costs. "Industrial
enterprises' average profit from every 100 yuan of output Value in the

country in 1980 WAS nearly one-third less than in the record year of

1957.' 22' The cause of these inefficiencies was; to some extent, the dis-_

proportionate growth fostered by the priorities_ ptirtued in allocating
investment among the various sectors. Thus, although heavy industry
(especially metals- and machine building), had been developed to the

point of excess capacity and growing stocks of unwanted output, the
energy, building, Materials; consumers' goods transportation; and
urban social overhead capital sectors (along with agriculture) had
emerged as serious constraints on sustained economit growth in China,
Speaking about developments in 1976 and 1977 Xue bfu loo,-one_of

China's foremoit economists, claimed that "not only was the develop-
ment of light industry far behind that of heavy industry but also inside
heavy ind,isti-V itself the production of energy and Of many kinds of

raw materialscould not meet the construction needs; Because of the
shortage of electrie power; many factories had to stop work for 2 to 3

30 March 1981. P. IS.
Commentator. "Straighten-0dt Guidelines for Economic WorkOn Leftlet 'Betakes

In Economic coustruetIon." Itenmin Rlbao. 9 April 1981. P. 5;
!2 Main Indicators, op. cit.. P. S.
" The °Metal State 'Matte:teal Bureau statistics report -an average_ annual Increase in

labor productivity of 3,9 percent-a year in_"irulustrial enterprises owned by the whole peo-
ple' between-1952 and 197% Main Indicator:T. op cit., p. 9-

". Commentator, "Increase Economic Results and Broaden the Sources of Revenue,"
MIS. 17 March 1981, L 17.
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days_each _week, while many units had to suspend construction to waitfor the building materials;_and construction of the Projects dragged onfora prolonged period of time." 23
This somewhat leng-,thly introduction has been prese_nted to indicate

the magnitude of the serious economic problems faced by the peg-t=Maoleadership When they regained power after the_ death of Mao. The eco-nomic policies they have adopted and implemented over the past tett,
years represent an evolutionaty process of_their attempts to solve theseproblems. A critical analysis of the consequence.s and success or failureof-these economic policies must take into account the fact that these
complex economic issues were a legacy of China's economic develop-
ment strategy to which the current leadership found themselves hem
P.R.C. IN POLICIES; 1978 To THE PRESENT : AN OVERVIEW

The death_of Mao and overthrow of the Gang of Four in the ail of1976 was fellOived by the rehabilitation and reascendance to power ofleading elements of the right=Wing under Hua Guofeng's tranSitibri`
governnient iii 1977. :mot that time the post-_Mao leaderShip saw theireconomic problems as easily solved by the mere overthrow: of the Gangof Four and the elimination of the counterproductive effects of their
policies_on China's modernization. Thus when the First Session of theFifth National Peoples' Congress was held in the Spring of 1978 HuaGuofeng's `_`11eport on the 'Work of the Government" focused On theoutline of the Ten Year Plan (1975-85) for China'S_MOdernization.24
Mao'sprinciple-of contiiiiiing_revolution to achieve the advanted*StageS
of_socialiShi and the Maoist edict_ f "politics in command" were to giveway_ to _a stress on solving China's problems_of economic development.The baSie frainework of the Ten Year Plan adhered to the samepriorities of-rapid coumulation_and investment that had been pursuedin the past. Investment_in industry over the next seven years was to begreater than that of the -entire past 28 years._ One hundred twentymajor projects were to be constructed and industrial output was toincrease by over ten percent a year. These policies_were to yield ti grossvalue of output over the next seven years greater than that of the entirepast 28 years: Within the industrial sector it was heavy_ industry,

especially theSe traditional priorities of the Soviet-style planners, thatwould be favored:
Despite this renewed emphasis on the traditional _Pattern of highrates of accumulation for the construction of new_industrial_productiorifacilities -- especially in heavy industryagricultural production-wasexpected to expand rapidly as well. Over The eight years between 1978and 1_985, the gross value of agricultural production was planned toincrease by 4:5 percent a year, with grain production increasing bymore than 4.4 percent a year Apparently these_ optimistic_ projectionsfor agricultural _growth Were related to the post-Mao leadership's be=lief that the_ radical policies of the Gang of Four were responsible formost of China's economic woes.

_ In the 11 Sears from 1966 to 1976, despiteserious Interference and sabotage bythe . . . Gang of Four, grain output still registered an annual Increase of over
24Xtie Mania°, "Adjust the- National Economy and Promote Overall Balance," JingilYanjiu, No. 2 (20 February 1981), 9-27.
" Beijing Review, No. 10 (30 march 1978).
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4.3 percent in a third -Of the provinces, municipalities, and-autonomous regions,

with a maximum Of 5.5 percent. . . With the smashing of the Gang of Four, we

believe that it is -entirely possible_for_ all the provinces; iminicipalitieh;_ and au-

tonomous regiens to attain or exceed this rate of increase through their (own)

efforts.'
Soon after the introduction of the. Ten Year Plan, however; the

Chinese became aware that China's economic problems were not simply

a matter of radical policies and interferenc_e.
failed_Although the _production Of_ grain and _cotton to meet the

planned target for 1978, output did grow by 7,8 and 5.8 percent; re-
Spectively.26Furthermore, the very-rapid growth of commercial crop
production (oil-bearing_trops, 30 percent increase; sugar cane; 18.9

percent increase; and jute, 29.4 percent_increase) meant that recovery

in thengricultural sector, begun in the previous year continued. Thus
in 1978 the gloss value of agriculture- showed an increase of 8.9 percent,
27 percent above the planned target; Growth in the gross value of
industrial production was also impressive; 14.3 and 13:5. percent in

1977 _and 1978, respectively. Nonetheless, serious economic bottlenecks
which impeded the continued revival- and sustained_ growth of the
economy became .rnore and more obvious; Looking back on this period
Xue Aftigiao claims that :

At this poet ure, these imbalances In theinternal relationshIPS of Mir national

economy _(were)_ becoming very Serious: This imbalance had been in existence over

the post_ 20 years. since 19458. . For this reason, the "leftist errors Whin_ had

existed for 20 years in economic Work could pot be swiftly corrected and instead;
in 1978; the errors of the "Great Leap Forward" were once again committed:
In the stnte budget, the appropriations for capital construction increased by 50
percent and the accumulation rate reached_36.5_percent. . . . (Over the 1970s)
the_scale_of capital construction eXpanded_coMinuously and was achieted_prin-
cipally_by lowering the conSumptitiii level of the populace. In 1976 and 1977; the
average grain ration per pehkint was stualler_than that in 1956 and 1957; the
average_ wage of the workers -and _einployees was also lower, while the supply of
subsidiary food products in the_eities became_incrensingly stringent.. Some

comrades who hind been engaged in economic_ work for a long time commented:
-4kccuinulation provides the only source for expanding reproduction ;" ldwering
the - accumulation rate would- lower the speed_ of development of produetion and
in turn_ it would not be possible to improve the_peoples living standard. . The
problem was that the plan not Only did not_leave any leeway uut actually had
many gaps. In reality, over Several recent vears_the supply of such items as steel
products; coal, electricity, cethent; timber _and transport could not meet de-

mand. . . . The insufficiency of Materials for_ construction caused a hqUeeZe on
production, while insufficietit Supplies for 'waxy_ industrial production caused
a_squerzc_ on light industry and n11 joined together to cause a squeeze on
agriculture.

_The growth in industrial production in 1_977 and 1978 not only was of the
nature of a recovery (there was- no industrial growth in 1976) but it also coin-
prised__certain false elementS. -NIntlY of the_plants._ anxious to fulfill their pro-
duction_ plans. allowed the production costs to_riee, and in particular they turned
out many kinds of product§ not needed in the _market or by .the consumers and

these_had to lie stockpiled in the- warehouses. Production of machinery and iron
and steel claimed to haVe the highest speed_ hut the stockpiling of products of
these two categories was the highest and most_herious. What kind of economic
result was actually achieved herd this high production speed? ri

Recognizing and reacting to the, serious economic problems asso-
ciated with their traditional economic development strategy; in De-

25rtua Goofeog. "Report on the Work of the Government." Beijing Review. No. 10 (30
March 19781. p. 20.26,The statistics for output growth In 1978 used In this paragraph are from Main Indi-
cators, op. cit.: those for 1977 are from Xue Muqtao. op. cit.

Xue Mthrfao, op. cit.
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-centher of 1978 the Third Plenary__ SCSSioti Of the Eleventh_Central
Committee adopted several draft proposals for correcting this "sadstate of imbalance:" These were circulated and discussed internally.

In his "Report_on the Woi.k of the Government" at the Second Ses-sion of the Fifth National People's. CenereSS (held in June 1979)-Tina announced that the study of the Third Plenum's proposals had.led to the conclusion that "on the basis of the solid achievement in
economic itcovey and growth during the past _two )ears and more,the country should devote the three_yeatS beginning from 1979 toreadjusting, testi:whiling, consolidating; and iniproviti& the nationaleconomy in order to bring it step by Step on to the path of sustained;
proportionate and high speed development." 28 In -other Words; theTen Year_ Plan was put on the shelf. rue State Planning_Commission
"revised the plan _%vorked out _for_ developing the national_ economy in
197V," and the post -Milo leadership sought self-sustained_ growth bymeans of anew and sweeping program of economic _ti_OliCtezi. These
were packaged to nder the label's Of readjusting, restructuring, consoli-dating, and iniptoringthe "eight character program" or economicreform. _

Readjusting referred to the _necessary changes in prierities for the
allocation of investment and inpUtS aimed at correcting the serious
iiiiltalimces in the economy, Now policies would give greater priority
to _those sectors _which had emerged as critical bottlenecks to China'sbalanced growth. Important in this _area Were energy, consumers'
goods, transportation, agriculture, social overhead eapitAl _(education-

and hOusing), and _building materials. _ReStrtiettititig dealt with theeconomic reform of the economic system itself; aimed -at achievinggreater efficiency. This involved giving greater decision-making
power to local units of prodtietiOn and in increasing the role playedby Market forces. Reforms involved in consolidation referred to theweeding out of amalgamation of those enterprises that were not onlySuffering lossesi butmore importaiitwere wasting. real resources.improving focused on attempts to- elevate the level of technology and
itianagerhil Skills and practices in China's eeoniiiny. This_aimed at notmerely borrowing modern _technology, knowledge; and managerial
techniques from abroad to close the eVet=Wideitink gap between China
and the advititted_or de%-eloped countries, but also at closing the con-Siderable_gap between_ the avei.itgejeVel Of technology an manage-ment within a particular- sector as a whole and that of the leading or
adVanced units in tliztt sQetor.

Tito partictilar details of the current leadership's "eight character"
program of _economic reform will be presented in a later section_ ofthis paper. We_ can state at this point; however,_ that the ado_ption
and implementation_ of various new economic Policies; many on an
experimental basis; increased_ steadily throughout the remainder of1979 and 1980, Collectively they involved a sweeping package of
eotiothie reform which could be legitimately called China's versionOf a New Econothic Program."

01 Thin Ciunfene. "Report on the Work °title Government." FBiS. 2 7ti1y-1970. supplement.Unlike the New Edenomic Program- ln-t he Soviet Union in he early 1820s, it will beargued in this aper that the Chinese economic reforms of the past few years have not dis-carded the basic economic system of the previous period : 1.e.. the system of central. non-market. planned allocation of resources has not been replaced, only supplemented, by thepostliao economic reforms.
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In 1979 the macro-economic indicatora for economic performance
showed that recovery and_goWth in both output and money_incomes
Continued at impressive levels 90 The gross_ Value of agricultural pro-
duction increased by 8.6 percent, largely_ due to the very rapid growth
in the output of grain _(9 percent) and oil bearing crops (23.3 per-
cent)?' In_ _fact,- agricultural growth_ was slightly greater than the
growth in the gross value of industrial' prOchiction (8.5percent), This
war due largely to the declinc__in the growth of heavy industrial pro-
duction (7.7 percent as compared to 15.6 j*iteht in _13M) and par-
tially to the introduction _of the readjustment program in 1979. Yet-;
despite these itripress- ive growth rates in the macro- economic indices,
economic problems continued to plague the now leadership.

In agiculture, although the gross value of output increased by
8.6 percent and grain _output went up by 9 percent, due to the increae
in money incomes of both peasants and workers in 1970 the consump-
tion fund increased by 16.5_percent.33 In addition; while light indus-
trial produetion had increased by 9.6 percent ; growth in th8-prodtte,
tioii of ninny agricultural commodities important _as inputs in light
industry failed to meet the plan target. TheSe inchided: cotton (1;8

percent growth in 1979), sugar_eahe (1.9 percent), jute .(0.1 percent),
ar.d tea (3A pereent). Thus in order to close the groWing gap between
0.0iiiestic supply_ and demand, the import of agricultural products

was increased. Grain_ imports increased by over 1.5 milliOn tons; to
level of 11 million tons in 1979, imports of soybeans almost

tripled (to a level of over half a million tons), and-- despite higher
prices -- cotton imports increased to account for over one-fourth of
the total doinestio supple 93

Import demands for producers' _goOds generated by the original
Ten _Year Plan itself- were tminendous;_The Chinese _quickly became
invOlVed in negotiating for a large number of plants and for the for-

eign loans necessary_te finance them; By the end of 1978 the foreign
debt _implications of these negotiations were becoming clearer- in
that year the impert surplus in the balance of.commodity_trade stood
at Slightly more than 1_ billion U.S, dollars. As the Chinese began to
have second thiiughts about their Ten_ Year Plan a pause occurred in
these heptlittions; _Yet while these denbtS led to a revision in the
plan for 1979 and the intrOduction of the "eight charaCter" program,
the rapid pace of complete plant import§ and foreign loan negotia-
tions were resumed. As a_result China's import surplus increased to
almost 2 billion U.S. dollars in that year.34

_"; Tbe. advocates of economic policy reforin_in'ehlfie argue this is on of the problems thay
face In gaining support_for the policy changes. During a simila-r pert-ad Of eCOn0Mig policy

reforin IA the early 1960s. because the economic indicators clearly revealed the need for
reform, the refor .3-were- reiidlly accepted 'oy almost everyone. In-1877-79 hOwvirer, [bens
tottne-inditittOrs a owed rather high rates-of growth and many challenged Cie used for eco-

nomic reform. In Xue Muttia0% article cited above: be tells us that the internal discussion
of the_draft reform proposals issued by the Third FlenliM at the end of 1978 led to "a bitter
debate" within-the party and the gOv_ernment,

Statiatiett for outpu t growth in-1979-in this paragraph are from Main Indicators. op. elk.

32 The Increase in consumption fund for 1979 was estimated by multiplying national In-

come times one ininus_the "percentage of accumulation IA national income" in both 1978 and

1979. Nationai-income data trout Main Indicators, op. eft. ; rate of accumulation frOtn "Ups

and !warns. of Some Motor Economic Targets," op. cit..
s"Zrade data-for 1979 is from National Foreign Assessment Center, "China International

Trade. Seand Quarter._ 1980." ER CIT 81-001, February. I981;
Balance of trade statistics froni 1978 and 1979 en,: from Main Indicators, op. clt.,

PP. 7-8.
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Shortly after_ the overthrow of _the Gang of Four_ many_ of those
youths previously sent down to the _countryside were able to rejOin their
*families in the urban areas. In additiom although the universities werereopened, thev were able only to absorb a miniscule share of the:gradu-ates from high schools. Furthermore, as a result of the "eight char-
acter" program, new job opportunities in urban_ areas were lithited. In
response to this problem the government urged these youths to foal}
collectives or to engage in private enterprise in the service trades which
were badly _needed in the cities.- Similarly they could "volunteer" _toreturn to the countryside,_ especially to the frontier areas Despite
claims that jobs were found for -ninny of these people, estimates place
the number of -urban unemployed at more than _20 Milli-oh, or ap-proximately the _same amount of unemployment created _in the early1960s during a similar period of _economic rehabilitation. budget deficit of over 10 billion U.S. dollars led to a substantial
inereii8,03 in the money supply and serious mflationary pressures. Whilethe planned budget for 1979 was balanced, attempts to increase peasant
and worker ineomes resulted in revenues falling 4.6 percent short of
planned expenditures. This shortfall was. compounded by the fact thatplanned ependitures rose 7.4 percent above the budgeted figures 98 The
inflationary pr('. ssm.es generated this total budget deficit ultimately
loll to UCtual i)riee niereases, both Official_and illegal, in 1980. While the
"olliciar_rate_ of _inflation that year is said to have been 6 percent (13,8
percent for fbodstuffs), most observers believe it was well above 10percent,

the time of the Third_Session of the Fifth National Peciple'S
gress held in. September 1989,_Huit. Guofeng in his "Report on thell'Ork of the Government" claimed that "our economy has taken on afairly new look in the past year or so_ as a result of the process of
readjustment, restructuring, consolidation, and improvement... .Practice has proved that the("eight character") policy : -is cor-rect and has revitalized our economy and led it on to the path of sound
development" 3' -Other speakers at the Congress, however, had the un-enviable task of reporting that the economic policies and reforms
adopted by the post-Mao leadershiR_had led to budget deficits, infla-
tion, import surpluses, declining grawth rates; large pockets of povertyin the mild arms, arid urban unemployment." It was admitted that thegoal of putting the economy back on the_ track of self sustained eeo-
_noinic growth in three _years would_ require an additional two_years.A ones plan for 1981 was announced; along with plans for theformulation of a new five-year plan for the period 1981-85. Within afew months, following the Third Session of the Fifth National People's
Congress, it was learned that even the earlier estimates for 1980 werenot realized.

23 According to a survey of 87.000 wage and salary earner-familles in 44 cities la MO,unemployment -is an Important explanation of urban poverty. In families in the "very poor"class (below 15 Yuan &month of disposable Income per capita), those who have a JO earna. wage aud salary that is 1,1%7 percent of the average wage or -salary for all wage andsalary earner», but one worker in every 2.5 families in the "very poor" class 14 unemployed.NC.S12. 30 December 1980.
Pi Wang Magellan, "Report on Financial Work," Beijing Review, No. 39 (29 September19801. pp. 11-12.
37"Flua Guoteng'n Speech" (full text), Beijing Review, No. 38 (,z2 SepteMber 1980),pp. 13-14y.

1.'or example. see Yao 'Min, "Report on the Arrangements for the National EconomicPlans for 1980 and 1981," Belling Review, No. 38 (22 September 1980).

J
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With the exception of grain, output targets for "all seven other
major agrictilturfil products were overfulfilled in 1980. Cotton pro-
duction increased by 22.7 percent and oil=bearing crops by 19.5 per-
cent." The 4.2 percent shortfall in _grain_ production was due both
to serious natural-calamities (especially in North China) and the shift
of both land and labor efforts to more profitable crops. On balance; the
gross Value of agricultural productiOU increased by only 2.7 percent,
although this was Said to be 3;3 percent above the revised plan released
in September 1980.. That same year heavy industrial production had

increased by only_ IA percent. However, because the target for light
industry was exceeded by almost ten percentage points (increasing -by

18.4 percent), there_was an oveaultilIment of the targeted increase for
industrial production AS a whole. The slow growth in_heavy industrial
production was a major problem because it included an absolutu_de-
,!.line in some critically neededcommoditieS for example; energy. The
planned bUdget deficit for 1980 was exceeded by 50 percent, leading to
further overdrafts from the bank and an increase_ in currency circu-
!Mimi _of 7.6 billion _ytutn (more than _double the planned amount);
Significantly aided_ by a rise in petroleum prices; exports increased

more rapidly than imports. As a result; the_impOrt Surplus decreased

to 570 million 1.7;S; dollars, compared to 1.87 billion in the previous

year.
Th6 impact of all these factors is reflected in the adoption of a re-

vised plan and budget for 1981_ at_the Seventeenth Meeting of the
Standing Committee of the Fifth Natienal Peoples'- Congress. These

measures reduced theprojected budget revenues and expenditures_by
9.1 and 13.2 percent, respectively, to provide a balanced budget. The
large reduction in planned expenditures was to be achieved by a -45

'xi-cent reduction_ iii -the planned capital construction target for 1981

and additional restrictions in planned expenditures for national de-
fense and government administration. Although_ few details of the
readjusted economic _plan have been announced, the extent of_ theen-

ergy crisis fig_a serious bottleneck_is indicated by no growth in -1979,

a decrease in output in1980, and the further reduction in the energy
output targets for 1981 (a 6 million ton reduction in the original
target for oil; 21 million tons for coal); In addition _the steel produc-

tion target was reduced by 5.7 percent to save on energy consumption

And transport needs. According to Xue Muqiao "this year (198I)_
another big readjustment is being attempted and the industrial
growth -rate is estimated to be only 3 to 5 percent" 40

The Chinese now_ admit they had leSt complete control over capital

construction; as well as budget expenditures, impert4prices, and waggee

and bonus payments.41 They have also been forced to admit that "the
planned_goal_ of modernization in the next_20 years Will be at ahioder-,

ate level and not up to the present level of economically advanced

xo-Unleas Otherwise noted, the economie Statistics In this and the next paragraph_fire from
"Communique on Fulfilment of China's- 1J80 National- Economic Plan," Beijing-Review.

No.-19 (IL May 1981) and Yao Yilia,_"Ropatt on the Readjustment of the 14181_Ntilional

Economic Plan-and State Revenue and Expenditures" (excerpts), Beijing Review, No. 11

(Id Aftikell _11t81).
4° Rue Mutfae, op. cit_For etamPle. ''at present, we not _only have no control over the number of workers.

but we have also lost-cebtrol Ov_er wages as a result of the intilscrinittiate handing out of
bonuses by some of the enterprises. " Commentator, "How to Appraise the Current Economic

Situation,' nonce, No 0 (11arth 1981).
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countries. . . a long and strenuous process is required to make thecountry and the people prosperous."
_

At. the present time it has -been decided that:further experimentationwith reform of the economic system should not be_ extended and that
a "consolidation"_ of_ experiences _ifi these_reforniS is necessary beforemoving further. Quite siMplyi the Chinese have concluded that -thereadjustment of the economy and public finance; Le., the restorationof equilibrium and demand, must_ be achieved before fur-ther_reforna of the economic systemis_carried out Thusi "in carryingout the eight 7thaiii-cter policy . readjustment is the key (and) inorder to get- rather quick results froM readjustments, it is necessary toguarantee that_ the _principal regulatory forces under thiS System--_.administrative orders and directive plansToSSesS full authority; andthat _they are prOperly Centralized and unified. "" An eight point listdetailing specific _areas_of polity change; publiShed in Beijing Reviewon 16 March 1981; outlines ways in which the central government isreasserting- its traditional power of central control and unified author-ity, These are : (1j the plan; (2)_ funds for investment; :(3) financialand__ taxation systems; (4) credit and cash systems; (5) materialsupply and Old-cation systems; (6) prices; .(7) wages, bonuses; andfringe benefits; and; (8) foreign- trade and foreign exchange. Thisextensive list (and one Might_ ask if anything was exeluded) wouldseem to represent a major Setback for the economic reform poll-cies;especially in the industrial sector;
The preceding overview of the _cliromilogical evolution of the cur=rent leadershipS,6COnomic policies has been presented to provide thenecessary framework for the discussion that follows-. We Will ask:What were the specific policies? What were _they attempting to do?With what results? What are_their prospects for the future? AS_thediscussion above makes clear, over the past three lour years a widevariety, not a single comprehensive and well integrated tiatkage, ofeconomic wilieies was adopted. Yet _I believe one can interpret thepost-Mao leadership's economic policies as consistent in an attempt toconsiderably modify the total economic development model--economicsystem and strategythey had inherited in the mid-1970s.

TIIE INHERITED ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT MODEL"
The economic deVelopment model_ inherited b-y the current leader -ship -iii- the late 1070s- consisted of three major ingredientS: a Sovietmodel (the ceatializil-planned economic system); the Stalinist devel-opment, strategy (the "ioig posh")_; and Maoist ideolop the radicalprinciples). The first two ingredients were adapted oy_ the Chinesein the mid -1950s and continued to be major features of Chirifi'S. devel-opment strategy until the time of Mao's death. Maoist ideology becameoperational as part of the Chinese development strategy briefly duringthe Great Leap Forward in 1958-59, reemerging during the Cultural

" "StraiRhten Out the Onidelines in Economic Work," Renmin Ribao, FBIS (10 AprilK--
"Wu Jingllap mid Zheit Shull/to,- "Correctly Hnndie the Relatienship Between Readjust-ment_nnil Restructuring." Renmin itibrin (5 December MO). p. 5.._ 44 some Tenders will argue the discussion in this section of the paper is a sImpliticatiOnof a very complex situation withAretitendous- variation over time My response 18 :- true,but all meaningful analysis is hosed on n simplIfleation Of reality. The real test is if theabstrattion_of-reatity nllos for meaningful analyses and conclusiona or,--because of toogreat a-level of abstracilon.--the analyses and conclusions are not only meaningless, butwrong. In this case I must leave It to the reader to decide.



Revolution in the late 1960s throu8., the time of Mao's death; I believe

that the combination Of these three major ingredients best represents
what most people have in mind when they refer to the Chinese model ;

certainly they made up the development model inherited by the post-
Mao leadership in the late 1970s.

The basic ingredient in China's economic. paradigm _is the Soviet
model, or the economic system itself. Often referred to as the
centralized-planning or command model, I have called it the Soviet
model becatiae it was first adopted and implemented in the Soviet
Union and the Chinese directlyborrowed it from that country. In the
industrial seder the means of production are nationalized and run by
public managers who are assigned production targets by the state.
These and other targets are determined by a bureaucratic planning
administration. In agriculture, production is collectivized and the col-
lectives are assigned plans for cropping, yield, and delivery quota sales

to the state. Trade; that is, purchase and distribution of key coin-
moditie_s including all producers' goods and most major agriculturs1
products and all foreign trade,- is monopolized by the state's trading
agencies under a unified supply plan. Public finance is also unified in
the state's budget; with the profits of state enterprises being collected

as budget revenue and allocated as unilateral grants for investment
projects or as subsidies to cover losses incurred by state enterprises.
Prices are set by the state and workers are hired by the state's labor
bureaus and assigned to factories where they are paid wages set by

the state."
The adoption of this economic system, of course, places tremendous

control over the mobilization and allocation of resources in thelands
of the central planners. There is no reason, in theory at least, Why the
central planners cannot use this power to favor agncultural develop-
ment, increases in the standard of living, light industrial production,
investment in urban social overhead capital, or any other sector they
choose. Historically; however, countries which have adopted the Soviet
model have alSo ado_pted the priorities set by Stalin and his central
planners. These priorities place heavy emphasis on a very high rate,

of investment and rapid growth in heavy industrial production, espe-
cially the basic metals and :riachine building industries. This occurs at
the expense of agricultural development, increases in light industry
and the standard of living, or the development of the service sectors.

In fact; these priorities are so typical a feature of economic planning in
countries that have adopted the Soviet model; i.e.; the economic systems

that many authors include them as an important ingredient of that.
model. Arguments and empirical evidence presented in the Chinese
press over the past two years make it clear that China had also imple-

riented the Stalinist model throughout the quarter of a century before
the death of Mao.

It is the third element which makes the Chinese model unique_; the
Maoist ideology. Unlike the basic features of the Soviet and Stalinist
models, the extent to which Maoist radical principles were a dominant
factor in influencing economic decision-making and activity varied
considerably between regions and over time. When the right-wing

34 For *a nicellent argument of why China's economic system in the mid-1970s represents
the traditional Soviet roodel,-desplte several modifications the Chinese have tried to-intro-
duce in that model over the past two decades, see Benjamin Ward, The Chinese Approach
to Economic-Development." in Robert P. Dernberger, ed., "China's-Development Experience
in Comparative Perspective" (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1980), pp. 93-96.
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emerged victorious after the death of 11a4 and overthrow of the Gangof Four at the end of 1976, however, the MaoiSt Model was an integralpart. of the development model they inherited_ from the past._RadicalMaoist economic principles included: (a)16-cal, regional, and nationalself-sutliciency; with limited dependence on foreign trade or assistance;the reduCtion of specialization in the division of labor; _ (b)egalitarianism and nonnative incentives, including mass campaigns,and a reduction in relating individual small group, or unit income tothe quality and quantity of work accomplished; (c) the elimination ofthe vestigeS" Of eapitalism or the reduction and elimination of privateincome earning activities outside the socialist sector; (d) mass par-ticipation_ in deeision-making or the eliminatiOn of an explicit hier-archy of authority and responsibility based on skills or expertise andjob_ assiginneht; and, _ (e) the politicization of economic_ decision-making, behavorial rules, and policy determination and _reduced em-phasis on economic ratiomdity, in the sense of economic cost and benefitcalculations; _

Any_ decriptiOn of Cidna's development model and strategy in themid -1970s -would have to include a combination of the &owlet model;Stalinist Strategy, and Maoist_ ideology,a§ defined above; The evolu-tion of the post-Mao leadership's package. of economic policies, Ibelieve, represents an attempt to reform each of these_three componentsinherited from the past. Moreover, the evolution of their package ofeconomic reforms over the few yearreveals a sequential patternwhich provides an impOrtant explanation_ of what these- economicreforms_ policies are trying_ to achieve,_*here and why they haveencountered problems, and their prospects in the future.
TIIE POST-MAO LEADERSIIIP28 PROGRAM OF ECONOMIC POLICIES.: REFORM

OF TILE MAOIST IDEOLOGY

The post-Mao leaderships which included many veteran right -wingcasualties of the two line struggle of the Previous two decades, bganto disc:ard the Maoist Model alinost immediately_upon regaining_ posi-tions of autherity. They initially believed this alone would be sufficientfor putting China's economy back on the _path of Self:sustained eco-nomic groWtli, the economy having been- diverted .from that path dueto the influence of_imilical economic policies during the_preVious decade;The 'Maoist Model was judged to be an intiiitiVe and corruptive inter=pretation of true MarxiSiii. The right;wing leado12§hip now sought the"economic principles of socialism during -the transition- period fromcapital isnaJo cominunisni" from the basic_textsMatX- Engels, Lenin,Stalin, and el-en Mao himself. Such theorieS_Were to be combined withempirical evidence; i.e., seeking truth from practice."
44 Deng Xiaoping,'S litteitOpt tO eliminate the contimied Influence of the Maoist econottildprinciple-a advocated by the left-wing of_ Om-party by arguing tbat "preetice is the-solecriterion-for testing truth" enectintered signincant opposition in 1978. A major artielb_inDeng's effort was "Practice is the Sole _Criterion for -lesting.Truth.': relitch tint appearedon 11 May 197$ and Vas publicly endorsed hy Deng in an important speech on.Jfisle 2nd.Deng!ti opposition were- those labeleiltlie_"whatereristm :" a term netired from-an argumentpresented Inthe party journal Hongqi,-Thlif articieshad stated-"whatever the Actsien made s

by .Chalrman Mao was we will resolutely support: whatever Chairman Mao's -directivewas. we will unswervingly obey." Hongqi, No. ( (1977), p. -10 ) . Aceardinr to a htatoiY-ofparty released by the Sixth Pleadry session of the EIOVelltil Central Committee (June1981). Hurt Ottofeng W118-11 member of the "whateverlat" group and opposed Deng's policyof Seeking truth from practice. See On Questions of Party Mabry." Beijing ReriewNo. 27 (6 July 1981), p. 26.
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Mao's principle of it continuing revolution promoted by cli
struggle,_ anti=rightist and socialist education_campaigns,_ was to be

indefinitely postponed as _primary objective; while economic develop-

iiient became China's immediate and niiijor objective-. In his "Report
on the Work of the GOVerniiient" to the First Session of the I' fifth
National _Peoples' Congress in the Spring of 1978 Hutt emphasized
this change in objectives. Hestated." In order to make China a Modern,

powerful socialist country- by the end of thecentury; we must work

and fight hard in the political, economic, cultural, _military and diplo-
matic spheres; but in the final _analysis what is of importance-is the
rapid development of our socialist economy: "_" As for the Marxist
tzstification for economics rather than politics being in command dur-

ing the period of transition; this is testified to in Deng XitiOping's
eulogy at the Memorial i.vice for Zang_Wentiari on August_25; 1979

and by a Renmin Ribao _article published thatsame day.'" rhiS article
was one which Zang had written in 1973i but had never been allowed
to publish. In that piece Zang argued :

In the long run of history; an important political line _will be tried and
eventually cotidetinied by economic laws instead of changing the inevitable trend
predicted by economic- laws; The struggle_ between a correct - and incorrect po-

laical line oliVnYS eXplicitly or implicitly and directly or indirectly reflects the
contradictions between economics and politics. A correct political line will
eventually win out because it adapts itself to economics _; as for those '13,a-
Widens" who talk A. tiltibiy about politic', and fear to deal With ecoitomicsi__they
should please carefully study_ what is the true content of **politics being the

concentrated exPreinclii of econotnics."(pbrose Rooted from the worRs of Lenin).

In other wcirdS, instead of politics being in command, economics was

politics and _those cadres Wherliad been recruited over the paSt
decades on the basis of their "redness" were to either become e' pc

or be replaced by those who- ere.
__ The Third Plenum of the Eleventh Central Committee held in
DeCeiiibe 1978; which acknowledged_ the importance of relying on
practice as the sole -criterion for testing truth; has been mad'a _turn-
ing point in Chinese political development since the May 4th (1919)
period." 4° In economic terms this plenuni marks the launching of the

process in which the "true" economic laws pr principles of socialism
{those advOCated by the right-wing of the Party) have-replaced Mao-

ist principles 415 the party's official economic policy. In addition, a
great many of those judged to have been falsely accused and perse7

cuted during the Cultural Bei:elution have now been exonerated and
rehabilitated. These reprieve-diave even been posthumously extended

to those "persecuted to dent:." Finally, many who have suffered from
discrimination and Struggles due_ to their class labels s)s landlord and

capitalist which they inherited from their origins before 1949 have
been reclassified oh the basis of their present occupations. Those who

"Hun Guofeng; "Unite and strive-to Build it Modern, Powerful Socialist Country !"

Beijing Review,_No. 10 (30 March_107.8), p. is,
4, Zang was- a. Veteran communist- party member -for more than 50 years and had died

hat a...Month before the overth::aw-of the .:)P 1g of Four.
See Tang -Taou; Mitir Blecher and-3inch Meisner. "Poiity Change at, the National

Sluninit and Institutional TransforinatiLit at the Local Level: The Case of Taehal and
ilslyang County in the Post-Mao Bra," Selected- Papera front the Center for Far I astern
Staidlea (University of Clalcago),-No. 4 (1471I-50), p.- 282. According to the Chinese_com,

munists. tho- Third Plenum "marked a -crucial turning-point of farreaching significance
In the history of our Party since the birth of the People's Republic." See "Ora Questions

.01 Party History," op. cit., p. 26.

4
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_ __have beneiitted Iron' rehabilitation or reclassification undoubtedlyoffer strong_ iiPpOrt for the new leadership and their package ofeconomic reforms.

NoaetheleSS, this abrupt switch in lines, made poSSible by the deathof Mao and the overthroW of radical Maoists at the top level of 1e:rider-ship, has resulted in the creation of serious obstacleS to the implemen-tation of the new leaderShip's package of economic reforms. 15 Or in-stance,_ although there have been suggestions that a purge of the lowerranks of the party will be -carried out in the future-, the bulk of etitheat thelocal_ levels -where the economic policies are iniplemented--continue to include not only Maoists, but those who impleinerited, ad-ministered, and believe in the Soviet and Stalinist elements of theChinese de-elopment nuidel. It is -they and nota new cOlitirt Of partycadre w_ho are being asked to implement a whole new package of eco-not -lc policies; and One, which will, in fact; considerabiy modify
econ_unic administration as they have practiced it in the past-.5° Giventhese problems it is little \Yonder that resistance to the_iniplernexitation
of new _economic reforms_ is-being blamed, extensively in the Chinesepress; on the reninant8 Of "feudal" ideas and behavior that continueto characterize China's political, econenne,_and social system; _ _The principle of Self:Sufficiency is one of the most basic_ Maoist

to be rejected by the new leadership. instead they _favorgreater specialization and reliance on comparative advantage in thedivision of labor--within the unit of production, as well as_regionallyand internationally._ Inagriculture Maoist policies centered on takinggratin as the e key link increasing self Sufficiency in grain production(even within individual communes); and limiting intrii=pr-Ovincialgrain transfers and specialization _in_ commerCial farming. Over the:previous two decades these policies had proved to be_a, source of _tre-mendous inefficiency:5' For exairiple,_ areas best suited to animal hut=bandry were forced to convert grazing land into Wheat fields; highyield eonimercial or industrial -cr-op areas were forced to devote &pit=Lion of their_cropping areas to lower-yield production of grain. Once inpower, however, the right Wing_ had no difficulty in arguing thatsoeialisin does not deny the benefits of _the division -of labor, speciali-zation, and-the gains from trade. Nor did they hesitate to citeexampl-es("practice") to show the benefits to be obtained from specialization inairriculture; Now individual agricultural units were to produce on
4.0ne Es- -reminded of a similar occasion in Chinese-history; i.e., the Hundred DaysReform t the enti Of the nineteenth century-. when the Confucian offielide Were being askedto implement' a relorm program thnt woalildhange the system which had Justified theirpast behavior and eveilthelr esistence.,,

us Is true of traditional agricultiMe_Immost -countries, the typical peasantor tram desired to MOW products to ,meet- some of their own needs; to avoid risks, -andassure( it 111111111111w standard of Itylng _TWA ,Wits also important -to the Chinese peasantwhere rrfw grain_ iiiiikket did-not exist and external supplies_of _grid& depended ono -helair(Mtlerati(lly administered state_sopide network--Thos thr peasants'--standard-of-Pvingwas largely' deterMilled 14--their share of the collectives'_ outwit Of grainvvhiArwaa dis-tributed us income in kind to its member's. It is-therefore highly -unit ely that even risenchoke the Chine:4e_ peasant would choose to-completely speciallie_in_ The production ofnon-grain crops or in nomcrop farm activities. On the other hand, the emphaelagIveu_selfsiillIciPot grain production a the local leVel thronghatit Chinn (enroreed by thestate's- assignment' of cropping platta. quotas for- delheries to the state; awl the -.atate:acontrol over the grain dIstrihntion and trade network.) obviously- -increased the localallocation of land and labor for geo*Ing -grain at the-expense of morof'"prefitable andfl,'Ntrabla agrIculturni- neilvIUes. S :eh n mdicy often led to_ serious'inettIciencies in theallocation of resourc,,s. In fact. hetiluse many production teams were. unable tO Meet theirylehl target- for _grain, they were forced to devote even mort,'Clandunreportedforgrowing grain thnn was ealled for hi their- assigned cropping play.. In this Wily. they-hoped-to meet their grain delivery quotas and yield targetsreported yields being determined by.dividing actual output by "planned" Cropping area.
I
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the basis of their particular resource _endowiteritS and -advantages,
aimed at the all=rOUnd development of _China's agriculture, hi-eluding
animal- husbandry, .forestry; commercial and _industrial crops; and
sericulture, _Such a polie_y sought to _correct the neglect of hon=gilLin
agricultural activities that had resulted _from the emphasis and key
priority given graM prbdiietiOn_inthe past._

The poSt=MAO leadership's_recognition of the inefficiencies associated
with the policies of Self:Siiffieiency in grain production at the locale
level was central to their _decision to promote specialization and diver-
sification. Not only was it a rational policy change; it was ObVionsly
welcomed by those at the local levels. Rational_as it May be in theory,----
however; the _attempt to iMplement this policy has uncovered many
practical problems which both limit its implementation and impede
the realization of the gains from specialization and trade that it at-
tempts to_ promote. Despite the priority given gain production -over
the previous two decadesi poi capita grain availability was relatively
lowi not only as a national average, but especially in many communes
throughout China, and a significant Share of the grain consumption of
workers in sonic Major urban centers depended on imports from
abroad. Thus 'a reduction in the__ emphasis on grain self-stiffieiency
throughout the Agricultural sector would mean -a (greater dependence
on state supplies of grain Or the_creation of_ a grain market fOr those
units that elniSe and were allowed to specialize in iion-grain produc-

tion. The new leadership had originally hoped these increased grain
supplies could come from the increased output of_China's traditional,
high-yield giaM areas and specifically designated several "commodity=

grain productiOn briSeS"-for this purpose. .

As a result of encouraging greater specialization in agricultural
production, hoWeer, there was a reduction in the-total sown area de-

voted to grain and an accompanying increase in sown area devoted to

higher yield arid/Or more profitable crops.52 In the last -two years
production of these latter croi*lias grown very rapidly. Cotton pro= .

duction increased by 25 percent between 1978 and 1980; oil bearing

Crops by 47 peizent, and the output of pork, beef,_and mutton by 48

percent:53 Despite the reduction in cropping_ area the output of grain

has also inci.eased. largely as i result of incentives created by the

post-Mao__ leaderSiiip'S program of economic_ _reforms. However, be-

tween 1978 and 1980 the increase _in _grain output was only 4 percent,

More important from the point of view of increasing speciadization
and interregional trade in Chinese figrieulture were the difficulties eh-

countered by the State in obtaining and redistributing a larger level

and share ot_the grain produCed. Between 1978 and 1980 the State's eol-

lection_ of grain though taxes and procurements increased by only

One million tons; The_signifiCaritly_higher imports of grain_at the end

of the 1970s (lid mean that the amount of _grain distributed-by-the'"
state, was larger_ than it had been in the mid-1950s. Nonetheless, as a

result of the drive for self-sufficiency and the attempt to reduce the

level of inter-provincial grain ;Shipments in the 1960s and 1970s; the

as -while Chinese pressreports-claird that the reduction in cropping -area devoted to grain

declined -by -iess- than_.5 percent. the actual decline mtlit have been much greater This

reflects the fact that pr auction- teams- undoubtedly reduced the "unre-ported" cropping area

they had formerly used for _grain production to meet their yield quotas in favor of using

It to -grow more profitable crops--
"Main indicators tip. eft. and -"Communhpie on Fulfillment of China's 1990 National

Economic Plan," Beijing Review, No 19 (I1 May 1981).
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state's Marketed share of domestic production had fallen to far lessthan its share in the mid719506. It remained at the relatively low levelof approximately 15 percent throughout the period 197771980. Thus,
following the_ rejection of Maoist principles of self-sufficiency and theshift to specialization, the production of many tit:in:grain products
increased rapidly while the growth of grain output lagged behind andtouch of this increase in grain output was distributed as income inkind to the peasants."

By the end of 1980, an editorial in Rent-Ain Ribdo summed up thetwo major problems generated_by tire rejection of local _and regional
Self:sufficiency in favor of specialization in agritiiltiire. The editorialstated that, on the one hand, even the _policy of_ self-sufficiency had
not resulted in the production of enough_grain. Secondly, specializa-tion _would require largq-scale imports of grain, as well ag a fully
developed transport, storage,- and trade/diStribiltion notwork tosupply those areas where specialization would lead to reduced self=sufficiency in grain; /

China -is a populous conntry. . Over the last 30 years;_ our country's grainproduction has developed greatly. . . but because of speedy population growth,-the nation's average_ per capita grain consumption .. Is a very tow Standard...(and) a considerable number of peasants have insufficient food rations. . . .There are actual problems that we cannot deny.... To promote animal Iniabandryand _fishery; we need a large amount of grain. If the average amount of grainper capita e-attnot be gradually increasedi_ their it is impossible to have enoughgrain_ to promote animal husbandry and fishery... Therefore; Mr a consider-ably long time to come, our country as a _whale must conthilie regarding devel-opment of grain PrOduction as a principle task.'
While taking grain production as the principle task for the countryas a whole, such a policy is not inconsistent with the shift towardspecialization whereby the necessary _grainis to be obtained by thestate from the ten designated_ Whieli Specialize in grain_produe-tion. Yet the_editorial quoted above explicitly acknowledges the prob-lems in achieving the necessary grain surplus by this method. As aresult of an administered pthee structure for agrieUltiiral productswhich is fixed and does not approximate true supply -and demand

cropconditions in the economy, "the economic benefitS of :grain cropbultivation are lower than those Of industrial crop cultivation.Thus while the production costs of the ten grain prOdUction bases arelower than in other areas, their_ rates of profits remain below that ofalternative agricultural activities. Furthermore, be-cause they havebeen traditionally high yield grain areas, their assigned quota deliver-
54 The-recreation of rural markets, a reform_ polity Which-will be elaborated'upon laterIn this paper. compounded the _problem -the state faced In obtaining a target _share- of thegrata produced.- Some 35,000 of these tuarltets_ are rePortett-to now exist throughout therural areas. In 1979 [when II million tons of grain were reported to have been Bold_ an-thesetharkets-Vpriees on these markets are reported by variOne observers to have been more than50percent_aboFe_those_paid by thewtate-for above quota deliveries. ameit Of_grafn-on the-.thrift inarkets (from producer to consumer) did nOtinerease-the r,upply of grain availablefor Inter-regional trade and redistribution,-The recreation of these marketiaiso-made itmore- difficult -for the-state to obtain its planned proturements-of even those crops whoseoutputs had Increased very_ rapidly-in 1978-80. It was, of course; "illegai ' sell agricul-tural output-on these markets until the quota_and th.ive -quota procurement deliveriesassigned by the state had been fulfilled.- However, "Instead of transferrIbk their-productsto other arena as called for In the state Ida% some Intalitiewhave retained agriculturaland sideline products needed by _the state Iu their own areas see the Xinitua'sThe Concept of the Interest Of the_ Whole Should -Be Strengthenedto- improve the Purchase and Trail-Fifer of Agricultural and Sideline Products," FBIS (10November 1980), 1.. 24
"Pay ('lose Attention to Grain Production, Do a Good Job In Diversification," RenminIMMO (12 December 1980), p. 1.

"Quotes In this paragraph are from "Pay Close Attention," ibid.

4 u
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ieS are relatively high, making it more difficult for. them totake advan-
tage of the premiums offered for above -quota deliveries to the state.
Finally, if these grain bases were to be relied upon to supply most of

the necessary grain for areas specializing in _other more profitable
economic activities; it would be necessary to increase the tax and quota
procurement races to an excessive (inequitable) level, reducing their

income level even further.
During 1981, therefore, Chinese discussions of this problem have

With increased frequency cited the old slogan of taking grain -as the
key link. It is argued that specialization is aimed at the correction of
previous attempts at self-sufficiency in communes obviously ill-suited

for growing grain i.e., pasture lands) or in the use of surplus land and
labor not required for gi.owing grain. These arguments go on to call for
the strengthening and enforcement of the state's unified grain produc-

tion and procurement plans. In other words, as is true of most of the

new leadership's economic reforms; the principle of specialization was
introduced to counter and correct obvious and serious economic prob'
lents created by theprinciple of self-sufficiency inherited from the past.
That objective, along with the general principle of specialization, re-
mains. 'Yet certain developments over the past few years which have
resulted from this change in policy have led the new leadership to
reintroduce limits or constraints in its implementation. Some of these
revisions reintroduce or rely to some extent upon the policies and
economic system they inherited.

In the foreign trade sector, however, the rejection of the Maoist
principle of self-sufficiency was even more dramatic. In an attempt to
juStify this shift, Lenin's arguments favoring reliance on foreign
assistance, including loans and direct foreign investment (which he
used at a similar stage in Soviet economic development) were often
cited. The rejection of self-sufficiency was deemed necessary for the
development of the national economy. This shift is reflected in the
trade statistics for this period. In both 1975 and 1976 China's Imports
from non-Communi,t countries NV ere reduced to the point where China
enjoyed an eiport surplus in the balance of tr'ade of over 1 billion U.S.
dollars in the latter year." In the laSt half of 1977;_howev_er, China'S
imports were almost clonble their level in the laSt half of 1976. In addi-
tion the Chinese had obligated themselves to approximately $600 mil:

lion in .down payments for plants ordered by the end of 1978.58
This growing dependence on foreign trade soon led to the itegotia---

tion for over 25 billion U.S. dollars from abroad to finance China's
tremendous import needs.. Recogniting the potentially serious probz
lem that their import needs could mean in terms of foreign indebted,
ness, they are now seeking low interest loans with very long payoff
periods.''" At the same time, however, the Chinese are attempting to

" National _Foreign Assessment Center, "China : A Statistical Compendium." ER 79-10374

(July 1979). p,-13.gaNational_Foreign Assessment Center. International_Trade Quarterly Review.
First Quarter. 1980" ER C1Z 800()4 (September 1980), p. 17 and ibid., 'First Quarter,
1979." ER_CIT 79-001 (September 1979). p. 1.

" As for these long-term. low intereat loans. In March 1981 JI Cbingwei reported that
China had succeasfUlly negotiated the following: A 400 million U.S. dollars loan from
Japan (six construction proJectstwo ports, three railways. one power station) -at S percent
interest -with repayment of the loan to begin in the eleventh year and to be repaid b'. the
30th year ; a Japanese Export Bonk loan of 1.5 billion U.S. dollars for energy development
(coal mines-and otillelde) at 8.25 percent interest. renayment in 15 years after each project
is completed : an IMF loan -grant of 450 million U.S. dollars. repayment in 30 years. See
JI ChingweiChina's Utilization of Foreign Funds and Relevant Policies, Beijing Review.

No 18 (20 April 1981), pp. 15-16.
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further ease constraints imposed by their limited export earnings on
their import capacity by encouraging foreign investment by means ofjoint ventures, compensation trade, and leasing arrangements. All ofthese moves signal a policy of involvement in international trade and
foreign assistance which ObiriotiSly reverses a principle basic to the
Maoist ideological tenet of self-sufficiency.

While this rapid growth in international economic involvement hasnot been smooth, the constraints on that growth are not simply those
of China's export growth. (Direr the past few years many articles have
appeared in the Chinese press which argue against the development of
a compratiore attitude Of dependence on and praise for foreigners.
These articles focus attention instead on the impressive economic
changes the Chinese have brougld- about over the past two decades "ontheir own." Equally important in the negative reaction to policies
calling for greater reliance On foreign capital and technology arearguments which call attention to the SericitiSroblems the Chinesehave had in absorbing foreign capital and technology.

SpeCifically, these projects are criticized on the basis of their foreign
exchange costs (they don't produce exports and rely on some imported
raw materials), high energy consumption (Which requires closingdown other factories in the area to provide the necessary energy),
Skilled labor requirements, poor planning and &Sign, transport re-
quirements, environmental impact, and reliance on foreigners for
equipment that could be supplied by the ChineSe themselves. As a re-
sult the Chinese are now

Making it a rule that hefore we agree to a specific project, we must carefullyexamine the project , thatis to say; we must take into account the availability
of raw materials, energy_ _sources and transport, and make arrangements forthe marketing of the projects products. the organization of the required design-ing and construction _personnel, the ancillary parts of equipment; personneltraining and managerial skills."

Large-scale projects which pass this test must, as far as possible,
"be undertaken using. long-term and low-interest or interest-free
loans" and utilize equipment the Chine-Se can _produce themeselves.
Smaller-scale projects intist "yield good foreign exchange earnings"
and "both repayment (of foreign loans) and payment of profit (joint
Ventures) have to come from the earnings of the project." Despite
these cOnstraints; however, trade returns for the first quarter of 1981
still shoW imports growing. more rapidly than exports-31.1
percent and 15.6-percent; respectively. ThiS surge in imports was ledby an 80.8 percent increase in imports of new technology and com-
plete sets of equipment."

In terms of the domestic economy the Maoist- emphasis on self-
sufficiency had resulted in the creation of independent production fa-
cilities within given induStries throughout China Given the bureau-
cratic administration of the- distribution Of industrial products and
often operating with in undependable source of input supply, these

chingweL op. cit._ Quotes In thia.paragraph are-from this source.
',China's Foreign Trade Expands.' Beijing Review. No, 17_ (27 April 1.981),p. 8- Tradereturns for the first six months of 1951,_however, do .indicate the attempt to limit thedependence on imports of complete plants from ahroad had begun to_have_an effect. Importsof machinery and equipment have declined compared with their level in the first six monthsof-1980. Nonetheless, these six month trade statistics -show that due to imports of agricul-tural products- imports have continued to grow much faster than exports. In the first Bitmonths of 1981 alone China has incurred an import surplus in the balance of trade ofalmost one billion Yuan.
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plants became -coniprehenSive units which produced as many of the
component parts as possible. The gains from greater specialization in
indnstrial ph:AU-akin Were_ obvious to the post-Mao leadership. Ac-
cordingly -they introduced_a program of rationalization and anialga--
niation of enterpriSeS Within an industry into associations or com-
panies to help the relevant enteprises "hove-faster towards speciali-
zation in pro:Audit:in irrespective of their localities and system of own-
ership." " "According to statistics from 28 provinces,_ municipalities
and autonomous regiaitS_, 19,300 enterprises had._ been amalgamated.
into 1,900 specialized companies or general plants by the -end of 1980."

Nonetheless, While this amalgamation for the -sake of greater spe-
cialization is quite rational when viewed from the standpoint of na-
tional interests; the indiVidUal enterprises in China still are owned by
different administrative units in the political system that range from
provinces, counties; Municipalities, _the state, and _even: communes.
Whitt is good for the country is not always beneficial to the unit that
owns the individithl enterprise. Thus the owners of individual plants
have been assured that-joining one of the new specialized companies
will not involve a titiSfet- -of1-2rofits_or loss of profit. Apparently these
aSSUrtitices have not been enough;_howeer and it is now argued that
higher levels of authority must -take the lea in obtaining "voluntary"
participation by these _various units for the sake of national interests.

_Finally, within the individual enterprise itself, the former practice
Of iii*iiiiikAtigproduction_by means of collective groups of workers in
work groups is being replaced by_assigning tasks to specialize& work
groups. Meiribers are allowed to- emocratically elect their work leader
and organize their on internal work_ assignments; They are also re-
warded for their : -iove-quota production; To the extent this system
is adapted through lit China'S industijal sector it is only a matter of
tiiiiii Before these workers will discover that specialization in _task
a:*itglinientsresults in greater o put.

The peSt:Mito leadership has id little trouble justifying a related
tic

shift-from Maoist principles Of egalitarianism and reliance on norma-
tive incentives. They have simply mquoted fro the fundamental -eco-
nomic_ law of socialism found in the basic texts of Marx: "From each
according_ to their ability; to each according to work done." In agri-
culture households with less labor power and skills li td benefitted
frOM the Maoist emphasis on more equitable distribution of the pro-
duction team's income. At the same- time, liot,vever; .hc attempt to
increase output by means of mass' campaicrns and normative appeals
meant that while the Proditetion_ tearn might increase its productioni
this WAS not matched by an equivalent increase in the team's inc ,me:
In fact,_ h asimich as.the price-'paid for quota deliveries to the_ state

rose. little ever the past -two decades while the quantity_ of purchased
inputs and labor per unit of oUtput rose, the average income per capita
of the peasants had not increased significantly between 1957- and
197T." Furthermarei iii an attempt to increase the size of the basic

. to "Restructuring-of-ImliiittY;'!_ Belittig Reileiv. No. 17 -(27 April 1981), p. 5. Stab-Stied
and at,otes in 41,e remainder of thls paragraph nre from_this_ source.

=In 1977the- national-average -of net per capita income (from all-sources, not lust income
distributed by the collectives) was-117 coon. "-Further- EConomie IteadjUstment; A Break
With 'Leftist' Thinking.-- Beijing _Review, No. 12 (23 March 1981), In 1955 the-national
average was 94 yuan. "Prohle.,s Concerning the Living Standards of _Peasants and
Workers." Tung -chi- Kouptso (stfitatueal Work); No. 3 114 July 1957). This yields an
average rate of growth of one percent a year over these-two decades. while the gross value
of agricultural production was inereasing by approximately 4 percent a year.

4?
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unit to share this poverty more equitably, the Maoists had pressed for
the elevation of the basic unit of decision making; accounting, and
income distribution from the lowest level of the communethe pro-
duction teamto the intermediate levelthe brigade.

Production teams and brigades are part of the collective sector and,
although they were under tremendous pressure from political leaders
and local level cadre to implement Alaeist income distribution schemes
during the period of leftist a_scenden_cy that preceded his death, actual
impleinentation varied widely. In all methods the annual net income
of the accounting unit was distributed to its members on thehasis of
work-points earned during the year for work in the collective. At
one extreme were distribution systems that gave individual peasants
work points acem.ding to the type of tasks done and the quality and
quantity of work accomplished.. At the other extreme were schemes
in which individuals were awarded a monthly or annual amount of
work points; share of the collective's net income, on the basis of
their "merit" as a member of the collective. This was determined at a
meeting of the colle_etive's membership and was based on political and
social actors in addition to economic ones. The latter scheme, that
advocated by the Maoists, not only resulted in a more equitable dis-
tribution of net income, but also weakened the relationship between
an individual's income and the quantity and quality of the work they
did. Over the previous two decades these Maoist policies of expanding
the basic accounting unit to the level of the production brigade and
distributing income on the basis of merit rather than strictly economic
factors; had become widely accepted throughout many areas of rural
China. _

When the post-Mao_ leadership_ came to power; they set about to
pressure the county and commune level cadre to restore the production
team as_ the basic unit for decision-making; accounting-__ production
responsibility, and income distribution in a,gricultUre.85 They were
also instructed to stop the practice of_ issuing policy_ decisions, plans,
and quotas as administrative orders from above and to consult with
the teams in _implementing these decisions. In addition, they were to
step the req_uisition and allocation of team resources and income with-
out compensation. Team leaders were now to be elected and the mem-
bers of the team were to decide on the income distribution scheme thy
desired; At -the same- time; however; the, new leadership made_ it
quite clear that the distribution of income on the basis of quantity
and quality of work done was a basic law of socialism In_ this _context
they provided a flood of empirical studies to show thepositive benefits

incomein terms of both greater productivity and higher ncome in those
communes which relied on task specific -rather than person specific
work point _systems. As a result over the past few years; -those com-
munes that had adopted a more Maoist scheme of income distribution

44 Except for large-gctile _rarniland regonstTuction activities the agricultural production
activities continued to-be carried out by -the -workthe-work groups within the production team.

e° nap of the documents which the Third Plenum agreed to distribute for trial-nse-was
"Regulations on the work in Rural People's Communes (Draft for Trial Use)." This docu-
MP= was a revised version of the "Sixty Articles" or "Regulations on- the-work of the
Rural People's Communes (Revi.ed Draft)-' which had contained these same right-wing
principles and was issued by the Central_CommIttee Septemher 11162 -after the failure
o' the Great Leap Forward. The "Sixty Articien" and the principles it contained. however.
were the subJect of Maoist attacks during the Cultural Revolution. In the MO years fol-
lowing the Third Plenum most of the principles included in the "Sixty Articles," including
those discussed here, have been Implemented by the post-Mao leadership.

H
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have adopted a material incentive income distribution scheme which
directly relates a peasant's income with_work performance.

Yet, task specific work points are difficult to detei.mine in_China's
multiple task agricultural system: Issues of quantity and quality must
incorporate a Variety of tasks that encompass the entire agricultural
cycle of planting; cultivating; and harvesting. Furthermore, the Mini=
ber of skilled bOcikkeepers required to award_and record these work
points would greatly exceed the available supply, In response to this
problemi in 1978, a system of contract_ resRonsibility_ was discussed
and has since gained widespread acceptance in China. Under the con-
tract system, an individual, household, or work group within the team
accepts responsibility for producing crops on a particular allotment
of land, or agrees to complete a_non-_cr_o_p production assignment. such
as pig raising. The contract determines specific quantity and qUality
criteria for the output which is to_be delivered- to-the team in exchange
for a fixed number of work points. Any production above that agreed
to in the contract can be kept and disposed of by the producer(S)
resvonsible for meeting the contract,

there is ample evidence that this changnin policy to_ both permit
and encourage material incentives_ and income distribution based on
work clone has been enthusiastically _supported by the major portion
Of China's peasants. It is also clear that it is_'responsible; at least in
part; for the increase in agricultural production and, therefore,
peatant income from work in the cociective sector; Those_ who suffer
from this reversal from Maoist distribution schemes includethe_agedi
disabled, military dependents, the less skilled, etc. In an attempt to
protect those households Who are unable to earn a minimum Standard
of living through their own production efforts, the new leadership
continuously urges the production team to look after their needS. Ih-
othei words, less productive households must depend on the charity
of their fellow team members and the production team's welfare
fund."

The contract responsibility system has become so popular that many
communes, with the approval andvery recentlythe encouragement
of the- new leadership; have developed contract schemes that come
very close to changin_g the basic nature of China's collectivized -agri-
culture. _These schemes; along with other reforms through which the
new leadership proposes to change the inherited Soviet economic sys-

oi The Charity of those wile) earn More work Points: that is, larger than average share of
the team's uet Income. re'erred to here is-- that involved In the teanes distrihution_ on income
In kind (grain. on the basis of _nteci). Thia has always been a feature of China's collec-
tivired agile-allure and continues to hold true today. When the nceottntR are talanosti and
the _household's collective Income Is determined grain distributed_ in this manner Is
charged aganlst- the work points earned by the household. Those who have not earned
enough werk Imints to"pay for" tite_grain distributed to then) in kind Incur n debt to the
collective. T-him Is to be repaid In cash. but more normally through work points earned- in
the future. Those householda with Waled_ ability to earn work points (mentioned In the
text) are unable -to- make up these debts they -incur over- -the years. However, refugee
reports indicate that the team members and leader have a "charitahle" attitude towards
these debts-and do not try to collect them. The new leadership's program of material
Incentives In agriculture both Calls for c_ollecting these debts to clamp _down on "free
riders" and argues that unfortunate- households that would face extreme noverty as -a
result _or the new Incentive program be looked after. In cases where the team as a whole
Is- too poor and the grain distributed In kind Im insuMelent to roolntaln a minimum standard
of living for its members. there are stale sit/mile(' grain subsidies and a new line Den' _has
been Introduced-In- the state's budget calling for t:IrPet- financial subsidies- to these com-
munes no well. This item. which first nppeared_ in the 19R0 budget. called for 500 million
vuan. n figure-which-Is less-than-one-half-a-percent of total expenditures. See "Report on
financial Work. Beijing Review (29 Sept. 1980), P. IT.
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tem, will be discus..sed later in this essay. The point to be made here isthe extent to which they contribute to a rejection of Maoist concepts of
normative incentives in favor Of material and task specific_ ones.

Equally important to the production incentives.pteVided by_mate-rial, incentives are the increases in prices paid for agricultural com-
niodities sold__to_ the state. At the Third Plenuth of the_ Central
Committee; it was decided that the procurement prices foragricultural
productS should be increased by _approximately 20 percent. Beginning
with the summer haivest_ of 1979, the state s purchase _price of 18major farm products,,including grain, cotton, edible oils; hemp, sugardine, beets- pigs, cattle, sheep,_ fishi_ eggs and cocoons_ were increased.In 1980, die purchase price _for_ cotton, hemp, and Sheep received afurther increase:67- These price -hikes were felt necessary; to respondto the steady erosion of the rate _of profit in, the production of thesecrops over the previous two_decadeS that had resulted from the stableprocurement _prices for commodities, relative to the rising real and
money costs for_producing_theM. _Thus, they worked not only to stim-illate Out_ put and productivity but also provided a Windfall, catch-upin peasant - incomes which had not increased significantly over thesame period.

There are several asp_eets_to thiS increase in procurement prices thatAre inipprtant to note. First. this 20 percent increase in prices was notimplemented unilaterally. Depending on such criteria as existing rela-
tive productivity and_the relative urgency or need to increase supply;
procurement; prices for _indiVichial agricultural products werecreased at differential rates which varied froin 10 to 40 percent Thisuse of ditierential price_increaseS was an obvious indication of the newleadership's desire to_ rely on material incentives ; i.e. price responsesof the peasants, to obtain not only a higher level of output in agri-ciilture. but the desired product production as a whole-.Secondly the average 20

_
pe_ ei-reent rise in procurement prices was rstrieted to those.18 commodities,-but they accounted for the dominantshare of farm sales to the state. In addition, this price rise is the larg-eSt Single such increase for any -two year period over the past threedecades. As a resultithese price increases are a major explanation for

the 16.1 percent increase in the average -capita distributed col-lective income chi' ing_this same period b'inally, in addition to_pro-viding both a production incentive and iiitothe subsidy to the peasants. these price increases Were, also meant to increase -the share ofpitiduction delivered to the state._ For this _piii.pOse, a further priceincrease of 50 percent tVIIS adopted for above quota sales to- the Statelot these commodities with the greatest priority Within the state'sproetii.ement program such _as gram and cotton.
For all_ three reasons: production incentives, income adjustments,

and state procurements, these price increases were long overdue. Their
U.S: Department of Agriculture. "Agriehlthral--illtuatIon-:- People's Republic,RevPxv of 1979 and Outlook-for 1980, -pp.-4 and 47: and ibid.._ "Reflex(' of 1980 andOutlook- for 19R1 p. See A _paper by _Fred-eric M. Suns and Francis C. Tuan on"China's Agriculture in the-EN%ighties," In this volume.

I 1971). the ill, OMP ,peoples-communes- production brigade%Production teams atutthelndividaal peasants will increase b'. _tin estiMated 13000 millionunn. as a result of higher purt:mse _prices for_ farm- and sideline products. reduction orremission of agricultural tax In some areas and expansion of agridultural production."Hun Guofeng. "Report on the Work of the Government." (1979), op. cit., p. 15.
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suil..,cess in terms of the first two objectivesagricultural Output and
peasant incomecan lie Seen in the relatively rapid increase in both
these areas since 1977.6" Yet even this most rational and popniarly
supported of the economic reformsthe_ implementation of agricul-
tural_ procurement price increaseshas generated serious pkoolwns;
Foremost among these is the financial problem In many cases the
increase in procurement prices; especially the above_ quota premium
prices; put the purchase price abOVe the wholesale price at which these
conunodities are sold. This caused the state's _supply and diStribution
-agencies _to incur losses. Iii 1973, "state subsidies to- cover_ these losses
came to 7.8 billion yuan _(20 percent above the estimate in the draft
budget) and accounted for 4b percent of the total_ budget deficit m
that year." Ftittlierinol'e despite instructions to the contrary, some
state. procurement agents attenipted to avoid these losses by regrading
the quality of agricultural products _offered by the units ni order to
pay a lower procurement price. Similarly they sometimes simply re-
fused to accept above quota commodities offered for Sale by the
communes.

The wholesale lititOS of _basic necessities are still set by the state
and, as is true of most socialiSt countries, low prices for necessities are
regarded as one Of the few_ basic rights of the people. In China; a
developing_ country in which agricultural products make up a large
Share of the conStiffiors' budget; over the past _three_ decades these
necessities have been rationed and their _prices kept artificially_ IOW
and stable. Yet it became increasingly clear that, _some degree of ra-
tionalization was flece.ssary and; at tae end of 1979;-the wholesale and
retail price of lithi=Stiiple agricultural goods were raised. Although
basic, staple_neccssities such as grain were_ not increasedi_ the "official"
increase in the retail prices of toodStuffs amounted to 13.8 _percent in
1980.71,,The failure to increase all Wholesale and retail, prices to a leVel
higher than the ekiAliig procurement prices meant that_ the state had
to continue to _subsidize the losses to the state's procurement and
supply system. In the 1980 draft budget this amount was eStiiiiated to
amount to 5 billion yuan ki fib-eV-6 quota purchases alone.71 On the
other hand; the ineriniSe in some retail prices aimed at reducing this
subsidy merely led_ to worker diSeentent and demands_ for wage_ in-
creases. To offset this loss in real _wages by urban workers the state
granted them a five yuan per Month Wagesupplement._The_1980 draft
budget_ estimateS thiS Will cost 12 billion yuan;72 Finally; the increase
in wholesale prices for agricultural products purchased by state indus-
' M. A4 mentioned -earlier in the- text_with _regard_ to- grain; these price increases have not
been as snecessfut_Itt_tititleing_the third objective, that if increasing-the _s_tate'S_Sliare_of
tlic_inerease in agrieultural production resulting -from theltrice response of the peasants.
The reason for-this is the impact of another economic reform introduced -i_m_agrteilittire
the 11SW /1411/14"Silip which will he dIseussed_liel.i_wi_the_recreation of rural markets as
another means for stInitilating production and increasing peasant ineumes_DeSidte_. the
Increase in state procurement prices. until very_reeently_the prices on these rural markets
were considerably higher...It Was: of course, always -illegal" -for the collective -to-sell_pred,
nets -on these markets until they had- fuldlicd_their_quonts far sales to the state. but the
Chinese press- contains many' - reports that indicate poorer quality 011U/tit Was Waal _to meet
the ipilitit_and/or some collectives sold i/MUM:I-Wei; on the 'Mimi markets even though their
quotas for deliveries to the state liall_not IS'441 met. -

.3! Wang -Report on Financial Work:* op. -cit.. p. --12. The reduction and rends-
Sion of taxes- by-those cortitiiitileS_eonsidered as still sufrering poverty levels of income
amounted to 2 billion yuan in the 1-979 final budget accounts. -

vo Yao Yilln, "Report on the Readjustment of the 1951 National Economic Plan, op. cit..

Ang 13Ingqian. "Report ort:Ftna.netal Work," op. cit.; p. 16 .
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trial enterprises reduces their profits. This is listed as one reason for
the decline in state revenue in the (haft budget for 1980, although
no specific estimate of actual amount is presented;

_ The attempt to raise agricultural- procurement prices to achieve
the set cif-objectives mentioned above has been rather successful; How-
ever; unwilling to undertake a complete reform of the whole admin-
istered price system, this increase has also created a whole set of new

-problems: This is, of course, a valuable economic lesson and merely
supports those who argue for a complete reform of the entire price
system. Inasmuch as the new leadership now views the budget deficit
_as their most serious problem it is unlikely there will be further rounds----- of price increases- for agricultural products in the near future. None-
theless their positive impact can be measured both in the extent to
which they were successfully implemented in 1979 and 1980 and the
enthusiasm and support they received from the;peasants. It also serves
as a clear indication of the new leadership's rejection of Maoist prin-
ciples of normative incentives, mass campaigns, and a more equitable
distribution of income in the agricultural sector.

In industry, wage incentives within the eight-grade wage -scale have
remained a basic feature of China's econom_y since the- 1950s. The
Maoist emphasis on egalitarianism and normative appeals has been
a matter of relative inip9rtance. At the same time, however, in the
nanie of MaoiSt principles- wage increases, piece_ rates; bonuses; and
promotions had either been eliminated or greatly reduced over the
previous two decades..The average wage of staff and workemin state
enterprises declined by 5 percent between 1957 and 1977.73 However,
the post-Mao leadership's attack_on Maoist, principles of normative
incentives and egalitarianism in favor of material incentives has had
an impact. In the last quarter of 1977; 40 _percent of workers and staff
members in lower grades were promoted into higher wage brackets
and_ another 20 percent were to receive an increase in their wages.74
In 1979, another 40 percent received pay raises and wage Scales were
"readjusted" in certain regions: In addition to increases in wages and
salaries, a bonus system was reintroduced which was to be paid for
out of increased profits; for above quota performance.,

As has been pointed out above, however, other economic policies
created problems which threatened to counteract the material incen-
tives of higher wages for workers and led to considerable urban unrest.
As a result of _the state's increase in prices paid_to peasants and the
introduction of "free" markets for peasant subsidiary products in the
cities, urban workers were faced with Higher _retail prices for agricul-
tural goods. As mentioned' bove; urban workers were each given a 5
yuan monthly supplement in an_attempt to counter these inflationary
effects on urban wages. As a result of this and other material incentives
programs; the average per capita disposable income for worker and
staff members' households increased by 7 percent in 1978, 9.4 percent
in 1979, and 9:6_ percent in 1980: At the same time, however, these
increases in workers' incomes are said to be one of the factors con-

13 main Indicators. op. cit.. p. 9. Per capita Income of households of kay and workers
dial Increase over this period due to the increase In workers per household and decline in
household size: 1.e.. dramatic decline In dependents per staff member and worker.

74 Yu Quill, "Report on the Draft of the 1979 National Economic Plan," S1313 (2 July
1979), L 13.
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t :ibuting to_ the state's budget deficit, the excess demand for con-
sumers' goods and the inflation.

There is no doubt that the overwhelming majority of China's work-
ers and staff members in industry have welcomed this frindamental
return, to relying on material incentives. Yet the success of material
incentives in economic terms such as greater efficiency and productivity
in industry must be measured according to actual increases in those
areas. Given the long_period of frozen wages and promotions, however;
much of the _wage increase was_ viewed as the repayment of a debt
owed for work done in the past. Over the past year even the post-Mao
leadership has -begun to regard these wages as a necessary "catching-
up" process. They argue that given China's present level of develop-
ment and financial difficulty; the state will be unable to repay all these
past debts for some time to come.

This principle of making across the board wage adjustments is
most common in the awarding of bonuses. Not only is it difficult-in
many enterprises to determine who or what group is responsible for
the overfulfillment of production targets, it is feared that the selection
of individuals or small groups as recipients for bonuses is actually
divisive and counterproductive, rather than providing an incentive
for greater effort, Most important; determining bonuses on the basiS
of profit can result in the payment of large bonuses to unproductive
workers employed.- in high profit_ industries; _ while more productive
workers in relatively low profit industries might receive small bonuses.
(Relatively high and low profits being determined largely by _ the
state's administered price structure). Once the_principle of awarding
bonuses was reintroduced, however, and along with workers'_ demands
to "catch up," many reports of enterprise managers unilaterally award-
ing bonuses far in excess of the approved amount have appeared in
the_ Chinese press.

While the methods for distributing income in the collective sector
and the use of higher procurement prices were important means for
creating material incentives in the collective_se,ctor, the reversal of the
Maoist attempt to eliminate "the vestiges of capitalism" was of even
greater importance to the peasant,. When originally introduced;
rectiVization is China included the provision of private plots (5-10
percent of the collective's arable land) and allowed the 'peasants to
engage in private sideline production (handicrafts) and services
(transportation). It also permitted rural "free" markets where the
peasants could sell and buy these products and services. In 1957, per
capita peasant income from the private sector accounted for a signifi-
cant _share of their total ; ranging from averages of 18.6 percent in
Northwest China to 33.6 percent in South China:'- Maoist attacks on
these `vestiges of capitalism" in the agricultural sector were domi-
nant features of the periodic anti-rightest_ campaigns _which, along
with the Cultural Revolution in the late 1960s, reduced these activities
considerably. Rural markets were virtusry _'eliminated and where
private plots continued to exist, they were ether utilized collectively
or for the purpose of self-provided consumption; Thus, whereas total

..er es.pita peasant income increased by only one percent a year be
7 Kenneth R. Walker, "Planning in Chinese Agtidtliture.. (Chicago : Aldine Publishing

Company, 1885), p. 34.
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tweet' 1955 and 1977, this included a higher rate of increased income
in the collective sector." Incomes from the private sector actually
suffered an absolute decline over this period. .

_ The principles of private sector production were among those set
forth in the "Sixty Articles" issued by the _Central Committee in Sep=
tenther 1962. These were reissued in revised ierm by the Central Corn-
inittee in December 1978 by the present right-wing leadership which
uses Marxist texts to cothe up with an economic law of socialism which
denies the need to eradicate "the_ vestiges of capitalism." This is in
apparent _response -to- a considerably entrenched belief in the Maoist
prOStripticiti, especially among many lower level cadre. The post-Mao
leadership argues that as long as the socialist economy plays a domi-
nant and controlling role, private markets and income earning activi-
ties should be encouraged in order to fill in the gaps and to increase
the geOple'SStatidard of living; The real question in the economic laws
of socialism is -not over the existence ofprivate ownership of the means
Of pe6ductiOn inthe socialist stage; as it is accepted that all three types
of ownershipthe state, collective, and private will exist in the
initial Stage of Socialism. The question is whether the transition from
the three types -of ownership to ownership by the state alone will be
carried out within the socialist stage or be a primary feature of the
transition from socialism to communism. At the present time there
would appear be be a disagreement between those who argue that
private ownership will remain throughout the socialist stage and those
who believe it will be eliminated as the level of economic development
permits. Both groups,_ however, believe it should be permitted at
China's present level of economic development, as long as the state
sector _dominates and controls economic activity in industry and the
collective sector_ does so in agriculture; - _

This abrupt shift in policy in support of private plota, peasant side-
line activities, and, markets (trade fairs) has encountered- restrictions
and interference from 1G-cal cadre in some areas. Yet it haS been
enthusiastically supported by the overwhelming _majority_ of the
peasants. Gnidelmeg_iasued by the post -Mao leadership have led to a
steady_ineresse in the upper limit for private plots to its presentmaxi-
mum level of 15 percent of the production team's arable land."
Peasants use this increased production from_ private plots and side-line
activities _mainly_ to supplement and provide greater variety to their
consumption from the_ collective and the state'ssupply system,., i.e.; the
major source of their foodstuffs and consumers' gOods." N'et_the result-
ing increase in their incomeboth in -cash and in kind from -these
private sector activities _over the past few years has been remarkable.
In_ 1979, average per capita total peasant income increased by 19.9
pc. cent over the previous year. This figure represents a 14.6 percent
increase from the collective sector while that from the private _sector
increased 32.1 percent. Inc-mile from the private sector in -both cash
and _inkindaccounted for 36.3 percept of the peasants' total income
in 1979." Over 35,000 "rural" mairkets, have been reopened, over 2,000

" See note 63." ni surveV of_ _10.282 house=holds -in -23 -provinces, cities, and regions,- the average
private plot per household was one (one - fifteenth of a hectare) per household. NCNA,
(2_January 1981).

To Tile same survey cited In note 77, above, 'reports that 83 percent of the private plot
was used for self - provided- consumption.

"Same source as referred to in note 78.
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of them in urban areas where the market demand for the peasants' side-
line products is greatest. The State Statistical Bu/van, which is respon-
sible for making estimates for the volume of sales on these peasant
markets in urban areas, reports that the peasants sold 6.9 billion yuan
.worth of commodities to the non-agricultUral population" in 1980;8°

Tice restoration of private sector economic activities us a supplement
to the collective economy in rural China and the protection and tmeour-
iigement of this sector by the post-Mao leadership is.tmdoubtedly_one
of its most welcome and successful new polieieS. _Despite the reserva-
tithiS mand even outright opposition of some party embers at all levels
(most especially those at lower levels who argue that this change in
policy; iiiOe than any other, will lead to the return of capitalism), -the
rural private _sector is one of the most dynamic &Orion-lie sectors in
China rciday. It offers peasant households with labor power and entre-
peneurial skills a means to use their resources to- produceself-provided
consumption and earning income that has been denied them for a
decade or mor_e They have reacted to_ this new _opportunity with a
vengeance, and one that is not always favorable to the state. For ex-
ample; the quality of products offered on these markets is Muth better
than that of commodities made available by the state's supply system
and Mail network; The prices on these markets are also higher than
those paid by the :itate's procurement agencie&

As a_ result, the state has encountered difficulty in fulfilling its
planned quotas _for_ some commodities which_ not only the _peasant
households; but the production teams as well, find ways to sell on the
higher priced market. On the consumer supply side; state retail outlets
have also encountered difficulty selling some products and services in
competition with the higher priced, but better quality goods and
serviees; available through the markets. In short, while

the
total

maount and variety of mmcoodities, peasant incomes; turd the satisfac-
tion of consumer _demand has definitely increased, in many eases the
state sector kinds itself losing out in competition_with this sector. Not
surprisingly; therefore; many guidelines and official rules issued by
the authorities over the past_year have aimed at making these private
sector activities in agriculture more closely serve their intended role as
a supplement to the collective and state sector's planned economT

These new guidelines address this problem in several ways. CUM--

modifies within the state's unified supply system must be delivered to
the state's procurement agencies to fulfill the assigned qnotas and'alSo
offered to those agencies as above quota deliveries Only those not
needed and purchased by the state supply system can be sold oil the
rural Markets. Prices are to be openly displayed and local authorities
are to supervise those markets to prevent unwarranted or_ arbitrary
"profiteering." ,Peasants legally_participating in these markets are not
to 6, interfered with; but the quantity of goods they can offer forSide
must be carried on their backsi_pulled in carts, or carried on _bicycles;
They are not permitted to use_tucks or engage in trade over long dig=
tances. Vet even these new guidelines contain the implicit recognition
on the part of the post-Mao leadership of the importance of activity

communique on Fulfillment of China's 1-980 National Economic PIttrW' Beijirik ItevietV;
No. 20 (IS May-19811. p.,1_7. Tkia, undoubtedly is an underestimate of total man:et sales by
peasant households of:their sideline production.
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in the private sector as a 11160,11S of supplementing Collective and state
derived income. This belief has been vindicated by developments overthe past few years and has contributed Sighifierintly to an increased
standard of living in rural China.

In the industrial sector,the transition to socialiSiia and the state
ownership and control of all enterprises was accomplished by the end
of the 19(30s. Thus most-urban dwellers earn their incomes as workers
employed by the state. Yet in these last feW years, growing unemplOy:
meat and the recognition that the Maoist decade led to a severe reduc-
tion in service trades has caused the new leadership to encourage titibiti=
ployed persons to organize cooperative units or even engage in private
entrepreneurial- activities. Through this means they can provide both
consumer sery ices restaurants, tailoring,baggage handling; peddling,etc:; and a nwans to earn a living to the unemployed. As a re-Stilt, the
urban areas have become a beehive of such tiictiVity.E" Vendors; food
stalls; and various other small-scale private enterprises can be seen onalmost eery street corner. As these small cooperatives_ and private
entrepreneurs also began to lure customers from the state stores, the
post -Mao_leatlerslii p was faced with some seriOuschOices. For example,soineof these young entrepreneurs felt _free tb charge what the trafficwould bear; others made more money than they would have in indus-try, etc.

The post -Mao leadership's reaction_ to these -rroblems has been some-
what mixed. While they recognize there is nothin g-wrong mak-ing money by supplying what consumers need; they maintain that
these profits should be progressiv_ely taxed; prices controlled, and all
illegal_ activities _(what is and what is_ not profiteering?) should be
Severely dealt with. "Exploitation ;" that is;_hiring workers for wages,
continues to be forbidden, but unemployed workers can be hired as
"apprentices." Nonetheless; the Chinese press contains mangy articles
reporting complaints of local authorities harassing those engaged in
legitimate private or small-group cooperative! production of go6d§and services-. As in the private sector in agriculture, the guidelines
issued by the new leadership most recently have'argued that local au-
thorities should not interfere--with- these legitimate private or co-
operative businesses; should give them tax concessions if their profits

iare too small to keep them in business, should not levy any arbitraryfines or taxes on them; and should include their, raw material needs
in the state unified supply system._

Another shift from Maoist principles of economic development has
been away from -the principle -of the participationlof the masses in de-cision- making. In agriculture; where the lowest level_of_prodirction
Was the production team, the right-wing had alwaSTs argued that thisUnit should be the basis of decisiorunaking; accounting, and income
distribution and that the decisions -o-f --the team Should involve theparticipation of its member& As a unit the collective sector, the
production team was not a state enterprise and its production plans
and quotas for deliveries to the state should reflect and

o The number of InrrScldiral businesses In cities and -towns" 416-eased from nla theon-sand in- 1979 to -810 thousand in 1980. "Communique of Fulfillment of China's 1980 Na-tional EconorniC_Plan," _Beijing Review No. 20 (18 May-1981).,p. 20.iAccording to a surveyof 84955 families- of wage and salary earners. "other income" amounted to only 50 Yuana year, or only 1.5 percent of total household annual income.

U I
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negotiations between the tenni and__ higher level authorities=-they
should not lx assignments given them by these higher level Offieials.

Yet the ereation of the communes to replace the traditional rviang
(toss ishili) finictions of government administration and the use of
state appointed cadre. Meant that local cadre acted more as administr_a-
toi:; Who imposed decisions from abo._e than as representatiVes of the
teams. FurtherniOre; the currying out of Maoist mass campaigns in
the riial areas and the implementation of the Alaoist priiieiple of en-
larging the basie level of decision making; accounting; and income
distribution, had linhe_removed the locus of local atithOtity. As a
result; higher level iiiithoritiesycquisitioned the team's- resources, labor,
and iiu once and imposed allocation; production; and distributiOti plans
with a minimum of consultation."

Strangely enough, it is the post-Mao leadership that has sought
to ensure that the masse.~; _the production team members; will
pitaitipato in making these decision-% The prOduction tottin, where
appropriate, to be reaffirmed its tl basic decision making; pr6due-
tiOn, And income distribution unit, ii, the collective SectOr. The team
leader is to be cleriaicratically elected. Production and delivery quotas
iiie to be determined through consultation and negotiations with the
team (taking, into account _specitd local features and_ circumstancesjj
not impos-ed by higher level 11,11th-citifies. 1-liglier_oflicialS are not to
I equisition _resoiieLkS, labor. or income from_ the team without coin-
peiiSation. In short; the general principles of organization and func-
tioning fol. collective agricultut.al sector (as spelled out by the
right-wing in the 1962, and 197S party _documents mentioned earlier)
are to serve as the model.83 T116 re is little doubt the post-Mao leader=
shit) will po:sist in its _attempt to implement these principles; respite
the resistance of lbcal thithorities in the commune and local level
biireiiiirraey who continue to issue circle:1s and assignments to the po-
duction teams IN they have in the past,"

lor dIseussiotiOrthe many "external constraints" imposed upon the-prodiietibititaill
which seriously interfere-with its abllity--to_daterinInttnd achieve its maximum potential

a lioutput-ndtco
a

nie. See Robert F. Dernberger. "Agrleulture in COmmunkt_Developmeht
Strategy." in Randolph Barker and itudha Sinha, QM:, The Chinese Economy,
fort hcoming.

" Article 20. Production teams are-the- basic atebiltitIng units In n people's commune.
'riles carry on Independent accounting, assume responsibility for their profits analosses.
directly organize production or grains. Once establkhed this system shall remain unchanged
for at least thi.-ty_yenrs.__

Artiele 21. All the land-within the production_tentn_belotigs to the production team. ...
The tabor forr.s( thit_production team are at-the production tenin'a disposal._

Article 22. The production tennis have the freewill to manage production and distribute
. ,

Article 38. The production- teem must fully- practice_ the_ System of democratic -decision
management of the ten iii and bring to the full the netIvism of making Athel_inernhers the
masters. All Important things such as the -tean.Vs__production And income dIstrIblition Hoist
be -decided through discussions at n general meeting of (the) members, and not by the
Cadres.Frorn "ItegolatIon*Millie_ WM* of the Rurnl People's Communes- (Itevised-Drart)-;
the__"60 Articles." 1)ocuments of the Chinese-Communist Party, _Central Committee, Vol.
time I-t Kong-t-11ithoi_ IteSearh. Institute. I. pp. 69-5-725. The revised version
Of the "60- Articles" Issued by the Third-Pleauza-has not _heell_titibllahed. hut what Is claimed
to he a tody of tho-- iltrmaeuts-- iltstrhhc by the 'Plan! -Plenum Ita, been-wit-lb:lied In

See ChungRung yen-chlu, Vol. 13, No. 5 (15 May 1979). pp. 150-62 nnd No. 6 (15
Juin-1979), pp; 129-52.- -__1.6011.1 leveLeadre who continue to- obstruct- the- -impleinentation of this nnd other
pas t -NI ao reforms are presently_being_attacked for thelr "feudal tnentality."- Tat-the_post-
Nilo) admits that Nlaoist sentiment does not lie nt the _root of all -this. resistance.
Some cadre. based on their experiences In_theiist. pre adopting a "walt-and-see! attitu-dc:

been-through Oils before and sooner or tat-).r-- policies bt.,_.11knAzed Akgittn.

Other cadre, acting out of selt-Intereat,_ feat they ,will lose power and their jobs will he
more--(11ffielilt if _they Implement these luny policies. Finally-- ther )hot zry to
comply lkith the new policies, -but do so In name and not In spirit. They implement the trek
re-for-um Introdflang some minor changes, but continue to do things basically- as they have
always done.
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Within industry this- shift in the nature of decision making liaS
resulted in iiiipcirtant changes. With the renewed _emphasis on skills
and expertise; specialization-and the division _of labor; and_and econothics
in command, the principle of "one-person management" of enterprises
has begun to reemerge, as_ has_the hierarchy of authority and respon-
sibility within the enterprise._Revolutionary Committees, created dur-
ing the Cultural Revolution to promote participation and control by
the masses, have been disbanded. Party cadre are now instructed to
"stand-aside" and not interfere with the _day-to-day _activities of an
enterprise, as the managers had been forced to do during_the Cultural
Revolution. :While these developments certainly _reversed the Maoist
principles of enterprise management, they also have created a dilemma
for the new leadership. Who within _the enterprise_would serve as acheek on the enterprise manager; now that be or she had-regained
considerable power _over the operations of the enterprise? The 'Trade
Union had been revived and might possibly serve thisfunction,butit
was a national mass organization and_its_interference_in the operation
of an individual entezprise was less prefei-able than that of the party.
The letuiership has, therefore, for_ botkpurposes of control and to
provide worker incentives,- introduced_ the system of workers' eon=
gresses in the enterprises. By the fall of 1980 these congresses of staff
and workers had been established in over half the state -owned enter-
prises; In principle .1.ese congresses are to be democratically elected;
have the right to ii riage the enterprise (i.e., "discuss and deride
major questions"); and to elect and dismiss administrative leaders (i.e.;
the right of supervising the cadres ") 85
At the present time, hdwever, reports in the Chinese press make it

-clear that while some enterprises_ have beengiven greater of
self-management they "have not-given the expanded selfmanagementrights to their staff and worker& '_ They-go on to say_ that Many of
the _congresses _that have been established only achieve "a repetition.
of leaders making appeals and the makingmakin pledges.' "84 Of
course;_workers are also told "there is still the need for a unified and
centralized system in production and management . . ._and theehter-
prise should exercise highly centralized leadership in administration."
In shorts -this amounts to the creation of "democratic centralisin"
within enterprise management. As the Chinese press_ acknowledges;
"tho protracted erosion by feudalistic paternalism and 4-y_the ideology
of seek i ng y1t ci 11 privilege, the leadingcadres of many enterprises still
lack a profound understanding of the fundamental issue that the staffand workers- are the masters -of their enterprise." As a result "thecongresses of staff and workers ; . are still in an embryonic stage."

The. preceding review should be sufficient to indicate the extent towhich the economic policies of the post-Mao leadership awholesale rejection of the_ Afaoist economic ideology. This review hasa' 'i emphasized the numerous difficulties encountered in their attempt
to replace Maoist principles with their own economic laws of social-

Ritmo Reports on Congresses of Staff Workers," IBIS (7 October 1980),1.1 ".

"."Xlniloa Comment." IBIS (7 October 1980), L 3-5. Quotes in the rest of this para-graph arc from this source.
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isni.41 It has also pointed out, that despite the counter = productive
pact of Maoist principles on China's economic development, that
leftist_ resistiince does continue. At the sine however, there has
been significant, popular support for these new economic reforms. Fur-
thermoe, despite these obstacles and some_of the particular economic
consequences Of these reforms, the rejection of Maoist policieS is -can-
sidered_to be the inos-t successful aspect of_ the_ post= Mao leadership's
economic reforiii lin;grain. The campaign to reject the _Maoist niodel
which began immediately upon the right -\s ink s-meascendance to power
continues kiddy and, despite the inany_obstaeles and difficulties en-
count( red,.will undoubtedly continue in the future.

Tim PosT-MAo LEAnEasiill''S PROGRAM OF ECONOMIC POLICIES: REFORM
OF TILE STALINIST STlc

By the end of 19784 it MIS clear that _Chiiin's economic- problems
Wero not Merely the fault of the ;Maoist- model: The StaliniSt strategy
also bore its share of the blame. The high rate of accumulation and
investiiient and the concentration of that investmentin heavy indus-
try,- especially key basic-- inclutries such_ItS metals and machine build-
ing; hail led tn the creation of serious imbalances _that theatened_the
capacity -for further gi.owth. Most probleiiiiitie of these were serious
shortages in the energy and building materiak industries within heavy
iiiilostry shortages of consigners' goods rule to the neglect of light
industry and agriculture, i4Oriotis _bottlenecks in tranSpoitation

f'roin the neglect of Service sectors:_ Over
time; the_ Stillinist strategy and priorities in the alloc_lition of invest-
ment iind stress on increases in outputhad_ Created the mentality- f
investnient and production for its own sake; irrespective' of how Useful
it wits in the long-im development of the .ecOtibitiy. In fact; the enter-
prise was eMisidered successful if it was able to meet its output taiget.
Fiirther, that output was added into the gross Value of industrial_ pro,
din (Wen if no one wanted it and_ it ended up in accumulated
Stocks. _AS t result; per capita_ gYOSS Katlic of output would show an

increase even though actual per capita consumption remained
relativeN stagnant. _

In order -cliatitre this traditional Soviet mentality the post -Mao
leader:41iip felt it necessary to develop another economic_ law of_social-

... ism : the cud of was not, production for production'S Sake,
biit to iiiipOVe the people's standard of living. It is ironic that they
found the needed justification for this economic law of socialism in the

Attention_ hark been drawn to the contribution cethe post-Nfao-letidettlilp'S policies and
their rejection of -Maoist -principleS _to_the _macro-economic problems of- import surplus.
budget -deficits, inflation; etc.; which they fare; Le. those current- economic Probienfs silni-
rattrized in an earlier section- of the_teitMention_ should be made. however, of another
economic problem which they face at the present time This Is onc-whIchltas_ been rtrrlicitly
created by the rejection of the- lfaoist principle_ of _egalitarianism. in favor -of relying -on
material incentti-eS morc__incquitable distribution of income. Al4 a_ result al_tbk_tiost,Mao
Icadershis economic iodides and -the _resterntionmt_artvate sector activities income- distri-
bution ,withi_n_ine agrIctilturn1 and industrial sectors and between the-urban_and_ritral
sectors has become significantly less equal-over-the Past_two years. Although the Introduc-
tion of more -progressive_tax_and subsidy schemes-as n means of redistributing-income more
equitably have been disenssed- In articles- intlie Chinese press. the overwhelming Arguments
presented are-justificntiting of the higher incomes being earned by certain groups.- localitter.
and individuals as their just and necessary _incomes to induce and reward their greater
contributions -to- China's economic growth ; i.e., the basic purpose of the material incentive
gebernes introduced by the post-Mao leadership.
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writings of Stalin." More relevant was the argument they used to show
how production for its own sake was Se 1f:defeating and _would lead to
a situation Where "expanded reproduction" was impossible. Changing
this traditional strategy of growth in practice; Of course, required a
dramatic change of priorities in the allocation of investment and
resources.

The most important economic sector in terms of_ China's moderniza-
tion is agriculture and; _as is true in ittb8t socialist countriesi it was
this Sector Which had suffered the most front the Stalinist-model prior-
ities in the allocation of investment funds over the past three decades.
Fitohi 1966=75 the §hare of the state's budget for agriculture -was only
11.5 percent. In 1979; however; the revenue side Of the state's budget
included _provisions for reduced revenues due to the price increases
for quota and _above quota purchases and the rediiction or remission
of agricultitrtil taxes ' in some places." It was estimated in the drat--
budget that 'these me-asures would boost agricultural incomes by 7
billion yawn. WhOn the final accounts were drawn up; however, the
figures indicated that this actually amounted to over 12 billion yuan.
on the e;tipeliditiires side the state's capital_ construction allocation
was planned -to increase from 10.7 percent in 1978 to 14 percent in 1979.
This figure for the state's planned investment in agriculture was ex-
ceeded by 28 percent. Despite the budget deficits [hid inflationi these
price, subsidies, tax concessions, and higher_ _levels of _investment in
agriculture were continued in the 1980 arid 1981 bildgets.89

Nonetheless; because agricultural production is carried out -in -the
collective sector; direct state investment is Iiinited. In the state budget
most of the allocatibii for agriculture is directed at large scale irriga-
tion water control projects.- Unlike inthi§tryi a cOnSidertible share of
investment is self- provided by the communes or financed by bank
loans. As a result of the -new emphasis on material incentives and in-
creases in_c011ectiVe and individual incomes in the rural areas; savings
have increased. Byflie_ end of 1980 the savings deposits Of communes
and proditetion brigades; ..commune and production _brigade run en-
terprises; and individual peasant Households in rural credit coopera7
tives increased to a level Of 27 billion yuan. In addition; the deposits
of "rural areas" in the state's banking lysterii amounted to 24 billion
yuan that same year.°° LOans to agriculture] producers; however; have
not kept pace with this increased share of deposits generated in that
sector. Loans to state farms; communes, and brigades by banks in the
state sector were 70 percent of "deposits in rural areas" while loans
to conuntmes and brigades and the enterprises they operated; and to
individual peasants were 30 percent of the deposits in rural Credit Co-

_., Wu Zheakun. "On Se,,ern1 rontroversisl Questions in the Discussion A I 1 Sodialhit _Pro-duction Goals," Gongren Ribao (12 November - 1980).- -p. 2. The relevant quotes from Stalin
are.-"the fundamental property-of socialist production is to satisfy _peole'S etinsumptIonneeds. .-. . Production divorced from the satisfaction of social needs will decline andbecOme ixtinct."

re The revised budget fOr_I98I_Inaltdea_btidget-cuts in most expenditure-categories whencamparell with the planned budget in order to cope with the problem °titillation. -Thusagricultural investment_trili be cut, but it is difficult to determine what will happen to itsrelative share of the total.
cooperatives are "tiotiaUy_i-nder- the directIon-of the Aarlerltur'd Bank of China.$ "China's 1980- Monetary Statistics." Beijing Review. No. 29 Mini. Rurai creditUnfortunately; it is nat possible to_ tell- how-mech of the "deposits in rural areas" of 24billion yuatkia the states banking-system reetearsretoredepositedtheepasitsnof CeOrainfieshrlgades,kanodpea is in rural credit cooperatives which 1 th Agricultural B f

No/
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operatives (in 1980)._A fial_means by which the state assists agri-
culture IS in setting the prices at. which machinery, fertilizers; and
other agricultural producers'gpods are sold by _the state to the coin7
numes_and peasants-. The Third Plenum called fO a 15 to 20- percent
reduction in these pricts over _the :leXt -`tWo or three yearS." The dif:
ference betWeeti polity making and implemetitaticin,however,- remains
at question. Delegate& to the Third Session of the Fifth National
Peoples' Congress in 19830 openly coniplained that these price reduc-
tions had not been Carried out._

Nonetheless, the post-Mao leadei.ship explicitly' argues that the tra-
ditional Stalinist inVeStnientpriorities ignored the basic requirements
for China'S modernization and that their adoption in the past had led
to serious imbalanees iii _the economy. Thus those priorities have been
changed so as to amelimitte the previous neglect of ao.rictiltinV. This
change in priorities responsible, at least_ part, bfor the higher,
growth rate in the gross value, of agrieultinid production compared to
t ho iateof growth in iiithistria prodiletionin 1979: Whilegrain output
fen by 5 percent in 1980; due largely to droulit conditions -in North
China; the output of Cash crops_ registered_10 to 20 percent increases.
The overall rate of growth in the gross vahie of agricultural produc
thin (3.:1_ percent); however, again remained higher than that for
heavy industry (1.6 percent); Yet even with its priority arrri-
cult (nil! development remains_largely a matter for the collective- sector

and peasiitit liiiiiseholds._ The material incentivea _price policy;- invest-
olt and credit availability_ of the post-Alao economy continue to

favor the iii bun lind iistrial sector:
It is in,fact; changes in the total level of investment and its allocation

Nvithin the hich has denionstated the post-
leadei.ship's rejection of the Stalinist model most draiiiatically.

In the draft budget for 1979 stide investment in the light industrial
sector MIS only increased _from 5.4 to 5.8_ percent of the total _invest-

ment. expetiditiireS in the state's budget."' In the final accounting; how-

ever. the actual tilizire seas 6.3 percent in 1979 and this increased to
9.1 pei.cent iii 1980. The overwhelming share of indostrial investment

Still goes to heavy_ bh104i*Yw_lint this as said to be necessary to "en-

sure
goes

prOper aocation of funds to such key industries as the fuel

Anil power industrieS." Furthernioe, light industries Were to be given

priority in thi` allocation of funds for "taping the potentml_of enter-

prises C' i.e:; modernizing them. In 1979; -tile allocation of funds for
"tapping their potential" ere approximately 40_ peivent of the
state's -total capital constuction investment in li.1it iiiihiStry. In-
creased slitireS of the state's investment in that ear-also went to the

ediiiiition and housing se-ctos. These ITVised prioritieS in the alloca-

tion of state iiiVestment also continni41 in 1980 and explain; in part,
the 1.ather drinnatic shiftinthestrueture of China's sector

and groiith. Light industry g,reW by 9.6 percent in 19":Th and b' 17.4

pet4011t; in 1980; while liCaVy industrial production grew by 7.7 and 1:6

.I These and- otlirr- statikli'm the following paragraphs are from illank.liturfu. "Report
on-the Inn-at state Accounts of lUTS and tIn Drift State BuOget for I1)79.--1,'BiS

I17!0 ; Wang on the Final State A(sucluts for ltatk: and the Drnft State
Budget for IDS(L and the Financini Estimates for 1981;" Beijing Review. No. 38 -C22 Sep,

teruher IPSO) ; Tao -17111n, 'Itiliorf on the Readjustment- of the 19S1_ National Economic
Plan-and Stitte Revenue and Expenditure (Excerpts). Beijing Review (in March 1951)1
and "Communique on the Eultillitienf of the 1080 National Economic Pian,' BIS (21)
April 1081),
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percent, respectively; Light in production_ cr-is now reater than
1,eitcy industrial product ion for t he first time in over a decade.

As a result of this restructuring of allocation priorities for invest=
meat and production, it is clear that the post-Mao leadership has
rejected the big push.' strategies of the Stalinist model for those of
bannited growth. Due to the serious econoniie iinbalances inherited
from the past, this new strategy of balanced growth should continue
in the foreseeable future, or until these imbalances have been tor-
reeled. These new priorities also favor industries with more Winkke"
per tttift. of otitpotlind_greater output per unit of capital and those
which produce_ consumers' goods that soak up excess purchasing po=
or, favorable features for stopping inflation, curing unemployment,
and maximizing the_ rate_ of return on investment allocations. The
defense and basic industries (metals and machine building)_ are now
being asked to "step aside" while balance is restored to Chinti'S -etb-
nonne, structure to ensure rapid economic growth; Their_ demands to
"catch-up'. through another cycle of "big push"-or- Stalinist grOwth

however, gain greater weight as that economic balance is
restored;

Iii the Meantime of course, it is the general_population that has
undoubtedly gained the most from the post-Mao leadershipsrejection
Of the Stalinist model It is claimed that the traditional Stalinist
strategy _created a mentality of olAitinintr increases in output simply
by biiilding more plantsthat is, extensive growth,_ The pOst=Miirci
leadership _now rejects that approach -in favor of modermzinfr or
"tapping the potential" of existing plants;_ intensive growth. A§
result; not only has a greater share- Of state investment been devoted
to the_ modernization of _existing plants, the level of total investment
is being cut as well In theory tbis cut in the level of investment is an
attempt to seek out the "ideal" rate of investment for SuS=
tamed growth.- Specifically,_ his aims at the proper restructuring of
the economy to ensure rates of accumulation and consumption con-sistint with balanced growth.

Western economists seek to determine this "ideal"rate of
tion by means of itiatheinatical growth models. Such models require
the specification of target years for maximizing some objective or
make_it _necessary fortheyesear.2her to specify a social rate of interest,
The Chinese, however, have adopted a more empirical approath thatdraws on their own economic experience& They note that present
economic problems arose in the period after the -First FiVe Year Plan,
.:7_-hen the rate of accumulation rose to more than 30 percent, During

poriod of the First Five Year Plan itself; however, there were
arises in production, productivity,_and consumption _without

de toemployment and disequilibrium _in the balance of
Avn, ts 2:**-ttiEt tulle, the rate of accumulation was about25 portent.

itinese , ius conclude that the proper rate of accumulation must
;t; '5

t'. mos. Immediate_ sense the practieal reason for cutting the
..f ii.zeunin:.t.tion and even the absolute level of- investment aresh. :nib:: ,.vices that exist in industry: These_ include shortages_ of

opeting new plants and of the construction materials

8 7-11.1 0 - - 5
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for building them, the budget deficits and inflation, and the need to
cut aggregate demand to the h el -of aggregate supply: Yet the post- -
Mao leadership's decision to cut the rate and level of investment has
also resulted in some serious prOblems, as the next section of this
paper will explain. At this point; 'ome specific figures of the ChineSe
government's decision to cut investment will be presented to provide
thebackground for the discussion that follows.

Between 1978 and 1980, the amount of capita] construction invest-
ment in the state'S budget allocations was reduced by about one:third.
A sizable further reduction is planned for 1981. On the_ other hand,
the decline in the tlite,- accumulation has been much sloWer. After
rising front 32;3 pert t in 1977 to 36.5 percent in 1978; it declined to
336 percent in 1979. The rate of accumulation for 1980 is not yet
known; but it proba y did not fall_ much- below the rate in 1977
despite the sizable dee ne in capital construction investment allocation
in the states budget; I -_estment in state enterprises outside the state's
budget and plan Were_ a -broximately_ equal to those within it Quite
simply, the central plannL y and 1- adeiShip were losing control over
investment spending. This 1- zjor_reason why the, State Planhiriti
Commission's control over all funds for capital construction is at the
top of the list of fields targeted for centralization and'unificatibri at
the prese::t time:

This shift in Priorities from defense and heavy industry to agrictil;
ture and light industry has, of course,- led -to -a_ significant increase in
the supply of consumers' goods and the_standard of living. Yet, at the
same time, the emphasis given material incentives by means of wage
increases and bonuseS for _Workers and the higher prices and tax con=
cessions to peasants -lies resulted in even greater increases in per capita
disposable income. Based on sample survey data released over the past
year in the Chinese press; I have estimated that the average per Capita
disposable _income of the teagiirit; increased by 47- percent_ between
1977 and 1980 (14.2 percent in 1978_, 19.9 percent, in 1979, and 6:1 per-
cent in 1980) . Disposible per -capital income of the families of worker§
and staff members_ increased by28 percent over the same period -(7 per-
cent in 1978_, 9.5 percent in 1979, and 9.6 percent in 1980).92 Thus the
shortages of consumers' goods continues to be a serious problem and
the distribution of increases_ ih_supply to meet dernand (especially in

the rural areas) is hampered by the pOorly developed transportation
and _supply_ distribution system.

prioritiesThe rities now favoring the production of consumers' goods
and the_greater share Of nati-thial income being devoted to consump-
tionWill undoubtedly continue;_especially while inflation, unemploy-
ment; and serious bottlenecks limiting the_ expansion of heavy in-
dustry remain. Yet, _while_ the rejection of Stalinisk"big push" stra-
tegies in_favor_of baltineed_growth may continue over the foreseeable
future, the shift to lower rates of investinent and higher rates of con-

Of space do not permit the-presentation_ of_my derivation of these estimates ter
a paper yet to to -written /or publication. It is important to note, however, they--rely_on
statistics -from sample surveys.. natioual -a-verages_end_several_simplIfying assump:lons.
It is also impor.ust to-note_ that, given' the relatively low base of peasant incomes. _tile
higher percenta4;_e growth in peasant versus industrial_workers'Ancomes healed to a closing
of the rural-urb el -income_ gap is attitatistical _eense, (the ratio of-urban to rural -incomes
has deelitiedl. the absolute sire of the gap has increased. In _other _worth.. as a result of
the post-Mao icadership,s rnforna package. including the higher prices paid by the state
for agricultural ..v,s_tilets; average worker-incomes have increasedthy a larger amount than
have those for thei..±9santsby my estimates. almost twice as much.
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sumption may not: Once balance has been restored to the_structure of
prodiiction. the 1.ate of growth is deterined_ b' the ite of invest
!Tient; and _there is a tremendous backlog; of investment needS for
transportation; urban development; housing, science;- education, de-
fense; _et. T blis_ the current emphasis on increasing the rate of con-
sumption and the standard of living may only be a _temporary or
one-time shift aimed-at alleviating neglect over the past decades. There
is some hint of this iii current discussions regarding_ how to solv6 the
budget- deficits and inflation problem. These discussions suggest that
there should be no further price or wage increases given in the nextfew yars.

In other words, the rejection_ of Maoist economic principles may
well reflect a permanent, change in China's economic _development, but
the rejection of the Stalinist, "big push" strategy in favor of balanced
groth_ntay not continue once equilibrium among the sectors has hlen
restored. The recent emphasis on _consumerism, moreover, may be an
even shorter or more temporary change. Whether or not the rejection
of the Stalinist development strategy in favor of balanced growth
and _Consumerism becomes a more_perma.nent feature of China's eco7
nomic development program depends; I believe upon how successful
the post-Mao leadership is in their attempt to modify the third major
ingredient of the Chinese development model they inherited froth the
past : the Soviet model, Or China's economic system.°3

THE POST-Ai:10
REFORM or TL

ECONOMIC POLICIES :

-The current leadership obvietisl- ti.c right-wing _veterans
of the two line struggle-The peak prior to the death
of Mao, occurred at the " tss of 1956. The speeches
given by both Bo Yi }o and aer; ctair,ress argued for
reform of the economic system n eta in_ of a gr:41ter role for the
mai.ket.°4 When they regitined,l)ower_ ri ftiq" ..:ho death of Mao, these
same individuals. and others, renew:id tl... arguments for-economic
reform. This effort to implement reform of the economic system is
concerned mainly with the non-agricultural sectors of_the_economy
those sectors directly administered and operated by the state'splan-
ning and economic administrative bureaucracy.. Within _these sec-
tors, the major purpose . of the reforms is to introdUce more
decentralized decision-making, in connection with a greater reliance
on market forces in decision-making; This is- aimed at reducing tho
tremendous inefficiencies which come from their very exclusive _re-
liance on the highly centralized bureaucratic economic administration
of the Soviet model.

9' The SI)Viet model or eca.mimic system vas originally dectdoped-to enable planners- toimplement llthe-Stanistdevelopmenestrategy. giving them the ability to control allocationof resourees, production. und the_ distribution_of outputii and-end products. This is -whymany authors-Identify-the Stalinist strategy its- part of the Soviet model. In theory. how-ever. there Is no reason why the planners could riot pursue a-different strategy; 1.e., bal-anced gro-wth and consumerism. There is, however, a very large body Of liteeattire whlehindicates that other econonde_systents are much more efficient for the purpose of achievingthe ahjectiv4.s of balanced growth and consumerism.
.4 See "Speech by no Inlay. Chairinati of the NittlonaLniconomle Commission. and "Speechby Comrade Chen Yon," in Eighth-National Congress of the CoMnitinist Party of China,Vol. II, Speeches Beijing ; Foreign Languages Press, 11156).
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Agricultural production, on the Other hand; is carried out in the
colleCtie. Sector ---the collectivization of agricultitral prodticti on_ being
a principle ingredient of the SoViet model. As part of the collective---
secter, the production team -owns and determines liOW best to allocate
its resources and income, subject to the taxes; cropping and quota de-
livery plans it _iS _assigned by the state. Following the failure of the
Great Leap Forward, the right-wing of the party gained control over
economic policy and succeeded in having the Central Committee issue
the_"60 Articles" mentioned earlier. These, articles specified their own
Model Of China's collectivized agriculture: the team was to 'be the
basic-level decision-making, production, accounting; and income dig-
tribtitieii unit _ir. agriculture: Higher level authorities both within
the commune and at the local level were not to assign plans and
qiietaS to the team without consultation and in consideration _of its
special circumstances, or requisition their resources or income without
proper comperiStitien.

These principles_ were, of course,- commonly- violated and ignored
betwi!eii the rind-1960s the overthrow of the iight:wing) and
197G_ (the overthrow of the Gang_of Four). When the right -wing
regained power following the death_of Mao, they were successful in
reissuing a revised version of the "GO Articles" at the Third Plenum
of the Central_ Committee (December 1978). These do riot, of course,
call for a change in the economic system in agriculture; but rather
reaffirin the rights and responsibilities of each of the three levels of
organization in China's collectivized sector tate commune- the brigade,
and the production team) that the right-wing had advbejed through -_
out the past quarter of a century in_ the. two line struggle, In other
words, thiS reform involves a rejection_ of _the MaoiSt and Stalinist
models, but not_the Soviet one. CollectiiZed agriculture= pis specified
in the "60 Articles"is now viewed as not only an essential ingredient
of their modernization program, but as a fiindathental law of socialism
as well.

There are, however, two recent developmentS Which_ would call for
changes in the existinginstitutienal_organization of China's_ agricul7
ttiral sector. These could be_ classified _tiS Changes in the economic
system; although agricultural production would continue to be _col-
lectivized, -The first, an argument preSented in an article published
in .Tingji Guaidi (F.conemic Management) in February 1981, proba-
bly represents views not widely shared anieng the post-Mao leader-
ship," I have not in_ fact. seen theSe arpunents repeated by other
anthers advocating economic reform in PubliSlied form. Nonetheless,
this antlier'S arguments points Out a fundamental problem that con-
tinues to obstruct the realization of the right=Wing model of collec-
tivized agriculture in_ China. _

As originally created (in the mid-1950s) the elementary agricultural
producers' cooperatives (the present-day production teams) sere true
Collectives and not part of the state sector or directly adininiqtered by
the state. As a result of leftist movements to reach a higher stage of
Secialisiii, the communes and production brigadeS were created above
the production team as flirt of a three tier collective structure. Unfor-

4 Litt Thin, "Inquiry Into tile Question of the System of People's Communes," Mud!
o"Guaull. N. 1 (15 February 308, PP, I0 -13.
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titnately, in this process, the commune level administration took _Over
the duties of the township level of_governmerit, With cadre taking
t he role of government administrators_who took the initiative in divid

,lug up the plans_and quotas from high level initlibities and imposing
-them on the production teams. Whereas; the Great Leap Forward has
now been criticized_ as a failure and a "leftiSt adVenture," the three
tier organizatibn of the :collective has not been abandoned.- Nonethe-
less; it was_ the commune system_ which, had -served as the vehicle
whereby leftist policies were imposed _on the production teattiS. Aslong as this_ommutte sstent remain:;, hoW cite tlie production teams
beeer,e the basic decision-making unit? Thus,- not only do the coin=
intuit administrators continue to act as the local representatives of
the State in assigning quotas and plans; -they also continue to establish
operational_ guidelines and lobey

and
the prOduction teams; 'Without

resources of their own _(i.e.; land and labor); the communes and bri-
gades continue to build up their income Producing assets by expro-priating them from the teams; According to thiS author, over the
past, two decades; this process_ of exploitation has resulted in thediminution of the teiuns to a size _where; they are too Sandi to be viable
collective units of prednotion on their own.

Iii -of kr to realize the principles spelled out in _the "60 ArtieleS.
espoeittlly those invelYing making tlici production teamthe lowest ad-
ministrative unit. with the _resources and incentives to aeltieve greater
output and ineonte. the author provides a simple solution. He suggests
t lia t the township be reinstituted-11S; the lowest 10761 Of govermnent and
that cadre iit this level Jake on the task of "negotiating" tax; produc-
t ion, and delivery quotas_with the agricultural -collectiVeS that will bet he t rue collectires. In order to assure this communes and_ brigades will
be done away with and their assets distributed to the production teams.
The production teanis,fts the onlY unit in China's collectivized agricul-
tural sector. would be the actual locus of decision:Making, accounting;production, and income_ distribution." In order to make _them_ more
economically viable. the size of the production teams would be adjustedupward to npproximate their size in the micl_-_1P5Os; They would not;
however. be laigo enough to his economically efficient with regard to the
running of small-Scale factories, agricultural machinery parks;_irriga-tkon projects. etc . ; the_ traditional- economic argument for having the

1/1101(10 le v el administrative _units. Ilere; the author putshis trust in flue wisdoni of the peasants. Where the benefits of larger
scale ailininistrationand coordination of activities exist, the produc-tion teams will Voluntarily get together and poOl_their resources andshare the benefits from specific projects. The production teams will b:.
Much more conseiotts of the costs and benefits Of such projects than has
been _true of the communes and brigades; who simply requisitioned the
team's resources and incomes for such purposes in the _past.

The itigunients of this single author have been presented here not
because -they arc likely to Ise adopted by the hd* leaderShip in the near
futute-, hut because they ehsaly identify the contradiction between the
present institutional organisation and the goals of new economic re-

The state farms, of course nould continue to be part of the state ouster:
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forms." Although improbable as such arguncents now saemthe
Mao leadership's reevaluation_ Of Mao. their search for truth f from
practice, and their urgent need to solve China's basic agricultural prob-

ma_y eventually lead to a_ more serious discussion of these issues.
Even if adopted, such institutional _change would not be inconsistent
with the basic principles of a Soviet -model economic system. They
would, however, c..nisiderably modify the particular Chara,cteristies of
the Soviet model economic systeni from that_inheritcd by them when
they assumed power.

Much mote significant is the Second. recent development: the imple-
mentation of the colittitet responsibility system. As diseussed earlier,
given the problorns with determining the quantity and quality of work
clone in the traditional "work-point" system; and consistent_ with the
renewed importance given material iiideritiVes, the new leadership has
not only allowed, but actively encouraged; the introduction of "con=

responsibility_ systems over, the past year.98 The form of these
contract" responsibility schemes takes has already been discussed_in

tcrtiis Of the movement away from Maoist principles of normative in-
centim,i to the new leadership's material ones. A small group, house-
hold, or individual signs a contract with the production team in which
they agree to deliver a fried qt:rititity of product, r.c.eiving land and/or
inputs_for that purpose. In return they are awarded a fixed quantity of
work points upon delivery of that product and are allowed to keep and
dispose of any surplus above_ the fixed contract arribUnt."_ This form of
"Goiania responsibilityi"_ the ih08t widespread of those presently
adopted b- the. production_ teants;-cliangesthe manner in which tasks
are assigned and ,income distributed, but it- does not change the basic
institutions of collectivized agriculture in China.

A more advanced form of "COntract responsibility' that is being
introduced in sonic limas at the present time; Iiiiiever,_could well be
considei.ed a _systemic change._ It involves, in fact, the introduction of a
fl,W model of collectivized agriculture which differs- considerably from

'^ - "The Administrative structure of three-lard -ownerSlitp baaed _On_the production team
Is too complicated, -The corm:nine _and hrigane have actually become two administrative
Structures divorced from production. Moreover, under this systeM there axe contradictions
between ownershin rights_ and itilaliiistrative rights. The contradict: /.i manifest them-
SeleS AS fellows: Within the sphere-of the- product ion team _the meant. ,t production such
as land and the labor furce_are °wiled end Allocated by the production tetvoz, and production

arranged by the production team independently. with responsibility for own pronto
arid lasses. -But the commune and brigade cadres cart issue orders without being held
responSIble for_ecOnomic losses caused by the mistakes in their-guidance ._Cadreft At
the (r tinoune level . . . ars assigned.14 and have iheir_salaries paid by the state, but they
are in charge of the C011eCtiVf economy. Quite often they are only responaible_to -the _State.
that is the higher level. So it is very- tuiSy fOr meat to issue - instructions blindly. During
thi _implementation of the economic policy in the countryside it -has been- proposed to
respect the -right of the production -team act On 1t3 own, But this problem cannot be
finidainetitally solved. If the system of "three-level ownership based on the production
team" IN not changed. 1.1n Tian.-op- eft-
, "The vittlflus_tYPtel of -contract responsibIlity-' systems actually- were-initiated by the
collectives on their own and similar seivenitenhatitieen itraefleed in the 1959s.,Inasmuch as
ttley V Pe to be both very pt,pular and effe. rive however. the Central Committee gave
I!.i formal approval of these incentive Kt:twines-in 19_80, Thlit Offleini netiun was_ listed by
ths Review_ (No. 1,_5 January 1981) as the sixth In a list of the Ten Major Events
r 1!),.)), 1)h:et] and haplement.d by the littlividual_olleetives, the variety of tentrAtt

ce-psuisDllity_sykteins operation throughout China in early 1981 was tremendous. Much
th, following (IISCIISSIOn in this paper draws heavily on- the excellent. detailed summary

et on, ,-y-teuts _being tisil ins of the end of 198_0 In Tang ,:)11. Niare Illeher. and Mitch
meisn(r -Polley Change at the Sational Sti llllll It Rini Institutional Transform:dim At
th, Lev et." op. cit.. up, :128 38 See (b) be ev_olvIng system of labor manacement

the nt In relations of production In rural China : "the system of resport-
..1,0l.y 1 n- f ; ; - 11 /:7 minetions, those responslb/e fif)- not aet to keep the soroipm or hit-to-rtutko up the
d, 'Is in -:.,trcs -,ction. hut_ are awarded bonuses or assessed penalties in work points; the

C`f!: the total product produced.
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the basic institution of the Soviet model; Ti _n this more advanced form
of "contract responsibility" communes, brigades, and teams "farm title
taxes, production, and quota sales assignments to small groups of
households or individual houFeholds. The latter become responsible for
Organizing and carrying out production to meet their shale of these
taxes and sales quotas, keeping any surplus produced or making up gay
deficit on their own. In this scheme, the small-household or individual
becomes the basic unit of decision7making, production,, accounting, and
income distribution. Communes, brigades; and teams continue to exist
Ias achnini§tative units, maintain agricultural_ machinety_ parks, and
of gaiiize }projects beyond the capabilities of the small group or individ-
ual_ household.

AS fur AS the approyal of the -post -Mao leadership regarding this is
concerned, the creation _of small groups _or individual households as
the basic unit in agriculture is to be limited to those areas where col-
lectivization has not produced increased prOductivity_; in less detiSely
populated areas and hilly regions where the economies of scale have
not been _realized. These areas, with standards of living beta* the pov-
erty level are said to account for approximately 10 percent of the col-
lectives in China; A line item in the budget_ for state subsidies for itti-
p6veriSlied production teams is direr; d at these same areas; In_an .

attempt to elevate_the standard of living in thoseareasj_thep04=Mati
leadership has widely- publicized this "contract responsibility" system
as a means _for achieving this. It has also been their policy however,
to restrict the implementation of this system to those_particular areas
and concern has been expre.ised about its spread to other collectives iii
rural China.'" It is difficult to judge the extent to which this advanced
form of "contract responsibility" has spread beyond that 10 percent of
the collectives that has been officially permitted to adopt it; Yet the
concerns expressed by the new leadership for_preventin_g_ its adoption
in other colleetives implicitly recognize both the_ popular support for
it aniong,_ a large_segment of the peasants and the serious erosion of
C011eetivized in favor of household farming it could potentially ,1

causetc"a
De-sPite such indications of possible grassroots support for systemic

change in the future and the argument calling for the elimination of
the commune mid brigade that was i?ublished In un official publication
of the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, as well as tin "urrent
trodliCtion of the "contract responsibility" system, the post-Mao
leadership has not-pursued a program of reforms_ mined at changing
the baSiC sySteiii of collectivized agriculture; Rather, they judge that
the new policies introduced to replace Maoist principles and Stalinist

"'See. for example, Yu Guoyaor "Row-to View the System of Fixing Production Respon-
sibility in _the Households," Hongq1,_ No. 20 (1980), pp. 12-15, 35.

too. A recent- article by Renmln-Ribao_ correapondents_ which argues strongly for giving
the_ peasant§ thensests greater freedom in determining their- own production- and-income
distribution admits that the con -tract responsibility system (which essentially recreates the
hotishOld st; the basic tietialonmakizg unit in agriculture) was to be limited to backward.
poverty-level communes. Nonetheless,- the authors refer to a .1980 Central Committee deed-

whleh_ states that in those communes with -higher income levels where the- -team
meruberm desire to introduce this contract responalbility_ system. a9 !mg as Abe state and
colleetiviled sectors_ dominate the economy I ?),_ the cadre-should net be afraid to introduce

ls system. Presumably this refers- to- the- farming out Of various sideline aetivttles to the
individual-households, while the basic grain production of-the tear:- remains -a collective
endeavor. See An-Ga-ng. Song- Cheng.-and littang Yuejun, "There Is flops for the Vigorous
Developmeht of Agriculture in ChinaCommentary on the Controversy over-- Safeguard-
ing of Peasant's Interests," itenmin Ribao (9 July-1981); P. 2 (FBIS., 23 July,1981,'p.

1 11
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strategy iii the agricultural sector to be sufficient and the results tib=
tained from these changes in policy to be rather favorable._ _

Those iiiiSt=Mao economic reforms that would change the Soviet
model or economic system are content rated rather in the non-agricul-
turid Sectoi s. Fintliemol.e, the reforms suggested for implementation
iti these sectors are nut only extensive_andwidely publicized, they also
appear to have the_support of the post-Mao leadership. Yet it is very
illitiortant, to remember that even at the Eighth Party Congress in
1958, the ad voeates_ of reforming the economic system did not have the
unanimous haeking of the right-wing of the party, and I would argue
the, same is true One proponent of economic reform has Stith-
marized the division of opinion as follo*S:_ _

The way to reform China's economic system is still under Study.
Generally speaking; there are three lines of thinking!

1, The trouble with our structure_ is not too mush but too little
centralization by the state. 21.1though itch a view hare not appeared ..
in print, it is supported by niftily more people than one might
expect. (Italics added).

2. Th6 tr-nubie is_indeed over-centralization.; but mainly over
centralizatioa 1.4y tihe central authorities._ More independence
should he grant::d to theprevincial er municipal authorities. This
view is supported by many:

3 The ri-an tt,mble at present is lack of indepen. Price on the
pout of the enterpri 4.. This dampens theirinitiativi 102

This tatter view dcm.oatescritieal analvses_of China's present eco7
nornic :iublished sources, eiTecia)ly those journals published
by tile leadenly of Social Sciences: The point to be made is
thiit Tr"c!t_ of the extensive discussion of economic reform in Chinese
pub icittions attempts tc- provide the ideological and economic justi-
ticaionS for reform of the economic system. Yet the actual reforms
that have teen introduced or implemented in practice on an experi-
Mental ba,,i;_; fall_ considerably short of these more academic arguments.
Our purpose here is to amilyze_p_olicies the post-Mao leadership has
actually iiiltipted and implemented, not the Nealth of suggestions and
proposals that have been inade._ The_ reforms that have been adopted
and implemented in China's _economy over the past _few year had
their orig,in _in the attempt by _Zhao Ziyang and other _leaders in
Sidman, to determine how the entliusitism and initiative of the enter-
prises and workers" in that province could be "aroused" to achieve
bettcT economic results."i

This campaign in Sichuan began in the spring of 1978 and the
resulting"e:tperiments" were derived from comparisons between the
performance of collectively owned enterprises not included in the
state's ecOnornic plan and state enterprises that were In addition,
requests were made that managers of state enterprises suggest meth-

1ca Fn analyzing the reasons_why thete eeehemle reform policies have encountered -prob-
lemt ae_eeptanee and implementation,- it Is claimed that because titetr economic petibletha
w'-re more serious after the -failure _o_f the Great Leap. the right-wing program of economic
reforms tbesmrly Innfla hail !nor., -tinanimOus support than -Is true at _the nresent_ttrat.

1.1.Hang -'-The Theory Or no Enterprilm-Based Economy,' Social Sciences in China
I (IPS(ii: pp.ico This story concerning the-or-IgLia of the economic reforms in China's industrial sector
Is that ttravided by the Chinese themselves. -It is based on Tian Yun's -More Authority for
Enterprises Revives the Economy. Beijing Review. No. 14 (6 April 19S1). The description
of the economic re.ortns which follows is drawn from this source,
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ods for reform-ing; t he system of management within the limits of_ the_ _

prescribed national economic system, These reforms wete iiimcil at
enabling them to perform as well or better than collectively owned

profit_ maximizing) entezprises: In October_ 1978, priot to theinitiation of the national camp ugn to restructure the economy; experi.
mental reforms were ithplemented at the Ningjiang Machine Tool
I'lant in Sielmati and subsequentiv adopted by 10(1 other enterprises
in Sichuan, Yunnan, and Anhui Provinces. (1iVeil the reported StieeeSS
of these experiments, by the end of 1980, similar industrial reforms
were adopted at sonic 6,000 enterprises throughout the -cOUntry. While
these 6:t1a0 enterprises ttccount. for_en 16_ percent of the nation's state-
owned _enterprises; they are among the lurgtst and more
acounting trot' pertent tile gross value of outptit and 70 percent
Of the_pProlits for all state-owned enterprises.

As the above discussion shows, these experiments in ec noMIC re-form were not part of a complete program of reforH aimed at
transforming China's_ economic system from one patterned on the
Soviet, model. Neither did they reflect the adoption Of the "market,orialist- model being proposed by "actith,mic" theorists: Rather,
t !,,.-4+ reforms were an attempt to ": rit" With MOdifiCations in

kisi system of the centrally pi:: economy to make it more.

efficient. The experiments adopted include granting State owned enter-pises the authority to:
1. Engage in prothIction _that lies outside the state plan. Iii other words, oncethe target for witpifr assigned by the plait is filled, the enterprise can mobilizeits resources to produce whatever is needed by the -market."
S. This above or outside plan production_ is to be offered to the state's supply

sYstool, VireliAses it at administered prices set by the state. If however,
the state's -commercial and materials departments" do not purchase this out-put, the eittorprise_eall_sell it on the market.

3. As an incentive, the enterprise can_ retain a share of the resulting_ profit
for its ueett use._This pt.( fit retention scheme takes various forms, hut in mosteases tin' enterprise tilts ttp.riglit to retain a share of its "Planned" profit_afterit has nits its_planned output. target 3.5_percent of the planned profits. They are

to retain a larger stutre of Profits made from its above and/or outsitLeIlan production :,_15-25 percent-. A _signiticantly-smaller number of thosek enter-pres participating in these experiments are allowed to retain a _proortionateshare oi'their_total gross his proportionate share is inversely relatedto 'the profit_ rates enjoy(,: al the relevant industrial sector. In another _verysmall litimbi ... of enterprises he enterprise retains all its net profltS, after payingthe Niate_ profit_ tax and industrial _and commercial taxes (as nits true in_the
oast I and it tax on fixed assets (which is new). In other Words, instead_of turn-ing over its _profits as reventie in the state's budget. the enterprise now pays afixed_users charge for its capital -assets and is responsible for its own costs, while1 ping allowed to retain its profits: The-retained profits generated by these variousschemes are to be used to develop production, improve the workerS' welfare (i.e.,fringe benefits), mid_ to pay bonuses.

4. In addition to these_ Nqiiiitisl profits, funds at the disposal of the enterprise
are further supplemented by_iliereasing the share of depreciation funds retaintslby the enterprise from 40 to 60 percent.

5. As an incentive to use these retained profits to develop proth `!on_," theenterprise has the right to retain all profits earned for w II_the first tt. y I'S fromany expans'im or roll wittio_n of_ its production faeilities (financed by these re-taitly_ti or self-provided funds). In -/-1 few specifically designated industries, sucht: the nrictliue huittline told textile industries, funds for self-financed invest-ment porposes_eati be ohtiiiicel. by loans front the banking system.
It. It order to primilote_eXports, participating enterprises can apply for ap-prai to directly engage in exports of their above and/or outside plan prt-..
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tion. As an incentive they are allowed to retain a share of their foreign exchange
earnings to Iiiitsitt ''new technology; raw materials and other inptitS and key
equipment" and machinery;

7. As an iticeatiVe tor worker& participating enterprises may distribute
bonuses out Of their retained profits. These are not to exceed-the Unfits set by
he state; that is not more than two months, wages a year in 19SO.
H. Finally, participating enterprises are permitted to directly recruit and hire

their own workers. They can_ enforce labor discipline by ha-Ving the power_to
discharge any -- workers; Including _''party secretaries and factory directora;'_!
found responsible, fOr "heavy losses to the_ state." While this reform Means the
enterprise is ino tenger forced to accept workers assigned to it ay me state's
labor bureaus in at least), the workers it does hire mast- obtain work
permits from thoSe bureaus: In other words, the enterprise Must htiOSe among
job applicants sent -tin it by the labor bureaus. The enterprise eiiii Only_ exercise
its right to lire workers for "the most serious offenses." Furtheriudre, they must
have the approVal of the trade union and workers' congresses (and, as always,
the party), and this its given only in exceptional circumstances.

The Justification fir these "last resert" limitations, even though the purpose
of this reform IS hi fo-str discipline, is that any worker tired from a state en,
terprise would find it impossible to And another job. Socialist countries do not
have unemployineht compensation programs.

Even thiingh the preceding-list of reforms are restricted to the 6,000
state owned enterprises and does not replace the basic system of cen-
trally planned Output and supply targets; they do rePreSiiiit asignifi-
cant modificat ion of the traditional Soviet model. There are; however,
Se V emi far torS WhiCh make this program less radiaal in nature than
it might appear_at first. Foremost among these is the failure of local
cadre to faithfully implement them: These cadres are ^C,CaiSed of being
influenced by "feudal" beliefs; in _practice this means they continue
to follow the traditional Soviet administrative approach to the con-
trol and operati Theyon of the enterprise. Th are criticized for carrying
out the reforms on1V_iii superficial manner_ while in fact* continuing

pthe practices of the ,c t. S7.erific published complaints indicate that
while some enterprises were entitled to receive a share of their profits
or foreign exchange. earnings for their own use, they were unable to
obtain it from the local cat i.e or authorities, Other enterprises coin-
plain that they continue to be assigned Workers by the labor bureaus.
in an attempt to reiiiedy this problem; speeches by the poSt:Mao leader-
ship call fora campaign of political education to remove the "feudal"
behavior and thinking of local party cadre and adMiniStrators.__

Secondly; while the above list incorporates all eight basic features of
thus "experimental" _reforms, this does_ not mean that all eight are
being simultaneously introduced in each of the 6,000 enterprises tak-
ing_ part in the experiment This is related both to the willingness

the
enthusiasm with which local authorities attempt to_ carry out the re-
structuring program,- as well as specifications in the reforms them -
selves. As has already been mentioned, some reforms are limited _t
specific enterprises in _certain_ industries; to be adopted. only under
certain circumstances, and within specific limits._For example, rather
than providing Unilateral grants in the state budget, the financing of
investment from bank loans was limited CO the machine building and
textile industries and to the renovation or modernization of existing
plants.

_Finally, the terminology used in outlining these reforms does not
always mean the same as might be commonly understood in the West,
For example, the sale of above-target production on the "market" does

--,
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not, imply that these markets functions_ as "free_ markets" do in the
West. In this sense, the only free markets permitted by the post-Mao
leadership exist in the agricultural sector; the rural trade fairs or
those markets that distribute the products generated by private side-
line _or c(_)operative_aetivity. Even_ these markets are ."controlled" by
local authorities. "Markets" for the products of state enterprises is
simply the terminology Used to designate_the transfer of products to
other enterprises that takes place outside the state's supply allocation
plan.' "' These goods must. still_ be first offered for sale to._the state's
sitpply distribution system, and only then transferral to other enter-
prises through face-to-face negotiations. _This transfer takes_ place at
-negot have prices, but tliese must either be at the state's administered.
prices; or_ _lower; Thus; although this outside of plan production en,
joys a seller's market with excess demand, according to the ground
rules set. by the economic: reforms; enterprises do not haw: the right
to set higher prices for their products.

While profit sharing schemes have _increased the retained_ funds
available, to participating enterprises; the higher percentages of profit
sharing rates for above _target production were designed to act as in-
centives to increase production. At the same tune; by setting the profit
share going to the enterprise on the_ basis of the profitability of the
particular industry; the reforms still limit the total share of retain-
able profits to below 20 percent; For those few enterprises_ allowed to
keep all their net profits; the users charge on:capital and taxes col-
lected by the state _luau:illy mean that these enterprises also retain -less
than 20 percent of their gross profits. Of the total profits earned by
participating enterprises 111_1980; 87 percent was turned over to the
state, 10 percent was retained by the enterprise; and 3 percent was used
to repay state loans or devoted to subsidies.195

Even given the_ fact these reforms were limited to 6;000 enterprises;
were constrained by failures in implementati Ai and restrictions placed
on the rights actually given to the participating enterprises; these re7
forms do introduce changes that considerably modify_ China's Soviet
model economic _system in the industrial sector. In addition; although
not precluded by the traditional Soviet model, -two nation-wide
chanfres have taken place significa.ntly_modify the_Model as it
has limn implemented in China in the past and in many other socialist
countries today. These are : t lie increase in the share of budget revenue
retained by local authorities and the closing down of unprofitable
enterprises.

Revenue sharing by budget units at various levels of the govern-
ment, has alway^_been practiced within_ the context -of the state's unified
budget system. In the past, however; the share retained by local units
was tailored to coincide with its expenditures; i.e.; those expenditures

There is -an exception to_ this _germrat assertion ; that _is, the_market that bees
created for producers' goods. In their reinterpretation of Marxist economic laws of socialism
the Chinese now tlehtte produeets* gotts_as -entuntotiltlett-_whIelt. therefore, can be-bought,
bold, and owned by state enterprises. State-owned enterprises cannot tjuly sell these pro-
ducers' goods nu the market,they_ earl advertise to_find buyers. These markets, -however, are
speelllenlly restricted to those producers' goods which have been produced In the past and
have secitmninted In inventories: 1.e.. -goods -for- which the is a buyers' and-not a -sellers'
market. To facilitate sales of these goods the enterprise can offer price discounts. According
to the ground - rules- set out by the economic reforms, current production Is not to be devoted
to producing goods for this market.

"./ "Chinn Grants 6,000 Enterprises Extendef, Power," Beijing Review, No. 14 (6 April
19311 , D. 23.
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approved by central authorities:106 The post-Mao leadership's desire
to rely on material incentives and the decentralization of some of its
decision makin),Y, po_wer was aimed at mobilizing the initiative of local
level authorities. Thus, they have not only siwiificantly increased the
rates of reveno.4 shared by the Lower level_units but;_even more impor7
tanti given those units the authority to determine licw that retained
revenue is spent. In addition; local authorities have also been given
greater authority to adjust the tax rates they impose. the sig-
nificantly greater freedom given local levels of government in deter-
mining the uSe of these funds signals a meaningful degree of decen-
tralization in the fiscal system; albeit within- China's version of the
Soviet inodel.1°7 As a result, while the planned budget for 1981 shows
an overall balance of revenues and expenditures for the unified
nal natal budget the central government anticipates a deficit of 8
billion yuan. However, "quite a number of local governments will
have financial surpluses."

Tla, second of these charges involves the closing down of enterprises
that to heavy _financial losses, the inefficient consumption of scarce
resources,_ and/or the production of poor quality products. Again;
while this change does not conflict with the Soviet model in theory,
it does represent a very significant modification of traditional prac-
tice: Arcording to traditional practices once a socialist enterprise is
created it receives subsidies for its losses, cannot break the "jinn rice
bowl" of its workers by firing them. and tries__to meet its planned
target as best it can. The thought of laying off workers or closing
down an enterprise because it fails to make a profit -or meet an effi7
ciency test is' simply alien to the thinking of a traditional socialist
planner: Yet; in anattempt to balance -the budget and reduce inflation,
the post-Mao leadership has been forced to "bite-the-bullet" and
dose _the most inefficient plants because they were using resources,
especially energy, that were needed to keep more fficient plants in
operation; and were creating a _ serious drain on the state's budget.
Complete plant. closedown is still used only as a last resort;- the pre-
ferred solution is to incorporate them into specialized companies so
as to take advantage of specialization and more efficient management.
By the end of 1 -980; a_total of 19;300 enterprises had been amalgamated
into 1,900 specialized companies or general plants, but the number of
state entarprises_suffering losses still remained at 24 percent. of the
total.10° Continuing discussion in the Chinese press concerning the

108 See Nicholas R. Lardy, "EcOnomit Growth and Distribution in China" (New York :
Cambridge University Press, 1979).

10T These revenue sharing rates_ vary among levels and units of government from less than
20 to over 70- percent. Yet it is very difficult to determine the share of r,.tained- revenue that
LS truly lit_ the disposal of the ioeal 'nit of government. As in the :4,get reforms in the

Increases in the share of revenue retained -can be accompanIF.! increased rPspon-
mthility for_expenditures stipulated by a_ higher level at _goverimen_t. l'er example._ as the
center of experiments in economic reform. SichuatCh share of retained revenue is very- high,
its-contribution to the _central government in 1979 IS reported to have been only 80 million
roan. While this very high share fur retained revenue is said to he due to the fact Sichuan
was -from the_ severe damage loilleted_upon their economy by the Gang of
Four, It is also related to Sichuan's being assigned responsibility for numerous investment
projects. forluerly -the- responsibility of the_ central government.

10. Vim Yilin."Reporron the Readjustment of the 1981 National Economic Plan and State
Revenue and -Expenditure_ (Ereerpts).." Belling Review. ND. 11 (16 .March 1991), p.

no "Restructuring of Industry." Ilc Bing Review, No 17127 April 1981), pp. 5-6. Aceord-
ing to Zhang JIngfu's "Report-on the Final State of Accounts of 1978 and the Draft State
Budget for 1979" (FR'S. 3 July 1979). "at the end of-1918 . .. state enterprises running
at a loss still accounted for 24 percent of the total. (p. L 15.)

iJ
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need to protect and maintain equipment and for paying the _wages and
salaries of workers and staff in closed enterprises doe3 indicate that -
the policy of plant shut-down is still being carried out. Furthermore;
given China's present budget crisis, enterprises that continue to suffer
losses have been assigned profit or loss targets-. If they_fail_to meet

. those targets; they are to be faced with the cut-off of subsidies fromthe state.
If implemented and continued on a broad scale; these economic: r

forms in the industrial sector would result in the significant modifica-tion of the _third; and final, element of the economic development
model that China's current leadership inherited from the past. Yet,
even as these reforms were introduced, they began to generate prob-
leers. This has the post-Mao leadership to_ at least pause and re-
t hink_their plans to expand decentralized "market" activities aimed atmodifying their basic. Soviet economic system; These problems in-
volve not only "feudal" foot-dragging by local authorities and enter-
prise managers, but those who took advantage of the new opportunities
to do just what-the post-Mao leadership wanted them to do-,-maximize
profits. Even though enterprises were supposed to offer above-quota
production to the state's supply network at administered prices, many
are reported to have behaved as if they were in_a market economy,
selling their products to enterprises that were willing to pay a higher
price. Even though such sales were to be limited to inventories that had
accumulated over time, once they were able to advertise and sell goods
on a true market, some enterprises began to sell commodities from
current- production----again at higher than authorized prices. A few
.enterprises even began to take orders for commodities not yet
produced.

In addition, while the reforms specified that retained profits could
be used to distribute bonuses to workers on the basis of increased pro.
ductivity, sonic enterprises handed out bonuses indiscriminately and
for .nofints larger than the state allowed. Some enterprises took ad-
Va II iage of their opportunity to gain foreign exchange_through ex-
porting their above-target production by _diverting production from
deliveries to_ domestic enterprises to foreign _customers. This forcal
some scheduled domestic buyers to import these same commodities.
Some enterprises al.So used their foreign exchange to import com-
modities that hardly qualify for "renovating, or roodernizirro- their
production facilities;" i.e.; automobiles and _color television _sets. One
could easily add to this list of ways in which material self-intereSt,
once it was permitted, took advantage of the reforms in ways not
intended by the new leadership.

A-more serious problem was the_increased financial resources that
these reforms placed at the disposal of local units of government and
stab owned enterprises._This was coupled to granting them the legal
authority to use these funds for ibicreasing either their production
possibilities or welfare of their workers_ and staff; These revenue_and
profit sharing schemes not only reduced the potential revenue of the
central government, but, the increased prices paid to peasants and the
higher wages and salaries for workers and staff reduced the potential .

profitability of the state's trading network and the state enterprises:
The resulting budget deficits were financed by drafts on the bank and
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the issuance of new eintency; adding to the current inflation. In _an
Attempt to cmnbat this inflation, the centridgovertiment has tried
to cut the rate of inyestment and stein the arbitrary catch-up increases
in wages and bonuses. Yet, given the increased financial resources of
the local unit and their ability to use these resources as they choose,
by increasing their out -of -plan investment and by awarding bonuses
they have neutralized the central government's efforts in this area__

liven if -this local spending were not inflationary, however; there
would still be major_ problem with_ these reforms: the differenCe
betwekn local interests and those of the central atithorities. For ex-
ample, a local unit_ desiring to make a profit might want to establiSh
part icuhu. enterprise, even if a similar one already eXiSts in another
unit; ie.; although the commodity_ may be available, they recogniZe
that whoever owns the enterprise will get the profit. One pertinent ex-
aniple,of this is the eigaretteindustry; \Vhen these reforms made it
possible for theta to_ do so; loud units in tobacco growing areas built
their own cigarette factories, diverting cigarette production and prof-
its fioni existing enterprises that could produe6 higher quality eiga-
rettcs more efficiently. Asa result, the central_government lost revenue
While the local units gained revenue, and idle etkPaCity in the state's
moth. A industrial sector went up while efficiency and productivity
%vent down,

!Fhis same Probleiii occurr.:il in dealing with existing plants as well
I f fin Ohrerpm4o in _one admin1.-,trative unit pi.oduced inputs for use in
that of another adintnistratii-e unit, iinly above -plan ontpUt in the
fernier could now be diverted to other ouyers. Since it was free to
pnxinee for the, inzirket and negptiate directly_with other enterprises,
the ciitei.prise would sell either to buyers within its own Unit or those
in any other inIniiiiiStrative unit. This would nutke it necessary or
entinlirises that had received thi!se inputs in the past to Search for new
suppliers, This, in fact; is the argument given for why China's be.st
priiihieer of television picture tubes in Beijing -is currently having
prnblerus se.curing the necessarypartS. For those. _enterprises now
nIliiWed to promote exports and to retain a share of the fOreigm ex-
change to import machinery_ and equipment to modernize their produc-
tion f:icilities, many diaso_with the result thatChina'S import surplus
not only merit ztsed but duplicate niiperts of machinery and equipment
wo ingot hued by many enterprises, The list of such exatiipleS could
be_extended, but the results Would All lead to the satne conclusion:
When centi.al authorities decentmlize decision-inaking power and con-
trol over money and resources_to lower levels, the resulting decisions
Will Serve local interests and objectives, not necessarily tliose of the
i'0111 nil government.

A. iiiajor nz'oblein with the 'overt model is that einitraliZed deter-
niinat ion of output tixiets for an indliStrV results only in a generalized
equation of supply And _denumd for a rather broad commodity cate-
goi.y: It. is not an equation of supply and demand that is item, time,
and spice _specifie. 'Hie breakdown of these national _level aggregates
into specific instructions to individual enterprises is_ done by means of
a Vertical hierarchy of administrative units. Thus, it is veiy_ unlikely
that those instructions will represent A feasible and consistent set of
titigetS fOr specific enterprises: In an attempt to cope With this prob-

.

Ion; as well as unexpected developmentS Which occur during the plan

7
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period_ the enterprise must work th?ough the vertical chain of 60M-
tittitiil. It is unable to negotiate dieetly With other enterprises to solve
its problems. Thus, as more efficient achievement of state plans neces-
sitates whieli_gieS the enterprise greater flexibility
to negotiate directly with other enterprises-. Yet; once some of the
decision-Making power over_the allocation _Of resources is transferred
front the direct control _of the central authorities to those at lower

_leels, the hitter are to make rational choices unless they base
their decisions on rational_ prices; i.e., profit-inaximizing alternatives.
In order for the economic refiirms to work in the manner that is

they Must be accompanied by a pricereform.
Ithoug,li it_ few of Clnit advoeates for economic reform have

included tile need for price re form in their arguments, there is little
evidence that such a reform is planned in the foreseeable future. As a
result, economic re forins aimed it granting greater Material incentives,
financial resources, and decision-making power to lower levels of gov-
ernment and state owned enterprises have 13-eeii -carried out in the con;.-
tekt of an irrational price structure. This creates_a tremendous variety
of profit (and loss) rates for different economic activities. In other
ends, some enterprises would continue to be -very profitable without

any increasi., iii efficiency while- others Would liaVe to become terribly
efficient to make any, profit. For example-, China's economy needs coal
and_ grain ; yet because of the "relatively" low price of these coin-

it ies set by the central authorities; both activities have very low
prtnit i.at es. Rather than_cope with this problem through the 'ntrodue-
tion of a ',nice reforin, it is argued that a complete Set of differential
profit and loss norms,__taxeS; and Subsidies; etc,i needs to_ be_imple-
mented. The history of de.centralist economic reforms in Soviet eco-nomic systkiiis_tel I us, of course, that attempts to solve the problem inthis Manlier creates as _many new problems as the old ones it solves.

o matter, fin hitii been Mentioned earlier; current economic prob-lems; and expezience in economic reform have led the post -Mao leader-
ship to reconsiili.r their evolving economic development it xlel and
strategy. Realizing the magnitnee of tire_ economic imbalances that heat the heart of these problems; they now assign greatest priority to
economic readjnstment,_ This readjustment involves balancing supply
and (leinand Within and among all sectors of the et6hoilly, balancingthe budget and the balance of pri,yinentS; and achieving the properrat io between nicest mint and consumption. This Miter-6=161,d economicadjustment cannot be accompliShed by individual units of governinentand units of production in the state or collective sector at the locallevel. The economic reforinS__Witieli provide ;neater doeision7ritakingpowir and Coln vol over resouiTc allocations tbthoe units may evenwork against the objectiveS_Of_readjustment, Furthermore, these deo-anic reforms cannot be exp_ected to achieve their desired results untilter the objectives of readjUStiiierit have been achieved_;_ i.e.; untilbalance has been restored to the ecotioni._ThuS, the leadei.ship hasdecided that, these experimentS; iii economic_restuctiiting atT not _tobe expanded until that balance is achieved. There is to be a "consolida-tion" of their_ experieirk..:S_ With reform experiments already carriedout. When used in this con r.ext; "consolidation" usuallymeans retrench-ment by the Chinese communists.

d iv
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Ace,. leadership, the only way to achieve
bail . ?he aany_ is -by means of central conti.ol. This is to be

1%.,,seeatile fiitiire by a program of "centralization and
riiiiicn e;%;-litfields: Local ,mits are inStructed_to carry out-"the
policies -.1res" ailopted by the -cents al government. The State
Planning Cciintnission will have unified couirol and management over
all constructio_n e.i,d inveStiiient at the local level. There is also to be
Unified central ,trol over all local finandal and taxation systems;
'eland eontro-....-: to be exercised _over credit and cash_management,

Stitie plan§ for Or-Auction and supply allocation must be carried out
as "pws-cribect by the state. ' Pice control regulations are to be devel-_
(Ted thiatitliorited price changes are to be "resolutely curbed."
lii addition; wages; bonuses, and fringe benefits stipulated by the state
are to be rigidly Adhered to and a strict system of examination and
supervision be enforced to make Sure this is done. All foreign trade
and foreign ekeliiiiige are to be placed under unified management; i.e.,
ventral control; Finally, in order to help cover the _planned budget
deficit of the central gthotiiiileilt in 1981 and to _reduce the funds at
the, disposal of local_ leVels, to 5 billion yinin of treasury bonds are
to be allocated fo Sale to those state enterprises and local governments
that have accumulated surpluses.

Unlike econoiiiie ri fOiiiS introduced to replace the Maoist prin-
elides and Stalinist strategy, those ithPlemented to modify the eee:
!mune system are not part of an attempt to replace the basic principles
of a Soviet model. Certain types of contract responsibility systeniS
introduced to create a inen'ii ell'ecti ye incentive system are not intended
to replace the basic institutions of China's collectivized agriculture. In
industry; a great many ecdneinie reformshavebeen experimented with
that would, if taken as a whole, be more consistent with a market=

ec mYsocialist ono than SOViet Model economy. Yet-, rather than dis
placing the Soviet model, these reforms seek to sopplement it The
economic problems it.ss-Ociiited With the basic Soviet model, however;
aril throughout the 'Western, non-socialist world and these
slime problems limit also now been publicly discussed in China; In
addition, mitily reforms presently being-introduced which supplement
and modify that basie Model to inake_it work more efficiently could
wdl lead to itiunge:: that would ultimately traiiSform China's Soviet
model economy into One_ntioae like those now called market socialist
economies. 'Fla! possible future consequences and :lestmy of the post=
Mao, leadership's program of economic reform are discussed in the
concluding section of this paper;

FuTuar. PaoKrncrs

This. essay has the post:Nfao leadership s _economic devel-
opinent 10.0tlel

strategy
_terms of its explicit_ rejection- of Maoist priliciples

and_ Stalinist strittegy aectinipimted_ by. economic _reform aimed at
niOtlifyiqg tiii.iv__Societ,,fype_ccortornic systeni. Pespite the wide range
and variety of econoliii 'u changes that attempt included; that
discussion does not repre:..ent a_ coinpletc catalegue of economic policy
changi,s_ the post7Ma6 11.trodttced over the past few
yearS. Neir have_ the specific details. of iliose Changes been presented. A
complete and detailed ;tinily of the ongoing flood of post-Mao exo7
nomic policy would require a book length study. In fact, at the present

7J
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time, a more con!plt and detailed analysis would_ be prematore. This
Ile W prOgrall I of VelM01111C -1-5401111 is St i I I unfolding %vith '_ and,
unexpeted changes oveuring with _ever passing mon/ /1. 0.. short,
we are still in the midst. of a transition ;pd Which b-7.n. 1,11 the
death _Of :Silt() and overthrow of Hi: riang of hour_ i By_ the
fall of_ Osl, the right-wing of the pirty, under Coe_ ky..toership ofIkfig Xiaoping, had consolidated its over to:'i level positions
of power in the party, but they ow still searching for a well-defined
set of principles, strategy. _and economic system for achieving the
economic modernization of

Our analysis argues that the post-Mao et-twline program repre-
sous cut evolutionary process whieli begain with their rejection of
Maoist. principles %v_hich they had objected to since the 19508; pin=

whi-li had obviously proved economically counteiproductive
during I he last, t wo deades.,The post-Mao leadership soon came to
realize; how,.!ve, that the Stalinist strategy which they themselves had
advocated in the past inut_also created serious inefficiencies and bot=

in the economy. This realization led them to_adopt the strat-
cy of _Inthutced growth. Finally, using the new guidelines of "seeking
tint li from }tract ice" which all-cowed- for open and frank discussion of
the well- known inefficiencies of a Soviet-type economic system, the

leadership began to experiment With reforms aimed at modi-
fying their basic economic system; not, however, to dismantle it. This
reform progani builds upon right-wing proposals of the 1950s, but
goes bevondi hose earlier prrpaSal_.`4 in it comprehensive attempt to .s-
corer and adopt. a hie neof capitalism inarkA socialism; and a Soviet
typo economy _that will fulfill-their dual objectives Of economic mod-
ernization Mid the transition to a higher_ stage of socialism.

Within _this general framework, the discussion here concentrated
oll an analysis of the particular economic policies and reforms _intro-
(laced by the. new leadership over the past few years. In this discus-

the -arious obstacles each reform encountered and/or economic
probler.is impleine_ntation created were pointed out in order to
indicate Clearly the difficulties the post-Mao leadership has had in
that effort. _These difficulties_ not only help explain sonic of the -edO;
nomic problems they_currently face (as is pointed_out by various con-
tributors to this volume); and why the evolution of that economic pro-
giiiiii Undergone' yairilus changes and is currently. being "consoh7
dated," hut help explain city it is v difficult to predict the eventual
ihitetnne with any certainty. At_the,; _t me time; however; our emphasis
on _those problems should not betaken to imply that.- program has

;failed; normore relevant that -the post-Mao leadership has given
up _in their search for that blend of capitalism;_market socialism, and
it SOViet type economy thUt will achieve their objctives of a modern-
ized, socialist. economy;

Many of the prOblems encountered in their program of economic
reform can he explained by _ale very serious ;intuit, of the many prob-
trim they inherited when they_ Caine to power. In addition; many of
these problenis replicate t he experiences of other Soviet type economic
SySteitiS in their attempts to adopt similar policies and reforms to
achieve the same objet: Ives Finally; although we have concentrated
On the problems associated wit-11_01e new leadership's program of _eco-
nomic policies and reforms, as other papers in this volume show, there
are a great ninny economic henetitS from this pregram. Compared to

,47-11.1 - -
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the situation in the past, standards of_living have increased rapidly,
the- economy is -being rebalaw.d., tool the private sector is flourishing;
A_ fundamental change for the hti. is -the leadel.ship's readiness to
admit and discuss _their economic problems, to rele ase quantitative
data _to illustrate their magnitude, and to seek truth from practice
in solving thoseproblems, Finally; While it is very difficult for a West-
ern observer to judge, there obviously is considerable popular support
for the post-Mao leaderships program_ of economic policies and re-
form. As in..any Western denmeracy, there ate many who complain.
The teal question; however, is ho many would want to go back to the
economic policies and system that existed before the -death of Mao?

Obviously, as _a Western observer from Ann Arbor, I can answer
that question. Yet; its a student of China's economy over.the past _two
do totes; -I .do have a subjective opinion as to the fate of the post-Mao
leadership's program of economic policies and reform in the future.
Any assessment_of the possible future evolution of the post-Mao eco-
nomic reforms depends significantly on an assessment of the_political
future. of the right -wino.; post-_M.ao leadership itself. This latter, in
fact the subject Of dobert G. Sater's paper-in this volume; "The
Political Context of the Four Modernizations." Inasuatch as his argu-
ments and conclusion are complementary and consistent with my own,
I can refer the it to his_ papa .11J1(1 merely present my subjective
or intuitive projections for the post-Mao leadei.ship's program of eco-
nomic policies and-e form below,

With the complete rejeetion of Maoist principles, the pendulum
has now swung to the extreme_ right: Although history has taught us
to anticipate a futio.e. swing back to the left, I do not believe _this
will happen. There are-a number of reasons which support thiS.
the _Chinese have experienced the negittive impact of Maoist principles
on China's economic development: The new leadership has devoted
considerable effort to a reinterpretation of Marxism to show that Mao-
ist principles are an unorthodox interpretation of Marxism. Mao him-
self is dead; anti while considerable effort has been made to retain
his symbolic role in history,- much of his work ()Vet. the past two dec-
ades of his life has been discredited. Yet, I do expect the pendulum to
MONT back to a more moderate compromise with some Maoist
principles. . _

The new emphasis on material inc r-:.tives; dependence on the import
of foreign technology, .peciiilizat me and a greater division_of labor
internally, exposing ent-tprises to the-tests of _efficiency and profita-
bility will continue; but within greater limits. We can already see sonic
of 0is moderation and the _creation of limits being introduced in the
economic., policies of the rid ht-wing. Quite simply, as operational pro-
grams, Miloist economic policies were_ an economic disaster. ifowever,
as general principles, they have considerable appeal not only among
the population, but among patycatire as well As the economic con-
sequences of the post-Mao leadership's economic development- -model
arid stilitegv liecome evident; such as_a more inequitable distribution
of income; greater dependelICV on foreigner s, and increased unemploy-
ment, support for Maoist principles can be expected to increase. As
result,_I believe the post-Mao leadership will be persuaded to mod-
erate gomeWhilt. their outright rejection of Maoist principles. I do,
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howev!r, expect the pendulum to remain right of center for some time
tei

_The rejection of Stalinist "big_push" development strategy in favor
of giving higher priority to_China's _problem bottleneck sectors (such
as energy, transportation, light industry agriculture, urban social
overhead capital) is dictated by economic necessity. I also expect that
this_ featm.o, of the post-Mao economic model will last over the fore-
seeable future, or at least until the economy regains the path of bal-
anceal _and sustained econoinie growth. In 11)79i the post-Mao leader-
ship thought this would take three years. The following yeat, they
extended their foreea-kanother two years. Now they speak of "five
years or more"' or of "two' fi ve,y_ear plans." I expect that the "read_jirSt=
merit" or -rebalancing" of China's economy will continue to be the
major concern ('lima's leader:416p for the rest of this decade. Once

nthis rebalacing aml _path of self-sustained grOActh is obtained; how-
ever, the pent-up &initialsassuming the post-Mao leadership IS able
to keep them petit up- that long _of traditional "big_puthr interest
groups sueh as heavy industry and defense, will be arguing for high
rates of investment and growt.h.

_

In my opinion, such interest groups will create a serious political
problem for _the_pot-Mno leader.ship long before the_ end of this_dec-
ade. As current short-run _economic problems begin to be solved,
('h ma's leadoi.ship will find it difficult to contain thepressures
these groups are sure to assert. In addition, I _believe that the Change
In priorities in favor of (-o.isuinerism, at least. to the extent it has-been
carried out in the past year, will be a short7run temporary Phase.
Again, the Current priority given to consumers' goods is- dictated by
economic necessity. After three decades of strenuous effort for the
:;itke, of economic gro'.'7tii the Chinese population obviously
denumded and deserved a significant inci.ease_in their standard of liv-
ing,. (hi the_average, their standard of living has-improved Cit'cr _the
past too or thiTc- ears. Once this catch up redistribution of resources
has been achieved, however, and as_economic conditions improve, fur--
ther increases in the ell-being of consumers will probably be min-
st rained _fOr the sake of further gioth in the development of bottle:-
neck sectors and to meet the demands of_the special interest groups
referreel_ to in the previous paragraph. As in the case of current policies
NS' hit li negate Maoist_ principles, I donut believe the balanced growth:;ti: of alit post-_Mao leadership will soon give ';.11.Y to Yet another
Pe.... of Stalinist

the
development_ campaigns. Rather, therate investment and the allocation of that investment will be

ressfully adjusted in favor of a_much_ greater compromise between
those t w basically different strategies than_ is true at the present time.

am morepessimistic about the fate of the economic reform pro-
gribin itself. N'hile economic necessity has mandated its impleitienta:
tion, teprineipleadvocibtes _of these reforms lack a. broad power base
within China's political system. Furthermore, the history of economic
reform exposes ti(' eNtetit TO which these-efoms represent a tug-of-
war over economic and political power between central and local
thorities I simply have my.doulas ithout_whether local interests can
win this tug-of-war in China Nonetheless. the post-MAO leadership
argues that the reassertion of centralization and unification at the
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pt-eskiit time is 'necessary to achieve readjustment, but once readjust-
ment achie-ved o-onoinie reform- program will not only be fetiSi;
file, -it _will be carried out It is true_ that these economic reforms will
work better once the ecoonniy _is Willi,' ekl, Nonetheless, even in a
balanced economy. economic refOrMs whichtransfer real decision
making power to the lower levels _require the adoption of a system- of
rational prices: -Iii other wordS, the basic_problems or contradictions
of eow)Inie in a Soviet_ type economic system will remain.
WhereaTz; Compromises between MaiiiSt anii right wing economic prin-
ciple,-, anti baltiiireed g,iOth and big push strategies can be expected to
evolve tvir the decade of the 1980's the compromises implicit in a
m1xe41 systeiii which incorporates major features of bbth
decentritild. market socialisM anti a centralized, planned economy
have proven to lit Very wettable. Nonetheless; the need for and seeds
of economic reform have been acknowledged and created.

At the oreseiv, flint! there are amplereasons for believing the Chinese
Awill retain_ th3 basic features of the traditiozial Soviet economic

imxlel."" I ItiivtiV0-, over the foreseeable future; it is far from certain
dirt that eanipaign tA) eeforni China's Soviet type economic system
initiated the iiiid=1950S, renewed in -the early 1960s, and vigorously
pursued after the death of Mao-Will not succeed. It can be_ argued
with some certainty, hOever, thia the new Chinese economic develOp=
merit model of the 1980s--one that rejects giving operational priority
to the Maoist eciiiieiniepriiieiples. adopts_ a rate_ and allocation of in-
vestment that is a compromise betNN-een the Stalinist "big push" and
the "balanced growth" Strategies _and to a lesser or greater extent
allows for decentralized decisions based on market forces to supple,
went central control and planning in the allocation of_resources and
productsWill be a considerable iiiproveinent_Lover the Chinese model
of the past in the ii6A=Mao leadership's search for the path of SUS=
tallied growth and ultimate modetiiiiitien of the Chinese econtanyi

. It is- Interesting- to note-that Milton - Friedman. Nobel prize-winnlug economist, after
a _very_ briel_triP to__Chilia_eame to conclusions concerning the possithelitte_of_t_he_tedoontle
reform pnigratli similar to in.,- own. Lie _said_:_"Citt_a_moosolute ieveh, Chlnu .1a- a very poor,
backsttnI_eeeiifttny Tito grk.ot hulk of its enornious-popula-tIon is _eng4tgell in_ agrialltare
. . . and the level of productivity -Imindatitty_is_ terrIblylow. . . With respect to change,
aa_opiet:-;ed_to ItIVel,.the situation is more complex. There clearly has beema _decided_iMprOte-
:bens III the- economy- over-tile-pus-t_ three _years_orso-The Chinese attribute this to toe new
t.pragloatle" polieJeS itdopte,1 tinder ice -her order Deng, who Is clearly-the_person_liteharge.
My own impression is-somewhat dIffereot._ItAs_a_emultion ooservation that the -restoration

.order_iii.a _s_oelety__that_lois been in a state or turmoil -Is capable-of producing_a_tapid
frop.o-ernent in the (WW1-0211Y. . he_ntere__restoration. of _order on the death of Mao and
the gaining_itf_Mittee hv lumg was bound to permit a -rapid recovery-and i; jatititin_cconost
level. I believe that Is a far more--ItIlidamental explanation than tin' I)eng reforms. most
of wit-Leh-are _so nit Only on paper. The VP forins--the attempt to Istroduze-nittrket zneleents;
the opening up of contacts- with- -t-he_ Westr-and_the_ elleMIrligement or foreign investment,
and so-so are Sit- ii- desirable direction. lint the test of whether they will-be-curried_O-Ut
11:11 what their effects 'AIR be is-still-for-the _ft:Aare__ ____My own is that there
tviiihe_conSiderahle_Progress In the next few years as sonic of the newly announced-polielea
stork themselves-through the system.--At-tbe_siinie_iltiie_l_am _Pessimistic that the progress
trill be_lentreMitliiiied, opening it the system involves dispersing power and Te14-140111ithaltY
and that will produee threats to the-securIty.Of_the_centralized Appal:tans. It Is
liketi'-to _regpood elosing down ;Lenin." (Milton Friedman. "Report to the Comm-It-0,e on
SOhOlarlY (-onitminlention-with tile- Pe-cpWs Itettublic:of China on Trip to Chinn. mimeo).
Milton Friedma_n_viSttd rhino _In the fall of 1980,-

, It is Important to note that- the-adoption of _unimproved_ Chinese economic develop.
moot mode -lby-the- Post-Mao 1171(1Praillii Is only it necessary- condition,- hot a- sufficient-eau-
ditioti. for sol v hie both the sanest stiort.roo_ecnnural__prable_ms.they Itirebtalget deficits.

oisemployment import sot-pluses, the fundamental long-run obstacles-to
the modernIzntin of chimes pOintlation. technology,
VIV. The 11:,,,S-S-1-a-P-Ilt- o TOO:Attie-tent status of these problems and the possible headway the
post.-Nfatt leadership will make-in -trying to solve Ahem In the de.titde of the 1980s is
presented in the many papers which follow in this volume.
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SUMMARY I

Recent Western scholarship and authoritative Chinese comment
have shown that Chinese politics and China's political system have
seriously hampered China's recent economic development efforts.
Some Chinese leaders have been particularly outspoken in arving
that sweeping political reforms are a prerequisite for an effective pur-
suit of the four modernizations.

The reforms include changes in Chinese laws; institutions and ;:d-
nninistrative practices, but at their heart are major leadership changes.
Following the death of Mao and the arrest of the "gang of four" in
late 1976, Chinese leaders inherited a inassive adnimistrative struc-
ture staffed by cadre seriously divided along ideological; -generatichui,
institutional and factional lines. Reformers la like Chinese Commu-
nist Party (CCP) Vice Chairman Deng Xiaoping recognized that
Chinese decision making on economic development and other r0-
grams would continue to be disrupted by such divisions unless t ey
manage,: to establish a more unified and competent leading group at
the top levels of the party; government and army. Such leaders; in

'Specialist in Asian Affairs, Foreign Affairs and National Defense Division, Congres-
sional Research Service.

I would like to thank-Richard Bush, Ca.:-) ilgozwrin, H.-.Lyman Miller and Larry Niksch
for their helpful comments on earlier versions of. rnri trtIele. James Huskey provided very
valuable research assistance and numerous insights.

i. It it Important to emphasise at the outset that th_o reformera"__Is used in this
article as -a matter of convenience to refer to those Chinese leaders interested In major
pounced changta In China. Of course, Inasmuch as_ political considerations bate long bad-a
profound impact on economic policy and deve!:.rment In China, this group clearly overlaps
with another distinct group of officialsthe, who_ advocate specific zeforras in China's
economic system. This latter group is frequently referred to as "reforinzrs" In other articles
In the volume.
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turn-,_ wont& k posit It nivd to rally the support of freipientlyhasitant
and indecis-iVe cadres at lower levels in the Chinese administration,
:int' to win- the- backing of die Chinese people for their iriederniziif
programs. Witliont a more unified leadership; strong differences among
scrum. latlers would cause indecisiveness and vacillation over modern-
ization j >iilicieti Anil ether programs. Officials at lower levels would
be inclined to_ hedge their he in this uncertain_ atmosphere, and would
avoid the full eta/unit/tient needed to carry out modernization pro-
grams effectively.

Chinese referniellia.N.e achieved consitlerable success in altering
Chinese laws; institutions and practices and in removingpolitical_op-
lments. However. they _remain far from_ achieving their goals. The
record of the past few yea:-., shows that Chinese leaders remain divided
over In.w far they Slifiuld_ go in reducing the influence of Maoist poll=
ties of the past ai'. in removing officials closely associated with those
policies. The; tielKte over the need for decentralizing economic deei--
Sion ..-,iosed to strong aeininistrative control for economic
,,11 relopmelit lassies_ include how much administrative_contrel

ioii!.1 lie exe-..t. over public opinion and the work. of intellectuals
aril sch.ntists, fiat i.oh! capitalist countries should play in the de-
% elOpiiient of China's ek.ononly; and urns closely China, should align
with the vomit rieS the_ Wrest in _opposition to the U.S

Prbo::,,i-st:-.; for solving_ t he se _kinds of leadership differences appear
aura rt ;. 1.'ilture political re form_and leadership unity will be corn-
iilii.atiid __division, left over fi.om the piist, differences over the im-
pact of_strong reforms on Chinese political stability, and persisting
institutional, generational and factional divisions. Reformers will-also
find it difficult to make ln,ad W iy when combieting leitiler.ship rectifica-
tion (i.e., thiquigli pasty channels influenec.i =n many cases by
officials who oppose referm. Their efforts will also lir, undercut by con-
t radiefiozi:-; and triiih.offs seen in many reform measure:-, these 'cause
stile effects that have a negative impact on important Chinese interests
aild pioiul)t_cills foi i haft Or dawn in refoilli.

.cautiously optimistic scenario for the next few years _holds that,
ChineSe reformers will continue to make slo-s- anti_ halting i',rop-i.ess
toward the establishment of i more unified, pi ,matic and technically
competent leadership that will gradually develop_ a_ more coherent
Modernization pro::rom Capable_ of eliciting more active support from
Chinese people._Opnosition to reform programs will pet--
gist. but will probably remain diffused, as in the past. Opponents will
probably he Unable to offer a_competent alternative strategy to the
reeent moderni2ation efforts. _This scenario does not hold out great
opportiiiiitiek -ter large_ increases in U.S. economic investment in

idtliongli bilateral trade may continue to p'ow-. But it seems to
servo Amerienii_ interests in promising a contin,-.:0 ion of close Sino-
:ri-sericail cooperation in festerino. a_ mutually 'oene_flcial balance of
power in :(sin hid world affairs; barring a co_ljor flareup over such
Sensitive bilateral issues as TaiWan.

I. I NTRODI7CTION

Chinese politics have long had a major impact on China's approach
to modernization and economic development. Major economic decisions
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havo boon Iwo lo officials iiitheadministrat ive ,tructure of the Chi7
nese govi rnment. party mill army; 1V110 in turn have been dominated
bv II ailiirs of the C h ;nett' CommuniStPartv. In the past, Chinese com-
munist political organization and ideology were Nidely seen as instru-
mental in forgin;:. : tong national cohesion and economic prog-ress in
( '11Ma. They were viewed as fundamentally important in transformin
China from a. slaty of demoralized disintegration earher in the 20th
cent ury to a statu:= nuoing the. top ranks of world_ power in recent years.
Even critics of the ::iany "human oosts" of China's revolution_-the
trict, restraints or in I fleedom; the large-scale purges of Chi--

Ile:40 leaders and intellect Mils, and the mass campaigns directed against
various sectors of Chinese societywere grudgingly_ittyresscd by the
t'iiintsse administration's tilt lity to organizend_mobilize the resources
of the countiy in a_drive to develop China's wealth and power.-.1b

In the early I970s, a grow_Mg number_ of Americans including
m an mmy ebers of Congress--traveind to China for their first close look
Ia O' er twenty years. t hey_differeil in their overall impressions
of (711 ilia, they gene rally amazed that the Chinese political adtiiitlistra-
t ion hail proo to bis. in effective instrument in promoting conditions
1WPIlvti for material advancement and economic modernization.2 A
student of Asian affairs who spent _considerable time in China as a
young Senate Afajority_foader Mike Mansfield was among the
inost out:poken in this.regaid, altlicr,gli similar sentiments were seen
in a wide variety of scholarly :rind press mp.(9.1.: %bout China at that
tittle. Praising China's mcomplishinentS :rig his visit there in.
1972, he said:

TIP?re has not been a wq.,or flood, pestilence or fh.,,,ne for man:: years. The
elths are clean, orderly awl safe; the shops well storl.,,d ;th for)d, c.uching and
other ccusinner Items; . . . The housing is of a -.st is now
sufficient to end the -..,pectacle of milli du: of the t, dispoessed who
in the past: walked the tracks and roads or anchi. tope '.;4 in the rivers
of China and lived out their lives in a space little :had a boat.'

.

In it report on his visit in 1975i the Senator echoed these themes more
emphatically. He said :

The livellhoorl of the people seems to be improved from what it was at the
i_ime of my U st visit to the People's Republic aimr,st `roe years ago. In Peking,

example, a great dea; of new housing was evident. The people appeared to be
bettPt'cl .`tied. :ifore truel: and other commercial vehicles and more sophit,;cated
bicycles v, ere on :lie,streci . Shops offered a greater variety of coos:Idler goods.'

',Unit Senator also offered a positive assessment of Chinese medical
care and the Chinese education system. He noted in his 'report in 1375
that :

A ft he establishment_ of the__ People'z _Republic of _China in 1949; the new
government was faced_ with_ ii_j)opulation plagued _maliiutritiod; communicable
and _Parasitic diseasc&__and_inadequate_health facilities and personnel. EVery-
where there were survy-ridden, lice-infested; potbellied ehildreri with inflatised

"*churtnann; F. 11.. Ideology and Organization in_ Communist China, ilerkeley,-Univer-
sIty of California Press, 1966,-U.S. C-ougress, Senate Committee on Forc.gn Relations, Sin°.American itelailow,: New Tian. Washington. U.S. Glivt. Pi -pp. 117-134,(liereqfter cited as Senate Foreign Relations Committee, .,rican Relations: ANew 'I urn..)..

Senate Foreign Relations Committee, Sino-American Relations: A New Turn; pp. 117-
134.

'C.ti. Congress. ...nate. Journey to the New China. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print Off.,
1:472. Z.

^ Congress. Senate.- China: A Quarter Century After the Founding-of -the People's
Hepatic. Washington, Govt, Print. Off., p. 3. (Hereafter cited as china: AQuarter Century.)
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eyek. and Comitleso beggars. An open prostitution problem existed as did rampani
venereal iliSeiime and tuberculosis . Now there has evolvtsl_ a system which_
provides Waver:to/ baste hook_ h care. It is n system whiti has elltabiated ven_er_al

tuberculosis_. partially controlled malaria and selibitosotniasitt.
and Made_ world-reeognized achievements in burn therapy, re-implantation _of
anigititiitts1 extremities and_dIglts. and in the treatment of 'Ttictures._ The system

given rebirth and new significance to traditional ChirieSe medicine in the
usage of acupuncture.

I iv went. on to note that :
Eduation is free and compulSory for seven to_nine years. varying in length

from area to area. . . . F:thlenthin in China is directed_to_practical application,
not to learning for the i,nke of learning. young children are taught to read and
criro and are generally prepared- for- Bunted specialUed _training. Work and other
ethical values are also instilled hi thetn accordancewith Maoist concepts. At
the secondary education is- usually combined _with pi actical experience
keyed to toms: out persons capable of going direct/37 to jobs in the communes
and factories Additional on-the-job training takes_ r! ,-. . Those destined to
be ski ile,1 (clans, for Instance, go through an np. i of several years.'

Mon T1t reporting by specialists and visitors has re=
fleeted a ch :rige in Western attitudes concerning ,J1-1inese politics and
modem At ion. While acknowledging the accomplishments of the
past, nik-rcers have become skeptical that_the current Chinese
political and administrative_ systems are well suited to foster future
econoniii: development_ and material progress. They have seen them
more as impediments than as assets in this regard: Thus, for example;
t_iwy hiiVe highlighted the negative imPact of _policies followed by
Mao Zetlang and his more radical followers during the dmittle of the

Reohition, 11M-19Th ; They have noted such things as how
the effects_ of leadership disruption and factionalism brought on by
Manist policies traded to paralyze the planning process and !od_ to
widespreml work stoppages and disruptions in the transportation
system Which turn had, a _negative effect on economic growtl-L° _

Following the death of Mao and the arrest of the gang of four in
late 1976, Some analysts judged that negative effectSof Maoist policies
nti the Chinese administrativ system_ and modernization might last
only a Short while. They were encouraged by policy Inge§ begun by
more practical post-Mao leaders in Peking; judging they could
fairly quickly reorient Chinese politics in suppor;, :if a pragmatic
pursuit of pennon ic progress.'-

Othei 61iSei:Vers__were less sanguine., hoeve..e. They have seen the
lope v of _Maoist polities: ass a long_ term and deeply rooted impedi-
ment to the pursuit of the four niodermzations, In _particular, they
have questioned_ the ability Of_ China's new__leaders,---representing

differentaCkgrounds, interests and pOlitica,Lpointh of _view
to cooperate effectively, rally the-support of the enormous Chinese
i,art v-government=military bureacracy, and mobilize the Chinese
people in support of innovative but frequently untested economic
programs.

Severn] have judged that a kind_Of"fifth 3or tization; involVing
large scale political reform and major len uang_es, would be
required in order for China to succeed in :ng its agriculture,

n China : A -Qunrter Centar.v.pp-4.
see article by Nicholas Lardy in-U.S. -Congress. Joint Committee. Chinese

Economy Post-Mao. Washington. U.S. Govt. Print. Off.. 1975.
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industry, _seience, and technology and national defense. Typically, an
influential CIA study; "Chi. The _Coin inning Search for a Moderni-
zation Strategy." s stresse, fat. (..'hina needed basic changes in its
leadership organizati:nn an. eolon-v in order to meet political_require-
merits for effect ice /,-conomi ,,velopment. The study warned that none
of the needed change, %void :0 easily achieved and added that "Years
of _consistent and patient ( t by the leadership and its successors
Will be required before the, lements begin to reinforce; rather than
hamper. Chinese economic get. Nth."

t_71iinese eommentaries also )ii%'e frequently been frank 'in acknowl-
edging that leadership dithenees continue to complicate Chinese
decision making at all levels. They view the current condition_ of
C'hina's political system as an impediment to effective modernization.
They advocate wide-ranging reforms that, will help establish a more
unified Chinese leadership that will be able to pursue a more coherent
modernization strategy with_ the support_of the Chinese people.. They
frequently recall tile. leadership rectification campaign in Yanan dur-
ing the 19-10_s as a model for current reform. Through the Yanan
campaign, Mao purged large numbers from a party organization
bloated in previous years through looser recruitment criteria, a main
target being cadre who were sympathetic to Wang Ming's "leftist
devia t ist " leadership Ilnd whose_ "dognuitie adherence to the Com-
intern poli:-ical line inhibited flexible' adaptation of Marxist-Leninist
principles to the contemporary _Chinese situation. .3imilarly, the
recent, :,nient, has been that the implementation of China's modern-
ization_ p. 'gram also requires drastic political changes, including
leadership purges. reevaluation of the Maoist political line; reassess-
ment. of the party's past, and greater "democracy" and collectivity in
the party leadership.

II. POLITICAL REFORMSi 1977-1981."

Since_ the_dt.a.th of _Mao and purge of the gang of four, advocates of
political reform in China have made considerable headway against
i'equently powerful_opposition.__With the bc,.-fring of such important

-leadei-s: as CCP Vice Chairman Deng Xiaoping, who was
,."abilitated in mid-1977, they have maraged to launch a number

successful reform initiatives and have removed several opponents
from positions of power. The-_ goals are ra.r from being_ reached,
In Never. Their initiatives have frequently oeen offset_ by entrenched
opposition or have become mired- in some of the r,gative side effects
of reform measures'. As a result, the _Chinese ...Adershi;L: _remains
divided on a_ number_ of important policy issues and has found it
difficult to achieve. a lasting consensus on a coherent modernization
p rog ra

The first major push fOr strong leadership reform came in early
1978: Media comment on a campaign to rectify and modernize the

"Central Intelligence Agency. China: The Continuing Search for a Modernization Strat-
egy- A Research Raper Eli Sli-1-`248._ April 1959, 21 p.

"" This- section benefited greatly from and relies heavily on the excellent analysis Of the
course of Chilies.. r6 Weal retorm_ done- by- the Analysis Croup of the Foreign 13roadeast
Information Service (113IS). Weekly reports on Chinese developments appear in the ptibli-
cation "Trends in Communist Media." In-addition. several special reports have been issued,
including-most -notably "Chinese Political Debate Since the December Third Plenum."
:lc:: 1. 1979 . by Dr. II. Lyman Miller.
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Chinese_ army showed that Chinci-,'e leaders disagreed over the extent
the party and statelapparatus should be cleaziSed synipa-

zers of the gang of four. The inter*e Army rectification campaign,
fueled by a series of Liberation Army Daily commentaiek was de-
si7ned _to lead to a more thorough_ purge of gang of four followers
th.oughOtit the Chinese institutional structure. Opposition to Such a
course, of action was apparent, hoWeVer, in the erratic treatment of the
Liberation Army Daily comment_ in People's Daily, and the failure of
theofficial party newspaper to endorse the ariiiy campaign._ _ _

The army campaign attacked dill% kinds of cadre Which it said
continued to pose serious danger to future development:

Persons who "follow the wind?' by shaping their political con-
viL. ions and prinei pies to prevailifigcirciiinstances,

Persons who "slip away" front responsibility for politiCal error,
and

Persons who "create earthquakes" politically and hope to profit
_from the disorde,-..

'Phi+ Cain pitiffn marked a. sharp carriabout from the previous Chinese
lino; seen at the 11th Congress of the CCP in mid 1977; which main-
tained that investigations and purges -of the Chinese leaderShip since
the arrest _of_the gang of four had been largely completed39

CCP Chairman) Guofeng reaffirmed his opposiiiOn to fiirther
Major leadership changed.; in an address at the 5th National People's
Congress in February 1978 Ile reiterated the line that the rectifietition
Of official_ ranks since the arrest of the gang had "in the main been
emu plet ed." lo_Ent other comment:4 at the Congress were insistent that
More sweeping political changes We re needed to smooth the way for
effectil-ii Chinese modernization. Thus; the Mardi 6 joint Oditbrial
Marking the close _of _the congress said that "We can take big
strides en the road of the new Long Marcli 'toward modernization)
only Whott wo strip away the gang's "le,ftiat" cloak, uncover their hl-
trarightist essence and clarify right and wrong with regard to theory
and line."11
__ Renewed signs_ of debate ON-61- _leadership issues were Seen tit the
March 1978 national science conference. Deng Xiaoping advocated
that China's scientific elite be freed_ from 'past political controls-to
pursue their professional work, -while ITV, Gtiofeng reaffirmed the
continued importance poi:Cies and Maoist egalitarian ideology,

the set wentific world -12 min army palitietil thfiference in May,
Tina. and CCP VieeChairman ;Jianying advocate,1 such
litical methods as ideological training baSed 7.4tf-. L: Bong's military
writings in Orderto_rectify the army's workstyle.-. whereas Deng_X tio-
Oitig was less inclined to i reat Mao's legacy with reverence and im-
plied that an expanded purge of army officers was called 101%13

Forrlon BrolitINtkit Inform] tion Service (FBIS). Trends In Communist_MedIC Sunnie-
rnent. Peking Lentlership DIppute _Over Purge of- "Gant' Foline:ers. February 24. -1978.

10 New China Nevis Agency, March 6, 1978. Transcribed in Fitts Daily Report. China
March 7 1978.

n IRIS StjOS,161. Reimer on Communist Media. The Firth Chinese National People's Con-
gress. March 17. 1978. p. 4.

13 ii)/CS seeti In VIPS Daily Report. China. March 27, 1978. Deng's speech is
seen In the March 21, 1978 edition.

is plus. Special _Report on _Communist Media. ChInene A-rmy Poiltical-Confereffee:
Persistent Leadership Difference Amid Mounting Pressure FOr Wider Purge, June 16, 1978.
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TIIE TI11110 PLENUM.; DECEMBER 11)78

The (h Communist Party work conference and third, plenary
sessiiin of the party's 11th Central Committee was held in late -1978
and strengthened t he power of Deng, Xiaopiog and other officials
interested in broad rectification and reform of the Chinese leader-
sldp: New appointments to the Central Committee _and its Politburo
wide_iii.d support, for reformist, poke ies in those bodies-. 'rho selection
of flit Vitolainga close associate of Dt-tigas party secretary gen-
ei-al anti propaganda chief augmented his ability to implement these
policies and enliiinced the likelihood of their lona.,terni survival."

The plenum also endorsed efforts to transfornithe basic style and
duo-at:ter of Chinese polities_ along line:, favored by reforiners. It
dismantled t he personality cult surrounding Mao and promoted
party Lletilocracy; it reduced theatutlionty of 7%tzto's legacy by suggest
ing the late chaiman's fallibility and limitations; and its reasserted
the. ultimate authority_ of the party oiganization itself._ As a result,
the -;1_eniiiit,,fosteled tin atinosphet of leadership collectivity_ and
east Off ideological bonds that had hobbled Chinese efforts tomodern-
ize. The moves idle- Served to dilute the authority of Gtiefeng,
whOSe, shahs as Mao's heir and ai.biter of the Maoist ideological legacy

wassltbstantially diminished.
C.1tholigli_IT formers won important g ai n s at the plemuni the_long

deLilY 't ions required an accommodation with other leaders holding
views. particularly those 'who lied profited from-the Cul-

t unit Revolution and' its subsequent stniggles. Thus, some high rank-
leader4 ivlio had opposed political change lost their bases of

political power but eittained their seats on the party Politburo fOr the
tiiiie being. More important, the plenum decided to shell:Le such poten-
tially divisive issues as an assessment of the Cultaral ReVolution in
the interest of ir:tting on With the modernization drive.

Following the close of the plenum, there were renewed efforts to
lilt iii pOlitical reforms and le_adershin changes that had been corn-

lised_at the plenum. The efforts included attempts_ ".D redefine the
/cal hoe of the gang of four as "leftist" rather than .rightist;"

reopen lissessr;.ent of contaversi developments in the party's
histot.y, notably the Revolution-. The aim_ was to promote
111i WO hoough-going ofeadic re:.cuited 11.71t1 pr011iOttA during
and since tl?e Cultural k:ovolution_ who still remained committed or
beholden to that period's Maoist ideology and policies. Press com-
ment at the time portrayed the purte as an_ essential prerequisite to
is lective ChinPse mode nizatiou and equated it with Afao's elimina-
t ion of opposition to his policies (luring the Yanan rectification move=
lilt nt of the 1t1- Ills. "'

The vans for reforia ran tip against resistance from strongly pro-
ntoist opponents. :Cod the reforms Were blocked by more moderate
leaders. perluips ineluding Chairman_ fItia. And Vice Chairnian
is Ito argued that the purge of pro-Ml aoist leaders remaining in the

n I:111S. Analysis Report. Chinese Leaderithip Conference and CCP Plenum, Nov.-Dee.
197S. Ratification 4,f the Modernization Program. February 1. 1979.

F1115. Analysis Report. Chinese Political Debate Since the December Third Plenum.
August 1.
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adm wou Id harm t he party's stability and unity; and would
consequently hinder prOgre:-;s Chinas modernization programs-."

Events during_ mid-March to mid-Apri1 1979 also caused the
ous challenge mounted by the reformers to drop off sharply;_Insteadi
More moderato vios upholding compromises made a4- the third
plenum were in renewed calls to malo(:ain leadership "stabil-
ity runt tap it y.'' A Poking emphasized it new line strissiiik the itripsit=
tanc,t of uphOiding the ideological orthodoxy_ seen_ in the "four
priiieiples" al legiance to the socialist -road; to CCP rule to the dicta=
toiship of the priiletariat, and_ to_Marxisrii-Leninism:Mao Zedong

C-oninient:try duri:ig this period indicated that a variety of
practical difficult ies 'Thinaincludiner a strained international

_ e,Otifollowingeirt following Chinn s punitive attack on Vietnam the out-
break of social unrest and political dissidence in :ieveral Chinese cities,
and a growing realization of serious imbalance in the economy-to-
gether with a resurgence leftiSt criticism of refom policies pro-
vided the impetus for the strong_ reaffirmation of the more orthodox
v iews_t hat N. formers had lieen challenging.

reviA.d their _approach and by early May (.:ey_ began
to stress that the policies and leadership changes they were advocat,
iiig Were eonsistent with the "four principles" and "stability and
unity- in China. They siibsequently renewed initiatives for a wider
purge of their opponents in the administration.

THE FIFTH PLENUM; FEBItUAltr. 1080

A new milestone_ was reached nt the fifth plenum of the 11th CCP
CtirigrOSS hold in Peking in Febri:,:y 1980.17 The plenum focused on
reforming party leadership to facilitate modernization; and substans
t I Changing cciitt al leadetsirip institutions in order to insure longer
term_ I Duitirmity and implementation of practical modernization poli-
eieS. The plenum emove_d_ several high-leel critics of reform poli-
cies; elevated. to high positions ounger leaders; many of whom were
cloSeft_alSSncitited with Deng Xiaopintr, and restored the party Secre-
tariat ta high shitus in the iniplemenration of policy

The plenuni'S decisions on the .enti-al leadership and organization
appeared mtended to insphy-. 4 org-anizational streamlininfr_at
loe leviilA of the paty. I (- num actionsincluding its long
awaited relothilitiition of du. C .. Revolution's primary targeti
fornier chief of ~bite Liii_Shacq lent impetus to party wide
eform-and rectification,Tho plenum :c militant communique amounted
te a call to politkal batt1:2. against per resistance to leadership
reform anal modernization policies.

Later that_Vear, Citiofeng was reduced in-status w gavehe tye

up his premiership to the governor of Sichuan:Zhao Ziyang, a prime
adeCate Of _economic and political reforms. Administrative and eco-
nomic cluiniTes in line with Zliao's experience in Sichuan were further
1)raiiiiiti.q1 tat 0g-hoot China: The long awaited trials or the gamy_ of

four bi gam in Pekin!, in -Nov ember and tended to fluffier discredit ilia
Gnofeno- and leaders like him who had supported Maoist policies in

" FBIS. Amalysis Report. Chinese Party Plenum: Movement Toward SueeessIdt eat-
fication. April 11.1980.
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the Cultural RevcIiit ion and were resist ing sweeping political changes
and practical economic reforms."

. RECENT DEVELOPMENTS

At. the turn of 1980-81. signs of apparent growing Chinese political
,lissidence such -as direct challenges_ to the leaderShip of the CCP; the
niitbreak of disturbances in several cities, anti-party politicking,
bombing's. strikes. acid school boycotts combined with major economic
diAocations requiring new decisions to scale_ down Chinese, economic
reforms and to reATi`sert itdministrative control over the economic read,
jie;tinent_ begun in early 1919: Together, these developments stalledthose in _the Chinese leadership who were pressing for more political
change. They also blocked, at. least temporarily, the formal demotion
of _Chairman _I lua.

Peking did_ not publicize any of the speeches made by top_party
leaders at _a December 1980 work conference; but the usnaity reliable
left wing_IIong Kong journal; Cheng Ming, on- February 1 summarizedthe main points_ of speeches reportedly delivered by Deng; Zhao
Ziyang. and CCP Vice Chairmen _Chen_Yun and Id Xiannian. The
views Cluing Ming attributed to Chen Yun, relating almost entirely
to economic+ matters; were reflected in authoritative Peking press com-
ment on economic readjustment since_early December1980: The politi-
cal views the journal ascribed to Deng set the pattern for authoritative
Peking continent oft the political situation in China since the turn ofthe year,"

Deng's speech underscored evident concern over political disorders
and other _challenges to party leadership seen in editorials ptibliShed
on January 17 and February 8 in the Party newspaper People's Daily;'1 Ile January editorial, entitled "Political Stability Is the Guarantee
of Economic Readjustment," carried forward a line introduced in aDeceniber editorial, on political work. It cautioned that thAre are
"many _factors of instability" which; if not dealt with; could prevent
suecessfiil economic readjustment; hamper_ "four modernizations;"
and slow _political reforins. The editorial identified factors making
for instability at both ends of the political spearum. On the one hand;
it_Einted that rightwing -elements had pressed for drastic curtailment
of the party's leading role; People's Daily lectured that leadershipby the party is stipulated in the constitutioni, and "whoever watit8.
to -change it is on a very dangerous road." On the other hand, theeditorial denounced remnant leftist elements in calling it"imperatiVe"
tii strike firmly at imrepi,,tztant "rebels!' who "still uphold the misdeedsof Min and the 'gang of four' and . . .indulge themselves in the`tour bigs' [criticizing party leaders] and beating and smashing andlooting 2°

The February 8 People's D_aily_editorial was entitled "Democratic
Reform_of the State Must Be Realized Step by Step Under Conditions
of Stability and Unity.- In the vein of the January editorial; it ex-

',See_ the tett of the indictment in the trials, replayed in ERIS Daily Report, China.. November 20. 1950,
so baekground_ and- analysis on this period. sec FISTS. Analysis Report. PoliticalInstability in China Slows Progre_sa on Reforms. Pehruary--14t, If1S1.20The January 17 editorial is seen in PSIS Daily R.-vort. China :anus:; 19, 1981.
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pessed concerti over political instability and threats to party leader-
ship and suggested that poi it kid reform. like economic readpstinent;
Ulna mdelayed while _those probles persist. After reviewing in
detail the refOrms already begun_since the _thit'd plenum, the editorial
Stated tliiit detimeratization must -go _through a process and cannot
possibly be accomplished in one move--reform is "ti complex ques-
tion- Chat calls for preparatio y,;-. phuining, and experimentation. It
cautioned those pressing for rapi,' that_stability an 1 unity are
"indispetiSible" prorequi t- t_ forward demot.,. ization"

1..e state. ii. -c:Innot zomote de11101- and is
triti;,,,ttil to the democratic reform of trie state;"
',,-11,--mplent comment specifically addressed the issue lership

it;. In Into February; Peking media publicized : :riade
a few months earlier by the pomanent_secretary of :his piity's Isis=
cipline Inspection Commission;"' 'Ile_ report showe(I problems of
indecisiveness and caused _by_leadei.ship difTerences,_con-
Hutted to complicate decision making at all levels of the Chinese
,,Ilmirrist rat ive structure. Thus._ for _example, the secretary mentioned
ellorts hy Deng Xiaoping to `st_reaniline" the Chin, _bureaucracy.
Ile said that even thaugh iiiitiativeshad been widely discussed
for years. t hey "still cannot be implemented in_many places" because
of cadre fooldragging or Mit right Opposition._He added that decisions

Sensitive issues as t he rehabilitation _of officials discredited
during the Cultural Itevolutitiii frequently still_ remain_in abeyance
,,ecause .`no one will solve poblems': iuld !'no one will assume respon-
sibility;" lie_ called such "irresponsibility" the root_cause_of the "btt-
reatieratiSiii- that has undermined the power and prestige of China's
administration in recent years.

A Petipli-; Daily editorial on March 10 made clear that Detig and
other reforinet.s still did not have the power to conduct a S-eeping
purge Of rciiiilinitig leftists and other opponents in the leatlership.23
The editorial, pointedly criticized cittit-e who had resisted reform poll
Nes tlie third plenum and characterized such_resistance
as it fundamental impediment to the four modernizations. It Said:

Sinte the 3d- plenary session of the lith_party_Central_e_ommiteee. some com-
rades haVe failed to Understand. even resented, the _part3-'s line; and this is the
crux of the probleta. Very_ obviously, if this nrobletrt is- not solved, or not prop-
erly soh-ed it is inipossible to correctly apps fse the currents'', ation or, titor-
(Highly understand the tieeessIty f further e -)ole readjustin end pol;tical
stability and impossible to roan:. 1:pitold t.. tcur basic prin. s. As far as
leading cadres ara coneetned. If they ti os erin... their think-
ing, set thingS right and rid themselves of : "let" thi_ags_onee climate
is right, they Will experience a relapse an actin nake the same mistakes.

The eilitOrbil on to recall the Y!.nar. rectification _campaign
its it model for _ridding the current leadership of the "pet-Mei-MIS" iti=
fluence of "leftiSt" deViat ion. It said ; "It was-only after overcoming
the 'left' mistakes that the Chinese revolution became victorious. And
only after we litiVe Seriously cleared up and corrected the `left'
bikes will titirl our modernizations program embark on a path of sound
development."

! The Febilliiry__8 editorial la seen in FRIS Daily Report. China. February 9, 1981.
22 The report is seen in FBiS Daily Report.-China,- March-19. 198L
22 The editorial 18 seen ta FBIS Daily Report. China. March 11, 1981.
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However, inste:td of calling for demotions and dismissals of negli-
gent or unsympathctic leaders, as advocated by refo leer§ in the past,
the editorial restricted itself to calling for _a 'study carnpaign" that
would allow all comrades to clear up their thinking and to make self-
criticisms in a "geni le- atmosphere of -sincere heart-to-lieart" talks.
It. called on party members to unite even with officials who ha' made
"serious mistakes in tli, past. It added an implicit acknowledgement
that the pre1/4 !itil%,; consensus among leaders in China would not tol-
e:.:c: t . .major /enders!, ip ehanges favored by some refo _mors;
not onanges would make it "very difficult to maintabi
and ci veto') ;lay and unity" in China. _ _

This slow;_ omprotnise approach to leadership reform was clearly
in evidence after the convening of the long-delayed _6th plenary session
of the II th_Central Committee, which was held in Pekingon June 27-
29, 1981. While IIua Guofeng was removed as party chairman; -he
retained a post; as a party vice chairman. Reform- minded officials Hu
Yaobang and Zhao Ziyang were appointed Party chairman and vice
chairman, respectivel a major victory for Deng Xiaopingi who re-
placed 'Via of the CCP's Military Affairs Commission.
However, officials who had been thought to resist Deng's efforts to
purge party_ ranks_ and to condemn Maoist excesses of the_ past
not slv_CCI) Vice Chairman Ye Jianying, retained their high party
I[ osts. They were presumably _influential in determining the plenum's
balanced assessment of Mao Zedong and the CCP history since 1949,
in contrast _to the harsh censure favored by other leaders including
Deng and Hu.

ASSESSMENT

The record of the past few years shows that many political reforms
helpful to the pursuit of the four modernizationshav_e been initiated
and suecessfully carried out. Thus, for example, the top level of the
cent nil party and government- apparatus is a far different -group today
than it was at the time of the 11th CCP Congress in 1977. The so-called
"whatever faction" of Maoist loyalists has been removed from power.
while more pragmatic and technically competent managers have been
appointed_ to direct_ day-to-day affairs. EVen more moderate figures
like Hua Guofeng have been discredited in their efforts to preserve
Maoist ideological tenets in the _faceof the need for greater mate
progres. and improvements in the life of the Ch inese people. Provni-
cial level officers have been changed, as many leaders removed during
the Cultural Revolution have been returned to power. A variet,y of
other -past injustices have been redressed; and the_ rule of law in society
and the use of more democratic practices within the Communist party
have been _established as goals of the new administration.

Maoist dos.ri.ut, the cult of personality, disruptive mass political cam -
paigns and othin- features of the Cultural 'Revolution have been dis-
credited as Chinese kaders have firmly emphasized a new, approach
that "seeks truth from facts." and cites "practice_as the sole_ criterion
for truth." Excessive revolutionary fervora hallmark of the Maoist
erahas been labeled as an impediment to Chinese development and
the main -cause of Chinn'A ortnnotnid shortcomings over the past 20
yea M
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_Intellectuals and scientific_persunnel have been freed from Many
Of the idelogicrd shiteldes that preventr-d the:ii from '.socking to their
full potential in the pat._Science, and technology have been viewed ti
key elements in the modernization process and their prialitioners are
basking in new prestige.

Economic development; rather than ideological purity, has -been
establishedred as the miiin soi me, of legitiinficy of tile Chinese (Wm i
tion. An Underlying thrne of elinire domestic policy since the third
plenum has_ been that, economic productivity._ consumer welfare and
politiciil Stribilityare interrelated:-" Many of the changes in economic
polidy since the pleminiuse _of_material incentives for production,
increaSCS in income for workers and peasants, installing tie.W systems
of _rewards and penalties for industrial managers and economic Cii-
titieS, hfid experimenting with ne,W an more efficient forms of in-
dustrial organization tire aimed at productivity increases. In effect,
the administration has made an unprecedented appeal to the self in-
ter est_of the Chinese population.

stability enters_ into the _relationship between consumer
welfare arid productivity because the leadership believes that its
grasp (ifi p-otteir_ and permanence of its policies pivots on dertionstrat-
ing the benefit:3 of the new policiesforniostof the Chinese population,
In the ribSefiee of improvement in consumer welfare, productivity -will
remain_ low and the_potential for_ political disruptiontIS well as the
leadership'S Viiltierability to challenges from within the party, may
increase.

In security pelicy_ and foreign_ affairs, the Chinese administration
has chartered an unprecedented forth com n approach -to the capital-
ist world, nOtribly the TTnited States; as a _rundamental ingredient -in
China's basic __effort to foster a strong internaticirail united front-,
against the Closor ties with the West give China the security
it needs in_ order to_ focus on internal economic development while
limiting ChitieSe military spending. They also provide China. With
access to teclinolcg-,y and equipment needed to modernize its industrial
infrastructure. .-

Despite these achievernents however, the_ record of reform _.ts also
full of shorte6iiiifigS, half measures and reversals, Thus, while loaders
at t.-60 levels agree on the need to reduce. the h.fluence of Maoist
policies of the past, they differ strongly on how far they slioidd go
in this regard And how rigorn»sly they should attempt to remove
officials who were closely associated with radical policies of the past.
They debate the need_ for _decentralized economic decision mak-
ing, 11..-s opposed to, strong administrative, -control of economic planning.
Other issues inclialt- how _much administrative. control should be
exerted on public opinion. the workings of siipplyand demand in the
consumer market, and the freedom of intellectuals and scientists to
pittite their work, In foreign affairs. Chinese. leaders_appear to hold
different views on the wisdom of largeseale foreign investment and
other involvement in China. Some also call into questio't the compro-
mises China is as reouired to make, in order to reach a mekluS -6Vehdi
is the West notably China's compromise over Taiwan in agreeing
to normalize diplomatic relations with the United States.

'4 See the discussion In CIA. China : The Continuing Search for a Moderetvatititi Strategy.

9
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The checkered tecord of political and, economic reform _ lia.s con -
tinued to enerate confusion and uncertainty among cadre in China.
Faced with rapidly elia ngin,. and sop ilia--; conflicting signals front
the top. working-level cadre have been reluctant to commit themselves
full v. They have Imes reverted to a low_posture and have tried to
vc.id esponsibi prat:tice which is widely rei)orted a.

a major factor tindeininittp. many iliamres China has tried ill support
Of t he four modernizations. Some recent commentaries even have
referred to a *7c_ri-is of coitlidenc- in C'hina----a growing belief on the
part of many Chinese officials t hat the P1ZC system as it exists today is
not capable of successfully aellieving the ftw modernizations.25 In
short. the record -Lows that the Chint,,,t, :1(h11;:i:41.ation still has far to
go to establish moryinitied leadership 111.;t gill effectively mobilize
t he resources of t ( part v. goverot;wot and army to tlireet and
nifty the people toward a more efficient. and coherent, pursuit
of the four ii

ITT. CI:Ina:N IMPF:OINENS TO POLITIC:U. REFOR3t

_ ritront ryfririn and closer leadership unity in China are
hampered by leadership divisions left over from past political strug-
(des._ recent differ 'noes over the effect of strong reforms on Chinese
stability. and per:- istiiu g inst itut ional. generational and factional divi-
sions; Reformers also find it difficult to mal;e headway when conduct-
ing leadership reetifleation throurrh the currer'_administrative. struc-
ture st ir,(1 be ewire with h divided loyalties am' 'al-crests. Their efforts
are also undercut by the absence of clear critet justifyinp:_detnotion
or dismissal of officials. and by side-effeets of sonic _political and eco-

rvfortit measures v.hich negatively affect important Chinese in-
i. rests and require a reversal or slow down in reform.

rIVISIONS

Revolution fostered a wich- cictiAnge between officials
«'110 rOSP to power by supportinn or accommodating Maoist policies.
and ,-,titers_who were purged and have ortly recently been_restered_to
power. Today. menibers of the latter group appear to hold the initia-
tive at top levels in the Chinese party and movernment. and they have
inanaged to ITilnvt, some Maoist svmpathizers_fromthe Politburo and
elsewhere. How they have difficulty implementing their policies
at lower levels whore many cadre were selected durino- the decade of
the Cultural Rev'dntion. These officials frequently feel threatened by
the current. pra,-mnrie programs and have done, what, they could to
resist them itt private while acquiesing in public. Others have with-
(Ira wn f _decision inal::_Ltr and have avoided talcinz_a firm stand on
controversial reformsa -form of passive resistance which has under-
out the new policies and programs."".

Resistance also conies from leaders who fear that sweeping political
reforms o largescale pores will prove too _disruptive They have
roiled that it is better for China to tolerate diversity among its

Asian Wall Street Sontnta,Derprnher 27..1989.
Am 110 ';1) Led to David Raddock for his Insights on this point.
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TAN 1, MAIN [CONOVIC INDICATORS, I919-91 ir[v: Aoc.14,19811

I11,11P4r.. inc4J1e.

(pev(,I)

53 III 205 20 0.16 32.4 0,002

110 235 21 ,6} 42.9 ,004 29

111 250 39 .10 53,1. .oqs. 51

'34 161 49 1.35 66, 5 .003 70

No! available,

(1,NR Ai'. Gain Cr311 Steel 011-0-111 -Ptard

per c.ni,11 _cultural clutpul outpu.1 output (million! bade with

.(1930 of vraP113 proflcli-on of of of barrel! Comm-unig

dollars) (1951 MI metric tom) (Milomi) (1351 In 10'10 metric tens) per d4) countries

53 III 205 20 0.16 32.4 0,002

110 235 21 ,6} 42.9 ,004 29

111 250 39 .10 53,1. .oqs. 51

'34 161 49 1.35 66, 5 .003 70

i 1st 5. r 1)1,11

11351 121 Y'.3 2 23 211 81 161 218 61 111 69,1 , 012 68

1151 ,L
w

',(91 142 213 81 166 215 111 2.22 8.1. 1 , 016 74

1(155 I lu 612 2 50 22j. 91 Q 231 11 2,85 -98, 1 ,019 li

1956 150 626 2 10 ,1 Si I'...3 231 .88 1.46 110 4 ,023 56

_I 5; 151i f.,::' :' .v, ,/ :d 101 191 291 100 5.35 130.1 .021 64

1958.f0 Great 1,1p for.

will..

1358 130 6'18 ; 46 2,1 103 196 295 117 11.09 210.0 .015 61

1959 1:0 6:2 2 0 251 81 III 21 113 13.86 ,100 0 .071 69

1561 156 t,82 I. .13 ?28 fil 111 206 181 18.66 20. 0 ,10 66

1961 65.. ki,,adlo!tr ,r11 31]

reCt)Ory

1911 le11) 1)": al. tlq 13 116 215 105 8 1/0.0 ,11 56

1962 Ill 02 00 .1',15 13 103 239 111 8 (I) .12 53

16E1 159 692 1.53 :21 66 115 250 191 9 (I) .13 45

1561 . I'l IQ 2 SI i.',t) J.+3 191 263 161 .9.6 211.0 13 31

...I91 5 . 20,1 iir. ,) 3.33 216 101 191 260 199 12.2 232.2 .23 10

1566 ru 14h If (,43

1565 1i2 i1) 101 306 114 220 288 212 15 271, 4 .29 26

1961 .126 190 2 96 2'10 120 210 291 20? 10 190.0 .29 21

1'153 279 902 2, i9 215 115 721 211 221 -9 235, 8 .30 22

1963 25? 925 2 31 305 119 210 215 266 16 . 28I.6 ,11 20

1910 2+2 813 2.82 313 126 211 281 316 17.9 321,11 .60 20

1911 /5 ith 5 )11 ; IA

911 3.01 911 2.61 315 130 216 279 119 21 353.6 .71 23

3'1 312 892 2.40 350 15 210 266 385 23 316.5 ., 90 21

913 I51 91.7 2.23 335 III 265 298 436 25 398.1 I, 11 11

911 .151 991 2.14 391 116 225 292 1.55 21 401,0 1.36 11

915 388 950 2.01 403 113 281 236 502 21 478,0 1,54 16

1976 I'.0- 5th 5.y1 l',1,1m ,

916 395 9E1 1.79 109 152 M 293 508 20.5 483.0 1,14 18

9/1 42) 9i2 1.60 41). 15 2113 286 5.81 111 550.0 1.81 16

918 4)9 931 I. 480 169 305 301 659 31.8 618.0 2,03 14

919 .
620 1, 012 I. L1) 513 193 337 32E 116 31.5 635.0 2, 12 12

9q
r,,,)

, l. HI I ',,, 518 199 3211 301 118 31. I 620.0 2.12 12
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V. f I \ (11;)\\'1'11

The ( unpr :-.-ive
gr(po, f rcurd. It ha, pro \ ;mil rapidly gro \ving popil
lid 11111. cliiimieled ti larg, friict Hi, of out put to t lie expan,ron
or 111.111,4m:A c.iparity. i.\ iriii,ri.iising amounts of po--t-
\Vorl,1 \Vali I I 1..ellimlogv. Iii c(ifif 1() 111(1-I 1111' 11(. \-,1()1)Ingr 1'()I111:-

-1c,1((1 it I tilt
Uncut)! 1'1)111 I()11 111114 11!"11111 riirt) I do-
Vod4)1,1114111 (1111)1),;(11III rat ,,(.2"-v, ;Ind ((:)1)1i)-11,(1 1)11)-

(111,1 varirty rnianoints-.
III II., 1 lir hilicip.0 ha, int 4+1.1.111411.,1 rtil Nct h.

n()1;11'1\' ( ) ( 1;0:11J \\*:II'd 19,-0, 0)) \V11111 t

r,)1Iit :11- 111.(111;_r.111 III I ht. it -I arV(t ;Ind Iii 11()\Vil t'all or
fi.)) .))111; L.:()v))111111,/if ) I IL, Cliff )11 i()/1 f 19(16
O.) 111,111-I if,V414)1:'II)lif (I irprif -11:111)1.VfIlld IP.'

1111114)1'. I 1'c1)111)1111, 1Well ma !Tod hy
pridi.nr, etolyilloi to Soviet iiroto Holt as ....-111irlattre_s
nialrrial-. :mil rill, wit. the pile Iip 11'111,10dt. g()()(1:-:. .111

c()11-f 111,1 lull pm
Nod it,11,,, ;dn.

"I od,. I (LI \ till fir -f :')'21",:11, a III(' 1)1()1)1, 1:01)111)11(' .000 SCVPII
1.6,),1..; ...11/41/Inirii, rt.-1111- f()I' 1.:1C11 period hy major

t ticoromly pro \ hasie cotionti1t
nor for t hi. Ade'. !ri piChlre
(.111.1.:11 l- 111 1111' rc!fitmIlly vcrt 1.1:11Iy (>1. f lie

1111 11111111,I'- 1:11: rIvei-i()11 11111 cv,f1 li()))(r11 Ci \PI) InifillnI's
111_A :11'11 11)(.11,IIN Ii (11:11:- Ill 1111)11. (1(.f fill \Cif II 1 lir

1)/(11))1jI-(f t 11111x- 1.1x))111)11111' tall 111'Thy r[\-,.,rti, \ Phm: 1):11:111(11

I ;11,11. \,, ii,k,, (1,, !riwykili GTi) \\1 195s_
'id I are it ppm tl percent : holtrAial pro-
duct ion. 'i perciint: al.!! It Illti,ra1 proilloit poont : and 1)mnd:i-
t Mil. .2 jixrxl nt. T111.4 gPitorni ii:ttoq.o groixt li_ is tvTiiiial (If c)1in,.

could i;11,... gr() \\I h ill Indust vial (lilt lint and
1114'10 ill 141 Iil`v 4)1;2:1,.\\.III 1)111 Nit

:1_1111 4'i/11-U1111)f inn. I 114it'r I 110 n inile us orm
111111 1 1.(11 - 1 1 14. 1. I 11 1 (:14.1 11 11.r-- 1 14.1.).:1 12: 111 on I I 1)1 (iiy titan
flood_ plionoir- have to Hippliirmint iloniest for)il 1)ro-

11111)111'1-1.1o'1 111 ""11)1 '1.1)1)
1)(f^ f()1'11111:1111( row .-4,1111 ,!-2-1.0\011 In Ow

199,(1, -till, wit ((f. .-I1f101.)11)\Ver. :111(1

iii(111,tri()11-4 1)()1)11Ifif j))1)_. :111(1 1'J111 (fr, 0(111Pflf ion ;111(1

org:Irliz;11 1,4110; tier \:ifitil,,__,.
(n. I \v1) ,reller:11.11)11-, 1,11.11111 tyclino1oric:(11\-,. \\Iiich

C1)111 111111:112: 111)1111t1:11 11)1 1:11g.4 i :0111-1114

. \t tile S:11111! 111111. ("(lifIn fat' ild(.11.-11.1()(1 1)(11)111fIti()Ii

()II 11)(111 ci),/, ill irre),IllrIllu' \\- WI flick
01(4:11)11' f11111_11.1)1V--:111:1. 110,11 f() 111)2"I'fldv r()11111.111111(.:(1 j()11 fil)(1
II i())) l-. Ill :1(111i1 11111 lit I''-III out of its
text) igur Altainist liii Ini(ited lit flip ad-

trlohal tre1111:-: tilat are linignig to an end the ('xt raordinary
post -1.1")tild r I I spit rt. in grt)\vtli rates.
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r1:.11j11, f 1111 l t.t.o:, ,celningly

iowcr Itt.,...Ltr,c in% t,-t tH cortailr_ti :tH peri.ont

11f..CVN :Hid foreigti_
,11;11.1.1\ ,.ot. iro,vtli rates.lio\%evo... 11ot he. 111111 ratvgy

111.1: 11.11111/111-V 1111;-; iii it 1111111 11112:1`,-Iing IIn . iii!zher limy of

1/11.-I :111,1_tittletc . all. talipriaS1,; nn von--:tplipt ion -L.;ootls may stim-

ulat the product effort of \vot.1,:cr. peasant. anti laircantrat: A

nil cittsidcrat ton :-oftening tilt downNvard prc,--stirc on gro\\-tit

tH .cxpectca al ,cot_.t, of in lin' _Ve()TH)lny 1,)11C110(1 oil it

political corttlict hould violent Hiatt iii

M ao:-: i fct init.'. and 1 lik.vcotionly.havingobtaiticd filitInClit of its

ItS:4 V1111141",illit. iii I ot)i.it IC:11:4.1t()C1:.

oil Ilia abscnet. of a Ilt;lji (I- war, tin l'etiply's_llopithlit Okiiik-

exporionct, ryttsonahl-v trottr gt.ti tit in tile fort licomint decatic

tt rattS ('11th below the avent,re(:1Cttlese nttes of the t vo

cout,:.11isif),1 iS conisttnt vit 11 the_ 116d-tile p:it It of throe

:tittnative Bath for the 19:4)':4,:1)-; sil,mpari2.1.(1 beloxv :

:( lit vilir hy _:2110 till,rt 111Ii1 Ic;11

Ill:111401 (d Ini111-4 Hai i'forHt PM ;111/V11

11(' MO i policitz.1argc-scalc

1111111VV1 tit 1,f111111 111111.1.1.11.V11111 11.11111411111.1V 1111
1111r11-11111 11.011II IMV-

111.1111!4 1111.1.11-1.. :111111.:1111111, V:11/I11 11117.1:1',.( 111 !MIC:II V:1 'Ming:, 111111

tr I.V.111111/111111.1.111 1)1/11111:1111/111.(nItr(11 1111!II:,; (111."",

he' ill if/ ell,' nisrizo hv pOlitic:11 :itt(1

liattg:-; in econoinic.g,nitic.lintss partial stieccssIII rat tonaii.zim-,

indw=arial and onstrittiort activitics.averatre.croo Ivent_iter_and...the
ourrent level of permissiveness in ritral import

technology on modrate -creilit terms. otile

defettAs. alltwatiOns, StPIttl-V increase in technical training. titid a spot-
atIMiniStered popithit ion unlit to! program.

1m r _pa Chili 1.iimv_mithrealcs of politicill tor-

billent'e Mid ma ;or in economic i!olicie.c:,fitiltite in reducin0. the

%.tist.e,: and dclaxs in intliiStr.V anti_ colistruetion. senes of Oheit crop

vcars am] a Iii.tItt-Cnitig. of controls Ori-titeriiral activities; low-
_import Of grain awl teclirtoloo. tvith ret,tiltant nre.,:::=11re on

Chariest ic re-otires. ltighTprofile_ defense allocat 'toils, slow racy in

technical training, arid loss of drive in pointlation control intittCs.'

V. AGETrui,Trizi: : N(; )vT 1h)rINISitiN(; 1:17rci:Ns
_

The :-.iur, oror:Iiin( 319-n'e wifliiii no es-

-ilitialli shildo ml_ranizat ionai and it.clinolwrical framework. has kept

',:ic with the needs Of a grolving p(willot ion. Except for the inipflrt ant
clement Of land acreage. Inputs of pr-odnet ive filet ors lmve steadily

iticrea:-441_: (a) the ritimbers, _physical health. and shills of labor have

emit inned to g,ov (h) the tremendous task of maintaining and ex-

'-11.0-1*--A--,11svIt,s11,r1 of nItrnntl o Tottlot. too_ Alttn S Whiting, "Chinn and the

Sorerpower: Toward the- Vonr_20no." 11,tedolo,. fnit totiti. Ira. 117 11.1._

" ttf _roorso.. tho wertern1 growth ro;:ttit,t if the_rald(114 path nrr ''holy in too»o. not- front

thn nttniontnt of In-hotwoott rosolls It tilt ....tor,, tint ruthor front the overnging of It

fow 1,111,1191.:119, 11 fin- partinl `11111111`,11411.1. 111111 11 fw fothire,
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tell(1111,, Wahl' (.441014,1 facilii le,. Licked by equipment anti materials
ft'1)nl 1111 110111-1r1:1 1 i(( 10r, 11:1:- moved along on a broad scale: ()
addit (111:1111 14:-., of fc/1.1;ixeN improved ;:t(4(d..; have hevli in-
t 1.04111C011 'III 1t101V A.111,11V(. ((I) till.
1,(rillt 1111' II building. of the itrogr(ni in
ii.reicult (it followinir n Jecaiiii t limit; 7(i) of ideological at t ael:s

( )1,11,/it ii in 111.1' 'years has moved from slightly loss
10:111 :;1(11 klioe"I';1111, 1(( :-11,111 ly 1110re 111111 WO 1:110grallIS per Capita.
:'11( )11 -1(1111 e01111.11 1011-; C0111111111'. 10 (10111101111e prolille1 1011 e-
011 -; 110WeVer, 11 gradwif narrowing of fluetuations along
ri nil line i, pre,inned for the 190's because of_ further improvements

iniNvater ii rid in management, and in the application of
in the

The pn -t -Mall Nears Iililr wit a enut mils expansion of private
and lion-4.1101d liainlirn ft-. an expansion likely to

he t_ri% en -lipport in tilt: sixth Han period. Priate
Hots ;14.4,441114i for roll (lilt 14,.1.4i.nt of farm acoage ni-i v. sonic com-
mune, permit ing much as 1.7. percent in private acriiiiitLre. Other_snp:
pleinenta I rill vity which has excellent prospects beciatis.e of the
larire amount- of availahle fakir :mil thti support of pragmatic ofliial
policies include- tilt growing (If "milli-4Ru] ernps, rural Indust

11.: fol'et 1) rild nets.
.1114, o!rtlito I is dill((.(( hack fruit the irresponsible agricittl-

t lire targets :11111()1111cell in 1117.7 :1011 11:1 :01«pfe(1 p0.11(lieS, that proV1(le
re-ollr((--. a nil incentive, to ensure considerable :11.rglitigiafe

iilowth in t hat tiot tit 111 per eapItll 1.0011 511pplIeS.
:\ill(11-1 niammot agricult ural prolluctior1 units,

1)-f lr()(111,1-. NVI1()1('H.ttle 11114.11:111t7:16011

tq't ll ,11111.1.11 pOliCh` proY1,1.111g :-:111:111C1 11111L4. 114-r,h01

cif /0//wnt pit: I o;!ItI' ter1;11 ..-:1')PCt IVO /Itt'411:1//tZtl-

1 H11 IO 1';1111('1. t1(:111 t I) ,-;1 1:11)1(r. "1/11/-
ill/CI 11)11 1.0,1)1(11-11,11Ity IllOre thin half the production teams
are a.,i;.-.,ining, fixed product ion quotas ro small groups and tlitt11 ink t

Lrrolli),-: to retain alm)ve-(11161 a. (unpin for' thou ONVII 11Se:130_11111g: :117

t hOW-rh COn4:/01\" te liiptid to rl';IS-1.1t neutral 10111101 and ideologial
ili7ci1)line in agricidt ure. seems, to ill ritio.irnizing,tho irrationality of
IIt -II1 If, ,carce m1111'111:74 rat ive resource,: for (Flit management Of
afore t hall tilfii million rural people.

bn Ore the Chinese hail 0\or the centuries pushed
. ,agricult oral production out to very ditlicult terrain witil de-si)erato

theil"It(' today lets little prospect of adiling more land to fcn the
now doilliled poruilat ion ; the development. or new tteen,cre for ag.i-
etiltiii i < !icing offset hr the preemption of exist illAr farmland for fac-
tory sites, ne rail Iiues, lJousint.f: const met ion. and military facilities,
.k lt hough the Sixth cut. Plan probably t all for tionsiderablo
out put from t lle completion of 111O,tit of

t hltil hest suited for t pojoiit-s already has lx,en hroug,ht under
product 1011.
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1-1. meet 1,1;11'11:N1Ni: T]11.1 l'It1010IES

p:it Of the readjin-Ament pol'" announced lit early 1979,

Int riti'l')It ert 1 itr. pace of industry and abruptly shifted emphasis from
lienx y ttr light industry, Official figureS for industrial growth reflect
tile change in policy:

/Percent gam over previous year

Year
Total industry Heavy industry Light industry

1978
13.5 15.6 10.8

1979
8.5 9.6

1980
8.7 1.4 18.4

TlItt leailershi i W118 reacting to ;igruilS of serious overloading and
misdirection in iridta:;tri_sucli as growing shortages of raw materials
and poie, the pile-up of tom-totted goods in archoiLies, and con-
tinued lags in construction timetables. The industrial reaclilistment,
which is CO extend at, least _through tin end of the Sixth Five-Year
Plan period in 19ti5, has the following features :

1. A drop iii growth rates in heavy iiiihiStry and a sharp rise
in growth targets in light industry, to help ease shortages of

power and industrial _raw matcialS, to add to immediate con-
sumer_sat isfact um, and to provide new jobs for youth,

2. 11Tithin heavy industry; a lesser erriPliaSiS on steel, machin-
cry, anil military goods, acid a greater empliasis on energy, equip-

ment_ for tin iigiculturat sector, and (1011S11111er _

A renewed effort to slash the voltithe of resources tied up in

uncompleted construction projects through reducing the scoye
and funding of the construction _program. . .

IiWreased vocational tritinin7 m middle school curriculums,
to meet the needs of itidustry for teelinicians and to reduce the
number 6 f jobless mi(blle school graduates.

5. Another attempt to imprOY6 management in the
face of tensions between the need for decent ralizeedecisionmak-
ing based on local conditions aiid the need for tighter centraliza-7

tion to lrevent excessive competition for taiv 'materials and
dor?' lent n of industrial capacity.

These nicasin s should reduce shortages, improve livitIg
arid lay the groinlwork for solid lorig-tem Beerise_,...rowth

front ii lar-ger base_ and because easy growth_ oppOrtunitiesare
to find, growth of industrial output in the 1980's will fall con-

sider:ibly short, of tin 9-percent lOtig-tetii EcOnomic plan-
ners worry P9iecially about the'effects of the leveling -off of oil and
coal production._ Oil output had jiimned from 200 thousands barrels ,

per it ,iii 1965 to 2 million_ b /cl in 1978. .Aft-er Mao's death, the
.

authorities had been talkiitg, of output i'-eheliiner 3 million 1z/r1 in 1980

and 5 million lifd iii _1985; inste:td, has leVeled off at 2
riiilliori b/d. Coal production, whirls had tieti to more than 000
million tons a year from 200 Million tons in_ 1965, fell slightly in
1950 aril will be held back- by the long-titrie failure to develop new
fields, Oil then still -not, he financing large imports of capital equip=
inept in the near term, and sizable., investment resources will be

diverted to restoring growth in oil and co /e
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V I I. F4)1:1.:11N IADENIN(/ INTERN.1TIONAI. TIES

I f foreign trade were viewed solely as an instrument to raise growth
rates. the PR(' Ivould (a) sell raw materials, processed _foods; labor,
iiitenSive manufactures. and tourist services; and (b) shop in world
markets for the best buys in_basic foods; inchistrial materials; medium-
tchnology machinery. high-technology ethicationtil and consulting
sery ices. _and_ low_-interest Other considerations of _course enter
into Beijing's calculus---the great, weight given to the idea Of China
as a proud so! f snilicient tun ion. the state _of political relations with
customer and supplier countries. the prestige of having the most ad-
vanced tehnology-, and_ the trade-off h't' een sending brilliant _stu-
dents to foreign um versit ies and exposing them to the lures of capital-
ist societies. The new read just went policy takes all t hese foreign trade
factors into accoinit with nit improved iterspective as to how rapidly
and_ how comprehensively foreign trade can contribute to China's
modernizat 1011 ()%49' 11(`Nl %%:() (Il'et1410S.

of the overambitious extension of the construction front,,the.
hatlershil, has moved int he last.two.years to cancel or postpone sev,
eral billion dollars %vortli of contracts on finvige -assiSteil projects at
various stages of _implementation. On -floe export side. China has ex-
plicitly recognized the inuporlane of identifying labo -intensive food-
stuffs. ntanu fact tires. and handicrafts with gofx1 world market po-
tent has okayed dozens of co-upend ive agreements with
foreign films involving a variety_of arrangements on tine furnishing

fechnicuil expert use. and marketing services.
_knot her potential source _of expanded foreign exchange earnings_ is
llie China. Building Engineering Corporation Whose workers build

units.hotels. and restaurants in foreign countries.°
The P.R.C., able to allocate one-fourth of domestic. Out 'nit, to

vestment. lins had no nerd to_nitopt the classical development model
of borrowing from abroad to bilild up capital plant. In any case., the
People's Republic has t rail it ionally avoided foreign indebtedness. 'I'his
relintanee. born of tint [(nudist lc pride and a conservative financial
bent: has now been reinforced by the realization that. - costly foreign
equipment. soniet lines yields little benefit. China bin; brOad:
ened_ it s_ _part icipation in the global economic system_ by_ joining the
\Vttnld Bank, the Inter..int ional Monetary Fund. and ctlier 111I4,111:1-
I10114d organizations, thereby gaining arses to loans on favorable
tiredit terms.

Foreign trade may be. exi,ected to support. Chinese growth in the
19S9s through (a) the continued qupolv of low-cost food_ to cities of
the north and east and (li) the provision of machinery and technology
at _the cutting ((7,, of the modernization_ effort._ The_readitistment
policy already is %vinnowing out imports of slight. benefit anti increas-
ing foreign exchange earnings from activities in which China enjoys
considerable comparative adVaiitage.

,!ror n nhort nrcoont of this rnrporntIon. ser NInhnn aomrstIr norvIre. 21.
tr.; tran.Intril In F1115 rut. Nlor. 24, ladl. A4. hl, account probably ovorstates

the nehlevernen t., 11N 0111iiig1.11 t (I t lir. W01101111, of the vorporatIon.

' U
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Thk. _IoL1(1...1,,,,hip_
with thors.m, low-key

modernizat ion of till People"s Liberation k.1-111 until _the _underlying

industrial and t,ciellt 1)1s1:1; have been streii,,rtheneil." Even under

t 110W hildget r'1.' etitIA r:ItlitS; however, the 1).LA will continue to

fircPower..mobilit.Y. and communications. Oyer the coming

decade: the_ 1'1,t. Will remain_ ti formidable defense foi.e0; einnposed

tiukitik Of tough, tit ll-disciplined ilifinitr. Of course, tilt

will also he strelq4theiting its :tuned forces, and the Chinese probzibly

Will full farther behind the Soviets in relatiVe_milittiy stength.
AVe:ipons in product ion and inventory in 011111:L will,renutin one or two

getieratiMIS behind use in incident inilitliry
all br:inclies_of t la military serireS China. Will COItti11110 ItaVe elif

intriodneing the neXt generation of weapons into serial

production:
The PI,A is a labor-intensive force in a economy where Unspecial,

ized labor has low opportunity 1:',OSt !MA where only one of

ton males reaching military age needs to he taken into the artned

force. Although military Serice no longer enjoys it:;fOrnier stand,

ing as tin v I:utie alternative open to the great _majority of

(711111et; youth. thi :1111i-otit, ivrtninly
ttouble. in

inducting -One fiiiiliorl voluntees of rink _health, complete

pont ical loyall aii_dbasie educat ion:d :it t With the restortt-

t hint of Chitin's educittiinnil system: It new eiiiplitiSis Oil _vocational

training in the Middle_ and its OWn _training, activities, the

stendits- upgratle_it:.t average level of technical skills in

the 19SO's; Later. when the e00110Illy can sutppot increased military

Prodnet ion. the PT,., Brill be better able to absorb the_ Ile -%* equipment:

As the reillt of the sit ittering of much of the Party/state bureau7

cracv during the Cultural 1:evollit 196--.(1.9-. and the intervention

iif the militarN- to prSeM.e social order%_ the PLA beeran _to exert more

influence in the Settincr_of_uationahrielicy.
Expenditures on defense

Anil:ply:lucre:1sec' in 1970=71. With tin'reaissertioii of civilian control,

however. military Spending was Mit 10 tO__Iti percent in 1972 and then

ctrttitl- 111) at: tt vvrage of' one iii two percent in the neXt_SeVeral yeiirs.

As part of the eurrent_ readjustment_ prog,ratn. tlic_flimese govern-
eiit. the oN-_ert 19SO MilitatV luidget to 19,3 billionvuan-, down

from the 22.3 billiOnyitari reported fo_ 1')79. The 1979_fignire was 2,0

billion _yuati above_ plan. Presumably because of the incursion into

Vietnam. eilitlal.s were to be further trimmed in 1t)R1;_hy

an unSpecified amoiint, Ag,gregate military spending toda is roughtv_

tho in 1970:71 hen_ China's GNP was little more-than half

the IireSent Tn the SiXtli Five-Year Plan period__ (1)81-85);

toilitarr spending- probably_ will expand leSS rabidly than GNP as

the leadership rationalizes indtistry and channels resources toward

colismnpt ion. PureliaSeS of weapons from abroad probably will be on

a small scale and featirre items useful against an invader. such as

alit i-t an!: mans and air defense systems.
"lror -no exeelleni neentint of the latrtrieetv. ertnipmerii._ nntl stntnn of the-PLA, nett

Anglus. V. FreFter, "NTIlitory 'NiodernIzrition in Chtna.". Probtemm of CommontRot. Septembr-

Dpeemhpr 197n, pp. 84-49,
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IX. SCIENCE. AND TEC ItirslANIY : MOBILIZISG BMTLNPONVER

rebiiilding of :Icadernic standards throughout the whole .educa,
tionalsystenL the restoration of scientific laboratories and the flow of
st'n ntIfit information, the 'went emphasis on strengthening technical
training in the middle schools, and the dispateh_of several thousand
top-dawe students to leading universities in -.Tapan and the 'West
tngetlwr constitute one of strongest growth factors for the 1980's.
Tlw modernization (if science 11.11d tchnology offers unique opportuni-
ties for high percentage gains since, in this area _the _ChineSe have
been. using the smallest_ fnict ion of their. potential-. In 1980, for exam-
ple. only 285000 of the_ 3.3 million_ candidates taking _the examina-
tions were admitted to the universities arid the 3.3 million had sur-
vived a previous round of examinations"

Over the IIPXt ilPetlill` we should see rapid growth in the number of
doctors, nurses, scientists, economists, statisticians; legal personnel;
and technicians of various shill ,;nil the DrINIlletion of greater gti-anti-
tits of measuring instruments, computers, and other advanced equip-
Meta of tit in both civilian and military programs.

liglier:than-average growth in science and technology is made
feasible by lit) the low starting point; a legacy of the_ ten years of
the_ Cultural Hevcilution ; (b) the motivation Of China's young and
:Linbit ions populirt ion ; and-4e) the potential for comparatively inex-
pensive gains from foreign 'sources of_teChnology. China will still be
reii ping the advantages of being behind.

X. PortLvriox : STEmmrso THE Froon
The birth of the next childhas the greatest negative externalities of

ii -V event iii China today. The populationwhich has grown. from
half a billion people at the time of the founding_ of the P.R.C..te 1
billion today- Will further increase over the next two decades by a
number equal to the present population of the United States, even
assnaling the current population cont ml program is steadily pushed.

The bits anti -Nieces of population. data released by the government
ale not. internally consistent, and Beijing recently admitted that lower,
ley(?), hu reit uerat s have frequently underreported the population in their
jurisdictions to conform with the goals of the population control pro-
grani.'''_ early__1980,:Chinese demographers_ imule computer projec-
t ions of tln; P.R.C.topulat ion, using their shaky data with a 1978 base
of apparently 960 million_ people:13 Their results illustrate the im-
portance of t he population issue :

Population in
year 2000
(billions) Peak population (billions)

Number of children per woman of childbearing age:
3 . ......... _____ 1.414 No peak (would be 4.260 by year 2080).
2.3 (going rate) 1.282 Notgiven.. __
1 1.217 1.539 in year 2052.
1.5 1.125 1.171 in year 2027.
1- 11.054 1.054 in year 2004.

to the year 2004.

-11-Paris AFP dispatch in English, Dec. 2, 1050, reprinted in FBIS-C171% Dec. 3; 1980,
1.12-14

12 For recent Chinese revelation, of 8-tails-drat malpractices. see Appendix B.
" For details on the computer run., see Beijing, Xinlitia domestic service, Feb. 13,

1950 us translated in FB/S-G1/7. Feb. 15, 19g0.

I
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'1.110 popIllat toll .`1.11,.`). 11;-.441 111 I 111:'-. :11-1 t1.11t1 1)1T.S.C111.01.1..111 1.:11/1( < :2;

it illedt1tItt prci)areil by he I denit)grapher.
-kin!: the ;tell )-: )) 197)-4 ))I 997 MI1114)11 111111 ;1 Vetit

fiuri) of 1.2_,R2 billion; by conic:ult./Ice the )4)tine tL)4 t yettr figure-.

in the second Ultine)=,,t; ti.lro-t:) but etilculateil differt)nt,

IZegiiidle,.s i,f the..11.1"eriSe nutilher:., one point ).4:»1).1 Ian. The

moment tint in Illt 'hints) populat tilt04ey t1) Illt 1111:1te,

Offirt11111., that -it difference of a 1011 -itt the t m.0761-

t he cent tirV can foll.:11:1.11()NV I. of S6A:l.'1111_ bills rl
pe::1,1;. population or )1 failure of t lie population to peak _at. all.

(.11)Tin...--foolks111)111V "I'1 0111 111:1..,,11111:1111y NV01111_1 he t)VerV 111'1111041 it flirt

tilt 1111111 1-111111611 110111111U 1011S SplVell out by theiamiiiinter for the 1)1(4.

t \vent v-fir,-1 cent ury (vould ever cow). into being.)
I lit 1 t ionaliznt ion of peotionli poli in the post-:NI:10 on..invIna-

ing the dr:till:Oh. retul.iiiHtnient of roils 111 etIrly .1979, 11:1:-; led to the

folloiving sit iitititin in t poptilat ion _arena:
promulgation pf a clearly 1111(1) 1.-.1:m11:11,1), ;_ront:, Ono

)Ililil pet' 1,1111 I . So far, two children plU. family have had to 1,,e

titleratt.d interim tatneesslini tti pithlie fet)lincr but the crack-
\vti on g()Inr heyymi l`Nv()_11;1; hinc01110, ljteretisirigly se1a)1e: (',(1711-

11111111;'1 V101:tt loll 1111Vt: 104.11 11.(111(ed_ in ratilcin some fla-
grant ca.),(),..). The regime hope), that h\' 1085 )4111)A initially all births
Vill be fi,t-ohild births.

/)) .11) increase Ill :-Atpia)rt of the 'wog-ruin at 1114r11 It'V(41t4 of

governineitt a), old-line economic adiiiiiiiArattir..--; return to pot..
(0_ The 'Nil-lei:nig of the bureituerat it support. strileture for

population cont tail:. including the est abli):Ittnent-in 1951 of
t'onimission tinder the ;:dateCoinieil-,

\(ce-f)i.eulier (11)11 Melilla as the i;Otilati in charge.
(if) In :Went ion_ to the probl))01 of guaranteed east' for

the ng,-())1 that fear: of 1111 mtsupported old age Nvill he lessene(1

ti); 0. fat_a_or 11111111t1'1' Of (1111(11'011. .

(e) 'Filo II,...), t
(4) pt4,1.1414. Var'101. 01 tit 11..11

V0111 11101 114)41t-, ttl (a)\-er the ttinge of population front .:Ophisti-

eated city thveller to inlet t ered
11 ,:1.rr:1(1)1 111 J()1111 41re llior of individual rind goals

in limititigl)Oititlatit, lie_inotlernizat ion proet):;.: ilierettsei-; t
inod to delay marriages and

number of pet)ple _cc) tk- ate

have t)))),11er
Cu) The )ilit.tittling of a dieter census for 19 to place demo-

rapine t no a thane/. I itr-1).
While the ottl: and tueasut.):-) appea promisitit.,,. tultninistratcir-s

It the highest level have heel-L(1Pd 1(t) 1611t_itt'(-111/ettIS ilf 1.1)1. 1)01111r:1 1

(11.411.1', (11freT011011': ilel* 0(.011011110 I10,110-, liar hm..),_:t large

volume of foreign rlat it lo\ver levels. have to

divide their titue anion:.[ lit,t, of itatiotuil (.tiniptiiglis Ir. as
Well as the daily detail: of oporat11112. it ventrally plamio(1 00011011W.

1.11('
(11loto,'" fav"l'ablv. 1i loud-

Vor Infortnniioll Aird
1...41,..ut n \wit. ;Igo. for evitut,10. the cuilre: etc :11,0 on:lied-on etunt.algit, tI 1111. curb

111e¢:11 pol-1110:4tions; th) Pr Int theft of 4.titte properly In factories nod III the con-

struction vacs : (et protect eta -e- ialdronnionl: (o)) fIlinlimt the avttrol uroloserv,41

bonuses; (e) prevent illegal collgratiott and in country JulgratIon If) conserve energy
1..:t neral and (111 nlHll Ofirt11.11111r2, IMO (ct 11,111,. 111(111'1H:11 artillentS
" 130111 .4. 19,4 1. In 1,1118-1"111. Veto. 11, 1, I2
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iilh bineatierat ii: .:1 prefect ure who openly said: "T_here, are so many
cent ral tasks right now. 1 nut quite able 61 handle thein limy
cicti tirid tlw extra t ime and effort to deal with jillinned parenthood
Nvorl;! It is if t he planned parenthood departments handle
t ter alone.

1:1irthernioe. t l program must overcome the effects of the 1111fa-
vor:tbh leinographic st met t i r e : 1.):1 percent of t i n e population is under

year- (of ag.c, and annual cohorts of more
111(1Ving into t iii c hild -bearing years ill t lie 1 (./S1r.

Fill:Illy. 1 111' irdi1rIltttif f111', hit Ii)isi:inism c(nit intips to
be bail form in official circles. liijing broadcast hist year, for
example, a ft er not ing some alarming. figures on per c:ipita aitionnts
of hind :roil -stir face II ater runoff, dei.lad : "In vorl;ing (mt, statistics,
we are certainly riot, preaching the reactionary_ Afilltlinsiiin popula-
t ion theory :- A second recent report told (If the 11'111'k (If tNVO poi?-
iilat ion resarcli groups 10111'11 S11111/11:1//P011:4/V mule lip With 1.1
1/1i:4011 ly non- 1:11t husizin) figure of 701) million as the ideal size of the
Cliitii-se population 100 -years front !IOW.'" C11111:1 1';111 11Se a lot of
Nfalt OT1 while exorcising the naughty word.

xi. L1viN(1 STA NDANDS : 'WANTING MORE Now

_
Against a lomr-terns background of neglect. the past three _years

have seen a %vide range of improvements in the consumer's hot in
Heal incoities have gone lip in both ii v and countryside. Grain

oat put hits moved above :100 kilograms per capitii: Clothing is better
iii_color and variety. :11111 tailoring and repair services have improved.
;Nit holorli 111.1):111 lionsiti!r remains cr()%vded, millions of families have
nmved into better quarters: each .year toughly 5 percent. of peasant
families build 11111' 11011SeS. and many others- improve their housing
throwrli their owii labor and local materials. The medical and edura-
t tonal systems have largely recovered after ten years of attacks from
lift 1st. iiloologues, Consumer durables have been perhaps t he brightest
spot : not only have t lie. "ohl important things- ( vrist.vatclies.. radios
bieveles. and sewing machines) mine out in ,Teater volume but also
"hew inip(irtant things' ( "I' \' sets, tape recorders, Ivashing niachiries,
and elect ric fans) have heroine a VIlilable in mass v-olume. '1'110 alithriii:
ties have encouraged individually operate(I vending atul repair ser_v-
ices both to increase consumer %yell-being and provide jolts for the
1.1 to 211 million lifiemployeil urban young people.

Since the new pro-consumption policies call for_more freedom in
petty eonoini enterprise and for much greater reliance on material
incentives, inollie will be less evenly dist ribut ed. So long as the output
Or consumer goods cont limes to rapidly." tlie g()vernment authori-
ties ought not to find this a difficult issue. Afore troublesome
tem limey of expeet at ions to out rim t he possibil it ies of fulfillment.
maintenance of social order also will require an increasing amount of

'7.Vs_rimiirted_ In I'll IS C711._ Mii.v 2()_, 11140 1'1,
.C11111,0t 110111,,stli 11,1.. III, 19111. In FRI.'? Cill. reiv, /1,_/9)41,

. For rile_ !Ms( .1oarter 11181._ elnimed production of 0.2 tnllllun watches (2:1.0
percent more than firgt 111-111-111,r 19401, 1111'.%1.1e9 lip-23.5 percentl. rnII.

Hwing machines (imp 22.5 percetit).. 9.9 million radio sets (11p percent), and
820,000 Tv sets (up 47.2 percent). XIIII11111/1. Apr. 11, 1981, as translated In 1'1118CII I ,
Apr. 1:t, 1981, li19.
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resources: crone, illegal_ movement Of i.ople, cvnici--in and 10, of
nleological faith, .01:1 withdrawal from collective act ivity ',rob-
:Oily all inreas iri tlii lit 10all 1/.01'10d.

. Tito 101Ig-t 01111 rate of eonsunipt Ion, 3 p-crct.lit 1)1'1 Capita.
shriidd ()Ill nine. CS 1) i_rl'ONS't II probably will drift down iron!
h.rlo level of .-(-(1 percent, but population growth also has },on moving
il(rwri. Furthermore, per irpita consumi It ion Will benefit f ruin it one
t gain of up to Hi percent as t iiiti.:-Ainerit irrid thfetc-c shares of
(;N:I' CUL

hike other communist goveynnierit iii the I":',;Sli :11111 li-stern
Europe, tile Chinese is f01111(1 it to raise nioneV t t

tiket, additional resources for the corii:iirtier SetOr. loll to
major increases in the basi pit scale since_ Mao's (loath, an upward
creep in orl;ers' grade levels and Nliolesale griiiitS of bonuses firtve
booste1 money wages bit- g,iiins ill tonsunir re-sult

hits been higher interest rates, an tipsitiwe in iirbrin and rural ban]:
, .

treposits, atul attempts to stein the rise 111 money incomes." In t lie
meantime the goti-rnment has passed along to the consumer much of
the risc in 111011e.V wages aml .--(titte farm procurement prices; consumer
priers. aecording to Beijing; rose 1;1 percent in 19SO.

XII. St ciixo EeoxoNty : FILLING 'Mr: INTEItsTICEs

_ In t heir_ appraisal of the operatin(r. efficiency and growth prospects
iiiieittritlly 'thinned economic systems, economists, riglitl itie giving
increased_tttention to "the second ecoriotit"all economic activity
outside official eliarinel. tvliether it be legal, quasi,legitl, or illeg.al.The
t nowth of an extensive sceond eerniorii- it- it natural reaction to the
1-.

__ .
eorriniand economy Witli it'- tnlotIPSS-, its lag,s..and its gaps.Jt it- also it
natural reaction to the monopolriatiiiii Of choice goods and jobs by
the ruling in-group.

For ClWirt; with its vast distanees rind WidelY Varying climatic and
.... .terrain conditions, the second (economy helps sort out local sultrily and

ilemand- forces_ that tl_e harried ce trill authorities (an neither com-
prehend nor adilreSS. I fetter,. the wt: dont of permitting the exit:in:non
Of private plots: nial:ets, and handietir ft -s iii the Chiiiitrsido and en-
couraging the formation_ of petty enterprises in the cities to furnish
SerVieeS and itt,ionitlos outside the bureaucrat le 'ken.21 TinliVidrirtls nifty
draw family members into the biiiiie,::::: and, iii tlie case of technical
t 'it des. t ake on one or I wo appre tit ices; .

The pragnottits in clia.rge in Beijinh iii-iw recognize the itotential
fOr irtiprliing daily_ life by using resources that. can make little riliet--
mit ke cont .ribitt ion to ('pieta's output. 'Retired people or youths. with-
out. jolts are tibi urged to set. up individually operated entprises in
the i -epait., handicraft. catering. barbering, con.s-t.rtictihri, transporta-
tion; and net ail I rades.22

!ifarch_ii)SL...tbr Chine SP kovernment annonnerti the kome 111-yrar trensar
boobs as an init.ortant TIPW- ant-1.1n-tlatbmary monsttre... The vlitch carry .1-prreent
Interest. arc...designed absorb the Nandi's funds of star and collertive entoror.imeig;

klivernment units at all Irvrlta, PLA /ma welf,oft _cointinineR and brientlen.
Ronan with n-tot-al- vaine_Of ti billitifi nro to he 1,,snerl In I 1. For n drKeritotion
of the nrw treasury bonds. see the domstic service brondetiSt, Mar. 8. 198 I, as
reported In F-111SCif_l_M_nr. 9. 19S1, 1.33 !0:1,_

''For classic Pee(111flt of the second economy In the U.S.S.R.: PPP Hedrick Smith.
"The-Itilm,fans." ! 10711_

" For A_ ante-RP(I-bOitS list- of small enterprises deemed snitable by thr authorities
in one province. PPP Appendix C.
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; in 1:/1.:1, accoiditl..:. to 1(00 tons of "0.RA:et oil Nva.s

11.1 reported _in eight oilfields alone.
f. The illidrporting of itiviloirieS; to conceal t he :Hui:Tiding

Th fa hittto Ivo( ill price hicreii:-;cs oht iliti higher revenues
What ly-

I. The con t , (1,1 ion if incwililiclo :it'd material h.ilarice..:
table:.

I. In gent.' al, I lie failiii to report laid news it all levels, due to
feat .

;I:ii (.4 Ica I worl:ers \vim t he %%11.1i-tie 011 these ptactites promptly
found them-elves labeled "rig.lit deiationists. -right opportunists,-
:old "anti party elements.- Sun puts the blame for the Nvildly op-

t hoist i.. economic Hansa if 197ti_oti the faillire of the statistical system
to pysent accurate putt lire or theeconowie Sittintion. Ito 111,,,i;es that

'HI wol.k. iii (.hina iwe-,entiv conducted cannot woo the needs
t hi. four inodrnizat ion IV' Nvi_de margin.

lin h.coltilliclitl.t a wit:A iiiielIF-10 in 1111 size and status of the_ Sta-
t i I I sy-1(.111. The State ;Statistical ()MeV :411olild report direet to
the St.iii rat her than to the Hate Planning. ('onimission
and Its he cites Lenin serve as an organ of "iiisix.ction awl con-
trol. at minimum. is urging a poN%-erful auditing role for

:it i -I (Inco, Ili: art ieli retlects the efforts of the gov-
ernment to curl) statistical fiddling: it does not, despite his ittilbitiOliti

It massive shal:e-up in the econont con
trol mechanism. ()lice the government s general desire to push
ileca down t operiiting_lNel plashes xith its desire to
viisuro con fortuity wit 11 its policies anti accurate sltitistii al reporting.

I a A eriaaRi vcir INolvioirAt.t 011:ItA1:1)
ENTERPRISES

The litho pro\ incial goveriiimint in FebrillirV 19S1 ii-;110(1 a list of
radcs al,p ropri:11 for individually operated enterprises. Theset r:ules

were Hem died as providing priRlucts and services of daily life that
state and collective enterprises could not furnish in their entirety: °'

A; Repair trade ; repairing, Nvatelics and timepieces. radios,
..:1111as. nnlslral anal titnirits electrical appliances, fountain pens,
tutorial_ inSt 111_111(111F,, l'ilrS_ and vehicles, furniture, kitchen

of hot' itivitldS Of tools for everyday. use :
II:Indictaft trade: drawing and painting; scroll mounting,

engraving. paper flower making. toy making-, earthern figure
knitting, embroidery, drawnork, iron

foundry. find garment processing:
('. ('ateririo. trade : snack shops, restaurants, teahouses, bars,

in0l cold drink shops:
1). Service trade: barbershops. bathhouses, cleaning awl_ dyeing;

shoe repair. 1)110t0g-r:11)11 advert ising design, graph and chart de-
sign. typing. carting. :Old seal engraving;

list
tal:on wilhoot ohnio.p-from Shilinzlionng Hobo! Itihno roport or Fob 22.

rprintod in l'fitS CM. Mar 17, 195'1. 112 5
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'ow1110110n t r11(1-4
plans, home ittitinteropep,

Nvat(l 161'(' )11( elect Hold inntnlFPitfun, Painting, and

Transportation I ElUie: tw(ileao (ilving e:tt , pits-

singer anti goods t rarisviort draivn by :111tInIt IS liilll

pacl:ing., loading, itilloittlimy,, _aril transporting Ntuk for pas-
sengers at tat i I wa tPititin nitil Ndi:le:4;

1(;1;iil ;1?O0(IS I :,mall depart then/ -',i611-;, 111111OP _nal 1\7e

ProilDet.64. t1U'tii 1'111114;S (mtils,__%s:irps, bingos-, bolts, :111(1

sithilr.i :10 Stitt \'(' rte,(' I n1)10

11. ( mall enterpries: and magazine stalls; atid 44)01:

anti magazine Itorrittig;

APPENDIX I): IIIItLiowt.\ pittr.kr, NtirrE

Fur the inin-speEinlisf rentler,_Iterlutits the hest liackgrOtithl book on

( gliitth E: Fairhattl:, 1:tined Sttaes_ttrul Cant-

hridge, Muss.. 1 larvardITniVerity_Pres;; fourth edit i(in, 1979. The Jive

comitehilia sitottorcti.hv Economic Committee of the United
States ('ongtass (in 19117, 1972, 1tr7%11, 11)78, and 1981) ;4ere as useful

of fOriliat Mil and judgrifients on the (112/10_50, efoironly /IS

_whole and it DUI More (lei:tiled SIX4.111117,eti ntieles enn

in 'rho China Quarterly (School of Oriental and African
Studios. London I *iiivei.Sit:k.), Which also lists. the tteirl.,_
hooks unit art ieles on t Ito vo(tiomy. het for current,

otver:t,n _of the Chinese ecottonty it; the 1)aily lieport, the

Foroigti I lt.O:tlo:iA fortunt ion_ Service, niiilhlili iii littijor libraries
ur f rotii t he Not ionol '1'011n it'a I Iii for»utt ion Service, I7,S, Iiephrtnient,

of Commerce, Sitiwrtiehl. yirginia 22151: this publication provides
-;1 Sy; Ile v:trito 1 v. (If inform:thou oil CililleSp ee01101111C

re:-;1111. ProllolOje :1(1111.111-iSI Nit ion, foreign (:onoitile relatIons,
:Ind economic oomillent :try liv Nisit ors and other foreign ObseEVVPS.



REFOUNI IN CHINESE INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT: AN
EMPIRICAL REPORT

By Bruce h Reynolds*

ECONOMIC HEFORM IN CIIINESE INDUSTRY

In the two years after Deceniber 1918, the People's Republic of
China initiated a broad set of _economic reforms._ In December 1980;
industrial reforms came to at least It temporary halt. This paper re-
views reform within the industrial sector; My conclusions-areas fol-
lows. First, refoz-m industry_ has been quite limited. he Chinese
industrial enterprise today remains more tightly bound within a web
of bureaucratic central planning than in most Eastern European coun-
t ries;t Second; and consequently; the reforms to-date will not generate
the sustained rise in factor productivity which was their objective.
The obstaolos to reform are considerable, but they are technical and
bureaucratic more than ideological.; while reform itself is becalmed;
proponents of reform show no signs of drawing back from what (in
pre -1977 erms) are radical positions. If they succeed in keeping
reform on the agenda, a th.ie may come when the need for greater effi-
cieney and productivity in industry will precipitate renewed ample=
mentation of reforms. According to the leadership's timetable, that
day will not come before 1985. However, unsatisfactory industrial
growth could foreSliorten that schedule,

_Why is reform important? First; it provides a window through
which we can watch Chinese policymakers °Toppling with a severe
social problem: stagnant productivity and sluggish technological
chonge. From the experience of Russia and Eastern Europe; we know
well the nature and intractability of- this problem; Second; true re-
fom would fundamentally- change the way Chineso industry func-
tions. The change would increase the growth rates of factor productiv-
ity and of GNP. A more rapidly growing China would be a more
attractive trading partner and a more stable member of the world
community. Third, true economic reformthat is; dispersion of eco-
nomic power to production units themselvez is a necessary condition
for political pluralism. As long as government in China has the power
to control the production and distribution of the necessities of life, the
regional pattern of investment, and _the destinies of hundreds of diou-
sands of managers, the growth of political freedom will be constrained.

This paper excludes important issues. Most notably, it ignores agri-
culture, where reform has proceeded faster than in industry. True
reform; as I shall use the term; does two things: it vests important ec,o7
nomic powers in basic-level producing units, and it uses prices and

Department of Economics, Union College.
--I-This-comment and indeed -this entire-paper,-clealti only- with the-80.000 or so- large
enterprises which form the core of Chinese_ Industry and produces iti% of industrial out-
put. China has- several hundred thousand small-scale urban factories, and over a million
amall.scale rural factories. These factories are not tightly controlled: they swim in the
interstices of the planning system.

(119)
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e(S)1'1111111le pl'04111Cl ( )11 1)01 II IleSe S01:(:5, i Ile taSli is

to ter in agl'it'Illl.111e III
litchi (Iiiint

is /1(4 a el)//11)101ely SOCIaliZed:IS 1.101 capital _ -it is owned by pro-_

duct ion tetuitsi not by Ow stat._ Logically, soeitilizat ion is easier to

reverse where it has not, proceeded so far. And prices in agricii I t urearis

much more amenable to central manipulation t n in industry, Itecalits

he prothicts arts more lionlogonous t he linkages otlig pr6ducts

tit_k_its-,-s complex.
The Taper also excludes re h)1111 in the 1(11eigli 111110 Bln,q(11

mist. of the state Coundl decrees for expanded powers to

exporting enterprises_ were never implemented, principally due to re-

sistan0 wit hin tie Ministry of Foreign .1'1%1.(1(. ti(ntIe. ion
; ,

of power to the provincial usvel rein:Luis. notably in 1.tij hill and (illang-

dong Provinces.
_Another Mil-kill-tint omission Is change hi ra-enterpri:qs adminis-

tration (I will _deal lyii 11_ inter-enterprise relationships). Ilene
two u!,-siles stand out. 1' first; have reforms linked the income of an inili-
viduid NVollier to lliS pefOrrnaie on the iob?_GentsrallY
The ils_foriliS Created an enterprise_ bonus hind is loosely linked

to per formanee and profit. Hitt the_diRtribution (if thatlamits funtl
within t!in etiterpris-e_is not based on indiVidual effort: Second.Nvill t

intrtt-enterprise power St rlictiire be changed? Some Chinese_ writers

wnrit t hat :--tirrendoring cent ral power to l'Ilteipri:-;t'S NVill create 11.71:1-SS

maluLgers. They want to pltte ultimate tlittliority in the

hands of wiirkerS' congresses (under I lus leadisrsthip of_ t he enterprise
Part' Cotninit t ye ).Nihon-4dt some i.e,ollat ions along- i hese lines were

passed in July 19S1, T expect implementation to lie slow.
Fittally, -space does not permit nus to place the ('him -e re forIllti in

an appropriate temporal and Spa,tial context. One Wli111(1 witih l()_re.7

view t lie reform debtitts ill China fOill the mid-19:50s on,
t lie reform proposals, and indeed many of the devieeS. Used,: have a his-

tOry which lends them stalnlity and momentum.' 011(s 1'OIll(1 al-41 NiS11

to compare_ the (.1iineSe reforms with reforms in F.asteril Europe and

the F.S.S,TZ. Sirnilarititss abound, For example; t he reef lii)611 which

the Chinese re forrns atileast, tot/worn-city fiimidereil is familiar to

Eastern F,iirOtiean_reformers: the (somehow!) iinexpected appearance

6f inflatiomiry_pre.ssineS.
nese eXeluSioris still lonve_an ample agenda. Section "[documents

the__pressurtss impelling the Chinese toward refoiii. Section TT re-

views the pre-:ref-Orin sstern_ of enterprise liitinal.vsment, and the
reform proposals. of "Xlite Afinfiao_and others: Section "ITT ar61tes that

only_ a pirt of Xiii;'SprOpo,als were_preseced in the reform (1 Irectiyes

Of the State ('ouncil in 1979 and 1980. and Section IT"siii..gests that

even those direet mVCS Deere: incompletely implemented. Section Vre-
VieWS the Obstucles which lot ve hindered a fuller reform, and considers

the prospects of flither reform in the future.

T. ISMSiti.i, Tit:vonNt AN-n Etyortc Gnownt

China. must reform ill ardor to maintain an acPentable rate of

economic grOwth. Economists distinguish two sorts of growth: exten-

A fortleotrang_. ntticle by Dorothy Sollnger, In Asitin Flrvey, prorltles no excellent
review of the cruller roots of eurrent economic policy.
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iii
.

growth (nchieved by adding: to !lit) stock of Ialo capital and
of her productive Iii ors) and intensive growth (,ii hleyed 1)-y raising-
t he product ivity of the e'ist tog stol; of productive factors): (lowth
in developeo ,:( lint ries over hit' 1)tt.st 'Mildred VillS IltIS (11.:1\VII :11K311t.
111E14 fr011l hitt 11 Stairi-e.S,

"'Ill I )1:11111 IL, II:IS been enormously successful in _tree:
(-rat i cxt ensi C.i-ott.t i.y. 1.:propi-lat ion (if income_fTont
capital :old and government control of the terms of trade be-
t wren industry and agriculture, made it 1)(»-.sible to raise t Ill' fate
cif !-:tt 'lig fotil pre-W.;11' toVOI h1low 10 percent to gre:tte than
21) percent in the 'Hie capital thus accumulated etas invested in
industry. through industrial :mil in frast rilet ural projects whose loom;(
scale part icularly suit ell t hem to central MI. With

Hal growth rate exceedinz ft) percent per trill;
built up a large and comprehensive industrial sf Tier
pti ea pit ;1 grwvi i cif 2:7 percent t In59-11)) compares yer\ favor-
ably to t he_ 1.11 percent rate front all of her low-income conntrieS during
that period."

Illit strenrtli in this Alen conceal:: Iii P Till'e Wen lilleSS in
intensive ;frown' (or _tech_nolot_tical change). Intensive

growth flows from millions of unrelated decisions by basic, proillicing
w)it : iiiiiiittii ))1 .1'114 11.1)(1111011t prOtiticer-z_iii11 Ite! t 0 WOrk.

The same cent talizat ion \ditch enabled China to shift, resource:: front
agricult orc tit indust ry, and to use effect existing pool of for-
ci indust Hal technology. st ripped t hose 1»isi-ieyel intits of power to
illq(1.-ore the ltroiliii tion inoce.ss, and eroded the incentive for them to
do so. Ina system where central control deprices_an enterprise of the
i)ower to :t ril;.0 out on its own. the center cannot reasonably require
that enterprise to sill!: or swim ft> raise efficiency or suffer the t-OnSi)-
(illeures. The systemic obstacles to technological change which Joseph
ii'riitier ha doe:uncut ed in the 17.t--1.S.1:. hold \itt\ equal St religiltfOr

The; result : ill allI111:11 increase in labor productivity
lit tuts boort a miniscule 0.:1 percent. less than one--third the

rate in 1/11101' IMV-;11101111' :l1111 OPII Iris IOW gro\t II 1%110 has
V01*.1-S111/St:11111/11.(rl*OAVtli iltrtipitn1 per worker.5

In the 1970s. to to on int (11Si V(' 4'1'01\11 St rlItOgy became increas-.
costly to the ('Bite -e. in I \\-() senses. First. it _became increasingly

difficult. fo translate ,-apifal_:iecliniiilat ion lilt° GNP go\\-Iii. In the
first five:ye:1r plan Oet.Toil (195: '100_of instsf !tient increased
GNP bv__1:559. In th6 fourth tiye-vetfr p1:10,(1971-7-197:1), this hail fallen
to TIMS SUS:I:tin high (t \1'tri'ottfh requirett that_ an increasing
share of GNI? be devoted to investmentby 197S. well over 30 per-
cent. A second. nitre S111111pco:-.3 of China's extensive growth strategy
i- the growitur opoortimil cost of forerone intensive growth. To the
195('s, the industrial sector ryas stool]. if pro(lnef ivitv_and tech-
noloo-v_ shin-tutted in exist incr factories; this was an accepfable_price to
pay for rx)i(1 exletis-it-( growth. Iirtit today. there aro 100 factories for

w,),-kt ttruo,,,t(.1),),t on China. ailed in Ecallutnii. 2 .hula' p. 34.
.losvtt InntrviltInn necklet in Saviat- Industry" (Carahridga :

((IT- Prosa
World tin nk opria

"Itentffin Mimi() People.,, liviicernith ItMILID. 2 March 1951. 1).10.
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every ji in 19:io.' In I lit absence of any _pressure to thoileritie, the tech-
nolog,y in use in these enterprises is 195Us oz., 1960s vim age--I he period
iii Which they were, built. This failure of the past represezitS a_ future
potential: a new industrial Stria:titre conducive to intensive growth
Might, stirmilztte vcry rapid ;z,rowdi in productivity in these phints.

Chinese academics began to suggest a t razisit ion to intensive growth
In industry as early as the late_195Us;' but in the initial_ pest:Mao
period; China instead reinstituted the highly centraI ized_system which
had Served So well during- the 1950s:" Once_ agiiin, coniplete-plant im-
ports played a central role. But unlike the 1950s, the inflow of foreign
teehtiolOgy wasenorinous (because the Chinese industrial Seete was
now so large); while the planning- SyStein Was, if anything, less -com-
petent t lain twenty years before. _Huge central government iiiiibitions
ied; predictably; to huge_centrai goveninetit culminating in a
buying spree. HI hire 19 78 which has left white elepluintS like the
Btioshan Iron and Steel Complex strewn he derelicts around tile land-
scape.'" As these exesses became known; an effective constituency fOr
fundamental reform finally evolved, begitittitig With the Third Plenum
of the 11th Party Congress in Doceniber_1978;_

The policy which emerged front the Third Plenum had rnany com-
ponents. We will focus on just one expansion of the decision-making
lidWes of industrial enterprises. We will consider that policy from
three perspectives: first, academic reform proposals; second, State
Connell regulations; and third, iniPlenientatien of the new regula-
tions;

IL Tin: TRADITIONAL CHINESE ENTERPRISE AND REFORM PROPOSALS

the 1950s; the Chinese enterprise- aeqUiral. the familiar
features of central economic planning." An annual production plan,
'.et by_a superior bureau or_ministry; embodies the output Mix, total
output,_ labor force; azul other basic firddiiCtiOn decisions; Relations
with other enterprisessuppliers of inputs; purchasers of bittput----ai.e
midwifed by a unified supply and distribution" system; Whereas in
a market economy, supply and demand are balanced throtign the inde-
pendent activities of many buers- and sellers, coordinated by the price
fluctuations which their actions generate; the ChiiieSe adopted the
Russian technique of material balanceS:goieriiinent _bureaus _aggre-
crate demand and supply, and ration out scarce goods according to
government-determined priorit ies.

This system generates mint-emits inefficitnries As it atterriptk to
balance supply and demand for ItundredS Of thonsands of goods; the

' 1,111111Z Wenner, 'tinige- zichan Ae gunfill (Reform the management sytt
ten, In fixed capitaD: In_1.111 Ouoguang. ed., "( nornin pug)} glum!! 11.1,1 gni ge. de..inogn11
11111n wend" (Some theoretleal problems In the- retorm Or iho_lwitonto vcpuona, manage-
ment System) (Beijing 1950): p. 155, states that capital stock increased times over
this period.°See for-example Liii Ouognong. "Shehul zhul zaishengebn-n- wenti" IT-he Pr_Oderri Of
reprodnetion under sochalsittl, a set of essays from the early 1900s. republished In Beijing
in 10S0._ _° The most sled single example of this policy is -the 17.000 went po:lcy review by the
Stale Planning publ'slied 111, P 11t1i. 11 Ortober 1977.-p. 1.

,^ For a detailed ;Ind not St nil sympathetic description_of the Inlying spree. :41.4' "Les-
sons from twenty-to, complete Plant wirehases". In dine'} mina (Economic :Vinnngi.-
meat) VI (June 19511 p. 21. See also-article by Martin Well this -volume.

"- Industrial- planning In this period Is descrIled in liruce Reynolds. The Sinietzat
Of Soviet Planning in the Chinese First FlveYear PInn", paper presented at Stanford
Tnlversity, December 1i17q.
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center nat uridly aggregatA.s information. Details about product speci-
fications are necessarily suppressed in the aggregation process; Once
lost, this information is rarely recovered. As a result, the wrong goods
get, poiliteedi or if produced; often go to the wrong user: _Thus even
when "balance- is achieved at a macro level, at the micro level many
enterprises are short of key inputs. and must therefore produce below
full capacity. To avoid this, enterprises commonly averpurehase
result ing in wastefully large inventories.

More serious still,. the system provides few incentives to an enter7
prise to raise productivity and reduce cost._The enterprise in a inirket,
economy has one paramount target.: profit. Increasing productivity
iru reuses profits: The Chinese enterprise; although formally conitnit-
tett to profit, cost, and 1111111V other targets, in practice places very
heavy emphasis on one target : value of outptiL Within the terms
of its incentive st ructfire, an improvement in the production process
NvItich would lower cost; raising profit but leaving output unchanged,
is less attimot ivy than a change which raises output; at the cost of a
diSprOpOrt ill cost and a decre,ase in p"ofit.

EVen if the planning system provided an incentive to search out
more efficient production processes, tae, system deprives the enter-
prise of t he funds needed to implement such changes: Even deprecia-
tion funds that, is, money earmarked for replacement invet,tinent
L re outside t he control of the enterprise. In the 1950s, all depreciation
fundF, were remitted to the. center. In that period, such a system made
sonic sense. I htv to the very rapid increase in the capital stock in those
years, most equipment, was new, and little replacement investment
was_reepiired. But the systeni stuck (with sonic revisions after 1967) :
in 1975, according to one estimate, roughly 90 percent of depreciation
funds ended up in central or local government hands." The result
of the overcentralized control is that less money is spent on replace-
ment investment in exist ing enterprises t ha n is economically desirable.
And those, funds Which are spent, on replacement investment come to
t lie enterprise in the form of categorical grants.':".

The late 1970s: then; found Chinese enterprises more rigidly con
trolled than in any other socialist countrycertainly more so than
in the USSR: As one member of the State Planning Commission com-
mented. "After the Slim-Soviet break, anything the Russians did was
revision ism, So they implemented a number of reformsbut we could
not adapt these for use in China." " It does not greatly stretch the
truth to say that the Chinese enterprise today is not a decision-making
unit."

Setting aside for the moment the reforms which the State Council
enacted in 1979; and their implementation, let us first juxtapose to talus
picture of tight Central control the image of a post-reform enterprise
as we encounter it in the reform proposals of Chinese economists in
recent, years. These proposals cover a wide spectrum. I will synthesize

! LIAM; Wenseti. opus cll. fb 1972.
For example. In 19711. the total of- 2.6 Idillon yuan ninth available to Shanghai enter-

prises roe repitteetnentinvesttneitt was aispersetbover 29 flIfT'prolit categories._
''This statement conies from private conversations In Beijing In the first half of 19S1.

The same holds for one or two other assertions In this paper which one would ordinarily
wish to -dorument store precisely.

" Again. I do not mean to include here small-scale collective enterprises.

,L)
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the views of Xue iitiiito." XIII. was a vice-ehaiman of the _State.
Planning Commission sold head of state stat ist ical liuretiti iii the

l950s; itnd the first director of the National Pi ice ('onlinission in _the

Dili).;. Ile is ctirrentl y -.senior advts-,er to the State Planning CommisSiciii,

t ieles under name appear weekly_ in People's DailY find major

journals. IIi book, -Chum s Socialist Economy " one of the _very

few works on any subject to ha e heentratislatti into English. Wit It

t he possible exeeptiOti of Chen 1111, Xtie clearly dominates the ills=

cussion of economic. reform.
Xue's reforiti proposals are clearly radical, implying fundamental

move away fi.ont strong central planning. For most, enterprises, lie

would mandatory_ annual production plans. 1Iis reformed
tiitcrprise would he financiallY independent; paying taxeS to the gov-

ernment and bearing the full impact of any profit or loss front its
operations-. he_ sy:-;t ein of cetitrzt I gov-ernment procureinent; itittterials
balancing and diStribution, lv_ould be restricted to a few vital; Itothog:

ettous cotiitilexliticssut tata I; cotton and sugar; For the rest, lie would
let, market. ill iinitid ilietitte the production mix, by linking producing
enterprises dii.ect ly to the market. ".Hat her than letting t he prodliction
plan determine StileS on the market; we should let market needs deter-

mine the production plan." State intervention in such an econinny
would come mainly through parametric levers, Sul li is prices; taxes
:hill interest rates; applied imitornily to all enterprises. Alliere those

failed to bring prOiluet ion into line with planiierS' preferences_ the

center w
mwould use its control over key materials, over investment flows;

antl over bank credit.
Xtie writes in genetl terins. I suspect that, were he to spell his pro-

posals out, they would appeal- somewhat, less liberal. A recent, article

by t 1001101.0:al VC economists it Beijing University may well reflect

such I fleshed-out prOgrain.17 They would reserve a broad range of

powers to the plztimitig- Spite/V. The government would determine the
rate of saving and inveStiiient, the distribution of investment between
agriculture, 4,dtt, industry tuul heitVy industry, and _the sectorid,diS:
tibution within heavy indiiStry._The,state would alSO balance (i.e.,
control and, if necessary; ration) finance, ci.edit, foreign exchange and
key materials, and Would_ play a major role III manpower planning.;

The state would set -precise target's" on an ttnittitil basis for national

0111 put of major industrial and agictilturai produets, and "send down
relatively Mandatory targets" to the "Inajoy Nickhone_ enterprisek."
The state would also approve _major eonstruct ion projects, allocate

major mateials, and determme the national Wtige NIL Even in this
version; administrative intervention by the state is milil coMpaed with

current praCtice.
Els-ewhere in the literature one finds yet more liberal progr-,tins.

Ono well-knowr author proposes that enterprises become "relatively
independent producers", with control over their own lab-or ferce. fi-

natu7e, production, Stipply and totirketing. and retaining till after-tax.
profits. '[lie state plan would operate only in the intermediate and long

^ For two cowl Enclish.ln-ngnage_ePositions. see "ehion's Soria-11st EconcitnV': (Belling;
Foreign Languages Pres,:, 111,41 r. and ItNlitli 15 .inne 1970 in Foreign Broadcast infor-
motley, Service 29 June 7',7.11.. ,79..,_

'Wring--Voilgila am) Kao lericlle, "Lun chungc -pinglieng yu jingji gmanli tlzhi"
Miseussion of comprehensive gariate_ Fiji!' the economic management system) Jtngji
Kexue (Economic Science) 2 :1951 (May 1981) 11. 22.
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14.101. Here, there are no "backbone enterprises" still subject to direct
planning,; or "key materials" still centrally allocated. The central
planning appaatus survives only in the single escape clause:
state will also retain the necessary administrative means to control
and coordinate the economic activities of complexes and enterprise;.''_ '"
Italancing this liberal vision, aye find an authority from within the
:State Economic Commission (which, under (lien Yun, seems less
reform-oriented than lire and the S1)(;), saying that control over key
materials during the 1970s was "insuIliciently centralized", lind that
direct central government, control over key enterprises should be ex-
tended, tii the pre-('ultural Revolution level. Here "reform" seentg to
amount, only to the creation of very large intlustrial complexes, %Ouch
would have substantial powers over internal resource reallocation but.
would interact with each other through the traditional planning sys-
tem, rat her i han Iliro,lgll the market. "'

_Even if the old, administered economy lurks in the shadows of some
of these reform proposals, they are nonetheless light-years advanced
over the level of discourse prior to 1977. Nothing more clearly signals
his change than the acceptance of profit as the best index of enterprise

performance. In a typical statement, we are. told that the ratio of profit
to fixed plus %vorkin, capital is a more rational indicator than gross
valito of output, becanse "1)10111. is the manifestation in currency of
surplus productof t he economie results after dednetingtroduction
costs: it reflects in 11 rather comprehensive way t lie enterprise's conser-
vat ion of embodied and living labor, its improvemenkin management
and its increase in effectiveness of investment-."_2°

Despite this acceptance of the "profit test", one ,(daritr. omission
gives the Chinese reform literature an unreal quality-. These writers

over the regulatory role of the market while rarely if
ever discussing prices and the price system. To Western economists,
the market for a good is defined in terms of the price which prevails
I heroin; Chinese- economists propose expanding, the_"role of the
intirket . they mean reforms which permit enterprises to don] directly
acith each other. instead of interacting through a central planning
bureaucracy. lint these contacts can be termed "market interaction"
only if the interact ion is based on price and in turn influences price.
The Chinese literature ignor.,s the role of prices, and the Source of
prici s. in the new s.vstcni.

I I I. DinEctivt:s. 1979S0

Thv Third ('(P Plenum in December 1 9iS called on the govern-
ment to "let localities and enterprises have, oven more powers of self-
nintiagontent, under the unified leadership of the state plan." Begin-
nity, in 1979, growing numbers of "expeiimental enterprises", notably
in Sichuan, lxgaii to operate under new, provincial reform directives.

Cummang,--"fterormlng Chlna's Economy : Problems and Prospects', lecture
dollvercd al (11:ord Viikerslty. :kpril 19.1.

PrIvat,,,,MMINI 11,1
-7.1"113: Weida. "She("="Iinii-lia,,e Pi JIM:PI twit anPre" (Production prices and reform

of the economic system). in "Si1011111 7,11111 Zhilin- Jingo -xIngebeng went!" ( Problems
if price Inform:If:on unilr soInlist system) i Hunan 19S01-,
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In_ -July 11179, a set, of St ate Council directives Supplemented these lo-

cal sySt LAOS. '
'These reform direct iVeS t_L 6 analytically diSt Intl effects: First;

.

thev genterprises.,rave enterp new twin:sic:II-nail:mg powers, Second, t hey_con-

structed a new incept ivesysteni. new powers, over t current.

prodnot Mit process 'iii 0%-er investnient. sought to eliminate stone of

t he inefficiencies described ill Section I I, l'he incentive st uctue W0111(1

eivqie thlit throve rreti 1014.44rs 4.4.()111(1 he ,1!".4.11 in 1011 101.111_1tY

Wit]i hroin1 social porpo,cs, :1S 11'111'0Ni _111 (.111(!l'ill'ke 111'01itt-;.,

lottic flu :it the Sichuan decrees " aml then at the

iiiit ional decrees of Jul,v 1979 and _later,22
noNv po \yen.; did enterprt:'S It CiVe 1111417 the Sichuan 14

Articles ? Itegardiog \-estment, there Lvas signitic:Mi 111C11.:?:4' _111

1'1111'1.1)1:1 sI funds. The propon ion of depreciation funds Iet:lined by

the enterpri:.e rose from-40 16 GO percent (t he annual base
rem:Lin('d an unrealistic .1 percent of total attital stock). Itire im-

port ;lilt, 11111115 11)1 11'1104. :11 1011 111111 VX111111S10iI; W111(41 were previcinsly

fixed and vont roiled from :Lhove, Nvould 11()4. III 1.1:1-4)1 ()11 the Mlter-

Fisv':, profit yet 0111 :on (see helmv). and C011.1101141 1)N. onterpriSv.

liop;nrdin:2: pmVerS 0V: .r i ni rent plidillet ion, the pict 1111 iti necessarily

more ompleN. 1 -1)41ri. tin, 14, Articles. a proportion (If the enterprise's
atnnutl prtallict ion plan : 6111:1 be deterntitied bv t he enterprise itself.
This out pill tins no longer to bii surrendered to cent nil siipply units,
hut: could he sold h the etitercirise itself Hirt-nigh variety 6f nct4 ti ((II

channels, including. direct inter-vntet:prlse For sonw (thoSe

ill I.\ ((,,-; (1111 )1'1',;('S (011111 1(1111(1 1/1.1(1!ti 1(1 st imulat) sales,

as .long as he selling,_price did not 1 ;111 heloLN. product ton cost. Enter-

prises could also (11)01in intintst direct 1v, rather than depending. Oil con-
.

t rid supply '1'6 facilitate this process, some producer gotalsfor
st _pl ;it es- Nould in_ _pa L1 he dist rihut ed t lirough the ilia rket.

Flow was the enterprise's incentive stnict nre reshaped_ by the 1.1:

.1 rt ivies 1 Ilroailly speaking, the 1114.4 (lee -lees 111:1111' t Ile key

Plityrprise obj6(.tiv.C. PiT11011S11,..... profit lind been one of four or_eight

enterprise_ sureess ga-l` enterprises no Luriiii than_ a

int:floral), int:ire:J:1 in _f heir target for planned profit. and no

intere51. in above-plan profit, I-jitter the 11 lieeittriet lie

source of in fond determined in I lie frilloN'ingr manner: 5

percent of planned profit. plus either 15. if() or .25 _i:erctint of profit in
excess of t lie prevititis vett l.'s level: These retained profits )vt.t.i, to be,

used in three vays : first, to renovate and expand product ion capacity :

second, for Nvorker welfare (dormitories. canteens, II 111':-:('HeS Pie.) :11111

II I rcl, to fq'Ovidt, booliS:-; to Wokers (not tri_eXcv011 7 percent_of

the 1111)1!) S111/1141 lit t1)0 11111i1 (01 1)01111S('S, till' Iii HI:talon-of re

1-1.1111'(.1 profit.,4 among these three categories was to he lilt ermined hv the

enterprise itself.
Til :kph] 197), ,t central t"Ol1 con forenee-1ValuatN1 til e xperience

of the enterprises which had boon experiment in!, with these new

. nurnt,r of irnte,rtiinf ,11r,ette, or. ,onoroic ref. 1-111 been 1,111))1SilP a In " G no-

ijn_n 8ow:11111 (Sint( Connell Iter.orts). nn occasional henceforth

re.; The ..ehieh to the I e:t of -my 1;nowleh:e _have not heel) published,
art, - henceforth ed :e; St' (1% .inly '(fie Slchtt:to la Arlie/es anti 12 Articles hnee

also not born
J!T ivolt141 111:0 here to nci<nowledizo (ring-foll .ow3hleroble debt to Prof. Audrey

Donnith-rno. Who ..7erternt,I.i. nvnilnblo to me sooto the frnitS Of her visit 10
Sichuan PrO',nce In the Fitirnme7 of 1950.

1
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powes in the various provinces: In Ji ilyi the State Council issued fivo
sets Of diecities on_ econornie N'foni, pttralleling the earlier local
ju.oisions;2" I fow (lid these cent rld government directives differ front
the 1-t .1 rtieles ? Concerning inestment powers; the State _Council

liod for 70 .m.rcent. retention of depr_eciatiMi fiindS by
Tb, acooloittedi at _rates to be

deterniptied in later regulations. The July language stipiditted, Bois
ever. th;it accelerated depreciation 550(11(1 IA (10(01111111Ni On_ an indits-

t r and even enterprise-by-enterprise basis; and would his.
I in lipd to incri.ased profits. Ent t.t.prists would litive access as unda the
bt .krticles, to podiv,tion dee_lopitient_ funds financed through re-
tained profits. These new funds, 016 State noted; merely

.-;tate holding for kisi construction; the _latter -otild 1je

corresptindingly reduced. Tints till pict utp is inixod. Despite the p-romisc
of To percent depreciation retention and accelerated schedules,

some Chinese authors argued t hat enterprise power Oer investment
had boon 1.61 need em. p:i red wit li ho_ 11 A rt ieles ; indeed, they coin:

that this_ went against specific assurances by ilrernier Zluto
Zbiy:ing. I ti part ieular. Sihmin permitted _an onteprise which
Yeloped tiew process or product to plough back all the resulting-
profits into capacit v expansion for a period of two years; the State
Council documents omit this provision.

Enterprises :11S0 !r1111feti 11011- 1101Ver, over current produetion;
parallelithr the 1-1 ..kt ivies hut somewhat more restrictive. Subject to
completion of -the state's product ion plan, enterprises could set- a "slip-

t.tittput _under_ t his plan wonld not iiiitomatieidly
he purchased by tIii anti;. It would fh.st be made a-:Illable for"selec-
t pit relUise (xitaihiti) by_ the Minist ries Of CoiIiiileice 111(1
Truk and the :--;-t,ite Ma tirials Su_pply_Ilietin. Only then eould cuter

Sell direct IY (or through_ the tradino- netwol;s on a oonsiZn-
merit htisis). C'ont.crning possilde priC6 reditetiOns to facilitate sales,
of diret _in( tiiisition of hey inputs through the market; the Sttite
Conned provisimis :ire nude relaxations in these areas
did in fact occur).

The State Council directives also revised the incentive strue-
tiire of the14Articlos. the 1-t Articles, an enterprise' _profit:

retention depended in part on the excvs!:;fif this year's over last year's
profit, ti "Sinplius profit" (elitio e) s:vstenr.''' The directives sim-
plifiedi his system : current year vet :lined profit would he a sot propoi'-
lion of Current. e:ir total prolit--a "tot al_profit" (quan system.
(This revision irtt(ally paralleled tlie neW "12 Artile5" alretidti in use
in Sichuan for some enterprises). Compared with the total
system. the surplus profit system i'ieatcd ti very strong inventive to

"Ti),' moot imnortnnt-of Sr (11 ,In1v-ln791 _ for thin 1,nnet nrr the tolinwInc:
k(10011 OIlk,le give jincvina. cnnnil 71-thintnan rir rnocnn antidlne- (Srrprni

oncernInff rxxrandinc hp- rnnnnecri_nt ratttanomr of titr. InattetrIni orttrrnrIgi-s)
onoyinc, .11).0 lInchnv Inc tn de cnildintr atecntinlidis on theAlmtlind of

profit- retention in "-r:11110,;:- ti,nran nnnfigyr gist annlinc richnn
71,f1100 ho_ in CO tqinr, dr coldfne (ReenlntIonn nn- rnisinc Ihe_tInfirP-
enttlen rnte On fixed enpital 117111 on Improving the 114, of deprecintion funds In state
indontrIni onterr:ri.o,1

2 Art 1ln fly the 14 A rtf,r,. rorrent i-onr rannne,1 ornfit. _rnthrr thnn pnst yenr
rentied profit, n_n_t_Ite_hnnin, MO the 14 ,Nrticlen alvo vtinttl-dent that enrrent venr nianne-d

Profit plc nv- he net Ptonl to pn,:t veer act nnl profit. Ti, !drnnlifv thin dincnnvinn.
I !Inv° nnsnmed, that thIn sraonlItv 11.1d, nrnctlee, planners very prohnidy often
violated the directive and net planned profit on other franc's,
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irefliei0 the planned profit target. lit :tildit a profit. short fal)

direcd retained profit more than it Iltu

the- total !wont 11;01 Ilia ought of simiiliity: :in
elltvrioa,-;1,:-,aw clearly whore It stood; and \vas less Irkely to play games

Nith t system; trying. for example, to hold profit, Imv in the riirrent

ViiiVi';ii Ill owder to gal her poi eclit rit :t ver-y large iiirea:-;e, in profit

ill the sill yea r.
In principle. t hese reform provisit;its vt (literprt;,.ps the itmvr,

!---01110 !!- In ;el lici sights on protil-, and by linlrieg 1)1.6111

to hntntses, \Veit:11o :111(l 111;111( eXt):111Siull, left them eager to do so, In

pritti..e. incomplete and inconsistent, implementation robbed the re,

forms of niusi t heir fore .

I \'. Impi.i...\rENTAiox; 1979-61

Lt for it beg:in first, in 54.1111:01 Province, 55Ilere rio5v-Prilnier .211710

Zliftyang va. ,, then party socret,ai.V. SiX_Sit'1111:111 eill011)1ise,-; moved to

tittl11...krtieles system in( )t.tolier 1978. This figure rose to 111(1 iii earl:y

II/79,.and 117 iii 19S0." Ili the 81 experimental out erprisesirt Sichuan

which t.re lid allyvt>Ittrolleil; total irrofit and retained profit iii 19-i1)

rose_:1:1_ percent, alnI f percent, respect In__19S0; iiheri remitted

pr ofit for :ill local enterprises combiner! fell 7.0 percent., (In! delille
was only pt.iCt!Ilt in experimental enterprises (.S. ;10.3 percent for

other local etiter.prises)::."
Experiments began elsevdiere in early 1979. lhimian rrovitice, for

example, placed 50 enterprises .on the iii i\ system in early 1979, aiicl
atuAlier 50 by year's end.' For t lie count ry as a ti licil,e, Iliere were 10011

o_x_peimentiil enterprises by 1 lie..ctid of .11179, and (160) as of iftily 1980.
'Flies() represented HI Pereiiit Of :ill enterprises entering intritlic state

InnIgi,t, (if) percent and_ 70 percent, respectively of industrial out-
put, aIllit Shanghai. and 1 torilin; experimental eitte-
prises accounted for 80 percent of indust rial °talon ; in Beijing; 91 per-

eerit."'8
13y late 19S0;then, a re forrii;'1. mig,lit.reflerq, With ulea.;nre that. (hi

.;

new 8y-stioni etwompassed the heart, of the CnineSe
'Those entorpyisesnot. yet converted to tilC profit ret :Ert ion system were
either tite.large number of very Srinil I Criterpr ises; or those whose loss'

(or nega.1 ive.) prrifits :Ijiplicat ion .of_ t he irewincent systern

impossible. Reformed enterprises seemed to be st Iniulated to raise prof:

its to both. their o\nalid the :tlirtistry of Finitnee's benefit. lie form

li665-zte S coiild also ag,ile that the change hail been cheaply bought.

(serail profit retention ratios wore low---riverag,i10, 11.-1 perCellt in

liinniifi ill 101-0. anti lit loss 20 Iflfeerit in 1f/tit) :-.;ichtirin enterprises.

Of retaim.d.profit,_over 811p0-Cott. went for enterprise c:tpacityexprin-
sirin or rirket. wel Since these tiici cat i'griries i.0ererl spending

would.otherise hae-It:id t (onto from the central bridge!, one

could acmes that. the experimetittrl enterprises actually re_t_ained only
tfult part _of profits %vhieli Went., to c:isli borrnsrs. .:1.ceording to this

nicthid hit reckrinitigY7if the increase in Profit. itt experimental enter-

=i (;tioglInng, April 19til, Dania
".tint:!{ Itls1;_p; 20;

i entt January 19,d). p. 40
FArIt N", ( 2t) N,-t!iintief 9S(» l!. '419.

A .1i,i;:j1 W,.nt1 Tnnsuo..Tanuar 19S0, p.
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of le.avy indut metalturgv: machine tool., and chem-

ical-- has t lie s:ate has; told enterprise.s

Iii t in,i ri:. "( )iii iir1111111.: i4,T1 Plat:
:,1) or so piri:ent ) of yoity.c:111:1C11V. We will buy

only that out put. You are free to III- rest of you_r capacity :is_you
wish, hut volt will have our ONVII fur the 011t

part of ti 0;readjihttilerli :1 policy makos good serve.

t h i s sort of freedom" i s a k i n t o I he freeiloni (if ;i_ciit;ivav sail(ir tit

swim (-or I : ii0 r :ItIn 1)0 11:101: 1111(;:1hl lilt;. -1ni1

Hier, is a further : the state provides inputs only .for coy

e11.(1 lit itr ovn pripincLiin tiw the

terprise pill 01VII S.111)plitS 010 III' market. To. IlndeI',,t;t11(1

VHIN' thiS. too. 'freelloili 1 1 ilubion-s value. Nye must understand the
Ivav in the Chinese materials Sy:'1('Ill Operates.

NI. ;It ol'in IS Id:11111.111g iti the Ilt:irt Of annual planning. ,rill the
ke- instrUffient tilt' SI1(i1-1//1 C011t r()1

Oye 1)w indli,4710] sort. 1)11111)!, tilt. fiN('-VO:11' 1)1:111. tilt' CIllileSe

t hi` SOc.i0 SN'SiIIO for controlling t hi. tlOv of materitils.35

fin v' divided g116-11:- Mill three eategories: ( balanced ( Li... allocated)
11 the Council and the ate I 4litnitin!, Commission: (2) bal-

anced by tile central tninistriesL(3) balanced by local governments.
I he -Ill_ le fa( tor 11111 likely to !Hak i g(iod fia inclusion in _e:ttegories

1 ami 2_ is search is, one sh1111h1 expect that l'Vel'y
eVe input orit ic all v constrains an enterprise's ability_ to

produce; falls therein, 15 percent of industrial ()input fell

into categories I and_ .2. In I despite earlier plans for reform. tlis
sys:etil is still fully in force.and cat l.'01.1t'S :11111 account for rought-
50 :hilust

Wirlt proport 1011 of v:It.CgOry 1 ,rill 2 goods flow onto the
rilarl;(t. Where ;in entrerprise with_ i.-siippleinent prWilictibri
could pureltase thein? I v rsl tit he.artlant1 of
04.1 /1!0111.1(' reform, cate;4oryl_aii(1 2 goods can enter the nutrI:et only if
they in Bart of an enterprise's suppletnental p1111 ()input:. For ttll
goods, supplemental:plait output in Sielinan was 10 percent of the total
In I97:, :1.111_1 2n 1)01.1'P, it in l0.'" These arernwlest figures to begin

\vit l\"(' 1i1.1 i1 i011 rt.1:0 "ON:('SS-supi)ly"

g.(xi1S-----tliose least enlist nun. a -critical litjttlerierlt for an
170 t rViI)(r t fliiIrti(111 iti:ONVII.

.1:111S :ilg,111111'ilt :1_111011111:4 10 SaVillg- ill:It 1:eV illirlit.SC:111't 1}0 11 V;111/1.ble,

Ott the market because they aren't prodneeil. in significant quantities,
!mler A evre (1h.e1:t test !,,ill11)1 to : ihat
l- the inacrnif u(le of till floss (if category- I and 2 gwxls thottgli the

? 'rho "marl:et" outlet of categoi- 1 and 2 goods

iri "s lima) is the Sichuan Corporiltion, in
Chengdu. ATP: enterprise can buy its ,owls. at Ft-ate-SO for easll.

\vithout id:m.11011 allocation. Tii 1f1S1. tliiS corporation ex_pects turn-
oer to he 2n million v11:111. The eorpond ion psi iniatesi 9R1
of e:110goy 1 ittid t_roods in Sichuan. b5 platine(1 allow ation and 11111r-

ket It V) -:;(1 1)11111111 \ritll file Marl:Pt. arootint trig for

Tilts rontrn1 tr.klvlit .-.111t.r.. I 11,. to .kleocomlor F.41:.tn
'ThIR qtern d,o-rIIoI In Br not& "Two Ntodev Acrleolturnt opment

for_rhInoqo Chinn Quarterly, Dever-10,er 1117
(;!in:111. .11:no 110:41. p
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roughly I H [(Preen( of hat total. The. CCFpOrat ion (-unfit-MC(1 that it
.thl only t he iihove-plan out put of cliterprises, fital t hitt these goods

vere, typically not those ill short supply..''
Thu, it fiti, to say that the unified distribution system, under

t lie materials supply bureaus at every level; -still dominates the process
of procuring 1111/11t:, 111 not to deny that some things
llilti t reels, til \ ind ".1)1111, are in).\\ freely INtuirlit
and sold. and category :S good- di-t ribut ion has also been relaxed. But
the clianres flit not radical. Indeed. they :ire supplementary measures
11:-.Sociated %Vit 11 tilt' tadj11,1111tlit. not t he first step tmvard a free mar
1;et in producer gOti&.

\V -lint of flit' implementation of the incentive structures tlik
scribed earlier? III many wax s. the incentive =,t 1-11ctilre is the core of
:in economic reform, -If incentives arc etiouglt.,_rin enterprise
may overcome limit:it mils in decision-making p()%Vt,1"S. el! if certain
inputs can-t legit imately he tilt:lined except 'llirtutgli chantiels",:a
%yell-motivated enterprise may nonetheless contrive to get them.
the S11Ji1e tol:11, an entt.t'priSe %6111 110 -f VIM!, 11101 iV:It ion may not make
11-,0 of 1:011 powers.. no twitter how generons those ptcwors may lit,. Ill

ca-,c, a succ.-,sion -rev Lions in the regulations governing
profit retention. coupled %vitli inconsistent inipleillent tit inn of
regulat outs, ha:- left :HI iitii a w-1)11(% re of uncertaint v butlI 010111 S
Iii efft-rt iVc1)1.,-- of the profit roil:. Evn so. compared with the :-;ittni-
fit)o tit'i(tr l() 1() liitrllt 11()%1

l'XI)('1"1.11(fit(-(1 Spnct. )1 only Iwo years with four di f
ferent nterptise finances. To -197.-;, are entt'i-
iirise f %V:IS :1111o11111;11?, t 4) 11 percent of enelt enterprise's

%%-:1:11-e 1).111. From :110 the enterprke eouhl pnv for ex-
panding product ion: Ivorl:ei. %yell:Are, and worlau. bonuses, This sys-
tem gait. he enterpri -HOW 11('W I)() \\*Or:4. hilt
rt'l-,Hni i_tcfItt ,.t1"1'1 1.11(.11 (-WIC t Sic111111t1 1-1

Art icii -z.

retained profit,

wl,erelw exceeds a. and P stands for pr()fit-.79. rtI'11:111S uric-tiunrter
to oily third ,f retail profits flo..s front the current ear's ineease
ovor f lit, pro., ',oil.: lionet, I I, iii Ines "surplus prorit

A, we Vt. I 11 ;WI :97!) 0 number of "extRu'imental
clity1111'1.0 v,,," Wore 11111c(41 11110 '1" t'i1< IVith the 1.0:-".t.
1111(1t.l Hie enter' tri:-,0 f1111(1 -N":-,H

Tilt n (1111ill!r 1979. '..14ir1111:III 1,1'P10110,1 "1:). ArtinleS" SI-Stet-O.
\rileeli an iliorporNttll in the July State Council directives. Fiore,

retained profit, cP,

Retained profit liin(res, exclusively on tot.d nrolit in the current tear:
lionp the name. total profit system (TPS). This system is suitable
for enterprises whose profit -are iVoIV (1110 tO Stahl(' eXter/1111
conditions. A number of enterprises meet ing t his condit ion beg-an under
the TI1S ,-;,.,:tent in 1110.

r. Intonvlow+.4 For roller (II,rt,,Ion of (III. s.torn citreous artteles In "IlIsnnel chunnzito t117,hng
4-S(-locted nr(1(.1,, from (ho third national (11.co.slon meotInz On

grinnelnl theor:c1 (TI(.1j1n: October 19RM.

1
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Fourtb and Most iiivancil is Ilie system of "replacing profit reunis7
-ion ax payments-, ilk() -oLL-11 responsihility fo profit
and loss" (zi fu yingl(ui). 1-nder this systeni, :Lai enterprise woul(1 pity
various taxes, including tLvo (a r(L emu-equalizing tax and an income
tax) to which other sl:Itt.-1)W1Ied Cid (1'1)1'1S('S are not stilijcet. All profit
not of these taxes would lie retained by the enterprise. Tri 1151, (mly

'70 Ill in ;Sichuan. hail inloptiiil this systeni.3R _

These _four systems represent points along. a continuum ol risk and
re \yard. I -nder the (.11( C11)11`,11. 6111(1 SV!-I(.111 and

di-eret lonarV fl-in(iS wore risk-free; secure from the influence of
a short fall in PrOfit. On the °thee hand. higher profit lironglit110 re-
wii id to the .1t Hie olint, ate IyIIiIiie, 1111 enterprise operat-
ing- tinder the tax-linked sy:-:teni faced the possibility of zero discre-
tionary funds if profits \yen, zeros hut gninerell all the benefit of
non-zero profit. The dehate in the oast wo year has focused on the

intermediate systems. SI'S and Let us look at these in more
dot ail:

'(inSider f lit retent ion rat los a. l l and e, The reform directives pro-
.

vided that he sot, enterpri-e bv 0111er Dr1Se, 111 :11111 a NV11,:

:1:-; to goner:it:, a target amount of retained profitan amount equal

to pre I lull-, o!,1('ITI'l-C -.1It It ill Ill (lie 111re 1)1.0(1110 i(111

orkur Iii ifarc and bonuses; the fornuilas include future
profits. and fin ure profit is uncertain. SPS and l'PS tr_ent the risl:
flowing from this V ill (1111.('Dili N';1%''. S'PS providOs_pplihaps

to-thids of retained profits throulrli the finst term. is a

knoLvn (Junin if y \\lion is set. Tins SI);:--", provides :1 floor lieloly which
retained profit en/mt.-it frill : tliws riot. But thp imiL-itable corollary
is that Ii exceeds small profit i-liort falls \Yin be more Sharply
penalized under SI'S tiLail_71):"4 11111,, :111 V11101"1111S0 NV111011 1001S Vel*V

Miceli:till 111(1111 t (If flit lin. profit, ancl_which ris1:-ayerse, will
prefer SI'S._ with its safety (110 Ar.171.1.I 1'V of Financie will

it 1,1111,1.111.1, feels -sire realized profit.

NV/it hen !-,(_)1111Whert` 11P:11' eXpeCt :It 1011'4 (and vitieli risk-averse)
1)1'011701"

swrgests that 'PS is a steopini-T-st one to TPA, -TI is.a
i-zyst inn appropriate to t lip c011 1

of reail ins( ment and early
reform, Whet! 111'01;1 lotI,; 1111prediet nide, )) (11)e N1111111 WOIllit

Lite/. .2.1V0- 01%_ III 'Fps (NTH] (.\-entli:dt,- to tax- Unseal system). It

appears- that anticipated inst. this sort of progreSSiOn, The 11

Articles.11'..:1110. i-,-avo wily to tlic 12...N. dudes and the .Tilly 197'9

directives. 11=zill!r ;111(1 () f0W OX1)erinlynts with t iix-hased finan-

es. IIiit irl Afarch f 9Sti, the 1-111 1 97.9 d"iictiYiis were _roviseiL and the

invent i ve ' - I i uct lire reL-eted to SI"S.39 NIiITIV enterprises IIPN:e heg,an
the TI'S syst ein_ at all: 'Ntost enterprises aoLv are (Tenn .111T either 1111(le

file enterprise funil syStem, or the SP- system (or n mixture of the

tiro, in LL-hih
(LP; , is replaced 1)1; tidal phirinod pavments.)/

t lie bac kslidim, to SF'S? The of Finance took ft strong
position. ii fiisinir t Mee the year's planned level of profit re-
mission iiiilesS-Lq):":4 SPA (100S provide a sharper in7
cent lye than TPS to produce the final few percentage nOintS of planned
profit. But as implemented. it also is much more likely to generate

SCR No 1, inQn, p. 7 SEC. mor Circular un Trial Method or Dividing Proina of,'Stata-

Mann izoil tPrprIspm.
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dysfuiWtional -gamesmanship" bet ween time enterprise and its
superiors.

The above discussion weighs the 1.:/i4. :111(I coils of SI'S and 'ITS on
t hp presumption that one system NVIll he put. 111 place and retained for-
ever. with oochatiged retention ratios. In fact; with reform barely
t wo years old. some enterprises have passed through four different
systems. And retention ratios: which "in principle" remain unchanged
for at least three years, in practice can be changed quite arbitrarily."
In most interprises which I visited: retention ratios had been changed
annuallY. In some. 19S1's ratio was still not set- as_ late. as April or

when the rules of the game are in- constant flnx, the power of
the new 'lucent ive system is severely eroded. Enterprises suspect--:--with
good reason- -t limit if they greatly increase profits. they will be re-
warded with mh new arid less generous retention ratio. By the same
token, they may suspect that if profit_ falls short of expectations; and
Chas retained profit proves too small to fund worker welfare and
honnses.t he enterprise will he able to convince its superiors that the
rp:ISH1L: for the short fall were "objective i.e., beyond its control

t that an -adjust went" will be forthcoming. When a new incentive
sy-:t em is perceived as arbitrary or capricious. its usefulness is largely
over. That point may have been reached in China.

V. PAST 011-S'rATES AN Ft-11'm: Pitoso :Ors

The foregoing paints a glimmy picture. Economic reform in Chitla's
industrial sector never proceeded very far. and at the moment is at,
best in stasis. ro predict the futnre. we roust understand the nature
of t he obstacles slowed 11401111. We can capture most of these
olisfaie under the headings: bureaucratic resistance. lack of key
im-titnt and feu f in flat ion.

Bureaucratic inertia is a common whippim,'boy in the wake of a
failed reforor China is no except ion. The decision to revert:to the SPS
profit retention system is laid at the door of the Ministry of Finance:
MM.' is responsilde for generatim,- sufficient enterprise profit each
year tit balance the national hiuhret : it insisted that under the more
radi,n1 'UPS it could not guarantee an adequate level of profit. Other
parties With vested interests in the current system have also weighed
in against reform. The State 'Bureau of Materials Supply, deluged with
requests for hey inputs, certainly was unenthusiastic_ about allowing
a portion_ of t hose_inpuls_ to flow onto the market. The Ministry of
FOreiII-ti Trade is blamed for the fact that the July 1979 directives on
enterpi-re participation in foreirn trim -dc and retention of foreign ex-
cliaiwe "have not been honored...." Planning for a reformed system
was further When thei-e three agencies and the MiniStrY of
Commerce. unlike other central agencies. declined to provide the State
Council's "working -!runup on_ eonotnie reform" with a set of "draft
plans and opinions on reform".

All this cotild_he terowil the hooeditnetita of the existing s}-stern.
The ot her side of the coin is the frail condition of the fledgling insti-

4^ Tit r .ttlatIon9 prov.1,1, ratio, v;111 i r vised_ICAIrotit_ohnogeg_shar-ply
v"rloos liyorp1 AI.. control 114 Ow entrorlso, including chnziges in

stote :_1 prI,T, tnxes. Ilier:ors Wiwi' cliallizo, result Inv from Industrial rrorgantza Hon.grid Ph,Ittli,it-r.f InvestIlilit.
SCR IOC() No. 14 (Nov. 2n. 19cni r. 419
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tutions which would play key roles in a reformed economy. Enforce-
able._ inter-enterprise_ contracts and economic law in general are vir-
tually nonexistent. Enterprises have_ n_o access to data in a system
whieh classifies and conceals economic mfomatiOn as though the rut,
t ion Were at War, it is hard to see how "autonomous!' enterprises will
get, the infomation_ which they need to act -independently: Tle bank,
nig systein (which haS ixeii hiking some timid steps; through market
surveys and_ the like, toward filling that information gap); is itself
another Weak link in a re formed_ system. It luis no independent powerS_,
eSpeCially at the local level, where; as one ant horayer,"the hanks want
to support. the state plan and centralization and _unification,_but_ be-
einise the local party committees disagree it can't eiirried ont".-.42
And the bank alSo lnekS perSoinil trained in evaluating requests for
credit,.

13iit the shoal iiiiiin ii hit li, iii the end; this _reform foundered is the
same reef itrotind which lie the svrecks,of sintilar expeditions front
Eastern European ports: the specter of inflation:_in_the inevitable
t tig-iif=sviir bet svecii tlw reformers' need for price flexibility and the
politicians' desire fit' Price Stability. the latter svon. A state Council
itilar iti Apr it 19S0 sounded the first note of warning : 43

SCUM' enterprises and milts. siititlli to pursue profit oneSid(Slly; bare retth-
lessly eNtattnled the scope and range of permitted price variation. have
rediiroi output of lOWpriCc products to suit_ tlienisetveN; and _e_cineentrated on
high-priced products. . All this has left the masses ansntstieh. . . If we
don't solve this problem, it will have severe consequenees for unity and
stability. . The Party center and the State Council consider that the central
kNtil 110 is price stability.

The throat _of _inflation is partioularly potent in China, lit the late
19.10s, V'liii 1vt ind iiifltitiOnnshered out t he Ninionalist regime. Through
it iibilitv to bring_that inflation to a rapid end in 1950. this CCP
established its credibility, and eVil It S le(ritiIlliiry: in the vyps of the

Even thirty_ years later: that experience is still vividly
:slice _for example. in the Voiry iif

"r(iii Can't imagine svhat it NV:IS like prices changing every day;
every hou-. . .

Biit Why are re foi.ni and inflation linked? The 5-4 rueture of Chinese
producer goods prices today- is universally acknowledged to he irra,

_

tional,\ principally because for thirty- Veits ationality hasn't
tiiiitterl.d much: Lint in reformed sysientprices have to be at least
rbughlv correct. NOW.-een _if it were feasible: a price_ readjustinent
achieved through the_ calculations and degrees of the Materials -Price
Bureau w0111(1 lit because of downward-inflexibility of
prices (under the now. profit-based incentive system, es-ery interest
group still piiitect its price and profit margin), But central
readjustment of prices-, no matter how Ions it may he _proposed and
debated; is unlikely ever to seethe light _of tiny, simply because of the
technical difficult s- of calculating rational_ prices. instead, the Market
must do the job: rational prices must be allowed to emerge from direct

hat-ga ming: Stich heti-vas is even more certain to result
in generalized price rises (and is ideologically suspeet to boot).

' 1.1n ng Wensen. npult 1133.
Seit _/9qn ts:. !.?.q .lint- 10S01 r,. 101: Party Ppnter and State ContiC11 CIrrillnr on

Str.nztlictiltuz Price Mnnneetnent,
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'rho 1979-;,;() of course, never got, as for as read-
just ing producer Foods prices. The source of inflat ionar). pressure was
t he 1979 rise in urban wages and in priees paid to I.:U./nen-4, compoundd
by the decent ralizat ion (If financial powers to provincial mid county
goyernments _:1101 to enterprises, These measures, at least to some
extent. were necessary SlIg:11coaLinp-, on OW reform pillan attempt
to assue every pitrtv to reform. Hutt all would pi.osper under the new
urogriiiii. This is tio -sort of politician's promise which only inflation

can "NUM.'. It is likely to be a feature of the next Chinese reform
num ement as w.e11._

TiiiiS COliilide Wit Ii the le111111:1 t lit Chinese literature
on. reform has been st udiousl ignalng. A reformed economy which
meims to use nut rket s must necessarily use prices. But how to get prices
right without letting, go of them llungai.y is_ the only centrally
planned econoinv to come close to solving t his puzzleby using foreign
11010 prices as proxies, and draining ot a part of international infla-

t ion through exchange rate nuanipithition. lint China's trade- ratio is
low. inc: I t i l t . el i S t , rliel lire 0 f its industries differs sluirply_ from that
of other countries: the I fungarian solution is not practicable. All
t his leads lilt tit believe t hat t he obst:ucles to reform in especially
t he price problem; will not he easily overcome.

Let nue conclude this p:110,1' by It S iewing the polic)- shifts in the
cour-t of i9 1-, and_ hazard a guess as to the future, of economic
reform in industry, Despite concern with inflat ion, September 1980
found China full of renewed momentum for_ reform. :At the National
Poople's Congress, M-inister of AfetallurgA: Tang Ise was subjected to
"withering ern ivism- for the e.io.ant ism whieh renewed centralization
11:01 brouiffht, State Planning('ominission head Yu Qinli, not a fire-
briutith ing reformer. wits ipoinced. :V remarkable State C,,ouncil report.;
dated September 2. sharply criticized incomplete implementation of
the Judy 1919 reform direi tives. and proposed moving farther and
faster:4

lint it year's end. the 1(x.uf caved in. :V December 2 People's 1)aily
editorial stated that. Hi is now clear that the task of readjustment is not
something which can lw accomplished in three years.... Reform will
vontintie. but must be subordinate to and heneficial to readjustment. ...
Don't hesitate to make a necessary and adequate retreat ( from re-
fom).- To the first hal f of 1 9Si. reform in industry lias not been so
mut.11 denied its ignored: no movement on price reform, 0101 no exten-
sion of enterprise powers.

:V major conference in Sichuan in _April was billed as a method of
hmilditig momentum for continued reform. -o1 it least of ensuring that
reform remained on t he mut ional agenda, 'Flue reform t inietable which
emerged is none too heartening: a one to I wo)-ear period of concentra-
t ion on the urgent, problems of budget deficits, inflation and agricul-
tural price subsidies, then another three vears of seetoral readjustment,

incrensbug investment in agriculture expanding raw materials and
energ-y production. solving transportation 1)ot tleimcks; perhaps some
price readjust m(nts;), and then, after perhaps five years, further
changes desig-ned to "ba.ziettlIV rationalize" the economic systenv.

SCIt 19SCh No. 14 (20 NO vemhar 19501, pp. 419-127 : State Council Approves and Passes
on the Report of the tiles on Conditions in Experimental Work of Expanding Enterprise
Autonomy and Proposals for the Future.
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Chin -e econoto.Y today. in he midst of 11111.jor re:uljtiStments, is
e-en 11101%._Clitjf it ii than 11-11:11.'llicre .,-1 ole it)gle to I hp argument that

:t t-e formed Si-Stem preilie:ited on a :st:thle. normal external environment
\x it Ii ii vhiell enterprises e:111 operate nut (moutons] v cannot be imple-
mented amid. tle;St; ondit Iltit T predict I .at events nurY SItOrtett
he live-year ioo f o r t he fvflpxv:11 of refm.m. -with :I sharply iii v'1

invy,f liwnt rate, '0 here 'g ill i cilit 11(11C11 g'11)Wth Come from ITigher pro-
dut ivity i; t he only opt ion left. A) 110 of read lttstitient
over thl+ itcxt tvo vent's, slow 'Indust 1"Pil :zroxvtli may hell) the reform
con -t it uenev coah.:..ce lorain i.e.; 1:v l

In t he menot hoe. some Of t he refOrmist zeal will u:o towad "inch's=
It reorffa niza ion n!om lines of ion 01111 ( er''tilorPrise
coorilitint ion-. 'Phis polic:v will be familiar to students Of t'intliistriiil

ions- in l)))land and el.....ewhere. It is an at teniPt reduce the
162'11 deg-,ree of vot leal integatunt endeini to planned evonomtes. and
to foster hOrizoot I int ecrrat ion antl economies of 1arge75nle produc-
t M11. l'i)1'!!:11117,:il loll has accoMpanied every cyle of recent raliza-
ion in inchnlitur the current one. Tt vas aleadl :teti-ell- in

poLrress in 1 9718. he fore the inoe r -1(001iiitii re fOrni proposals \very
implemented. Noxv it IS heincrtotite,.! :Is part of 1.1 form itself---indeetl, it

hi 111'1 I ;IS t Ile One aspect of reform which is ";,.tiltorilittaf0 tO 111(1 1)Pne-

ficia 1 to rend ;11.4 Ily the (lid of 1 OSO. more than 11100 of these
",:ticciali.'_011 industrial C1)1.110nIt 1011S" Or "NW ril phitits 111(1

been formed in China, each vont rolling ail average of ton plants.'"
the orporation.: function is to redist ribiite product ion processes
aneut,, there plants Ill 0 more eoottomically rat ituull way.

:jet iit y will undoithtedlv succeed in trti rtierino. Some itniersally
o1)viott6; offictertoic. BO the riolii 1 is not of tree economic re-
form : indeed. in ,onte ways it is re for 107s:nit ithesis, rtdevice foiStIea -m-

linintr and facilit nt cont hilted cent 1.0 1 planning; A detailed nut line
of this -hv Et titi'ntl)el of the Strite Economic COnititiqsiou,
Tli:11:VR this 1 inl: Tt ar(rIll.,, flint lnr;rt-sc_nle oitf vr_nriscs should be

I k-eOnt rollod 1) flue ent Toverlunenr."; in prer-C'tiltitral Reolu-
t ion Dr °port ion; (whih is to say, Upward,: of 10-.000 enterpriQes), while
Snialler eitterprises should be organized into specialied industrial
corpora t

1.10 the hear terth, it will hp_of interest to oli,zerve the extent CO Which
this _activity will preempt the moment um for genuine reform. The
tension between the two is delicately noted by a leading proponent. of
fundamental reform. who savS: 4

Tn mV the essence et errInnrnte methods . . lice in none eennomte levers
wilieh aro related to the law of _v_nloc. . Of course, there is deba_16 over "eco-
nomic metlitids": F.:4)mo comrades understand using eennotille rnethOtIS to_mannge
till economy to _mean hrealtin_z_ down atinunktrntive diisions. adtninistratiVe
departnicnts and adttuniQtrative_ and estahlishow trit,t-like. specialized
industrial nrgarozntion,.. based on objective cconomic relationships. t6 Sulisidtuto
for the InetliOil of economic management via administrative Grganizntions. This
viecvhas a eert:iin Male:

The reality behind this word play is that industrial reorannization is
_

an administrative. top-dOWii proceSS. not the product of independent

''' Lir] fliinviirinc. ()pug cit. April 19'0.
Print,. r.rnmizni,n71.o

Glioctinnc. nitornin JInc11, p. tn.
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devisions elitt,rprises I lienisel yes. (At one stageduring_19.80; such
independence was strongly_ encouraged lint! facilihited,dait in the
words of one policymalcer; "We gave enterprises freedom to form their
own _relationships; hot nothing happened.")

Where does this leave us? The most that one can Say is tint funda-
mental reform is still on the :igenda. Let me close by quoting perhaps
the two most. important reform voices, but writing in 1981; First; Xue
Artapao; on prices: 48

Our experience of the last two or three _years pros en Alia to readjust prices
put,dy ny means of state planning cannot .501Ve our_ difficulties. In the past twenty
years, outside of the worst. most chaotic periods, we about the price
problem constantly, and indeed -made some rentijustincittst. But the resulting
prices were not increasingly rational; oil the contrary, tit -y' were increasingly
divorced from values. Tlit rettson isiliat flit re_are hundreds of thou:quid:40r even
millions of prices. the cost calculations for whieli are extrennly complex,

.tie goes on to propose that government price-sett ing be 'United to
a few stlmihird products, and th,.tt major price setting pOWei'S be vested
in flit inW spef jai i zed corponi t ions.

Seeond., Lin Ling. a major figura guiding the_Sichuan reforms; writ-
ing iif tin, June 1981. issue of Jingli Guanli (Economic Manage-

: '°
Sihuan's reforms /IN' hPlog implemented stage by stage: a limited set of re-

forms first. then an inferntediatc group, and finally a major set. Those reforms
centered out expanded posers for enterprise~ are-a first set. The second_ group
of reforms will center on seting uii enterprist.s hiell are -truly_ responsible for
their own profits and losses, reortinization tind merger within ilidustry, break-
ing down tilt, vont rot structures of loc;i1 governments and ministries,4ind earr-y-
ing oitt- prig -anti fax reform. Last and most important is a future reform in the
whole economic structure and organization, and the whole systent/of economic
leadership.

These statements make it clear Unit fundamental reform has not
disapptired from t he policy forum. But, none of tlit_,se proposals have
clear timetables _attached. and those ag,endas With timetables do not
include reform. F6i t lie nifinient; it least elli111 has decided that the
market is not the solution to her most pressing problems.

4.1Ingo 1.11un it 8111x1nn Tlwory and Applleatlou). I:1 (20 Jrtnuary 1981).
pn. :t 9.

6.31r101 Crinn11..Titn 19q1. p. 19.
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SEM AtAity

China's transportation networks continued their remarkable growth
during the 1971-1980 period.' All the modern transport sectorsrail,
road; water; air, and pipelineset new records in freight handling;
the tradit lonal sector continued supplementing the modern sector by
moving large quantities of goods over short distances. Since 1910,
total turnover in ton-kilometers Juts increased roughly 10 percent per
annum; The water sector, with a 14 percent annual growth in turnover,
grew at twice the rate of the railroad and highway sectors. Although
pro-1977 data has not been released for pipelines, they are estimated to
have had an conuml increase in turnover greater than 10 percent as
many of the pipelines were completed in the 70s. Although the hauling
capacity of the air sector is small when compared to the other modern
sectors, it showed t lie highest growth rates 19 percent, for turnover since.
1970. Most of the growthin the air sector can be attributed to its ac-
qiiiSitien of long-range aircraft, and the rapid expansion of interna-
ional rout es _during this period

ln spite of the impressive increase in freight turnover since 1970;
China's transport; systems at present are barely sufficient to meet eco-
nomic development needs. In 1980, the railroads; carrying 50 percent
of nat lona' freight; turnover in the_ modern sector;_remained the pre-
dominant form of transportation. ITowever, the utilization Of railroads
is near saturation nationwide. and in some areas is lagging behind
transport needs. Water t ransport was second handling 44 percent of the
tunave,r-volume. Ifore, the need for continuous dredging of waterways
and harbors and for_the modernization of ports and the inland fleet
restrict; expansion of inland water routes and development, of _harbors:
Wit ha limited number of only poor quality highway routes; the high-
way departments played mainly a supportive role to other sectors as
road traffic accounted for only slightly- more than 2 percent of turn
over. In light, of the recent slowdown in oil production, the pipeline

handling 4 percent of modern turnover; probably is the only
sector not being pushed to capacit;. For the air sector to significantly
increase its contribution to the transportation infrastructure, cargo-
handling facilities and internal transport system linkages will require
modernization.

_
With annual traffic density already pushing 11 million ton-km/kM,

the second highest in the world. the rail sector_ is hard pressed to keep
up_ with growing demands for improved rail transport. Rail traffic
is heaviest in the eastern pail; of the country_ where. matt of China's
imlust rim 1 Nit erprise_s are, eoncent rat ed. and in northeast, China.
The volume of rail freight. in these rep-ions accounts for more than
S5 percent. of the total volume transported by all the Country's rail
lines. These eastern lines are bumping up against capacity constraints;
some, weak sections cannot meet, present needs_Coak the highest single
volume ((filinplait Shipped by rail. accounts for nearly 40 percent, of
China's total rail volume and as_ninch as 60 percent of the total volume
hauled on some lines. Much of China's rail net is still single track,

I FI1^ tr,n,port performance during the 1950's nod-1-9410's scc Philip W. Vetierling- and
Jamr, .T, "Chi, t Tho fc-a,l-spo"tao 9741 1:1-1." Con-sreQ, of the Pnited
States. Joint Economic Committee. "People's Republic of Chitin: Au Economic Assess.
merit," Washington. D.C., 1072. pp. 117-181.
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although construct linl_of ihiuble-t rack systems is becoming more wide-
spread. Selected rail linos- are being el'ectrified; mainly high density
lines involved with coal shipments.

Calculated on the basis of total land area, China's highway density
is so low. 51st in the world, that it is hard pressed to aisist China's
modernization efforts. Then too, poor service by truck_anits under the

Ministry of Communications caused large numbers of hiduStrieS and
government. departments to develop their own trucking units. Unlike
the tither transport sectors in which a strong central government in-
terest was shown. the development and operation of the highway
sector t hroughout the 70s \vas largely left in the hands of provincial
org-anizal ions. Asa result. there are not: 111;111V direct routes and there
is no coordinated wit tonal highway system. Most roads have hard earth
or gravel surfaces; Sew have asphalt. surfaces. 'Many of the vehicles
on the road are suffering from ald acre; have a low carrying capacity,
and use excessive amounts of fitelf-11ighway systems have a small
motor vehicle density; the majority of traffic is comprised of slow-
moing rugger tired farm vehicles and trailers, carts, and bicycles,
all of which slow down truck_ traffic and cause highway congestion.
The hen v iest emicent hit ion of the principal highway net is in the
industrialized rust-Except in western China, roads are still mostly
th-zed for short haul freight or as feeders to the other transport systems.

The water transport system; traditionally a key elemeilt in Chinese
transportation. significantly improved its capabilities to handle both
domestic and internationd cargoes_ During- the 70s, both fleet and
port expansion efforts were directed towards improving the flow of
bulk commodities and-specialized car!mes: Through construction of
specialized cargo facilities, wharves, deep water berths, and more
storage areas, and the addition of mechanized equipment,_ China's
port handling capacity has doubled since -1970. Despite this doubling.
Chinese ports still are congested with some vessels_ waiting weeks for
berthing space. Rapid_ expansion of the, fleet and rapid growth of
foreign trade, es_pecially since 1977. r.rr the prime causes for this
congestion as_port construction has not been able to keep pace. The
inadequacy of the inland distribiit ion system also contributes heavily
to port congest ion: Railroad and hi,hwav service to port areas has
not. expanded as rapidly as port handling capacity; as a result, cargo
accumulates on_ the docks forcing a delay in discharging ships' car-
goes. On the inland Nvaterwnvs, larger ships and barges, new naviga-
tional and signal equipment, and increased dredging operations all
have contributed to improved earn-in!, capacity. Some of this in-
creased capacity. however, has been offset by the shrinking water-
way network; The uncoordinated construction of new damsirriga-
tion. hydoelectric: flood controlhas blocked shipping _channels;
resulting in the loss of thousands of kilometers of navigable Water
routes.

Considerin7 the state of -the air sector at the beginning of the
decade, the sector displayed phenomenal growth especially during
the later pert of the 70s. Through the purchase of lon-range_ict air-
craft and the signing of a number of air agreements, the Chinese
have expanded the totat\ route milen,f_re both domestie and inter-
national; by more than four times since 1970. At the same time,

1 'tit
N.
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selected air terminals and runways were_ expanded t handle both
I:trger aircraft and an intliik of foreign visitors. Sinee opening wide
the doors to tourism in 1977;_:n orer_incresing number of tourists
have been converging on China. Beijiiig; China's Capital_ City and
the huh.; of the:1iation network; is the main stop over point for most
foreign tourists.

The pipeline _sector, is fairly. recent .additi to China's transport
network, _helped lift. some_ of tin burden _o of the other transport
sectors. By the unit 70s when a number of pipelines were_ completed,
pipelines were carrying significant amounts of crude oil from oil
fields to is and to coastal ports. By 1980, pipelines were mov-
ing around 80 percent of all crude oil production. As a result of this
switch, space on the railroads was freed up for other commodities;
on the highways, the distance Nvas reduced for crude oil shipments.

II; 1 .511.10 >A in.;

NETIVOTZli

During the 1971 iii period. the Chinese continued to expand their
railway net work at the annual rate of 1,000 kihuneters that has been
maintained for the past 20 years. .kt the end of 1980, the network was

,)11;'-:-;iXtli the length of that of the United States, with :-.)-2:-10(f,
kilometers of mainline track. .k II of the mainline track is standacr---\'
gau!re (xoppt for about KoO kilometers of nurow-g,Hige I rack in_the
southern border province of Yunnan. In addition to the mainline
network. there are a few thousand kilometers of rail lines of various
gauges that mainly serve isolated industries: the hulk of these serve
the timber industry in I feiloie-jiang and Jilin provinces.

ENit in!, rail lines have been greatly improved Os or the past de 'ado.
Elect itiat ion at 251:v :011-7. has !Apo comph.ted on 1.670 kilometors of
mainlitie track or 3 percent of the network, mostly in the mountainous
cent ral provinces. Five electrified lines totalling sonic 2,000 kilometers
are now under wrist riot ion or bas=e been approved for construction.
Some S.011 kilometers Of the mainline are now double tracked and
more is planne,', or under Lonstruction in the high volume traffic areas
of eastern Chinn. Since POTS, a GO kg,/in replacement rail is being used
on high density lines and the average rail weight has been raised to 50
kg/In 011 most lines. Aloof 7.000 kilometers of continuous-Welded rail
are in place: Concrete sleepers are used on about. Ci_percent.of track,
mostly in timber scarce areas or in areas where timber rot is a prob-
lem, Creosote- treated timbers :are used on the remaining lines; Auto-
matic blocking equipment has been;installed on 1:3 percent of the lines,
semi-automatic on 77 percent..orra_ the remaining 10 percent still em-
ploys a manual system. Centralived cont rol systems have been installed
c,u about 1A00 kilometers of track and in at least 16 classification yards
with 1:3-Of these having mechanical humps.

ThKrail way net work at Yearend 1980 is largely the result, of de-
velol ment. st rategies over three different periods. From 1949, when the
C'hinese communists established power until roughly 1965just prior
to the start of the Cultural Revolutionrailway construction focused
first on restoring the old 'War-torn rail lines and then on extending new
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linos into_ isolated _peripto ilyeas for hot li politicaI and _strategic

reasons. h 10111 the luGns until tho milt t he focus of riliEwity
construction gradually s,Ilift-e-t1 towari1 support, of (Ifni:Cs economic

the later part of the_ 70:4. especially since the

overthrow of the Gang of Four, almost. all railway_ construction
folnisell tin inipii,iiur connections to agricultiiiiil. ilidm;trial, com-
mert ial. anillioneral_IV:31,11i'ep areas.

the end Of the IJiiis, rieii triik construction began to reflect new

policies l'e:1(1j11:-;1 illg ill cron0 115 ;Intl (1..0111111%d l'ellVolopnwnt of exist-
ing lines. Construct ioncenteret I on developing flit coal r,S, im-

proving tilt flow of goods at port areas.Inid -opening up the rsoure_es
in t he st I.:neg.-le areas of the prOVinet:,.. Long term plans fist the

western provinces include a 3.000 kiloiiiete line from_ Xining in
t1in lute I 'rtiviiice tit Llitisa in l he Xizang onomous Region t
sumo of the world's most rugged terrain, By los(1, till first stage from
Xining tti GOIMird of S35 kilometers N:1S ompleted oil the Mat liern
l'w11111 III) \vover: the most diflicult sect ion through_ t he high moun-
tains of Xizang a Mt provint._es remains to lie (bine. When ertiiii

lilltoil: all of ( provincial level administrative units will be rail
served.

Other ITC011t. CS)11Si me t i011 111(11.1(10S ii 4,75:1;:iloinete sontlitsrn exten-
,

sioli of the 1.anzliiiii-I'runig1 route running_ front Turpan to Kuria in
t lie western desert area. which wits opened in
1979 itftcr nearly n i tie wears of const riution offers_ improved atcess to
the oil resources in _western l'i.ovine. To the ciist; the 510-
kilometer r411z11611-1 111)% now 1-ing elec_trifitsiL will provide aibli:
iouti I earryinp- capamt vtot I_ center at Lanzhou where the_Latim-

hou-l'rumgi route to WC-stern Xiiiiiiiiigpi-ovince and the. T4inzlion to
(r0lriiuil line tiie-.011t1111 Qinghai Province meet. In northetist China-, a
now -100-1cilo11eter sinn.le-1 rack iti lino between Ton7li10 and the
do velopirif coal 1111111 of TTucitinho lit ci Afoliggol was opened Co traffic

in September _1980 a net svvn vents of aonstuct
In the oast, biitli 11('N" l'i-iii:=:tyuction :1-11(1 the_ upgrading of old lines liar

been directed toward improvin7 the flow of coal from mines in. North
and Northea4 China and toward speeding_ap Ale movement of goods
to inlet front the ports all :door, the coast. The .finiStei 1 >f Pailwitys in
Into I 979. stated that I maiitobjeetiye of r,lilway const ruct ion would
lit the iitigi:A(11:1(r of old lines_ to make it 1)ossil4 to haul 111011 coal
front_ Shanxi. 1Teiiiiii, provinces and to ena.ble, -more
freight to earried ove -t lie rail linos _to ports. To late 1!150
the Vice Nfinister c>f Tiiiikvays_reenipliasized this _shift. of railroad
capital construction to rebuild and upgrade the 1w-di density lines Of
e:i- tear china. Ire stated that. altlioti711 the railway's NIpit:11 0011Si-1'11C-

f Mills were 1 itn ited _due to readjustment of the: tuitional eCOnOnl-,
the capital that was available. Wiitild be used for improving the eastern

Extensive work- to upgrade these high density lines_ WITS started
durin, t he 197'8 to 1 OSO 10 arid is scheduled for_completion (luing
the mid_ 1980-; To southeiisten double-trail: construction was
ropciited to have begiiii in mid 19S0 on_the last. T3P-kilornete
track section of the Tleiiinrr to Gnarv-t-Zlien line rininincr. -11'01)1 n'ncr-

yang in 1Tunan Province to nuangzhou in Gliangdong Province.
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Priority also has IATII gi% en to boosting the (.10-handling capacity of
rail lines serving mitt -rich Shanxi Province through upgrading four
of the live major routes used for transporting coal out Of Shanxi to
Other a.re4LS Of (.1111111.. 1)0i 11 tilt. Datong to iieijing and the l'aiyuan
to Sthijitizlittatit,(5 double-tracked lines are being electrified and the
single tracked Taiyuan to ,Iittortio and F)atong. to Puzlion lines are
being double trttkod. At Beijing. it :1,-,kilonteter rail bypass around
the northwestern side of the city t hat. will improve the east ward flow
of Shanxi coal was. completed III 1!1S0. Hot \\Teti Iieijili and _the. Qin.,
Intangdno coil port. construct ion just begun on IL new electrified
double-track route that vilI gl'ellt 0:1.-4 Ward floV of
SilartNi coal. Double-track construction. undewal- since: 197S, On the
:--;Itijiazlitiang-Dezhoti line !II central Rebel and eastern _Shandong
itovinces and on the .1intin ititgdat; route in Shandong: will provide
increa-.ed rail capacity to Shandong's ports. Also in Shandong I)rov-
ince, construction 111: IIls :,1:11tell 011 a 11eV. single -track railwov
ween the Yanlion coal mining area and t he coastal city' of ShijinSito

where anew coal port is to he eonst ructed.
'.firlistry of Railways and its 20-_ railway bureaus. along with

smile Pr,.\ ;17,..j..:1;flari4. performs till con Iruction and maintenance ac-
t ii Oil ie..... A iini»ber of sections have Itccii incredibly _difficult to build.

'oust inct ion 11:1Ve Oell'01110 high iito deep gorges, swift
rivers. silt ft me. deserts, earthytake zones. and a. wide. variety of soil
st ruct tiros as \Veil its ex( ret1114 variat ions ill clittial-4.. Nunierous sect ions
had ti, he bridtred or tunneled due to ext retne variaticnis of terrain. One
of the most difficult tasks was the const !MCI Inn of the 1.0S5-kilomete
Chengdu to_lcuntittn. line in south central C'hiria. that \vas opene(1 to
traffic in 197m. In 1.01111)1(qm., this line. 991 bridges and 427 tunnels,
accounting for around -10 percent of track distance, were necessary to
traverse a complex geololv:Il terrain. The most recent ricitievement is
the+ 916-1;ilometer t'9lotil.4cling to Xiamr-1211 line in eastern Sichuan aryl
western Rubel provinces Mien, bridges :Ind. tuanels Inake up some 5
percelit of the line's total length. Opened to traffic in_1978. the rail line
erosse- 7 lt bridtres !-roes thromrh -t05 ttihnels. As it result Of the
formidable terrain in these regions as well as that of many other regions
in Chinn. some -2,..-tft) 1;ilonieteIN of bridges and a, like distance of tun-
nels are included in the railway network. Most of the bridges built
during. the _I_9;os were coast meted with prefabricated piersflexible,
rigid. or hollow-- hat speeded up vonst ruction. Most ra il_bridges_have
a. Ithrlt load capacity as they are designed to support the weight of
heavy steam locomotives.

Meeting past- construction challenges has 1.N-inured a strong central
railroad or.,anizat ion and a highly competent work force for construc-
tion and maintenance. With only around 3n percent. of its track main-
tenance worl: mechanized. much of the construction and maintenance
work still is done by hand. This is an advantage for the Chinese
their high traffic density a: most ntaintenatice work can be performed
het wept) train intervals with machinery that can be easily moved on
and ()IT the tracks: The lwavier_t rack equipment generally is employed
in new line constrotion. Both light. and heavy track equipment is
nuttutfact tired by the Chinese. ffeavy wpripnlent includes a tracklaying
machine capable of laying 4.5 kilometers of new track daily. Probably

.1 .7
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in the inventory has been mcreasint, about six-tenths of a ton annually
daring the past decade; Rs. 19s0. the avi.rage freight (111' capacity had
reached Sr) tolls. On the sitole. more f 11ml So percent of the cars have a
capacity of tilt tons or greater: while 30 percent. of the as have a 00
ton or greater capacit V. \I-0:4 plants Cifillitillat_1011 production and
repair facilities and technological improventents in product ion citr
liver to the ntiC-7enance.ninl repair section of plant. liecause mod-
ern freight. cars tryndliall heel, replacing t lie older tmtlet,
freight citrS and more Specialized freight sagons litre Iswiit taVati-
a)tht. the -dant:Igo rate hastlecreased. older cars arc more stiscept ihle
to datnage..espeeially with the increase in mechanized loading and

lUtring t ho_1970s,- an est Minted 70.000 to .s0,_000 freight -cars
were (1:1111:lgtql t1111111:111y. rate._ repair facilities
appear to do a good job at ref tirning, vars to service. 1:110 ratio of
fitLItf etti'S under repair sa::: 1.6p-ivied its 32 percent _in .197S: the
time ratio is expected iti 19S0. I)er_o lie maintenance checks hold down

nuitilwr of accidents and catch a iinriiliei of minor defects before
t by 14'100111' 1110101 11111111tP111111Ve prohlcros. FOI* OX11111/1C4, 1.1N11101A

cheeks appear to greatly rt;thice the tititithe of oeriteatedHounal
hearings, that if iiiidetected could cause a derailment. 'lin; Milk of the
rail ears have the older journal hearings because the E'llinese only
recently have to use roller bearings. In compitriSoll, 1011e1: 15:1
ings Have been required on all I-nit (1 State.; ears produced since 1903.

I. TRAFFIC .NNI) OPERAtoNs

railroadS, still the predominant form of 1 ran_Sport in China at
he end i,f the_ decade. handled 19.0 Percent of total freight turnover

reported for -.110C. Og.:mi.-4:d ions. Tot al turnover in ton kilometers rose
frititi.281.7 lid lion in 1970 to 571.7 in 1980, reflecting an annual
growth of 7.2 per --nearls tyro percentage points above the

..11 it (41 St:16,s growth rate. 13y,1980, annual I raflic density was nearly
I I million ton:k/ii /kin, iniir than_ douhle that of the 'United States
and second in the «varlet only to flit' SOVIet IT111011. However, due to
this high traflir ileitSit V, hill ITOtttl Intl is near saturationnat ion-
wide arid, iii some areas: is lagging behind transport needs. Rail traffic
is_henviest east of the Beijing,-Giuttigzhou rail line in the eastern part
of the count ry and in Northeast Chimi wherepost of China s industrial
enterprises :Ire concentrated. :\1itn of the lines in these areas areillify
H:lt eci same Ni-O:11,: '-editors call 0111V meet 10 to 70 pereent_of the
act Ind _needs, The rail lrrii s iii these regions handle more than S5 per-
cent Of the total vnhile_transnorted by all the -06110 rv's raiL lines.

ky itself: f11c neijing Ailtiiiiiistrat ion -Bureau. one of 20, han-
dles one-sixth of t he total_ volume.

Ding the 70s. the riti:oadt; continued to he the prime mover of
Itulk Inuidling roughly 50 percent of total vol-

ume shipped _hr_ rail; road. and Water. The Mil share of the_total has
been increasing :Ind in 1980 reached 512.3 Por"nt.._Trowovor.
if tonnages origin:00(11n the ,,(1 air ,p,trcits
railroads'. share of total volume shioped by ail sectors would probably
show a slight decline as the pipeline and air sectors both were ex-
panded rapidly (luring the ins. As a 11..stilt. of pipeline construction.
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raihnads Wore elliTyllig only percent. of all crude oil production
19s0. This .)..0 percent of production plus the bulk of refined prod

ucts accounted for roughly 5-6 percent of rail freight volume. On the
Other hand. coal, China's number one energy resource, and the highest
single volume commodity shipped by rail; is largely responsible for
rail maintaining its 50 percent share of tons originated. For over
t \veiny voitrs; the railroads have been moving some 65 percent of coal
production which annually amounted to 37-38 percent of the total
rail-freight volume. Well below the volume of coal, orestindconst rue:-
t ion mitterialS. with roughly equal shares, account for 31-35 percent,
of total rail freight: The remaining portion of total rail-freight vol-
ume consists of iron and steel, tinil)er; fOod grain, and miscellaneous
shipments xvith no single commodity exceeding the 5-6 percent:ac-
e61110(61 for b-v iron and steel. Containerized freight consists of 1-, 3-,
arid 5-ton boxes as the railroads are not vettlipable of handling n10.-
1111 mid-sized Containers. During the SOs, (china is expected todevelop

: T l I 'United rail capability for transferring the international
o and ltt ft container, now being handled it the ports; to selected
inland points

.111;1611g1i Chilia'S railroads are not considered modern in compari-
son to_ tho:-P or ind,1,-4 rinlized mit ions._the Chinese_ eontinne to make
emarkahle progress as shown by the increases in both turnover and

tons originated. Model ni:,:zt ion efforts and_ operationa_Land _mainte-
nance_ improvements coot ributed lieaheavily to t his growth. Electrification
and doable tracking.. improved trot ion power, larger capacity cars.
modernized classification yards, new stations. and automated eontrol
systems are some of t lie improvements undertaken to improve capacity:
Operat ional and maintenance inipl'oVelnrils also have increased the
rolling. stock iitiliZat iein rate.

10s0. thee moderni7al ion 011.011,-; had produced sonic impressive
residts. Frel!dit c:11'!- 11:1d an in-service ratio of around 93 percent,
uin around time for freight cat:: had )HP11_ F(4111(141 to 3 days which

inipres,:ive ioiiideing Chat in the United States freight, car
turn :irotind Buie nOW is :11'0111n1 :?5; d:lyS. The On-S(11(1Hk rate was 93
lieent for fritfht trains and 97 percent for passenrree trains. :1110
:I Ver:),re of freight trains 'was :29 km /hr. dOWn 1 km /lir fr0111
107" 1,11'n'IY :N of the increased ninnher Of 1):1:.:-4.11,(Zer
HO 1 I:In lir :droVe fhp I:1111rd ShlteS average. As of now. the highest
s1c,1 fit.rmit fed arc 11 1) l:111 lir for passenger and SO kin for freight:

Interval-, bet \\Ten train: have been reduced to 10 tuirintes. and
with n,ldif ional ignalin unproi.-einents and double tracking the
Chinese hope toshorten the interval to S minutes. The average freight.
rain con-.)--: of H cars hanlin-fr around 2:500 tons with each

hrnid :it_ or no:o. rnr:Icity: 111 voloparison the average freight.
t raio. its the 1-nited State; con.:NL, of ttfi gars hanlinsfr some 1.S-tin tons
brit v.ith the nVor:Lre Car cnri-vitifronly R5 percent of capacity: During
the_ c,us the ('hire-0 hope lo raise their average tonnage of freight
trains to lint mien 1,000 01)(1 tons by doulile tracking older lines

_by 1muhenino- both pa-sim!: t racks and station areas. Currently.
thc leno,11) of passim, track,-4 and size of stations are the main restric-
tions limit Mg operilt ions to H- tO.`,3-ear trains.

)
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Compared with United States railroads, China's railroads are quite
productive, ftir altiniugh they iiic not as modern, they move more
freight with less equipment: 'the Chinese, with slightly 1110re than
one-third as many locomotives and less tlutzi one-fifth of the freight
cars handled t 11Np-quarters as much tonnage as did the American rail-
road', in In,s0. 11 it it railway network le.-s than one-third_ the length
and an average length of haul roughly half that of the United StateS,
the Chinese freight turnover was nearly 0 percent of that acconi-
pl.&the.fl by American railroads. Chinese turnover 1,ould have been
higher still if not for the f:ict t hat its rill hoads carry a good percentage
of Short:haul goods that in most countries are 1110Ved by truck. .Nation:
wide, estimated one-quarter of the rail tonnage travels less thins
100 kirozneterS._ tit the Beijing Bureau; onethird of th. .reight travels
iess than 100 iiilometers and more than line- hall' of is moves less
than 50 kilometers. I listorically, the bulk of Chinese rail shipments
originated with the heavy industry and const ruct ifin Material sectors
witoSe tiumage had a high weight to volume rift io :toil was moved long
distanes.- \Vail the recent shift of production empluisis aay front
be:tvy industry. towards light industry, it larger anfoeut of tonnage
with a low weight to Volume ratio will be shipped Slairt diStimees by
rail unless the highway sector can be expanded to carry a larger share
of short-haul traffic.

IlionwAYs

A. ..1%;ETWORK.

China's road system grew by nearly 40 percent over the last decade.
Nevertheless, it is still basically ft substandard system, even by Chinese
StaifibirdSChinese atieles reproving the present state of China's
roadways have noted that approximately 50 percent of the highway.-
dO not ineet thie__stilndirds of current highway technology. Of the
S00;000 kilometers of highways in the conrity, more than _300;000

Of highways, including some paved roads, cannot be _kept
open to t rallie under all weather condition-S. ASplialt, residual oil, or
concrete surfaces cover only about 150,000 kilometers of the total road
network. Some. _500.000 kilometers of railway are paved with hard
packed stint and gravel surfaces and the remaining 210,000 kilometers
of roadyyltys are mainly unpaved dirt roads_ With Many of those being
little more than cart tracks. Over 00 percent of all China's communes
and some percent_af its brig:Ides are connected by Ingh Ways. Never-
theless; there are still populated areas accessible only by footpath
at leaSt tWO counties still aro totally without. road serviees.

As The fin:unity. and interconnection of highways have a
elbSii bearing, on the developmentent o the national economy, the under-
developed highway net work is hard pressed to contribute to China's

etrots. Calculated on die basis of total laud area,
China's overalI_Iiiffhwity density ranks 51st in the world, being only
one - fifth of Tiulia'S tend One-half of Britzirs: There is no coordinated
national hioltway system of main trunk roads; as' a result there are
not many direct long-distant( rontes.A numbe of roads also end in
deaden& at provincial or eount lines; because of lack of inter-Iiiris-
dictionaI planning. Most roads serve as short-haul feeder roads_except
for the more remote areasespe_cially in the western half of China=-L
where long distance routes over diflieult terrain carry a significant. vol-
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nine of truck (tausport: heaviest _concentration _of theprincipal
highway net is in the heavily-populated industrialiZed east. Even lierej
roads are still mostly used for short-haul freight or as feeders to the
railroad or water transport systems.

The very_ poor quality of Chinese highways discourages long dis-
tane travel. (liven the small amount of hard surfaced roads; the
majority of the network requires constant maintenanceespecially in
the mountainous regions where washouts and landslides require con-
stant attention. Even the hard surfaced roads are a problem. In the
past ten years or more, whenever the Chinese ran short of asphalt,
the roads were surfaced with residual oil. But in their efforts to quickly
expand the network, they failed to stress quality. As a result, most
residual o i l surfaces busted l i t t l e i i i O t t t loin a year and require repeated
repair's.

China, has about 128,000 highway bridges totaling more than 3
million meters in length. I lowever; there still are over 700 ferry loca7
tions where bridges are needed and there are over 100,000 meters of
dangerous bridge crossings that need to be rebuilt. Though permanent
bridges now account for about 93 percent of the total number of
bridges, many of them do not meet, width or load bearing standards.
Bridge building technology, however, has gradually improved as the
Chinese developed their own technology and adopted the techniques
and designs of foreign bridge-building companies. More than 30
bridges now span the Huang Ilo (Yellow river) including the 3,429-
meter bridge, at. Luoyang in I liman Province. In 1980, the first: high-
way bridge across the ripper reaches of the Chang Jiang (Yangtze
river) near Chongqing in Sichuan Province was opened to traffic. Th is
1.;l2.0-meter long bridge stands some 60_ meters above the river pro-
viding Clearance for Ships of up ti) 5.000 tons during the high water
season. In the deeper roaches of the Chang Jiang at Nanj_ing a corn-
binat run railWay-higliway bridge with a total span of over 6,700 meters
has a, 1.57a-meter main span that provides_ only 20 meters clearance
during high water and 30 meters during low water. Completed in
1968, this bridge now restricts the passage_ of ships.to around 5;000
dwt. whereas the river channel on up to Wuhan is probably capable
of handling 10,000-dwt vessels. In _the Anonntainous western half of
Chum, bridges also are being upgraded. In Xizang. concrete structures
have replaced flue ohl wooden bridges on the region's two main_high-
ways that provide the principal connection to other parts of China.
All 53 bridges on the Qinghai-Xizang highway and 2i0 of _the 256
bridges on the Sichuan-Xizang highway have, been replaced by rein-
forced concrete structures.

The lack of a u. led unit ional highway system and the poor condi-7
Lion of the road net work stems in part from a decision made over 20
years ago. Prior to 1958; the central government was responsible forj
planning and rmstructing trunk highways: the local governments
were responsible for regional highways; But after 1958; the general
highways biireau. the highway planning academies, and the highway
engineering bureaus were shut_ down and the entire system of_high-
way administration was abolished. with the technical files and data
all abandoned. Since: then. various departments have administered dif-
ferent parts of the highway system. At present, nominal authority -for
trunk highway construction and maintenance is vested in the 'Min-
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ist ry of ( (minium, at ions. i atelt. provineinl_ and municipal critics
charge. probably wit 11- .111:-1 hat t 11( Ministry of ('ortinittrtica-
tions has no interest in the highway '-s in and is only concerned
with fostering. water t rate-port-. Irtactuality,riiost of t he responsibility
for t he planning. ,:(;i1;-trui1 maim onanee of roads falls to pro-
\metal and count v nut horn Hflo(-, i tisi,, espocia11 in the niore
rug,f.r,e(1 terrain of w :4tern the Pet)plt';; liberation Army
(1)L.N. ).

During the past f w() decades, a number of of Iico eventti have affected
the development of _th highway sector. VW' 1'X:1;1110e, :-111C t he early

60s, most road Intildin!, and repair_ projects well` :It t eltIpted Wit 11011t
ettill Pet eitie (i__the highway t raffle data iusetled for analysis

and _research. 0111;_ within the past t wo years have the Chinese started
ceinilticting,:tischriologiesa1 and economic surveys on national and pro-
vincial roads to enable plannim,a101 design of a more modern highway
system. However, the, ciiirent ability of the highway workers to fully
iit iliz th(sse surveys is (west ioliable.

key SIt it lusss at all levels of ItivrliWziv workers is t he low e0111-
peteiwy level. FeW W(k(!f,..; iccctiieil p1 oft ss Jolla] I mining (turilig the
tiiil,iilent fillies of the 60s and ills educat ional institutions Were

(11Srlipted by -till anti:-.seiesneeart(11(schnology attitudes that,
pryaihsil (luring t he Cultural Byolut ion and the (lung of_tou erns.
Furthermore. many of tins road intildinp- engineers and technicians
who hail been trained in the -50s and had t lie skills; to train others hail
be so '':setit down- to tills factory or till fitynt._ F(u. tho:-4 engineers and
technicians who staye d and t hose who later_ returne(I. t he perio;lic in:
te1::"fICIli inn a he attacks 11,:1111 St elltICtIted WOrkel'S traVe tlie1nt little
inceiiiiie to ::,116 t/len' kl1Oltled.ie or keep tip with technoliigial
advances. _ _

The emphasis on self- r eliaiice that began in the earls- 60s and covered
nearly two deeinles probably also affected t liehighway sector --the,
least, iinseltantrzeil seet -or and the only _ono without :I strong. central 01-
g:itii-Zat i(nt- Itittre t II:111 arty of the oth(sr t rnitSpityt end
result most roads were Milli With011t mechanization or technical know-
hoW by road teams organized at the county _'inn- provincial levreL
The. teams operated under the "SeVel'al 011eS7_ 1)1'0g:111111
for the imisses. by lusi 01111 11:111(1ti :Ind with local twiteritils, to level
one S;traig:iiten one sharp turn, and build one k-ilo-

iiret et of standard road a -ear. Under 1 his prog-rani of employing only
manna] labor maul c-rews used roadbed materials
itstuilly obtained near the worlsite regardless of their Suitability. As a
t.,.tutt of theSe In many of the road _building skills of today's
work CONT. Were by trial and error during the course of build-
iner_subst:i danrd

bitting the past dec -ade. emPliaSis was placed on strengthening the
road network in the Western and southern border areas and on improv-
ing access Fri stiirie cities in the industri:ilized East. Tn the South the
Chinese Nyol:ecl at_ widening and otherwise iMprOing the supply
hig-11W:0-5 hiriiling front Yunnan and Giirngsi provinces to North
Vietnam during the early 70s. 1-11 the Sontlill-est, the last section of
the Yunnan -Xilang highlvav was completed in 1974._ negun in 1967
.ley the Yunnan proyincial authorities, this road _Links ill with the
Sichuan-Xizang highway at Markham to provide an additional route
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to Lhasa. Since 1972, the. Chinese have been working on upgrading
both the Sichuan-Xizang and the Qinghai-Xizang highways by %cid:
ening and tarring the roadways ;Ind by installing permanent bridges
and tunnels. As noted earlier, most of the bridges on these two roads
have been upgraded however, the %vork is not completed. In 1981;
Lhasa authorit ies still are railing for a stepped up bridge and road
construction effort, %vith emphasis on blacktopping the Qinghai-
Xizang highway. In the oil producing regions of the northwesti road
building efforts have been directed at providing new or improved oil
field to railhead truck routes as there are kw oil pipelines in the area.
The latest effort is a 532-kilometer asphalt highway being built -in
northwestern Xinjiang. Province by an engineering corps from the
PLA that \ vill connect the towns of Dushanzi and Kuqa.

In the later part. of the 70's, construction emphasis shifted to im-
proving the quality of existing trunk highways, especially in the more
heavily populated cities of the industrialized coastal areas, and away
from the practice of lengthening the overall network. The Chinese
realized that due. to the inadequacy of the urban highway network the
rail and %%ater systems were carrying a considerable volume of short-
fund cargo cargo that in industrialized countries is carried primar-
ily hy t hi an effort to alleviate the situation, the Chinese began
improving arrow; routes to larger cities and widening selected intercity
streetsan effort that has resulted in the. construction of their first
expressway type roads In Beijing; the northern section of the second
ring road now open, a limited access type highway complete with
cloverleaves. a 23 to _2S meter wide vehicle surface, and separate 6 to 9
meter wide bicycle lanes. The southern half of the second ring road
along with all_ intercity ring and a third outer ring road are under
construction. These three concentric expressway type rings are de-
signed to connect. Beijing's main feeder highways and to ease the inner -
cit -v traffic load.

on the_ outskirts of major cities; access roads also have been im-
proved. The. three most noted are the 39-kilometer Beijing-Miyun
highway. the 25-kilometer Nanjing-Linhe highway, and ...he 27-kilo-
meter Shenyang Fushun highway. Common characteristics of these
routes_ are roadway %widths of it least :25 meters, median strips, and
shoulder lanes for Slow moving traffic. In addition to speeding up the
traffic flow; these newly straightened highways shorten the travel dis-
tance bet wren it ies. the Shenvanfr-FuShun route was shortened by 17
kilometers: the new Beijing-74iyun road cut 7 kilometers off the old
route.

Corrtirtuin1 the trend of _the last few years. highway construction
during the decade of the SO consist primarily of improvements
to the exist ing netwotc The main _emphasis is to be directed
toward improving the high density trunk highways and connecting
them into a l00,000-kilometer national arterial highway network by
1990. Special emphasis is to be given to improving access to large
cities of 300.000 population and over, major ports and rail centers,
industrial, mining, and agricultural areas, and major tourist sites.
At the carne the Chinese plan to continue to strengthen high-
way transport in the mountain and border areas, and in areas in-
habited by minorities. The Chinese will have no easy task in achieving
these goals: The lack of funds probably will continue, to hamper high-
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way constritOtion 115 it hits ill the past. Then _too. _there still is no
highsy;ty _construction _being 1)1 tinted or directed by a na-

tional 11 (1 ocg,aniza._t 'rite coast roc; ion of the expresswitys
and the three. access highways previously mentioned was accomplished
bytilintieipal or PrOyinetalauthorities.

Wier fachirs that will_ thwirt road improvement projects are the
small amount_ of meOitintzed road building equipment. and a short-
age of Skilled operators. _Having only reeently putt hastid or huilt
some specialized road buildtm,- emiipment, the Ciiirtese still rite hea_vil-A-
deiiiinkiit _Ittlior I iit' 1 ieilih TIN 15 :111114 A. 1971-

liv,view articlii road bitilditig that noted that
terhnologv- resulted in the shoulder poi( satid Jiaslcets

of the professional road builders_giyuip. ivhv to rubl)er-tired carts. An
additional prof& 111 facing hipitway planncrs is a shortage. of suitidde
land; especially in t he liea vilv populated East. In many_ cases, (110 only
av:iilahle land is arable latniland witli which the Chineseareroluc-
taut to part. As their overall goal for this decade _Is to_improve
highWay qualityHi muchoiore ditlieult_task than building dirt mails
to communes it IS doubt fill that. t lie Chinese 'ian do little_ more than
stay even with the growing demands for both short- and longdiaui
(111(1: t nsport

e. rt fl'OR VE /// CLES

.1t the end of 11)P0. there were around 1,7 million eis-ilum motor
vehicles .1- tim("s; the 11)70 numbeu . find heavy7dutv
rucks _make up rotighly 74 pereent of the inventory. buses aocount

for a further JO percent . and the reimuning_7 percent are comprised
of jeeps, automobiles, and special purpose vehicles. Most; o-f the trucks
in lie inventory are of the getter -al_ cargo type of which the 4-ton
"Liberation- general-purpose model is prevalent, The number of

1lit ks with capiicitygreater than S tons and small 1,!,- to 1-ton pick-
up type h u t ks are it limited. As no priyate_rititemol;iles are allowed,
t here :ITT few enn; and _t heir number is not expected to increase, signifi=
candy. Tn f i I flu product ion of one ear, the "Red Flag" sedan was
scheduled to stop in June of 1081 because of its _exeessiVe fuel eon-
Sumpt ion. The Chinese are just beginning to consider the use of diesel
truck eng.iriN:, and almost all of the inventory us gasolino powered.
OvOrall. the truck inventory is S11 &Ting Ii 0111 old ap-e and outdated
technohery. A gooti number of the vehicles lutve been in Ilse 10 to_ 20
p.:11-s and of tIwSe. inatil- are of the "Liberation" type that ii 'is
irodueed in 1950. and still produced today, riS a copy of an old Soviet
zrr.--no whiCh the ITSSR no longer produces:

TABLE 2,CHINA: CIVILIAN MOTOR VEHICLES

Year
Production Inventory

1970
1975

87,000
139,000

434,000
9(8,008

1977
125,400 1, 199, 000

1978
149, 100 1, 358, 000

1979 __ __ . ........... _ 185,700 I, 554, 000

1980
222, 000 1, 747, 000

Sources:
Production ;_1970.: '_'EconOrnit Reporter. August 1920, p. 34; 1975: SSB, State Economic Commission. i977 -79:

SSB, 1920: 19E0: IBIS, Apr. 29, 1981, 5-8.
Inventory 970; CIA, "Chins: ItOrnamit Indicators," ER 78-10750, December 1978, p. 37: 1975, 1977-79: Ministry

01 Communications, 1980; 1980: estimated.

15d
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Tho bulk of t he invetlim.v,; comprising sonie 40 different models, was
pO(iticeil in Chinn with domestic production being suppleniente,d
with foreign_ vehicle purchases of 15;000 to 25,000 units per year dur-
ing the 70s. Light commercial vans, small buses, a few cars, and large
100- to 150-ton (1111111) trucks were the main import types. The West
E'iiopean nations supplied more than half of the imports, smaller
amounts_canie froni_Japan (the largest single country supplier) the
Soviet l'111011, and t he 1711ited States- Within China, trucks and auto-
mobiles at'('. 110114 Ilfact tired in 501110_130 plants ranging from the assem-
bly-line operations zit the large Changchun _plant, producing at its
65,000 imit a_ year capacity; to small plants tiirning out, less than a
hundred vehicles vea.2 In addition,_ there are about 2,400 -motor
vehicle parts works, hocently the Chinese have begun to consider clos-
ing down, suspending, or merging their scattered facilities in order to
improve and 5tionlardize operations; In early 1981, an integrated

motor-vehicle company flint cuts across provincial luies_was_eStab-
lishe:d in Ifuboi as a. joint enterprise -of a number of vehicle_ plants.
This is intended to avoid duplication of capital constuction_and equip-
ment, espeiiilly for production of the same model 5 -ton truck; In an
vtrwt to upgrade motor vehicle technolo&Ty, the_ Chinese_have a_p-
pronched foreign companies: .Tripanese-Chinese cooperation negotia-
tions have been given t he most press coverage. The Japanese also have
been :1pin-0:Jelled for lull) in developing a Chinese motoycle industry
and as :1 pint ner in a joint vent inv. operation. China currently produces
itsits_osriI iiiiitoryde::. A ltliongli past production figures are not known;
production probably has been increasing steadily as the 1081 produc=
t ion target is 180.000 inotoreycles.

C. TRAFFIC AND OPERATIONS

Since 1970; _motor transpot has grown the slowest of any of the
transport modes. Freight turnover performance of motor _vehicles
under the Ministry of Communications in 1980 was estimated at 27.5
billion toll-kilenieterS, is _5.5 percent annual rate of growth since 1970
compared to a 7%2 perJeninnd 14.1 percent annual vowth rate for rail
and water,_ resyetively. However, most of the annual growth in truck
t ortiover. 6.9 pi nt per year, oeeurred during the 1670-1978 period;
in The last 2 yen. growth has been almost nil.

The lack It growth can be attributed largely to orga-
nizational stilly . r1- ; the method of reporting tonnage. The_various
leVel5 of transpo. ,:rg:nizatic,is under the Ministry of Communica-
tions only control ,)pt :nurt,,::,7 15 percent of the national truck-in-
ventory; own by other government organizations;
00(1 industrial and oral -terprises account for the remaining
S5 percent. Varioi = qui -so silo; .7es have estimated that "private
vehicles hauled onl: as much tonnage as-the professional
transport -,rganiznt :s !tr. iropli5'.ed With only 15 perc-ent, of the
truck inventory, I h, uro;kely that this "private" vehicle
tonnage bins been in !!..toci .11 lw inttional figures. The main evidence

ave_princlu.,' ttse; Plii; .1,1(1 pr.-ullts) are the Changchtin No. 1 Motor
Vehicle Plant in .I1111, Prov.,:ce : utek),-t) ^ '.v.sn El.). 2 Motor Veil isle- Plant -in
1-1Thed-Provimu Sing Aff,,._er4c Plant in Jiangsu Province (2.5
ton trnek 1. :he jimdt Moir Vehte!,- l'innt r,,In-ea, (8 10-, 12, tuul -19-
ton trueks), and_ Lin, _Sbangl..al _Dear:. Duty Truck _Pldrit (4-; 15.. and 32-ton trucks).
Jeep production is centered n t :le Beijing Mctor Vehicle Plant

16 -j
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Of this e7clusion is the State Statist ical (SS/i) explanation
of the 197!) reduction in_ freight turnover by truths. The SSII attri:
hilted the decrease in national truck t urnover and com-
mercial departments that were hireling more of their own freight, in
piate" vehicle-. The exclusion of non-:Nrinistry of Communications
figures from the national track tonnage fig,iires publisliN1 by the SSli
has likely been the practice for t he past thirty year:4. the late
tiOs and early 60s nitwit pas puhlislied on the significance and use of
short-haol transport facilities owned and operated by industrial, com-
mercial, and agricultural activities iiSNiiiipared tot he long-haul t rams-
perf function perfornicd by the modern means of the Specialized t ns-
port enterprises owned and operated by the State (now the Ministry
of ('ominiiiiicatiOns).

The many problems arising finii deficiencies in organizational, op-
Drat iMial and adin in ist rat i ve control of the highway sector have ham-
pered the growth of truck transport during_ the past decade: As there
has been no_one central organization in the area, of motor -i-rittport,
hieli oversaw all operations, different eleiiientS;ivithin the highway

sector liiive progr.essed toward self-determined goals that many times
proved to be inefficient, or counterprodtictiYe. AS noted earlier... the
MOC with control of 15 percent of China's trucks has been criticized
for its lack of interest in the highway sector.

_Itnother problem has iktii the pool. service and "bureaucratic ways"
of some of the special transport companies under the MOC that result
in into deliveries, refusal of service, and lost or damaged cargoes. In
response, industrial. commorcial q_ind agricultural enterprises have
built a "private" fleet whielik.:COunts for 85 percent of the truck inven-
tory to handle their own trucking operations operations that are
inefficient in light of the volume of cargo 1110Ved-.. As these enterprises
cannot engage in "for-hire." operations ninny veld-chi§ leave with less
than full load and most return eiiipty. With these "private" trucks
running empty half of the time transport costs and fuel ceinstito pt ion
per Ion of cargo is increased and n nuniber of unnecessary vehicles
are added to the already congested highways.

Throughout. China.. the larfro Volinne of slow-itioving_non-motorized
traffic arid the poor quality of the road_surfaces limits the triickS to an
averrige_speed of 28-30 kilometers perhOtir. a speed that reduces vehi-
cle availability and increases vetiele operating costs. This is especially
toublesorne_aound largo cities, industial areas. and port complexes
where !Wavil congested roads are the _chief hindrance Co an efficient
truck ()Pere ion. Here, a wide variety of vehicles
hers of bicycles. human and animal_ drawn carts: as well as buses,
jet riF. trucks are all vying for the same route in the absence of
conti.:;h41-lane highvays, Tn addition, truck traffic; both local and
lone o niece, is restricted -to selected routes tic many of the roads and
bridge:- are unsuitable. for hei,Vy truck traffic. Then too: poor road con-
ditiens. narrow and weak hti.1zes-. and the lack of specialiZed trucks
are flit) reason for China's inability to piovidc door to door serv-
ice with the standard 20- and 40-foot international containers that

1T anilvihr at the coastal port,.
During th, hitter hart of tit,. ):st decade, the Chinese in an attempt

to all ';fete, s one of these deficif ;:eies began to hush for changes and
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improvements in trucking operations. Somo regional trucking com
patties have been formed. that. cut, across both administrative and
commercial lines thereby reducing the need for unloading and reload-
ing at administrative transshipment points. An attempt to organize
and combine motor vehicle usage, has permitted the mothballing of a
number of _olde, less efficient, vehicles Nvith a resultant fuel savings.
Consequently, the remaining vehicles generally are in better mechan-
ical condition, ate more fuel efficient, and have a higher utiliiation
rate. In tut effort to reduce _congestion; a few _controlled-lane_ access
routes and some electric traffic control signals have been provided in
the largest cities. The Chinese. however; are a long way from solving
their road transport problems. Even if they could manage an all out
effort providing maximum funding. training; and_leudership tinder
strong central guidance, many of tile weaknesses of the present road
transport systems still would exist. at the end of the next &elide.

IV: TinorrtoNAL l'itANsroat
;Arai the role of motorized transport has expanded; traditional

modesof transport cont inue to make an important coutribution to the
overall distribution system. A signiticant amount of cargo.-estnnated
to be around twice the total eported_volume movetl .hxlern
sectorsis moved by at variety of traditional in;1. -.Is of
traditional _transport belong to industrial, commo,
Mid individual .nterprises, to administrative orgt. ;del
of the _M(_)C75_sphere of control and reporting, 71:-;
ii1111%41111:11:4, They include Iniman porters. pack
human and animal drawn carts, bicycles, jun and
tr:u drawn forniwa!rons. Traditionally, tilts inten-
sive slo'. lots been the prime mover of materialS ,wer -(lis,,I.uces of Op
to 5 fdlonieters 01! 1:111(1 and up to 5 to AO times farther on water; In
northern China. human and animal drawn carts are more widely
used for t hese short distanceinove:;:ents titan in southern China wit:v
a variety of small boats perform a lartre, part of this function.

Over the past :10 yen r5; various sources have estimated that tradi-
tional transport methods account. for 6(1 to 75 percent, of the total
volume of short-haul goods: _In terms of_ ton-kilometes, however;
traditional transport plays only a minor role aas tt. probably: adds less
than_ III percent. to the total turnover reported for_ modern means.

-Traditional transp,ort contributes to tlie flow of goods in three main
areas: the. interflow of_goods between rural and urban areas. feeder-
type operations to modern means of transport. and rnal area rans-
port_in farming areas ;11111 in areas of rough terrain.

_Although slow and expensive. trad;tional _forms still provide the
basic mean~ for moving goods over short distances and are in as
much demand today as they wet e nearly_20 years ago: In _1963; a
Beijing article reported that approximately 40 percent of the total
_labor of all_ rural communes wars tnployed in transport activities.
Since then _there prObably has been Shift, toward the use of more
1rheeled volticles_and away -from the human porter operations. Never-
theless, ti 1979 NCNA broadeasz related that in two provinces. Sichuan
and Shanxi; in percent of the a:ailable manpower still was employed
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in traitspot activities even though 70 percent of the trrietos were
used for tranSporti, Another report commenting Mt the lack of mod-

ern transport -in mountainous regions gave an idea of the expense anti
Wheti--Using-traditional___traport._ Iii western _I febei

province, in 1975.; it required nearly 2 man-days.to move one ton one

kilometer by traditional In_ tlic area of pc r.Scithil transport; the

use of bicycles lilts RC_Celenit.c;.(1 and the number of bicycles is increas-
ing .pidly. In 1080; 13 Million bicycles were prialuced, nearly 4 times

the i:i70 figure._ _

Though traditional Means of transport make a Significant contri-
bution to the overall movement. of geed::,, and people; they are a detri:
meat to modern tranSijort systems 'rhe huge volume of slow moving
traditional transport leads to serious traffic congestion that both re-
duces the efficiency inceases the _ost of modern transport. Con,
gestioh is particularly troublesome within tlie cities _as a majority of
the_journey-to-work traffic is by bicycle: In Beijing rildne there are 3;2

million bicyCles; an- average of 200,000 more tire added -each fear. ThiS

growing density of irthercity bicycle_ traffic is one ef theniajor ob-
stacles to increasing motor vehicle efficiency that the Chint.se must
ever0111C. In rural areas Where there is a smaller voluble of traffic;
tradit lonar transport, is not as disruptive as in the cities. On the rural
trunk. highways, tractors and horseArawn carts account for about

of the total traffic volume. Still their slow speed; about 5 to
10 kilometers per hour for to drawn carts and aonntl 15 kilo-

-theters per hou for fitrm trittos: results in less economical use of
motor vehicles because tliey are tercet] to operate at a lower average
speed.

V; INLAND 1WA11 ii'VAY; :tNii COAST.ti, SHIPPINO

A. NETWORK

The Water transport section : linked with motor roads and railways;
forms_a _vast communications network in the heavily populated east-

ern third of China. China's water transport network inclinles a coast-
line of 18.000 kilometers with about 6.500 MT-shore islandS and an
inland *Ater-Way System for somewhat less than 136,060 kilometers

with some 77:000 kilometers hem°. (men to motorized lx.sats. Inland
waterways, gviittally oiiPittPd iti an.caFt-west diicition. acre -cargo

to and from the coastal zones where the /wean ports handle. both fo:-
eign and domestic transshipments:

Tn central China. the...interconnection of inland waterwaYs and coast-
al ports plays a More important. role in the moyement of goods than
in north and northeast. ITere, the 6.300 knelt-it-ter-long Chang
Jiang (Yalu-J/0 Iner). China's major inland waterway. eonnrcts

Poirire uith Slunighak_China's larireSt elvinie port. and
points between: Further south. tin Xi Jiang (Pearl River) SyStrni Oro=

vides tin principal c011iWetion_hetween Gilangxi and Tfong
Kong:. In the Northe:ist. the IThilon,r jinn,* (Amin- MVP)) and its trib:.
ittaries-- the Sonrdiini. NerLand (17ssuri)preVide summer-
tithe river shipping: during the winter sOnS071, t lOrkS operate on the
frozen surfaers. INIOSt, rivers in North China. ineludinir the Hilang
T-To (Yellow Rive). are of liiiiited use its navigable Nv a te rways due to
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heavy sifting and sili::onal peri(m1s of very loN water. The 11iin
(d (lanai) and the Iltlai ile in the southern part of the North
China Hain are two exceptions. ()n 1'00-kilometer section of the
southern Yun 1 Ie. tin' only north-south %vatenay of oily significance,
repairs Mkt '11111)1/V(111PD (. II:LV(' greatly increased the vjdume of ship-
ping. Improvements on t he pastern portion of tlh. Thai Ile opened tin'
vity for t he movement of kifittii coal limn°. the I Inai lie and down to

the (lhang.Itang via the Von Ile.
Over the past dectill. T he carrying capacity of sonic inland water-

ways has been improve restorat ion and mechanization of old ports
and const 1'110 il)11 lif 1111(1 111Si:11127

Lion of new navigational and signal equipment. anti the addition (If
modern barge and tug fleets: On the other IttituL some of China's mod-
erniation projects---especially the poorly planned use of water
sOlirce ill sontheast 'llitta have itdesel- affected inland shipping
networl;st. In 1961. ('hinn had I 7:2,01a) kilmneters of navigable e.nter:
Nvays. but because of poor %vate resource idattning. the net %vork had
;1lrri ii to I ttl.oI t kilometen-: by 197s The shritil:ing net is the
result. in part of new dams for irrigation, Hood control-. and hydroelec-
tric projects: Vilin11 in Wally cases were constructed by local units in
a haphazard fashion causing. waterways to he closed to throtigh navi-
gation: Some such projects Nvhiclhhindered navi.rtit ion have been
built (in ricers 111'e t) Iv C(1 f It ry 1111(1 of this 11111011
involtts_tli main -aterways: h0 uncooldinated construction of dams
is probably a result of local government levelS., being in control of til;
ii hind Nvaienva OX(.(-p1 for the Chang (TI:1:1,tr. For instance. Guang-
dong prov rp-ortedlY Lost l',...1(?1) kilometers Of navio.able Ivatt.rlvays
itet%%-een 1!)7 and 1980 because sonw count ies in the Xi .flang drainage

1):1S;111 bnilf 1111111S 11011t shipping lochs. Further upriver. a general
surv-ey conducted _ommunication.; department found
that of the more t lion 90 navigable rivers in Guangxi province. ship-
ping- on 5 \va:--; being impeded lb- liy(lroelet lit' stat ions and other man-
nia(le barriers.

Ilia even the Jiatio% subordinate to the Nfinistry of Com-
munications presents a stikim, example of hotv .diort :term difficul-
ties caused by modernization have resulted in major disruptions in
the flow of bulk commodities. The navigable upper portion of the
river Nviis cut oil front the lower portion in entity Jannav 1O 1 whits
t he main rinvigat inn chit mud Avns closed by a cofferdam at tile_ Gezhouba
hydroelectric project 10.:1 Thllano. in western Trubei. The densel
populated areas of t he Cluing Jinne- basin extelusivelv utilize f'hang
Jiang t,liipping. to move commodities a pnlet .10(` 1.('1111)018 (1HS-
I-fltted by this modernization projeci. This dist.opt ion occurred less
Hum a year after eight ('hang Jinn." 1s)rts= were opened (4) direct
foreign trode-----pitrilv in an e 'tort to relieve t ransshipment st rains on
the _m-orbtirdened rail system and (locking facilities at coastal ports.
.11tholltrli n tomporttr transshipment point Nvas pAnillislied at Yichang

1q79 ar..1 VIL) other flute ft, Stitt, sr:ill-Al.II Itlireito ,ve farther
rdnved tho lonth to Ito.z.noo klionotr, nn ex,-,Ivc reduction rant yoq ,xplalm.(1 ur
ren,tml hr rho 51,1fl J:t.71t{,t1,,,f 1,11".0i111

'Thee are N/it/11g 111,Z,-1 ProVh1Co, fn AnhuiM
Prov-lee . Jtoitnnz In ii:Inc.:1 Wuhan in Itut,,i cti(...toini..a in 'ninny,
Pros-Into,. and (7111ml:clin In Si, lootn rovinc
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than the railroads for't wo reasons._ First, the lord- carrying
rapacity for tons per horsepower on the waterways is three
t Imes that of t he railways: Second; improvement :111(1 maintenance of a
waterw:av costs only one-third to one-lifth the cost of building and
maintaming a kvw railway of the same length--

Modernization efforts have also raised the capacity of China's
major coastal ports.' Sunni :l20 beet hi; of which P.:, aro for deepwater

f 111.111 or litter, ;1;1(1)1 number of special earn;., N'111,1*V1.'S

are now operational with more under construct ior.: Nearly_ a third of
;ill lairt hs and 5(1 of t he deepwater berths are located in Shang-
hai most efficient all-round port with each work area han-
d hug -Pc, tic t vpesOf cargo such is ge'ner'al cargo. containers, grant,
oil: and coal: In general; coastal ports north of Shanghai; the roost

ro,Iiiini7ed port, an better luippyd with mechanical han-
dling facilities than those to the south, with two exceptionsInning=

andZhanjiang.
( fteriill mechanization levels it ( ine:-.0 ports, aceor(I.:,g to recent

Claims, have increased to where mechanized equipment can now han-
dle sit percent of -!ill loading and unloading operations. Over the
past const ruct 11111 a.ntI development efforts have been centered
oil _improvimr he flow of bulk commodities ind specialized cargoes.
Bulk grain handling facilities have been mechanized at _Dalian;
Shattirliai:_and luangpti. :1 high degree of specialization in hulk oil
Handling has ben developed at Dalian; Qinhuangdao; Qingdao;
Shanirliai _and Zhanjiang. Modern coal handling facilities stub

oinat and cony(' N'Or _,;ytit CMS haying been installed at -six
port s_--Qinlinangidao, Yantai, Qingdao. Lianyungang, Shanghai;
ati11 lfiningipu. Salt handling wharves at .Xing,ang and Lianyungang
haze been automated. Containerization, a fairly recent development at
('hindc ports. has been concentrated at Xing-ang,; Shanghai; and

firoigpii: Containerization has heen nit rodneed to only it few other
selected port

Much been done to modernize China's harbors. Facilities ha'
been expanded and new port areas have been constructed to handl,'
larger _1),Iging operations have increased the number iii
di*EUVatti. ocean.,uing ships._ Improved merhanized han-
Win facilities -hate tended to shorten the i ti..n-around-tune iii corn'
pots. Special handling equipment for bulk capws has been built,
and ;IL -clected ports. container operations have been introduced,_Ai:

cargo handling capacity was nearly doubled between 1072
and 19-,H. ;' improvements the coastal ports still cannot
fully teen the u i of the national conorn-;

\ in 'EA \ GOT till FLFET

iii iirinr !n prirt and inland waterway improvetneut projects of
filo Pc. . ( inipresive neet_developinent pro,'
gain dtiiinnat dependence on chartered
frei,m vi'- s.'1-..t- a result. China rapidly expanded both its domestic

Th. 1-1.1,:rs. of C.m-rn,171-1--ntlAin I-14t, 15 711' or Vinukoo, Qinhontrrtno,
T:anjlIA Xlnort_no, _nnZAI: QIngdno, 1.,lanyung:Ing.. Shanghai, Ningbo. Shantou, Iluang-pu.
Vhanj:qn., S,tnyn. i Yaxinn), Tioo lioWo liongfring I.
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pro21;t110:)I1,1 li 1)111.111:Ise of hotb 11('W and Se(1011(1

VOS- 1 (in III(' \V()IIII 111;1110'f. I.:v.111,1111g tilt ( '11ine,se cont roll)il Hong
ict.( about - million China's international

';tint tle 1 Ot ;lied 7.9 Million ilkvj at till end of 19tii) -10.0 Ones
I Ito I ..17() 4)Iiirtgv: i()!:;:i 11(.1'1 111)4.4 i;i.i'rti' iu per4M1 of
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oceangoing frvightvrs: Shipyards also are busy turning out tugboats
its large a:-; 9,000 horsepower and oil tankers up to 50y000 tops: Current
prodUct ion capabilities are being expanded to produce 100,000-ton
Shikr; With an eventual goal of 150,000-ton vessels Presently; _the

'hinese _a re budding 20,000 to 30,000-ton vessels for export and they
have ()tilers for a few to0,ioo-ton vessels. In addition to building con-
tainer ships, shipyards also have entered into compensatory _trade
agreements with foreign companies for manufactnring international
20- and -10 -foot, containers. The first operational container factory
began production at Guangzhou shipyard in the fall_of 19SO. Other
container factories are Under C011St 110.1011 or planned for shipyanls
at Tian jin4 Shanghai; anc.1 Guangzhou,

TRAFFIC .Ni lol'EIZATIUNS

In t lie last deco 1' water train-Tort has been g ly with
freight, turnover .using at an- annual rate -of 1-1. twice
the. grmOh rate I ads and nearly triple the highwa:, Between
l970 ;old 1950, the performance of N:iter transport, units under the
Chill -try Coniniunicat ions ilWreased from 135 to 505 billion ton-

doinciers. For tons originated, the overall pii.thre is not very clear.
The transport plan did call for water to handle 27.1 percent of
t he total tonnage originated by modern transpol.

There is a deficiency of in format :on_ on tons tifiginated for the total
xvater sector ditring t he past decade. However, performance data for
selected port ions of the_ \\liter transport sector reflects the steady
growth in the volume of water shipnwnts. For example, during the
first six months _of t he Chang .Jiang Shipping Administration
Set ml all tinge high by moving 23 Million thus of freightup 6.8
percent over the first half of _1979:_ Freight volmne during the second
half of 1950, not vet reported by the Chinese, is expected to be lower
than first; half data as inc_reased eons,- wt ion activity_ in the main
channel preparat ion for closing the nine] at the Gezhouba hydro-
eleet ric site probably began interfering w it Ii through traffic months
before the actual clo-nre,

Cargo handling apiii:it v. as a reflection of the progress made_in
modernizing' Chinese eoa\stal ports, was nearly thudded between 1972
and Itif0 -from 10 to '..4'17 million tons. The largest-increase in capac,
it'.' (occurred in 197S when ati million tons was added mostly as a result
of the completion of a number of the projects begun in 1_973 After
this big ',ne:Tase. the rate at which ne-wsport capacity was added began
to drop dramatically. In 1979. the ports picked up an additional _15
millions tons of capacity, but in 1980. Chinese port capacity grew_by
only 2 percent or 1 million tonswell below the 15 percent annual
growl h rate achieved during t he previ'tnis two years.

Deterioration in Chi e port operations, especially in the last two
wears. can be :lit ribute:. in part to a sharp rise in _foreign trade, growth
Of the maritime fleet. mechanization and specialization in port areas.
and expanded pro, hict loll and i.onst ruct ion in both indn_st ry and_ agri-
Culture along with i.e.-mind changes in commodity production. Major
ports showed a 1-1 _perent increasi in import-export trade for the first
half of 1979 over the =ante period Of 1975 and the iiinount of cargo has
continued to increase :since then. i':arlier, the Chinese noted that a 6(1
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percent_increns', in cago-handling capacity during the 1972_to 1979
period fell Sh ot of the 107 percent increase in foreign trade. In addi-
tion to the rapid powth of ('11i/ni's intern:Ilion:11 inerliant fleet-10
percent, growth in tonnage since 1977the niunbe of foreign _Ships
entering Chinese ports has been groWirig, rapidly as a result of expand-
ing commercial relations. Since 1971. t he Chinese hate signed 20 addi-
timid maritime shipping agreements including one with the United
--;tates in 1980.

The Chinese, are finding- it difficult _to mote this larger v ontme of
cargo into and mil of port. mein: dile to the inadequacy of thetrans-
portat ion and distribut ion networks that Serve the parts. Specialized
port fncilit meeliiiiiied equipment hate speeded lip cargoT1011(1-

mg and -unloading fv.str than improvements have been,Infule to port
supporting in fra.-:t fuctureS. 'Ile rapid growth in containerilatiori iS
one eXample of port modernization outparing the inland _transport
networks. China's ports liandld five times as many international emir
tainers in 19S0 as in 197S. however, interriatiOnal containers, due to
their s,ize, cannot _be moved easily over the present rail and road net

Oks. As a result, containers tire being packed and unpacked within
port. areas -a prilci ice that ye,_lues the economic advantage normally
gained With rapid inland movement of contairierizcd goods. Shifts
in transport demands_ cauSed by region:11 changes in commodity pro-
ductiiin idS0 are a fleet ing port :treas. 1Vith the current emphasis on
light, industry, many of Illecmistid cities are__Intt ing resurgence
of induStial activitv---an activity irodilcing: light weight products
that occupy 111010 Spar(' per 001111(1 Ill:Ill ;,t.ftVV 13)lust ry products. Then

the recent move towards- development of larger more economical
coal mines in north China and away frOrn coal production smith of the
( 'hang .Tiang. Will increase demands for coal transshipments from north
to south. _

ITelitY bulk commodities that are most economically Suitable for
slow travel over long disttinee arronnt for the larr.-_,est portion of water
snipping Volume. Coal is the ninnbe one billk conniiiidityishipped p-ri-
marily from the northern Mal ports smith_ along the coast and also
iip the Chang .Tiarig. For example, more than three:_rinatters of the
cool -used to fuel SlionoluiCs power plants arrixes via_ water. Like coal,
mueli of the southern movement of China's domestic crude oil orig-
i es w:th t lotiding of c asotal tankers nt t he northern oil_norts and
toriniiint (4; nt ihesouthern coastal_and inland river ports. Raw matc:
riais for both t lie iron and steel, and coast riot ihh industries- account for
si7niflant shares of Water tontia[re. Food grains, chemical fertilizers,
and ember are some other_ high 0111111-6 commodities that move by
wfiner--uspecially down the Cluing Jiang from the Sichuan baSin.

VT. AVINT101

A. NETWORK

the 70's, Chinn expanded nail reemiipped. its domestic and
international air service. Tt Snide airline. Civil Aviation Ad=
iiiistrntiOn of China (CAAC). grew rapidly. apace with China's
inerefied r3raiitic ii and economic CM-it:lets with foreirm countries. TTntil
1973. CA AC'S international route network was confined to the USSR.
North Korea, North Vietnam, and Burma. Since 1974; when China

J(;,
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joined the International ( 'ivil Aviation Organization (TCA0),serviee
to foreign countries has heen stendily increasing, ("iiinti has aviation
agreements with nearly I0 countries and ( 'A..1C has established busi-
ness connections w ith more than ISO airlines throughout, tlrct NVOI1(1.
( '.t A(' now provides regular service to 17 vomitries. Its service
stretches fro], .hipan across the Paeitie to the Irnited States, and

scout h .1sia to Eastern and IVestern F.Iirope and to .-kfrieft. The
total length of international and domestic routes totals around 190
thousand kilometers. Within China. domesra
rout es Ills from 7:1 routes in 1971 cover some 1,09 ttionsand kilometers
and connect over so cities. ('.0 A(' operattes more than i"))10 scheduled
flight7 wa)!,-.. including fli_dits established to accommodate fire
rapidly expanding number of foreign visitor,.

To support t his expanded n_t work, iiirport facilities atioi assoviiioal
ser\.ices are !wing improved. Beijing, the largest of the. international
airports and the but of flit _ aiation-netok, rebuilt its terminal,
enlarged one 1'1111v.:a,.:10(1 added another in preparation for till! PX7
portool ;it _A, hip body jot t ran% fkijitig tioNv handles some 70
international flights ;1 week. Shainrhai and (Tuangzhou. the largest
airports primarily used by foreign businessanen find tourists, are slated
for iotolil tonal expansion. 1)uing an earlier program, Urtimqt air-
port 10 IV;IS (.X11:111(1(41 :111(1 110\ is (l:ISSifiV(1 as :10'11,.. (:111
li()11:11 ;6[)4)1 r:I1 :11)1(' (If handlioo large let aircraft.

Adolit iona I airports for handling \vide-body jets are scheduled for
expansion. are under construct i()/1 111 have_ 1)(4'11 completed. A new
itipott at IVidnin in I hibei Province, eaptible of handling. the Boein_g
7.1751'. is to be constructed: 'Flit' airports at 'fianiitraful Irefei_ have
been ills rraidell to serve as alternate traporis for Beijing owl Shang-

,' h,-ii, respectively. in 1911) fle%%- jet airport wtr..". C11/11plet(q1 nt Trarbin
fte four vetirs of ronst filet ion efforts. The Chinese also have Moll=

.ated that the airports at ('Iliongslur, Fuzhou. I)alialt, and C'hengolii
twist he expanded to handle larger jetliners.

ii. CIVIL AIRCRAFT FLEET

The Chine,o) penchant for multiple suppliers and earlier relinner.
117) l)10 1'S:11: V( it-eit r,k one of the WOrdir!:, /1)()St Vayie(1

fleet ivp, of aira-ft, _many
Of them fibs i1 to ip terms of tc.: IV's teelitiohwy. C.kA(' service began
with So)vio_kt irera ft ; Rnssian -1:2),, AN-2-1s, and
IT,--t).2), still comprise it large portion of its fleet. Tr) 1970, China hee.an

('St01.11 10 broaden sources of equipment and
to enhance the !west ige of CA AC Nvitli firstline Western equipment.
lip until this point. the fleet conSisted mostly of piston -driven. pro-
peller aireraft:_Tn the early_ Ins. at the _same time that_ they were
purelmsing the Russian TL--112s, C:CAC's first long-11mm, jet aircraft,
the Chinese _purhased their fl_rst median -r_ange Briti-Ii built Trident
jets. Since then. the Chinese 11:1 \'(( flequired more than "0 Tridents
models 1E, _Id ?. and 2.F, mainly for olonirstie flights and a number
of lorip.-ran,re ilocil 707s mainly for 115-T on tea, international routes.
Th 1950. the Chines) iloquired 3 long rano.). idebooly Boeinn- 7-17SPs
in an attempt to con nett. w itlr forcirm nil )s on a more even footing.
lhcse three idebon jets are 11S;e11 intiird on the TTnited Stara:, and
'Western Europe run
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In .; ; to passeriger,cit Fro ...!rera ft, the Chinese employ a num-
ber aarcvn it in specialized ,iation serViAeS. illt.tie built
Y1TN--:11, li twin-crigine piston driven aircraft, is heailv used as an
itgriillttimil and forestr stippOrt aircraft. The Chinese single-engine
general piirpoSe Y-5 is a piston driven aircraft used for both agricul-
tural support and as an aerial ambulance in addition to its use us
a small field passenger-cargo aircraft:

c. TRAFFIC No m.v.a.vrross

Though provide lac! a sPeCialized services, civil aviation's
rout ri but mn f o t tit al tifitISV>rt sector is minor when compared with
rail, water. and road :.ervies; The Voliime of cargo is small_ and pas-
senges a.. most l 'intent officials and f,;reign visitors. China has,
nevertheless, expanded cargo and passciig,e1 volume on both domestic
and international flights. Tri the last decade; air freight turnover liar
developed at an rate of 12.9 percent. Between 1977 and 1980,
freight, turnover increased at anear steads' rate; averaging 22.9 per
rent, a ear==frbin 76 million ton-kilometers to 141 million ton-kilo-
meters in 1220. During the sonic four year period, passenger turnover
grew at a Slightly faster rate of 29.8 percent a year its turnover in-
creased from nearly 2 paFsenger-kilometers.
least part, of this growth in passenger- transport can be attributed
to the increasing number of tourist S ronvegi»g on China- since the

- Count r} was opened to tourism in 1977 Sonw of the freight increase

is a result of recent entry into the field of containerized air
shipments.

TABLE 3.CHINA: CIVIL AIR PERFORMANCE

Year

Freicht turnover Passertgertutaavet
(rriilliori ten- (million passenger-
kilometers) kilometeiS)

1970
1975

-

1977

25 :0
-49.7
75:9

349.0
1, 114:3
1, 830. 0

1978
97.0 2,290:0

1979
123:4 3, 5(10.0

1980
140.6 4, OK 0

Souece- 1970, 1915: Eitirnoted_, 1977: Freight turnover
derived from reprited 27.8 netted increase between 1977

and 1978, FINS, nine -?7, 1979, E-16. 197749: Paiseneer lurntwer reported in SSB, 1981, IX 1978: Freicht, lutnaver

from IBIS. lune 27,_1979, C,16,_1979: Freight turnover from FBIS, Apr. 30, 1980, L-6. 19E0: Freight and passenger lurn

Over from IBIS, Apr. 29, 1981, K-11.

The preSent.CAAC fleet is underutilized. Currently, Cilinese_aircraft
fly ahollt two hours 'o day, hereas in most industyir.l nations the
average is about 10 hours a flay per plane. -Management practic_es, as

tVeIl as the small number of qualified civil airert:ft pilots. probably
account for the underutilization rate_ rather than a poor maintenanc_e

program. Although the Chinese peol_ of tra;ned manpower is small,

c,rtrlent c ptluhit.ies to perform xoutine maintenance could support
additional flight._ time: Seheduled overhauls on jet - powered aircraft.
present no prObleni as they are flonernlly contracted out to foreign
based firms. For instance, scheduled OOrliauls for their Boeing 707
aircraft _have been done under milt raet by a Hong Krsilly, hosed firm

since 1973. Maintenance on the older piston-enfrine aicra ft and turbo-
prop - powered aircraft is dor,c by the Chinese in China.
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Air traffic control facilities are adequate for the ani,mnt of daily
traffic currently_ handled, less than 1,percent of the volume handled
daily in the United States. however, modernized traffic control facili-
ties will ik+ required when the utilization rate of CAAC'- current
inventory increases and as more modern jets use China's airspace. At
its most, modern airports. ('Mina has conventional avionics ond flight
control equipment, capable of handling current11 traffic volume. For
example, Shanghai airport, with a non-directional beacon, an instru-
ment landing system, and as I/11'1,4:0R approach radar, handles only
about 120 aircraft movements a day. 1Vhereas most of the large airports
have a precision approach radar. only the largest. airports have an
ho-t nuncio, landing svAeni. At the smaller airports, rudimentary en-
route navigational aids and airport vont rol facilities now generally
limit operations (hiring peritab; of darkness and had weather.

VII. PIPELINES

Ch I Wt. 'I'attOred 111't worl: of pipelines, both oil and gas,, is a fairly
recent dc plopmen t he hulk of the _lines were completed 'in the mid
t o l a t e 7os. ii)Today, i here are some i;,son kilometers of oil _pipelines and
m1)1111(11.000 kilometers of natural_ gas pipelines in Chitm Most of the
oil pipelines provide direct oilfield to refinery links or oilfield to port
links that. have greatly_ reduced if not eliminated_ the need_ for_ rail
shipments. In the west however. the oil pipelines link the oilfields to
distant railheads, whereby only reducin, the rail dist:ince of- crude nil
shipments. Nationwide about sn iwrIplit of crude oil production _is
transferred by pipeline; the railroads carry the remainder along with
most of the refined production. Before 1nsn. little was known concern-
ing., crude oil shiptia- -4 via pipelines. Tn 1nsn the SSII published
n.ritres ror the annum: of oil and gas carried by pipelines: 38.7, 41.9,
17.0, and -19.1 billion ton-kilometers for 1977 through 19sn. respectively.

Pipeline construction has NTT] directed at eliminating transporta-
tion bottlenecks that have long lia::,pered energy transfer in China. Tn
the _north and northeast, some ;t;111/0 kilometc_rs of pipelines Ltrtil
erode oil export. network that supplies the refineries and nil ports of
north China._ In I Ito northwest, pipelines link the two main oilfields,
Karamay nod Viimen. with railroads iirr the Urnitioi-Lanzhou rail line.
At, additional :100-kilruneter oil pipeline is heing_laid between the
Karam:IN. oilfield and the railhead at Urumqi in Xiniiang province.
With t IfIRO completion of the (lolmnd-T,anzhon the_ L100-
kilometer Qin,rhai7Xizar, oil pipeline is linked to a railhead thereby
eliminating truck t rnrsshipment from rail terminals on the UrtimpT
T,:itizliou rail line. The Qinoliai-Xizano. pipeline is one of the few lines
that does not link up with an oilflt II Another non-oilfield related pipe-
line of 1155_ kilometers _was completed during 1980 in southern Goring-
don.. province to distribute oil imports. Natural gas pipeline networks
arc _ro'strici o(1_ i 0 Sichuan prc,vince: TTere_some1J)00 kilometers of nat.7
oral o.as pipelines connect. dozens of small gasfields with end users and
mom lines are under construction.

VTTT: PAssExurt; MAN-snowy

Tn a country of _1 billion people. the movement of people from point
to point creates a demand for public transportation and at times
conflicts with the movement of freight. Tn 1980, passenger turnover
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by all means of Modern transport. totaled 225.1 billion person-km/km,
up *I percent since 1977; Like turnover in the freight, sector the rail-
roads are the predOrithiant form of transport used by people._ Rail-

roads now handle (11 percent of the passenger tinno_er compared to 50

n' recut of freight tiirtiOver. Most passenger travel coers-only short
_

distance wit li t lie average rail traveler riding less than 150 kilometers.

Of this travel, about. _70 percent_ is within a single t.tienittl railway
Animisttitioti, 20 percent is urban area travel-, and the remaining
10 percent is long diStatice traffic. In 1980, rail pitS.Senge density stood

at 2.6 million passenger7kin7litn. nip 22 percent, OV(.1* 1977. To handle
hicreased demand, nearly 800 daily-scheduled passenger runs were
Operatinii b the end_ of 1980. These additional passenger runs have

inereased rail contiestion a result both passenger and freight trains
now ;101 ope;it ing it redtieed speeds. On some 111,.11 density lines, pasr
stinger traffic is at apacity a mu] no additional_ passenger trains can_ be

added withent a loss of freight-traffic. The lack of an adequate number
of passenger ears 17.-000 in 19S0, is an additional hindrance to expan-

sion of passenger servi . The Chinese plan to _prodice over 19_00 pas-

Sem/Tr cats it 1981, however,_ most of these cars probably will go 115

replavement =,. for with the level of curr-'nt cettri..-i-lion there is little

room for ;olditional PasSenger_ trains. Tlius oNererOWding poor

service, and 1,i!o- hits in unsiiitablevaiting arias that characterize
Chinese rail ten will continue to exist until the modernization efforts
now underway free up sonic track space for additional trains.

TABLE 4.- CHINA! PASSENGER TURNOVER

fir billion passengerkilometeril

Mode of tranaport 1977 1978 1979 1980

Total
158.38 174. fib 196.60 228-.10

102.00 109.10 121.40 138.30

Road
44,80 52.11 60.30 72.90

Water
9:75 10.06 11.40 12.90

Air
1.83 2.79 3.50 4.00

Soureet: 1977-79: SSB, 1980, pp. 6-7. 1980: FB1S, Apr. 2), 1981;
.

C'ompa ri tig the average, annual growth rate of passenger trate.- .since

1977, flit _air sector bad the higheA: groelli rate. 29.8 pen.ent. a year;

followed bA- the highway sector with 17.0 iwreent. was slower

growth in rail and miter travel, 10.7 percent tind (.1.8 pereent_a_year;

respectively. 0.6u-th ow_ Chi»ese popidation.slowly-rising per -

sriritll iticom>s. some of Whieli is being. spent, on travel. and the open -

ing no of China to foreign tottis s air the Pririebial reasons behind

the growth in passenger turnove(r. Although the _full rnagn- itinie of
iii-eountry tourist travel is k wit, one senile ;riot in Jiangsu
province. gives an indicat ion_of the OMo T. nuinher of _local timyelers.

Durinur the first, 9 iiiOnt Ir.; of 1950,_s lie 15 million mainland Chinese
visueo this spit. Pi.ohnblv more significant. because they are adding.

tai China's for.el!ril 1110(11111'. is the rand 7rowili in foreign
t ()utst :4. MOM I hail a 300 percent _increase over 1977._

Altholigh slightly le,s than 20 percent. of the estimated 1.1, million
foreign touistA MO(' t 1 in 1950 NV411, Of 11(M:CIIITIV.Se_extraction-, this
group probably is the One responsible for the rapid growth in air and
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road _travel. In the air sector, a _number of new routes were _added
specifically to foreign tourists. On the ground; a number -of
ities reported _the_acquisitaon of_new buses_and _taxis; many just for

the tourist trade. For example, Beijing had 1,800 taxicabs and over
3,POO bases bv_ 198() and had Opened. some_ new bus_ routes to_ scenic
areas. Although _3:-)0 of these buses were added in 1979, Beijing's pub-
lic transport system in 1980 was hard pressed to handle, its more than
6 million daily riders and at. t he sametnne provide expanded tourist
services. The rail and water sectors are less affected by foreign tourists
because they are small in number _compared to the large number of
Chinese riders. However, China plans to double_the number of for-
eign visitors by 1985 and also to expand the number of areas open to
foreign travelers. Thus, there NvilLbe an increased_ demand on these
sectors from foreign travelers as well'as from the mainland Chinese.

IX. PROSPECTS FOR THE 1980s

Toward the end of the 70s, the Chinese were- openly admitting
the itapotaur.0 of the overall impact, of transportation on the economic
development and modernization of China. In _early 1979; the Chinese
began to readjust national development priorities.Though a number
of whole plant, projects had been cancelled and-some local projects cut
back -or abandoned by _1980; most transport projects were on or near
schedule. During the 80s, the Chinese, are expected to continue to give
some priority to selected transport, projects as they follow their "four
point, polies "eadjusting, restructuring, consolidating, and improv-
ing. Transport facilities related to energy; foreign trade; and the tour-
ist indaStr proably will receive the greatest emphasis.

The modernization projects now underway or planned_for water and
rail in North China will, in ni6St cases, be, barely sufficient to meet
modest incem4cs in economic needs. The upgrading of rail lines and
ports serving the coal areas of North China are expected to be com-
pleted by 1_985_Double tracking and_ electrification of the high density
lines carrying Shanxi coal to ports in Hebei and Shandong province,
also undergoing expansion, will greatly increase the coal handling
capacity in this area. However; these projects are geared mainly at
meeting_ current. needs, and as a result, will have little spare capacity
to handle future_ economic growth. In 1979, for example, when con-
straetion ivats .014 starting- on sonic of these projects, Shanxi province,
time single largest. coal producing area, had over 10 million tons of
coal stockpiled hoc:Lase of limited-capacity of railways: _ _

During,the SOs. China's coastal ports as well as the foreign trade
ports on the Ch. z_ Jiang will continue- their expansion programs,
'lime shortage of pit al construction funding from the national level
is not expected to seriously hamper port construction. Except _for
major expansion projects; Chinese ports can plan and carry out, bitild=
ing projects that. are fanded by port earnings. Throughout the 80s,
the Chinese are expected to continue_increa7ling_hoth port, capacity and
the number of specialized cargo faciliti!:. The biggest problem affect-
ing port. operat ions will be the lenoth of _time_ needed to improve the
vastly ir adequate transport, net works serving the port, areas. Rail serv-

:g uric in as bad ashape as the road service, and should be_able to
.Wert arse capacity well befOre the end of the decade. The



sector, on the .)t!!tr 'oellind that it Will require it major

overhaul proh.i.ijiy extemii:4 '.4.:whtitit and hey. id the 80s ROadS

:JI:Ving port areas have to h.:, bridges ha Ve to he strongthenedi

hot larger anti more specialia! ''' tucks to tie acqui,vd, and the

trucking departments have to co,.;niinate and iniprove their overall

operations.
In tie air sc. China's civil expected to continue expan-

sioi NI both LiStii; and interwit:onal flights Its -it attempts to in-

cre:ise foreign exyliange -trnings hy hiereasmg toitriAcarrying capac-

ity. Since the ChineSe stii are having prObleins providing the high

Iliiiility service that v.tstcail t1aseleis expect, tulditionaletTort will be

L,cdot to brine its operations up to leveLS approaching those of west -

ern airlines. As operations and.4-;erviees imptove and as earnings in-

etease,; the CiiiiiSe, most likely will beiriti supplementing their an

fleet with inedititn-range jet, aircraft puitthased, from western sources.

Since the Chinese transport_sectors histoicall have been in a catch

up mode, China's transportation infrastructure will be hard pressed

to support Overall modernization efforts and in most eases will be able

to do lilt le. More titan stay even With rising demands. During to SOs

the speed of modernization of _the transport infrastructure will be

limited t)y -it iiiimber_of factors. Given the vastness of the_eountry and

the current status of transport systems; to fully modernize all trans-

port types would require larg-e aniountS of. capital ins Because

f_thv competit ion wit tit her sectors of the econOrtiv_ for new resources;

investment in I ratisport mill be limited and what funding is available
aprobably will be directed tote improving transport service to those

areas most et-1.0:11;1e of earning for;ign e:elitinge---the, coal indiiStty;

port, cortiplexes, and tonriSnt. Another factor affecting modernization,

especially in the tail and highway sectors, will be the availability

and types of energy supplies. Beth the vastness Of coal resources and

t he lai.ge inventory of stearin locoznotiveS are evidence that steam trac-

t ion will eneim the predominant locomotive source (hiing the 80s.

Dina_ prospects fiii. tiitr-oloilm production probabl will limit increases

in diesel fuel tuul _ restrict. Ilse --7pread of diesel locomotion. On some

high density lines that require a ,reater hauling capacity than

steam ean provide; the (71tinese obal'3ly will skip the diesel phase

;tti d go directly t 0 electric t rile( ion. The as t i hail lit v energy supplies

lso will determine the speed and i.lir meetion of in the

highway soot or. Iii re, tlie number one question will he whether or not

the Cli vii _can improve the ;ins Mileage of tlw current 4fleet and a

the same t into beirl building a replacenient pool of diesel powered

And finally, a filet or that affects all modes tr ansport, the willing=

ness and abilitY of 1r:in:Tort perSO/imp] to i»stit rite modernikation

eltanges, For a nitinherof years to come, tIle (.''inverse will be lltsy

ti sing the technical level of the tfrinSport_ labor fOrce which, like

other '.t (nu' of the economy, was bard_ by the closing of educa-
tional inst it lit ions duringthe Cultural Revolution: The 'rust, emphasis

on self=tiflieiticy that allowed the various t:linspo-t -4. tors as well

as individual departments to operate iiich_indently also must ho

.hanged. The successful operation of a modern transport net, is highly

dependent on cloSe coordination of the various systetrts
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TAM F 5.- CHINA. RA II; ROAD, AND WATFR TRANSPORT PERFORMANCE IN SELECTED YEARS

In metric units/

Made _of ran port-
(and measurement units) 1952 1957 1965 1970 1975 19 1978 1979 1980

RAIL

Ton4dorneters.(billion)
Tons originated (million)
Average _length of haul (kilo-

meters

ROAD

Tonkilometers
Tani _Originated (million)
Average -length of haul (kilo-

meters).

WATFR

Ton-kilometers
Tons originated
Average_ length of haul (kilo-

meters) 1

160.2
132.2

455, 4

11.4
1 40. 2

34.8

14.6
1 19.7

740.9

1 134.6
1 274.2

1 430.9

i 4.8
1 101.9

1 47. 1

1 91.6
1 65.0

1 639.6

3 201. 1
1 407.9

3 492.8

(')
(')
(')

(")
(')

C I

1 284. 7
1 575.2

1 495.0

116.1
a 341.9

147.0

1 1354
(')
(')

1 417.7
1 839. 7

1 497.2

121.6
a 458. 7

s 47.0

1 235.5
s 349.9

a 735.8

1 455 7
3 914. 9

2 498.1

125.1
4 533.8

1 47.0

1 276.2
s 388.6

s 710.8

--1 533.3
4 1, ran 0

a 49-4

rt 4
1 5831

3 47.0

1 377.9
a 432.9

a 873.0 1

.8 -1 571.7
, 120 :3 a 1; 145:2

1 498: 8 1 499. 2

1 25,8- 317. 5
2 4 585.1

"47. 0 a 47.0

1 456.4 s 505.3
a 432.3 1 459:4

1 055.8 a 1, UV. 0

Not available:

Ton - kilometers:
Rail:

SS13,_1980. p. 6
Derived by multiplying tons originated by average length of haul.

1 FBIS, Apr. 29, 1981, K-11.
Road:

SSI3,_ 1491 P. 6-
' Derived from tons originated multiplied by average length of haul.
EBIS, Apr. 29, 1981, K-11, only the 2.6 percent increase was used as the reported ton-kilometers is almost

-3 times the 1979 figure.
Water.:

1 SSB, 1980, p. 6.
2 Derived Tromsvatergransport's share_otwater,roadrand rail turnover being 23-percent in 1957 and 37 percent

in-1975 -and assuming a steady 2.34 percent annual growth fate between 1957 and 1975.
_a_FB1S, Apr. 29, 1981, K-U.

Tons-originated:
Rail:

1 "-T-GY," p.146.
2 1959,46__d e rive d_ by_estimating_ that _pace riga _coaLp r oduction-accoursted-f or 37- percent-of-rail-volumes.

Percent of coal production carried by rail-was-65.9-percent in- 1958 and 64.8 percent in 1978. Coal accounted for
an averas_e 37 percentof rail volume_m1he__1955_58_pernadOPRS_3484_Juiv6,-1961320P.-72-7:3%-A-4VY-th and
M. P,-Voronichev, 'Railroad Transport of the Chinese People's Republic" Moscow 1959. translated) and In 1978
was 37.4 percent_ of -rail volome("Leternational Railway Journal" ,_ticivernber_1379,_p. 66)2:Average ennui! -growth
rate for coal-productioa -between 1958 and I-978 was 5.1 percent while-the growth in rail volume, 5.3 percent per
year._ wa s_similagfar_ the __same_peuod. (for-coal production _see_ CIA, "China: Economic Indicators ER 7E-
10750," -December- 1978, -p. -22 -for 1955-74 and CIA, "Handbook of Economic Statistics ;980, ER 80-10452,
Weber .1980,_ p._ 131...tot_19.75,79,)

a Derived fronsturnover in-1977 divided by Ur, average length n
1 F.1315,_ tthe 18; 13792 L-_15,
a Derived from turnover divided by average length of haul.

Road:
Turnover divided-by average length of haul-.

!Derived from 1971 figure (reported_as 42 .tirnes the highest praliberation_figure,__EBIS, Sept. _25, 13721 and
the assumption-that growth for 1971 over 1970 was the same as the 3 percent claimed for 1972 over 1971 (FBIS
Mar,_19-._1972. 8-4)-

a Derived from claimed 4-percent increvie- of 1916 over-1975 (BBC, S-WB- FE/W9221A/10, Mar. 30, 1977) and
. the 11.9rPercentincre_atebetwe_en_1977_and 1976 (BBC,SWB FE/W963/A/13, lath 18, 1978)

Derived from turnover divided by average length of haul.
Water:

r Turnover divided by average length of haul.
MOC.

Average length of haul:
Rail:

1 "TOY," turnover divided by tons originated, pp. 148 and 146.
2 Based on assumed average_ length of haul growth of 0.44 h m per year. 1960-77.
Turnover divided by tans onlmatel.

4 Assumed 0:4 km growth in average length of haul.
Road:

1 Derived/rem turnover divided by tons originated; "TOY," p, . 148 and 146.
3 E-stirnated.-

JPRS 77665, Mar. 25, 1981, p. 77.
Water

1 Derived from turnover divided by tons originated, "TOY;" pp. 148 and 146.
MOC.

SOURCES

- 1'2 1 -

;
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TABLE 6.--CHINA TRANSPORT NETWORK LENGTH IN SELECTED Y,

(In thousand kilometers at yearend(

Mode of transport 1952 1957 1965 1970 1975 1977 1978 1979 1980

Rad-raid s 24.5 129.9 135.9 -1 41.3 748.0 149:5 1_50, 4 1 51,5 152. 4.

Highway.... _____ . 126.7 254:6 550. 4 1' 640.0 7 785.0 1855.6 1890.2 (s) (s)

Tniandaraterisiayi (nAvigat.10_, 195.0 1144.1 1-161.5 11149.3 11140.5 t 137:4 ! 136. 0 CI (7)

Air (domestic and international) 1 13.1 1 26: 4 7 36.9 1 45.0 791.4 1 132.1 1 148.9 1160.0 1190.0

1 SSB:,..1980; 0: 6.
Estimated.

1.t(CN.A_ISioadtast of Feb. 22, 1981, that 910 km of new railways were opened in 1980; (BBC; SWB F EV1123/4/15,

Mar. 4;1981.
_s_Pliths) Vetterling and James J. Wagy, "China :-The TranSportation_Seetar,_195071;7 Congress of the United States,

Joint Economic Committee,-2!Pecple's_ Pervablit_olthina: An Economic Assessment" Washington,-0.C,, -1972,_p._ 178.

_r _Hof available. Chins might _0023tuly-be reassessing its
highway distances. Nd. balance. Was given lot 1979 by the SS-El

In 1980 (op. ciL, is. 6) and conflicting _diaUbtei. for .1,98_11 were
given in other sources: 890,000 km (JPRS 77007, Dec. 16,

1980,_p...63.a and 8_75000 km (98C, SWB FE/51111-17/1119,
'Derived Horn reported-172,000_111ritai 1961 (lin& 04111(Economic Management -14o. 3,1981,-p. 14-) using_ arreatly

decteasetot 1.56:percent to reach the 147,000 km reported for 1971 (rats, Sept: 25 1972; B-1). Between 1971 and 1977

I 1.12 -percent decrease-wa-s-used. _

Nor available. Waterway distances also might be undergoing re-ssessmant No distance was given for 1979 by the SS-B

in-1980-(op.-cit, p. 6.). Other_ sources gave a very low distance of 108,000 km for 1979 (lin:Hi quanli, 1981) and for 1980

(JPR-S.76823; Nov, 14; 1980, p. 53.).
VetterlIng, p. 170.
FBIS, Jan. 19; 1981
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ii tit 1-.\ Ni dam not only fo el

nutily mori
rei-;lit;

t : 1 1 i t I i i cill cin-1
v. ii ft:1110 tiltr iii iltiniogriipliie analysis /

v tut ht ( ,it of the fortiren
1th. ciiii,011111iniiii of hina's

And to reopen rest of the Norit..1
i lIppII I I I tmll'IL:1`. lit. a!' kind, iniluding thine):

Lztittilit t ('h1110 ()\'(.1'(,Ine t he cireolS.pf hiI'
!--1,1:11 I'M I.', !ti 111:11111 ;;111 1)1. (Iv% h11111ellt,

\,! !, till 11 hat I hl'y Cal) hi'ir c,!1;IgIli..,, iii
I 'tic ::"-I; and 1111 1)(11.)I dat :Mil ti iti;iill. "iiiir tit
I.1(11:1rl :11,11 Ltidl Ills-4 I ii t V'ard

1,1111 !.iii r;111,0;., ;ind i i p \\-01-1K it t he

( ili.interraphic data must remain :somewhat
tiiittit for the tilit h, it . IC :Ittsi'_iii detailed titita illlilt11 for

ii I ,I fiitiliti I; ;ir still 'I it lwause (irigin
tt 111;iny t lie cm-tnt tilrscure. liNrithout more informatl,ei

:Wont procedures used in inaiti-
taining Ihi, turill Hiptilati(iii records; :thou, ti iii I it it

nue, ;lir -II It Iii ;1, ihiti I Stittri'e-.;

-licit e1: iii iltita. it rs possilde to (",'
Iyoulti he most r() But in

v, iif the inim tit, ne.,.t ctiniiiis and_ the Chinese i-tatistical
"hint :tent- 11/1(1I 'l bare

11,1. ii. t' of the and information it baud hoire for
ri

I I . I'11 A 1 It N 1)A.N.

\\-ii ii, , ,!tin -ed population iiina tolti us, nhieit ( lititia's
1,,,iiiiirti .t priiI-Iously kno\v! l'erliiri)s tli_e !

dill: II i1,11:-, ), Ilt` \V (E:tt a :II r that it alit !,.,:-,s nr 1

1,11 III I p 1 I:70 ,I II:,,; I' (If I III` food risi., veitri-: ill tile iiii

iii. ii t -l: : t lir --nrizi: in Iiiiit II:, anti popilIntsie,
i ii .--,:con % 1, :II; in the lite littitr.-.
of IL: Iii-i \i.:1- Ili(i:-,t al'Ilti' dllritig the i Idle

VI :I, Iii ;NH. 'I 11 f 'I! I t,\') I iVtdat HUI, IVOI'P (Wit(' 11110X1)ef't ell.

I l ..:ii t..)1 I'I'':1 :!!Hil% ! had a -:-Ittfp'(/ t jilt( thy ft futi crisis

liii,l' 1 timt -tilry - 1 1,1: t ) Hi.'11:It 'hill "-I'M', tit, 110 WI,' had :-,oriou-d-
V IL' t 1,, . ',F,'t!,,' itr,-tnry:Ition iriil 1111(If'7'11111 /I-

I 1 1.:::',, i,, iii i-1,1 to lirini-, inueit ii. net di.crease ini i
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popUlat toil. 'Hie recovery from the f thouht to lie fairly
quick; bat there 1%as notliing ? 'hint media_ at the_ time to
suggest that a major baby boom was unite ay. The official birth
rates for the 1117.0's show a rather gradual c ire between -197.0 and
ffi73, a Sharp decline bet ween 1079 and 1976, a marked slowing of
the derfllle [011ie end of the decade. The curie; iy in this ease_ is that
themost rapid decline occurred In the years_w: a the so- called "gang
of four .was, -subsequent ly allt.ged to have. "s:__ ,A.aged" birth control
work and that the decline slowed a net. the "gang' were overthrown
and the birth cont rot campaign %va:, greatly intensified. Besides these
puz_zling circumstances, thicce are some contadications in the data
that. give rise to doubts as to how adequately they trace the actual
course of demogaaphie change during the years in question,

Some of the apparent tinonialies in Chinese population data may
be duo to errors int roducedin the irtse of publication. Very few of
the new figures Milt: directly from the ;SSli. 6oine appeared in news
dispatches; ii spaper and journal articles; turd :icholarly papers pre-
sented at con fi'Ll'IlCeS. ,Some of the figures released through -unofficial"
channels have so o:;equently lwen confirmed by the 66_113; and others are
either consist en: wit 6gues or have been cited by authorities

a positnal to kn'i'sh what. official series contains. However; several
figures that have been "unotheial" channels ild not seeni to be
consistent with the official ,otta. The reasons for these anomalies are
usually not clear. Chinese wcitei's, including scholars contributing to
journals; : 3 not in t he habit. of documenting their sources_ in detail.
l_stiall3, is not possible to determine the source of the figures they
cite. NV it :it he sudden burgeoning of demographic research and publi-
eat ion- in soine scholars have begun to wake their own estimates,
c4inbinat ions; and indexes, most of which have probably been based on

data but, derived by methods that are not revealed. Hence some
of the aptnire: ,1a,crepancies may actually be merely a reflection of
liO_grea ter±' how permitted to Chinese demographers it ianip-

ulat ni t hat process of analyzing them: In a_ few case,s the
i te to inadvertent errors in transcl. f,rjriting,

or translating. , the _fact that preliminary arm final figure--; have
both gotten out into ; albite cnannels or to the re ..sion by the of
li:!-Iires previously released without adjustnient.

then, can properly be considered "tillieial" data? Forpreser',
purposes;_ (lie to Is appl [ell to ad tignres issued by the 6611, to
data cited b-v ofziozeil government. olliCials, to figures used by schol-
ars in demogri pito: research and train im; centers;_and_to data released
:trough other OhannelS that are consistent with official data, are clear-

ly intified and dated, zuhl_a re_ tainfirmed othar Chinese sources. _In
Of the fact that piddle citation of national data requires prior

authorization Lv t he State_Couneil, It_ is probably safe to _assume that
nost, if not all, of these figures originated in data series
compiled Lt t SSP, ;Ind approved for release by the State Council.

Tahlo f 7ie:- :ill of the national population totals_and_ vital rates
for China for I lit' VeI TS that have been released to date, except
for a few figures for t1,- early and middle 1950's that were. superseded
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lit 11:11:L l \ rimrig hi, 11/1-,--1 1110 iort totals, those

daritle- the three year-,_art, the ''era's for Pair; st) 1111(1 the

1'1'1 11'5111o',_ 11)1 1 :111.1 111;'11",. 1 ZiO1.111 SWIIrO.'S .11:11'0 5.111-10

the t,,t:il- for 191..1 !opt 11,161 ..ensus t(aal 11:l:-4 )5 170041

Ht.,' 11; I \yr, m:159111 ...014.6; 111:11 (Hier :111(4111 :1

11.11 IVA- (iiii :Hog!. 111()117 t 011:1I fir)r 19:1,2 :11141

88.4,71 :18:1i1:Ii,f), ill ili4(1), i.40111.iod 1,0.174 in H10_17101. but

thin 1
4110 111r Id hot' Vital lnf('S il1

1:11111. 11:: 5., :ill fill ](,)Tse

:
,PLILATION TOTALS AND V11 Al 00'115

}gar

1,43,srdat thousands: vital rates per 1.000 poculation per year'

1 ,,,,, I; Ci6de
,aie ("em .Yearend trirth ''. 1

11.17I1 Oit,', poputatron rates

Natural
increase

rates

Net
inrreele

rates

15-49 530.160 541,670 36 20 16

6, 8711 551,960 37.0 1S 0 19.0 (18.82)

2.

'5.1, 480 563. 00f1 37

5rA. 910 574,820 .34 Cr,
17
77.00

20
20.00

(09. 80)
(20.78)

195 1 5e1, 192 5172. 603 587. "96.0 r 6 14.0 73.0- (22.60)

1651 (595,310) . 602.660 37.97 13.18 24.79 (24.69)

11'1 1 0(11 1.1,1-,1) 614.650 3? SO 12 -28 20:32 (19.70)

la- 3t, (5 'I 4.45) 628.290 31:90 11 40 .20 50 (21.93)

1957 353' 1 ho 546 30 34 03 10.80 23.23 (28.63)

1359
24.78 (44.59) 10 19

106o
7, 4

1961
1261

37 3. 27

1'51 1691.1101 43.6 19.1 33.5

155,4 1E94:5821 39. 3 11,5 27.8

199, ''25: 321 ,a33 tYr 9 55 28.51

1'7(6 (723, 09) 741.060 35.2 8:9 26.3 (22-.-7)

131,7 (751 774.1, 760:170 34.1 8.4 2 7 (24: 71)

10611 777).1'01 761.960 35.8 8:3 (28.09)

'609 (792,665) 993: 350 34.3 8. I /6 2 (26:96)

1910 /814, 355, 825:470 33 59 7 64 25.95 (27:10)

te7e (8,6,605) 141, 790 39 74 7:34 23.40 (26.74)

1 9 7' (14`.7,`,103 5577,271) 29.92 7.65 22,21 (22:72)_

1373 (P77. 7271 487 513 ?8.07 p3 20.99 (23. 18)

1971 . (1495,8;7 10.5593 c4:06 ,. 35 17.56 (18:40)

197c (611 --"661 919;7110 73 ,": 7 45 15,77 (1:-.12)

ir,, i-i'i:, lc,: 932.670 20 .01 12.72 (14.00)

16'7 3.5 9'" .
655; 7.51 19 0 1 11- l'f 12.17 613: 3r,

i .ii '-' 1 16' 1 934.1-30 Ifr 51 12.05 (13 r"-

t":51. h0-51 975:920 17.90 L 11 66

19 73h I 9117. 550 (11.91)

11,17 ri;(i.ii.i,. in 1 are Eihrh,hd other than repelled ',Kure,.

TH. iir(dilynt 1.111/1 11101 .,atariti

-014;1 111 IA 1
211.1,

!, -

111,'

(Li,

/1111 .1 1(1151 1111111 11

I:11:11. 1 ID'
111O11

4.,

111 NvIII1 'kW 1:1 11 ("11 /111/11_1

111 int() the ,owe Vetly(-: 4.v.rel)t 19:7)

will (11 Clic 1311 I -Hu, right triyes the efiniva-
1110 IN)p111:11.1,,11 tot:11*114'1 ity1-0:-e (1111.111g

annlial: v('nr)
85Ii111 in lb, (1($ from) :1 to :;,1 :pet ImliF;111t1 11111:101 than

14111c1:II n:11 iir:11
1(4 1(11/Z117)(r Nicailso

11:0 1"11(t1 1'014- r::!ional silt-m1(1

14,11: 14, at O i tia 114,1» thr 11,,Ni1;ii um \,;(Ver. 14.110I1
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it \\ is; pointed out 144 u.n ofliial of the tiI3 in November in 1979; he
Hied that t he vital rates for the country asa Avholti %yen?, trot

144-...1 tot complete reporting of births 1111(1 deaths but vere estimates
prepared by the from incomplete data. low the estimates Nvere
141414:11.4.l awl Nvliy_ they were not adjiisted to elimintit-- the discrepancy

. pot explained. Putt as .1 li Banister has poi:iteil cut, the offi-
cial ,antral increase rate_ for I97s i, not sifrniN antly different fi.oni
!hal \\1114.111.(411111 C:11,11101'11 by taking a population-weighted aver-
age of t he provincial natural increase rates for 1978.4

Two other (liinese sources give figures on that also
Hintlict v: iiii the official population totals. Zhu Zhettg.H: ,1f
1 HI ;iiolute. totals of births, de:att.... iiitd 71-
j 11. foil ; I 9:-A1- 19:48-61, J96.2-71, and 10 .1t, Ile
not., t hat I ii( net 1)01:11jat 1,41 grOVIII 1.1111111.d., thcs0 yeapi
million exactly flit difference het the ollicial population totals
for a rend and vearend 1979.' But the stun -of his absolute
natural increase figures for 0,4% four periods -134.69 million. To fit;
l i t . . mum iii.rease figures with the ofTicia; population _totals re-

1J14. :1- _.11111111 inn of a net out-inigration from China (ii mil-
I b.!) 14cople; vet the ant hot' sa vs nothingtibout migration and, in fact,
.14. not i en :4111141e ' lie difference. idea. that It 111111t he ILC-
el H.! 4:41 for I.. eilligriti. :.1 cannot be sustained when the period differ-
enc. , het %Veen 11np111a111111 growth aull natillal increase all? compared.
I /1irin,-, the fii-st _period: _the imply a. net insmigration of :09
nil Ilion. The oltinil fpr yeitrond 1971 and 1979 imply
!mot tier not in-iiiiirrat ion of tuillion. This ineans_that_duing the
1111 l.11e t periods there woidd have been it net out migration of 17.56
million person... elti ll is simply not beFtwahle. Obviously, the incon-

-41cies m I 110 tigairei% given in this art are due not to tlemographic
1...etit- hut .il uroblems.

A :I lit-. tober issue of China's new dentowraphi,i
.411.1..t!. ...search. gives a ntit _inch...Ise figure of 437.27

period. 7:1.2 711111 ins .:trger ..11111 1 he net
, v _ the official poplin, ion totals. lint the :tilthor of

1111, .. 1!, -'((1 his increase fitrure summing. the differences
wcon the 11,19 ittid _1979 totals for what 4. t alls_the "urban uorndri-

114.11 1141 fll" sag:y:4:1dt lira 1 1)01)111;11 ion." ' I1'llen his urban mot agri-
hose t Nvo years al'e aii..V.41 1'0f:ether to get 1 he cor-

H1"'l"linlr l'Hallat;on figures. the... .uirn to only 504.91 million
for 19 04.2. I million for 1''79. some :37 and :2.9 Milli-01i,

official population totals. One might.111-pothesizc that
file author had mistaken "iwricultiiral" for "rural'' population and
that the iliiicrent'es in lioth cases represented the nomno.rifultural pop_u-
hit imt I'('-11 l'i/ ra 1 a 1)111 ill :hat ease the 1'0'41(11111i should be
icii,1 lar,rer in 197u than 01_191!) her:111:4e of the devtdournent _of cmu-
1 0 :1.1. this is not the explanation.

-_

..1.'1., e, prtncr p:-rnrntril nt ttin
.d 11 hon ; 1.1.t1011Ington 11.1%, tTnr. 27

-
'<hi; 71 -id -I

7d.:

11 .7

or. 1,14, 6 .1:1 .rilIT1/1.S1 1.(1p11111-
Tr,11,1 .1. I,- 4. .111.:J1 111 ,cinqmIr

,(, 4I 1:,11rinn1- DI,trdh,ition
;111 O.ti-Otet vice.
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i`C.1 t :10 614' , lie :Int }ItaS seeul to he Under t he
;nzatit ttatipat Otle Per hapS they

ii i'tiini,lt ()I _ill ofhrial data to he tilde to defect the
t re i)))t at 111,r1y to seek clarification hefori. their

nit .. L i. l 111 ait cie'e, the apparent in they.
do hot I.( t1) all(,ntalies in the titlicia_l data.

Th fir et :-P11(11.1- prohleto ,.tith the utlirlal populat ii)lf I 01:1 Is is the

fact. t hat (hi, 'di; cl.n.,11,-; total is. too low Ii) he -ssintilated eto;i1Vilito
ti seriez; ii it Ii the ota.1:4_ for the PJ:Ms. FOr years foreign
tiintivst:; thought that the 111(;1 total cc.- 1111 illelte.v the

Jevei .1 I previous tie-tires:. :SUMO 41:-611111e4 1 t hat tine pilbliem ion_ of

1 1,61 lotai meant. t hat the (11iinese st;itistietti_withoritii,S Bail algin-
doneti tin. prtvitius. figurus; including the 1') 1 -census tota_I-. 'Faking

the 1 111 1 total as; a haSe; they -,1';t1).(1. down thtir estimates etirlier
-\ears in orde,r to :-,how what \ felt was a more plausible rate of
popuht_t ion gt-owth 195J and 1964-..'1211i. low twojeetioli:4 alsO

-eenied iii iiiahe it possihle tt)_st lV closer to tire 1t.011u1 icitats tit TOO tiltd

101 11;111.191i :11)1w:iiillg iii (11iitise news dispatches clutiiig (14(4 late

1,,i6ti's; and (le, earlv 1117(rs_.
( it 1101' allair.-4:-; l'jectod_tiii" I:t6i lot _011 (lie assumption flitit_the

1961 CeieT,int had heen hasty arid sIpezlielal tind hail relied too much on

r: 1( ion reortk that were in. litiple_te ir(' :111.:-,P of fri1.111)1. (Ittr-

ing the Forward and the fotid er.sis. 1lotli 11111111.,1?Ieountett,it

po-sihility o a. large Seale tlepopillat ion_durinr_r, the FOr-

eign 61;S:erVerst cvell aware front refugee rptitis 11,11 front cap-

t nreil Chint_se arwy itiilill al diiciiiirnts w-ii§ \vide-

spread 19ct) and 19(11 and that inc)rtidity lind risen;
part ailloniL. older people. :111(1 S0111). :1:,_:;111111141 front 1e1)005

cif anienOrilie;i ;iiitting Chinese .voinen tl tt, fertilitV ititis.t also have

de-Hilted. ok-,ervers felt tliat if itiass starvation lia'd !wen
....in, on, evitheit-!t \Onlil lnive _reached the outs:hit. ii-Oi111 despite

effort- concealtnnt. The most tetzsititist_to of foreign oh-
st .ors_siimiliscd that tiatitial increase have fal' n to zerci at the
pit of the )'risk.

_

Not: until 1979 did Chinese sources. reeal_tliat 1 e _t1. ;;i1 data

11, 11101'0 1:-4104,11e Thel +.,i(1 manic it

(ear tht i'S;1-1_ '4 i-- still sttin)111 7 he the ye' 1957 total of
iii .1111 1979. trietiihcrs of the SSW:, cetlis: t)lattring.

ileh,gat ion :said that __the 196 I rensilsvvins elT71 l'1101*0 _nr._;,.r:71,, than the
195:1;111(1 con 0111H1 that the_i-iro\-inri:0 totals given
iii a 11)7:2 were the Oft he 1961 oensui_s--. there

no ., :mint,- !he concliisi-,n flint tile_ serves of official data
UhlInlet] lid li rht. 1 91-ttf -___fielirosand the 1'241 1 riinsiistotiii. Some\vliere

1957 411(1 19(11 -TIM jrn IN)pillat 1011 los§ vms neres-

sai-: if (\..re to 1.4 11(14)1 Into :1_
of ineimaF-!od diF4eleisnce in a

:lilii-g1 itt,v paper article in .inly 1979 that tnit,nral lye had
I., I ;ill il: ftir The

high inren- rate for 11,1 haclO;tto proiiP11011 froni the

1 96 1_ tot al \voul pod11.0 Still 1-04441 throve Tor the frisi--4 41 1 iirdess

low mere, -t iittes (41st) ,isititied for 1 9;e:--59, 1962, tifid 1961: Then in

',r:41rt -,,414, 414 4. -'444- 7,11,71,1j(g." ("Enr11,!.:tly '..n t rol rho (:rowth
'4, \N" 114:,1 12, 1971'.4. 71,
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in a fou a poptilat ion conference held in
1.1,11rr.i Inflictor of the Population Nest-arch Institute of hilli-isle

iirovidial vital rates for 1912 and 196:i which
natiii-1 ii,ereas:e rate_of 21" per thousand in_ 1 14;2. 1111(1_28.51

y a rate for 11)1;1 that \as somewhere in the high 20's
;II i,.,1.t. 1:: '11 allowing for ileciiiting growth rates _in 11)58

Aeartind total for 1961 \void(' have to he :ionic,
I-, toil! 1)1.1()NV 1 ht. Ptit 1111111 VearOild 19-19 figure!

1,;,r.ait to take least some foret,(2,-11 analysts
reacted II ith 'ail: They speulate that. pedtaps the t'llinese

wit nit horides Nvere placttig too much_ confidence 11l 19(11_ census
,t I die fr'r t_ici tend that. a part-of t he itpl)are tit_ loss of 1)opti-

kit Irrll .hiring the eris.ii,was (fill' instead to latwe omissions from the
lilt; 1 -olluti 11ii:A ever. of 114-1 in _and data from China. tended

iew that the crisis had 10111 a major denwgraphic
impait: Severid_.-toirtie rtivitAing economic history since 19.19
tildiiaied 111111 the nat tonal economy had been (!)11 the. l)rink of collapse
not dining Cidloral litiolution but also in the aftermath of
1 11- I .,,iipFor \% a .111,4 her source revealed that food grain procitie
!ion in 1:)c iii I here ent below that for 1957.") Recently published
niii. Ietolicr 1),.. the Defense Afinister
.ho lliiil .tiit wized I,eitp ForNNard at the Lashati Party conference

1:):)'.) and had been in disg-rat.4.- as aresult.
t hat the 11,01 projrrts (1'.11.1-111 h Cent nil Coln-

mit l eii la,1 font: months of 11):0-; had prevented die_ peasants
letr,,..1H, c14)/): 11iith the result that people %very "left. with

within, II, lIlt it tliii thi.st half of 1!).-(!)._" _In February 11)81 it wastiis-
Iri the Hat natal (110111 rate 110(1 risen to 25.-1 thousand d in

Th1 effiii1 till A:ea s oil fertility are indicated Ina series
:hit( I irth Hifi' Is. plot ted on 'I graph_ in an April 11-1' article

a I 11 in:or:ix:me for foreign readers. 'file actual figur,i-i a,- not
it they Han reitil from the )ri-apli to \Nithin about

11 hynt. birth tot 01:7: from tiler.i.:1")11 are C!)11_11);11-NI
t he tot :_rived by Zhn the figiiro:s;

the a half million too low. but t he series can
jitst IH:1'11111(11 tOt:IIH I riIlt 11)1-: on the asi.,iimpt ion

iiiit 1,1!, Et"11, Till. adjusted series is
;rlii n ITI .! Front the table It can l seen t 11:1f in 114-:.01 111P ter111:
1,1 :it:ready to_ decline in l98 hut _dropped
1ite1'oit.i1:- Iv- in 191;11 :11111-11itelietl point of ul 12
Lit The birth tot ahs for II; ittid 1061 Nv(i111,1 0111.011 erttile

t (1111111;g these
hich 110".:1 IT11.:-( rat(' of

1,,,,1.1,1,1;rtt ..f
I 1,1.1snor 1:1:4),

I :: VIIii,/. :-. 1.1 CIO, .,1.1 11,111 PrI.I.iirt11111,114
i I:4. 111. NI:,y 1 1. - 1;17!1 I. 17,

:7* !._' ril:i :..-7;....!71inn:.;' ("1-.11 tn.} (;r.,,, t

l 1. r1, ,,n I:1' 'r, 1111 .111'7 i, .NIL 1';

C'.' I .h. :. 111 111W' 11,11 vnt01,1
I' 1. I l'11,11 it I, N. 7766`4.

Sol .4t . (V,,k 54y,tprn." lint7j1
I L.., 1.:1 tv , ,t ' 1,1, 1 lit N., 2f1 1.7;

VA. 1.r1.1,n. (.1111111 II( OTIo vol
X NAN: :
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about 5 per t bou.a ;id for 1910 and (plito probably a negative rat-is for
pw; %veil. According to Zhu Zlicrigzhi, the mit ural it rate
wa, in fact neg(tine for several ears (hiring t he period 1958 61."

T Aria 2. Ai Os LD BIRTH TOTALS SERIES AND ZHU vitticiiirs COMPOflENTS OF CHANCE TOTACS

(In Inausands1

Yaar

Orll-ust-ed
troth

total:

,,urea

Natural
Period Firtiit Tiaths increase

19',,
IV-.
195:
1953
1954_

,, .

20,012
20,217
20,319
26,525
2e, 571

1950 51 1:', I .11; 66, 2E10 100,77

1955 20, 627
1956 21, 140
1957 21,663
1958.. 19, 052 1
1959.
1960

17, 149 1057 61 61, 290 43, 830 17, 450
13,338

1961 11, 751
196/ 174,354

1961 _9,531
1964. , : . . ..... :'.487
1965 :' r. 093

1966..
1957.. -..

25, 364
25,263 1962-71 267, 620 66;250 201,310

1968 27,487
1969._ --- 27, 285

1970 21,588
1971.. 25, 162
1977 .

25,260
1971.._ 24,753
1974 23,840
1975 21, 204 1972.79 161, 720 51, 240 1/5,100

1976 18, 463
1971. -. 16, 435
1979_..
1979

__Note 1 haro..arc aixcrenancies het ,cen /hu's birth and death -totals and his natural increase totali in 3 Of the 4 cases

an-1 in r1 rerenoes are l(le largo to he accounted for by rounding.

Source srre text.

I F 1 1 0 1 1 ! ! 1 1 H i , : 1 ) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 4 : 1 1 S 1 1 1 1 1 1 de_rie(l f r0111 official data On
,

fertility. i licV 11110 be lo' (,11X181 1)01)10111;011 totals for

1957 1111,1 19f1 1 Nvit 1101.9 n'ssunling death rates during t.1) nrisis years
thtin _I he official crude death rail- 1960. . if natural

increase dropis lox as 17 per t lioti.-and in 19 r''' 9 per
t !Mika in! in :959: the negative natural increase rate_ of . owl 5 per
thou=tind in 190) must befollolved 1)9 a negittive rate of i1.tl1ti.4 to:39
per it in 1961 itborder to reach t 110 196-1 census total.' metins

a net loss of bet x.-peti.29 and 25 million tit-rsons_cluing 1960 and 19(11.
N.:it oral litereas for thiLperiod 1 95-_--61 is lIssthan C million and mor-
tality 111 wepti t1. and (17 million instead of the 17 million and bl mil-
lion. respect 19e19-, ealeiihited /1111 Zlieng.lii. '1- he birth OithIS are
sinipIN- not compatible with the nitt joint] population totals if the 196.1

fimire i= itietuded amoncr them.
.1 not ber .,-orios: of figures with h the birt 11 totals can be compared

b: of itideN 1111o:,, for the isiy,e of the fentide reaching mar
riage_agro between 1 9S0 and 91)0. The latter_ figttres are provided by
Litt Zit-en!! in his paper of C)etober 19c+1 cited earlier." It is apparent

Zhit iheng71'11, loc. clt.
1.111 Zbeng, op. vit., P. IO.



(root .1 .111' iii?-111: Ili: that till a given cohort.
Aoild reach lo:11-rico it,go ;tot IV tI' .212. snitch i, tw, l 1,1,

110 fl1ii 11111111 igtiirur niarriago o tithlished by the 1341V 11):IITHT_TI`
I 1, 1941.. but it -:elir ('ttHier than the minimum ago

-obit- I in iiiiiil 141115 ii itiJ )4(r0 j k
- 11,,w ri!:tr) ;Ill-owntwo Liii made for ni rit ion

. I. , not have mad, t01 vwhic11 vould
.iiii5111-on1 1., . mortalitv: for females from

throit,g11 I7T. ii tn\ , Inu's index values can be plotted
:1-t mile\ :duos (Font flip adjusted birth totals for 1958-

Tv; '.!-Lrc.1 ify vear'' The results of t his matching are. shown in
: .

. 1 iom, :It it Tri:ini.Q that- t lt two pints :show _a generally similar
idilit Hal pattern, Litis series implies that the lowest birtli rate

;rood isi- period 1)4.(.11111'il in I ',WM, Nril('reaSthe 11111 1) series puts
it 061. Liii 1i.si!..711 the birth peal; to 196:1. they diverge.
14' and 19(1.'1. I'roiiiLft(1:i throw-tit 19711 the two series are

bin after 1971 they differ considerably. It, seems
tin ; lir: for('; t liar t lni I Nro s_of da_ta come front the Sarni: source-.

;;-:on is possiltic, although it is int-omplete, and
iii ' .0 v..,.fri the reported birth rates and those which can

the birth teitalS by the official or estimated
:11tnic for: I lit soot's for which official birth rates are

i h i b l o T i l t . tip-tires a t able :1. 'The comparison Pan he made
for -0 of Iho for v.:hit+ birth totals 41.11" flVail11111P-. In 1(3 eases

the Official birth tat' and that derived front the
hi! 14 h-s thin I pot: tin-in-sand . tin(1 the largest difference

thit' ,ia4es us just 2 per thousand (feir 1956),
11){,i1H1 :ire only approxitriate ante the annual

aver :12-c 1 if-{.(1 in mule vefirs are estinintecl, Ta general,
hi ID.. I() he rather cleise. This tines not-,

11\vivor, i-tablish boron,' doubt Iliac ?lie birth series and the official
di:4creptmcics in 197-I and 1917

;1/:. ( () it 1(11)11/11 (.11 for by errors in estimating.
T 1 -' TEI E rioor, 3171T11 Rs TES AND BIRTH RATIO ES1 !MATED FiDM THE ADJUSTED BIRTH TOTALS

Sr Si FS

iPer thou:and populahonT

OH-at
188

forth
totalt
CUR

91 55
Year C62.

Birth
totals

CBR

19' 37 .s '70 19E5 ____ ... 32.: E6 39: 93
1, I 77 ".;, /8 1E66 35.2 34.57or, 3/ H. 7? 1'57 34:1 37.63

i7 3`, 33 1:: .1 35.1 35.54
IT. I A/ 37 17 9? 196., 34.3 3.42

135 1' An 11.89 1970 .. . ... 33. 59 32.88
13' 5 11 90 14 0? 1971._ 30. 74 10.01
19'.7 it ii 31 99 1372 39.9? 74.46

1973 ..... 28.07 28.21
13`,9 P. 71 25 94 1174 24.95 26.61

1,1 7 17 "s7 4,1 197/ . .... 23. 13 23.36
13F., 43.6 .41.85 1975 i .. . 20.01 19.93
1961 39.3 39.77 1977 19. C3 17.50

, Tot- ,o.,r, 1 r-'.. .71 W:L, ,i1,..%:..r1 nV rr.r. AnNfry ch,tle, of the ('fro e of Population
115': 70::. P710,, t7: 1":11t-er.ilry.
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deposition. But it is possible also that the decline in _1:11e._ birth rate
during the earl to middle _1979's owed »u».0 to the falsification of
data than to success in family planning, since the "gang:' allegedly
took it cavalier attitude toward statistics. More will be said about thiS
hereafter. _

The_discovery_of persistent anomalies in the oflicial popidation totals
and Vital rates from China inevitably raises questions as to how the
figures _ere obtained: So far_as the early I950's are _coneeilied; the
figures haN c to be est imates._There was no national system of popula-
tion registration until after_ the 1953 census, and even -then it, took
several yetis to establish and was still incomplete in 1956." 'Tie vital
rates fo_ all ;Fears prior to 1956 were pesumably_ based on saint&
vital registration work carried on in a few areas of China in the early

which-were insonie unspecified manner extrapolated to the rest
Of China and extended backward to 1950 and forward to the. point
where the nat ionid registration system began to function. The Leap
Forward of 1958 must have thrown the population register's into Ws.
array, as it did all other kinds of statistical work. If the peasantS did
not have t line to harvest their crops. they would cetainl not have had
time: report_ birt deaths._ and_ migration to the proper_ aut horitieS.
Once merinos food shortages had begun in the spring of 1959; helping
the authorities keep records would not have been their first_ concern.
The restoration of population registration and of statistical work in
general which followed the recovery _from the food crisis could not
have gotten'yery _far_ before the country was plunged into the utter
confusion of the Cult ural_. Revolut ion; during which government of=
fiials at all levels. inclinlinp- snit istieians were subjected to political
harassment and physical abuse by_the Red Cruard .and Revolutionary
Rebel detachments any many public records were destroyed.

It to believe that the population registers came dn/nigh
all three _disasters unscathed _or that. it would_ be pos.:ible to obtain ft

accur:ite sot of vital_rates from whatever records suviVed
the tnrinoil tad destruction. _What. happened After the Cultural
Revolution is also obscure. Statistical work was not immediately re-
vived. The SSIi, which virtnall ceased to exist during the Cultural
Neyoliit ion, was not formally re-establishd until_ I97-1, and it is still
operating with only half the stall it had_ 1965. I fence the statistical
liaSiS le the population totals and vital rates of the first half of the
1970 : is alsoin doubt.

Tt Seems likely that the vital rates for all Years from 1957 anti/ the
late 19701s and all of the population totals for the same years except
Evil 1961 tribeestimated yet rospect ively in some fashion from in-
complete data. or in some 'rears; no data at all,_°1 that they were.de-_
rived by reconstruction from more recent data. This inay_ explain _why
neither the figures nor the trends were mentioned in natietial r>r lot ii
news dispatches in prior '-ears, even in connection with family plan-
ning 'The most_likely _hypothesis is that recent. age data for
China were used to est tante births. deaths, and natural inereasein the

ast, and to project specific :ore cohorts in the future. Controlling to
official population totals in retrospective reconstrnetions would be dif-
ficiilt, could vs:phlin the inconsistencies between Zhu Zhengzhi's

18 Fn r further discussion, see John S. Airci.-Officiai Poimiation Data." -chnpter S to
roan -il Wu, ed., China : A nandbook, Praeger Publishers, New York. 1973. pp. 94-98.
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period totals for nal (Ira I inrrease and the attic ttil population totals for
t he earlier years.

Litt rAlieng says thi at his female marriage cohort. index values were
based on the y(Aing-abed composition of our population," "
means t hat. if re(a_ait age dish-Halt ion by sex was used. :.---)inee the most re-
t int. V.:1 1 la 1.11e: SO fa r 1:111111; is (tile Ohl allied by it special survey in

vhicli is discussed below,-" and since he %vas trying to iirojeet, the
size of female marriage collortsto the ve:ir 2.000; I his may explain why
he chose ago :22 Its tIit :tssnnu'd female marriage age I or all cohorts.
Presumably the same (list ribut ion \vas used in reconstructing the abso-
lute birth total:-', series. but if so, the distribution was modified for much
(if t lit 197 irs, perhaps because it was in conflict with the birth rates de-
rived I roin the provincial repor(s. Also, the birth aeries ends in at. ex-
t remelylow figure for 197Y; oftlyilboill-16.-1 \vitereas t hale-
pendently reported birth total for 1978 was 17. million;21 a figure
that -is much more consistent with the otticial birth rat e. The. sintilari,
t les bet \\Ten 111e Liu series, t he birth totals series. and the. official vital
rates luny b(( (Inc it> t Ile use of a_ connimit set of az..,e-e data, :tad tint dis-
crepancies to subst it iition of other source data for individual years
or parts of a series for various reasons, riitir mit 'writ:dive, Chinese
sout.c.es reveal how t he figures \vere obtained and provide enough statis-
tical ( l e t : t i k I t , permit. it ttiore careful analysis:, t 110_0:x4)1;m:it joti their
uwolisist,,,,,, and in fact. t heir overall reliability lutist reinitin in
(Intibt

AGE ANI) SEN. COMPOSITION

Prior to 1979. the inly (luta on age composition in China available
to fOreign analysts were from t he 195:; census. In a paper for the De-
cember 1956 meet ings of the _Indian Stat- istical Institute of Calcutta;
Prof. 1):11 Shiguang provided st'N ratios irregular it groups that
showed an average of over 115 males per 100 females at ages 7 to-13
years and dropped down to Si for ages 56 and over;-:' 1>ai also provided
figures oil 1 he percent ily,e of the population at ages I) to 1-1, 15 to 49,
111(1 50 and over. but these figures \vey said to lie est ilium's. :tild they

somewhat, from the corresponding data obtained later front
other sources. Prof. (lien 1)ai submitted a paper for the August 195_7
meetings of the Intermit ional Statist ical Institute in Stocicholrn but,
iinlihe 1)ai. was not able to attend t he meetings. his paper included a
series a pcent:Igo I'm* 1:0111 SC \t Ill 10-year (ige groups. Ilse
first. complete series of age. data from t he 1953 eellSI1S t.0 be made pith-

1n. 'Afiiv 1959. the writer of an article in :I health joiinal, '1'11111
PNIL-fliao, gave ;mother 195:), censiti-; percentage age distribution in 10-
year :Igo goll IS 111:11 e re 011 :-4t I yea friall Chen 1):1 :-; fig.:oes,
(01(1 lie :ids() provided on agt---,ex pyramid iihit tell ft-tan percent:Ilse fig--

lot' age gjblips by YX. h1)111 \\11.1(11 t ill' census age (list

Mo. ell.
1.,i'llt 1:::::1:11111R1, 1,1 _p111 ken:_:7111 r.n1;ot zpnczliang'

Vor t h.. 1,0 1). 1,01.roi /.;11 o nod ('antral of
.111:ll 110! 1;1,,,11-1.. 1: 11: 1_1. P.:79. I:,

e,.1:111:1::::11 111:11.t: St:111,111ml Institute.
t1.

-: :awn nn. "N:Nv 11111:1', I its II,Int Ion,: to National
liiiLnsirni'tioir ;Ind I 4,111.P.:rap111: litfrrilation:11 StatIstleal

In. 111:.7, p,
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tion could be ree-onstileted iiAng the two-sets of 10-year age group
percentages and Des sex ratiosAS eontrOlS,24

For the next 20 Years projections of China's population made
hy _foreign rinalysts_bkgan either _with the 1953 Ceirisus_r_iae7sex data
or with model data. In November 1974, an article in a medical journal
mentioned that the 1964 census age distribUtibk was used to com-
pute standardized iiiCiderice rates for oesophageal cancer but did
not give the figures;25 Then toward the end of 1978, a_Briti311 doctor
visiting China obtained pereentage distributions by 5-year age groups
for males. females; and both sexes from the 196-1 eensilti and included
them in_his trip report.26 In the spank Of 1980; an American_ doctor
obtained a:1 age distribution by _5-year age groups for _both sexes
in thousands which aS repoiedly based on a _10 percent sample
of the areas ineluded in national cancer ineidence survey con-
ducted by the Caneer Institute of the Chinese ademy of Medical
Sciences in the middle 19-Ws; The population d; to Seem to refer
approximately to the_middle of 19766n the overture ;'rd Gold to a_total
of 812 million, about 91Deteent of the official italr t that time.7 Other
sources have cited (tat a for large age ,grOUPS froM a subsequent survey
that apparently refers 1978.28 Stiddenly; in the last two years, it
has become possible -to eampai.c 'ire Composition at several points in
the past three decades With What would he expected on the basis of
the trend in the official vital rates; The four sets of age Iata are given
in table 4.
TABLE -PERCENTAGE AGE DISTRIBUTIONS: 1953 CENSUS, 1964 CENSUS, 1976 SURVEY, AND 1978 SURVEY

1953 census 1961 census 1176
survey,

_both
sexes

Age group
(years)

1978
survey,

both
sexesAge group

(years)
Both

sexes Malei Females
Both

sexes Males Females

All ages.... 99.99 100.01 100. 03 100.00 100.0 100. 0 100. 01 161.0

0 to 4 15.59 15,53 15,65 14.52 14.5 14.5 12.41

5-to 9 10.94 11.23 10.63 13.65 13.9 13.4 13.52 0-14 38.6

9,39 9.71 5.04 12.52 12.7 12.3 12.35

15 to 19. 9.10 9.28 8.91 9.01 9.2 8.9 9.32

20 to 24.. ,, _ ._._ 8.24 8.27 8.21 7.37 7.5 7.3 9.15 15-29 24.8

25 to 29. ...... _ 7.76 7. 96 7. 55 7.31 7.6 7.0 7.50

30 to 34 6,88 7.03 6,72 6.77 7.0 6.6 5.95

35 to 39 6.41 6.47 6.35 5.97 6,1 5 8 5.54

40 to 44 5.5b 5.55 5.57 5.17 5.2 5.1 5.11 30-64 31.8

45 to 49 5.01 4.97 5.07 4.47 4.4 4.5 4.56 --------------------
50 to 54 4 24 4 20 4 30 3.84 3.8 3.9 3.91

55 to 59 3.61 3.53 3.70 3.27 3.0 3 5 3.28

.60 to 64 __ 2.90 2.73 3.08 2.56 2.3 2.9 2.77

65 to 69 2.03 1.79 2.29 1.69 1.4 1.9 2.01

70 to 74 1.37 1.09 1.68 1.07 .8 1.3 1.39 65+ 4.8

75 to 79 .61 .46 .78 .55 .4 7 .77

80 plus .35 .21 .50 .26 .2 .4 .47 ..
Source: See text.

"."Tinn--Fengtiao." Worm° Mutt stititYit lie renkou rengshi wenti" (-"Th Problem of
Planned Births and Population increase in Chinn"), Itentnin hanjian ( People's Health),

So; 5. May 1959. it, 403.
33 Coordinating (trottp for Research on the Etiolcrtv of Oesophageal__Caneer in North

"Htialtei tlielot shignanyan 11 lxinttbitifiXiie he bingylnxtle fie chai] dinaeha yanjiti"
1"Bpitleminlogy and Ctiolory of Hesopliammi Cancer In- North -China _Preliminary Re-
port"), Zhn-rinin yiyite zarlil (Chinese Medleal JetirtutP, No, 11, Novemher 1974, p.-671.

C. S. "Citify Travel to China : November-itecember, 7978," January 19791
Anne-x

I_Frederiek P. IA. "Cancer Incidence in China,-1975-2000-: ImplientIonn for Cancer
Control:" Clinical rpitleminlol,y Brane14__Natibrial Cancer .Institate. Bethesda. Maryland.
and _Sidney Farber Cancer indtate Boston. Mao-snehtisotts. 4ate, 1.

2. Yu 7.henpinfi, Xinhita. Beijing. Feb: 13-1910, riots NO-. 33, Feb. 1$, 1980, Pp. L-12-
13; -andand .7.hana 1.equn. "Weishenma yen tiehang vidul fill: 7-111-sheng yige halal?" ("Why
must One Child per Couple Be Protr.otec17 M), R1113, Arir. I5, 1980, p. 5.
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.\ t a glance, t here aro throe aspects of t hese age data that seem a
littIt >t rang.. 1Irst, the 19i; dist Hun ion _snows lower propor-
tions at. ages 4)) and over than does the 1953 distribution, a change
pia ,1)iifil h nndii t:ndal te_onlv_11 t here hail Iuel_11111:twesunu+dcci
mat ion of t he elderl in the inteinin. Second, the 1964 proportion at
:pro-. It to I is surprisingly high for an ago geouii t hat. includes cohorts
from several ears of vey low 1(.11 ilit-v and presumably high infant
mortality. Third, the 1976 dist ribat ion shows a sharp drop between
ages Ili Ion and ages 15 to 19, due.apparentl to the fact that the lat
lei' group ineludes laic tfefii tt c011Oril. 01 HIP. 100(1 crisis years;
age group t hat contains t he same cohorts in 1961 does not seem to have
been as much affected by them: Evidently the 1953; 1964, and 1976 age
dist !Thin ions are nut ent irety compat ible.

_ Precise comparisons cannot be made %viiiiout _single year of :Igo
data, which are not available. Such data reportedly exist for the two
consuses_and are in use by Chinese _demographers, but for the 1976
survey the age data. were reported from the field only in 5-year ago
groups. Since t here is a difference of II years bet %veen the censuses and
1:21 year.: het \Veen the Seenlid rt Itsns :Ind the cancer survey, it is not
possib_le to _match corresponding 5 -year age_ groups in the three lis-
t ribut ions. The 197 ti survey results have not, been made pubis even in
5-veat age _groups: hence (here is very little that can be done with the
Its data for t he tune being.

_ Another way_of test fug the plausibility of the four age distributions
is to compare them with models based on the 11153 census age-sex dis-
t ribut ion; flte official populat ion totals; and the official vital rates for
t he Years for which official data are missing,. 'l'liis exercise was carried
out by the_ author and reported in a _paper presented to an interna-
1 lona) con Terence on the impala( ion of China, the first of its kind ever
convenetk which was organized by tile_EaSt-AVVSt CellterS.
11:-it it rte. and met in Honolulu :clay 17-21, 1980.':" Ili this paper three

models were presented; each based_on a different met hod rat ionaliziuno.
t he inconsistencies between t he. °Irwinl totals and I he vital rates. All
au-plots incorporated the official totals available at the time they were
eons( racted; but estimated totals had to be substituted for missing data
at many points. In general; these proved to be quite close to the con-
responlling Official figures subsequently released. The latter figures
would not _ 'Lave significant ly affected tile age distribut ions generated
by t fie models.

The initial age distribution in all three cases Was_ a reconstructed
1953 census aire-,ex dist rihut ion in single years of age based on the dis-
tribut ion by 5-year age groups given in table -I._ Model A began with
the reported total for the 1953 census and the increase rates for the
middle 1950_'s that _are implicit_ in the °Mein] population_ totals _for
195:)-57, wit Ii an adjustment of t he 1956 figure to avoid the impossibly
high grOWt h rate implied by the official totals for yearend 19511 and
19.)7. Birth its for the 1950's Were derived as the stIlllof the natural
ittorca. rates and t he officially reported death rate-.4: The vital rates
assumed for 10:--17. 61 were designed lo pvnilit the attainment ley t he
start of l96.2 of a population total derived from_f he 196.1 census iitaj
and an assumed increase rate of per t housand fits' 1961, the Official

John S._ Aird. rot tion of an Official Data Madel of the Population of China."
May 15. 1980.
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rate of 33,5 for 1963 and aan s.stuned rate of 10 for 1962; for which no
official r:Lte _was then available. The national increase rates assumed
for 1958 and 1959_, though falling from the 1957 level, were still fairly
high; with the result that -the net_loss_of population in 1960 and 1961
was close tti 25_ million. Most of the loss W ILS assigned to 1961 the

mpresuption that the combined effects of lower fertility and higher
mortality tiiild have been greiiter in that year. For later years,
population_ totals and vital- rates were interpolated _between the avail-
able official figures in accordance with the trend indicated by those
figures._ The _yeiii'end 1969 population total turned out to be about 2
to 3 Million higher turd the natural increase rates for the early 1970
slightly higher than the official figures subsequently released; but these
tire minordifferenees.

In Model 134 the absolute birtktotals, which had just been received
as the model was being, prepared, were incorporated, and mortality was
set -at whatever level was required to accommodate to the official popu,
latibh totalS and the totals derived by interpolation between the official
figures. The population totals and vital rates in -Model B came some
What elbSer than those in Model A to the official figures for 1969 and
the latter half of the 1970's_ subsequently obtained from Chinese
sources. The ivaiii difference between the two models was that the use
of the absolute birth totals in Medel 13 resulted in a much more rapid
de-Cline in nattiral increase in 1958 and 1959 and a much higher natural
increase _rate_ in 1962 The net population loss in 1960-61 increased to
alnieSt 28 million in Model B.

Model C made use of the official vital rates for 1953-51 inflated by
4 percent so that, starting with the census total in 1953_, the series
readied_ the official populati-on total _for yearend 1957. Model_ C as
sumed that-the Official vital rates in the 1960's were displaced backward
by one year because the Chinese -age- reporting in the age distribntion
used to reactiAiet the series, Hence the 1963 increase rate of 33.5
per thousand was reassigned to 1964, a_loW rate of 7 per thousand was
chosen fin- 1962on the assumption that fertility in that year waS still
depressed by the food shortages of 1961 and the first half of 1962 and
the natural iiiereaSe rates for 1958 and 1959 were set somewhat higher
as in Model_ A. These_assumptions reduced the net population loss in
1960-61 to less than 16 million. In the 1970's, the death mates were
raised_once again to the level of the official figures, arid the birth rates
were derived as the sum of the detail rates and the natural increase

ffirates implied by tha official and derived population totals",'By the time
this model was constructed, the official figures for 1969 and 1975.49
were available.

Comparing the inidyear _1964 age distributions generated by the-Se
models with the 1961 census age distribution tests the consistency of
the_1964 census age distribution with that from_ the 1953 census and
With toe intercensal vital rates: The percentage figures for both Sees
fo_the two censuses and for the threemodels for 1964 are_ given in
table 5. It is obions at once that all three models have much smaller
proportions of the_total at ages 0 to 4, the age group which includes
the birth cohorts of the crisis years. Even Model 113; which incorporates
the-absolute birth figures, has some 2.5 percent less of the population
in this age greiip, a difference of almost 18 million persons. Age_groiip
5 to 9 is also smaller in the models, and especially in Model B, than

19
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in the census age distribution. The 1964 census age distribution evi-
dently did not, come front a population whose vital rates followed tlio
trend of the official vital rates or the official birth totals between year-
end 1951 and midyear 1964. If the census age distribution is correct,

. the crisis population loss in 1960-61 could not have been as severe as
would have been required to keep the population total as low as the
091.22 million reported for midyear 1964. If the crisis was severe
enough to hold the population down to the 1904 census total, the pro-
portion of the population at ages 0_to 4 could not _possibly have been
as high as 14:5'2 percent in 1904. In short, the 1904 census total is
incompatible with the 196-1 census age distribution.

TABLE 5.-PERCENTAGE AGE DISTRIBUTIONS IN 5YR AGE_GROUPS, 1953 CENSUS, 1964 CENSUS, AND MGDEES
A, B, AND C AS OF MIDYEAR 1964

Ages (years) 1953 census 1964 census Model A Model B Model C

All ages 99 95 _100L00_ 109:00 99:99_ 100-.00

010 4 15:59 14.52 11.91 11.95 11:08
5 to 9 . 10.94 13.65 12.93 12.24 12.98
10 to 14 9:39 12.52 12:78 12:74 12.98
45 to 19 9.10 9.01 9.80 9.85 9.83
20 to 24 8.24 7.37 7.55 7.59 7.58
25 to 29 7.76 7.31 7.15 7.21 7.19
30 to 34 6.88 6.77 6.55 6.60 6.58
35 to 39 6.41 5.97 5.99 6.05 6.04
40 to 44 5.56 5.17 5.35 5.41 5.39
45 to 49 5.01 4.47 4.80 4.86 4.85
50 to 54 4.24 3.84 4.16 4.21 4.20
55 to 59 3.61 3.27 3.50 3.55 3.55
60 to 61 2.90 2.56 2.81 2.86 2.86
65 to 69 2.03 1.69 2.10 2.15 2.15
70 to 74 1.37 1.07 1.44 1.48 1.49
75 and over .96 .81 1.18 1.24 1.25

Sources: See text.

Other differences between the census and model age distributions are
less st art ling but_ also significant: All three_ models show higher pro-
port ions at. ages 15 10 11rin 1901 than does the 1904 census. This may
have resulted because some_children aged 3 and 4 in 1.953 mere reported
as 5 and 0 yea -olds according to the traditional method of reckoning
age in China. This would _have.intlated the population at_ ages _5 to 9
in 1953 at the expense of thos, 0 to 4 and caused the models to show a
higher proportion of _survivors at ages 15 to 19 in_196 I; In this case; the
1904 census age distribution may he more accurate.

lie 1904 census also shows much smaller proportions at ages_ 40 and
over than do the models, in spite of the high mortality among the aged
which thetuodels assume during the crisis years, Either the mortality
among- older people was notch more severe during the crisis than the
mortality schedules used in constructing the models allow for_or there
was much more exaggeration of ages by the middle aged and elderly in
1953 than in 1904: There is eleai' evidence of exaggeration in the. num-
Icrs of wrsons reporting extremely high ages in 1953, but there is alSo
evidence from refugee reports of the early 1900's that mortality among
the elderly was very high during the food crisis years. Both explana-
tions may apply.

Ifow could the 1964 census have done a better job of measuring age
than _the. 195:1

that
while doing a poorer lob of countino. heads?

pIt is ossible that the 1964 age data are based on only part of the. total
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eniitherated pOpitlii ion. In 1953 the data were taken from the
population directly surveyed," excluding_ the part whose numbers
were eStitriatedliV 1161'y' "indirect" me_ans._Perhaps the same was (lone
in 1964. In fact; be_canse of the haste_in which the 1964 census was re-
portedly completed. it is- possible that the -age data wei.e based on very
incomplete reports and extrapolated to the rest of the population. If
this is the ease._ thei.e_niaybe_ some question_a how adequatelyto ho adequately the
reported age data represent the age distribution of t he total population
in 1964. If the units prOViding age data were less severely affected
than the rest of _the country during the food_crisis_years, the 1961
age data may underStatetheeffeets of the crisis: In general, however,
tin, 1961 census age distribution seems more plausible than the age
distribution for 1953, and it may be, closer to actuality than the model
age distributions for 191;-1:
TAnother ay of ex- plOring the implicatiOns of the incomp'w atibility

Of the 1964 age distribtition and the -1964 population total is to modify
the 1953 age distribution and_the_ intereensal vital rates so _that the
1964 ago distribution can be approximated by a model starting with
the 1953 census total. Since the completion of the East-West Popula-
tion Institute conference paper :cited_earlici% the author prepared a
fourth_ mode] for this purpose._"AiodelD begins with 11 :TnnttaIT 1.1953
total derived from the eensus total as riming natural inei.ease in 1953
at the level implied by the offiCial totals for yearend 1952 -and 1053.
The liitli and death rates for subsequent years were arrived nt by the
successive approximation until they_ produced exactly the census ifto-
pertidiiS at ages 0 to 4 and 5 to 9 in 1961: The birth rates within_ the

5--
year - interval'. in mtliichi these cohorts score born wel.t. adjusted so that

they Shots; declining fertility throughout the 1950_'s, accelerating
decline in 1960-62, and a rebound_ to_ a peak in 1963: The death rates
decline until 1958, rise -at asharply_ac_celerating rate to a peak in 1901,
and then deelin( raiii(11V thong]] 1964. \.t no point does natural in-
ereaSe become nerrative, To have a negat Ve natural increase rate in 1960
or 1961 would riave required much highei natural increase rates in
1962 and 1963, but this would have meant much lower mortality daring
the latter two years than would lie plausible given the reported levels
for the 1950.s. The population totals and vital rates for Model I) are
given in table 6.

TABLE 6.-POPPLATION 10TALS AND VITAL RATES. MODEL D. /953-65

rAbsoliite ti8Urei in thousands: vital rates per thousand population)

Jan. 1
Year population

-Annual
average

population

Crude
birth
rate

Crude
death

rate

Natural
increase

rate

1953 576, 039 582.641 45,2 22.5 22.7

1954
1955

___ _ _
589. 242
602.941

596, 092
610.015

43 :8
42.6

20. 8
19.4

23.0
23. 2

1956 617, 089 624, 458 41:9 18.3 23.6
1957 631 827 639,020 40,5 18.0 22.5

1958 646, 212 653, 076 39:3 18.3-- 21.0

1959 659.940 666, 459 38.5 18.9 19.6

1960 672, 978 678, 691 36. 8 20.0 16. 8

1961.. 684, 404 688,905 35, 3 22.2 13.1

1962- 693,405 698,097 31.6 18.2 13.4

1963._ 702, 789 712, 234 43.5 17.0 26.5
1964 721,679 728, 806 35.1 i, 15.6 19 6

1965-- 735,932 .._____............ ...,1

Source: See text.
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'faith+ 7 show-: t he percentage age distributions by sex in 5-year age
groups for the. 19_53 mid _1961 censuses and the midyear 1953 and 1964
diSt ribilticMS MOM I). As can be seen, the model exactly unitc.ies
the _19(1 census proport ions for both sexes in every 5-year age group
tot lie one-hundredth of one percent and all but one of the proportions
for nudes and females rounds to the corresponding 1964 eenSUS figures
in tenths of one percent. But to secnre such a good match, it. was neces-
Sary to ill/Ire:ISO ronsideral,ly the levels of fell ilitzy and mortality dur-
ing the intercensal years and to make 5011W significant. modifications
in the 1953 age dist ribut ion. For both sexes combined, the age group
0 II; .1 in 1953 is increased by almost one percent, and increases of over
lialf of one. pe,reent, are required at ages 15 to 19 and 20 to 24. Through-
slit the middle of the age distribution the changes are slight.. but from
age 55 onward. Model I) has diSti net ly smaller proportions, If the 19q4
censu, aire dist ribut ion is more reliable than that for t he 1953 _census;
the ('flanges would mean that the 1953 census undercounted children
at ages 0 to 1 or failed _to convert some of their Chinese ages, that it:
al-.o missed a number of young people at ages 15 to 24, and that many
people 55 and over had exaggerated their ages.'°

TABLE 7.-PERGENTAGE AGE-SEX DISTRIBUTIONS FROM THE 1953 AND 1964 CENSUSES AND FROM MODEL D FOR
MIDYEAR 1953 AND 1964

1953 census Model D midyear 1951 1964_eert3u_s _r1161 0 midyear 1964

ARe Both
group sexes

Fe-
Males males

Both
sexes Males

Fe-
males

Both
sexes Males males

Bosh
sexes Males

St3-
males

A l l ages... 99.99 100.01 100 03 100.02 100.00 100 01 100. C 0 1 0 0 0 100.0 100.00 9_999._ 99. 98

0 to 4 15. 59 15.53 15.65 16.42 16.82 16.00 14.52 14.5 14.5 14.52 14. 52 14.53
5 to 9. . 10.94 11.23 10. 63 IL 14 II. 33 IL 93 11 65 13.9 13.4 13.65 13. 89 13.40
10 to 14_ .. _ 9. 39 9.71 9.04 9.70 9. 59 9.50 12.52 12.7 12.3 12.52 12.72 12.31
15 to 19 9. 10 9:28 8:91 9:83 10. 30 9. 33 9.01 9.2 L 9 9.01 9. 16 8.85
20 to 24.. 8.24 8.27 8.21. 9.02 9.32 3.70 7.37 7. 5 7.3 7.57 7. 46 7.27
25 to 29 7.76 7.96 7. 55 8.04 8.29 7.79 7. 31 7. 6 7.0 7.31 7.60 7.00
30 to 34_.,_. 6.88 7. 03 6. 72 7.04 7. 16 6. 92 6.77 7. 0 6.6 6.77 ' 6.98 6.55
35 to 39 6. 41 6.47 6. 35 6.23 6:27 6. 18 5.97 6. 1 5.8 5.97 6.11 5.82
40 1 0 4 4- - - -5 , 5 6 5.55 5.57 5.54 5.58 . 5. 49 5.17 5.2 5.1 5.17 5. 21 5.12
45 io 49 5. 01 4.97 5. 07 4.88 4:60 5::6 4.47 4. 4 4.5 4.47 4, 42 4.52
50 to 54 4. 24 4.20 4. 30 4.10 3. 81 4.39 3.84 3.8 3.9 3.84 3. 79 3.89
5 5 1 0 5 9- - - - -3 . 6 1 3.53 3.70 2.89' 2.55 3:24 3.27 3 :0 3.5 3.27 3. 03 3:52
60 to 64 2.90 2.73 3,08 2.25 .1.84 2.68 2.56 2.3 2.9 2.56 2, 26 2.87
65 to 69 2. 03 1.79 2.29 1.53 1.21 L83 1:69 1,4 1.9 1.69 1.44 1.95
7 0 t 6 7 4- - - -1 . 3 7 1.09 1.68 .74 .60 . 89 1.07 .8 1.3 1.07 .83 1.32
75 plus .96 .67 1.28 .67 .43 . 93 .81 .6 1.1 .81 :57 1.06

Souitei: See text.

The most, important, conclusion of _this exercise-is that the -coure of
vital events in the intereensal period that is re(Thirtd_to generate the
1964 census proportions at .ages 0 to 4 and 5 to 9 produces a midyear
1964 population total that is 37 million larger than the_reported 1964
census twal. This NVOILlil imply that t he 1964 census undercounted the
population by more than 5percent. relat ive to_ the 1953 census. If the
1953 census also undercounted the population by at least. 5 percent, as

-7. NIPS"- etollVillS1111:S h`11(1 to confirm those reached by the wither in an ea eller analysis

wiett).

of. the 19a:{ age distritoit Ion after _con/lin ring the _vensii., data with age- -data- f-ront other
emnitrles- with 141::11 fert111. and mertitlItv and With several stable population models.
The en eller stiffly noted marked_ detielts at _am, 5 to-14. 14%4s-severe deficits- nt ago -0 to
4 and 1 5 to 24. r nil nn exeess at rtes 45 and over. See .144111) S. AIN', Ti,. Size, Compost-
don. and 11re svt ,,r tin, 1 lopitle !Ian of Ma inland China, 10 terna tioaal 1'61)0111th:in Bei
Series P-90, No. 13. U.S. Government Prix: Ong Office, Washington. D.C., 1961, pp. 65-74.
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the author has arguedelsewliere;" the total undercount by 1964 could
have been as much aS 63 niiIIlOII. _ _

If the 1964 census did in fact add to an already significant under-
count in the 1053 census; the impliciftions for current population totals
and tho forthcoming census are_ also _important. What, may have hap-
pened to pOpination recordkeeping in _the intercensal and postceiisal
years is not eleax, There Seetits- to have _been an upsurge in birth regis-
tration in 1'954 When food grain rationing was instituted, but there was
also some. evidence that the registers lost track of population in 1955,
wheif recent rural migrants into the_eities were expelled under orders
to return to their native villages. The Leap forward probably dis,
ipted population ecordheeping causing further losses in recorded
population; During the food crisis years, registration was undoubtedly
neglected again, but iii the post-crisis r_eeovery period; belated regis-
tration Iii Ly have milde up for some of the failures to report births
dud, contributed to the low birth rates of the crisis years. Tile Cultural
Revolution also plunged the population registers into disarray as it
did iiiost ether civil functions, but there may have been some delayed
registration of births iii the late 1960's, when, according to some
ChineSii sources, there Was a secondary peak in the birth rates."3 With
the resumption of family planning efforts in the 1970's and especially
after their iiiiirket I intensification in 1073; the need to show achievement
ID family planning work and success in attaining the target birth and
natural inereaSe rates handed down by higher kels may have resulied
iii dill increase in_ underregistration of births and some falsification
of the reported fitares on bir.ths and natural increase, effusing the
fiialeiount in the official population totalS to rise from 1973 to the
present. It Windt.' be impossible to quantify the_varying margin of
undercount over the years, but the general trend has probably been
upwfid; in abieliite if hot in relative terms; ByCtlie time the 1982
cen:ins is taken; it ina.y have to close a considerable gap between the

reported figiires and the actual !Limbers;
The l976 and 1978 survey data can also be compared with the model

ago ( is I ibutions for the same years, even though dating the two sue=
veys poses ff_ problem; The cancer survey ago _data, do not refer_ to_ a
single date because the survey was not simultaneous. Most of the
provinces were surveyed_duing 1976, but five _WeIT not covered until
one i ivi earS later. The repo' t ing fortns used_ in the survey field
ii iii I: tilii' 1 fy t hut age dal a are to be obtained as of t he previous year-
end; participant in the survey says that in practice the age data
Were Collected de Hove) as of the time of field work in each locality.
This Avoul,1 mean that, on the average, the reference dice of the survey
ng( data was SOineihcie betNveen midyear and yearend 1076.33 The
exact reference date of the 197S survey is also unknown. In table 8;

=.-roilit S. Ain!. -Poi datien Crowth.- Chapter in Alekander I!leirstein. Walter -nnlen-
t-mn. tgiS., NO/1101111C Trends in Communist. China. Aldine Publishing
Connolly. Cbiengo. 1-1MS. pp. 2.12-214.

" For Pv5inp1-,. -It Is Imperative to Control Population Growth in -a 'Planned Way."
( editorial). Feb. 11, 19SO, FIIIS. 3-3. Feb- 15. 15180_ -p. 1.14.

Ave" .ding to_informatfon provided to the mittior and .111(11th -Banister-In an Interview
iii Itethesifit. Maryland on Mai. 13. 11181-. with Dr. 1.1 .Inavao. Deputy Head of the 'De-
partment of Epidemiology of the Cancer Institute. who participated in the survey.
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tint cancer sirrycy data are compared with model data its of midyear
1970 mid Itri-S with model data as of _midyear 1978, which
gives a slightly better fit than the yearend model data.
TABLE 8.- PERCENTAGE AGE DISTRIBUTIONS; 1976 SURYEI:..1918.SURVEY; AND MODELS A. B, AND C AS OF

MIDYEAR 1976 AND 1978

Age group 1976
(years) survey Model A Model B Model C

All ages . 100.01 99.99 100.00 100.00.

0 too 12.41 12.50 12.21 12.73 l
5 to 9 . 13. 52 14:26 13. 59 13.78
1010 14 . .. . 12.35 11.23 12.42 11.12
15 to 19 .

20 to 24 .....
9. 32
9. 15

8- 44
9 45

7: 05
9. 47

8. 34
9.70

25 to 29 .. . . 7.50 8. 31 8. 42 8.31
30 to 34 ... . 5.95 5.86 5. 93 5.87

to35 3 9- - - -5 . 5 4 5:27 5: 35 5 :29
4 0 1 0 4 4 . . , . - _ - _ . 5 . 1 1 4.94 5.03 4.96
45 to 49 . .. 4. 56 4:37 4 :46 4. 39
50 to 54 3.91 3.95 4.05 3.97
55 to 59 . 3.28 3:33 3:44 3: 36
60 to 64 2. 77 2.85 2.97 2. 87
65 to 69 2. 01 2.1_6 2:28 2. 18
70 to 7.1 . . 1.39 1.58 1.70 I.60
75 plus 1.24 I.49 1:63 1.53

Age
group

(years)
1978

survey Model A Model B Model C

. . 100.0 100 0_ 10L0 100.0

0-14 38.6 37.7 36.7 37.7

15-29 24.8 25.7 25.4 25.4

30-64 31.8 31.2 32.0 31. 4

65 -I- 4.8 5.4 5.9 5.5

Source: See text.

The cancer survey age, dist ribution is quite similar to the model age.
distributions. and especially to the Model B distribution, which is
based on t he_alh-lolute birth totals series, at ages 0 to 14, the age groups
born since the food crisis years. For the age group 15 to 19; _which
contrunfi the _food crisis cohorts, the, cancer survey reports a higher,
proportion than the, models show, more than 2 percent-age points
higher 1111111 in Model a At iiges 20 to 24, the survey has a. some-what
smaller proportion than _the _models. and at _ages 25 to 29; the cohorts
that. were mainly in the 0 to 4 age group in 1953, the survey has almost
one percent less. From that point on until ages_ 65 and over the distri-
butions differ little.. In t he advanced ages they diverge, the, models
showing higher proportions than the survey; mother indication that
the_ages of older persons were exaggerated in 1953.

The cancer survey's hither proportion at ages 15 to 19_ tends to
support the 1964 census e;idence that the crisis losses in infants and
Children were not as SeVell' as the birth totals and the official popula-
tion tot a Is imply. The lower survey percentage at ages 25 to 29 also
confirms t he 1901 figure for this cohort, which was almost one per-
centage point below what the models showed for the approximate-1Y
corresponding age group as of 1904. Iii general. the 1976 survey age
ill liiliiitloll seems closer to the 1964 censns than to the 1953 census
agestructure.

The comparison of model data with the 1978 survey data does not
permit many inferences heeanse the survey age, groups are too large.
The distributions are not markedly dissimilar except that; once again;
the models have too high a proportion at- ages Gs and over (Inc to age
exaggeration in the 1953 census, They also show a somewhat lower
proportion at ages 0 to 14, which may mean that actual fertility Slur-
ing the period 196-78 was somewhat higher than the birth totals and

2
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official birth_rates used ill constructing the models indicate. In -this
tO.Ve-ct, the 1978 survey seems to disagree with the 1976 survey, which
(lid not (lifter significantly from _the models in regard to the size of
the cohorts born during the period 1962-76.

The foregoing analysis and the conclusions drawn from it rest on
various assumptions ILS to the reasons for the inconsistencies between
the various age distributions and the population totals reported in
Chinese SoliceS Thb inconsistencies themselves are real and demon-
strable; The explanations are speculative. All conclusions must there-
fore be regarded as tentative until more definitive information is avail=
able:

PROVINCIAL POPULATION DATA

Some further clues as to the plausibility of the national population
data arc fiiiind ill the availithle provincild population data Unfortu-
nately,_the; collection is still rather limited, despite many recent addi-
tions. There are_ no _provinces for which population totals And vital
rates lire_ complete as those for the country as a whole hatie been pub-
lished. Such compilations undoubtedly exist in China and may be
itVitiltailo to _research personnel in the_population research and train-
ing reliterS, but they have_nOt_ found their way into-Chinese scholarly
journals. One_ reason they are not published may be that proVincial
data series Wiaild reveal mol'e anomalies than do the national popula-
Heii data, since there is a tendency for summary data to obscure ir-
regularities more conspicuous in the component figures:

Table 9 gives_ provincial population totals for 1953, 1957, 1964,
1978; and 1979 and the average annual increase rates_ for the years
betWeen." The figures for 1953 and 1951- have been adjusted in some
cases to make them more comparable with the figures for 1964_ and
1978, which are given according to the boundaries as they existed
between July -1969- and July 1079. The 1979 figures are given as re-
ported,. even though those forNeiMonggol; Liaoning, ,filin, Heilong-
jiatig,_Giiii8ii, and Ningxia are not comparable with the correspond-
ing_figures_ for _1978 and earlier years because of boundary changes
in Jul) 1979 Which restored to Nei Monggol the_area ta,ken from it
and given to-t lie other five provinces in July 1969,:rlie 1978 figure's
add to a total that is 0.03 million less than-the official figure fer year-
end 1979; and the_1979_ figures add to 970.81 million instead of_ the
announced yearend 1979 total of 970:92 million; The reason for these
differences is not known;

34 The table does not include the one other_ciiiiiidete set of provincial figures published
by a Chinese geographer In 1957. The figures refer to yearend 1954- and_were said to have
been based on registr-alion reports. but they_4old to a total almost 3 million larger than
the SSIt's yeareiiii 1954 total; and the figures for :iine of- the provinces _are not con-
sislent milli the 195:1 -Census and 1957 registration figures for the seine provinces. The
problems are not dile houndary changes and cannot he solved by simple adjustments.
hence the 1954 data are not Included here. -For the source. Are ill/ IT111111y011g..*Zhongglio
ges11..nu7 qu-nit inji _reilkoo .111statil" ("A Graph ofthe Area and Population of Chinn by
Province and Region"). Dili glibibl (Geographical Knowledge). No. 9; Seot. 14. 1957, pp.
:190-191.,INInbuil, Beijing. Aug. 11, 1979, British Broadcasting Corporation; Summary of World
Broadcasts (Styli). Aug. 14 1979, p. FE/6193/C1/1

"2t/;
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TABU 9.- PROVINCIAL 8DPU1 A 111.19 1(11A1 9, MIDYEAR 1951, YE AKND 1957, MIDYEAR 1964, YEAREND 1979, AND
MIDY1 A It 19/9, AND IMPLIED AV/ RAM. 4111'911AL GROWTH RATI S

lAbr.nlute figures in millions; growth rates in percentages/

region, or
mun-c pally

Midyear
19 3

Population totals AyetagiLannual growth rates

Yearend
19.7

Midyear
156t

yearend
13;8

Yearend
19)9

:953-571 1951.641 1964 -18 1978-19 I

_ .

North:
fteming .. : _. 44.53) (5.47) 7:51 8.50 8.71 6.46 5,14 0.80 2.42Tianjin..... .. (4. 53) (5. 22) -6.28 7.21 7.29 3.21 2.87 .96 2.50
Hei.ei (33.14) (36:96) 39. AI 50. 57 51.95 2.05 -,99 1.73 .94
Shansi. 14. 31- 15.96 18.01 21.21 24.41 2.45 1.88 2.07 ,96
Nei Monggoli..._ (3.53) (4:38) 6:24 8.90 5 19. 51 4.90 5.60 2.48

Northeast,
Liaaing (22.27) (26.20) 29.50 37:93 5 34. 43 3.68 1.84 1.66
Jinn___. (12.61) (14.19) 17.89 24.7.7 5 el. 85 2.65 3.63 2.26
He ilongnang.... (12.68) (15.83) 21.39 31 75 5 31.69 5.06 4. 74 3.20

East.
Shanghai, .. . (9.42) (10.46) 10:82 10:98 11:32 2.34 .53 .10 110
Jiangsu.. .... (37.7)) (41.67) 44.50 58,34 58.99 2.24 1.02 1.89 1.01
Zhejiang. . 22.81 25.28 28. 32 37: 51 37.92 2.26 1. 76 1.96 1, 09
Anhui 30.66 33.56 31.24 47.13 48.03 2.03 -I.10 2.88 1.31
Fujian 11.14 14 65 16.16 21:50 24. 80 2 :94 2.09 2.65 1.22
hang-or_ 16. 77 18.61- 21.07 31.83 32.29 2.34 1.93 2.89 1.45
Shandong . . (50. 14) (55. 44) 55. 52 71:63 72:31- 2.26 :02 1.77 .99

Centr,i-sci.th ,
iitlISI) . (93.91) (48.34) 50.32 70.66 71:89 2:16 .. 62 2. 37 1.74
Hubei- ... _.. . ' I. /9 30.79 32,71 45.7o 46.32 2.30 1.40 2.13 1.25Hunan ... . 33. 23 36.22 37.18 51.66 52:23 I.94 .. 90 2.29 1.10
Guangdong_ _ 34.71 37.56 42.60 55.93 55. SI 1.97 1.86 1.86 1.57
Guangxi... .. 19.56 19.39 20.84 34.02 34.70 -:20 I:12 3 :44 2.00

South- west :
Sicnuan 65.69 72.16 67.96 97.74 2:11 -.92 2.49 .. 69
Guizhou . 15.04 16.89 1/. 14

_97.07
26.86 21.31 2.62 -.23 3.15 1.68

Yunnan_ 17. 47 19.10 20.51 30.92 31.35 _2-.00 1.10 2:87 1 :39
Xizang- 1. :7 1.27 1.25 1.79 1.83 -.07 -.24 2.51 2.24

Northwest : . .

Shaanxi -15. 88 18. 13 20.11 27.79 28. 07 2.99 2.11 2.03 1.01
Gansu. . .... (11.29) (12.84) 12.65 18.73 '18.94 2.30 -.23 2:74
Qinghai 2.05 2.14 3.65 3. 72 4.56 -.66 3.75 1.92
Ningxia ... _ . (I. 64) (1. 87) 2. /6 3. 66 4 3. 64 2. 95 2. 25 3. 70 ...... .Xinpang....... 4. 87 5.64 7.27 12.33 12.56 3.30 3.98 3.71 1.1-O

Calculated from unrounded figures where available.
Figures not comparable with those for prior years because of boundary changes.

Note: Absolute population totals for 1953-78 are given_according_to_the_proyincialtburidaries _that P ftomiulY
1169 to-July 1979. Figures for 1553 and 1551 that are given in parentheses were -adjusted by FDA° - ,c Lou rtt of
bo9ilary changes and to achieve apyosimale comnarabilify lot the_ figures for the.3_ central mutosipaii and..lheir
surrouming provinces. In -July- 1979. the areas added to Nei Monggol 10 years earlier were returned to the adjacent
provinces from which they had been taken. No increase rates can be calculated for 1978-79 for the 6 affected provinces.

Sources: _ . _

1553 figures: Zhonglida Renmln _Gong.he.guo.dituii._Dctober 1957,_pp. 5-6.
-1957 figures: State Statistical Bureau, Ten Great Years: Statistics of the Cultural and Economic Achievements of

the People's Republic at thina..Eorei.gn linguages.Press,_Beijia41960, p. 1,..p..11.
1164 figures: Shine ditu ce (Wm Id Atlas Ditu chubanshe, Beijing, Feb, 1, 1972.

.1028 figures: Provided to the UNF PA Mission Library, Belling, by a Chinese Government agency in November
1079,-
_ 1.979figures.Zhanggursbailse nianjian (Encyclopodic Yearbook of China), ihongguo da baike quanshu chubanshe,
Shanghai, August 1980, pp. 62-115.

The figures for 195:3 and 1957 given in table 9 pose. only two visible
problems. One may have resulted from the _exchange of four counties
and a small municipality bet ween Guangdong and Guaugxi,- which
were traded bad; and forth several times during _the 1950's and 1900's;
The lnr;:i population of these areas was 1.97 1111111°4..11 this area and
its population are assigned to Guangdong in 1957;_Guangxi does not
have at reasonalde rate of growth het wee!! I95:; and 1957; and if they
are given to Guangxi. tlie growth rate for-Guangdong is too low: There
seems to be no Sat fact ory Solution for this problem.
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'The second probleziLis with Xizang_ (Tibet)_, for which the 1957
figiiie seems to be a rounded version of the estimate given for 1951

ligulT Was apparently obtained by _combininff a total of
27:1,969 for the Changdu_ area with a round iiStiniate of 1,000,000 for
Tibet Preper.36_Ifence_the population totals and growth rates_ for
Xizang_ in the 1950's are prolaWly not meaningful and even the 1964
figui.e may be rather _arbitrary. Its population may not have grOWn
moth if at 4111 during the 1950's Mortality _among the Tibetans- was
hitrli and add itiontd deaths Weil! caused by -the efforts of the Chinese
array to quell revolL_which drove many '1 ibet !IS into exile iii India;
'Fite influx of Iftiii Chinese into Lhasa was probably not sufficient to
Ciiiiipen5ate for all of these losses. However; the reported lignies can
not be taken as an accurate representation of the population growth
during these years:

_ In 1964 _figures pose more_serious problems: Aside from _ Xizang,
there are three provulees_for which the 1964 liirtires are actually lowly
than the 19.57 tigtiresSichuan, and-Gansuand_ there are
tiVc Others for whieh _the_ _implied average annual greiVtli between
19.7)7 anal 199.1, is around_ half ofionepereent Or lessShandong, Ifenitn

(1ilizli9u, and Qinghai: For --others show a marked drop in
average annual growth ( riti, this period as -_mnpared_ with

the rates for the -prior and suc )eriods .Jitingsti,_ Hubei,
and_ Yunnan. Toget her; I he. p ON WITS /10-011lit for 60 percent a the
1')Iil rcnslrti tOtal. Among I ere nnining provinees, threeNei Meng-

il in; and Xinjiang-1 d hi her groWth rates during the 1957-64
period than in any other pc trseveral others seem to have been
only slightly directed by t lie wod cr is

'The di fferenees :ie curious 'an(} not folloW a consistent regional
pattern: The effects of the cri. s were tally Widespread for a Chi-
nese- F iniine per Ii i s becau t was not ft purely natural disaster. Much
of its ,A.verity aud- _was due to the gross iiiiSiiiiiiitigettient of land
and labor caused v Alao's Leap Forward: The northeast seems to haVe
been virtually una -ected; but the provinces of the east, eentral-south;
and _sontliWest regio ffeetet1 in_ varying den-t'rees; and the
noi.t It and nothwest-regions pi seined a inixed_pictutv.In stiiit eases
pros-irkes that show little or no ecrease in population growth during
t he erlsis period border_ dii.ectly on provinces "that
most, severely affected. Suciiabrupt difference's _from one pi.ov ince to
another were not uncommon in historical Chinese famines. before
there Were, adequatet anspot systems raid it Strong and effective cen-
tral tiiitlitirit, but to find the sante situation in the 1960'S i', rather
surprising. the. past. a famine severe enough to -cause a net di-11)01)1_17

lid 'On in a Chinese province attracted worldwide attention._Tti 1960J:61
t Ito world at large was unaware that the food short ages in China -were-
acute enough to have such profound consequences, if_incleed they did.

!Tow many provinces_ might have lost- liolnilaiiion in 1999 and 19G1
cannot be ikteiiimed wit }tont more detailed provincial data; but there
niiist Have beeti others besides the thi.ee that had a net loss for the
whole period from yearend 1957 to midyear 19(14: These three_ prov-
inceS alone lost 6.7 million people between 1957 and 1964, and their

See Flu Fluanyong, loc. cit., which gives tht. same figures for yearend 1954.

2
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losses in 1960 1111(1 1961 must have been considerably greater, since they
more than compensated for growth, during 1958-59 and 1962-64 if
the growth rates in these provinces in the non-crisis year followed
the trend of _the country as a whole, they would have lost from 12 to
16 percent of their impulation in 1.960 and 1961, which would account
for at least two-thirds and perhaps for all of the net loss in the entire
country.' It is hard to believe that these provinces could have suffered,
such _an extreme calamity without some word reaching the outside
world at the time.

What- seems more plausible is that a real decline in population
growth in many areas combined with a breakdown in population rec-
ordkeqping, so that when the registration records were used inpre-
paring the 1964 census returns, the effects of the famine were exag-
gerated by defective provincial population totals. This conclusion must
remain tentative until more evidence is :provided; However, it could
be _checked by Chinese, demographers if they have access to provin-
cial age data from the 1964 census and from more recent surveys; If
the same discrepancies between age data and the trends in population
growth are found at the provincial as at the national level; then at
least a part of the food crisis population losses are a statistical fiction
and subsequent population totals from the provinces showing the
discrepancy must remain suspect until confirmed or modified by an
independent count.

For the period 196448, the average annual growth rates by province
show no striking- peculiarities: The rates for the three municipalities
are much lower than those for the other units, but this is plausible be-
causeof the policy of restricting urban growth by preventing in.migra
tion from rural areas. transferring young people out of the cities: and
reducin. birth rates: Birth-control efforts were generally more success-
ful trie cities. and especially the central municipalities, than in the
rural areas and their effects_ were a_pparent much_earlier_in the cities;
Among the provinces. Hebei and Jiangsu were celebrated early in the
19i0 -a= leaders in birth control work. and Liaoning is the most urban
Of China'S provinces, hence the low average annual growth rates for
these provinces' are not unexpected. This does -not necessarily mean
that the rates were accurate. The low rates.for Shandong and Guang-
dong are somewhat unexpected. Shandong had rather little to say
about its progress in birth control work until very recent years, and
Guangdong has been reporting itself as one of the more laggard prov-
inces in reducing population growth rates: But the provinces with
the highest growth rates for theperiodQinghai, Xinjiang, Ningxia,
Guangxi; Heilongjiang, and Guizhouare all provinces which shOuld
have had high rates because of high fertility or significant in-migra-
tion or both;

The growth rates for the one-ear period 1978-79 show the three
municipalities- increasing-in population more rapidly than any of the
provinces. This is plausible in view of the return of young people

are tee,t or, the assumption that the growth rates far Sichuan. Anhui.
and Gansu for 195S-59 and 71162 rel bore the some relationship to the national growth
rates es they did for the ,,eritel I 5a.57 and that the national trends for these years were
Its indicated In models 11 anti C. the models that show the highest and lowest net loss
figures, respectively. in 19611-61.
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to the municipalities who had been sent to other areas during the 1960's
and the early to middle i970'S ;I§ of the "youth to the countryside"
program designed to ease _urban employment problems. The 'rank
began in 1978 and has continued up to the present. The growth rates
for Anhui and Henan are much higher than _their 1979 natural
crease rates; and the growth rates for Jiangsu, Jiangxi; Shanxi; Hubei,
and Guangxi also seem to bo somewhat higher whereas the growth
rates for Shandong and Guangdong are lower than their natural in-
crease rates. Most Of these differences are not plausible and suggest
a continuation at the provincial \level of the persistent discrepancy
between population growth and natural increase' rates noted in the
national figuros; The same kinds of,discrepancies are probably found
in reports from lower units. The difference between the actual rates
Of growth and the rates reported may be much greater than the dif-
ferences between the natural increase' .rates and the' :derived growth
ratites, if both the natural increase rates and the population totals are
being manipulated to show attainment of family planning targets.

The_provincial vital rates, fragmentary`-as they are, are difficult to
rationalize unless data manipulation is a part of the explanation; As
was noted earlier, the most rapid decline in the national birth rate
during the 1970's occurred at a time when the "g=ang of four" was sup-
posedly opposing and disrupting birth control work; The trend in the
national birthrate cannot be traced back to theprovinces because of
the lack of data; but provincial natural increase rates; although very
incomplete, givosome_ notion of what was supposed to be happening
at the provincial revel diiring these years. The figures released thus
far have been assembled intable 10,

Among the provincial level units; the decline in-natural increase
was reported first for the central municipalities. Shanghai was the
leading unit; already: reporting a natural increase rate below 1Q per
thousand by 1970. Beijing followed; passing the same revel by 1973.
Tianjin apparently did not reach a rate as lbiv as 10 until several years
later and therefore did not provide figures prior to 1977. Iiigeneral,
the margin of_error in the vital rates for the central municipalities is
probably small much less than in those _for the provinceshut it
could still amount to several points per thousand in the birth, and
death rates.

Among the provinces; Hebei, Jiangsu; Shanxi; Nei Monggol;
Liaoning; Zhejiang, Hubei, Hunan, Guangdong; and Yunnan re-
ported natural increase rates in the low 20's in 1970 or 1971. For Stittie
of these provinces, partienbarly the last five on the list; which are all
in the south, the region in which fertility was traditionally highest
in China, these rates are surprisingly low and invite _suspicion; The
rates of 30 per thousand and over giver_ for Anhui; Sichuan; GitiThein,
Xinjiang; and Qinghai are more plausible and probably many_other
provinces for Which the early 1970's figures have not yet been released
had_ rates in the same range.

There are two precipitous drops in_the provincial figures; insofar as
can be determined_ from the incomplete data,. Tie first occurred be-
tween 1973 and 1974 or 1975; as is apparent from the figure§ for

2
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TABLE 1Q.- PROVINCIAL NATURAL INCREASE RATES. 1970-80

[Per thousand population',

Province, re-ion,
or municipality 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980

North:
Beijing_ 12. 4 11:7 9:7 3. 39 2.53 4.02 6.76 7.71Tianjin 6.'7 9.16 , 66 7.25Hebei
Shanxi

20.24
22.9

8. 35 8.75
11.7

9.7
9 11

_____ _ _ ____

Nei Mnnggol 24. 1 22: 11 21 12. 4 12. 0
_...- ..:'--
13.2 12.03Northeast:

Liaoning 19 18 17 8.87 12.6 8.71Jilin 14. 3 13.89 9.65
Heilonguang 12.2 12.16 8.64

East:
Shanghai 8:84 6:38 5:95 C8 3:36 6 __ _ _ _ 5.07 6.23 5.31
Jiangsu 23.8 15.09 12 10.73 ______ __ 10.02 9.97 9.5 8.78 __ _ _: _ ...:Zhejiang. __ 19.6 18.6 11 -07 _ _ __ _ ___ 7.07Anhui 30 13. 8 13.74 9.9Fujian 17.86 13.02 9.33
Jiangxi 21.58 19.62 13.74 9_11
Shangong 27.55 10.3 10.79 7.13Central-south:
Henar 13.4 12.88 9.55Hubei 20.98 9.8 10.5
Hunan .. ., _ _ . Z1. 65 10.82 10.4-
Guangdong ____ ._ 23. 46 23.52 22.58 21.26 17.61 14.97 12.60 12.61 14.75 16.96 14.5
Guangxi 17. 6 18.3Sontwest:
S . Jan 31.21 28.96 26:92 22:91 20 12. 25 B. 67 6.07 6.70 4 -45
Guizhou 30 19.4 16.0
Yunnan 24.74 19. 23 14.60 10.26
-Xizang 14. 2

Northwest:
Shaanxi 10.8 10.32 10.15 7.19
Gansu 12. 2 10. 8 8.9
Qinshai 32. 4 19.5 18.3
Ningxia 23. 0
Xinjiang 30.58 30 24.26 14.86 14.8 12.0

Source: 1978 figures to 1 decimal place: Provided fo_the UNFPA Mission Library, Beijing, try a Chinese Government
agency_ tri-Novenbei 1979. 1978 figures b 2 decimal places and figures for other years: Various Chinese and secondary
sources on file at FDAD.

Guandoug, Sichuan. and Xinjiang. Some provinces had a further
drop between 1975 and 1976 or 1977. but the next major drop iS the
widespread decline between 1979 and 1989; when a number of prov-
inces reported declines of 2 to 4 points per thousand from rates that
were already quite low. Several of these cases seem rather improbable.
Guangdong, which had been complaining of being unable to check a
rising- trend in birth and natural increase rates since 1976; suddenly
was itble _to get its natural increase rate back down below the 1978
level. Sichuan. which had for several years claimed the lowest rate
of any of the provinces and been declared a model province in family
planning work, turned in a still lower rate in 1980, surpassing even
Shanghai.

There. is very little in the information available nn promotional
tactics used in family planning work in the early 1970's that could
explain a sharp reduction in provincial birth rates between 1973 -and
1974 or 1975. but the general tone of the propaganda seems to have
hardened noticeably in 1973 and a marked intensification of efforts
can be inferred from local progress reports from that point onward.
Tnstructions to local Party cadres to "grasp" birth control work
"firmly," to make it a part of the "fierce struggle between the two

82-199 0 - 82 - Ia
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classes," to reassert "the dictatorship of the proletariat" in family
planning_ work, and to "strictly control population growth" began
about 1973 and became recurrent thenies thiough the middle 1970'S.
The local leaders were apparently_ being_ held responsible for the
SticetiSS of the campaign and were expected to show urviiediate results.

The drop in 1980 undoubtedy reoects the_incre.lising pressures for
achievement of family planning goals during 1979, when the provin-
cial family planning laws authorizing "rewards and punishments"
Were announced and the one-child family was first espoused. The
mounting pressures of 1979 had followed a year of relaxing pressures
in 1978, When a national campaign_ against " mconunandis, coercion,
and other _ violations of law and discipline" by Party cadres was
mounted throughout the country. A niunber_of provinces reported
rising birth and natural increase rates _in 1979 and others failed to
show continuing declines. The resumption of pressures in 1979 that
led to lower natural increase rates in 1980 also precipitated a hostile
reaction, andionce again, warnings were_ issued against coercion in
family planning work, restrictions on early marriage Were relaxed,3
a new emphasis was placed on contraception as the preferred method
for controlling births, presumably at the expense_of -sterilization and
abortion, Which were more heavily used in the past,39 and rising popn-
lation growth rates Were projected for the country as a whOld in 1981
and 1981 .4°

The rising pressures for results in family planning work in 1973
and 1979 undoubtedly caused a real decline in population growth rates
in many parts of the country, but some foreign observers_suspected
that increased underregistration of births and falsification_ of data
must be pilit of the explanation: Falsification of economic data had
been exposed and denounced in fl number of specific cases from 1977
onward; and since family planning _cadres had the same incentives
and opportunities to falsify data as did other cadres, it seemed likely
that sooner or later instances would be found in that sphere _also. The
data reported by Sichuan Province piiiticularly strained foreign
credulity. _liven though Siclitianas said to have been given ft special
reprimand at the end r its eNcessive use of coercion in birth
control work,'" it seemed unlikely that this very rural province could

The-muv- marriage law.__Which took effoct ns of January 1. 1981 raised the-minlinited
age for marriage by two years for both sexes above_the levels speellied in the marriage law
of- l950.- setting_ it _at 20 for WIJMIll and, 22 for men. but the new law-has been ollItAally
interpreted as invalidating administrative restrictions atipulating ranch_ higher minimum
ages (witiel-y-re-ported ditriag_ the middle 1970_8 as 23 aka 25,in rural areas). As a rault.
there has been a flood of marriage registrations In the first- manilla of 1981 as- young- people
rush to-take advantage of_ the easing of restrictions. See, for example. Sin-hum- Bel, inc.
Feb, 2. 1981. JPRS, No. 11401 Feb. 17.-1981, pp. 49 5o : Xinhua, Beijing. Feb_ 10: 1981.
FBIS, No 28. Feb.- 11, 1931. pp. L104,-17 "Wosheng zenghanglii lianxIt-huisiteng
noshi _yiling ezhi" ("The Rise -in Guangdongs --Popalation- Growth Rate Ilia ,Ileen
Checked"). -Nat:tin-nu-Abaco (Southern Dally). Guangzhou. Feb. 14; 19S1. p, 1 :
"Qtinian henshi renkou chuehengill Ilzu xlaijang" ("Shanghai's Birth -Rate Contlfitted_Ita
Deellne -I gist Year' 1. .11efa-:.z-ribno 4.1F_IfIt) (fiberation Dnilv). Shanghai. Feb. 18. 1981,
M 1 Xielitta (English). Bel'ing. Feb. 18.1951.-rms, Na . 12., Feb. 18. 1951. y 112: and
Jinan-radio, Shandong Provincial- -Service. Mar. 5: 1981: FRIS. No 44, Mar. 6, 1981 p. 03.

Jen. fin 10'" VMS. Na 21.-Feb.- 2, I981, p. L5; mut Belling radio.
Domestic Service. ?eh. 25,1981. 38, Fei. 26. 1981,P: _1,2

'" According -to -Chen Mulitia. _ the head_ of _China's newly establialted Family Planning
Commission under the State Council. -Deng Ximming reef-nth. R poke Of "the antteinated
rise in- the population growth-rate In 1981 and 1982." See Beijing radio. Domestic Service,
lam 14: 1961. FR1S. No 10. Jan. 15. 1951. p 1,4.

'= Michael Parks. "Sex is High on the List Of New Chinese Freedoms." the Baltimore
Sun, Jan. 25, 1979.
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actually have reduced natural increase from 12.25 in 1976 to 8.67 in
1977, let along bring it down to 0.07 m 1978 and 9.-15 in 1980. Guang-
dong; which called_ upon __local loaders throughout the province to
emulate the example of Sichuan and encouraged a rather reckless
use of late term abortion in 1979 as_ a means to that end, has not yet
been Wable to come close to Sichuan's reported achievements. as it
possible that. Sichuan could so easily accomplish what proved impossi-
ble in Guan;rdong? Or was the difference due in some measure to
greater statist ical reliability in hutngdong than in Sichuan -? These
questions cannot be answered with the information available; but
Sichuan's claims must be considered doubtful until there is independ-
ent. statistical verification.

Several recent Chinese sources_ have indicated that statistical au-
thorities in China are also becoming concerned about the problem of
falsification of birth data; In his article of February 1980, Zhu
Zhengzhi mentioned for t he first time the idea that setting high targets
for flu! population_control work could give rise to both coercion and
"hiding reports. of births." a= In December 1980; an article in the
People's Daily written by a provincial_ statistician asserted categori-
cally that "in order to show 'success' in planned parenthood, fewer
births_ are reported; tints creating_ inaccuracies in_natural increase
ates. .0 In February 1981; Sun Yefang; a leading Chinese economist;

wrote in the new economic journal Economic Management -that "in
order to create a false impression of work in controlling the birth rate;
some localities report a smaller number of babies born." 44 Falsifying
statistical data to show achievement in high pressure. campaigns or
fulfillment of targets or quotas mandated by higher authorities is
nothing new in China. What, is new is the explicit recognition that
demographic data are among those being falsified. Evidently the au-
thorities now have reason to believe that falsification of birth data is
a significant problem.

If birth and natural increase rates are falsified, it is also likely that
population totals will be falsified, especially now that provincial target
population figures are being set, as part of the campaign to _keep the
national population total raider 1.2 billion by the year 2000.45 Once they
have committed themselves to artificially lowered population totals;
ninny local units may be obliged to cover themselves by seeing to it that
the figures_they report after the next, census do not cause them embar,
rassment. This could pose a serious challenge to the planners and
administrators of the census to make certain that. theirfield promdures
andreporting systems are immune from manipulation by local ollends.
Preventing the falsification of statistics in China is not easy; fot rea-
sons which seem to be inherent in the structure of relationships betw,:on
the central and local authoritiestual between the statisticians and thc,
political leaders. An understanding of the nature of this phenomenon
is essential to a full appreciation of the uncertainty of Chinese
statistics.

Zhu Zhenezhi. Toe elf
-ShItyl. "Tong.if yon zbunque. ttil II tongilfa" ("Statistics Must Be Accurate ; A

Lis' 1n Statist Must Be Promulgated"), inlit11, Bee. 21, 1980, p. 3.
" S-un Yeffinc. loc. cit.
i5 Far example, Jiangsu has a target figure-of 70_ million for the year 2000_and (12

for 1985 Guangdong has a target figure of "below 70 million" in the year 2000. See.
NfinSIng radio, _Jiangsu Provincial Serviep, _Feb. a. 1081. SWIt. Feb. 18. 1981. p. FE/
W1121/A/ and Guangzhou radio, Guangdong Provincial Service, Oct. 5; 1980; JPRS,
No. 76,G64. Oct. 21, 1980 p. 72.

2 h.
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IV, FALSIFICATION Or STATISTICAL DATA

In the past four years, Chinese sources have been increasingly frank
in discussing the cases and effects of statistical falsification. Their
candor is commendable and indicates a determination to- conic to grips
with the problem and solve it. The. press has be..ni campaigning against
it intermittently since soon after the founding of the SSE in -21-ugust
195'4 but never so intensively as at present.

Falsification is not the only source of inaccuracy ; incomplete report-
ing; defective survey_methods,_"blind estimating, and other shortcom-
ings have also contriblited to the unreliability of the data. But falsifica-
tion has received special attention because it is deliberate and can
introduce more serious distortions than most other sources of statistical
error; Probably not even the statisticians in the SSB_ know the extent of
falsification or its impact on particular kinds of statistics; but the stat-
isticians and tine political leaders insist that it has been serious enough
to cause major miscalculations in planning and administration,

_Daring the Leap Forward of 1958; when; as SSI3 Deputy Director
1,1 Chengui putsit,"a gust of the 'wind of boasting and exaggera-
t ion came into bemg," I" the resulting inaccuracies were major. Steel
production was exaggerated by more than 3 million tons,' and food
grain product ion was reported asune trillion jin when in fact. it was
only -WO billion jin." Under the "gang of four," it iS said that falsi-
fica I ion was again rampan, , causing .'great damage-to economic man-
agenient;_ StatIstical _work throughout_ the country "almost came to a
Stunt ill" between 1967 and 1969 and many statistical organs_and a
large quantity of statistical data were destroyed:" Seine Chinese
sources imply that the "gang of four" actually advocated_ falsification
of data and deliberately misrepresented trends and condit ions in the
count ry. Jiang. Qing is alleged to have remarked in confidence lo_li
colleague t hat, "data must be obtained with the needs of the struggle in
mind and not, for (t heir) own sake" and that "we should first think_of
a t twine and t hen look for data ... (which are) thus used in a flexible
manner,"_ These statements are now coast rued to mean that Jiang ad-
vocated t he falincat ion of data for political purposes:" _

Jiang and her colleagues are also charged with having embraced
the idea that "nothing important can be done _withoutlying.- r_" Some
sources claim that. it _was all the_ fault, of the "gang' that t he Chinese
Communist_ Party's "fine rinlit ion" of seeking t ruth_ from_ facts was
undermined.''2 but others _charge_ the_"gang" only with h bringing t lie
practice of lying to "its climax." 53 Several sources imply that. there
has been a considerable redaction in falsificat ion since the fall Of the

0,1.1 ellen:mil. Statistical 1Vorit in New China. State Statistival Mingo% lteliing. No-
1079. n 1

.7 LIU S/1011. lot% (qt.
Son Vefant:. op. -Mt..
NVIIP Commentator. "N'act liatilana tontdi j.:,ng7.1:o" ("Statktical 1Vorl; Mil,t Bc

StrotIL7theit,,1";. M:Iy 21. 1979.v. 1
11 WI \1410c "Confe,41010: of ',ewer Proe.mat1.4, Crillt.174-nz roniitlentLal

Itonittrh, to 1.10 tar Nino 2. JPICS No 71:10C. J11110 27. 1974. P. 64.
N111 ii1111 :ilia "A Tentative Analysis of 'P'illing " J:111. 7. 1950,

.IPICS. Ni. 7:'.071. Ipso, p. :11.
"For example ee 1tNilt went:, tor. ".\ Varnhz .ualttst r.." 1011:1S, July 5,

19.40, a-ttl w.49, 1-.111s, ', l"" July 9; 19st). 0.1.1.
Ge11:: T.110 S101. 10e. VII.

'4 For exit oink, see N-a-nclinng rat no, Jiangxi Provincial Service, Sept. 28. 197S, r MS,
No. 192, Oct. 3, 1978, 1). C9,
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"gang" and_that _only a few units still fabricate figures," but others
say that "tellinglies is still quite_ comnio_ii,"_that m_ the country as a
whole resorting to deception is "not isolated," 56 and that "the trend
toward lying is not. checked but has spread." 57 Looking back over
China's recent statistical history, one source says that statistical data
were "relatively good during the initial period of he .founding of the
PRC; bot it has basically all been a mess since 1957." 58

KINDS OF FALSIFICATION

No type of data or record seems_ to have been spared, but among
the cases exposed in the public media, those that relate to agriculture
are the most numerous. In 1977 _two Gansu_ counties_ in_ which- the
level of grain production was low were designated "learn from

:Pazhai" connties,_one of which reported increased grain production
in a year when it declined about 20 percent." In 1978,_a Hunan county
that had been a."learn from Dazhai" county but had suffered a drop
in grain production for three successive years was exposed for report-
ing increases instead:" In June 1980; a Guangdong commune was
criticized for having reported rising grain prOduction since_ 1977
and an all -time -high in 1_979_ when production had actually fallen
each year." In .July .1980, in the most startling exposure to date, Xi-

' youg County, Shanxi _Province; which contains Dazhai Commune,
for many year.s the model for emulation by agricultural units_ through_
out the country, was unmasked as a fraud. For five years, from 1973
to 1077,_the county.authorities had "lied" about grain output; report-
ing on the average 24 percent more grain than lia-d actually been pro-
duced. In some parts of the, county the people had actually been going
hurigry.°2
_ Land under cultivation is often falsified_by understatement in order
to exaggerate yield per mu. In March 1980, a Beijingpaper said that
Hunan Province had reduced its cultivated land figures by 4 million
inn between 1958 and 1960 and had not yet corrected the data. Local
units in _the province kept_one set of fairly _accuraterecords. for mak-
ing work assignments and another set of falsified figures for use in
reporting to higher levels." In-January 1981 ; the People's Daily re-
ported that aerial surveys made in 1979 _disclosed that a county_ in
Beijing Municipality and another in Jilin Province had underreported
cultivated acreage by 7.8 and _25'.8 percent, _respectively."

Other kinds of units arid other kinds of data were also susceptible.
The Tianjin Number 2 Light Industry Bureau discovered in 1978 that

Contributing Conmentator "It Is Necessary to Grasp the Essentials of Investigation
and. Rosen ref)," Itlif RR. Oet. 16. 1980; PIUS, No. 214. Nov. 3, 1980, p. 1.13.

m -Sun Vera rig, op. elf.. p. 16.
N Geng and Tao Slut. np, p. 23.

"Con frit win Co -mento toe To- cll.
59 Lanzhou radio, Gansu Provincial Service. Sept. 26. 1977; FRIS; Na I88. Sept. 28.

1977 op. M172.
""_Cluingsha radio Hunan Provincial Service, Aug. 31, IDTR, FRIS, No. 173, Sept. 6,

197S. pp-. 111-2.
"1 "Mehl vl ("To Expose an Exatmerated and Unfounded

Report") NFIllt. lune 18. 1950. p. 2.
Xtulula. Belling. July 8, 1950. PIUS, So. 123 Tilly rasa p._

'Tanc Yingzheng "Nongye tougji bno ilushu tie NtnnsinHg !Axil alduzlieng" ("The
Phenomenon of Falsifying Agrieultural Statisties Must Ite Correeted"), GMR11, Mar. 20,
1980. p. 2.

m Yue Ping_ f4trengthen Statistical Work," IIlfRR, Jan. 19, 1981, :MRS, No. 77571,
Mar. 12 1981 pp. 2 -3.
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many of the out erPriseS under_its authority had exaggerated Or under=
stated production and gross value d:itu." An Anhui county titninee
and revenue bureau that had been declared an- advanced unit was ex-
posed for engaging in embezzlemeat."" The Taiyuan Municipal_Me-
ehanical and Eleatic:II Equipment Company was discovered to have
concealed pitiiitti_ withheld state reveinies."7 The 13:Miling Woolen
Mill in Hebei, one of China's leading textile mills; lied_about, Prodiic=
tion reSiiltS for several years; falsely claimed that its 1976 output level
was the best in histoy," was declared a ' ;)aging -type enterprise"
and coniniended by a _central government figure in 1977, and was ex-
posed in 19.78.'m A Beijing comity grossly underreported the numbers
of admmiStratOrs it entployed_in order to claim high achievement in

.simplifying adnumstrat ion."" The Central Ministry of PetiTdeurn told
tho enterprises tinder its jurisdiction that part of tlie. Oil output in a
given year could be left unreported so I hiAt it could he _added to the
reported prbdiiction in a year when output was low.'° .A unit of the
People's Liberation Militiamen falsified -the number of soldiers
achieving "excellent" ratings in marksmanship by lOWering the re-
quirements Apparently any kind of data, record, and report is sub=
ject to falsification if there are advantages to be gained.

CAUSES OF FALSIFICATION

The reasons why falsification occurs vary somewhat from ease to
case ha there are several principal causes. Most of the inStlinees in
the past, few years_ seem to have arisen from_ efforts of local Party
and governinefit officiils to please their superiors liy, reporting good
news Hutt can then lie passed on up the chain of command to keep
the higher leek happy. One source explains that

In some places, departments. and unite, responsible persons. dis-
regarding facts, _want .you_ to reflect that "the -Sithation is excellent." ana_you
Cannot. report,lad_newshut Rave to do everyiliiiig fitiksible to report fultillinent
and OVerftillilltnent of plans : or they Want ymi to relltet "great achievements

inreaSing produMion_and practicing economy.- and yeti have to report __that
all eCiinOttil and technical indicators hare been readied Or Siirpiissed the - highest
pnst reeordS or they..want_you to_aehieve ''a Der not oittitut Of _over 1.000 _jin,"
and }';iii have to report more_ thanthe actual output on leSs than the actual
acreage . Otherwise you are not serving politios.72

Wliiit. happen when bad news is reported is vividly described
by another source:

If some-Of the_ reported prodnelJna_does not exist. it is he-can-Se some leading
comrades iiiirtiedititely_Carry_out criticism the moment they hear that prOthietion
has declined. saying; "What the hell are yin] lip to? Is grain prothiCtitiii that low?"
--.-

.1-Thinifn radio, TInniin. City Service. Sept. ii, 1978, FDIS No. 177 Sept 12. 1978;
pn._1(3-4-

." Hefei rndlo, Anhui Provincial Service, Nov, 24; 1978, FBIS No. 230, Nov. 29. 1978,
pp, G2-3.,'-i'alyttan mil°, Shanxi Provincial Serviee, Dee, 1, 1975; VMS, No. 2:14, Dec. 5. 1978.
p.

" Wnng Wenjte and 1,11 "The Bantling Woolvn.Texttie Mitt Siloam lie Stripped- ot
Its- Title as Diiiltag-Type Entcrprlse," Xtninia, Beijing, Dee. 4. 1978, 1,111S, No 235;
Dec. ft 1978, pp. K1-2;

a+ Xining" Iteljing. Feb: ft 1979; No 31, Feb. 13. 1979. pp. 114-5.
S it 1 fang, on. The voricvnica utl anti+ referred to 1 I S "pocket
Sinn- radio, .sliamit_Pi-ovInetal Service, May 0. 1978. IRIS, No. 9(4. tint 9. 1975 9, Eta;

moot Be Truthful. (editorial). REIRII. Dec 7. 1979; FM; No., 242,
Dec. 14. 1979.9. L12.
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Comrades criticized in_this way then go back to their local units to "carry out
work" and compel the lower levels to report a muter output.'

In many cases the lower levels do not wait fol. a signal from above
as to what sort of news is preferred :

Some .comrades working in lower level organs lie to higher level organs and
the leading comrades because they fear that the higher levels will be displeased
if they are told the truth . . . (They) say -After smashing the 'gang of four'

. the situation has become increasingly better ..." no matter what the actual
situation (is). This (is) because they (are) afraid that the higher levels would
bo dispk-ased or that they might be criticized if they did not say these kinds of
things.._.. We must not solely blame the lower levels for these occurreuces.7`

Another cause of falsification is the fact that during mass campaigns
all units are usually required to select at least one component as a
"model unit" or "typical -::ample" for emulation by others. The more
success claimed for these ,its, the more praise they win from higher
levels. As a result; model hint data are often falsified.

The press has sometimes helped to fabricate "typical examples," and
some newsmen are said to believe that such fabrications are both neces-
say and "legitimate." 75 Based on the reports of the model units, the
higher authorities sometimes set unreasonable targets _for_ all the rest.
The People's Daily complained in 1978 that "some leading depart-
ments even issue output targets which can never be fulfilled." 18 The
lower levels, faced with impossible demands, are then driven to falsify
the data for the non-model units. When exaggeration is widespread;
those officials who only report actual attainment are compared un-
favorably with the others, hence the practice is hard to eliminate as
another source notes:

Why is it always so difficult to do away with lying -? This is because we are
placed In a situation where speaking the truth gives one the bad end of a deal
and lying puts one in an advantageous position.... To do away with lying; the
leadership must create objective conditions for telling the truth.... It must not
force those below to do the impossible or to do anything silly or incompatible
With objective

T.-ocal leaders also falsify -data for their own personal_ advantage.
One source says that the leaders use false models as their "capital" in
claiming personal recognition and awards.T3_ Those who report excep-
tionally good news quickly rise_to fame.r° The former "principal per-
son" -in the Party Committee of Xiyang County; which contains Daz-
hai Coil mane. "personally attended meetings and forced commune
Party secretaries to falsify reports," as a result of_ which he and his as-
social es "became famous and trot promotions." 80 One source offers it as

.

ii1g,eneralization that those who falsify figures are "given advancement
and put in important positions:'" 81

7.4 Wuhan radio, Hubei Provincial Service, Nov. 16, 1978; FBIS, No 224, Mit 20; 1978;
7' OM Crli'llting Commentator. loc. cit.
r Nanning radio, Guangxi Regional Service, Jan. 12; 1978; PBXS, No. 10, 7 tn. 16.1978.

pp.
7. -Play the Role Well as the Department Sunplying Technleal Equipment for the Four

Ntotternizations-;RMRR f mil to rial ). Sept. 21, 1978, Xinhira, Beijing, Sept. 20, 1978, F1313,
No. 185, Sept. 22, 1978 p,

Ni it bent; and Tao Sha. op. cit.. pp. a3 and 35.
7,, Tang YIngzheng, foe. el t.

Wang Wen !le and Lu Zusl. op. cit., p. Ill.
"40 ItA1itI3 Commentator; loc. (it:

Llu Shu3-I, loc. cit.
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_ Not only are the incentives strong_ but the deterrents are weak; The
falSifiers appaently have- little fear that they may be exposed and
punished. Although the offenders are warned that they -are bound to
be eitught eventually, that they "can fool people some of the tune btit
not all of the time;" 82 and that they Will, in the end; be "exposed and
toppled," ,' some sources :illy that it is not the ttlsitiers but those who
attempt to expose them_ who run the ,gitater risk. People _Who protest
against falsification or try to_complam to Higher authorities are often
subject to "vengeful attiteks," " aeCnsed of "negitting the excellent
Sittitttion," " "opposing liazhai," or "chopping down the lied Flag,"
or denounced as "right opportunists." b' When they refuse to falsify
figures, they are_ told this means that they are disobedient to the
Party. "" One cadre who_ exposed false reporting wits subjected to
"critleisiii and -struggle" for 7 to 8 months and another wits "framed
as an embezzler, active counterrevolutionary, (and) neve-epentent
Capitalist-roader; subjected_ to investigation in isolation and cruel
struggle, and persecuted to death. 9

The falsifying officials; on the other hand, are able to cover up their
deceptions in most cases because they hold positions of power. In
ho -rase of Xiyang (2ounty, there had been complaints about the ftilSi:

fiI it ion of data severid years befoi.e the final exposure,_and some of the
inch ulter::; Of the Gong(` Party commit-1-(T at one point admitted their
fraud; _but_later they denied it and forced other§ to go along with
them. In this case, "a handful of loaders relied on their power and
posit ion to protect the 88 Liu Shuyi addS that falSifierS arc "secure
to the knoWiedgt; that (they Nitc stimig Nicking:" I low this protects
theni iigitinst whistle-blowers is explained by Liu as follows:

When_a ease IS reported to higher authority; Usually no_one is-sent down di-
rectly to conduct an investigation. Often_ the reports are sent back to the unit8
9 zul 919114 of thiun end lip in the bands of those being reported on or their asso-
ciates, The persons who have exposed and reported On the cases_ are subjected
to retaliation. ... There are popular sayings noW in circulation that "boever
exposes and reports to the higher antlioritieS Stiff( rs the Consequences" IOW

"those who are punished are not the ones who oVerreport :anal falsify but those
who oppose such practices." °'
As a result; the local leaders are it liberty to alter Statistical figures
"at Will" 92 and "without any legal constraints;" 93

td_Conittietitator, "Eradicate the %Vital of Resorting to Deception," ItNIR11, Dec. s;
1978.- F1118, No, 235, Dec.- 0. 1975, p, E14.

8anything riit110. Sept 28, 1978, p. G4.
m ElljiIIII Proviacial SyrvIcy. Ana :11, 1.978. EISIS. NO. 171. Srpt. 1,

3 ;
1978,

G_ -_-rottgjt gong:zoo jjanehi shishighishl wei slime fawn ; clown-goo tong-ji
juzliang butyl (iii -cong Hoge fangmlith giajin he _tiguo tong,j1 gongZtio" ("Statistic-al
Work_ 8fuSt Pertdat Truth from Pacts to Serve the Four Niodernizations ; the
All-China Conference of Direet-ors of Statistical Itureaus Recommends Six Ways to Im-
prot.1- and Eidtancy Statistleal Work"). J1,11/1, Apr. 13, 1979, p, 3 : Beijing, Nov. 11,
197h. F1t1S. No 1:21. Nov. 14, 1979. p. 1,5 ; and Yup -Ping. op. clt.. p. 4.

ZitMike! _ torniji gongzoo butyl giringdiao Cahill tongjt- gongzno zal slhua
Monte (le zlioyong" (G-oangdong Province Convened -a Statistical. Work Conference to
Stress and__BrIng, itito Play the Role of Statistical work in the Four Afodernizations"),
NEBR. May 21. 1979. p. 1.

]fulfil commentator. loc._ tlt.
to Nth Gen" nod Tito Sdm, elf.. p. 34.

"Stotlatles nand Be Truthful," p. Lia.
" X.11111141. Eel.. -8. 1979, p. 115.

Infltil commentator, loy. cit.
91 tin Shnyl, loc. Mt.
im rite Ping, o. cif., p. 4.

Liu Shaul. loc. cit.
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nutty INTERVENTIONS IN STATISTICS

The power of the falsifiers derives from the fact that they are, in
most cases, the leaders of the Party committees of the units involved;
Tho _falsification of county grain data in Gansu reported in 1977 WO
attributed to an unidentified "person" in the Gansu provincial Party
committee and his _"followers." 94 A 1978 report from Jilin Province
attributed the falsification_ of country data to the former "principal
person" in the_ provincial Party cominittee.°5 In such positions they
control virtually the only effective channels of communication to
higher levels and are thus able to see to it that the top leadership is
kept in ignorance whenever it suits :their purposes; Therefore; as Liu
Shuyi points out, an official who falsifies data is usually not exposed
unless lie, gets into trouble politicall3cu_G In the case of Xiyang County,
it was only when the leadership of the county Party committee was
changed that the falsification of the county's statistics was "finally
brought to light." 97

At times the tendency of local Party leaders who falsify data has
boon reinforced by attitudes and policies of the central Party leader,
Ship. The worst__ cake- in point is the Leap Forward; when the t,cp
leadership, in effect, invited the lower levels to engage in deception.
During the First_Fi ye-Year Plan period; when the SSB was under the
directorship of the noted economist Xue Mugia,o; it tried hard to es,
tablish a national statistical system capable of producing data that
could be used to gain an objective measure_ of the effectiveness of policy
implementation throughout, the country. The system had many serious
problems, as the annual statistical conferences noted,but it seemed to
be making progress until 1958. Early in that Year, the central Party
leadership espoused what was called the "fte,bei _reform" in statistical
work, which consisted essentially of givirvi the Party leadership at all
levels complete control over the production and submission of statis-
tical data. The statisticians wire directed to adopt an "ardent spirit,"
to pay less attention to rules and technical matters; to provide figures
that would inspire the masses to achieve a "high tide" in productioniD8
to let the masses do statistical work so that the statisticians could
devote 80 percent of their time to "trade and production" 99 to "ac-
cept Party leadership" over statistics, and to guarantee to Chairman
Mao that they would realize a big leap forward in statistics.Am When
they asked whether this method of doing statistical work would not

radio, Gansu Provincial Service, Sept. 26. 1077; FBIS, No, 188; Sept. 28,1977. pm Nt1-2,
°i Changchun radio. Jilin Provincial Service, Oct. 8. 1978; MS; No. 202; Oct. 18; 1978,p.

1,1u-5buYi.
0 !OHM commentator_ oil. cit., p.
. "Two ways of lining- Statistical Work." (editorial); RMR13; Apr. 20 ;_ 1958;_ AmericanComgdate General, Aunt; Kong, Survey of China Mainland Press, No. 1775, May 20, 1908,pp,-4-5.

"Big Lei. Ferwnrd In Statistical Tivilongjtang." Tongji -gongzuo (StatisticalWork). No. 14, July 29. 1958, American Consulate General, Hong Kong, Extracts from
China Mainland Ningazinee. No. 145. Oct. la_ms, A. 41.

1.0"Wei zheng7.111 dour.heng wel shengchan doutheng fawn, tat ge ji dangwellingthio J.itianche thiVing hinzhong_luxlan_kughan mange yue shixia-n quanguo tongit
gongzuo do yurlin" --("Fighi Bitterly for Three Months to Realise a Rig Leap Forward
in StatIstleni Work Throughout -the- Country tinder the Lendership of the Party Commit-
tees-and Thoroughly Carry Out the Mass Line to Serve, the Political Struggle and the
Production Struggle"), Tongji yanjiu (Statistical Research), No. 7, July 23, 1958, pP.1-4.
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adversely of its ac c uracy; they were that it would make statis-
tics more accurate.'" They were even encouraged to -follow the exam-
pie Of the eight immotitis crossing the sea" find use Nttitistical.data
to boast about lOcal _progress in _production.'" The result wes fraudu-
lent production figures Which led the INiders to believe that China
now had a glut Of sin-plug grain. They authorized wasteful grain con-
Stiiiiptiozi and started at fallow hind program; both_ Of which contrib-

.

uted to the fzunintS of the next, few years. As Sun Yefang has re-
Marked, a high price was paid in blood for this 11 isadventure.103

EV011i after the statistical fiasco of the Leap had become umuistake,
ably apparent and its causes were discussed at a symposium of heads of
statistical bureaus in April 1959, the_ Party leaders did not immediately
change then policies on stiitistical work. Those statisticians Who had
warned that Leap methOdS_would_underinine the reliability- of statistics
and had been proven correct were denounced as "right opportunists"
and _silenced.'" due Mugiao, who had resisted the -more extreme forms
of Party intervention and had tried in 1959 to point out the leSSiiiis of
the experience to an ithreeeptive Party leadership, was also subjected to

In October 1959, he was removed from Ins post as director
of the SSB and was relilaced by hiS former deputy; Jia_Qiyun; who re,
affirmed tinit, Statistics must be -the willing tool of the Party)" advised
the stinisticians that -the Party's demands,_suggestions, and directives
are logicalaiid Scieut Hie:" and warned them 110E to insist_ on their oWn
figures but to "humbly" accept "the opinions of the Party leader-
ship." ' 'The StatiSticians haul no_choicc but to obey.

In April 1962;. in a, new directive on stittistics issued by the Party
Central Ceiniiiittee and the State Council; Zhou Enlai and Liu Sliaotp
attempted to repair the damage done to statistics b' the Leap and to
reaffirm the authoit of the 6613: New_ "provisiona1" regulzttimiS oil
statistics were issued in _March 1963 1in which Zhou included an
explicit, previSiciii hlit-"Party and government departments were for=
bidden to change statistical figures," 1" but the problem of Party ined,
ant, was not solVed. On the eve of the Cultural Revolution, the third
director of t he S613; the late Wang Silma, was criticized On the rounds
that he was follOwing "revisiumist" line, "seizing power from the
nifty," and "asserting his independence." 109 Then_ followed the Cul-
tural Revolution and the utter destruction of the statistical system., a
major setback in Chinas long struggle to attaistatistical account-
ability: _ _

Since MAO'S death, the central_ leaders have once again espotiSed Ob-
jectivity and accuracy in statistics and reaffirmed the primacy of the

viz -All Party and Profile to Engage-111 work;' (editorial), R:1111.13-. Aug. 13.
1915, AnieriMiti General, along Kong. Survey of China Mainland Press, No.
1S39. Aug. 21. 101s, p.- 29.

"Sun Yefa ng. op. cit.. P. L5.

1"4J4a -Qiyitn, "Tag LP We_npon of StntlstIcs and- Strive to Oppose__ Rightists Op,
portunism iu) as to P-rotect the tlezteral Line_at _the Party," yu tong.il (Plans rind
statistles). No. 12. Sept. 23: -1019; JPHS, No. 2513-. Apr. 14. 1900-, pp. 2-3 :_ antl_"Fan_
vomiting, VII gn id)ng. .naniang t ongji _gongzim Alp (11117g :king er null" ( "Oppose- -the
Rightist Tendette Energies to Strive for tile Strengthening -of Stallatleal
Work a Party Nature"), Jillun yii toligjl (Plans mid Statistics); No. 14. Oct. 23, 1959,
pp. 3 4.

tr*Qtii .11,,n. "An Fentinnaiiit's tr, 1.pnrnine-.-Prpfilp of China's Noted Econ-
°vast- Nue Mitaiao." GM1tI3, nth.. 12: 1961, VMS. No. 42, Mar. 4, 1981. p. LYS.

-Fan gad ganj-Ing. wel Thinking tongThgutigzuu de ditnpothig er noli,' pp. 6-7.
W71.1 Chengru-1, Statistic:0 Work fn New China; tae. cit.
101 Sun Yetang, loc. cit.
wo Ibid.
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S1.13 in coordinating and leading statistical deVelopment, but the local
Party and government leaders still interfere in statistical worl;% They
remain the principal source of fillsifieation. Lin 6Iiuyi says that "in
most instances those who have practiced overreporting and falsification
are not du, statistical departments lind the statistical clerks but are,
atm the leadership of certain units." "Q_Suir adds that ''the tendency
of Party and government leaders to meddle in statistical figures and
make false reports has not been eliminated." '" Two other _writers say
that within Party ranks "the phenomenon of lying" is still prese'it.11'

(inc _reason for the _persistence of the problem is that the central
authorities have not given a clear indication as to what the relation-
ship_ between local statisticians and local leaders should be On- the
one hand, they repeatedly urge the local leaders to "strengthen their
leadership" over_ statistical work "3 and state categorically that the
local statist zeal departments are not to be independent of Party con-
trol '" but are to render statistical services to the local leaders in addi-
tion to meeting the requirements of the Sm SSB. On the other band, they
eneounige statistical personnel to "struggle against . . . leadership
personnel who commit fraudulent acts" _and_ assure them_ that in so
doing they are not violating the "principle of centralized Patty lead-
ership in statistical work' but are actually "defending and upholding
this pinciple." "5 Indeed, they have "the right to wage uncompromis-
ing struggles against all acts of deception and falsificatiort" 1'6 Main-
taming the accuracy of statisLics is said to be essential if statistics
are to serve as the `_ overseer," the "stall officer," and the "eyes and
ears" of tile central Party leadership "7 and become ft "powerful wea-
pon in the hands of the leadership organs of the Party and state at
all levels in effecting supervisory control over arid struggle against
fraudulent practices and violations of law and_ discipline." "8_

However, this puts the lower level statisticians in the awkward
position of maintaining a kind_of _surveillance over their superiors.
Some statisticians see a contradiction between the requirement that
they render statistical services to their local leaders and at the same
time produm statistics that higher levels can use to supervise and
inspect the_ work of these_ same loaders. The relationship between the
service and supervisory functions was discussed at some length at a
national symposium on statistics convened in Emei County, Sichuan,
in December 19 S. The conclusion of the discussion was that these
two functions "are not opposites hilt ft dialectical unity," "8 but some
of_ the statisticians find this answer confusing. 120 Sun Yefang has

10 1.1-u Shfiy1-. loc. dt.
1,1 Sun Yefang, op. eat.. p Ie.

NIII (long and Tao Sha. loc. et.
II2 Tsar example. ere Shenynng ruMn. Liaoning Provincial_ Servke.__June _4.1971 PRIS.

No. 120. .inne an. 1977. p.-1,5 Play to-the Role of Statistles nn Overseer.Infin: (editorial). _Anr. 3. 1979_ radio. )ontestle_ 1979.-FRTS.
No. 71-.--Apr,-11. -1979. p, 1.14: and- Xining radio. Qxinghai Prcnincial Service, Jan. 15,
19s0. PISIS. No. 1S Jam Itign p. Ta.

I ..Statktles 5first-Ile Truthful.' loc. elt.
1,5 "The _Stitch. of Statistical Theory to Meet the Needs of Modernization." 3ingil yanjiti

I NeM101Ilie Research). No. -1. Apr. 20. 1979. JPRS. No. 74101. Sept. 12. 1979. p. 37.
"statistics_ Vast Ile Trathful. r. L12nr"illre Plar to the Role of Statistics as an Overseer." p. 1,15 "Toad! conextio

Yao shisblatushi wei_sihtia -Omit : quanguo ton!! juzhfing butyl. delta eong Huge
fon -rololl cnliin he Dago gurtgam,: lee. et.; "Statistics 51tist Be Truthful." Inc: cit.:
Li Chengrui. op. cit., p. la; find Yue-Ping, loc. cit.

1:"'The Study of Stntistical Theory to Meet the Needs of Modernization, lot. tit.
'in Ibid.
120 NFRB Commentator. Noe. cit.
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called ii1 >iiii thi Central to _"further clarify the independ-
ence Much statistical work should duly have." '111e_current_ arrange-
ment the hical Shit departments to the local Jinn-
ning committees; and; Sun says, practice haS proyedthat_thiS system
is net: far giviti4 full play to the; function of statistics
departments as _organs of inspection and super' ision."__InSteati, he
suggestS that the st ictisticiil argfois iii phieed '-under the direct
leadership. of the State Council or the government in different
loimlities.;" 1 2 1

Th 118 far the central authorit ics have not tiaken steps to eaave the
loeat ,tiitisti lil ilep IitIliellts entirely -frcifit local control. Instead-, they
luau continued to exhortithe local leaders to stop ineddl mg in statistics
and the !deal Stitt iStii.:ins to resist such i_nterferenee. For the central
lc:tilers; t he issue _is also a t horny one. In the campaign to and falsifica-
tion t hey_llitVe theinsel Ves with the central and local statisticians
against, the local Party _and government leadel.s; it _they are still de-
penden upon tlieSe leaders as the instruments of central power at the
local community levet and therefor_ cannot afford to,assume a wholly
adversarial post_ tire ttiWaril them. The recent campaigns for cadre re,
form and_ against "violations of law and discipline" haye tileady _put
some st rain oft the relationSliiii between_ centr:il and local authority and
there are limits on how much it can bear,

A NATIONAL. STATISTICAL LAW

One other' pre)poSal that has been under discussion for the past
several years is the _passage of ;I new law designed to strengthen the
hands of the statisticians dealing -with falsification. This-proposal
apparent ly has the support of many statisticians. At the December
1977 symposium, the delegates eported_ly urged that provisions be
added to the laws of the_state ''to enfaire the truthfulness of statistical
figures, to prohibit falSe reporting_ . . . to determine time official
re:sponsibilities, powel.s, and duties of those concerned With statistical
work . . ," "2 to protect the rights of statist ical persolutel "in_ their
persistnce ill seeking truth from facts," and to define the legal habil-.
ities_of those who "hit back in revenge and violate the regulations of
the Part and the laws of the State." 123 Lin Slinyi said that it_ new
statisticni' law is "not Only extremely necetiSary hilt also imper-
ative, "4 and Sun Yefang p-roposed thati he new law he approved and
enforced _by the Standing Conunitree of the National People's Con-
gress and that provisions concerning statistics be included in the na-
tional constitution.1 25 Work on such a law is already going_forward. A
draft, versian witS discussed and revis.ed at a_ national c_onference of sta-
tistial bur-eau directors sponsored by -the SSB in Beijing in,Tanuary
19 1.'24 Obviously, this proposal littS the support of the_ Party leaders.

A law on StatiStics would certainly- draw more public attention Co
the camp:lit-pi against, falsification and might also encourage the local

, sun (.enn-z. op. cIt p.1" -The Study nf StatIstleal Theory to Meet the Needs of ModernIzatInn:' Inc.
conr`z"" Y"o ji"Twhi q'Istil""1-'i "4 Silt" ft-t'u[ 4111)1:110 tongjl jirhliang

hnly1 tlets_o_ mpg Huge fanyndan galitn he tlgao tongjl gengzuo," loc. at:
" 1,1,: Shill!. loc. cit.
azSonT_efring. op. _ elt.. P.

X.Inbun, Beijing, Jan. 6, 1951, F'BIS, No. 4, Jan. 7, 1951, p. LI.
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statisticians_ to adopt a, boliler attitude in dealing with local officials.
But unless the law is rein forced by ail effective arrangement for re-
porting_ yiolations directl toa central agency with the iiiithority to
investigate complaints, it -is uncertain how much it would accomplish;
Legal deterrents; even if backed by supporting iiiStitiitiotitil arrange-
ments, may not succeed as Icing the administrative relationships
and central policies that provide the inducements to falsification_ and
the ineiLlIS for C6Vering up such activities are not changed; While high
1..1v:still, mass campaigns, targets; quotas, model units, and emulation
continuo to be the pieties by Which programs are promoted and statis-
tical data. are the means by__which cadre performance is judged, the
incentives to falsification will still be present; and local_ ingenuity will
find new ways to evade. central ._control._ It Steins Unlikely that theproblem can be solved,Witlibiit fundiunental organizational _changesthat will assure the independence and security of the statistical organs
even when reporting bad news. Such changes will_ not occur over-night. As Liu Shuyi says; "safeguarding statistical objectivity and
accuracy is still a

cumulative
and complicated_struggle. 5 127

Me anwh cile, the umulative effects of past falSificatien are deeply
embedikid in the country's basic statistics. When statistical work is
at last able to get down to reality; it is likely that many statistical

'series will have _to__undergo substantial revisions. Most production
statistics will probably have to be revised downward and many demo -
graphic measures upward; not Only for_ current years but for the past
as well. Higher population _totals; birth rates, itid death rates could
mean a paper_setback for the family planning and health programs
and more moderate expectations for the future. Such sober statistical
readjustinents_cannot_be undertaken lightly, for they implicitly con-
stitute an admission of past misfeasance and iiiiSjiidgriient at all levels.
But-the rest of _the world Would take them as grounds for increased
confidence not just in China's statistics but in the courage and ration-
ality of its leaders_ and the firmness of their determination to put
national planning on a sound basis.

V. T 1982 CtiOtti

Doubts about the reliability of China's _demographic data were at
least one of the reasons why the Chinese leaders deeided that it was
time to take another census. These doubts are usually not _expressed
openly_in_ the public media or even in conversations -with foreigners.
Many Chinese statisticians and scholars continue to insist that China's
population data are all extremely accurate, that population registra-
tion is complete because of its connection with grain and cloth ration-
ing; and that-local functionaries have personal knowledge of the demo-
graphic particulars of their communities and can therefore make sure
that all data are faithfully recorded. But in the past several years;
some statisticians have begun to be more candid. Several have clues-
tinned the accuracy of population data in general; some have conceded
that there were serious problems with the 1964 census, some are trou-
bled by the persistent discrepancies between the national natural in=

irr Lin Shuyi, loc. cit.
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crease rates and the growth rates implied by the official population
totals; and others that urhan popuiation registration is incom-
plete, that births and deaths are underreported; and that infant mor-
tality is probably higher and life expectancy lower than the official data
show.

SOMe of these observations have found their way into the _ptiblie
domain, The two articles already cited which acknowledge that birth
data have been falsified to show success in family planning are the
.most conspicuous and forthright examples, but there are others: Sev-
eral neW-S items from _major municipalities have complained about the
lack_d_control over unrefristered migrants_mte urban limas and about
the failure of urban residents whose registration was transferred eke=
where to leave the cities.'28 In March 1981i ti_Petipl-e'g Daily article
answered those who thought registration data made a new census
tinneessay by_ pointing out that registration cltitti__"often (ilia) not
accurate enough, due to various limiting factors" and explained that
the census would supply_ `relatively accurate_ facts and figures. " ':a
This is as close as any public soniTC Ills CGDIC to stating directly that
registration data are not sufficiently accurate to meet current admin-
istrative requirements.

cOurSe, as the same article notes, there_ are other reasons for
taking a iww census. The_census will collect types of data not now
available front any sOi t. of record4 8_11I'Vey or investigation and will
add greatly to the national stork of statistical data. It will provide
it set Of _socioeconomic data_ t hut should serve<for years as the bitsis
for analytieal st !idles and for sample surveys, \It will answer many
queStirinS iitiont Chinese society t hat are unansWeritble at present. Still;
the i)rimai.y function of the new census will be to establish beyond
ilia _doubt China's current demographic -situation and gain for
China an international demographic_ el.-edibility it has never previ-.
ously enjoy-c;i1. '1.1w _ensus is_important not just as a source of needed
data but also as a contribution to national prestige

UNIQUE ASPECTS OF THE NEW CENSUS

In several im >ort t r T-,ct-- the 1982 census is liplike its prede-
1 a er

CCSSOl'S; It _is a far more ambitions pojett because of the vastly greater
itmount of data to he collected. Not only has the populatiOil gi.own
much larg-cr in the interiiii, lint the itents on the schedule are more
numerous and several are nmh_inore difficult to define and categoize.
In 1953 .nut_ 1964 the number of items aS limited to keep the investi-
gitioii §iiiipk.The 1953 census had only fivename, sex, age, nation-
ality, and relationship to head of household. Thu egistilll'S Were also
to 1.ecol.(1 on tlw top of the foin whother_the_community in Which

the licinSehold resided Was urban or rural. The 1964 census added edu-
cation; occupation, and class status.23° Even so; both censuses encoun-

_

Fur- PX1I mple. see Yang Naletuto and Zhang itnoeben-g. 'Q/e :hi Ionmthi Beijing
reitkoit 7,111gzliante ("Earnestly Control -the l'opillation Growth of_lteljin):1, Beijing

Daily ), 30. 1980, p. 1 011 henslii zeng.iiii

renkoti wliwan' (111e_ Nitalta.rs--40, the Meehatileally Increasing Popultit ion of
lteijilo.; Fray,. Reaelled- 50 Thom:a 1SJItli. Nov , 20, 19s0, p. 1,

t2+,(20_ainti.iita (On. ":1 efts IN EgSelltilli- (l) -Erin/01111v Itcadjii stment _:01(1 (he Four Med-
erniziltions," 1011tIt, Mar. 25, -19S-1, 1111S. No. 974, Apr.'( 1, 1981. p. Ht) 10.

0 There Is some 411g.agrel.111rit among rhinos-4. sources as to this 114M Item, but It was
included in- an account given by an othial of the 5811 in No mother 1971) to the U.S.
Statistical Delegation to China.
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tered obstaeles, In 1953 the conversion of Chinese ages to ages in com-
pleted ears -rani sed poblems. and many Chinese ig s were recorded
as given instead. The, distinction between permanent and temporary
residents and the requirement that data_ be ecoied as of a criticaldate that was, in many cases, long past, by the time the enumeration
took place added to the dillietilths: In 1964 the data on education and
oceilyat ion were. - apparently recorded in such disorder that they couldnot be tabulated.

The new census will include all of the items in the previous two
(except for class status) and more than a_ dozen others. Exactly how
many has not been dee ideq, as of this writing, and will not be until
October 1981, but among those that_have been considered are date of
birth, place of birth, place of family origin, marital status; age at
marriage, manlier of children _ever born and number surviving (to
be asked of women old enough to have had children)_, births and
deaths in the household during the previous year and (for Urban
residents only) the amount of housing space, type of residential struc-
ture, eondition of structure; and kinds of facilities and equipment
available in the unit (e.g., running water, heating, plumbing; cooking
facilit ies, etc.).

With so many more items to cover, the forthcoming _census will
require more nimierators; more extensive enumerator trainingi more
time per household for interviewing, more elaborate recording of
responses; and a_ much more sophisticated plan for tabulation. In
1953 there were 2.6 million census workers, in 1964 M million; and
there are_ to be over 6 million in 1982. On the other hand, the time
allowed for completion of field_work has been shortened: In 1953 the
counting went on for about 11 months, and teams of enumerators
went from area to_ area _within each province; thus requiring fewer
census personnel. In 1964 the field work was reportedly completed
in about two weeks. In 1982 it is expected to be done in 2 or 3 days.
The 1953 census was combined with voter registration, which re-

red setting tip election committees and the investigation of voter
q..alifications, causing further delays; but even without this added
function the 1982 census is amore complex_ affair. To handle the_ vast
quantities of data that must be processed, the Chinese census authori-
ties are counting on the support of an_ integrated network of -com-
puters linking the provinces with Beijing.. The computer hardware
will come mainly from the United States; the software -from Japan.
A preliminary hand tally of population and households is to be made
at local levels._ after which the census schedules are to be sent to re-
gional processing centers where some 5,000 operators will enter their
contents_on dime for transmission to the regional computers. There
the provincial data will be compiled and sent on the master computer
in Beijing:

Eve_n with the aid of the computers; however; the task is_formid-
able. The census planners seem not to luive fully appreciated its scope
at the outset. They were much impressed with what computers could
accomplish, and it was on this basis that, they increased the number
of items to be included. They were less aware of the organizational
complications until they began to assimilate the advice of foreign
.census experts and to experiment with census-taking.
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PLANNING THE CENSUS

Fr Oiii the start, the planning of the new census was markedly dif=
ferent from the planning of the two previous censuses. In 1953, the
planning process as not discussed _in public until after the pro-
mulgation of the Government AdmiiiiStatioil Council's census di-
iTetive of Apiii 6, 195;;. by Hun the details of the plan were
already laid_ down, and they ere not altered significantly thereafter
even follOWing the so:called "experhnental" cens-us work that took
place throughout the spring and summer of 1953. Foreign advice was
sought in 1953, but only from the Soviet Union; and it is not clear
how much use was actually made of it. On the Wlible, the approach
to planning in 1953 was inole a priori and less empirical than carrent
census planning. Ilow the 1964 census was planned is not known out-
side China. The 19G4 census waSiieVer mentioned by Chinese press
and radio before, during; or atter _the count and recent descriptions
have little to say about this aspect of the Work;

For the forthcoming consinc the preparations have been very_ care-
ful,_ foreign and domestic advice has been extensively sought and
iltiii cif, and grein flexibility_ has been shown in modifying plans and
time schedules as the work has pine fOrWard; The census planning
delegation from Beijing that visited _the U.S. Census Thireau_in the
summer of 1979 asked for and received detailed briefings on all aspects
of eeiisns Work and it consiilerable quantity of census manuals _forms,
Mid publications. The SSI3 sent, two Staff iheilibers to Washington in
,Tanuary 1980 fOr_t raining in demography at-the Census Bureiiii's In-
tenational Statist ical Programs Center and four more in August 1980
to study deniogiliphy_ and programining, Also in the summer of 1989,
17 Chinese statisticians were sent to Japan for training in computer
technology, two of whom studied census _teeoniques in the statistics
biieali under the Prima Minister's Office. In the falha'group of_Japa.
nose census experts were to be sent tO__China to _provide, additional
iiiStiiction.'31 Iii October 1980, SS1 1 Director Chen Xian went:A°
Tokyo to learn more about,Tapariese _Amsus methods."? The UNFPA
mission in Beijing also_povided_advisors on cenSilS=taking both from
the United States and ,Japari. U.N. adisms have been able to partici7
pate in Seine of the census planning meetings and exchange ideas with
their Chinese colleagues. In_ these Contacts, the Chinese statisticians
iiiiil OflieialS have shown great_ eagerness to leain aliont, foreign census
technology and to adapt foreign methods to China's needs wherever
appropriate.

The_censns plans have undergone considerable evolution since they
were firSt, diselosed._Tn 1979, when the Chinese census- planning

tion began its international tont, the plans for the_new_ census
were at a very early_ stage, of development, At that time, the planners
saiif that, they wei.e_thinkinp- of usiug again the Methods they thought
had worked so Well in 1953 and 1904, Field organization, enumera-
ti6ii _piiVeditres. use of a standard census libuir, and the method of
checking on the accuracy of the. count: -.t,_re_to be _essentially the same.
The only innovations were to be the, additional items and the use of
computers. The planners professed great confidence in the existing

lit 1:101)0:nongh. Tokyo. Aug. 7. 1050. FBIS. No. -155. Aug.- S, 1980, p.
11.1 BYODOEnclIsh, Tokyo. Oct. 2, 1080, FBIS. No, 194, Oct. 3, 1980; p. 110.
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population records and the ability of local leaders to recall and report
demographic data; They said_thiit China had an advantage over some
other countries in census work because of a higher degree of "organi-
zatioit' in_Chinese society; They also repeated the claim that the 1953
census had achieved a net undercount, of only .0.116 percent and added
t hat, tho 196 census had reduced undercount to 0,0014 percent, which,
they noted, was an rovement !

These remarks me dismay among American specialists in
Chinese statistics because.t y seethed to show a lack of awareness of
the _limits of _practical reali y in mass statistical undertakings and
implied that little had been earned from the shortcomings of 1953
mid 1964. Contemporary descriptions of the 1953 census "recheck"
activities make it, clear tlfat many units had done only perfunctionary
checking at best and_ had then reported few errors or none ae\all. Such
checking was incapable of diseoVering mistakes_and could not provide
a true _measure of the accuracy of the count. The expression of confi-
dence in the 1964 Census %vas also disconcerting in view of the indica-
t ions that it _had been a statistical fiasco. If the Chinese statisticians

. knew about the problems, why were these censuses_to be taken as models
for_the much more demanding census in prospect?

Th, original timing of the new census also seemed unrealistic; In
July 1979, the census planners were still talking hopefully of running
a pretest in October and the full-scale_ enumeration in the middle of
1980: Presently these plans had to be abandoned. The computers they
wanted to use_ required aU;S; export license that -had to be cleared with
the military. Obviously there was no way that China could receive the
computers in time for such an early - census date,_ To foreipt demogra-
phers, by then very much in sympathy with the Chinese efforts to take
a successful censtis there _seemed to be a real _danger_ that haste and
inadequate planning could lead to another statistical disaster that the
statisticians and political leaders_of China could_ill.afford;

These concerns turned out to be premature. As the planning con-
tinued; the- -time schedule for the census was revised; First; the-pretest
was put off to July 1980 and the full-scale enumeration to July 1981.
Then the census date was left indefinite for alime,_Finally;_the census
date was set for July 1, 1982. According to UNFPA officials working
with the Chinese census planners-, it was not just the lack of computers
that caused the revisions in the census timetable. After studying the
materials on census-taking acquired_ by the_census planning delegation
during its tour and conferring with UNFPA advisors; the census
planners began to realize that they had not allowed enough time to
prepare for so complex an undertaking. The results of the first pretest
also indicated a need for further preparatory work.

The pretest. took place in Wuxi Municipality_and Wuxi County;
Jiangsu Province, an area with a population of 950.000.133 Although
without even a single computer the Wuxi returns could not be subjected
promptly to computer analysis as originally planned, observation of
the pretest showed that there was more work to be done; It was decided

A SSIL said that the pretest area hatl -a population Of 1.6 million In-440,000
Itowever._One_ recent Chinese.. smiree_giveis 4he.Combined total for _Wuxi city

and count v- as 950.000. and ;mother gives -the- figure as 960,000,-The -reason for the dis-
crepancies Is not I: TiOW11. See X1011111-English. Beijing, Mar. 9,.1981FIIIS, No. 40,.Mar..10,
1931. p. LI and "Nationwide Census," Beijing Review, No. 14, Apr. 0, 1981, p. 0.
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that additional experimental censuses should be conducted_in_ various
parts of the co_untry before t he final version of the oonsus_procedures
was adopted._ The first of the IBM .computers reached Beijing in the
fall of 1980 _and is now being itSed to _train operators and for systems

negertitiOn. The processing and analy_sis of the Wuxi returns is now
expected_to occur in June or July of 1981. -

The_Plans fet the full-scale enumeration include provisions fora
post-enumeration "recheck" as was done in 1953 and 1964; but, con-
trary to initial inipteSsions; the methods to be used this time are quite
different. In the Wuxi pretest; a -1 percent sample was re-enumerated
at the siiggeStion of UNFPA advisors by a__field staff different from
the _personnel who did the Original count. This same method is to be
used to check a 0.1 percent sample of the returns in the full-scale enu-
meration. _Other details of the new recheck procedure have not been
made piiblie yet, but, from what is already known, the new methods
are likely to solve some of the previous problems.

The deliberateness of the ohtnrung. the openness in discussint* plans
with_ foreign specialists, the Willingness_ to change plans and time
schedules ass cinciiinStaiites warrant; and the down-to-earth approach
to problems all testify to the seriousness of purpose with which the
censis planners and their political superiors approach this great task.
They refer to it as "China's first_ modern population census," and
they obvibuSly Want to make sure that it is done well.

CENSUS PREPARATIONS

Mean_hile, organizational and experimental work been going
forward throughout the country and propaganda work is beginning.
The organizational_developments are difficult, to trace with the limited
information available, but it appears that there was some confusion
in the early stages. The authority for _census plans and arrangements
seems to be in the hands of a census "leading group" under the State
Council, the personnel of -which have not baen identified. On March 9_,
1981; a national census-Office WaS set up-and Vice-premier Chen Muhua
was put in charge, making her the director of China's third census."*

Provincial census directors must have been appointed some time
earlier, since pilot censuses have been under way _in a number of
provinces from as early as June 1989,_ which would surely have re-
quired established orgsnizations_and leadershipTiannsu, Yunnan,
Heilongjiang,_Jilir4 Nei _Mon got, Shaanxi, and Hebei have already
conducted such censuses Also. it is likely that the provincial di-
rectors would have been in place long enough to become familiar with
their dutieS before they were summoned to the rntional conference in
March 1 981.

The main focuS of the 14=day conference seems to have been the pilot
censuses: The directors were told that experimental census work was
"an important task" and an essential foundation for full-scale census
work. Among other things. the pilot censuses were to help in the devel-
opment of the find census "documents " presumably the directives, in=
structions, and forms to he issued laterin the training of census

13 71,14.
123Xlallua. Beijing, Mar. 24, 1987, FBIS, No. 58, Mar. 24, 1981, p. L1.
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personnel, and in checking on the construction of the provincial com7
linter centers. Tho directors were also told that; after the conference; all
provincial_ level units were to "continue to take a census in selected
areas." 1"6 This seems a little strange. because it implies that the con-
ference came not at. the beginning of pilot census works when it might
have provided guidance for it, nor at the end;_when it might have sum-
marized the results, but, in the middle. Perhaps the conference was
called because the census "leading group" felt that the pretesting was
not_being taken seriously enough or not being done properly.

The methods used in pilot census taking do not seem_to have been
standardized by tho State Council's directions. Yunnan Province fel-
lo*ed the Wuxi model by limiting_its pretest to Kunming Municipal-
ity,'"! _and. Hunan Province has planned its experimental census for
late May 1981 in Yiyang Afunicipality,78 but Jiangsu Province has
called for census field tests to be conducted "at every administrative
level." 79 Fujian expects to_carry out field tests_"in all prefectures,
municipalities, and counties" during the firstulii.todifecotts£32 139a and Si-
chuan tins planned a number of local pilot 4andong is
doing it. both vays: field tests have already been carried out in .3-hung
Municipality and .lining County and all of the_provinee's counties and
munieipalit ies are to carry out field tests during the first quarter of
19812.14" liquirent ly the provincial authorities have been allowed some
discretion in this matter.

They also seem to leave-; certain amonnt_of latitude in the design of
the schedules to be, used in pilot census- taking, since the, final census
schedulo has not, yet been determined: It was "suggested " -to the pro-
vincial census directors_that,_ besides name, age, sex; nationality; and
education; they should- add items they "deemed appropriate," such as
trade, occupnt ion; marital status, and number of children ever born."'
This obviously means that no_ standard schedule lies been issued for
the. pilotsensuses llence not all provinces will have prior experience
with all the, questions that may appear on the final census Scliedide.
It alto -means that the. central guidance of provincial census work_is
still rather loose. Greater control will have to be exercised when the

census- takes place if standard procedures and high quality
field work are to he assured.

The Chinese. census authorities are, also concerned about building
strong local census organizations, choosing high quality cadres for
census work. and inspiring: the census staff to do a conscientious job:
Jiangsu oflicials were told that the census leadership teams must be

'3'. !hid.
Kunming radio, Yunnan Provincial Service. Nov. 22, 1980, ;WHS. No. 77809. Dee. 31.195u. i.. 107.
Changeha radio. ilunan Provinelal Service, May 8,.1-981 FBIS. No. 92, Mac 13. 1981.

p. P1.
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Mnke Arrangements for (lraspiniz Tightly the Preparator,v Work for Next Year's Popula-
tion Census"). Ninima rilmo (X111/13). (New China-Daily). Nanjing, May 2. 1951. p. 1.
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lingdao zuolmo renkon puchn zimnbei" (-"The Third Provincial Popplation Census Field
Test_ Conference Stresses the Stiengthcring of Leadership Over Doing Census Prepara-
tions 'I, Dazhong. ribam Julv 13, 11)81, p. 1,
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.

composed of leading iiiiiibers of the local Party committees and that
local census directors must, be highly competent eddres.142 The Party
leaders were also inStiicted to attach great 'importance to the work,
build a strong work force, support the necessary transfer of personnel
to census work, and _deiriatid that their subordinates observe high
standards of performance.13 Several sources_ Warn that the task
"arduous and heavy" and that they must get started early because the
time remaining before_ the census date is very Short. Chen Muhua
has called upon prOVincial directors to be "meticulousi thorough,
accurate, and strict: " -"'

The national meeting Of provincial census directors in March 1981
was followed immediately by a round of provincial_ meetings for local
census directors. JiangSii held a meeting - on April 24-28 and called
upon its prefectures and municipalities to hold similar meetings. Sich-
uan convened a Meeting from April 30 to May_ 3 and Hunan from
May 3 to 7. The-meetings served_to transmit the documents and direc-
tives from the Party Central Coinmittee and the State Council de-
liveed to the provincial _directors earlier which_ instructed all units
on the procedures for establishing census organs; staffing, training, and
other preparatory efforts; thus launching census work throughout the
country.

Propaganda work is also beginning in earnest,. The 1979 census
planning delegation had mparticular interest in the methods used
by the host coactries to encourage popular cooperation with census-
taking. In August 1980, the State Council's census. "leading group"
met with 13.S. Embassy officials in Beijing to request that the U.S;
Census_Bnreau send theiii sample promotional materials used during
the IT.S. 1980 census publicity campaign, includingecifically news-
paper_ advertisements, bocluires and a_ typical promotional
film. Domestic propaganda gat _under way_ in China _in _March 1981
with the previonsly cited article, in the People's Daily addressing
popular misconceptions about the need for and the importance of the
new census. The article called forfora gradual start-up of publicity work
on a national scale during _19_81 so that a full-fledged effort could be
mounted in 1982._The stated objective is to "make every household and
every person understand what the census means:" 145

Aside from the pilot censuses, the most. important aspect of the
preparatory Work riciW iltidO way is updating_ population registration
records and compiling from them a Household address list. In 1953i
many urban units began their census preparations with an effort to
briarr-their household records up,to-date. In Miireh 1081 the provin-
cial_ Ce us directors were told that "conscientious efforts should be
made to s-rt. out and consolidate" the household records so that they
could provit e tr"golid fiinnilatioti" for census work_246 At the Jiangsu
provincial census eOnforenee_. the public security police from Lianynn-
gang Municipality reported on their experiences in "straightening

"1 Sti (:1117hailg, Ion, rit.
PI comm ens ntor. reread iintiOnet raolino reakon pleltne ("1101-hte

nAwareness,- Strengthen Leadership; IOW Do Well in Population Census-taking"), xnae,
Nine_ 2- 1081. p, 1,

"4 jlang iii ingoo _re titou ptichn" ("China Will Carry Out XIer
Third Nationwide Population Census"); CM1t1t. Mar. 10, 1981, p. 1.

10 Commentator, ItMltrt, Mar. 25. 1081. n. KIO.
ue Xiniinn, Beijing. Mar. 24.1981. toe. cit.

'--
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out" household regist rat ion.'" Guangzhou Municipality began check-
ing residences in mid-June 1981 and will continue until the end of the
yeari in an effort to make sure that "residence registration corresponds
to actual residence." "4 reported that

During_ the -ten years of catastrophe household control was _disrupted. The
household regiStration regalatiOn_s were mit implemented- earnestly. Some house-
holds are still on the records without having anyone in the households and vice-
versa. There is a serious separation of people and households. "'''
Obviously household registration in some areas in not in very good
order;

REMAINING PROBLEMS

Dependence on household _registration is one problem of census
methodolog,y inherited from the censuses of 1953 and 1964 that has
still_ not been solved. Like its predecessors; the_ new census _will not
use large-scale maps or household lists compiled-in door-to-door sur-
veys to make sure that no household% are omitted: The census will
depend for its completeness on the address lists taken from registra-
tion records. I f despite "straightening out" _these records are not com-
plete, the census will also be deficient. Iii the Wuxi pretest, it is re-
ported that the census count came very close to the population total
obtained by registration, but this does not mean much if the census
was limited to households in the registers. Unregistered households
would not be counted in either. The linking of registation and census
records means that neither_ is sufficiently independent to provide an
effective check on the completeness of the other. If the post-enumera-
tion re-check activities sample from the same basic household list; they
Will also be unable to provide a measure of the undercount cringed by
unlisted households.

Another problem with 'the current census arrangements is that a.
major share of the costs_of..census-taking is to be borne by the local
governments at all levels. The only reference, thus far in Chinese
sources to the funding of census activities is a statement in a news
item from Jiiing,su that "funds needed for population census work
and ,Ither necessary _material requirements must be assured and fur-
nished According to the principle of dilifrence and thrift by people's
governments and financial departments at all levels 18 Not only the
wage costs for the more than 6_ million enumerators but also costs of
supplies, forms, travel, and conferences evidently are at local expense.
This can _amount to a substantial outlay for thelocal governments,_and
those with limited resources may be, tempted to cut corners where
they can;_partieularly if_ local_officials see the. census as an unnecessary
burden that benefits primarily the national gove,rnment. The result
may __he_ less_ than conscientious _census work However; even' -.with
UNFPA help, there was probablv no way .the central goverhInent
emild have absorbed all of the costs of local census- taking: The con-:
tribuiion of local resources was required for the first two censuses
and for the cancer _epideiniolmiy survey as a matter of necessity, and
the-same undoubtedly applies to the 19.2 census.

"7 Sit 1lzhang, lor. tit
non oczhou- radio. Guangdong Provincial Service, June 25, 1981, FBIS, No. 137,

wrb-Fujinn Provincial Population Census Office, loc. cit.
CominentatOr, XFIRB, May 2, 1981. loc. cit.
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A growing- oncern about the 1982 census is its dependence on a
computer network that is still not in_place with barely a year remainr
ing until the census critical date. A special export license was obtained
for -the one computer now on hand by_dint of a major expediting effort
by U.S. EnibliSSy and State Department personnel in cooperation with
the -UNEPA mission; The license for the remaining_ computers was
held up for many months because of objections by U.S. military au-
thorities that they could be used for military purposes, but on- June 16,
1981 it was diScloSed by U.S. Secretary of state Alextinder Haigthat
export of the additional_ computers was haS new been authorized.'"
Even so, the timing will be very tight. _The Chinese government_iS
no committed firmly to the July 1, 1982 census date and has set its
organizational machinery in_mot ion, A. further postponement is prob-
ably out of the question; even if the Chinese computer personnel find
dial; they have inSuflicient time to ,,get their network established and
tested and to acquire experience in its operation before the processing
of data begins. With all that can go i,vrong _in such situations, the
dependability of the computer network will be a' matter of concern
until the system is shown to be in good working order;

A. final concern about the 1982 census arrangements is that census
rekitilts tcliicli cont radiet population dab, pievuously submitted by my
locality may be falsified to prevent the exposure of previous data
manipulations. Falsific.ation could enter the census repotting system
at several points. A unit that needs to report a_low population total
could drop sonic households from the census address list so that their
representatives_are not summoned to the registratiOn stations during
the census-taking. Or heads of household could be directed to under-
report houSehold membership or to treat some members_ as tempOrary
residents who should be included in the de jure population. Or the
prelio-%inary tallies eould_beadiusted before being reported to higher
leVels and enough of the completed census schedules withdrawn so
that the machine tally _would_ not contradict the hand tally results.
Manipulations of _this kind probably could not be detected either by
the "recheck' activities _or by the computer. _

The need for falsification may_ be eliminated in areas where a con-
scientious job updating the popplatiOn registers has already disclosed
previous underreporting and corrected it, but it is unlikely that the
job could be done conscientiously against the wishes of a _local Party
leader. Cent inuousinspection_of local census activities by higher level
cadres might inhibit but not eliminate falSificatiOn by local authorties.
What is really needed_is an arrangement that .Would transmit all local
census forms or copies of them_ to the processing centers prior to the
hand v so that the local census data are tunatter of _external
record before the local authorities see the _totals. ThiS would at least
prevent manipulation of the forms themselves and make falsification
of the hand tally results_ pointless, but this idea may be impractical.
In any case, some method must be found that can insure that the
census returns are recorded as received and committed intact into the
national record.

wRernard Owertsinnn: "ri,S, Decides to Sell WeapOtui to China in Polley Reversal."
" :en' York Times, June 17, 1581, pp. Al and Al fl.
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IMPORTANCE OF THE CF.NBLIS

Even though not all of the problems of census-taking the China
.may be solved satisfactorily by the time the counting_begms; the 1982
census will certainly be a demographic landmark of worldwide sig-
nificance. Aside from the fact that it will be the largest population
count ever taken, the census will provide an empirical basis for the
reconstruction of the last several decades_ of China_'s demographic
history and for projections of future population growthand structural
trends. It will either confirm previously reported national; provincial,
and local population totals or require retrospective adjustments of
earlier .figures to achieve more plausible series; ft will yield age__and
sex data that can be used to estimate the true levels of fertility,
mortality; _and _natifricl increase in recent years,It will make it possible
to trace the demographic consequences of the Leap Forward, the
Cultural Revolution; the rural_ health program; the rustication _of
urban youth, and the family planning_program. It will supply the
demographic data needed to project _future requirements_ of food;
clothing, employment opportunities,_ housing; health services,_ edu-
cation, transportatiorL communicationsixonsumer goods; social secur-
ity, and other commodities and services. It will permit, a more adequate
study -of relationships _between human and natural resources and
other issues of critical importance for national policy in China. It
will answer_ many questions which- hitherto could only be subjects
for speculation. It will make China's demographic experience a part
of the. world's fund_ of demographic knowledge- -and thus _further
China's integration into the _World community._ We can only wish
the Chinese great success in this momentous undertaking:
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I. I NTRODUCTION

What are the major determinants of productive work? The classical
answer is land, labor, and capital. Litbor is the subject of this report.
This introduction gives a brief general summary of land and capital as
endowoW111:-; of the labor forte of China; the education and skills that
Chinese Nvorkers bring to the labor market; mad the economic policies
t hait, giiide the work that miliiduals ilii. These key elements of produc-
tion shape anti limit, _whatever workers_do wherever t hey may be ; hnt
they differ greatly within countries and f imp one country t,o another.
This _statement may be useful_ to Western readers who wish to under-
St Mit tlw organization of the labor force and the working of the e,con-
on ay of China...since the faetors of .production; education; and economic
policies in China di ffer so much limn Whnt people in the WeSt know
and and take for granted.

A. The Setting

Passing time billion mark in 1978; according to one- widely used esti-
(,,;! lw popidat ion of China is the world's largest. However; the size

of t he lopulation. of China isnot matched by large endowinentz of the
two other main factors Of prodUctionland and capital. In fact; the
Chinese people have much smaller shares of these factoes of production
han pc.ople in most other countries. For example, although China has

tloi- largest land area of any country in the world after the SovietUnion
and Canaa. less than 15 percent is arable. The, rest consists of deserts,
mountains, swamps, and subarctic regions incapable, of sostainingjui
agricultural populat ion. The arztble portion, divided by the population
of the count gives China one of the smallest per capita allotments of
arable land in the, world; 0.098 hectares per person in 1977;" as com-
pared with 1.726 hectares per person in the United States in 1974, or
nearly 18 times as much.4

This indicator of the per capita endowment of arable land, one of
the most important factOrs of production in most economies; is especi-
ally important in Chinii, where 80 percent or more of the population
are peasants Nyko depend on what they produce on tiny allotments of

land for most of tIn tin and their very -SUVA:rival In 1980, several
senior officials of the People's_ilepublic of China (Pile) noted de-

ines in arable hind per capital. According to one meent study, arable
land per_ capita fell from ;21 hectares in 1952 to 0:090 beet ares in
1980.'-n During these years the peasant population grew by more than
60 percent; but arable land decreased from 107 million hectares in 1957
tO 99 Million in 1977.8 a deeline of 7.5 percent overall.

, t,S. ifci ;fitment of Commerce, Bureau of ihe Census. Foreign Demographic Analysis
r run -of Lion projections.

iioliff Erik: "As 1.11111,1. Melds Disappear, Food Supply Worries Grow," The Asian
Wall Street loll: nal. :day 21. 1981, ff, 4.

U.S. Department of Commerce, Bilrefv.: of the Census, Statistical Abstract of the United
States, -Wa-shington, D.C., 1980, p. 30 (population data) -111111 p. 690 (land data).

John 1:rik, loc. cit.
T:!ore---werr ,1103 million people In rural china at the end of 1952. according tn Data

Section, TongJI gongzna (Statistical work) thereafter TJGZ), no. 11, June- 14_057. _p.
Si,- Tho 1070 agrietiltural population Is given 1 s13.56 million in Zhu article on
rational distribution of Clilne's population in lierlkon yariliti (Population research) (here-
after no. 3. IfIAO. p. 12.

°John Erik, be cit. Etik's figures differ little from those-used by Liu Zheng In RE.Y.1.
no. 1. 1080. p. 16. who cites amide Lind totals of 1.6 billion moo in 1057 and 1.5 billion
mon Mow" [1979?y. Both sets of figures indicate it decline In arable land per capita of
6-S percent,
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Comparison of the per- capita_ ratios of other major ecanomic
piitSH-electric power, steel, cement, and timber, to nanie'a few available
to China and to other countrieswill generally show China far down
the list.

Extremely dense concentrations__ of peasants in fertile delta and
river plains are highly visible-expressions of low arable land to man
ratios; in the lower Yangtse River_ Valley densities of_775-1000 per-
sons per square kilometer are not uniconunom9 In Chengdu plain
in Sichuan, densities rise to 1,200 person per sq. kin."

Urban areas are also crenerally, _crowded: Housing in new cities is
usually in very short supply, and in old cities has been- allowed to-
deteribrate_ With little or no replacement of run-down buildings_ until
the lost few years. Chinese authorities _have recently acknowledged
the extremely critical situation of housing in China today.' At the
start of 1979 the return en masse of urban youth sent to rural villages
and state farms; some of them more than 10 years ago, led to further
overerowding In Shanghai the unplanned arrival of hundreds of thou-
Sari& of people, many of them no longer youthful, produced mobs that
roamed the streets shouting slogans and demanding household registra-
fiat), ration_ coupons for food and cloth; and other perquisites enjoyed
by legal city residents: One first hand observer Of the Shanghai scene
describes it as follows : rs

One must beiova re of conditions in Shanghai to appreciate fully the scale of the
mooieni [calmed by the_return of educated youth]. There iS n crushing _housing
shortage in this city_ of more-than 10 million. Cases of live or more adtiltS living In
One room or. 20 square un- Lets with neither toilet facilities or running water are
quite COMMOLI. People are on the streets all the time just walking around With
nowhere to go.

For the last 20 years migration to and from rural area§ has been
strictly controlled by governinenrregulation and little permanent
rural-to-urban migration has been permitted," in keeping with strict
limitation of the growth of urban popilation. One consequence of the
enforcement of the almost total ban on _fin.al-to-ui.ban migration is that
most Chinese peasants live and die in_the sonic district where_the:7 were
horn. Those_:)orn in poor areas are likely to live their whole lives in
poverty.; 'Thus, at least for the present_ rural_p_oVerty_ has been institu-
tiOiiiili2edunder the Chinese Communist Party (CCP or Party) policy
on in igration;"

°Theodore.. Shelled -"China's -Changing Map," New York, 3972. p 37.
At. _Tri.gear, A Geographical Survey." New York, 1960, p. 209.

11 For an updated account, see-liaren Berney-, "China's IIC.,ing Crunch," The China
Business iteview_March-Apru iota; p. 16

"The Slialigati COMe is l'elatei- in -Tlicimas -13._ Gold. "Back AO the City: The Return
of-Shanghai's Educated Youth," The China Quarterly (CQ). no. 84. December 1980, pp.
755-770

a ibid., p, 765-
a F.:W.111110es or net rural-to-urban migration --since 1-949,- given Zhr. Zhao, loc. clto_

vary from- -2.5 million to 12 or from 500,000 to 400.000 person; per year. How-
ever, short term rura1to-urban migration has been very large in some.years, espeelaily
times of trouble or exceptional-soclaLand!_Or _economic change. An outline-of short -term
niigilitlan in selected years of the 1950's, gisen hi John P-prop-Emerson, Ali-
:sorption in the Nonagricultural Branches of ti,e Economy of (.0111=0st China. 1953-5-8-.'!
CQ, ito. 7. JulYdiepteniber 1966, pp. 76-80-: n -discussion that includes he early_ 1060's
as weil is given-In John Hall* "Employment in Mainland China : Problems and
Phispects," in Congress of the United Stntes.- Joint Economic- Committee_ An_ Economic
Profile of- Mainland China, Washington. D.C.. 1967, pp. 420-422 (hereafter cited as
Emerson. 19671.1.; A- summary- of data on chronicalte_poov counties _is given in Ministry of Agriculture
and Fyreslry. _People's Commune Administrative Bureau, -"Ijiuchichi nian 111Uehljill
Man no age° glong :clan gingkilang"--i Poor Co :ntifbik in China : 1977-79). Nongye jingjl

Agricllt 'rill economics collPetIon). L-1981.- and reprinted in yileban
(New Ctona monthly) (hereafter XEYB)-,-ao. 2, Mar. 31, 1981; pp. 117-121. A detailed
dis6Jsi of ;Erni poverty is given In Nicholas it. Lardy, Agriculture In "China's MOdern
Economic Growti,". chap`..r 4. forthcoming in 1982.
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Arable land per capita is clearly a constraint on food praduction.
Great increases in the proportion of land Muter irrigation and in_dou.
hle cropping, in supplies of improved seeds including; high yielding
varicties_of dwarf wheat and in the application of chemical fertil-
izers and other improvements in agricultural technology have dimeI it t Ic or nothing to offset the negative effects of the falling_arable.land
to mall ratio on food production. Food production has barely kept
ahead of the incmase in population._In 1979, on the basis of gram pro -
duction statistics and rural population figures, Chinese officials were
reporting that, more than 200 million peasants [or one in four] "were
in a permanent state of hunger," "_ The Chinese application to the
17n it ed Nat ions for famine relief assistance made in the spring of 1981underscores the continued _presence of famine in China today," where
the population still lives from one, harvest, to the next,_In the winter
and sprung of 1980-81 famine conditions obtained in large areas of
Hubei (population -16 milliOn) and Hebei (population_51 million)
provinces, afflicting 20 million people in the former and 23 thilliOn int he_ lat tor province."

One of the most revealing generalizations that can be made about
the relationship bet veen agrienitural production and population-in
China concerns food consumption. According to disclosures by senior
Chinese officials in 1980, fell-owing the collapse of the-Big Leap For-
ward in 1959 and famine conditions in many parts of China in 1960
and 1961,'", food consumption levels of the 1950's were not regained
until the late 1970's."" however, this recovery of average per capita
caloric intake may be more apparent than real; since it depends on a
poorer diet, than Chinese enjoyed in the 1950's, that is substitution
Of rough for tine food grAins, smaller_and/or_poorer supplies of pro-
tein: smaller rations of cooking oils; marked declines in soybean
prodiiction, and poorer supplies of vitamins as fresh fruit becomes
scarcer;

B: The Decline and Revival of Statistical TVork: .1958-81 fl

In economically developed countries most people seldom have any
reason to question the statistical data they use, and most of them_.would
lue justified in not Wasting-,_ time inquiring about the origins of _these
at:Lila, in many economically undeveloped countrie.; statistics can-
not by taken for granted. In such countries political weakness often
goes hatid in hand with economic weakness. Political leaders of these

vas figure _was still tieing died _a year Inter.- E.g., ZitengrnIng (Contention). July I.
1960. pp. 5-6. translated in Foreign Broadenst Infornintion Serice. Daily Report : China.(hereaftercited as Fit IS July 9, 1950, p. 172.

" A. historical survey of reeent fornlins and the mechanics of famine In China 41reeven in Walter II. Nfallory, "China t I.and of Famine," American Geographical Society.
Special PablImitIon. No. :OW York:. 1926

Fignres are given in- a table by Karen-Berney, entitled "Food Aid for China," The
Chinn Business Review; Ir ty Jiitie 1981, P. 41%

1. production lit 1dio fell to 14; million metric- toles . 26.4 percent below-the 1957
total of 195 million _metric tons. The 26.4 percent fall Is retiorted 111 on nrtiele on the
need -to emit -*than- population by Jing .1hvo, Itenniln rihao (People's daily) (hereafter
it511tIll Aug. 21. 1979., m

. Nicholas !Airily, loc. elt.
This section till11111111r12tt9 a TIIII(th longer Anil more iletniled_r_evlew -or maJor develop-

no.nts in economic statistics from the onset of the Big Leap Forward to the present that
will_ appear hi an expanded session of thls chapter lu -It Bureau _of tlie ilentois _Interna-
tional Population -Reports. Series 1. -95 report. Persons with rrofessional_ interests In

AIM development of tuitional conornie stailstles In China n.re _refa.rred to this report. It
is hoped that the following resume will meet the needs of general readers.
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countries often consider economic statistics as a kind of political in-
telligence that is potentially threatening to their political fortunes;
and therefore tend_to discourage the development of statistics, or to
keep them from public view _if they are developed. This has been true
of the Soviet Union from the beginning to the present. It was true
of the early years of the Republic of- China, the lath 1920's and early
1930's. It has been and still is true of the PRC.

The centralized system of national statistics in China built up by
the State_Stat istieal _Bureau (SSI3) under the direction of Xue Alugiao
between 1957 and 1958 without exaggeration can be called the crea-
tion,of Xue himself. As his final act as Director of the SSB, Xue op-
posed efforts of local (e.g. provincial) CCP secretaries to seize con-
trol of statistical work From the SSB in 1958.22 He failed and was
removed from his position us SSI3 Director in the next year, almost
certainly hecause_he refused to budge from his stand that statistical
work should be free of manipulation by the Party. A recent SSB
pamphlet describes the statistical fiasco that followed in one sentence:
"towards the end of the fifties i a gust of 'wind of boasting and exag-
geration'- came into being and caused serious' inaccuracies in some
statistical figures." 23

Writing in an unofficial capacity on past upheavals in statistical
developments, Sun elang, China's foremost, economist, speaks in
the plainest language of the lrreat damage done to the centralized
org,anization of statistics in 1958. To illustrate how' SSB officials
reported "whatever CCP and government leaders _wanted them to
report," Sun_cites a false claim of 1,000 billion catties of grain pro-
duced in 1958 as compared with uctnal production of 400 billion
catties, as well as a report of 10.7 million tons of steel produced in the
same year, a report made to show "fulfillment of _plan targets," as
compared with actual production of S million tons. Ile notes that these
and similar exaggerations "made people even more_ reckless," that
similar _false reports were made in 1959 and 19G0 and that this kind
of blindness and theory of will [power] led to disaster. As evidence
of the last. assertion._. thin _cites a rise in the death rate from 10.8/1;000
in 1957 to 25.4/1,000 in 1960,24

To the question Li Choll -ming in his classic account of the statistical
system of the PRC asks of whether the "reaffirmation of local party
committee domination [of statistical work] led to_a further deterio-
ration of national statistics in 1959 and after, Sun's observations
give an uninistakble "yes." =' Other signs of deterioration in na-
tional statistics after 1959 _include the cessation of articles on pro-
portional development of the national economy 2" and suspension of
work on national income,27

23 IA Cloth-ming,- "The Statistical System of Communist China," Berkeley and Los
Angeles.- 19112. Pp- 79-82 and 116,121.

=3 SSii. "StatiStiC111 Work In New China." [Beijing-1,- NOVember 1979. P. L
dt_ctIcie on strengthening statistical wor and reforming the statistical system by

Sun Yefang, .1Ingji gonad (Economic management), No. 2, Feb. 15, 1951; 0: 3.
LA IA Choh,ming. op. cit.. p. 116.
" In a reprint of articles on proportional development of- the economy, _the most _recent

Is an article hy Dixin originally published In the November 1962 Issue of Hongqi
(Red Fla,:). For this, see "Guanytt youjihna an bill paosmItt fajan -gt.omin jingji lila wen
coati c(illee_t_lon of nrticles _Td!!!111,(1._ III'It n. of 0e
national economy). compiled by Shehul kexue Yuan- vanjion suo xneshu zilao, sbi
(1-be- Academy of Sochi Setenees. Ec..homic _Reseal..1i institute, Scholia ily Data Section).
Beijing. no:Ippon cal Jeng I chulainsity, 1978. pp. 85 -94-

In Ms "Mtn zonnhe pInglieng (On comprehensive bainnces). Jingil yaniiu (Economic
research) no. 11. Nov. 17, 192, p. 11, Yang Yingjle speaks of national -tncome and re-
lated compilations as work that Was no longer being done when he was writing.

23J
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attompt revive and re fitrin statistical work began_ in 1962
and continued for several years through However, ..thiS work
etune to an abrupt end with the outbreak of tile Cultural Revolution
in

According to Sun Ye fang,
next JO years [that_ is from 1966 _ _1975] _ statistical organizations

throughout t he count ry were. almost _completely disliiunletl,S9 personnel dispersed,
antl.large amounts of stntistield data _burned._Stinistoxii work throughout the
country was almost tq/1111110feiy__suspendefl for _three years and even today Is still
only a shallow or its former self. At present. the staffs of StatiStical departMents
at the .x.ia n level and above ]_throughout the_c,imitry] are only 70 percent of-their
Dti5 strength_ and that of the_ SSI3 is not_ half as large as it was 1965.-3° Many

municipal And shin_ statist foal bureaus still have not been reopened-and there are
some _xlan wio therna re only two or three people responsible for the-statis-
tient work 'of the [whole] :vain. and in many _rural_ people's communes there -Is
not _one professional_ responsible_ for statistical work. Thus, there are very dif-
ficult problems that in. varying degrees_ remain unstil-ved concerning accuracy of
figures. incomplete _data.masound statistical methods. low-levels of statistical
analysis.. and statistical data_that are inadequate to meet the needs of national
leadersliip and economic

Beyond the walls of government statistical °aces conditions were
no Iwtte. _According to a People's Daily editorial near the end of 1979-,
although there were more than twice as many industrial enterprises in
1971) as before t he Cultural Revolution; there_ were only half as many
statistical workers throughout the ec000my.32

An account of _a conference on occupations_held iii late August- in
Beijing under the auspices. of the China Population 'Association
(Zhongguo reakou _xuehui) reveals a good deal about the origins-,
limitations, and rudimentary state of employment data, at _present in
China.3_3 Defective classification of employed persons had led to serious
misunderstandings of employment problems. Employment is not

"divided on the basis of agricultural and nonagricultual work but on
the basis of "whether or not a person eats commercial grain,"
registered as _eligible _fon grain rations-in urban areas. Accurate esti-
mates of agricultural labor do not -exist. A question on _occupations
scheduled to_be included on the 1982 population census forth should
provide the first comprehensive data on this subject in the history of
China:_Meastirement of unemployment at present is inconsistent and
varies from place to place.

Sun Ye fang makes the following comments on statistietil
In the past during periods of criticism many statistical workers haye_bee_n

criticized as "rightists" and labeled -rightist opportunists" and "anti-Party etc.
meats." because they reported actual conditions and exposed corruption. Such
people still today have fearful memories [of those_ times]: _When they _w_rite
analytical reports, most of them are very self - conscious -and generally report only
good news but do not dare to report truthfully. Because of this; for 10 cata-

2,The titles of several °Metal pronouncements alined at reforming _stittistical_worit-are
Oven ill- Stilt. "Statistical-Work in New China, p. 1. In loll comments on statistical work
up to 1981 Sun rating% loc. cit. cites imp,rovernent4 in statistical onethodsh-greater-Itc.-
curacy in statistics, and more timely reports as consequences of this attempt to reformstatistical work.

" Kg.. the Tongji elmhansho (Statistical Publishing house) was shut down, according00 0 statement made Ili fin official or the 5511 in conversation_ with 1_,9.- Bureau of the
Censtis occsotmet- The staff-of the-5511 was reduced to 14 persons, according to Uolina

titt! Timitortni Times ol.onolono, last page of_ _Section Ill. December 14. 1981.
In 19415 the stag of the 8511 included 1113 pen.ons, according to Sun Yefang, op. cit.

p. Z.
04 Sun toe. -cit.
321011t11, lice. 7. 1:179. pp_ 1 and 4.
3, News item by Wang Shengchunn. RNIRB, Oct. 3, 1981. p. 5.
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strophic years when the economy was on the brink of collapse ere was no over-
all systematic reflection of this in statistics: Because __conditions were- unclear;
many leaders could not see the severity of the dislocations in the national
only and in 1978 there was a -foreign leap forward." " Down to the present; we
are -till eating crow and it dues not taste good.

It appears that in our Party and country many people stilt do not clearly_under,
stand the serious mistakes caused- by making big decisions before _they_ fully
understand what they are doing. Many Places, departments; and.organizations
still do not give sufficient recognition to the_ importance of statistics:_:_
statistical departments there are ninny comrades who_ have been_ conscientiously
trying to do a good job. But often their work_ is neither _considered important
nor supported by their superiors. Because of this_ many statistical workers are
not happy in statistical work. For this reason, although four -years have passed
since the .'gang of four" was smashed, statistical work is stilt defective and far
froui able to meetthe needs of modernization.'

To sum up, from Sun Yefang's account partially translated above,
the decade frOm 1966 to 1975 was a disaster for statistical work; as
it was for work in almost all professional fields. From this accoura
and the discussion that follows the conclusion is. inescapable that for
10. years -(1966-71975) China was virtually without a central sta-
tistical system, In addition, Sun does not share the_ official view_ that
since the downfall of "gang of four" statistics have been restored and
strengthened

One consequence_of the lapse in statistical work in the decade before
the -death of Mao Zedong is that_ discontinuities _have_ been introduced
into Sonic_ Statistical tlint sciie_s_fliardinake it virtually impossible to
-c-oniptire the 1950's with the 1970's. For example, the number of urban
places -in _China_,.as the 5513 classifies thein.;.has dropped from nearly
5,600 in the 1950's 37 to fAbotit 3,400,18 a 2,500 39 depending on what
source one uses: What is most important to note here is that the present
system of populatiOn registration is incapable of generating "urban
and_ritral_ population figures .comparable to those published by the
SSB for the 1950'S.4°

The SSB appears to be aware of the need for comparability of data
for the 1950's,_1960's, and 1970's, and has revised data on workers and
-employees and employment -in agrictilture.__But this work i&lar from
complete as employment figures the ;SSB provided' the Zhonggrio
jihmi'hiiirijidri 1981 (Annual Economic Report of China 1981) show
(see table 3):

is a literal _translation of the--phrrise-y-a-ng---yamjIn _and seems to re.fer to the
official hopes current in that- inrgcfsenir importition of complete -foreign plants and
utilization of-foreign technology in large construction projects could lend to early mod-
ernization mf. the country,

S--in V-efamt% op-. cit., pp. 3-4.
9° For the official view, see SSR "Statistic") Work In New China." p. I.
" Morris B. Ullman,--"Cltles of Mainland ChIna-:- 1-953 and -1955."-D.E.--Eurean of_the

Cirnmis. International Population Reports; series P-95; No. 59, NVashIngton. D.C., 1966,
table-C. p, -8.

nit tb.i8- See NitIr. 14; -1280 (FR'S, Mar. 14, 19S0) cited in Leo Orlelns' chap-
ter In- this -volume, Urban Population :-Concepts. ComtIonterritio-ns.-- riaa
cerng_._" Niunbers.a. Nth"; .by vn! lam+ Size_clasFPS that tadd to 3,900 are also +rien In nn
articte on city -construction-by Brio Guanggian In ilefrinit rlhao 4-Liberation daily)- Shang-

1979,_ ft, 2 arid iii another article on-the same-subject by Chen WeIhring in
(Erononile-research). no. 11. No 2P-4-079.-

__m_Aektiedtfig to ifine.SSB listing, there Were zos.eities recognised as such by the Stdte
Counelf, and 2.300 county towns in-1980,

subject tn urban and_r_ural onniattosn _Mita.is_diReasaed in Leo
Orierins. loe. cit. nn,1 ht- Judith Banister, "China's-Pattern- of Population Growth." -Stan-
ford-X-n-iversitv_. Press. lortlicomilm .ehripter Populntion Distributioa. and Internal
Migration." I'rban and rural popuixtion data-for the -yell's 1949-1956 are given In T.TGE,

pp. 24-25. translated In American Constilate General. lilting Kong,
Extracts From China Mainland Magazines, no. 91, July 22, 1957. pp. 22-25.

- .
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C. Edueatiolud Policy and the Labor Force'

Since 1949 educational policy in China has been subordinated to.
requirements of the Party and of the economy; as Party leaders have
perceived them. The country's educational systems were expanded
enorniouslYi primary. and higher education through 1960, and middle
schools from 1970 to the present. As a consequence, in the last 20 years
most children of school age, ages 7-14; have attended at least some
years of primary school; 'while the great majority have attained mini-
multi literacy levels. Since 1970_ middle school enrollments; especially
those of general middle schools, have grown sharply, providing a
rai)Idly increasing proportion of the urban population aged 7-18 with
see/manly education. However, the proportion of the population -that
haS any access to higher education_ remains tiny. There is little likeli-
hood that this group will grow much in the near future.

Like industry, education in China has undergone several major
reorganizations since 1949, all of which reflected changes in the "gen-
eral line" and increa_sing _politicization_ of education until - the _down-
fall of the "gang of four" and rise of Deng Xiaoping in 1976. Of the
shifts in educational policy the most extreme was the Great Proletar-
ian Cultural Revolution, in which teachers throughout China became
targets_ offactionad students'

be
ents' attacks. Schools were closed during the

years 1960-1969. Under these conditions progress in education has
been very uneven; its the following summary of major changes in edu-
cational policy shows.

After the formal establishment of the PRC in October_ 1949; the
first major objective of educational policy was to bring the liodge-
p_odge of state; private; and foreign (_mostly missionary) schools under
Party and government control. This goal was achieved by the end
of 1952; according to official claims; Large numbers of allegedly anti-
communist tedchers were purged_; the remaining teachers were sub-
jected to extensive_ "ideological remoulding." Expansion of primary
education, remedial literacy trainmgof semiliterate or illiterate cadres,
and programs to eliminate illiteracy:were an ong_the principal short -
term educational goals of these early years of the PRC.

During the "First Five-Year Plan- (FFYP)_ period- (1953-1957);
CCP _committees gained nearly complete control of all higher educa-
tional institutions and middle schools, openly pitting themselves
against ."bourgeoise teachers."

The "general line" included a provision for "learning from the-
advanced experience of the Soviet, Union," which meant in practice
copying verbatim syllabi, textbooks, and other educational conven-
tions used in the soviet Union.42.

Enrollments in higher educational instittitions and middle schools
wera_inereased much more_ than in the..preceeding three-year period
(1950-A9:12) t to meet FFYP -targets.'" Increases in primary school

41 R. P. Price; "Education in Communist China," London; 1970, pp. 31-33. This work Is
hereal ter cited as Price. 1970.

r, ibid.. 0, ffd.
U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis. "Administrattre an-d

Technical Nianbower in _the People's Republic of China." by John Philip Emerson. in-
ternatl-onal Populat ion Statisties Ite:.-oris. -series No. 7-2.- Wiiithirprron-. 1073,
table A-0_, p. 95, TM,: report is hereafter cited as Bureau of Economic Analysis, itna.

"Zionigilua rt golighoruo nuoni gaolnin tilyige wunian fanjan-jilm 1953-195-r'
tOfPcLilly_trpnslat First Five-Year Plan for Development of the National Economy
of- the People's -Republic of China in 1953-57)." Beijing, 1955, pp. 136-138. This report
Is hereafter cited as -First Five -year Plan."
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enrollments continued but were relatively smaller than during the
years 1950-1952." Ever larger class enrollments produced ever Itirger
number of literate Chinese with career aspirations, but job openings
fell Off Sharply _in 1957 at the end of the FF YP period. Thus, a_g_ap
between aspirations and the means of fulfilling them was created that
has remained in existence to the present;

Partly because the number of jobscekems In urban areas was much
larger than_ the number of nonagricultural job openings in 1957,-and
partly because the growth of industrialization was slow,. as the CCP
and especially its leader Chairman Mao perceived it, Mao launched the

Leap _Forward in 1958. 'flue effects on education and nontigricul-
tural employment were scarcely believable. There were enormous re-
ported incieasesin student emollments at all levels and in the num-
ber of nonagricultural workers and _employees."

In_ debates _over_ educational policy in 1958 between Reds (CCP
members), led by Mao himself, and experts (bourgeois teachers)., the
foimer emerged victorious.,Education_was to be made available to all
School 9ge -children, which necessitated increasing the number of
schools in deprived areas.' Curricula were to be revised to make them
closely related to the needs of production, that is they were to be made
into production manuals. Finally, education was to instill in the minds
of students political consciousness and the will -to serve the_masses.48
The -great increases in- school- enrollments at all levels (table and
in the number of schools (table 21 and the conversion of schools at all
levels to part;-study part-work institutions and factories into part:
work part-study factories were expressions of this policy;

However, the policy was shortlived._ Mao's dreams of substituting
redundant Inbar for _scarce_capital and putting everyone to work of
China leaping into_the modern 'world at one Cound;_overtaking other
fraternal socialist states (inparticular, the Soviet Union), and of using
education to do away with the "three major differences" between urban
and rural areas vanished, as the Big Leap Forward collapse'd in the
second half of _1_050. The nightmare of famine became reality for
hundred's of millions of Chinese as grain production plummeted 26.4
percent from 195X15_ million Metric tons in 1957 to 143.1 million metric
tons in 1960,48a and school enrollments declined sharplyi nearly 25
percent in primary schools _and 35 percent in secondary schools (table
1). Those declines can be thought of as rough indicators of the pro-

4' Bureau of Economic Analyitis, 1973, loc. cit.
4.-- ibid.

.

DepartMent of Commerce. Bureau of the Census, "Nonagricultural Emplo-yment
In Mainland China: 194-9-1-958." by John Philip Cmerstm. International Population
Statistics Reports. series P-90, tio 2L Washington, D.C.. 1965. table 1, p. 128. This report
Is hereafter cited as It treati of the Census, 1965.

14 Since 1949 cn_ral_schools In the PRC Mice been Inferior to those-In urban areas-1111r-
ing the ii VI' period this disparity was- maintained as a matter of volley by budgeting
more per student in urban than In rural schoo's,

Partly because of this form of diseritnination- against _peasants. _a member of a family
of nonworker-nonpensant origins of "the exploiting classes or f etty bourgeolsiel')_.

' was 70 times more likely to- gain admittance to a hi.rher_edilecationnl Institution than a
member of a -mud_ _For the 1955 data on which this estimate Is based. see John
Philip Enter on. -Nlannowcr Tr-lining an' l'i'-iation of Speehltted Cadres, 1949- 68. " -In
",The City in Communist John Wilson Lewis, ed., Stanford, 1971, p. 193. This
hioder is hereafter 110 I as 1.:1111.1-01- 1971.

John- Gardner, "Educated Yotitb and Urban-Rural Inequalities, 1958-6,C* 4n "The
'City_ In Coltiffl ul.t China " John Wi'scut Lewis. ed.Stanford. 1_971, pp. 236 237.

A recent seminary of these - and other grain output figures for the 1950's and early
1060's is eiven_in IC R. Walker. "Chile,,e i-;r21111 Production Statistics: A Comment ou
Firing Chao's Research Note," CQ, no. 82, June 1980, pp. :142-343.
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portion of Chinese households, mostly peasant;_ that_ could no longer
afford to keep their children in school because of famine. In cities and
town: the collapse of the Leap also dealt severe blows to the population
as 20 million industrial workers were discharged."

TABLE I.SCHOOL ENROLLMENT, BY LEVEL OF SCHOOL: SELECTED YEARS; 1949-79

(in thousands 83 of start of Khoo' year, generally abOUt SepL 1; figures may not add to totals due to rounding]

Year Total Primary Secondary Higher

1949 25, 736 24- 1, 258 117

1952 54,446 51, 110 3,145 191

1957 71,805 64; 283 7, 081 441

1958 99,050 86,400 11,990 660
1565- 131,201 116,2C9 14,318 674
1975 196,810 150,941 45,368 501
1979 207,898 146,629 60,249 1,020

I Includes full-time student enrollments; does not Include spare-time or part-tirne education enrollments.
IntlUdet specialized secondary education and worker-peasant middle school enrollments.

Source: Except -for 1958, data as supplied by the SSB to zlhontatio Posit alumina 1981", ("Annual EcOnornic Report
Of Chine 1981"). Xue Muniao. Ma How and Chen Man, eds., Beijing, 1981; pp. V1-26. For 1958, data from Bureau of
Economic Analysis, 1973, tads A-6, p. 95.

TABLE 2.NUMBER OF SCHOOLS, BY LEVEL OF SCHOOL: SELECTED YEARS, 1949-79

/In thousands/

Year :
Primary Secondary Higher

1949 347 5,2 0.205

1952 527 6.1 .201

1957 547 12.5 .229
1958 936 . 28.9 .791

1965 682 IC4 .434
1979 924 147.3 .633

Source: Bureau of Eronomic Analysis, 1973, table A-5, p. 94 and Ministry of Education.

The next few years up to the start of_ the Cultural Revolution in
1966 witnessed a gradual recovery from the worst of these conditions.
The level of grain production in 1965 was about the same as that in
1957.5° Primary and _middle_ school enrollments had recovered to and
exceeded 1957 levels (table 1).

_In the following decade; 19664975 the Cultural Revolution began
with three chaotic years in which Red Guards terrorized most pro-
feSsional personnel; especially. teachers, and followed this with more
than five years of experimentation in admitting-students to higher
educational institutions on basis of- political reliabilityi activsm, and
class status. Sons and dattghters of worker- peasant -organs with un-
blemished _political_ records were preferred as candidates for admis-
sion. Academic achievement counted for next to nothing,and en-
trance examinations in academic subjects were not given. The only
written examinations given to students enrolled in higher educational
institutions at this time were final examinations given_ to groups of
students. According to all reports that have appeared in _the_ press
since the death of Mao and the arrest of the "gang of four," this sys-

" Dew: SIn -npIn, c- epeeclr of .Tan. 16. 19RO at n national cadre- convention In Belling.
7.11ert-mint) (Contention ). Hong Kong, Mar. 1, 1980. translated in FBIS Mar. 19. 1980,
Supplement. p. 23.-

'" See K. R. Walker. loc. cit.

Li
d7 -194 0 82 - 16
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tern failed to produce graduates with any academic qualifications what-
ever. Le-&s is known about conditions in secondary' and primary schools
at this tune; bin there were repors of secondary school students un-
able_ to read or _write. _

Finally, in the years since the death of Mao old academic standards
have been restored including written entrance and course examina-
tions given to individual students. Enrollments have been_ maintained
at near record high_ levels, producing more than .200 million students
attending schools of all levels in each of the years 1916-19S0. And for
the first time since the founding of the PRC in 1949 Chinese students
are being sent abroad in large numbers to study in Western countries.

D. Economic Policy

For the first it7 years of the PRC; economic policy underwent a
series of radical revisions, most of which Ftrongly reflected the .think-
ing of Mao at the_ time they were made; All of them were designed to
transform China from a pre-modern agricultural society into a modern
industrial power in the shortest .possible time. They varied from the
capital intensive investment policy of developing heavy industry at
the expense of the rest of _the economy; known as the First Five-Year
Plan_ (1953-1957); basically a copy Of the Soviet First Five-Year Plan;
to a labor intensive iii 'estment policy of _developing_everything over-
night; known_ as the Big Leap Forward (1958=1960). Within three
years of Big attp policies of using human labor to replace capital it
became clear that -18-hour work days were not enough. The economy
had all but collapsed. China was on_ the verge of starvation. _

To repair the economic damage done during the Big Leap Forward,
the Party, in the early 1960's adopted. two series of economic policy de-
cisions. Known as the -Sixty" and 7Seventy" Articles; these new poli-
cies governed agriculture and industry, respectively, and were designed
to restore economic to China by granting greater measures of
autonomy and individual initiative to economic enterprises and man,
agers than China had known in a decade. They were said to represent
the views of Liu Shaochi, Chairman of the PRC; Vice - Chairman;
CCP Central Committee, and the most powerful political ligure in
China after Mao ZedonLr._

_
Little has been published in China on the effect of these _policy

decisions on the economy. But from the few details that have appeared
in print; both agriculture_ and industry by 1965 do seem to have recov-
ered to 1951 output levels.51

At this juncture the ideological. weight of Mao fell harder on China
than it ever had before. As Mao started a nationwide purge-called the
Great Proletarian Cultural__ Revolution _powered __by bands of dis_-
affected_ students known as Red Guards (hong weibing), the biggest
political and social purge in China's history soon succeeded in erasing
almost all of the post-fig Leap economic gains. AS bandS of Red
Guards began attacking each other and fighting pitched battles in
which hundreds were killed at one time, political and economic chaos

z1 More 19135_ statistics_ Are Contained in Zhongguojingji nlanjlan 1981 (Annual Eco-
nomic-Report of China-1981). X-ue Muglao, Ma Hong. and Chen Xlan. eds., Beijing. 1981,
than in any other published volume that has reached western countries.

2
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reduced China to near civil war by:1967. From Liu Shitochi, one of the
earliest -dial- the most important victims of this purge; on down, few
incumbent Party or government officials of any ctaiSectileirce or pro=
fessioiials of all types were immune to the ravages of these gangs of
hoodlums; M1111441:4 wore imprisoned and many were killed outright or
died of inj uries inflict ed by lied Guards. _ _

In 1968 the People's Liberation Army (PLA) was Mit and
assumed a large Incas:ire of the political power formerly exercised by
by civilian leaflets: Most of these by this time were in Itiber refOriri

or some other form of detention. By the start of the 197_0's the
purge had nearly destroyed the Party as a functioning pelitietil
iiilation. The PLA was all that was left to hold China together as a
political entity; Bevolutfonary committees, as they were knoWri, were
foined to replace the now defunet provincial government councils and
Party committees._ More often titan not a ranking regional military
cOrinnande headed a provincial revolutionary c?mmittee. Under these
conditions economic, policy consisted of little Mad than day-to-day
ad hoc -decisions. Through the first half of the I970's, the economy
drifted without any policy direction from the top letiderShip under
MAO.

Not until Mao's death in 1976 and the resumption of power by _the
diScredited Deng Niaol;ing; did a group of top political leaders

emerge who were able to make economic- policy Statements that gave
some promise of economic recovery: 'nay discarded Mao's economic
thought _as expeditiously as possitie. The economic goals they an
nounced iii 197b t o modernize the economy in 10 years; however, proved
to be far beyond China's resources to realize. These have been. Bras-

. Sealed down and a set of proposed -economic adjustments and
reforms adopted at least on paper. The goal of all of these measures is
modernization of the economy by the_ year 2000. At present there is
no way of forecasting the extent to which they will succeed.

E. Jobs in China
Since completion of the land reform and collectivization of agrieul,

titre and traditional trades and socializatiOn of the modern sectors of
industry. const ruction, tnins_port, trade; and finance in the 1950's, em-
ployed Chinese have_worked_in either one or the Other of two basic

ftypes o enterprise or organization_;one a _collective undertaking and
t he other a state-rnQorganization. Upwards of 90 percent of the pop-
ulation of China work in (and are members of) collectives, which are
predominantly (although not exclusively) rural, while the remainder
work :;1 state-run undertakings, most of which are located in urban
areas. Gilled iyes_ are responsible for their own profits and losses and;
in general. are not eligible for investment made under the State plan or
for tiny other form of state cash distributions; except for disaster aid.
State-run undertakings, on the other hand. receive state StiliSidiesi as
needed, and investment made under state economic plans.

From the standpoint of an_employee the most, important difference
between the two types of organization lies in the form of compensation
for work done. Working members of collectives receive shares of the
net. income of the collective based on the amount of net income, the

2 j
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nuinber -of working inentheit,_ and the amount of_work, credited to in=
dividual Members of the collective. Few fringe benefits (social serv-
ices) are available in C011ectiVeS. Collective members generally pay for
whatever benefits (e.g;; medical insurance) they receive.

Employees of state7rtiii organizations, on the other hand; are paid
fixed wages based in theory on the length of S'ervicei_experieitte, skills;
and responsibilities of the employee. Custom and regulation decree that
a worker Once hired cannot be lived except for the grossest violation of
law or custom As early as 1U50__(and probably much earlier) workers
often called such employment an -iron rice bowl" (tie fanwan)," that
is a completely secure job, in thiS case for life. This expression is still
in common use today to describe the same system.53 In addition, work-
ers are eligible for various beitefitS and 'services, such as maternity,
sickness; and Other disability leave; clorinitoly and other forms of

and_have :tccss to ntirSeries,_*kindergartens,_ libraries and
social clubS. They are also eligible for retirement and death tienelit8."
In urban areas workers and employees can count on dependable public
transportation, water, moving picture theaters, and other
amenities of urban life, and much better primary and middle schools
than are found in rural districts:

The great _difference in the size of _per capita state subsidies in the
two mild sectors of the ceonomy; socialist and_ collective, in China
today seems to explain why the leadership_ of_ the PRO has consistently
opposed larger-Seale Urbanization for the most of the last 25 years.
The State sector, accounting for less than 20_percent of the- popula-
tion, primarily Urban arid_ nonagricultural; receives alinost all Of the
investment made under the state economic-plans and almost all of the
subsidized welfare and educational services and entertainment that
the State provides; and is_fed on What amountsto state-subsidized ra,
tions of grain, edible oil, meat, and fish purchased from the tilted
peasant population usually at fixed prices_ set_ by the state: On the
other hand, tl:e more than SO percent of the population, mostly peaS:
ants, that provides most of the labor Used_to produce the food con-
sumed in China receives Verylittle_ in return small amounts of cloth

other rationed- items but, very few Social and welfare services;
This situation can be viewed in several ways. One was is to think of
it as most of the peasant population supporting_the favored few in
the_ cities. Another is to cdaSitibi the two seetorsits_two separate min:
mule§ which have very few interconnections. Either way, it is per-
fectly clear that it costs the state much more to suppoi one city
dweller eligible for -state gram and other rations than to maintain
one peasant at _a subsistence level of living.

Differences between urban and rural standards of living have pre -
occupied Party leaders ever since the completion of collectivization
and socialization programs in-1056-1,95755_ The differences are evi-
dently great in most parts of Chine, Over the last 30 years since the

us A Miele on the contract labor system by Li Toe; Jihun yu tongjl (Plans and statistics),
No-. 9: June 23. 1959,4). 20:

r9 See; for example, the commentator's piece on _colleetireS fn 11b1R13, July 30; 1979, p. 1.
3 For a- !weal listing of Set. tIiina Reconstructs, vol. 30. no. S.

March:11)SL P. 19.m An early example -of_ tile iireikelifiiiliOn of n top Pa'..tv lender with problems of- dif-
ferences in urban and rural stand-ards of living Is a -report .by Tan Zhenlin entitled
-Gunny') wo4no -nongtaln shourn shenglino shuipingli chub)) yanjiu"

rtsearch on the incomes anti level of living of peasants in 0.)r country ).
Mn e 5. 1957.- reprinted in Xinlina liallynekall (New China sent:-rnonthly) (hereafter
X111)171i. no. 1, .fune IO, ; translated in Anierliii Consulate Gene-
eral, lionsKong, Survey of Chit 41iiiribilid l'resi (hereafter cited as SCMP), no. 1555,
Juno 21, 1957, pp. 25-50.
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founding_of the PRC, they have led to ever more stringent controls
on -rural to urban migration; so that at present it is extremely diffi-
cult for a _worker or employee from a family registered in .a rural
village. to be considered -u permaiLent urban resident no matter how
long _the person has Nvorked in- the city." It appeats that household
registration. now, as never before, determines what kind of education,
*hat, kinds of job and career_ opportunities, and even what retirement,
choices are open to individuals.

F. Boles of Labor in Society

There are two aspects of employment, one economic and the other
social; that often seem to be in conflict or to contradict each other. One
is labor viewed its anceonomic input which contributes to an economic
output -The other is labor seen as a, collection of People for whom it is
generally agreed that society must provide minimum_ levels of welfare
(including employment). Leading officials of the PRC have been and
are acutely aware of the welfare claims of labor upon the resources -of
the economy. In fast, welfare aspects of employment are generally
among the most basic considerations of any policy decision that affects
the people of China as a whole.

For example, from at least as early as 195,:: _Party leaders have as-
sumed responsibility for providing Chinese school leavers with some
form of employment at-as little cost to the state as possible. The -great
majority of those who leave school aregraduates of primary schools,
and the great majority of these graduate: from rural-primary schools;
Although these school leavers, mostly peasantS, make up by far the
largest share of all those who leave school; they do not constitute wel-
fare problems for the Party or government or anyone else except the
households to which they belong and return as working inember;

Often includingnienkxrs of three, generations; the family has been
from time, _immemorial _ and remains the basic social and economic-unit
in- rural China. According to the authors of a. recent study of village
life in China,

The family as a corporate economic unit, generally headed by a male; remain [s]
the -basic building block of-rural life, and ke[eps] many of its old functions (_sup-
port of the aged, early child care. the organization and consumption of domestic
work, animal raising, and proviSion of housing), even as it los[ses] parts of other
functions (ihe organization of daily farm labor, later socialization of the
young) .57

Although few in number :compared to their rural _counterparts;
many of the school leavers who are members of urban households do
constitute actual welfare problems; at least in the_ eyes of_the Party,
since_there are few modern institutions that automatically channel into
gainful employment the youth_ of .China's cities and towns. The few
such institutions that do exist, the "substitution systeM"
for example (see below under III; A, I, b); by their novelty call atten-
tion to the general lack of such practices.

Other exceptions do exist, however; in traditional segments of
urban society. Among handicraftsmen; carters; and boat people, school

54 See, for example, the editor's query on retited workers renutining_in -cities rather than
retuning -to- their native villages and the company's answer In Beijing ribao (Belling
daily). Apr. 4. 1981, p. 3.

ac tilmrn-1,-P-atrish and 7daein Whyte, and Family In ContemporaryChinn.," Chicago and London, 1070, p. 321. This study is cited hereafter as Parish andWhyte, 1979.
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leavers who choose to follow family trades become working members
Of the corporate households to Which they belong, and. thus acquire
stable livelihoods'.

However, iii most years since 1956 there have not been enough jobs
in urban areas for the total nunibeir of new job seekers who appear
on the labor market -the -end of the school year. nifty leaders have
generally considered thiS disparity Between job openings and job seek-
ers as constituting a serious problem in Chinese eitieS.°8_ Difficulties
in finding_ jobs for new entrants to the labor market are not, of course,
unique to China.

What is unique in the ease of China is the Party's-response to the
problems Hosea by jobseokers among urban youth. Yeuth have_lieen
for years the prune target for nifty indoctrination in the ideology
Of 'Mao Ledoii The assumption is that, once indoctrinated, the youth
will take an active part in Party af_l'airs, as in fact, the most ambitious
often de. Party leaders -consider such participation vital to _the_ life
of the- Party; Li nder these cOnditiOnS t' Party _has generally been
unwilling tdlerate visible evidence_ of unemployment or at times
even_ to admit the existence of unemployment among urban youth-.

Of the several ways of eliminating employment among youth that
the Party has_ adopted over the years, the -best knoWn and most widely
used metluxl hag been to remove jobless youth from urban areas. This
was done by "sending them up tO the mountains and down to the
villages" (sliangSliiiii 1 till0 Mountain areas traditionally have
been among the poorest in China, and life there is very_hard. Villages
in this context Mean peasant villages where more than 80 percent of
all Chinese live.

From the lief-6mi; n thiSprojiain has been universally unpopular
unpopular with_ youth_ sent down who for an indefinite period were
thus depiived of any elnined of beginning a career in non
work, uripoptilg.r vitli parents who do not -want their _sons and
daughters taken from them by the state and transformed into peasants,
and unpopular With the peasants to -whom the youth arc sent, since the
peasants regard the youth as additiOnal mouths to be fed that the
state has foisted -Oh theih. hot; if the youth, totally inexperienced
in farming as theyare; ciinnot produce as much fOod as they oat, every-
one receives a smaller Share of the available supply of foodi Width is
often inadequate to begin with. Evaluation of the success of this pro-
gram of rustication, as it is sometimes depends -to a large extent
on the prejudices of the view.eic_How_ever, it is worth noting that in
the last few years many, probably millions ofthe_tens of millions of
youth sent to the countryside, have made their way back to the cities
from whiili they had been_sent under eiremnstances that have forced
many of them to Inc V an illegal, underground existence° Those who
returned in this way clearly voted with their feet.

(A The views of some-lending -Chinese °Metals- on _the need to match the number of new
entrants to the_Inher Three With jobs are summarized In John- Philip- Etnerson.-'tChinese
Communist l'orty Views on Labor Utilization Before and -After 1958," Current Scene,
vol.- I-. no.-30._Apr. _

6,, A detailed account of this way of removing Joblesa_fiebool leavers In urban areas Is
given in -Thornas Berii.steiti._ "Up 16 the Mountains and Down to the Villages," New
Maven. Vale University Press 1977, 371 pp. _

"flick to the Citt The Return of Shanghai's 'Educated Youth." CQ.- No. 8.1.-De
comber 1080. pp. 755-770, tire- author. Thomas- It Gold, -gives a _summary of the tumul-
tuous, unmanned return to _Shanghai of hundreds of thousands of Shanghai youth In
1979. based on his own observations In Shanghai and those of other witnesses and par-
ticipants, Chinese and foreign.
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Former Red Guards (61 the Cultural _RevOlUtiOn) make up the
largest identifiable group _of youth sent from_ cities to rural areas.
They not only lost their chance for extended formal education with
the closing of schools at an levels at the start of the Cultural Revolti-
tion lint also the chance to start, career's in cities following- their exile
to rural areas with h the disbanding of the Red Guards in 1968. They
are reported to be full of resentment at the way they have been treated
by the Party and state since the end of the Cultural Revolution. Sortie
Chinese ollicialsyecognize the_plight of these people, many of them
not so young any more; and call them "the lost generation." GI

The unpopularity of_ the transfer of large numbers of urban youth
from cities to farms was probably the most important and perhaps
the sole reason that the top Party leadership in 1978 decided to stop
such transfers."2 But a year later in the fall of 1979, the satire leader-
ship _reconsidered the matter and decided to_resume transfers of city
youth on_at_ least a limited scale." One of the -reasons for the about
faro in CCP policy towardS urban youths may have been a consensus
among Party, leaders that it woted not be possible for a Second year
in a row to give urban jobs to 8 million person, as was reported done
in 1979, according to a recent report °4

LA.ton

21; Total La-hor Force

The labor force_ of China grew from 238 million persons in 1957 to
406_million persons in 1979, according to SSB estimates (table 3), or
by 71 percent_ or an average annual rate of nearly 2.5 percent. Ern,
ployment In _nonagricultural branches of the economy kretv to 94
million in 1979 from 40 million _in 1957 (table 4); This increase of
54 million accounts for 32 percent of the growth of the labor force
during these years. It represents an annual average rate of growth
of 4.5 percent. As a share of the labor force nonagricultural employ-
Meht rose from 17 percent in 1957 _to 23 percent in 1979 _(_table 3).
The agricultural force grew from 193 million persons hi 1957 to 299
million in 1979 an increase of 55 percent Dr an annual- average rate
of 2.1 percent (table 3), according to SSB -eStiniateS. This absolute
increase, is substantially less than the net additions to persons in_the
working ages in rural areas (men 16-60, women 16-55), according
to definitions used by the SSB C5 However; it is 10 million larger than
an estimate made by Thomas Rawski,66_and extended on a pro rata
basis_ to cover the last four years of the 22-yeturperiod, 1957-1979. The
implications of this increase are discussed below.

ni The total neriilier of you_th _reported_ transferred -to rural areas varies considerahly,
according to the-date of the report which gives the total. A total'of 12 million_ was pub.
fished at the end of 1975 and another of- 14 minion-1n -t-be -fall-of 1970. For the-sources
of- these figures, see Bernstein, op. clt.. p. 31. A more recent source gives a total of 17
inIllblii or the years. 1911u-1_970._ For tills, see Peng 14tnrui-and Zhao Liftman, article on
employment problems in China, Zlionggtio stiehui kexue (Social sciences in China); nO. 0,
Noveridier 198_1. P. 191.

42 Golf!, op. cit., op. 755-757.
M Ibid. 1)1). 707-798.
,4 For this figure. see to ltenju's report nn plait fulfillment results in 19_7fE _tutu-

marlied_In Nanfung-t ibao (Southern daily). Apr. 4,1980, p. 4. During the four-year-period.
4E77-1980 about 2S million youth and whers awnifing employment were placed In Jobe:
For_ _see__ Chen Xian's article (Statisties).- no. 1. Apr.-10,- 19S1, p.-

e Definitions given In linrean of the Census. -Estimetes and ProJeetIone M the Popula-
tion of Iitalnlan41 China." by John S. Aird, International Population Reports. Series P-91,
no 17. Washington. D.C.. 1968, p. 67.

6, Thomas Rawskl. "Economic Growth and Employment in Chinn," New York. 1979, p. 39.
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TABLE 3. -LABOR FORCE, BY SECTOR AND BRANCH OF THE ECONOMY: SELECTED YEARS, 1952-79

triples are ln thousands and are yearend; components may not add to totals due to rounding)

Sector and branch 1952 1957 1965 1970 1975 1979

Total 207, 290 237, 710 286, 700 344, 320 381, 680 405, 810

Rural commune-tabor 142, 430 205, 660 -235, 340- 281, 200 299, 460 3015; 820

Of which agriculture. - (173, DO) (193; 100) (233; 980) (278, 140 (299, 340)

Workers and employees 24, 860 32, 050 51, 356 62, 160 81, 980 99, 990

Material production branches of the economy 19, 269 24, 903 40, 531 81; 907

Industry_ _ ___ ______ _ _ ________ _ ___
artildiog_trades. =

2, 464
I, 048

13, 480
2;714

17,434
4, 765

44; 367
8, 903

State farms, forestry, water conservancy, and
-meterology __ 239 1;123 4;943 8,620

Transport, posts, 1 1 2 9 1,665 4,176 6;725
Trade, food-and drink industry, and services-

,

2, 923 4, 887 7, 503 12, 872

Urban self-employed 1,466 1,040 1, 710 _ 320

Nonproductive branches 31 the economy_ . 5, 592 7;141 10 825 18, 075

.
Science-and-technology_cultural affairs, educe-

ion, and public health 2,392 3,273 6,508 II, 310
Urban public utilities 41 218 440 1,169

Finance 344 362 360 504

Government administration and mass orga-
nizations 2,585 2,870 2,933 4, 680

Other 230 418 584 472

Percent distribution

Total 100 0 100 0 100.0 100.0

Rural- commune-labor 88.0 86.5 82.1 75. 4

Of which agriculture_ (83.5) (81.2) (81.6) (73.8)
Workers anit-employeez--. . . 12.0 13.5 17.9 ___. 24.6
Material production branches of the economy 9.3 10.5 14.1 20-2

Industry 6.0 5.7 6.1 10.9

Building tradee..... ___ _____ . _____ :5 I. I 1.7 2.2
State farms, fore:try, water conservancy, and

riseterology _ .1 .5 1.7 2.1
Transport, posts, and telecommunications__ _. . 5 .7 1.5 1.7

Trade, -food-and drink industry, and services_ _ 1. 4 2.1 2.6 12. 9

Urban self-employed .7 .4 .6 3.2
Nonproductive branches of the economy 2 7 3.0 3.8 4.4

Sciente-and -technology.__cultural affairs, educa-
tion, and public health 1,1 1. 4 2.3 2.8

Urhars_public utilities (I) .1 .2 ___________ _ .3
Finance .1 . 1 . 1

Government administration and mass organiza-
tionslions I. 3 1. 2

.

1.0 1.2

Other .1 .2 .2 .1

Negligible percent.

Source: Table iii based on data in The Growth of the Chinese Labor Force: 1952-198V table- 1,-Labot ForailY sbeted
and Branch -of- the- Economy: Selected -Years, 1952-79. This is a forthcoming publication in the Bureau of the Censu

International Population Reports Series P-95.

Neither in agricultural nor in _nonagricultural work _would_ the
employment increases estimated_ above have been possible without
very large increases in the labor force participation of women. There
were 2_1 million more women workers and eniphiYeeS in 1979 than
in 1957. Women accounted for more than -40 percent of the increase
of 58 million workers_ and _employees. WOznen'S Share of the total
number of workers and employees dciubled rising from about.:: per-
cent in 057 to 31 percent in 1979 67 and CO percent in 1980.68

" TII" absolute- tor tither of women employed_ in nonageleultural work in 1957, 8.752,000
(given in Jot n Philip Emerson, "Sex. Age. a rid Level of Skill of the Nonagricultural -Lobos
Force of -Mainland china" ( beren f ter tatted rrs Sex. Age. rind Level of Skill ), Foreign
Demtvcra Wife Analysis Division, U.S. Bureau of the eenstm. 1905. p, 20). IR -mug/11Y
comparable to the-31 million reported for 1979 r in Deng Yingclmo's speech in Zhongguo
Fusin Women of China], thereafter cited as ZGFN ], No. 2, Feb. 15, 1979, p. 15). Non-

2 .1 d
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This rising proportion of women in both agricultural and non-
agricultural_ work might be called one, of the most revolutionary
developments in Cninese society in the twentieth century, as well as
in the structure of the labor force. It represents a perception among
the great majority of urban households of the need f& at least two
employed persons_ per household to provide adequate support for an
average family of four persons." This pereeptieh centiiitieS to the
present. According to a former Vice-ninister of Labor; it takes the
wages of two or throe meniberS of a family of tiVe to support the

A_smular revolution has occurred in the Stitt-ain't of the itgrictil-
turid work. Although peasant women in China have always dci a
great deal of farm work, raising chickens and Bogs, for example;
-changes in methods of compensating women for field work; made
since the collectivization of agriculture in the latter 1950'S, probably
constitute the most important of the incentives that have drawn more
than 50 million women into full-time work in agrietiltiire 71 and lave
led to great increases in the number of workdays women_contribute;"
as explained in detail below. At present women probably make up
Mere than ,40 percent of the agricultural labor- -force'? With such in-
creases in- the number of working women in China, a country where
"idleness is not, a characteristic of the people,"_ as one old China hand
once wryly put it, the labor force participation rates of both sexes
iniiSt be among the highest in tire _world: One Chinese publication
recently said that more than half of the urban population of China
ells workingi claiming this as a world's record-.

The very high rate of recruitment in recent years of urban women
for full -time work, resulting in a labor force; participation rate of

than 40 percent, ycpresents_a great advance over the mobiliza-
tion of older; largely illiterate women to staff _newly organized "street
industrial enterprise" in 1959 and 1960."-" This latest large-scale in-
agricultural employment totnlled 39;66,7;000 weirkrif_ find employees in roiyt (Bar -eaa-ofrho C1.111411S. 1965. table I. th 12g). In- 1979 there were 99,670.090 workers and employees
according to 5511, "Main Indicators. Development_of the National Economy of the People's
liepuldie-of China (1949-1979)." Beijing, 1980. p. 8.

'There were :it million WC11115.31 workmm and employees in 1980, _who__compvised -34 per-
cent_ a_ tite- totni-nomber of workers -and employees In that year. according to Kang
Kerbing. speech ZG_Fisi,. No 4; Apr, 15; 1831;

"'The -dependency ratio- per worker -and employee (the ratio per employed person ofdependents in a itensettoldt t trvitin tti fall Sharply_ as early II:4_19118 front :1.2 persons-in
1957 to 211 persons -in lc-Mg.-Thse 0gores tire quoted In Mn article on Improve-
ments In workers' livellhood_Oongren _ribao (Daily worker), Sept. 25. 1959, reprintedlit X11111*-K. no.- 20 (1-6(1). Oct. 27. 1959. p. 51. and translated In American Consulnte
OeneraL /long Kong. Current Background (hereafter cited as CB), no. 606, Dec. 21. 1959.
P 40; II, 1971 14-Ball 1.11.

" Article by Ufa; n o .- 4 ._ Feb, 16. 1040,- r}. -12.
T, This is the order of magnitude of the increase in the nornher of women working In

agricnIt _re. ri!ien in _Nltu-luit__T!Atr,_org.--"Chinese Einftlovnient -Polio. in 1949 78 With
Special Emphasis on women in !Omni Production.' In Congress of the United StateS, :Mint
EcOtinfnle Committee, "Chinese Economy Post-Mao," Washington, D.C., 1978 (hereafter
coteil-as Thorborg. 19781. tattle 6. p. 585.

TheirbEirg,_ 1978.4,im- 5-87-599.
-Tl Even if a low estimate of 116 million women working iri tigrittiltitre in 197R (a re-Wulf( left after_iceOloeficg sn-estininied 28 million wottren-worlwrs and-ernplo3-ees from the

estimated 144 million working women In China. In 1978, based oti International Labor
Organization data cited In ZGFN no. 4. Apr. 15. 4981. p. wed. it Is 40 percent of the
estlinnted 289 million persons working in agriculture In 1975. In Thorborg,_ 1978. P-585-
higher estimate, or 425 145 rut lion women- -working in -agriculture nre given. These, of
coorse. nre substantially larger shares of 289 ntillion. Whatever _women s- share- of the
agrieultural labor force netually was in 1975. there Is no doubt but that It has risen in the
last six years

8^o MorInn Thorborg,-"women in-Nonnrrietilturn1 Production in Post-Revotuflona .7
China" (hereafter cited as ThorbOrg. 1980), dissertation- written-in partial fulfillment of
the requirements for a Doctorate of Philosophy, University of Uppsala; (11380); pp. 51-58.
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flux of women into the ranks of urban workers and employees neces-
sarily depended in large measure on younger_ women, most of whom
were literate and graduates of primary schools;

The essential role of women of childbearing ages in the economic
Support _of their families seems to be a secure guarantee of the
permanence of this restructuring of the labor force. Success of the
gOVeriiiiiinit and Party policy of limiting family size to one or two
children, although not yet assured,_ will make it easier for many
women to take and keep full-time jobs._

The early and apparently widespread accep_tanec of family plan-
ning in urban areas as a Means of reducing family size and the growth
of population may, have stemmed indirectly from the Party_ and gov,
elnlrient efforts CO halt rural to urban migration; Since the latter half
of the_ 1950's, it hasbeen Party policy in _mostyears to reduce the
growth of urban population by banning migration from rural areas,
especially in the largest indropoles, and _returning to their native
villages dependents who had, migrated earlier: The first large scale
drive to send -back such dependents occurred in the latter part of
1955."

Although the total number of outmigrants was not published; and
perhaps not known, 700,000 were sent out from the two cities of
Shangliai_and 'Tianjin." The total number must have been in the mil-
liOns. In the three_years of economic crisis that began with the collapse
of _the Big. Leap Forward in 1959 more than 20 million people were
expelled cities and towns to rural areas, according to _Vice Pre,
mier Deng Xiaoping;" This number presumably included many of '-
the inbre than 10 million peasants who migrated to_ cities in 1958,"
as well as many of the _20 million workers and employees 1;7lib were
reported to have been discharged during the collapse of the Leap."
The exodus continued into 1962;

There- is, however,_no basisfor estimating its_size.81 In the same -year
reduction of the urban population was listed as the fourth of "10
urgent tasks" in a program of economic readjustment approved by a
session of the National People's Congress in April 19G2 82 and thus
became public policy. Two years later,_ a reduction tlf the -urban pop-

frorri 130 to 110 Million over an unspecified period was a Rib-
jeet_of discussion in official circles."

'I'he net effect Of this policy over the years since 1964 unquestionably
has boon a'reduction in the size of the dependent population in urban

'Editorial on returning nonproductive population of eitieb 16 rural areas, Guangming
rlhao ((Marie dally_t, translated In SCRIP. no. 1203.-.Lan.-4, 1956, p. S.

1, Data Section artlee on population. TJGZ. no. 11. June 14, 11157, p. 24.
'7.SfIl teng _NliwitInz ,reoelt of .inn 111. 1980 at at nation:1 cadre conference in

Beijing. Zhengming (Contention), Hong Kong, Mar. 1, 1980, tranShited in PHIS, no. 55,
19 Mar. 1980, supplement, p. 23.

As rei.ort,41 in LI article on labor productivity, 31ITT,T. Apr. 23, 1959,
p. This Pglire is given In nn article on China-'s economic remijiistitientit Zliengining
(Contention), Hong Hong, no. 19. May 1, 1979; translated in FBIS, no. 92, May 10,
1979;_^I Foreign correspondents In Belling_ talked of 30 million or more people seheltiled for
deportation from cities In 1962. but the actual number expelled was prolably much smaller.
For the 30 .e. Vasil Magdeski, "Great Migration From Chinese Cities," Polltilta.
Belgrade, July 25. 1962." "Press Communique of the Third Session of the Second National- People's Congress."
New Chino News Agency,EnzlIsh, Apr. 16. 1962: in CB, no. 6111. Apr. 1S, 1962. p. 2.-

" Anna Louise Strong. "Interview with Po Dpo on Economic Readjustment." 'Mons
a, Imo (The InipartinD. Hong Kong, Jan. 15, 1964. translated In SCMP, no. 3152, Jan. 3,

1964. D. T.

-(2.4
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areas; The success of the policy may have contributed to the popular
acceptance of a normative family size smaller than that_sanctioned by
traditional values, and so led to the early acceptance of family plan-
ning in urban areas.

B; Agricultural Labor
_ The agricultural labor force of China consists of persons who work
full - tulle III raising_ crops (including state farms); animal husbandry,
pond fishing; forestry, water conservancy, and meteorology, that is
people who wirk in the production of plant and animal products and
in rural activities that contribute directly to such production. It num7
bets about 30u million persons (table 3); is drawn from a peasant
population of about 800 million, and has grown by abbut 55 percent
in the last 2 years, or at an average annual growth rate of 2;1 percent;

Although agricultural management has undergone what many
would call a series of revolutionary changes since 1949," the basic
agriculture planning unit has remained small enough that all of its
members are neighbors and often kinfolk in _the same_village.85 Mem-
bers -of neighbornig and/or related households also frequently work
side by side, Maintenanceof basic work units along family and village
lines tends to emphasize traditional habits and work patterns and to
discourage chairgel Because of this reported changes in agricultural
work practices may often be more in the nature of announced goals
than actual practices.

One example is the virtually universal discrepancy in rural China
between the slogan "equ_al pay for equal work" and -the actual prat-
tice. Despite the slogan, Chinese peasant women are almost never paid
as much us nieti, even though they may do more work." _

However, new ways of rewarding women for farm labor probably
form the single most important incentive -that has induced women to
make great increases in the number of workdays they perform.87 Since
the inid-1950's women have been doing an increasing share -of all farm
work, because they earn work points for workdays credited to them in

. commune_ records (s and contribute measurable increases to household
income. Such work accounts for a high proportion of gains made in
agricultural production; a fact overlooked by most writers on Chinese
agriculture. Increases in the number of workdays performed by women
are reported- throughout China;_in both the north where wor::en tradi-
tionally (lid little Held work and the south where for _centuries women
have worked in -rice paddies. This distribution is here taken as evidence
of the universal application of the work point system in eEna;

"Changes la agricultural- management nre summarized in Frederick W, Crook,- "The
(.011111111Ile System In the People s 'tepid lle or Chinn. 1963-74."! (herenfter cited ns_ Crook.
1-9-751 in Congress of -t -he United States. -Joint E.:(moinie-Committee, "Chinn : A Reassess-
ment of the DellrOMV." W^Silill':011. D.C... 1973 _Pp 303-373.

vFollowing collectivization in the- 1 -950's -the -size of -the hnsie agricultural pInnning unit
inerensed from 114,1 to 20-_50 honseholda by 1959, nccording to Thorborg, 1978, pp. 536 -540.

^-^ Thorborg. 1978. pp. 544-554.
" Thorhorg. 1978, pp. 5137-589.

Althounli -there many total- variations In- the wny Nv,rk points are nwnrded. the
following is given as a parii_d_l_Min or _the_system__Cornmune me-mbers may- enrn-a maximum
of in xvorIc points per workdny, Work points nre nwnrded on the of an individual
rating of so many work points per -day- f-or- giseri-tasks-or-tone -or a comhinntion. In other
words. nn-individunl accumulates work points by multiplying the, number of dnyR worked
by his or her ''any work point Toting. Some details of the system nre given In Fnr1.1. and
Whyte, 1979, pp. 63-71, Thorboig. 1978, pp. 542-354. and Crook; 1975; r)p. 400-402.
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As noted above_ iinder "Teta] labor force," the agricultural labor
force grew foni 193 Million persons in 1957 to 299 million in 1979
(table ;l) at an annual average rate of 2.1 percent._ The rate of growth
jumped from 2.3 percent per annum during the years 1957-1965 to 3.5
percent during the next live yeitrs 196571970, and th dropped
to 1.8 pei.Ceiit p.a., in. nearly half t hat 'Inc during the 10-year period,
1970-1979: In the last two years of this period, the rate of growth was
less than one percent p.a., or one percent exactly for the two years
taken together (table 5 _

_
The new entrants to the labor force dining these two yearsi it should

lie notch, consisted of __age cohorts born during the_worst of the food
shortage that fcillOWed the_collitpse of the Big Leap Forward during
the eai s 1959-1961: Some idea of the severity of the conditions of life
during these three yeiis may be gained from consideration of the fact
that for China as a whole there- vas a net loss of population during
these years as a coliSeipienee Of the following marked changes in birth
and death rates: The birth rate fell sharply mid the detail rate soared
during these part ly_a§ a result of the extremely adverse effects
Of &Mine or near finable conditions on pregnant women.. Under these
constraints4 the age COhort§ born duing these eors were smaller than
in any. year suite 19-19-, and so contributed fewer new entrants to the
labor force:

After the OrSt of the food crisis had passed, the birth rate quickly

recovered; and had risen well nbOe I he 1957 level by 1962: Consequent-
ly the ago cell-OHS born Since then_ are much larger than those of the

1959-1961 and Will be contributing much larger numbers of new
entrants to the labor force iii the next few eitrs
1. LdbOi'-.qicpply in puiwl ronzmilnes

The supply of agricultural labor in China is perhaps most easily
thought of as the Sum of the oble-botlied men aged 16760 and women
aged 16750 9" phis some of their children and some of their older vela
timis outside t lieSe ageSWhO_U re members of nearly 180 million peasant

7cfost_ of the able-bodied males WOrk_full-timo and -are
counted its male Faber force units in commune records of the produc-
troll teinits of hieh they :le monikers. Only a small percentage of the
adult popidat ion of coiiiiimuies hold full-t itne nonagricultural positions
as administ rotors. account ants, and school_ teachei.s; or work

industry,in commune Indust rv, or are, engaged in commune services.

The Idr-th-rate -was retittieted_to_liftee been 34 pe: thousand -In 3957 {Table.] 4)-f_Airil.14
elinOter or this volume) and Is- estimated, to -have _been .18..per_thoitsand in 1961. according
to- Jelin S. Aird.-IteconstruCtititi_ Of nn Official Data Model of the Population-of-China.:
tattle R. a paper delirt,red nt the C-hina-Population-AIMIVRIS_COafertnee, May 19-23. 1980.
the Population-Center: Itawall. In his article on population problems-.
Zhu_ Zliengzht reports_ that there- were -negative- rates_ _of _growth in__Severn1 Venrs of the
195S 1961 period.- For this, see_litig,iLkexue_(Econondc science), no.- 3. 1980. pp. 54-58.
InlingThgtinn11 (Eeonomic management-) -, no 4. 1981. Sun Yefaiig cites the death
rote of 25.6 per- thousatitlin-19_90_as.a disaStrous_vonsequence of the-Itig hen p Forward.

.4The,e_ate the worliing ages for able-bottled-men- and omenin China 415ed__as_ early
ns the vo' tecl -a Hon of wzrie-'-dt_re in__1951t_ For _this. see Wong GunngWe-F!, article on
rer:41 tat or In jihon_lin-li (Planned economy), no.- 8. :lug. -9.- ln51. pp. re,9. See also
Bureau or the -Census.- 1-945; p-p.-48 4Ind 199-203. Although an official U.S. delegation to
the- S8-11-in_taza_wii... tom _that the age limits of-ormng age yearn-remained !hi-M.:ea.
there are Indications that the impel limits hitYe_heen raised five years to or for men and
I ii ylqtr,_41_60Aiie 1, he delloit'on of w rldou ages nsed throughoutna_tittlele
on nopulation and economic -development-in -Chinn by Zehou and Chen Vicuna; -lu

shehtil_h_e:Oid (stletio_ silences in Chinn). no. 4. July 10. 1981. p. 30 ..nd_pissittl.
Th. lower li it 1c-vears of age In this study and al-o in n study by Yu Wring In
RAY-J, no.- 1981. p..8._

"This figure Is an estimate based on the statement_thi.t. . °5- 1if1111nn honseholc enoni
14 percent of- the_eriii_ritO.'§_ households. or 179 million households in -all. For this
statement see Xinhun in English. 0824GMT,- 25 _Morel% 1981 to PIUS. no. 25,
25 Mar. 1981, -1.4-.-For the_iliiMber of households in rural munmunes is reported -(0

hate _heen_174;910.060 In Zhonggito jingji -n-Innjtnn 1981-4-Annual econetile_report of China
1981). Sue Mughto. Ma Mug. and_Clien Xlab, edi.. Beijing; 1981. pp. VI-9.
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Able-bodied women who are Members of production teams are
counted as female labor force units. The number of days per year a
woman spends in farm field work depends_basically on how time vm-
smiling her household responsibilities are. The more burdensome these
responsibilities are, the less likely she is to work fulltime as a produc,
thin team member. Even so, a 'very high percentage of all peasant
women evidently more than 80 percent-do sonic field work and earn
some work points."' noted above, although "equal pay for equal
work" has been a Party slogan for many years that implies a lack of
sex bias in paying- men and women, women are almost never awarded
as many work points as men; no matter how much work they do."

Other persons, initle or female, beyond the ages listed here are
count NI in commune records as half (as opposed to_ full) labor force
units and are awarded only a fraction of the workpoints given to
persons counted as full labor force_ units. Today most of the under,
aged entritnts to the agrwultural labor force are school leavers. Most
of them can road _and write simple; everyday; spoken Chinese. Many
are primary school gaduates.94

Tht. fliet -t hat the family continues to function as in economic unit
in rural China probably explains to a large extent why every member
of a peasant family _feels_ an obligation to contribute -to the family
inConw. The listing of work points awarded to each working commune
member multiplied by tlw number-of labor- -days worked -gives a per-
manent recoil of reach individual's contribution, and there are urt7
quest ionably strong incentives to make the contribution as large as
possible.

However, there are many indications that in many localities willing-
ness an al;d ility to %vofk is not necessarily a guarantee of income for
peasant households,hecause such places have an oversupply of labor
during, much of the year, or have of)portunities for more gainful
employment elsewhere. For eXiimple, vegetable farming in the suburbs
of Beijing is mainly the work of women whose husbands aTe em-
ployed in nonagiculttiral jobs outside the communes, working either
as permanent or teMporary workers and employees, or as contract
workers. A rising proportion over time of household income derived
from Isideline occupations may also be a sign of the redundancy of

' farm field labor in the locality.
Sertoral transfers
Since the collapse of the Big Leap Forward in 1959 and 1960 there

have been two kinds of sectoral transfers of manpower to rural areas. ..

Due includes city youth who "volunteered," usually in groupsi for
fransfer to rural communes and stpte farms. to forM a generation of
"educated peasants" to quote a felicitous phrase widely used at the
time. ..ks noted above, there were probably fewer than 20 million
urian gout h in all %vim were "sent, down" to rural villagesi at most
no more than about five percent, of the affricultual labor force at any
given t ime, ttrul often much less. The contribution of urban youth to
agricult ral produet ion was marginal it best, and may actually have
been negat ive. that is the youth hindered farming operations. Some
people have defended these,transfers as a means of providing rural

w2Therberg. 107a :172-573 and:1S1. riawski, 1979. p. 34.ui Thorr_a. 197_.
" For more details on peasant youth joining the labor three. see Parish and Whyte. 1970,

pp. 227-231.
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villages-with skills they otherwise would have lacked; but there seems
to be little substance to support this view;

A related manpower transfer to rural areas begun_ during the Cul,
tint" Resolution sharply cut back after Deng Xiaoping_returried
to, poWer for the second time -in 1976 included cadres selected for_"re-
ethication" in "May 7" schools: These wei7e_ essentially _labor reform
camps set up near the start of the Cultural Revolution in 1966; They
were generally_ located in rural areas and. farming was their chief
economic activity. Total enrollment in these; schools_ probably did
not t'Xceed two million at any one time The contribution_theymade.
to the agricultural economy _probably consisted of no more than the
food grains and vegetables raised to meet the minimum dietary re-
quirements of the inmates.

The other_ major sectoral transfer included per-Si:iris who had com-
pleted a period of military_.service and had been discharged and re,
turned to their native villages. In most years more than 79_perceot of

beingservicemen bein demobilized are placed in agricultural work."
The total' number of es- servicemen returned to the agricultural sector
of the ectitiOiny in the last 30 years probably_ dos not _exceed 15 mil-
lion;" but thennportance of this group to agriculture almost certainly
far exceeds what a head count would indicate; They are peasant males
in the piinto_ working ages; usually literatei_ disciplined, and often
equipped With training and skills learned in the People's Liberation
Army (PIA) that can be used in agriculture, forexample, training
and experience as motor mechanics, truck or-tractor drivers; or elec-
tricians. These _former servicemen, who are subject to recall to active
duty in time of need, are generally recognized at _the commune level
as constituting a leadership group that possesses unique organizational
as well as technical skills."

Finally; there is the contribution members of the PLA on active
duty .make to agricultural production:In 1979; PLA members were
reported _to have contributed 1432 million labor days to agriculture:
This is the equivalent of. about 40,000 man-years-of able-bodied male
peasant labor; or about 3/100ths of one percent of the tad] number of
man-years spent on agriculture in 1979." The number of lahor_days is
well below the 20 million reported for 1957." Diversion of PLA re-
sources to agriculture and Other sectors -of the economy has always
been frowned on by Chinese niilitary leaders siiitethe chief_tOntribu-
tion made by PLA members is their time which would otherwise be
spent in-training and education 'to upgrade the Military effectiveness
Of the PLA.
3. Demand for labor in rural communes

A5 noted_ above; _more_ than 109 ,million _persons were added to the
agricultural labor force between 1957 and 1979: According to the SSB
estimates given in table 5; there were more than 300 million people in

.5 Emerson. 1967 . p. 432.
" Am-in-ling -to Erne_r_son, 1987, 432, 5 million discharged servicemen were plated In

agricultural work In the first 10 years of the PRC. in the-next 20 years It seems likely
that fewer than la million were returned to their native villages.

P,risti Whyte. 10:0. pp. 110-111.
"The number of labor-days _the PLA_Centrlbuted to agriculture Is reported In Zhongguo

hnike niztilinn 1980 (Chines eneylelopedic yenrbook 19801. Du Oinomit- et al-eds.. Belling.
1980. p. 254. Thin -is cansistent_with a more recent report that Inthe last two-and one half.
yeara (presumably through June 1981) the-PLA contributed 42-08 million 'abet days to
agriculture. For this. see Dazhong ribao, (5lassea daily), July 31, 1981, p. 4.

Emerson, 1982. p. 482.
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the years 1977-1979 classified as working in rural communes (not in-
cluding employees of state enterprises in rural areas, such as schools;
clinics, and hospitals). In the last two.of these years this work force
grew by only one percent (table 4).

TABLE 4:-NONAGRICULTURAL EMPLOYMENT-IN THE-PEOPLE'S- REPUBLIC OF CHINA, BY BRANCH OF THE
ECONOMY: 1957 AND 1977-79

Absolute fiptes are yeiren1 and in millions; percents may not add to totals due to roundingl

Branch and sector 1957 1977 1978 1979

Total 94 97 95.02 88:89 93.77

State-owned uniti.......- ______ -______-__ 23:99 65.37 68.41 71.03
Collectively owned units__ 10.98 19.16 20.48 22.74

Material production branches 27.62 68.01

Industry, of which 11.37 42.56 _. -

State- owned Industrial units 17.91 30.41
Collectively owned Industrial units 3 46

Street and other colleltive industry 5.28
Except for urban handicrafts 3.46 6.87

Salt 59 1.40
Fishine.. 1.59 1.20
Capital construction __ 2.17 7.00
Transport, posts, and telecommunications 4.26 7.45
Trade and-Use food and drink Industry 7.82 11.00

Nonproductive branches 7.35 20 88

Finance, banking, and Insurance .62 - .58 -_______
Services- .49

______
.32

Public health. _ ________ __ __ _____ .55
_ ________

3.60
____

_______ : _______ 2.54 9.36
Cultural affairs and scientific research .12 1.23
Goxernment_adrninistration and mass organizations 2.88 ________

___ ______
______ 5.45

___ __
__

Urban public utilities .13
_____

.29
______

Meterology .02 .03

Percent distribution

ToUl_ _ 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

SUte-owned WEL_ _ _ _________ 68.60 77.46 76.96 75.75
Collectively owned units 31.40 22.54 23.04 24.25

Material production branches 78.98 76.51 _________

Industry, of which 32.51 47.88

State-owned industrial units 22.62 34.21
Collectively owned industrial units 9.84 13.67

Street and other collective industry 5.94
Except for urban handicrafts 9.89 7.73

Salt 1.43 1.57 _________
Fishing 4.29 1.35

____

Capital construction- 6.21 7.87
Transport- posts, and-telexmmunications
Trade and the food and drink industry

12.18
22.36

-8.38
12.37 -.- .

Nonproductive branches 21.82 23.49

-Finance, banking, and insurance 1.77 .65
Services__ 1.40 .36
Public health_ __ ____ ______________ -____ ________ - 1.55 _________ _.___ -4.05
Education 7.26 10. 53 ___ ______
Cultural affairs and scientific affairs -.34 _ 1.44

_____

Government administration and mass organizations_ 8.24 _ 6.13
Urban public utilities .37 .33
Meterology .06 .03 -__ _____ _--_

Soucy Table 4-is -based on data in -I-he Growth of the- Chinese Labor Force: 1952-1980," tablo 2, Workers and Em-
ployees, by_Branch_olthe Economy: 1957 and 1977-79. This is a forthcoming publication in the Bureau of the Census'
International Population Reports, Series P-95.

indicates data not available and no estimate made.

.;t
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Nearly 90 percent of Ibis work force was directly _engaged in agri-
cultural field work; More than nine percent of the labor force worked
in commune industrial establishments, seasonally for the most part. .

TABLE 5.EMPLOYMENT BY SECTOR, 1977-79

(Figures are In millions and are yearend; components may net add to totals due to rounding]

Sector 1977 1978 1979

Employment, total 393.6 398, 4 __ 465.5

R_oratcorom u no labor 302.5 303.4 305.8

Workers and employees 91.1 95.0 99.7

Of-whom stateenterprises 72.0 74.5 76.9
Urban collective enterprises 19.1 20.5 22,7

Source; "Thottowth oi the Chinni& Labor Fame:Select:id Years, 1952-1980." This is a forthcoming publication in the
Bureau of the Census International Population Reports, Series P-95.

Commune services including administration, entertainment, and the
like were generally provided for in budgets of higher level administra-
tive unitsthe county; _for exampleand for this reason_personnel
engaged in these activities were usually classified-as workers and em-
ployees and not included as part of the agricultural labor force in SSB
estimates. This group numbered only abOut one million in 1979; less
than three-tenths of one percent of the agricultural work force, an
indication of how rudimentary the services are that are available to
members of rural communes: By-comparison, city dwellers are pro-
vided with a wealth of services, although they appear_spartan by West-,
ern standards. 4.11 the last few years these differences he not been lost
on the Chinese, as theyonce again have begun to look closely;at them,
selves and the lives they lead; and make comparisons with,the rest of
the_ world. _ _

Thomas Rawski-has made the most detailed analysis of labor absorp-
tion_ in _China's agriculture that is currently available: Rawski con-
cludes that,

Duripg the past two decades collectivization _and industrialization have modi-
fied the framework of China's rural economy in directions_that have permitted
rural labor as well as land to he used With increasing intensity._Inte_nsification .
cif cropping practices and of the crcpping- cycle, increasing _adoption of labor-
using plant and animal products, and massive _far/Mend _construction_ crizapaigns
have contributed to agricultural development by a simultaneous raising of out-
put' and absorption of ,rural labor.1"

The mechanization of Chinese agriculture made possible by indus-
tralization has had an effect on the use of labor the oppos!te -7 what it
had_ in the United States in the" last century. To date, eat m of
mechanization, for example mechanized pumps replacir.;; - or

animal-powered water wheels and similar devices-used to r :Fe ,; !ter
for irrigation, has required_ more- and not less labor, since .; nakes
possible more intensive. use of existing cultivated land;

Chinese agriculture, labor_ intensive to begin with resemb1.2-

we in the -United States think of as gardening much more than lots .

what we call farming. In raising many crops in China each ph.u:
seeding to harvesting is individually cultivated by hand.

IC° Rawakl, 1070, p. 71.
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Fertilizing and cult i vat ing farm land require the largest labor_ in-
puts. l'reparation and use of organic manure alone; that is collection,
transport; storage; and_ application_. consumes 30-10 percent of the
man-years spent annually in agriciilture.'" The number of hogs, tra-
ditionally raised in China_ as fertilizer producing machines; virtually
doubled between 1957 and 1975;" requiring twice as much labor at
the end of t he period as at the beginning. The resulting increased out-
put of organic manure may be used to fertilize a second crop grown
on newly irrigated hind that is capable of supporting a second crop and
requires at, least, one additional application_ 6f fertilizer.

_More intensive land use -has necessitated increasingly large inputs
Of labor to prepare land for spring plowing and cultivation. Such
work is known as farmland capital construction.- t is done for the most
part in What is culled the slack sea'son between the end of the last har-
vest and the start of spring_ plowing and_ occupies all told-less than two
months. Since 1073 more than 100 million people have been engaged
in_ this work each year; that is more than one - third of the agricultural
labor force. The number has risen steadily since 1963 when there were
only an estimated 8-15 million persons so engaged (table 6).

TABLE 6.- NUMBER OF PERSONS ENGAGED IN WINTER WATER CONSERVANCY CAMPAIGNS:1958-1977

Participants
(millions of

Year persons)

Participants

persons)

1958 -150 1970 60-80
1963 8-15 1971 90
1%4 15-30 1971__ 80-90
1965 30-40 1973 100
1966 40-60 1974 100
1967 40-60 1975 100
1968 30-45 1976 100
1969 50-60 1977 100

--Source; Except-for 1958,_Thornas G. Rawski,_"Economic_Growth.and Employmentin China,7 Oxford University Press.
(for the World Bank), 19)9, p. 111.1558: John Philip Emerson, "Sex, Age, and Level of Ssill-of-the Nonagricultural-,
Laborlorce of Mainland China," n.p., F:rpign Demographic Analysis Division, U.S. Bureau of the Census, June 1965
note 25.

IVhat of the future? For how much longer will China's agriculture
be able to absorb sizeable labor increments? As early as 19i8 when

wski wits writing a eport on industrialization, technology, and
employment in ( 'hina for t he Wodd Rank. he detected signs that labor
productivity in agriculture fell by 17-24 percent between 1957 and
1075." In the revision of t his report published in 1979 as a boo-
referred to falling labor productivity ;Ind added estimates of falling
total factor proXuetivity as another sign of diminishing _returns.30"
More recently-, in at. book on Chinese agriculture. Nicholas Lardy has
concluded that for the 12 years from 1965-1976 collectively distributed
income from agriculture was At hest constant, the; with increasing
restrictions on individual households' en ion of private plots
and on engaging in private t rade on their own account ;la privately

tio Rawskl. 1079. p. 94.
104lb:d-
m, Thomas (:. Rawskl. '.noiogy. rind e.niployrnent is the People's

Republic of hIna:*_ World Bank Staff :'aper. n 1:::, washington, D.C.. August
1 9 75. pp. 97. 101. and 102.

ue Rawskl, 1979. pp. 71 and 119-122.
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derived Snare of total farm household incomeahnost certainly fell; and
that consequently total_how-Aold intone fell." In the hiSt feW yearS,
Seiner 011ietals in the I'RC have expressed concern about the widening
gap between urban and rural incomes. rfo narrow _the gap the state has
Since granted substantial increases in the prices of important com-
modities sold by ruild communes and individual_ peasants. These price
increases together With three good crop years (1917-1979) have led to
income increases for_most, peasant households. ln regard re the incomes
of peasant households, the question that remains to be answered is
v,liether there will continue to be sustained mereases_on it comparable
Scale iii the incomes over the next decade. Rawski_ answers that this
question is "inextricably linked with the fate of China's current drive
to raise the annual growth rate of agricultural output from approxi-
mately 2.6 percent achieved between 1957 and 1974 '°8 toward an
uniirecedeiited target level of between 4 and 5 percent between now
(1978) and 1985'

Fiitiire growth of the agricultural labor force is equally_ hard to
predict. Win it will grow by 10 or-100 million through the 1980's
Will depend, according to Rawski,I1° on whether the historic nonagri-
cultural employment growth rate of 5 percent is maintained Or Whether
it rises to 7.5,peivent. On the basis of available information there is
no way of making a rational choice between the.s.:L rates of growth or
sonic intermediate rate.

III. NosAmucuuruitAi, LAiunt: 1957, AND 1977-79

A. Labor Supply in Urban Areas

1: Demographic aspects of labor supply
Increases in-the labor supply in urban areas depend largely On four

dethographic factors, increases in the working age population from
age cohorts entering the working ages (usually_taken as 18 years in
China), increased labor force participation_ rates among both sexes,
but especially among women in China and other ceitritrieS Where tradi-
tion inhibitS women from working outside the household, and finally
in-migration; and out-migration. Although the last two form§ of _pop-
ulation movement were of great importance to the size and composi-
tion of the-urban labor farce through the disastrous afterinatli of the
Big Leap Forward in 1961;_a strict ban on rural-to-urban migration
since then has made them of negligible importance in recent years,
In-migration_ can be discounted altogether. Out-migration has been
limited largely to urban school leavers whom the Party sent in groups
to rural areas to become educated peasants. As noted above; they_num-
belied in fill between 12-1,1million: The _chief importance of this
group of transfers seems to lie in the number of aborted and ruined
careers that the total number represents: Its chief effect on the urban
labor force has been to expand several types of temporary labor; to
allow urban women more opportunities for participation in the labor
force; and indirectly; to give rise to a unique form of job inheritance.

107 Nicholas R.- Lardy. -op. cit., amp. 4.
14.8Ravaski, 1979, p. 107.
Ito Ibid., p. 13,3.
31° Ibid., loc. ell.
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Temporary labor.- --There arc several forms of temporary labor
in nonfarm enterprises that have been officially sanctioned for more
than u years."' Like the transfers of youth from city to countryside,
widespread use of _temporary labor is a_symptom of oversupply and
underutilization of labor; particularly in agriciiiture. This is not a
new phenomenon in China. 111 his classic work on Chinese agriculture
John Lossing liuck estimated that. in 19.29-1933 only 35 percent of the
able-bodied agricultural laborers surveyed worked full-time; 58 percent
worked only part time and were idle part time; while the remainder
did little work because of sickness,'"

Still earlier; in the 1SG0's and 1810's, Chinese labor gangs under con-
tract had been transported from Canton to Califorr to huild the Cen-
tral Pacific Railroad front San Francisco to Utah.'" These laborers
numbered in the tens of thousands.

One Chinese claim in the first few years after the establishment of
the JAW was that the baogong.system (contract labor supplied Iv
labor bosses mainly to construct ton enterprises) had been destroyed.
This probably explains the sharp drop in the number of workers and
employers in private construction enterprises from 150;000 in 1949
to 15,1oo in 195'2.'1

Widespread use of contract peasant labor for nonagricultural work
in urban areas deprives city youth of job opportunities on something
less than _a one-to-one basis; depending on the average length of a
contract. For example, a three-month contract would mean that for
every four peasants hired ott contract one city youth would_ lose a
chance- for a job. From the start the contract labor system (hetong
gong zhidu) was thought of as a way of avoiding hiring regular,
that. is, permanent. workers and employees whose jobs even as early
as 194 wer: called "iron rice bowls,' because such workers could not
be laid ott, even if they were not needed to meet production targets.'

et)llt flirt lad)()/' system originated soon a tier agricultural_ pro-
ducer cooperatives became the standard form of organization of col-
lectivized agriculture in 19:)(;."'' It consists of gangs of peasants hired
out on contract to industrial and oilier enterprises for varying lengths
of time."' The economic iolvantages to the contracting industrial
establishment, the cant meting cooperative, and the peasants under
contract are obvious. industrial -prise hiring the peasants
employs them only for as long as it n. hem and pays them lower
wages (haul it would pay _regular workers and employees. The co-
operative (now rural people's commune) takes a share, sometimes a
very large share. of the wages the pen earn under contract, The
peasatits under contract. earn wore, even after the cooperative takes

Ill See the articles on temporary labor melt iturpau of the_rensus. 1065, p. 48. notes
66 and -67. It was taken for granted- byChen ZhIlte In his articles on -the statistical cov-
erage o_f wort.ers and employees In T.IGY,_no,_1,_ Jan. 14, thra_. pp._ 1 ic -20 and JIISrl'.1, no.
9,-Jurm 23, 1059, pp. 20 22 (both articles translated In Bureau of the Census, 1065, pp.
193 190_1,

113 John Tossing Bunk. "Land rtiligation In Chinn," Chicago; 1937, 9. 294.
!'Stan St finer, "rusang : the Chinese Who Built .,1merica," New York, 1979, pp.

12S 140,
Data Section. "wawa Jinnrhue d1 _Mm rhino:m-1w (The- haste conditions

In bu:Iding trade.; of our country 1, TV:4, no_24. Dee, 29, 1936, p. 31.
11,1,1,i Yin,, article on contract labor, J111"I'.1; no. 9. June 23. 1:159,-p, 20,
nnThe tstem was first mentionef1 itn.a 1ierleS_of article' iii 101813 June 7. 1958, trans-

lated in SCNIP. no. 1795, June 19, 1988, pp. 25-29.
in Li Yue. toe. cit.
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its share, then they would working in the era tive's fields and
thus gain an increase in income. Top Chinese_ olliciias, however; have
made no secret of the fact that they consider the contract labor sys-
tem 41S basically undesirable.

China, ekjiiirted some labor _in the 1970!s; notably_ engineers and
laborers_ for the Tanzam Thtilayi completed in 1975, that runs
l;860 from Dar-es-Salaam through Tanzania and Gambia.
In the af 1979 China and Italysigned_ an agreentent_under
which labor would be supplied wfor use with advanced Italian
technology in construction _projects. Prior to _the signing of the agree,
Meta, reportS mentioned 400,000_ as the number of technicians and
workers that China was prepared to supply._ _Although the personnel
to he Supplied under this agreement presumably are not peasants;
t he agreement symptomatic of a more than adequate supply of lab,
to meet CliMa'Spri4ent construction needs

In tandem with the _poi icy of transferring youth from city to
countryside it has been Party's policy to try to enforce more strictly
the prohibitions against rural to Urban_ nutfration. These were

tiJ stein the Ilow of individual peasant migrants which swelled
t he population of China's cities- and towns after the collectivization of
agrieti kiln! in 1956 and after the start of the Rig Leap Forward and
ft matiort of rural people'S communes -in 1958, when more than 10

peasants migrated to cities in response to a gieat, increase in
the number of natty jobs, " " -"" it was tlase__prohibition:4 that give rise
to the ilia labor system, described above, which provided peasant
labor as needed in urban areas but did not allow permanent
m igration.12°

The, "subRtitution systein".---W6tkers are often called a privileged
class in China by writers outside the country, One privilege enjoye,d
today by Chinese workers appears to be unique to China. A worker
in a stati l-owend enterprise may now elect early retirement, so that
a son or daughter can succeed the parent in occupying a position
(riot necessarily the one held _by the parent) in the- same enterprise.
This _is calieti the "siMStitution systeni" Z1ii).121 It is also
Clearly a sign of labor in excess of demand in the most prestigious
enterprises in China.

Although the "substitution- system" is not universal; it apparently is
widely used where it Can be For exarztple, in one Tientsin textile mill
with 4,500 woker8 and employees, 700_ chose early retirement under
this system in 1979,122 or 16 percent of the work force. Native-born
Chinese residing in the United States who luive recently visited China
report that some of their friends have retired in favor of sons and
danghterS. The OVetall effect of this system_ of early retirement is
readily discernible in data,_ on the number of people newly hired in
1979 and the increase in the number of workers_ and employees As
noted above; more than 8 million persons were given jobs in 1979,123

1"-in Emerson, 1907. pp. 421-422.
12° Milttit Retirements In Peking In 1979 are dem., d In a XInhurt-release of 13 June 1979. of

which -the I1 June 1:179 Ett'fliNh t t ., given iii VMS, 15 June 1975. 111. The
"sdhatitutton system" Is also described In brI' In-the-art of -China In the 19SO's. writ-
ten-by Emily biacFarouhar, The Economist, e, 29.1979. pp. 22-23.

123 Ibid.
12, LI Renjun, Ion. cit.
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but the number of workers and employees increased by only 4.68-mil-
lion (data in table 3). Fiom these figures it appears that in addition
to regular retirement and death,_ voluntary early retirement provided
work posts for more than 3.32 million of the more than8 million per-
sons given jobs in 19-ilL The more than _3.32 million vacated work posts
represent a 3.3 percent hibo turnover in that year. As the nonagricul7
Wild _work force in China -ages; labor turnover caused-by retirement
and death can reasonably be expected to become an increasingly im-
portant source of lit \V jobs.-

emporary workers ;thcl cm ployers.From 19-19 to at least 1970
a group of urban dwellers existed who met the needs of industrial
enterprises and of her establishments for very short-tem_ work; Known
as linshi zhigong (temporary workei.s and employees), such people
were in theory hired on a daily_ basis. They were not carried on the
books of the enterprises as employed persons. hence it appears they
were not paid out of the wage fund, but probably from general admin-
istrative expenses tit petty cash. were not eligible for any of the
benefits to winch permanent workers and employees were entitled.
Although nothing is available on the site of this group and very little
_has been written about them, they apparently were numerous, at least
by the hite UAW's. At that time their complaints about their second
class status-as workers and employees -were loud enough to attract the
attention of Premier Zhou Enlai. By 197U this class of temporary em-
ployee_s were given the status of permanent workers and employees,
even though they lacked the necessary jobqualificationsi according to
refugees from China interviewed in _Hong Kong. It seems likely that
this marginal group on the fringes of the labor force consisted largely
of illiterate women well along in years who hired themselves out for
work of this kind because they could find or were qualified for nothing
better.
2. The educational system as a source of urban labor

Durin,, the FFY1) period and up to the collapse of the Big 7.
Forwarcrin 1960; the educational system never. .functioned succe:t V

as a_supplier of technically and professionally trained personnel to t.ie
Chinese economy; even though it was modelled on the Soviet system
which wt S designed to do exiled t hat. The reasons for this marked
failure are complex and need not detain us lierer since the system
has long since ceased to be operative and never will again in its Old
form.

As noted above, mtriy school leavers below the college level were
routinely sent to rural areas t oecome educated (i.e. literate) peasants.
Most of !lose sent doN,ii n the_ farm had left the middle school_ system.
That. t li-is prilet ice continued for the better part of-two dectules is an
indication either t hat the economy of urban areas did not feel a press-
ing need for the services of this regular supply of employable youth or
that mechanical defect sin the system of employment and manpower
allocation prevented utilization of this manpower stream. The actual
explanation probably combines_both elements_ in_varying proportions
depending on the year, if problems of employing urban youth en-

1:,Bureau of Economic -Analysis..1575..pas.;lin Is an. attempt to explain the I,RCs failure
to trala and utilize technical and professional manpower.
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countered in _the taw, years are- any guide. School leavers who be-
came Red Wards_ during the C_ultural Revolution probably meet
strong resistance to_any requests_for employment they may _make; As
noted above, since 1977 more urban youth looking for work have been
absorbed by the collective sector _than by the state sector-. Such job
SeekerS havogicroo much more freedom to find work ontheir own than
they _had previously as a consequence of _a great relaxation _of official
regulations on hiring practices. 'fo sum up the experiences of youthful
job seekers_ during the hiSt 20years_indicate a labor _supply from the
educational SySteitaliat chronically exceeds demand in urban areas.

rban womi n a source of tabor
Urban women have become an increasingly important source of

la-her in nonagricultural branches of the economy between 1970 and
1979:. The number of women employed in these branches rose from 10_
million in 1957 '25 to 31-millioti in 197_9;126 Woinen'sshare of total nein-
agricultural_employment rose from 17 percent in 1987'' to 31 percent
in 1979 (table 7). _

Although women "hold up half of heaven" (banbian _tian); as the
saying g(5(, and Make up half of the society e1 iNew China, in the
1950's they were doing far less than half_the Work done to produce
ei.opsi fin7ttirc,s, buildings and other constructioni and social
serviees;_despitc_ repeated efforts of_ the _CCP to `liberAte Women from
the drudgery:Of 1i-00st:work," and bring them into the labor market.
Stich "liberation" was one of the announced aims of the Big Leap

,is' aids but one that at the time. did not appear to have aeliieVed
i' lasting results in urban areas. liven in 1058, only about 8 percent

of the newly hired industrial workers and employees were women.128
In the sarne_y_ear, in which nonagricultual employment jumped 43
pe.rcetit by 17.2 iiiilliOn persons-,129 women made up less than 18 percent
of the total,'"

What edit be said about the changes in Chinese society in the last
30 yeal'S that made possible the enormous increases in the number of

Weitien in orbim areas since 1958? For many years one plank
in the Party7s_generid line on work aniong_weMen (funn gongzuo) ''
has been "to liberate women from the drudgery of housework." I louse-
work is still a burden for women, but tixlay, as the figures quoted above
rhos' beyond my delibtIllost women in _Chinas cities and towns feel
free to work outside their homes. hi addition, and perhaps more im-
portantly, these women feel obliged to find remunerative jobs to help
support their families; probably in part because of thetieer pressure
that finnily members, and relatives exert on them.
Widespread _acceptinice of family planning in urban arc's umptes-
tionti!dy tittikeS it easier for women to work full time; The reverse
is also t tile; as is widely recognized in China-1'2

'Is Emerson, "Sex. Age. and -L-evel of Skill." 1995. table 2. p. 26.
Deng Yingehao, speech, ZGEN..no, 2. reh. 1:z. -1980; 15.

rej Emerson. "Sex. Age, end Level of skin." 1965. tabie 2. p. 26.
J. Bureau of the Census, 1965. p. 128.
J. INA." Emerson. "Sex. Age. end Letiel of Skill,- table 2. p. 26.

India a On (It, I` S.1.6 11111; 1111{ 'PS this 1-4 -rto in tier hook "Woman-Work : Women itnil
the-Pn-rty in Revolutionary China..!' OxfOrd, 1976. pp. 17-18.

_'32 Ste Sun Kellangs article on the employment of women and population control In
ZGFN. no. 11. Nov. 15. 1980. p. 28.

1,1) -I: .1
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Comments on this phenomenon by close observers of the Chinese
scene include the following observat ions, Robert M. Field notes that
the great increase in the employnient of iirban women almost certainly
reflects among other things failing real wages. The increase occurred
during a peraid when there were no general wage increases and the
average urban household found it necessary to have more bread win
ners than before. [nderlying this situation there must have been at
least ceeping inflation.

Nicholas Lardy says that this employment increase represents a
willingness on the part of the government to hire _urban women rather
than young peasanynigrants from rural areas. This attitude was con-
sistent, with the official policies of spending as little as possible on hous-_,
Mg, of rest rioting urban poptilat ion growth, and., as a corollary, of
b

.anninr,rural-to-urban ino-ri at ion;1 -
Uiilikp women in urban areas even 30 years agG. most urban women

today are literate and graduates of primary sehook: Many are.middle
school ,i;raduat es. Many have professional and experience in
(ducat :on and Jnedicine or in relatively new urea, of technology, such
as electronics. These women learn'and nurster technical skdls as easily
as men.

Women without edueational adantag s lice Call and do per-
form unskilled :wort: t hat.illiterate mostly male;
were doing in the 1900s. This subs' dui ;c,r men to meet
urban demands for unskilled labor is an '.ion of It.e effectiveness
of the ban on rural-to-urban migration,

.B. Demand for Labor 1.ects

1. Labor planning and allocation
During the FF.Y1' period ( 1953-1 , to estimate the demand for

labor the State Planning Commission (SPC) used a mechanical labor
plan patterned on a format and _formulae then _used in the S3viet
union .nd (,(l on St at isties supplied by the SSB. However:, prior to
t heBig Lea t Forward in _1958 _lied her_ labor planning nor Labor_ sta.,
t istics were ever considered satisfactory by the planning and statistical
authorities. The Big,.Leap Forward wrecked any meaningful_form of
economic planning.' "3 rea ft er,.prior to t he start of tlie Cultural
Bevolut 1966; no attempt, was made to restore_labor_planning to
the level of development it. hail attained in the 19;50's. The Cultural
kevoiation dvstropql whatever economic planning had survived until
1960, and it was not mit 11 1975 at the earliest that any efforts were made-
to resiiine work ott economic planning; However. reports by top-officials
of the SP( covering the years_197871980 include. data oat employment
levels fur each _vear.'"'_Thcso_ data show the results of the resumption
of labor planning at the national level. The censuses of workers and
employees and of scientific anti technical personnel taken in_ 1977 and
197s. respect ively,'"' form mu-lt Of the basis for the revival of labor
planning work.

Flit old format copied from the Soviet labor plan was discarded,
and a more flexible :11 proach adopted. One of the main objectives of

"31,:mer,on. 1967. pp. 435-427.
cx..mpic thc .-1111411-13riv, of two-reports hy 1.1 Itenjun. Assistant Director of the

SPC. one on results of the national economic plan in 1979 and the other on targets of the
national economic plan for 19s6. lean, Apr. 2. 1950, p. 1.

115 SSII, "statistical Work in New China;" p 4.
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the new form of _labor planning is to estimate the number otpersons
who will be looking fOr Work in urban artmis it the- current-year as a
basis for _finding_ jobs for as many of them as pOSSible.'3" There is _a
great difference between the old and new forms of labor Manning;
since the latter _requires realistic estimates of the number of new en-
trants to the urban labor force and of the number of_unemployed in
urban areas; whereas _after the_stat of the Big Leap Forward in 1958
unemployment was abolialied by administrative fiat and so could not
be officially recognized as existing. The adMission that unemployment
does exist at present in urban areas is related to a charge in the role
of urban labor bureaus;

The monopoly oh _job allocation formerly exercised by urban labor
bureaus has been_ sharply_ attacked by the prestigious Xue_Muqiano,
Advisor to the SPU :Id fiiillie-iirectoiof-the ssa_Xue's criticism
is not to be taLen lightly in_ view of ids position as-head ofthe
group of members of the Kcolithilic Research Institute responsible for

_

reeommendations on reform of the economic management system- that
IS centralization versus decentralikatioii, the role of economic planning;
pricing policy, etc-1"

Here is what Niue WrOte in an article published in August 1979;138

In the early_ 1 1)50's,_ those wanting a job could look for lt,themse/ves. After all
private industrial_ and commercial enterprises were turned into state-: tte
joint enterprises in 195.1;; particularly after state-private joint commercial t awl--
prises were upgraded_ to_sta te commercial enterprises and handicraft cooperatives
to cooperative_ factories, state labor departments were made responsible for -the
placement and recruitment of all workers and staff In these enterprises. One
etiliSetlemiee of this was _that the extensive network of handicraftsmen and small
shopkeepers and peddiers_shrank drastically and the vast varieties of goods they
produced air dealt inwcre also greatly reduced. . .

At the first session of the Eighth Party Congreas held in 1056, Comrade- Cli'en
Ton suggested that mergers of state-private shops and cooperative shoirld not
be overdone and that the heterogeneity of their products and the flexibility of
their_ Management should__be preserved. However, after 1958 state - private shops
and handicraft cooperatives_ which were responsible for their own prolits_ann
losses Were_ practically eliminated at one stroke . . . Service trades also _dras-
ticallY deellried On the one hand; many kinds of work which society badly
wanted -doile had iMbody to do them, while on the other hand a large number
of peOlite Wanting jobs could -not find suitable work. It is not that there is no
work for them ; it is that they have to wait for the government to give them
work. Ent the -urban state enterprises have been unable to absorb them all.
Hence the nuiiiber_Of youths awaiting employment has been mounting.

The fundaineiltal Solution Ito this question lies in developing production and
creating the greatest posSible number_ of jobs. To this end the current labor
administrative systeui must be modified.

The SYSt2in of assigning work to all youths by state labor departments alone
canvot be maintained any more Such being the case, young_people should be
allo*.visi to organize themselves and engage in production. This must not be pro-
hibited. Instead, the State should helpihem and give them leadership. There are
plenty of job iiiintiettizdtiettin the cities; the point is whether people are allowed
to find and fill these Ribs Witlitait waiting to beassigned by the labor departments.

Some say that there are jobs; but the urban_ youths_ fin not want them. For in-
stance, they particularly shun _service trade jobs, This may be partly because
young people wit ii some nArtientar bent or Imowledge lit e teing az-signed to them.
. . . This new method of recruitment will change this. Job applicants now apply

ThIS 14 the form of labor pittn-olmv outlined in Wet Mitt "More Than 7 Nfillion People
Emplo-yetl," _Reete_ar thereafter Hui. no e, Feh 11 11159 pp. _ _

N17 or due Manino's viewtt on- these anti other tnebjectri or great. current_ trtportance
nre to t. found la bin -"Zhoriggiio shelnazlinyt JIngjl vventi ynniin" (Citur -kuo shettot
rtnit ett: etti Al era Ci yen r,t,i in --Wmie tlites trimsliteration (Studies and problems iu
China-s socialist economy). lietjilik. December 1979, p. 273,

uXne Muqin.os article on employment, Mt. voi. 22, no. 33, Aug. 17. 1979. pp. 13-14.

0 1/41
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and sltior au exam, so only Howe who qualify are recruited. Whereas before,
people were arbitrarily assigned to any vacancy by the labor departments. The
result was that enterprises could not get people they minted and could not refuse
those they would rather not have. AMI young people were given work they were
nut Interested in bat had to accept. So why should such a system of labor recruit-
'mem be maintained?

A large number of newspaper art icles in the second half of 1979 and
coat inning into 1981 testify to the fact, that Xue Mtigitto's reeontMen-
dations on relaxing hiring practices and allowing people to look for
work on their own al,' find jobs without the mediation and approval of
tire labor bureaus In , - been accepted by the Party and government
administration. These articles, many of them published in local news-
papers, describe in con,iderable detail how tens of thousands of young
people in city after city are finding jobs on their own,- as Xue suggested

-the coact
A fter a latve of more than 20 years _Chinese, labor specialists have

once again ,ai!'lzi to write on prob,ems of enipleyment in urban areas."°
Tii,,,,, np.,.., ,L1p;e:4 of the causes and size of urban unemployment will
tore, ,,,,, 11 is of an article on unemployment that the author of this
chaptao. !.,- igreed to write for The China Quarterly: The subject is
bey.-,:,;., t h., ..cope of this chapter.
9. ,-,;,-;,, 4., i di.41.ribut ion of nom, griCaltural laboy

a. ota/ /wpayricalhi rat eavidayipcnt;As the data in table 3 show,
official figures oil nonairrieu Rural employment, in recent years are avail-
able only from 1977; the year of the most recent census of workers and
employees."" A nonagriciii!- I Id employment, series for 1975 consists of
estimates made by Thomas Uaw ski; inny of _which may be very close
to the SS13 data but wli, nonIrate few SSB figures as sources.'"

These figures shoNN: a g tor i ixpl,n.sloo of now:.7ricult ural employment
bet veva 1957 and 1979 from :,',.: to !;-1 minim, i an increase of nearly
61) million persons or 169 pert. :. Ulu.y indkate a great increase in
e.oi eau ie activity in nonagricultural branches of the econornyi particu-
larly in industry and construction, as the sections below on these-two,
brutally:, of the economy spell out in sonic detail. In the same period the
urlampopttlat im has roughly doubled. if the definition of "urban" used
hi 1957 ;, also used for 1979, '['lie doubling of the urban population and
near _t re: t.ing of urba , employment (1957=100, 1979-269) has un-.
guest lunablv caused sii:zrp rises in labor force participation rates in
urban a roils, Part ictilarly among, women (as noted above).

b. Womeo'.s. ..Iris( f nonayriraltaral clloployment by branch of the
oconolay--Tliv :41e;iiy rise in tle proportion Of nonagricultural
workers and employees who w -e women dates from 1952 with the start
of t he Rig Leap Forward. In that year', the proportion rose from 13.4
to 15.-1 pereeilt. as the norther of voinen workers and employees more
t hate &nailed ( table 7). In the next year. as the Big Leap Forward be-
gan to crumble, the proportion of workers and employees_ who_ were
women rose again, this time hy 3.4 percent age points to reach 18.8 per-
cent, as nearly :t.5 million women were hired to stair _newly opened
"street" Indust ies, as workshops under n,ighborhood management

l'o'ng Lanrill and Moto Lliktinti. nttb'le 01 employment problem.; ln China, In
Zhongtow kevo, I soelal rrfenee, in ('1l na 7 0 6. November 1980, non. 189=200
and 'etor Lamm!, article on unemployment, ItA11:11 Nov, 1n. 1981, translated In PHIS.
no. 221. Nov. 20,1981.1:2-KC

1.8813, "Statistical Work lit New China. p. .
1.1Thonms G. ltal.vskt, 1979, table 2-8, p.:t7.
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were called.'" The PRC has _published next to nothing about employ=
itient developments during the economic crisis into which China was
thrown; as the Big Leap II orward collapsed in 1960 and 1961. Accord=
ing to one set of estimates by the author, which are based on very
incomplete -data for 1960 and 1961, nonagricultural employment de=
dined by 20 percent from 56.9 million in 1958 to 45.5 million in 1961;143
Elsewhere the number of workers and employees is reported to Have
peaked at 60 million in 1960; and then fallen by 20 million over a three-
year period = "'_ Whatever he actual number of- workers and employees
at the end of -1961, it was -down sharply from 1958.

Women's losses were evidently severe during this cutback, although
men suffered the heaviest losses at first in the initial plant closings and
suspensions of work that occurred in heavy industry and construction
sort; iii1:959-,-YVItereiven1e1t'S situ i es of cm ployment-were-very,smalLI's
An economic turnaround started in 1962, but, apparently women were
slow to recover the losses _they had suffered during the worst of the
economic crisis: By 1966 there_were_ reportedly 8.26 million_ women
worker~ and employees (table 7), a few thousand loss than the num-
ber repotted for 1959; even though there were 4,5 million more workers
and in 1966 than in 1959.

The net increase in the numbers_ of_w_omen workers and employees
during the eight=year. period 1958-1965 was negligible, loss than 2
Million. Most of the 34 million -women workers and eniptovees reported
employed in 1980 were hired during the 14 years 1967-1980 (see table
7). These were the years during; which the revolution in the employ-
ment of women occurred.

With 016 suspension of most publishing- in China during the Cut=
t ural Revolution, the 'losing down Of tlie SSB, and the abolition of the
Winiieit'S Work Department_ of the, CCP Central Committee in 196Q,

eve: c less information is available on the employment of women in-the
trst, live -years of the pericil than _for the early 1960's. As noted earlier,

was only in the later ye!)rs of the 1970's that there wits anything
approaching a return to normal statistical work,_In view of the marked
oi,,fie:ench.s in statistics for t he 14) :year period 1961975_, the estimates

veit fo: these years should be onsidere(1 only as tentative.,
)f the increase of 50 million y.-% kers and employees between 1965

and ,:170. thrw-tplartersoccurred in the last 10 years of the_15-year
period ii` Otil one_quai'tr five years (tItble, 7), The dis-
tribution of the additions of :;;nen_to the ranks of workers and em-
ployees daring the whole period is probably even more skewed than
that of the increases in total numbers, since in most years_since 1949
When job openings in _China have been scarm men have been_ given
most, of t he few lobs that were available-1955 and 1957 are cases in

-113"rtie-w Singe in the- women Emancipation Movement In Our Country,"- editorial,
RAIRIt. Mnr. S. 1960: traniented In SC:%1Pno. 2215. Mnr. 14. 1960. p. 9 -and ''Wonieti Cart
no Anything-and Do -A-nythIng ZGFN; no. I. January 1960. p. 10. which gives the
proportion of those employed In street- industries-who a.ere women-n_,_85 perremt._

1.3-11gmre:t quoted -from Audrey_ Danniihorne. Flittin!S F.conomie System. New York. 1967,
0, IS1 (hereafter cited as DonnIthorne. 19671. where they are cited to John Philip _Emer-
son. 'Vhttiese rommoink, ' lows 1111 Labor litl'iration Before and After 1958." Current
Scene. cot I. no. 30. April 1962, p. 5.

Fissiang Hutwen s article on household work in Yin guangeha (New observer). no. 10,
May 25: 19Si, P. IC_to Emerson. see "Sex, Age. and Level of Skill." pp. R. 9, and 26.
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TABLE J.-WORKERS AND EMPLOYEES, BY SEX: SELECTED YEARS, 1949-80

jIn thousandsj

Year

Percent of total

Both sexes Male Female Male Female

(1) (2) (3) .4) (5)

1949 8, 004 7, 404 1 600 92.5 7.5
1952 ..... ___.___._ _ _______ _ . -- . 15, 604 13,456 1,848 88.3 11.7
1953 18;256 16, 124 2;132 88.3 11.7
1954 18, 609 16, 347 2, 435 87.0 12.9
1955 19, 076 16,603 2, 473 87_0 13.0
1956 24,3P2 20, 964 3, 266 86.5 13.5
1957 24;506 21, 220 3,286 88.6 13.4

44,323 38,323 7,000 84.6 15.4
1959 44, 156 36, 870 8, 286 81.2 18.8
1966 ____ . ______ 49, 650 41, 390 8, 260 83.4 16.6
1978 94,990 64,990 30, ODD 68.3 31.7
19-79 99, 670 66, 670 31, 000 68.9 31.1
1980 101, 440 70; 440 34; 000 67_4 32.6

Note.-The 49,650,000 total is the number of workers and employees in 1965_

Sources:
Col. 1 f igures for the years 1949-58-are from SS8, "The Great Ten Years," p. 159.
1559: Xv Xin-xue's article on development of the economy, NC, no. 3, Feb_ 1, 1960; translated in ECMM, No. 203;

Mar. 7, 1560, p. 2.
1966. 197E-19: "711viguo iingji nianjian 1981" (Chinese economic yearbook 1981), Xue Muqiao, Ma Hong, and

Chen Xiari, ads, taerjix, p. 11-7.
Col, 2: Residuals.
Col. 3: 1949-58: SSB, "The Cleat TertYears,!'-p. 161.
1959: "New Stale In The Women's Emancipation Movement In Our Country;" editorial, RMRB, Mar. 8,1960, trans-

lated in SCMP, No. 2215, -Mar. 14, 1980, p. 8.
1966 and 1978: Sun Keliang's article on the employment of women and population control in ZGFN, No. 11, 1980

p. 28.
1979: Deng Yingchao's speech in ZGFN; No. 2, Feb. 15, 1979. p. 15_
1980: Kong Keching's speech, ZGFN. No 4, Apr. 15, 1981, p. 2.

point (table 7)_as a matter of Party policy.146 If this pattern of prefer-
ential hiring of men in hard times holds true for the-1970's asit did in
the 1950's; it is likely that most _of_the 17_mill ion women who became
Nvorkers and employees between 1966 and 1979 were hired in the latter
part of the decade of the 1970's; It should be noted that there is_strong
evidence that I his pattern of the 1950's is repeating itself in the first
years of the_1980's47_

Demand for the labo.. of women in the nonagricultural labor force
of China is clearly indicated by_ their distribution by_branch of_ the
economy, branch of 'industry, and type and level of skill. Comparison
of these distributions today_ itli those a 20 years ago (table 8_) shows
very great:shins in demand for female labor ill urban areas of China.
Industry, the largest of the nonagricultural branches of the economy
with nearly 43_million .workers andemployees in 1978 probably em-
ploys about half the total number of women workers and employees,
or about. 15 million,w' This number equals almost 35 percent of the
total number of workers and employees in industry, nearly double the
share of inThstrial jobs that women held in 1938 (table 8).

141 See Thorn borg, Ipso. pp. 76-9-7.
1.1 mong deleg.ites who spoke n t n recent session of the Beijing People's Con-

gress. 1.1 %hone. (2C.21 1 noted that during labor recruiting canto:items of the last few
Nimrs . Inc 111,11 were even preference over women no that the number of voting women

worl: hos _____ ear by venr. For this. ,-00 12M1{13 Ant'. 19S1. p. 3.
ootinotte aryl those (tint follow In the next for other hranehet. of the economy

total 24- million. !mixing 7 million unaccoonted for tiv branch of the economy-. Construc-
tion and tranoort. posts. and teletonntmuleatiomi_have traditionally employed Only ver3'
small nombers of women (of this. vie- Timor-sort. 'Sex. Age-. find 1.evel of -SUL" p. D). It
seems likely that a large proportion of the I million work in industry with the remainder
scattered throughout other branches of the economy.



TABLE 8.-NONAGRICULTURAL EMPLOYMENT; BY SEX AND BRANCH OF THE ECONOMY: 1957; 1958; AND 1978

'Figures are yearend; except those marked by asterisks, which are third quarter, and are In thousands]

1957 1958

Percent disfribotioo

1978 1957 1958 1978

Both

Branch of the economy sexes Male Female
Both
sexes

Both

Male Female sexes Male Female
Both
sexes Male Female

Both
sexes Male Female

Bath
sexes Male. _Female

Total 39, 667 32, 915 6, 752 56, 867 46, 781 10, 086 94, 990 100 810 1T.0 Inn B73 I IT 100 ILI It.1-63,a0-31,000

Material production branches 30, 953 0 (1) 47,918 39,970 7, 948 IN. 100 83.4 11 6

Handicrafts and carrier services 6, 560

Salt estraction 500

Fishing 1,500
Industry.... _ . 7, 907

Witerconservancy- 340

Capital construction . 1, 910

Transport, --posts, and telecom-
municutions 4, 417

4,592
300

1,350
6, 537

(I)
(1)

(r)

I, 968
200

151

I, 370
(')
14

(9

1, 465

700

2, 000

23,734
1,360
5,336

5,823

I, 025

350

1,350
19,420

1,224
4,562

5, 439

440

350

650

4, 314

136

774

384

42 560 27, 560 15,000

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

210
60.0
90.0
82.7

(1)

(1)

(1)

30.0
40.0
10.0
17.3

(I)
(i)

(1)

100

100

al
100

100

100

100

710
50.0
63. 5

81.8
, 90.0

85.5

93. 4

30.0.

50.0
32.5
18.2
IlL 0
14.5

6.6

100 64.8 32, 2

Modern 1,878

Tratltionat 2,539
Trade and the food and drink in-

dustry 7, 819

01

2,454

6, 873

4'

00

946

2,955
2 868

7, 500

2,687
2 752

6, 600

116

900 1,000 1 000 2, 000

100

100

100

04
96.8

87.9

7')
1 2

120.1

100
1011

100

-91-9
96.0

81.0

1-I ............
4.0.

12-11

.......... y_.

0100 818 18.2

mom
Traditional 2,574

Nonproductive branches 8, 714

2,265

(1)

309

(1)

2,665
8, 949

2,535
6,811

130

2,136
100

100

88.0
(1)

12.0
(1)

10
100

95.1

26.1
-4.9
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'Data not available and no eitirnate made. MaiMand China," n.p., Foreign Demographic Analysis Division, U.S. Bureau of the Census, June 1965

Source: John Philip Emerson, "Sex, Age and Level of Skill of the Nonagricultural Labor Force of
and estimates in this chapter.
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Of t lie 15 million total, 9 million women, or 60 percent of the wornen
employed in industry, work in collect ie '''' and handicra activ-
ities in which women have traditionally outnumbered men.'" Five
Million or so work in the light 'industry system, which in 19-80 was re-
ported to employ 10150.000 workeis and cuiplove('s.'" There are prob-
ably fewer tInin 2 million V.0111111 employed in liciivy industry.

le!ist ti million women work in state-owned industrial enterprises,.
and o f thes.e more t ham 1.5 million work in textile mills, which at pres-
ent emplov_2.6 million workers iind employees,'" and in which women
ha t radii ioini I ly accounted for at least GO percent of the work fo1 ce,!54

In t NI-do more than 2 million-women,.or at lea-sT-20 percent of the
work fore(', voked as eleilts and sales girls in 1978. This number is
more titan twice its large as the number of women estimated to have
been :apt( iyed in trade lit 1957 (table 8). It represents nearly a doub-
ling of women's share of the jobs in this branch cif the economy, which
together with services 1" and the food and drink industry have been in

steady decline since 1951.1" So serious hag the deterioration been in
equiTudent. of what-in the-United-Statesis-ealled the-third--

or service sector that a succession of Chinese commentators have noted
with alarm that the almost complete disappearance of traditional
Chinese services in some areas is a serious impairment of the func-
tioning of eV ery_daY 1 i fe. _

l'irior to the Big Leap Porward wIdch began in 1958, women's share
of teaching positions remained constant Mille first three years of the
FFYI' period at about 20 percent but declined to 17 percent in 1956
and 1957, %viten only 10 percent of 500;009 newly hired primary school
teachers were women.' Iii 1958 whim primary school enrollment iJse
by 3.1 perc:nit to nearly _DO million in 1958,1" and the number -of pri,
mar schools mcreased, by 71 percent to 936,000i1" large numbers of
new teachers, predoninuintly women; were hired -to staff the new
school . This pattern of hiring continued through 1963, when the
proportion of primary school teitchers who were women r-ea;clied 32
percent,''" aii,i in subsequent years, since, by 1978 about 4.5 millior of
the total of 9 million b.ichers in China were women, the great ma-
jorit-y of them. primary school teacheis. The great rise in the educa-
tional level of urban women since 1949 accounts in part for this in-
crease, Low pay "2 and the unpopularity of primary school teaching
is probably also part of the mason for the st patty increilse Over 20years
in women's share of primary school teaching positions: High turnover

1,° Ibid.. loc. cit.
Ibid., pp. 7-S.
Emerson._ 17037, p. 435, and Emerson. "Sex. Age. and Level of skin," p.
This Ms en in Lupiinz's article on light industry iii 11:1I1111, .Cjir. IL 19.;11.

"..' More tint!, 47o Imo worker, and einolop.es of the textile Inthistry sy heir ore inking
mirt In slim,. thine They constitute IN percent of total employment In the-Indus,
try. according to an article on sporetime eiliicatkti In the texlile Industry In GNI111.1,Apr. 1.195'1, p- 1.-

Emerson. 'Sex. Age, and Level of p.
Defined ht the 1'1{(7 as Including hotels. -bathhouses. -barbershops. photographic

stin11.,, and cleaning and Iyeing establishments. For this, see Emerson, 1965, p. 154
IS Vor trod° emplomient figures In the 195Ms, se, Emerson, 1965, table 1, p. -128.

article on mooloyn cot. lilt vol. "' 't't ug. 17, 1:171i, pp. 1:1-14.Eraers":1.-"scx, gr. niul Level of Skill," p. 10.
" lhld.. P. II.11 ra of E-omonic Analysis. 1 -97 : :. -table o. 0 1.

Training or Primary School Teachers In China, NCSA.EnglIsh. nifty 27. 1964, In
SCX11'. no, 3226. JUTIP 2, 191;4, p.

1 iI2Irlmary school teachers' salaries; have- been ainong the lowest 1-n Chinn since the
founding of the I'lt.0 In 1040. For this, see Emerson, "Sex, Age; and Level Of Skiii." P. II.

9
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rates among primary school `teachers have facilitated this increase,'"
High tithiover rates, in turn, are generally indicators of the tuipopu-
larity of the work in que,stion. People are willing to take such jobs
only because they can_lind nothing better. They move on as soon as
they And something better.,_

In 1978, 47 percent of allpublic health personnel, or Acta, 1.7 mil-
lion; were women, of whom 1;4 nullion worked as nurses and mid-
wives.' 6' Einployment_ in medicine and public health increased from
2.10 million in 1958 -' "' to 3.0 COInpriSed 700,000,
or 49 perCent of the_ increase of 1,44 million persons; and women's
Share of employment in this branch of the economy remained Un-
changed as compared with _1958 when it was 47 percent.1' In other
words the employment structure by sex in this branch remained tin-
changed over a 20-year period, 7N-

Probably there were half a million women employed in cultural
affairs in 1978, or about J9 percent of total employment in this branch.
A comparison of women's share of employment 111 cultural affairs in
1078-und -1958-cannot, be -made, because_comparable data _for 1958 are -
not available.

_in 1978, at least 21 percent of workers and employees in government
iiihiiiiStition and nutss organizations were women, or about 1,45
mill actual zitunber may_ have been larger, since it is unlikely

m employmentthat Woeli'S share of eployent in this branch fell over the 20-year
period._

The sociiiicst seCtor.its defined in the Prte; the socialist sector
consists of state-OWned and collectively owned hints. State-owned units
consist of_What were state-owned and state-private jointly managed
entezrises and undertakings in 1957. The collectiVe _8-eabi In urban
aeons is Made up -af what were cooperative enterprises in handicrafts,
salt, lishing; constrr.ci ion, trade, and credit in 1957 and so-called street
indtiStry enterprises set up by groups composed mostly of women dur-
ing the Big Leap Forward."'

recording to t:tble 5, employment in collective units has been grow-
ing somevluit faster than in state-owned units_duringthe years 1977-
1979. As a consequence the stab-owned units' share of the total_ num-
berof workers and employees fell by nearly 2 percentagepoints during
this period, from 79.0 to 77.2 percent while the collective share rose
by amount. This trend 'may accelerate and collective units
may become_ a much more iniportant_source of new jobs than in the
irecent paSt._EVen then, as noted above; they were hiring year by_year
more new workers than state-owned units, despite the much larger
size Of the latter units. The_ nationwide camptiign mounted in the
second half of 1979 to increase production and tniploy_ment_in existing
forms of. collectively owned enterprises is also extending the kindS

". For this, see Bureau of -Economic Aanlyeia, 1973._ p. 53.
146- These figures -are given in "The Growth of the Chinese Labor Force, 1957 -1 'I notes

to table 2, "Worl.ers and EmiAoyees by Branch -of -theEtonomy 1957 and 1977-. This
Is -a torthonning publiention in the Foreign Economic Report series of tire Bure J of tire
Centaur. Foreign Demographie Analysim

cx Bureau Dt the_Cellaty, 1905. table 11, n. 142.
"6 Emerson. "Sec, Age. and Level of Skill. table 2. p. 2d. _ _

it' This is the share far 1958 given in Emerson, "Sex, Age, and Level of Skill," table 2,

iv, Bureau at the Cedatis, 1965. pp. 50-51. For a recent Chinese description of these kinds
or cooperatives. see Zhongguo shehul kexue yuan jing yan1iu so (ChlheRe Academy of SO-
enees. Menninnic arell ittsritatc), "Zhougg,ro 41;.enzli.tyl gongshangye shehnizbuyl
galena" (Socialist transformationof China's capitalist industry and woo, Beijing;
Remain chubanshe. 1976; pp. 224-239.
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Of work undertaken by_collectives in urbanareas. into 1,1'1.11,, oi the
economy in which_ collectives earlier played little :G part, for
example, construction and repair, earner and movii. -crvices, fast
food; laundry; and other services which arc now eithLr nonexistent
or_moribund. As noted above; Xue Muqiao has been one of thc ;nest,
outspoken advocates and supporters of the campaign, writing ::title
after article on the subject. There.niust have been consiierable opposi-
tion. to the idea of this force of enterprise, for M August 1979 he
wrote: '"

We have been talking About services that should be Introduced or reintrl-
alivd in the cities. -Not very tong ago, some people thought crroneou,ly that
enterprises were '_'capitithat loopholes," and had to be stopped -by hook by
crook. what we should do today Is to- nlarge these -loopholes" into gates. In
other words, we shotild.set up more_ collectively -owned enterprises. Our Consti-
tution stipulates_ that "the- state- allows nonagricultural individual laborers to
engage in tudividualla_bor_invOlving nu exploitation of others, within the limits
permitted by law." This should be put lot) practice. And once this is actually
practised, the urban employment ouesti.. ;Lot be so acute.

The' pi.; rifle scriar.Following transformation of virtually
t-litentire_Eri vat e_sect or of the economy into various forms of state and

collective oWiership_in 1956, the remaining employment in private
establishments_ in nonagricultural branches of the economy within
three years fell to almost nothing, from 49 percent in 1955 to 11 per-
cent in 1956; to 10 percent in .1957; and to 3 percent in 195V" What
little remains today, more than 20 years later, is unknown, but people
who can afford it still employ domestics (cooks and maids), as recent
visitor to China have noted_ repeatedly_ in the households of their
relatives and friends. Since- the downfall of the "gang of four" and
reinstitution of traditional forms of higher education; employment of
private tutors for instruction_ in foreign languages and music) has

come increasingly coalition. However, such work is probably what
is called moonlighting in the United Statesthat is, a second job.
Various professions and trades -still exist that provide the services of
single individuals _and require few material inputs, for example, seal
cutting, letterwriting; job typing; portrait painting, scroll mounting,
tailoring;' ' traditional skills of repairing teeth, making glass eyes,
and sonic forms of funeral services." .2

In addition. there is a wide mange of types of self-employment lit the
modern sector from such work in new fields .of high technology as
specialized repair of new electronic devices to the-age-old professions
of prostitution and pimping,; and possiblyalso resumption of tradi-
tional forms of organized crime ke.g., the Green Gang, etc.) known to
eve yor. ( !hinaup to 1949:

Very little can 1)0 said in quantitative terms about the size of these
remnants of the private sector: it is probably- impossible to make ac-
curate estimates of the size of any of the individual professions and
trades listed above; to say nothing of the total numbers of persons in
all of them. One study by the author of nonagricultural employment
estimated that in 1949 there were about 2.9 million domestic servants
and at least 500;000 persons in these professions and trades and in
camel and yak driving and other traditional_means -1 transport not

..,xta. Murton's article on emplovemnt, alt, vol. 22, So, 5:;. Atli:. 17; 1979, p; l5;
,(_,solute figure. 4I-ven In Iltirettu of the Census, 1965: table 3,p. 130.et "China's Sew ...reettouN, A,,Irt Week, July 24; lust, p. 35.

172 Bureau of the Census, 1965, p. 43.
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covered by S'1.3 statistics- or about 3.4 million in all, and that the
numb_er of persons in these three types of -employment had fallen to
;t titillioii by _1957.'7" The; equalled 13 percent of the nonagricultural
employment estinutte jot 1919 and 8_percent of 41 comparable estimate'
for 1957 giN.en in the stune study:' _' If they made up o_percent of non-
agricultural employinent todity, _thee_ w 5would be about million per:.
SoiiS ill_ tlieSe three employment _groups (not counting the number of
moonlight ers)

itolikroduct Tye raludie8.---T he shares of notiagri-
eultual employment, that the _prOduction and nonproductive branches
make changed much since 1957. IR that year the produc,
(ion branches of the economy accounted for 79.0 percent_ and the norir
productii:e briiiielies for 21.0 percent of total ,nonagrieultUral-, em-
ployment _(table 1). In _19_78 they comprised 765 mid 23.5 percent,
espeetiiely. The gaih of 2.5 percentage points in the nonpothietive
brtuich share of nonagricultural employnient represents nivisqive_in-
emiSeS the numbers of teachers and,public health personnel. Dur-
iiig _this period there hai.6 been absolute increases of 38.4 million
in t liu jitdtietitili branches and 13.5 million in the nonproductive
branches. _

I nIJiliiyioi'nt -iii indust ry has_grown more rapidly than
in any other production in since 1957, rising, from 11.4 mil
lion to 12.6 Milli-On in 1978; art-increase of :11.2 million workers and
tatiployees_ or 27.1 percent._ Of this _increase, heavy industry accounts
for 21,iiilElion workers tind.employees., or _more than 75 percent Of the
total; leaving 7 million for light indust13r.1 5Tlio number of industrial
enterprises It gOwii front 60.000 1906 176-177 to 350,000 in 1979, an
increase of 83 percent.

It seelitS likely that most of the dl*DW111 in industrial employitient
littt- 001110d Sint.( 1965 when; accordinc, to one estimate; there were
14 million Workel:; and employees intrustry and_ handicrafts corn=
bitted.'" An_ tnemase of 28_ million since _1965, trebling the industrial
work force; is consistent withamajor criticism of the performance of
indii fry 1,.s. Iln. Q.latimit,_1)ireetor of the Chinese ...ken-IL-env of Social
Sciences ((':ASS), that increases _in _industrial output in China in

-V0 :11'S _Ill1V0 inIil WWI(' possible only by ineretises in the number
of _corlierti 11101 in labor prodtic-
tivity.'" O-iii u nitS. Of with_ 1957=--100 haul 1965
At 204 and 197') at 538.140 An extension of the incleX pats 1977 at 620:181

One characteristic of China's_ ir_,Itstry _that sets it _apart frOin
oth-ee indesu.ed otos Is the degree to which it is pOliticied. Politi-
cal dist orb:litres iii China ial production almost as soon
as they Break ouL det(r)ain g to out' study; measurable political in-

np. 72-;3.
Ibid.. -table 1, -P. 128.elreS _no:Agricultural employment estimates of 26.267.090 _for

1949 nod :S9.067.000 for 1957 that eseliiile doniestio_ser.vatits_and the _professions. trades,
nod --t tonal means of transport not tioyered li RS11etwiloyment fig .

Tlit %Nero a.lfi million oil: trs and eloploVel.S C-0-11SIIIIIQr _goods industry in 1957
it Irroale ti- reit Ans.- 12: p. 14.1) and 10.45 million in the light Industry sys-

tem In 1979 Alm lowing. lee. Mt.
trm-17, ron -47 VP!'s:1,ti. 1913i. tabli 9. 0. ;30.

Eilierson...1967; p. 445.
"4 MI- Q1110-M11: - - _

Ntichnel Ftelii. Nicholas it Lardy, and Jolta T-'hlitp--Ernerson, "Prot /held' Indus-
irlal Output, In -the Prople's Ropithlic of China : 1949-4975." -E0reiett Economic Report,

Bor,f;, war the_censits, Washington, D.C.. 1976, p. 17.
.", Cent no Intolieenvo Agency, "China : Gross Value of inataltriat Output 1966-97."

Elt 75-10358, June 1978, D. 8;
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Stability; varying from province to province; was matched almost with-
out _exception by comparible vaiations in rides of growth in indus-
trial output ,182 Politically stable provinces had high rates of growth
in industrial output, .while politically unstable provinces had low or
negative rates of growth; _ _

vital const put; t ion--The number of workeis and employees in
capital construction rose from 2,1 t IIII111.011 ill 19;-/Y to 7 million in
1978, an increase of 233 percent. Most of this woi-k force has been de-
Vole0 10 11Ie c011:1111Ci100 01 0ictOrics, nearly 3u0,000 since 1931 (as
noted above _under _"Industry"), most of them in heavy industry;
Like Indust ry,. coil:Thlic11011_ in recent_ years has sulteed_ironi alack
of growth in labor productivity; or perhaps even from negative growth;
Construction plans were not satisfactorily completed in 1918.-1:11ere
have been repoits of deferred, extended, and cancelled construction
projects in 1979.'" Many of these shortcomings in construction were
discovered in a major investig,ation of the construction industry con-
ducted in I978:

:1.,114,10,1.1. pi,/ (1/, (Intl telecom manic& ions.= Between 1957 and 1978
lion workers and employees were added to the transport, postal,

and telecommunications systems of China, _bringing the total to 7:43
million and representing 1111 increase of 73 nercent. Truck and bUS
drivers, numbe,mg 3 million in 1979,1'5 made up- most-of this inciaSei
since they numbered Anve than 300,000 in 1937.1" .RailWay
liana remained stagnant at the 1958 level of more tlizin
Lack of .development in these three branches of the e,conorny indi-
-cated_by a_ fall of neady 50 percent in their share of nonagricultural
employment between 1957 and 1978, as shown in table 4. Ili time original
iiiVwtinent proposals that followed the announcement of the four mod-
ernzations policy, high priorities were given to dotibleticking Of
major -rail lines and development of port facilities; indicating urgent
needs for such expansion of transport.

7: rade and the food and drink induslry,Ernployment in trade
and the food and drink industry grew from 7.82 million to 11 million.
betivcen 1957 and 1978, an increase of -only 41 percent. In 1978 employ-
ment in trade and the fo4.,1 and drink industry made up only 12 percent
of nonagricultural employment as compared with 22 percent in 1957.
As not, ,v(.7 Xue Alutpao said repeatedly in 1979 that retail trade
outlets ;:,: id _other services were inadequate to meet popular de-

tiet.ed the greatest potential for expansion and new jobs;
Pri-b/;_ kralt h and education.Employment in education and ptib:

lie health increased by 11.5 million between 1937 and 1979; This figure
equals the increase in all nonproductive branches of the economy Wir-
ing this period. China's 9_ million _teachers _staffed a nearly universal
primary school system with 150 million pupils in both urban and rural
areas and middle schools with an onroliment GO million; 12 times the

Robert Atichael Field, Kathleen M McGlynn and- WillIam B. -Abnett. "Political Con-Illct Industrini Growth Itl (1111111', 1114:: 1917." in Congress of the United States, Joint
Eeonomte Washington. D.C.. 197S. pp. 230-2S3.

Stilt. Communique on Fulfillment of 1'101111's 197S National Eco,10/niC Pitta, Jtine. 107-0. NA'.
SSIt, Communiau on Fulfillment of C'hinfu National Economic Plan. Apr. 30, inso,

N.P-.
0,.00rted iii an a rude by Xla Tanhan In :linen amanil (Economic management).

1970. p. 14.
""` Onteiu of the Ceiistis, 19115, 140.

Mid- and Sammar-y-of-World Broadcasts, part 3 the Far East, Weekly Economic Re-port, 10 May 1075, FE/W070/A/24,

2
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number of middle school students iii 1957 and nearly 3 tines as many
as there Were in 1965 (table 1).1"

TABLE 9.WORKERS AND EMPLOYEES, BY .BRANCH OF INDUSTRY: 1957, 1958, AND 1977-79

(Data fOr 1957 and 1958 are yearend, those for 1977-79 are annual averages; all data intlUde only itate sector employment'

Branch of industry 1957 1958 1977 1978 1979

Total; all branches........._ 7, 907 22, 984 29.08 30, 381

Metallurgical industries ... .. _ 691 4,034 1;017 3;068 3,012

Electric-power industry 143 - 251 701 742 _ 786

COM _industry . 669 2,600 3;653 3;728 3,770

Petroleum industry ...... _ ._ . . 67 124 480 485 I 478

Chemical Industry+ ... .. __ . 253 - 803 2;165 2; 875 2,815

Machinery industry 1- 1; 403 4, 204 9,107 9, 247 9,17.5

Building materials industry.. la 1,320 1, 836 1; 848 1,857

Timber Industry ... . 333 1,126 1,215 1,181 - 1;857

Food _products 1 . 2 0 0 1, 410 1;970 1, 934 2,006

Textile industry- 1; 282 1, 500 2, 576 2, 651 2; 740

P_apermaking industry__ _ 94 96 _ 382 389 410

Other 3
1, 864 1, 770 2, 132

Chemical-j-ndustr_v iactioles_:_ chemical ore extraction indvstry, basic chemical raw mriterial-s-sodustrv,_chenatarferi

Miter And agricultural pesticides industry,-orgXnrc-chernical
industry, chemical pharmaceutical industry, daily use chemica

Industry,- rubbexproce.Sing industry, plastics processing. _ .

a Machinery industry includes: agricultorat
-machinery_piarifitattfoingindustty industrial equipment manufacturing

industry, Comm Inicationa_ ettliPirtent .msosfacturing
industry, construction and- road building-rnachmery manufacturing

Industry; other production Use machinery manufacturing-industry.
electronics industry; consumer use- machinery mants-

taoturing2induttryoriorlochon_uso_ )petal products industry, daily use metal products. industrymachinery, equipment,

and metal _products repair industry.
3 Food- producti_iiidaitry.indlides: grains and 'edible' oils industry, salt refining industrycsleightering.and meat pro-

cessing industry. aquatic products proc-essing,_canniag, tugat_refinink;
tea processing; cigarettes and -flue-cured tobacco

processfog-akohatic.bev_erage.manufacturtng; egg and dairy products processing, and other food products (e.g., cold drinks,

condiments, candy, biscuits-, etc.-).
Other iridustriei not included above.

Source: 1957 and 1958, Bureau of the Census, 1965 table 12, p. 143; 1977 -79; United Nations Statistical Office.

E74p7oyinout awl production by branch. of init.§tt-y.Although
a- wide. :variety of economic policies has guided China's economy
(hiring this last thirty yetirs._ as noted above, i-tithiStitiliZation has al-
ways been the foremost goal of Whatever policy 'MOs 111 effect at any
giVen t.iiiii , lit least until "_(' 1*.N7 !VIP ntly. Because iif this intliistry has
boon the recipient of the lion's of investment, which has aver-
aged ahoin 25 pI:cent of gross national plduct diiring_this period.
I -rider these circumstances. there have been great increases in the

of industrial establishments and induStial Workers and
employees since. 1957' (figures given above under Industry): However,
groWth hi industrial performance during this peri-cid is entirely an-
other matter. _

in nlc-)§t, industri;ilized or industrializing countries investment le:- ds
to a deopeninp._of capital and i5 ai coii5iiatiieil by increases iii I.

produetiity. out although_ _probably not tin best, raj
ttietistiring inditstrial ptsrfomance. We do not_ know what data ' .t

Qiaomil \yak itingxvlien lie spoke of industrial prothiction increases
achieved by employment increases aroile and not by increased labor
productivity. and called this level of performance in::;litisfactoly.189
I r0 WVI-V tvo on n easily approximate What lie was-referring to using
detailed official information on production (table 10) and employ-
Meta ( table. o) in 11 branches of indust Ty. -

fhe method used is crude and simple; but the resnItS are, striking,
ShOWing treat differences in performance from one branch to another.

3" For the 1957 and 1 9315- figures, gee Bureau Of Economic Analysts, 1073. table A-6.
p. 95. For 1970 figures sPe table 1.

533 iii Qinomu, loc. cit.

.
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The method consists of diyiding_rates of increase- in production her
branch by rates of increase in employment by branch bet'teen 1957
a: iL 1977:

The ratios_ of production increase rates over this- period diided by
it of employment nicreasesfort he s'ante puriod di tler_by its much as

41)0 tr'Piti-_ 1 1 I I t ) fOlt f l ue pet rolcum_ Indust _is_t lie high-v:46f fi.03;-
lrL:ilirli -:11 3.2 In- the meta I I ti rgiea I is the h ()West at OR11 branelles in, thought Of _as falling tiitii three groups.
llranh_e;.; 11_ tile II !pup. eleetrie power told building nt-
h.i in addition _to pttroientn, ints*P._ ratios well 'above 2..5. Those inthe Sititt1111(-.. 01117-, food processing -and textiles, ha_ve ratios close t- - y.
7I'lie_s1x branches in the third rtratip have ratios tliat range from 1.5 for
the_ machittery industry Iii 1.1 lot the coal industry to 1.0 _for the
timber Indust ry, 11.9 for the chemical_ and the paper itidtiStrieS. tit dfivallt to_0,8 for the ntetallurigical industry.

detailed analysis of these ratios ettnimt be ittteinpted here. The
subject is necessarily complex. probably more Sfl than it would he' inn. maIttf crunomy, because account twist be tidten of fixed prices asmajor dotomifflints of the gross value of industrial__ output of each
branch. AV_Ini thv prices of the principal pradticts of a brfoicliarc sek ;11.11i1 111 lo« by government fiat, as in the_ coil industry.
that branch_ will never appear to be performing well in such earn-
pa risons as these.

TABLE 10. -GROSS VALUE OF INDUSTRIAL OUTPUT, BY BRANCH OF INDUSTRY: 1977-79

tin millions of constant 1970 yuan1

Branch of industry 1977 1578 1979-
Total 372, 828 423, 075 459, 070

Metallurgical industries 29, 052 36, 891 41; 027Electric power 14, 135 16; 142 17, 672Coal industry 10,3 -12 11,685 11,80801 ggliith extraction 10, 191 11; 001 11; 624Petroleum-industry 22; 680 23, 329 24, 957Of Whitli pntroleum and natural gas extraction 8, 394 9; 480 9,803Chemical-industry- . ,, 42, 366 52, 498 56,-184Of wilier, b,iiie Chemicals and raw materials industry ......... ._.... 5, 161 6; 167 7;221
. _ . _ _ _ _ _ ........... .Fertilizers and pesticides . _. .. 8; 083 10, 200 10, 690Rubber and plastics for .pro.duaion use 8,664 10; 240 11; 175Chemical pharmaceuticals and daily use chemicals 8; 785 .9, 981 10, 01MathinarYfridditiy. 103, 710 115, 546 124, 484Agricultural mgcine !martini, 10, 616 11,588 10,9131 nditit.131erinipri,entbuildirvindustry 22, 392 25; 541 24, 027Communiations eouipment buildirn Industry.. 11;183 12, 720 14, 542Buildiiinand tbadbuileing machine, y., 507 553 862Production use machinery construction 4,365 5,157 6.040Buildintrriatntig I inmtesi... _.._ ______ 13, 334 15;,91 16; 732Cement and cement products industry... ....... ... .......... .... _ . 4, 122 4,877 6,003Refractory mate. ials, ceramics, brick, and .... ............. _______ 6,964 8,071 8; 119Glass Industry 1, 056 1,167 1, 278

NianinatalliC Minerals 1, 192 1, 276 1, 332Timber Industry 7, 000 7,741 8, 475Of ,iitiith Ittitin and timber transport -2,703 2 805 2,976Food products industry 43; 574 47- 171 51, 872Textile indUStiy
46,065 52.909 59,396Of which, chemical fibers 2, 265 3,129 3,781Paper industry .... - ... ... . . . .. 4,754 5,384 6,030Othar ._____ 35,846 38,388 40, 523

Source: Unite] Natio; Statistical office.
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1.7.rtaau-t"I'hiN

Wilily modernization I IIl y iarhaniaa'i iii, Chinn has
been attempt nig to mode rill 7.0 11'411011i ineretising the proportion of the
population that lives ill cities and towns. l'his may be as unique experi-
ment in the lostor of nations and ha:, required innoatim approaches
to II:;1 Ily-PConomic and seitil prohl",ns. Soule .voked. some have
failed. tint! some are sti:1 b?ing But while China is struggling
with unemployment, polhit ion, housing shortages, land Ilse, emisunier
services :Ind inninnerable other difficulties thin stem ft.orn urban
grotYth. Beijing doe.,-; not hnow many people live in the iirban
areas. The fault is not simply witn the nuidequaeies of the statistical
systllIti. 1111.1(1 :110 111(111.(1 '.(1'.101_19: hilt IIISQ1)(11111SP 11(W urban and rural
settlement. patterns Inive nnule it extre11101;8" (1 illii'lllt to identify the ur-
ban 1)01)111 It ion. This paper reviews some of these. is:-ales-1:tit primarily
from the perspective of China's population.

ITistorieally the level of urbanization in a nation has been consid-
ered to he a Useful index of social and _economic changeof:develop-
merit large urban population usually suggests progress in indus-
trialization, productivity. trade, and national income, as well as
:tdvamvs in education; health., standard Of living, and political Tar-
ticipation on the. part of the population. Cities are also center'' of sci
enee, literature-, art aml_other_eid tura! activities. Tt matters little that
urban misery in more miserable than rural misery there is an attrac-

Very special thanks to my "can do" friend, Dorothy Clark.
(268)
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tion in the cities. Young people from the countryside know that MOV_-
ingto_the urban_ areas is a gamble, but they_acccd,t the althoSt inevitable
period of wretchedness arid _despair. considering it. _iwerviiiisite to the
opportututles they__ hope will mate not only for themselves, but
t.ventually tor the families waiting .o join them;

..;;liven in. earlier centuries, cities tended to _grow too rapidly, out tills
growth wasINOderated by_ two factois, both related -tiditv. First
in all countriu-3; the rate of natural increa:k_of the poi. :on vas_quite
low, so that there was no pressui.: ef excess Ill/11pOttil.r ;1,g17icultural
landno push: And second the death sate in the densely settled and
epidemic- ridden cities was usually higher than in the countryside, re-
sulting in a natuild decrease of the population in_some_of the bad years;Only in this _century--primitrily since the Second World War has
uncontrolled inbazigrowth become a critical problem in the world; and
especially in the Third World. The convening of the UnitedNatiOnS
Con ieren:.es Iliumni t lements ill :Vancouver iii .June 191_6 awl On
Population an1 tin Urban Future in Rome in September 1980 iSitiSt
one of _the indiciitos. of concern by world governments on this issue;

illustrates the dramatic evolution of urban areas: In
the .year_ 1804 the total population_ of all the cities of the v-,Irld is
estimated to have been 25 millionprecisely the population figure_JAO=
jected tor Greater 1 okyo alone by the year 2,000. According to arc(
Stiiiiy Of the united Niitions Fund for Population Activities, by the
end of this onittiiy more than half of the world's population will liNe
iii Urban areas; with 31 million in Mexico City, 25.8 Million in Sao
Paulo; 2.2.8 million in New York; and 17.1 and 16;7 million in- Bombay
and Calcutta; respectively:' As staggering as these_ projections are,
other slieeialists clinic up with even higher proportions of arban_pop-
idat ion. That such hordes of humanity will exist and not fall victim to
natural or mini-mad:3 catastrophe se_ems unlikely; and projections of
this type may, in a sense; -be mythical. Nevertheles.s, thepoirit is made.

Why is t li I priiblem of_ overitrbaMzittion so much _greater now than
in the._ past. ;tint why is it; likely to get worse? Since the basic economic
"Bull" Of the cities lip eliancred little over the _centuries; the main

Y'reasons for todas vely rapid urban growth_ are related to the
push factors. 'I ;r drop in mortality has caused the world's

poorest, countrieF; to tile. most rapid nopnlation growth, so that
tlicri+ i.5 iionstantly it ,lopniation pressure on the lands and re-
sources in the rural areas. additi-mal,shove is provided ..)37 various
efforts to increase agricultural _pro ._ztivity through rrecitnizatiori.
and the_introdmtion of scientific rr:±t:Iods,_ which also dis_j_ :ee man-
power._Thits. millions of poor: illiterate; unskilled_ people flood annu-
allyally into the already overci-owded incapablecitiescities simply of
providing adequat e employment possibilities. What happens. of course,
is that t he facilities of tlic, cities continue to deteriorate. The already
strained sanitation and transportation services and_energY arid water
supplies' become more inadequate; health conditions become abysmal;
and education becomes an_ impossible and impractical luxury. Tinder
these eve:WOSening, condlitions it has befuneinore. and more appar-
ent, that cities can no longer play the role of springboard to r'cial
change said modernization. In fact,, with uncontrolled growth, urban

As reported in The New York Times, June 15, 1880.
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populat ions are iii longer focal points for sOdial advances r nil improve-
ments; but tttlier ten, to itee_entuate social problems Jreby rep-
resent a Serious deterrent to r!ising the standard of 1 !I:rougliout
the _land.

The expel-jice of t he People's IZepublie of ("Ilina has been (pate
different frori t hid_ Of Other developing nations. Chinit's
flits had its I Ii,ow p,riods of -blind infiltration" by the peas-
ants and of fot:ed c.%actiat: but over the past, three decades,

been able to limit_ he flow of popidat ion into he cities And
thereby fits avoided sonic t lie worst consequencesof urban_ sprawl.
Slit, has not found any magic sotut ions: however, and '`success ' is only
relit ice: Her urban problems nuiy appear_ somewhat more manage-
able siniply by virtue of tont 1.011ed urbidi inigritt (slit, they ,;re ac
tuatlly numerous and serious. in a sense. by -bottling tip''_ the rural
popidat nth, Beijing has spread at lioA of problems more evenly between
town runt And. in a sense, t his w;isNliio s intuition.

I.iLe :Sfax. believed. I hat II, 'IV V I, :1 v:,ry il 11. relationship
bet weer urban and rural tireas---.--that it les t ide(' to he -parasitic,"
to dominate and exploit the entintrside. Furthermoe, his revolution
w;is; _of ciri_rse built oil the petistintry rat her_ I i i an the proh_taiat (yet
allot her of Ooiiterition;_ineidentiLlly, with the Soviet 17111011) and

lie considered f 10 be the vanguard of ocertin<tct ing the
feudal forces-, and tin foremost __berries I1('44)1111)11:411Vti the

11-0111I,i0lIttry 11101VIIILking." 2 ft fellows, then. Unit ono of Mtio's
dtuli tie goalS was to el in diiiue this antagonist ie relat iintship bet ween

the city and the he could not even iitteoipt lire it a Vari-
ety of polioy differences which aine to a head during the Great Leap
period in the late 11A caused tin' Stiiets toNvithdraw from
In the e;ily lowis, agriculture w;ts dsigivited ;Is the foundation of
economic development; ;mil policy sti4;ed cooperation and unit:: he-

%%Ten workers and farmers.Iiiiteven though contradictions bet-,..veen

town and villa,re are to ingrained to be elimintited by deree, the post-
1'd6r? policies sho a .1Cgreeolcontintiity, through jieriods of both
rail iialisrii and pragmatism; in attempting to decrease the differences
between urban and rural population:-

DEFINING UP.TIAN

In the difference, between urban and laira.. is a
clear as the ditlerenee bet ween taint and water. Ouly %Olen eon f rezitf.d
with the concrete task of drawing lines or delineat mg patterns of set-
tlement, on a map, or of ela§sifing individuals; and presenting sta-
t to characterize_ a slit ions population, do serious _problem., of
concepts and definit ions arise. The complexities are such that inter
tional like the NO ions have long since admitted
fin Oily quit attempts, in the interests of comparability% to stand-
ardize, the ilefiiiitioti for "urban." Differences stem not only from di=
verSe adiniiiist rat ice and territor;a1 Organiziti ions; national character-
istics; too, are different and preclude e:aablishing a single criterion for
-urban" based on 0 minimum of inhabitants III a locality. In low deft-

_
As_cluotell in Chester C. Tan, ',Chinese Political Thought in the Twentieth Century,"

Doubleday & Co., Garden City, :tete Yerk. 1971. p. 345.
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situ count eic,,, a 'ittlenlelit of 1 ittiil 11111111..111ir; a eyed less may be
cons:del-id urban. while ill high density cowl' ties of_ Asia,_ for ex-
ample. the criterion may call for lu.00) or more iniatIntatits before a
lwation_ qualities for tirkin desig,nation. in recent _decades, urban
sprawl has made it even more difficult to (MEW pfeCISP linc5 arld_ to
proclatun 1/01/111;t1lf/II Ili Lc lif halt 'III one side it 111, (111 the
other._ Some rtiral areas may be incorporated within the boundaries
of ell is_ and towns. Concrsely, t he _mobility provided by modern
transport sVstcnln an,l pflvali. ;tut olliohlk.S 1.0f I Ile mole :diluent resi-
dnts of Western and. to smite extent; Third World_cities, have made

_possible for ',void' to maintain certain urban values and pursue a
wide variety of (lilt ilia! opportunities; %chile maintaining their resi-
dence outside I he city limits.

For thousands of .001.., 111 t i IIa ;IS of this world, no
one thought to set. down speci criteria fir differentiating _between
urban told rural populat ions. Officialdom did not_requiro such data and
people knew simply that. tu-..-ns usually had walls around them, that
such settlements_ were sii oated along the toads and rive.rs, that they
housed the people. in authority who made various rules and ref:50a-
t ions, and that markets were there to buy; sell, or exchange a variety
of podu, and goods. It was not until the late 19th ant! early 20th
centuries; and only tinder t he_ impaet of NVesternizat ion, that. the first
effort, w(I., iwidt. 10 (.51 inutte I of urban and rural point,
110 ions-- thus_ for t he first, I surfacing, t he problem of who slv,uld
be counted where. It. appears that some of t lie earliest work in China
was done by Western. scholars front a variety of disciplines, with the
Belli Of Chinese official and academic collaborators. _They expended
ntucli orort in ,mibiti ing limited and api:,:oximate statistics from post
&Kee list. - and :ources and in debating such issues as_whether
residents of market. towns. Nvitich had both urban and rural charac-
teristics, should hi' included or excluded from the. urban count,---a
problem; as we shall see, which is yet to be resolved. In the final
analvs:-; the (1!finitional problems and the metluxIologies were no
worse_dhin the statistical data which Lad to be used in guessing the
size of China's urban population.

OFFICIAL GUIDELINES

_ When the results of the 1953 census count we, relnased in 1954,
there grass no clear idea of the .G-itidelines that ina been useil by
the census officials in del.. It-rating tirbtin a rea.s. 'WeVeri two impor-
tant documents discussing ut Lan criteria. became Ti: 'lable in 1955. On
Nove.niber 11, 1:rt-5, the State Council published the --Criteria for the
1)enut,rcation lx-tteen Urban_ and :Rural Areas" 3 _and the following
mono- statistical :jounal Ind tlislied an art icle ht' the State. Statistira,
Bureau eat it le(L -F._x_plitnation of -fiijot- Problems
Concerning- d- ban and 1Zual .1)e fin it ions.- The first is a drv: organic
regulation ; the. second covers t he very same: topics but, ismore reveal-

3.epr-o-aliced in -FL -Yoan Tien, "China's Population Struggle; Ohio State University
Press, 19172.._pp._;154-5S.,

Keene -ts, (Statistical .Work). no. 12_1955_ AIL pre-1978 references_ use
Wade -Giles transliteration system, qs in the original sources; more recent references usePinyin.
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ing beeause, it nicorporatvs ;-..onn, iif le 111011 tiejaliCti Olifilti(atiO/IS
th:Lt, %%ut into t :-...utte Council s tlireet le-. Since, these 19.):, pubiwa-
tions ,present the only detailed. discus:stuns of Iii criteria,
since till:). Sii14:46St that these. criteria, closely approximitte, those used
in -;ittil -since, many of tile sante questions would still apply today;
tin a

. _

cifittilits 1111..11t Special attelit1011.- _

the criteria tor -Joint/1i" the studied the defini,-
tions used in the Siii'it I.ltiolt atid (lit ti ad them to the !mai
conditions in China-; which means that, all IWat.was made to etilin
some t color;((, yi.inititie to the Chinese. people. As in the
past, till -settlements which were the seat of a county (loin) iovirii
went (III t i;eopi's committee,) were irony eui:_soied

iii) mai.er the size of t,lit pointhLtion. (sing this definition,
000 lo,alities with IcSS iii ui '4,11(1(1 inhabitants (103 with less tlitut
1,000!) were thsignated IV; -0)VIIS- ill the 1953 censtit;. lit disiissing
this criterion, the drafters of the regulations recognized that "frem

rtitili points of view" the people's pattern of living in shell small
(01011H111 it ICS 111111t typically rural th;tti tirban;_bin after due con-
sideration_ decided to 151 7(.0ns/sty/IL with past, traOit loll" and to Coll-
tittutt to -!Iiisif.)- all lticalities which were xitut-level administrative
seats as urban.

Once this ler i:i1011 Inade, (lie SSIS had to Sq. 111) S:11111! Criteria for
bet voitit_ a city (zlien) and madiet iown_Otzlieli). Ap-

parently in tilt Mast, fill -shin centers, no nuttier What _their size; fell
into the agetoy or -titles" _by vIrt Ile or (hell' inhinnistritt:ve fiiite;-
t ions. This wits especially con fusingbecanse some had fewer t hall 2;000
hiliabitaiits, while others (primarily_ the market. tow)ts) had 2,0,000

or more. It was finally agreed that only thosexian centers h 20;000
01* 1'.4.1tielttS he 1S leS," and all those with
fewer ittliabittintA would tie `'towns." The problem', 1101 entirely
11,84)1 vcd. however, bee:iiise the Stilt pullet lid( (I (iris (1.e.( :,sion by saying
that if some of the authorities feel that I lteS1, Criteria are unsuitable
to their particular they_idiould draw up their own criteria
antl:4tibtnit_ them for approval to the State Council.

'chi; till 1'01-Ow-pi the Soviet, criteria much more
viit lug "iirb:11117.(41 residential alVas.' ny set t lenient Witb 1;000

pi ;le tilt0 1111111 for they refer-to as "url:: sertle7
_

mein s" 'iC ;IS 2,0mo) and _with mote than half of the pop: ged

in 110111 rricti It (trid ork Nvasto be considered tin "tirliarti;:
This inltided industrial and mining areas, important Com-

11111111cati011 ppitliS, tiir,i Iiitiiliei Yards, at VaS With Sinatoilun facil-
it ieieleiitial settlements for work-els aucl employeeS. Iii
fact. t 1101'0 uere few urbanized reiudentuil TIIVas" in iuthe early

Gut Mluilir I ;e0:;1 In inerease, rapidly in the middle of that
decade.

Flint 11v. bOt li the State Council directive tind the SSI3 article discusS
the priiiiii_oits_iissocitited withli the classification of stibuyban areas adja-
cent. to lar,:-..re cities, 1711e/11 is_an interesting dis-

t inet len documents. The SSIi decision provided for
some lora] optiOns. It stilted that the suburban populitt ion occupied
in /tiiritiltnre .-,/itiii1(1 be listed under `'rural,'' but. if the subtirli has
close economic and cultural ties with the city; it should be included

2
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under "urban.- The final (Iirel ive of I lir, State, Council, however;_sta'ted
very simply t hat ''all the chrqd- adjacent suburban- residential areasthat are contiguous to the municipality should be classified_areas regal-dies.- ton _of the agricultural population.'ity ; Ne. eau_ speculate t inn`, after considering the SSI3reconimendat ion. thy State_t 'muici I le:ided that. given_ the inade(lita-
cies in data and special loctu interests. it: would 1)e, un \vise tin leave the
final decision to the tunnicipalit les.

pract ico. t he sliggd..ste,1 ,riteria have. not, been eitsy_ to implement.
As will become tipintrent in i he discussion that_ follosys; it is slice:die-idlythe. ntunit les, with t heir large areas and heterogeneous popula-
ions, that have been tlirectly t he cause for much of the confusion re-

lating Itt tin! ItrealititMII hciwecn urban and rural population.

Itt CII.SN'tEs-- A FACTOR IN DEFINITION?

Chinese have not published a new it of criteria for
defining urban population-. It is possible that some revised definitions
Were ptulm.-ed :ileeple(1, 1111(1 :11-e_lloW being used by the goven-
ment Wit i10111 1)111)1IC A10112 iike:)yi however, because of
pol it ica I iiist I it les, economic (dristss. and a variety of _policies atid de-
eloptiilits-; Which lend it) distinctions, the Precise

dem:Ire:it ion a probtibly was simply not a priority issue
b >I. I teijiiig, ;Ind the I aAli. wa.,, ignored I or most Of tile past 25
years. INet her or not. t his a. sumpt ion is correct; the elm!ores in China's
countryside ;Ire ,ignifIC:1111. and especially relevant to dais discussion
is the growth of nonagricult ural employment. in rural China.

uriotr,...ly; the /I ivelSIlicat1011 of _rural employment \vas essentially
an outgrowth of emphasis on agriculture. The critical economic
depes,ion whi.1, followed the (Ireat Leap Forward; prompted recog-
nition that. before ;intioloicing anv more grandiose plans for catching-
up wit 11 the \Vest lie,julg had to make sure that ('pitta's agriculture
\von Id be ahl II) feed it population tvltich in the early 1960A .-1.-n4
iii tip si >mc 1., huillioll per ye w% 1Vith the designation of "agriculture
as the foundation. the main target, naturally was increased preduc-

firSt improvements in the basic management of_ water
and land. and pro..eeding nest. to increased use or rti.tiiitq, ttitcl to
,(](-1 mpriinnizatimi, and finally; in_getEsnal; to the gradual nil ro-
(filet ion of more scient fie skills and methods, It was this same priority,on tie-twilit t it t he drive for t "socialist t rnit-sforina-
t ion of made it possible to introduce policies
and prod. iiiell comd produetively absorb in the rural area not

ilk siiu't r 1.xco,s urban population, but also most. of the rural
poptilitt ion growl h. The result has been an accelerating change hi the
characterist h.s. and composition of the lahor farce in the rural areas

chatig-e that is direct iv pert inept to this discussion.

IptArbit.t ;I 1;0.11 v1-0 to 'hioa, Professor I:. C. Ton of the tnIvergity. of Oitelpli
as-oired hi, Chine-,..- voliennties t-h tleo;.zraph tivrt

194Z: ornati donLition.dosIETnat...1 Ali Hare, i.Itlt a population 3.000 and with
not :non. titan-,5 pereent agrieulture. as Tirhan. lteeatur,! of e Inadequaey

_about the applicatliol of this eriterInn. ill_ practice_ Ile til8owrite: that -it is I elle, ed the sine -of the urban ro,Itiration Is (14.1111orately d4.1111te by
eriterion ratlier .plare iir residence.' (K. C. Tan,..l'Theninc- eiiiplu} :Drift is 3t

ldodernizatigus and Chinese 1.7rha Gl.ography: paper presented at tin. Annual 'AleKing
of the _Catinifian 1,,,,eiatiott of tleographers. Corner Itrooli, Newfoundland, August It,
1081, and private discussion.)
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In.esporise to both political eruripaig-ns_and_sorioeconornic
many_millions of urban professionals; technicians, and students were
transferred for short, long.; o permanent residence in the countryside.
The volume of the outward movement (discussed in more detail iii the
hOtt section) fluctuated over the years; peaking during and after the
Cultural iteVolutini and ebbizin- since 1978 Not :dl Of the Urban
gi.iiiitS Werked in the field inurtheir oresence accelerated the signifi-
canttant introttgo in the numbers of people involved in public health; educa-
tion; commerce; transportation, and other nonagiCiiltiii.al activities.

The other major phenomenon for_change in the countryside was the
creation of small rural industries. This program _waS initially intro-
diie-ed dining the Great Leap Forward_ in 1958 .alone 40,000 new
"industrial_ enterprises" were established and 20 million peasants
repoz.tedly became orkers." It succumbed, along with the Pest of the
Great Leap; to widespread mismanagement, "imbalances; " and natuiui
disasters. It was not long,- hoever, beJ:iiire the drive_ for rural situdl-
seale industries was iptiated again fliis time it followed the with:
drawn] of SON' jet assr:ance in the darly 1900s and was motivated by

political and stategie_goals of self-i itance and self-sufliciency,
'Y II a' [wart icit I considerations brought on by the need for economic

fiii Because they ere the -product off multiple considerationS,
rural sinall-sc_a_le industries lin ve been increasing-rapidly iri number
despite sorry. ideological flnetations over the years. The emphasis on
agriculture meant that there would be an increased demand foragricul-
tin.al implemcnts; iri equipment, energy, chemical fertilizt_i
pesticides,- and -constriction materials; and the leadership concluded
that a large Rliare of these needs "mild be -met by Sinai] units,
not Only under county jurisdiction, but also operated by communes,
pro-,iiiot ion brirradCs, or even production teams. The small plants would
use local raw Inateriars,nse_the less sophisticated machinery and tools,
relieve o_-me of the burden frem the inadequate transportation system;
and supply local agriculture with -many of the necessary inputs at a
lower cost. East but- not least, tairal small-:,cale industries were to
"make it possible to 179pp people from flocking into tl

ThiS is not the place to discuss the economic pros -al
indlistries, or for that matter, to ory r hat

have, chi fted over -the _past two decades: These_ iss-u:- bor-
oneilv covered by many qualified observers__In: a of per-
spectivess Here w_e_ are ccncerned primiirily with wla,..er we can
identify, even in a very treneral waY. the proportion of the _rural labor
force is involved in nonagricultural activities--rnral industries
among them.

it. is no surprise hat_the_Chinese have not_ published any figures on
theSi-A, of the rural nonagriciiltural labor force, nn(1 it is -quite con:
ceivab: that such data do not exist even in China; Various figures and

Qunzhong_l.uncong7' (Collected rssnys of t-lte--Mnssef4,_ Sepremher 1979, translated
in JP1tS (Joint Poldications Research- Serviro) .7.1133. April 21. 19SO,

Research); hereafter .1.1Y.f. No. 1, January 20. 1950, in

JPII.S.7.169.3,_ :May 1. 1980.
" For -example- see_ .T. Slenrilson. "lturnl Industrialization in- Chinn." Tin r_Yard_Ualyersity

Petert 1977: The American Rural Stalin-Scale tiuttia_ttv Op/pa:moo, "Rural smallScale
Industry In the -Peo_pies of. China,- Cniversity of California Press_.__, 977 f. J.
Slturdson. "Rural Industriali..,, lion in China : -Approaches and r.sults." in Neville Max-
well, ed.. "China's Road to Dertdopmcnt", Pergamon Press, 1079, pp. 137-54.
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percentages availablo ,.1 sectors of the labor force Suffer froth both
statistical and definition. tl p relate to both the nu-
merator-sand the denor.lie.a;.-m., r c 1;^i, tire labor fOrce category is
clear, it is very comm- .o both the urban and rural
segments (for _examp!c. . ion), card' for crinsiderable
ingenuity in splitting the ',:; ts-t. "' r; vida,-._;e: There are the
inevitable problems With_cr;4., n e:+fe:!:Q19n of part-
time and seasonal workers._ a m, it ,v )y.., _cleat 'actors
were used to convert the lab .,i Nolo 11:-.,1 children iu;.0 cfpu.,a;eilt
full-time units. According to the ._::7D:all-Sc6,1e_Tindustry Delega-
tion, for example, the labor fore "z7N_:fli; ...onSiderably from place to
place, hinging on how the local accountants- choose to reckon
work points:..." ° This would__par,iy .1ilain the delegation's finding
that in the communes and brigades they visited-, the proportion of the
population in the labor force has an improbable range of :31 to 64 per-
cent. The nature of the reported data explains_ why the imaginative
estimates by Western_specialists focusoE ,fionagrieultural employment;
rather than attempt _to split_the_labor force in a particular category be=
tween the countryside and the cities.1°

A recent source did pull together some figures for the labor force
employed by commune and brigade enterprises:11

Year
Number of Number of full- Percent of total Implied commune

enterprise: time ererkett commune labor labor

1976 1, 115, 000 17,919,000 6.1 294, 000, 0001977 1, 392,1100 23, 284,000 7.7 302,000,0001978 1, 524, 000 28, 265, 000 9.5 298, 00Q, 0001979 1, 480,000 30, 000; 000 9.4 319, 000, 000

What are these full-time workers engaged in? "Over 90 percent Of the
communes and over 80 percent of the brigades have set up various
kinds of indust-ial, mining, communications and trahSport, -construe=
bon, and -serf_ _'_ s enterprises and are vigorously developing _plant
growing an livestock breeding business." 12 In Other words, at
least some of their activities would fall under what might be consid-
ered nonagricultural pursuits. At the same time, "as iriederniEatiOn of
agriculture progresseS and a large number of the broad masses of
peasants in our _country will become a nonagrietiltdrid population,
they cannot rind must not enter existing large and -me- ium:size
citie;" 23 While it is difficult to compare the figureS Of !rorkers in
commune- and brigade-run enterprises with some of the earlier esti-

The Arnerlean Mani Smnil-Seale Industry Delegation, op. clt., ta 113.
See. for example. J. 1'. Emerson, -Nonagrl.'' turat _Employment in_ Malaitilid -Cblaa-:

1919=1955." U-S. Department_ of Commerce, -Intcrnatio-nal Population- Statistics Reports;Series P-90. no. 21, Washington,- 1965 C. M. lion, "Manpower._ EmPloymen-t- and-U-nern-
Ploys; entin A. -Eckstein, -W. Galenson, and T. C. lAui eds., "Economic Trends in Com-munist China," Stanford University Press 1971; T. and K. C. Yeb,2'The-EconornYa the Chinese. Mainland," Princeton University Press. 1905: T. Itawski,_ "Industrial-
Ian Ono. Technology 1,1111 EII1J110:vnlellt ln the People's Republic of Chinn," world Bank, StaffWorking-Paper No. 291, Washington, 197S.

I, rcs for 1!176-78 are froth n Arai t Or_ ri__Iiiiper_113, Zeng-Q-IxInn. "The Problem of Em-
p/oyeent in- the Economic Development of China," presented at the 115-_Ch1att Conferenceon \ rternative_Strritegies for. Ecunomic_Developineut, Wingspread, November, 1980 ; the-19-7r; ricares were reported--by- Nintnia, in Foreign Broadcast Information Service, 'llaily: China_" (hereafter FIIISI,September 23, 195[0

u Mal:mai-September 19, 1980, In IBIS, September 11::.:!;9S0.
JJYJ, No. II, November 20, 1979. in JPRS Starch 31, 1980,
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mates 1,kcause 6f varying inclusions, it is nevertheless interesting to
lord_ iit :L few examples. _

On the basis of research conducted in the early 1970s in Hebei
POVine, Jon St,riirdson estimated that in this province "not mote
than 2.t; p. eel, (71 the I tixir force waS_entployed in _cotuity and corn=
iiiuiu level local industrial enterprises." More sigilificantly, he found,
that if all Liose whose employment is rehLted to industrial activities
are COti-L;:.ii,..tlicy would constitute 10 to 15 percent, of the labor force
of the county "Altli'ingh his is t model county-, it should 1:,,! kept in

111111(1 that ,Sigudsoit's estimates were based on Atita gathered 8 to 10
year., and that, there has een considerable development in _rural
indti:4tieS Since then, A few years later, the already=mentioned Rural
Small- Sale Industry Delegation found that the total labor force em-
phiyed iii the comities and communes they visited ranged
from to 19 percent, concluding-that the lower figures seemed more
characteristic iioniirban _employment in small industries in iiie na-
tion_ as it _whole." Thomas Rawski estimated that the full-time indus-
t rial Sliiliki iiiciit in rural areas in _1975 was 15 million, and judged it to
be a "very- generous estimate." 'a About the only thing that can really
be,c6 nchide5 mthat if the ball park is ade large enough, everything

likely to fall in.
A fier rather generid discussion, what can be said abOut the size

of (:iii la's overat 11 _rnral nonagrieultural employment On balance, it
would seem that, the Most reeentl_rOported ligui.e of 30 millibii is a
generous reasonable :..st 'mate of thelitimber of full-time_ workers
emproyed in the brOinll defined category of rum] small-scale inditS-
tries in 1980, An approximation based on some ealie- estimates on
nonagrieuit tiral eniplonient and my own_ perceptions of rural devel-
opments, would _place the number of workers in rural areas engaged
full -t 11111 iii hill, lit iii iltIi, educat gm-ernrnent and mass orgainti-
tiblis,t rade-, communications et cetera_at about 20 million: Conibining
tint ',,i ligtireS we get. total employment in rural nonagriciiltUral
fietivitie.-; on the _order of 50 million--an incredibly high figure except
in where it constitutes only about 15 percent of the, rural labor
force,"

In terms of China's criteria for iirlvn and rural populations, the
location of these 50 million L.--; 11161.0 impot,ant than the overall num-
ber. 1 it till ;;.;i al were distributed evenly throngliout the countyAide,
it NV 6111(1 1101 -be Ifet'eSS(11' y even, to laiSe the TleStioZ1-50 in ill ion_ can
bo sul»nerged easil y in a ial populaf ion_ of well (Wei 800 million.
But it is clear_ from eeryt.iiir.g we lcuoiV about the Chinese, country-
sido tinit this iS Mit the ease. fhc densii Y of nonagricultural employ=
merit is gi.at6st. around citiesand tli; I iget -tile city, the larger the
circle in which such employment is most evident: The citv creates a
need for goals that Oh bi, i:rocitcp4 in small industries and there are
likely to he tran:-portation to f;.ese goods to the appro-
priate market. PrOXiiiiity JO cities is likPly Le reflected in greater

11SIgurdson, -"Rurn1 IntittstrIaltzation_ in Chinn", 57.- Par all his estimate siguhDlot,
as.vurnes that_the..10,0c force constitutes-40 1u...cent-of -Ito _population.

P.The American Rural Small-Scale industry Delegation, op. cit., p. 214.
Rawskl. ctn. 42._

d17 For a detaile analysis-othe_rural labor force, see J. P. Emerson's chapter In this
volume (unavailable as of this writing).
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availability of managerial and technical skills for small industries.
liaracterist ically cities develop in areas that am already rich in agri-

cultural lands. -which means that the rural communities in these re-
gions would also be rdatively well off. Consequently; they would not
only later the capital and human resources to develop a variety of
sitbsidiary production activities, but their, well-being_would also be
reflected in better-staffed schools and _public health facilities and a
greater number of people involvyl in administration, trade; commu-
nications, and other nonagricultural Even in agriculturally
1)24». area. cities, which depend on other types of resources for their
economy, have -an economically beneficial effect on the surrounding
count ryside--albeit; the radius of the circle is not likely_ to be as

The, conelusion scents to be that there are communities both ins:.t.
and outside municipal boundaries where over half of the
bor force is engaged in nonagricultural actiVit les. The follOwig (";,
script ion of a commune center outside_ Wcthai City in_Shandong '. ov-
ince may :.ot be typical, but is still ilh:strative of the problem at
hand

The center has a. porm'ution ns 20-meter wide streets are lined hp
11 columnne,run enterprises, inch. 4i processing plant, a fishing net
tory. and _a tractor_ repair plant, !ey a total of-1,-600 people. The com-
mune center has middle and prin. ,-stores, a clinic, a supply and
kiting- cooperativi ve, and ii credit There arc also a hotel, a restaurant,
a public bath, a cinema, a dry:care Ind a kindergarten.'

Tit other words, the commune center has all the characteristics of
a small townan ..irban area. But-would it he included in the urban
population ? Almost surely it would not. It is, after all, part of a rural
commune a'; many.of the workers are likely t*Jive in- adjacent-vil-
lags. If, however, this center is part of the Weihai Municipality,
as it Seems_ to he it._ could he included; along_ with the rest of the
rural population tinder municipal control, under the broader urban
definition.

There are probably thousands of communities similar to the one just
described. The are most often referred to -by the Chinese as "rural
toWns"a term which is at the same time descriptive and contradic-
tory. This may not have _constituted a problem_ in the past, but since
the rich and more diversified communes-are likely to become still rich-
er: still more diversified; and with still larger "Aural towns" as their
centers, it. may become a problem with which the authorities will be
fyrced to TriFiipple:_ft will be interesting to -see if the State Statistical
Bureau will be publishing some more precise general criteriu, for the
urban and rural populations before the-1982 census and if some spe-
cial provisions will be made to distinguish -rural settlements in which
most of the people rely on nonagricultural activities for their liveli:
hood. it may not be an easy directive for the SSB to draw up.

TRF.NDS IN URBAN AfIGRATZON

Neither Mao's idealistic and somewhat sentimental notion ofgrad-
;tally erasing the differences between the city and the countryside, nor
the increased resources that have been going into agriculture, have'

" X1nhua, July 10, 1979, In JPRS 73955, August 3, 1979:
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elilitiged the att raction_ t hal cities 11(1.: -lira! population, And
the story of China's tirbanizat ion over I years must foeia-; 011
the almost pori)ettial movement of va: s of maiple entering
and leaving the eities:'fliere may be con', pit about_tfie.tlefinitioti of

_absence of loecise fignr,s on the sizelof the ni-ball
pop111:11 ion, hilt Hi-611.11as keen information at least oil diet retuls 111 the
ebb and flo\_ of Iiill.1 lilt Lc, ns- re\ieu solve c,r till Ali/Au-4. liolictes
Nvhich iliri i t.li or PHI irectly have becn tFeet ing the i wo-Nvity migration
bet -61_1:ore and tmvii:

Two (-01111)1(.61(.1a:11'y forces___Ole-.1)911" anti the `j)lisli'*--.11-toll in
unison to accelerate urlatit_iiii,gration after the establislinwto ill;
ne% rqovenmelit in 19-19._ Not; surprisingly, thc announced plan..
itpot industrial ilea-eloptimt caused millions of peasantsnlostly
young undesi---16 in what %vas doseril)((1 a_"blind in-
illt rat ton." _Prospects_ for_e_conomic 01)1)01t111)i;,..; aparedTh be Un-
limited and the fatililv_which remained in the ..,Ihigt stood to_bnelit
from success that,the migi Lilt, might tic "piildi." factor
was jos( as in calising_I)copletodea'i the emintrysicle: The_
1)10_gsHoul_ from land reform in the early 1950s, to the creation of
ag,rieolt oral produeerscooperatives in 1955, and finally to rural C0111-
tillitietis 1'07-Allied 111 Sel1011S social and economic dislocations; -caiiAitig
people to move from t

lieginiting In 1_953 there %veile constant. directives and exhort-at-Mils
to cootrol the Milo X Of pe;-.:1111:-.; :1111110"di-:,11:tilo 1)o-titers ftoil

into the cit los:" To 110 :1'1'1111, 'HI-, search for opportunities.;
in the eit if'S and tht deslri to es...ape_ the (;.:se; of the _countryside;
resulted in an incredibly rapid gro\vtli in urban tiopulatioll, from
about. 5S nlilliiI 1919 to ne:niv1191»illiiiii 17i 1954. The growth
I ates of soill of hit largest cit 1_0;4_ pre:,e T111111Ve Of the nation at
'large: In 19.56 the popuhit ion Of Shanghai ;nen. d liv _500:090
ill lust six ihonths: '" in the__s_atne ye:1 till 00p11111;11111 of Beijing in.:

eehsell ;m11 SVolnIII reported 1957 that City's
-ti,1111Orziry and fln;It 11010)1 it IOW,* :-'.10-011 it 2P0.000.2' The r1 atlt',
were predictable. There ki't'e shortages of housing., food supplie,c _pub-

Mid all other services. :\fost_important millions Of
!skilled atul illiterate peasat.,. -VII rp find Jobs, and in 1957
6Ye half of the urban population \vas reported to have beli
"Iititi(*()(11Wt

S111(;( till V;I11011-: controls ovvrunniltilorized inigrat inn_ were obvi-
Ottly falling :od siacP torrilerolis provinces vver" repot:In!,

CIP:110_1):111111T of so Ill 1 11V able-badied 111V.11:

the lender-111p b111111,hed t (11111 to "mobilize urban stiperfluOus work-
ers to 1.1 urn to their 1100)1' Villages to take part in product 1011 ill S1111-
1)0!'t Of !=o-cif,1i4 a!rietatural constution:" To 195(1, and especially
in 1957: literally millions Of people ore 111111(1(1 110 (assuming 110
011e 101111110P11'11)_:11111 sent lilt to the illap'es: graduates from
urban _primar and secondary -:eltocils. notnot:roniinne iheit-
educatiiiit. went- "to to theii- .cork posts" iri their

(1,1hera(inn Duly). Deremlwr 20, 1956, trtmslated in Siirvey of
Chinn !JoInlend fb.reinafter S(' :11P) no. 1513.

NIn-hua._fleeernier 19 :1(L
cot chang,hinng .7)1,peo lInng-JInng Dairy), February 27. 19:1S; In 801F: no. 1764.
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native, villages: As successful as this drive appeared to be.-, however;
the net resuit was not to reduce the, size of the urban population; but
rather to keep it from growing as fast as it would_ have lacking this
titan'. Iii fact., it has recently been reported that in the 8 years between
1919 and 19:,7; there was a net in-migration of 18;5 million people
into the urban areas.'"4

And then came the Great Leap Forward; In 1958 and 1959 the
it line was that both industrial inn' agricultural production could
be increased by throwing additiona l manpower--"steeped_ revolu-
titulay enthusiasin'---into all types pf_ activities. The creation of peo-
ple's communes in the countryside and the drive to accelerate urban in-
dustrialization 'to catch up and overtake, Western countries) caused
a new wave of migrants to flood the cities; many_ of them actually re-
cruited by urban indristric,:. Not only did the urban_population_peak
to a reported.130 million in 19(10 (a figure discussed in the next sec-
tion); but serious labor shortages rippeared on the agricultural front.
According to one source; between 195_8 and -1960 thenumber_of laborers
engaged in grain pro:Auction was reduced by 40 millionalthough, of
course; not all of them left for the cities.

The collapse of the Great Leap and ensuing natural calamities
for a complete revision of China's economic policies and the most
drustic effort_ to date tosexpel the excess urban populationa process
that was facilitated by the deep economic depr--.sion. Many industrial .

enterprises were foreed to close; some bccaust if a shortage of raw
materials fiont agriculture and other's because .1hey were designated
as uneco_nomic, Twenty _million newly recruitcl.; urban laborers were
again i-elo,..qted in the villages 21-a n d since at .,ast; some of them must
have liaci__f_amily members that went along, t',e total out-migration
might well have reached 25 million.-

Starting with 1960 and for at-least the.no: .5-years; there was _vir
Nally a complete blackout on the size of ,ia's urban population;
but. _the_ freneral trends are reasonably clear: By 19.62 ; and certainly
by 1963; CLina began to recover from the conomrc depression and
despite Beijing's_plea that "the, labor necessary_ for the cities should
be drawn primarily from the labor resources in the cities;" the workers
who had been forced to return to the coiol;..ryside during the previous
few year's began to drift back into the cities, Urban po_pulation started
to grow again. The, growth rate was certainly slower than it was in the
19-__"s. but only because the authorities_ conducted_ a perpetual battle
r17,1: n A, unplanned migration. The allocation of greater resources

rural sector probably helped a little in keeping people_ in the
i:-1'3side, but the primary reliance was on a variety of policies and

cot i NTS to implement controls on urban migration; Anyone wishing
to move to the city had to get permission from his britTade or commune
to leave, which_ might not hale been tor, difficult; at least in those locali-
ties which had a surplus of inanpower. But _a more troublesome re-
(mil-merit called_ for written proof that either a job or_a slot in an
Murat institution was waiting for him in the city. Nevertheless,

Zhnng Zehnu and Chun s:*ruang. "The Ite9atIonsblp_1(etween Population Structure/Ind
Economy. Dyclopnwn-I In '-,na." Zbongguo Sheltul Kexue (Social Sciences In Chinn),
no 4. July 10, 19S1. pp. 2u--16. (Translated by Florence Yuan, FDAD).

Ibid.1,6

t±lZong Qixian, op. cit.
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legally or ilk. golly, young people managed to overcome al! the hurdles
and the siniultaneousilOw of people into the cities anti forced evacua=

turns out : the cities emanated until the Cultural HiVoltition:
1)in ins ,e first few yeaS of the Cultural Revolution.; the country

leoeilipted with politics to be concerned about urban
migrants. Thus, zi siguif..:ant proportion of the many milliwis_of Red

Gilards ikoded Chinese titre' and demonstrated in Thinanmen
Square intim.. from rural areas. lint iii 1968, yet zinother national effort
was ilamnted to "pet-stiado" the Red Guards and other "}offing in-
teliectuals" to leave the Cities ttal "nnike evolutionn in the country-
side (disciiSecl iii inot detail below); Many of the Red Gitards took
advantage of the confusion CO "disappear" in the cities,_ so that the
rounding op bf these undisciplined youths became a lehgthy and
difficult laocess._1'he anti-urban, zinti-intellectual _biases of the late
ilit;os and .?arly 1970s expanded the forced migration froni the cities
to inchole the removal of excess manpower from the factories;_ the
reduct ion of the boretiticraey; and the transfer of medical and other
1)(.1-sontie1 (0 the villages. The deportation of all these people was to
serve three basic purposes t_ relieve the population pressure in the
urban areas; aVeeleratp. the deVelopm--,t of the countryside; and help
everyone inyOled with their ideolt:.:7inP) hie& ion.

Throughout _the late and on.,-ly 19708 we read only about the
exodus froni the Cities ('uht stirrni,.;e that there Were also
)eople moving in the o ?ntl-v, however; an article.

in "China. RecrinStriiel, VValed_some fasisinating fi...rues on the
volume of the two -way migration. Between 1966 and 197(1, 13 million
sche.61 graduate§ from the cities were sent to work in the country-
side, while "at the same time through vat ions channels the same num,
her of country _people Chine into the cities and were assigned work." 25
'rho fascination with these new figures_waSAnickly dispelled by a
1061 article in a SOeitilStience journal, which_ reported that bet.Wril
195t; and 1976- (identical dates) the number of ont-inigz-ants exceeded
the number of iii=inigrantS by more than-5 million and that con:
sentiently "the increase of the urban poptilanon diiring this perioc'
was entirely due to nattirtil increase." 26_Yet another source hive f
tires that are sorne_whee in the middle. In a conference tiapor-,
nese econoioist writes thataltiMiudi 1(3_ million educated youth :e.re

sent to the countryside_ during. this same 11-year eri6d, 14 million
peasants were recruited by cities and towns to work in state-owned
enterprises arid institutions He also points out incderitallY, that
"these large two-way flows of laborers between urban and rural areas
resulted in a great, deal of _wasted manpower; material, arid financial
resotirces." 2' It would be ec;:.:olPtelv unrealistie to expect China to
have figures on net urban migztion such a chaotic decade. Chinese
ao;horities and seholars are ruaIiing their own estimates and coming
up itli somewhat different answers. all of which confirm the general
rends in intirra vtion but wire of no in estimating annual changes

in urban population.

25 "Chinn Recnnstructs", No. 2. reT. ry 19S1.
=0_ Ztinno Zehniz. op. Mt,
r Zeng Quinn, op. cit.
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RUSTICATION OF YOUTH

Any discussion of urban migration in China cannot be complete
without at least, a review of the xiafang movementthe "sending
down- or young urban -intellectuals- for permanent or temporary
residence ill nearby villages or _distant_ provinces. Mao believed that
in the countryside there was "plent-Y of room to develop their talents
to the full" awl that lifelong resettlement sould benefit both the
individual Youth and the nation. As a consequence, China initiated
what has been called the largest_ forced migration in history; which;
with greater or lessor intensity. has been going on for over 20 years.

The slogan "up to the mountains and down to the countryside"-was
used briefly to deport youths from the Cities in the 1950s and revived
in the eariy and mid-1960s; the movement peaked between 1968 and
197G: Although it is now admitted that the youth resettlement pro-
grain was ''overdone" and "abnormal" and altlicugh a stint in the
village no longer a prerequisite for adie:,,s.on to a university or
a job in a factory c,r ()nice. the _rustication !n--anent continues
lamgli at a more modest rate. There )flicial admission that

the twain reason for movi ri!,. young people out of the cities was -; and con-
tinues to be to_ relieve the pressure on urban employment. Naturally,
the pract we of sending graduates of urban schools to _face the_harsh
living nild workinn- conditions in the countrysidemade worse by the
Iu (men and prejudice of local inliabitantshas been ext.:tritely un-
popula vitli the Youths and their parents. Tt has survived only
through continuous [(alit kid and economic insistence (and sometimes
coercion) exerted at every bureaucratic pressure point. The compro-
mise which is currently being tried sends urban yonths not to the
produt ion teams of the people's rommunes, hut to "collectively owned
fa rills especially set up for them." In 1979: it was offieially estimated
that 1 million -If the : million turban middle school students who
graduate every year will settle on these collective farms. where they
wllLbe able to maintain "the same living standard as in thu cities." 28

WeSt 11: scholars have ve writ t en many excellent studies about China's
ru-A-icat ion moven, nt 2" :MIL 11 dOCII. much can he said about the po-
litical. social. and economic factors as '. consequences associated_with
the xia fang movement. TTere. however, we are, again concerned pri-
marily with numbers: and specifically with the effect rustication may
int_v_e had on controlling the size of the urban population.

Thron.hout the 1960s and most of t he 1970s there have bean literally
thousa ndso f report, irlori rVinr-the_pat otic youths who "volunteered"
tC) se /We flit' revolution in the conntryside: But how_ nermanent was
this move? There were youths who were expected to "stii1;e roots" in
the countryside and remain there permanently and inillions_o_f others
who were sent down for shorter neriodS1 to nerforin manual labor or
in Other ways to participate in basie_produetion. Pi -cliao Chen makes
a strong argument for clearly distinguishing between xiafang and

2° 11.1 Una Horton. Moro:11'1er Ton No. 47. Nro;m1,-, 23, 11171L
for oNnlop'o. T.-PItornst-oln -Up to tho MountnIns nod Down to tho VIllogns".Yak, UnIrorIty Pre.,:. 1977 P Chen '113,-or,Lrl,anI nfirm._11!:.dIoqtIon__of 12_rhnn-R(In-

01 tea 911`i POlitir, of -Rural TrnnsformatIon-. "Comnorntivo PolItIon," April 1972.
P. Ti. Chang. :'China's RuotIontion Movoment." "Current History." September 1975.
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xiaxianp.;.'" Quite rightly slates that "xiafnng" refers primarily
to _government and part_ cadi.es, teachers, students, and tither intel-
lectuals who Were sent. dOWii for a "tour of duty" in the country=
side of her basic level units, but who theii_turned to their original
posts. Xiaxiarig, on the Other hand, refers to peoplei for the most
part iirban School graduates and other youths, who were expected to
:<ettle down ill the IIii 11 village. for life: Unfortunately, this diStint-
t ion is nlways made clear and the terms are used interchangeably
not only in translatiiiii (Wide 11 can be expected) but even in Chinese
usage. Peihntist he reason for this lack of precision is that neither the
youths nor their parents Wanted to believe._ that the transfer *Mild
be permanent and refused to apply the official xiaxiang to the de=

part tiro of their on or thinglite. Anil indeed; many of the educated
youths did not stay: Through their own efforts, the efforts of their
parents; amt taking advantage

-(-

of any opportunity provided by local
,

or national -ent they and sometimes succeeded, in returning
to the urban areas. Tn the case of many individuals; the process was
repeated several limes.

TTnderstanclably, then, the number of young people_ who have been
permanently iiirived mit of the eitias over the past two decades can only
he approximated: Over the yeas 'Western estimates have ranged from
10 to 15 milli-Mt to as high_ns 20 niid milliOn. A review of the. Chinese
sources over the course of these many years argues for the. higher
figuies, but thiti weiild_ not allow for the _youths who return to the
cities and those who were double-counted because they were "_sent
Clown" several tiiiteS. ASS-Inning a degree,nf _credibility in some of the
more recently reported figures. we can derive an estimate that falls
somewhere between the extremes mentioned _above. There are three
reported components in the estimate. in 1976 Peking Review reported
that, "Tn the decade Orlin. ttithe Start of the Great. Proletarian Cultural
Retiltition only some 1.2 million educated youth had settled in the
countryside."'" The Stime'Solircestates. "Twelve million school .~radii=
ateS h 6 Ve gone to live__ in the _countryside since the start of the Great
Proletarian Cultural Reoliitinii in 19116" Sine_e both figures are retO:
spetive, it is quite likely that they are net figuesymiths who re-
mained in the countrSille, rather thin a_ summation of those who
were "sent down." Thus. 13.2. million settled in the countryside. be-

tween _1956 and 1:17(1. Further. if We accept. the statement that of the
:1111111-411 3 Milli-oil middle school gymbla t es. "abrint 1 Million will settle
in the count PySiCIP." 32 and ip-ISninethat. this is a reasonable figure for
the 197(1=-S0 period. we have to add another 5 million, raising the
total to 18:2 million. Ts this. then. the final estimate of the num- ber
of youths sent to the mtintvside? No: When dealing with Chinese
statistics at. the eml of each onalyt ical_ process it is necessary to inject
intuition -- otherwise referred to as_experience. The 18.2 million figure
i elms too_hig_li. The problem may be in the original data-. in the rea7

soiling behind the 64iiiia_te, in the Pontimmils legal or flow of
urban youths Niel: to the cities, or, veS, even in the intuition: Tn any

:0 P. C. Chen. -oo. cit., r. 365,-
IIRR, No. 2. JOnoory 9: 1976.
" RR, No. 47. November 23. 1979.
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ease_ I_ would suggest that t he _total number of urban youth who have
settled in the countryside in t he past 23 yezirs is mm .e likely to be in
the 10 ti) 12 million range:" -

Iii view of tla publieity the ruStication movement has been receiv-
ing in and out of China- the. transfer of 11) to 12 million youths over
a sinni tif soiiii 25 years Illy 110t alike li to 1)0 too impessivebut it is
First; if these figures ace at all realistic; they represent, approximately
10 percent of t he urban popillut ion. And second, the. impact of trans-
feting thest._fort He youths to t he _countryside is considerably increased
lip tlii fait hint their progeny will not be born in the cities. On balance,
there is no denying that the rustication -of youth has been an impor-
tant pelici in controlling the size of China's urban population.

SIZE :VNI) DISTRIBUTION Or URBAN POPULATION

Wre don't. know the size of China's urban_ population. Scattered fig-
ures and indirectreferences in Chinese. publications are loosely used
and often rout radietory. Nor can we estimate China's urban popula-
tion. _Knowing about. the enormous movements to and from the cities,
and having sonic, ideas of the trends in urban natural increase., are
useless beca HA. we lack a solid base and the- detailed statistics required
to produce annual increments. N-either does it help tb know that
"China now has cities of various sizes at the municipal level .

3.200 towns. incliiding 2.0(U) county tow 71s, each with a population of
from I1),000_ to 50:000 awl_ a_ still greate.- _number _ of townshins."_34
There is Still no clear -cult definition Of "u -bait" and there is still ob-
ions con ftision_ between_ the "urban population" _and .the population
tinder the jurisdiction of the municipal urban authorities. Tlie poten-
tial for further_ con fusion has been compounded by the increase in the
proportion of the rural population engaged in nonagricultural activi-
ties awl the creation_ of the anomalous; neithe_ fish nor fowl:- "rural
tiiWnS.- Thus. several points need to be made %vitli regard to this see,
tion: No one can resolve the problems inherent in China's urban pop-
ulation Statistics and it won't] be presumptuous to imply otherwise.
The data presented are not definitive but. rather are illustrative of the
many problems Which have already been discussed. The Chinese say
that _"sijn transplants _will not help. raise the people's intelleetual
standards; likewise. the most erudite analyses cammt improve on
the inadequacies of China's population data. WhaLfollows, then. is an
admittedly skeptical discusslon of the data and of the anomalies, in-
terspersed with some speculation and guesses

The data for the 1950s are, by now-, _quite familiar and we need not
spend much time reviewing -them: T1ue..111.53_ census reported a spuri-
°Indy precise urban population of 77,257,2S2, or 13.26 percent of the
total population: andh incid_entally;_ both the absolute _figure and the
percentage, are probably the lowest that have been used in this century,

Novrnber 23, 19T9. Belling Review article refers_ to "5 million city youths who
ha v, th.d the ,ommins. the article dents -with the eventual transfer of- rus-
ticated yooths _1 the sp,rial collective farms estal lb:lied especially for them, the 5
minor] figure probably does not Include the early transferees who by now would he con-
siderably older and adequa tply_integrat ed In their village.

,4Xinhua, March 14, 1980. In PRIS. March 14, 1980.
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The only urban population series published by Beijing appeared in a
1957 statistical journal " and contained the following figures for urban
population and the percentage they constitute of the total population:

Number Percent

1949
57,650,000 10.69

1950__
61,690, 000 11.12

1951
66,320,000 11.78

1952
71,630,000 12.46

1953
77,670, 000 13.31

1954
81, 550, 000 13.55

1955
82,850,000 13.48

1956
89, 150. 000 14.2 0

The figures look reasonable enough, but the accompanying text
raises some ('West ions about thoir_accuracy: Most of these estimates
were derived by working backward and forward from-the 1953 census
figure and were based on reports_fram relatively small and unre_pre-
sentative sample areas of China. BeSideS_, neither the statistical estah-
lishmenti not evel the security people could keep track of the millions
of_migrants who were moving in and Out of the cities in those y_ears.

The reported urban population figures for 1957 usually fell in the 95
to 99 million range and were then follOtted hy_ an incredible _jump
during the Great Leap. Typical for the period was a People's Daily
editorml_ which stated that "during the last three .years the_ popula-
tion of cities and industrial and mining centers has increased by about
20 million," There were even several reports indicating that-by the
end of the Great Leap period the _urban population reached.130_mil-
lion. A sharp spurt in urban population at the end of the 1950sis not
in question, but the Migration implied'm the above figures is diffietilt
to subscribe. to Even before the Great Leap Chinese cities were _hav-
ing serious problems wrestling with the influx of people; the authori-
ties could not possibly_ have coped with liciuSing feedidg, and provid-
ing employment for 20 Million Or more unskilled peasant migTa_nts.

Assuming that the high urban population reports for 1959 and
__ 19130 were not entirely fictiti-OUS, two suggestionsceart be made to

n_, in these numbers: The actual migration into the cities,_ combined
wit the urban natural in-ere:1Se, may have _indeed accounted for_ a
signi ant proportion of the urban growth between_1957_find 1960,
but the remainder of the iñcieae. must have been due to reclassifica-
tion actions taken by the authorities. During the _Great _Lean For-
ward there was an enoriridii§ increase in capital_ for the industrial
sector and much of the industrial expansion took Place outside the
boundaries of the core eitieS. Becati§e Of this, as well us the desire of
cif it to become self-sufficient in some of the bask food supplies. Beij-
ing authorized many of the municipalities to extend their jurisdiction
over adjacent comitiesa process which has continued since then.
This redrawing of urban boundaries had an obvious effact on the size
of flue urban population,"

T'ung-oh1 Kung-tso (Stntisticn1 13u et n 0. 11, Tune 14 1957, translated in rx-li ) 1,1

tract s from Chinn nd Magrt,Ines. No 91, .Tuly 22. 19 57_
.6 Jrn-m1n ilh-bno (Proole's Daily). August 25. 1960. as quoted in China Neves Analysis.

No,52(5. July 24,4964. p. 5
r See. for e ample. K. rung. "Srttollite Town Development in the Shanghai City Re-

gion. Town Planning Review. No. I. January 1981.
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The second type of reelassificat ion related to workers and employees
NVI10:40 numbers increased by more than 20 million between the end
of 1951 and the end of 1958.°8 Even if the economy could have accom-
modated such an increase in only one year (and it could not); China
dui not. have 20 million skilled individuals just hanging around wait-
ing to become workers and be absorbed into the urban labor force.
Ifost likely, therefore, the "20 million peasants who became workers"
in 195S were not all peasants; millions of them were probably urban
and rural handicoftsmen and perhaps personnel in service occupa-
tions, converted to "workers" by their transfer to the State budget: _

From this _probability we reach for still another. Earlier we dis-
cussed China's redefiniug of "urban": the occupational composition of
the labor force was declared a factor to be considered ill determining
whether a locality %ould be classified as ``urban.'' Assuming that some
effort Avas made to comply with the new definition standards, the, re7
classi tion to "workers" of large segments of the suburban and rural
working population could also have resulted in the area's reclassifica-
tion to "it Om %vithout any shi ft in population;

A tinted above, the collapse of the Great Leap created a condition in
Which every extra person in the city was said _to be a burden on agricul-
ture and millions of people were evacuated to the rural areas. The
urban population was "appropriately reduced," but we hare no idea
whai an appropriate reduet ion might be. While urban population un-
doubtedly resumed its growth in the mid-19_60s, _not a single statistic
(as opposed to vague generalizations) on the size. of Chinii'S urban
population could be found unt it some new and sometimes curious refer-
ences began to appear in the late 1970S.

CURRENT DATA AND DILEMMAS

For over a dozen years. the. most common statements encountered in
Chinese sources referred to "the SO percent. of the Chinese populat ion
which lives in rural areas,"or a variation of the same_ statement; "there
die SOO million people. in China and of these aboilt, 600 million live in
rural areas." Experience suggests that such fipuses are of no more
oredene than the 600, 700 or SOO million figures which were used for
China's total population. Nevertheless:. after_ prolonged exposure to
these st at emt..its, and remenibering that China's nrban population was
already well over 100 million in the late 1950s: there was a tendency
to conclude that indeed 20 years later it must he somewhere between
15 and 20 percent of the country's total population,--perhaps in the
150 to 200 million rang,e. Furthermore, simply by applying a modest
urban natural increase to the 1953urban population.; and even com-
pletely disrecrarding migration, a figure close to 150 Million etri
readied for China's cities midtowns in 197S.", Tt was therefore a bit of
a. shock when the Chinese first cited a 1975 urban pop,ilation figure of
110 million. The thought, that, it was perhaps a typographical error was

orNit veurs... Peking. 1904). p. ISO.
I'rha II natural increase rates fur ten years were presented in a paper by Lin Zileng;

!2Tile-Present Sitnatitm and the Development of China', Population," at the Beijing Inter-
national RolindTable Conference on Demography in Octocr 110M. The figure of 150 mil-
lion for- the- nrhan pop-Illation can be derived by using these data and interpolating the
growth rates for the missing 14 years.

9
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soon disspelled when other 'Cliine.se sources began citing the same
figure.

To get a sense of the type of data we have to juggle; let us simply
quote sortie of the recent statements that deal with urban_ population :

"China's urban population last year was more than 110 million
as against_ a little over 50 million In 1919. ., .74° For the record,
it was officially reported at 57.7 Milli-on in 1949.

"The pOpiilation_oif cities and towns throughout the country ...
rose to over 110 rr&lion in 1978. . . The _proportion of urban
population in the total population . . . rose to 15,2 percent in
19782'41 Whereas the year-end 1978 population_ of -the country
was reported at 958 million,- above figures imply a total
pOpUlation of 724 niillion; even_ if we assume that "over 110
million" is 115 million, the implied total is raised _only to 757
million. Conversely, 15.2 percent of the _1978 total population
would produce an urban population_ of_145.6 _

"The _number of deposit accounts opened with the People's
Bank of China surpasses 120 million; which approaches. the size
of the 'urban population." 42 It should be noted_that in character-
istic Chinese parlancei the "over 110 million" and "approaches
120 MilliOn" are, for all practical purposes, identical figures.

"The city population of our country has increased by nearly 65
million in about 30 years ." and in 1978;_it constituted 12.51
percent of the total population;:" Adding 65 million to the reported
1949 urban population of 57.7 million, we get _1221 million. -In
fact, the _author probably used the rounded 55 million for the 1949
urban population, and by adding 65 million obtained 120 million;
Which is e:tactly 12;51 percent of 958 million-1978 year-end
population.

The mission from the World_Bank, which Visited China in late
1980; was informed that in 1979 China, _had 85.87 million people
living, in cities and another 42-.75 million living in towns; fora
total -of 128,626.000.44 One would assume, but _only assume; that
thi-s figure, which represents 13.2 percent of the end of 1979 total
population; is the most authoritative of the let.

"Over the -mist- 20 years the country's population increased by
300 million people and the nonagricultural population increased
by 40 millibri." 45 From the enntevt it is clear that tits., figures refer
to the-20 years_between 1957 and 1977. If ive accept the reported
end Of 1956 _urban population of 89 million; the implied _end_Of
1976 "nonagricultural population" was 129_ Million. Is this
synonymous with urban population ? Sometimes,

"There_ are now approximately 8.25 million elementary school
students in the cities of our country," and -in the next paragraph,
". . in our cities there are now\ 107 students of the elementary

,o7CInhun. August-21 1976). In FBI3. August 21-
Ron -gill (Red Flag). NO. 2, January 16, 1980, In JPRS 75317, March 3, 1980; also

appeared in People's Daily,-August 21. 1979.-
XinhunJannary 30, HMI. in FBIS. February 3. 1981:iinadonc Shifan Diane Xuebno (Journal of East China Normal University), No. 5,

October 25,-1961.4 JPRS 77764, April 7, 1981.
" l'ervonal comnpnicatIon.Jing11 Guanli (Economic Management), No. 7, .Tuly 15, 1980, in JPRS, 76462, Septem-

ber 22, 1980.
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school age among every 1,000 residents." 4_6_From_these two figures
we can _derive an urban population of 77.1 milliOnjust below
the_1953_census total. Incidentally; nowhere in this lengthy article
on age composition in urban China do the authors cite an absolut,
figure for urban population.

"China's rural population amounts to 82 percent of her total
population."" _Assuming that, the total population refers to the
end of 1979, this statement implies an urbanor perhaps non-
riiralpopulation of 175 million:

"Because purchasing prices for grain and edible oil rose this
year while their selling prices remained unehangedi the state
subsidy to urban- residents increased to 6.8_ billion yuan, averag-
ing 35 yuan_ a year for each resident." 48 This averages out to an
urban population of 194.3 million, or 20 percent of the year-end
1979_pop_ulation of 970;920,000.

"The Chinese press has admitted, for _example, that 35 percent
of the urban_ population of 195 million lives in inadequate hous,

'" Most likely even the experienceit Fox Butterfield
did not have a "deep throat" to I urn to for his urban population;

figiire is once again the product of 970.9 million and 20
percent.

These examples illustrate fairly the range of urban figures available
for our consideration,

The quandary over urban population was further accentuated by
conferencepapors: presented in late 1980 by two Chinese demogra-
phers at two ditTerent eonferonces. in which they in-chided Vital rates
for selected _years for urban, rural, and total populations. 0- Surely
neither of them anticipated that these figures, in_part meant to illus-
trilt6 the country's achievements in health and family planning; -would
be "misused" to set up equations in order to obtain the breakdoWn
between China's urban and rural populations.

A detailed _discussion of all the calculations and the resulting ationi-
alieS_Weuld be, fascinatingbut _only to a vet.y few of us:- Suffice it
to say that the urban, rural, and total vital rates presented in these
paper§ for scattered years prior to 1971 were; for the most part; un-
usable, either because of probable errors in the typed manuscript
or because of excessive rounding, which can grossly diszort the _derived
results. Even the few figures that did emerge from "successful" equa-
tiOnS made little sense_ in relation to other reported data, For example;
for 1957 Ling's vital -rates produced an urban population of ,10.5
Pei-Cent or 67.6 million, While four years earlier the -1953 census re-
ported an urban population of 13.3 percent, or 77.3 million.

More interesting* are the results_ of calculations_ based on the More
complete vital rates for the 1971-79 period. Despite some minor dif-
ferences in the decimal points; it is quite evident that for the whole

*111eriltou Tanjiu (Population Research). No. 9. October 1980;' in jPRS 77764. April 7,
1981.

Zong_ Otxin n,-op. -cit.
..NInhua, No, ember G. 1979,

F Butt(Lrfield In The New York Times, January, 20. 1980.
Zheng, "The Present Situation and the Development of China's -Population,7' Octa-

ber_19S0, a-paper presenter) nt the Beiling Internatfenal-Round Table Conference on Demog-
graph : and Ling Rul-zha, "A Brief _Ateotint of 20 Yenrs' Mortality of- Chinese Rapala-
ttna;!--Deeember 1980. a paper presented at the Wingspread Conference on Chinese
Economy.
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period both tilitherS, independently; used an unchanging proportion
for the urban population-- probably about 11.6 or 11:7 percent of the
total population. Since it is 61)N:ions that the urban proportiOn of the
population could not remain constant over all these years; the_use of
It constant figure Otiee, again proves_ (at least to me) that Chinese
demogra pliersand I would say the Chinese Governmentdo not have
precise statistics on urban population and do not hesitate to use np
proximatioim especially when combined wit othyr demographic in-
dexes. Under the eirciiiiiStaiices, there seems to he little significance
hi the urban proportions derived.-frcmi the Lin and Ling ditta; except
to note the curiously 16W totals they implyranging from 98.3 Million
in 1971 to 111:1 million in 1978.

_ Finallyi some "ollicial=looking" urban population figures were in-
chided in a 1981 issue of _a social science journal : 1957-99.11 million
(154 percent) : 1960-130.73 million_f_19.8 percent) ; 1965-=101.70

(11-.0 Percent) ; 1970-102.30 million (12.4percent) ; 1975---111,70
million (12.1 percent) ; and 1980-128.862 million (13.2 nereent).51 The
figures once again seem to suggest that the "more official" estimates for
the most recent VeaiS fall close to 130 million; _

Is there any rationale; then, for,urban population totals which fall
in the 175 to 200 million range? Clea_rly,_ the largest share of the dif-
ference Must attributed to the definitions used in detcrminin!-r the
urban population, and e§tieeitillv the populations_of the more thih 200
large citiesthe municipalities _(se-e, table 1). These problems were
discussed in an earlier section, but a few examples woidd again be

illustrative of the variety of considerations that the Chinese must take
into account in defining

First, of course. there are Shanghai, Beijing, and Tianjin; China's_

largest, and rnoF,t, important. iiimileipalities. which are administratively
equivalent to provinces and therefore referred to as independent mu-
nicipalities. They CONo large areas and in each case the "city poplib-
tion" constitutes approximately lmlf Of the total population of the
municipality. In COntiliSt there are municipalities like Zaozhiiiing in
Shandong Province; which encompaSSes a large mining district and
has a city populatibii of leSS than 10 percent; And thereis Linparishui
.Iiinicipality in Guizhou Province which has a population of nearly
:100000 "scattered over more than_50_11rban clusters, with one cluster
being several kilometers; dozens of kil6meters, or even 200 kilometers
from another." NOt only are factories, plants; workshops and various
Other facilities widely _scattered. but "the living quarters of workers
and staff arc mixed With peasant households, strongly inconveniencing
both production and livolihood."5= The blame for_ this situation was
placed on people With "left-deviationist ideas," who regarded urban
construction _as _"pr-aet icing r'eViSioniSni." But what_ might the "r.eal
urban" popnlatiOn of T.;inpansliiii Municipality be?

Or take the following examPle., which is perhaps, not quite as
tidy. The soiiiee states that Weiliai City in Shandong Province has a
population of 190-.000 but !roes on to say that of this total only 30.000
live in the city and the rest are engaged in farming on the outskirts.

,1 nano Zehou. op. cit.
.X1riburi, October 15. 1980. In VMS. OctOber 17. 1980.
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TABLE I.-CNINESE MUNICIPALITIES WITH OVER 500,000 POPULATION

Name of
parity

munici- City
population Dale reported

Taal
municipality

population Date reported
Number of

counties

Shanghai 7.0 October 1979._ 12.0 February 1981 1
Beijing 5.3 June 1981 8.8 June 198I___ ______ 9
Tianjin 4.9 July 1980 7.4 July 1980._-_-_-_ _____ 5
Chongqing_ 2.4 August 1979.. November 1979 4
Guangzhou 2.9 February 1980 5.4 December 1979 6Hantthou_ 1.1 December 1979 5.0 November 1977 7
Changchun 1.6 December 1979_ 5.0 5
Shenyang 2.7 April 1981 4.7

.-
April 1_981 2

Chengdu 1.2 October 1980 4.0 May 1979- 2
Dalian 1.0 4.0 April 1975 5
Harbin 2.1 March- 1980 4.0 0
Jinzhou .4 October 195P. 3 8 Juno 1970 7
Wuhan 2.2 August 1978 3.8 December 1979 _____ 0
Nanjing 1.3 March 1973 3 6 December 1979 3
Ji-nan 1.1 June-1966 3.2 December 1979______ 3
Dandong .3 March 1974 4
Win__ 2.0 December 1979 2.8 December 1979_____ I
Changsha .8 July 1973 2.6 December 1979______ 2
Anihan- 1.1 January-1-980 2 5 February 1961 2

. Fuzhou 1.0 December 1979 2 5 I
Nanthing 1.0 December 1979_ 2.4 December 1979 2
Lanzhou 1.1 December 1979 2.3 December 1979 3
Jilin_ .7 August 1979 2.2 April 1975 5
Baotou .9 May 1978 2.0 2
Yint Wu, .3 February 1975 2.0 4
Kunming 1.0 December 1979 1.9 December 1979 4
TaiyUan 1.0 April 1977 1.8 April 1977 3
Fushun .9 July 1973 ___ ---- 1.8 April 1976_________ 3
Ftixin .5 November 1%1_ 1 6

-June
2

Zizong .3 Arpil 1959 1.5 109: 0
Hefei_ .7 December 1979 1.5 December 1979_ _.._ _ I
Qingdao .9 November 1979 1.4 September 1968 4
LiMayang .5 _ 1.3 October 1969 0
Thentzhou _________ -----_ .8 November 1977__.__ 1.3 December 1979 1
Culprit- .8 September 1977 1.3 December 1979 0
Benxi .8 1.2 June 1970 2
Tantihan .7 December 1979- 1.2 October 1980._______ 0
Urumqi .8 January 1981______ 1.2 ____ _____ ________ ___ 1
Luoyang__ --------- ______ .9 I. 1 November 1978
ShijrazIrfang .5 November 1954 1.0 December 1979
Zhangjialmu .6 1.0 December 1974
Qiqihar .9 1.0 June 1972-
Wuxi .4 Dclober 1979 1.0 October 1973
Hohhot .4 August 1977 1.0 July 1978_
Ningbo_ .6 .9 November 1980_ _-
Xining .5 September-197-9 .9 December 1979
Suctiou .5 November I973_____ .9 __________ _ ________
Dukou .3 April -1979- .8 April 1979_ _____ ___
Xuzhou .3 March 1968 .8
Daqing .2 .7 Mey 1980
Yinchua_n ___ _ _____ _ _ .2 December 1979___:_ .E December 1979-
Nanning .5 December 1978 .6 December 1979______
Huainan .2 .5 March 19%
Maanshan .2 April 1973 .5 March I968____ ___ 0
Xiangtan .3 February 1980 .5 February 1980 0

Note: This table VMS prepared -by Ly Burnham, research analyst at the Library of Congress. Entries which have nc
reported date are estimated figures.

But are all the rural people actually "engaged in farming" as the
source states? No. The article goes on to talk about "1,000 p2asant
workers" employed in nineteen carpet-weaving centers; it mentions
8,867 "peasant-workers" working in 287 rural processing centers; in
addition; "there were 58 commune-run and 156 brigade-run factories
in the city's seven rural people's communes." 53 Can we assume that in
this instance Welhai contributed 30 ;000 pe-op16 to China's total urban
population? 190,000? Something in between?

lo BR, No. 22, June 2, 1980.
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The problem is even Mere Vividly illustrated in the Fengfeng mining
area in iiinicipality; which is described as phice ill a semi-
urban,_ senfirural Where peasants _and iithan _rc:zidents te-
got Iler," se that the social situation is "comparatively complicated," "4
Indeed !

Since by now the reader's norrind peceptions of urbaii_population
must he reduced to at rather fir/.7y silhouette, it is tempting to suggest
some personal and impressionistic estimates: that as of _the end of 1980
China's urban popidatien was approximately 135 million; constituting
13.7 percent. of the total population of 982,550,000; that such an esti-
mate_ is likely to be conSiStent with the 1955 St -:e Council directive,
which :=;tated that "all the elowlly adjacent suburban_ residential areas
that ace contiguous to ilie municipality should be classified as urban
repirilleSS of the proportion-of the agricultural population"; rind that
the inclusion of all the rural population under the jurisdiction of the
munieipalitieS would raise the total _to_ about 175 million, -or 17.S per-
cent of the populationan "urban" figure which is more consistent
wit li the higher reports. Based on the preceding discussion, however;
such statements would be IneSt presumptuous. If Beijing has hid dif-
fienity defining "in:ban" and has -been linable to institute a standard
rot lort ing system for the various localities, on v:hat basis can one pes-
:-;iblv icStimate. China's urban population ? It is best to leave well
enough alone:

DISTRIBUTION OF UTRITAN POPULATION

Since it is a bit. hulicrons to distribute unknowns, until now China
has never pliblished a provincial breakdown of the urban_ population.
The spatial distribution of the cities -and towns has not been a inystery,
however ; they grew where_ they would have been expected_togretv, in
the most densely populated areas of China's most fertile coastal prov-
inces. AS China started, at the turn of this century, its slow transition
from agriculture and handicriifts_ to_ the more modern industi y and
comnieree, the existing citiesespeeially the ports, Which became
major transsiiipinent Centersaccelei.ated their growth; In other
words, the dispoportionaLcancentration of cities in the eastern seg-
ment of the country had little to _de With "foreign imperialists and
deineStie bu wreaucrat-capitalists:" hom the Chinese are, now prone to
accuse ; foreign iiiiperiali§tS undoubtedlyexpleited China; hit they did
not change the naturally exolving pattern of urban developnient.

_Since -19-19 most of the efforts to estimate the provincial distribution
of urhati_peptilation started-with the summation of the available popu-
lation tipures for individlial iirbanlocalitiesfor the most part, cities
of Over inn.nno. Since most of these firrures were approxithatiOnS and
the assembled_data were never complete, the results were less than sat-
isfactory, With considerable discrepancies from estimate. to estimate.
There were; liow_ever, some general facts which were not in dispute: The
concentration of Most of the urban population in the eastern seginelit
of the country _was, indeed, not in question. There was no doubt that
the forth-elIv .Taff) :i T e §e, - (!e. rirlied northeastern provinces (Liaoning:,

Treilongjiang) had the highest proportion of urban total popula-
__

ri*:20et Provincial Service. June 14, 1981, in FBIS. June 22. 1981.
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t that sonic oft he nonconsta I provinces in the south had some
t hr lowest concentrations. It was :,Iso that the building of new
industries and cities in the Chinese hinterland, with its vast natural re-
sources. was. .r.radtutlly resulting in a more balanced dist ribution of the
urban population. Tice Chinese themselves estimate that whereas be-
fore 1919. 65 percent of the urban_ population lived in the eastern
coastal province (presumably) by the late 1970's, the proportion of
urban population "in .1 he pastern and west ern_pa rts_ o f the country was
(.10inged to 55 and percent. respect iyely." " That we don't_ know

what provinces are included in this_breandown is_not terribly im-
portant. It should he noted that much of the growth of the cities in the.
interior occurred not simply through the normal influx of rural folk
from the surrounding countryside. but by shifting large numbers of
skilled_urba workers _and professionals from the overgrown eastern
elf ies. For example. "since liberation. Shanghai has relocated over 300
industrial _plants and sent over one million technicians and workers to
oilier localities throughbut the nation." "

_Baseil on the :thole discussion: it must_he clear that an official release
of provincial urban population totals should he a major event in the
study of Chinese poludatio7L more is not_ always better however._ and
i e t wo sets of ooin,al figures suddenly become available we are hack
in the notherland of Chinese statistics: The _excitement of seeing pro-
vincial urban figures given to the World Bank mission _by the State Sta=
t ist nitre:in was soon_d_ampened by a radically ditTere_fit set of data
contained in the new. Bei (100-page China EncyClopedia
Yearbook (see table 2)._ The thritres from _the Yearbook are included
in descriptions of iniliviiiiial provinces and are not complete. The de-
script ions_soniet Imes cite the percoutapo of tile- population which -is ur-
ban as well as the urban population in absolute figures; occasionally one
or_ flue other ;iglu e is omitted_When only one fitrirre was available the
other figure was caleulat ed. Tt should he noted that in the Yearbook
the populations of individual provinces isusnally broken do_wit either
het N,.een "city and town" versus "village" or between "agricultural"
and "non-rig:knit nral:_" It would lie reasonable to asfitne that the "non,
agricultural" population would he more inclusive than "city and town"
popitlation: There_ is no sipnificance: however: in these terms: They are
used interchangeahly and there is no consistent. pattern in the direction
o_f the divergence front the flones provided by the State Statistical
Bureau.

There is Ito tint iona 1_ total in columns 2 because page 626 of the year-
hook gives china's urban populat ion for 1t)7 as 1 1 9.94 0.000 and 12.5
percent -of the total population. and page the 19-79 urban
population oast it uted 1 3.2tercent of the total. or 128,160;000. Seem-
ingly an unlikely growth rate for one year.

There aye. of course. auestions about individual figures as well. In
the World Bunk series the urban population of Qingrhai Province is
given as 5I0.000 at. the same time_ that the Encyclopedia reports
54n.non just for its capital. There are some ohtions problems
that, relate to the three national-level municipalities (Shanghai. Bei-

10. April 21. 1980.
" Shanghai City Service, October 2. 1980, in FBIS. October 3, 1980.
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TABLE 2.-DISTRIBUTION OF PROVINCIAL URBAN POPULATION, 1979

Province

Total Percent urban
Urban population

(in millions)
population

(in millions) 1 2 1 2

National total 970. 92 13.2 (i) 12816

Southwest region:
Siehuait 97.74 9.4 (i) 9,19

P21Guizhou__ _. ... 27,31 14.1 19:9 3.85
Yunnan 31.35 6.5 6.0 2.01 (k 88)
Xizang (Tibet) 1.83 6.5 (I) .12 (1)

NOtthweit tegiOn:
Shaanxi 28.07 12.0 (15:2) 3 :37 4.26
Santa 18.94 9.4 (13.7) 1.78 2-.60

Qinghai 3.72 14.6 (1) .54 (I)
Ningxia 3.64 16.9 -(1)- -.77 (I)
Xinjiang 12.56 19:8 (21:3) 2 :49 2.68

Ce ntral -south region:
Henan 71,89 8:3 (8 :8) 5.97 6.35

Hubei 4,7.33 9.7 16.1 4.49 7.48
Hunan 52:23 7.0 (12 :3) 3.66 6.40
GuanVi 34.70 5.7 11.1 1.98 3.86
Guangdong 56-81 12;0 17 :0 6.82 9.50

East region:
Shanghai 11 32 52 :2 (1) 5.91 (1)

Jiangsu 58.92 10.5 (4.0) 6.19 8.25
Zhejiang 37:92 6 :5 19.6 2.46 3.64

Anhui- 48.03 -8.5 (8.5) 4.08 4.07

Fujian 24:88 11 :2 (i) 2.79 (I)
Jiangxi 32.29 11.0 14.4- 3.55 (4,65)
Shandong 72.32 9:5 (9.1) 6.87 6.61

North region:
Beijing 8.71 58 :5 56.9 5.10 4,95

Tianjin -7.41 65.6 -(44.7) 4.86 3,2
Hebei 51:05 10 :2 11.5 5. 1 ( :7)
Shanxi 24.47 15.6 (19.7) 3. 4.83

Nei Mon4401------ ------ 18,52 15 :2 22.0 2.82 4.08

Northeast region:
Liaoning 34:43 34,7 31.9 11.95 (11.00
Jilin 21.84 21.7 -32.1 4.74 7.011

Heilongjiang 31.69 24 :5 (32.40) 7.76 10.28'

I Not available.
Soureis: Column- 1.- from "China Spelplist Economic Development." Annex B: "Popula-

tion, Ilmilth nod Nutrition," World Batik, June 1.1951, p. 77. The- sum of the _provincial
total pomilal Ions is 221):10,0f4l., Mit _1 28.11a000 as i.ri-en for the nat'onal total.
Columns 2, from "Zhongemo BRIM, Niamiinn" (Chinn Finerelopedirt Yearbook) .- -Yearbook
PublisbIng llo INC, Beijing, 1'). -(1 in provincial tothis, Ps ho' some of
the 11^oree, ar, insignificant and therefore excluded from this table. Figures in parentheses
are derived rather than reported,

jing; and Tianjin) which are best illustrated with the World Bank
figures because there are no (raps in that series. In each instance the
reported figures for -the municipality correspond to the city proper,
probably with its adjacent Suburbs. At first glance this seems appro,
priate; but the problem_ is - -that firriires exclude not only the rural
population of the municipality -( as they should), but also the popula-
tion of_the satellite cities-many of which contain over 100,000 people.
Take Shanghai, as an example. The municipality reportedly has a
population of over 11 million and in addition_to the, city proper (about
6 million, 'us reported in the table) -it has 12 satellite towns." Just
where are the populations of _these towns included? Certainly not in
the 5.610,000 filnire reported by the SSB. Even 25 years ago, before
the Sinai:Thai Municipality expanded to incorporate the areas where
some of the satellite towns are located, the city was reporting a popu-

117 See for example; Wen Wei Pan (Drink EOng), l'Unreh 9; 1980, In JPRS 7543. April 7,
1980.
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lation of about. 7 million _ (c: ;, f. ;9 million_in 1957); And surely these
s:itel lite towns are not inchided in Jiangsu Province, hieli is an entity
completely independent_ from Shanglini the same _situation_and the
saine_qu nestios are applicable to lieijiwr an Tianjin.Tiain. Could this be
the reason for the 6.13 million discrepancy_ between_ the total urban
poptiliii ion and the sum or the provincial urban population (ti-ibl 2)

If the reader concludes that this sect ion showslinseenity_overkill-,-
tlie_re is-a reason. Most people recognize the pOblems associated with
est minting _China's total poptitation,_but it, is difficult _to_convinee even
experienced China watchers that. the problems Wit h China's urban
population are ei en greater. Some insist that the Chinese security
people must have exact, urban figures. greatly underestimating the
pOld.iiis of convert ing police records into population stilt istics,_ Most,
frequent l it is maim:lined 1 hat t Ito Ch i neSe Eilltit know the size of their
urban population_ because of urban_grain ratiou-;: sensitive:grain
rations, known to be prone to all kinds of abuse. are tlie responsibility of
tho Ministry of Cerealshardly an institution one would turn to for
urban statistics. The intent here is to stress, once fii,Taiii; that we should
never presume greater acuracl. -for official Chinese statistics than the
Chinese officials dui. And they have ever clainied

Cruni:NT PoLicinsi PROBLEMS4 AND PLANS

Tt would he reasonable to assume -that simply by virtue of the fact
that 80 percent Of CliituCs population relies (Ill agriculture, for sub-
sistence; she has managed_ 1 o significantly-the problents_.normally
associated wit 11 uncontrolled urbanizat This, of eourse, is not the
case. for the :20 percent which does not rely on agrieulttire represents
some 200 million people: Only three nations in the entire world have
a ti do/ population which exceeds that figure! Extending controls over
and proi idine. services to a population this size is an overwhelming
burden for Chilith us it would for any nation, but among, all the
problems associated with urbanization which are currently vexing the
Chinese authorit ies,_ t WO Staltil Oilt above others and should receive
some attention in tliis discussion.

HOUSING AND VIZISAN UNEMPLOYMENT
Housing

In terms of lir oad_priorities. it is certainly more irrIPOl't ant for the
state to feed and clothe ihe population than to provide it with housing,
but 1 time lists collie, say the Chinese, to tackle this serious and long-
neglected poblem._ A few statistics from an article in the People's
Daily summarize China's urban housing problem. The per eapila
urban floor space ilecliiied from t-.5 square meters in -19)2 to 3.6 square
motors in 1'7R. More than one-third of the Urban households live in
inadequate housing--with tile worst_ conditions in the_ medinm-size
and small cities. ,Tole than half of the houses in the urban areas are

m dpoorly maintained an require repairs, and more than a tenth of these
are in dangerous condition."

M itenmin Mao (People's Dill ) (heretifter R'MRI1). August 5. IfIRO, fn FBTS, Atigust
1DSU.
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In addition to blaiiiing the "gang of four" -for the current housing
crisis;_ China_ admits that the roots of the problem go back many dee-
ades. Not only did the new regime ihhotit a housing inventory in 1949
that was already deficient in many respects, hut during_most_of the
rears since thenand especially after 1958the approach toward
'musing followed the slogan, "WeInust first develop themountain
slopes before we develop our places." Consequently, most
of the investment in 'capital construction went io inclustry,_ while
residential housing struggled to keep pace with urban_ population
growth. The sitilation started to change only in 1977, and in the next
two years (1978 and 1979) 100 million Stpiaremeters_of housing was
completedSaid to constitute "one-sixth of the total area of liousincr
units completed througliOnt the country_ since liberation." 59 The boom
continued into 1980, when during the first 11 months there was a 39
percent increase in urban housing over a comparable period in 1979."

Beijing realizes that decades of neglect cannot be reversed in a few
years; but_ hopes for considerable improvement by the end

must
the

century. The basic_ prerequisites are reasonably clear, China ust
increase the investments in housino- construction ; she must_ make
sure that there are adequate §itptili§ of building materials; she must
develop the construction industry; _and Ae must "bring _into. full
play the initiative and enthusiasm of construction enterprises."-at-In
the nieantinie, numerous approaches to the housing problem -lire being
discussed and tried innovations which are not averse to disturbing
some rather basic philosophical concepts:

Officials-who must solve the problem pow seem to believe that the
state should not be solely responsible_ for horsing, that the respon-
sibility should be shared_ with enterprises and individnals.°2 A large
proportion of the capital -construction funds were already allocated
to enterprises to build housing for their workerkinit in 0.12 last few
years there was a special effort to encourage enterprises to provide
construction capital through "fund-raising_ Programs- of their own."
Apparently. it has been successful and in _1979 one-third of the total
investment housing construction in the 192 cities- surveyed came
from capftal raised by enterprises for their own housing. 63

There has also been much written about the need to "mobilize the
enthusiasm of individuals CO buy or build their own housing." To
help this entliiiSiesin along, the authorities are deVi§ing_"ereative fi-
rumeinr," (Chinese style) and assuring the workers that the owner-
ship of all the housing bought or built by individuals -will be pro-
tected- h' law; It should be noted that although the individual will
indeed own the housing unit; the construction- proce§§ involves th3
state or enterprise in some for of partnership. Only the worker who
lives in one of the small cities or towns and who gets the- necessary
approvals from the authoritiCs Can fidtiany build his own house

There is alSO talk of reforming the existing rental SyStem. which
"takes housing as a welfare arraligeirient." The problem is that the

xintma, Tune 1. 19R0.-In :MRS 715982, Johe 30; 1980.
9, me: 2; Jiitiunty 12. 1981.

RMRB. A-uauat 5-.1980, In F1118. All_gusE20,_1980.
Xlmlula, .Tune I. 1080. In JPR8 75962. June 30.-1980,

es flongul (Red Flag), May 1, 1980, In JPIts 75983, July 8, 1980.
"
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ekeeeilingly low rentsthe pride of the Chinese systemhave not
Beene adequate to cover evon maintenance expenses. One proposal; in
the authoritative Red Flag journal; would_ limit the state subsidy_ by
requiring that rents paid by individuals andinStitittions include main-
tenance, management, and depreciation costs -(but not interest)." The
suggestion is that the only way to- meet-the demand for housing is to
make the rental of living space a profitable enterprise: "housing ton-
struetion inanagement departments should stop acting as welfare
and charity organizations; but_ should take the road of becoming an
enterprise::. ." 66 If_raising_the_i.ents would become too much of a
burden on workers and employees; they could be given raises or Sib:-
sidles, which could then be recovered by the housing departments
through the sale or rental of housing units;

Whatever the final foam of sonic of these fascinating innovations
(and that' will probably vary from.province to province), the changestaut have all been _made indicate the seriousness with which the
Chinese view the current housing crisis. The leaders also know that
if China is ever to catch up with the demand for urban_ housing; the
accelerated pace of construction must go hand-in=hand with continued
controls over the growth of urban population.
Urban Imemplo !mum t

As recently as _19TG, the New China News Agency proelititifed that
constitution guarantees employment to till able,bodiedpeople

and that "there is no unemployment in new China." Iroiiieally; the
dispatch ended _with the statement that all new graduates ate given
work and that. "the common preliberation complaint that `gradnation
Means Unemployment' has been banished forever:" 67 Tust a couple _of
years later, in the new spirit Of open self-criticism; China was admit-
ting that "labor ttrul employment is a major economic and social prob-
lem" -and that millions of school graduateS "are waiting for employ-

needing a euphemism for the word "unemployed.'? Both
the_ above contradiction and the present situation were explained in an
article which appeared in the People's Daily:

_under the influence of ultra-leftism, the_ problem of bibor and emplayment
wa8 not only ignored but also denied at the time.-`There-iS no population prob-
lem in_ China r' !.There Lc no unemployment- problem iii Chian!" "There are no
social problems in China !7 U nder the tremendous pressure of such "prohibitions."
scientific! _studies on population and theories_ on labor-and etiiPlaYment became
"forbidden zonm" whereas sociology _was labeled a "fake science of the hour-
geolsie."_N_everthelcss, matters of objective reality can never be denied. Cur-
rently: large numbers_of people in our _tons and cities are waiting for employ-
ment. and it is also_obvions that we have more manpower in the countryside
than is neeessary. Furthermore. many existing enterprises -are overstaffed and
labor_ effielency Therefore: labor and employment has nOW beetiiiie an
outstanding problem to which the whole nation Is paying eltiae attention °8
- China never really had an easy time 'providing urban employment
for its youth. As- discussed earlier; the practice of sending the unem-
ployed (mostly recent school graduates) to the cOtintrySide Started in
the late 1950s and has beer. continuing for two decades. For years;
China claimed a labor shortage in the rural areas, and agriculture and

68 Thlit
Xinhun, :Tune tn JPIZS 75962, June 30;1980.

el Minima, April 30. 1976.
" RMRII, August 19, 1980, in FBI% September 4, 1980.
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mass rural_constructiOn projects acted as a_"people-sponge," absorbing
everyone that the siate sent down. This caused, among other things;
underemployment ancrineffieiency, but outright urban unemployment
was probably limited and sporadic:,

Several developments biOtight the problem of employment to the
fore it fter the demise, of the, "-gang of four" in 1976. Most iniportant; the
policy of sending youths to the cOnntryside. Was eased; while at the saline
time 1niIIlen§ Of Silting- inert and women who weN sent to the communes
in previous years took adirtintage of the more relaxed atmosphere and
began drifting Niel: to the cities; Basically an unhappy lot, they felt
t hey had been done wrong and 'ex_pected that the government, should
somehow compen:;ate them for lost educational amt employment op-
portunities. but no affirmative action was started by Beijing.

Given the mines in the Chinese society; it would_be safe to say that
the first choice of an overwhelming _proportion_ of both the recent
middle school gradiiates and those wlio returned from the coiintrysid -e
would be to enter a university. In 1977..5,7_Million; and_in_197_8,-6 mil-
lion youths and young- adults sat for the national unified college en-
trance examinations; of which only 278,000 and 400;000 respectively
were admitted into the institutions of higher education. Most Of those
who Managed to_pass the difficult eXaminations were; incidentally, the
recent middle sehoOl graduates whose education was not interrupted
by years on a commune ._Th is left inanY Millions of depressed and frus-
trated youths, whOliad few skills and little enthusiasm not only for the
jobs theY may he asked to fill but for the system'which deprived them
of opportunity. B6th their membersand the often defiant attitudes and
antisocial conduct -they exhibited becathe a national,issue of great con-
cern to the leadership.

At the same time-that the urban - labor pool WaS overflowing,_the_"I0
catastrophic years that began in 1966" devastated China's "individual
economy" Which used to provide millions of urban Jobs: In 195_3, there
were 9 million, workers in the cities who managett to make a living out
Sidle the socialist systems by pursuing trade, services, and handicrafts:
Some 2 million of them even survived the "great leap." whcn.China was
"marching, on the double into communism." hut they could not survive
the Cultural Revolution, The pr'wtice of individual economY.,wais for
many years miihrm with capitalism; so that by,1978. the number of
individuirls_engaged in something akin to private enterprise was re:
di iced to 150,000."

Faced with severe unemployment and the_need to provide jobs to
,

several_ millions more urban youths entering the workpool every year;
China's policymakers and economists were forced to undertake intense
anal vsis and criticism of what caused the employment crisis and what
might be done to solve it While there_ is no disagreement that the basic
cause of the problem is the uncontrolled population growth of previous,.
detades, grown men do not fret over "spilt, maotai."-Thus; at the same
time that China has been pursuing an all-out policy to control popnla

to relieve. future problems, _She luts also been-struggling with lin=
employment, by focusing on practices and policies that would have more
immediate rasults. In the past; labor planning was divorced from the

" Ibid.
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national economy and the educational system was divorced from the
hibor system.7" At the same time- the innumei.able controls and strict
restrictions within the existing labor system have greatly diminished
opportunities for employment.71 The solution was to reverse bothiprac-
t ices. On the one hand; there should be closer coordination between
econonneplanning: labor planning; and -education ; on the other hand,
much more flexibility and individual Initiative should be built into the
system. PeiImps slightly contradictory; but not unreasonable goals.

In reviewing t he changes that should_ be made; sonic of the most
severe itaCkS Were directed at tlm "imified employment and assign-_
mein" system, which for many years wall responsible for the assign-
nient Of all manpower. It Wat6 inefficient; detrimental to productivity
wastefiil of talent, and worst of _all; it assured an 'iron rice _bowl" to
every workerin effect everyonv had a tenured position which did not
depend on performance or dedicat ion: Despite such_ criti-isin; and the
trend to permit. indiidnals more freedom in selecting sehool and job
specialties; it is difficult, to imagine any rapid changes in labor assign-

191141 le.V.S. t 11(.1' relate to the national "(Wel economy which is
"owned by the whole people," The g-retitest changes and innovations
are occurring in the collect `':e economy _sector.

To encourao-e freer lab(,, market, and to create additional jobs, the
primary enipha i'., iti Host' being placed on restoring, a form of private
enterprise ("indi vidual: economy") which flourished before 1958.
"Pratt ice _has proven," it is now claimed, "that individual economy in
towns and cities has an imp o. role to play in pros employ-
ment, opportunities increasing social wealth, and_satisfying the need
of the people." Chines9 cities have indeed been suffering from a short-
age of all types of consumer services_and the resumption of "individ-
ual economy" should fill this gap. The unemployed are urged to use
their own initiative in creating jobs for themselves cry by "using self-

yaised funds," to develop collectively owned enterprises in such activi-
ties as retail _trade; sewing and mending; food sales; and performing
odd jobs." Whether as indiv Minds or as members of cooperatives, these
new_entrepreneurs _must then _IISS11111e sole responsibility for their own
profits and losses. Just in 19S0, about S10,000 individuals started their
own businesses in the cities and _towns of China:73 Shanghai; for exam-
ple, reports over 10,000 licensed illflividual peddlers and traders operat-
ing from their homes, street stands; or plying their_trade from door to
door." In Foino instances the cities themselves; assisted by some state
funds; have _recruited youths into service companies to undertake
"work needed by the people," such as house repair; loading and unload-
ing of goods; making wooden furniture, et cetera 75-not unlike _the
WPA. Youths are also urged to develop collectively owned enterprises
which would integrate farming: industry, and commerce on the out-
Skirts of cities. and the existino. economic units are asked to help them
get established in these new ventures:76 To take advantage of the inter-

11. Chine-eh! Tnmpno aleonomle Reporter) (Hong Kong). No. 38-39. October 1980, In
J118 7720, Tanunry 28. 11)81,

RMR13, August 13, 1980, In FillS, August 20, 1980.
"1111,1.
"RR, No. 21. Mny 25. ISM.

Xlnlma. August_ 4. 1980. In SPRS 76292, July 26. MO,
75NIntola, June -28. 1980. In "Summary of World Broadcasts," July 8. 1980.
"BR, No. 34. August 25, 1980.

97-191 6 - 82 -
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national market:, other youths are, !wing- trained in the highly labor
intensive production of arts and crafts.

To tiriMcl additional employment; Beijing intends to make some
basic changes in the country's investment policies. More _funds will

into light industries, commerce, and service tradesi Which are less
technology intensive and therefore employ more people. It -is pointed
out that a lietiyyindostrial entetrise with fixed assets of 1 million
yuan hues little more than 90 people, while ji light industrial enter,
prise with the same value of fixed assets hires more titan 250 people."
Increases in the number of workers have also been suggested in cul-
tural, Cdubational, and _public health activities There have been pro-
posals to reduce the work_ week so as to provide employment for more
people, and a "SiX:Irotir four shift" a day system is being considered
for the text tie industry:1'8 _

There is no dOubt that through "emancipated _thinking" and "more
relaxed policieS" the authorities have managed, to open many new
avenues for emplOynietit. it has been reported that "from 1977 to 1980,
abotit, 20.6 million people were given jobs, with 1980 accotihtirig for
9 million.":" Unfortunately, such figures tell 116 nothing about the
attitudes of _the alienated youths--espeeially those with conipleted
middle school cducatiOnor of the long -term compatibility of the
rapidly groWinti-"intlividtial economy" with the socialist economy.
The numbers; rmwever, are still most_ impressive, and they- clearly
tell of the niagnititdeof the employment_preblem which must be faced
by Beijing and by the leadership of each and every city and town in
China.-

URBAN" PLANNING ZCND PROSPECTS

City planning must be afrustrating profession in any country, for
What_ should be done _must inevitably clash with the political and
economic realities of budgets and priorities: The small number of
Chinese city panniers had yet another handicap to overcometie ;in-
tention, during the recurring- radical periods; tha_t_city plarmilw is
nothing_tnore_.than capitalist nonsense which would only wide!, the
gap between town and country."_ Only the notion that urban popula-
tion growth (especially in the largest cities) needs to be controlled
remained constant and spanned all the political machinations; The
ChineSe_ wrote -about urban planning- in _the 1950s, occasionally diS=
cussed it before the Cultural Revolution in the mid-1960s; and pretty
much forgot about it _during the Cultural Revolution, and its after.:
math: Now, as in othe fields, Beijing is__tryin_g to make -up for _lost
time, closely tying urban planning to the "four modernizations." Given

r_RICIFIli; Aug. 19; 1980. In FBIS, Sept. 4, 1980.
" Ang. 25. 19.40- _

" BR: NO. 21. Max 2:). 1981. if this figure refers-only to the urban areas, it seems in-
credibly highperhaps about one-third_of tlie urbnit tailor force. There Is also an Interesting
sidelight to this figure. Tit' nifilion newly employed people was -first reported hy tho
Chinese news agency on Felt. 4. 1951. On February l_a_the French news agency reported
from Belling Mitt Chinn has 26 million jobless people,-speculatingthat-this_mitte he an esti-
mate Sille4. "(here are no talicial statistics on unemployment in the country" (FIBS. Feb.

1951)_ Nottie tinSitspecting observer might well combine these two reports and conclude
that n your or so- ago China bad sonic 52- million urban unemployed

8.11biring the Flittliritl Revolution "organivations In charge of city planning were_ abol-
ished. files destroyed, and management planning neglected." (R111RB, Oct. 17, 1980, in
F131S. Nov. 12, 1950).
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the size of China's urban population and the political obstacles, it is
not surprising that Officials and city planners are arguing over many
of the some issues today that concerned them 2:1 years agil Both the
problems and the priorities were evident at the October 1980 national
conference on urban planning, which was called by the State Capital
Construction Commission and attended by urban_ planners, scholars,
and municipal officials. Many difficult. tasks face these_ city planners,
and the most: basic resolution to come out of the cOnference; "Rules
and regulations on urban planning should be established as soon as
possible;' will also be the most complex to draw up and implement

Although there may not have_ been any nationally promulgated
zulesand regulations on urban planning in the past 25 years, there
have been innumerable official discussions and recommendations about
how sit ies should develop. Butz since there never seemed to be a con-
sensus on the subject. the strategies of the moment were usually Short.
lived and spottily applied by municipal anthorities. The differences
were only exacerbated by the influence of Soviet city planners in the
I_950s. T Tn niiliar with the special characteristics of Chinese cities and
disregarding the probable consequences of- their advice, Soviet plan-
tiers_ urged the construction of oversized pubic squares, central
yards, civic centers, sports stadiums, and other features typical of
Soviet oh ii s Seine Chinese criticized this expensive, "blind demoli-
tion of 01(1 bui ld ngs" _and_ t he clearing of laFge areas for unproductive
use, which also undoubtedly speeded up the development of surround-.
ing suburban areas. necessitating greater investments for water and
sewerage lines, communication and transportation facilities; schools,
hospitals, and other puhlie institutions. It-is true that building on the
outskirts of cities made It easier to separate residential areas-fro
factories by parks_ and other open spaces-to locate these residences
up-wind from the industries, and to practice other good zoning_ prin.
ciples, lint even in the 19:10s. sonic Chinese planners (probably not
firkin planners) 'considered this to be an extravagance," The pros and
eons of developing the central part of -the cities as opposed to the sub-
urban areas are still' unresolved and a topic of discussion for Chinese
planners., as they -are in many other countries.

Directly related to where and how urban constrnetion takes place
is the current admission that the main cause. of "fragmentation and
disjointedness in ay planning" has becii the practice_of decentralized
investment .and decentralized construction. As discussed in one
economies journal. beennse individual plants and enterprises have their
own building hinds, they have been deciding the location of the con-
struction sites without any regard to the overall plan: Now__they are
beino. _criticized for "being a government unto theinselves." Uncon-
trolled coast ruction by enterprises creates a chaotic iirban_layout and
renders impossible any rational plans in civil construction and in
public ntilirics. The practice of "enterprises running society" must he
stopped. Vrban planners are urged to determine the character and the

Ninhen net. 9. 1950. In rms. Oct. 10. 1050.
FoT n detalLe(i_AlseessIon of-Soviet Infleem,e no Fhinn's eity pinnninc,-see- Piing,

Nerrien/t"rn1 Lend Fse Stove 1919" In F. K. Lenre* nna Norton Ginsburg, eds.;
rrhanizatinn and Natinnal Development," University of Chlengo. 1980, pp.-1-62-66.k, See, for example. Chien-she nehlean (lteemistrnetion Monthly), Aug. 3, 1956, In

1,1)1) (Foreign Documents Division) summary No. 1245. Feb. 27, 1957.
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primary furietiOns iif t he city (iniltistrial, commercial, )dining; touris-
tic, etc.) and then make sure brit all construction is appi-OVed 11% the
city's planning unit. so that "a rational layout of the city could be
assured." "

Another urban concern Which dates back to _the_ 1950s relates to
a hieing a proper balance between production facilities and services
for the people. A 195 People's-Daily editorial_ proclaimed that the
number one priority must be the construction of "gigaiitie rind mod-
ern industries" in new Cities; and it is in connection with this priority,
that other urban facilities must be built; Existing cities must also be
rebnilt, but as a second priority and only_"in line with the development
of industry." As to _large, medium-size; and small cities whick are ha
now important in industrial construction, for the time being "only
general maintenance work should be carried out to keep thetri in re-
pair, and no new construCtion should_be attempted. " -e5 Probably in
re§phhe to such thinking did Mao Zedong observe in 1956 that in
urban construction some comrades _have_ been concerned only for the
"boneS"the plants, intiehinery, and_equipmentand have not paid
enough attention to the "fleSh"lii-cilities_that serve the public wel-
fare of the people. In this regard_ Alao's concern_ for the masses has
been revived and the "gang of fbur" is accused of destroying the
-"planned prop-Ord-61ml development of cities" by not paying_ enough
attention to the "flesh.", This related not only to the_ already dis-
cussed problem rif also to improving conditions for
ing, working, studying, commuting, resting,_and -carrying on various
social activities. Bnt While the proportion of "flesh" to "bones" must
-increase, the Chinese planners are realistic enough to realize that the
limitation of the country's financial and material resources will make
this a slow process."

Another serious problem that dates back to the 1950s is related to
the use and misuse of land: "Our enormous population pitted - against
a shortage of arable land"isAserious obstacle to the 'four modernize=
lions,' and land economics must be accorded the same strategic- im-
p.ortance as population control, writes one economist; The_ striking
fact that "tit et the past -20 years; each year an average Of 16 million
mu of wasteland was reclaimed, whereas 25 million 'mu of land was
oc-cupied fin other uses" "the "other uses," of course, primarily
being -he growth of cities and the expanSion of rural nonfarm activi-
ties. The briSie complaints have not changed over the years and are
closely related to the overall lack of_ planning just discussed; There
has been excessive and unnecessary use of hind by industrial enter-
prises, educational institutions, crovernment facilitim_rind other units;
land is first; and then _requisitions for building are Made;
there is the problem_ of low building density, the construction of too
many single-stritied buildings and the "nibbling" of land by-everyone
concerned. And since most cities are located in the more fertile regions
of the country, it is the hest land that is losL

AA .1.11J, -No. -14.- Nor. 20, 1979_ in JPRS 75405. Mar. 31, ins°
Xinhun. August 11. 1954, In RCMP, Anenst 27.1934_ _

m.7.11-.T. No. 11. Norember 20, 1979, to JPRS 75408, Mnreb-31, 1980.
Gunnil (Economic Management), No. 7, July 15, 1980. in JPRS 79462. Sep-

tember 22, 1980.
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The _problem with land expropriation in the rural areas has been
getting steadily worse Communes located in the midst of farmland
]lave been developing more and more commune-run enterprises and
in the process-taking up _productive land for workshops, dormitories,
and other activities; and each new construction seems to take more
land than necessary. One_ county in Hebei Province reports that a
commune supply and marketing cooperative has taken twice as much
land as necessary; that commune tractor stations with six -or seven
tractors; which should not require more than 5 or 6 mu of land, occupy
10 to 20 mu; and "a certain commune brick workshop has taken away
more than 200 mu of farmland." 88 Also, more and more individual
commune members arc building new houses for themselves and usually
exceeding the prescribed space allocations. Beijing can decry this "an-
archy" in the control and use of farmland, but, in a somewhat dif-
ferent sense, controlling hind use on some 55,000 communes in China
canbe just as formidable a task as planning urban growth.

The severity of the land crisis was recently recognized by a State
Couiu circular which called on governments at all levels to "deal
sternly wit h those who willfully take over farmland for housing con-
struetion,_ who forcibly-seize land without authorization or who use
itiOrii land than needed for housing construction." It urged communes;
production brigades. and teams to make full use of mountain slopes,
wasteland, and abanuor eft :louse foundations, and even eaves for dwelli.
in and in the cities auil suburbs encouraged the building of houses of
two or more stories."

Finally. one aspect of urban development which has been discussed
most consistently; even when politics was in command; relates to the .

question of whether China's particular economic, social; and political
characteristics warrant the allocation of greater resources for the
development of large cities or small cities and towns. The absence of
consensus on this issue can be seen from two People's Daily editorials.;
published just three months apart. One advocated a speedier develop-
ment-, of China's small towns as an "important step to more equitably
distributed economic construction and to narrow the differences be-
tween town and country; worker and peasant;" °0 The :-.^condeditorial
said that "merely relying on a subjective desire to narrow the difference
between town and the countryside by refraining from building up the
cities or by lowering the standards of city projects is tantamount to
ignora1l( or distortion of facts." °1 The context may slightly narrow
the eontrasting views. but it does not obliterate them.

Over the_ past decade, the push for smaller cities and towns has cer-
tainly received the largest share of publicity in the Chinese media.
The most basic of the many suggested advantages of small towns are as
follows: (1) they help improve the distribUtion of industry; (2) they
are located closer to natural resources; (3) small town industries help
support agriculture and quicken the pace of agricultural moderniza-
tion; _(4)_ they are marketing_ links between the cities and the coun-
tryside, (5) they are cultural and scientific centers for surrounding

" RMRB, June 22, -1980, in it'ItS 7E1.174. October 8, 1080.
Xinhun, April 211, 1981. in FBIS. April 20, 1981.

.X1nhtin, April 20, 1981,4n FBIS, April 20, 1081.
RMRB, Oct. 17. 1980, in FBIS, Nov. 12. 1980.
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villages, and (6) they posseAss- a great potential for helping Solve the
excess labor probie.M.P2 In connection with the last notation; it has Veen
pointed out that if each of China's 50;000 Sinai.] towns would_create
`2;000 jobs before the end of_the century; they would provide "100 mil:

OppOrtuitit jos for unemployed urban yotitliS and absorb some of the
surplus labo whiCh surfaces ih the countryside ;" 93_

Everiaie is familiar with the problemS OVerg,-CO_Nvh
_

whvl Chliiii 01' VISoNViiiire ill the world---problems of hind use,
water tivailability, etiergy;_communicat ions. huinkiiig- environmental
degradation; distribution of supplies, welftit'0., arid so 'forth. This not::
withstanding. the most recent Chinese thinking- Oh trio subject is that
the trend toward smaller cities and towns -has had adverse econotnie
conseqiietices mid that. a__ boost must. be given to the large municipal-
ities; The. clearest proof of the shifting emphasis is that the "gang
of four- is now_blattiod for -bringing art 1 daitiage to the role of
large tit ies as ecOinintic venters." The trend toward economic decen-
tralization has resulted in the proliferation of iirieacierit and duplica-
tive industrial tietiVities in China's small and medium-size towns,
Which not Wily- lettered productivity, but luIS short - stopped the_liow
of raw mat eritds to ]amen and more oilicient plants in Shanghiii,_ Tian-

f;mitighon. and other large cities. NOW it is 1w-6cl:timed that these
large "key cities' Must be import:int regional centers; and must_ be
st retigt limed so t hat t heir advanced deyelophient ivil l grathial ly spread
outward to the Sinaller _cities and towns. The_old "trickle=down"
t he-ory. It is no_ longer heresy to say, "We iiiiiSt. ret.og,-ilizo that uneven
development of Various region, is am objective reality that cannot be
overconte according- to sln,,rt-terni subjectie desires." 95

Other evidenee is is -iiow being featnred in support of large- cities.
Sonic nits planners and representatives of construction departments
Bate, argued that cities cannot truly fulfill their function if they are
too sniall. pointing to the much higher labor Productivity in the big
coastal cities; as Opposed to the small cities and towns in the interior. 96
Small cities ',lit simply not well equipped to Meet the needs of large
production units, all of Which would undoubtedly prefer to remain and
continue building in of around the large cities."

In the fintil nindysis China cannot afford to shortchange the -large
eitieS..Which provide the country with the lion's share of the national
output value. and she must continue to develop smaller towns.- which
must indeed play a vital role in modernizing agrictilture ant`] absorb-
ing excess manpower. It. is not an either or situation as the rhetoric
often leads one to believe. and the pursuit Of any rational policy by
Beijing should find a balanced approach to the artificial large city/
small tOWti contradiction;

" RAM 13, Oct. 20. 1950, In .PBS 77007. Dec. 1G. 1980,
"Ninhuo, l'eb.-3._1981, In F131S, Feb. 1, 19S1. There are many variations of this

daltulatIortused_by Chinese writers.
NInima. Not. 26, IRO, Dee. ", 19SO.

Mot. 31. 19S1, in-FSIS, Apr. 1-, 1901.
" 111t, No. U.-Mare-ill-7. rilSO,
To As nn aside, it might be noted that Chinese oillcials and Intellectunls love-large cities

and there is often n direet_eorrelatIon between the status of the Individual and the size of
the city in which he holds his position.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Ill thelast three _years; the government of theI3eople's Republic of
China has releaSed far -more data on industrial performance than
have been- available since the 1950s. In 1979, the State Statistical Bu-
reau (SSB) published a communique -on plan fulfillment that in-
Chided data on the gross_ value of total, heavy, and light industry and
on the output of 35 industrial commodities in 1977 and 1978.1 The
SSB also published a small_ collection of data that linked the produc-
tion_ of 24 commoditieS in 1978 With output in 1949 and 1952.2

Then, in 1980, the SSB made a formal submission to the United
.Nations_Statis:lcal Office that was breathtaking to anyone who has
folloWed the Chinese economy since the imposition of the statistical
blackout in 1960; The_ submission_ included data on the gross value of
industrial oiitpiit (GVIO) for 12 branches_ _o_f industry and on the
output of _6_2_ mdustrial commodities in 1977=1979.3 And nowin
1981the SSB has released GVIO data by branch-of industry and out-
put data on_72 commodities for the years 1949,1952,_ 1957, 1965; 1975
and 1979,4 This -substantial body of data is presented in Appendix
Tables Al and A2,
_ As more and more data have becomenyailable; the observer of the
Chinese economic scene can answer hitherto unanswerable questions:
Are the GVIO and_phySicalnutpnt data consistent? Are the current
figures comparable to those published in the 1950s? And do they ac-
curately reflect the growth and change in industrial structure of the
last three decades? _

This Paper (a) discusses the nature and _coverage of the GVIO
data; (b) assesses the validity of the official indexes, (0 estimates
price indexes by branch Of industry; and (d) shows the impact of the
change in prices on the rate'of growth and structure of industry.

II. THE CHINESE INDEXES

The SSB output indexes for industry as a Whole and 11 brancheS
are Presented in Table 1; together with index nunabeis that I derived,
for 1977niid 1978. The method of calculating the indexes, the nature

"CommuniqUe or the State Statistical Bureau of the Peoples Republic of Chins bri
aliment of China's1978 Nntionnl Economic Plan," released June 27. 1979. Communiques
hare also teen released in1981land 1981.SSA "Maio In-Mentors: Development -of -the National Economy of the Peoples Republic
ef 11949-49_781:-11e1.11ng. 1979. The Main Indicators was published again in 1980
and presumably has -been or- Ric - -be published in 1981.

voitea_Nstions statistienl office,tZhonggso jingji ninnjlan (1981) (Annual Economic Report Of China (1981]). Sue
Nfuqiao et al., eds., Beijing; 1981. pp. VI-14 to VI-16.
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of the dataon which they are based and the coverage of the branches
are described below.

TABLE 1.-CHINA: INDEXES OF THE GROSS VALUE OF INDUSTRIAL OUTPUT, BY BRANCH OF INDUSTRY
11952=1001

1952 1957 1965 1975 1977 1978 1979

Total 100 228.6 452.6 1, 216.4 1, 408.8 1, 598. 6 1, 734.4

Metallurgy 100 359. 4 895. 6 1, 768. 5 1, 782.2 2, 263.1 2, 516.9
Electric power 100 253.3 934.0 2, 691 1 3, 059:3 3, 493:7 3,824. 6
Coal 100 220.5 385.2 762.5 873.7 990.1 1,000,,
Petroleum 100 411.1 2, 317. 8 11, 763. 1 14,844. 7 15, 26%5 16,142.5
Chemicals 100 389.2 1,449.0 5, 170. 6 6, 009. 8 .',446.9 7,969.3

--Fertilizers and i n sectici des ..._ 100 622. 4 10, 164. 4 33,306. 7 41 2.46. 6 55, 33%4 57, 988.5
Machinery 100 366.7 955.9 1783.0 4,405.8 -4,908.6 5,288.2

Agricultural machinery 100 434. 5 2, 211. 4 17, 42% 7 22,598. 2 24,528 7 23,091 5
Building materials 100 248.5 433.3 1,170.4 1, 561.3 1, 802.1 1, 959.0
Timber._ . 100 19%1 186. 9 NI 5 279.0 308. 6 337.9
Food products 100 185.5 235.4 397.3 448.4 485.4 533.8
Textiles 100 151.1 232.2 41% 3 487. 6 560. 1 627.8
Paper 100 239.5 381.1 611.7 702.5 795.6 891.1

Source: "Zhonnuolinguniani ian (1981)," ("Annual Eamomic Report of Chinall_91111"),Xite &Maims etal., eds., Belling
1981, p. VI-14, except-as noted: 1977-78: Derived from the gross value of output In table Al and the price Indexes In
table 9._Petroleum, 1975: The reported 10.703.1 appears to be_a misprint Chemicals, 1975 and 1979: Derived from the
gross value of output in table Al and the price index in-table 9. The 5,2944 reported for 1 -975 and the 7,782.4 reported
for 1979 aro inconsistent. Fertilizers and insecticides, 1957: The reported 632.4 appears to be a misprint

Both_the official and the derived indexes are based on GVIO data.
These data, which include the output of factories, mines and_ public
utilities, .are in (a) 1952 constant prices for the_years 1952 through
1957; (b) constant 1957 prices for the years 1957 through 1971; and
(c) constant 1970 prices for the years-1971 through _1979; Indexes are
calculated for each interval separately and then linked together to
form an- index for the period as a whole. For example, the index
number formula for 1979 (With 1.952 =_100)

7.P5:1237. ZPstChtZEtoQtt
ZP52Q32 ZE37Q57 ZProQ71

where P stands for price and Q for quantity. Thus the final index is in
constant price.s,_but not in the prices of any single_ year;

Chinese and -Western observers generally consider the GVIO data
methodologically deficient because

generally
are collected by the "factory

reporting method." Under this systems each enterprise reports the
gross -value of its output in constant prices; net of intraenterprise
transfers. Because deductions are not made for semi .finished inputs
purchased from other enterprises; changes in the_ degree of vertical
integration affect the reported level of output and the degree of double
counting independently from changes in-the real level of production;
For example, increased specialization of production tends to inflate
GVIO (because more _semifinished -inputs are purchased); whereas
mergers that combined enterprises in different stages of production
into _a single accounting unit tend _to_lower GVI0.5_Because of these

. shortcomings the official indexes will be compared with independently
constructed_ indexes in the next section of this paper in order to get a
feel for their accuracy.

5 For a detailed discussion of the GVIO date. see Robert Michael Field. Nicholas R. Lardy
and .Thhn Philip Emerson " 1 P.S. on- trnetton-or the Gross Valoe of industrial Ontpnt by
Province in the People's Republic of China : 1949-73. Foreign Economic Reports," No. 7,
U.S. Department of Commerce, 1975, pp. 2-8. .
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Before these comparisons are made, however, the coverage of the
individual branches of industry should be discussed. The Chinese have
revised their industrial classification system at least three times in the
last :10 years.° The 197S list of branches and subbranches-which is the
mOSt. recent and most completewas given by the SSB to a U.S. Sta-
tistical _Delegation that visited_ Beijing in November 1979.! This list
haS 11 branches and 44 subbranclies,_whereas the clatii in the Annual
Economic Report or supplied to the United Nations Statistical Office
hiiS 12 brandies and 17 selMed_subbranchm°

The_ coverage of the branches has to be inferred b% comparing the
recently released data for 1952 and 1957 with _a careful reconstriie=
tion hti Dr. Thomas B. Wiens of the data nubliSlied in the 1950s. This
comparison is presented in Table 2. The Wiens data (which is divided

TABLE 2:- CHINA: GROSS VALUE OF INDUSTRIAL OUTPUT, BY BRANCH OF INDUSTRY, 1952 AND 1957

[Million 1952 yuan1

1952

Official 'Mena

1957

Offitial Wiens

TOTAL

METALLURGY 2, 020 1,993 7, 260 7,521

FERROUS METALS
a) 1, 370 a) 5,224

NONFERROUS METALS a) 623 a) 2,297

ELECTRIC POWER 430 431 1, 090 1, 105

FUELS
a) I,066 2,738

COAL 830 859 1, 830 1;724

PETROLEUM 180 740

Other o)
CHEMICALS (including rubber, and Oda, fats, and cos-

metics?) 1, 660

Chem-I-cal s
RUBBER

(11

Oils-, fats, and cosmetics_
(.0

MACHINERY 3
'

900

Machine -Wadi-rig oi
Metal products (0

REPAIR-_-_-_-__
(1)

BUILDING MATERIALS. (including glass, ceramics and

34,330 34,326 78,400 78,386

nonmetallic-mining?)
Building materials
GLASS

NON METALLIC MINING
TIMBER
FOOD PRODUCTS ____
TEXTILES, SEWN GOODS, AND FUR AND LEATHER

TEXTILES
PAPER AND EDUCATIONAL:

(:)
1, 030

(I)
0)

2; 230
8,280

(I/

207 (21 1,014

1, 726 6; 460 5, 920
874 4,320
513 (1) 1,165
339 (2-) 435

3; 441 614, 300 12, 3Z6
1,424 6,117
1; 434 (21 4,380

583 (I) 1, 829

1,014 ---2, 560 2, 536
779 (II 1, 977
138 (1) 342

96 a) 212
-1 (1)_ _ _5

1, 943 4, 240 , -3, 694
7 454 -1-5, 360 15; 014

a)
14,250 I3;9969,430 9,425

GOODS
PAPER 760

Residual 3, 580

MATCHES (0

SEWN GOODS_
(I)

LEATHER AND FURS a)
CULTURAL, EDUCATIONAL, AND ART PRODUCTS (0

Other
(a)

764
5, 069

108
I, 098

561
676

2, 632

(I)
1, 820 -1,830
8, 570 11,706

a) -_'030
a) 2; 866
a) 877
(1) 1; 643
o) 6,134

Data classified according to the-1978 systemare not availabIL _
2 The Category it not applicable because it is drawn from the Wiens study,

Note: Stub headings in uppet-case inclicate branth or subbranch from the SSB 1978 classification system; headings

in lower case indicate a branch from the Wiens study.

Sources-:-"Zhonegtio ine nianiian- (1981r ( "Annual Economic Report of China [19811") Xue Muctiio

1981; Thcmas 13, Wiens, in cooperation-with K. C, Yeh, The Composition of the Gross Value of Factory

and Handicraft Output in the People's Republic of China, 1952-57"; Manned); Inc., Bethesda, Md., October 1979.

0 For diKr!Ys4on_or
cooperation with lc. C. Yoh.
craft- manta in the People
Md.. October 1979,

?- (State Statistical Bureau
Hon-LINO. ( 1975 ).

" See Atitieridit Table A1:

eh_nnres-in coverage -In the 1 B-500,- see TItomna B. Wiens. in
"The- ComposrtiOn_ of the Gross Value of Factory and Handl-
Republic of China, 1952-1957, MATHTEC11, Inc;, Bethesda.

1, Hongye lumen feniel multi (Branch of Industry
See Appendli B.
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into the 23 branches of the SSI3's 1956 classification) is regrouped to
match the current system. As a complete_ distribution of GVIO by
branch of industry for the 1950s had not been published; 'Wiens was
forced to piece together data from -a large number of sources. The
agreement between the two sets of data is close enough to show that
the recent data -for -the 1950s are consistent with the data published
at the time, and indicates to which category in the 1978 list the data
actually correspond._

Of the branches shown in Table At, coal, petroleum, textiles and
paper refer to subbranches in tie SSB's 1-978 _list Mid 5 of the 17 Se=
lected subbranc_hes appear to refer to some combination of or varia-
tion in the subbranches, or to a small subcategory from the list. Be-
cause of these differences, "Other" which is listed explicitly in _the
data for 1977-1979 supplied to the 'United Nations Statistical Of
and derived as the residual for the remaining years)_is considerably
broader than the category "Other IndiiStrieS in the SSB list.

III. THE ACCURACY OF THE INDEXES

The accuracy of the official output indexes, which the Chinese de-
rived from GVIO data is checked by a branch-by-branch-comparison
with indexes calculated from physical output data Whereever possible
separate indexes are constructed for subbranches in order to reflect
the structure of industry. These subbranch indexes arl _then
agffregated; the average shares in the gross value of output produced
by the respective branches during the years 1977-1979 are used as
weights. The method of construction and the nature of coverage for
each branch of industry are discussed briefly in this section.

A. THE ENERGY INDUSTRIES

The official_ and estimated indexes far the energy industries are
pres-nted in Table 3. The estimated index for electric power is de-
rived from_ the output of electricity. The two indexes are extremely
close period by period and over the 27 years as a whole. The differences
are caused by the fact that not all power is sold: Some is consumed
by the power industry itself or lost in transmission, and some is
produced directly by enter-pries for their own use Thus the coverage
of the indexes is not quite the same.

The estimated index for coal is derived --from physical output. These
two indexes are also extremely close. The differences are probably
caused by variations in the rates of growth at large and small mines
and in the quality of coal produced.

The estimated index for petroleum is the weighted average of in-
dexes for extraction and refining. The index for extraction is based
on the production of crude oil _even though the subbranch includes
natural gas; the value of natural gas, however, is so small in relation
to the value of crude oil that it is ignored, The index for refining_is
derived from the quantity of crude oil refined. The differences between
the official and estimated indexes, which are more serious than for any
other branch of industry, appear to stem from institutional factors
as well as from the weakness of the estimate: As refineries operating
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TABLE 3.- CHINA: OFFICIAL AND ESTIMATED
INDEXES OF OUTPUT FOR THE ENERGY INDUSTRIES

-_
Electric Petwer Coal Petroleum

Official r mated Officials
Esti-

mated r Officials

Estimated

Total, traction 4 Relining ,

Index (1957-.100):
1952 39.4 37.5 45.4 50.9 2C 3 29.4 29.9 29.2

1957 100. 0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100. a 100.0 100.0 100. 0

1965
1975

368.4
1, 064. /

349.5
1, 012.6

174.0
345.8

177. 3
368.9

563. 8
2,161.4

650.3
3, 621 5

755.7
5,295:3

604.8
3, 020. 3

1977 1,206.8 1,155.1 396.3 421.2 3, 611. 0 4, 378. 7 6, 422.4 3,636.9

1978 1, 378.2 1, 325. 5 449_ 0 412.6 3, 714.3 4, 890.3 7, 136. 4 4, 0I5 :1

1979- _.. . . 1, 508.7 1, 457. 9 453.8 486.1 3, 975. 3 4,560.9 7, 260. 5 4,118.9

Rate of growth (Cement)"
1952-57 20.4 21.6 17.1 14. 5 32.7 27.8 27.3 27.9

1951-65 17.7 16. 9 7.2 7.4 24. 1 26.4 28.8 25.2

1965-75 ........ ....._ _. 11.2 11.2 7.1 7.6 17. 6 18.1 21.5 17.4

1915 -19 91 9:5 7.0 7.1 8.6 8. 2 8. 3 8.1

Derived from the output of electricity in table A2.
I Derived from the output of coal In table A2. --
4 Derived from the Indexes of eitraCtion and

relining using the average shares of GVIO in 1917 -79 item table Al as

wel this.
4 Deriver. from the output -of crude Odin table AZ.

Derived from the estimated supply of crude oil In table A2.

in conjunctioii With petrochemical_ plants fall under the jurisdiction
of the Ministry of Chemical _Industry. the alite of their output
is probably ifiehided with cheinicals or may not Le reported at all
if the refinery is part_of an integrated chemical enterprise. This the
official indei is probably somewhat understated. -On the other_ hand,
the estimated index may grog toe_ fast because the single serieS for
crude oil refined cannot take account of the impact on value of the

increasing share of low-value heavy residuals.

13. THE MACHINERY INDUSTRY

'M achinery, -Which the largest branch of presents a spe-
cial problem-. Its 10 subbrancheS range_ from the manufacture of agri=
cultural machinery and industrial eqpipment through electronics and
machinery for household use to repair__of machinery, equipment, and
metaLproducts.0 The 28 commodities _for _which_ output data are avail-
able fall into 7 -of the subbranches." _GVIO data for 1977-1979_ are

available as weights for four _subbranches and one cateppry_whose
coverage is unce_rtain," and output indexes can be constructed,for only
three of them. FUrtherinore, the outpa indexes for these subbranches
are more typical-of the machine-building sector as-it was defined in
the_1950s_ than of the machinery industry as a whole."

The official index_for the machinery industry, therefore; is evalu-
ated in two_stages. FirSt, an index for the machine-building_industry
is preSented in Table The indexes for the three subbranches _are
weighted by their relative shares in GVIO for the years 1977-1979;

For the complete list of subbranches and the more detailed cntegoriela of which they

consl-st. see A Mien('
rd gee Appendix Table A2.
" SPP ttrIpPTIOIX Tn ble Al.
12 In the HMOs. the industry was divided into machine inetta products and

repair, with machine hullding growing the most rapidly. The activities represented by the

first seven /gabbro-riche:, in the 1978 list were classified ns machine building. the nett two as
Metal products. and the last as repair.
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For agricultural machinery; the official index is used as there -are not
enough physical Output data to derive a satisfactory index. The in
dexes for industrial equipment and transport equipmentare_estimated
from output data by using every series for which a suitable price is
available;

TABLE 4.-CHINA: OFFICIAL AND ESTIMATED OUTPUT INDEXES FOR THE MACHINEBUILDING INDUSTRY

Total Official
agricultural
machinery

Estimated
industrial

equipment'

Estimated
transport

equipmentOfficial r Estimated 2 Linked

Index 0957-100):
1952 23.1 31.3 23.1 23.0 36.9 26.5
195T 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
1965 241.4 241.4 509.0 230.1 212.8
1975 1,391.1 1,391.1 4,009.4 1,472.2 904.8
1977 1,440.6 1,440.6 5,201.0 1,524.5 756.9
1978 1,645.2 1,65.2 5,645.3 1,681.5 995.5
1979 I, 702.9 1,702.9 5,315.0 1,745.3 1, W6.0

Rate of growth
(percent):

1952-57 34.1 26.2 34.1 34.2 22.1 30.4
1957-65 11.6 11.6 22.6 11.0 9.9
1965-75 19.1 19.I 22.9 20.4 15.6
1975-79 5.2 5.2 7.3 4.3 - 5.2

! Derived from the Wiens data in_ table 2. He cites State Statistical Bureau sources.
2 Derived from the -indexes- of- agricultural- machinery, industrial equipment and transport equipment using the

average - shares °LOW() in 1977-79 from/able Ai es weights.
II Derived by linking the estimated index to the official index in 1957. The indexes are finked so the residuals for the

years_1952 and 1957 in table 5 will be correct.
Table 1.
Derived from the physical output daU in table A2 and the 1957 prices in table A3.

Second, the estimated gloss value of the machinery industry is
compared with the gross value of the machine-building industry and
of metal products and repair in Table The gross values of machin-
er and machine building are calculated from the official values in
1953 pion and the official and estimated indexes; respectively;_ the
gross value of metal products and repair is derived as the residual.

TABLE 5.-CHINA: GROSS VALUE OF THE MACHINE INDUSTRY, BY MAJOR SECTOR

Machinery! Machine building 2 Metal products and repair

Million
1952 yuan

Index
(1957..100)

Million
1952 Yuan

Index
(1957..100)

MJRina
1952 yusn

Index
(1957..100)

Outpdt:
1952 3,900 27.3 1,424 211 2,47L 30.5
1957 14,300 100.0 6,177 100.0 8,123 100.0
1965 37,268 260.7 14,911 241.4 22,357 275.2
1975 147,537 1,031.6 85,928 1,391.1 61,609 758.5
1977 171,822 1,201.4 88,986 1,440.6 82, P36 1,020.0
1978 191,433 1,338.6 101,624 1,645.2 89,811 1,105.6
1979 206,240 1,442.1 105,188 1,702.9 101,052 1,244,0

Rate of growth (percent):
1957-57 29.7 34.1 26.8
1967-56. 12.7 11.6 13.5
196E--5 14.7 19.1 10.7
1975-79_-___ ______ ffi 7 5.2 13.2

I Derived from the GVIO for 1952 in table Al and the index In table I.
Derived trom the GVIO for 1952 in table 2 and this estimated index in table 1.
Derived as the residual.

The rates of _growth for metal products and repair appear to be
reasonable in relation to those for machine buildingand the machinery
industry as a whole; But the meaning of the residual is not clear as
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neither the machinery nor the machine-building series is- valued in the

prices of a single yeiir._The formulae for the official index (which is
in the previous section) links separate indexes that arc in prices

of 195'2; 1957 and 1970, respectively; and the formula for the eStininted

index iS:

whero G?7../.0 stands for the average gross value of the subsector in
the years 1977-1979, P6i for the 1957 price, and Q for physical output.

C. THE MATERIALS INDUSTRIES

The offitial and estimated indexes for the materials industries are
presented in Table G. The estimated index for chemicals Is the
weighted average of indexes for basic chemicals, fertilizers and in-
secticides; rubber and plastics;_and_pliarinaceiiticals. The _basic Clieni7
icals indek is estimated from the output series for which prices are
available and the series for calcium carbide. As the output of calciUm
carbide greW iiiorerapidly than that of the other basic eliernittils, the
index would be too low if it were not inchided. In the absence of a
price; it was Valued at the weighted average of the prices for the
other basic chemicals; _

The, index for fertilizers And insecticides is based on the total pro-
diiction of chemical fertilizer even though a series for insecticides is
available' the value -of- insecticides; however, is so small in relation
to the value of fertilizers that it is ignored. That the official and esti-
mated indeXeS for fertilizers and insecticides differ considerably is

riCit, surprising, Many varieties of fertilizer are produced and the qual-
ity of fertilizer frOmsinall plants is far below that of the urea, ain-
mOnium sulfate, or superphosphate prodiided by the _large modern
plants. As the estimated index is based on a single series, it can not
take into account changes in the_ output mix or differences in price.

The indek for rubber and plastics is the unweighted average of
indexes for _the production of tires and plastics; and the index for
pharmaeoiitiefilS is derived from the output of the series for the total
production of_cheinical pharmaceuticalS. Over the 27 years as a whole,
the official and estimated indexes for the chemicals industry are close:
period by period; however, the differences are greater as the estimated
indexes do not have enough detail to capture the rapid change in the
Rtr_treture of the industry.

The estimated index for metallurgy_ is based on the output of those
items for which are available. The estimated index falls slightly
behind the Official index as neither output series nor Pride§ are avail
Able for the rapidly growing nonferrous hiettilS. The differences; how-
ever, are not serious.

The estimated index for building materials is the weighted aver-
age of indexes for cement and glass which _are each deriVed from _the

mitput of rt_single series. The estimated index grows somewhat faster
tiaan the official index, probahly_ because no weight is available for
the slower growing outnut of bricks and tiles or ceramics. The esti-
'Tinted index for the timber industry is based on a single output series
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for_the production of timber. As the industry includes the value of
timber processing as well as that of felling and transporting logs; it
is not surprising that there is some difference between the official and,
estimated indexes.

TABLE 6.--CHINA: OFFICIAL AND ESTIMATED OUTPUT INDEXES FOR THE MATERIALS INDUSTRIES

Chemicals

Officials Estimated

Total

Fertilizers
and Insect-

tides Total ,
Basic

chemicals:

Fertilizers
and insecth

tides'
Rubber and

plastics;
Pharma.

ceuticals

Index (1957100):
1952 25.7 16.1 28.2 -35.3 25.8 -42.0 -4.5
1957 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100 0 100.0 100. 0
1965 372.3 1,633.1 432.2 310.1 1,143.0 348.3 477.3
1975 1,328.5 5,351.3 1,155.2 640.7 3,474.8 1,101.4 L240.9
1977 1,544.1 7,044.8 1,460.6 675.8 4,793.4 1,430.8 1,600. 0
1978 1,913.4 8,889.8 1,760.0 822.3 5,757.0 I, 793.8 1,850. 0
1979 ... ... . - . ---- 2,047.6 9,316.9 2,008.8 900.4 7,055.5 2,165.8 1,895.5

Rate of growth (percent):
1952-57 31.2

.

44.1 28.8 23.2 31.1 18.9 85.9
1957-65 17.9 41.8 20.1 15.2 35.6 16.9 21.6
1965-75 13.6 12.6 10.3 7.5 11.8 15.5 10.0
1975-79 _LI 4 14 9 14 8 8 9 19 4 Ift. 4 II 2

Metallurgy Building materials Timber

Officical 1 Estimated 7 (Militia's

Estimated

Officials EstimateduTotal : Cement: Glatt 1:

Index (1957-100):
1952 27.8 26.6 40.2 43.2 41.7 46.1 52.6 40.2
1957 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100 0 100.0 100.0 100.0
1965 249.2 215.1 174.4 207.7 237.6 148.7 98.8 142.7
1975 492.1 418.9 471.0 553.2 674.3 314.5 121 1 166.0
1977
1974

495,9
629.7

419.8
565,5

628.3
725.2

661.8
776.9

811.2
951.0

367.3
433.8

146.8
162.3

178.2
185.1

1979 700.3 621.5 788.3 844.4 1,077.3 504.3 177.7 195.2
Rate of_ growth (percent):

1952-57 29.2 30.3 20.0 18.3 19.1 16.8 13.7 20.0
1957-65 12.1 in 11 7.2 9.6 11.4 5.1 -.2 4.5
1965-75 7.0 10.4 10.3 11.0 7.8 2.7 1.5
1975-77 9.2 13.7 12.4 12.4 12.5 8.5 4.1

Table 1.-
Derived from Ida indexes of basid chem icals, fertilizers and insecticides, rubber and plastics, and pharmaceuticals

using the average shares of GVIO In 1977-79 tram- table -Al as weights.
Derived from the output data in table nand the 1952 prices in table A3.
Derived from the output of chemical fertilizer in table A2.
Derived as the unwerehted average of indexes tar rubber tires and plastics with 1977-79 equal to 100.

4 Derived from the output of pharmaceuticals- in table A2.
Derived from the physical putout _data in table A2 and the 1952 prices M. table A3.
Derived from the indexes of cement and plass using the average shares of GVIO in 1977-79 as weights.

: Derived from the output of cement in _table A2.
1: Derived from the output of plate glass in table A2.
11 Derived from the output of timber in table A2.

D. THE LIGHT INDUSTRIES

The official and estimated- indexes for the light industries.,are pre-
sented in Table 7.73 Tile estimated index for food products is based
on those commodities for which suitable prices are available. It grows
more slowly than the official index because prices were not available
for the output of rapidly growing series such as canned goods.

1: The light industries-which n re here defined to include food products. textiles. and
Paper-are- different -from consamer goods (which would not include paper or part of- tex-
tiles) and from light Industry RR OffiCitlilY defined (which Includes part of the output of
branches that are-primarily- heavy Industry such as pharmaceuticals, machinery for house-
hold use. or the manufacture of wood products).
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The estimated index for textiles is the weighted average of indexes
for chemical fibeis and Other textiles; The former is derived from the
output froma single- series and the latter fro the output of those com
modities for wnieli Prices were available: fn the last few years, the
estimated index has tended to fall behind the official index because out-
put series are not AV-nibble for such_ rapidly growing items as cotton
and wool knit goods.: The difference, however, is not serious:

The estimated indek for paper, which is_derived frOin the estimated
output of paper, grows faster than the official index; particularly in
the last_ 15 years. AS the_ series_ includes various kinds of paper and
relatively_ inexpensive paperboard, a slight change in output mix
could easily account for the difference. it

TABLE 7.-CHINA: OFFICIAL AND ESTIMATED OUTPUT INDEXES Fb 11E LIGHT INDUSTRIES

Food products Textiles Paper

Official I
ESC-

mated 3

Estimated

Officials mated
Official Totals

Chemical
fibers Others

Index (1957.100):
_.

1952 53.9 -57.1 62.2 -71.1 0.0 71.1 41.8 44.1

1957 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

1965 .... ____ _____ _._ 126.9 136.6 153.7 152.4 23 050.0 149.1 159.1 141.7

1975 ________ _ 214.2 204.6 277.5 248.7 77,400.0 238.5 255.4 279.3

1977 241.7 224.3 322.7 271 5 94,900.0 261.0 293.3 308.7

1978.. 261.7 260. I 370.7 306.1 142,300.0 287.3 332.2 359.3

1979______ _____ . __ _ 287.8 252.7 415.5 337.2 163,150.0 315.5 372.1 403.7

Rate of growth (percent):
1952-57 13.2 11.9 8.6 7.1 7.1 19.1 17.8

195745 3.0 4.0 5.5 5.4 99.5 5.1 6.0 4.5

1965-75 5.4 4.1 6.1 5.0 11.9 4.8 4.8 7.0

1975-79 7.7 5.4 10.6 7.9 20.5 7. 2 9. 9 9.6

Tatile.1.
Derived from the-physical aiitOnt data Bitable A2 and the 1952 prices In table Al, Becausethe_adrida for dairy products

is intriin (stele. the index was calculated by-the method
describedin_appendle C of Robert Michael Field, "Civilian Industrial

Production in the -Peoptes_Repriblid of China:
1949-74," in Joint Economic Committee of the D.S. Congress. "Chin:

A Reasseasment of the Economy" Washington. D.C.,4975riv._171,474.
Derived from the indexes hl chemical fibers and other

textiles using the average shares of GVIO in 1977-79 as weights.

Derived from the output of chemical fibers in table-A2.
Derived from the physical_obtpUt data in table A2 and the 1952 prices in table A3.

Derived from the output of paper in table A2.

E. STENDIAEY

- The structure, of the estimated industrial output index is summa-
rized in Figure 1: Separate indekes for the 11 branches of industry are
weighted by their average shares in GVIO during 1977=1979, and the
branch indexes tire further subdivided wherever output data and
GVIO weights are aVailable. Of the 19 branch and subbranch indexes

that canna be disaggrerratec further, 11 are based on the output of a
msingle conioditY, 6 arceilerived as the sum of price times Ounntity, one

is the unit-eight-y(1 average of 2 series and one is tin official GVIO indek:
In total; series f6r 45 commodities are used and the indek is subdivided

more finelV than has been possible before.
The official and estimated branch _of industry indexes-for 1979 _are

assembled in Table 8. They are remarkably close;- despite the theoretidal
deficiencies of _the official indexes ;aid the practical shortcdrilitigs of the

indeXeS that I estimated. For those induStrieS producing _relatively
homogeneous goods -such as metallurgy, electric power; coal. building .
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Figure 1
China: Structure of the Estimated Industrial Output Index
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and timbermid for the slower growing, more stable light
industriessuch as food productS, textiles and papertlie datii sug-
gest that the official and estimated indexes are consistent. For the more
rapidly growing petroleum. chemicals and machinery industries, how-
ever. the conclusion is not so clear. -These industries produce large num-
bers of ery _different commodities; some_ of -which have grown ex-

rapidly. In the petroleum industry. for example. the number
of products produced has risen from 140 in the First Five-Year Plan
period to 687 in 1979, yet only a single_ series for the total amount of
etude oil refined is_ available. Nevertheless._ it npp-ears that GVIO in-
dekeS are reasonably reliable measures of Chinese industrial output.

TABLE 8,CHINA: OFFICIAL AND ESTIMATED INDEXES OF INDUSTRIAL OUTPUT,BY BRANCH OF INDUSTRY, 1979

11957-1001

Official Estimated

Metallurgy _ 700.3 621.5

Electric power 1, 508.7 1, 457.9

Coal_ - 453:8 486.1

Petroleum
3,975.3 4, 960. 9

Chemicals
2, 047; 6 2; 008. 8

Machinery 1, 442.1

Machine building
1; 702.9

M-e-tal-products and repair
1, 244. 0

Building materials 788.3 884.4

Timber--
-177. 7 195.2

Food rod ucts 287.8 252.7
_p

T-estiles
415.5 337: 2

Paper 372.1 403.7

Source: Tables to 7.

IV. TIIE IMPACT OF PRICE CHANGE ON 7^_iui GROWTH AND STRUCTURE
OF INDUSTRY

_
Industrial price indexes by branch of industry are presented in

Table 9. These indexes are derived from the GVIO data and the output
indexes that the Chinese have _publisheAl this year In_1957, for exam-
ple, the gross value of metallurgy ir. million 1957 yuan is :

3:Ps7Q37 =8,000

and the gross value in million 1952_ yuan (whieh is derived as the
product of the 1952 gross vales in 1952 prices and the output index)
is:

and the price index is:

iPaChs xPsrQsrZP6}Q37 =7,260
BPstQat

( Fn.\
Z P57 Q57 P5!Q57 P52 =6,000

Z Chi 7,260

which is the price relative for individual commodities weighted by
1957 output valued in_19:12 constant prices.

As GVIO data in 1957 constant prices and output indexes are also
pricesavail-rile for 1965,_ the 1957 prices were estimated independ-

ently and compared wit 11 the first set. The two setsof 1957 price indiceS
differ by less than 0:1 percent, except for fertilizers and insecticides;
The reported output index of 632.4 for 1957 appears to be a misprint
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as a 1957 index of 622.1_ yields the same price index as the 1965 data.
Because of the slight differences _due to rounding, all_ of the price
indexes-in Table -9 are_derived as the geometric means of the two esti-
mates. With both GVIO_ data and output indexes available_ for 1977
and 1_979; the price indexes for 1970 were derived by the same
procedure.

TABLE 9.-CHINA: INDUSTRIAL PRICE INDEXES BY BRANCH OF INDUSTRY. 1957 AND 1970

1957
(1952..100)

1970_
(1957=100)

1970 linked
Anita

(1952=100)

Total-.
OfFitill... 89.7 85.9 77.1
Calculated 90.8 84.0 76:2

MeUlliltpy: -82.6 -97.6 -80.7
Electric power 107. 3 100:1 107;4
COIL 112.6 126.3 142.2
Petroleum la. 1 78.5 8C 9
Chemical: 74.6 56.9 42.5
Machinery 83.2 72.5 . 60:4"
Builditip Materials 88.7 -93.5 -82.9
Timber 95.8 117.5 112.5
Food products 90.1 130.3 117_4
Textiles 100.8 99.4 100.2
Paper .. 84.6 105.3 89.0

Note: The calculated indexes are for the 11 branches of industry included in this table.

Sources: Derived from the indexes in table 1 and the GVIO data in table Al by the method described in the text.

In the short time that the new data have been available} it has_not
been possible to carry out a thorough analysis of the change in constant
prices since 1952: But it is interesting, for example; to see that the price
of coal-which has been in chronically short supply-has increased
26.3 percent since 1957 and 42.2 percent since 1952; Many _of those who
follow Chinese energy have advocated increasing the price of coal to
stimulate production and curtail consumption.. Perhaps the Chinese
have not. raised the price of coal enough, but they have raised it sub-
stantially.

A second point of interest is that chemicals and machinery-the two
branches of industry that have shown the most rapid improvement in
technology and the greatest change in product mix -have also seen the
sharpest-reductions in price. And perhaps most interestingis the price
change for food products between 1957 and 1970. The Chinese have
frequently said that real wages of workers and employees stagnated
during the 1960s and the first half of the 1970s. I had been aware that
food prices were increasing but had not realized how fast. Given the
large proportion of the household budget that is spent on food; one can
readily understand why real wages had nr t grown.

The output of industry by major sec is presented in_ Table 10, to-
gether_ with the shares of-the total and the rates of growth. Because of
the price changes over the 27 years; the data are presented in both 1952
and 1957 prices. Both sets of figures show the rapid growth of Chinese
industry 'since 1952. After an- extraordinary growth in the Fifst Five-
Year Plan period (1953-1957), the rate fell oiT,to a _quite respectable
long -term 10 percent (as measured_in 1952 prices---or about 9 percent
in 1970 prices). This growth has been Characterized by the priority
development of the heavy industries: which rose from 40 percent of the

3 2
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total in 1952 (as measuredin 1952 prices=or 33 percent in 1970 prices)
to 81 (or 72) percent iii 1970.

Lookina at the benchmark years in Table 10, however, gives an im-
pression of much greater stability- and regularity in the process_ of
development than has in_fact been the base. During the Leap.Forward
(1958-1960), for example, orderly industrial _development was aban-
doned. Output surged to successive peak levels, but the Leap quickly
proved to be an ill- conceived attempt to speed up the rate of growth
by driving =men and machines at a, pace that could not be maintained.
In 1961 and _again_ in 1962,Productionfell sharply. Most of the growth
in industrial production during the _years 1958-1960 would have oc-
curred even without a Leap Forward. Because the acceleration of_the
existing industrial construction program during 1958 and 1959 resulted
in larve additions to capacity, merely putting new plants into opera-
tion would have been enough to guarantee China substantial gains in
industrial production:

TABLE 10.-CHINA: STRUCTURE AND GROWTH DF INDUSTRY, 1952 AND 1979

Total Energy Machinery Materials
Light

Industries

Output (billion yuan):
1952 prices:

1952 30.75 1.44 3. 90 6.94 18.47

1957 69.91 3. 66 14.30 20.52 31.43

1%5 144.63 11.39 37.28 51.68 44.28

1975 397:35 39. 11 147.54 133.61 77.09

1979 581.43 54.17 206. 24 210. 85 110.17

1970 prices:
1952 29.69 1.79 2. 36 5.70 19.84

1957 62. 44 4.40 -8.63 15.49 33.92

1965 115.49 12.40 22. 50 33.20 47.39

1975 292:22 39. 43 89.05 81.38 82.36

1979 418.54 54.44 124.48 122.41 117.21

Shares (percent):
1952 vices:

1952 100.0 4.7 12.7 22.5 60.1

1457 100. 0 5. 2 20:5 29.3 45.0

1965 100.0 7.9 25.8 35.7 30.6

1975 100.0 9. 8 37. 2 33.6 19,4

1979 100.0 9.3 35.5 36. 3 18.9

1970 prises:
1952 100.0 6.0 -7.9 19. 2 66.8

1957 100.0 7.1 13.8 24.8 54.8

1965 100.0 10.7 19.5 28.8 4 :,.0

1975 100.0 13.5 30.5 27.8 28.2

1979 _ _ .- . 100.0 13.0 29.7 29.1 28.0

Rate of growth (Precen0:
1952 prices:

1952-1979 11.5 14. 4 15.8 13.5 6.8

1952-1957 17.9 20.5 29.7 24: 2 11.2

1957-1965 1 5 11 2 12.7 12.2 4. 4

1965-1975 10. 6 13.1 14.7 11 0 1 7

1975-1979 10.0 8. 5 8.7 12. 1 9. 3

1970 prices:
1952-1979 10. 3 11 5 15.8 12.0 6. 8

1952-1957 16.0 19.7 29.6 22.1 21.3

1957-1965 8. 0 13.8 12.7 10.0 4. 3

1965-1975 9.7 12.3 14. 7 9.4 5.7

1975-1979 1 4 8.4 8.7 10,7 9.2

Note: The total excludes other industries; the light industries are food products, teitilei and paper.

Sources: Derived from the GViO data in table Al and the price indexes in table 9.

Dnrihg the Cultural_Revolution (1961969), the industrial revival
that hatt started in 1962 was interrupted-by a new period of turmoil.
Unlike the Leap Forward, the Cultural ReveltitiOn was not prixnarily
an economic movement; nevertheless; it was the source of widespread,
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often violent, change that affected the performance of industry; Work
stoppages;_ shortages _of raw materials, and disruptions of transporta-
tion forced industrial production below the 1966 level in both 1967 and
1968. Thus _the rapid growth_since 1952 has been achieved despite pe-
riods of political turmoil and serious economic disruption.

output figures by themselves do not show the low level of
efficiency at which Chinese industry operates. In the absence of more
comprehensive data; series for GVIO, the average annual number of
workers and employees, and the value of fixed assets at original pur-
chase price are presented in Table 1I, together with series for the
productivity of labor and capital, and the capital/labor ratio. Fixed
assets have grown slightly faster than output over the period as a
whole and very much faster between 1957 and 1915. These relative
rates have resulted in a decline in the average productivity of capital.
Although data on fixed assets_ by _branch of_ industry are not available
for any recent year; some of the decline is the result of the substantial
shift in the structure of- industry: It is_clear; however; that fixed assets
have not been allocated properly and are not used efficiently. Their
allocation has been handled by an essentially bureaucratic process with
J10 strong incentiveat least until recentlyfor managers to use them
intensively.

TABLE 11.Ci OUTPUT, V'ORKERS AND EMPLOYEES AND FIXED ASSETS AT STATE-OPERATED INDUSTRIAL

ENTERPRISES

GVI 0
(million

1970 yuan)

Average
annual

number of
workers

and
employees

(thousand)

Fixed
assets at
on

purchase
price

(million
yuan)

GVI 0 per
worker

and
employee

(Yuan)

Outnet
per 1,M0

yuan of
fixed

asses
(yuan)

fixed
assets per

worker
worker and

employee
(yuan)

1952
1957
1965
1975
1979
Rate of growth (percent):

1952-79
1952-57
1957-65
1965-75
1975-79

19, 954
46, 544

101,892
255, 154
357, 040

1L3
18.5
10. 3
9.6
8. 8

4, am
7, 346

11, 393
25, 531
30, 283

7. 1
8.9
5:6
8. 4
4. 4

14, 920
33, 660

104, 000
242, 830
246, 670

12:4
17.7
15. 1

8. 8
9. 3

4;167
6, 336
8 943

. 9, 994
I1, 790

3.9
8.7
4.4
1.1
4.2

I; 337
1, 383

980
1, 051
1,030

1.0
0.74.2
0.7

0.5

3;115
4, 582
9;128
9, 511

II, 448

4.9
8.0
7.1
0. 4
4. 7

Source: Table A4.

Before turning to the series for labor productivity and the capital/
labor ratio, a word needs to be said about the value of fixed assets. The
figures are for the yearend stock of fixed assets ,valued at whatever
price leas paid when the asset was ori,ginally purchased. As the great
bulk of assets put in place over the last 30 years are of Chinese origin
and as the exfactory prices of machinery.and equipment have declined
substantially-,14 the real value of fixed assets has certainly grown more
rapidly than the series valued at original purchase price. But this
only strengthens the conclusion reached above;

The rapid increase, in fixed assets has meant that the capital/labor
ratio has risen substantially in each period except 1965-1975when

14 Prices of machinery in 1970 wer,.!. 39.8 percent and 22.5 percent below those of 1952
and 1957. respectively. See Table 9.
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the growth of fixed assets fell and the growth of workers_and employ:.
ees WAS high in relation tooutput,and has nearly qttadrupied since
1952; Data on the Prodnetivity of labor and the_capital/lnber ratio
show the Same pattern of rapid growth during the First Five-Year
Plan period and slower_growth since then-with almost no growth
during 1965-19M As -with fixed assets, it is not possible to look at
productivity by branch of industry, but the growth of labor prridire=
ti vity clearly has been -much mare the result of thegteater ity
of capital than the efficiency with which labor is used Thus the Sitb=
stantial fr,i**-1-li of industry over the years has been tiehicYed by pour-
ing in capital and labor rather thin by increasing factor productiYitY,
The current low level of efficiency is one of the serious problems that
the Chinese are attempting to solve in the process of economic reform.

APPE1MIX A

STATISTIC.AT, TABLES

TABLE Al.-CHINA: GROSS VALUE OF INDUSTRIAL OUTPUT, BY BRANCS OF INDUSTRY

Million 1952
yuan

Million 1957
yuan Million 1970431mi_

1952 196/ 1957 1965 1975 1977 1978 1979

Total 34,330_ 78; 400 70; 400 in 390 321, 880 372, 828 423, 075 459, 070

Metallui gy -2,020 7; 260 6; 000 16; 950 28, 830 29, 052 36, 891 41, 027

Elettrit power- 430 1, 090 1, 1-70 4, 310 12-, 470 14; 135 16;142 17, 672

Coal 839 1, 830 2, 060 3, 600 9.000 10, 312 -11,685 11, 808

_ Of_ishich: Extraction
10;191 11; 001 11, 624

Petroleum .. _ .. . _ ___ .... __ _______=.:-_-_: 180 740 800 4,510 17,5 °0 22,680 23,329 24,957

Of which:_ Petroleum and natural gas
extraction

8, 394 9, 480 _9, 803

Chemicals..___ _ ________ _ 1. 560 6,460 4.820 12, 940 36; 450 42,366 52, 498 56,184

Of which:
Basic chemicals

5 ;161 6;167 7,221

Chemical fertilirce:. rind inietti-
tides 37 230 163 2;620 6;140 8;083 10;200 10,690

Rubber-and plastics frei Prodtt-
live use

8, 664 10, 240 11,175

Chemical pharmaceuticalspharmaceutitaft (arid
chemicals for daily use)...

8, 785 -9, 981 -10, 011

Machinery 3, 900 14; 300 11, 900 31, 020 89, 050 103, 710 115; 546 124; 484

Of which:
AgriculturaLmaxliiiiery 87 380 281 1,430 8, 230 10, 676 II, 588 10, 913

Industrial equipment
22, 392 25,641 24,027

Cammtiiii-cation_equipment
11, 183 12, 720 14; 542

Construction and road construe-
ticiit-enithinari

507 553 8_2_6

Machinery ter nonproductive use 4', 365 5, 107 6, 040

Building- materials 1; 030 2,560 2,270 3,960 9,995 13, 334 15; 391 16; 732

Of which:
Cernant_and When' urethras 4; 122 4, 877 6, 003

Refrattory ceramic_materials,
_trick; lithe, etc- 6; 964 8;071 8,119

Glass
Nonthetallit mineral:

1: (M 1-,V6

Timber 2. 230 4; 240 4, 063 3,990 6,110_ 7,000 7,181
.1173/
8, 475

Crt skillet': Logging and transport 2; 703 2, 805 2, 976

Food-processin a 8, 280 15; 360 13; 840 17, 550 38, 610 43, 574 47, 1-71 51, 872

Textiles 9, 430 14, 250 14, 360 22, 070 39; 610 46. 065 52; 909 59, 306

Of which: Chemical fibers
2, 265 3, 129 3, 781

Paper 760 1, 820 1,510 _2, 450 4; 140 4, 754 5, 384 6, 030

Other 3; 580 8; 490 7; 500 13, 040 29, 640 35, 846 38, 388 40, 523

Note: The 78,403,000,000 yuan reported-10f 1957 is ertatea to bein 1957 Patna. As this figure is the same as that calculated
for 1957 using the reported 1952 teal and the reporter) index, it is assumed in fact to be 1952 prices.

Sources: United Nations Shitistical-Olfice. Zlenngguo jingji nianj ian (1981) (4nnual Economic Report of China 119811),

Xue Munlao, et 31., eds., Beijing, 1981, p VI-14.
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TABLE A2.-CHINA: OUTPUT OF INDUSTRIAL COMMODITIES

Units 1952

r.r TALLURGY
Pig rton._. Thousand ton_ 1, 929

Ot w* . Pig iron for steel .

making do
Steer_ .._ ....-. .. ____ ______ ___ _____ do_ _ _ .._ _ _ 1, 349

Of which : Steel casting do
Rolled -steel do. 1, 060

Of Which:
Medium and thick steel

plate 3 - do
Thin steel plates- do
Seamless steel pipes do
Welded steel pipes do

Coke (machine made) do 2, 220

ELECTRIC POWER

Electricity__ __ __ ____________ ___ Million _ 7,260
kilowatt-
hOur_

Of which: Hydro-electricity do 1, 300

FUELS .

Coal. Thousand ton 66; 490
-Di which: Brown coal do

Crude oil __ do 436
Crude oil refined do (510)
Diesel oil do
Kerosene do
Natural gas Million cubic 8

meter_
CHEMICALS

Bask chemicals:
Sitphuric-acid Thou-sand ton__ 190
Hydrochloric acid _do
Soda-ash- do 192
Cau3tic soda 79
Calcium-carbide- do 11

Fertilizer and insecticides:
Synthetic ammonia do 38
Chemi:al fertilizer do 39

Of which;
Nitrogenous fertilizer do 39
Phosphatifertiliier do
Potash fertilizer do
CherniCal iniecticides do 2

Rubber and plastics:
Synthetic rubber dn.
Tires Thousand.. ___ 420
Rubber shoes Million pair_ 60
Ethylene Thousand ton
Plastics_ do 2

Of which:
Polyvinyl chloride do__
Polyethylene do
Polypropylene do
Polystyrene do

Phaifliatituticals : Chemical phar-
maceuticals Ton 100

Other
iron pyrites Thousand ion
Synthetic fattY acid Ton-
Synthetic detergents Thousand ton
Soap do 97

MACHINERY

Agricultural equipment:
Tractors Unit
Hand tractors do
Combine harvesters do _

See footnotes at end of table.

1957 1965 1975 1977 1978 1979

5, 936 10, 770 24, 490 25, 050 34, 790 36 730

15,640 21,740 22,590
5, 350 12, 230 23, 900 23, 740 31, 780 34; 480

1, 8s0 2, 260 2, 330
4, 150 8,810 16, 220 16, 330 22, 080 24, 970

2,190 3, 410 3,140
1,350 1,690

630. 810 910
650 870 890

5, 550 12, 030 27, 380 26, 830 32, 380 33 540

19,340 67, 600 195 800 223,400 256,550 281, 950

4; 800 10, 400 47, GOO 50, 100

131; 000 232; 000 482; 000 550,000 618,000 635,000
23,000 25,000 25, 000

1,458 11,310 77, 060 23;640 104;050 106;150
(1, 730)(10, 490) (52, 400) 63,000 10,100 71,460

16, 160 18, 260 18,730
-3,470 -3,560 -4, 090

70 1,100 8, 850 12, 100 13, 700 14, 500

632 2, 340 4,847 5,37-5 6, 610 6,998
962 1, 115 1,078

506 882 1, 243 1, 077 1, 329 1, 486
198 556 1,289 1,386 1,640 1,826

49 440 983 989 1,238 1,407

153 1,484 6,077 13,482
151 1, 726 5, 247 7;238 8, 693 10, 654

129 1, 037 3, 709 5, 509 7, 639 8, 821
22 688 1, 531 1, 708 1, 033 1, 817

21 21 16
65 193 422 457 533 f 17

78 102 -12-1
880 2,320 7,000 7,720 9,360 11,690
130 250 360 330

303 380 435
13 97 330 524 679 793

185 256 332
198 244 263
57 72 75
10 12 14

2, 200 10, 500 27, 300 35, 000 41, 000 42, 000

6,590 6,868 -6,337
8,671 47, 064 58, 422

30 223 257 324 397
263 315 611 551 596 753

9,600 78, 400 99, 300 113, 500 125, 600
3,600 209, 400 320, 500 324, 200 317, 500

124 655 2,484 _ 4,587
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TABLE A2.--CHIN A: OUTPUT th, INDUSTRIAL COMMODITIES-Continued

0111 1952 1957 1965 1975 1977 1978 1979

MACHIKERY--Contiuued
Industrial equipment

Power generating equipment_ _ Thousand
kilowatt

198 683 4;965 3, 181 4, 838 6, 212

Of which:
Hydraulic tUrbagon- do

suitors.
6 75 (225) (1,241) 626 1, 446 1, 717

Steam turbogenera- . do
tors.

0 123 ,(458) (3, 724) 2,554 3,387 4, 495

Power machinery Thousand
horsepower.

35 690

Of which:-
Steam anti nes do 7 81

Internit_dombiiition do
enigma.

28 609 2, 790 23,400 27, 410 28, 1E0 29, 080

Of which: For do
irritation use.

265 663 10, 282 6,542

Of which :
Diesel en- do

eines.
18 22,980 23,320 22,960

Gasoline en- _do
tines.

10 4,430 4,860 6,120

Alternating current motors_ . __ Thousand
kilowatt

639 1,455 4,050 27,990 26,96 31,948 35,632

Transformers Thousand
kilovolt-

1,110 4,200 8,180 40,970 35,810 48,620 58,230

_ampere.

Pumps_ Thousand_
Machine tools

_

ru whkh:
Lathes dri---

14 51 155 1,186
14 28 40 175 199

64

1,256
183 140

CO 58

Grindint machines do
20 21 20

Milling machines- do
15 13 12

FlanIng machines do.
-26 ---21 1-1

Mining equipment Ton 1,100 52, SOO 40,000 196,100 184, 300 242, SOO 263,700

Forging eqUilMient do 1,000 2,500 7,500 44, 700 36,000

Metatiurgh_l equipment do __ 200 13,100 17, 400 82,100 72,900

Petroletim_eouip ment do 5, 900 12,900 63, 200 93, 000

Chemical equipment do 1, 000 7,200 14,200 75,900 66,400

TRANSPORT I PMENT

Motor vehicles_ Unit 7,900 40,500 139, 800 125,400 149;100 185,700

Of which: Trucks do ___ _ ___ 6;200 26,500 77,600 75,900 96,100 116,700

Locomotives do 20 167 146 526 293 521 573

Of which:
Steam locomativii: do 20 167 (3111)

t(g514

(167) (281) 311

Diesel locomotives do. (200) (108) (204) 222

Electric locomotives
110

-90-0

08) (36) 40

Freight cars - do 5,800 7.3H I 15, 700-
'160

6,396 16,950 16, 042

Pas lenge, coaches __ do 6 454 804 538 784 856

Merchant vessels do 84 646 517 1, 605 2, 771

Full load Ton ' 21,485 108, 000

Dead weight do 16, 000 54, 000 611, 300 860, 700 809, 300

Light ship do 5, 485 54, 000 (73, 100) (494, 200) (431, 300) (585, 300X550, 324)

OTHER

Radiosets: Thousand 17 352 815 9,356 10,494 11,677 13,807

Of whch: Transistor sets do
10, 133 11, 154 13,331

Television-Sift Unit 4, 300 177, 600 284,600 517, 300 1, 328, 500

Tap recorders Thoniand
165

Cameras.. Unit_ 100 17, 200 184, 900 246, 600 178, 900 238, 100

Sewing machines Thousand 66 278 1, 238 3,567 4, 242 4, 865 5, 868

Bicycles do 80 806 0,838 6;232 7, 430 8,5-40 10, 090

Wrist watch __do 1, 008 7, 822 11,040 13; 510 17,070

ulau bins. Million 26 69 192 520 617 759 850

Roller bearings Thousand
set

1,180 10,600 30,800 162, 730 164,700 179, 320 215,100

BUILDING MATERIALS

*Cement Thousand
ton.

2, 860 6.860 16,340 /6,260 55,650 65, 240 73; 903

Glass: Plate glass Thousand 2, 130 4,620 6, 870 14,530 16,970 20,040 23.300

CaSe.

Ottser:
Bricks Million

93,800 110, 000 128,500

Tiles do
16, 000 22,000 24,800

Asbestos Thousand
ton.

139 143 141

Timber Thousand
cubic meter.

11,200 27.870 39,780 46,260 49,670 5,,620 54,390

See footnotes at end of table.
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TABLE A2.--CHINA: OUTPUT OF INDUSTRIAL COMMODITIES-COntInued

Ur,Its 1952 1957 1965 1975 1977 1978 1979

FOOD PRODUCTS
Salt Thousand ton_ 4, 945 8, 277 11, 470 14, 810 17, 100 19, 530 14, 770
Canned food Tort. 12, 500 61;800 121;800 350;900 442, 000 488;000 501,300
Sugar Thousand ton_ 451 864 1, 460 1,740 1, 816 2,287 -2, 500
Cigarettes Thousand 2, 650 4; 456 4,780 9, 920 11, 820 13, 030

crate,
Dairy prOducts Ton 624 10, 863 42, 590

TEXTILES

Chemical fibers do 200 50, 100 154, 800 189, BOO 184, 600 326, 300
Of which:-

Artificial fibers_ do 84,100 115,200 112, 700
Synthetic fibers do 105, 700 169, 400 213, 600

Other:
Cotton yarn Thousand ton_ 656 844 1, 300 2, 103 Z 230 2,3E0 2,635
Cotton cloth Million meter_ 3, 830 5, 050 6,200 9, CT 10,151 11,029 12,150
Wool yarn- Ton _ _ 2,000 5,700 11,000 26,600 31,100 3,,600 4C 406
Wool cloth Thousand

-rn-eter 4, 230 18,170 42, 400 69, 430 78, 400 88, 850 90,170
Wool blankets Thousand _ . 717 852 2,420 5,130 5,350 6,250 6,500
Gunny sacks, Million -67- 83 125 191 245 . 290 344
Silk Ton__ 5,600 9, 900 9, 100 23, 100 26,900 29, 700 29,700
Silk cloth Million meter_ -65 145 342 454 529 611 663
Towels Million 224 368 434 767 1, 090
Socks Million pair_ 359 583 434 592 817

SEWN GOODS, AND FUR AND
LEATHER .

Clothing Million piece 385 673 717 573 744
Pelts- _---- _ __ _____ __ _.._ Thousand I. 3, 300 9,560 7,130 2C 570 _-_._-_-_l=__.....:_:.... 30,830
Leather shoes and boots. _ Thousand 12,000 25, 290 18, 080 66,460 91,190 100,530 116, 080

pair
PAPERMAKING AND CULTURAL

AND EDUCATIONAL GOODS

Paper and paperboard Thousand tons 5:r. 1, 221 (1; 730) (3, 410) (3, 770) (4, 390) (4, 930)
Of which:

Machine-made paper do 372 913 1,730 3,410 3,770 4,390 9,930
Of which:

Demount. do 330 340 360
-Paper for relief printing. __do 360 440 510

Handmade__ _____ _. _______ __ ____ _. __ ____ 167 308

OTHER
Matches Thousand.. 9,110 10,360 12,070 16,370 18,920

Note: Figures in parentheses are estimated_
SOUttet ;
General references:

United Nations Statistical Office. Zhongguo jingji nianjian (1981) (Annual Economic Report of China 119811), Xue
Muciao. et-al., eds.. Beijing. 1981; pp. V9-Sand-V!--16.-State-Statistical Bureau, Mainf ndicators, Dexolcipment of
the National Economy of the People's Republic of China, Beijing, 1980. State Statistical Bureau, Ten Great Years,
Beijing-1960.-

Specific references;
Hydraulic turbogenerators, 1957: Diariit goagyefElectrital Industry), No. 10, 1957, p. Ji. Steam _turbegeneraters.

1951: Derived as the residual, Steam engines: 1952: State Statistical -Bureau, Woguo rangtie dianli-meiton Pais
fangzhi until gongye di jinx' (Chinese Iron and Steel.-tlechit_Power_Coal, Machinery, Textiles, and Paper Indus-
tries-Past and Present). Beijing, 1958, p. 142,1957: Derived as the residual.

-triter-nal combustion emines; 1952-: State Statisticat tfureau,Pastand Present, p.123.1957:.StateStatistleal Bufeau
Communique on the Fulfillment of the First Five-Year Plan (1953-1957) for the Development of the- National-Economyd
Beijinc-1959-Diesclengines,-1952 State StatistiCal_Birreaur_Pa stead Present, 0.114. Gasoline engines, 1952: Derive it
as the residual. Steam locomotives, 1979: Economic Reporter, October 1980, p.30. Diesel locomotives, 1979: Loc. c .
El ectrit-locomotives, 1979: -Loc. tit-

Merchant vessels: Full load, 1952: State Statistical Bureau, Past-and-Present, p. 123. Light ship, 1952 and 1957:
Derived as the residual. Cigarettes,_1978: Zhongguo hake nianjian 1989 (1980 Yearbook of the Chinese EnCycl °podia),
Beijing, 1981; p. 314. Dairy Products: 1952 and 195-7: -Kant Chao, The Rate-and- Pattern of Industrial Growth in Com-
munist China, Ann Arbor, 1965. 1979: BBC, FE/711038/A/10, September 3,.1980. Paper, hand-made, 1952 and 1951:
Derived as the residual.
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TABLE A3.-CHINA: PRICES OF SELECTED INDUSTRIAL COMMODITIES, 1952 AND 1957

[Yuan]

Units 1952 1957

61iitallfugy:
Pig iron Ton 1613 154.00

Crridi iteel Ton 578.20

Rotted steel Tort 800.0-
31.20

s60404. 70

Coke. Ton 44.50 .

Basic chemicals:
Sulfuric acid Ton 316.00 257.00

Soda ash Ton 348.00
1,075.00 7231.01

Cells& soda_ Ton
Calcium carbide Ton 630.46

IndOifffel equipment:
Hydraulic turbogenerators Kilowatt 120.68 53.62

Steam turbog Kilowatt.enerators
95.04

Internal tom bust icis engines Horsepower
Kolowatt.

150.00
91. 67

/47.93

Alternating current motors.
150.30 96.21

Transformers Kiliovoltampere 41.60 25.99

Machine tools Unit

Unit

12, 300.00 10, 200.00

Transport equipment:
Tracks Unit__

18,000.00

Steam locomotives Unit
Unit

252, 831.00 251,900.110

Diesel locomotives

Unit-- -

756, 800.00
22, 313.66 19, 389.00

______ _ _ 42;680.00 37,085.92
3, 336.00FfEass ignticaler coachesh es

Merchant vessels ton 3,023.00

Foodspairtoduct :

CTTLia:ntseed..

188.00 191.00

Siitar 1;102.00 990.00

6, 400570.01

480.00
Ctlarettes
Dairy products Ton

Textiles:
Cotton yarn Ton 3,822 50

Cotton cloth Thousand meter 738.00 720. 00

Woo; yarn
uTprnendeMeter

Unit

Wool cloth

33, 950.00
8.54

Wool blankets
118.00

Gunny sacks
2.27

Silk Ton 43, 910.00

Silk cloth Meter 5.46

Sources: Calcium carbide 19-52: Assumed to equid the weighted average of the priCes of the other basic chemicals.
Passenger_ coathei 1957: The1952 price deflated by the price-re,ative for freight cars All other prices:. K.C. Yeh, "Gross
Nation31 Proluct of the-Pe,ole's Rep451-ic of C5iii3, 1352-1957; Rend Corp, forthcoming. C.I.A., "Prices of Machinery
and Equipment in the People's Republic of China, -A (ER) 75-64, May 1971 Kang Chao, "The Rate and Pattern of Indus-

trial Growth in Communist China," Ann Arbor, 165.

TABLE A4.-CHINA: ESTIMATION t F THE -GROSS VALUE Of OUTPUT AND THE AVERAGE ANNUAL NUMBER OF

WORKERS AND EMPLOYEES AT STATE - OPERATED ENTERPRISES

1852 1957 1965 1975 1979

Profit (billion current yuan)
Profit per 100 yuan_GVIO
GVIO (billion 1970 yuan):

Minimum
Maximum= _

Fixed assets at original purchase price (billion yuan)
GV10 per 100 yuan fixed assett at Original purchase price
GVIO_ (billion 1970 yuan):

Minimum
Maximum

Circulating capital (billMn current yuan)
Circulating capital per 100 yuan GVIO
GV10--(billuan_1970 yuan):

Minimum
-- _Malinim

Estimated GVIO (billion 1970 yuan)
GVIO per marker and employee (1970 yuan)._ __ ____ __ _ _ ______
Estimated average annual number of workers and employees

(thousand)

2.83
14. Z

t9. 839
20x064

14. 92
134

39.912
20139

4=cn
23.1

19.81.5
19.996
19.954
4,167

4, 789

7 -95
17.1

46.219
46.680
33.66

138

46.276
46.766

9.05
19.4

46.408
46.817
46.544
6,336

7, 346

21.70
21.3

101.426
102A40
104.00

98
.

101. 385
102.865

26_01
25.5_

101.623
102:235
101.892

8;943

II, 393

36.34
14.2

254.269
256883

242.83
105

253. 752
257=167

85. 27
33.4

254.598
255.709
K S. 154

9;994

25, 531

, 56-28
15.8

354.164
357._390
346.67

103

7`i5. 332
:60.199
110.90

31.0

356.690
358.349
357.040

11,790

30, 283

Nide: Estim sled GM is t've midrange of vat ie; it"( ived from t`. 3 sets of data in the table; estimated average annual
number of workers and employees is derived Porn " o estimated GVIO and the reported GVIO per worker and employee.

Source:"Zhongguo iingji nianjian (1981)" ("kin ill Economic Report of China (1981( "), Xua 6Surilao et aL, eds.,

Beijing, 1981, p. VI-18.
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APPENDIX B

THE BRANCH OF INDUSTRY CLASSIFICATION LIST "

CONTENTS

Methods of Demarcating Light and Heavy Industry.
Several Points of Explanation of the Branch of Industry Classification List.
Branch of Industry Classification List.

I. Metallurgical Industry.
II. Electric Power Industry.

III. Fuels Industry.
IV. Chemicals Industry.

V. Machinery Industry.
VI. Building Materials Industry.

VII. Timber Industry.
VIII. Food Products Industry.

LX. Textile, Sewn Goods, and Fur and Leather Industries.
X. Paper Making, and Cultural and Educational Use Goods Industries.

XI. Other Industries.

METHODS OF DE3fARCATING LIGHT AND HEAVY INDUSTRY

Heavy industry in general indicates industry_ that produces pro_-
duction materials. It is the industry that supplies the material (wuzhi)
base for realizing the modernization of _agriculture; industry; national
defense, and science and technology. It is the base for establishing
strong economic power andnational defense power in our country; and
is an important indicator of socialist industrialization.

Heavy industry includes the three following classes_of industry:
(1) Extractive (logging) industry : that is, industries that ex-

ploit petroleum, coal, metallic ores; nonmetallic ores; and timber;
(2) Raw materials industry : industries that supply the raw

materials, power, and fuels needed by manufacturing industry.
The products of this type industry are the most important material
(iouzhij components of industrial working capital. It includes in-
dustries that refine and process metals, coking and coke chemistry,
and production of chemical raw materials; cement, sawn timber
and particle boards, electricity, and processing of petroleum, coal,
and other fuels;

(3) Manufacturing industry: it consists primarily of industries
which manufacture modern production tools, In general the prod-
ucts of this class of industry are the final products of heavy
industry. It includes industries that manufacture agricultural
machinery, equipment for industries, modern communications
tools, building find installation work machinery_ and equipment,
and metal structures and cement products [used] in construction
work sites (factories, railways, etc.), and finally industries that
manufacture fertilizer and agricultural pesticides.

Light industry in general refers to industries that supply household
consumption items and manufacture hand tools. It has extensive and
close connections with agricultural sideline_ production undertaken by
the vast peasant [masses] and the livelihood of urban and rural people.

13 (State statistical Bureau). Gongye bumen fenlel (Branch of Industry Classifica-
tion List), (Beijing), (1978) translated by John Philip Emerson.
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,

In general it is characterized by a comparatively rapid return on capi-
tal and a comparatively short period of time for construction.

Light industry includes the two following classes_of industry :
(1) Light industry that uses agricultural products a§..raW mate-

rials- including cotton, WOolen
finished
hempen, and-silk textiles and sewn

goods, leather, flit, and their nished products, pulp and paper,
and the food products industrieS.

(2) Light industry that uses nonagricultural products as raw
materials, including industries that make daily_use metal products,
daily use chemical products, plastics:-and weaving of plastic _fibers,
salt, daily use_ glass; ceramics, fuels forhousehold use; small farm
tools made of _iron bamboo and wooden farm tools, craftsmen's
tools, and other hand tools;

According to the above_ principles of classification, industries that
produce weapons, equipment; and ammunition should be classified as
heavy !Industry; industries that produce military consumer productS,
on the other hatid; should be_ classified as light industry, Unger rtpair,
if the objects to be repaired are heavy industry products, the repair
should be classified as heavy industry, if not, as_ light industry.

Light and heavy indii-§try are divided into branches of industry.
For details of branches of industry inelude under light_and heavy
industry, see "Branch of industry classification list," /

SEVERAL POINTS OF EXPLANATION OF THE "BILANCH OF INDUSTRY
CLASSIFICATION LIST"

I: When_enterprises are being classified by branch of industry, on
the basis of the nature of the principal product under [conditions of]
normal production, the entire plant is classified under one single sub-
category. Enterprises whose production is temporarily changed, or
newly built enterprises, take their production mix as the [classifica-
tion] norm. Enterprises whose production mix has not been settled
can _decide [on a classification subcategory]_ on the basis of the nature
of the principal product for that year Some local enterprises with
production of an unusual nature, on the basis of the nature of concrete
production, are classified under kindred Subcategories by provincial,
municipal; and autonomous region planning and statistical depart-
ments.

2. The designations of a given branch of industry (or subcategory)
under heavy industry as "extractive (logging) industry," "raw mate-
rial industry," or "manufacturing industry, or for light industry
branches as "industry that uses agricultural products as raw materials"
and "industry that uses nonagricultural _products as raw_ materials"
are all noted in the "Branch of industry classification list," according
to these methods of demarcating, light and heavy industry and based
on the general conditions of enterprises throughout the county. If a
given _branch of industry (or subcategory is listed under "raw materi-
als industry," the enterprises of that branch all fall under "raw mate-
rials industry," For exampk, electric power plants all are listed under
"raw materials industry," regardless of whether the plants preduce
electricity principally for industrial use or -for consumer use by indi-
vidual:S. Salt refineries all are -_dassified as light industry that "uses
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nonagricultural products as raw materials," regarfilzss- of whether
their_products are industrial salts or edible salt.

3. In general branches of industry for subcategories fall] include
manufacturing and repair.' For example; the tinib_er processing indus-
try includes manufacture and repair of timber articles. But in order to
examine the relative shares of output of manufacturing and repair in
the machinery industry, machinery repair is taken as a separate branch
of industry.

4. Classification of military industry enterprises can be decided
. according to the nature of their industrial production.
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BRANCH OF INDUSTRY CLASSIFICATION LIST

Ranch of industry Subcategory
Heavy or light Notes

I. METALLURGICAL INDUSTRY

1. Ferrous metals Industry.

2. Nonferrous mehils Indio-SHY.

II. ELECTRIC POWER INDUSTRY
ca

3. Thermal power
do The electricioviii lirdiftri iiiiiiidit Will ethic 1+4

powerplants.

4, Hydroelectric power
do.

5. Power supply idiaiributioni
do.

III, FUELS INDUSTRY

6, Coal industry. Heavy extractive).

2 Coal washing and dressing.
1. trCOSI niittlen_

Heivy (raw): Refers to Independent wishing and dressing Plant,

1. Petroleum Industry
Includes national and iYiithitit ORE

1. Petroleum extraction Heavy (estractive)__. Includes natural gas.

2. PittliUM proniiiing. Heavy(raw).

1 CoklAg and coke cisemIttry industry
do Includes coal gel,

IV: CHEMICAL INDUSTRY

9. Chtinicil 010446110n industry
Heavy (tatmetive)- includes -Iron pyrites ,-- phosphorus, soloist pebulum

silti,Itrakind. otter chemical minerals, Does not
Include limestone,- gypsum, -Peta-faid3P14-4118
diy-,:_kiellii; welter nonmetelkorts or fluorspar.

11 Hied thirilitil new materials Industry
Huey (raw)- Includes acids, -salts, chlorine,- alkelfs,-and der Iri,

organic thernital_ Indiritty raw moteriels. Doe not
Include explosives, percussion caps, funs, or other

.J

esploslve products.

3 3

1. Ferrous metals ore estrkting and dristfrig-- Heavy (extrective) Includes minister. end chromite ores. Mei rint Intifada

lion pyrites.

2. Ferrous metals rill-Miro and processing Heavy (raw).

L Nonferrous WO iitrattlin ond Heavy (extractive),

2. Nonferrous metals refining and procemIng Heavy (rae).O Does not Include mining of coins.



11. Fertilizer and agricultural pesticides.

12. Organic chemical Industry

1. Chemical-fertilizer
2. Agricultural pesticides

Heavy (manufacturing) Does not Include bone meal or bone phosphate.
Includes basic chemical pestiddes and other chemical

preparations.

Heavy (raw) Includes plastics, synthetic fiber elements (polymers)
and synthetic rubber. Does not include synthetic rub-
ber products or plastic products.

Light (nonagricultural) Does_ not Include synthetic rubber products or plastic
producte.

-do ... Does not include spraying of LemPbleck or paints. _
..... Heavy (raw) Includes high purity grade reagents,- standard reagents,

biological reagents, and organic and Inorganic reagents.

1. Organic chemical synthetic raw materials

2. Dyes and mordants

3. Paints and varnishes
4. Chemical reagents

5. Other organic chemical raw materials. do.
13. Pharmaceutical industry

14. Dilly use diemical Industry.

15. Rubber processing industry.

16. Plastics processing industry.

V. MACHINERY INDUSTRY

1. Pharmaceutical raw materials Light (nonagricultural).
2. Medial pharmaceuticals do
3. Veterinary pharmaceuticals do.

-
1. Photochemistry..... do
2. Fats, soap, and natural-oils. do
3. Detergents and synthetic fatty acids... ... do.

1. Rubber products for production use.. Heavy (manufacturing)
2. Rubber products for household use Light (nonagricultural).

I. Plastic products for production use Heavy (manufacturing

2, Plastic products for household use Light (nonagricultural)

Does ILOHOCIOdO The Processing or refining of !traditional'
Chinese material medics.

Includes cod liver oil and other nutritional products.

Includes camera plates and film.
Includes toilet soap.

Includes the retreading.

_ Includes-artificial-leather and products. Does not include
artificial loather shoes.

Does not Include ping-pong balls.

Machinery manufacturing Industry subcstegories -17-21
below all include specialized castings. forgings equip-
ment-accessories, and spare parts of these industry
groups.

17. Agricultural machinery manufacturine Industry DOO1 notindude-grain-proceesingend oil pressing machin-
ery, or motordriven fishing boats.

Indudet tractons of all kinds and hand.held tractors
bid !cultivators].

1. Tractor manufacturing. Heavy (manufatiuring)

2 arledindiedagriCulturalliol manufactudrig....-_ ......... do.
3. Semimechanized agricultural tool manufacturing......_ . do.
4. Improved tool manufacturing. ..... Light (nonagricultural).

See footnote at end of table.



BRANCH OF INDUSTRY CLASSIFICATION USTContinued

Breech of industry Subcategory Hwy or light Notes

V. MACHINERY INOUSTRY--CoritInued

IL Industrial equipment manufacturing industry.
L Power machinery manufacturing_ Heavy ( menufatturing).________ Indudes_mantlFectiiring_Of steam Wilma, prime movers,

and electrical machinery end_ equipment.
Dees not include *Metrical_ mits*, aikidosl instruments

or !traditional] stoves for boiling water.
do. Includes meting mapInery
do ....... . ..... Does -not include specialized ore dressing laboratory

equipment.

.__.do.

.._ do.

do.

__do Does not include synthetic rubber equipment.

do.

do Doan not include tractors for forest use.
....do.

8L. ConismannetnuluuctelWionurimrmsanttellarftInde4u1"ilepecIntizanubeqctuluipingentrun materials industry ed m

3. Mining and coal industry specialized equipment
_manufacturing.

4. Petroleum Industry specialized equipment menu-
mooring,

6. Chemicsi laduetry specialized equipment menu-
littering_

9. Timber industry specialized equipment manufacturing
10. Gain and cif Industry spedelUed equipment

manufacturing.
IL rood probate Industry specialized equipment ......do.

mmufacturIng.
12. Textileindintry spxialMed equipment mandectildn g do.
13. Papermaking Industry specialized equipment

menufecturing. _-""d°'
14. Specialized equipment manufacturing ror other do

industries.

Communications equipment manufacturing
Industry.

Specialized erjuipnient for other industries in addltion fa
Buie listed ebovL

Dom not indude envies machines for home I1111.
Doe, not include bicycles.

1. Motor vehicle manufacturing Heavy (manufacturing). Includee ribuilican, trailers. endrnotorcydet

- Mole end IP enLend sir! equipment
Includes. and -rolling-dock, railway2. Railway transport equipment manufacturing do

Does net u e rolling ebx of logging, mining, and
industrial nillwAyk

3. Shipbuilding do_ Includes work -vessels Isicy-Egotticheng- omen), -repair
dins._ smillery eniinte for shipboard ate, marine
navlationalond diving equipment.

Does not iodide rnOtetized or _selling fishing vessels,
cement mesh, or-wooden vessels.

4. Tram manufacturing do includes_ tram reilltutstoci
20. Construction and read building machinery menu- do Does not include excavating machinery.

facturinginduetm.
21. Industry minuted/deg other machinery for

production LIIII.
L Geological urespecting equIpramitmenufacturing Heavy-(manufacturing) . Does-not Include-oil weltdritlik-eqWpment-
2. Instrument and meter manufacturing_ Includes electrical meters and Instruments, therm-

u -3 3 -J



22. Electronics industry.

dynamic meters optical instruments petroleum geology
instrinnents-read- meters, -telecommunications- Instru-
ments and meters_testile instruments instruments and
meters-for Shipboard-use-meteorological instruments
educational instruments, and other instruments, meters,
and scales.

Does not include motor vehicle and tractor meters or
medical oudastrumentsend meters.-

3. Manufacturing equipmenL do_ ..... ...... Incudes lifting and transporting equipment, industrial
and-mining rolling stock, pumps, anemometers,- gas
compreulon engines, refrigerating equipment; safety
and firefighting equipment

Does not Include popskle machines; scales; and pole
soles.

4. Other manufacturing of machinery for production

I. Production of integrated sets for production use. _ ..... Heavy (manufacturing) Includes all kinds of Integrated rldio setstsicl (wonlandlan
3.541,-4776,-7193,-2419,2894), Inch as electulnk

calculators, 1m/denting and television equipment
communicationi-equipment,-Nectronk-assernblits for
Industrial use and electronic assemblies for military_uee

Includes-television seta, record players, and irediol
receivers.

Includes electronic tube and semiconductor parts and
elements.

Includes power,--frequency and time /immuring Instru-
ments oscilloscopes voltameters power supplY *WWI
generators-acoustical measuring Instrumenksomplex
testing apparatus, and other Melo testing', instrumenb,

Includes -specialized semiconductor- equipment-special
use vacuum tube equipment,_ special use parts and
elements, and other special use radio equipment.

Includeshicycles-home-use sewing machines, timepieces
and washing machines.

Include lass-instruments,
Includes cameras. record players, motion picture ma-

chines. and elide-projedors.
Includes calculators, typewriters, and high speed presses.

2. Integrated soh for cultural and househeld use Light (manefaduring)

3. Radio parU Heavy (manufacturing)

4. Radio measuring instruments do

5. Specialized radio equipment__ do

23. Household use machinery manufaduring Industry'.
I. Daily use machinery. Light (nonagricultural)

2. Medicalsniainely do
3. Machinery for cultural use do_

4. Other machinery for household use do
24. Production use metal prOducU industry.

See footnote at end of table.

t. Metal structures___ _______________________________ Heavy (manufacturing).
2. Tools do._

Flittikil ware and Cable.
4. Metal products used in electrical lappliiimesi do

5. Industrial use metal products do

6. Metal cables and products [sic) do
7. Snug lumfarm tools and maltmen's tools Light(nonagricultural).
8. Metal products used In 'construction do.
9. Other metal products for production use do

us 336

Includes-measuring-and cutting-tools- Does not Include
craftsmen's tools or small iron farm tools.

Includes storage batteries, special use bulbs and dry
cell-batteries-for- production-use-and -mining- lamps.

Includes roller bearings, valves, standard astenen, and
--enamel-producte-forindustrial use--

Includes gardening tools and horseshoes.

Includes metal- packing materials, containers, and electric
welding rods,

Does not include spmialized geologk.al metal products.



BRANCH OF INDUSTRY CLASSIFICATION USTContinued

Branch of indeitry SObategary Heavy or light Notes

V. MACHINERY INDUSTRYContinued

25. Daily tine metal products industry.
L Dilly use electrical appliances Light (nonagricultural) . Includes-electric stoves,'electric fans, electric tarifa*.

Mrs, leas hlighb and batteries; Winery light bulbs;
and small light bulbs.

2. Enamel products for daily use do:
3. Hardware for daily use do. -- - Includes aluminum products, food vessels, for hems use,

and cooking utensils, knives, sictsson, locks, needles;
and other metal products for Maly 41$11.

26. Machinery, equipment, and metal products re- Items Ito 6 below are repair for production use.

milt industry.

VI: BUILDING MATERIALS INDUSTRY

27. Cement Industry.

L Agricultural machinery repels' Heavy_(mondietUring).
Z Motor vehicle malt - do.
3. Railway and transport equipment repair 6.
4, Ship repoic_.-.--____. do.

5. Repair of other equipment do Includes industrial_ equipment; construction end road-
building equipment, telecommunications equipment,
and Mar production use menhir.-- repair.

6. Repair of metal Products for Production use,__... Light (nonagricultural).
7. Repair of machinery for household
8. Repair of metal products for household use do.
9. Technical occupations do Includes independent electroplating, mall epreYirlii

stamping (rinbus 0603,5363) [sick and grinding Ind
polishing.

L Cement..- Hairy 01110-
2. Cement products Heavy (manufacturing) Includes abashes-cement products.

28. Brick, tile, and lime, and other constniaion
materials industry.

I. Back, tile, and lime Heavy (minufitUring) Dots not include cement brick, cement tile, gated
tile, and porcelain wetland floor brick. .

29. Fire-resisant materiels industry.

30. Glass iriduitry,

2. Gravel astrectan Heavy (oxfrictive).
3. Other construction materiels Heavy (manufacturing) Includes acidproof materials, lindeum, and Oilpear.

Pons not include clay pipe.

I. Fire-resistent earth Heavy (extractive) Includes 6993, 6986, 4345. 5480. 9489, 4349. magnetite,
dolomite, silica, and fluorite extraction.

2. Fire-resistant materiels products Heavy (manufacturing).

I. Glass for construction use Hug (manufacturing).
2. Glass for industrial use do.._.... ...... Includes glass for electrical- equipment, glass tor Optical

use, and glass Instruments.

3. Glass fibers and products Heavy (raw).



3L Ceramics Industry.

32. Nonmetallic ores industry.

VII. TIMBER INDUSTRY

33, Timber fellinaandtiansnottiodustlY
N. Timber processing industry.

1. Coeriite fOr tonsfruCtioo aniblifth use. . Horsy (manufacturing) Includes clay pipe for construction use.
2. Ceramics for Industrial end electric.' uses do.

-1. Nonmetallic ore extraction and dressing.............. Heavy (extractive).
2 NorimeUllic ore procesiing Heavy (raw) Does not include stone sculptore for display [exhibition).

35. Wood products themibtry industry

VIII. FOOD PRODUCTS INDUSTRY

6. Grain and oil industry.

Salt industry.

Food products industry.

See footnote at sod of tablik

Heavy (extractive)_- _____..:_. Includes filling Ind Uinipeito. bamboo.

1. Sawn and synthetic lumber ___________............. Heavy (raw)
2. Wood produch for prOduccion.use LIght(nonagricultural)
3. Wood products for household use do

Heivy (raw)

1. Rice hauling end grain . . ._Light (igriculturs1).
2. Edible -plant oils. ....... _ ________ .......do.
3. Oils and fits for industrial use do

1. Crude salt

Includes plywoOd
Includes cork products for production ass
includes cork prodUCU I& household use.
Includes resins, gmbler, camphor, and the distillation

on durbohlzitidii Of WOoct

Includes animal and pilot oils and MO procmshril for
nonfood use. Does not include synthetic fatty acids.

Light(nonagrlcultuni).___ ..... drcludes evapontion of sea wrier and extraction of
rock sell

no.2. Sall processing
3. Salt chemical Industry

1. -Butchering and nest processing Lightlagricultunl) Doss not lociude bone destOrgitia.
2. Aquatic products processing ..do Includes salting and drying of aquatic products.
3. Catmint do.
4. Sugar manufacturing do includts- raw- sugar and sugar processing. Does not

Include malt sugar or candy.
5. Tea manufacturing .......... .... ..... _ ....... ................dO,
6. Cigarettes do Includes cigar:, shredded tobacco, snuff, and water

pipe tobacco.
7. Tobacco .......... ......
8. Distilling o,
9. Egg and milk products .............. ..... do.
10. Other food products do Includes- baked breads pastries, sweertmetts, biscuits,

cold drinks, condiments; icemallIng, cold stOMII, and
other food products.



BRANCH OF INDUSTRY CLASSIFICATION LIST--Continued

Branch of industry Subcategory Heavy or light Notes

IX. TEXTILE. SEWN GOODS, AND FUR AND
LEATHER INDUSTRIES

39. Textile Industry

40. Sewn goods industry.

4L Fur and leather industry.

_ Includes chemical fabrics.
1. Chemical fiberthdustri:

(aj Arficial fibers
(b) Syntithetic Fibers leicl

2. Prelfrishiary proilising Oil fiber raw motorists:
(i) Cotton ginning

(b)Woolscouring and other fiber processing dO.

3. Cotton textiles:
(I) Cotton textiles for daily AIM- 4D

(b) Cotton textiles for production use do.
WoOt tedilea:

(a) Wool textiles for daily use -.do
Woof tops end wool textiles for production Use dd.

5. Hem-

b) Hemp textiles for production use
taililesfOr dilly use__ .......

do.
6. Silk tiktiles:

(a) Silk textiles for dilly use do.
(b)Silk titling and knitted silk textiles for produc- do.

Lion use.
T. Knitted goods

8. Other_tiktiliOrOdfath
(a) Other textile products for daily use
(b) Other te01111 products for production use.do

Doet not indUde (manufacturing of] synthetic fiber
elements.

Light (agricultural) Does not Include cotton bowing.

Des not include knitted PAL

Does not Include nags or felt products.

Includes knitted goothof cotton, wool; hemp, silk, chemical
fibers, and other raw materials.

...... Includes felt prOducts.
Includes fishing lines and fishing nets.

DOB nut Include embroidery or pure fur or wool sewn
goods.

L Siwn goo& for libUselibld tite Light (agricultural

E Stier' midi tot production use do.

1 Tanisintleedsir Light (egrIcultUral).
2. Fur end leather goods for household use do
3. Fur and leather goods for prOdUttlon use do.

Does not include leather sporting goods.

33J



X. PAPER MAKING A30 EDUCATION GOODS

42. Paper making industry.

43. Industry manufacturing products for educa-

floral, cultural, and arts uses.

Xl. OTHER INDUSTRIES

44. Other Industries.

I. Paper pulp._ Light (igricUlturs1),
2. Machine made paper and cardboard
1 ProcesSing of paper do

4. Chinese native paper do.

Dees not Include tar paper, Wooer, carbon, stencil
paper, insulating paper and paper products

I. Printing Light (agricultural) Includes binding.
2. Printing Ink do.
3. Writing utensils do.
4. Producti for educational, cultural, and sports uses do Includes _stationery, scientific_and Cultural SiMplei ant;

specimens, sports equipment, musical Instruments.
tilys, records, tilm_ developing and printInL

Does not Include educational instruments.- -

5; Industial crafts and the arts products do._ _ leClede3 floor WV lite, embroidery, :bp properties
and other industrial crafts and line arts products.

1. Explosive products
2. Carbon products.
3. Insulating materials do.
4. Matches tight (nonagricultural).
5. Alcohol do.
6. Piped water. . . do.
1. Processing and refiningof Chinese malaria medics do.
8. Bamboo, tattan.coirpalm, amd grass products:

(a) Bamboo, rattan, coir palm, and grass prod- do.
uctslorhousehold use.

(b) Bamboo, rattan, coir palm, and grass prod- do.
acts forproduction use.

9. Glass forelailytme
10. CelaIlliC3 fordaily MI
II. Other

sic{ciii

hefillre mostly light industry.

Heal(manufacturing) ..... Includes high explosive:, percussion caps, and fuses.

Includes hot-water bottles and mirrors.
Includes earthenware.

Includes processing of fur, hair, bone; and horn minting
of coins,-rnixed-animat reads, paper , cotton
bowing,. packing , wooden pole scales Incest paint-

ing services,and briquettes.

Note: Heavy industry is divided Into extractive (logging) Industry (abbreviated "extractive"), raw materials Industry abbreviated "raw"); and manufacturing industry (abbreviated "manufacturing");
lightindustry is divided into industry that uses agricultural products as raw materials (abbreviated "agricultural") and Industry that used nonagricultural products as raw materials (abbreviated "non-
agricultural").

CO
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the last four years, both Chinese and Western perceptions of
industrial prospects in the People's Republic of China have_changed
drastically. At the National People'S Congress in March 1978, the

. then _Premier Mat_ Guofeng announced an ambitious ten-year plan
for the modernization _of the Chinese economy.' Production of stem
was expected to grow from 25 million tons in 1977 to 60- million tons
in 1985, and the gross value of industrial output was planned to
creaso tort percent annually.

The Chinese_felt the planned 10-percent rate was attainable because
they attributed the poor industrial performance- during the previous
several years (especially 1974 and_ 1976) to political turmoil, A prov-.
ince-by-province, analysis of industrial performance during the period
1965-1977 shows clearly that political disruption did have a severe
impact,2 but the disruption obscured serious underlying economic
problems such as poor planning; _misallocation of capital, inefficient
management and low productivity of labor. Many Western econo-
mists recognized--at the time that the targets of the ten-year plan
could not be fulfilled by 1985, but neither they nor the Chinese plan-
ners..had_ enough data to understand fully the nature and scope of
the problems.

Even as these limitations to growth were surfacingi_a fundamental
crack appeared in the foundation of China's modernization plan. Plan-
ners in Beijingwho were counting on continued high growth in oil
output to fuel and finance the modernization programfound that
oil_ prospects had been seriously overstated. In contrast to the andel,
pated- 10-percent annual growth, they were faced with the prospect
of a decline in output. This rapidly emerging problem has led us to
examine the impact of energy shortages on industrial output over the
next five years.

We explore the relationships between the availability of energy and
industrial performance in Section 11 and then use these relationships
in Section III to show the- constraints imposed on industry over the

.next five years by the anticipated stagnation in the production of pH-
'mary energy: Section_ IV presents growth paths based on -alternative
-.- assumptions about Chinese. policy decisions and the availability of
energy;_Finally, in Section V; we sketch briefly our expectations for in-
dustrial growth (hiring the rest of the decade, with a brief glance at
the 1990s;

Du& Guofeng. "Report on the Work of the Government," Peking Review, No. 10. 1978.
pp. 18-19.

2-Robert :Michael Field, Kathleen M. McGlynn. and William B. Abnett. "Political Conflict
and Industrial Growth in China : 1065-1977." in Congress of the United States. Joint Eco-
nomic Committee. Chinese Economy Post-Mao. Washington. D.C.. 1978. pp. 239-283.
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II. PERFORMANCE IN 1977-80

A; THE GROSS VALUE OF INDUSTRIAL OUTPUT

Data on the gross value of industrial output (GVIO) fire presented
in Table_ 1. Tlu.se data, Which include the output of factories; mines
and public tiie collected by the "lactot.y reporting, Method."
Each independent accounting unit _cidettlates and reports the gross
value of its output , net intraenterprise transfers, in official constant
prices; The GVIO for the country as-i liole is the sum of all_the re-
ported output vhhieg. wo have adjusted the official figures
the output, of brigade indnstry; which the Chinese classify as an ngri-
cult iiral sideline activity. When the value of its output was ShialleriitS
classification was not_ a matter of_great practical significance; As the
Value of COmmune indtisty is already included in_ GVIO and the value
of brigade industry now amounts to 10 tereeht Of light, industrial out-
put, lidWeVer, its exclusion from GVIO would distort the structure
of industrial output.

TABLE is GROSS VALUE Of INDUSTRIAL OUTPUT, 1977-80

'Billion 1970 yuani

1977 1978 1979 1980

Total, including brigade industry ______ 387.9 440.6 479.4 (01 2)

liesaqnirilitry 209.8 242.5 261.1 264:8

E rEreili-i-PO-v;ei
47.1
14.1

51.1
16.1

54.4
17.7

(56.2)
(11 0)

Coal_ _. 10.3 11.7 11.8 (11.5)

Ciodesiisetibliam_. 8.4 9.5 1 8 (1 8)
Light oil products (12.9) (12.4) (13.7) (14.4)

_ iiiitai OD Omuta-- (1.4) (1.4) (1.5) I
Metallurgy 29.1 36.9 41.0 (i4.B

_Dtbetheavy industry 133.6 154.5 165.6 (164.5)

lightindustry 178. 1 198.1 218.3 (258.4)

Of which; Brigade Industry- 15.1 17.5 213 S (24.0)

Note: Crude petroleum ivtisiet the valitu of natural gas output: figures in parentheses are estimated.
-

_Sources: United Nation: sl'at V!cal Office. State Statistical Bureau, ''Communique on Fulfillment of China's 1980

National Economic Plan, irsu4:: 29, 1981, "Beijing Review," No. 19; 1981, p. 23,

The official GVIO was criticized by Chinese statisticians_ in the
1950s and has come under attack again in the_last year or two because
the large and _unevenly distributed amount of double counting makes
it unacceptable for many types of economic analysis. The recent
closing or merger of many small. inefficient enterpises has undoubt-
edly had some impact on the structure and growth of the official _data.
The distortion introduced in a period as short AS four years (1977-
1980) is probably not great_ and the projections iu _Section are
made on the assumption that the subordination of industrial enter-
prises will remain unchanged.__

The growth of GVIO declined from 13.6 percent 4 in 197P ti,8;8

' For a dc.erintton of the factory reporting method to the Ifffills and an analysis of its
detects. sec Robert Michael_ Fad& _Nicholas R, lardy and John Philip Emerson. '!..k Rectill-
stimetion of the Gross Value of Industrial Output by Province in the People's Republic of
China : 194D-78." Foreign Economic Report No. 7. U.S. Department of Commerce. Wash-
ington. D.C.. 1075: pp. 2-S.

a Because the data for total GVIO and for tight industry used In this paper include brigade
Industry. rates of growth differ slightly from those reported officially.
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percent in 1_979 and 9.1 percent, in 1980. The rates for 1979 and 1980
aro not smell below the 10 percent called -for in the ten-year plan, butthe overall growth conceals profound changes in the relative_ rates
of growth in heavy and light unhistry. The growth of heavy industry
declined_ from lo.6 percent in 1978 to 7.7 percent, in 1979 and only 1:4
percent in 1980, whereas _the growth of light industry increased from
11:2 percent in 1978 and 10.2 percent in _1979 to an _unprecedented
18.4 percent in_1980: These changes show the combined impact of the
complex _set of forces that are working to change -the structure of
Chinese industry: In the first place, after 15 years of extremely rapid
growth, the output of energyparticularly petroleum began to
decelerate rapidly: This; in turn, put pressure on the rest of heavyindustry.

As-the full.- extent.of their problems became clearer, the Chine-Se
shifted priority from heavy to light-industry: The response was quick
and unambiguous. The surge in light industry in 1980 was primarilythe result of relaxing controls over collective industry: Collective
enterprises were allowed greater planning,freedom in plannin,r, production
and marketur, and bene%tted from a stepped-tip flow of raw
materials: Output, from collective industry in the first half of 1980;
for example, grew 23.6 percent_ over the first half of 1979; whereas
the output, of_state-operated industry was up only 11.3 .percent. The
difference in the rates of _growth means_that te,211esti,re industry, which
produced loss than one-fifth of industrial output in 1979, contributed
nearly one third of the increase in 1980:

B. THE AVAILABILITY OF ENERGY

_ Data on energy availability are presented in Table 2. The produc-
tion of pi I uiary energy rose 11:2 percent in 1'978, 2.8 percent in 1979,
and declined in 1980. Iii 1978, increases of 11 percent in crude petro-
lemn and 12 percent in coal supported a :36-percent increase in exportS
and a 10 percent ;ncrease in the domestic energy supply. The small
gains in 1979_.and the declines in 1080, however, forced Nina to rein
in the growth of energy exports. The energy available for_domestic
use rose by a moderate 2 percent in 1979 _and then slid in 1980.

The major factor affecting the availability of energy during the
second half of the 1970s_was the slowing And then the dramatic halt
in the growth of crude oil output. Production peaked at the equivalent
of 1486 million tons of coal -in 1979.5 Daqing, the backbone the
oil induAry, reached a peak of about 70_million tons of coal equivalent
in -1975, a level it has continued to_maintain. The fast-growing Rencjiu
oilfelil contribtited mere than half of the oil output gain in 1978, with
new areas _at Shengli _providing most of the rest. After 1978, the
prOs_pects for Renqiu began to dim, and both Renqiu_ and Shengli
apparently reached production peaks. With few additional reserves
prepared for development onshore and the _prospects_ for major off-
shore development still distant, production leveled off.

Beijing adjusted the consumption of crude oil domestically; partic-
ularly in 1979 and 1980, to preserve the domestic supply of critical

All energy figures in this paper are given as their coal equivalents. For the conversion
factors used. e e Appendix A.

3.y t
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TABLE 2.-CHI N A : AVAILABILITY OF ENERGY, 1977-80

[Million tons of coal equivalentl

1977 1978 1979 1980

A Primary energy:
Al Total :_
A1.1 Production 529.8 589.0 605.3 598. 0

41.2 Lasses. 39.4 43. 7 45.0 44.5

41.3 Net trade 14.7 20.0 23. 7 24. 8

41.4 _ Available 475.7 525. 3 536.6 528.7

A2 Hydroelectricity:
42.1 Production 21.4 19:9 21.3 23.5

A3 Natural gas:
43.1 Production 16.0 18 :2 19.2 18.9

A3.2 Loma .3 -. 4 -.4 _:4

A3.3 Available 15.7 17:8 18.8 18.5

A4 Crude petroleum :
44.1 Production 131.0 1457 148.6 148. 3

A4.2 Losses- 5.2 5. 8 5.9 5.9

44.3 Net trade 12. 7 15.8 17,8 17.8

A4.4 Refined 103.7 110.1 115.0 117:5

44.5 Available 9. 4 14:0 9.8 7.0

45 Oil products:
45.1 Crude-oil r efin ed.... _________ ._. 103. 7 110. I 115.0 117.5

45.2 Losses- 8.3 8.8 9.2 9:4

-__Asa Net trade -1.3 2.4 3.1 -3.1

45.4 -11111Tbroducb_available
48.5 51.7 54. 2 55.9

45,5 Heavy products available 45.6 47.2 48.4 49.0

A6 Coal:
46.1 Production 361:4 405.2 41-6,-2--407:-3
A6.2 Losses- 25.6 28.7 29.5 28.8

A6.3 Net trade -_:7 1.8 -2. 7 3. 8

A6.4 Available. 335. 1 374.7 384.1 374.7

B Secondary energy:

al Prircar7ersergy =Wined 99.0 111.3 118.7 126.1

131.1 Hydroelectricity 2I :4 19.9 21.3 23.5

81.2 Crude petretibrn_ 9. 0 14.0 9.8 7.0

01.3 Heavy oil products 13:6 14.0 13.2 15.9

01.4 _ am 54.6 63.4 74.4 79,7

B2 Losses... 4. 4 5.0 -5.3 5 7

133 Electric energy 23.5 27.1 29. 9 31.8

84 Heat residual 71.0. 79.2 83.4 88.7

Note: Loosen include internal consumption.

Source: Appendix A.

light Oil products while maintaining the level of exports. Between 1978
and 1980, China halved the amount of crude oil being burned as fuel,
which allowed refinery feedstocks to grow despite Stagnating crude oil
output. In addition, expanded secondary refining capacity increased
the share of light oilproducts in refinery output: As a result; output
of-both heavy and light oil products continued to grow through 11\90.

The change in the prospects for the petroleum industry came too
abruptly to allow time for an expanSion of coal output large enough
to maintain growth in energy availability..:The coal industry, for years
overshadowed by the increasingly impOrtant petroleum sector, had
neither the capacity nor the infrastructure to maintain its historical
growth rate; much less make lip for the lost of oil. The commissioning
of major new mines was largely ignored for 15 years. InStead, China
pushed production at existing modern mines, most of which were
probably producing close to capacity as early as 1975. The large pro-
duction increase in 1978 resulted partly-from the expansion of small-
scale rural mines and partly from continued recovery from the de-
pressed production levels of 1976. The increase in 1979 W11,5 small, and
output fell in 1980. Although probably essential for rebuilding StOcks;

the peak level of production, reached in 1979, pushed the capacity of
the modern mines to the limit ; coal production bumped up against
other constraints, such as rail and port capacity.

3 .1
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The availability of electricity eontinuekl to grow throughout the
period, although at a sharply _declining rate. Chinareversed the fuel
consumption trends of the first half of the 1970s, which had emphasized
the conversion of thermal powerplants from coal to oil and the con-
struction of Many solely oil-fired powerplants. Except for 1978, when
extra production from thermal powerplants was required to make up
for the fall in hydroelectric output caused by the drought in Central
China, direct consumption of crude has been declining.

C; TIES CONSUMPTION OF ENERGY

Data on consumption of energy by major economic sector are pre-
sented in Table 3; The heavy industrial sectors dominate both primary
and secondary energy consumption, particularly the consumption of
heavy oil products; coal and electric power. This structure_of consump-
tion resembles the structure found in Japan and 'Western Europe more
closely than that of developing countries with per capita incomes close
to China's. The pattern is the cumulative result of the high priority as-
signed- to and the concentration of Investment in energy-intensive
heavy industry over the last 30 years. Coal remains the major source of
fuel for industry _and the residential-commercial sector; 6 but the in-

-creasitigityllilability_oLliettyy-oil during, the 1970s led to a greater use
of oil in industry for heating _and burning;As in otli-dtcountries-the
use of light oil :ifoductsparticularly diesel fuel and gasolineis con-
centrated in the-agricultural and transport sectors.

The energy/GVIO elasticity,' which had been about 1.66 from 1965
to 1978, dropped t a strikingly low 0.04 from 1978 to 1980. This change
reflects the major policy reversals thatlave taken place since 1978: The
steady increase in. the consumption of energy by heavy industry was
halted in 1979 and reversed in 1980; This, coupled with the rapid
growth of light industry, which consumes much less ener v per unit of
output, means that it was possible to maintain steady growth in GVIO
despite the sharp decline in energy growth rates.

Energy conservation has become a major concern. In the past,_ with
abundant and rapidly growing energy supplies, notoriously inefficient
energy consumers in heavy industry notably small fertilizer, steel
and cement plantswere allowed to flourish. Faced with increasingly
t ight ene-gy supplies;_Beijing began to reassess the_valne ofinefficient
energy consumers, both large and small. To stretch the available energy
supply, fuel was rationed for the largest consumers, immediate
provements in unit fuel consumption were made where possible, and
some of the most inefficient plants were _closed;

Rough measures of outruit rer unit of enemy are shown in Table 4.
The data show clearly_ho_w the much greater value of output per ton of .

energy consumed in flinht, industry has enabled the Chinese to ac-
celerate the growth of light industry and maintain the growth of in-
dustry as a whole desnite the increasingly severe energy shortages.
They also show the sharp increases in the _value of output generated
by each ton of energy consumed in metallurgy and other heavy in-
dustry; These increases represent the joint effects of energy conserva-

" Firewood. pinntstniks. and other- r,rocrunmercini fuels. which- are the major sources
of Priem,' in ritr1 utens, ore not in,luded in the ante presented in this paper.

'The energY/OVIO einsticitk indtentes the percentage change in energy consumed asso-
ciated with h one percent change in G VIO.
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TABLE 3.-CHINA: CONSUMPTION OF ENERGY, 1977-80

IMillion tons coal equivalent/

1977 1978 1979 1980

A Metallurgy:
A1 Primary energy consumed 71.6 95.4 93.9 91.7

A1.1 Natural gas 2.4 2.7 2.9 2.8
A1.2 Heavy oil producb 11.7 15.7 15.9 15.9

A1.3 Coal 57.5 77.0 75.1 73:0

A2 Electric energy 4.4 5.3 5.7 -6.1
A3 Total energy consumed Th. 0 100.1 99.6 97. 8

13 Other heavy industry:-
B1 Primary energy consumed 130.8 135.1 131 6 115.2

81.1 Natural gas__. 5.3 6.0 6.3 -6.2

8I.2 light oil products 9.7 8.2 6:1 6:1

81.3 Heavy oil ProdUets 20.3 17.5 19.3 17.2

61.4 Coal 95.5 103. 4 101.8 85.6
82 Electric energy__ .._ 10.9 12.5 13. 9 13.9

03 Total energy consumed ......... _ 141.7 147.6 147.5 129.0

C- Light Industry:.
CI Primary entre consum ed..- ... _ -_ ....... 33.5 37.4 IL 2 48.8

c1.1 11fht oil products 5.8 6.5 7.1 8.4

CI.2 Coal 27.8 30.9 34:1 40.3

C2 Electric energy 3.9 4.4 4. 8 5.1

C3 Total energy consumed 37.6 41. 8 46.0 54.5

D Agricillturi:
D1 Primary energy consumed 18.0 20.0 22:0 22.2

01.1 Light -Of- product 18.0 20.0 22.-0 22.2

02 Electric energy 2.7 12 16 4.1
D3 Total energy consumed- 20.7 23.2 25.6 26.3

E Transport:
EI Primary_eneray dinifirned 28.2 31.4 33.2 30.7

ELI light oil products 13.0 110 17:0 17.1

61.2 Coal- 15.2 16.4 16.2 13.6

Electric energy -. I .2 :2 .2
E3_._ ______-_____301kgriarggso ns um ed 28.3 31.6 33.4 30.9

eFR sidential-commerclal:
Fl Primary energy CannsUmed 94.5 94.7 94.4 9401----
FLI N atu rid las 8.0 9.1 9:6 9.5

F1.2 Light oil products 2.0 2.0 -2.0 2.0

FI.3 Coal 84.5 83.6 82.5 82.5

F2 Electric energy__ 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8

F3 Total energy consumed .... _ .. 96.1 96.3 95.8 95.7

Source: Appendix EL

tion, closure of inefficient plants and changes m the composition of
heavy industrial output:

Because of the way we have estimated energy consumption, the data
in Table 4 are affected by changes in energy stockS, which are not
treated separately in this paper because of inadequate data_ Scattered
evidence indicates that China was rebuilding coal stocks in 1979, which
implies that the increases in gross value nf output per unit of energy
shown in Table 4 are understated. In 1980, however, it is likely that

TABLE 1.- CHINA: GROSS VALUE OF OUTPUT PER TON OF COAL EQUIVALENT CONSUMED, 197740

1977 1978 1979 1980

Metallurgy:
Cates value (billion 1970 yu4.0 29.1 36.9 41.0 44.1

Energy consumed (million TCE) 76. 0 100.7 99.6 \ 97.8

Yuen orir TCE 382.9 366.4 411.6 450.9

Other heavy industry:
GreriNlille (billion 1970 yuan) 133.6 154.5 165:6 164.5

Energy consumed (million TCE) 141. 7 147.6 147.5 129.0

Yuen per TCE 942.5 I, 046.7 1;122:7 1; 275.2

Light-industry:
. Gross saki e (billion 1970 yuan) 178.1 198.1 218.3 258.4

Energy consumed (million TCE) 37.6 41.8 -46.0 54.5

Yuan per TCE 4, 736.7 4, 739.2 4, 745.7 4,741.3

Mete: TCE stands for tons of coal enuivelint.

Source: Tables 1 and 3.
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stocks were drawn down, which implies that _the figures for-1980 are
overstated. Nevertheless the general trend is clear: major shifts in the
industrial structure, the elimination of inefficient consumers and atten-
tion to immediate energy saving .cipportunities resulted in significant
gains in the productivity of energy during 1979_and 1980.
__The unit values of energy products, which will be used in Section
III to estimate the gross value of energy output for the years 1981-
1985, are shown in Table 5.

TABLE 5.- CHINA: UNIT VALUE OF ENERGY PRODUCTS; 1977-80

1977 1978 1979 1980

Electric-cowl':
Gross value (billion 1970 yuan)__ 14:1 16.1 17.1 19.0Electricity -sold (million TCE) -23.5 -27.1 29_9 31.8Yuan per TCE_ 640.0 594.1 592.0 597.5Coil:
Gross- value (billion 1970 yuan) I0:3 _11.7 II. a 11.5CbiliOldantIlion TCE) 335.8 376.5 386.8 378.5Net trade_-.___________ _O. 7 _I: 8 _2.7 -3.8.. DiitrIbuted domestically 335.1 374.7 38421 374_7-Yuan per TCE 30.7 31.1 30:5 30.4Crude. PatrotaiIiii'
Grail value-(billion -1970 yuan)- 8.4 9.5 __9.8 ._9.8CiUdit pitiblebrii told (Million TCE) 141.5 157.7 161.5 160.9Net-trade... 12.7 15.8 17.8 17 :8Sold hilehritriti_ 103.8 110.1 115.0 117.5

Distributed domestically__ _ ._ _._. 25.1 31.8 28.5 25:5
Yuan per TCE _____ ______. ______ __ ___________ 59.4 60.2 60.7 60.9Oil products:
Gross value (billion.1970 yuan):

Light oil-products_ 12.9 12.4 13.7 IC 4
_Heavy oil products- 1.4 1.4 1.5 1.5

Oil products-sold (million TCE):
Light oil producU 49.8 54.1 57.31- 59.0

,3 _24ribrtratle
Distributed domestically

3
54.2

3.1
55:948.5 51.7

----Heavy oil products_ 45.6 47.2 48.4 49.0
Yuan per TCE:

Light oil -products 259.0 229.2 239.1 244.1
Heavy oil products_ 30 :7 29.7 31.0 30.6

Note: Crude petroleum includes natural gas; TCE stands for tone of coal equivalent

Source: Tables I and 2

III. PROSPECTS FOR 1981-85

A; THE AVAILABILITY OF ENEPGY

A baseline projection of energy availability through 1985 is pre,
sented in Table (1; Woexpe,ct_ across-the-board declines in fossil fuel
output in 1981 to be followed by a _recovery in the coal industry rapid
enough_ to offset the continued decline in liQuid fuels output in 1982=
1985. The_projeet ion thus shows overall energy output _dipping slightly
in l98Litnd then recovering slowly to a point just short of the 1979
peak. The baseline projection_ _assumes_ that (a) net trade in energy
Rill remain _at the 1980 level, (b) a million tons of secondary refining
capacity will lie added each year, and (c) a vigorous campaign will
eliminate the burning of crude oil by 1985. The reduction in the
amount of crude oil burned and the increase in secondary cracking
capacity will gradually increase the supply of light oil products-
and_decreas_e the supply of heavy oil products-despite the decline in
crude oil output.

For the smaller sources of primary energy, the trend in-natural gas
production is expected to follow that of crude oil, and hydropower

3
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output is expected to rise at ahout 6 percent per year if_the large-scale
hydroelectric projects currently under construction are_ completed on
Schedule and the small-scale hydropower prograM continues.

TABLE 6.-CHINA: AVAILABILITY OF ENERGY 1980-85

(Million tons of coal equivalent[

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

Primary energy:
Total.:

Production 598 :0 582. 1 587.9 593. 5 597.5 603.0

[Cities. 44. 5 43.1 43.4 43. 6 43:7 44:0

Net trade 24 :8 24. 8 24. 8 74. 8 -24. 8 24. 8

Available_ 528.7 514.2 519:7 525. 0 529. 0 534:3

Hydroelectricity: Production 23:5 24.2 25.5 27.7 29.9 32.1

Natural -OS:
Production 18:9 17.8 17.3 16.9 16.4 16.0

lases -. 4 . 4 .3 _.3 _ :3 .3
Available 18:5 17. 5 17.0 16.6 16. 1 15.7

Crude petroleum:
Production 148, 3 140.0 135. 8 133.0 128. 8 126.0

Losses 5. 9 5. 6 5. 4 5:3 5. 2 5.0

Net trade 17.8 17.8 17.8 17. 8 -17.8 17.8

Refined _______________ . _-_- -- -___ ____ __ 117. 5 110.9 108. 3 107 :0 104:4 103.1

Available 7.0 5.6 4. 2 2. 8 1.4 0

Oil Products:
Crude oil relined 117.5 110.9 108.3 107.0 104.4- 103.1

Losses , . _ .... _______ - . - - . - ............. 9. 4 8.9 8. 7 8:6 8.4 8.2

NettedI.. 3.1- 3.1 -3.1 3. 1 3. 1 _3. 1

Llgrit products miailable 55. 9 .55. 2_ .. 55: 6 56:5 56.9 57.7

Heavy products available 49.0 43.7 40:9 38.8 36.0

Coal:
Production 407.3 400.1 409.3 415.8 422.4 428. 9

Losses 28.8 28.3 29 :0 29.4 29.9 30.4

Net trade 3.8 3.8 -3. 8 3.8 - 3. 8 _ 3.8

Available 374.7 368.0 376. 5 382.6 388.7 394.8

Secondary energy: _

Primary energy consumed-. _ _ _________ 126.1 124. 8 1211 3 131.7 134.9 138.4

HydroelectrvitY 23.5 24.2 25.5 27.7 29.9 32:1

Crude petroleum
Heavy-oil-products-_---

7. 0 5.6 4 :2 2.8 . 0

. 15.9---79. 14.7
8073---81-0---88-8.____92

13.5 11 4 11.24
I0:0
96.4

Coal r
5.7 5.6 6.0 _K1--

Losses
-5.7 5. 9

Electric energy 31.8 31. 6 32 :5 33.3 34.2 35.1

Heat residual__ 88.7 87.6 90.1 92.5 94.7 97.2

Note: Losses include Internal consumption.

I. 0i/
The Steady decline foreseen for oil output to abont 126 million tons

of coal equivalent. in 1985 is based on a preliminary analysis of China's
nitijOr For Darling; Shengli and Renqiii :(the three largest
producing oilfields), the baseline assumes that maximum annual pro:
duct ion iris al rOady been attained.

which has prOdticed _about 70 million_tons annually since
1975, is likely to decline soon:, perhaps this year. The Chinese have said
that more than 20 percent of Daqing's reserves had been produced by
the end of 1989 and that 45_ percent would_ be recovered Ultimately.
Based on the field's prOduction_ histol and the 45 percent recovery
factor, sic expect output, at_ Darling- to decline 30 pei-cent by 1985. ,

__Little is known aboiit the reserves or ultimate recovery_ rates at
Sheng,li of Rempu. We assume that, output at Shen_gli will decline at
the _static rate as Daqing through 1985._For Renqiii; ft_ relatively ne*
oilfield, We A88iiiiie that output will b me aintained at about 22 million
tons through 1985.

Few China's other oilfields: we _assume a net increase in production
of about 4 million tons by 1985, with wins onshore (mainly at Liaolie)
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and _offshore (mainly in the Bohai) more than offsetting declines at
smaller onshore fields.

The baseline_ for crude oil _output_ is, if anything, optimistic. Pro-
duction at all three of the major fields could easily fall below our cur-
rent, estimates: The_ ultimate_ recovery rate that_ the Chinese _expect at
Daqing is very- high, and actual recovery could be as-low at 35 to 40
percent of reserves. In Which case; output at. Dagintr.coold_ fall 5 to 10
million tons below our current, output estimate for 1985. Exploitation
of Shengli has _presented the Chinese with severe technical problems
for years, making a much more rapid output decline probable. The
prospects for Rengiu are the most uncertain: The bulk of the infor-
mation on Relight concerns only one of its several producing areas.
Based on this tiny sample. however, the prospects for production. at
Rengiu are not encouraging. Rengiu's potential is unknown, but a
small decline. in output through 1985 seems more likely than an upward
surge.

'I he _decision whether or -not to continue _crude- oil exports will be
Based largely on balance of payments considerations. Because crude
oil and product exports now account for _about 20 percent of export
earnings, Beijing probably needs to maintain at least the current
level of revenues from oil exports; The baseline assumes_ that oil and
product exports will be maintained at the 1080 level. If the current
softening of the world_oil market is temporary and oil prices. resume
their upward trend, China might, decide to let, the volume of oil ex-
ports slide, t radinga potential foreign exchange Windfall for a greater
availability of oil for domestic use. No increase in crude oil exports is

kely_;" -

China has made it clear that it will attempt to eliminate the burn-
ing_ of crude_ oil by 1985: Our baseline projection ;ism-ries that this

will-be_mat_;_iLiiisonssumes-that China Will improvethe light oil yield
of its refineries h adding. 1 million tons of catalytic cradking, ca-
pacity each year throncrh 1985. _These policies, taken together, will
allow the output of light oil-products-to rise despite maintenance of
exports and a drop6ff In crude oil production..
9. Coal

Tho mitten of coal production, falling in 1981 and then rising
slowly front 1982 to 1985, is based_on the coal output target for 181
and statements abont planned additions to capacity._ The 1981 plan
calls for output of GOO million tons. Our baseline estimate; however,
is 619 _million tans, which is 10 million tons above plan but still below
the 1979 level. Our estimate is higher tan the planned output; first,.
because China announced very conservative coal production targets
in both 1979 And 1980, and second, because considerable nressure_existS
for _increased. product ion to relieve the energy shortages caused by the
deline iu oil output.

Beyond 1981, our _estimates assume that the _coal industry (a) in-
creases capncity rit the rate planned for new mines: (b) expandS ca-
pacity nt existing mines. lint at a rate. below -that of the last two_years:
and (c) raises prochictivity fast enough to balance depletion. Output

" We do not know how the offshnre_oll_produced_hy WeRiPrn ntl_romminteft untier_ahaving
treenex.tc 're^ tna kilt hs., not ron sIderi-1 them m: exports here. In any rase,
the volume of oil that will he produced through 1985 under sharing agreements will he
small.
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from small rural mines is_not expected to increase, Sine-606y_ prodnc-
tion appears to have been excessive in the last few years. Gao

Y_angweni the Coal Minister, has said that more than 75million tons
of cOtil capacity is -under construction, to be brought into production
at the -rate of 10 million tons per year; We assume that this will occur;
Additions to capacity from - expanding or rebuilding existing mines,
which have been riinning at 4 to 5 million tons per year in recent years;
are expected to continue; although at a reduced rate:Some depletion
both economic and technicalis occurring; partieidarlk at _the older

mines iii the Northeast._ Data on rates of depletion are not, ayaliable.
We assume that any _closings will be balanced by productivity in-
creases at other-mines from mechanization and reform Overal l, we
expect coal production to increase by 10 to 14 million tons per year

through 1985.
Our projection of_ coal output has a large margin Of_error:_First, in-

iti the coal industrywhich will require both domestic and

foreign equipmentCannot be forecast accurately until the scope of
China's Nil-rent program to cut back domestic investment and limit
imports is known. And_second, the rural component, Which accounts
for nerirlY half of output; is subject to rabid expansion and_contrac7

tion._ This "butler" function of the small mines leads uS to believe that

our baseline projection for coal output is close to the lower limit of
the_rarige of production possibilities.

The Upper limit. is probably not, much above the baseline: China
originally had some 120 million tons of new capacity Under_construc-
tion. Cutting the program back to the 75 Million tons announcea by

the coal minister iiMIOnlitedly reflects capital limitationsl_which- are
also a constraint to growth._Tf oil production deterioratcv more rapidly
than expected; Chinii could restore the 45 million tons tri_the_construc-
Hon prOgraiii and minht be. able to put at least. part of it into opera-
tion by 1985. Beijing also press some uneconomic deposits back

into=Ser=Vic.te--atuLexpand small-mine output, again: Tf an aThout effort

were made; however, the alreadc ro-wded-transport -syste.m_rnight_
emerge as the limiting factor:

n: THE CONSUNIPTION OF ENEMY

Consumption of energy is projected through 1985 by _means of_ a

model that distributes fuel to the yarioiis sectors -of the. economy sulzt

ject to certain technical and policy constraints. The general structure
of the inodel is shown in Figure 1. In broad terms, each type of primary
energy is allocated among competing users on the basis of their con-
sumPtion in the peeed year. Where, in our judgment consumption
is determined as a Matter of policy or ,by institutional or technical
faetorS, we override the estimate based on shares: The model then
estimates the irross ytillie of output produced by each sector of industry
from the productii-ity of the primary energy consumed. Finally,_ the

demand for. electric power is calculated and' comnated_with the esti-
mate Of siinplv based on the allocation of furl: Tf demand does not.

equal supply. the allocation of fuel is adjusted arid the model iterates

until a balance is achieved;
The five major aSSimintions we made about Chinese industrial_ and

energy policy are: (a) the growth of light industrial output will be
maintained at S percent throughout the period. (h) dual-fired power-

.

4.1

Ult._
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Figure 1

A Flow Chart of the Model
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plants will he switched bath to coal and the burning of crude oil
eliminated entirely by.1985; .(c)_ the reduction of steel output in 1981
will cut consumption_ of coal in the metallurgical sector by 10-perc=ent;
(d) the useof heavy oil_ for heating_ and_ burning in the Metallurgical
industri will he reduced 20 percent by 1985; and (c) the consumption
of coal in the_residential-commercial sector will not be all-owed to grow
and the non-industrial consumption _of electric power will be held to
their historic rates of growth through 1985.

Finally; for the baseline projection, we :assumed that the produc-
tivity of primary energy and electric power will remain constant dur-
ing the period._ Althoug_h conservation of-fuel remains an important
policy in China-, Beijing has already tackled its easier energy saving
opportunities; future t OnSerViitiOn will be progressively more difficult
amitostly._

Thaprojeeted pattern of energy consiimption_ through 1985 is sum-
marized in T_able7;. A major drop in consumption by heal_ indiiStry
is occurring in 1981 because of the decline in the _availability of coal
and oil and the priority for energy accorded CO light induStry.

TABLE 7,-CHINA: CONSUMPTION OF ENERGY, 1980-85

[Million tons of coal equivalent'

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

Metallurgy:
Primary enern consumed 91.7 83.4 82,9 81.7 80. 5 79:1

Natural gat- 2:8 2.7 2.6 2.5 2.4 2.4
Heavy oil products 15.9 15.0 14. 5 11.0 13.5 13. 0

_Coal- 73:0 65.7 65.8 65.2 64.6 63.7

Electric energy 6.1 5.6 5, 5 5.5 5.4 5 3

Tots! energy consumed 97. 88.9 88. 97 7 AS-9_ 84.3

Other heavy industry:
Primary energy consumed 115.2 108.6 107.4 106.1 104.0 102.4

Natural ra3 6.2 5.9 5.7 5.6 5. 4 5:3
Lightoil products 6.1 6.0 5.9 5, 9 5.9 5.9
Heavy oil products 17.2 14.0 12.8 12. 4 11.3 11.0
Cast__ 85.6 82.8 82.9 82,2 81.4 8D. 2

Electric energy 13. 9 13.3 13.3 I3 3,_ _13.2_ _13 2

Total energy consumed 129.0 121.9 120,7_119. 5 117:2 115.

Light industry:
Primary energy consumed 48.8 52.7 56.9 61.5 66.4 71.7

Light oil products 8.4 9.1 9. 9 10:6 11. 5 12.4

Coal__ 40.3 43.6 47.0 50.8 54.9 59.3

Electric energy 5.7 6.2 6. 7 _7 2 _ 7.1 8.4

Total energy consumed 54.5 _58.9_ 61_6 68.7 71.2 80.1

Agriculture:
Primary energy consumed 22.2 21.5 21.4 21.4 21.2 21. 2

Light oil product: 92.2 21.5 21.4 21:4 21.2 21.2

Electric energy 4.1 4. 4 4. 8 5. 1 5. 4 5.7

Total energy consumed 26.3 26.0 26.1 26.5 26.6 26. q

Transport:
Primary energy consumed 30. 7 29. 8 29. 7 29.6 29.3 29. 1

Light oil products 17. 1 16.7 16.5 16.6 16.4 16. 3

Coal 13. 6 13. 1 13. 2 13.0 12. 9 12.7

Electric energy .2 .2 .3 .3 0.3

Total energy consumed 30.9 30.0 30.0 29.9 29. 6 29:4

Residential-commercial:
Primary Energy consumed 94 :0 93.4 93. 1 92.9 92.6 92. 4

Natural gas 9.5 8.9 8.7 8.5 8. 2 8 :0

Light oil products 2.0 _2.0 1.9 1.9 1.9 -1.9
Coal 82. 5 82.5 82.5 82.5 82:5 82:5

Electric energy 1:8 1:8 ] 9 2.0 2.0 2.1

Total energy consumed 95. 7 95. 2 95.0 91.9 94.7 94.6
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In metallurgy the (11.01) in the consumption of each type of fuel in
1981 is caused by China's determined effort to cut back, steel produc-
tion in order to choke off thesuppLy of _raw materials for capital con-
struction. After two years of overfulfilling targets and evading pres-
.iirps to rut. hail out put,the _ferrous.metals industry is. finally knuck-
ling under to -Beijing. As the --readjustment of Indust M. progresses,
however, the demanil for new types of metallurgical products will
prevent energy consumption from falling, much further.

In other_ heavy industry._ projected _consumption of each fuel falls
throughout the period. with heavy oil consinnption falling the most
Even though Beijing is mot inn. vigorously_ to convert, boilers and
furnaces from oil to coal. fuel for heavy industrial boilers will still
be in short, supply in 1985. In the area of light oil products; the con-
certed effort tO expand output will allow the continued expansion
of the tiny petrochemical industry and the maintanance_ of 1980 con-
sumption levels by heavy industry as a whole, even with the rapidly
rising demand elsewhere in-the economy;

In -light industry, fuel consumption will be controlled by; the
8-percent rate o f _grOwth planned by the government. .

In the non - industrial sectors. projected fuel 'consumption declines,
but the_effects of .the declines - differ. In aprietilture the _decline in
light -oil consumption reflects China's decision to slow substantially
the agricultural _mechanization_ program; Because of therelative scar-
eitV of light fuels. agricultural equipment will have to be used much
more efficiently. Tn_ereaserl rural consumption of eleetric power_ will
Offset some of the slight deeline in primary energy consumption. This
will he particularly true for irrigation and drainage equipment, where
electric. motors have increasingly displaced internal combustion en-
gines in the total inventory%

In the transport sector. proieeted consumption' of all fuels falls
throughout the periad. Altlioluzli he _coal supply to rail transport ap,
pears tight. particularly -in vie.w of the continuing importance of
steam locomotives:- consumption- is so small _relative to other users
that minor shifts of coal from Other uses could easily allow rail trans-
port to expand,_On the other hand, the -drop in oil consumption sin-
pals that some form of policy intervention will probably he required
during the period-. In view of the expansion °flight_ inditstry,high,
way transport (the major eonsiimer of light nil products) will need
to expatia, China; takitirr striet measures to rednee exeessive 1 con-
sumption by hinhwav vehieles. will start to switch from gas ing
Liberation tracks to larger, more _efficient diesels._ In addition. large
numbers of trileks have been mothballed over the last. two years. Bei-
jing intends to farm, the provinces to reduce the number of inefficient
units on the road. to eonsolidate redundant or under-capacity runs,
and to mauve the use of the vehicles for non-productive and private
uses. Despite these measures. chronic shortages of fuels for highway
transport willpersist;

In the residential-eommercial sector. projeeted overall energy con-
sumption _oliano.es very little: _IVe .expect, the_ use of eleetric power to
rise. partly dispineing the direct eonsiimption of primary energy
such as kerosene for home liehting, However. plans to convert urban
residential heatinn: from direct coal burning to natural gas may have
to wait until the late 1980s or until natural as supplies recover. Coal
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for residential iike, however might be converted into loWer BTU
gas and by- product -coke, whic:11 together would provide a more energy-
efficient use of coal for residential heating;

The production_ and consumption Of electric power is projected
through 1985 in

that
_8. As described,above; the model iterates until

the electricity that rare be generated from the primary energy allo-
cated to the PoWer industry tqpials the amount demanded by the
levels of tu-tivity in the various onsoming Sectors

Coal consithiption rises to support the overall 4-percent riSe in ther7
Mal power production, Rut more importantly, to SUbstitot? for more
than half of the oil iiSed in thermal generation in 1980: This increased
coal reep;iemetit by the electric power indostry is a major reason for
the_contirned decline in coal consumption by heavy industry_overthe
periOd deSpite the anticipated recovery in coal availability after 1981:
We have assumed that there will he no ihitirOVOInv,nt in the efficiency
with whiCh_fitel is consumed by thertmd powerplants over thiS
Further gains would entail the replacement of Older, inefficient ther-
mal plants by larger more efficient unit& With demand for power
growing slowly, and wit 11 the limited_ capital construction funds tar-
geted priznaily for China's hydroelectric progrant and improvements
in _the transmission s-tem, we anticipate a Slowdown in thermal plant
construction.

TABLE 8.-- CHINA. PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION OF ELECTRIC POWER, 1980-85

[Million tons of coal equivalent'

1980 1981 1982 1983 1985 1985

Production:
Primary energy consumed 126.1 I24.8 128:3' 131.7 134.9 138.4

HydroelectricitY= 23.5 24.2 25.5 27.7 29.9 32.1

Crude petroleum. -7.0 5.6 _4.2 2.8 1.4 0

Heavy oil products 15.9 14,7 13.5 12.4 11.2 10.0

Coal 79.7 80.3 85:0 89.8 92.4 96.4

Losses . . __ 5. 7 5.6 -5.7 - -5.9 6.0 _6.1

Etettric energy 31.8 31.6 32:5 33.3 94.2
94.7_

35.1
97.12

Heat r e s i d u a l- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 88.7 87.9 90.1 92.5

Consumption:
Meeallurty 6.1 5.6 5.5 5.5 1.4 5.3

_

Other heavy-industry 13.9 13.3 13.3 13.3 13. 2 13.2

Light industry 5. 7 6. 2 6. 7 7.2 7.8 8.4

Altriallture.... 4.1 4.4 4. 8 5. 1 5.4 5.7

Transport .2 .2 .3 .3 -.3 . 3

Residential-commercial 1.8 1.8 1.9 2.0 2.0_ 2.1

Total 31. 8 31.6 32. 5 33.3 34.2 35.1

Note; Losses include internal consurontion. The heat residual it the difference between total energy consumed and

the energy content of the electric power generated. The size of the heat residual for China shows the low thermal efficiency

of PRC power plants relative to other countries.
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The small decline in power consumption by heayy_mdustry is not
large enough_ to offset the steady increases in consumption by light in-
dtiStry and the non-industrial sectors. As a result; electnopowerpro-
duction is expected to rise by about 10 percent between 1980 and 1985;

C; '111E ENERGY BALANCE

Eneri.o, balance sheets for 1980 and 1985 are presented in Table 9.°
They summarize the effects of differential rates of growth in-the out-
put of primary fuels and the government's policies Coward energy
tise.__The_ comparative balances show little change in overall energy
availability hut marked differences in composition, mainly because of
changes in-the oil component. Crude oil _declines from 20-percent of
energy available_ domestically in 1980 to 17 percent in 1985. In particu-
lar. the oil available for boiler use drops dramatically because of the
decline in oil_ output; the push toward refining instead of _burning
crude oil. and the increased capacity to refine light oil products. As
a_ result; light oil products.maintain their share of the energy avail,
able over the period despite the decline in the amount of crude oil
refined.

The consumption pattern of the various sectors will adjust to
chancres_ in the availability of_ the different types of fuel and in eco-
nomic development policies. Light industry is expected to consume
13- percent of primary energy in 1985- up from 9_pereent in 1980. This
policy-determined rise; coupled with the increasingly tight su_pp13%cif
oil-based boiler _fuels. will cause intense competition among heavy in-
dustrial users. Fuel consumption in the electric power iridUStty
driven by the need to substitute coal for oil and the need to meet ris,
ing demand from light industry and the non-industrial sectors will
increase atid_ shift strongly- toward coal. Heavy industry; also faced
with fuel stibstitution_prOblems, must reduce its overall energy con-
sumption in_ order to provide the power industry enough fuel; Even
though its share in total energy consumption drops from 39_percent
to 34 :percent, heavy _industry remains the single largest primary
energy consumer in 1985.

As _a_result of these pressures.. the _use _of oil becomes more concen-
trated in those sectors where it is difficult or impossible to stibstititto
fuels in the short run; namely aoriculture_and transport; On the other
hand, coal will be used more broadly through the economy, while
within heavy industry itsuse is more concentrated in the generation
of electricity.

The form at the table le adopted from Robert Campbell; "Soviet Energy Balances," The
Rand Corp.. R-2257DOE, December 1978.



TABLE 9.-CHINA: ENERGY BALANCE, 1 AND 1985

'Million tons of coal equivalent'

POMO sources and energy products Output_

Losses

internal
UtnittiO,

tion
Net.

Intrasector transfers Available
for distil-

bution
Electric

power
Metal-
lurgy

Obit
heavy

industry

_

Light
industry

Agri-
culture Transport

Redden!.

merclaltrade
_

Inflow Outflow

1980:
Hydropower c3.5 23,5 23,5

Natural gas.- .. 19.9 0,4 18,5 2,8_ 2 9.5

Crude petroleum- 148,3 5.9 17.8 117,5 7.0 7.0
____6.

Light oil products 9:4 3:1 117, 5. 49.0 0, 9 6, 1 8.4 22.2 17.1 2.0

Heavy Oil products 49.0 -49.0 15.9 15, 9 17.2

Coal 40L 3 28 8 3. 8 374. 7 79, 7 73, 0 -88 6 40, 3 13.6 82.5

Total primary output. 598.0 44, 5 24.8 166, 5 166.5 528.7 126,1 91.7 115, 2_ 4L.8 22:2' 30J 94.0
Coa

-5.7 37.4 31.8 6. 1 13. 9 5.7 4, 1 :2 1.8
Electric energy

Os

Hut residual from power generation 88 7
0

Total prirr.ary and secondary

_KT-
434.3 97, 8 129.0 54.5 26, 3 30.9 95.7

1985:
Hydropower 32,1 32, 1 32.1

Natural gas 16,0 .3 15.7 2.4 5.3 ............ 8.0

Code petroleum ........... .. . - . ................. 126.0 80- 17.8 .... . . . - .. 103.1 _

Light oil products 8. 2 3. I 103.1 31.0 57.7 -5.9 12.4 21.2 16.3 1.9

Heavy oil products 34.0 34.0 10.0 13.0 Ito
Co3I .. . . 428.9 30:4 3,8 .... 39t8 96.4 63.7 1 59.3 12.7 82.5

Total primary out Put__ ............... ......... 603.0 44.0 24.8 137.1 137.1 531.3 138:4 79.1_ 107 4 71:7 21.2 29.1 92.4

Electric energy
6,1 41.2 35.1 5 :3 I3:2 8 :4 5.7 .3 2.1

Heat residual from power generation..- 97 2 97.2

Vital primary and secondary 430.9 84.3 115, 6 80.1 26.9 29, 4 94.6

Source: Tables 2 an
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U. I1 (MOH:I VA 1.11E OF INDUSTRIAL OUTPUT

The gross value of industrial output is projected_through_ 1985 in
Table 10, and the shares of the major sectors in 1980 and 1985 are

ure 2_, 'rile growth and_ change in structure are deter-
mined by our analysis look. for energy production and our
assumpt ions _about the government, policies -toward_energy,and_indus-
try. In brief, the VIthie, of primary energy _reflects
estimates: the value of electric power is set by demand, and the -value
of light industry by our assumption that the Chinese will maintain
the current, 8-percent rate of growth in light industry. The value of
out put, in metallurgy and other heavy industry is then determined by
the model: -

Despite the severe energy constraint over the next five years, the
value of industry output rises in our projection I.2_percent in 1981 and
then about 4 percent annually through 1985. The 8-percent growth in
light industry more ,hen compensates for the decline in heavy ineus-
try,_ which drops 5.5 percent In 1981 and continues to slip about 1 per-
pent per year through 1985: -The 2-percent rise in the value of energy
output is the result of moderate increases in the output of elect:ic
power._ coal. and light_ oil prouucts that offset declines in the otttpit
of crude petroleum and heavy oil prodncts. Metallurgical outpu',dro'ts
by 13.8 percent over the period, and the output of other heaL-y

by 11.1 percent.
The piittern of output, shown in Table 10 and Figure 2

major questions. First. are the relative rates of growth in 1;ght
heiivy industry compatible? And second, what does the decline in
output of other heavy industry imply?

TABLE 10.-CHINA: GROSS VALUE OF INDUSTRIAL OUTPUT, 1980-85

[Billion 1970 yuarill

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

Total, including brigade industry . 2 529.3 550.3 572.7 595.5 621.3

Heavy industry 264.8 250.2 248.9 24;.2 243.9 241.6
F dery 56.2 55.1 55.5 56.3 56.6 57.3

Electric power 19.0 .18 -9 19.4 19.9 23.4 21.0
Coal 11.5 11.4 11.6 11.8 12.0 IL 2
Crude petroleum 9.8 9.3 9.0 8.8 8.5 8.3
Light od products_ 14.4 14.2 14.3 14.6 IC 6 14.8
Heavy oil products 1.5 1.3 1.2 1.2 1.1 1.0

Mitallurg 44. 1 40. 1 39. 9 , 39. 3 38.7 38. 0
Other heavy industry. 164.5 155.2 153.5 151.6 148.6 146.3

tight indastry 258. 4 279. 1 301. 4 325. 5 351. 6 379.7

Not', Crude petroleum includes the value of natural as output.

Between 1980 and 1985. light industry's sha.re, in industrial out-
put rises from 9.4 percent to 61.1 percent, while the share of heavy
in_dustry_falls from 50:b- percent to 38:9 percent. We believe the Chinese
Will be able to achieve thisunprecedented shift in the induStrial struc-
ture. because China's light industry resembles. that -of LDC's, where
labor-intensive handicrafts have been able to flourish with little need
for a parallel development of heavy industry, In China; _half of light
industrial output conies from commune and brigade industry and
urban collective enterprises which rely on labor and simple tools
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Figure 2
China: Gross Value of Industrial Output
by Major Sector

1980

1985

35,,,
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rather than _on capital inputs from heavy industry. And two-thirds_of
all light industrial output is based primarily on agriculturaltathel-
than industrialraw materials. For example. food processing, paper;
iiiiil textiles chemical fibers), which togethercontributed
57 percent, of the output. value of light industry in 1979,_are based
almost, exclusively on agricultural raw materials. Even China's recent
push to expand the _production of consumer durables will-probably
lie. limited as ifiiich by general .purchasing power and-other demand
factors as by the lack of heavy industrial inputs, Finally, the require-
ment§ of the chemical light industries pharmaceuticals and
synthetic, fibersfo_inputs from heavy industry are fairly sthall and
iaii easily lie Met by a combination of domestic production and
imports.

The decline in the output of other heavy industry over the next five
years implies that the commodity mix_is being rationalized. Physical
output data for the first five in,Vhs of 1981 indicate that the process
ref atIjuSk::-!wilt _has al remly-st. -For exampledr-exa mplettl t-of_mtuly
coinnidditre§ that na,1 -Ytremely rapidly in the last three or
four years and that ha:. p excessively large stockssuch as
crude steel. tractors and 7'reigi- carsis now declining steeply. And
for -other cottouodit ies _alwbolo range of chemicals, output is
ed.ring dOWnWard to avon; sc ekbiiilding. But the decline also-implies
that the production of inachinerYtind_enuipmentwhich made up 75
percent- of other heavy industry in 1979may not be great enough
to meet even the lesser demand of China's greatly reduced capital
const met ion program.

T'\ ALTERNATIVF PlIOJECIONS . 1991 -85

C. TTIE AVAILABILITY 01' EN1:1:0-1."

Plausible arotitid the baseline projections tn. production
of natural gas. crude petroleum; and coal are presented in Table 11.
Only the ba§elinc is given for hydroelectricity, a , production will de-
pend on capacity that is already under construction and likely- to be
coinpleted. The estimated ranges are fairly narrow. On the one hand;
physical. technical, and constrahts will prevent production
frmii being much higher than in our base]: ne projections; -on -the other
hand. the high_ level of demand will prevent. it. from falling much
Below the baseline. Other than i;. -roasHg or decreasing production;
the principal alternatives for adjusting the pattern of energy avail7
ability are -changing the level of energy trade and the mix of oil
products

the significant downside risks for output of onshore oil and
the ever-receding timetable for tiv development of offshore_ oil, oil
output polinlil will not rise above he planned 1981 lm-el for -the next
five years. Consequently. the high series is held constant. The low

thtit the Unbending output declines at, Daqing and in
the major North China basin have already started and that re,overy
factors will he lov.-er Eitiri the Chinese estimates. which were_accepted
in the baseline. In view of bright prospects for coal and offrhore oil
in (Iv, late it)80S. China probably would choose to maintain prochic-
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TABLE 11.-CHINA: ENERGY PRODUCTION ALTERNATIVES, 198045

(Million tons of coal equivalent)

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

Total: _
Low 598.0 582.1 584.8 585.6 586.5 587. 3

Baseline 598.0 582 :1 587 :9 593.5 597. 5 603.0

High 598.0 582.1 599, 2 614.5 629 8- _645.1

Hydroelectricity: Baseline 23.5 24, 2 25.5 27.7 29.9 32 :1

Natural gas:
Low 18,9 17.8 17,0 16.1 15.2 14 :3

Baseline
18, 9 17. 8 17:3 16.9 16.4 16. 0

High ,, ________ ..__.. ___________ ___ ....____ 18.9 17.8 17.8 17,8 17 :8 I7 :8

Crude petroleum: -

Low
stseline_____ _________ ______________ ______

148.3
14,3. 3

140.0la 0
133.0
135 :8

126.0
133,0

119.0
128.8

112.0
126.0

H igh 148,3 140.0 140,0 140.0 140.0 I40 :0

Coal:
Baseline 407.3 400.1 409.3 415.8 422.4 428:9

High 407.3 400.1 415 :8 428.9 442.1 455.2

tion at its onShore, fields at higher levels for-a shorter period of time,
even blot Il it wo,Thflower the-ainetint of oil that-could he recovered
over the life of the fields. -

Natural gas output-which is produced mainly at oilfields-follows
the trend of oil in all three series.

Coal output rises by about 13 million tons per year in the high
series: Because of continuing_transport constraints in North and East

where most new coal development is _concentrated, the high
series would_ probably reepiirc renewed emphasis on the marginal
deposits in South China and the lifting of current restrictions on the
expansion of small-mine output_ We_ would not expect this type c.
expansion, however, unless the production of crude petroleurn_ were

osubstantially below our baseline Protection. Production of coal is not
likely to fall below the baseline series as output in South China and
at srnall mines could easily compensate for any shortfall at the large
northern mines

The effects on 1.7-it aValiftbi I it7 `od consumption of _energy and on
the gross value§ ,yr inehistrial outribrt of all forms 4-:f energy being
simultaneously proi,J1',,d at the low \oe hi.ab_ end of !heir ran Res is
shown in Table 12. -Even at, the _low end of the range_ industry con-
finites to grow-nithoii,,, t a slow rate. Tight eneilry supplies and
the continuing high_ prior itv ,:f fight industry, however, force the
rate of decline in heavy indiist.ry fillun a percentage point
below the baseline rate. The non-industrial sectors also suffer addi-
tional primary energy losses, mainly -in the consumption of light oil
products. keeiirdinir to our projections, these losses are not made tip,
by tb rise in their allocation of electrieity._
_ EN at th6 high end of th range.; industrial growth is held below
5 percent per year; The more amPle energy simply, however. does allow

heavy tO grow during the period;_The increase in the high-
value energy SeetOr_eontributes directly to the value of output, as well
as allowing some growth in metallurgy and other heavy industry. The
non-industrial sectors also increase their primary energy consumption;
but by small amounts: _

The extreme ranges_ of energy production shown in Table 11 are
not likely to occur simultaneously. Coal output, for example, probably

ej
JU
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TABLE 12. CHINA: THE EFFECT OF ALTERRATLVE_ENERGYPRODUCTION ESTIMATES ON INDUSTRIAL

PERFORMANCE; 1980-85

(Average annual growth rates in Percent{

Energy production estimates

Low Baseline High

Availability of mimary energy 0.3 0.2 I, 6
Contbriiptiori_of primary energy:

Metallurgy =2,7 2.9 1.4
Mei Heavy - industry 4. 0 2. 3 .8Light industry 8.0 8.0 EL 0AgrierAftre 2.4 1. 0 .6Transport _ _-..... _ _ -__ ___________ 17 1, 1 ,6RelidiiitialCcurirrierica: .1Availar.ihty of electricity 1,5 2:0 3.2

CrOti Value et indUilrial output 3.0 3.5 4.6
Heavy industry I. 0 1, 8 -.7Light i nth/WI! 8.0 8.0 8.0

would not be forced to the high end of its range unless the availability
of crude petroleum dropped substantially below our baselineprojec-
tion. In consequence, the variation in rates of growth due to variations
in b.lity_ may he narrower than thooe in Tplile 19

China has on? liMited options for changing the pattern of energy
availability other than by increasing decreasing production. The
level of energy trade, primarily oil, is unlikely to rise substantially
over therperiod because of the shortage of domestic energy availability
and probably will not be allowed to fall because of China's foreign
exchange_requirements.

The split between_ light and heavy oil products will depend on-the
rate_ at -which secondary refining capacity is added. For the baseline
projection, we have assumed that a_ million tons of capacity will- be
put into operation each year. We judge that this is the maximum that
China can achieve, over the period._ Reducing the _annual additions to
capacity would boost the amount, of heavy oil available to _metallurgy
and other heavy_ industry; which in turn would increase their rate-of
growth marginallybut at an unacceptably high cost to, the non-in-
dustrial sectors;

,Large oil imports are unlikely, but China znight lessen the impact
of a severe shortfall -in light oil- products by importing crude oil to
process in its currently underutilized primary refining capacity. Bei-
jing_might even be able to export, some of the products to help reduce
the foreign exchange cost.

B. TITE USE OF ENERGY

- The average annual rates-of change for energy consumption and
the gross value of industrial output that would result from a more
rapid increase in the procluctiv:iy of energy within metallurgy and
other heavy industry are presented_ in Table 13; As expected._perforrn-
ance is improved, but the gains are less than proportional to the change
in productivity; Each perr^ntage point improvement in the produc-
tivity of energy results :n only half a percentage point gain in the
growth of-the output of heavy industry as a whole because the in-
creased industrial activity raises the demand for electric power; As a
result, part of the primary energy saved is channeled to the power

3 u
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induStry. Increases in the productivity of energy Within heavy indus-
try have little effect on the noii=industrial sectors.

TABLE 13.-CHINA: THE EFFECT OF ALTERNATIVE GROWTH RATES OF ENERGY PRODUCTIVITY IN HEAVY INDUSTRY

ON INDUSTRIAL PERFORMANCE, 1980-85

(Average annual growth rata in percent)

Growth of energy productivity in metallurgy
and other heavvindustry

Baseline I percent 5 percent

Availability of primaar energy_
Consumption of primary energy:

Heavy industry
Light industry- -
fianinduatrial sectors .

Availability of electricity. -_ _ .. .. .
GrOitvatue of industrial output.

Heavy industry
Light ndustryi

0.2

-2,6
8.0
-.6

2. 0
3,5

-1:8

0.2

-2.8
8.0

-.6
2. 2
,.. 7

-1: 3
0.0

0.2

-3.2
. 8. 0

-.6
2. 8
4.4
.3

8.0

We believe that -China will have difficulty sustaining even small
gains in productivity over the short term The high unit consunip-

----tionofzenergy,ininetallurgy_and_other heavy industry has been re-
duced substantially during the last two or three years,-but tficredue----
tion has been tiS much th 3 result of closing small, inefficient plants and
Shifting the_ structure within heav_y industry as the result of increas-
ing the efficiency -with which energy is used in specific _applications,
In the long run; major ongoing energy Savings will require that old,
energy - inefficient _capital be replaced with equipment that is more
efficient because of technology or Seale of Operation, Progress will be
slow _because of the current vigorous efforts to raise the standard of
living at the expense of investment.

We have not changed the productivity of electrie energy-in industry
or the efficiency of transforming primary energy into electric power,
In the pasti_when primary_energy was-both relatively abundant and
comparatively cheap, it was used ineffieiently. In contrast; chronic
shortages of electricity have made the power industry more efficient,

Further increases in the efficiency with which primary energy is trans-
formed into electric power will require capital improvements at exist-

ing POWerphints_ and the construction of large, new thermal power-
plants, Major improvements _in these areas are not_ expected_in_ view

of China's concentration of the investment funds for the power in-
dustry in hydroelectric projects, the transmission system, and fuel con-
version projects at existing thermal plants.

The average annual rates Of change for energy consumption_and

the gross value of industrial:output that would result from_a_ lower

or higher sate of growth in light industry are presented in Table. 14.

Varying the growth rate in light industry has even less effect onheavy
industry than increasing the productivity of energy-in heavy industry.
Only alx-mit a quarter of floe change is passed_on to heavy industry be-

cause of the_ -different.e :n energy intensity between the_ two sectors.
The change in the, light, industrial growth rate affects the consump-
tion patterns of' the non-industrial sectors only marginally.
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TABLE 14.CHINA: THE EFFECT DF ALTERNATIVE GROWTH RATES IN LIGHT INDUSTRY ON INDUSTRIAL
PERFORMANCE. 1980-85

'Average annual growth rates in percent'

Growth of light industry

6 percent Baseline 10 percent

Availability of-primary-energy
Gonsum_ption of primary energy

Heavy- industry
Light inaust1Y.. -.
Nomnaustriatsectors

0.2

2.0
6;0

0.2

2.6
8.0.6
2.0
3.51.8
8.0

0.2

3.3
10.0.8
2.1
4.52.4

10.0

Availaciloy df elecErLity-
Gross value of-industriisl output

Heavy industry...
Light industry

,,41.3
. 2.61.3

6.0

V. Lc-Torm-Ruin PuosrEcTs

We have addressed the likely patterns of energy production and con-
sumption and their effects on industrial growth through 1985. We
have concluded _that energy constraints alone will slow the industrial
growth rate to between 3 and 5 percent annually through 1985 com-
pared with 9.6 percent in 1975-1980. Heavy industry will probably con-
tinue its downward drift_ through the mid-1980s; _and even tinder the
best of circumstances, will barely make up for the decline we anticipate
in 1981. The tight_ energy supply, particularly of oil products; will
probably force Beijing to intervene repeatedly in the allocation of
fuel, implying- strong central control;

This general pattern will persist until the energy shortage is re-
lieved._The prospects-for -coal and offshore-oil make -the second -half of
the 1980s brighter. We do not expect offshore drilling to begin on a
significant scale until 1983: So far, drilling- by the Japanese in the
Bohai anti by the French in the Gulf of Tonkin and the seismic work
done in the South China Sea have been promising.

China'S huge and conveniently located coal reserves indicate that
Beijing can count on ample longer-term energy availability. This cur-
rent expansion of the coal industry is the most ambitious since the
1950s, when Soviet technicians guided planning and development. If
the technical and financial problems can be overcome, production will
expand. greatly.

_in the 19905; Beijing will.be better equipped to absorb a whole array
of new technologies. Coal, the most certain and most extensive fossil
fuel in China; will remain the _foundation_ of the Chinese economy.
In order to avoid transport problems and the pollution of water and
agricultural land; however; Beijing will - have to use coal_conversion
technologies extensively. Thus, Beijing will become increasingly inter-
ested in- slurry pipelines; environmental- controls for- direct coal burn-
ing, coal _gasification analiquefaction, high-voltage AC and DC trans-
mission lines, and the like. Finally, to avoid sonic of the direct coal
requirements_ of the, power industry; China will_rontinue to develop
its immense hYdroelectiic resources and may build at, least some nu-
clear power plants. As a consequence of these_ trends, China could
emerge in the late 1990s with one of the world's most extensive and
lowest cost energy systems.
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APPENDIX A

DERIVATION OP THE ESTI:ilATES OF ENERGY AVAILABILITY

A. Primary energy:
Al TO-ta 1, production, _losses, net trade,_ available: Derived as the

sum of the estimates for hydroelectric power, natural gas, crude pe-
troleum oil productsi and coal,

A2 ilvdroelectrioity,production: Derived from the data in Table
Al and the conversion factor in Table A2.

A3 Natural gas:
A3.1 Production_: Derived from the data iii Table Al and the

conversion factor in Table A2.
A3.2 Losses...Derived as 2percent of prodUction_fdt own con-

sumption. Transport and storage losses are assumed to be
negligible; __

A3.3 Available : Derived as production minus losses:
A4 Crude petroleum:

A.4.1 Production: Derived from data in Table Al and a con -
version factor in Table A2.

A-4,2--ho:7iti,it. Derived ii0,110 bunt of own _coirgtinivtion, trans-
port losses and storage losses, which are estimated at 2 percent,
1 percent, and 1 percent of production, respectively.

A4.3 Net _trade: Derived from official trade data of partner
countries, and estimates of trade where official partner trade data
are not available,

A4.4 Relined: Derived as _production minus _estimates for
losses; net trader- and_theamount of crude oil burned dOmestically.

A4.5 Available: Derived from claims concerning the amount
of crude oil burned domestically;

A5 fail products:
All Crude oil refined: Sec crude petroleum, refined.
A5 .2 _Losses: Derived as S percent of the crude oil refined.

Net trade: Derived from_ official trade data. of partner
countries, and estimates of trade where .official partner trade data
are not available.

- A5.4 -5.5 Light products available and heavy products avail-
able_:Derived from an oil product- output model described in CIA,
Chinese _Oil: Product Output and Consuraption, ER M 80-10233,
7 May 1980.

A6 Coal: _

A6.I Production:_ Derived from data in Table Al; a net out-
put to gross- output ratio of :9186, and the conversion factors in
Table A2. Chinese coal production_is announced in terms of raw
coal_at the mine mouth; which means reported output contains
uneulled_ debris that is not included in published figures for most
other countries.

AG.2 LORRes Derived as the sum of own consumption and
transport lu,ses, which are est imated as 4 percent and 2.5 percent
of producti;-,-,_ respectively.

AC.3 Net trade: Derived from__official_ trade data of- partner
countries; and_estimates of trade where official partner trade data
are not available.

Cu
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A6.4 Available: Derived as production minus losses and net
trade;

B Secant/dry cniirgy:
131 Prinuzry energy consumed.- Derived. as the sum of the estimate.-;

for hydroelectricity, crude petroleum; heavy oil. products, and coal.
131.1 Hydroelectricity: See hydroelectricity, production.
111:2 Crude _petroleum.: Derived_ from Chinese claims_ concern-

ing the reduction in the amount of -crude oil burned itnd the con-
version factor in_ Table *2. The entire reduction is assumed to
have, been in the electric power industry.

111.3 Heavy oil produets:_ Derived as the total _oil consumed
by the electric power industry minus estimates for crude oil
burned. Estimates for total oil consumed by the electric power
industry are derived as follows:

1977: Derived from _estimates _of electric -power-generated
by oil-fired boilers, and unit fuel consumption estimates for
thermal plants.
_..1978-79.- Derived from . data presented i;
Neces.--ary-to-Deyelop-11-ydroelectrie7T'iiis;_er a Priority
Basisan Important Question in Our C-ountr's Energy
Policy," Rennin ribniz, 6 March 1980; p. 2; and the Conver-
sion factor in Table *2.

1980 : Derived from Data in FBIS, 3 June 1981, p 1C32
and the conversion factor in Table. A2.

B1:4 C!- Derived from estimates of electric_ power gen-
errite,c1 b. coal-fired boilers, and unit fuel consumption estimates
for the' al

132 Losses. erived _fro the sum of estimates for consumption
by hydroelectric and the ml electric plants, and for transmission
losses; and the conversion actor in Table *2. Consumption by hydro-
electric plants is derived as 0.16 percent of production, and consump-

416n-by-thermal eleetrie plants-m.6:4 percent of production. Transnus-
Sion losses are derived as follows:

197749: Derived as the electric power consumed by the electric
power industry minus the estiniates . for own consumption by by-
droele_ctric and thermal electric plants. The electric power eon-
sinned by the electric power industry is from the ITnited Nations
Statist ieal Office. -

1980: Derived as 10 percent Of production.

TABLE Al.CHINA: ENEROY PRODUCTION, 1977-80

_Hydro-
electricity

Natural gas -(billion
Coal or (billion kilowatt

(million tons) (million tons) cubic meters) hours)

1977 550 93.6 12.1 48.3
1978 618 104.1 13.7 45.9
1979 635 106.1 14.5 50.6
1980 620 105.9 14.3 55.8

Sourcet: Coal, oil, natural_,_a_c:_United Nations Statistical Office, and State Statictical Bureau, "Ccmmunioue on Ful-
ftllment of China's 1980 National Economic Plan," issued Arr. 29,1981, Beijin,. -Hydroelectricity: Derived from Cheese
claimoconcerning_the rate and year-to-year growth of hydroelectric power production. The estimates exclude power from
hydroelectric stations of less than 500 KW.
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B3 Electric ciwrgy DeriVed from the electric power generpled
and the conversion factor in Table i12, minus losses. Electrie pOwer
generation for 1977-1979 is from the United Nations Statistical Office
and the Chinese State _Statistical 13urtau. Electric power_generation
for_1980 is derived by the model as 299.5 1-?i::ion kilowatt hours; which
(li (fen; marginally from :300.6 _billion kilowatt hours reported in State
Statistical Bureau, "Communique on Fulfillment of China's National
Economic Plan," issued April 29; 1981; Beijing Review, No. 19, 1981,
p:_23:

B4 Treat TeAiduRl: Derived as primary energy consumed minus.
the sum of electric energy plus losseS.

TAaLs A2.China: Pactor4 for Converting Energy Estimates to Standard Coal
Equivalent

Primary energy:
Hydroelectricity
Natural ga.-

Tons of coal eiuiralent per unit

0. 421 to 0: -443 per 1,000 kWh.
392pert,000 in 3.

L 400 per ton of oil.

0. 728 per ton.
0: 696 per ton. ,'
0. 125 per 1,000 kWh.

Oil
Coal:

Large mines
Small mines

Secondary energy: Electric power

APPENDIX B

DERIVATION OP TIIE ESTIMATES OF ENERGY CONSUMPTION

The energ consumption estimates presented in Table 3 are derived
from independent estimates of filel consurnp_tion by sector where pos-
sible. The year 1978for which the most consumption claims are avail=
ablewas selected as the starting Point for _the share-based approach
to fuel allocation used in the model: For other years, specific estimates
ere supplied where the data permitted _or where we judged the
sliare!.based approach would result in a misleading pattern of con=
sumption. The allocation procedure then fills the remaining gaps in
tho data.

The productivity of energy was calculated for 1978 from the energy
consumption estimates and reported gross value of industrial output.
Initial productivity estimates sere then_ made for 1977, 1979, and
1980. These estimates sere then adjusted so that energy consumption,
industrial output, and electric power supply and demand were
consistent.

The derivation of the estimates for -energy consumption is described
below. Electric energy is converted-to standard con! equivalent at the
rate of 125 tans per 1,000 kilowatt hourS; all other conversion factors
are from Table A2.
A Metallurgy:

Al Primary_energy_comumed:
1977 and /97.9=80 : Derived as the sum of estimates for natural

gas. heavy oil products, and coal.
1978: Derived as total energy consumed minus electric energy.
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A1.1 _Natural gas:
1977 and 1979-80 : Derived from the model:-
1978: Derived by analogy with the use of natural gas in

Soviet steel making. The consumption of coal, heavy oil, and
natural gas are forced to add to total consumption in steel
and other metallurgy

A1.2 Heavy oil pro vete
1077_: Derived from the estimate of 1978 and the increase

in crude steel production in 1978 over 1977.
1978: Derived from estimated unit oil consumption in the

steel industry. The consumption of coal, heavy oil, and nat-
ural gas are forced to add to total consumption in steel and
other metallurgy.

1979 -80: Derived from the estimate for 1978 and the in-
creases in oil production in 1979 and 1980 over 1978.

A1.3 Coal:
1977: Derived from the estimate for 1978, and the increase

in crude steel production in 1978 over 1977.
1978: Derived from estimated coal consumption by the

steel industry- The consumption of coal, heavy oil, and nat-
ural gas are forced to add to total consumption in steel and
other metallurgy;

1979: Derived from the estimate for 1978, and the increase
in crude steel production in 1979 over 1978, the change in
unit coke consumption and the change in pig iron to steel
ratio_ _

1180: Derived from the 1979 estimate and energy conser-
vation claims for the steel industry.

" ElePtric energy :
197'8-79: United Nations Statistical Office. -19S1 9; Derived from the model on the assumption that unit elec-

tric power consumption, remained at the 1979 rate.
A3 Total energy consume ::

1977 and 1979-80: Derived as the sum of primary energy con-
sumed and electric energy.

1978: Derived from the share of metallurgy in total energy con-
sumption (6Tuangraing ribao, Septeml- -r 1, 1980; p. 2) and_ the
apparent Chinese_concept of -consumption as net produCtion minus
net exports. See Apper A, Coal Production; for a description
of gros, and net prods :

13 Other igtavy industry
131 Pgiiruzry energy/ co 1.tamed; natural gas; light oil products;

heavy oil produets, and coal:
1977 and 1979 -80: Derived from the model.
1978: DerhIa as energy available minus consumption by elec-

tric power. metallurgy, light industry, agriculture, transpor4.-.: and
rasidential-commercial.

Elretric energy:_
1977-79 ; Derived from electric power consun ;ption by industry

(United Nations Statistical Offiee), minus consumption by metal-
lurgy and light industry; plus 8.1 billion kilowatt hourswhich

3 0
87-199 0 - 82 -
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are_ not accounted for in the stun of consumption by industry,
agricultut.e, transport, and _reSidential-conuttercial user.s.

D m1980: erived from the odel,
B3 Total energij Con:Wined : _Derived as the sum of primary energy

consumption and electric energy.
( ' Light "lull& ry:

Primary energy con :
1977 and 1979-80 Derived as the sum of estimates for light oil

prodUcts and coal.
1978: Derived :as -the sum of estimates for light industry and

brigade industry. The consumption of light industry (excluding_
briga:le industry) is derived as -total energy consumed minus elee,7
tric energy, the consumption t of brigade Indust ry is derived as the
sum of estimates -for coal and oil;

C1.1 Light oil p:roducts : --
L-

1977 and 1979-80: Derive_d from the estimate for 1978 and
the growth in the greisa value of output for light industry,

iincluding_brigade ndustry, _

4978: Derived as the sum of estimates for light industry
and brigade industry._ The consumption of light ifiditStry_
(excluding brigade inditatry) is derived as primary energy
Consumed minus_ coal ; the consumption of brigade industry
is derived from the gross value of output for brigade industry
and the ratio of light oil vonsumptionto_gross value of outplit
for light-industry, exclUdirig brirrade industry.

C1.2 Coal:
1977 and 1979,-80 Derived from the estimate for 1978 and

the growth in the- gross value of output for light industry,
including_brigade industry.

7978: Derived as the sum of estimates for light industry
and brigade industry. The consumption of light industry
ekchiditig brigade industry) is derived_ as 7 percent_ of total
coal cans_umption; the consumption of brigade industry is
detiVed front the gross value of output for light industry,

_excluding brigade industry.
C2 Electric energy:

1977 and 1973 -80 Derived froth 1978 unit electric power con-
sumption fOr light industry and the gross value of output for

industry; including brigade industry.'",.. 0

1978: Derived as the sum of estimates _for light industry and
brigade industry. The_ consumption of light industry -(excluding
brigade industry) is derived from the share of light industry in
electric power consumption, the share of agriculture in electric
power consumptiOn (6r,-uarupfbing ribao, September 22; 1979' and
electric power consumed by agriculture in 1978 (Renmin ribao, 8
September 1979). The consumption of brigade_ industry is derived
from the gross value of output for brigade industry and the ratio
of _electric power consumption to gross value of output for light
induStry, excluding brigade industry.
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C3 Total energy- consumed:
1977 and 1979=80 : Derived as the sum of primary energy coil=

su rne_d and electric energy;
197'8: Derived_ as the sum of estimates for light industry and

brigade industry. The_ consumption of light industry (excluding
brigade industry) is derived from the share of light industry-in
total energy consumption (Guangming rib-ao, September 1, 1980,p. 24_ and he apparent Chinese concept of consumption as net
production minus net exports. See_ A, Coal Production;
for a description of gross and netpr, The consumption ofbrigade industry is derived as the , of primary energy con-
sumed plus electric energy.

D _ Agriculture:
Dl Primary energy consumed," light oil products:

1977-79: Derived as the_sum_ of estimates for oil consumption
1)37 tractors and by nonelectrical irrigation and drainage .eciiiip=
meat.

1980 :_Derived from the model.
D2 Ricetric energy; Derived as consumption in agriculture minus

consumption by brigade industries (see C2 above). The consumption
of agriculture is derived, as follows:

1977 : _Li Boning, "Feeding One Fifth of the World'S People,"
China Reconstructs, April 1979, pp. 55,57.

1978: Roman ribao, 8 September 1979.
197.980 JPRS, No 7718, 15 January 1981, p. 30;

D3 Total _energy consumed: Derived as the sum of primary energy
consumed and electric energy.
E Trans port:

El Primary energy consumed: Derived as the sum of light oil
products and coal.

E1.1- -Light oil products:
1977 -7.9: Derived from separate estimates for consump-

tion by passenger and rail freight, and water and highway
transport.

_1980: Derived from the model.
E1.2 Coal:

1977 and 1979-80: Derived from the Model.
1978 Derived from estimates of freight turnover; unit coal

(sonsilitipt ion mites b\ steam locomotive- and the share of rail
Mal consumption in overall transport coal consumption.

E2 Eleetric, energy :
1977=79: Derived from estimates of rail and passenger turnover

moved by electric locomotives and unit eleetricity consumption.'
1.80: DRriVed by extrapolating past trends.

F3 Total energy consumed: Derived as the sum of primary energy
consumed and electric energy.
F Residential-Commercial:

Fl Primary- energrl consumed: Derived as the sum of estimates
for natural gas, light oil products, and coal.

la Rural coal consumption is contained in the reeidentlin-etitirneteiaL other heavy in-
&Wry. and light industry categories.
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F1.1 Naturalgas:__ _

1977 and 1979 =80: Derived from the model.
1978: Derived as one-half of the natural gas prodnetien.

F1.2 Ligh.t oil products:
1977 : CIA, Chinese Oil: _Product Output and Conixiinp:

tion, ER M S0-10233,1 May 1980.
1978-80 : Derived from the- estimate for 1977 and the trend

in consumption since_ 1956 (Far Eastern Economic Review;
January 30; 1958; p. 141)

F1.3 Coal:
1977: Derived as the sum -of - reported residential consump-

tion (IVOCOL Summary__ReportChina, prepared by the
China Coal Society; September 1979; Beijing) and estimated
commercial consumption.

1978-79: Derived as the sum of estimates for urban, rural,
and_ commercial consumption.

1980: Assumed to have remained at the 1979 level.
F2 Electric energy :

1977-79 : E8ti hht t f--on-L electric power consumption by urban
residents in the 1950s and the trend in growth of the urban
population.

1980: Derived_ by_ c).trapolating increases in electric power con-
sumption in 1977-1979.

F3 Total energy consumed : Derived as the sum of primary energy
consumed and electric energy.
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L INTRODUCTION

Construction of thc Baoshan Steel Afill -began in 1978 as a syznbOl of
China's drive to develop one of the world's advanced industrial econ-
omies by the year 20W. The projected six_ million ton per year Sluing-
hai-area plant _was to ItC. the I ltirlipiii lli I lw expansion of the industry
viewed as the key link in overall development. It r.as also designed
to ,be a showcase example of gaming access to state of the art tech-
nology through cooperation withforign compo nies.-

13-- 1982, however; Baoshan has },econie synoninous with difficultie
and -etbacks encountered in the modernization drive, and with theahando -tent of goals and changes in priorities. After spending bil-
lions_ of ( liars on _the plant, -Chinese leaders have concluded that it
should nev( r have been built in the first_ pleee._ Construction has vir-
tually stopi}cd hi midstream, as lenders debate bow -inch of it should
be e,alvagedi Evcn under the most optimistic scenario, the plant is un-
likely to re oh ..is designed capacity- until itt least 1987 () years beyond
the origi r .1111:$. t 11.1.geted completion date); if ever. The investment made
is tmlik

sti.oeveral
contra( is with 1..' '!icrn companies for the project has tarnished China's
repute t ion as a rel tar& i ratling partner.

Th _re is no simple explanation for Baoshan. Sonie of its difficulties
sten- from i:-)lieent flaws in its eonception- which suggest important
def 4.ts in tlx iplitiming_system: But most of the contoversy over the
plant is connected with larger policy_ issuos, such as what China's
industrial- priorities should be, and what role foreign companies shotild
be allowed _to play in China's economy. Above all, Baoshan's_turbulent
history- shows how greatly econon-iic planning and political struggle
have affected each other.

II. Tilt: RATIONALE FOR BAOSHAIT

A. Itt,vID STEEL EXPANSION

Zhou Enlai is reported to have nurtured-a long-time dream of con-
structing an: integrated steelworks along the China co;-st.2 Baoshan's
more immediaie origins, however, lie in the op.:imism in high-level
planning eircks in 1977, the_vea following Mao Zedong's death and
the downfall of the clang of Pour. At last; it seemed then, China could
get on with the business of realizing Mao's and Zhons `four modern
izations,'" after years of turmoil and stagnat'r caused by the Gane-
il-lphasis on political purity and "revolution:'' The economy was al-

rvady beg,inn int* to rebound by mid-1977. and vould do so with greater
vin-Or in the months to ccme; industrial growth in 1977-4978 averaged
14 percent.
- -In this_ atmosphere of luvenation, top political leaders drafted a
19-year development, plan. 1975-1985 (hereafter referred to _ as the
"four moderniat ions- plan ), which was unveiled in hits and nieces at
a series of meetings in 1_977, and was finally_ made, public by then-
Premier and Chairman Hun Guofeng at the first session of the fifth

1 Takashi Oka. "Sinoyia r;tnesi, Ties Stumble Over Shanghai Steel Project," Christian set-
ence Monitor. June 11, 1091, p. 11.
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National Fe4ple'S Congress in_ early 1978. This ambitious plan called
for 10 percent annual industrial growth through 1985; and the com-
pletion of 120 Major construction projects, It also targeted the ebtii-
inissioning of "test more Daqings"--refe,rring to the oilfield which
produced )teary 50 million tons in 1978 and had become a political
symbol of the potential for rapid growth It is not coincidental_ that
top planners siii 11 as then !;inning Commission Chairman Yu Qinli
had been associc cd with the apparently successful Dizqing program;
the experience colored their optimism.

It was inevitable that steel would be central ,',.11e hew plait. Recent
accounts of the planning process suggest_ that Alao's 1950's dictum to
"take steel as the kerY link" was followed literaliy_iititil 1979, Planners
would set a steel target before any other; and predicate other Inajor
targets on the_ resource requirements of steel. DiffiCiilties in meeting
targets would be attribiited to the

to
of steel; continuing the. eycle.2

Steel was always the first sector to be assured of funding, account;Apr

for nearly 9 i.eicent of total capital construction- investments, .1958es
1978.3 As iii many other developing. countries, steel was the Symbol of
wealthand status.

Steel's importance in the four modernizations plan can be gauged
from the fact that the 1985 steel target of 60 _million tons was the
only target for a specific industrial commodity that line iiiiide
Thu;_implieAl &growth ride of -12.9 percent per year oven the 1977 out-
put level of 23.74 million tons, Growth from 1965-1977, l contrast;
averaged only 1;,7 percent per year,i_and the 9,Verage_tibsolute increase
during that. time. was only 21 percent of theA.6 million tons per year
that otildhave been required to meet the 198 target.

Obviously, this WAS at best an extremely difficult; and at tVOrSt an
impossible target One of the key dynamics behind the adoption of
such targets was laid bUtin a People's Daily editorial in 197F: "Like
all other targets-,_ 60 million tons of steel represent 6, force that will
keep driving us forward. It also the behest of Chairman Mao and
Prettier Zhou." 5 In other words; many lr.aders viewed high targets as
political spurs to action as much as rational; concrete economic plans.
Or, targets might simply be ambitious figures mentioned in a_ casual
way by n high-level lezuki. such asNiao or Zhou, The_tendency for tar-
gets tO become little , ire than political rallying cries liad been most
inaked during the (3-1.eat, L,Ziap Forward. Although _it was not as

extreme in 1978 as it had been 20 years earlier, the, PRC's tradition of
politically inoti..-ated_hirrh targets was an importnnt factor behind the
60-million-ton steel figure._

One. other iiiajOr element in The rationale for rapid steel expansion
was import substitutiiiii. Despite the historically high rate of invest=

ment, in Steel, imports of finished_ steel proThicts in the 1970"s ac-

counted for a larger prOpOrtidii of Chine's total foreign pyrchaseS

People's Daily. Apr, 9,1979,0,9; monitored IT.S. Government Foreign Broadcast la-
formal-IOU li,,tvlre China Daily Report, Apr. 19,1979,_ppL7-8,

n Dit-yang "On the Position or Steel in the National -E-conorny. Daxue
Shehol Kektie Saebao (.111In t- :

gavial -Selem_ex Fintioin 11) CiliTIPAe. :co.
2. 1950. np. 21 -29- translated in_ L. S. Government Joint Publication Research Service
(JP-R.S) No.-7_9447, Sept. 18.1980. p.

Growth rates 19-95-77 calculated-f"om_oilical State Statls_tical Bureau figures. See also

Martin Weil, "_The ard Steel Inaustry in China : Perspectives and Prospeets," Metal
Bulletin, 1.omton. 1980. Pr

ri

I People's Daily, May 19; 1978; translated in FBIS May 23, 1978, p. E2.

'-F
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than any other single COniniodity. Between 1975 and 1979; thesi, im-
ports mnounted to Approximately $10.2 billion, about 21 percent of
total imports. In 1978, finished product impois reached 8.64 million
tons; Or over 33 percent of Chines finished steel Output.°

Officials in the MiiiiStry of Metallurgical Industry; the central bu-
reiiiiCracy responsible _for the steel inthistry, -correctly figured in 1977
thattitore than 10 niillioii tons of additional steel production could be
Obtained through fuller utilization of OINtirigtapacity.7_They_plannedfor _the bulk of the remaining capacity 'Abe added through 10 major
capital construction projects. Of the 10, 7 or 8 Were to consist of expan-
sion of existing large mills. The other 2 or 3 were planned as new
"gieiifield" complexes; The ambiguity in the number of greenfield
plants reflected iniderlying political controversy over the issue of
ckponsion of old plants versus the sitpposedly More expensive process
of building hew ones.° But by late 1977, one thing was definite:
Baoshan, one of the new plants, had the higlieSt pri-ority of any of thesteel projects.

B. IMPORTED TECHNOLOGY AND EQUIPMENT

It Was apparent to China's leaders that domestic steel technology,based largely On what had been imported_from the Soviet Union in
the 19:Vs; was_insufficient meet the 1985 goal. As cf: 1977, China
had suceeeded in constructint, only one integrated steelworks
out_ foreign_assistancethe 1.5 million ton Piinzhihua Plant lcCatedin Dukou, Sichuan Province: This task had required more than 10
years work.°

largest blast_furance in 1978 was 2,500 rn3, and its largest
basic oxygen furance 150 tons /Beat.; cOntpared to the 4,000 m3_ and 300
ton units found in the West and Jap:..u. But it was in the finishingsec-
tor that China's technology- WAS weakest. By the mid-1970's; finished
Steel production was averaging only about 70 percent of crude steel
output, whereas in Japan, the figure is close to 80 percent:1°_The

--Cieficies- Were particularly marked_ in steel sheet and strip, and in seam-
less tubes Which are used in oil drilling. These products topped China's
import lists. In terms of quality; as well as quantity, China's produc-
tion left much to be de:Sired. Thns, it is not_ surprising that foreign
equipment undtechnology were targeted for Baoshan.

Fron: the PIR"s founding, its leaders favored purchase of complete
plants as the way to obtain access to advanced heavy industrial:tech-
nology. This approach was implerner..':..t '7 g way with the Soviet
Union in the 1950'S, and in a. 11-0:',!- .non with Western Eu-

o Import data obtained from COnibin ;!hltiese Government sources and U.S. Gov-e-rnment National Fore!gn Assessment ,rner estimates. see NTFAC "China_: InternationalTrade Fourth_Quarter p 15 and "China : The Steel Industry in the 1970's and
19804, " ER79-10245, Nifty 11179.- p. G.

7 7tPI ChOtlditi (VICO,Mitlster 311nb,try of Industry). rappingthe tWential Is the Direction for Growth in Chino's Steel Indostry;" aorigren_Ribao.
(Workers Daily). Beijing in Chinese, July 7,1980 p. a. translated in JPRS 78447. Sort. 18;
1080 p. 4.

N6Vs-Serviee English language hroadcastAug: 24. 1978. monitored by
British Broadcasting Service Summary of World Broadcasts Fat Eastern Weekly Economic
Report _t S1Y.131 Sept._ A 7,

° New Chin_o News Agency. Beijing INCNA) in English, SWUSept. 23,_1979, p. A13. See
also_ Voechst-Alpine, Austria Co. "L-D Process Newsletter" No. 71, March 1981, Linz,Austria.

,a Data olitained fro= official sources. See also Well, loc. cit.
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rope and Japan_ in the 1960's. In t ho early 1970's; much larger scale
purchases were made under the so-called "43_ involved
the conumtment of $1,3 billion to buy key _plants for a number of in-
dustries {only about $3.7 billicn was actually Spent in the end).

tine tif the purchases foreshlidowed Baostian; This was a $500
lion completo steel _linislung complex ft); the Mill ((which had
been left tinfinilied by the Soviets lit 1960) bought from West Gerinan
and Japanese firms in 197.1including a contiiiiiciii8 bet _and
Cold St nit mills, a silicon sheet mill; and galvanizing and tinning liiieS;
all designed according to the ney-4 sophisticated technology available
in the world,"__

Purchases had been curtailed diming the 1975=1976 pei.iod, owing
largely to the opposition by the Gang of Four to foreign ti.7.hnology
import ou grounds of wlf-reliftitee and nationalism; Al-
though self - reliance had been r n official policy since 1960; selected put.:
chases of complete plants had been considered compatible with the
strategy before_ the _Gang became so powerful; because buyi-.tg coin-
!Aoki plant. would supposedly enable China to construct i'atiire facili-
ties on its own.

After the most virulent opposition to _plant :iii_ports was reTioved
with tho Gang's moved again to expand complete
plailtparchaes: By 1fif $12.4 billic.n was targeted for 22 key plant
import projects, nutudy_ in the inetalltirgicid _and chemical industries.
Of these, Baoshan was the largest proje et." Numerous other projects
in varici):: iniliistries were being_pomoted by the interests concerned;
AS Chinn'. 1)nreauctacies__rushed_ to take advantage of the unprece-
dented opening to the- -West. _Western ':!ant and technology Were
viewed as a virtual panacea for the achievement of the four
modernizations.

a SHANGHAI LOCATION

Planners made a conscio_ us bye:: k with the past in choosing_S. hanghai
as the Site _of_ the highest priority new steel mill. In the 1950'8-and
nolis; sites in the interior, such tiS Wuhan; Baotou; and
had been chosen, as political leaders tried to spread wealth more cv my
around the country and diminish the importance_of coastal areas con-
ttiiiiiiiatedwidi Western and- Japanese. influence. Reducing the plants'
vulnerability to attack from first the United States and later the Soviet

was iilso flu disadvantages of building in such
hinterland areas as_ Baotou and Panzliihua Were considerable;as infri -
structure Was la6king_and consumption centerr: were far away._

On the other hand;_ Shanghai (as well as liiiStern Hebei; or _Jidong;
Hie locitt ion ti ntfitively chosen for the _second priority new steel plant'
ova; n major industrial _area _with well-developed infrastructure, high
demand for steel, and plentifid supply of skilled labor. There were no
knoWn ironpre source8 nrar Shanghai. But as a major coastal seaport;
Shanghai was assumed to `ie_ideal for use of imported ore.

The use of imported ore at Baoshan; at least during rilayit startup;
ppoa r5 to have been planned from the beginning. Officials of the Na-

William Clark-o, "China s- Ste-el-;'L Chitin Business Review, Natianal Council for U.S.-
China-Trade, Washington, D.C. volume 2 \o. 4, 1975, p. 40-;_"43" plan described in Coen
Welqin The Direction of Introducing_ TcelitioIngtv Should be Chnnged-Economic Manage-
mentBeijing No. 4, Apr. 15, 1981, translated in SW13 Tuac 24, 1981, pp. CI-05.

U Ibid.
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t iorial Council for I1S-China Trade were told of the decision as early
as September 1977: Importing ore for liaosi)!ii made sense _for several
reasons. Chma_was _unable to produce all th,': r,roxi nee:kti_
its existing plants; in 1975, for example, Cig;:t tilitnt
7 perecnt of China's_production) were import ,.1;, and
North Korea. Imported ore was also neees-,P. .1*:.-s1
In contrast to Australian ore, which is high ri o7_ -1 0 to be
charged_ into blast fnunaces -with little process.,,.; 4 rtri
foindy low-grade ores require a type of _upgradtrigi
zation to be used with any efficiency in large fur=
naceS. Chiba had_ y irtua 1 ly no pelletizing facilities in 177._t Attie
prospect of constructing theta quickly enough to inoet
timetable.

Site selection in the PRC has always been a highly pOlitir* 1 &be=
ess, and there_were undoubtedly political reasons as well :or trio selec-
tion of 13aoshan County; about 30 km. from Shanghai proper along the
YangziRiver estuary. It is extremely difficult; howeYer;_to determine
what exactly these were: Informed companies report persistent rumors
front Chinese sources that pressures from Shanghai political interests;
which wield considerable_ clout by virtue of the city's economic. impOr-
taiice,_ were instrumental in locating the mill within the Shanghai
municipal boundaries: US companies negotiating other_ projeCtS_haite
found that local_ interests can exercise considerable power in deter -
mining the exact site; for example, at one point in the Ultimately",
finitlesS efforts during 1978-1980 to obtain_a contract -to build a for-
eign trade center, three firms were forced by the Beijing Mtinieipal
government to move the prospective site 20 km. away from its original
choice downtown location."

A_ report in a_liong Kong magazine; which is thought to have good
connections in Beijing, suggests thatthe choice of BaoShari was the
responsibility of a_high ranking central _"superior official" connected
with the project: Tlie report indicates that Baoshan was _originally
ileSigned to be only an iron mill; but that this_ official arbitrarily ex-
panded its scope, because "his appetit vas too big." 14

Perhaps the reports of local pressures; and the machinations of "su-
perior of cialg" are both partially true. It was to become clear in the
course of events that there had been considerable opposition to the
choice of site from the start,

By mid-1978 at the latest; one of the major elements-in -the viaiotiale
for the Baoshan location had alreadv been undermined. It had become
clear that the Yangzi estuary would be too shallow to unload 100;000
ton ore freighters directly, as originally- planned; without,expensive
and _time- consuming dredging. Rather than move the site, however,
th6 elected to build a_ new ore port at Beihm, Zhejiang Prov-
ince; about _1:! late. south of Baoshan, from which ore won: be trans=
Shipped to BaOshan and other- plants." While this involved some extra
coast riict ion expense, it seemed to solve the problem.

9 Frank Ching; "Chin,;- Won't Build Foreign Trade _Center ; Friction BetWeeh Bureau-
crats Bhp-art" Asian Wtal Streei 118. 1980.

14 in :en. ..The Inside_Strty ,thoot China's ReadjUstmeInts, Cheng Ming, Hong Kong
In Chinese No. 19. -May 1, 1979. o. 10,-FRIS -May 10. 1979. pp.-U1--U2.

Kyodo News Service; Sept :2; 1978; in Shipping and Trade News, Tokyo, Sept. 13, 1978.
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13.tostrAN's IIisTour

A. COCI":IcATION WITH JAPAN, 1078

The chain of events that, were to lead_ to Japanese inVOlVenient in
liaoshan begliii iii Septeiliber-October 1977; when Vice-Premier Li

eipiested_techin.:1 ,istance in steel development from a
lt,gh-level private trade delegution, and when u Metzdhir-
gical .Ministy delegation it.(1 1),, the Vice-_,Minister directly in charge
of 13 tosha paid a 1614 to Jitpan. Discussions- continued in the
i.oij text Of iiiiAsl-goenmental negotiatiom for along -terns trade pro-
tocol involving the eXclitin<re of__*10_ billion of Japanese plant? tech-
iiology, and materials _fo, it_ comparable amount of Chinese oil and
coal, which was Signed in Fehrtittu_ 1978. as numerous delegations
flowed between the two _countries, it, became apparent that China was
interested in assistiiiiee in developing 4 or 5 steel mills; but that Bao-
shan was the highest priority."

A number of companic3_ were contacted, but -in response
to t he liincs;0preferenceto coordinate the bulk of the project through
a single company,: as Well as the behind-the-scenes encouragement of
the .lapatiese A.m.-eo-tient; Nippon SteelJapan's largest maiitiftic=
t ivr--quick ly ItSS111Iled the lead in the_negotiations. The Chinese_ were
al ilia]. with Nippon through its involvement in the Wuhan
rolling mill project, and were aware of its reputation as one of the
World's most advanced steelmakers;

Following several months of discussion, _Nippon formally signed a
contract defining its role in the project on May 23, 1978 with the China
National_ Technical Import Corporation_ (also knowii us CNTIC; or
TECIIIMPOIZT, a subsidiary of the Ministry of Foreign Trade act=
rug In essence as_ a purchasing agent with no technical responsibility);

The coat raet, -called for Nippon to design a six million ton per year
plant: from raw_ material unloading- to the_ production of semi-finished
products, ivhich WAS to be modeled on the company's ultramodern
Oita works. An accompanying protocol gave, the company a super-
visory role in equipment installation and _construction management
its well. This kind of mandate was unprecedented for a Western com-
pany_ in China, and reflected the _premium_ the Chinese attached to the
.peeil of construction. Although no specific timetable was laid out;
.Iapuiu _press reprts indicated that the Chinese hoped to commission
thin firSt three million tons of cai,ixity by 1980.17

A complicated arrangement was worked out for supply of the
egniPniefit, which was to include, two sets of coking ovens; two 4000
nil blast furnaces; three 300 ton bii,Sic oxygen ftilaces, a cz)ntin_uous
casting machine and a blooming mill for the- production of seini-fin-
iShed prOducts, and various auxiliary facilities. Nippon wits to line
up- suppliers for 10 or 19 major facilities; nuch n;s ',he blast furn!!ee
and diking Ovens, while--recommending other compenies for the
Chinese to negotiate with directly for t_l,e continuous easter; ao oxygel
plant, a 700 Irigittii#Att, power plant and other auxiliary fari,litieS."

id Takashi Oka. loc. clt. ; Japan Economic journal, Tokyo Feb. 21, 1978, p. 1 and Feb. 28,
1978. p. 5. Cornmerce, New York, May-11, 1975, p. 31 ; Mainichi Daily Nawri, Tokyo,
June 25, 19784- NCN-A in English, May 23; 1978, FBIS May 24; 1978; p. A8.

Inichi Daily News; loc. cit.
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These arrangements seen' to leapt.. been designed to give the Chinese the
benefit both Of .Nippon's design skills, and of having direct contact
with as many companies as possible;

The Chinese elected to- construct 13aoshan's finishing mills outside
the context of the agreement with Nippon; Baoshan was targeted to
incl tide a 4 00,(Hit) ton per veal. seamless pip mill; a four million ton hot_

Fear
strip mill; and a two million ton cold _strip mill._ Pipe and strip, of
coterie, Wert, the product lines for which China's domestic technology
was weakest; and iniports were highest. A bid was solicited from
SUEllf01110 for the pipe-plant by mid-1978.19

Nippon Steel's_ role was limited in other ways as well. Most int.
portantly; According to reports; it was riven no role in determining
the biusic feasibility of the plant. The site was already a fait accompli

the-time it was first presented to the company -m late 1977, although
the company_ did conduct tests at the site, point out some of the de,
ficiencies and advise the Chinos() how to overcome them. As for cok-
ing. coal; Nippon was apparently asked to give advice on the tiltttbli-
it.v of various Chinese coalsbut the ultimate decision lay with the
Chino:se."

The complex was to be constructed in two phases. er -1, phase center,
ing around. one blast furnace. The Chinese hop' i equipment
contracts for Phase I by fall 1978. The total cost t'!:ri exchange
was estimated at $ billion.21

As 1978 progressed, the Chinese plunged into pr ry site work:
laying roads, digging ncaals, building workeis' hot. ' Orders were
placed. in July-wantJapanese firms for the 300;000 sous of steel piles
that-Nifipon Steel had calculated would bo necessary to su_pport the
foundation in the soft ground at Baoshan;23 The first equipment pur-
chase. commitment was made in November with Mitsubishi for the
coal-burning power plant;24

At the salmi time, the tentative plans for the second large new steel
complex in Eastern Hebei (Jidong) were made known to major steel
firms throwthout the world; who were asked to submit proposals for
the prcrpective 10 million ton plant2s

The steel expansion programi_however, ran into delay when the fall
target for Baoshan equipment purchases came and went without any .

iletion. Part of the delay seems to have resulted from the complexity
of the technological arrangements with_Nippon; in particular lining
Op the. various equipment suppliers." Of equal significance was the
very _tough commercial bargaining taking place betw_een Lthe Chinese
and ,Tapanese sides. The Chinese were insisting not only on low I`ricer,
but also on payment in dollars rather than in the stronger Japanese
yer,..27

These negotiations were taking_place in the larger context of the is-
sue of finrincing all the major plant purchases from Japan and else-

Pan Economic Joornni. May 23, 1978, -p. 7.
2^ David iinnovla, John I,ewls. and Anthony Rowley. "The Battle of Baoshan." The

Far En stern Economic Review, Hong Kong, Feb. 20, 1981, pp. 49-57.
Journal or VOID ni eree. liiff. vl t

23 Shipping and Trade News. Tokyo, Sept. 13, 1978.
ki Javan nennotttic-JOilrnaL Jury- 113,-1978, p. 6-
" China Business Review, Washington, DC., To/. 5. No 6, 1978: p. 79.
" Kyodo News Service- Aug. -24, 1978, SIRE, Sept. 6, 1978, p. AI7.
al Japan Economic Journal, Oct. 17, 1978, p. 6.
" Japan Economic Journal, Dec. 19, 1978. p. 1.
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where contein1,Ia led under the four modernizations plan. There_ was
probably already sonic inkling that foreign_ reserves and oil ,.exports
would not prove_ Sufficient to pay for plant-imports in t; e '1111.

Chinese loaders thus sent signals in late 1978 that the co' Id
drop its rigid ideblogical resistance to accepting direct fu as.
Ne,,.tiations for a urge loan were begun with a group ol
balks, but they proved' as difficult as the Baoshau negotiatiouS them7
selvesfor reasons probably involving doineStic dispute within China
over the issue, aS well as the traditional Chinese tough bargaining
stance.'" In retrospect; the difficulty in the commercial negotiations was
an indicator of behind the scenes opposition to 13aoshan, and to the
ainbitious plant import program in general.

Despite the fact that the financing issue remained unsettled; Bao-
shah took a significant step forward on Decenibeir 23, 1978; when con,
tracts were signed for those facilities in Phase I (i.e., the ,Set of
upstream and downstream facilities centered around the first blast

rnace with capacity of three million tons o-f iron and steel) for which
Nippon Steel was directly responsible, totalling approximately $2 141-
I 1. use Appendix A). The agreement was half yen and half drillar,
r-presenting a compromise that was to be a prototype for all ft!ture
Bitoshan contracts. Surprisingly; in view of the financing problem,
payment was to bein cash."_

The timetable_ set out in the contract envisaged completion of Phase
I by October 1981, and of the full plant by 1984. Immediately, upon
signing; foundation pile-driving work be_gati at Baoslum; _

At approximately the same _time, several billion dollars of contracts
were signed with Japanese and European firms for othermetallurgical
and petrochernical_projects, all also for cash. One possible explar.ati:.n
as to the coincidence in timing is that central authorities had given
approval to sign the contracts in but wanted negot:ators to dri,:u.
the hardest possible bargain. In view of what was to happen barely two
months later, it is teniptingr to speculate that part of the reason __as
that the interests behind the plants wanted to act before the political
and economic climate changed.

13. FIRST CHALLENGE TO 13,4 OSHAN : SUSPENSION OF CONTRACTS, FEBRUARY
JUNE 1979

On February 22, 1979, CNTIC suddenly notified Japanese trading
companies involved that implementation of the recently signed Dm-
vhan equipment contracts was to be haltedunder a clause in the
contracts permitting_ the government of either country to suspend
them by withholding approval within 60 d ys after_ signing. This
clause, ironically, was originally inserted into Sino-Japanese plant
contracts at the urgin7 of the Japanese side.

At the same time, the Chinese similarly suspended 21 other contracts
with Japanese conr-mnies, worth approximately $1.5 billion. The
stated reason for the suspension was the failure of the Japanese com-
mercial bank§ to agree on loan terms; This was not the laSt time hnw-

rr
Syodo News Service, Dec. 22, 1078 in English, SWB Jan. 1, 1979, pp. C1-2.
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ever; that the Chinese were to be less than straightforward with their
trading partners."
_ In reality; the _contract suspensions were a part of the abrupt and
fundamental shift in economic policy that would become known as
"readjustment";_Explanations of this shift; which_niarked the effective
abandonment- of the four mcidernizations plan, first appeared in the
(7hinese media at _precisely this time in late_February1979.

The origins of this eliango were complex._ Certainly, after_ a year
of frenzied activity at home and abroad, political leaders had a bet-
ter-sense of the difficulties and costs of meeting -the plan's impossible
targets; Central_ authorities had to be alarmed at the uncontrolled
rush of various interests to spend foreign exchange, and the .pressures
and_ -.,xpectations that modernization rhetoric were producing.

Moreover,- the results of the trial ,,-un for the four_ modernizations
planthe "43" plant _import scheme of the mid-1970'swere begin-
ning-to come in, and they were far from_ encouraging. The bulk of the
plants_ were running at least one year behind their construction- sched=
ules. Of the 17 that had been completed by 1973; 6 were running under
50 percent of capacity, for reasons ranging from energy and raw mate-
rials shortages to inability to assimilate _technology;

The most notorious case was the Wuhan steel- rolling mill. Due to
acute electricity shortage, it could only operate -at about _20 percent of
capacity. The lack of argon for the thermoregiilator of the continuous
caster put that machine out cf_commission; Wuhan did not produce
enough steel to run the mill at full capacity, and there was no silicc.
steel at all for the silicon steel mill;82

Political change at the top was a most im_porta.nt factor behind_ th,-=
poliey shift, and was to continue to be_an important dynamic throur'.
out Baoshan's history. The 1_-(37`i. readjustment followed close on ...ne
heels of the__pivotal third plenum of the llth__Central Committee
December 1978, which weakened _Chairman MIS'S power and St
imoortzifitly, brought_ veteran Chen_ Yun back from obscurity r ;11S
old position of the 1950's as the Party's number one economics ex;,...rt.
Chen; whose trademark had Nen opposition to extravagant,- ray' in-
dustrial development schemes since the days When he fought
Great 7/..ap Forward, was clearly the strongest -force behind the new

,tUd can be- said to have been Baoshan's most powerft.1 and
persis*c-t_opponent

Virtually all of the most important principles of Chen's ren,ditist-
rint as they were laid out in early 1979; seemed to undermine
ti.-. rIttue,:,;ic for Baosh. .

(1) /1 -II- output targets should be loweredFar
from treelct!. t growth; it was_argued; pursuit of such tar-
gets f;. fe; /I to el.:- and waste that would actually slow down
the rate_ of p uth in the _long run; _

(2) The cat of capital construction must be reduced.Press arti
cles_began to argue that construction was spread -out among too
projects, with the result that none of them could be completed in a.

P o Nytalo Notra_Serricetz SWB Mar. 7, 1979, p. A15.
el Chen W elnin, innanctnent. loc. eit.
"Meng-Xlatleheng. Thoughts-on the Importio, c..t a 1.7 Meter Rolling Mill by the

WuLan Iron and Steel company." People's Dally, Aug 'L980; p. 1 In Chinese, FBIS; .Aug.
15, 1980. p.
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timely.fashion._Calls were made to halt projeCt§ "where resources and
geolog!cal uncertrin; where technology is not up to
production needs; or where the supply of fiiel; poWer, or raw materials
cannot_ be ti..laranteed." 33

(3) hytpw: of complete pla. and equipment are
concert was_ grounded p_artuil) n practical considerations of cost and
foreign exchange , L it also reflected the lingering in-
fluence of the Afinii-st self-relianc:, ideology. early 1979,. no one was
taking a position as extreme ns the Gang of Fouesopposition to the
import of foreign technology_On principle, but many.felt that buying
complete plants was going too far in the other direction. As the
People's Daily put it :

In importing technology and equipment,_ we must oppose the idea that foreign
equipment is invariably better than our _own, the tendency to import everything
and the mentality Of looking don_ on ourselves . . . We should not buy-thingS
from abroad Which can be made at _bcone__Import complete sets of equipment
when we can produce part of the equipment ourselves. By buying more patents
and 7nnnufacturIng techniques in light OLDur ketuvl needs, we must build up
our nun strength so as to have a developed in,chine-building industry of our
own which will gradually provide... complete sets of equipmene*

There was arse the hint that the most sophisticated technology was
not iieceSSarify the most appropriate. -c 7,,

(4) Developmental 'priorities iniar,lt *Ai fted away eavy in-
dust r!).Clien_ and his followers_argued that Tesotirees_n!tist finaiiSi be
transferredin faet as well as rhetoric to .11twe it .;tr.1 consumer
goods industries. This would-have a more f. ite in.i)act on stand-
arils living provide a quicker return. o:-_ -i. .tment; and increase
labor absorption_ and exports- Bottlenecks -in energy and infrastrue-
titre were already serious; and the emphasis on high_ energy consum-
ing industries was bound to make them worse. As for steel, according
to a People's Daily editorial of February 24; 1979:

Under no circumstances should the slogan "Take_steel as the key link" be
used to set the targets for steel production arbitrarily . . . Far many years, we
have stressed investment in steel, both financial. material, and in terms of man-
power. But results have been Mon'. At present; it is essential to . . . improve
the weak links in Industrie-, production Such as coal, electric power, transporta-
tion, and building materials and develop the items people urgently need in :heir
rna_terial an_.: _cultural lives . . . Steel Investments should be proportionately
1-, duce& anima critical examination of IOW et-mit:mile efficiency in the iron and
steel industry should be made.*

The impact of readjustment on the Steel industry was goo 3 apparent.
Plans for all of the _proj_ects not yet initiatedsuch as the new Jidong
larit, and the expansion of several existing mills iind_er discussion

with foreign firm- s were shelved in the spring of 1979." The 1985 Steel

target was unofficially reported by several_ChineSe government officials
to have been_lowered to 45 million tons 37 In June. the 1979 steel target
was set at 32millitm tons; virtually the same as M.'S odtput.

Although the issue 'was never_ discussed directly in the PRC press,
wasmove m§ clearly afoot at this time to halt BaoSlian as well. Logic

Addreqn by Vice_Prernier Gu -Mu to Nat:onal Capital Construction Meeting. reported by
NCNA. in English, Mar. 28, i979, Pins Mar. 29; 1979, p.

3 PPOPle'S Mils editorial, May S. 1979 in Chinese. translated by Beijing Review, Beijing,

June pp. 11---13
2,Transinted in Ersts; Feb- 26, 1979, pp. E12E18.
"see Well,loc. cit.. pp. 65-87.
" Kyodo News Agency, June 28. 1979, F1313, June 28, 1979, p. L13.
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would- have dictated such a move, as Baoshan seemed to represent
everything that the advocates of readjustment opposed:_it was a large
construction project, an imported complete plant; and a steel mill.
In addition; specific problems with the plant, which had aroused op-
position from the beginning, suddenly began to come to light through
the rumor mill; and through reports in the lion,,Kong press; One
was the issue of ore unloading, and the new Tort. Then; there was the
softness of the ground; which had necessitated the purchase of 300;000
tons of piles."''

Imported iron ore; it was to become clear; was- another -issue which
aroused opposition to Baoshan. Although the high quality ore was
needed for technical reasons; the _break_ with self-reliance still struck
sensitive political nerves (see Section III. D. below)._

One sign of the _plant's clouded status lay in the fait that the
Chinese brolv off all substantive discussions about reviving the con-
tracts with :Nippon Steel in late_March; 1979.a8 A somewhat firmer
indication is the descrii.tion in a lIong Kong ilagazine of a purported
speech by Vien-Premier Xiannian_ to an important Party leader-
ship work con ference in April Which discussed details of readjustment :

The Itaimhan iron and steel plant in Shanghai_.. needed an investment of
420 billion (sic): This SUM could be used to build 500 _Hort industrial factorie
The Baoshan Iron and steel plant planned to purchase-iron- sand from A- ustralia.
Australia is a long_distance and a large amount of freight would be involved.
Raw Material supplies cannot be guaranteed. The-construction of such it lalge
plant cannot be completed in_ 1 or 2 years and-profit cannot be guaranteed after
it becomes operational. Its _foundation work has now been started and should
be temporarily delayed until the conditions for reconstruction are right."

A Hong Kong magazine with strong ties to reformist elements in
Beijing speculated in May that a decision had been taken to at least,
slow construction of Bacsban down."

_ Yet; at the same time; there was a strong lobby that continued -to
fight for the plant. This "heavy industry" lobbis existence, and its
tactics; reveal why so much that happened during- 1979-1980 went
against the wishes of readjustment advocates, despite the fact that
readjustment was_ the official policy. Top officials in the state planning
apparatus; including then Planning Commission Chairman and Polit-
buro member Yit Qinli cam be _presumed to have been part-of the lobby.
Yu was later to he labelled a key member of the so-called "petroleum
clique" of planners, oursuing.a .policy of "enthusiastically
large chemical; petrriletin; and iron and steel industries; neglecting
agriculture and .fight industry, showing no concern for ;,he actual life
of the people, and failing to attach importance to comprehensive bal-
ance."'" This gioup had the support of others in the Politburo, includ-

37 Objectively speaking._ the eomhinatiOn of the sh_allowness af the minim And the
softness of the ground make liaoshan a 1 .ss than ideal site-for a steel mill.- Many Japanese
steel - experts feelhowever. _that it is easy to exaggerate the prOhlezn,_and point_ out that
Japanese mills-are built on similar type of ground. The piles necessitated several hundred
million extra dollars of construction_ expenses. but_once they are in place._ it__Is generally
agreed. the plant -could ,,perate. The -worst that might happen, -in one-US expert's view
ia that there would he oecasionat_statta _In the_position of the_inundattons. whieh -might
require bothersome adjustments to the position of the machinery. Whatever the extent
of- the_exonomin problems_ causrd_ity the site, however, these problems provided political
ammunition to the plant's opponents.

r!_.innian Econ Journal, Mar.-20, 1979. IL
M.ng,Pao. Hong Hong in Chinese, June 14, 1979; p. 4, FBIS, June 19; 1979. p. L11. zi

46 Li/1 Sben_in_Cheng Ming_ May_ 1.- 1-9-79, loc. vit
Lo Bing. "Yu Qiuli Deprived of Part of His PowerSecond Part of Random Notes on a.

Visit_ to the North.'!-Cheng Ming No. 33,--July 1. MO, 7-8,-FDIS Sept. 1, -1980, ta. U3;
Liu Yu, "A. Big Reorganization is Brewing In the State Council," Chong Mug No. 38,
Dee. 1, 1980. FBIS Dec. 2, 1980. p. Ul.
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ing then-Chairman I Ilia tin° feng, judging by the fact that he chose to
give au "important speech- of support during an "inspection tour" of
Baoshan in June DSO."

_A prominent spokesman for this group was .Vice- Premier Cu
who was head of the State Capital Construction Commission,- and
thus directly responsible for 1i:1o:slain's construction. Gu told visiting
Japanese in April 1J7)ii time when other reports suggest that the
plant was being debatedthat Baoshan would be given. top priority to
strengthen the national defense buildup.'" This suggests that military
elements Well! also part -of the lobby for a new sophisticated _steel
planteven though Baoshan's end products would have had no direct
military application; Key Shanghai politicians_remained strong Bao7
shan boostersaswell, judging by Shanghai media reports on progress
in _construction."

The position of Deng Xiaoping- a key figure, is difficult to fathom;
Deng had _identified himself with Baoshan during a trip to Japan in
August 1978 ley paying a visit to Nippon Steel's Kimitsu. plant-In
1979; -a rumor_ began circulating that _Deng had blasted Japan for
shipping a defective secondhand pile driver to Baoshanan accusa-
tion which has -been vigorously refuted by the Japanese, who point out
that China had specifically requested the used pile driver. It would not
have been out of character for the wily Deng to shift_any blame for
his own role inBaoshan to the Japanese, who were to be made -scape-
goats for what seem to have been primarily Chinese mistakes or

istm de rstand ings.
Yet, paradoxically; Deng was and _is one of the Chinese leaders

most committed to economic and political cooperation with the West
and Japan. The _potential damage to China's foreign economic rela-
tions was undoubtedly one of the major arguments put forward in
favor of continuing with Baoshanwhile at the_ same time; Chinese
negotiators attempted to squeeze _better commercial terms out of the
Japanese to satisfy domestic critics: The import_substitution _argu-
ment was also raised in defense of Baoshan, with Metallurgical Minis-
try- officials issuing di,:e predictions regarding China's steel import

The interests also appear to have employed the time-honored tactic
of creating a fait accompli. Media reports reveal that throughout the
period when the contracts were suspended, foundation and pile-driv-
ing work was proceeding at a rapid clip, which made the plant more
expensive to halt with each passing day."

By accepting some compromises; the Baoshan lobby was able to
temporarily neutralize Chen Yun and his followers. It was agreed
that the complete plant formula would be modified in future _con-
tracts. A somewhat _extended construction_ timetable_ may also have
been set. A decision;- however, was made at the highest political levels
by the end of April to continue construction of the project.

" Shanghai Municipal Radio in Chinese, June-15,-19-80, FBIS, Jung 16, 1980, p. L5.
Kyodo News Service in English, Apr. 20, 1979, FBIS. Apr. 23.1979, p. Dl.
SOO for example Shanghai Municipal Radio- Mnr. 29. 1979. FBIS Apr. IO. 1979, cp. 05-

.3 See, for example, report a Metallurklcal Ministerflo 3d session of Fifth National
PM:tide's Cungre.s. NINA hi Chinese, Sept. 4, 1950, FBIS Sept 5, 1980, p.

"NCNA in Chinese Apr. 10, 1979, and in English Apr. 12, 1979. SWB May 23, 1979,
.p. Ai2.
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The most pressing problem was solved when the _loan agreement
was finally reached with commercial Japanese banks in mid-May,
onvirtually the same terms the Jzipanese had _offered several months
earlier.:" Negotiations with Nippon Steel on the suspended contracts
began in earnest in early May, with the Chinese requesting that the
contract terms be changed from cash to deferrt d payments, and that
the agreements covering the second blast furnace and coking oven bat-
tery; as well as various auxiliary facilities be renegotiated completely
over a longer period of time Nippon agreed with both retitegt% but

arrangementthe new arranement w fias nalized in Mid-June, the Chinese had
accepted the Nippon condition of 7.25 percent interest on contracts,
which were now to be repaid over five years. 98 With the revival of the
contracts, the last chance to stop Baoshan's constriction was effectively
lost.

C. INTERLUDE; JUNE 1 9 7 9-JUNE 1980

j. Nein contracts
After June 19794 Baoshan seemed to be proceeding more smoothly.

October. part of the foundations for the major facilities were in
place and road; water supply; and drainage networks were nearly
completed.*"ed.49

Nerrotiations with companies for the remaining facilities were con-
diteteT.1 at a steady, if not spectacular pace.A series of new_ contracts
were signed frOm December 1979June 1980, covering facilities-for
both Phases I and II (See Appendix A). Of these the most significant
were for the complex's_ finishing mills. A consortium led b_y Mannes-
itinn-Dernag of-West Germany was awarded a contract for a 500;0_00
ton seamless pipe mill in December, breaking the Japanese monopoly.
Then, iii :kpril,ccirisortia led respectively by Mitsubishi Heavy Indus-
tries_lind Sehloemana Siemag, (West Germany) won the contracts- for
the four_ iiiillion ten hot strip mill and the 2.1 million ton cold strip
mill worth a_ total of about $850 million. Schloemann had been heavily
in'. ol wed in the Wuhan project as well Its consortium included 'Wean
United of- Pittsburgh, which was responsible for m hefty 16% of the
projeet. Wean's is the only significant US involvement with Baoshan,
aside from technology licenses for coke or byproduct recovery plaii[s
and reheating furnaces supplied by Japanese companies. As of June
1980; the only major outstandin_g, facilities were the continuous caster,
and the major items Nippon Steel was to supply for Phase II; includ-
ing. the second blast furnace and coking oven battery.r

For most of the facilities_ purchased after June 1979, the Chinese
arranged to supply a significant proportion of the equipment from
their own fact-011es under the foreign companies' guidance. Although
the most critical equipment was still to come from the foreign com-
panies; the Chinese were to manant-Nre Fome motors and electrical
equipment, among other items. In the case of the cold-rolling mill; the

41 Japan Economic Journal._ May la; 1570, 0
Japan External Trade Organtzation- (JETRO) China Newsletter, July-August 1979;

p. : Dori Joneq. -When_ the Chine,:e_ Suspend Tour Contract!, China Business Review,
vol. 0, no. 5, 1979; pp; 58-59 : American Metal Market. June 15, 1979.

" SAntIghal City Rsdio, Oct. 10;,1'.171;. F111:4 oct. 111,-1979,
z." See Dori Jones, "The Baoshan Contracts", China Business Review; vol. 7; no. 4, 1080,pp. 47-49,
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-consortium valued _ the Chinese contribution at approximately $170
million, or 25% of the total.__

In response to Chinese pressures Nippon Steel reportedly agreed in
principle that 25 percent of the Phase__ II blast furnac,a and coking
ovens be supplied by Chinese factories. No concrete arrangement;-how-
eve, could be reached in_the first -half of 1980. Nippon _reportedly be=

wlieved that the Chinese ere_trying to take on more than they were
technically capable of doing.51
2. Construction. Coordination Difficultie8

The diflitulties in _concluding Phase II contractswere only one in-
dication that beneath the surface, all was not well at 13aoshan Other
difficulties stemmed from_ a construction planning and management
system that invited confusion and chaos.

As With Other major projects in China, there were _a welter of
bureaucracies invOlVed at Ba-OS-lia.ii under the nominal _leadership of
the State Capital Construction Commission (SCCC),5"Whi-cli was
charged with ordering the national -construction plan; CentraLininis-
t ries involved included Metallurgical Industry , FirSt Machine
Building (responsible fOr ChineSe Made equipineut); Communications

respoliSible for 13eiltiii_ port construction and for work on the Yangzi
River designed to facilitate shipping -to Baoshan), Foreign_ Trade,
Coal, probably Electric Power; as well as the State Planning Commis-
sion (SPC). Shanghai Mini-601 iiiitlibrities were intimately _in-
volved, ritMiicia I plann t hori ties in some neighboring
provinces. Even the Shipbuilding Ministry_ had- an indirect stake
through its e ffertS to build a 100;000 ton ore freighter.

These organs arc notorious for conflict and lack of communication
with each Other. The record of coordinating _Commissions such as
the _SCCC and SPC is far from spotless in this regard. The -Wuhan
steel rolling Mill -6Xperietice highlights what_ has been a far from in
frequent failure to coordinate auxiliary facilities; infrastructure, and
material inputs With construction projects in rec-Ait years under
the system of divided responsibility.

The fact that BaciSlian included air imported power plant meant that
its planners were trying to i void at least one of the Mistelces at Wuhan.
Indeed, a "deputy con-inlander in Chief" of Baoshan boasted that, in
contraSt to Wuhan, Baoshan was carrying out "synchronized construc-
tion." li

Other' evidence, however, suggests _differently. A June 1980 report
on the second "coordination meeting" involving all the bureaucratic
units concerned stated that "Since the conclusion of the first coordina-
Hein meeting. remarkable. results have been made in speeding up con-
struction of both major anal supplementary projects":53 This carried
the strong suggestion that prior to the first meeting; reSultz had been
less than remarkable.

One obvi-OUS potential problem_ was coal supply. Baoshan, accord=
ing to the original plan, probably would require something on the

61 "China Postpones Second Phase of Btioablin Projett", JRTRO China Newsletter, Decem-
ber 19Sa; D. 3 :_Aslan Willi Street Journal. Jatt.:40. 1984.

1-3 Early 19S2 reports suggested thnt the SCCC would he abolished.
NCNA in Chinese, Apr, 22. 1950, FRIS Ann 2ri= ifiRO. p. 04.

=Shanghai City Radio, June 15, 1980, FBIS June 16, 1080, p. Lb.
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order_ of 6.5 million tons of coal per year at minimum: 4.5 million
tons_ for the coking ovens and 2 million for the _power plant, a total
of about 1 percent of China's 1981 coal output. if lower quality cok-
ing coal were used; the requirement __could be significantly higher.
China decided early on to supply all of the coal, despite possible tech-

; nical problems, for obvious political reasons:54 Given the recent stag-
nation in coal production and the relatively slow rate at which new
capacity is likely to be added in the immediate future; this_would _be
a far from simple matter. Yet, as recently as mid-1981,_according to in-
formation received by the National Council for ILS;-China Trade,
there was still some uncertainty as to where the coal would come from.
Geographically, the Most convenient __coking coal source would -be the
Huainan mines in Anhui, about 450 kilometers from Shanghai by
.train and boat. But it seemed likely that for quality reasons some
.would originate in distant Shanxi Province. This at ally rate was the
Japanese recommendation; Quite aside_ from -the issue of mining this
coal, transporting it on China's overloaded railroad system would pose
difficulties.

At the main construction site itself, work was led by a "command
post" whose_ head _was a Nice-Minister of MMI, and whose_ deputy
head was a Vice-Mayor of Shanghai. By some accounts, relations be-
tween Shanghai and MMI were far from smooth. One high-level Jap-
anese visitor, for example, noted in 1980 that MMI was concealing
information about pollution from city officials."

Relations between Japanese instructors and advisors and the Chinase
were apparently_ not always smooth either. Japanese engineers -re-
portedly-.complained that their Chinese counterparts were denying
them site data;56

Such coordination problems; in addition to the contract suspension,
had already caused construction delays by 1980. Nippon Steel indi-
cated in January that Phase I was likely to be commissioned in August
19824 about one year behind the original sehedule.5T

Of greater political significance was the issue of cost._ Given the
fragmented responsibility system outlined above, it is hardly surpris-
ing-that it was difficult to put together a single figure fcrthe total price
of the project. As early as mid-1979, MMI and the Ministry of Finance
were presenting different estimates and MMI was later to be accused
of not including many of the auxiliary projects in its estimate of
Y21.7 billion_ ($14.5 billion at 1980 exchange rates; it is virtually impos,
Bible to tell-how much of the figure is foreign exchange costs, or what
conversion factor. the Chinese used. It seems reasonable to assume that
the .domestic costs were figured at 2-3 times the foreign exchange
costs.) 58 To Chinese critics: it seamed that tremendous sums were being
spentamounting to Y1.48 billion per quarter, according to one
report "on a project for which the end was nowhere in sight.

" Lewis. Bonavla, and Rowley, Far Eastern Economic Review. loc. Mt- P. 57.
Ibid., p. 50.

1,1 I hid.
" is yodo :slows Service in English, Jan. 10. 1930, :MRS 75003. Jen. 23. 1980. p. 19.
58 Speech of Deputy Qlan Zhongtal to 3d session of Fifth National People's Congress,

reported hy People's Daily, Sept. 7. 1980, p. 2, FB1S Sept. 15, 1980, p. LS: Beijing Review
Sept. 29, 19S0. p. 35.

fa Shanghai Municipal Radio In Chinese. June 15, 1980, FBIS June 18, 1980, p. Lb.
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D. READJUSTMENT PI IASE 11: CONSTICUCTION IIALTED AND PHASE II
PROVISIONALLY CANCELLED; JUNE 1980 JANUARY 1981

By June 1980, the pressure against Baoshan was mounting again.
On the-economic front; planners like Chen Yun were grappling with
the difficulties Of making readjuStmcnt take hold. After -1.1b years nf
effort; the scale of construction; far from contracting; had actually
risen and tlie single most expensive project was Baoshan, in an in-
dustry that was supposedly low priority. _Moreover; a recent series
of meetings had revealed yet another MAII cost underestimation for
the planC''°_ The failure to controLconstruction had led to the country's
largest budget deficit ever in 1979, and was on its' ay to creating a
now:large deficit in 19804 the -inflationary-implications were particu-
larly alarming to men like Chen, whose first action upon assuming
power in 1949 had been to bring runaway inflation under control. Pri.7
mary eneigy production was declining:, and Showed little prospect of
picking _up significantly in the immediate future and Baoshan, on top
of its ot her problems; would be an enormous energy consumer.

Politically., the dismissal from the Politburo in_ February 1980 of
the "Little Gang of Four" sympathetic to Hua Gtiofeng (i.e. Chen
Xi him, Wit I )!, ;1i Dengkui; and WangDongx_ing); and the creation of
ft_ new secretariat to run the Party's daily affairs had-weakened the in-
fluencc of the heavy industrial interests; 13y the end of June; well-con-
nected Hong Kong sources were predicting,the imminent downfall of
the -petroleum clique", which_wits soon brought to piss with the_ pub-
licity _given to the negligent destruction of an Offshore Oil rig. Plan-
ning Commission Chairman Yu Qinli was losing real power; and was
to step down from his position at the end ofAugust.61

In June, a series of strongly worded editorials stressing the need to
undertake construction in line with capabilities, and with the Ability
to pinvide auxiliau facilities began to appear in_the_press;62__ Viewed
in this -light; the _failure_ to reach agreement with Nippon Steel for
Phase II signified something deeper than a dispute over the percent-
age of Chinese equipment;

Baoshan's foes were by now strong enuigh to begin gradually to go
public. Their first salvo was_Vice_ -Prernicr Bo Yibo's _comment in early
.Tilly to .Tapanese visitors that Baoshan was becoming a "burden",63
The pressure was raised several notches on August 1 whenthe Chinese
press finally lifted the lid. from the fiasco of tlie imported Wuhan roll-
infr mill. The People's Daily commentary emphasized the failure to
coordinate_ auxilitiry _projects for electricity and raw material input,
and the difficulties the mill personnel had experienced in operating
such advanced technology: It questioned whether such an advanced
steel iitill was appipriate for a poor count-1y like China. It also
Stressed the need to avoid repeating the mistake :

Of course, we must . . . pay a price or . . . certain "Ninon fees" to learn a
job . . . It is absolutely impermissible to keep on paying "tuition fees" without

^0 Spvech at 3(1 session, Fifth National Peop,e's Congress- NPC) of Deputy Yuan titterer).
People's Daily, -8-e-pt.-12..- 1080,4). 4, PHIS Sept. 19. 1980, p. LI9.

Lo Ring. ('hen}; NlIng. July I. 19s0 toe. cit.
62 People's Daily June 1980, PHIS June 12, 1980, p. LIT; People's Daily June 16;

1980._ FBIS June 20, 1980, p. L3._
Kyotto News Agency in English. July 24, 1950, PHIS, July 24, 1980, p. LI.
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making any_improvement. Not only we. hut also great entrepreneurs and finan-cial groups in advanced countries cannot afford to pay such high tuition fees asthe rolling mill."
To any aware Chinese,_tbe connection of the statement about "keep

on paying tuition _fees.' with Baoshan must have been muniStalcable.Fin 1 1 ;it Ile Nat iona 1 PeOpie's (ress ( NPC) session_ in Srp-ter-10)e I') t), the long sininiring_ controversy i`kPiDdOil into the open;
as imlitieally poerful_ depittieS blaSted iSfif officials with eritictstrts.
11111 quest ions, win( Ii appeared _in_ (Ito _media da) lifter day. The fa-milia problems with t 1-Ovation and geology weir cited. A.number of obi ocl ions WON' raised_ on environnietitallgreiiiids; namely
that_ t In plant_WaS located iipWitid frOni Shanghai proper -two seasonsof the year; tha'-._ there were no plans for solid waste diSPoSal, and
that it _sras _not known how Mitch eareinogenic substance would bereleased hrt he plont.".

Imported iron ore was _another target. Deputies charged_ that the
production cost of pig iron would In twice us at BaOslian as atother _mill.. using ilonHtie _Ores. :.nother speech illustrated how
strongly this issue aroused latent sentiments about Self:relianee:

Have we shied a long-term contract with foreign countries concerning thesopply_af _ores? if flier_ raise ore prices extensively or stop supplying/hem, what
countermeasures should we adopt? Otir large enterprises should not be con-I rolled by foreigners."

To this, MAI I replied that it. "studying" the possibility of sub-
stituting domestic for foreign ores.

The project's overall economic feasibility was challenged. One
deputy ;isserted: "Afany people worry tibinit the possibility that IIao-
shall will become a bottomless pit that can never be filled." F Another
quest ioned AlAff's assertion that Baosluin w ould Make a profit of 4:1.6:3
billion per year_._:ind thuS pay oil its investment in 13 yetirs." The old
debate about foreign loans ;Ind_ interest rates teas resurrected: "We
pre fer to base_the intereSt oil n the ITS dollar; whereas Japan in-
sists on the yen, What is the result of the talkS?" 69 Charges were
raised that interest had not been included in the cost _estimates, and
thot annual profits from the project Would not even be sufficient to
repay the interest.T°

One of the remarkable features Of the barrage of criticisms was the
anti-J.:Ili:mese feeling expressed:

Japanese economic and industrial 01rd-ea hitt.° reportedly talked a lot aboutthe liansluin project to the- effect that China is too generous to Japan becauseChina -has renounced its claim to indemnities Mom WW III and that it ts
no_t right_for_Jupan to cheat-the Chinese people in the Ithoshan project ... Nowlong is the insured service life -of the facilities and equipment? If the service
life of the eqttitimetit_ and facilities expires after we pay hack all capital plusinterest: vt-t Will have been duped by the Japanese."

" Meng Xlaneheng. to. clt. and People's Daily commentator's article, Aug. I. 1980, FBIS,Aug. 19,19SO, p.1.11,
Speeches reported -In People's Dolly. Sept. 12, 1950. FBIS. Sept. 19, 1980._p. LI9." _Delnity Wiing nulde, reported by People's Daily. Sept, 7, 1980, p. 2. FBIS

Sept. 15, 111S4), p. 1.8.
Bmittig noway Up Dn. reported by People's Daily Sept. 7, 1980, p. 2, FBIS Sept. 15,

19So,-p.
Bet Hite Ttf.VIPNI! SOW. °!), thSO, p,

66Bojine Deploy Liu Dn. loc. cit.
10 Beijing Review Sept. 29, 1980. -p. 35.
Ti Beijing Deputy Wang Iluide, loc. cit.
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In this climate; interests threatened in any way by Baoshan felt free
to attack. For example, newspapers printed a letter from a domestic
drill-rod coupler factory, claiming that it would be put out of busi-
ness by the Baoshan seamless pipe mill, and that it was perfectly capa-
ble_ of supplying the couplers at a the cost

Many of these specific arruments_raised_against Baoshan were not
particularly convincing or sound. The drill-red factory, for example,
neglected the_probable quality differential between its products and
those of it_Mannesman-Deinag pipe in: 11. It seems ludicrous to sugcrest
that the Japanese were intentionally trying to dupe the Chinese by
selling equipment whose useful life would expire by the time the loans
were paid backthe payback period is a function of factors on the
Chinese side: The worst the Japanese-_who played no role the feasi-
bility' planning of Baoshancould be accused of is,_ for short -term
commercial interest; going along with Chinese plans that they should
have known would be unrealistic. The argument about the cost of in-
terest payments seemed to _either calculate interest against the total,
rather than the foreign exchange costs, or use an absurdly high value
Of the dollar vs; the Chinese yuan. The alarm about the iron ore cer-
tainly appeared overstated in light of recent trends in the world iron
ore market; Australia was very_eager to win Tiaoshan contracts." The
argument over the cost of pig iron neglected the possibility that the
overall costs of the end product, steel; might be lower than in other
Chinese plants due to the advanced technology, and the fact that
Chinese ore prices are probably maintained at artificially low levels
vis-a-yis imported ore prices by the fiat of administrative price con-
trols. The pollution arrrument seemed to have somewhat more validity;
but the Deputy who presented it chose to make light of the fact that
advanced .Tapanese air and water treatment s_ystenis were included in
the design. Tiaoshan probably had much better pollution control plans
than many other plants in China that have been the subject of much
less criticism.

The whole of the argumentthat Baoshan was fundamentally in-
feasible for a number of reasons probably had a great deal more
validity than_ the slim of the above_ parts. It was the political vigor;
rather than the intellectual rigor, of the arguments that was most itn-
portant anyway. Chen Yun and his followers appear to have decided
long before that the entire project was a mistake, and that to continue
with Phase II would he to throw good money after bad. Their purpose
at the NPC was to politically undermine "some people . . . still de-
manding that the project be extended;"_74 That they had succeeded
was clear when_ the .Tapartese were formally notified in November that
Phase II would he- postponed indefinitely.'" _

T- here were still further bombshells to come. TIT a series of November
Politburo meetings, anti -at the_Decem_her work conference which foI7
lowed, Chen decisively faced down his foes on economic policy, and
emerged with a mandate to take draconian measures to reestablish

'I Letter to Guide to World Economy, reported by Shanghai Municipal Radio Oct. 14.
1980: SWB Oct. 213. 1.480. p.

- Z' See Tony Walker, "China Reviewing Iron Ore Orders," Sydney Morning Herald
Mar. -2, 1981.Un4pecitled Deputy's stntement at 3d session of NPC, reported in People's Dniiy,
Sept,-12-A 950. p. 4. PIUS Sent 1,0,-1080, L21

JETRO China Newsletter, December 1980, p. 3.

r
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central fiscal controls; eliminate budget deficits; fight inflation, reduce
construction expenditures, and_ reorient priorities towards raising liv,
mg standards and reestablishing s('ctoral balance,-Readjustinenf is
finally implemented in the manner_ he had desired for two- years; -as
the 1981 capital construction bialget_ target was reduced fi'oin 47-55
billion (approximately the level of WM expenditures). to 41',30_
The planned allocations in domestic currency for Baoshan in 1981 Were
slashed substantially in this movei bringing construction activity at
the site to a near standstill.

Chen'S full purpose became clear when Nippon Steel was in-
formed_ that Phase II was not simply to be postponed, biit to be tenni,
noted. In late January, companies holding the hot and cold strip mill
contracts, and the contracts for several of the auxiliary facilitieS fOr
Phase If, NillOSB combined value was close to $1 billion, were told that
China _did not intend to construct the facilities, and that they should
stop_ all Work_and prepare to discuss_ resolution of the contracts with
CNTIC_76_ (see Appendix A). A similar request was sent to companies
involved in Most, of the petrochemical projects launched in 1978.

E. IN SEARCH OF RESOLUTION; I981; -AND BEYOND

The Baoslian situation has been extraordinarily chaotie Since early
1981, as the Chinese have gained fuller awareness of the practical con-
sequences of their precipitous move to truncate and delay its develop-
ment, A series of sometinn vont radictm-y_initiatives have been pro-
posed- in an attempt to partially salvage. a situation that seems to offer
no_palatable choices.

The issue of contract_ resolution has been the main catalyst. The
foreign company reaction to the stop work orders- -which some ititet--:
preted as unilateral_ cancellation- -was one of outrage. The abrupt
unilateral style of Beijing's actions rankled almost as much as their
content ; there, was no explanation of_the_move; and no prior consulta=
t ion on how to resolve the contracts. InJapan, the uproar reached The
point. where, there was speculation that China might lose its eligibility
for certain types of government financing, as China was giving MO
clear signals regarding what _kind of compensation it Might offer frit-
costS the, companies had already incurred:77 _ _

COmpanies that were already beginning to ship equipment deinanded
virtually_ full_payment for the entire value of the equipment contracted
for as manufacturing- arrancrements withSlibeontractors were So far
advanced as to he unstoppable. Beijing soon decided to continue ac-
cepting shipments for such plants, which were all in the petrochemical
sector.78

_ The Baoshan contracts for which stop work orders were issued, on
the Other hand. were at, an earlier stage of implementation. No ship-
ments at, all had been made for the. hot and cold strip mills. Yet,
Mitsidushi and Schloemann Siemag demanded-that the Chinese pay
33'percent of the contract in the event of cancellation, to cover equip-

JETRO China Newsletter no. 30. February 1981. DJ la
_Lewis llonavia, "The Honeymoon Is Over," Far Eastern Economic

Review. Feb. 20.-19S-1. pp. 46-47.Se M Wc11. The 2.0 Billion Contract Freeso." China Business Review volume S,no. 3, 1981. pp. 31-33.
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ment ordered; pre-font rat7t, costs, lost opportunity costs, actor a total
of abbiit $300 million in foreign exchange for aquipment that the
Chinese would never touch."

Tho vehemence of the international i-ertction to the_stop-work notices,
together with_ the size of the compensation demands,_efetioy shocked
China'S pOlitical leader& This seems_ the best explanation for the
sudden_ gyration_ begun With Deng Xiaoping's suggestion in Febru-
ary 1981 to a Japanese goveninent fact-finder to consider revival
of the suspended projects with chart') .Japartese government loans. In
April, China, Made a formal government-to-government request
for the- equivalent of approximately $2,7 billion in lotinS_ for all the
suspended projects, of Which approximately $800 million was targeted
for Baoshan."

The request apparent -hit some of Deng's compatriots, as well as
the Japanese, 1 ike a bolt from tithe blue; and it aroused political opposi-
tion. An April P6bpie' Daily article reflecting Chen's views pointedly
noted that :

We absolutely cannot -(16 as some comrades advocate: when meney,_eqldrtment;
and materials arc not available domestically, then borrow from abroad; but
from abroad, and stretch our hands abroad.'

To many in .TapUri, the request for cheap loans seemed outrageous
ttS «ell : ~robbing Pester to pay Peter", as one businessman is reported

pto have put it The Japanese govenunent,_furthermore, was faced with
its OtVa fiscal constraints; and the danger of alienating other aid recip-
ients by appearing overly generous- to china.82

In the end, however, the forces within_both_governments in favorof
smoothing over the Controversy prevailed,_ After approxiiwitely six
months Of negotiations, a compromise was reached under which Japan
will _provide appro_ximately half of the amount originally requested
by Chinn, ir alir6lit 300 billion yen ($1.3 billion) rat an average interest
rate of tiiwirit six percrmt, higher than what the Chinese originally
hoped for, hitt still a bargain." Vice- Premier Gu Mu formally signed
Hut_ agreement during _a Deceinber 1981 visit to ,raPtin.

Pinbably abdtit half of the money will go towards completion of
Phase I of 13aoshan. It will _not, howeverbe used directly-to bby ma-
terials for the steel prbjeet. Rather, it will be put into central foreign
exchange coffers._ and the equivalent in Chinese domestia currencyWill
go to fiaoshan. This rinderlines the fact, that the learns are not really
needed to ease a foreion exchange crisis. Rather; they must be con-
sidered part. of an elaliorate political_ compromise with Baoshan's -fis-
cally conservative opponent& The government is reportedly planning
to use the foreign exchange to buy consumer moods -from abroad; which
it Will then sell in China to retire domestic currency,"" _

With the lo_ans in place. it is generally believed that construction
of PliaSe I, With three million tons of capacity, will be completed in
1984-1985. The possibility of continued political infighting, however
combined With pbteritial_difficulties in coordinating auxiliary projects
and energy supply lends uncertainty to any prediction;

71 Japan Economic Journal. Mar. 31. 1881. p.3 and June 2. 1981, p. 7.
Japan Economic Journal. Apr. 25. 1981; p. 3.

RI Contributing Commentator. Stralchten Out Gidelines for Economic WOrk---On Leftist
Mistakes in Economic Construction", People's Daily, Apr. 9, 1981, p. 5; PSIS Apr. 16, 1981,
p.

Bonavig. and Lewis, loc. cit
83 Japan Economic Journal. %pt. 15, 1981. D. 1.
" Wall Street Journal. Sept 8, 1981, p. 38.
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When Phase_ I_ is finished, all of the crude Steel except_ fbi. the
approXiMately half million tons to be made _into pipes at Baoshan
will have to be shipped -to other Mills for finiShiricr. There are Other
reasons as well why building Phase I without Phase II is unattractive;
including the need to construct man' of the atikiliarY faeilitieS to scale

. regardless. and the need to shut down the entire complex when over-
hauling a single blast furnace.

This , the rash decision to cancel Phase II was reconsidered. In early
1982, the _Chinese were negotirtt ink -nn unprecedented arrangement
with the Schloemann Siernag consortium to keep the cold-rolling mill
contract in effect.; but to delay equipment deliveries and plant con-
struction for five years.

Mitsubishi and the other Japanese companieS whese Phase II con-
tracts had been suspended, however; refused _to accede to such an un-
orthodox formula, and in August _1981 reached agreement with the
Chinese to cancel the contracts; The compensation will only amount
to $4.5_million;_abont 10 percent of the contracts'- value and a mere
one-third of What Mitsubishi_ originally requested. In its an
II011iir meat of this agreement, the official New China News Agency
noted that, "According to the agreement; if China resumes dorigtritc-
tion of the rolling mill and imports comPlete technology and equip-
ment or a key part of the equipment; the Mitsubishi group will be given
priority if it offers e_q_n ipment and technology of the same quality and
at the same price as other companies." 85 This led many -obs-ervers to
believe that the Chinese had reached a private understanding with
Mitsubishi to revive the contract at a later date.

The Chinese statement, which_Also indicated that Phase I would be
continued and Phasa_II "postponed;" contained the firSt positive pub=
lic reference to the plant in more than a year. It came at a time_when
Baoshan's supporters were starting to stir '.gain politiotilly_i in re=
sponse to some_ of the negative Sick-effects of Chen_Yun's readjustment
policy, such as stagnation in industrial output: Viee=T'reihier Gii Mu
felt bold enough at this time to hint to the - Japanese media that Phase -
II would definitely be revived at some_poirit.86

Given the iolts to which Baoshan has been subjected so _far- t_

N.would ha rash indeed to helieve that the final word has been Sal out
.IT The events of 1981; howeven, suggest that the difficulties of

stopping the project. in midstream will eventually induce the leader-
Ship to complete it. No alternatives_ are attractive; and it seems safe
to predict that Baoshan will be a thillkMe around Planners' necks for
a long period to come;

TV. CHANGING FF.ATLIIES OF THE IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY

Baoshan -was predicated on _plans for a rapidly expanding steel
industry. Quite aside from all the_political_ mudslinging and infight-
ing; its difficulties have much to do With the fact that there_is little
prospect for significant growth in the industry in the immediate ft:
ture, due to the combined impact of policy changes and general eco-
nomic difficulties. _

Planners have held the steel target at 3`2 -33- million tons, 1979-1981)
just .6-3;8 percent greater than 1978 output. In 1979 and 1980, actual

4 4 China Rally. Bel:line. In linclish. Sept. 24. 1981.
8° Asian Wall Street Journal, Oct. 3, 1981, p. 1.

3 9 ;
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Output increased by _an average of 8.2 percent, according to Chinese
statistics, but production began to dop in the fouth- quarter of 1980
When the readjustment policy wits intensified. Production in 1:"-81
was_3.5,6_million tons, a 5 percent drop_compa red to 1980,8_7

This drOp in production _corresponded with a drop in demand, as
the move to reallocateprioritiiis from heavy to_light industry resulted
in sonic railical ishifts in the structure of industrial output. Production
.in -the major machine building industries_, such as machine tools; motor
vehicles, frcight wagons,_ locomotives; internal combustion
engines; and power generating equipment declined markedly in 1980:
In SOrrie:caSes, such as mining equipment, tractors, and freight wagons,
the declines were over 30 percent. Althoug,h out_p_iit figures of military
liarilWare iiiiiiiStries; another imporhint steel consumeri have not been
published; the reports about the increasing percentage of civilian good
outpiit of hiilitaryfactories (11.5 percent in 1979 compared to_an an-
ticipated 47.5 percent in 1981 88) suggest that armaments production
has declined in a Similarly drastic way.

Light industrial production, on the other hand,_ haS been snartiirr-,
particularly in consumer durables; output for bicycles, sewing ma-,
dirties television and radio sets rose h over 25 percent in 1980 and
1981 (eolisideriibly mob in_ lhlecase of radios and TVs)." While, this

grOWth i. ere it itig some new demand for steel, tlie fact remains that
these industries are not "metal eaters" on a par with the heavy

.machiney industries.
The decline in deinand for steel is also dramatically rellected in

Steel prodnet iinports, which dropped_ from over eight million _tons
imeali of the _years 1978 and 1979 to aliont three million tons in 1980;
aCcording to Chinese reports. Reports on imports from Jip)an China's
largest supplier; _suggest that 1981 purchases Were no jhiglier, and
may he liie."8 This decline in itself eliminates one of the major
elements in the rationale for building

-.Nritcli Of the deerease in heavy machinery production probably rep-
regetit:-4 output that_ would have, had no economic iilne anyhow;
China's maelline building industries_havP been notorious for blindly

items for which ZIO In41.14ZOt Can be found _(for reasons
including low quality, lack of variety, high price; and market satura-
tion), Simply_ in order to meet output targets. Overstocks-of mechani-
cal and electrical equipment Wel'e estimated, probably conservatively,

4:100=200 million in early 1981_ ($:37-75 million at mid-1931 ex-
change rates) The same pattern held for the 1-etiii and steel industry;
for which overstock were estimated_ at dime million tons of prod-
nets." Special efforts were being made in 1981_to_tun over some of
the accumulated stocks. The attention authorities are attaching to the
probleiii is another factor behind the slowdown in Steel production,

.1 Annual output statistics cited here and. below .are taken from annual communiques
pithlished by -the _State Statistical Bureau. gaurterlY and monthly statistics-have recently
been published In the Bong Kong publications_ China Ecotioadc News_ and Economic
Reporter. Which scent to have access to the State Statistical Thtreau 1lAures. For total -year
1980, the figures appeared In Economic ReporterFebruary 1981, pp. 20-27; First quarter
last numbers appeared in China._ Economic News, Apr. 27, 1981, pp. 7-

. NrAA. Apr, 23. 1981. MB May 6, 1981. pp. A8-9,
eD See footnote -87.Jeurinal of Commerce. New York, June 29. 1981, p, 1B.
" NCNA in Chiaese, Feb. 15; 1981, FEIS Feb. 18; 1981, pp. L18-17.
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Energy supply is ano her important consideration. The metallurgi-(
cal industr y was estim, ttsd to have consumed about 20- percent of
China's electric power in 1979; of which th,) vast majority was for
steel. Steel also consumes an enormous percentage of China's coal.
The need to conserve, energy; and guarantee coal and electricity supply
for other mdustrws Was an explicitly Stated reason for the low steel
tat-gets;_1919-198L The bleak state of China's energy industries would
piit limits on stNs1 ontput even if steel remained the "key link" (see
Robert _Michael __Field __and Judith Flynn; China: An _Energrt
COpmtpained Model of hultmti-ial Poformance, Throagh 195, this
volunte)_.

Machinery prOdnet ion began a comeback in late 1981, but current
policies suggest, that _increases in the near future _will still be modest;
ratl,.: than spectacular. Thns; there will probably only be moderate
demand pull on steel.

In 1981, it appetti.ed that- all activity on major additions to steel
capacity had stopped. Construction of a large new blast furnace at
Maanshan; Anhui plant. for example, was cut off in Midstream."
Exist Mg capacity was closed down, in some places. " -3

Current emphasis in the steel industry is on increasing the out-
put Of nutterials in short supply that can be used in light industry
such as welded tubes; small shapes, andsheets and on increasing the
of eciency of the steel induStry. The ratio of finished to crude steel
output;_for example; rose from 69.5 percent in1978 to 74.7 percent in
1981. The ratio of pig irou to crude steel output fell from 1.095 to
;955; as the country turned to the energy-saving alternative of using
more scrap (in many Western countries, the ratio is as low as .-7).
One consequence is that some Chinese factories_are now exporting
-pig In the late 1970's. on the other hand; China was a big im-
porter. Another _major preoccupation of the steelindustry is getting
more value out of the imported Wuhan finishing mills.

When China (Ices decide to-add-new capacity; the emphasis; barring
another major policy reversal; will almost certainly be on upgrading
and expanding old mills, rather than constructing new ones such as
Baoshan. Basic oxygen furnaces will replace less productive and obso-
lete open hetit-th furnaces, old blast fur wilt be remodelled; etc;

An example from 1980 illustrates the type of role foreign tech-
nology. might play in this process. An___agreement _was reached with
Mannesnum-Dennur,; supplier of the Wuhan continuous caster, for
assistance in the construction of seven continuous billet casters for\
various_ existing mills; The company will . supply the . first machine,
but under a technology license agreement, will assist Chinese fac-
tories in gradually manufacturing larger- and larger proportions of
the succeeding_ six_;_hy the seventh; hopefully, China, will be able to
manufacture the efitire machine on -its o_wri;" The technology of.the
billet casters; furthermore. is significantiv less complex than that of
slab casters purchased for Wuhan; and originally planned for Bao-
shan.

NC1CA In Chinese Nov. 25.19_80._ Dee, 2,- 1950, pp: 01-02,
5. !Tube! Provinelal Radio, FM'S. Feb. 17. 1981. p. P5.
I" See Martin Weil. "Technology Transfers'', China Business Review, volume 8, no. 2,

1081; pp. 22; 2e.
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Several Steel experts feel that China's chances of absorbing the
less sophisticated technology are significtuitly greater. The licensing
formula is obviously also geared to absorption; There are certain
drawbacks in such an agreement; delivery time, undoubtedly will be
greater than if Mannesman simply supplied all the machines on its
on Whether or not licensing is more successful than buying a com-
plete plant from an economic point of view, it is obviously more ac-
ceptable__ to politicians_ with strong self-reliant, nationalistic senti-
ments. The contrast with Baoshan is striking.

V. CONCLUSION : BAOSHAN IN PERSPECTIVE

Was Baoshan an _infeasible _project_from the start, top Chinese
leaders now believe? This is ditlicultLif not impossible to determine, as
so much of the opposition to the plant has been political, and so much
teas changed politically and economically -since the project was con-
ceived. Yet; the answer is prof-W.)1y affirmative, and the main reasons
lie in its size and sophistication. The experience of the recent past sug-
gests that when the Chinese have attempted to buy the world's most
sophisticated technology, they have often proven unable to absorb it
effectively, -due to managerial problems; technician inexperience,- lack
of certain material inputs, etc., as with the Wuhan rolling mill. On
large sophisticated-projects, furthermore, there have been striking
failures to- coordinate all the necessary auxiliary facilities, and Bao-
shan would probably not have been an exception. The current short-
ages of primary energy in China,- for example, practically guarantee
that energy supply would have been a major problem if the plant.
had continued according to schedule. _

Some of the other objections raised, such as siting and pollution
seem more dubious as grounds for declaring Baoshan an infeasible
project. These issues certainly posed some problems, but not ones that
could not be surmounted: They appear to have 'been blown out of pro-
portion in the heat of political battle.

Even if the project by itself were feasible, the four modernizations
plan, of which it was a part, most certainly was not. That such a plan;
and such a project. were launched so- hastily illustrates the enormous
economic _power that has tended to be concentrated in the hands of
high-level politicians who-are anxious -for glory; but lack sophisticated
technical _or _economic knowledge. and Who are not held- economically
responsible for failiire. That this problem may have roots in Chinese
history is suggested by the story of China's first modern iron and
steel plant. which was built and run in Wuhan by Governor-General
Zhang Zhidong (Chang Chili -tong) in the 1890's. It suffered from all
kinds of planning problems, including ore and coal supply, could not
operate at capacity, and ran at a loss for 13 years before Zhang turned
it over to private operators.95_ That the problem may have roots -in
command economy planning structures is suggested by the 'Katowice

oFor an neerblc modern ahlnefte commentary on this plant. see Ynn Zhongyl, "an the
Economic Effects of Zang Zhiclong's Activities In-the Westernization Movement.", JIrig]i
Ye-Win (Eronomic Research), Beijing' In Chinese, May 20, 1981, pp. 74-79, FBIS July 8,
1981, pp. K7-14.
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Steel Mill built in Poland in the 1970's which according to one report
cost $2.5 billion to_build, but cannot be operated at a profit."

The way in which Baoshan was suddenly halted in, midstream seems
to illustrate this problem from a different angle. L. this case, politicians
pursuing very different economic goals from _Baoshan's_planners took
a similarly precipitous action, also without' adequate understanding sof
the consequences, as shown by the chaotic negotiations of 1981. Baoshan
is an unseemly symbol of the disruptive economic gyrations that have
tended to follow political infighting in the PRC.

Baoshan, however _is more than just an illustration of planning
problems. Its rise and fall are symbolic of what_could_ be an historic
shift in _China's industrial development strate_gy. The plant was begun
in the Stalinist/Maoist spiri,. of rapid growth, high investment, and
steel and machine buiMing as ;le main priorities. The attack on Bao-
shan is representative of the attack not just on the four modernizations
plan, but on China's entire history of Stalinist/Maoist development; A
different strategy has been formulated : slower but more balanced
growth, lower but more efficient investment, greater attention to ef&
ciency, shift in priorities away_ from steel -to -wards infrastructure and
towards - consumer industries. Recent trends in the steel industry dem-
onstrate Baoshan has been part of a much larger change in China's
industrial economy.

Baoshan also points to a _major change' in China's strategy for uti-
lizing foreign technological expertise. Rather than import complete
plants and invite foreign companies to take charge of design and con-
struction supervision, the country now intends to focus on purchasing
key items of equipment, and on buying know-how. The arrangement
do many of the later Baoshan contracts, under which Chinese factories
are to manufacture a, significant proportion, of the equipment, seems
likely to- be the standard for engineering projects involving foreign'.
companies in the future;

Actually, this shift in technology acquisition strategy _represents in
many 'Ways_ a return to _old_ values of self-reliance. In reviewing
Baoshan's history, it is difficult to avoid the conclusion that the depth
of foreign involvement was a major cause of the diffrCulties theproject
encountered from the beginning. Imported iron ore, foreign loans, and
the extent to which the_ Japanese controlled the projeCt were all light-
ning rods for nationalistic resentment, _which expressed itself in-ac-
cusations that often seemed irrational on economic grounds. The
entire Baoshan experience suggests that there are limits_ in post-
Mao_ China; just as there were in Mao's China beyond which foreign
involvement in economic development, will not be politically acceptable;

In the final analysis, Baoshan- has been an expensive failure. ant at
the same time, it signifies many potentially positive changes. The plant
has driven home the need for thorough feasibility studies for _major
projects; It has contributed to the Chinese understanding that there is
more to modernization than buying advanced technology; Finally,
l3aoslian's history suggests that China, to an extent without precedent
in Stalinist command 'economies, may succeed in overriding the influ-
ence of the bureaucratic heavy industrial interests that have done so
much to distort development patterns in Socialist countries.

06 See,Michael Dobbs,- "Polish Steel Mill :- Economic Fantasy" Washington Post, June 23,1981; P. 1. His report suggests that the mill ibeing cut off in the middle of construction
in a manner somewhat similar to Baoshan.



APPENDLI

THE BAOSNAN CONTRACTS

Comply Wit,/ Date of Centred

. Vague!

(millions) Repeymerit Hindi Status

Nippon Steel/C. Koh Blast furnace, 4,000 m s

Nippon Steel/Mitiiii & Ce Cdkiiii_evechicludei byproduct meow do
en/facilities.

Do. lroh Waft_ do

Do. Steel mill: bask oxygen furnace shop, do
34300 too/beet, '

Nippon Steel/NI:skin' ........... _____ Blooming-mill, 1,50o000 tons per yeer..._..rro...___ ...... --..
Nippon SteeHltoman & Quayivilliectory .___ ...do. . .. ... ..... __
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Coal-fired power generating equipment, Nov. 9,1978

700M11.

Mennesman-Demep Seamlestritpe-milt, 21 to 140 mm diem- December 1979
tit-, 500,MO_ton_pit year.

Nippon Steel-/Mibui & Co . Power piping facility Dec, 30,1979

Dec. 23,197L tortes $143 10 percent downpayment, 10 Implemented.

revised hat 1979. , percent on deb's*, JO .

cent 5 ye defined peyment.

Do...

Nippon Steel/Manibeni:
Nippon Steei/Choyo Tradina. Itch_ ...

Nippon SteellNichimen_.::. .....
Nippon

Fraeunithiriel processing facility for blast do

furnace No.
Met dittilbutitcand communications do

.. Water supply and exhaust.. ..

Mold manufactories factory do

Tiefing end iiielytic ihes do._

Do.

169 do Do.

215 do Do.

21 .. May be modified.

191 Not anti:hie. . Implemented.

1182 .5 yr Do.

41 10 _percent downphyment, 10 Do.

percent_on_ delivery,. -IM -per,

cent .5 yr deferred_payment.

12 Canceled, 1981; compensation
abhut 10 percent.

76 Not available- Irnplemoted.

51 do_ May be-modified II phase II
waled.

10 _...do... Do.

33 _do. Do.

3'

Cds
0:1
IND



Mitsui Auxiliary equipment for blast furnace Feb. 11,1980

IfribiStiel/C. Itob/ChikumaSangyo... ..... Oxygen Generating Units, 2 x26,000 msihr. Feb, 9; 1980
Mitsui Auxiliary equipment for blast furnace Mar. 26, 1980

No. 2. .

Kobe Steel/C. ltoki.Chikum.a.Sangye' Oxygen generitirituriih 2 x 26,000 m'/hr Mar, 28, 1980
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Lime-end -olomite kiln Feb. 11; 1980i Mitsubishi.... ._ . ......- . Additional pOwerfatilities._.. Apr. 8,1980
Schloemann Siemagled 17 company consor- Cold strip mill,-2,100,000 ton per .year: June 5; 1980

tium, includes Wean United USA and Nip- i otta it> pir...II ti tliiievelfdrItylm_a n 1
i pon Steel's hot dip galvanizing lines, continuous
,., annealing line, rolgormuig line, _5

shearing lines, 3 slitting lines, painting
fine. .

Mitsubishi consortium " Hot strip mill, 4,000,000ton per year. Apr. 30; 1980

Mitsubishi Repair factory and weithente---- de

Hitachi Shipbuilding Sintering pliriL,.. Feb. 12 1980
Nippon Sharyo/Mitsui On-site transportation facilities June 10, 1980

Ishikawailma-Harima" Port-loading facilities.... ......... . Feb.9, 1980

For Beilunj ion Ore Port
.

Itch Unloading equipment and conveyor belts. Nov. 25,1978

22 .....do Implamen!ed.

23 do Do.
12 do Canceled 1981 compensation

about 10 percent.
19 do Do.
16 .....do Implemented.

-36 do Dk_
500 5 yr.- repayment after crimple- Work-halted 1981; 5 yr -doled

bon. in Implementation considered.

398 IO_rtement down,10-percent on Canceled- Sentember 9, 1981
shipment, 80 percent after 5 with $40,700;003 compelled-

70 5 yr deterred payment Metyial-be revised if phase It

Implemented.77 do

65 Not available May be revised If phase II

26 do
canceled.

Canceled, 1981; compensation

about 10 percent. CO

36 do --------------- Implemented. C.0

'Virtually all contracts; excepting those signed before_Dateriitier 1978 arito_k_Plildhitin-dollars
and hall_in currency of manufacturing country; figures noted are dollar estimates at exchange rates
of July 15, 1981.

Wed the.Japanese contracts-for which information was not available probably haveterms of
10 percent downpaymen10 percent on delivery, and 80 percent deferred payments over 5 yrs.This
seems_ to_have been a standard formula.

1041 I440,000,000.

"Centred far which stop-work order issued, 1981.

Note:
Total value of Barnhart ..... ... ....... 941,000,
Total value of canceled contracts for which stop-work notices irsued... 467,000,000
Total value of contracts for Which longterm suspension negotiated 500, 000,000

Various media and company reports.
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L INTRODUCTION )
. -The choice of technology is a central problem in economic develop:.

ment. On_the one hand, the ability to borrow advanced technologies
from the West allows less developed countries to speed up their indus-
trialization process by skipping the time-consuming intermediate
steps of research and development. On the other hand, technologies
developed in affluent industrial countries invariably have "inappro-
priate" characteristics which make their transplantation to poor, pri-
marily agrarian economies problematical. Among the inappropriate
characteristics are their low labor-absorptive capacity; their stringent
resource and skill requirements. their high foreign exchange costs,
etc. It is also feared that the very advanced nature of these technol-
ogies inhibits the _process of learning-by-doing in the development
of indigenous adaptive and innovative capabilities; so that depend-
ence on technological borrowing is perpetuated.

While there is substantial agroement in the development literatum
about the inappropriateness of Western technology, there is' much

*Assistant Professor. Department of Economics. Mount Holyoke College. Ibis_ paper
villa-originally prepared as a -tfaekgratind_ paper -for the World -Bank, and I thank -them _for
permission' to use it here. I am indebted to Mike Field. Don Keesing. Nick Lardy and Sally
Mantgomery-for--helpful_ comments on- earlier drafts. They are of course not to be held
responsible for remaining errors and omissions.

(894)
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less consensus on whether and how more "appropriate" technologies
Can be found. A number of recent studies show_ that technical (engi-
neering) efficiency often does not c,oinci.de with economic efficiency;
especially where existing factor proportions differ substantially be:
tweet' the user country and the originator-country of the technology.':
:IA the sainetime; it is widely believed that -the range of technological
choice is extremely limited, particularly for the process industries;
For example; in a recent study; Richard Eckaus 0977) emphasized
that even_ though the Intermediate Technology Group and similar
organizations have claimed success in discovering new appropriate"
technologies-. "Their examples appear to be Clustered in a few agricul-
ttiral activities and small manufacturing activities outside the major
production processes _of both sectors, In the absence of cost-benefit
analyses for ne.w intermediate technologies; it must be concluded that
for_ the major processes in mineral transformation, power generation,and the metal and electrical industriesi.e.; much of the Shift' of Mod-
ern_ lifevillage-level intermediate technologies remain unfulfilled
,goals." 2

In the context of this _search for substitution possibilities -in tech-
nological choice; the rural industrialization program of the People's
Republic of China deserves close study. With over one million- small-
scale enterprises employing well over 20 Million workers, theChinese
pro grain is unparalleled not only in size, but also ininnov-ativeness.
Of special interest are the 600,000 enterprises in the "five small indus,
tries" of iron _and steel; farm machinery; chemical_ fertilizers; cement
and hydroelectricity. Using modified versions Of technologies that were
long two obviated in the West, these small-scale, relatively labor-inten-
sive plants constitute an im_portant_experiment in the use of interme-
diate technologies. At their peak; they producedinajor portions of out=
put in these industries: in 1978, they aceotinted for almost all of the
small and medium farm tools and machinery; over half of the chemical
fertilizers (by weight), 65 percent of the cement, etc., that were sup-
plied to the agricultural sector. _

This paper examines the developnient of the "five small industries-"
(hereafter, FSIs) during the Cultural Revolution decade. Since 1978;
the FSIs have come _under heavy criticism, when it was reported that
they ran up losses totalling some two billion Yuan in 1978 alone ac-
coiniting for 53 percent of total losses sustained by all state-run-indus-
trial enterprises.' At the end of the Cultural Revelation (CR) decadei
many rural industries are beset by a host of problems ranging from
technical; managerial; to supply and marketing diffictiltieS. In order to
learn from the Cultural Revolution decade; to understand current re-
form proposals and to forecast their efficaey.; we must attempt to sort
out. the different types of problems and pinpoint their respective causes.

tror _example, see Francis Stewa-rt,- -"Technology and Underdevelopment" (London:1975) L. J. White. "The_Evidence on_Appropriate Fector Proportions for-Man-
ua:tett:ring In -Less -Developed Countries: a S'I'Vgy, Economic Develomtnt and caitattiChange; October 1978; and publications by the Intermediate Technology Development
Group.

Ifiithiitd_Eckaust, "Appropriate Technologies for Developing Countries" (Washington..
D.C.: National Academy of Sciences, 19771,p. 411:

Hubei InstItute-of Finance and EconomicsBulletin. No. 1. 1981, p. 48; and Sun
Shanging, On Economic Structure', ill nrigit sciene_e).-Nov. 1, 1980,
traurdated in .1PR8 China Report : Economic Affairs, No, 99, p. 3S. I am indebted to LeeTravers for bringing my attention to the Hubei bulletin.
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First we need to distinguish between problems generated within the
rural industrial sector from those originating_ "upstreann" Due to_the
pervasive shortage of fuel, motive power and raw material supplies,
for example, over one-third of all state-owned industrial enterprises
ran deficits in 1976, and recovery has been slow.* Disruption of enter- .

prise management and the downgrading of technical-expertise-during
the CR, has had. very adverse consequences for overall industrial per-
formance, such that advanced standards set in _the 1960s_are yet to be
regained in many industries.6 The present prOblems of low technical
level, poor management and persistent underutilization of capacity in
the_FSIs must be viewed in the context of this environment.

At the same time some of the problems faced by the_FSIs are spe,
cific to the development of small-scale, local industries. In the current
retrenchment drive, many of the plant closures are in the iron and steel
and farm _ machinery industries, where _fairly sweeping reforms are
being implemented because the choice of technique and plant scale have
turned out to be inappropriate, resulting in technical difficulties, high
production costs; and low quality products.

Other closures are due to locational irrationality, Where plants are
built in are withotit needed resources. Built according to the grin-
elide of "three locals-'7 local; small plants are to make use of local
resources to produce for a local market. Violation of this principle
results_ in_ high costs as well as an increased transport burden. For
example; in Guangdong Province; the Hainan Daily reported that in
spite of insufficient coal resources on the island, eight small_ fertilizer
plants were_ built there under the slogan of regional self-reliance.
Because coal had to be supplied from such places as.Slianxi, Henan,
and Guizhou, the long distance-transport added 120 yuan per ton to
its cost. In addition, frequent disruptions in these supplies kept the
plants from regular production runs. As a result, they ran up losses of
600 yuan for every ton of ammonia produced:6

Tim problems_ of substantial and persistent underutilization of ca-
pacity is pervasive in- the FS1s as a result of duplication of facilities
in_many localities; This is particularly serious in the farm machinery
(FM) industry. FOr example; in Jiangsu's Jiading County; there are
27 FM plants equipped with_ a total of _2,300 machine tools. Atone
time these plants produced 19 types of FAIs. Of those; 17 have been
discontinued; and the capacity utilization rate in these plants is now
less than one-half. It is explained that

In the_ beginning ( these_ FM plants) were set up to aid agriculture, and they
produced quite a few small machines and implements. However, after the market
for such FM's and implements had been'saturated, it became more difficult to
design and manufacture more complex ENts; and they were unprofitable. Conse-
quently, the plants turned to do subcontracting work for large industries, arming
themselves with machine tools that they can make, further expanding their
machine-building capability.

However, due to the limited amount of subcontracting work from
largo industries; the fierce competition among local FM plants results
in everyone "going hungry." 7

JdOL. 1979 (6). p 9. See end of nrticle for Identification -of nhbrerlatIons.
5 Shen YI. "Oppose High Targets In National HeonomIc Planning, Stress Readjustment of

the Economy". 1979 17). p. 6.
°Hainan-Island Service. Apr. 21, 1979. in BBC -W 1030/A/2I.
", Wang Gengiln and Ju Rongjl. "Whither Commune and Brigade Industries," JJGL.

1979 (3).
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While it is often impossible to isolate problems and attribute them
exclusively to a single cause,_ we can nevertheless discern two distinct
categories of problems afflicting_ the rural indUstrialization program.
One category is discussed under_ the heading of _teclinoeconomic":prob-
leins,_ wb ich includes problems involving the viability of technologies
used in the small-scale plants, choice of_plant scale, and plant location
vis-a-vis skill and resource supplies. The second is broadly termed
"administrative"; and it includes problems of policy, performance
indicators, investment choice criteria, tautness of State plans, and
coordination among decision-making units. These categories are dis-
cussed in parts II and III, respectively. Part IV looks at the future
prospects_ and likely orientation of China's rural industries, and part I
provides the introductory framework.

TERMINOLOGY

In the Western; English language literature on China, "rural in-
dustries" commonly refers to industrial enterprises run by rural peo-
ple's communes and production brigades, as well as state-run industries
at the subprovincial level. E As such it has a broader coverage than
"village industries;" since it includes all enterprises in the local indus-
trial sector, which is distinguished from the national sector in a number
of respects: its focus _lies in serving agriculture and the ruralpopulace
rather than serving heavy industries or,national defense; it consists
primarily_ of small-scale enterprises using intermediate or primitive
technologies; and these enterprises serve small, local markets. The
local industrial sector in fact constitutes a fairly independent system
that operates alongside the modern, large-scale sector; It plays a com-
plementary role to-the latterat the lower end of the technological
spectrum, local industries provide 'products which _supplement and
progressively replace output from the large-scale, modern sector.

Unfortunately, "rural industries" has no exact counterpart in
Chinese statistical reporting categories, which makes the counting
process difficult and often confusing. Rather; there are a number of
Chinese categories which provide overlapping coverage of such enter-
prises. For example; "local state-run industries'! .(difang guoying
gonglie) includes provincial as well as sub-provincial enterprises.
After the saccessive decentralization of enterprises to local (particu-
larly provincial) control since 1958, this category now includes many
large-scale enterprises.

In 1979, there were over 340,000-"small-scale industrial enterprises"
(xiaoxing _gongye qiye), which produced over 50% of the gross value
of industrial output.9 Of this number; over_ 26_0,000 were "urban col-
lective industries" (chengshi jiti gon_gye.)" However, it is unclear
whether county towns are counted as "urban" in this category. In

"For examples. see Dwight Perkins. et. al., "Rural SmallSeale-Industry In the People's
Republic of China" (Berkeley : University of_ California Press, 1977) : Carl Riskin, "Small
industry and the Chinese Model of Development-." China Quarterly. June 1971: JonSigurdson, "Rural industrialization in China' (Cambridge: Harvard University Press,19771.

°Rio shirong, "Discussions on Problems of Chinese Style Modernization." JJYJ 1980(1),p.41.
"Urban collective industries are said to be three-fourths of the total number of indus-

trial enterprises. Hong Euanpeng. Weng Qiguan, "On Collectively-owned Industries in
Urban Areas" JJYJ 1980(1), pp. 62-65.

x
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any case, this figure is far too small to be a comprehensive count of
alLtirban and rural industries;

There are two categories which together provide a comprehensive
and overlapping count of rural industries; and these are commune
and brigade enterprises" (shedui giyc) and "five small industries"
(wuxiao gortgye) In 1979; there were reportedly_ nearly 1.5 million
enterprises run by rural communes and brigades. Together, they pro-
duced a gross income of 48;080 million yuan, which was over 30%
of the total income for the three-level multi collecti;-e economy of
communes, brigades and tennis, and employed some 28 million work-
ers, nearly 10% of the rura,1 labor force." However, even though these
enterprises are often called "industrial" _in_ the _Chinese_ press, they
include_ also enterprises engaged in nonindustrial, subsidiary agri-
cultural activities such as poultry fish-raising; _orchards; mul-
berry and tea plantations, etc. Without some idea of the proportional
breakdown between industrial and subsidiary agricultural activities
within this category, the figure of 1.5 million can be used (at best)
only as a very high limit for the number of rural industrk:;.

_ A Chinese pamphlet on agricultural mechanization gives the defini-
tion of "five small industries" as follows:

Tie so-calltui five small industrieireier to the locally-runindustrieg such as
small firm) and steel, small coal mines, small cement, small chemical fertilizers,
small machinerY; etc. Depending oil local con(litions, resources and needs, some
1 localities) have even developed 81111111 hydroelectricity, small mining spots, etc.,
to mike them the six small or seven small industries. 'They are all usually called
fire small indu8tries out of habit.'

The term first_earne into -use hi 11)66, When -the first National Confer-
ence on Farm ',Mechanization called on localities to actively run their
own small-scale industries to make use of local_resources to help pro-
vide the materials needed for the "four transformations" 1" in agri-
culture. Over time; the term has evolved to refer generally to all small-
scale; locally-run enterprises that _produce goods related to agriculture.
Even by the narro_w definition of the six or_se_ven heavy industries that
directly serve agriculture, there Were by W78 over 600,000 enterprises
in the 'five small industries.' (see Table 1); Since the bulk of these
enterprises are run by cominunes and brigadesi_there is a good deal of
overlap with the category of commune and brigade enterprises.

IMPORTANCE OF THE "FIVE SMALL INDUSTRIES"

With the overwhelming emphasis that was placed on heaves indus-
tries in the Cultural Revolution decade, reports on local industrial
development tended to give scant coverage to the growth of light hi::
dustries. Even for the model communes and counties visited by for
eigners, detailed accounts- of industrial development often dwelled
only on the "five small. industries." As a resultove have little knowl-
edge of the aggregate number of light industrial enterprises in the

1, Beijing Review (11.7R) No. 5.-Feb. 4,1980. pp. 7-8-t and Peking Home Service, Mar. 25.
1980, In BBC- W 1077/A/1._ Another_ Retiree reported :hat commune and brigade industries
employ over 10 million workerN. .T.JY1 1980(6), pp. 56-57.

12 ',Run thp 'Five Small -Intiustries'_and Comrame and Brigade Enterprises Well To Speed
Up- the Procesa of Agricultural mechanization." in "Speed Up the Implementation -of
Agricultural Alerhanization"-4Speecheto, Peking.- People's-Press, December 1978, pp. 76-77..

2. The fear transformations tsihtuo are irrigation, mechanization, chemical fertilizer
application, and electrification.
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countryside. A rough estimate based on data from a few model locali-
ties and our counts of "five_sinall industries" and commune and brigade-
enteiprises places the number of light industrial and handicraft enter-prises in tl ange of 400;000-600,000.!

While lei- e are inevitable regional differences in their pattern of
develop ent, the bulk of the light industrial enterprises are very small;
employing as few as one or two to several do7en workers. They work
with simple technology and rudimentary machinery and equipment.
With the exception of sonic traditional export handicraft and mineral
extraction activities, they are oriented toward providing consumer
goods and services to the rural populace and processing foodstuffs for
shipment to urban centers: Typical products include milled rice, flour,
oil and other processed- food, _cooking utensils, furniture, and some
minor repair and maintenance serivices. Many of these enterprises have
origins in the village crafts before 1919, and they are similar to small
enterprises commonly found in rural communities of develoPingcountries.

The "five small industries," on the other_ hand, introduce new
products and p eeuenrproduction techniques into the countryside. The gradual
technical transformation of agriculture has created _growing demands
for industrial inputs : water conservancy and farmland improvement . _.

projects generate an enormous appetite for building_ materials and
earth-moving equipment. The expansion of irrigated area .requires
more waterpumps and motive power. The increased availability of
water allows more intensive cultivation, which in turn generates de-
mand for more fertilizers. The greater agricultural output. then inten-
sifies the pressure to mechanize some of _the v..ork tasks to alleviate
labor shortages during critical periods of the agricultural cycle; etc.
In the 1970s, local FSIs have supplied increasing shares of inputs
such as cement, farm machinery and chemical fertilizers _

Because the production of these -"heavy" industrial goo:As often
requires more complex industrial techniques and skills than do tradi-
tional or typical light industrial products, these FSIs are important
conduits for the transmission of new skills and knowledge into the
countryside; They _are the intermediaries that will help to bridge
the gap between the modern and traditional sectors in a typically
dualistic economy.

.

CHRONOLOGY OF DEVELOPMENT THROUGH THE CULTURAL
REVOLUTION DECADE

The systematic promotion of the "five small industries"_had begun
With the Great Leap _Forward (GLF)-, when ambitious plans were
inade to expand rapidly output of certain key products throughresort
to less, advanced technologies-. Millions_ of "backyard furnaces" were
erected to produce native pig iron to feed into modern steel mills; Farm
machinery plants were set up at the county and commune levels to
produce a variety of farm machinery. Large numbers of chemical
fertilizer plants went up in communes and brioades to produce ferti-
lizer§ ranging from ammonium sulfate to proceSsed.nightwil; etc. -Un-
fortunately, under the generally chaotic and frenzied atmosphere
during the GLF, little attention was paid to whether production

4 ,
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processes were suitable tor small-scale_, labor-intensive operation. The
bulk of these small plants were set up without prior investigation of
raw material availabilities._ In some cases, no market could be_ found
for _products from the newly-promoted industries (e.g., phosphorous
fertilizers), resulting in wasted capacity."

The disastrous failure of the_GLF__and the ensuing economic crisis
caused massive retreats from all GLF programs, ineludino the rural
industrialization campaign. Rather titan a_ complete ab.andonment
of rural industries, however, the 1961 -65 period_ was characterized by
it much more cautious approach to their development_ By 1963, with
gradual economic_ recovery; the construction of small plants began
to be revived in the chemical fertilizer, farm machinery and cement
industries, and a_good deal of effort went into improving their tech-
nologies, developing standard designs and standard plant scales, and
setting standardsfor product quality.

The Cultural Revolution great, y accelerated the development of
Nitta _industries, The 136`S -7'3 period saw very large numbers of plants
set up in the FSIs, based mainly_on the improved technologies devel-
oped during the early latiOs (see Table 2 for a periodization of t'ae
rural industrialization effort). Even though development was slowed
down by the economic stagnation and policy vacillations in the 1974
i6 period, the FSIs liad become major components of their respective
industries by the end of the CR decade;

IL "TECIINOECONOIKIC" VtAnnrry
,

In order to assess the development_of the FSIs as an experiment in
the application of intermediate technology, we must first look at the
economic viability of the technologies they employ, which is deter-
Milied_primarily by the importance of scale economies in Hie prtiduc:
tion_process; local availability of resources, and the complexity of the
Production technique. Due to the extremely underdeveloped transport
system in - China, for industries whose markets are dispersed over the
countryside, __the transport-saving advantage _ of production in dis-
persed; small-scale plants should not be underestimated. However;
Whether these savings - sufficiently compensate for the diseconomies of

.small -scale
well

depends upon the magnitude
w

of_the scale econ-
omies, as, ell as whether resources are locally available; The_.corn-
ple::4 of the ptcluction_technique is another determinant of the in-
dustry's _

suitability for dispersed. small-scale production; since the
technitAl absorptive capacity of the local labor force acts as a con-
straint on how far the industry can be decentralized.13°

Due to differences in their production processes, the FSIs have
turned out to be differentially suited to decentralited production in
small-Seale plants. Among the most successful "b ire cement and hydro-
electricity; where locational advantages of small:Scald plants are most
marked.

-

" For_an excellent Summary of Great Leap Forwnrd activities In rural IndustrieS, see
Can Riskin (1971).--1-3.-Th-roughouttlibi_neetiati_the_terms_"tlecentralizntion" and "decentralized" refer to a
geographicnily dispersed production pattern, rather than the-level of_ _deeiSion,making

i" "Success'-'-is de-tined_u_e_cortilng to _current Chlueseprices In this section: A small-plant
Is "successful" If It provides output nt a cost that-is less thnn or equal - to-the -cost of obtain-
ing-the same output from -an- alternative source. For the sake of analytical clarity, problems
With this definition are deferred until later sections.

*:
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CEMENT

_In the zement industry, small -scale plants indeed have the advantage
of requiring a relatively small investment and a short gestation period
for construction: Since cement is a bulky, low-value _product that can-
not be economically shipped over long distances; small plants often
enjoy clear cost advantages over large plants in serving local markets.
Many examples have been cited in the Chinese press to substantiate
t his._ Because raw material resources are fairly ubiquitous and the pro-
duction technique is relatively simple, production of cement in small
plants has been extremely successful in expanding output through the
CR decade : with annual output growing at a, rate of five million tons
per year; it has been the fastest growing rural induStry in the past ten
years (see Table 3 for output data-);1'---

HYDROELECTRICITY'

The chief advantage of small hydroelectric stations is that decen-
tralized, local power generation cambring very substantial savings in
I ransmission costs : in Guangdona's Fogang County, a production
team built a small hydroelectric station with a capacity of 20-kilowatts
at a cost of over 2.000 yuan, to provide its own supply of electricity.
Its alternative of hooking up to the power network at the county cap-
ital would reportedly have cost over 40000 yuan.". As is typical of
many developing countries; China's electricity supply- networks are
regionally fragmented, limited in size and confined primarily- to the
industrial centers; Vast areas of the countryside are still without access
to power ._,upplies. The construction of small power stations _serving
local needs is au obvious way of-providing motive power needed for the
modernization of agriculture. Because of the widespread construction
of small hydroelectric stations; China is now able to provide electricity
to some 50=-60% of itS rural villages."

IRON AND STEEL

_ The clearest case of failure in the development of small plants is the
iron ancl steel industry, where the retrenchment closed down or sus-
pe_nded more than 300 of the existing 500 small plants.11

Even with an improved "small modern" blast furnace developed
after the Great Leap Forward,sinall iron and steel plants seem to_ be
plagued by three major problems: (i) they suffer_ from significant dis-
economies due to their small scale; (ii) good quality iron ores and cok-
ing coal are not geographically widespread ;_ and (iii) they are unable
to make use of low quality local ores. Aside from some isolated ex-
amples where local conditions are particularly advantageous, small
plants seem to have relatively unfavorable raw material and fuel con-

14 NcNx 1121/SO, in BBC WIM3S/A/17.
A '5 "Go All -Out to- Develop Rutal Small-Scale Hydroelectric Stations," Peking People's

Press,, Dee. 1972, p. 5.
w Over sit percent of e01111/11111VS. 111) 111.1.1.1.11} of brigades. and 51) Percent of all tenntg fit

Chinn repeatedly luid_ttecosii to electric power. (Peking Home Service, June-18, 1979, BBC
W ludS/A/7-S). In comparison, Radio New Delhi reportn tbdt by March. 1979. 222,000 cie
initlics ...7(;.(100 vfilages, or less than 40 percent bad been provided with an electricity
supply. (BBC W 1059/1).

17 NCNA, Nov. 19, 1980, in BBC W 1119/A/6.
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sumption rates. At Hebei's Mandan -Iron and Steel Plants, for ex-
ample, the Six small blast furnaces reportedly used nearly twice as
much electricity as the three medium furnaces, and their coke con-
Sumption rate was 50 percent higher. Aside from their resulting higher
production costs, the small furnaces were also Said to have turned out
pig iron of comparatively lower quality.38

NITROGENOUS FERTILIZERS

Recent closures of small-scale_ nitrogenous fertilizer (NF) plants
have attracted special attention. Coming at a time when all _13 pairs of
large-scale ammonia-urea plants imported during the 1973-74 period
have gene onStreani _the obvious question _is whether small.plants have
outlived their -usefulness. A careful reading of the Chinese press un-
covers views regarding the small-scale _sector. On the one
hand, small plants have been widely criticized Tor their high -cost, high
Consumption of raw materials and fuel; low product quality;_and for
running persistent losses. Many provinces have announced plant elo=
sures, and China re-entered the world market at the end of 1978 to sign
contracts with a Japanese company for three more ammonia plants. 1°
Yet, at the same time, reports of substantial improvements in the_opera-
lion of small plants have come irom a number of provinces.2°A Hunan
Provincial conference concluded that the problems associated with
small fertilizer plants stemmed mainly from poor management,which
wasitit considered intractable Similarly, Fujian Province announced
plaler in 1979 to build ten more small plants, aside from upgrading and
expa-nding_existing ones.22_

Many of the problems faced by small nitrogenous fertilizer plants
are not dissimilar to those afflicting other industries.-Bottlenecks in th
supply of coal, electricity and transport have kept small plants .n marfy
localities operating far below capacity, thus resulting in-high costs and
high consumption rates 23 Their technical problems can be mainly
attribnthd- to their rapid growth, when proliferation of small NF
plants in the CR de,cadc outstripped- machine-building capabilities, so
that many of the small plants were operating without a complete set of
equipment. The regional dispersion of_this machine-building capability
led in some cases to drastic deterioration in quality, which contributed
to problems in plant operation.24 The rapid growth in demand for

RMRB, Aug. 2, 1979.
to CIA. "Chow's Intel:national Trade Quarterly Review, 4th Quarter, 1979," ERCIT

80-003 May 1980, Table 10.For example. see .W:0 Provincial Service. Jane- 1-R. 1979. in BBC -W 1040/A/7-:
Guangdong Provincial Serviee, -Aug, 16, 1979, in BBC w I049/A/21; Hubei Provincial
Service, Aug. SA 970. In BBC W 1049/A/22, etc.

21 ItNtitti, Aug. 7, 1979.
22 Fujian Provincial _Service. Mir. 2, 1979. in BBC W 1025/A/11.
2. The problem of underutilization of capacity Is very- serious._ For example, in 1977,

moan -had a total capacity of 540,000 tons of ammonia (enoltgh to produce over 2 million
tans of nitrogenoms fertilizer) and 1.5 million tons of- phosphorous fertilizer per- year.
Actual output was only 2.15 million tom:. (NCNA. Jan. 6, 1978, in BBC W 971/A/16, and
Hunan Provincial Serviee, Dec. ao. 1978: In BBC W 1017/A/15).-Even in 1980, it- was
said that because of insufficient electricity supplies, 25 -30- percent Of the produetive_capac-
ity in ChinWs synthetic ammonia Plants could not be utilized. JJOL(3) 1981, pp. 12-15, in
Ecanomie Affairs 136, p. 24.

By 1971 or 1972. at- least half of the provinelal level units had acquired the knowhow
to make complete sets of equipment. See Christine Put waft Wong, "Rural Industrialization
in the People's Republic of China: A Locational Analysis of Chemical Fertilizer Production,"
in -Lee Ngok and C. K. Leung, eds.. 'China : Development and Challenge," Proceedings of
the Fifth Leverhuirne Conference, Volume II, University of Haig Kong Press, 1979.
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technical and skilled wokei-S to run the machinery undoubtedly
stretched existing suppliii to the limit; especially in the absence of
well-organized efforts to run training courses.

In addition to these problems, however; small_ plans face some
fundament ill disadvantages in 'trying whugeith lar-scale;_imported plants
as an 'economic option for providing fertilizers.- First; -the coal-based
technology that they employ is considered technically inferior be-
caiise it is associated with_ larger capital requirements as well as higher
unit production costs. Also, scale econor lies have proven to be very
significant in the high tempei.ature; high pressure chemical processes
at both the iiiterinediate step (producing ammonia) and at the final
step (producing finished fertilizers).25 In order to _tap such scale
economies; Modern ammonia plants are generally built with annual
capacities of 3_00,000 tons or more. Iii entitrtt8t, a standard county
run plant _in China has an annual capacity of 3;000-5000 tons. For
these reasons. outside observers generally consider small plants to-be
a stop-4,ap scilution for_ fertilizers; which would be obviated_e,
as Chi na s international options widened.

Indeed; at the Prices prevailing in 1973 -1974; -tile large modern
plants were not only technically, but economically far superior to
the sniall plants With investment cost per annual ton output its much
as _50 percent lower, and unit podOetion -costs only one-third to one-
half as high as those of small plants (on -basis of 100 percent N).2!'
However; since 1974, worldwide inflation has more than quadrupled
the prices far Western equipment and technical knowliaw as well as
for energy._ These new priCeS liaire changed. the relative balance drai-
Mitt ically in_ favor of the Chinese-made; coal based small plants, so that
by mid:19802 the tiO options seemed_ to be fairly even. 27 At the very
least; the continued survival -of small plants seems to be ensured by
the secular 17ise in the price of fertilizers imported from Japan, which
was by the 108(1-81 _fertilizer year nearly 50 percent higher than pro-
duction costs in small plants (100 percent N) .28.

See IC DiStieY antra AraMtiir 'The -Choice a Teehnoktgy-In the Production of Fer-
tilizers: n Case Study of Ammonia nod Urea" World Development. 197L 5._No,_9/111,b! At an average_eioSt of- $41.6 million (ti.S.) per pair, at the current exchnnge rate,-the
plants Imported during 1973-74 cost Si .5 million yuau tor machinery._muipment
anti engitive-ring chnrges. With nn addktlonnl 80-100 percent added for site construction
nod Infrnstructural costs. this results in an Investment cost of 059-720_yuan-per ton-of
annual nutrient output (100 percent N). For small plants,-this investmerd: cost ranges
from sou to over SAW Yuan: A repOrt_front the__Chongqing Chemical Fertilizer Plant mom-
plcted by the Japanese In 1976 clnimed that by Sept. 1979, the plant had produced 1.41mill[ n tons of anti_ provhied tike State with profits of 279 million-yuan-(Peking Home
Service. Dec. 4.-_1979, In BBC W 1066/A118). With State price of 320,350 ynan per ton
for urea. this Implied profit of 198 Yuan /ton reduces to a production cost of 120-150 yuan
per ton (46 percent N); or 260-326 Yuan per tOn nutrient. ProduCtIon_costa for a tyldcal,
wellnmnagett small plant Is nbout 050-714 yunn/ton N. For more details. see Christine

IturA inoltistrinlikrttiOn in the Peoples Republic of China,' April 1981, a paperprepared for the World Bank.
X sititiv preSeitted iii tile_V,S.D2Pertilizer COMMAS-MOD J-uly 1980, estimated that the

cost of it plant Similar to those purchnse_d by China in 1973 -74 (with productive eapatity
of 1,0(10 _tons of-nmmottin sad 1.1150 tens of urea per day+ hos risen to U.S, $190 -million
(c.i.f.) before site construction and Infrnstructure cosra. With site consteuction and infra,
structural costs. the study estimnted thnt the- total cost of nn ammonia-urea plant using
natural ins aa a fectlstoek would range from_$200 -.240 tt_slte with exlmting_infra,
strueture. to $240-160 million at n site with pnrtinl infrastructure, (Ind $360-440 million
at a Ale with in) infrintirtictlire. -If construction of a mnjor port-or railroad facility is
required, this east could he even higher. (WIllinm F. SheldrIck; 'Investm_e_nt and Produc-
tion Costs for Fertilizers," Pnper preuented to the FAO Fertilizer Commission, Sixth Ses-
sion. Rome, July 1980.)

Tfu nvernwe price of -shipments of ammonium sulfate and-urea sold -b; the .1npnn
Ammonium Sultnte Fixport CompnnY to China Miring the 1980-81 fertilizer year was
U.S. $594 per ton N. (Kyodo in English, Feb. 4,1981, in BBC W 1121/A/22).
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CONCLUSION

In their pioneering study of Srria.11=Stale industries, Staley and Morse
found a number -of "technoeconornic" factors which allow small plant§
to predominate_ in certain manufacturing industries. These factors in-
clude locittional influences, _which favor factories processing dispersed
raw materials and those whose products_ serve 'local markets. Process
influences favor industries with separable manufacturing operations,
craft_ handwork, and simple asSembly, mixin_g or finishing operations.
Finally, market influences -favor small plants in industries with diger-
entiated products having low scale economies as well as those serving

total markets. 2° ho Chinese experience in the development of
the five small industries confirms that it is indeed these factors, rather
dial, the _amount of state aid, which determine the "decentralizability"
of industrial production.

Aside from state allocations of machinery, the nitrogenous fertilizer
industry received a good deal of support from state research institute,
which brought it 'mirth& of 'teclinieal breakthroughs to raise the
ciency of small-scale production. However, because.iron ores and cok-_
ing coal are not usually.leCally aVailable, small iron and steel plants
remained unviable despite large Subsidies in finanCial and 'technical
support..Similarly in spite of vaStittintituits of aid froth- central and
provincial authorities; production of haildtiActors and _diesel_ engi_neS
in local plants became the iriost dramatic failure of.the Clf attempt to
decentralize industrial\ prodifetion, because of .enormous difficulties in
coordinating the 'production-and assembly Of the large number of
component parts, particularly in hinterland locatiOns; _ - .

On the other hand, because-its resources are ubiquitous, its
n,

produc-
tiotechrielOgy 'relatively7simple; and its scale economies less signifi-_,
cant, the production of cement in small plants has been quitesuccessful
even thoagh, lie iathigtry,has not been a major claimant of state subsi-
dies. Table 4 presents a summary of the main eharacteristies of indus-_
tries covered in Alija Study. Not surprisingly; satisfaction of the
underlying lissumption of widespread availability of resources consti-

, tutes the minimum fertSibility condition for local production. Beyond
that; simple; straightforward production processes involving few in,
puts are more easily adopted -into_ the rural environment where man-
agerial and technical_ skills are relatively scarce, and coordination_of
inputs more difficult due to the lack of agglomeration economies. These
finding:: are consistent with UN reports of rural industrial activities
in _other developing countrieS,3° Finally, whether intermediate tech-,
nolegieS are the optimal_ choice _depends on the costs of alternative
choices; as demonstrated by the development of Small=scalenitrogen-
ous fertilizer plants.

III. ADMINISTRATIVE PROBLEMS

Technoeconomic viability is necessary but not sufficient to guarantee
success in small-scale production : Widespread closure of plants outside
of the iron and steel and farm machinery industries in the past two

E. Stoley and R. Movve. "Modern Small Industry for Developing Countries" (N.Y.,
McGraw 1111I, 1965), chapters 5 and 6.

w See, for example, UNIDO, -Small-Scale Industries In Latin America."
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years indicates that problems in the FSIs are not confined tb
economic factors. Even in the cement industry; for example; there _is
currently a moratorium on _new small plant construction due to prob-
lems of substantial underutilization of existing capacity_; Undoubtedly

of this stems from the general problems of insufficient raw ma-
terial supplies and inadequate infrastruetural support that plague the
industrial sector as awhole. Nevertheless, it raises the question of why
construction of small plants was allowed to continue in the face of
these supply difficulties Indeed, most instances of locational irration-
ality in plant construction can be traced to_problems of an administra-
tivo nature; Clearly, the campaign style of work during the Cultural
Revolution was not compatible with application of systematic eco-
nomic criteria to project evaluation, when all such efforts were de-.

nouneed under the label of "econormsm"
Whenever we talked of "going all our_ to do something, financial, material and

labor resources were summoned up, -and nobody-talked about economic results.
(For example); once it was stressed that-the "live small industries" should be
developed to aid agriculture, each (administrative) level %vent out and built an
"indepeadeut and complete system of industries to-aid agriculture", without

"'regard to whether it was permitted by objective conditions."
_ _In the current Chinese press, much of the blame for problems of
high costs; low technical level and low capacity-utilization in indus-
trial enterprises _is placed on the duplication of plants that took place
under the "ultraleftist" policy of encouraging "self-reliance and self-
sufficiency," in disregard to considerations of comparative advantage
and economies of scale._ However; this tendency to -ward. vertical inte-
gration on a-regional basis is itself a product of China's economic
structure, and which is reinforced by policies in the pricing and allo-
cation of industrial products. We turn now to the administrative
framework for the FSIs and the concept of "self-reliance and self-
sufficiency,"

ADMINISTRATIVE FRAMEWORK

The administrative system for the FSIs_ is extremely diverse_ in
character. While the county level plays a key role in coordinating
rural industrial activitiesi the other four subprovincial administra,
tivo levels of prefecture; people's commune, production brigade and
production team all participate in the development of the FSTs; In
general, the system developed during the CR decade can best be char-
acterized as a flexible application of the principle of self-reliance;
with its corollau of "He_ who pays the piper calls the tune."

In line with China's dualistic development strategyi which called
for localities_to_rtin industries with their own capital and resources in
order to minimize the burden on higher levels; local self-reliance was
emphasized in the development of the FSIs The general principle
seemed to be to run plants at the_lowest possible administrative level
according to their technical and financial requirements. Adherence to
this principle has generated a hierarchical structure of enterprises
such that the size and technological complexity of the production unit
are strongly correlated with the planning level which administers the
units. This hierarchical structure was most clearly manifested in the

JJYJ (7). IPSO, p. 49.
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farm machinery industry, where simple farm tools were made at the
commune and brigade levelsi small processing machines were made at
the county level, small tractors and motive engines at the prefectural
and provincial level, etc. Similar lyi because of the small investment
cost and simple capital requirement, small hydroelectric stations were
mainly built by collective units of production teams, brigades and com-
munes, with state participation only at the larger-hydraulic sources.
In this way, the financial and material burden of many investment
projects could be transferred downward to the lower administrative
units.

Even so, self-reliance was not always possible: investment costs for
SOH10- of the FSIs were clearly beyond the financial resources of the
localities, and the prekluction machinery often had -to be allocated by
the higher-levels. In such cases, very substantial allocation of funds
and materials were made available for local development of- small
plants in such key industries as nitrogenous fertilizer, iron and steel,
and for handtractor and diesel engine production.

At this point it is important to distinguish between the two types
of ownership which prevail in rural industrial enterprises. At the
prefectural and county levels, enterprises are priniarily State-owned,
whereas they are mostly owned by the collective at the commune, bri-
gado and team levels. In general; State subsidies are extended only to
State-owned enterprises. During the CR decadetwhen collectives were
often viewed as a transitional, lower state of political development,
authorities were especially loath to pass along any resources to them.
Because of this, key industries requiring State subsidies were run at
the county and prefectural levels, with some correspondence between
the productive capacity of the plant and the size of the market within
the administrative unit._

Given the substantial injections of financial, material and man-
power resources _from higher levels, the concept of self-reliance is
much more complex for enterprises within the state-owned sector; For
undertakings _that were beyond local_ financial capabilities, a "self-
reliant" solution took many forms.32 Localities borrowed- from state
banks or subordinate units ; Press reports on rural industrial develop-
ment often suggested that localities run profitable light industries to
accumulate the necessary funds.33 -Jon_Sigurdson cites _a case where a
county was "allocated" a _highly profitable paper factory to help it
run the local iron an0. steel plant." Where local conditions were insuf-
ficient, direct subsidies were sometimes _granted by higher levels. A
Hunan prefecture reported that it built factories in counties with
relatively weak industrial bases to promote a more equal distribu-
tion." In .Jiangsu, while most counties in the affluent south financed
their own nitrogenous fertilizer plants, the poorer northern counties
received aid from the province." If local subsidies were not enough;
Central appropriations were used as asupplcment, according to a case
reported in Shandong Provinoe.37

2:13ingji Daobao (Economic Reporter, Hong Kong) (JJDB) Jan._1.1975, pp, 10-13.
For _exam/Am_ Hee lantli July 17; 1972, in SCMP 5185, pp. 13-19; and It1).1RB May 29,

1972, in SCMP 5151, -pp. 172-7.-
u Sigurdson (1977), DP. 192-3.
16 Ibld.. p. 130.
"JJDB Jam 1.1976._pp,_ 10-13.

NCNA Jan. 24, 1974, in SCMP 5546, pp. 78-74.
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Self-reliance was also emphasized in the provision of prOduction
machinery. A State Planning Commission_ article_ in the People's
Daily _explained that this was necessitated by the large number of
new plants which are put into operation each year: ". . . if they all
depend on our- machine-building industry for the supply of equip-
ment, and supply is to be guaranteed by the State; it-will be impossi-
ble to meet their needs." 38 While there were over 100 factories special-
izing _in manufacturing chemical fertilizer equipment for large-scale
plants; "the equipment for small country- and commune-run plants has
to be made in th4 provinces concerned, by relying on their own.efforts"
(emphasis added)." However, where they were not produced in suf-
ficient quantities in the province; allocations were made by the Central
departments. Examples of this were also numerous in the farm ma-
chinery industry. For industries requiring simple equipment, it Was
made at the lowest possible level : hydroturbines for small_ hydro-
electric stations were often made even at the commune and brigade
levels;

The system is further complicated by the fact that any administra-
tive level that has made a contribution to the_construction or operation
of nn enterprise has_a claim on its-output, based on the principle of
"whoever" builds and manages a plant has the use of its products."
Typically; localities are allowed -to keep- all of the output of nitroge-
nous fertilizer and iron and steel from their small plants _and half of
the_ output from small nonferrous metal industries. Small coal mines
and cement plants are assigned annual quotas for delivery to the
State; all remaining ._output is kept by the localities. For tractors
and small motive engines, the policy is for localities to retain a.por-
tion of their-assigned output, with extra plan output divided equally
between the locality and the State.4° An interview with officials from
a county-run nitrogenous fertilizer plant in Guangdong Provi'
revealed the rule-of-thumb to be that plants built with provincia
prefectural finance must "remit" a part of their fertilizer output for
distribution outside the county.'1

With -the claim on output comes the responsibility for ensuring raw
material supplies and sharing profits and losses; In the nitrogenous
fertilizer industry, it appears that plants built with provincial aid
receive coal allocations- from the province; while plants built with
local funds often must find they own supplies. Where enterprises run
chronic deficits, there _are even State subsidies to their operating
budgets: the five small NF plants in Shaanx's Xianyang Prefecture
reportedly receive 16 yuan from the state for each ton of output:"

SELF-RELIANCE AND DECENTRALIZED DEVELOPMENT

Self-reliance and its corollary of "Whoever builds and runs an
enterprise has the use of its products" were intended to provide a
quasi-market setting for the development of rural industries such that

Sept. 8. 1970.
Fish:mg Jung. "An Effective way to Speed Up Cbemical Fertilizer Production," PR

No. 32. Aug.. 8. 1075.
GARB Jan. IS. 1978.

41Interview at Kniping County, Guangdong, May 1978.
JTOL 1979 (10). PP; 39-40;
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the locality acts as a profit-maximizing unit responsible for super-
vising enterprises wider its jurisdiction; Within this framework, the
local administrative unit has a great deal of incentive to steer develop-
ment in the direction suggested by its comparative advantage.

Given the substantial subsidies and the complex web of interaction
among administrative levels in the development and operation of the
FSIs, this quasi-market framework was in_practice sei iously eroded.
Nevertheless, since local governments were undoubtedly under at
least periodic pressures to'bala,nce their accounts and to fulfill their
financial tasks, the principle of self-reliance could _be, and often was,
turned into an extremely e,ounter-prodUctive guideline.

In order to minimize losses, self-preservation leads localities (more
accurately, local cadres) to try to monopolize local markets, -thus
exacerbating the "cellular" -characteristics of the economy.43_ Within
the present administrative framework, localities have a great deal of
power to provide protection for their infant industries. Because they
control the flow of goods into the local market through control of the
Materials and Resources Bureau (witzi ju) and commercial depart-
ments; they can set up barriers to "imports" from other regions. A
recent editorial in the journal Economic Management charged that
local goyernnients often manipulated the market to protect their own
high-cost industries: they ordered their- commercial _departments to
buy from local sources without regard to cost and quality; they
mimopolized the local market by refusing entry_ to "imports;"_ and
when they could_ not keep out imports, they intentionally ordered low
quality, high price imports over better ones in order to enhance sales
of- local products." Furthermore, this monopolistic control sometimes
allowed them to raise the market price to sustain ailing enterprises.

PRICING POLICY

Even- without manipulation by local authorities, the continued
survival of inefficient, small plants is aided by various _indirect forms
of support provided by the institutional structure. In contrast to
Soviet practice, Chinese prices on

by
goods tend to.be high.

The large profit margin created by this practice allows less efficient
plants to coexist with more efficient ones. This point can be illustrated
with the aid of Figure A.

In meeting its requirements of a given commodity,11, locality faces
two alternatives (ignoring for our purposes the third alternative of
foregoing satisfaction of this requirement) : (i) purchase the needed
quantities from the outside; and (ii) produce them locally. Given cost
curves L and P (with slope p representing market price of the com-
modity), X is the minimum economic size for starting up local pro-
duction. Ceteris paribus, raising the market price for the commodity
increases the slope of P and rotates it counterclockwise, reducing the
minimum economic size for local production. At higher price p', the
curve representing the cost of outside purchase is P', and the- mini-
mum economic size unit for local production is reduced to X'.

"See Audrey Donnithorne, "China's Cellular Economy : Some Economic- Trends since
the Cultural

79 (
Revolution6." China Quarterly No, 32, OctoberLecember, 1972.

JJGL, 192), p. 7.
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This analysis suggests that if the market (State) price is set at a
level above the opportunity cost of production (taking into account
transport cost) -a decision made by local governments based. on cost
minimizing considerations can lead to a socially suboptimal choice,
with the degree of suboptimality directly related to the size of th
between- price and shadow production costs in the state sector. is
can be demonstrated with Figure B below. If the ,costs of local pro-
duction L are estimated correctly according to opportunity costs, and
if P represents the opportunity costs of production in the state sector,
a demand of_Q_can be supplied from production in the state sector
at a cost of C. From the local perspective, however, local production
is the optimal choice since C' is lower than the cost of purchasing from
the state sector C", if state price is set at p'.

Figure B

Q

Quantity

The existence of wasteful duplication of plants and excessively small
scales of- production in the FSIs can be at least partially attributed to
this pricing policy in the State sector. This is manifested in the cement
industry, where small plants of different sizes operated by county.,_com-
mimes and brigades are often located alongside one another in the

87-199 0 - 82 - 27 44 G
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same area with all plants operating below design capacity. For ex-
ample, in Guangdong's Nankai County, there were in the mid-1970s
eight county-run plants with a combined annual output of 100,000
tons, divided among two plants each producing over 50,000 tons, and
six plants each producing less than 10,000 tons." In addition, 'there
were 27 commune-run plants which produced a total of 8,000_tons in
1972; or an average of 300_ tons in each plant." Similarly, in Henan's
Hui County, there were 37 cement _plants producing 200,000 tons per
year in 1977.4' Aside from the county -run plant, which had an annual
output of over 130,000 tons, the other 36 had a combined annual output
of_70,000 tons; less than 2;000 tons iit each plant."

While the locational rationale indicates that optimal _plant sizes
tend- to be small in an environment with high transport costs and in
significant economies of scale, it cannot explain the coexistence of
plants of various sizes side-by-side in a small area; The most likely
reason for this anomaly is that the price of cement is excessively high
relative to costs : with regional variations, the price is about 40-50 yuan
per ton, compared with production costs of 30-36 yuan." This large
profit margin allows many inefficient local producers to survive, even
bey6nd the buffer provided by transport costs.

BIIREAIJCRATIC cons

The effects of this pricing policy are reinforced by the material
distribution system. The "system of successive hierarchial administra-
tive rationing" in which plants must make application for resource
allocations through the successive layers of bureaucracy imposes a high
effective price on products from higher levels. The costs of delays and
uncertainty in getting approval for the application constitute "bureau-
cratic costs" which have an analogous effect of rotating P (refer to
Figure A) counterclockwise and reducing the minimum economic
scale for local production 60

These 13ureaucratic costs" become greatly inflated when supplies
from higher levels are scarce and undependable. In recent years, it is
said that because of severe shortages, State supplies of the 'three mate-
rials" (iron and steel, cement and lumber) for construction projects
were basically allocated according to the "three-eight style" : (i) allo-
cations were made tc cover eight-tenths of the amount needed; (ii)
units were allowed to order only eight-tenths of the amount allocated;
and (iii) deliveries covered only eight-tenths of the amounts ordered."
Given these circumstances, it is explained that "... In order to (obtain
supplies needed) in aiding agricultural production and solving prob7
lerns created by urban growth, many localities were forced to build
duplicate plants and engage in blind production in disregard to re-

' DOB Sept. 29, 1978.
NCNA Sept. 9 1972. In SCUP 5220, pp. 148-9. The cL itlnued existence of these

plants-was confirmed In DGB-Sept. 29. 1978.
NCNAliovember 19 1977, In BBC W 959/A/17.

01 Perkins et al.. pp. 182-3.o_Xiyang County's cement_ plant faces production costs of 30 yunn per ton. with
prices set at 38 roan /ton. (Perkins, et. al., pp. 182-3) ; CountF Cement Plant has
production costs 3fi yuan/ton. with prices aet at 47 yuan/ton (Sigurdson (1977), pp.
158-7) ; a plant producing -100,000 tont/year can reportedly hold production costs, at
31 yuan/ton (Pit No. 49, I872).

" This analysis is drawn from Perkins et al. (1977), chapter 2.
',LIMY 1979 (2), p. 12, also, JJYJ 1980 (b), p. 28. ,
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source and technical conditions, in disregard to (input) consumption
rates andprofitability.52 Indeed, single-plant profitability becomes ir-
relevant when _the shadow prima locality is willing to pay far exceeds
the market price, when the high cost output of an mefficient _plant is
essential for relaxing bottlenecks elsewhere in the local economy;

This tendency for localities as well as enterprises to MOVC toward
vertical integration in order' to minimize production risks due to un-
dependable supplies of raw and intermediate inputs was ideologi-
cally sanctioned under the bannerof "self-reliance and self-sufficiency;"
"In the past few years, we took the normal cooperation and exchange
relationships- and_criticized_them as (passively) waiting, relying on
and demanding from (higher levels). We one-sidedly emphasized
raising a __region's self-sufficiency rate in producing and supplying
products. This "small peasant mentality" of doing everything for one-
self and never asking for help is now criticized as feudal and back-
ward and incompatible with a modern industrial society.

INEFFECTIVE CONTROL OVER LOCAL INVESTMENT

The problei is of duplication of production are also partly the natu-
ral outcome of the relatively unrestrained growth in local industries
in _the absence of effective coordination from above. The farm ma-
chinery industry providesa good illustration-With an organizational
structure that of a multi-layered hierarchy, there is a strong correla-
tion between the administrative level at which the plant is run and
the degree of complexity of the technology employed. At least in
theory; there is n division of labor among the layers such that central
and provincial level enterprises produce large tractors, combines, and
medium and large inotiVe'_engines; prefectural plants make _small and
medium tractors, small diesel engines; and county-run plants pro-
duce small electrical machinery; mechanized_ and semi-mechanized im-
plements such as threshersj water pumps rice transplanters, etc.

This hierarchical arrangement allows the simpler FMs to- be -made
in the smallerplantS at lower administrative levels, leaving the larger
plants at higher levels to concentrate -on- producing complex machines;
However, this division of labbr gradually broke down as lower level
units found their markets quickly saturated. With everyone stressing
self-reliance in providing farm machinery, expansion of sales to other
areas was often difficult. The example from Jiading County illustrated,
that the only avenue for expansion was to move up the technological
ladder and begin producing more complex products. This brought
them eventually_ to duplic_ Ling efforts at higher level units as they
began to encroach upon higher level tasks.

_ . Much of the present problem of an- overextended capital construc-
tion front can in fact be traced to the increased local construction
activities in pursuing vertical integration; When centrally allocated in-
vestment continues undiminished and localities undertake an increas,
ing number of projects on their own, the total amount of investment
is increased. During the Great Leap Forward, when self- reliant local
development was encouraged, the savings rate jumped from a level

r4..IJOL 1919 (19), p. 19.
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of 20=25 percent of GNP chirinik_the First Five Year Plan period to
around 40 percent of the GNP. This_ was brought down to a level of
22.7 percent_ during the, recentralization phase in 1963-65, but decon-
,tradization again- raised the savings_ rats during the CR; so that for
the period of 1970 -76 it a-eraged 31-_34_percent. With the

increased
_chaos and economic stagnation of 197.76, local activities

even further. By 1978, the savings rate had reached 36.6 percent, and
the _number of construction projects undertaken greatly exceeded the
availability of funds and materials.53

CONCLUSIONS t.

In this-section we have isolated four types of administrative prob-
leMS in the FSIs: (i) those stemming from incorrect policies such
as the excessively high prices which protect_ inefficient plants; _(ii)
those Stemming trom specific policy choices now oat of- favor, such as
the encouragement of regional self-reliance and self-_sufficiency, which
allowed many plants to be built in spite of their high costs and lack of
resources; (iii) those stemming from systemic characteristics,
high "bureaucratic costs" of obtaining supplies from the State, which
reduce the minimum economic size for setting up local production; and
(iv) those stemming from political instability in the CR decade, such
as the loss of _effective control over local investment. All_theseproblems
are in fact closely _interrelated, and all are very -much influenced by
factors outside of the rural industrial sector. What we found was a
vicious circle : undependable_ supplies from higher administrative
levels provided sin impetus for localities to build their own _enterprises
to circumvent supply _bottlenecks. An enlarged number of plants com-
peting for the carne resources led to diminished and even_ more un-
dependable supplies, etc._ And the situation was greatly exacerbated by
the extremely ambitious plans which called_for rapid econdmie growth
in spite of emerging bottlenecks in a number of key sectors,

IV. POST-MAO READJUSTMENT AND FUTURE PROSPECTS

The death of Mao Zedong and the arrest of the "Gang of Fcitir" in
late 1076 brought an end to the Cultural Revolution decade and
ushered _in a "!New Period?' of readjustment and rectification. Since
1977, thousancis of industrial enterprises have been closed down; sus-
pended operation, merged or switched to different lines of produc7
tion. It is simply said that the present supplies of raw materials, fuel
and electricity are insufficient to support the existing 350,000 enter-
prises. Among these closures, many are in the FSIs.

Beginning_ With Vice Premier Yu _Qiuli's summary report at the
Third National Conference on Farm Mechanization_ in January 1978,
plant closures have been announced in al] FSIs except small hydro-
electric stations_ The farm machinery industry has been the most
seriously affected, where ail local, small plants producing handtrac-
tors and diesel engines are being reorganized and demoted_ to_produc-
mg one or two components; and they are to be incorporated into
subcontracting networks under provincial direction." High costs, low

BJR No. 29, July- 21, 1980, p. 18.
sfi RMRB Jan. 29, 1978.
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qua- lity_ and a variety of marketing prOblents haVe forced curtailment
ofproduction in other FM plants For examiile,Hubei Province's FM
industry_ reduced its output -value from 438 million yuan in 1978 to
380 million yuan in 1979. This was-further reduced to a tarket Of
210 million plan in 1980, leaving idle nearly half of the industry's
capacity of 500 Million yuan per yean55 Many plants have even been
retooled to make, consumer appliances such sewing machines and

--electric_ fans." OVer 300 of the country's 500 small _iron and steel
plants were closed in 1979 and 1980.61 In some regions the closures
were even more sweeping: Henan closed 21 of

its
28 plant8,66 and

-- Guangdong-announced-plans-to- retain-only-8-of its 36 -plants." In the
nitrogenous fertilizer industry, Guangdong-closed down one of
the -90 -odd small plants; 6° Shandong consolidated or closed down 49
of its 135 plants; °' and closures were reported in many other prov=
inces to conserve_ scarce supplies of coal and electricity for more
efficient plants. In the cement industry, after completing a stud=y Of
small plant operations in October 1979, the Ministry of Building
Materials called for a three-year moratorium on building new plants.62

SHORT-TER31 OUTLOOK

On the whole, aside from the fairly sweeping closure and merger of
small plants in the farm machinery and iron and Steel induS=
tries due to their technical problems, readjustments in the FSIs have
been cautious and pragmatic in. nature; aimed at Weeding out the
smallest and most inefficient plants. Even in the iron and steel indus-
try, for example, the closures reduced blast furnace capacity by _jug
12 percent." Similarly, although Shandong closed more than 35 per-
cent of its small nitrogenous fertilizer plants, it reduced the _PrOv--
ince'S productive_ capacity by less than 25 percent With the elimi,
nation of the most inefficient plants, greater politica stability and
better coordination of production, the worst irrationalities and bottle-
necks of the CR decade are being alleviated, and performance in the
FSIS hat already begun to improve. Encourao-i»g results in lowering
input coefficients and raising output have been reported in various
FSIs. Even small iron and steel plants reportedly ran in the black
in 4280, ending a long string of deficitS.66

While it appears that rectification of existing rural industries will
be moderate, the new emphasis on economic reSults over ideological
objectives will bring a new orientation to future development Re-
gional redistribution efforts will give way to concentrating resources
in the more developed areas, where rates of _return to investment are
expected to be higher. During the CR decade, substantial state
subsidies were allocated as "geographic transfer payments" to help
less developed areas set up industrial enterprises. In the nitrogenous

EA Hubei Provincial Service._Nov. 8. 11180 in BBC W 1110,IA/14).
" NCNA Apr. 12.-4480, 1n BBCW 1084/A/18.
" NCNA Nov. 3. 1080 in BBC w 1119/A/6.
as NCNA May -6. 1980, in BBC W 1084/A/26.
'"thianctionn Provincial Service, Mar. 14. 1980. in BBC w 1075/A/1-2,-

Nan-fang Ribs() July 29. 1980. in 3PES 76545, Econernie Affairs NO 89.
NCNA June 29. 1950. in JPRS 76115. Economic Affairs No. 72.
Peang. Hnine Service. Oct. 6. 1979. in BBC IV 1055/A/14.

wOongren Elba° (Workers' Daily) December 19, 1979, in JPRS 75110. Economic Affairs
No-. 41.

6, See 61.
" NCNA July 22, 1980, in BBC w 1096/A/12.
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fertilizer industry, for example; central allocation of equipment played
akey role in equalizing the distribution of plants across provinces.
Within prOVirices, provincial and prefectural governments Often_ pro-
vided technical and financial aSSiStaiice to poorer counties_ in their
efforts to build small fertilizer plants." _In_ the farm machinery
dustry, a great deal of support was similarly given to many prefect.-
tures in setting up production facilities for handtraetors, rather than
allowing such facilities to remain concentrated in a few urban centers."

A regional redistribution policy of this type requires that_plarineit
ignore_ comparative rates of return on investment; projects in the
Hinterland are expected to yield lower rates of return and have longer
gestation periods; since tend§ to be weak or non-
existent, and the labor forae is less extrtri.enced. For extimple, whereas
the ratio of annual profits to fixed assets averages 24.1 percent for
China _as a whole, it is 34 percent for Jiangsu and 7.7 percent kir
Guizhou. The cost of investment per annual ton capacity in compre-
hensive _steel mills is over 1,000 yuan in coastal areas; compared with
over 3;000 yuan in inland areas.°8 In the extreme cases, where regional
redistribution precludes considerations of resource and skill avail-
abilities,_this policy, can give rise to costly and very visible mistakes
such as the Small:Scale NF plants on Hainan Island; This component
Of the rural_ industrialization program will probably be scrapped in
the New Period to concentrate resources in areas with better
conditions.

The emphasis on short -term economic results will also reorient the
rural industrialization - program towardlthe development of light in-
dustries and handiertiftSi; in a reversal of the CR tendency to concen-
trate on heavy industries; In addition to providing consumergoods to
help satisfy demand pent-up over the past decade and created by recent
Wage and price increases; these small-scale enterprises are seen as an
impOrtant vehicle for generating new jobs. Having Darned some costly
lessons in the inappropriate choice of technique and plant scale_plati-
ners _now emphasize that the scale Of operation of an enterprise should
be directly proportional to its _technical level; with a division of labor
such that small-scale plants should be primarily in "; ; ;_industries
that require small investment; are relatively labor-intensive, have lower
technical _content and require equipment that is not necessarily
scale, such as textiles, garment industries; food processing industries
and other consumer-goods industries . . ." 89

With' respect to the existing enterprises_ in-the FSIs; _criticism has
moderated in tone_ since beginning 1980. Whilerecognizing problems
and inefficiencies in many enterprises, a recent article in Economia

.. Research advises a cautious approach in their rectification.
tri comparing the economic eireeiiveriess Of medium-sized and small industrial

worlis with that of large ones, we 9193tild-finitly7a their economic eiTectiyeness
comprehensively and specifically. We Should assess it from both the paint of view
of enterprise accounting and that of national economic accounting. Not only

(.4 S C Wong (11 1179)sco 24
For the provincial-distribution-of- these Manta. see Christine Put Wah Wong. "Develop-

ment of _the_ Local Farm Machinery Industry In -the People's Republic- of_ ChibhAti
Attempt at Decentralized, Smallscale Produetion"_Piiper presented at the Association of
Asian Studies Meefirig,_Los Angeles, California, March-April 1979, table 4.

1.1YJ 19.10 (8). p. 30.
_ e9 wang_Xinngming. "On the Position and Role of Medium and Small Industrial Works

In the Economic Structure," JJYJ 1080 (6), pp. 56-64:
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should we compare the products of the small industrial works withsimilar prod-
ucts of the large ones, but we lutist admit the objective necessity of a definite
gap in economic effectiveness due to differences in the technical equipment. More-
over, we must examine whether production at these small industrial works is
favorable to the full and rational use of the social labor resources and material
resources, whether their products are needed by society and whether the pro-
duction is favorable to expanded social reproduction.

Some small industrial works compete with large ones for the use of such
resources as fuel, electricity and various materials and raw materialA but others
do not. 1t some small industrial works consume a great deal of resources_and_ also
compete with the large Industrial works for themi then they should give way to
insure the rational use of society's limited resources. If small Industrial works
consume scattered or relatively inferior resources which_large ones cannot-utilize
and their products are needed by society, then even_ if_ consumption is somewhat
high their production is permissible or even commendable._

By the same token; although the products of some amall_iadostrial_works are
rather inferior in quality and highly.pricedi they are needell_by_society_but
cannot be produced by the large industrial. %volts. Them_ the production of such
products is still necessary. Thitt i8 analogoutt to having _to cultivate poorer iondior
production when grain production in ttuperior land cannot.ttatittfy society'a need&
(emphasis added)"

_ Given the difficulty China_ has in manufacturing- equipment for
large, modern plants and given the high marginal social cost 'f
foreign exchange_ earnings; small plants_ will continue to play an
important role in these industries for sometime to come.

LONG-TERM OUTLOOK

In the longer term; improving the performance_ of the -FSIs and
preventing the recurrence of present problems will depend crucially
upon eliminating_the bases for these problems. On the surface, the
"techno-economic" problems confronting the FSIs seem easy to iden-
tify_ and easy enough to solve: if small plants turn out to be econom-
ically 'inviable given the current technology, they should be closed
dowel. -to spare_ resources for other uses. In practice, real economic
viability is difficult to ascertain. Profitability provides_an unreliable
guide where prices do not reflect relative scarcities. At best, it can be
used in China to compare performance of similar plants in the _same
industry, but problems arise when there are significant regional dif=
ferences in terms of input prices and quality, such as in the coal indus-
try. -At worst, if input prices are artificially low and output prices
artificially high, then profitability is a statistical illusion rather than
a measure, of viability. In order to assess the optimality of the choice
of,technique in the FSIs; cost: benefit comparisons must_ be_ made with
all available alternatives, based on true social cost calculations and
taking into account the whole vector of characteristics associated with
each technique, including product type, product quality,_ plant scale;
resource and capital requirements, organizational form; etc;

Problems of an administrative nature pose an even greater obstacle
to improving performance of rural industries in the long-run; Because
of their complex interdependencies, eliminating administrative prob,
lems will require more than piecemeal reforms aimed at correcting past
policies.

Regional self-reliance and self-sufficiency was seen to be the culprit
that provided the justification for a good deal of the wasteful duplica-

" Ibid., translated In 3PRS 76217, Economic Affairs No. 75, pp. 23-24.
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tion of plants, atid any _meaningful reform in rural industrialization
must Start with a fundamental redefinition of the concept. However,
we have also seen _that_the abuses that _mile _under_ the guise of self-
reliance often had their roots in the -difficulties of getting supplies
flout elsewhei.e. To eliminate the "cellular'' characteristics of the e.C.011-

only retiiiire8 that constraints be relaxed "Upstream": the tautness of
state plans must be reduced,infrastructural support must be increased,
and the organizational and administrative structure must_ be_ vastly

'.improved in the rural- ndustrial sector. to facilitate'greater horizontal
interaction.

Qne otthe main tasks is in Strengthening,coordination among hilt].
industrial enterprises, an area that was neglected during the Cit
decade; In the absence of markets, and lacking_ effective coordination

iithifinistrative levels, the "self-reliant" development of rural
industries had resulted in a good dealof "blindness", AUPlicating pro-_
ductive capacity and competing for scarce rekiiireeS. Having loug_ago

grown be.yond_purely local significance in terms of resources as well_a§

markets, rural_ enterprises must be either subordinated to and sup-
ported by State plansi or be freed to interact with each other through
the market.

Whether China chooses to Strengthen planning apparatus_ or to
enlarge the scope of the market-, rationalization of the distribution sys-
tem fe_producers' and consumer§'_goods is a crucial link in the neces-
sary reforms. At present, the system is characterized as a method of
"three-level management and six types of snpplies,"_ where materials
are managed at the central, provincial and subitthVincial levels, and
enterprises receive supplies mainly from the level of administration to
which they belong b.e., centrally ruin enterpriseS are dir-eetly supplied
by ministerial organs, provincial enterpises are supplied by provincial
organs etc. ).Ti This fragmentation and duplication of supply_ organs
at the different ministries and levels hae contributed significantly to
the proliferation of warehouses. .Because materiars are dispersed in

warehouses of the different,supply organ§ and riser units; they cannot
be circulated effectively. The top-to-bottom flow of materials_ under
the three:level management system not only raises the "bureaucratic
costs" of obtaining supplie§frOin above, it also gives use to the-phe-
nomena of central and provincial enterprises getting a glut of mate.,

local enterprises are "starving to death"i since each level
has a tendency to take care of its awn.

Furthermore, the marketing of products by administrative units
severs the link between product quality and enterprise performance as
well as shields the inefficient entetpriSes from competitive pressure,
BecauSe of the intervening layer of administrative control, efficient
plants supplying high quality product§ at low cost are not necessarily
rewarded with increased orders.

Related to this are_ the necessary improvements in _transport and
communicationS, which would also help to reduce the effective costs of

n LI Yinglu. "The NItiterlalManagement System Must Be Reformed," 33GL 1979 OA),
pp. 23-27.
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.

interregional trade, To facilitate-the detection of inefficient plantA the
price structure must be adjusted to better reflect relative scarcities; All
Of these reforms_ takatime to implement. Many of them had beenipro-
posed in the early 1960s; but their-implementation was slow to beg,in,
Some were interrupted by the Ciiltvral Revolution. Their suceesshil
implementation in the- post -Mao period will depend, at the minimum,
on a long period of policy stability.
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TABLE 1.--CONTRIBUTIONS OF OUTPUT FROM SMALL PLANTS, 1978/1979

Estimated total output
Number of plants (metric tons) Percent total for industry

Farm machinery (1978):1
County level 1,900 manufacturing Plants,

2,400 manufacturing end
repair plants.

All simple- farm tools,
nearly all small and
medium farm machines.

Commune level....- - -.... 45,000 repair and assemb:y
-plants,

Brigade ....... repair and as -em-

Nitrogenous _fertilizer (1979)3

.450,000
-hi stations,

1,500 7,310,000 (ammonia) 55
Phosphorus fertilizers Over 1,000 Over 5,000,000 504,
Cement (1979)4 3,400+ 49,000,000 67.
Iron and steel (1978)3
Hydroelectricity (1979) 7

501 11,000,000 , 31.6!
Nearly 90,000 ii,sor000,000 kWh 6,330

MW 1 4-5 (24 percent of hydro-
electric output) 12.2.

Coal (1978) s 20,000+ 276,000,000 45.

I Riiinglieview" (5) 1980, p_ 7.
3 NCNA Jaruary 14, 1980, In BBC W1078/A/12; and NCNA Nov. 4, :980, in BBC W1110/A/19,

-3-Estimated. See-C.-Wong, "Nutrient Supplies in the PRC: an Assessment of the Small-scale Phosphorus Fertilizer
Industry," "Current Scene," June-July 1978.-

4 NCNA October 9, 1980, in BBC W1108/A/16-17.
NCNA July 12, 1980; in BBC W1096/A/12; "Gongren Ribao" (Worker's' Daily) July 7, 1980, translated in JPRS 76447,

"China Report: Economic Affairs," No. 85.
Productivr capacity.

7 NcNA Jimoary 4, 1980, in BBC W1074/A/9.
G...rating (warily.
NCNA June 6, 1979, in BBC W1035/A/2-3.
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,,..=PERIODIZATION OF RURAL INDUSTRIALIZATION

Phases Characterization Speed of development

1. 195840 (Great Lean Forward). Adventurbusspirit. Extremely raplciliccit
4 1961-65 Pragrnatk and cautious rectification 1961-62: Retie

and tatkiialWiletri. 1963.65: Gradual revival
3. 1966-76_ (Cultural Revoluthfir "Adventurous spirit, but with improved 1968 -71: "Mini -Watt LUti," remely

Decade). teVinology and better plinnin& [sold vowth,
1972-73: Ractlfgation; more mediate but

continued growth.
1974-76: Economic umessknsmenation In

some industries, but continued growth in
others.

4. 1977 (New period) Pragmatic and 3MUUOus rectification Continual rapid gowth in hydroelectrkitY.
and rationalization. Significant --wksln iron and areal and

farm machinery. More moderate- rectifies-
bon in chemical fertilizers and cement

TABLE 3.GROWTH OF SMALL CEMENT PLANTS'

pa miRbn merit tonal

Total
output

Small plants
share

Percent
total

Number_of
plants

Average oared
metric (tons)

1965 a.... ... ____
1971 .....
I972 .......... _________ ..... _
1973._
1974
1975
1976
14771
19784

16.3
30.9
38.0
40.8
37.3
46: 9
49.1
52.0
70.5

5.4
12.4
18.2
20.4
21.2
27.6
29.5
33.3
47.0

33
40
38
50
51
59
60
64
64+

230+
1 800
4400

88110

3,000
3,000
3 000+
4 400+

a US
6,900
7,600
7,300
7,600
9,200
9, 930

11,000
13,800

I Adapted fronvtables lend -2 in Central Intelligence Agency, "China's Cement Industry,"ER77-10704, November 1977.
a [CNA Dec. 15,1973, in SCMP 5522, pp. 14-15.
s (11) 1979, pp. 41-41

NCNA Dec. 5,1978, In BBC W1013/A/12.

TABLE 4.SUMMARY ASSESSMENT OF TECHNOECONOMIC VIABILITY OF THE "FIVE SMALL INDUSTRIES"

Industry
Performance
appraisal

Complex-
technology

Widespread
State aria blUt

support of resources

Signiticartt
scale

economies

Nitrouenous fertilizers
Phosphorus fertilizers
Iron-80d_if I
Farm INAChhAry WS.-
ham mitchl n fay (I I) a
Cement
Hydroelectricity

Mixed.
Unsuessful__cc

do
SUCettnillL
Unsuccessful
Successful

do

Yes
_ No

Yes
. No

Yes
No
No

+ Yes____ ...... _.
..0 No...

1 Yes
0 Yes
0 Yet--

t+
a

0

I This sector refers to Nardi prodiminz farm implements, manually operated machines and small, simple machines
such es grain-milling machines, fodder crushers, electric motors, etc-

* This sector refers to plants prodzcing complex power equipment such as hand tractors and diesel engines.
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INTRODUCTION

Agriculture, long a weak link in China's economy has a new and
critical role to play in meeting China's evolving commitment to higher
standards of living.-This commitment is an important underpinning
for the claims to legitimacy, of the new leadership. It is also crucial
to efforts to raise productivity and generate greater economic growth

ithrough more reliance on material incentives. The higher real incomes
required by this commitment mean substantial new demands on avi-
culture on top of a backlog of unfulfilled demand accumulated in past
years of economic stagnation. Failure to meet these demands will
seriously compromise China's current drive for modernization and
sustained economic growth. -

China's agriculture at the beginning of the- eighties appears posi-
tioned to grow somewhat faster than historical growth rates, at least
through the mkt-eighties. But no major breakthroughs in production
are imminent. This paper examines the major factors shaping agri-
cultural growth in the eighties and assesses production prospects for
major -crops and livestock through 1985. It concludes that China's
1985 plan targets for major agricultural commodities can be met, with
the notable exception of grain. This, would permit modest improve-
ments in per _capita consumption of major food items over levels
achieved by 1980. But attaining the increases in production that appear
possible will require; among er things, continuation of relaxed cen-
tral government control over 'culture} a direction with which
China's leaders are likely to become"., increasingly uncomfortable.

Asia Branch, International Economics Division, Economic Research Service, MS. De-partment of Agriculture.

(419)
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The new _demands on agriculture should be viewed against a back:
ground of sluggish past performance. China's apiculture grew slowly
between the mid-fifties and the late seventies. Over this period of more
than two decades, per capita agricultural production increased only
marginally and much of the gains came in 1978 and 1979 when farm
output rose sharply. Per capita grain production in 1977 was only
about equal to that -of the mid-fifties and availability of edible oils
was sharply lower. Supplies of meat, sugar, and fruits were somewhat
higher but the overall increase in per capita food production was mini-
mal. Moreover, the agricultural gains that did occur were won with
increasingly large expenditures of resources; productivity in agricul-
ture increased slowly, at beSt.1

China's leadership is stressing productivity gains from new policies
as the major stimulus to agricultural growthin the eighties. More
decentralized decisionmaking; greater reliance on material incentives,
and growing specialization and commercialization of agriculture are
being counted on to increase the quantity of output that can be pro-
duced with available supplies of land, labor, capital, and current
inputs such as fertilizer. These tIolicies will have to be successful
if growth rates are to rise. Fertilizer supplies during the eighties
will be growing less rapidly than in the past and development of
mechanization and irrigation will also proceed more slowly._

While per capita agricultural _production will rise during the
eighties, the modest increases that are likely will be much smaller
than the very large increases achieved in the 1978-80 period when
implementation of new policies began: The increases that can be ma:.
sonably expected may be insufficient to meet the full range of demands
on agriculture. A serious shortfall wouldgenerate pressure for further
changes in agricultural policy and possibly for a reassertion of cen-
tralized control over agriculture.

ACIRIC17LTURE SINCE Ths, MID-FM/TES

Relatively good official data are available for years prior to 1958
the beginnirg of the Great Leap- Forward and for 1977 and sub-
Sequent years, when the State Statistical Bureau was reestablished
and attitudes toward release of data became more open. We have
therefore used averages for two periods,-1955-57 and 1977-79to
calculate growth rates for major categories of agricultural produc-
tion. These g owth rates are taken as representative historical rates
against which plans and prospects for the eighties can be measured.2
This procedure ignores the variations of performance in intervening
years and generates growth _rates which may differ markedly from
those of shorter suhperiods. But it has the virtue of simplicity and
is baSed on years with the best and most complete data.

I The uncertainties involved in using Chinese-data are -strikingly-illustrated in efforts
to nu-asure trends In Chinese fuctor_prOduetivity. Anthony M. Tang finds a 21-pereent

ti-itia fetter ptoduttivity in agriculture Between -1957 -and 107Z Wlena
raleutn tea a 19-percent increase for roughly--the_riarne period. See Anthony M. Tang.- "Food
and Agriculture-in _Chine :_Trentlaiand Projections, 1952-77-and 2000." Anthany_,M.__Tang
and Brure Stone, "Fond Production in-the PeopleR- -Republic of Chine tWashington:
International Food Po'icy_Researeh liaatitute. May 1950) and Thomas B. Wiens, "Techno-
lOgionI Change." The Chinese Azrleulturel-Feorr-my. Ed. RandOlPh Barker and Radha P.
Sinful iBoulder. Colo. :Vestvlew-Press. forthcoming).4Subkenitent teferenees to historical growth rates all refer to the average rate for the
1955-57 to 1977-79 period.
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OVERALL AORIOULTETRAL DEVELOPMENT

Chiria'S brOadest measure of overall rural economic_ performance
gross valuaof-agricultUral output_ (GVAO)grew at about 2.9 per-
cent annually between 1955-57. and -1977-79-Al lowing for population
growth of 1.9 percent per_year for the same period, per-capita GVAO
grew on avera(re by 1.0 percent-per year.*

While the focus of this paper will be on production of-crops and
liVe.StoCk, these have diminished as a share of rural economic activity;
Rural industry and sideline occupations; which have been strongly
encouraged by Chinese 'development policy, generate a growing shareof rural produttion and incomes (table 1) The extent of the growthin importance of rural industry is understated by GVAO data;_ which
includes only industrial output of production brigades and teams.*
Chinese development strategy frit. the eighties includes continuedgrowth of industry and sideline occupations as well_aS increasedemphasis on non-crop prodiiction._This is viewed_ as essential to job
creation,_ rural income growth; increased. availability of __consumer
goods; and, ultimately, to the SOcialization of the rural areas;

TABLE 1.STRUCTURE OF GVAO

percent)

1957 1977-79 average

Crops
80.6 67.4Forestry 1.7 3.0Anknal_hutbandet- 12.9 13.6Sidelines occupations 4.3 14.6Fisheries

5 1 4
Total 100.0 100.0

Sourcev "Pennell iinrii Wenn," 1981, Nc.3,p.3; FBIS,Sept 12 1979,0.1-14; "Beijing Review," Jan. 28,1980, p. 20;Chinese Ofileith to OSOA Agricultural Economics and Statistics Oeiegatlon, October1980.

CROP PROUOCTIoN

- Production of most major crops grew somewhat faster than popula-
tion between_1955-57and 1977-79. A notable exception to thiS was pro-
duction of ciilSeedS (Tables 2-3). Grain, the largest component of the
Chinese diet. grew by 23 percent per year. which permitted_ a very
gradual_ groWth-0.4 percent annuallyof per capita production.
Much of this growth actually occurred during the very_good_harvests
of 1978 and 1979. when production increased by a total of 49 million
tonsapproximately 17 percent. Per capita production in 1977 was
only_ about _equal to that of 1956 and 1957.

Although the growth Of Per capita production was modest the pro-
portion of preferred foodgrains increased as wheat production grew

Gross value of agricultural output includes the groas value_ of output of_eropa; an_ittaI
hnsbandry. _ l'Orestry, indenne eccupations.- and fisheries. State Statistical -Bureau (SSB)
data for 1977 -79 -In constant 1970 ploces hare been linked with data fOr 19515-M In -1949
constant priers» Constant 1970 prices were calculated to be 133.0 percent of 1049 prices
oozing n reported 4.4 per:ent minuet Increase. for OVA° between 1943 OM 1979. The 4.4percent groWth rate was given by Chinese officials to the USDA Economics and Statistics
Delegation, October 1980. OVA() data has been taken from various SS13-communiques and
reports. The- pop-Wag-On growth rate is based on the population estimates given in table 2.Industrial production by commune and county-run enterprises is included in figureson gross value of industrial output.
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by 3.7 percent annually. increasing from 13 to 17 percent of total grain
production. The share of rice production held at 44 percent of total
grain production. Coarse grains remained abbut one-fourth of total
grain production although corn production grew rapidly at the ex-
pense of sorghum and millet. The residual catezory, consisting of soy -
beans, tubers, pulses, and other miscellaneous grains; grew slowly and
per capita production actually declined.8

TABLE 1.-TOTAL AND PER CAPITA - PRODUCTION, WITH _ANLILIAL__GROWTH RATES; OF MAJOR GRAIN AND
OILSEED CROPS, 1955-57 AND 1977-79

Total production (million Per capita
tons) production I (kilograms)

Annual growth Annual growth
rate, 1955 -57 rate, 1955-57

1955-57 1977-79 to 1977-79 1955-57 1977-79 to 1977-79
average average (percent) average average (percent)

Total grains' 186.557 306.538 +2.3 295.3 320.0 +0.4

Wheat 23.800 52.567 +3.7 37.7 54.9 +1.7- ..

Rice_- 82.417 136:400 +2.3 130.5 142.4 +.4
Coarse grains a ........... _ - __ _. 46.081 77.633 +2.4 72.9 81.0 +.5

Cern_ 21 :609 55 :133 -4.3 34.2 57.6 +2.4
Sorghum 8.437 7.800 13.4 8.1 -2.3
Millet 8 :037 6.267 -1.1 12.7 .6.5 -3.0

Others 4 34.259 39.938 -.7 54.2 41-7 -I9
Oilseed crops (USDA), 16.739 16.215 -.1 26.5 16.9 -2.0
Oilseed UM (PRC)r 4:640 5.223 +.5 7.3 5.5 -1.3

Soybeans. ___ ....... 9.800 7.453 -1.2 15.5 7.8 -3.1
Cottonseed 3.069 4:283 +1.5 4.9 4.5 -.4
Peanuts 2.944 2.362 -1.0 4.7 2.5 -2.8
Rapeseed- .926 1.830 +3,1_ L 5 1.9 +1.1
Sunflowerseed_______. ......
Sesameseed

.278

.330
(7)-.5 (..2

.3
.3 -3.1

The population series (low variant) prepared by the Foreign Demographic Analysis Division, Burean of the
U.S_Departmentof _COrnoterc..., in _May 19130 was _used_ to alculate the per capit production figures. The 6 population
estimates used are 617,f00,000 (1955), 631,000,000 (1956), 646,500,000 (1957), 945,200,000 (1977), 958,100,000 (1970,
and 970 600,0110_(1979)Altfigures are on an end_01 year basis.

7 Includes rice. wheat, coarse grains, other miscellaneous grains, pulses, soybeans, and tubers (converted to a grain
ecuivalentweightusing a 5 te I convirtion ratio).

a Consists of corn, barley, oats, millet, and sorghum.
Excludes wheatrrice, andzoarse grains, but includes soybeans,
Consists of soybeans, cottonseed, peanuts, rapeseed, and sunflowerseed.

4 Includes- peanuts, raPeseed, sesameseed,_sunflowerseed, and other oilseeds, mainly linseed and castorbean. Data
are available only for the first 3 items for 1955-57. The total for this period is the authors' estimate.

7 Not available.

Sources: State Statistical-Bureau, -"Ten Great-Years" (Peking: Foreign-Language-Press, 1960); Departillent Of

Agriculture, _Er:anorak_ servise '"People's Republic of China Agricultural Situation: Review of 1980 and
Outlook for 1981" and other issues of this annual report.

Modest gains are evident for most other crops-sugar crops and fruit
in particular: The decline in oilseed crops is particularly _striking,
however; as total prOduction showed no increase and per capita output
dropped at an average annual rate _of 2 percent. Very rapid growth of
oilseed oduction in 1978 and 1979-an 18 percent increase between
1977 and i979-prevented the decline from being even greater. The
growing importance of higher oil content oilseeds,particularly rape-
Seed and sunflowerseed, and China's shift from a net export to a net
import positioninsoybeans also limited the decline in per capita edible
oil availability to less than 1 percent per year Nonetheless, per capita
oil availability by the late seventies was 17 percent below that of the

a Althntrzh soyNgins are eminted its it grain In of/kW-Chinese statistics, they are treated
as an allseed in the following diseussion. The slow growth of the residual may be partly
statistical, because of more complete enumeration of grain by type in the seventies.
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TABLE 3.-TOTAL ANO PER CAPITA PRODUCTION, WITH ANNUAL GROWTH RATES, OF OTHER CROPS,
1955-57 AND 197749

Total prOduction (million Per capita
tons) _pxtductiont Odloarami)

Annuat Annual growth
rate, 1955-57

to 1977-79
(percent)

growth -
rate, 1955,57

1955,57 1977-79 to -1977-79
average average (prcent)

1955-57
average

1977-79
average

Crops
Cotten
Sugarcane
Sugar beets
Surly
Edible oils
Tea
Tctbacio
Fruit

1.535
9.060
1.584
:796

1.773
.113
.458

2.968

2.141
20.126
2.755
Z 194
2.314
:266
. 912
(a 9

3.7
2.5
4.7

4.0
3.2

. (4)

2:4
14.3
2.5
1.3
2.8
.2
.7

4.7

Z2
21.0
2.9
2.3
2.4
.3

1:0
0 9

-0.4
+1.8

+t.. ft-.7
4-2.0
+1,6

(4)

Basedon theaarne population series used In table 2.
s Estimated from available oilseed data using zasumed crush and extraction rates.
s Fruit production was 7,2.SO,CCO tens In 1979 (FBIS, Oec. 3,1979, p. L-16). This gives a 1979 per capita figure of 7.5 kg.Oata are unavailable for 1977 and 1978.
4 Not available.,

Sources: State Statistical Bureau, ''Ten Great Years," (Peking: Foreign Language Press, 1960); U.S. Department of
cf Arrkiltural, Economic and Statistical Service,"People's Republic of China Agricultural Situation: Review of 1980 andOutlook or 1981" and other issues of this annual report

mid-fifties and ranked very low by comparison with other countries:
Cotton production also lagged behind population growth.

While the national average picture is one of small overall gains;
problems of regional and local food shortages remain. Grain produc-
tion in Soine provinces is well below the national average: For exam-
ple, production per capita in the southwestern provinces of Guizhou
an Yunnan_ was only about 70 percent of the national average in the
late seventies: A_number of the northwestern provinces are also well
below average.° Even in the more productive provinces there is con-
siderable disparity between'regions. The poorer regions of the country
face tight food supplies even in good years and find themselves very
hard pressed in years of poor harvests. Central government resources
are inadequate to eliminate local disparities;

LIVESTOCK

The hog is the most important animal in China's liveatock sector.
Pork provides the bulk of meat production, and exports of live hogs,
pork and hog products have been an important part of agricultural
exports. Over the past 25 years hogs have received the greatest atten=
titm and emphasis; veareucl inventory numbers increvertat an annual
rate of 4.9 percent per year between 1955-57 and 1977-79 (table 4).

Sheep and goat numbers grew at a more moderate rate of 2 :9 per-
cent per year over the same period. However, inventory numbers rose
by 14 percent between 1977 and 1,979 as milk goat production was pro-
moted as a potential new source of dairy productS.

Large animal numbers shewed the least development in the livestock
Sector. Cattle, the largest component of the large animal category; are

Based on nrovirreinl prod
' ictinn data presented in Francis C. Tuan. "PRC Provincial

Total Grain Production, 1900-79," Staff Report, Econ. and Stat. Serv., U.S. Dept. Arr.,January 1981.

4)
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used mainly for draft purposes. The mechanization of agriculture lim-
ited growth of demand for draft animals between the mid-fifties and

-late seventies. However, a recent slowdown in the mechanization pro-
gram and efforts to promote ruminant-type animal production in pas-
toral areas for meat and animal products led to a small increase in the
growth of cattle numbers in the late seventies.

TABLE 4.YEAREND LIVESTOCK INVENTORY, MEAT PRODUCTION, AND ANNUAL GROWTH RATES, 1955-57 AND
1977-79

Annual- growtt .

rate, 1955 -57
1955-57 1977-79 to- 1977-79
average average (percent)

Livestock inventory (million head): i
Hop_
Sheep and/oats
Large inlmati

Of which, cattle_ _ ______ __ _______________ __--_--___.-
Total meat (million tOns)_2

caPer capita meat production (kilograms)

105.947
91. 485
86.072
65.388

g3

3O4. 582
171.481
94.077
70.803
8.861
9.2

+.4
+.

a +3.7
4

+1.9

Birfore_1957, reportedlitvanWry_numbers were as of midyear.
Inclu des_pork beef, and mutton.

!Calculation based on the reported 1957 meat produttion of 3,985,000 tom
Calculation based on 1957 per capita meat production of 6.1 kg. The population series used for calculating per capita

production is tha same series used in Ubles 2 and 3.
I Not available.

- Sources -:Data for 1957 and 1977-79 are frrm State Statistital Bureau, "Wain Indic:tors; Development of the National
Economy cf the Plople's Republic of China (1947 1979)" (Beijinp, 1960),Data ±rom 1955 and 1956 are from Nai-ruenn
Chen, "Chinese Economic Statistics" (Chicago: Aldine Publishing CO., 1567), p. 340.

Meat production figures reported by China consist of pork, beef, and
mutton (table 4). Pork is the dominant part of meat production; pro-
viding more than 90 percent of the total. The 3.7 percent annual
growth of meat production has been signficantly slower than that of
hog numbers; This cannot be fully explained by slow growth of beef
and mutton production. Apparently emphasis on hog inventory num-
bers for evaluating farm performance contributed to excessively slow

_turnover of hogs and growin_g inefficiency in meat production. For
example; the hog slaughter rate in China was-reported to be less than
60 percent in the late seventies while that of the 'United States was
about 150 percent. As a result, China produced roughly 10 million tons
of pork in 1979 with a 1978 yearend inventory of over 300 million head
of hogs. In contrast, in the United States 7 million tons of pork were
produced in the same year from an inventory of about 60 million head,
one-fifth of China's total.

China's per capita meat production of 9.2 kg. (1977=79 average) is
low, especially when compared with developed countries such as the
United _States. U.S. per capita meat production for the same period
was 81 kg., nearly 8 times China's level. Inclusion of poultry does not
change the picture significantly. Hard data are unavailable, but meat
from poultry was only abont 1 kg. per capita in the late seventies.

AGIIICULTITRAL POLICY

Since 1977, China's approach to accelerating the growth of agri-
cultural production has hinged on a new mix of policy measures, in-
creases in inputs, and someincrease in resources devoted to agricultural
technology. While "agriculture first" is a key slogan, the tap priority
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for agriculture is most evident in the rhetoric of the leadership. Large
increases in central government allocations of resources for agricul-
ture have not occurred; During the _eighties_ the pace-of growth of in-
puts is likely to slow compared to that of the seventies; and new pol-
icies and organizational changes are _being counted on to generate a
large share of increased production. Many of the specifics of new agri-
cultural policies arestill evolving and substantial- further modifications
are likely. The modifications underway are significant; but it is impor-
tant to remember that fundamental rural institutions and policies such
as the commune system, collective ownership, a strong role for the cen-
tral government in agricultural planning, and a state monopoly on pur-
chase of major agricultural products, are still in place. Changes -thus
far are for thk: most part only marginal adjustments to these basic
features.

New policies are directed at the_ entire range of past rural prob-
lems stagnant rural living standards, onesided emphasis on grain pro-
duction and neglect of cash crops, forestry and livestock, and a low
rate of off-farm sales of. major agricultural products; particularly
grain._ But the main -focus of policy change is raising the rate of
growth of agricultural production by increasing efficiencyincreasing
the quantity of farm products that can be produced with available sup-
plies of inputs. China's_ leadership_ appears to feel that agriculture in
the past was so riddled with inefficiency that new policies in and of
themselves will yield substantial increases in output during the next
several years. In this view, for example, land can shift from grain to
other uses with no reduction in grain output as more efficient use of re-
maininggrain area raises yields enough to offset the loss in area. Over
the longer-run, these policy changes, some increase in resources for
agriculture, and accelerated technological progress are expected to sus-
tain-agricultural growth;

The main thrust of modifications in agricultural policy to date focus
on 3- areas,: (1) decentralization of control and diversification_ of pro-
duction, (2) new emphasis on incentives and greater use of the price
mechanism, and (3) greater commercialization of_ agriculture. These
are closely related, as decentralization and diversification require bet:-
ter incentives, an improved price system, and expanded marketing of
farm products.

DECENTRALIZATION AND DIVERSIFICATION

Excessive central government control over agriculture together with
one-sided emphasis on grain production have been an important source
of inefficiency in a_grieulture. Centralization of control over basic-level
agricultural decisions has led to excessive double_and triple cropping
in some areas, marginal lands shifted from grassland or other uses to
grain production, and neglect of -non -grain crops For example, because
of stress laid on grain production; cotton in the North China Plain
was scattered across wide areas, planting was generally on poorer soils;
and labor and other resources were diverted from cotton to grain. By
the late seventies, cotton area in northern China was down 8 percent
from 1973 (33 Percent -below areain 1.957) and yields were 26 percent
below those of the peak year of 1973. T In central and southern China,

Balled on data from Frederic M. Sur's. "China's Cotton Area. Yield and Production by
Province: A Partin-1 Data Set." Staff Report, Econ.- and Stat. Serv.. U.S. Dept. Agr.,
October 1980 and from Renmin Rlbao (hereafter cited as RmRb), June 5, 1979, p. 2.

v 4 3
.17-199 n - - ;8
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excessive emphasis on fulfilling grain area and production targets led
to expansion of double cropped rice in areas where available supplies
of labor, water, and irrigation made this inappropriate.8 In marginal
areas of -the northeast and northwest; shifting grasslands and forests
into grain led to increased erosion and soil destruction. Policy-induced
changes_ in land use were in part responsible for the slow growth of
prOduction of non-grain crops and other agricultural activities, stag-
nant-income; and slow growth of overall rural _productivity while add-
ing little to the long-run groWth of _grain production.

Policies adopted since 10_77 have in part aimed at passing increased
decisionmaking authority from the central government down to lower
levels in an effort to reduce the rigidities of centralized_controt and
promote increased diversity in agricultural prOduction.° Changes have
affected, all levels of China's systkm. Provinces have apparently -been
given a more- active role in agricultural planning and decisionniaking.
Soil and land use surveys are in progress and a crude form of agricul-
tural zoning is now underway_. Nei Monggol, for example; has identi-
fied livestock as the top priority and has reduced grain area., returning
some acreage to grasslands and forestry._ At the same time; regions in
the province which will continue to emphasize grain production have
been identified.'°_Sinailar efforts to d::::_rsify production and encourage
localities to emphasize crops best suited to local conditions are evident
in other provinces as w_ell. These changes are gradual._ In many cases
they are likely no more than a return to traditional land uses and crop-
ping systems. But they do represent _an effort to raise the concentration
Of -produCtion of cash crops as well as return land poorly suited for
gr n production to.other uses;

role of China's more than 21100 counties in agricultural planning
is also increasing: County- level-planners; who once served largely as
a conduit for detailed plans; will now take broad targets (such as total
grain, cotton, _oilseed, or sugar production) which are passed down
from the province and negotiate more specific targets with communes,
production brigades and production teams. How far these changes have
in fact gone thus far is not clear. 13titthe,intention is clearly to allow
production decisions to be based on local conditions and production
possibilities, while, preserving central government control over national
production totals."

At the local level, production teams have been given increased au-
tonomy.'2 Past emphasis on gradually eliminating the role and im-

1' See the-article by_ Thomas 11-Wiens In this volume.
a Policy change In the period from 1977 onward has been a process of ongoing evolution.

No-attempt ix- made 11PM _ta_aeserlbp_thrsp rhanges_over time. Rather _the_locus is on de-
scribing th-e general direction of changes and the status of policy as of early 1981. More de-
tails on the sped-tics of polley_mensares nod-references_to major documents_cnn be found in
U.S. Dept. Age. Dcon.. anti Stat. Serv.. People's Republic of China Agricultural Situation :
Review of 1977 and Outiook-for 1978. Supplement ti to WAS-15r. May 1978. pm-3-R end In
sub,,equent mutual issues of this report (these reports are hereafter cited as PRC Agricul-
tural-Situation Report).

10Forrign Broadcast _Information Service. Daily Report : People's Republic of China.
(hereafter cited as -FM). Apr, 9.- 19S1. p. R-3.

11 An extensive_discustdon of changes underway in agricultural planning elm be found -In
U.S. Dept. of Agr., -Econ.-Res. Serv,. ',China's- Agricultural Planning and Statistical- Sys-
tem : -Trip Report of the USDA Agricultural Economics and Statistics Delegation" (forth-
coming).

P-rodnc-tion teams_ nee the basic decisionmaking unit of China's communes- For full
discussion of the commune system. p Fre(IprIck W. Crook. "The Commitne Systems in the
People:s Republic-of Chinn : 1903-74," Joint Economic Committee, "China -: A Reassess-
ment of the Economy** (Washington : U.S. Government Printing Office, July 10, 1975).
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portance of the team in the commune system has been down-played.
China's new constitution reaffirms the role of the team as the basic unit
in rural areas. Effortihave been made to bolster protection for the team
against confiscation of land, conscription of labor; and unreasonable
interference -with team operations.

Of more dire.ct importance, tight controls over team_ decisions hay-.
eased and stress has shifted to basing planting on 1ocal condition& in
1980, acreage targets for graMs were apparently lifted, as were pro-
duction targets for individual grains. Targets for total grain produc-
tion and for sales to the government _ (procurement targets) were
retained; _Production teams were thus left with greater- fre_edom to
select their own mix of grain crops and-some choice as to allocation
of land between grain and other crops. This is an incomplete relaxa-
tion of controls over team decisions, however. Acreage targets have
been retained for major cash crops and the government is still in a
strong position to exert pressure on planting decisions through pro-
curement targets and purchase contracts. But the degree of local flex-
ibility has increased. One strong indication_ of reduced direct central
government influence over planting is the substantial drop in rice area
over the past several years as teams have shifted away from double
cropping to more traditional and presumably more profitable plant-
ing patterns. The central government's concern about cutbacks in
grain area and apparently unsuccessful efforts to prevent further re7
duction in grain area in 1981 are also indications of reduced central
control. .

Less restriction on private plots and household sideline activities
i& a final element of _government encouragement of diversification.
These are an important source of supplementary food and cash income,
for rural households..The majority of_hogs and poultry are also raised
by households. .Private plots'and household sidelines have in the past
been viewed with suspicion and in some periods sharply restricted,
as they draw labor and other resources away from collective
production.

Over the past_several years, however, private activities have grown
rapidly with substantial government encouragement. A 1979 survey
of over 10;000 farm households found private plots and private pro-
duction accounting for 26 percent of 1979 rural hoineholdincome in
the households surveyed." Once restricted to 5 percent of farm land,
private plots will now be permitted to increase to a maximum of_ 15
percent of farmland. Additionally, except for peak seasons a portion
of.the rural labor force can now be excused from collective production
to engage in household prOduction and work on private plots." Ex=
paneled scope for priv_ate activity has been accompanied by reopening;
expanding, and reducing controls on rural markets, opening new mar-
keting channels for private production; Along with other changes,
private plots are growing in importance as sources of feedgrains and
are a major stimulus to greater household production of livestock and
speciality crops.15

u.s..ioint rub. Res. Ser., China Report : Agriculture (hereafter cited as JPRS/Ag),
No. 77200, 19 Jan. 1981,pp. 1-4.

Belling Review. 29 June 1981, pp. 3-4.
Scattered provincial reports- Indicate that significant amounts of grain are being

Produced on private plots. In 1980 for example, 12.5 percent of grain production in Gansu
province came from the private- plots (FBIS, 8 Mny 1981, p. T-1 and Survey of World
Broallensts, The Fnr East Weekly-Economic Report, 7 Jan, p. A-40), Data from
provincial officials in Jiangsu indicates that in 1979, 3 percent of total grain production
and nearly 16 percent of miscellaneous grains were from the private-plots..
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These adjustments in planning and control over production teams
and households are an important part of efforts to diversify produc-
tion and raise productivity in agriculture. Looser restrictions on
private plots and sideline activity also appear aimed at aiding poorer
production teams and households. The greatest increases in private
plot area are likely to occur in relatively backward and low income
regions.

GREATER INCENTIVES AND AN IMPROVED PRICE SYSTEM

In a centrally planned economy such as China's, farm and retail
prices for major commodities are centrally set and only infrequently
adjusted. Still, prices paid by the government for farm products have
a major impact on income. Additionally, to the extent production
teams are not totally tied down by plans set by higher levels; prices
received by producers influence the relative profitability of crops and
therefore production decisions.

To raise rural incomes and also to stimulate production, Chine§
. leadership undertook a major revision of prices paid for farm prod-

ucts in March 1979.1° Prices for 18 categories of agricultural products
were raised at that time The new average quota procurement prices

-for major categories, taking the 1978 quota price as 100, were as fol-
lows_ (price for above-quota sales compared with 1978 quota procure-
ment price in parentheses) :

1978 1979

Grains
°Uritads.

'Cotton
Hogs

-,
- 1

100
100
100
100

120
125 188)
115 150)
126 (NA)

Price increases for other categories _ranged from 20 to 50 percent."
These prices increases were partially responsible for the 16 percent
increase in per capita distributions by communes beween 1978 and
1980.18 Procurement price increases were not passed on to the retail
level, with the exception of retail price increases in November 1979
priniarily for live§tock prOducts. The resulting deficit for government
commercial organs was covered with increased budget subsidies.

In the new environment of greater local autonomy; the higher prices
for cash crops contributed to a .shift of area away from grain to cash
crops such as cotton, oilseeds, and sugar and to improved cash crop
yields. In the case of cotton, the quota price was increased by an addi-
tional 10 percent in 1980 when production showed only a small in-

11 With limited exceptions-the government is the sole buyer of maior agricultural +pro
ucts from producing units and is also the primary wholesa'er and retailer of raw- and
processed agricultural products. Compulsory -ales to the government consist of (1 1 quota
sees.the_amonnt Of which 18 Med for several years at a time on the bast& of historical
average production and (2) above-quota sales, additional amounts which Arefixed annually
on the -basis of-anticipated productiOn. The first category carries n fixed and relatively
low Purchase price--the (mote price. Above quota sales carry a-- higher state-set price--
the above quota price. Additional sa'es_over and above the above-quota amounts may be
made at Prices negotiated with the government procurement agency.

RmRb. Oct. 25. 1979. p.-1." Based_ on ner esnita eistribution oeurea re^orteo in- the 1979 and 1980 SSB commu-
niques (FBIS, Apr. 30, 1980, p. L-9 and Apr. 29, 1981, p.1CI5).

4 3
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crease in 1979. The: greater attractiveness of cash crops also appears
to have resulted in their being planted on better land and given more
inputs and better care. This was an important cause of yield increases
in 1979 and 1980. Cotton provides the most striking_example of re-
sponses to improved incentives. Yields in northern Chma, traditionally
the major cotton region, rose by 81 percent in 1980, largely because
of the incentive measures implemented m 1979 and 1980.

_Although important, higher quota purchase prices per se are in-
sufficient to completely explain the sharp increase in production of
cash crops in the last several years. The entire incentive package is
shaped by the portion of the crop that is eligible for higher above-
quota prices, by bonus fertilizer supplies, by return of part of the
processed product to the producing unit; and by government guaran-
tees of food grain supplies for teams which specialize in cash crop
production.. The guarantee of grain supplies is particularly important;
Past efforts to stimulate cash crop production failed when the govern-
ment. did not deliver needed food_ supplies. Peasants had to continue
to stress grain _production in self-defense, In the last several years,
more state grain has apparently been set aside and made available to
cash crop producers.

Another, feature of new incentive programs is responsibility and
payment systems which tie income more directly to effort. Egalitar-
ianism was a main feature of rural income distribution systems during
the Cultural Revolution, with income to a substantial degree sepa-
rated from productive effort: At present a great deal'of experiments:
tiOn is underway with systems to tie pay to performance. The main
thrust of these efforts is to separate production responsibilities and
assign them to small units within the production team. Distribution
of income by the team can then be more easily based on performance.
New responsibility systems generally involve contracting for certain
jobs with small work groups, households, or individuals." In some
cases these efforts have also included breaking up production teams
into a number of small teams. These efforts are controversial; extreme
proposals have even included the dissolution of the commune sys-
tems.2° Many of the systems under discussion and experimentation
involve a strong role for priVate effort and area potential challenge
to collective ownership and operation of China's agricultural system.
But they reflect a clearly perceived need to increase work incentives
as a means of stimulating productivity growth in agriculture. As is
the case with liberalization of private plots, some of the most drastic
experiments are taking place in poorer areas in an effort to raise
incomes in the most backward rural areas.

COMMERCIALIZATION

Growth of light industry, growing food needs in urban areas, and
increasing agricultural specialization all imply a need for more corn-
mercializaiion of agriculture, as local self-sufficiency Oyes way to
more interdependency between regions. Greater and guaranteedgoy,:.
eminent supplies of food, particularly grain, are critical for regional

See, for example, FBIS, Nov. 7. 1980, pp. L-21 to 29." mar. 12, 1081. D. 7,48-
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Specialization of agricultural production. Failure to provide these
supplies has been a major block to past attempts to promote speciali-
zation.

Current marketing rates far farm products vary greatly. The
proportion of production sold rather than being retained for on-farm
consumption and use was recently reported as (in percent) :2'.
Grains 20
OilSeetis 55
Pork 65

Cotton OS

Other cash Crone
The prOpOrtion of grain production moving into marketing chan-

nels is now even less than diming the fifties, when an average Of about
27 percent of the crop was turned over to the governinent.22 The
marketed share has not increased with recent increases in production
and higher prices paid for grain. Between 1977 and 1979 state grain
procurements rose by only 8 million tons despite a nearly 50 million
ton rise in production.23

A greater share of graM production will have to be procured- if
government requirements are to be met: One major effort is govern-
ment support for development of commercial grain bases. These are
areas that are expected to market a large share of increases in produc-
tion. They are receiving government assistance in the form of fertil-
izer; machinery, and other aid. Twelve major base areas have been
identified by the Chinese. Special emphasis is now being placed on
base areas in the Northeast. particularly Heilongjiang, iwhere mecha-
nization tog-,ether with land that can be opened to cultivation is felt
to offer large potential for generating additional gluin supplies for
government needs.

The predominance of state farms in many of the regions Singled out
for development as grain bases means a growing importance for the
State farm sector. Although state farms account for only about 5_per=
cent of cultivated area, they already market over 30 percent of their
grain production and offer a, high potential return of additional mar-
keted grain to state investment.

The 'developments in agricultural policy outlined here promise more
incentives and greater efficiency, more balanced prOduction, and greater
commercialization. If continued, they will have a positive effect on the
rate of growth of Chinese agriculture. But changes in policy and eco-
nomic environment are only one part of the set of factors determining
agricultural growth: Increases in resources devoted to agriculture will
also play an important role in determining the success of China's agri-
cultural plans for the eightie,%

AGRICULTURAL INPUTS

Agricultural policy sets the environment in which production occurs
and influences the extent to which production potentials can be realized.
But ,the capacity to produce is ultimately determined by the supplies of

Apr. 9, 1981; p. 5 for all crops except cotton. The cotton figure is from RmRb,
June 26, 1981. p. 1,

=This is the 1955-57 Average calculated from David L. Denny. "Rural Policies and- the
Distribution of Agricultural Products in China : 1950-59," unpublished Ph.D. dissertion,
University of Michigan. 1971, p. 24.

uRmRb, Aug. 30, 1980, P. 1.

43,
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inputs- available to tire farm sector-land, labor, fertilizers and r.ggrr icul-
Aural chemicals, Avater; machinery; and_ technology-and by t11e effi-
ciency with which these are combined. Over the past tweny-five years
the availability of modern inputs; particularly fertilizer and power
irrigation, has increased at a rapid rate (table 5). This growth, to-
gether with technological progress such -as -the development and intro-
duction of new varieties, has made a critical contribution to the growth
of production and to the modernization of China's ag-rieulture.24

Supplies of many of these inputs in coming years are likely to grow ,

more slowly than in the past, raising questions about China's ability to
accelerate agricultural development even with a shift to_more effective
policies; Moreover, as important as greater physical quantities of inputs
Will be, of equal importance is China's ability to package them effec,
tively-irnproved _seeds must be coupled with the proper tyTes and
quantities ,4 fertilizer and with timely irrigation and field manage-
ment_ This in turn will require growth of managerial skills and tech=
nological expertise at the farm level.

TABLE 5.-GROWTH OF AGRICULTURAL INPUTS, 1955=57 TO 1977-79

Unit
1955.57
average

1977-79
average

Annual growth
rate, 1955-57

to 1977-79
(Percent)

Cultivated area i Million hectare. ..... --- 111.3 99.0 -0.5
Multiple crop index' 140.0 150.0 .3
Chemical fertilizers Million ton .1 8.9 22.6
Chemical I nsett lc i dos 1 Thousand -ton- 65.0 509,0 9.8
Irrigated area Million hectare 30.4 46.7 2.0
POsverirrigidlon and drainage ' ....... Million horsepower.. ____ .6 65.6 24.1
Large and medium tractors. Thousand 14.7 563.7 18.0

'" Hand tractors. Thousand . (0 1,378.3 (0
Machneplowed lands__ ___ ___ Percent 2.4 40.7 13.7
Rural electric consumption... ... ___... Billion kibwatts .1 25.3 26.6

!Average for 1977-79 is an approximation since data is missing for 1 or more years.
Figures Ir. nutrient weights.

a Data missing for 1955 and 1956; average is 1957 figure.
I Not available.

Sources; U.S-Department of Agriculture. Economics and Statistic., Smite, "Agricultural Situation: People's Republic
of China, Review of 1980 and Outlook for 1981, 'Supplement -6 to WAS-24, June 1981. U.S. Department of Agricuiture,
Economic Research Service; "Chirld s Agricultural Planning and Statistical System: Trip Report of the USDA Agricultural
Economics and Statistics Delegation,"(forthcoming).St teStatistical Bureau, various annual reports.

ACREAGE

Cultivated area declined by 12 million hectares-over 10 percent-
during the last two decades. During this period, a total of _33 million
hectares were removed from cultivation either because of destruction
by salinization and erosion or for industrial use, housing, roads, and
other purposes. Much of the lost acreage has been prime farmland.
A total of 21 million hectares of new land -has been brought under
cultivation. Much of the reclaimed land was of poorer quality than that
removed from cultivation.25

The reduction in cultivated_area has been partially offset by greater
multiple cropping, e.g. through more use of previously fallow fields for

"Major historical developments for input supplies and technology are covered in detail
in Henry J. Groan and James A. Kilpatrick, "Chinese .Agricultural Production,"_and Thomas
it Wiens. "The Evolution of Policy Capabilities In China's Agricultural Technology," Joint
Economic COM M I t tee, ',C.-Itinese Economy Post-Mao" (Washington : U.$. Government Print-
ing Office. November I078)

'2 !Mail), Apr. 29, 1080, p. 2.
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overwintering crops such as wheat and rapeseed; more double cropping
of rice,_ and greater intercropping. Nonetheless, sown area of crops
has 'declined _by about 5_ percent over the past two decades;

Additional acreage for crops during the eighties can come from
either land reclamation or more multiple cropping. Current plans call
for reclamation of 8 million hectares-8 percent of current cultivated
areaby 1985. A major share of thisis to -be in the_ Northeast, which
has-the largest reserve of undeveloped land." Much of this development
will be costly, technically difficult,_ and a strain on the state budget
and available expertise. Because of these problems, reclamation will
likely fall short of the target and foreign_ assistance is now beingsought
for the largest reclamation projectthe Sanjiang Plan project in
I leilongjiang.22 _

Despite heightened government concern about land use and _loss of
prime farmland,_acreage will continue to shift to industrial and urban
uses. Additionallyi some land now under craps_ will continue to be
shifted to forestry -and non-crop agricultural use China seems unlikely
to reverse the decline in cultivated area.

Increases_ in sawn area through multiple cropping will also be diffi-
cult to achieve. Some regions are reducing multiple cropping when
it is uneconomicalNew lands -in the Northeast are predominantly sin-

.

gle crop regions. Hence, very little increase in the multiple crop index
is likely during the eighties. With no increase in either cultivated area
of multiple cropping, increases in crop production will have to come
exclusively from higher yields.

FERTILIZER

Organic fertilizer has historically been the largest source of plant
nutrients in China. As late as the mid-seventies organic sources mdy
have provided as much as three-fourths of total nutrient supplies.28
However, growing chemical fertilizer use has provided the major
source of growth of nutrient supplies. The most rapid_growth of fe-
tilizer use occurred in the late seventies when avera &e fertilizer :TO-
cation per hectare of-cultivated land doubled between 1977 and IC:SO.28
This rapid growth of nutrient availabilities was likely the single most
important reason for the_sharp rise in grain yields in the late seventies.

Chemical fertilizer will linue to be critical to growth of Chinese
crop yields; The rapid grc a of domestic fertilizer production during
the latter half of the seventies will not be repeated in the eighties.
Much of the growth of production in the seventies was the result. of
13 large imported nitrogen fertilizer plants contracted for in 1973 and
1974-. As these plants came onstream in the late seventies; nitrogen
fertilizer production capacity approximately doubled. No comparable
gains are in sight for the eighties. Although at one time plans called
for 1 large plant per province by 1985, this goal has apparently been
shelved and additional construction of large nitrogen plants is pro-

2,JPRS/Ag., No. 73399, May 7; 1079, pp. 24 and 34. An earlier plan target of 13 million
hectares has been dropped.

21"Agrlcultural Development of the Three Rivers Plain ;" China Newsletter; NO 30;
Febrnary 1981. pp. 20-24.

uRased on estimates of organic fertilizer use cited In Tang and Stone, p. 61.
"Rased on fertilizer application rates reported In various annual SSB communiques on

plan fulfillment.
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ceeding at a_ slow pace; In addition,_ China's small-scale local fertilizer
industry,,whieli until recently produced over half of all fertilizer is
being trimmed; Inefficient and high-cost plants are being closed_ as part
of the industrial retrenchment program. Thus; annual production will
grow at a rate considerably below the historical growth rate of 23 per-
cent per year (table 5).

Balance in fertilizer production_ is becoming moreAmportant.
Domestic fertilizer production is predominantly nitrogen. The propor-
tions ofnitrogen, phosphorous, and potassium in total 1980 production
were .81; .19,- and .002 respectively. Organic fertilizer provides rela-
tively large amounts of phosphorous and potassium; But with in-
creased nitrogen use, shortages of phosphorous and potassium have

ibecome limiting factors_in fertilizer effectiveness in sonic areas; Efforts
have been made to accelerate development of domestic phos_phate and
potassium resources and production; A large potassium plant is now
under construction in Qinghai, the location of China's largestpotas-
sium reserves. Successful development of supplies of these nutrients
could increase the effectiveness of available nitrogen supplies and par-
tially, counteract a slowdown in the growth of _nitrogen production.

More effective application of fertilizer and better handling tech-
nology can also partially offset a slowdown in the _growth -of total
production. Production from the small-scale plants is volatile and a
substantial amount of nutrients are lostBetter bagging and storage
together with improved application techniques could inci.ease effective
nutrient supply; Improved field management and control over timing
and application mix and quantities are also important.

More balanced fertilizer production together with improved effi-
ciency of use will offset some of the impact on agriculturP.1 Production
of the slowdown of growth of domestic fertilizer production. But
fertilizer availability may prove a constraint on production growth
in the eighties, and China is likely to increase imports of fertilizer,
particularly phosphorous, potassium, and compound fertilizers;

a IRRIGATION AND WATER CONTROL

Expanded irrigation and water control have made a major con-
tribution to the growth of agricultural production. Irrigated area
at the end of the seventies was 53 percent greater than in the mid-
fifties and covered nearly 50 percent of China's cultivated arm3° This
is only one measure of improvements in water control. Already=
existing irrigation facilities have been upgraded and drainage facili-
ties _expanded. Improved and expanded irrigation has made it possi-
ble for China to capitalize bn the yield potential of new high yielding
varieties and on increased fertilizer production.

iIrrigation facilities were already in place during the fifties in many
of the provinces of central and southern China. The greatest expan-
sion of irrigation over the last 25 years VVIS in the North China Plain,
where tubewell irrigation systems made possible increased wheat
cultivation, greater yields, and rising per capita grain production.
Normal rainfall in this area is not adequate to insure good crops in
normal years and most precipitation falls during the summer. Rain-
fall during the main growth periods of overwintering crops such as

$10 The data on Irrigated area should be viewed with caution. The quality of irrigation
systems varies considerably and the definition of irrigated area may have been upgraded
over the past 25 year&
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wheat is sparse and insufficient for good production; particularly
with newer high yielding varieties which require ample supplies of
water and fertilizer.

Although continued expansion and improvement of irrigation and
water control is important to future growth of Chinese agriculture,
the current approach to development of _ thee systems is a_ cautious
one. At least for the duration of the readjustment period, China ap-
pears to be focusing on quality _and a carefully considered_ balancing
of costs and expected benefits in choosing new projects. Most_proj-
ects undertaken are likely to be low cost and small scale improvements
of existing systems. Large capital intensive projects such as the long-
discussed Yangtze River diversion plan have been delayed: -This
program, Which would extend irrigated acreage in the_North China
Plain by northward diversion of _water from the Yangtze, may ulti-
mately prove. necessary and feasible. But thero is now clear recogni7
tion of the high costs and environmental problems that could _result
and implementation of the program has been postponed, although
planning continties.31

Some caution about expanding irrigation is justified. Further ex-
pansion will encounter rising costs. Areas of northern China are find-
ing irrigation supplies from shallow wells depleted during periods of
extended drought. In some areas, particularly in and around Beijing
and Tianjin; coinpetition for water between agriculture and other uses
is severe and heavy use is causing water tables to drop as well as
threatening contamination of water supplies; Improper irrigation in
the past has caused salinzation and reduced productivity of land.
_ China,may well derive substantial returns_over the next several years
by focusing on low-cost impi-ovements in existing irrigation and water
control systems and from making more efficient use of existing irriga-
tion supplies. But over the longer-term, costly large-scale proje,ctS such
as the Yangtze_diversion may be_necessary; Nearly half of the drought-
prone, North China Plain is still unirrigated. Waterlogging of soils is
still a _serious problem over wide areas and will ultimately require im-
proved and expanded drainage fadilitieS. Through_ the mid=eightieS,
however, no major expansion of irrigated area is likely;

=CITA NIZATION

Mecha_nization of Chin_ese agriculture has been important but prog-
ress has been uneven, with rapid advances in some areas but very little
progress in others: The, general pattern of mechanization fits ehina's
abundance of labor and scarcity of land. In general, mechanization has
expanded most rapidly in- areas where it has a direct and substantial
impact on yields. The rapid -expansion of poser irrigation and dram-
a-we-equipment during the past 25 sears is a clear example of this pat-
tern (table 5): By the late seventies; power_ irrigation_ and drainage
equipment ;accounted for about 40 percent of the total horsepower of
agricultural machinery in Chinms2

a, See, for example. FBIS, Nov. 4. -1980. p. L-5.
"JPRS/Ag. NO 78263, June 10, 1981, p. 20.
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Mechanization of field operations, the hallmark of mechanization
in an extensive. agriculture such as that OLthe U.S., has been more grad-
ual and selective. Tractors and related field equipment now account foronly about of fourth of to :ii horsepower of agricultural machinery.
ireatest progress has been made_ in field preparation; 42 _percent of

cultivated area is reportedly machine-plowed at present. Progress has
been slower in other facets of field work. Only about 10 percent of sown
area is now machine seeded and the perceptage of area harvested by
machinery is even lower-2.6 percent -in the late seventieS.33

The greatest mechanization of-field work has occurred where field
size is relatively large and population is sparse by (;lima's standards.
Under these circumstances, mechanization can speed field preparation,
an important, factor _where the growing season is short; and presents
a relatively _small thi.eat of generating _rural unemployment. The
Northeast is_the _clearest example of favorable circumstances for exten-
sive mechanization. Here, 57 percent of area_ is inachinl.-plowed, the
proportion of area sown by machine is triple the national average, and
11.5_ percent of area is mechanically harvested 34

Mechanization of field_ work has proceeded more slowly in other
regions. In central and southern China, fields tend to be small, soils
are heavy, and intereropping is common.35 This increases the complex-
ity of mechanization and has made for very slow progress in replacing
human and animal power with machinery. Hand tractors; which have
grown rapidly in numbers, are potentially suited for use in these areas
but are still largely used for rural transportation._ Mechanized rice
transplanters; often written about and photographed but seldoin seen
in use; are apparently not capable of-effectively transplanting rice.

Further mechanization of field work in China's traditional agricul-
tural areas does offer the prospect_ of higher production. Multiple
cropping requires rapid- turnaround if crops arc to fit the seasons. De-
lays of several days may seriously impair yields. Labor requirements
during these periods can be extremely high and selective mechaniza-
tion can supplement seasonal labor shortages. The problems with ex-
panding the use of small tractors in these areas apparently center
about unreliability; failure of producers to make complete sets of
-eqiiipment available; and probably also urgent need for transportation
aplipmont at the same time. More success has thus far been achieved
in freeing labor through mechanization of grain and feed processing.

Agricultural development, plans adopted in.-1977 and 1978 empha-
sized comprehensive rapid mechanization of agriculture as the corner-
stone of agricultural development. The 10- ear development plan
adopted at: this time called for 70 percent basic mechanization of agri-

ure by 19SO and mechanization of all major farm processes to be
85 percent. complete by 198*." More recently, emphasis has shifted to
a more pramnatie and less categorical approach to ineehanization. The
new approach realizes that: mechanization per se is not necessarily

*4 Ibid.
3 4 RmRh, Sept. 24. 1980. p. 2.
=For esismple_crops_ seeh__as- -cotton- are-started in spring between rows of maturing

wheat. Band harvesting of wheat Is then necessary.
??- The avolutlort of_pollay_in the late seventies is- surveyed- In annual Issues of PRC

Agricultural Situation Report. Mechanization has been a controversial issue _since the
fiftiesAn extensive -discussion- of this is given In Benedict Stavis, 'The Polities-of Agri-
cultural Mechanization In China" (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1978);

4,1
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desirable or feasible, for example when it displaces labor which has
little in the way of available alternative employment opportunities.
Under the current approach, the level of mechanization is no longer
a criterion for judging success in mechanization. The suitability of
mechanization is to be judged according to local circumstances and by
its impact on _yields, farm marketings, and rural incomes." Major cen-
tral government support for _mechanization is now being concentrated
on the Northeast, particularly in the commodity grain bases where a
high payoff in the form of greater marketings is expected;

During the eighties, overall progress in mechanization will very
likely slow, but mechanization- will show _greater cost-effectiveness;
Mechanization of irrigation will continue. Reduced demand for large
and medium tractors is already apparent as state pressure _for meet,
ing mechanization targets has eased and production of these ithms will
grow at a slower pace than in the past; More careful consideration of
mechanization is al'; mportant from the standpoint of energy. Farm
machinery now cons anes 40 percent of China's diesel_fuel; slowing
the growth of rural energy consumption can help ease China's energy
shortages.38

AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH

Technological progress-will play a_eritical _role in the future growth
of China's agriculture. The peculiarities of China's cropping systems
and natural resources suggests that opportunities_ for direct applica,
tion of foreign agricultural technology are _limited. TeChnological
progress will have to be in large part internally generated:

111any _facets of Chinese_ agriculture Are already sophisticated and
the PRC has- made major technological_ advances in crop production,
particularly in ricei wheat; and intensive farming systems. But the
Cultural Revolution left a legacy of a weakened basic research _capa-
bility that will_take years to overcome. These weaknesses are clearly
realized and China actively upgrading its agricultural research;
education,- and extension system. Re',1urces are now 'being concen,
trated in key regional research institutes an-d- universities, :each with
its own area of specialization.3° Interaction with international research
centers such as the International Rice Research Institute has grown
rapidly in the last several years, and foreign training and technology
are being eagerly pursued.

Pursuit of technology and training involves a number of leading
agricultural producing countries at both private and governmental
levels. In the ease of the United States- a growing program of interac-
tion between the U.S. Department of Agriculture and China is under-
Way. This_is taking place under the Agreement on Scientific Coopera-
tion and Technology signed in 1979. On the U.S. side, this involves
both the Department of Agriculture and the land grant colleges. The
program involves the exchange of teams in various technical areas and
participation by Chinese scientists in research at U.S. universities."

FBIS. Oct. 16. 1986. pp. L-18 to 19.
39 JPRS/Az No. 77601. Mar. 17, 1981, p.
3° These are listed in "PRC Agricultural Situation Report. 10 Zil-80," p.
4° The USDA program is discussed more extensively in Thomas F. Kelly andVictor

Muniec, "U.S.-China Scientific and Technical Exchanges Benefit Both Nations," Foreign
Agriculture, July 1981, pp. 16-18.

4 ..L.;
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Other_ pregruirriS are Underway with individual universities; trade as-
sociations; and organizations such as the National Academy of Sci-
ences. As well as assisting the Chinese, these programs are providing
the. United_ States with access to Chinese techn-olo&, an expanding
body of information on Chinese agriculture; and new marketing op-
portim it los for U.S. products.

Unless support. for research is continued and strengthened; China's
agriculture gill face increasing -difficulty in meeting the challenges it
faces. Certainly over the next several years; China's past-shortcomings
in agricultural research will be a factor retarding agricultural growth.

GOALS FOR THE EIGHTIES
-

China's first response to_ the new pressures on agriculture was to
formulate a set of verit aiiihitioiis agricultural production targets for
the 10-year plan (197685). These were _developed -in -1977 and 1978
with little thought to hOW they might be achieved. During the re-
iiSSC:;sment. of economic plans and _priorities in the late 1979 and early
19S0, it more realistic appraisal of prospects emerged and public dis-
cussion of specific plan targets-m_particularthe 400 million ton grain
target-wits downpltiyed. A partial set of revised plan targets for 1985
and 1990 was (riven to a U.S. Department of Agriculture Economics
and Statistics Delegation in October 1980 (table 5). These targets
may not. be final: tile new five-year plan (1981-85) has not been ap-
proved and the 10:V-car perSpective plan (1981-90) is still under dis-
cussion. But the targets_ do illustrate a realistic downward shift in ex-
pectations about agricultural performance.

The, 1990 targets envision_soinewhat slower growth between 1985 and
1990 than for 1977=79 to 1985. I-IOW-ever, in all cases the rates are above
growth rates from the mid-fifties to the late seventies. At this point
these targets should be taken only as general indicators and are subject
to substantial future revision; Their striking feature is the continued
rapid growth of meat production that is envisioned.

TABLE 6.-PLAN GOALS FOR THE EIGHTIES

lin million tons!

1985
Growth
rite to

Per capita
_priaduttlen

1977-79 1985 of 1985 goal
1980 Original CurrentItems average I990 (Peter:Mt) (kilograms)

Grain_ 306.54 318.20 400.00 375.00 425.00 2.9 363.9
Cotton 2.14 2.71 3.60 3.00 3.39 4.9 Z9
Oilseed crops 2 5.22 7.69 8.00 8.00 9.00 6.3 7.8
Meat 9.20 12.10 15.00 14.00 18.50 6.2 116
Aquatic products 4.56 4.50 7.00 4.80 6.00 .7 4.7

Compound growth rate from 1977-79 average.
Chinese definition (see table 2 footnote).

Sources: Original 1985 plan tar is are from "Decisions of the CCP Central C3mmittee on Some Problems in Accelerating
Agricultural Demeinpment (Oraft)j.'' Ihe only available_uersion _of this- late 1978 draft-is from a Hong Kona source and is
translated-In f BIS, Aug. 3-1, 1979, pp. L-22 to 37. The current 1985 and 1990 ta.;ets were g yen by Chinese officials
to the USDA Agricultina' Economics and Statistics Delegation in October 19.13.

el
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AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION PROSPECTS

- Meeting the 1985_ targets ren,nires growth rates from the 1977-79
base that are well above historical rates." However, rapid growth of
production between 1977 and 1920 puts most targets within reach.
Only in the case of grains _was 1980 production off the pace necessary
to meet the 1985 target. These gains in productionLif achieved, would
permit a significant rise in per capita production of major farm prod-
ucts. Compared with the 19(7-79 base, per capita production of gram
would be up by 14 percent, cotton by 32 percent, oil bearing crops by
43_ percent; and meat by 48 percent. Compared with the levels already
achieved by 1980, however, the increases are much more modest: 12
percent for grain, 5 .percent for cotton, 11 percent for meat, and none
for oilseeds. Thus with the exception of grains and meat; only_modest
growth is required between now and 1985 in order to fulfill plan
targets.

-China should reach most of the production levels set as 1985 targets,
with the major exception of grain production. Since the growth of in-
puts is slowing, gains in yield and production will have to come in-
creasingly from greater efficiency. The following- rough assessment
of prospects for individual crops and livestock is judg.nental and
based on the assumptiot, that there will be no major retreat from the
new policies that have emerged in the last several yearS.

GRAIN

Reaching the 1985 grain production target of 375 million tons re-
quires a rate_of growth of production of 2.9 percent annually, some-
what above the historical growth rate (tables 2 and C). Of the major
crop targets, this_will be the most difficult to achieve. In our itiag.-
ment, the 375 million ton target represents the upper limit of possible
outcomes of grain production during the next 4 years.
Rice

Production of rice is not likely to grow faster than the historical
rate of 2.3 percent annually: The historical growth of rice area of
roughly 0.3 percent per year (table 7) has come from increased multi-
ple cropping and the slow northward expansion of rice cultivation:
This growth is not expected to continue. In fact, between 1977 and
1979 area dropped by 5 percent, a trend that continued in 1980 and
1981; largely because of reduced multiple cropping. No sig-,nificant in-
crease in rice area, appears likely during the eighties.

The historical growth rate of nearly 2 percent annually in yields
has come from a combination of varietal improvement, improved ir-
rigation and drainaffe,_ increased fertilizer use, and better manage-
ment practices. Varietal improvement has been critical to this growth
as the spread of semi -dwarf varieties in _the' sixties =de possible in-
creased responsiveness to fertilizer as }dell as acreage expansion. More
recently, China's pioneering introduction of hybrid rice has also had
a positive impact on yields.

4, The 1985 target for aquatic_products Is an exception to the general pattern of high
growth _rates. The low growth rate indicates recognition of past overexploitation of aquatic
resources.
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TABLE 7.--H:STORICAL GROWTH RATES FOR AREA AND YIELD

[Percent per annum{

Area Yield

Total grain -.0.5 3.0

Wheat .3 3.4
Rice .4 1.9
Coarse grain 0 -2.0 3.5

CCM_ i. 1 3.2
Sorchum -4.1 3.9
Mittel_ -3.8 2.8

Oilseed crcp (USDA) -1. 5 1.4
Oilseed crops (PRC) 2 -- .3 .8

Soybeans -2.4 1.2
CoMnseed. -1.0 2.6
Peanuts -1.2 .2
Rapeseed - .-I 3.1

Cotton -1.0 2.6

Growth rates compted from 1955-57 and 1977-79 averages. Sources and definitions are Identical with those In tables
2and3.

'Authors' iflthitjL
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Chinals_ rice_ yields of 3.9 tons per _hectare (1977-79 average) are
already. high by world standards and yields in advanced areas are
extremely high(see chart:). Average yid& in some of the major pro=
ducing ,provniceS are already in excess of b tons per hectare. A con -
siderable -part of future increases_in yields will have to cone from
backwards areas, which Will be costly and may proceed Slowly.

SOU 1" II KOREA

INDIA

JAPAN

Rice Yields (1977-79 Average)
TONS / HECTARE

WORLD AVERAGE

UNIIED siArtn

CHINA

0. 0 1.0 2. 0 3;0 4.0 5.0 8. 0 7:0

INDIA

MEXICO

UNITED STATES

CHINA

Wheat Yields (1977-79 Av6ra

TONS/HECTARE

r-er woRLD AVERAGE

0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0
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THAILAND
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CHINA

Corn Yields (1977-79 Average)
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1
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1 1 1 1
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Cottori Yielde (1977-79 Average)

TONS/HECTARE

USSR 1-

PAKISTAN

EGYPT

UNITED STATES

CHINA

1

MO 0.2

97-199 0 - 82 - 29

WORLD AVERAGE
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Soybean Yiel- 44 (1977-79 Aver-aye)
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The use of hybrid rice, which increased from 140;000 hectares in 1976
to 5.2 million hectares in 1980, played some role in the rapid expansion
of yields during these years. But expansion of hybrid area has slowed
and opportunities for additional use appear limited, largely due to a
longer growth period and difficultieS in meshing current hybrid vari-
eties with normal cropping pattern& Lack of disease and_peSt resist-
ance and high costs of production also limit hybrid rice's attractiveness
and_ the potential for spread of current varieties."

With no new varietal breakthrbughS immediately in prospect and
slower growth of input availabilities, growth of rice yields is not likely

to substantially exceed historical rates in coming years.

Wheat
Wheat has been a rapidly growing component of Chinese grain pro-,

duction over the past 15 years; and the historical rate of growth of
production-3.6 percent per yearis second only to corn among the
major graing. Growth during the seventies was very rapid---approxi7
mately 7 percent per year The growth of 'production has come from

higher yields and only secondarily from expanded area (table 7):
Acreage expansion has resulted from integration of new early
maturing varieties into cropping patterna making possible a winter
wheat- rice -rice- cropping system in -central China and wheat-cotton
interplanting. Central-and southern China now account for nearly one-

third of wheat area, although the provinces of the North China Plain
still produce the majority of China's wheat.

62-0 ne recent- study suggests that hybrid rice PrOduction has in fact had little impact -on

China rice production. Sve Centralintelligence Agency, "Hybrid Rice Development and

Seed Produetihn in China," SW 80-10022 Washington: May 1980). A more optimistic
sew of the past impact of hybrid rite which shares scepticism about its future impect is
Oven in W. R. Coffman and S. S. Virmani. "Advances in Rice Technology In the Peoples

d.:pu bile of China," unpublished paper, April 1981.

4 ,1
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Higher wheat yields have resulted from a combination of improved
varieties; hetter_cultivation practices, more fertilizer and expansion
of irrigation and water control, particularly in the North China Plain;
Better irrigation and water control have been crucial to the growth of
production, particularly in the North;

As is the case with rice, further growth of wheat area will contrib-
ute little to production in_coniing years; Wheat area dropped by 5 per-
cent between 1979 and 1981 as area shifted to other uses and area is
unlikely to increase significantly during the eighties.

While Chinese yieldsan average of 1.8 tons per _hectare for 1977
79are only _slightly below yields of major dryland producing coun-
tries such as the United _States (see chart), a major part of...wheat area
is irrigated; This suggests that Chinese yields are still well below_po-
tential levels and the significant continued growth can be expected;
One _authority has estimated that Chinese wheatyields may increase
by 50 percent over the next-two decades." The implied rate of growth
in this assessment is less than two-thirds of groWth rates through the
late seventies. An optimistic interpretation would put wth_in corn-
ing years somewhat above the historical rate, btit well below the aver-
age growth rate for the seventies.
Coarse grains

Together with . rise grains have been the most rapidly
g_rowing comp., .:se_ grain production; Virtually all of the
increase in coan ..(1, ion. has come from rising corn output,
which now acco, Q percent of Chinese total grain pro-
duction compar: oe.--ent during_ the fifties. Corn_ area in-
creased at a :t. .!. that of any other grain crop. This area
increase « iri .;113 expense of sharPlY reduced planting of
sorghum. nui !et; S. Acri-tiri:o grew at a particularly rapid
pace diking "the seve»tiPf., fc0owing_ the development of higher yield-
ing hybrid varietim , lo meat of varieties with short growth peri-
(xis that can be intercropped with wheat or planted immediately fol-
lowing the wheat harvest in northen China has also contributed to the
increase in corn area;

Coarse grain production is likely_to continue to grow rapidly dur-
ing the eighties, although morebalance between coarse grainsis likely;
The Chinese are interested in the_potential of corn for food, feed, and
industrial uses; particularly for sweeteners and edible oil. But they are
also concerned about the cutbacks in production of sorghum _and
millet, important food staples in diet; of poorer areas of northern
China. There are also complaints about shortages of sorghum stalks
for _fuel and handicraft weaving as well as shortages of sorghum for
feed and for use in making liquor and sweeteners." Sorghum and
millet arealso more drought-resiStant than corn and some expansion
Of area of these crops; largely at the expense of corn; is being urged
for dryland areas. While such shifts are not likely _to be large; corn
area will not continue to grow -at the-expense of other coarse grains
and soybeans and its growth will slow sharrily.

43 naldore Hanson, "Chinas Progress 'with Wheat and Maize," unpublished paper, April19g1.
Itrnitb: May 21, 1981, p: 4:
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_ Opportunities _for yield improvement ap pear substantiall_partien-
larly for corn. Corn yields, which averaged 2.8 tons per_ hectare be-
tween 1977 and 1979,_are still below the world average. This suggests
ample room for yield growth with improvements in varieties; -input
supplies and management Only about two-thirds of corn area is now
planted to li brid varieties. A small but growing share of coarse grain
production will be coining from the private plots as their area groWS
and controls are related. To the extent that these plots are used
for gain production; the -major grains produced will be coarse grainS.
Although the affect is difficult to judge, it is likely that this shift will
have a positive impact on coarse grain yields and production.

On balanca, prospects appear good for continued growth -of coarse
grain production. A _continuation of historical growth rates for coarse
grains as a whole with some drop in the rate of growth of corn pro-
duction appears the most likely scenario through the mid-eighties,

ECONOMIC CROPS

While China_ Will be hard pressed to meet its 1985 grain production
target; prospects are brighter for production of economic cropsi at
least as long as the incentive structure which has evolved in the last
several years remains in place
Cotton

Cotton production in 1985 should exceed the 3 million ton target.
Although meeting this goal requires a 5 percent average annual growth
rate from the 1977-79 average level of production;_1980 production
increased so sharply in response to incentive- changes that productiOn
for the year was only 5 percent below the, 1985 target. The_2()__percent
increase in production for the year provides a Tough measure of the
impact of new pAicies and the 1980 production level provides abetter
base, than the 1977-79 average for evaluating prospects for the eighties.

Cotton_ area in 19S0 recovered some of the losses of the previous two
decadeSi_ lint current area is still more than 20 percent below the 1956
peak. Because_of competition with other crops little further increase
in cotton area is expected.

Cotton yields during coming years should grow at least as fast as -tile
historical rate of 2.5 percent annually. A new cotton variety intro-
duced in Shandong province during 1980 and now being extended over
greater areas of the North China Plain_ is ap_parently capable of higher
yields than traditional varieties. Current varieties of cotton grown in
the high-yield regions of central China are U.S. strains obtained over
30 years ago. New varieties could have a positive impact on yields
here as well;

The pro-grain of Specialization is also improving yields. Fields pre -
viously- scattered over wide areas of northern China are now being
consolidated._ This process is shifting cotton to better soils with good
irrigation. The process also tends to improve available management
and expertise for cotton cultivation. Although this may increase dis-
ease and insect vulnerability, it should on balance provide a stimuluS to
yield growth.
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Oilseeds
Stagnant_ oilseed production-and declining:per_ capita supplieshave

been a weak link in Chinese food production. Output -of traditional
oilseed crops such -as soybeans and pc:in-tits rose by very little between
the. mid-fifties and the late seventies as area dropped and yieldsgrew
slowly_ (table 7). Government emphasis on production and un-
favorable incentives were the major reasons for this. With the _growth
of grain yields outstripping t hose of most oilseeds by a substantial
margin,_ and since there. was vey little increase in- the price of oil-
seeds relative to grain, the profitability of oilseed crops compared to
grain dropped. When possible, producers reduced oilseed area or,
where. confronted with state-set oilseed acreage targets; neglected their
crops once they were planted;"5 Cutbacks were greatest for soybeans,
peanuts, and cottonseed, which compete directly with. grain; partic-
ularly coarse _grains; for _area. _ ,

The growth in oilseed production that did occur was due to _rising
production of rapeseed and; more recently; sunflowerseed: Rapeseed is
grown mainly in eastern, central, and southwestern -China- primarily
as an overwintering crop. Acreage has expanded_ rapidly during the-
seventies as the crop was introduced into fields that were previously
left fallow. or planted with green .manure crops during the winter;
More recently area has expanded at the expense of wheat and double
cropped rice._ Sunflowerseed area expanded in the_ late_ seventies with
the introduction of high oil content varieties into Northeastern China
and Nei Monggol._ Between 1977 and 1980 area of sunflowerseed iii
creased nearly 200 percent and production rose to 900,000 tons, 3.6
times the 1977 level: In addition to its high oil content; sunflowerseed
can grown on poor soils, is drought resistant, and Las as..ort grow-
ing season: This makes it an attractive crop in marginal areas of norms

China.
Higher oilseed prices and new policies contributed to a marked rise

in production of peanuts in the late seventies and, in 1980, of cotton-
seed. Because_of these increases and rising sunflower and rapeseed
production; oilseed production rose, by a total of 38 percent between .

1977 and 1980:16 China has thus far had little success in stimulating
a recovery of soybean production; however. Production of soybeans in
1980 was still 31 percent_ below the peak year of 1959.

Oilseed produCtion. will rise in the eighties; but at more modest rates
than those of the late seventies. Area will arow more slowly. How
much further rapeseed area -can expand is uncertai Further growth
of sunflowerseed area is likely, but continued rapid expansion will en-
counter increasing conflict with grain acreage: Similar problems_face
expansion of peanut and soybean area. The recent groWtli of yields
my -also slow; policy changes -have already had a_ significaneimpact
on yields of most oilseeds and further growth .will be more difficult.

Soybeans are the major question mark. The government has at-
tempted to encourage production but _efforts have so far been largely
unsuccessful. These efforts are continuing. Soybean procurement

JPRS /Ag. No. 77101. Jan. 5.1981. pp. 5-11.
44 This refers to -the USDA definition of oilseed. See table 2 for the difference between

this total and that reported by the Chinese.
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quotas are being lovvered, making more of the crop eligible for the
higher above -quota price'" In areas where soybeans and grain are
lumped together for procurement purposes, the ratios used in com-
puting the grain equivalence of soybeans may be raised and part of
the bean cake returned to the production teams afterpressing.48 If the
proper mix of _incentives is found, there could be a sizable production
re...ponse in a short period of time.

MEAT

Growth of income will generate increasing demand for Meat in the
eighties, a fact clearly reawiized in both the 1985 and 1990 plan
teirgets for meat production (table _6). China's meat production is
predominantly pork. Ilowever,_in the last several years livestock policy
has shifted in the direction of diversification, increasing the role of
sheep, goats, and cattle in_expanding_the livestock sector and meat and
livestock product production:_This shift is a clear indication of am-
cern over the grain and feed_- requirements of a livestock program
Which relies heavily ;on extensive feeding of livestock. More effective
utilization of China s large grassland resources will reduce some of
the pressure on grain supplies;

Grassland developrrient will be a slow_ process and, while beef and
mutton otiduttiori may grow more rapidly than in the past, the bulk
of increased meat production over the next several years will be pork.
Pork_ prodUCtiOn rose_repidly in the late_sev_enties in response
duced control over household sideline activities-and higher state po-
curement prices for hogs._ Meat production increased by 55 percent
between 1977 -and 1980 ;_ probably over 90 percent of the gain was pork:

BetiVeen 1980 and 1985 meat_ pr6duct,ion should rise by c.,-ugh to
meet the 1985 target of 14 million tons of meat. The target can be met
with only a 3 percent annual_groWth in meat production over the next
fiV-43 years. The _rapid increase in _meat production of the past few
years is Mit to__he_repeated,_however. Gains in efficiency_ in hog
raising and a substantial rise in use of grains and oil meal for feed
permitted both rising pork productio. and growing hog inventory
numbers through 1979. Tai 19,90; howevc.,:- the gain in pork production
was in part due to slaughtering at a rate above the ,7eplacement level;
InveritOrieS of. hogs at the end of 1980 w_ere; down. to 305 million, a_4.5
percent drop from_ the 1979 number. Future growth of meat pro-
duction will snore closely follow the growth_of grain and protein feed
availability: -Gains in meat production will have- to come from a cbm-
hin ; ition of higher weight at slaughter, more rapid weight gain, and
a higher slaughter rate. No significant increase in inventory numbers
is planned.

LO6Ritig_ta, pork production over_the next 5 years, a rough estimate
inriicates that about_12 Million additional tons of feed grain will be
rciti -fired over and above current feed _requirements to meet the 1985
target:40_ This is perhaps 25 percent, of the likely increment in grain
Production during the period. Anticipated groWth of oilseed Produe-

Rmlib. Apr. 15. 10110. p. 1.
.7PRS/Ag. No. 77101, Jan. 5. 1081. pp. 5-11._

0 Tills assumes a 4 to 1 grain-liveweight conversion rate for bogs.

4 7;
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tion should also provide the needed protein supplements. Growth Of
feed use of grains of appoxinuitely this order of magnitude would
leave an adequate allowance for greater food use, industrial iiSe; arid
additions to stocks. Attempting to push much beyond the target; how-
ever, could lead to problems of inadequate i.eed supplies.

CONCLUSIONS

The outlook for agricultural_ produCtion between now and 1985 is
cautiously optimistic. In order to meet_1985 plan targets, production Of
most major items must grow by only slightly more than historical rates;
For some items, e.g: oilsec, I; cotton; and meat, plan targets may well he
exceeded. Grain prodrictiou, _however; may fall short of plan goals;
Even so, the shortfall should not be great enough to prevent achieving
the meat production target.

Several issues loom as important problems for the eighties. The_prob=
able increases in -per capita production _are modest and growth- will -be
much slower than in the late seventies. The increases that Seel..! feaSible
may prove inadequate to meet the new demands now being placed_on
agriculture; Such_ a shortfall could generate pressure' for further
changes in auricultural policy.

A second problem is the potential for conflict between new policies
and values of China's leadership. The side effects of new policies may
prove more severe than _the leadership anticipates or is willing to
accept. Inequality in rural income distribution may well increase. New
production _responsibility systems and the groWing use of produetion
contracts with households and small work groups are a potential threat
to- -the- collective ownership system. They may also prove to be very
difficult, to adininister and control. Finally; the expansion of private
plots and household sideline activity is also a threat to the strength of
the crillective system. Rising income from_ private activity and diver-
sion of labor and other inputs away from the collective sector may seri-
ously hamper the growth of collective production.

The growing role of indirect planning and greater local autonomy
iiitikeS it difficult for China's planners to project and_ anticipate pro-
duction and_ the response to new policies. This has already occurred
With the decline in grain area over the last several years-The _extent of
the_ decline was apparently unanticipated, similar situation arose
with liwreases in purchase prices: In the case of hogs; for example, the
supply response Co higher procurement . Prices was greater than ex-
pected, leavir 7 some areas unable to purchase all the hogs offered for
sale and forced to cut retail _prices temporarily to dispose of large
quantities of meat._ This_type of situation is a source of frustration to
Officials accustomed_to_direet planning and a command economy;

Related to uncertainty and the loss-of direct central government
control &rowing.interdependency between producers and suppli-
ers of inputs; farm units, and cud users which is involved in the process
of riMdCrnizat ion and commercial izatic-i of agric.ulture. Linkages be-
come- much-more extensive and complex and require development of a
CompliCated infrastructure which incltales; for example;_information
systems; inaohinery repair, transportation, storage, and processing.
The existing infrastructure is rudimentary and there is no adequate

4 5
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mechanism to ensure- its development. Progress is likely to occur
through a series of afte-the-fact reactions to crises and bottlenecks.
Modern inamweinent skills and knowledge of the characteristics of a
modern farming system are lacking. and there is no comprehensive
integrated plan or approach which deals_with the totality of agricul-
tural modernization. China'S agricultural modernization will proceed
haltingly with many missteps;

These problems and conflicts; together with the possibility that ag-
ricultural production, particularly of grains; will not grow rapidly
enough to keep _pace with the growtli of demand, suggest that there
may be a good deal of ongoing tinkering with the agricultural system
in corning years. Agricultural_ policy_ may well vacillate; responding
iirSt to one problem and then to another. It is possible that return to
more direct ceritral control will be seen as the way to dial most- effec-
tively with _prOblems as they arise. Should this occur, however, China
may lose what is being counted_on _to _provide much of the growth in
agricultural production gains in efficiency stemming from decentral-
ization.

Finally; there is_a strong strand of continuity between current agri
cultti:lilpoliij and pant approaches to agriculture. Organizational and
striwural changes :Li 0 }wing relied on to stimulate lagging_prodUction.

rhetort 4re.,st's the importance of agriculture, central govern-
tila,,:tarystipport_for agriculture arytngriculture-related indus-

t ry ns limited. This may be temporarily successful, but greater
of resourees from- either sector:4 of the economy to agriculture

:s likely to be a necessary long-term cost of a successful agricultural
dc,-01opment, program.
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IN'TROD1JCTION

grain production can now be maintained at a level that
support- an adequate basic diet. The problem the Chinese face now
that they can feed thehaselves is improvement in the quality of the
diet. China's present government gives high priority to raising per-
sonal incomes and living standards. Quality foods, especially meat,
will Be viewed by the Chinese as an important aspect of raising living
standards; If per capita incomes rise, as they will if the Chinese are
successful, increases in consumer demand for non-grain food products
will press China's agricultural production capabilities for the rest of
this century. Recent increases in meat, oil and sugar supplies have
begun to partially meet this demand but por 'lation growth and tech-

.*Research Analyst, Office of East Asian Analysis, Directorate of Intelligence, CentralIntelligence Agency.
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nical and resource limitations will make continued incraises in per-
ca,pit-a supplies difficult.

Increases in demand for non-grain food products probably will
be about proportional to rising per capita income. Because of the low
level of per-capita incomes, food accounts for- about two-thirds of
consumer expenditures (67.7,percent in 1978 and 63.9 percent in 1979

-among rural consumers, and 60.6_pqrcent of urban consumers' total ex-
penditures in 1980; according to sarveys).' Low per-capita incomes
and lost expenditures in the wetter off urban areas on -many types _of
foodstuffs_imply_that the income elasticity of demand for food is rela-
tively Ingli, so that if consumers' incomes rise (including both rural
and urban consumers); the effective demand for agricultural products
Will rise proportionately. The long stagnation of food consumption
levels also suggests that demand -could increase even_ more rapidly
because of the need to "catch up" on previously missed consumption.

Recent production and import statistics reflect some_of the changes
already taking place in consumption. Production of meat and oil-
seeds has risen sharply. Total oilseed production rose from 4.015 mil-
lion tons in 1977 to 7.691 million tons in 1980, and meat production
from 7.8 million tons in 1977 to 12.055 million tons in 1980. Imports
have supplemented consumption, with soybean oil, grain, and sugar
allbeing imported in significant amounts.

This paper examines whether planners can meet future levels of
demand for food without severe strain on agricultural resources and
technology. Current consumption levels of and prospective changes
in demand for non-grain foods are estimated; and then compared
with the prospects for increases in non-grain food supplies. Con-
sumption is estimated using_both survey results and production and
trade _data. Future demand levels are_projected based on population
growth rates and increases in demand _prompted by higher inconv-s.
Finally the_prospects for meat production are evaluated, and _pro.luc-
tion possibilities compared to projected demand levels: Informatic cn
food consumption is still scarce and many of the judgments in ti-:s
paper must therefore remain tentative.

II. CURRENT STATUS IN FOOD CONSUMPTION

A. ESTIMATED AVERAGE CONSUMPTION

Information from several sources on consumption levels of various
products at different times is Litinmarized in Table I. The sources
agree that current levels of consumption of most f a products are
still relatively low. The Chinese and U.S. estimates w food constunp,
tion are based on surveys. Production based estinuate.. -were derived
from production, and import data for 1977 and 1979. ...)wriestic con -
sumption of any commodity is assumed to be equal to domestic pro-
duction less the sum- of net exports (or plus net imports) and net
inventory accumulation. Since we know domestic output and trade
for most products. we can estimate per-capita consumption (assuming
negligible inventory change) independently of the survey estimates
discussed above. (See Appendix)

JPRS 77200 p. 1, and FBIS Apr. 24, 1981, p. K13.
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TABLE 1,-CHINA: ESTIMATED FOOD CONSUMPTION 1955, 1977, AND 1979

(In kilograms per capital

1955' 1977' 1979'

Survey estimates Survey estimates Survey estimates

Production

estimate
based

1 . Rural Urban Shanghai

Production
_baled

estimate

United States 1 Production
based

estimate ROW Urban Iota-
I

Chinese (A) (B)

Grain 188. 8 158.45 135; 37 ..... ....._... 196 55) 180 0 177.0 5(C)Sugar 1.12 4 130 2. 08 3.61 2.8 B) 30 1.8 378
_322.

this .......... l.9 1.2 4.55 _5-, I0 1:98 L 6- B) 3.0 3.0 2,85 .....Vegetables _... 88, 6 8 L 25 96.75 ......... ............... 90.0 43.8Fruit. ....... .....'............. ..,-- 4. 19 ---------------------------------- .... 12.6 6.0 7.20
1 2018 D) 16 1. 2 .Meat 6, 55 ?, 3 5.90 8:10 0:25 8:4(8) Or
7. 5(0)

9.6 4.2 10.94 7.5(E) 19(A) IiIiii or
9,5(EPoultry . L 35 3.0 1.2Fish 0. 14 . . 13.70 4, 97 6.0 6, 0 4:43Milk..............-....... . ................-- ---- I.1(D) -- 1.10

SOLINQS_:_ _

1955 estimates: Chen, Nai-Ruenn, "Chinese Economic Sthtistics," pp. 438 and 440. Chicago: Aldine, 1970:
!Production bet ed.turrinatia::AppendabbleA4. _

a1977-and 1979 Chinese survey-estimates:-(A)-FB11 28 July 1980-, 1.15, pork only (B) "lingji Kix00;" No 1, Feb . 20; 1980 Pp. 14-20; meat and oil 1978; others 1976-77. (C) FBIS, June 16; 1980, p.L15, On Guiniming Ribao," lune.7,_ 1980, o.4,(E) FERS,Inly 2, 1984, p.-I,12, pork only.-
'U.S esti-mates: (A) Henry J. Gwen an James A. Kilpatrick-, 'ThIna's Agriculthral.ProductiO:".table 4;p. 645,1nJoint Economic Committee-of-thell.S. Congress 4thi. peso Economy Post-Mao." Wash-ington: US. Government Printing Office, 1978: (8) Notional Foreign Assessment Center, "China: Demand for Foreign Grain," table 3, p, 2. Washington: CIA ER 79-10073 January 1979.
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Compared to_average levels in other East Asian _countries; _Chinese
consumption of meat, fish, dairy products and oils is considerably
lower (see Table 2). For purposes of comparison, data on Japan and
Taiwan from the 1050s and 1960s are used. This was a period when
both countries were in _transition to higher consumption of quality
f66c1s, a process the Chinese are just 'ginning. The average con-
sumption of calories and of protein in the Chinese diet has been
adequate, but consumption of fats_ and oils and of meat is relatively
low. Before the large increases of the past two years, average con-
sumption levels differed little from historical levels; For example
consumption of meat had increased since the 1960s, but edible oil
consumption had declined.

TABLE 2 .-ESTIMATED FOOD CONSUMPTION ANO INCOMES IN CHINA AND OTHER COUNTRIES

jKllograms per capital

Japan Taiwan Hong
Kong

Singe-
pore China

1955-56 1960-62 . 1969 1951-53 1960-62 1969 1964-66 1964-66 1977

Grath- 187.4 183.3 15.2 169.7 188.8 1907 131.1 142O 196.5
Sugar 12.4 16.1 24. 1 9.5 9.5 12.8 21.9 38.0 2.8
Oils 29 4.7 9.9 17 _4.7 69 11.7 _/ 3 1.6
Vegetables 93.4 113.2 137.6 61.7 58.0 74.5 63.9 49.5 43.8
Fruit 19.3 3E 3 49:6 17. 9 2L2 358 464 56:6 6O
Fals 3.7 6.9 U.2 1.5 1.5 4.0 9.9 4. 4 2.2
Meat 4.0 7.7 15. 0 16.8 16.1 27.4 40.5 27. 4 8.4
Fish 25.2 29.2 30.7 8.4 12.0 15.0 21.2 20.4 5.0
Milk_ U. 1 2S2 47. 5 1.5 &7 6.9 19.0 58.4 1.1
Protein 23.7 25.8 27. 4 18.2 21. 4 24.9 23. 7 22 9 16.5

Calories (per day) 2,210 2.330 2.450 2.140 2,350 2,620 2.370 2,430 1,936
Per-capita GNP (1977 U.S.

dollars) 821 1,169 2, 738 219 321 545 490 419 180

_SOU rc Other _countries, Food and Agriculture Organization Cif the United _Nations, "1970 _Produtlion Yearbook,'!
table 135 Rome: FAO, 1971. China, table 1. Vegetables prote: calories, and fruit from United States B, fish from -pro-
duttion based_ estimate; other from Chinese surveys. Per capita GNP estimates for _China from SSE data:. Otherttrorn
International Bank-for Reconstruction and Development, "World Tables-" 2c1 edition, 1980, pp. 100, 174, 109, 250, 268-269
.Constant-price GNP was divided by midyear population, and converted to LIE dollars for the_base year at the base year
exchange rate. The U.S. dollars for the base year were converted to 1977 dollars using the U.S. GDP deflator.

B. VARIATIONS IN CONSUMPTION

The estimates presented here are for average consumption across
the entire population. There is considerable variation in the level of
consumption of food and of individual food products depending on
whether consumers are rural or urban, what their income levels are,
and the geographical peculiarities of the-regions in which they live.
Available data do not permit accur:ile estimates of this variation in
consumption of food items; Neverthziess, by _using average levels we
can make comparisons with past Chinese levels, and provide alLinch-
mark for evaluating Chinese progreai up to now and in the future;

Urban consumers, with higher average incomes, tend to consume
more meat and less grain than their rural counterparts. Higher-income
consumers generally tend to consume more meat. And areas that are
chronically ;n. deficit in food production and have to depend on state
subsidies; or that have been struck by natural disasters, also have less to
consume. Some recent Chinese press reports have included estimates
that 100 to 200 million rural consumers have inadequate dioets. Rural
incomes,_which are on averag e less than urban incomes, are also un-
equally distributed; A 1919 survey showed that the proportion of basic
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production units (mostly production teams) with average per capita
collective incomes less than 40 yuan was 8.2 percent; only 7.6 percent
had incomes greater than 150 yuan.2 The average collective income
that year was 83.4 yuan. Household income is even more unequally dis-
tributed;

III. ESTIMATING PROSPECTIVE DIET CHANGES'

A. TIIE FOOD CONSUMPTION PROBLEM

Because of the current low levels of consumption of many food prod-
ucts; it -is now Chinese policy to supply consumers with more quality
food. Meat products have become more plentiful; for example; and are
no longer rationed. Nevertheless, current meat consumption levels are
low relative to other countries, and any increases in real incomes in
China are likely to induce increased demand for meat Mainly because
of distribution problems consumers in urban areas have had_ the most
difficulty in translating their higher money incomes into desired pur-
chases of food (in the past this has been reflected in rationing and
shortages). The most significant potential change in Chinese diets in
the next five to ten years would be an increase in the consumption of
pork, poultry and eggs.

Production of more vegetables, fruit; soybeans and other non-grain
crops is mainly a matter of changes in planting patterns and does not
require large additional investment; The Chinese have in fact begun to
shift some acreage from grain to other crops. given the constraints of
available land in China and the fact that newly reclaimed cropland
each year usually only balances that taken out of production for con-
struction and other uses; this means that the amount of cropland avail-
able to the Chinese to plant grain, either for food or feed, is not likely
to expand in the foreseeable future.

B; POPULATION AND INCOME FACTORS
1. Population

Demand for fdod products depends mainly on total Population, feat
income; and the income elasticity of -delfiand for food. China's popu-

-- lation has increased at an average annual rate of about 2 percent since
the 1950s. The government is now committed to reducing the rate,
and in the last few years has made some claims of initial success. The
reported rate of increase has dropped to 1.2 percent. .Since the extent
of future success in population growth control is unknown; two alter-
native assumptions are made herethe first of a lower growth rate
of 1.2 percent, and the other of a growth rate of two percent Given
China's r(Torted yearend population of 982.55 million, the projected
populations are :

CHINA: PROJECTED POPULATION

1ln millions at yearend]

1980 1985 1990

Growth rate:
1.2 percent 982.55 1,042.93 1,107.03
2 percent 982.55 1,084.81 1,218.99

2- Collective Income accounts- for about two - thirds of total rural Income. It Includes
Income In kind as well as cash Income from sales of collectively produced products and
work In collective Industridl enterprises. -
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2. income Elasticity Of Demand

The extent_ to Winch increases in income will result in higher con-
sumption_levels of food products dependS on. the income elasticity of
ileiiindid for foOd. At low income levels, such as those prevailing in
ChM.- the income elasticity of demand for is usually relatively
high. bii.b-ot evidence on Chinese demand is scarce, but it is likely that
the elasticity of demand for certam non-grain products is high, prof.),
ably do-56 to unity in ninny cases. For example; a Chinese study of
workers and employees in 1956 found that those with annual per
capita incomes above 300 _yuan c.:Aisuined 26.95 kilograms of meati
poultry, and aquatic products per person, while those with in-wines
below till yuari coiisuiilul 5.80 kilograms, or less than one-fifth as much.
In. intermediate income groups the amount of these products Con-
sumed rase unifOrinly at each_highe income level; the ratios of the
percentage increase _in meat consumption to the percentage increase
in _income (from midpoint to midpoint by group) were over 0.5. A
1955 survey of peasants found similar results. In rich peasant honSez,
holds meat consumption averaged_ 5,7kilograms per person- andedible
oil consumption VOiaged 1.5 kilograms, compared to 3.7 and 1.15_kilo-
grams respectively for poor pea.santsi_eensumption by middle -peas-
ants For grain the difference_ between poor and rich
was less marlied_: 176.5 kilograms as opposed to 206.5.3 In both. the
1950S and the 1970s urban consumers, who have higher income,si con-
sumed more meat than rural_consumers._ Although' there is little data
on conSiiinpticni in the late 1970s, it- appears that since the 1950s per
capita rne;it consumption has risen about as rapidly_ as inainins, if not
More rapidly. ThiS suggests that income elasticity or demand for meat
is probably one or more._

1); Lt et! t r i es also shed light on the pattern of
increases in demand for food products one can expect in China, Sonic
inconio elasticities of demand for various food products have been
est iniatetl for eolintit...s outside of China- A number of these are shown
in Table 3. The elastieity of demand fo- meat, -milk and fish tends to
be mar One, ica even higher in some cases: That for grain is closer to
zero or negative: The elasticities for non-gi:ain foods in countries_ at
Sower income- levels tend to be higher than those in countries with
higher income levels.

C ESTIMATING FUTURE DEMAND

The combination of increased income and relatively high income
elasticity of demand will together cause per capita consumption to
increase. Ceiribiiiing the requirements of a larger_ popnlation and
demand generated by increased income, one can project future levels
of demand. The result will necessarily be a range,, since zlitriot
know in iich7ati6e, What the. population growth rate will be what
t he _rate of increase in incomes will be, and the exact income elasticity
of demand is also unknown.

These survey data are summarized in Chen, Nal-Ruertu, "Chinese Economie Statistics,"
tables for chapter 8, on ,p. 428 -140, Chicago : Aldine, 1907.
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TABLE 3.-ESTIMATED INCOME ELASTICITY OF DEMAND FOR FOOD PRODUCTS

Ole
Veee
table

V eMeat Pork Poultry Fish milk oils Sugar Cereals tab Fruit

Taiwan 0.86 0.20 1.00 0.91 1.60 0.90 0.94 0.32 0.30 IL 76
Hi3/4 -Kan I . 55 .50 . /0 .50 .80 .30 .80 .23 .80 .86
Singapore. _ .79 .70 .90 .40 :70 .70 .20 .14 .80 .82
Korea 1.16 1.20 1.50 1.10 1.60 1.50 1.20 .28 .40 .90
India_ . _______ . __ 117 ,20 1.50 1.50 .80 1.00 1.03 .25 .70 .80
Japan .79 .90 .90 .30 .50 .40 .39 -.07 .60 .57

I Income elasticity of demand for a product is the ratio of the percentage change in demand for the product to the per-
centaga change in ipccme.

Source: FAO, "Agricultural Commodity Projections, 1970,1980,1' appendix tables B. Rome: 1971. See also OECD,
"Agricultural Projections for 1975 and 1985." pp. 76-77. Partz: 1968.

Per capita production of _meat (total productions divided by year=
end -population) increased from 6.16 kilograms in 1957 to 8.25 kilo-

: gntins in 1977, an average, a_n_nual increase of 1.47 percent. Per capita
production further increased- in 1980 to 12.27 kilopams, for an average
annual rate of growth since 1957 of 3:04 percent. The small increase in
meat consumption between 1957 and .1977 occurred while per capita
incorties_were stagnant; Since the 1957-77 rate of growth was appar-
ently only barely _satisfactory to the Chinese, 2 percent per year_is used
here as the lower. limit of probable income-induced increases in demand
(see Table 4 which also shows the results of a 4 percent rate of
growth)

Rates of growth at the lower end of this scale might not be satisfaes,
tory for either consinners or planners An average growth- rate of-2
percent in per capita meat production would- probably not match pro,
speetive increases in the quantity demanded by consumersi and would
lead to the re-imposition of rationing and/or higher prices: Rates of
growtli at the highest end of the scale, on the other hand, might be
technologically unattainable. -

19S0 is used in Table 4 as the base, year for estimating future demand
for meat. Meat production sand per-capita consumption in 1980 both
wt re. relatively by Chinese standards. Output had increased by
half over the level of 1977-78, and rationing was unnecessary in most
Places.

TABLE 4.-PROJECTED MEAT DEMAND: TOTAL AND PER CAPITA

'Units: Million tons (total) and kilograms (per capita))

1985 1990

TOW Per capita Total Per capita

Incomeinduced'growth rate of-demand:
Population growth rate. 1.2 percent:

2 percent 14.12 13.54 16.56 14.93
4 percent._ 15.57 14.93 20.10 18.16

Population growth rate: 2 percent:
2 percent. 14.69 18.24
4 percent. 16.20 22.14

Note: Ti : total in 19E0 was 12.055: per capita was 12.27. Per capita figures are the same for either population growth
rate.
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PRODVCTION REQUIREMENTS AND POSSIBILITIES

A. .41EAT PRODUCTION

Future increments tr. meat production will require inputs of grain.
mare:Mal cost in terms of grain of previous levels of meat produc-:

.on in China was probably very low, near zero, because little grain
-fed. Non-grain sources of feed (including _garbage; vegetable

residues and water plants) have become nearly fully utilized, how-
ever; so that future increases in_ meat production will depend more on
the use of grain for feed. Feedirv, more grain means that more meat
can be produced from the same stock of animals: For example; there
were large increases in pork production in 1979 and 1980 even though
there were_ not large increases in the number of_ hogs in the herd;
hogs were brought to slaughter more quickly, and slaughter weights
increased somewhat. This was presumably facilitated by the greater
availability of grain in the countryside beyond that needed for direct
human consumption.
1; Production potential

Table 5 illustrates Cie constraints on China's ability to produce meat
based on domestic gram resources. All but the most optimistic assump-
tions about population growth; the rise in per capita demand for meat,
and the rate of growth of grain production yield the conclusion that
China's_need for imported grain will increase over this decade: even by
tho middle of the decade the increase in requirements could be
substantial.

TABLE 5.-GRAIN BALANCES

1ln millions of tons)

1978,79
average

At 2 percent growth rate for grain M3 percent growth rate for grain

1985 1990 1985 1990

Total grain output _318.43 351.34 387.91 368.90 427.66

Net_gran output__ 222:90 245.94 271.54 258. 23 291 36
Demand or food grain 231.. 48 250. 30-260. 35 265.69 -292, 56 250. 3C-260. 35 26562 - 292.56
Demand for feed grain 20 9E-33.46 35. 62-69, 10 20. 9E-31 46 35. 62-69. 10

-8. 58 -25.34 to -47.8; -29.77 to -90.12 -13.05 to -33.58 -1.95 to -62.30

Note: Net grain output refers to total output less seed-and other Irises,- including -waste arld_transport losses. The
cant ewe n rate used here is 70 percent. Demand for foodprain is based on population growth rates of 12 and 2 percent
am1I-or=o-.1pita consumption c4 2'0 hp. Demand for feed is based on meat- demand from

levels
4, lessi .1979meet_output

119311izaW199Angsr);i nti=titrrit:eaier=01190egillitor,gesqbt.tOIV.
gives the Increase in feed eve s over 1979 requirements

Grain import requirements are estimated here on the basis of_ the
di (rerc;ice :)etween projected production and demand for grain for food
and feed. Po. capita_ direct grain consumption of 240 kilograms is
assnmed with population _growth_ rates of 1;2 and 2,0 percent:__Feed
requirements ars estimated on the ba.sis of demand for meat (see Table
4) and a fccd : meat conversion ratio of six to one for increments to
meat production over the 1979 level.

d. The Grain: Area- ronversion Ratioc---Conversion ratios from
grain to meat range up to ten or more for unimproved breeds of large
animals in processes using little capital and backward_teehnology.U;S;
hogs req_uire 3.25 pounds of air-dry concentrate feed to _produce one
pound of meat. These are breeds receiving well-balanced rations; possi-
bly with supplements of vitamins and minerals- and grOWth stimulants,
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lequate veterinary services._ For U15. le the ratio is over twice
;11. OECD used a of 6:1 for vr .:r projections for those
ies, althougi, ratios found in :.e went as high as 12:1
41.19.11 The aver );.;.e ratio for n u! 1A1 the OECD study was 5.4

A Chinese som used a ra'.,io of 4: 1 for pork and 2: 1 for
a as a rough guidk:, and an American authority reporting on
after his visit used 5 : 1 as an overall rule of thumb:_

aa's undeveloped infrastructure and technical capabilities make
kely that t he NW will achieve the highest efficiency soon: -Over
xi of time with investment in such needs as production facilitieS;
ced breeds; and training of personnel; they SI;rould be able to
vo productivity at the margin so that the opportunity cost of
r increases in production could- decline: In these projections it is
A that over the next decade the conversion ratio will average
o project feed reqtri(ements in_Table 5-, 1979_meat output (10.624

tons) was subtracted from the projected future meat outputs.
fference represents_meat to be produced by grain conversion and
an estimate of additional feed requirements.
rain fecquiramcints for Food.in projecting requirements it is
xl that grain consumption for food will be 240 kilograms per
per year; and-that unhusked grain is converted for consumption
percent rate. Tlie average per capita -grain consumpticm_ in China
tls 240 kilograms, compared to 911 kilogytms in 1976. It is

Al that direct grain consumption will now level off;; since it has
I a high level compared both to other countries and to historical
o levels. The slow increases in per capita meat consumption
ed here might cause directgrain consumption to decline slightly,

could be offset by an increase in the use of grain for industrial
ter purposes and finer milling.
milled grain conversion rate depends on milling efficiency; the
,..; proportion of waste and loss in other processes and transpOrt,
port ion used in the current and following year; het exports and

11/111 the proportions used for seed and for industrial and
mrposes. lTsing a rate of 70 percent, consumption of 240 kilo,-
of grain per year implies a per capita requirement of 342.86

k Of thilnisked grain per year
tRe o f imports
't imports of meat would not be able to meet_projected demand
)ecause foreign exchange costs and investment requirements
)e prohibitive. For examplej one million tons of pork represents
percent of China's 1980 meat consumption; but constitutes al-
1 the pork available on world markets. At a price of U.S. $2.50
); such a purchase _would exceed the costs of China's total cur-
lin imports. Even if the meat were available in these quantities
ordable refrigerated storage and transportation facilities
lave to be expanded massively to bring it to consumers.
means that fevd grain _will have tole imported to support

livestwk product ion. The amounts involved are very large,

antkon. Arthur E.. Feeds and_FeedIng!'_ p.-373Reston,-Na.-: -Reston
Co.. 1979 : Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, "Agricul

eet lona fer 1975 and 1985." pp. 113-120 and Tables 1 anti 2.-Paris; DECD,-1-968-;
n, "Wo- Guo Nong--ve Xiandalhuade Jiben Rewn Ying Shl T1go Danweimian
AO" ("Increase of_ Unit Yield should _he the Beak 'fisk of -China*-s Agricultural

111-Jingil Yampa No. 3. 1980. Pp. 3-9 (see p. 8) and lioefer, Jacob A.;to the Future: _ChltCH Industry.1. in Animal Agriculture In China,
Washington : National Academy Press, 1980.
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since at present els cif efficiency even doubling Chinese
grain imports would provide only abOut a 2 inillion_ton inci.ease in
total meat output. assuming the- Chinese are successful in raising
personal income; and that they have moderate success in controlling
population growth and increasing domestic grain production; the re-
quirement for imported-grain for food and feed is likely to surpass 25
million tons by the middle of _the decade and to continue to increase
thereafter, perhaps even more rapidly.
3 Production reguircnbent.v ,

The key variables that will determin 11 w well the Chinese in facte
satisfy demand from domestic sources and thus limit imports-are the
rate of growth 41,01}Iiiiition,_the efficiency of their kWing program,
and the results ortheir grain production program. Population growth
plans now call for it growili rate of percent to the year_2000, Pros-
pects fOr increased meat production are reduced with higher popula-
tion growth rates, simply because further increments to the already
litig6 lik1;ithition tompete; with livestock _for the available grain, The
rate of growth of popidationsince the /950s has been about 2 percent.
Recent emphasis on birth control, including economic and otherincen-
tives_ancl pepaltiesi has paid off inreported birth-rates near_ one per-
-cent for the last few years. Growth rates are lower in cities, which may
be helpful to the Chinese in that _it may ease the problem of food
transportation and stolage in supplying However; there is cow:
siderable doubt wh.ither lower rates can be sustained over very long
periOd.__

Future increases in meat production will depend primarily on the
availability of grain for feed and on the efficiency of use of feed. The
opportunity cost of additional meat consumption will therefore be
'measured in potential direct grain consumption foregone or in the
resourms needed to produce more grain. The limits to expansion of
Meat production with traditional scavenging and_ waste feeding have
already been reached, and future expansion will require feed_ and
fodder. The feed__progam in other words, will be sapported by a
reduction in potential food grrain consumption, Or aTi increase in re-
Sources Other than lan:1 used to produce grain;

The amount of n.i available to be used to produce grain will not
land will not be taken away from the production of

tottoni vegetables, sugar or other _crops to plant grain. The Chinese
have not increased their cultivated, acreage_ since the- 1950s, and they
-aro not likely to do so in the foreseeable future. Additional land is
either Uri-Snit :able for_ cultivation or remote, and much existing farm
land is being converted to non-agricultural uses. And land previously

fOr grain under government acreage quotas is now 'being allocated
to other crops.

Grain production ,growth will therefore depend mainly on raising
yields per unit of land. As in the past, most increases in Chinese unit
yields will _have toconie from greater use of_ fertilizer and irrigation-,
and from the use of improved seed varieties. The use of improved seeds
is already widespread in the more_ advanced and productive- 6.01.7
cultural areas of China. Chemical_ fertilizer production and use has
increased relatively rapidly, with 1980 application reaching an aver=
84,re_127.8;kilograms of nutrient§ per hectitiT. In more advanced areas
application levels are considerably higher. Future plans for procluc=

4
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_tion and use are not _yet clear. Liit requirements will be huge. For an

increase in grain production of just under 10 million tons of grain
per year, for example (representing an annual rate of growth of 21/..i
to 3 percent), the_ amount of fertilizer nutrients needed _ will increase
by ahout one million tonsper year. This would mean,a total require-
itient_in 1990 of 22, million tons of nutrients, and application of just
over 200 kilograms per hectare from chemical sources. Actual require-
merits _could well 1..)e larger if the response to fertilizer begins 404 ne
at higher levels of 'application. Water conservancy can be kbroved
mainly by increasing efficiency through investment in sprinkier_ and
other irrigation equipment. This may still be a source of out

but -most. areas that are -not now served by irrigation facilities
probably will not be because of inadequate water resources. In addi
tion ..to the difficulty of :producing sullieient feed gain for -on -farm
meat ,production, procurement of grain from the countryside to use
for feed by specialized meat-producing farms may also .become a
problem.

The third requirement for increased meat supply is the need for in-
vestment -in the livestock industryin facilities for production, proc-
essing storage and transport of meat, in training the necessary
personnel, and in breed improvement._ Even in 1979-80, when meat
prciduction and sales increased rapidly the Chinese found their process-
ing and storage facilities overwhelmed:They have beg-un the necessary
investments; but future requirements will be inueli larger. Further-
more; if higher production is to be attained at all (not to mention if
it is to be efficient) the whole nature of the livestock industry will have
to_ change. The' -?vets of_ demand we _have_projected cannot be met by
reliance mainly on traditional small-scale household-based produc-
tion. The industry must be generally modernized is to expand;

Technieal requirements
a; Cold storage: -- Construction of_ much _more .cold storage is neces-

sary to accommodate hiolier productionand greater commercialization
of animal husbandry. _Construction has begun to increase; with 1_011,000
tons of storage added in 1979 Imore than any year since the 1950S)
and 189,000 tons in 1980, bringing the total to 1:31 million tons .5 When
prodution and sales of meat increased rapidly in 1979-80 lack of stor-
age in some areas forced commercial departments to reduce prices or
refuse purchases."

b._ Breeding and feed efficien,aikImprov_ed animalbreeds will be
needed to achieve more efficient use of feed. For example, there is now
a )urge variety of 1mg breeds= perhaps 200 or moreand great varia-
Lion in potential efficiency.1 The Chinese at present are only at an early c,
stage in obtaining more efficient breeds, and many decisions remain to
be made concerning goals and the commitment of resources. Some im-
ports of foreign breeds have. been used in this work, but much of it is
now_ carried out locally._ with 'little central direction.

The Chinese are rapidly expanding compound fe.ed production. 1980
output was over one million tons; compared to 1979 output_of 300,000
tons. Of 9S factories which produced a total of around 980,000 tons of

Fe . -4. lase. p. :5 and APr. 3, 1931.p. 21.
See e,r.. FBIS. Jan. 29.-1030, p. -P3 and .Tune's. 1980. pp.-L9-1n.

?See Committee ar Scholarly _ Communications with the People's RePtIhne of Chirm
Animal Sciences Delegatinn. "Animal Agriculture in China." especially chapters on animal
hreetiltig and _generles and chapters on_ swine and other Individual types of 'animals.
Washington : National Academy Press, 1080.
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compound feeds in 1980, 41 were biiilt before 1979, 57 in 1980; an
additional 125 factories; are now being built .°
5. Graziruj

Cattle are unlikely to become a major source of meat for most of the
Chinese population in this century They are generally inefficient-con-
verters of grain to meat; compared to pigs and poultry. The Chinese
have began discussing development of their grasslands for grazing;
but that is only possible in the long term. Even then it may not be
efficient, because range feeding of cattle requires a long time _and a
large area per unit of meat and might have to be supplemented with
grain feeding. A Chinese agricultural scientist ° noted that Australia,
which_ has roughly double China's grassland area and is one of the
world's more efficient producers of range-fed beef, produces- something
over 2 million tons of meat per year. At the same level of efficiency,

awhich would take mn_y years to achieve, China could prod-uce only
a _fraction of its meat requirements from grazingthe 1 million tons
of meat produced per myear Would :Lount to only about 8 percent of
1980 /neat c_onstimption.

Most of the potential ranges are not located near population centers,
meaning dm meat would have to be frozen or processed in some other
way and then transported. Use of grasslands for range feedinc, could
also exacerbate North China's already serious eccAogical problems, in-
cluding soil erosion and Silting of rivers,_Exiscing grasslands cover
.2S(i nil I I ion hectares; -of which the Chinese consider 220 million usuable.
However, some of the acreage now used has devnerated, with grass
production declining.'°

B. DAIRY PRODUCTION

China's dairy production is very low and is concentrated mostly
hear in area :: find on state farms in Heilongjiang. Milk production
in 1980 was 1.141 million tons and all dairy products are frequently
Unavailable. Future development is likely also to be concentrated near
cities to save transport costs and take advantage of possible economies
of scale. Increased_ production would require investment in production
and processing facilities_and development of breeding and service pro-
grams like those needed for other livestock productior."

C. AQUATIC PRODUCTS

Production of fish has stagnated for years, Production_levels in the
1970s were over four million tons per year compared to 1957_produc-
tibn of 3.12 million tons. Freshwater fish production has suffered from
reclamation projects and various management problems ;_ _production
lies recently been around one million tons. Coastal fisheries have been
damaged by overfishing. Further development in the foreseeable fu-
ture will depend mainly on more freshwater productionwhich com-
potes_ with crops for land and with livestock mfor feedand on dee
sea fishing. The latter requires large capital investments -in fishing
ships and in storage and processing facilities. Even if production in-

Xinhfin. Feb. FF. 1981, p. 13 and Time 25. 1-9RO, p. 26, _-
a Lid ShriPlid th6_department of animal husbandry of Beijing Agricultural University

in Guttagming Ribao.-Nov. 11-. 1979. p. 2.
1° oat: 30. 1979. D. L9 ; Jug. 8. 1970; p. L13 ; Aug. 3. 1979, p. IA.

FBIS, Aug. 7, 1979, p. L12; Feb. 1, 1980, p. L9 ; Nov. 28, 1980, p. Si ; JPES, i 6723,
p. 16.

4 u;
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creases,_ however, transport and distribution are miijOr conStrainta.
All Of this limits the possibility of rapid increases in fish consumption
for the next decade.

V. CoNcLusioN

For_ the short term; the recent increases in. food produictien, and es-
in moat and oilsoedproduct ion have gien the Chinese some

leeway: Supplies are now sufficient to allow rationing to be Siipended$
ide some time, tolirepare for long term sustained growth;

Later in t he decade of the 1980s growth in personal incomes is likely
tii iii? aecompaniecl, especially in urban areas; by accelerated growth
in demand for meat: Future prospects depend on how-well the ChitieSe
hatidle the necessary investments in the next few years. To increase per
capita consumption _enough to avoid imports and rationing would re-
quire-n_ maximum Chinese effort in the three distinct areas of popula-
tion_ growthlimitation, grain production, and animal breeding and
prOdlict ion. Energy constraints and financial limitations Rill- prevent
rim ind Moron:4,s in the inputs needed to produce enough grain domeSti..7
eti Hy. in the first. six months of 1981 nitrogen_fertilizerproduction-, for
example, declined by 5.2 percent from the 1980 pace. 7.Thless personal
inc(iMes are _kept. down demand for meat will outstrir China's ability
to produce it using doinestic_resourcesThe most _likely ..itcome, based

mon p;:st perforrince and current planning_and progniris, is for mod-
erate growth that would increase per capita consumption over time
but_ ill not _entirely _ meet._ consumer demand as incomes rise. This
Will presumably result in higher _prices and/or the reimposition of
rationing in many_ places: inaddition; larger amounts of grain will
have to be imported for use as livestock feed.

APPENDIX

DERIVATION OF PRODUCTION BASED ESTIM A TES

TithlP A-1 presents estimates of- per capita consumpti, ,,f various foodstuffs
based On prodtiction; Imports, and population. These d;tt:t are iced in Table I
in the text.

TABLE A.-1.PP DUCTION BASED ESTIMATES OF COftr';'MP71m,

Domestic production I (thousand tons per year) Net import: ,,,,,usand ton. per year)

1955 1977 1978 1979 1980 1955 1977 1979 1979 1980

Edible oil 1,165 1,590 2,067 2,466 2,753 (a) 284 330 25 296
Sugar 717 1, 816 2,276 2,500 2,570 ID I, I-.38 1, 299- 1 GE' 1 096
Meat- 3, 985 7, 800 -(a) 10, 624 12, U55 ;a) ED k_ (1)Aquatic products:._ 2; 158 4;695 4;650 4;305 4,4(97 (3) 04 ED -(1-, (a)Fruit 2, 500 (a) 6, 590 7, 250

7)
sf a)) 251 259 259Milk ED e) (a) 1; 070 I, I 1 (a) (a) (a) .0) (a)

Per capita supply 4 (h.iogranis per year) Total supply s (thousand tons per year)

1955 1977 1978 1979 1980 1955 1977 1978 1978 1980

Edible oil 192 1. 7.3 2. 50 2.85 3.12 1,165 1, 874 2, 397 2, 764 3, 061
Sugar 1.32 3.61 S. 72 3.70 3. 73 803 3; 44 3, 566 3, 596 3, 666
Meat. _ 7. 55 8.25 (.1 ) 13.94 12. 27 3, 985 7, 800 -FY 10, 624 12, 055
Aquatic products.._ 4.14 4. 97 4.86 4.43 4.58 2; 518 4, 695 4; 660 4, 305 4, 497
Erbil 4. -19 (a) 6.62 7.20 (a) 2, 550 (a) 6, 339 6,-97.1 (a)
Milk (a) (a) (a) 1.10 1. 16 (a) (s) (s) _1, 07, 1, 141

1 1955 figures are CIA estimates. Cher: were repotted by the SSB; accept -tor fruit (FRIS Dec. 3, 1979, p. L16) and
edible_ oil _(JPks, 76324, lune_18,_ 1981, p. 29), Oil in 1977 was estimated by reducing 1978 output by the ratio of 1977
oilseed output to 1978 oilseed output.

a CIA estimates. 1980 figures are assumed equal to 1979.
a Not available.

; 4 Total_suPply_divided by_population-(excluding Taiwan) reported by SSB
'Sum of domestic production and net imports,
Note: Negative net Imports indicate exports are greater than Imports

Cs
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THE LIMITS TO AGRICULTURAL INTENSIFICA_TION:
THE SUZHOU EXPERIENCE

By Thomas B. 'Wiens*

The main thrust of China's past strategy for agricultural develop-
ment tuts been maximization of _arunial crop yields through further
intensification of cultivation techniques. It is an ernphasis which is
broadly consistent_with China's resource endowmentslack of unex-
ploiti.-d arable land and surplus of labor. It also seemsgenerally con-
-iiltin.t_with the pe=asant:' goal of farm income max:mization; because
(It t,, institutional framework in which labOr is rewarded in work-
1,' -; rather than fixed wages and, at least in the pasti a:production
i.,,,tinology which involved_minimal dependence on the industrial sec-
tor. That is, the goalssofti state and the peasant should be reason-
ably consistent. :

But this consistency or (harmony of objectives has unequivocably
broken down in Suzhou Prefecture, Jan eight-county area in Jiangsu
Province just west of Shanghai Municipality). The -area is repre-
sentative of the frontiers of 'ugh ;yield, labor-intensive cultivation
technology in the PRC. Jt. is favored by natural conditions, abundant

developed mechanization; and a reliable irrigation and drain-
age system. The productive environiirt. supports extensive use of
ccuopost, manure and other sources of recycled plant nutrient, but
the area al:io receives relativel-y ample sup ties of chemical fertiliL-
ors. Despite a short growing season (2,20-230 slays _per year), triple
cropping has ly:;ome extensive in Suzhou (287,000 ha, or .75 per-
cent of cultivated paddy_ area in 1978): Annual ylds of :::,-,..ocessed
grain reached 11.5_ tons/ha in 1979, of which 8 tots -.rikrft rice and the
remainder wheat, barley and ii n. -. (the '_three wheats'-'):

This paper summarizes some findings of a study of two production
teams at the Baimao People's Commune, Changshu_County; Suzhou
Prefecture. The study sought to identify the optimal x:ent of ttiple
cropping as opposed to double cropping in the area. At -some risk of
over-generalizing-_ this paper is concerned with the Govern ment's
implementation Of agricultural development policy as -seen -from the
perspective of a prosperous region of intensive farming. The main
issue is how and to what extent can .i.:overnment policy contr.:hide to
growth of land and labor productivity in this and similar regions of
China.

THE TRIPLE CR,Yrv'YNG CONTROVERSY

Three conclusions may be drawn about the intensification strategy
as applied to Suzhou Prefecture: (1) The officially pfomoted vehicle
for intensification, the expansion of triple cropping,, has not led to

*Private consultant.
i Three crops per year, viz. barley-rice-rice, green manure-rice-rice, or rape-rice-rice.

(462)
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increases in annual cro_p_y_ields which Fire meaningful ; (2) the current
degree of intensity exceeds the level _which would maximize farm in-
corn (3) major increases in crop yields in Suzhou may no longer be
p:ssible._Of these conclusions; the second is_ widely acknowledged in
China, although some Party cadres incorrectly blame this situation on
farm management, practice and/or government price policy. The third
conclm:;on is not publicly acknowledged, nor has the focus of develop!
men!. !trategy _in the area shifted away front- emphasis on crop yield
increm-is.- On tly.3 first conclusion_ -there is still a public controversy:
although it has been acknowledged that errors were _committed in the
overexpansion of triple cropping eisewhrre in central China, there has
been reluctance to concede that this was also true in Suzhou.' But few
agronomist .J, agro-bureaucrats or local cadres are supportive of triple-
cropping, and some published criticisms of the system have been
scathing :.

In vies of Suzhou's initially_ high crop yields; it is not surprising
that the ro7rth rate of prefeetin-al harvests has fallen well-behind
that of Jiangsu Province as a__whole_ (2.2_percent vs. 4.1 percent pc:-
year since the mid-1960s; see Table. 1). For Jiangsu as a whole, the
growth rates cl rice and wheat production since 1965_ have_ bean about
equal, and have been accompanied by stagnation in -miscel:aneous
grain production, lamely due to conversion of upland to- paddy. -In
Suzhou, however, rict. production only grew 18 percent in 1966-78i
contpar'd to _96 percent for '-these wheats" (wheat, barley and
naked hat ley), which have grown faster in Suzhou than in the prov-
ince, as r. whole._ Total _growth of grain output did not exceed growth
in popu;rd ion plus added seed r .;t,:irements. that the marketed sur-
plus was essentially,the same .;

Between the tw J bumper ri and 1978, there was a whole-
sale conversion to triple et-, in 1971). An extra crop

TACU 1.--SUZHOU PREFECTURE CROP STATISTICS 1966 MID 1978

;Production in millions cf tons; gross yields in kilograms pert' tare]

1966 1978
remlaza

Increase

Gros grnin '4ction 3. u42 3.940 79.5
Of winch.

Rice 2.604 3.080 _18.3
Indica .238 1.144 464.7
Japonica 2: ^°5 L736 26.6

"Three wheats" ...,: .861 -96.2
Barley .114 .289 153.1
Wr,eat and naked barley -.325 -.572 76 3

Marketed grain 1.201 1.225 2.0
Gross crop-yields (sown acreage):

Total train 4,776 4, 582 _-4.0
Total rice 6,690 4, 98/1 25.4

Simile crop rice 6,863 6,375
Eatly-d-c rice
Late d.c rice._

"Three wheats**.

C)
1

1,770

4, 785
4,695 ________
3,555

Rapeseed 1,043 1,860 78. 4

Not available.

1.1 Erhuang, Can'i the Triple Grorroina System Increase Yields in Suzhou?' "Guaniminte Rlbacr" June 20i
9: 4. Zhang Litrlana; An Unrewarding _Cultivation System Must Be AdjuSted and Reformed," "Guanaming Mart

:rn, 1979: 2. Zhu Genboa, ''Some Views an the TripleCrooning System in Suzhou," "Jiangsu Nonlye-Kostre"-No. 4.
1979: 4-7. Huang 8in(fu, "More Views and Opinions on the Chitivation System in Southern 1tangsu," "Renmin Ribao"
Mar. 15,1979: 2.

'Although following the poor 1977 harvest and before the public controversy arose,
some reduction In triple-cropped area was officially condoned in parts of the Prefecture.
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per year naturally_ caused a decline in grain yields on sown acreage,
6specitilly rice yields, but a modest increase in gross annual grain
yields: annual yields of paddy rice rose 19 percent, from 6.7 to 8.0
fons/Ini. As one views the gross yield series of the late 1910s (Figure
I); noting the staEnation in rice yields after 1966 and the impact of the
changeover in 191, moving to triple cropping seems to have h :in a
sensible strategy:

FIGURE 1. Suzhou Prefecture Rice Yields by Variety, 1964-1972.

7.25-

6.00-

4.75-

3.50-

2.25-

aingle-cropped

Early double-cropped

Late d

9641-
1966

..anosameabaLe
1 96 P

j947
0

Year
191'72

TABLE 2.ESTIMATE OF INCREASE IN SUZHOU GRAlo PRODUCT tan ATTRIBUTABLE TO CONVERSION TO TRIPLE
CROPPING, IS66-78

tin millions of tonsi

Adjustment Arriberit

1. Toial-gross grain increase
_ 0.898

Less:
2. "Three whaat.sincreaso
3. Wheat yield opportunity cost
4. Additional cultivated kraut_
5. Additional seed requirements
6. Lowermilling rates

Equals:
7. Increase attributable to tripla-croPping

.422

.221

.128

.118

.004

Sources: 1-2: Table 1. 3-6: See text for expl s from Chinese press.

Butos the critics cffif_ trip, cing now point out; looking at gross
yields alone is a mistake. In re( rospect, the one-Shot increaSe in gross
yields made little or no contribution to net product Some necessary
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adjustments indicated in Table 2, in order to arrive at the net
gams attril He to triple cropping: of the total increase in gross
graze l rpo 1()n. one should deduct (1) the increases in "three

1)1 ,ttion-, which are _clue to other factors, especially drain-
age imprto ,tit, not to the addition of a rice crop; (2) the- oppor-
tunity cot foregone yields dti to the changeover from wheat to
barle-vs as v. ter 'Tops ( wheat, is higher yielding, but too long in
duration to 1: into triple-cropping s,quences) (3) grain increases
Clue to convers:n of upland ( formerly in ziongrain crops) to paddy;
(1) addit Iona seed requirements due to an additional crop per year;
and (5) reduced net product after milling; because of the substitution
of barley for wheat and Indica for Japonica varieties, both necessi-
tated by triple cropping. The adjustments indicate that; had the
changeover to t cropping not occurred, net grain yields [after seed
and processing losses)_ would still be the same today, In other words;
the- increased gross yields were not meaningful.

The second conclusionthat emphasis on triple cropping is un-
protit able to farniersi3 easily verified from the comparison in Table
3. The. comparison prot,erly ignores labor costs,--population density
in Suzhou on average is high enough to permit nearly 100 percent
triple cropping with only a brief; if bitter, seasonal _labor supply
bottleneck. Yet cash costs of inputs--especially chemical fertilizers
required in triple cropping exceed thc,Fe in do-uble_ cropping by one-
third. There is a certain irony here: during the Great Leap period,
when triple cropping was first pushed on a reluctant_peasantry; the
added cash costs were not a major issue, for want of industrial inputs;
but it was the 'ibsence of those inputschemical fertilizer,- plastic
sheet, walking tractors, reliable powered irrigation and drainage
which at the time made triple cropping really infeasible; and forced
the government, to draw back from its promotion. When the avail-
ability of these_ inputs_ made triple cropping feasible_ in-the early
1970, the added cost also made it unprofitable. Thus the divergence
between the interests of the -state in yield maximization and those of
the farmer in income maximi- !'..on arose.

_ If_ this divergence is now _wilely _recognized in China; why do -of-
ficials continue to stipoort the yield-maximizing strategy instead of
favoring income, maximization? The usual answer is that any redue-
Hon in yields old force t_ ter imports of grain, and the world
iitarkic,t couldn't sustain such _a burden at reasonable prices It is
also implied that the terms of try -le of grain for industrial inputs
are _st,i1 relatively unfavorable in China cr;:tipared to border priess;
if Chinese farmers were to reduce th'ir intensity of cultivation in the
pursuit of prolitrnaximization,_ world grain prices could be- driven tip
slu and t lw disparity would be even more striking. In other words.
current. prices isivo misleading signals. -This is o:le reason for Chinese
reluctance to allow fiill freedom of decisionmaking for enterprises
such as produrt kill teams.

However, this probipm should not be exaggerated, Marginal grain
pricesi.e., above-quota prices- -are no longer out of line with those
in most other Asian countries. and since quotas have not been changed
for a decade. they should have little impact on farm-level incentives
to increase production. Increased retention now accompanies increased
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TABLE 3,-COMPARISON OF MAJOR CROP SEQUENCES_ UNDER VARIOUS CRITERIA: AVERAGE, EAST ND. 1 AND
NO. 6 TEAMS

Barleyrice
rice

Wheatlate
s.c. rice

Rapelate
s.c. rice

Wheat-middle
rice

G.m.ritev
rice

-1. cross yields (tons per hectare)
2: Seeds:,
3. Net yields

11.15
.68

10.46

9.85
.37

9.48

9.69
.17

9.52

10. 80
.37

10:43

9:38
-.52
8:86

4. Milled product 8. 34 7._81_ 7.84 8.30 7.02---
5: Gross value (Yuan per hectare) of

Main product 2, 872. 50 2, 827. 95 2, 777. 25 2, 849, 55 2, 406. 60
Byproducts 213.15 270.15 214.35 238.95 238.95
Above-quota premium 386.85 290.40 328. 50 391:80 174: 711

Total 3, 472. 50 3,388.50 3, 320. 10 3, 480. 33 2;771:10
6. Total _costs_ 1, 823. 40 1,369.65 618.95 1,355.45 1,443.15
7. Net revenue.. 1,641 10 2,018.85 1. 671.15 2,084,85 1, 327. 95
8. Nei revenue per gong .95 1.56 1.16 1.58 1. 02

Sources:
1, 1979 normal yHds of n 'Rh /rain. Rapeseed converted to -grainenuivalant-based on relative prices of rapeseed

and-wheat Because-com-rn, -cadres_umsted thatearly rice_ yields atleaf t 0.45 t/ha,more (because Of earlier planting)
In the g.m.-rice-rice sequan.: than in barley-rice-rice, the estimates of normal yields for these 2 sequences were
adrustert upwards_and downwards_respectivitly_te_rnaintain this difference.

2 Average 1979 requirements for both teams. For hybrid middle rice, value of seed purchased converted to equiva-
lent quantity-of tate_s.c._t_ice seed.ltapeseed converted as noted above:

3. Gross yields minus seed requirements.
--4.-Comnuted -from_3,__actordefflo_renotted millingrates for each crop (although the barleys are rarely milled)

Rapeseed grain-equivalents converted at rate for wheat
5.-Computed-atelfitial_within-quota_purcbesenricesler_main product as given in 1; at Internal transfer_prices for

byproduct fsioce only a small amount may be sold to thehe slate).-The-above-quota premium is c nmouteal-by-aubt'acting
from net yiekts_in.3,__an_additinnalamorintrepresentinglIte total Of th_e bask quota, PC mem, eT1. rations, e,:l feed
supplied by the team in support of private-hog raising and for a plow on all expressed-on-a ve,-:-sitare-basi_s_(the
rapaseed_quota,_eonve/ted_to__gratn,equivalerff, was handled separately _accordinz to the sac re pi, ;Liple). The re-
mainder Ina normal year (when-net contributions to reserves should be nil )-corrld -be sold at-abcws quota__prices
fiance_ apremium_equivalefilte 50 portent of the average price of grain (computed for each cropping sequence at
withinquota_pr ices) is applied to the remainder to reflect the extra value of patential-above-quota_sales.--

6.-Cosrs_escluding labor_ind_indlUding itedt,_Chemital fertilizer, rice strsw, payments for private hog manure,
plant prutection, plow nit maintenance. machine plowing-fees, water and electricity,-plastic-sheeting,repaits_and
depreciation of_maZhinery and boats, anO_otherniputs. In addition, we have added cost estimates for collective manure
used in each sequence, exclusive of labor (at 2/3 of price paid for private manure,-which-includes-labor compensation);
greearnaruire incluffed_in compost applied;_ at cost of production excluding labor. Because gross value of gm-tics-
rice does not account for-value of green manure is production costs have also been excluded from computation.

7. Taal_ eress_valuo in_S_mlnus_ccistsin
a. 1 gone equivalent to about 6 hr. of labor.

prOdlict kin, and free market sales (or sales at equivalent prices to the
government) are now pertnitted. As free_ market prices average 10-
:20 _pereent higher than above-quota prices; this also contributes to
incentives. It. is therefore questionable_whether farmers would always
&intensify if given the option. Itioreover. :tithe case of triple-erop-
ping; deintensific:tIon might increase net yields,_ Income=inas:in-dza-
t ion iiilidels of i be two Suzhou teams suggest that even gross yields
could increase if full ireedoin of deeisioomaking were allotted.

FREEDOM OF DEVI,'ISIONMAILING

The direction of movement af national policy over the last few years
has been towards greater freedom of decisionmaking for the prothic-
ticiii teallis. and lately toward decentralizing _management within the
production team to smaller _groups or individualfamilieS. To what
extent has this been realized in Suzhou (and specifically at Bahnao
People's Cottumine) ?

Iii general, areas as prosperous as _southern Jiangsu; where the man-
agement of farmint, at the production team level has been relatively
StieeeSSfill, are much less affeeted_by these changes _in policy than
poorer or more backwards areas, The more radical_ ehangeS in rural
institutions -cannot be found in the prosperous areas.

4
..14
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_ In fact most formal restrictions on decisioninaking which have ex-
iSted in the past, continue apparently unchanged. Separate quotas for
grain and rapeseed, fied per capita _rations for each, rules regarding
feed and reserve set nsides .. etc.' leave few choices in the broad nature
o f t he priklurt km be produced and how it is (tisposed of (see Table 4,
lii IL good year such as I979; the availability of unusual surpluses for
sale at abm-e-tpiota prices may give a false appearance of greater
potent in l I it N., hut these cannot be predicted in advan(e). Shhilhz .

restrictions apply on the Minn sidenitrogenous chemical fertilizer;
the most important input. Is hinde available for purchase according to
an int rico te 1111 nt ive ra Honing scheme.

(7 II ()ice _among crops is nil tirea in which state intervention continues
to he felt. The _waxing uid wailing of state pressure to triple crop
Can he seen in Table 5. but evc- with two tennis scarcely a mile apart,
and members of the same bri_gade, theiT are differences in accept,
arice/resistance ohsei-vable in past behavior-. These may be exphiitied
by differences in the strategies or political abilities of the two tern
leaders.

TABLE 4.DISTRIBOTION OF GRAM AND RAPESEED: EAST ND. 1 AND NO. 6 TEAMS, 1979

Ito kilograms of unprocessed oronctl

East No. I No. 6

I. Total grain 136,400 226,330Of which.
1978 carryover. 11,024 -18,0431-99 production 125;376 2082872. Sales to slate 57,273 128,253Of whichr

11. 111Basir,ouota 37,937 70,928A-true-quota sales 19; 336 57,325?. Rations (kruliang) .. 30,705 52,440i. Seed 5; 174 _5,5675. Feed , 24,056 36,754Of which:-
Coi:.ctIve 16,242 25,656Individual 7,844 11,066

6. Reserves 14,163 3,3177. Other oleo 5;000 _ 11_08. Total ranossed -- 2,310 3,477Of rvhich Sold to star - 1,446 2,223Of which:
Quota- 511 1;076
A bove-quota sales 935 1,148Distribo, ] 805 1; 133Seed. etc 59 121

1; 1979_PiridOciiiin figures as reported litre include some beans from field borders not reported inacreage, yield; andproduction figures.

Note: Sums may not add to totals due to rounding.

TABLE S.TRIPLE-CROPPING RATFS IN EAST NO. 1 AND ND. 6 TEAMS; 1970-80

[Percentage of acreage in final rice crop)

NO, 1 No. 6

1970 29.2 30.5
1971 50.6 75.5
1972 52.8 62.91973 48.3 61.1
1974 47.5 39.81975 48.4 55.9
1976 51.2 63.81977 46.9 64.61978 41.5 44.31979 45.6 45.21980 33.4 38.8
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It is notable that the first major cutback in triple cropningoccurred
in the 1978 crop _year, before the subject Was broached in the tress
and _presuniably reflecting initiatives at hipher_ilininistrative levels;
not by the production teams. This also coincided with state promotion
of hybrid _rice; grown locally oM,v_within.the double-cropp;ng scheme,
Still, in 1980, %Own eurnlionw and comity mitres :ig-ned that further
cutbacks in_ triple cropping were not_ re(plired._ the teams were._ still
cutting back. And East No 1 team was also reducing, its hybnd rice
acreage hil other_ teams _in the commune _were. not, In sun.; it_ ap-
pears that choice of cropping system W11 S always a inatter..on which
there wits si is flexibility, and_ this increased significantly in 1980;
hit teams were not yet in a position to abandon triple cropping even
if they so _desired:

A second instance is the choice I>et_ween mising_collective pigs at
the expense_ of collective feedgrain, could otherwise he sold to
the state. _By my calculations, collective n r raising is a significant
loss item to teams. far outweighing mistill 2t1on among crops. It is
a greater loss Mien. as_ with No. 6 team. state restrictions on use of
feed g-t-ain are follcn strictly and tot ag,e is substitiffed for grain
(see Table. 6). This practic.-, may earn a team_ commendation as a
model unit (this may have some economic value), but is uneconomic.
shire in the entl, each kilogram of meat produced costs more in_ terms
of grain. Urn team ,-:howed some acumen in evading- state restrictions
on feedgrain setasides .buying, extra: _fine feed

evading-
its pigs; tints

reducing its unit costs. But the: problem here is Prima rily state pric-
ing policy_-the pig-to-grain price_ ratio averages 43 _percent. higher
in other-developing f..ountries. and c011ective pig raising wmild be
profitable if the same, ratio prevailed in China:, In effect; the. Go_v_ern-
inent is levying t eaT_ 1112:11 tax on peasant meat production. Here,
too, irdications aro that the teams are now freer to cut back-, in view
of a 29---:P) percent decline in the Paine of collective in stock of
time Baimao teams_ in 1979-1_980, but if they were free to do so, surely
they would idaindon it entirely.
TABLE 6.-DIFFERENCES PRACTICES IN COLLECTIVE PIG RAISING BETWEEN EAST NO; 1 AND NO; 6

TEAMS

-erns, except where otherwise noted)

East No. 1 No. 6

1. Fattening period (months)
2. Weightincrease p pig.- ...- . - . . . _ . - - - - - - - - _ .................. _

6
71-. 5

9
60. 5

3. Grain conversion ratio (kilograms per kilogram weight 2.63 3.78
4. Totoconcenttate_ conversion _ratio 3.30 3.78
5. We.,,nt increase per day per pig 0.40 0.23
6. Feed-Grain-per pug-per day 1.04 0.85
7. Concentrate per pig per day.._ __ ...... __ . ........... ... . .... . ................ .. 1.31 0.85
8. Cost of forage and fodder per kilograms of weight increase (yuan) 0.29 0.43

1. As reported. after weaning.
2. Average- weigh -t of _meat ogs _d_elaughter_ minrs_average_weight_or_sheats_atsate-
3. Computed from tear (14a: ror fattened. pigs, total nominal grain consumption times ratio of actual to nominal for

entire enterprise, divided_by total-weight gain.
4. As in note3, except ratio of total concentrate to nominal feedgrain used in estimati- No.6 used no additional con-

centrate,
5. Line 2 divided by 30 days times line I.
6. Line 5 times line 3.
7. Linea times line 4.

_13._Totalvalueottotagearid fodder,Includireg_processtreg. at opportunity cost, as estimated, divider! Ly total weight increase
for shoats and fattened pigs, as derived from team data.

2 -_-,- t_.1
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nirther moves in the dii.ect ion,of greater decisionmaking freedom
present serious policy problems for the government. Consider some
policy options:

(1) _Abandonment of the quota system, allowing a uniform adMin-
iStered price to prevail for each product : the quota system in effect
represents a large, hidden tax on agriculture, which would have to be
replaced with an explicit lax; presumably _through_ reappraisal of
normal yields and raising the land tax rate. Would this be preferred
by the peasant ry to the quota system; or does making the tax explicit
also make it less bearable?_A. temporary problem would be the ensuing
ad just uncut of cropping proportions_among grain; oilseeds, fibers, etc.;
but relative prices -of crops are not far out of line with those in other
developing countries, so that small_ and repeated price adjustments
should allow,aquick restoration of the status quo ex ante.

(2) Drop _the restrictions on retention of grain and other products,
and allow all sales to be voluntary : To give the government time to
adjust _administered purchase prices without a destabilized flow of
groih from farm to city, it would have to make supplementary pur-
clutses on the_ free market (as it does now) and allow StileS by teams on
the free, market (still not permitted for major crops in most areas):
Administered prices _would have to be increased, and ;:ould force fnr-
tlier increases in nrban wages, decreased industrial profits; and/or
increased government deficits if direct:, taxes on the peasantry were not
simultaneously increased.

(3) Abandonment of administrative pressures for aeleCtion of par-
tienlar crop proportions: with retention of quota and ration systems;
the effect. usually would be benign. In Suzhou, doable Cropping would
lie re toned even more rapidly; probably with greater use of_hybrid

(4) Abandoned pressure for collective pig raising: either a major
price increase accompanied by imposition of a direct tax; or else some
form of above.- quota, pricing scheme for pigs which discriminated in
favor of collective pig raisie would be required if decline in total
meat production were not to i.esult. If these were introduced, the effects
on quantity and efficiency of pig production could be quite positive
Alternatively, the state could funnel the released feedgrain into mod7
ern pig raising enterprises, if these could be shown to be more efficient
than small-scale. collective enterprises.

(5) Abandonment. of restrictions on input purchases, including in-
centive schemes which tie. input supplies to_ sown acreage levels; pig
sales, and aoove-quota grain sales: with nitrogenous chemical ferti-
lizers, the supply of which is now rather ample (at least in'Suzhou),
the incent ire schemes no longer appear effective; and the current allo-
cation system encourages excessivepurchases by many teams. The-last
is also true of farm machinery: Currently the Baim_ao teams purchase
as inuli fertilizer as they are allocated, even when they believe the ex-
tra fertilizer adds nothing to output: It isunclear -whether this -is dale
to force of habit, or whetrer pressure continues to be, appl ied to insure
that purchase s equal allocations:_In any ease; a market allocation sys-
tem would increase efficiency with re cv nigative effects.

In sum, there remain a P.m _changt:., in alai direction of greater free-
dom of decisionmaking which would be painless; such as those de-
scribed in (3) and (5); but abandonment of direct administrative in-
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tervention in farm management would require both major changes in
the institutional structure and a painful adjustment. process which
would challenge the government's ability to control supply and
demand.

I lowever, the production teams are not as well equipped as they
tniglit be to_ take advantage of_ snob independence; if offered. Peasant
farms out sid9 (1., , -1(, generally single-fa v. owner-managed units,
and luny. :Ie_ not abst rat_ cone( . but. something felt in-
tinititely uy the head of household. In. Ch e production tettins,_ac-
counting is a specialized; if part time, fi ni of a single member;
and the accounts are no more than join in totalling up the
year's receipts and disbursements for (IL:, ;ainni t he distribution and
reporting to higher authoritieF. Be,..tu.-0 of the mix of accounting,
quota; and abot:-quota prices used to ovaluate er- ries; and_ the cur-
rent crude categories of aggregati.m, the team czumot evaluate the
profitability of any single crop or td her activity. oven though all the
raw data required may exist.

Even in a_matter such as the-allocati(w tf inputs_among crops, where
teams now have netirly complete freedom of action, some shortcom-
ings can be found which reflect failures of the extension system: _For
example, t In` technical literature of China recommends that phosphate
applications eniplutsize. the winter ci.nps, wheieas the _Hanna() teams
were emphasizing the summer crops. The new hybrid rime is known to
litive heavy nutrient require ments. but the teams %very, treatino. 4t just
like the traditional late rice crop in their allocations of fel-rtilizer.

This does not. imply that pi-wind-ion teams are poorly managed;
merely that even hell-mariaged tennis need help in improving their
management techniques if greater deeisionmaking freedom is to re-
stilt in higher productivity.

SOURCES OF PRODUCTIVITY INCREASE

Although the Suzhou area historically has been high yielding, clear-
ly t he last lc-A. Ilecadvs have seen substantial gains in land productivity.
For instance. gi:!in yields on sown area at Baimao appeai_t_o be about
three times the avorage Changsha cornty in the 1930s. 'Without de-
tailing the sources r-)f t increases, Sr u (and Iin.iinao) has bene-
fited from in:, technolog id greatly increased avail-
ability Of industria' n cn elsewla :n south China. But the
prospects for furthei illy rapid productivity gains appear
drlbioilS.

Historical yield increin:..4 in Suzhou have been accompanied by in-
creased absorption of labor in farming, so that labor productivity has
not. increased very fast. even _measured in terms of gross yields per
worker. Labor "requirements" in cultivation (Table 7) today Seelli
extremely high, at 370 daysilia for wheat/barley, 495 for rapeseed,
and 509 for single-crop rice. Historical data for Changshu county sug-
gests_that labor intensity per sown hectare in rice cultivation roughly
doubled between the 1930s and 1958, and increased by one-fourth
over the next two decades._Lab_or_intensity of winter crops did not in-
crease sianificantly until after 1958, after which it more than doubled.
Aside from the additional labor absorbr-1 as resr.7'. of the introdue-
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tion of triple eropping and azolla c,:itivation; paddyrice_ absorbed
no additiimal_ labor during t he past tNVo_decade.;, whereas the winter
crops, which had been neglected in the past; absmbed much increased .

amounts of labor in _orgtmic manure ollectiorytriinsport and applica-
tion. chemical fertilizer use and r.lant protection_ (activities which
v;:t ually were non-existent, fur winter crops in the 1930s).

TABLE 7.LABOR REQUILLMENTS BY CROP AND- ACTIVITY: AVERAGE uF EAST NO 1 AND NM 6
TEMA'S, 1979

tin hours per hectare at 6 hr per gong)

ActiVity
VeheilL
barley Raps

.Green
manure

Total 2961 _ _ 9E41 567

Of which:
1. Organit fertilizer

Of wh ch:-
(a) Accumulation

. (b) Transport, preparation__ ._ ____I
(c).Applitaticn

2. Seedlings preparation ..
V, Lind OfilrAtititY17 iiidsowina,

Of which:
(a) Ditch digging
(b) Other

4. Transplanting) _

Of which:
(a) Leveling_plus_ azolla
(b) Transplanting--
(d) Aiella turnover

5. Chemical-fertilizer
Of *filth:.

(a) Deep application_ ...
0) TO diming

6. Plant protection
7 I rrigation/daiiriagt.
8. Crop management)
9. Harvtin ote: aHarvesting;

Of-which:

Other

(a) Harvesting, threshing
(b) Transport, drying

10.

518

347

171
_A

563

189
383

0

0
0

338

203
135

00
180
189
945

765
180
135

180

0
-Li)
180
585

F3
1, 440

-0
1, 440

--0
648

135
513
252

0
0

675

(I)
(2)

0

0

0
_11

203:

F21
0

0
3

-0
90

90
0
0
0

270
0
0

Early Late Single
rice rice rice

4, 860

4401, ;lit
. ..

1216
383
180

(2)

900

ne
na
0

68

68
585
-90
225
968

3, 690 5, 085

900 1;305

675 1,044
725 261
270 180
225 180

1 :3
383 1;260

0 2b3
383 383

0 495
90 90

-0 -0
90 90

-.593. 765
90 90

315 270
855 945

653
i3315

(Ss

,.. 0 0

I Not available.
7 Including apacatton at chemical/Mill:eras baseiertilizerrexcept deep application.
7 Including azolla spreadine, field leveling, and azolla turnover.

111Cludirte earth compressing (wheat/barley), draining, weeding, and baking of paddy Lt...lt :cteral weeding; and thepulling of tall weeds.
Green manure seed fields require an additional 333 hr/ho for harvesting and threshir.f..

-Note: Above figures-are based on averages by activity at reported work day rertujrernelas iy ev:'svelent to about6 hrs of work). Team leader agreed that actual labor by act:vily did not differ between teams.

intensity in Suzhou rice .cultivation_is espetn:.
in comparison with foreign normsroughly 2.65, time,s
in .Tai*n_ in 1955 (over six times that in 1975); and 3- .times as -much
as a typical Philippine_ farm today (on a_per sown hectare basis;
higher again_ if compared on the basis of labor per cultivated hectare I)-
Interestingly; labor requirements in such basic = operations as land
pro pai 4ion and sowing, transplanting (excluding levelling and
azolla use); weeding, _harvesting, threshing, hauling and drying
comparable_to those of Philippine farms. But in other categories; such
as organic fertilizer use, seedlings preparation, lei 11ing p as azolla

chemical fertilizer application plant protection; i rd- irrigation
management (all told accounting, for two-thirds of total labor), the
Philippine farmer commits little or no labor. These are mostly oper-
ations performed at oth, 't than the busiest periods, so that the labor's
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bpportuaity cost. may be very low. And one cannot assume that. this
additional latboris unproduct iveor unwarranted, since yields for the
Ilaiao teams for single cropped rice average ao;ml G.4 tons/ha,
compami to 2:5-3.5 tons/lui for the Philippine farmer and 3.9 tons /ha
in Japan it, 1955.

Could loul and labor productivity be improved on with the current
tetnolory Soine tentative answers can be obtained from the results
of solutions of (linear programming)_ optimization models for_ the two
Baimao- teams: Without. discussing the details of these models, the
major findings are as follows: _

(.1) Given current. prices and constraints on input levels; neither
crop. yiedds nor grdss revenues. can be Significantly improved on
through a change in mix of existing activities. If teams were free to
abandon triple cropping and especially collective pig raising_, it would
be R()ssible to improve, net revenues by 12-25 percent (with a 1G -33
percent increaseit, distributed income); but some of_ this would_ come
at the expense of the state, as hog marketing would decrease and state
purclutse_s_Of grain at high above -quota prices would increase._

(2) Although at Tiairrio labor shortage limits the extent of triple
copoing increased_ labor would notinake _triple, cropping more de-
sirable., and could add only 4-8 percent to net revenues (through medi-
lication of crop mix and/or increased use of organic fertilizers): In
Suzhou as a whole, where the labor/land ratio is twice that at. Baimao,
t he marginal product of labor in farming must be presumed close to
zero. /

(3) Nitrogenous _fertilizer is already in surplus _at _Baimao_, and in-
creased supplies of N alone would not increase product. But _phosphate
and especially potassium are badly needed; and could conservatively

. add at least ti percent on top of the net revenues_gained by dropping
collective _pig raising and _ triple cropping: _Yields would increase
slightly /above current- levels; and there would be a tendency to cut
back olganic fertilizer use; releasing labor._

In short it seems that improvements in allecative efficiency and
further .ehemicalization of Snzhou agriculture _could do much for
peasant incomes; but less for the stn.+ e. especially if collective pigrais-
mg_iswiewed as an activity from which the state profits at the expense
of the peasantry.

Coyild_ mechanization change_ this picture? In Suzhou; mechaniza-
tion is,_ viewed primarily as a solution to the labor bottlenecks limiting
the extent (and- yields) of triple cropping,, and since _triple cropping
does not seem advantageous_even when these bottlenecks are removed.,
its urgency is questionable. Moreover, the most commonly voiced med
is for a_ viable rico transplanter, but the technical problems_of mecha-
nizing late rice transplanting have proven insuperable to date.

To round out this analysis; two other elements must be added: First,
in recent years yields of winter grain crops have been climbing at
rate which contributed just under 2 percent per year to total growth
in grain production, reportedly due to improvements in drainage,
greater_ input. _use. arid increased managerial attention. There is_ no
indication that this source of productivitY_gain has been exhausted.
Secondly._ the introduction_ of_ hybrid rice in this_region has not only
Undercut the advantages of triple cropping, but also may have opened

4 .7
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new potential for in,,.enses (and greater stability) in rice yields. it is
clear tint: in :"itzlicii, and elsewhere in south Chinni the breeding and
production of hybrid seed varietiesand crop management in
tion have not yet been miistered; the enthusiasm of 1977-79 for the
hybrnis has cooledsomewhat. If these problems are overcome, the_yield
ad ;nitage of ii rice may increase and acreage could reach two-or
three tinter current levels (to 50-60 percent, of paddy acreage). The
impact of this change. however, has largely been accounted_for in the
gains in output projected frail; the LP model sointiOriS described 0;6i-re.

DI It ECTI ON )F FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

The implications of the aboye discussion are that growth of land
productivity on the order of 2-3 percent per year and a faster growth
rate of net, firm incomes are still conceivable for a region as high-and-
stable yielding as- Suzhou, primarily because drainage conditions still
fall short of the ideal. But this growth is in underlying- ``.normal" pro
duct ivity; and it may be sonic time, before the bunipei yields Of 1978-79
are again surpassed. Moreover; it presumes a relaxation of pressures
to adopt particularcroppingsystems, efForts to increase the advantages
of hybrid rice, arid greatly increased supplies of chemical fertilizers
other' titan nitrogen.

Wldle pursuing the above. it should he recognized that the main
thrust Of long-run develiquie..* strategy in this and similar regions
must turn toward inereasin labor_ productivity; and this does not
involve further int ensi drat ion of cult 'vat ion technique but rather the
revers(- It involves "walking on two legs"_, it dualistic development
program; emphasizing the gro_wth of rural industries which absorb
labor and reduce its surplus: I would _mention Wuxi county as a najdel
far sueli it proeTarti if this county had _not _simultaneously reduced
labor productivity mut indeed total productivity in eultivatiktui by
imposingati extreme extent of ;. ipleeropping on its production teams.
Rather, the agricultural leg requires a gradual _replaeement of frit::
ditional production inputs with inputs prodUced by indust. while
maintaining the hicrhest possible net revenues pe_r_hectare (still ignOr-
ing labor_cost except eluting the busiest season ). The pace of this proc-
ess is set by the, rate of labor absorption by industry; and may he very

If agricultural development. in this region is ever to raise labor pro-
duct ivitv and incomes, its technical content. must take much -the fol-
hv ing form :
_ (I ) Triple cropping is rapidly replaced by double CroPPingon all
hu t, ii ,riiiill proport inn of acreage. There is further growth IA- the
initnrrtanc; of hybrid rice. until a new _generation of seeds which
Shiites its ehartieteristies of high yields turd_sparse_ planting can take
its place, These developmonts alone would slightly increase net yields.
gettlV_ itterease profitability, and reduce overall lalxn! requirements.
- (2)_ Potash is introduced. phosphate and secondarily nitrogenous
fertilizer supplies are increased. Azolla. is _abandoned and green
manure and winter fallow :acreage is replaced With winter grains as
dra.inacre conditions are improved. Composting is gradually replaced
by direct plowing-under of straw and green manure and applications
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of pig manure. Thane developments raise yields; increase productively-
cropped acreage, and _save tremendous quantities of labor at the
expense of increased cash tedduction costs.-

.3) The process described above should not outpace the ability -of
rural industry to absorb When the latter is well enough de-
velatied to make the continued existence of sharp peaks in labor
requirements in CiiltiVation an expensive proposition; mechanization
would b-2,torne economic; 'Windrow harveSters and _paddy rice trans-
planters (an improved version,_borrowing from .1apanese innovations)
could be introduced. This Atag,e is a long,way off for most of Suzhou,
but will come sooner fOr areas where the labor/land ratio is low (as at
Baintao).

Some elements of thiS scenario are debatable tar assume solutions to
probleMS Which are ourr(ni ly pressing such as the shortage of capital
and appropriate tochnologies on which to base rural indu5trutlization).
The projections express a conviction that in Suzhou, the Chinese Strat=
eg of yield maximization through_ intensification of cropping -and
labor use has at once reached its highest_state of development and the
end of the roacl. Further developrnent_of Suzhou agriculture means a
retreat fro this approach_. and movement toward the kinds of modern
agricultural practice found today in Japan, South Korea, and Taiwan;

1.



3. SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

SCIENCE; ELITISM; AND ECONOMIC READJUSTMENT

By Leo A; Orleans*

OvEnviEw

In lookinrr at the coarse of China's development in the past, three
decades it is interesting_to speculate whether Mao was especially per-
ceptive in his philosophical affirmation that all progress occurs in
waves rather than in a, straight line; or whether it was Mao himself
who_ for ideological reasons; was responsible for making the waves
which made it. impossible to pursue a more even growth; While few
people are likely to accept, this Mao-given maxim as a law of economic
development:, nevertheP,ss the,_ fluctuating pattern has continued_ in
China not only since .Mao's death but, even since the demise of the
"gang of four"albeit for !MU, fferent reasons. _ -

Science and technolooT were. in no sense immune from the political
drifts and every wave-like advance was indeed followedjnst_ as Mao
predicted (insisted?) by_ a discovery of contradictions, which neces-
sitated a reevaluation of the previous policies, and then a_retre,at, The
fluctuations_c_ontinue_An enormous scientific and technological wave
crested in 1977 and 1978. when, because science and technology were
to spearhead_ the Four Modernizations, China announced some ex-
tremely ambitious goals that incorporated expensive-projects and plans
in il_varietv__of _fields; The wave hit on some contradictions in 1979 and
1980. Specifically, the authorities had disregarded shortages in scien-
tific and technical manpower and serious financial constraints. They
now admit. that. they were toadmpetuous, were deceived by "expecta-
tions for easy _success." and had an "inadequate understanding of
China's reality." Thus, the wave began to recede. But another wave of

different. size and configuration is already cresting ;_Now Beijing
maintains the basic problem in the past was a lack of coordination
between scientific and technical work and economic work Under_the
present. poliCies of readjustment and reform, more attention will be
devoted to_the `__p_roblems_of application and development in science
and teehnologY." There will he less basic research and much effort will
be_expended toward "absorbing foreign production_ techniques suit-
able to our own national conditions." To accomnlish this task Beijing
is insisting on much closer contacts between scientific research insti-
tutes and Production enterprises.

The author does research on Chinn tar the CenereaRibnal Research Service,
liko to thank Leonard Bruno. Alex DeAngeles, Torn Fingar, Howard Klein. Pierre Perrolle,
arul_Chl Wang for reading and commenting on this paper. Unfortunately. not one of these
"friends" Is willing to share the responsthility.
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faCt the Chinese tire emItting two different. signals, On the one
hand; the May 19_81 election of a scientist to head the f-h

Of ScienceS and the delegating of policy-ina.king resp(msibilit to the
Scientific Council of the AetidenivisuggeStscientists will exercisemore
leadorship_oversc.ietitifie re;iearefilhan ever before, On the other hand,
national_economic policies of readjustinent, and reform ti.11 us a sonic-
what_difTerOit Aory. It seems.t hat. scientific priorities will once again
be determined generally by political choices as defined by mitional in
terests. This 111010 probable message sugge.sts that China does not yet
have the _luxury of pin-suing IL policy which wOidd tis.sure_ complete
laisSez,faire for scientists in selecting- research topics. This in no wtiV
iliiplies it return to the "pre-gang" period._ Lerideitbip of research

hasgradually shifted _troiii individuals who :lad cbieved
their position under earlier political criteria and who brought _with
them such traditional virtues as conformity, obedience; p-id loyalty
not exactly the standard prerequisites for seienti fie >igen iby. It is now
essentially in the hands ofscientists and enginveis who will undoubt-
edly still make inputs into subjects for research and into budgetary
decisions, but political rationality will usually supersede anallytical
rationality. - -

The Chinese t.learly state their intention to introduce Avanee_d
technology from abroad and, gien the political and strategik. consid:
enit ions on both sides of tin Pacific, it is not. unreasonable to assume
that. through increased economic cooperation and trade, an ever-
gl._owing share of this technology will come fermi TTnited

an

The goYerninent-te-government science and technology agreements
between the two eountries, signed in .1-alum ri _I 97t), -opened the doors
for snorts of private institiitions and businesses to develop their own
cooperative programs with Chinese institutions and enterprises,. An
average of _140 Chinese commercial, technical,_ and cultural delep.:a7
tions per month visited the ITilited Stiites in- 19S0. Signifieant benefits
have been gained through cooperative ventures and 14 science and
technology_protocois have been negotiated under the umbrella of the
Seienee and Technology Igivernent. Noverthelefiti since there is sonic
ambiguity both about the direction of ('hind '.s_policieS science and
teclimilOgy Mid_ the priorit v that the United States may place on future
ooperation in _these fields; it. is important, to remember that in the_past
such contacts have had rainifientions that extended well beyond sci-
tnee and technology-. Science and technology represented the "foot
in the dom.' of IT.S.-China relations and Mire- played a vital 1'ol e in
eXpariding not only social_: cultural ainl economic contacts, but also in
greatly enlianeinf.,,- the political understanding between the two coun-
trieS.It. is therefore. not an examYeration tc, suo-0-est. that. iii the case
of science, the importance of the "by- product" may have exceeded the
importance of the "product" itself.

PATHS TO SUCCESS: CHINA AND THE UNITED STATES

The problems in science and technology with which China has been
Struggling over the _past few years appear to be characteristic of a
nation striving to achieve rapid modernization with limited resources.
Since earlier efforts to solve them have inevitably been disrupted by
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politica I upheavals, most. t he basic problems which concerned the
.ountry in previous dee:mesa re st ill in t process_of _being resolved
and, having_ lived t Iii t he unhappy period of t he Cultural Revo-
lution and its a ftorniat li; Feijing's emphasis is once_ again on_ making
up for lost t ime. I li) best to organize and mararge the scientific estab-
lishment ? I low to allocate the- science budget,_?_ What priority should
Iii'. given to basic versus applied resezirch ? How to ti'ain and best
utilize the seniTe seientilie _and technological manpower and how to
coordinatoscientifie r(,sea.reli wit II (71iiiiti:s economic needs? 'fliese and
other questions that rano to_ the fourth_modernizat ion"---to science
and tochnolog-yai.e. disciissi,d in the C'hinese, mixlia. and ana-
lyzd by foreign observers. Thoro is, however; an_ important
Which. is seldom raised, in pi ii because of its sensit iv itY and in part
because there lull no clear-cut answers to t lieque.stions which might be
raised. It luis to do with the influence Of China's scientific elite on
policies in science and technology and with the possibility Hurt this
Intl iienceis not always in harmony with the country's broader national
goals and 2::_pirations.
__ The antagonism which characterized relationshetween the Chinese
CominizoiSt, Party and China's higher intellectuals is well known. The
superior qua I i float ions and abilities especially of the scientistshavo
always been recognized as indispi,nsable to nation building,. Inn; pro-

insisteriveon independent, intellectual thought is anathema
ti) Party suprviiiacy in all spheres and to tlie requirement for ideologi-
eal orthodoxy. ()vet- the years t hem have been ill shifts in the rela-
tions between the State and the scient ists :mil it seems tluit even now
the restless Chinese pendulum toiitiitiii s to siring. B -197S scientists, so
deeply. scarred by t ho Cultural Revolution, returned to a _position of
strength and ant liority in China--a most basic prerequisite. for mod-
ernization; It, appears; however: t hat in theirrapid ascent in the. post-
"gang" years, t lio lii lu i veliehni of scient ists luis tended to re it rt:to an
el itist_and isolated position of the traditional Chinese intellectual and
by 1980 ono con Id sense some disilliisionnient. on the put of the pol icy-
makers with the attitudes and demands of the scientific. community.
Tluti., is a 1,aiizat ion that.. inwmtant, as they may be. perhaps science
and technology are not, the panacea for all ofellina's iI Is; after all, and
therefore require some restili zit.

The quick rise and recent downturn of the influence of the. Chinese
scientist. pi ompt. some important. quest ions. They are questions that ar'e
especially difficult to ask so soon af ter the Cultural Revolution;_with
its unmerciful attacks acrainst the "ingrained bourgeois individualism"
of intellectuals in general and scientists in _particular. Is it possible that
there was a basis for at least, some_ of 311-ao'S accusations against the
scientists? Is it indeed in ingrained characteristic of the .dentists to
want to build their own "independent kingdom"? Is it, frir to suggest,
that While scientists may no longer live in ivory towers..is claimed by
Mao; they don't care to venture. too far from the. protective walls of
these toer's? Can todirys China accommodate a conspiclous return
to_ thehistorical dichotomy Between the man of learning ai.d the rest
of the societ ? And who should klIONV more about the subject than
Fang Y i. China's top administrator of science:: when lie. wrote that. "in
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our scientific reSearch organs and social circles the Practiee of egali-
ta r ll111 sfit pOr,VS it serious problem"? I

A. degree of scientific ex-elusiveness is a nnlyersal
tip to a point it is supported and perpetnated by all of us. Bat why
should the dielicit-ozn betiveen the man of science and the rest of so-
ciety be greater in China than in the United States,_foreXample,? So-
cialist nations ma.-- acnSe the United States of capitalist exploitation
and :;luity :4$i'IN'tttn1011tie (1i4inct ions but in filet, elitismofanv sort
including scientific elitiSinis moderated by otir history; _religious
traditions, and social _a_t t find pressures. Flirt hermoi-e,_Arnerican
scientists are just as likely as anyone else to have it proletarian herit-..
agewhich they not only remember; but often wear as a badge of dis-
tinction.

Conet-sel, despite being pounded, by propaganda expounding
egalitarian theories for thirty years, china is still anything but a class-
less society. In part it is a _characteristic of all Third World countries
in which it is extieniely difficult to cross over classes and where_ ad-
ValICC(1 tqllictif 1011 is t'S,`"'llfill.11V reserved for the. offspring- of those
segmentss of society already enjoying some _cultural and economic ad-
VaritageS. In China., the Cultural Revolirt ion clearly demonstrated the
fallacy of the theoretically attractive notion that .given the opportu-
nity t,lie peasant. _youth should be able to_nolliee as conch as an urban
youth of a more advantaged background. The failure of this experi-
ment. probably Onli reinforced the stong_class consciousness; ever
prosent_in the Chinese society: and the tradition, inadvertentlY rein-
forepd by Scinie of Man's policies. of transmitting _elass background
from one generation to the next. Furthermore. in the p_ast few "ears
there has again reappeared a _clear -cut distinction _between_ mental
and manual labora distinction which is now considered to he "nat-
ural" and justified as the inevitable consequence of historical progres-
sion and not. as an aspect. of_canilidist. exploitation.

Now, let us pursue the U.S.-China_ comparison from another _per-
speetive. In the United States: as in other advanced eapitalist nations,
much of the distinction betWeen science and technology his been
blurred As pointed out by Trendrick Bode, today's teelinology requires
a thorough and finidainental understanding of a situation by_ proced-
tires similar to those of pure seienee: "Seen in this perspective," lie says.
"technology appears as a natural extension _of seienee, rather than as
Soltiething essentially different:" 2 In China; there has been an extreme-
ly uneven progress of the Various fields, but in general, because of the
much lower level of elerelomnentj_t_lie gap between seience and tech-
nology is still very wide. These differences have a direct hearing on
career pereentions in the two countries:

In the United States, a young science 0-raduate with Iris heir (lit-donut
lids a. Variety of options within whirl] he can pursue his partieular in-
terests. TTis career in research can develop_just_as_suceessfullv whether
he elt6OSeS pursue it, in university: in a private high technology

Donal, (Red flog), No. 2. Jan. IC. 1980.- translated in .TPRS (Joint-MIMI-1,4141ns
Ttssenr,di Service), No. f..17. Mar 17._1f)S0. The fart that he was specificallY referring
to the exolu,ion of younger solentl.ts from positions of authority. does lint detract from
the creneral gig-ft-Monne, of the statement,

Tiethitirdt_Vir: Rode. "Ref .etinns on the Relations Between -Science and Technn'orr,"
Basic Research and National Goals. A National Aeattemy of Sefenees report to the
Committee on Seienee and Astronautic's. U.S Ffonse of Representatives. Mnreh 1965, p. TR.
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corporation. or in a government-supported research institute., and ho
can achieve ns_inuch personal_ and professioual _satisfaction and pres-
tige With MIT. 11-i IBM, as with .NIII, for. example: In other
words,_the intimate interaction bet ween science, technology and society
iii 'le I'nitell States, as well as our economic and institutional frame-
work, open _up innumerable choices for a professional career_ in re-
search anti deVelOpMeiit, in either the private or the public,sector_,
_ For. the science graduate from a Chinese university, howni7er, there

Only one very narrow path to the top-11w trip_ being_ a
research institute of the_ Chinese Academv_of Sciences (CAS), the
Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences. the 'Chinese. Academy of Agri-
cultural Sciences; or one of the more prestigious key universities. At
worst, the Climes(' science :graduate must be able to get into it
research. institute under the Jurisdiction_ of one. of the appropri-

: ate production ministries. The Chinese science graduate knows only
too well the vast professional, social and economic differences between

career in t he _CAS as opposed to a ea reel. in anyothersector of the
economy. anal lie ktiov too that because of restricted mobility. a fac-
tory fahoratory_is not a stepping-stone to an institute of an academy.
Prestige and influence come, not. simply from such tangibles as higher

.salaries and _better housing, but, also from a _host_ of intang_ibles_that
Make a CAS posit ion extremely valuable and _desirable, If the young
Chinese scientist makes it.-to the CAS, he is likely to foll6w the pre
eedent. iif those iclio are already there, that is.. maintain as big a.dis,
tance as possible between research in the institute and the praCtical
problems of the economy. -

1'his_ description of an elitist. tendency in Chinese science-IS- ad:
Over=geiterrliZed. .s in eer-ything else., there a.re individual

di_ ferences. midi he, e are differences_ between specific_ fields of _science,.
The scientific elitism that does exist. however, cannot be treated lightly
hecanso of its potential potency within the state and party_ hierarchy.
In the United States, despite the existence of the Ofliee of Science and
Technology Policy under the Science and _'Teclinology Advis6r_ to
the- PreSident, the influence of scientists is filtered through variety
of governmental and professional institutions. In China, scientists are
not sought out only for advice ir.d suggestions about innumerable
decisions _relating to the modernization process; smite actually occupy
key positions in governlin while many more can exert significant
influence through highly developed informal relationships with
officials in ,polio v-making positions.

This paper will review _China's current, efforts at economic read-
justment in terms of their impact on policies and programs in science
and technology_ and speculate about, the likely resistance_ the leader-
Shi ftieing foni China's very loosely knit "science lobby:"

THE BRIEF SPELL OP OPTIMISM

Considering the lowly position to which Chinese. science and tech-
nology had dropped by 1976, no one can deny the tremendous progress
thathas fie -n made since the fall_ of the `tang of four." After a docade
of abuse. it. WAS not easy to undo the damage that had been done. to
rebuild the scientific establishment, and to convince the nation that.
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far froin being "paraSites,"China's scientist; represent _a productive
force indispensable to the goals set out by the "four modernizations."

The firSt solid steppirLg-stone of the transition period was reached
iii Alare iif 1u7s %then China held its major National Seience Con-
ference. Some 0,000 delegates sat for almost two weeks in Beijing's
Oeat. I hill of the People to hear leaders in In the government arid
the sciences discuss past mistakes and outline nem. directions _for

China's science technology:'_ Although some of the speeches Mir.
plied there was 4:11 an absence of consensus, the Speakers left nu- donbt
as to the priority the lie leadership_ assigned to science and tech=
nologlieleased frorii the political shackle~ which so severely con-
strained seientific development. the changes were comprehensive and
t he goals set forth at t he_ Con ferenee were understandably ambitious
sometimes even nnrealistie._ _

In his report to the Conference, Fang Yiwho was then the
Vic) Premier of _ the State_ Council _and Minister in Charge of
the State Scientific. and Teehnological .Cominissionadmitted that
Cliina. lagged I i to 20 years behind advanced world levels in many
branches of silence. and technology; nevertheless; he was optimistic
about, the finiire. It was his hope that by 19S5 _China would build
new research facilities. expand research, rapidly increase. the niiniber
Of pOfeSSicirial research workers, -and in the_ process "approach or
reach_ the advanced world levels of the 1970s in a number of

biitiiqi0::; of science and technology." This; in turn; would make.
it passible for _CliMa to "eatch up or surpass advanced world levels
in fill brafielie.S" by the year 2000. Such general designs - shoals} never
be_t_tiken literally. but they serve a national need for direction.

'Afore indieative were some of the specifics spelled on by Fang Ti
in presenting the outline of the S-yea plan for seierrec. h tray as if
the liad been popped from :t lomr-stoppeed bottle-, and all_ the
pent-up_ eitergy and _ideas had escaped into tbr plans Mid projects'
for China's Modernization of seienee and te.hnology. The plan
identified research needs in 27 "spheres." ,includ:ng oceanography,
environmental protection, medicine. transportation. finance. educa-
tion, ete.._bin. gave spool:11_ prominenee to the following eight fields:
arrrienitin'e. 011ercj. material seienee, computer seienee. I t.Sers space
Science. high- energy physics. and_ genetic_engineering. In these prior=
ity fields Frinp- Yi hientified 10S key projects fm special attention. It
Rasa -,i-rtindii)..-cw bill of fare, which (dearly_ reflected not only national
priorities: but also special interests of individual Seientists groans

--of scientists.
The euphoria _ about the future did not dim the realization that

first some very important. political and administrative changes_ bad
tie he tiutilo to strengthen the scientific 044Illishment. :ks part of this
process, the pOwerffil State _Scientific and Teelinological Co_mmis-
Sloh reoshililished under_the State Connell, to eoordinate China's
national scientific; aCtivitieS. The Chinese Academy of Sciences,-w-hich
lOst most, of its administrative authority during the Cultural_ Rev-
olution, was also gradually restored to its place of- eminence and

T h e complete texts-or the major speeches nt the National Science Conference -are eon-
tnined In appendix A. of Len A. Orleans. ed., -Science In Contempi.rary Chillit." (Stanford
University Press. 1980.)

43,
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influence. resuming ; responsibility for planning. diretimr and sup!
port ing research. It anti:) assumed tli critical role of selecting and
t raining hina's most. outstanding- st udents for grildnate studies in
one of research institutes, 'of which thieve- are now 117. Scientific
association; began tit flourish once again. Most important,
which dominated' science as it did everything else when the "gang"
was in command, hail to be exorcised from the. system and control of
research hall to be returned to the SI1011I isis. There are still complaints
that some directors of reseurih liaro little real power because party
leaders believe that they "should have _the final say in everything,'"
Nit in general. "expertness" has definitely taken over from "redness."
Professionals are judged solely on their performance, ranks and titles
hate been reinstated. and prizes and other incentives have been re-
introduced. Contacts with_ foreign stientists and institutions were. re-
established and 111111111(,(1 itlti> useful collaborative arrangements.
Despite sonic lingering, opposition to such drastic and rapidly imple-
mentetl changes. iii tlik first months of 1979 there was 1`0 doubt that
science and sr ien t ists were hack on top-

China's economy was also experiencing a brief Aerial of eu-
phoria iii 1915 -a condition that. NVII.r; -1'611(`CIM -iii the. ambitious
goats and plans for the "four modernizations" laid out. - by Hun
Gunfeng to the National People's Congress that. year. The dif-
fieulties that ensued are discussed in detail in the various chapters
of this Dernherger points out. ". . . as a result of the
economic policies and reforms adopted by the post-Mao leadership

. budget deficits. inflation. import surpluses, declining growth rates,
large pockets of poverty in rural areas. and urban unemployment had
become problems; of serious coneem" 4 and recently established targets
had _to be drasticallY scaled down. Chinese optimism in 1978, encour-
aged by well - wishing foreign advisers and trade-wishing foreign
businessmen, resulted in extravagant industrial schemes which soor..
hail to be ._suspended, and equally ambitious and varied imports of
foreign technology which China was not yet, able, to digest, "To_ensure
that: foreign twigs can take root, bud, blossom and hear fruit in China,"
said a commentator in the People'R Pa "we_ must prepare excellent
Foil and create the necessary conditions of all kinds." 5

In this fundamental reassessment of economic objectives and re,
alignment of development strategy, science could not be excluded and
it. too erns- charged to "retreat in the course of readjustment:" Conse-
quently. China's scientists are once. again finding themselves on a
downward incline and:gentle though it may be many of them must
be thinking: dela vu. Just. what are the current complaints about sci-
ence and technolog; and what arethe changes poi icymakers are pres-
Suing the scientists to undertake?

CRITICISM AND REASSESSMENT

In China, major policy changes are seldom- announced abruptly.
There is usually a period when support, for existing policies and the
expre.=sion of new ideas and criticisms appear simultaneously in state-

Robert F. Dernherger "The Chinese Search for the Path of Sustained Growth In the
19SfIs: An Assessment." In tilts volume,

3 Rennin Ritmo (People's Daily). Mar. 27. 1981. in P515. Apr. 14,1981.
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mentS of Varions publicat ions and officials, Gradually, the direction of
the proposed policy changes heconics cleaver until finall all doubt dis-
appears itliont ,What Beijing's actual intentions are. 13v then, the in-
divi(linils nio)st affected are adequately tempered and acceptance
shoiild be more gracious. -This was the process that was evident in
1980 with regard to science_ There w.as _still much talk about "big
science" (Often used n.s a_ euphemism for basic_researeh); research, ac-
tivities_were still proliferating; and le_aclei.s_of the Chinese Academy
of Sciences continued to stress that "thei.e should be no taboos_in sci-
ence.":At the same time there Was a rapid acceleration in articles clis-
'eussing the need for scientiststohecome more involved in the nation's
practical problems. to be more conscious of economic conStraint-S on
research, and to give priority to improving prodiictiyity, especially in
agriculture and light industries. introdnetoiy caveats about scientific
freedom have become sparser and the direction flint science is sup-

- posed to take is_presented_ no-uncertain terms.
There is no shortage of articles and ''speeclies in the Chinese -press

Critikiiing the scientific activities -of the past few years What foil-ow-S.,
However; is taken from an article by two authors in a .Trine 1981 Shang-
hai newspaper. It summarizes all the important issues that have been
bandied about and implies an accurate representation of the position
now held 1,y_the Party Central Committee and the State Council.°

As prescribed, the first few paragraphs_of the article provide _the
appi.Oprifite_pcditiefilsetting, which sometimes can be quite confusing.
Depending on the particular moment in China's political tycles; all
errors eVen the same ones,---are blamed either on "leftists" or on
"rightists," For_examplei dirrinn. the Cid turn] Revolution and the years
that f011oWed, the inclination of- scientists to engage in basic research
was then attributed to their "rightist" tendencies; now, the_ very same
inelinatii,ns- are _termed _"leftist" errors Another_quick shift is &cur:
ling the use_of the term "productive force." Only a few years ago;
the people of China were repeatedly told that; contrary to the notion
held liy the "leftists" (the "gang"). scientists iti'e an integral part of the
country's "productive force" i.e., gust like workers and peasants. Now,
However-; wo_learn that "to simply say that science and technology are
productive forces -is_ not sufficient" and represents a "leftist" error
agii:n; for scientists to be part of the "productive forces" their itetivir
ties must be iritegnited with economic-development "in both topicsand
systems of research:" -The main obstacle toimplementing this change--
the "correct P6liey Of the Central Committee and the State Council"
is the "two strips of skin" that now exist between science and technol-
ogy and the economy.

In this article; as !all others dealing- with theSe issues; the brunt of
the attack is reserved for "big science," which is limited essentially to
work that is-performed _at the Chinese Acade,riyOf Sciences Presum-
ably, most of the leadership_does not subscribe to the view held by some
that basic research is equivalent to "throwing money into the pond
without even producing, bubbles." but there is nevertheless a strong
feeling that it does "devour" limited scientific and technical personnel

Jlefang Ribao (Liberation Daily), rune 2. HSI, in FBIS, June 11, 1081.
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Which should be participating in applied research._ The main goal of
the higher scientific community is to "blindly catch up and overtake
world _science." .without paying any attention to the national condi-
tions. Proponents of "big science" believe that. China must: have things
that foreign countries have as well as things_which they do not havea
not ion that is completely unrealiStic given China's economic abilities.
The alit hors.point. oil t t lillt thcrea are to many fields in science for any
one country to he tin' leader in all of them. TO make matters worse,the
primary concerti of scientific research has lap_n_ the production of aca-
demic reports without any concern for scientific re-search-or economic
effects: Scientists are impatient for_sue_cessand use little judgment_ in
selecting, subjects for research--ilindly launching research which
sometimes must be_ slispended because of shortages of manpower; fi-
naneing, and materials.

The article maintains that there, is a similar lack of orderly planning
by scientists working in applied research. Prodncts are developed with-
out anyone bothering to conduct market surveys and without any effort
to popula rize_the results of theresearch. Consequently, for long periods
111;111V 1)1'0(1110S are found only "samples. exhibits. and gifts" and are
rarely even aetually produced. On flue ayerage.-ionly about ten percent
of China's research can be promptly applied to production, as opposed
to 8-4.:to Sri percent in the United States At all levels of research there
is serious duplication and waste. According to some estimates, abort
10 pertrit of the_ research subjects undertaken in China duplicate for-
eign research which has already- produced results: the degree of dupli-
cation within flue country is e Kell higher; One of the, examples myen
is that "no less than 980 units in China are developing haploid seed
breeding:" Another is that; clespite_ashortage_of manpower and money,
28 of 63 projects introduced in 1978 and 1979 in Shanghai's scientific
audit igher e_ducat iona Linst it iitio_ns were duplicating each other and 24
of them duplicated projects which were introduced in 1973 and 1974.
- 'Fite proliferation of research at the national level is mirrored at the
local levels. The authors suggest that the 1978 National Science Con-
gress _did too good 11.i ab of promoting science and technology, causing
the phenomenon of "all levels budding research center and flowers of
science bloominn. everywhere:"_The_ striking example of this prolifera-
tion is the fact. that China's 2.000 farm machinery research centers
employ _only. 20.000 researchers; This situation is delightfully de,

,scribed by the authors: "Some research_ centers are dubbed 'three no'
centers (no _research _subject, no funds, and no personnel); some are
known as 'three diminutive' centers (one, room, one seal, one empty
shelf); while others are styled _Three-machine.' centers (one mimeo-
graph. one Qtapler. and one. telephone)."

The article ends by emphasizing once again-that "the gravest con-
sequences" stem from the fact that so .much of scientific research has
been ineompatible with national economic development Concern with
"world science" is simply out of step with the level of China's develop-
ment and the needs of her economy. Science cannot develop without
a strong economy any more than the economy can grow without an
important input from science;- it is therefore vital that economic and
scientific planning be synchronized.
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ATTITTIDES OF SCIENTISTS

Now let us Cori Sider__these serious accusations, which tend to cut
across the -Whole spectinin of China's scientific establishment, in the
context of the postulation that_ scientists at the Chinese
emy of Sciences have strong elitist tendencies. Just_ haw recep-
tive will these seieritiSt§ be to any suggestion that they ea brick on some
of their more esoteric research and become more intimately involved
with the more mundane problems encountered in the development of
China's economy ? _

There is little &Mitt that. Mans scientists will be resistant bathe new
scientific direction, but the_resistance will be uneven, depending on_ he
various rtseareli sectors The implementation of the crirrent_policy
Should be eiwier within the several thousand research institutes falling
under the prochietiOri ministries, because_ most of these institutes al-
readv have direet links with factories and other enterprises under the
jurisilietion of it particular ministry, Similarly; althoitgli there may
be ihslittitiomil differences; changes should not be terribly traumatic
for the Relent istS at the Academy of 2t.grieriltural Sciences or the Acid=
einy of 31-eclical Science, because it is in the natiire of their sciences to
be more cognizant of the practical problems encountered in the field.

severe ttst for 13ciling Wiil to around the much more
elitist and isolated Scientists at, the Chinese Academy of SCienee.___,

It must be remembered that the policies_ and research projects in
science and teciino161.4, Which _are now eriticized, were not drafted by
time State Council or the People's, Congress. They were_drawn up in
1977 arid 1978 by .some of China's foremost seientistsa large pro_por7
tion of them foreign-trained. :1nd, it should be remembered -that in
those years China waSCp_eeting oil to suprily the revenue for all of the

the scientists
necessities and extravagances. Who could possibly question

the scientists rceinninendatiMis and priorities; especially at _a time
When the nation was still making amends -to them for the Cultural
Revolution. Looking at the 8-year plan for development 6f Science and
tochnal-60, one could easily gain the impression that each long-frus-
trated scientist. managed to slip in his_own pet protect- in his own
special field of interest; _Furthermore, -they were supported in many
segments of the -scientific _plan by foreign scientists (rribSt notably
AniericanS of Chinese descent), who frequently visited the country
and whose advice WU§ intensely sought; Foreign scientists, preoccupied
as the Y nit With their science, could not be expected to concern them-
selves with _China's economic realities-. They brought With theni the
value§ of advanced foreign science: scientistS 'Mist _be free to pursue
their interests and, if Cliina is to modernize science, there must be basic

research.
Even as China was announcing its projects at the National Science

Conference in 1978, there were those outside the country (includino-

some scientists) who were questioning both the valne of many Segment;

of the program and China's capabilities to achieve them. Is China's
spaae, research, for examp_le,_arefleetion more of chauviniSin than of
need? Does -China really need a high energy accelerator; or_does such

11.- priority reflect the disproportionately large number of influential
high energy physicists in China? Should China be concerned about
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making _"discoveries and creations in new types of laser devices"?
Should_China spend resources on "basic studies in genetic engineer-
ing"? How qiiickly can Chinese scientists; isolated from Western
science for so niany years, catch up with eXiSting_knowledge to upgrade
their own competence and to avoid duplicative _research? Can a
vounger generation of top scientists be trained m time to assure con-
tinuity in the years to conic? Scientists make a_ strcmg case -that funda-
mental understanding is a prerequisite, to teehnOlogical development
mid that many practical benefits come from research projects which,
initially, had only intrinsic intellectual valiw: that without basic
research it is impossible to attaelepractieal problems creatively. But
while in the United States scientists face the constant challenge of
convincing the Federal Goverument__(which provides about two-thirds
of the R&D budgetiof this fact, Chinese scientists were much more
successful in overcoming whatever resistance their own leadership may
have offered. EConomistsand other specialists experienced in the prob-
lems of Third World nations (and to what world China belong§ is
moot. point} _would tend _to agree with the, more modest goals currently
eneouiaged in _China. Most_ would say that a nation with llinit6e1
sonrces would be better off borrowing the existing scientific and_ tech
nical knowledge _from the highly developed nations and adapting it
iii their own needs. They would be sympathetic with Beijing's present
sentiment that in science, "We should not try to do everything- from
i=erateh nor attempt to invent everything - ourselves:" 7 _

The retreat which is being imposed on the, scientii.is of the Academy
of Sciences will undoubtedly encounter pockets of resistance. Tt_will be
difficult to abandon some of the on-going research and the scientists
Still have enough clout to argue_ that_their particular project does, in
fact, have potential economic value. For example, one scientist report-
ing on the work of the physics and mathematics departments to the
Academy's Scientific Council, insisted that "the policy of neglecting
basic research work is a shortsighted one." HO yielded that "it '-
unrealistic- to _carry.carry out basic research work in all fields on a ht.,:
scale" _but_ then went on to argue that "major support" be given to
research which is apparently °especial interest to him.°

_ Even more im- portant is the possible effect of the retrenchment on
China's international relations in science. Only in the past i'ew years
have Chinese scientists begun to participate in international confer-
eiiees and. in a VDr; ety of ways. to reestabli3h and create new contracts
with- scientific colleagues around the world. The CAS has already sent
thindredS of middle and upper level scientists to the United States for
additional training and upon return they quickly gain very Special
s!iitns. Hundreds of Chinese scientists must. be_ involved just in the
scientific protocols and agreements inehide&in the gei._,ral agreement
signed in 1979 by the United States and China to cooperate in science
and teehnology.° Will scientists involved in these and similar bilateral
exchange programs be allowed to pursue their work without inter-

= Beijing Domestic Rervice. Jan. 10.1981, in irms, Jan. 13.1081.
Xinima. 17:, 19g I, In F'11IS M., 20.
For an excellent review and evaluation of the U.S.P.R.C. science protocols. see Rich-

ard P. Sottmeler. "17.s.P.a.C. Scientific Cooperation : An Assessment of the First TwO
Years." paper prepared for tha Department of State (contract No. 17(51-000372). June
1031.
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ference? Whatever the answer, it iS_likelyto_affect relationships either
With the international scientific community, or with their own Ml-
leaznes who have had to re-orient theirresearch.

Policy-maker§ may insist, as they do. that it is necessary -to inte-
grate scientific research with production,'" but qiiite frankly. very
difficult to picture Scientists from the Academy getting intimately
involved in- discussions about Various technical and economic advan,
taxes and disadvantages with managers and technical personnel of
production enterprises. And although some spokesmen can insist that
"scientists and intellectual§ in our country were never before so warmly
welcomed by the peasants," the idea of academicians volunteering to
spend any significant anibmit of time hi the countryside stretches one's
imagination.

For that, matter, it is only- fair -to point out that the problem of
inducing Scientists to contribute, to production problems is not entirely
one-sided, There are many complaints about the reluctance -of plant,
managers and brigade leaders to receive_advice from "intellectuals,"
no mutter ichat their actual competenceBecanse of this "remnant poi-
son," opinions_ of SpechiliSts_are frequently resented and ignored." An
et planation of this attitude may_ well be reflected in the following
complaint : "At present our comrades wlin are engaged in scientific and
technical work_ do not understand economic conditions very well and'
will find it difficult, Co ennsiderin-_deptli_economic benefits; shortcom-

-' ingsgains and losses."_1) Tn other words, the new Chairman of the
C_ornmunist Party. Trit Ya6harig--who i5 not known, incidentally, for
his henevelence toward the scientists-,-may urn.e them to "theroughly
examine production practices to find needs to _meet-," "" but persons
charged With running profitable enterprises tend to resent -such inter-
ferences by persons ineXPerienced_ in problems of production._ _

One final point. Just a glance at the list, of almost 120 research inSti=
tutes under the CAS would support, the contention that there has been
a great propenSity Ori__the part of the scientific community to create
narrowly-focused institutes to solve,,Specific problems. Tlie initial re-
action might, he that such a system would indeed assure problem-
oriented research by scientists. Tn fact. while this benefits inst a few
fields. it lvnefitS all the concerned scientists, Not only does an inde:
pendent institute automatically provide budr-et__and resource alloca-
tions for specialized research, but it creates 91 new administrative her
archy with direct Access -tofu, leadership in the CAS. At the same time,
such institutional Specialiation _accentuates_ the already_ elite and
rernrinized lack of interaction between scientists, adversely af-
fects their effectiveness. There is nnew movement, however. that could
alleviate some of these problems. Tf successful. current efTorts to
incorporate_ some serious research into the university _system could
have Seine 61.7-reaching implications not only in increasing- Communi-
cation between scientists in _different, disciplines. but also in the gen-
t.ral decentralization of knowledfzewhich should facilitate greater
interaction between science and the economy.

an See, for example. :Tina ran.11a (Economic Research). No. 1. February 1981. In FR'S.
Mar. 17

.T1n;IIT171111,=-Nn. 11. Nov, _oey. 131341, lrt JPRS, No. 77.285. Jnn. 30. 1981.
11 "Unhurt. May 21. 1981 ; In FlI7.8. May 22. 1981.
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wito coNynoLs SCIENCE?

In conclusioni it is necessary to face a seeming contradiction that
exists between -this speculative discnssion about some of the adversi-
ties facing Chinese scientists and the most _recent science conference;
which has prompted manywith some justificationto observe that
the position of sQientists has actually improved.

In mid-May 1981, the 100 members of the Scientific Council of the
Chinese _Ay:1(1(mq of .Sriences_convened for 11) days in Beijingthe
first- such session in 21 years." Probably the most, important, science
meeting since the 1978 National Science Conference- it was addressed
Iry China's Nip political leaders -and many of China's prominent
scientists: A fewnf its accomplishmentsore of particular-significance in
the context of this discussion. Fang Yi, who was appointed as Presi-
dent of the Chinese_ Academy of Sciences in 1979 and _guided it through
the transition, resigned his position and Lu a distinguished
physical chemist, was elected by the Presidium of the Scientific Council
to take liis place. At, the 811111R time, the new Constitution pcovides _that
t lie Scient ific Council will be the supreme decisionmaking organ of the
Chinese. Academy of Sciences:" Consequently;_at least on the face of it,
the conclusion ex-pressed by the new President of the Academy on the
eve of t he 110t1 a mil versory_o f the founding of the CCP; seems perfectly
understandable. He said that the party's decision to put scientists in-
stead of -Party administrators in charge of science_ shows the trust the
Party places in scientists-4hat "now the role of Chinese scientists is
more fully appreciated : " -'' 'While the full _meaning of all the changes
and proposals made at the Science Council meeting. remains unclear.
there are indications that some -of the gains mays -be illusionary; _

Firstof all, the 100-member Scientific Council is, of course,_ too large
to be a "supreme decisionmakino. organ." and the Academy is actually
governed by the _much smaller Presidium. It is significant that one -
third of the membership of this commanding body comes not from the
Scientific Council; but is composed of "leading members of the depart-
ments concerned 'miler the State Council and- leading members__of the
Chinese Communist _Party orcranization in the academy." 1" Not ex-
actly a vote of confidence for the scientists: The leadership -role of_ the
Party was stressed by Zhou Peiyuani the Vice President. of the CAS; at
the Jul vim oting of the 6th Pi-en:Iry session of the Chinese Communist
Party. He said that _historical evidence has proven that science alone
cannot, save China, that without the Communist, Party there can be no
China; and that all scientists_must follow theParty.1G

Even more important in terms of control over the Academy is the
posit ion of_T_,u .Tiaxi. its new President. It connot be_coincidence that
both lie and Fang Yi come from Fujian Province, and it is safe to _pre-
sume that LII was not "elected through_ a democratic process," OS

but was handpicked for the job. In China this represents an
extremely important relationship which _insures that as head of the.
Science raid Technology CommissionWhich is, in- fact, the supreme.

"For a detailed riecn"nt of this meeting. see Howard S. Khln. "Scientists Lend CAS Fol-
lowing Scientific C-olincil-Meeting," China Exchange News, Sept. 1981.

14 Chitti _Jane 2S. 19.SI.
1513e1.fing Review. Jiine 1. 1981.
liKuangtning Mao, :Tidy 14. IOSI.
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pol icyinaking body in science- -Fang Yi \Will emit mile to be the behind-
the-scene interpreter of the Academy's mission and activities.

.\.lso. in the ten days of speechmaking. there WaS a key sentence
buried in the report by Fang Yi lamenting the -over-concentration of
power in the Academy.- IT Snell a statement is not made casually and
ilespite t he lavish praise he heapcil_on t scientists. it. is safe to assume
that the Academy lost something in the course Of the reorganization,
It. would appear that stressing the _Academy's long-range tasks,
primarily "in pure science and other fields of technical science:: and
contrasting, °these with the immediate and short-term scientific re-
search nl industrial departments Intl lova' scientific research insti-
1 lit ions, Fang Yi seemed to circumscribe the Academy's cont rol func-
t imis over scientific activities outside its own institutes.

(3ri yen t he ext reme poliey thief mit ions._ we're, inclined to .forget that
most Chinese are realistic most of the tune. Scientists inav be elitist
and they inav (to their 0\VO OVet'Sold their ease in
1977 and 194-3: at/lit, same time it is only fair to assume that in most
instances their mai were well-intentioned_ and they sincerely lie-
liee(I that strung and internationally compel it i ve science was synon-
ymous with a strong China. While China's national defense dictates
that emphasis in scit'lict. he IT(Iirertv(1 tOWard Illt. (T01101111*. China
also iN c11:111VilliStiC--Ile has many \voila-level scientists :mil will not
deny them the opportunity to) (I() basic research in I hose areas of
science where there is real p_rontise _of_ achievement-. The leaders may
even adjust to the inevitability or ism among the scientists. After

what ;in individoal is. is not determined either "elass nature."
as the Communists would have us believe. or by "human nature." as
we are apt to assume. but by a_ vonibitiat ion of both. Although they
may not a(I11)it it. the )111/St !MOW that voinTy-sion Of an
elitist seient ist: to a proletarian-scientist runs counter to both "natures."
The Chinese say that -You don't cut off the feet to make the shovs
lit." At this stage. Ileijing is only binding the scientists' feet to force
them into the tight shoes of economic readuStment.

Kuangming Itlban, May 21% 1981:



RESEARCH, INNOVATION, AND THE CHINESE
POLITICAL ECONOMY

13y Richard P. Suttmeier*

INTRODUCTION

Fo.bver 100 year:-. Chinese political elites have sought to encourage
the development_ of modern science and technology in China. Science
and technology have been viewed as essential means to achieve both
economic modernizatioit and_ national 'security; Elite conunitment to
scientific and technological development was strengthened after the
Communist regime came to power in 1949. The _post-Mao_ drive for
scientifi and technological development. and the identification of
science inn] technology (S&T) as key factors. in _the modernization of
agriculture, industry and national defense. i= thus_ but the latest re-
affirmation of an elite recognition that reliable knowledge of the mate-
rial wail(' is essential for the triinsfoiniation of China into a prosper-
ous and powerful country.

In spite of this historic commitment to S&T develbirierit; it has been
difficult for political elites_ to maintain policy and programmatic con-
tinuity to match the commitment. In the post-1949 era in particular,
science and technology policies and programs have been subject to
ludic-al shifts in emphases and approaches. The most notable deviation
from international norm§ of S&T development occurred durin7, the
Cultural Revolution yearsbut even post-Mao policies have 'been char:-
acterized by discontinuities.

It is also notable that_whik the historic commitment to S&T develop-
ment has been justified in terms of contributions to economic pros-
perity and military security, finding appropriate mechanisms for
coupling research to econc:nic and military needs ha$ been elusive; In-
deed, on2 of the reasons for the_frequent science policy adjuStrilentS
over the past 3C years has been elite diSSritifaction with the service to
production provided by the research system._ The problem of applying
S&T to production is one important facet of a larger problem oftech-
nolog,ical innovation. a capacity for which is at the heart of what it
means to be "modern." Preoccupation with S&T development; due in
part to misperceptions of the contributions of S&T to innovation, seem:
ingly_haF diverted elite attention from the latter with the result that
both S&T development and innovation have suffered._

The search for explanations of both the "poliCy discontinuity" and
the "neglect Of innovation" phenomena ultimately involves questions
of organizationeconomic organizationand Organization for express-
ing political interests leading to policy making; Since economic orga

Hamilton College.
(489)
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nization in China IS inherently political; given the socialist nature of
the economy; and since much of Chinese politics and policy making is
embedded in economic management at both the micro and macro levels;
science policy and innovation lues are usefully approached from a
point of view sensitive to both political and economic factors.

The _most characteristic feature_of the 'Chinese political economy
in both traditional and post-1949 China is the economic role of gov-
ernment bureaucracy. "Burcancratism?' as an undesirable but some-
what inevitable behavioral maniferstation of the dominant structure,
has -been a crucial factor affectino. both S&T development and prob-
lems of innovation. One manifestbation of biireaucratism is ettOmmit-
rnent to the maintenance of bureaucratic dominance as the primary
value of political elites. As a result in both the 19th century_and\ri
the post-149_pOibd responses to modern science and technology have
been characterized by (1) the dominance of pcilitical criteria in
national economic decision making, or "politics in command"; (2)
a limited tolerance for the development of an autonomous economic
system ; and (3) extreme sensitivity to the social and political impli-
cations of technological change.'

Ii; spite of the fact§ that the fostering of science and innovation
have been historically problematical, and ti'at China's_bureaucratic
heritage seemingly is at odds With Western views of desirableinstitu-
tional _arrangements for research and innovation, Chine§e_S&T have
clearly progressed since the founding of the People's Republic; and
the economy is not without signs of considerable teehnical Progressive-
ness;2 China has produced some stunning scientific and technological
achievements, and has been able to develop entirely new inclu§trieS
largely on the basis of its own eircirt,S.

However, there is great unevenness and disjointednes§ _ChineSe
scientific; technological and eeonciniic development, and therein lies
the difficulty of aSsessincr China's teehnologiui and economic future.
The achievement of CRina's modernizatito.. goals will require an
enhanced capacity for technological innovation. Econcimie structure
and research and development potentials are often the foci for exami-
nation of innovative capacity-. However; in light of China'S recent
history, attention to the economics of innovation in China without
regard to politics would be a mistake; _ _

All political_economies are mikes of three types of institutions
for social coordination and control.3 The two most commonly _thought
of institutional_ types are markets and administrative structures. A
third typo Which Often figures prominently in Marxist and non:MarX-
ist utopian tho_ught;_but which exi§th in all Systems, includes those in-
stitutions which achieve coordination and control by promoting a high
degree of normative consensus among the members of society; __ _

_ Without denying their important-economic- functions in traditional
China, and to some extent in the Communist era; markets in China .

Shannon It. Brown. " 'Wt.stern Learning Mt Use': The Reception of Foreign Technology
iu Conf-uelan.and Cionnittnist China." in Trull wet -ping fed.-1.- "-Struggling_ffit Change_ in
Mainland China : Challenges and Ifnidlcationii,"_Ttilpel. Institute for International- Rela-
tions. 1980, pp._ 121-132; c.f. Richard Baum, "Scientism and Bure-aucratlinii .Chillage
Thought : Cultural Limits of the 'Four-ModernizatiOna'," unpublished paper presented to
the annual meeting of the Association of Asian Studies. Toronto, Mar. 13-15,1981._ _

2 See_Thonms 0. Rawskt, "China's-Transition- to Industrldlistn, Ann Arbor, Center for
Chinese Studies of the University Of Michigan; 1980.

;This formulation draw, Inspiration from Charles A. LindblOni, "Politics and Markets,"
New York, Basic Books. 1977.
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have played a distinctly residual role in national coordination and
control in comparison with the other two. The decisions of the Chinese
authorities in the early 1950's _reflected, 'a clear preference for the
.creation of administration structures to be extended to all aspects of
Chinese _society.; and most importantly for ow._ purposes; to the econ-
omy and to scientific research in particular. Thus both economic and
scientific institutions; _following the Soviet paradigm; were designed
to be complex, hierarchical structures characterized by chains of corn -
mand and divisions of haw; awl as:mined to be responsive to rationally
devised plans.

There Were many.aspects of this first try at institution building that
proved to unworkable in China; and thus by the late 1950'S institu-
tional reforms were being implemented. These reforms included ad-
Ministrat decentralizat ion and stepped upeffort,s to achieve_ norms-
tivo consensus through various types of political campaigns designed
to achieve ideological rectitude. It is important to recognize that
correct ideology was considered important, not only in a narrow politi-
cal _sense; but, also because_ it would contribute. to_ the "right" economic
and scientific decisions. Thus,_ scientists who had been accused of
orient ing their work to the criteria of international_ science (thereby
embracing- "bourgeois" ideology) could be expected to serve society
better if they_ slut red a normative consensus with workers and peasants
11'0111 whom they were expected to learn.

In the early 1960's, the -stress on normative consensus _declined and
the role of markets increased somewhat, although administrative
structure, in a _modified decentralized form, remained the _dominant
mode, of coordination and control. However; by the middle_ of the
1960's _ono of the. modern world's most extensive and sustained-efforts
to abolish administrative structure and establish normative, order was
begun. The outcome of this "cultural revolution" not only provided a
lesson to China_ and the world that some structure is necessary for
civil society, but also bequeathed to the China of the 1970's very seri-
ous institutional problems.

The Cultural Revolution was "successful" in severely disrupting
China's administrative order; so much so that it. -has proven to he quite
difficult to reestablish. However, the excesses of the Cultural Revoln-
tion years also seriously eroded popular commitment to the ideological
norms around which a new 3.( vial order was to be organized. Thus as
China entered the post-Mao era; of the three mechanisms_for social
coordination and control noted above. on had been largely discredit ,d
(the normative order) and _a second (administrative_ order) was it.
disrepair. Not surprisingly therefore attention shifted to the possibili-
-ties of devising a new order-in which- markets would_play_ more of_ a
central role, than tit any time since the, founding of the People's Repub-
1 ic. _The introduction of markets has not gone smoothly; however; for
both economic and nolit lea] reasons.

One of the sad ironies of the Cidtural Revolution legacy is that in-
stead of giving birth to a new normative order, it has encouraged forms
of traditional_sorial behavior which are_ seem ingly inimical to modern-
iza Hem. The Cultural Revolut 1011 of 1966C9 lest. as a legacv for the
1970's _a highly unpredictable_ and hostile social environment in -which
individuals ..Were unproteeted from Seemingly- arbitrary exercises of
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power and coercion. Ono would_ expect that individuals interested- in
elf preservation, would respond to such unpredictability by seeking
informal alliances and personal relations with others holding author-
ity. This 18 exactly what seems to have_happeried in China during the
last decade as Various forms of particularistic behavior which had long
been problematic for Chinese modernization again became highly char-
acteristic of ,Chinese _politics. This particularism manifebtS itself in
Widespread factionalism and patron-clientistri, in a reliance on dis-
sembling and gitati7;i ("connections") to get things done, and _in such
Mt-MS of bureaucratism as "turf" protecting eSiStatice to policy im-
plementation and serious risk aversion.*

Chinese political life is thus characterized by an unfortunate conun-
drum: _Elites struggle over what should be the proper mix of market,
adminiStrittive and normative elements in a new constitutional order
whielt_is needed to arrest the drift ttiWatd greater particularism. How-
ever, the latter makes it difficult for any new constitutional order to get
estttblished, partic_ularly one incorporating- reforms_supportive of mod=
ernilittittii goals. This dilemma has tended to bias the political elite to-
wards choosing the familiar somewhat atitlioritariart, administrative
"constitiitiOnal settlement"; as the recent retreats from economic and
political liberalization indicate .5

frdni historical perspeetiv_e the choice of the peret.Oial "Chi-
nese solutimt" of tighter bureaucratic discipline and control seemingly
reveals a -sat determinism at work: However, Chinese elite§ also re-
main to modernization goals and recognize that excessive
administratiVe structure in an increasingly _complex economy
teitrodiictive. Developments in S&T and in the ecotiotny; including
the Maintenance of actit-ointernational relations in these realms, have
cMiSeqiience§ for the political economy and for the emergence of a new
constitutional order, just as the political economy shapes the develop-
ment of the former. &n understanding of this complex and dynamic
interrelationship is an important; part of the-answer to the question -of
whetlier China will break out of its historically problematic encounter
with S&T development and the problems-of innovation. A first Step
1S to inventory the "assets and liabilities" China, brings to the task.

TIM REEF:AE(1T SYSTENfAN OVERVIEW

China enters the. 1980's with a national sy,steni for research and
development that in some _rrsspects is more characteristic of nn in-
dustrialized than a rlt,veloping country. From a low level_ in 1049, the
development, of its extensive research system during the last' 30-years
is_a_n_impressive accomplishment. The Chinese, Academy of Sciences
(('' AS), for instance. which hid _less than 20 institutes at the time of
its founding in 1950, has grown into an enormous establishment corn-

On the 1--so.nre 1,,ren-lierntAsni- ten _Reteliek _hairy Imnlementntion. RP-0 Illetinrd P.
Sottmeler. TifiniernizatIon. and Science In China," in Problems Of Communism
(in trio ry-Fehrunrv. pn. 22401-.

For-a stimuln_t_Ine entliyala of this paint as It retates to recent-economie teterms. PPP
Dasld m. Itnehm an, "opal To-terests and-Chanctrie_Econo-^ie Policy In Post-Mao -China,"
unpublished parer. EtanfnedFniversliV- Department a Polltiell Selene, __MAC_D-ISt.

A_Serise of the olnieult InStItudinnal ,holds -the_ Chinese _Mee Is raptured In the-wards
of the president of- 4h-0-Chinese__ Aciidem-y of Soda! Sciences: "Once con-tralired-rICIditY
sets _once derentrnil-ed, chaos -eninies.". flu gloumu; "Obtiette Economic Lows, Speed
Up the Four 'Modernizations." Beijing Review (Nov. 17, 1078), p. 20. Cited in Ibid.
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posed of 113 research _institutes, covering most fields of natural and
engineering sciences.8 Included are 5 institutions in mathematics and
mechanics, 12 in physics, 15 in chemistry, 5 in astronomy, 21 in earth
sciences, 26 in biology, 25 in technical sciences, 3 in agricultural mod-
ernization, and 1 in history of science. in addition the Academy runs
libraries, publishing houses, eight factories, and has a hand in runni
universities._ CAS employs 80;000 people; 36,000 of which are research
personnel (CAS) .7

Research and development in _production ministries has also shown
impressive quantitative growth. The number of institutes in this sector
can be estimated to be slightly more than 2,000 in 1980,8 In agricul-
ture, tho central Academy_of Agricultural Sciences in 1981 had 34
institutes under its jurisdiction; and in addition, most provinces had
their own agricultural academies. Slightly -less than two dozen majoragricultural academies. e,
agricultural colleges and_ universities served agricultural S&T as well.°

_The Statiis of research in universities and colleges has long been
problematic. Since the 1950's Western trained' scientists have urged
that Chinese institutions of higher education (IIIE's) become centers
of research_ as -well as teaching, but policy makers, reflecting the in-
fliience of the Soviet model, have tended to miss the significance of the
teaching-7esearch-advanced training relationship. Over time, research
in universities_ and colleges became sanctioned, but until recently it
has _tended to be applied research in immediate service to production.
While this orientation to practical ity_ has seriously retarded the devel-
opment of universities as centers of basic research, it has produced a
system of close HIE-industry relations_ which does provide useful
technical services to industry, and affords Students and teachers op-
portunities to experience _real production problems,"

In addition to the CAS,_production ministry and THE sectors, the
research _system is also composed _of _defense and `local government
sectors. The latter iucludes provincial, niiihieipal, and county S&T
committees and subordinate research institutes. as -well as a network of
rural experiment stations. Our knowledge of the defense sector instill
limited. but it is known -that over the years-it has been the beneficiary
of pricirity allocations of both manpower and finances._

In spite of impressive size and development over _the years; the re-
search system lias_a_number of serious problems which limit its current
and near future impact on innovative capacity. The_first_of_these is

. tho gap in themanpower pool caused by the interruption of education
during the Cultural Revolution, A second is that in spite of official
verbal commitments to S._ (C.: T. development during the last ew years,
financial commitments have lagged. Reportedly some 6 billion Yuan
have been budgeted_ for_ science and technology in 1981. This represents
approximately IS percent of an estimated total state budget of 120.46

-The Chinese Academy of Sciences. 1940. Administrative Office of the Chinese Academy
of Sciences,. June 1980. In Chinese. (Hereafter, CAS.)

/
611eLilnc_Thelvte_w (Nov. 16. 1979). p. 3. This report noted the existence of 2.400 national

research organizations.
°China Exchange Ne-WA.- Vol. No.- 1 (March 1981). P.
10 Willis m Fisher. "Do We Stnnd on Our Hends While We Work?", unpublished

The most detailed recent discussion of- the university research system is Thomas Pingar
Asia-United States Forum on International Policy. November 1980.
(ed.). "Higher Education in the People's Republic of China. Report of- the Stanford
University Delegation, May 22June 11. 1980." Palo Alto. Stanford University Northeast
paper. School of Business Administration. University of North Carolina (n.d.). p. 13.
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billion yuan 11 and considerably less than 1 _percent of GNP, Of this
6 billion yuan, some 600 million is allocated to the CAS.12

China's pool of scientific manpower has grown considerabl;, over
the years, and now reportedly includes some 6_ million "science and
technology workers"," a category which includes both graduates of
ME's and of secondary technical schools.'* Of these; approximately
310,000 are in R. & D.'5

However, there is -great qualitative variation within this manpower
pool as ti result of shifting educational- policies in the past. It is unlikely
that the educational system can produce -the numbers of individuals
with high level training that the leadership has said it needs (800,000
in R. & D. by 1985) and it is certain that it cannot meet present and
short term future demand for higher education,"

In this context, programs to upgrade lower-level manpower take on
special importance. China has had considerable experience with lower
and middle level manpower training, dating back well before the Cul-
tural Revolution. The CR spurred an expansion of this type of train-
ing, and the CR-inspired "May 7" and "July 21 universities" were en-
rolling some 780,000 people in 1976.17

Contemporary assessment of these institutions are not flattering.
The "May _7" and "July 21 universities" have been radically reformed,
and the CR approach to lower and middle level manpower training
have hren_criticized both in_ternis of quality and in terms of the num-
bers of individuals served. While t he number of people receiving spa-re
time education in mid-1980 reached alinost 30 million, reportedly, the
educational level of most workers is still below middle school level.
The-failure to raise this level (now blamed on_the, educational policies
Of the 1966-1976 period) is regarded as a major cause of current low
labor productivity; according to some reports."

In the face of severe constraints on the expansion of conventional
ethica_tion,_particularly higher education, the regime cannot be as criti,
cal of the low level of formal education of the population as it might
he; and fortuitously, the innovati-e potential of the common worker
is not being overlooked. Thus. there continues to he a recognition of
the innovative contributions of_ the unschooled, or those with only basic
education. Beijing, Normal Univerity, for instancn, in a survey of 400
technical personnel who had made significant contributions to produc-
tion _found that 1-9 percent of them had not gone to college or univer-
Sity.19 Self-education, television education and other forms -of spare-
time; informal training are being promoted with plans to add formal
testing and degree granting procedures for the self-tattght." The
Science and Technology Association (see below) has been enlisted to

n Wnng Bingqinn. "Report on Financial Work." presented to the Fifth National People's
Congress. Beijing Review 39 (Sept. 29. 19E)), p. 18.

"CAS.
13 Beijing Review (Mar. 31. 1980). P. 20.
14 Interview with Mr. Wu Ping of the State Science and Technology Commission, March

1981:-
r" Ibid.
so For a more dttniled Atscussion, see Lie A.-Orleans. "Manpower for Science and Engi-

neering in China," U.S. house of Representatives, Committee on Sciences and Technology,
June 1980.Byung-joon Ahn, "China's Higher Education and Science In Flux," Contempornry
Chinn (Mnrch 1977). p. 22.

15 Belting Ninhua. An. 20. 1980. In Tolut Pillillentinnq Research Service (JPRS) 70410.
Guangming Ritmo ((IMRB). June 20.- 1980. -In JPRS 7037.

so Wen gut Bao (Shanghai), June 17. 1980. In JPRS 76272.
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help establish training programs, and the Chinese have sought lower-
and middle-level manpower training opportunities abroad as well, as
part of commercial technology transactions.

China's problems with the development of human resources through
formal educational channels remains substantial. Educational and
training institutions have been subject to severe disruption and mis-
management. China is poor in both financial resources and instruc-
tional manpower for educational expansion, yet, the demand for
education is enormous. Almost half of China's 900 million plus popula-
tion is under 20 years of age. Devising a human resources develop-
ment strategy to cope with this demographic fact boggles the mind,
and the implwations for China's innovative capacity are incalculable.
China's population, however, seems to be one that is motivated to up-
grade its technical skills and d the existence a a variety of training
programs, as well as the tradition of informal and spare-time educa-
tional opportunities, may mean that the problem of lower- and middle-
level technical skill availability may be less outstanding than the high-
level manpower problem.

A third problem faced by the research system pertains to decision
making at both the macro and micro levels. In principal R&D is to be
conducted according to plans, which are to be coordinated with eco-
nomic plans. However, current discussions in Beijing indicate con-
siderable dissatisfaction with the way this coordination has been con-
ducted in the past.21 The _problem is a serious one since there is no
ready way conceptually to attach economic value to R&D, and in China
the difficulty is compounded by the inability of both the research and
economic systems to generate the types of information which central
planners need. Current re:orms in the research system (discussed be-
low) which emphasize contract research may be viewed as an attempt
to improve deciSion making by radi:ally decentralizing it t3 the level
ofnterpriscs and research institute.

However, such a solution leaves unresolved the abiding inability to
determine an acceptable mix of basic research; applied research and
development, and agreement on who the performers of each should
be Formally, the CAS is designated as the lead agency for, basic
research. Its share of the research budget accounts for approximately
10.percent of the total, a percentage which if truly far basic research
would not be out of lint with international standards. However; re-
portedly, only 5-=10 percent of CAS' efforts go to basic research.22 Al=
though some_ basic researchds beginning in the ME's, it would appear
that basic sciences are woefully neglected in a country that aspires to
the further development of high technology industries.'3

A related problem which has plagued the system since the 1950's, is
its perceived failure to serve the economy as well as it might. Chinese
political authorities have showil a certain philosophical ambivalence
in attacking this problem in the past. On one hand-they have regarded

1V111 Ping interveIw Renmin Ritmo tamr.to editorial, Apr. 7; 1981. In "Foreign
Broadcast Information Service-(FBIS3," Apr. 21, 1981, IC19ff.

n Beijing Review (June I, I98I). P. 7.
ri Tt hag' been the judgement of n nitrnhe-r osiVestern scientific delegations to Chinn that

a weak basic research tradition inhibits the Chinese from reconceptualizing practical pro-
duction problems into theoretical terms from which truly novel innovations could appear.
Instead. ezcessive attention to practicality In research had resulted in a trial and error
approach to production related R. & D.
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it as a problem of normative consensus attributable to the ideological
iiiiStakeS of the scientists, who allegedly permed a "bourgeois"_ap7
proach to science by ignoring the needs of _socialist production in
favor of_research work oriented toward _the reward system of the_in7
ternational scientific comiminity. On the other hand, the problem
haSheeii attacked through adjustments in the administrative order. As
a result;- decentralization policies were _adopted, particillarly in the
late 1950'§ and early 19T0's; designed to_ make research facilities more
responsive to grass roots production needs.

These approaches to decentralization however continued to stress
coordination and control of research through adiiiihiStrative means;
The current stress on applied research and closer articulation between
research and production is notable since it seenaingly,telits much
more on a market approach as opposed to the administrative and nor-
mat iveapproaches of the past. .

problems -of manpower and funding can he viewed as prob.-
loins of policy those of decision making and economic releVance are
more fiindamentally problems of system desiga; The decision of the
Chinese in _the-19_50's to emulate the Soviet model-of organizing and
managing R&D has produced a permanent institutional legacy for
China. In spite of efforts to change the system decentralization,
ideologiCal remolding and near dismantling during the Cultural Revo-
liitiont he main features of the Soviet model remain. These include
the_ vertically organized sectorsCAS, ministerial; higher educational;
defense -- tidying separate bureaucratic hierarchies. Such a system re-
quire

_ '-
s central coordination, which is perforinod by the _State Science

and Technology Coat- mission (SSTC) in China. As in the Soviet
system, the relations betw_een the central coordinating unit and the
central_aeadem y are sometimes strained; and in both, the academies
have been able to carve out a, position largely independent of the
former.

Experience indicates that such systems become highly biireauttratic
and Segmented Commiin 'cation and interaction become a difficulty, not
only between research units and production units, but also between
research units themselves. Interdisciplinary work leading to the de7
velopment of new fields is difficult, although once the- development
of a n6N-v field is decided iipon, typically new institutes are_establishe_d
which provide adequate resources for progress. However. there is little
easy; flexible interaction short of the major decision to develop a new
field.

_hike the Soviet system, the Chinese have been institute-oriented;
with university research _deampliasized As a, result. the advantages
of relative, institutional flexil,ility offered by the nnivorsity_ as it re-
lateS to scientific commiinications_Nvithin and between disciplines is
lost;_ as :are the adrantap.-es of linking research and teaching: Since
Prodiietion_ ministries have a- strong hand in onerat.ing educational
institutions for engineerinff, there is a tendency -for these institutions
to Offer overly specialized training_to serve the immediate needs of
the production ministries_and R. & D. institutes tinder them.

In spite of a number of nro1,1emg with the Soviet. model; it. also has
certain advantages: In prineiple it offers relatively stable and there-
fore predictable funding (althougl. in China the research system was
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not able_ to withstand the major political disruptions of the-laSt 15
years). The Soviet _model also_provides a convenient way to concen-
trate human and other kinds of resources to promote fields given high
priority, and. as noted above, to promote new fields:- The neglect of
university research is partially compensated for by advanced appren-
ticeship type training_in _academy institutes. - _

While China's R. & D. system is structured in terms of vertically
organized sectors each with a bias toward centralization, decentraliza-
tion measures have had an effect (see helow). In addition,other S. & T.
related institutions do crosscut the- vertical sectors and -help mitigate
some of the negative effects of vertical oiganization. Of most interest
here are Chinas professional societies and information systems,24

Chinese 'professional societies are of two main types.- The first is
organized by discipline_ The second is organized by technology and
is usually associated with a production ministry which relies heavily
on that technology: _Both types;however, draw membership _from the
vertical Sectors. Both types are also under the general Umbrella, of the
Science and Technology Association; ( STA)

When tlie STA was establiShed in 1958 it was intended to be an
organization that combined the activities of professional societies with
responsibilities for popularizing science and promoting mass innova-
tions, The STA quickly set out to establish a network of local branches,
whi c.b. in turn attempted to achieie the reconciliation of the "profes-.
sional" and "mass" approaches to science by the establishment of local
S. & T. exchange centers. The centers provided a common forum for
scientists from the R. & . sector and engineers, technicians and work-
ers_ from industry. While the work of the STA was disrupted by the
Cultural Revolution it now once again is quite active.

Professional societies sponsor the publication of journals., and the
STA has an active popular science. publication program. Thus the
STA's _efforts Contribute to and _aresupported by an extensive national
scientific information system. By 1980, this system included 72 S. & T.
information research institutes, 3,000 national,regional and basic-level
S. & T. information centers and more than 50,000 full time personne1,25

INDUSTRIAL R. & D. AND TIIE PROBLEMATIC WINDS OP REFORM

China's system of S. & T. institutions is currently undergoing con-
siderable examination with an eye toward the initiation of reforms.
During the last two years there have been indications of new creativity
in the management and use of China's scientific resources. The- STA
has taken the lead in devising new approaches to the provision of tech-
nical services to industry and government. Its Shanghai branch, for
instance, has been convening regular technicnlseminarS to which indus-
trial managers are invited, and, or both- permanent and ad hoc bases;
has organized experts to provide advice. Specialists from the Corrosion

. Prevention Society, for insta.nce; have provided adviceo the Machin-
ery Import and Export Co. on anti-rust lubricants. The Packaging
Research Society has conducted studies on bottle capping machines for

24 A useful recent discussion of professional societies is Robert O. Boorstin, "Professional
Societies in the People's keptitille of China." Washington, The National Council for U.S.-
China Trade. 1979.

22 Beijing, Xinhua. July 21. 19S0. In FBIS, July 23. 19SO.

5
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a househeld cheiniCal products plant. In addition, the STA and its
member societies have served as consultanbi on matters relating to
S. & T. personnel, and they have operated "technical Clinics" providing
"out-patient" and "referral" seryices.2°
_ Important refOrins at -CAS_ designed to giVe it greater_ autonomy
from the state also have been instituted. A. new CAS constitution_ has

been adopted, hich for the first time, proVideS for the democratic
elmt ion by scientific pcers-of the Academy's president:27 Retiirning to
pnicticesfrOM the_iind-1950's a scientific council Of 400 leading scien-
tists (which iii- turn elects a presidiiiin to handle businesS When the

council is not Session) has been designated the highest_ policy
making body; and the formal status of the-Academy has been Changed

frodi that, of an athitinistrative unit of the state to that of a semi-
autonomous fwademic lead Organization.- 4

-Thew are alSO signs of change in relations between research or,gani-

zations and production units. For example, a report on the CAS InSti-
..tinte-of PllysieS notes.

For a long period, because of a lack of comnitinien tionsand becauseof obstacles
inherent in our system, or our disregard of econonil( laws, it was impossible to

apply and_ tiopultiriz_e scientific research resnIM Many research results_ became

mere "extithits:..!'somples," or "articles dedicated to a special occasion Scientific

prStitinel felt auxionsAnd !tentless as their research lay unused, not applied in
produetien. Faetories wer0 kept_ In the dark abort new technology deNTloped by

institittes 411l had to mannfacture the same old Stuff year after year with-

out the benefit Of the new tohnology.7
The situation is changing, however. FaetOrieS arc now actively seek-7

ingas.sistance from the TnAitute,_ and "scientific researchers are thrilled
by this encouraging development, saying they no longer have to des-

perately peddle their research results." 30
_. According to this report, the Institute has deiiSed three approaches
for dealing with industrial clients First, it can sell the rights to a new
technology to a factoq outright; offering technical assistance until
the new technology put into production. A second approach is to
provide technological guidance -by- sending expert, to factories; or by
training factory personnel at the Institute. Once the new technology
is put into production, the Institute gets a eertain Shareof the profits
resulting from the innovation at an annually decreasing rate (e.g. 20
percent in the first year, 10 percent in the second). A final approach
Is to derive compensation for assistance in innovation by taking_ an
annually decreasing p-ercentage (e.g. 5 percent in the first year, 3 or
2 percent in the second) of the sales of a new product

The Physics Institute case seems to he a part of a wider experiment
to allow research institutes.greater autonomy as economic units, and
more flexibility in aiding innovation through the use of market mech-
anisms. In LitiOning,, this effort is referred -to as expanclinp. "the self
determination rights of Scientific research.Units," and it seemingly

x _stop Tcperle,/ for Four Modernizations" G1tIlW Mar. 111;

1986. Tti -.MRS 79024., see also Beijing, Xinhua, Sept_11. 1980. In FBIS, Sept. 22 1980
21 This ,r.149111, he. now Iero follo.ve wIth the eeetlon or the AedetnyR third presi-

dent (and_ first atietifist), physical chemist 1.6 Maxi (Ph.D. UnIteraity of London).
1 'Telling Review (Tone 1.19811. p. 6.
m-ricl /Ina. -31Ohlia-. Ser,t, is. luso. Tn RBIs. Sept. 19, 1980. 1,20.-
3° IMO. The need to "needle" research r'milts often characterizes innovation in complex

crannixatIonat settings In capitalist countries amvell.
31 Did,
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-erijOyS the full support of the provincial authorities. The concept of
self-determination includes the rights to manage finances; employ per-
sonnel, map out research plans and receive materials. A.ccording to
provincial vice-governor Zhang Zhiyuan; the first two are the most
important. To give substance to the right to manage finances, Zhang
supports the principle of allowing re.searclt institutes to increase their
incomes and he believes it is wrong for institutes to transfer research
achievements to production units_ without payments; Instead, insti-
tutes should have the right to earn income legally_protected, and Zhang
looks to_=tenti;protection as the primary ine_chanism:32.

The/tight-to trtiiploy personnel includes authority for hiring-, firing,
pron4ting; ltssigling and redeploying personnel in_a flexible manner
to acliieve the institute's inissions.3 This right should lie seen in light
of more widespread discussions_ of demands from the scientific corn-,
munity for a greatly liberalized labor market for technical personnel.34

It is difficult to generalize about reforms in the research system from
these scattered examples, since there is a great deal of variation across
China in the. relations between research institutes and _production_units.
ITowever, on the basis of discussions held by the author with Chinese
officials in Beijing in March 1981, it appears that there_ is the intent
to promote the kinds of activities described above nationwide as a
matter of policy. _

The essence of the reform thinking is to achieve. a new blend of state
supported research and contract research, with- the latter coining to
occupy a_ considerably larger_ share of the total. The blend is to be.
matched by organizational differentiation intended to create a research
system _composed of the following _types of units °0 _

The. first. type, to be supported largely out of the state budget as in
the_ past; includes large scales institutes engaged in highly advanced
and often expensive areas of research. Most of the institutes of the CAS
would fall _into_ this.category, as_ WOilid_manyof the larger ministerial
institutes. Work in these institutes of the first type will continue to be
governed by national plans; although_ researchers are to have more
latitude. in choosing projects than in the past, and will be free to do
contract research or serve as consultants once responsibilities underkhe
plan have been met. -

The secon-d type of institute, also relatively large, is likely to be in
the production_ ministry; sector. Institutes of this second type are to
have considerably expanded autonomy in choosing research topics;
but in return they are to be Nit loose from regular funding out of-the
state, budget. Instead they are to have access to- see_d_money from -a
special research fund to he administered by the. SS_TC. Most of their
income. however, is to come from the. sale of research results and tech-
nical services to production_ units. _ Profits from these sales can be
retained eXce_pt for that which must be repaid to the SSTC.

A_ third approach will be the termination of the status of some
institutes as-independent entities under the ministeries, and their in-
corporation instead into consolidated production enterprises. In effect,

. =Shonyang. Liaoning, Provincial Service. Sept. 25. 11180. In FISTS. Sept 20. 1980. ST.
" Ibid. The "riAlit" is not yet recognized by the central authorities as the discussion

below Indlea,es.
see for instance. Beijing, Xhihua, ;filly 23. 1980. In FBIS, July 23; 1980,1.14.
This discussion is based on the Wu Ping interview.
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this will mean the creation of tnore research laboratories in new indus-
trial corporations and fewer administratively separate research insti-
tute purportedly serving, a Variety of enterprises tinder the same minis-
t erial_systeni.

A final innovation is the emergence of what are referred to as _"col-
lect i ve research institutes." Like collective economic institutions, insti-
t utes of this type are not state owned and therefore, do -not receive state
funds, Instead they must rely solely on the sale of their services for
income. An example of such an institute is the Shanghai- Household
Electric Appliances Research. Institute_ whieli was established with
fiends supplied by the collectively- owned enterprises of the Shanghai
'Municipal Household Electric Appliances Co. While its work centers
on technical_ problems in the production of appliances, it also offers
research and technical services to customers in other_industries."

research system of the type, envisioned above clearly changes the
mix of market and administrative mechanisms used for linking re-
search and production placing greater emphasis on the former. How-
ever, it a ko reflects a recognition that research and nrodnction in some
eirrumstanc_es are best coordinated administratively if these two func-
tions are within the same organization. What is &emphasized. is the
idea that applied research institutes_centally located to serve a num-
ber of production units, can he effectively administered centrally
through nit iotialized planning, In this sense, these reforms may be an
important step away from assumptions undei.lyg the Soviet model;

Ifoweer. contrary I o the wishes of_,_,onie in the scientific comnmnity.
market. appr.onclies are riot to be fully extended to the allocation of
ti,' T While -the re,e_.inie is willing to e_reourarre individual con-
tract rese arch and consulting. it. SeelI1S to be unwilling to take the
next--Fzfi.p. that of abolishine-. or at it modifying, the prir,ciple of
the administrative allocation of labor. This is lil;ely to limit the effec-
tiveness of the reform in- -research administration. In particular. one
would _expect that the full entrepreneurial potential of the collective
institutes probably will not he met if they are denied flexibility in
ITC1711itimr and dismissing staff.

This observation cannot. be Made without, a qualification, however.
Recalline- that tile_ introduction of markets is occurring, orilv at the
margins of a hiplily bureaucratic SVsteirLit_IlligYilt he argned that a
liberalized labor market for teelinical intellectlialq in and of itself
would guarantee that the collective sector would_ be denicrd quality_
manpower. This is so becanse the state sector providesjobsecitrity and
a Varlet v of perquisites ("iron _rice _bols") not available from the
collective snefor._ thus the letter's ability to nttiact and hold_quality
manpower by relying oil market mechanisms would he limited.3

While problems with the nartitil of markets can he construed
as an instance of the "little bit nregnant" syndrome. it is more
seen as symptomatic of_the deeper institutional dilemma discussed at
the ontset. A number of other problems with the R&D system can be
traced back to the uncertainties Of findingthe proper blend -of mar-
kets. administrative structures and normative, order. For instance,

yeliing July 2.1980. in .TPTIS 7-6100.
For the effects- of the 'Iron_ rice howl" syndrome on collective enterprises. see Xue

Wotan, "Reform the Economic Structure and Economic System." Red Flag 14 (July 16.
19.501. In .TPRS 76,103. p. 13.
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the _Chinese are well aware of the Western phenomenon_ of innovative
high technology companies being spun of from research centers. The
Chinese have the research centers, the desire for innovative industries,
and_ a pool of entrepreneurial talent that under the right conditions
could make _such industries _successful.. However, Chinese_ work units
are expected to provide most of an individual's social services (apart-
ments; benefits, schools and often shops); All of these would have to
be provided administratively by any new industry (which would be
expensive, cumbersome and time consuming)-, or markets would have
to be established for all those services (which in the short run would
he socially disruptive.) 38_

Institutional uncertainty is also a factOr in assessing the desirabil-
ity of the current drive_ for more contract research. This policy has
the virtue of more effectively linking research institutes with produc-
tion units._ However; it also seemingly exacerbates the already serious
neglect of basic or fundamental research which will_become anincreirs-
ingly serious problem as the technological level of Chinese industry
becomes 17101'0 sophisticated.3° That is, therzis a danger that the use
of market mechanisms will be excessive and intrude into areas best
left to administrative meehanisms.4°_

Related to problems of "market-plan mismatch," is a problem in the
planning system itsolL_Theoretically, the_ appeal of central planning
inn research is the capability to provides to ". . . invest and

Mobilize R. & D. resources on a nationwide _scale; to focus and comptemenc
resources in the pursuit of- national social and economic objectives-; to reduce
R. & D. redundancy and maximize reforms to society's investment in R. & D;;
and to efficiently disseminate R. & D. results and innovations."

The existence of scientific and economic planning in China produces
one predictable result. Those units near the top of the hierarchical
system tend to have the easiest access to resources, although they may
be the least innovative.'2 On the other hand. the fact that there has
been extensive decentralization of the administrative structure (even
as the primacy of administrative structure over markets has-been main-
t ained) means that some of the theoretical advantages of planning are
lost.
- Decentralization has had the effect of unleashing a great deal of
local initiative for R._&, D. projects; and it has also effected the avail -
ability- of resources. Thus units wishing to undertake R. & D. have
more than one option in findinv, support,. They can_appeal for support
to superiors within their ministerial system (who in turn have multi-
ple options for obtaining support); or they can appeal to the S. & -T.
committees of the local units ofgovernment. Sincebeth the ministerial
system and the local governments lack experienced R. & D. managers
to evaluate the initiatives coming from below, there has been a tend-

Fisher. "Do We Stand . . .". pp. 20-21.
*William A. Fisher, The Management of Industrial Selene

e
and Technology in thePeople's Republic of China: Opportunities and Problems:' nupabiished paper_ presented

at the- Conference on Industrial Development in China, U.S. Department of Commerce,
tt's.hIncton. D.C., Feb. 24, 1981,

0-Since basic- research -is- widely believed to be a "public good", It is often assumed that
support for it 1s best tett to_governments. It it alto (Wheat to- attach an economic value
to-haste research, although a free "market in- ideas" -is necessary for an adequate assess-
ment of the wave, or basic research by a profeSsionally competent community.

*1 Fisher. "The Management . . .", p. 7.
42 Ibid.
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ency (given a national policy which has been celebrating the promotion
Of S. T,) to automatically approve proposals_from below. The sys-
tem therefore in effect; b000rnes a project selection and fnnding system,
rather than a true_ planning system which realizes some of the advan-
tages noted above.'-'

While local initiatives are encouraging as a sign of entrepreneurial
energies, they are not always economically _rational,_Policies which
further local initiat ivies, e.g, the economic lreforms of 1919 aiid 1980);
for instance, produced a flood of unnecessary capital construction
which represented an irrational use of resources and_contributed to a

blidgettii y deficit ;" - -Funds for "technical renovation" often
went _ for expanding buildings rather than upgrading production
machinery.

For instance, in an apparently otherwise well run optical instru-
ment fii,ethrV in Chonqing, sonic 2.0 million yuan were invested in
expansion of facilities during the _last two years, 51 percent_ of which
crime from the SSTC. However, of this major investment,_ only .2 mil-
lion were hivested_in_ machinery and equipment, the rest having_gOne
into the One senses that local preference for expansions of
this kind which concentrate resources in construction rather than
eqiiipment renovation (and which the central authorities now _con,
&inn) isfi function of patronage opportunities they afford to local
..lites motivated by particularistic concerns.46

Thns,_efforts_ to_ reform _the research system proceed from an uneer=
tain philosophical basis. It is not possible to proceed on the basis of
normative. consensus-since revived_ particularism clearly demonstrates
its absence, and the Cultural Revolution experience is still too fresh in
people's minds to try to launch a campaign to achieve normative order,
Markets are attractive options since they_ (11 are_new and different and
(2) appear to he flexible. institutional arrangements for achieving cer-
tain modernization goals. However, markets are also problematic be-
etiiiSe (1) one market based reform points to the need for many more,
and (2) market. based solutiowi arfinot necessarily_thernost appro-
priate for all of the problems of the R&D system:_Relianceon a philos-
ophy grounded in the primacy of administrative structuro merely
main bring to center stage the problems of institutional _design noted
above_._ especially the problems of innovation characteristic of systeniS
modelled after that of the Soviet 'Union.

Assuming._ that the Chinese resolve. these institutional problems
through trial and error and incremental adjustments, and not through
radical shifts in policy, the future of the research system holds more
promise. The future role of the institutions of_ higher_education in re-
Starch. for instance, is likely to expand. As noted above, the research
role of IITE's in the past has not been great. (although their technical
Seri-ice§ role is Stibsttintin1). On the other-hand; before the Cultural
Revolution, university faculty often also belonged to researehinSti=
tiiteS proXittitite to the ME's. In the post -Mao era this practice has
been revived; lint in addition, the long-held interest of WeStern trained

Thid.. and Fisher. "Do We Stand . . ."
a Buchman. "Local Interests . ."
a Personal communication from a Western visitor to the plant.
" r r. Bachmtm. "Local 'Interests . . ."
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scientists in making unk ersities centers of research, seems to have been
incorporated into policy as well: It is likely that if large numbers of
Chinese scientists continue to study in the capitalist countries, they
will upon their return wish to continue the development of the IHE's
as _centers for _research.

By the late 1980's, the.refore,_China could have a hybrid, research sys-
tem of considerable interest. By grafting on to the existing system
a flexible applied R&D and technical services sector (comprised of eon,
tract research institutes and intra7enterprise research laboratories)
and an active university sector, while maintaining -a stable _core of
high quality research in the academy sector, the Chinese could have
the best of both the Soviet and Western models. By the late 1980's the
average age of the S&T manpower pool will be relatively lowi and bbth
human and financial resources will still bb relatively scarce. One can
postulate therefore a research system_ of eager and aggressive research-
ers in keen competition for limited resources. Finding an effective
mechanism for the allocation of those resources will be crucial if such
a hybrid system is to fulfill its promise, and the establishment of such
a_ nieclumism will be one of the key science policy problems of the
1980's for China.

omNA'S INNOVATION PROBLEMS

While the development of a productive research system is unques-
tionably_ essential for successful modernization the economic impact
Of R. & D. will not be felt if the products of R. & D. do not find their
way into commercial production. The. phenomenon of introducing new
products or processes into commercial production is what is normally
meant by "innovation" in Western usage;_lnnovation thus by definition
is not strictly a matter of It & D. Much useful innovation does not
nece rily involve "high" or "science based" technology, although for
the ter types of technologies the successful coupling of R. & D. and
production is a crucial part of the innovation process; As noted above,
that coupling has not always been successful in China, and it is not.
unusual at present to hear factory managers and engineers complain
that the work of R. & D. institutes is of no practical use to them, or
to have R -& D. personnel lament the lack of interest in innovation on
the part of factory management!'

Sustained technological innovation in the- civilian economy seem-
ingly has been a problem for socialist countries. Programs of innova-
tion expose socialist managers to a variety of uncertainties including
those pertaining to supplies of inputs and markets for outputs. Since
socialist price mechanisms typically do not adequately reflect the costs
of new products (before and after learning effects take hold), the small
increment of extra income that could become available to the manager
by attempting to innovate is often not worth incurring the risks the
decision to innovate entails:"

Underlying assumptions about technological progress under social:
ism set thinking about innovation apart from that found in market
ecodornies; In Marxist terms; technological progress, or "the develop-

" Fixher, "Do We Stand . . .". pp. 15. 16. It should be noted that these problems are
not unheard of in. Western economies as well

49 Joseph -S.- Berliner, "The Innovation Decision in Soviet Industry." Cambridge, the
MIT Press, 1976.
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merit of ptOdtietiVe forces;" becomes retarded in advaneed ca_pitalisrn
by contradictions with capitalist_ relations of production. The Sidi:

stitution of- socialist relations of production for capitalign therefore
is expected to lead to an explosive growth in the productive. forces and
rapid technological change. Scientific and technological knowledge is
freed from proprietary interests and becomes truly public. Furthat:
more, in this view, the development of knoWledge and its use can be

rationalized through planning.*?__-
These considerations _have contributed to the design of

institutions premised on a "natural" flowering of technological prOg:
ress, particularly the centralized organizations for R. & D., adtiln-
istratively_ separated from production activities described above.5°
In spite of the fact that leaders of socialist economies have taken an
active interest in problems of innovation in recent yeni; ideology may
predisP6se them to _underestimate_ the difficulties of innovation _and
provide a convenient justification for avoiding fundamental economic
reforms that could make their econotnies_more_innovative.

When the -post-Mao leaders embarked on the four modernizations
program and identified science and technology as keys to the othet
three modernizations, they did so with at least some recognition of
the problems of innovation. -For instance; in his speech to the 1978
National Sciences Conference; Vice Premier Fang Yi stated that;

It is a growing trend that raising labour productivity depends on the applica-
tion of new _technologies. We- must take effective steps to change the present
situation in which the populariiatitin and appliention of a_large number of Scien-
tillea_n_d technological achievements hate long been delayed. We must first of all
ONerconic the conservative idea among some of our _comrades of being content
with things as they are, make greater efforts to-publicize scientific and techno-
logicaLachievements and new technimies, seriously study nrid solve_ the_problems
that exist in the exchange and popularization of these achievements and change
irrational regulations on keeping secrets.
_Ciose_atte_ntion should be paid to the hiterniediate_Iinks between scientific

research and industrial and agricultural production and essential _pilot, factories
and workshops to trial-produce new products should be built or improved.

We should study_and formulate appropriate technical -and economic policies
and eneourage_lhe_application of scientific and teehnolOgicaI achievements. The
standards by which production departments are exantined should include the
application_a_such_achiev_ements and the innovations Marie in technology. We
should actively-support their efforts to apply nest teehnintms_and improve work
processes by providing them with the necessary materials and funds 63

Fang clearly believed there is a link between innovation and pro-
dnetivity ; he recognized_ robleMs of technical conservatism and_ sug-
geAteti a strategy for dealing with them. The strategy involved not
only the development of a vigoroliS R&D sector; but_ also greater efforts
iii the scientific information and popularization fields; the use of pilot
plants to achieve demonstration effects; and reforms in the decision
title§ and incentives affecting micro-economic decisiontritiketA.

Chinese thinking about_the rehttiOnsilip between knowledge and
innovation is changing as current efforts at economic reform proceed.

As one Chinese commentator recently put It. 2!Sinee sodalisra freed scientific labor
from the shock teR of-the ropttolist system of prlynte ownership. scientific research con
now be reasonably organfr.ed and adapted to the needs of society . . ." Chen Changahu,
"A Talk on-the Characteristics of Scientific Labor," Red Flag 12 (June 16. 1980). In JPRS
762nfl.

19' rt. Berliner. np.
" BOUIng, RInhua, Aug. 26. 1980. In JPRS 76410.
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and increasingly reflects _the underlyinr, philosophy_ of the latter.
Whereas Ming 1978 'statement. to the National Science Confer-
ence indicated an understanding of innovation, which might be char-
acterized as "R&D driven" or "supply pushed", by 1980, Fiing,'s state-
ments focused more specifically on factors influencing _decision rules
and incentives within enterprises, such as new approaches to cost ac-
counting, profit_ dist ribut taxation; depreciat ion and price policy."

In spite of this shift. of focus, Chinese concepts that come closest
to "innovation" fail _to. capture the sense. of process leading to com-
mercial application that the English term denotes in its technical defi-
nition._ No one, nese. term quite connotes. what _is meant by _"innova-
tion." Instead Chinese often speak of inventions (fit ming,) which then
should be popularized (pn_ji) as two somewhat discrete activities.
These terms connote very little about decisions to adopt new tech-
nology; Some sense of_ processand managerial decision making is izti
plied by the term re sin. but the hitter tennis normally best, rendered
as renovation. although it is often used with reference to the renova-
tion of technology in production units.

Western analyses, of innovation in China have often begun with an
analysis of industrial _structure; These analyses reflect a. general agree-
ment that. although the large scale. centrally controlled enterprises
may contain the most advanced _machine-embodied technology; they
are not. typically the most teehnologicallY innovative.53 Heymann, for
example; looks to laboratory bullish-yam! to medium scale urban in-
dustry as the leaders in innovat ion." Baum notes. that. "opportunities
for_ managerial _entrepreneurship and organization _innovation" are
"relatively rest rioted in state. enterprises." 55 Rawski develops the most
complete_ argument for the technological progressiveness of the, small
and medium sized urban industries. t'These firms usually are found in
centers_ of pre- liberation industrial activity wih Shanghai being
particularly notableand most of them have their origins ni the pre-
'49 period; While they were largely - neglected in investment. decisions
durin,, the First. Five Year Plan Period, they survived and became
crucial sources of technologica prorrre.ss followinn. Soviet withdrawal
in 1.960. Rawski attributes to them China's ability to launch_ entirely
new industries (petroleunt;_chemical fertilizers) largely on the basis
of indigenous resources. Their innovative capabilities in Rawski's

. view, lie in-their avoidance of diseconomies of scale, in- an _entrepre-
nenrial tradition going back to the pre-'49 period and in the skilled
anti experienced work force they possess."

Chinese capacity for technological innovation has been strongly
influenced _by the impact of central economic planning on micro-
economic decision making. In principle; Chinese enterprises since the

" Fang Tl. "Severn' Current Problems in Scientific and Technological Work," Red Flag 2
(Jan. In. lase) In JPRS 75317.

IlaWski. China's_ Transitiom . . neymann-. Jr- "Industria-I Str-tretnre and
Teehnologleni Adrnneement in the People's Republic of China." paper presented to the
CIFXD__Semlnar on- Science -nnd Technology In the People's Repuhlie of -China. Paris.
Jan. 20-23. 197(i: Riehnrd Rom, ",Latent Interests In Chinese Industrial Enterprises: _A
Stricturni- Annlysis anti Overview,' paper presented at the workshop-on -the-Pursuit of
Politle:11 Interests in the People's Republle of Chinn. Ann Arbor. Aug. 10=17.1977. These
assessments are consistent with more recent information reported by Fisher In the two
paperer- cited chore.- .

84 Reymann. "Industrial Structure . . .".
56 Baum: "Latent Interests .

Rawski. "China's Transition . ."

51
57-19) 0 - 32 - 33
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mid-1950S have expected to meet eight_ standard planning targets
which until recently included output, quality; variety, consumptionOf

raw Materials and energy resources, labor prOcluctivity, cost;_ profit
and the rate of utilization of circulating The impact of plan=
ning on "the innovation_ decision" in China has been similar to that
in the Soviet Union. In both countries the physical output target haS
been taken much more seriously by managers than the others. This has
often _led to a neglect of innovation-related targets; Both economies
experience serious uncertainties of supplies, which reinforces tenden-
cies toward managerial risk aversion. Managers in both countries
adopt St lit tegits of hoarding and inventory building designed to "buf-
fer" their_ uncertain _environments to insure that physical output tar=
gets can 13-e rtachtd.s7_ In China howev_er, risk_ aversion also has a
political cause in the highly unpredictable politics that has character=
ized the SyStetti ih the past. Interestingly, the types of particularistic
political behavior noted in the introductory section are strikingly

behaviorally; to the practices of hoarding and inventory
building._

There iS general agretiment.among Western_ analysts that the plan-
ning_systern in China haS been_considerably less "taut" than that in
the Soviet Union. This has been due in part to an underdeveloped
statistical system; to a shortage_ of trained economic administrators;
and to the §triietiirt of the inherited industrial _economy. But perhaps
the most important reason is the degree..of decentralization of the
economy which WAS intended to; and apparently has achieved the in-
corporation_of local interests into the planning process;

Decentraliitititin has meant -that many ent"rprises are subjtet to
multiple admintrative_autheritiesiafact which makes it difficult for
outsiders to understand the operation_of incentives and controls in
individual factories; The accommodation of the interests of these
authorities hii§ Often entailed the diversion of resources from preiliie=
five activities.- Depending upon how one accounts for these resources,
they can be Vitied either as having been allocated (to meet scitib=
Political dem:Inds) and are therefore not available for (conomic
poses; or as_ a_ substantial amount of "slack" in the system that could
be recovered through economic reform.

One gets a sense of this situation from the following types_of tie=
counts. Reports on a plant in Kunming indicate that it is under the
general jurisdictiOn of the central Ministry of Metallurgy which sit=
perVi§e§ its output. Provincial authorities however monitor the plant's

ropfit performanee. On personnel matters the plant is resnonsible to
the City, and local bureaus of planning, construction, and communi-
cations have influence on_ other spheres of the plant's activities AA=

sinning each multiple_ :jurisdictions haiT been commiln throughout
China;_ it is understandable how administrative authorities in Jiang_ai
are able to "... expropriate an enterprise's truck for a few days.-or
demand workers to help ca_r-ryvegetables to market Jiangsi radio
reported that whenever personnel shortages exist; provincial depart-

fil_Thortios Enwski. "Chinn's Indnotrini Styntenr." in F.S, Congress. .Totnt Economic
Committee. "Chinn : A ReitsimnsMent of_ the Economy." 1975, pn.AR1 -192: Ree Shnn,
non 11, IlrOwn. "Foreign Technology and Economic (lrowth;" Problems of Communism
(Tnlv-Angnst 1977), II, 37.

" Chinn linidness Review. March-Apri1.1979. n. 56.
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!limits simply appeal to factories for voluntary manpower transfers
even for_ tasks such as running exhibitions; militia training or repair-
ing public squares. NOt only arc plans upset but many factories are
never recompensed:6°

Administrative _controls in China over the economy's financial ar-
rangements _and its price system, in obscuring the true costs of eco-
nomic activities, have effected approaches to innovation as well. -In
the financial area, there has _often been a lack of direct connection
between investment funds and economic performance. Relatively cost-
less investment funds_ have been _available either through the state
Budget or through bank loans (which in the past did not carry interest
charges): Given the priority -of output targets and general supply
uncertainties, such funds would Often be used to pursue a strategy of
vertical integration. Rawski notes_ that the acquisition of well-stocked
machine shops has been especially prized as a means for reducing
reliance on outside supplies.6°

Administrative. controls over allowable depreciation have also hind-
ered innovation and are now being reformed._ Current proposals call
for the shortening of the depreciation cycle which in many industries
has been as high as 2540 years to 10-15 years; an increase in the al,
towable annual rate of depreciation to 6.5 percent-10 percent and
great, r discret ion at the enterprise level in using depreciation funds: "
It should be noted that while the depreciation cycle in sonic. indnStrieS
hit.; been excessively long, in some high technology industries; includ-
ing electronics, reportedly it is quite short."

The reliance on administrative mechanisms for establishing_ prices
in China has also had effects on innovative behavior. -If. is not known
whether price irrationalities produce the kinds of disincentives for
innovation that are known to exist in the U.S.S.R.; but serious ir-
rationalities do exist. In spite of the fact that there has been some
liberalization of pricing in the last two years; firms still cannot easily
raise prices (although there is sonic room to lower them) to reflect the
risks involved in_ producing a new product._There are loopholes how-
ever. In the retailing of consumer goods for instance, new products are
often introduced having an `experimental status ": As such; .prices
can he set locally. Not surprisingly, producers try to maintain the
"experimental-status" as-long as possible."'

Recently-, administratively enforced ceilings on prices in the face
of growing_ inflationary- pressure have put lactory managers in a
bind. This situation has had an unexpected effect on product innova-
tion however: Faced with rising costs and price limits on old products;

fe Ibid.
"0 ilawski,_"China's Industrial System," p 183.
"1 For discussions of the depreciation Issue and the availability of-financlal -resources -for

inno_vation_mote_ generally. see lien Tan, Sun Hualyang _and IA,. JinglIn. "Investigation
Report : Enterprises In Sichuan Province Acquire Greater Independence," Social Sciences
Ia- China-, Na. 1 f1-980), -pp. 201-215; Erik Baark. "Teehno-Eronomics and Politics a
Modernization in China : Basle Concepts of Technology Policy under Readjustment of the
Chinese Economy;' Discussion-paper No. 235, Lund_ Sweden. Research_ Policy Institute.
ITaiversity of 1,und, November 1980, pp. 20-fr7. See also, Wang Binggian, "Report on
Financial Work."

.3 Personal corimunicatIon from William A. Fischer.
Tbese -points were made by Prof.-Richard H. Holton-of-the-University-of- California,

Berkeley. School of Business In rupublic lecture at the University of California. Berkeley,
ern -Feb . 5.-- 1981: -A useful discussion of current pricing practices is -foon-d--i-n--Richard -H.
Helton. "Marketing: Domestic and International," unpublished paper presented at the
Conference-on Industrial-Development in China, U.S. Department of Commerce,-Washing-
Oh, D.C., Feb. 24, 1981: I am grateful to Professor Holton for sharing this paper with me.
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enterprises have found that it. is in their interests to introduce new
products which qualify for higher prices."

The incentive structure resulting from administrative controls over
the economy; when combined with past normative appeals for self-
reliance in technological innovation hav_e contributed to a degree of
technological autarky in Chinese firms. The prevalence of a. wide vari-
ety of locally produced (sometimes appearing to be "gerry_ built ")
production equipment in Chinese factories indicates no hick of in-
ventiveness. While such inventiveness can be viewed as a response to
normative appeals to self-reliance; it may also be a response to eco-
nomic and political signals as well. For instance, a manager faced
with excess labor which he is politically bound to retain; may find
procuring advanced equipment from another unit unattractive; par-
ticularly if as is often the case; the new equipment does not come
with spare parts. Tinder such circumstances, the preferred decision
could be to make. technically less sophisticated_ new equipment one-
Self (or modify old equipment) and rely on the available labor to
maintain it."5 Thus traditions of vertical integration and self-reliance
may be rational and supportive of innovative potential at the local
level._Trowever._ in the context of the economy as a whole; they may
impede innovation. As Fisher has nicely put it,

Self-rellanee impedes the flow 01 technical information and the diffusion of
innovation because there is no formal logic or predictability for the appearance
or sharing of innovations: Furthermore self-reliance thwarts 'worker pressures'
for innovationary activities: reduces the Illielihood for funding R&D by pro-
spective etistomers and reduces the production volume which can be expected
for any potential innovation: All of these factors discourage technological ad-
vance at the national tevet.°1

More generally. the tradition of sell-reliance. (backed by the incen-
tives noted above) frustrates the kind of economic integration which
is likely to represent, a major gain in innovation. Two striking fea-
tures_of the. Chinese economy and its technological development are
its diversity and an apparent lack of balance in its development;
There are great. regional differences in factor endowments and levels
of modernization. These. are crosscut by different levels of sect-oral
development. While. China is still an overwhelmingly poor agricul-
tural country, it. is also one which has demonstrated a _measure of
techimlop-ical capability_with the successful completion of impressive
technological projects. While it may he an overstatement to say that
the Chinese economy is many economies; it is not too much to say that
it is at least. two or three.

The "unbalanced development" of the economy has undoubtedly re-
sulted in excess capacity in some sectors of the economy creating
"slack" which could he tapped for innovation in the face. of a more
disciplined economic, environment. Afore active transfers of- resources
from one sector to another in_ some sort of _non-zero sum_ faShion is
already takint, place-in some industries, and others are planning for
them. The defense seetor, including defense industries and defense
R&D installations. has long enjoyed n,lority investments from the
state and now finds itself with considerable excess capacity. During

aa Personal communication from William A. Fischer.
as Holton, lectare,
ea Fischer, "The Management of . . ."

tj --1
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the last few years it has begun to move actively into the domestic civil-
ian_ economy and has shown/an interest in the export economy as
yell. " As many as SO percent of the enterpriseS in the defense-sector
are now iirodueing some civilian products, and it is expected that_30
percent. of the value. of their output will be in civilian products-this
planning year," In Guang-dong; the value of civilian products, from
the defense sector amounted to almost 30 percent of the total value of
production in-the province in 1979;69 _

While, it is by no means clear that the active, involvement of defense
industries in the civilian economy represents the most efficient use of
the. nation's resources; these, industries do represent significant con-
cent rations of scientific and technological assets; That defense indus-
trizs now articulate with the civilian economy makes it more likely
that those assets will be used to enhance innovative_capabilities than
if there were only a minimal Connection with the civilian economy.

The civilian machine building industry has also enjoyed a favorable
investment position over 111c years, and now represents a significant
concentration of human and technological resources. However the in
&1st ry has failed to meet its potential in terms of the other sectors of
the economy it serves, the quality and diversity of its products; its own
internal organization, and neglect of its own machinery." HistOrically
it has served heavy industry at the expense of the rest of the economy;
and_ has tsxpanded by _building new factories instead of renovating
equipment, at, old ones. In addition it has failed to offer customers com-
plete packages of products and services; it has neglected the export
market; and has concentrated on physical output at the expense of
quality, variety, and punctuality of delivery. Reforms have been insti-
tuted to raise ". . . the ability of the machine buildirg industry to
satisfy various social needs ..." 71 Promises of reform _are not the same
as actual reform, but again, we see in the tmachine building case a core
of concentrated technological capabilities (as ,well as productive
zapacity) that could become widely diffused with the right formula
for economic integration.

_Although the cardinal choice of an .administered economy in the
1950's has contributed to economic integration in sorne_ways, in others,
it frustrated integrative trends. The socialization of the economy had
the effect of imposing administrative structure on _pre-existing "nat-
ural" economic regions and of directing the further development of the
economy according to administrative criteria.

According to economist Xue Muqiao,
Since the socialist transformation of_ capitalist commerce and_trade_we linve

disrupted the original economic channels and gradually_ substituted administrit-
tire enter.4 for economic centers. If the economic contacts between Shanghai and
southern Jiangsu have_ to he-channeled through Nanjing and the economic _con-
tacts between_ Shanghai and theliaodong Peninsula have to be channeled through
Shenyang, this will surely complicate the procedure and increase the costs, result-
ing in a great waste of time and money."

6, Fox Butterfield. "China's Military Industry Pursues -Civilian Markets,!' N.-Y. Times.
June- I. -19S4. S Li Chun. "Military Industrial Enterprises Must Learn Two Sets of
Skills." Nanfnng Ilihno..Tan 1. 1980; ln-J-PRS 75104, 34.

.1 Iiel.ilni Xinhbut. Aug- 13, 19S0_ In ERIS. Aug . 14, 1980,
a "nun ngdong Military- Industrial- Enterprises- Actively Produce Civilian Products,"

Narita-rig-Ritmo, Jan. 12,1980. In JPRS 75104_ p 37.
" Zhou Zijinn. "Structural Reform- and Direction-of Development of the Machine Build-

Ing Industry,- Red Flag (June 1, 1980). In 3PRS 76248, pp. 34-35.
Ibtd.

" XIIP muoin. "Reform the Economic Structure . . ."
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The gradual reaffirinat ion of the role to he played by natural ecb-
nomie centers seemingly is a Step toward finding the right formula
for integration 73 as is the liberalization_of transprovincial commerce.
Consumers of electrical intieliiiiery_in Tianjin_ who in the past werC
instructed to "tiny Tianjin," are _now__free purchase'urchase' equipment of
superior_ quality (from Shanghai), _This change not /Only forces eco-
nomic discipline on Tianjin producers; 74 but it also c&itributes to more
effective-internal technology traitSferS.

A variety of Other forms of trans-provincial economic integration
have been reported during the hiSt year ranging from joint ventures
(where one partner supplies- technology -and equipment and the other
provides labor; raw mat.-rials and sites) and compensation trade; to
direct inVestnierit Seheines by which rick and advanced cnterpriSeS
provir.1e _funds for _expansiOn to poorer units in return for a share of
the profits Of the latter. Shanghai reportedly has already organized
ten trans-provincial corporations Which facilitate extension of Shang-
hai manageriak-coitm and tcchnological capatilities to: firms in less
alanced regions7

There has al§ii Been a growth in hybrid forms of industrial Owner:
ship and management involving the state, collectives and individuals,
'Fliese are reportedly Making improved usc,1 of underutilized financial
and 'Immo' resources, _and are contributing to "the development -of
t h. productive finch'." In spite of the fact that some of these hybrids
have been able_ to capture resources inkrided f6refficient state-owned
factories," t heir flintiShing snggests_a trend toward economic inte-
gration involving highly flexible "feeder ihiliistries"_providing inputs
to both medium and large scale, enterprises, and being the recipients
of technologioal feedback in return, The hybrids also can be expected
to be a _much heeded source of product innovation as well;

Should mote effective integration be aeliieved, one would expect
more widespread incremental technical progress based on the diffasion
of one or iiiol*0 "COM teehnologies." 's This model of innovation which
has been operative in China in the past is one of an economy_ consist-
ing of entOtiriFThS of differentsizes; objectives and capabilities, in which
technical progress is spun off frOm_centers possessing advanced skills
and technical knowledge in a far more innovative faShion than one
might initially suspect, Such centers do ekist,_ in China, but the excesses
of an administered economy and the obstacles to economic integration
they have created have limited their int-Mt-alive impaet. Recent reports
of skilled workerS frtith Shanghai, many of them retired; serving as
technical advisors in less developed regions-of the country with pref-
erential pay and liVing conditions suggest: that the Chinese now also
place value on the "diffusion front the core" concept of innovation,79

thid.Xintitia Commentary. "Bieille_DOwn Barriers; Protect Competition." Beijing, Xinhun.
Atte. T. In$0, PiliS, Aug 13. 1980 p. L12 _ _ _

" Fur discusshins of tht_se ittivolOptilents, see Nue :11turIno. "Reform ihr-eonornle Stoic-
titre :". p. 25 "Various Forms of -Economic intettratinn." _Beijing L 29.
19901, Pp, 4 5: 'Joint Venture iFi Zhejiang," Beijing Xinhtla. July 4. 1980. In .TPRS
Tillno. 1,3

'1 lie lianzhang. "Newly Uniirgitig EonOtnic Forms." Beijing Review 21 (May 23,
I9St nriA

" 114d.. cf. Rachman. "Loenl Trite:4-'414s ."_
7" See. Nntlinn _Rosenberg. "Perspectives on Technology." Cambridge, Cambridge Uni-

versit Press. 1076. chapter 1.
" Beijing. Xinhua. Aug. 23, 1980. In :11)R§ 76401.
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When the potent 'al benefits result ing frormeconomic integration are
added in with the exiitnce of _an extensive IUD System and estab-
lishe(i networks for dissrminating S&:r information and upgrading
human capita L. china's future:innovative capacity appears promising
lit spit( of the unfortunate legacy of efforts to emulate the Soviet
nealel the 1950's, _native Cri'inese enteprenetn-ship has not been

itd. Indeed, t he evidence front the last two or three years in both
thin MI )secturandt he indit;trial economy more generally is that there
is enormous initiative at. '-ort; in factories and institutes." In addi-
tion, the chief engineers at Chinese factories have impressed foreign
observers us a savvy bunch who understand and cultivate the techno-
logical -;zat_ekeppers' _and "product champion" roles in their enter
prise.." Chma's problem therefore. may be less one of stimulating
interest in intim-at kill han one of channeling innovaWe energieS ih the
proper directions. Iroweveri defining "proper" any determining the
channeling- mechanisms again becomes a matter of intititutionplehoice.
The problematic relationship between stimulating innovation and the
dilemmas of institutional reform are nicely illustrated in the quest fat
a syst ,a1 to reward inventions,

As we have seen, when the Chinese leadership initiated new policies
fiir S&T in 197s, they were not unmindful f the problems of-innova-
tion; and t he import anre of providing incentives to innovate. One P-61---
iy response has been the repromulgat ion of regulations for rewarding
invontions. The regulations provide for four grades of awardsi each
carrying a cert ificate a medal and a cash award from 1;000 to _1(1;01:10
yuan: To qualify for an award, a project must be truly novel; "ad-
vancer and proven -"applicable - through- ractice."

The Science and Technology Commission has been authorized to re-
view and decide on inventions!pialifying for awards: The progam has
been actively implemented since its establishment in late 1978; re-
portedly 103 invent ions were- approved during 1979 (and "neitagy 1;000
new products trial produced")_ and 32 were selected for recognition
during the first half of 19S0."_2 In _addition to the :SSTC-tan program.
other organizations have also initiated awards for technological
achievements. In April, 1980, for instance, the FirSt fiiiisti Of Aitt:
chine Building recTinized 2S4 technological projecfq, with awiuds; ST
of which_". . have either approached or reached the advanced
national level." "

The a wamls program is an interesting illustration of how uncertain
iiiStitiitional philosophy makes it difficult to maintain policy con-
innity. The program is in effect a dusted off version of an incentive

scheme that was introduced in the 19_50's As such- it-reflects the in-
stitutional a - unalitions Of administrativeeontrol and of suppli° driven
innovat ion_ discussed above.'" The 1950's awards program was grad-

""_ef Ilavitrann, 'Local Intere.t, " and:4'1%11er, "The Management of . .". and"Do We Stand . ."
8-1FIscher. "Do we Stand . ." gatekeepers monitor the environment for new informa-

tion of relevance to Intim-Minn JIM] Into rcaporksildlity _for_setting_ThatAt reachett those in
Ain orga niza tlon who tloP(i It. Product elm mplons arc, advocates potential innovations
'who are willing to do im ttle _with the 11",reca reaktant to_ change inAtrms._ Both _rotes _are
recorded- as nititc Important for innovation by Western students cf complex organizations.

'1 Beijing, lingua. Sept. 11, 10S0 In MIS-. Sept. 23, 1980. (Supplement) ; Beijing,
Xintom.-.7tily 16. 1980. In 7BIS..7111v 22. 1950._L19.

GMTLB Arteril 12, 1980. In :MRS 76187. Tbis report desCribes briefly some of the
projects recognized.

For_an examination- of-thes19110's-uwwrcis program. BCC Richard P. Suttmeter, "Research
and Revolution," Lexington. Mass., Lexington Books, 1974, p. 61-62.
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tinily Phased out its material ineentives were deemphasized and as the
!plest for a_ normative Order intensified during the 1960.S._Tbat_the
past quest forfora noritiative order had success is indicated-by the per,
Sistetice of Afaoist egalitarianism in the implementation_of _the current
system. FOr instance, Article VIII of the regulations states:

Cash rewards for inventions by collectives should be reasonably dtvided nototig
Mettliters necording to their respective contributions. Cash rewards for inentionb

individuals should be Issued to the Intilvidnals.

Seeiiiingly this article spells out a dkinction between individual
and group rewards. In pritetire. however,Thulividual recipients of have
been etpected to share the cash _award with members of their_work
units._ including non-prOfessional staif85This expectation is not con-,
hinted in tuitional polio., but is rather the result of local peer pressure
based on past, policies of egalitarianisjn and_non--material incentives:
Tlillti adimnistratiVe Order is at odds with normatiNT order.

Administrative order is also at odds with market order. Article IX
reads:

Alt inventions belong to the state. All units throughout the country (inClud-
log units_enforcing the system of collective ownership) may make use of inven-
tions as needed.

As the reforms in -the R&D system discussed above indicate,_gt-eatet
ialiance on market forces is being ivied and this in turn has led to_an
evolution _thinking about intellectual property rights. Current diS'-
enssions of the adoption of a_patent system take isaatC with some of the
provisions of the awards program;

The "Regulations on Awards for Inventions" currently to fnrce in ourcountry
do not completely comply with the requirements of ,the development of science
and technolt,gy in China. nor eau they satisfy the requirements of international
cooperation. It is neeessnry to formulate a patent law and establish our patent
system as soon as possible.86

In addition; incre;tsing stress is hemp; put _on :conipetition betWeen'
eliterpriSS iii the hope that competition will stimulate. better economic
per forniance;_ While calls for competition are accompanied by
statements C:qieChition for continuing inte -enterprise socialist co-
operation_ the trend is clearlv toward cooperation_ throngh market ex-
Change. The considerable difficulty of placing value on knowledge and
technolotry, which_ will be necessitry if market excbante_iS to work;
seemingly is not facilitated by the, provisions of Article IX which
treat inventions as a free public good.

CoNcLusroNs

While in ninny China is a poor. underdeveloped country, it is
endowed with resources for technological innovation__ which set it
zwart from most These include an extensive research
system; technically advanced _seetors of the industrial economy, an
abundance of entrepreneurial talent and .11, Woll:force with a pro-
pensity to upgrade its skills. These resources have been terribly under-

ized. Institittional reforms now being tried are intended to achieve
more efficient resource use by creating greater economic .discipline

m Private commonfentIon from-ft reelplent of an Indi-trInnl sward_
-ta Xia Shuhua. "It Is Entirely Necessary to Establish a Patent System," mum. June 19.

1980. In PSIS. July 9, 1980.
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and by fostering as higher level of economic integration. The_ political
environment for t he reforms is complex however, and remains unpre-
dictable in part because of uncertainties over institutional philosophy.

In this context; China's expanded international economic relations
assume at special 111W0111111e0. These not only have direct implications
for t he development Of innoative_capaity, but_indirectly, they also
piiiiiii to the problem of institutional choice. The direct effects ean
lit. expected as a residt_ of greater foreign participation in the Chinese
enonly. This participationthrough joint ventures and compen-
satory trade. and the sale_ of goods and ::ervices to Chinaestablishes
more mechanisms for technohigy transfers than existed in the recent
past. Indirectly,_a foreign economic pr nice in China, and the export.

mmarket, to which China is comitth g itself, provide the_economy
with object ive success criteria for ',vain: ting enterprise performance.
One. would expect, as a result; a stronger sense of discipline in economic
management. and a general reinforcement of the thrust toward ration-
ality and efficiency embodied in the dommtic reforms.. For example.
an impact of foreign economic relations is already evident in a new
concern forfluality cOnt rid and modern mai ket Mg:

New international economic relations are not limited solely to com-
mercial ties: China has also_opened itself to_ international deelop-
ment assistance no'oneies, such as UNDP, and has become a inethber
of the World Bank. Relations with the latter are just beginning_, but
in formed_Obse: vets expect large scale Bank assistance to China within
the next 5 years. This relationship is potentially of profound impor-
tance; not only for the direct :1 44,-; Is tance that. will_result from_ it, hut
again, for the indirect consequences it will have for Chinese institu
tional reform. ,Tilternational_ development agencies_ are potentially
powerful. tacit allies for Chinese proponents of reform who would
ser,k to break out of the_ cyclical T1E-defeating patterns of the political
economy deseibed en Hier in this paper.

Tt would_he a _mistake_ to overemphasize _these international ties,
Chinese politics is ;,till driven larp-elv by internal forces, and the
possibility of attenuating international relations as a result of either
domestic or international political developments is always real. Newel-7
aless. for the reasons 7iven. these. ties are a new and important
factor. The direct benefits from them at, this point in China's develop-
ment are particularly great. and this fact provides leverage for those
who would care to use it. _

Innovative technological development. has been likened to sailing;
both a wind and a rudder are needed; Whereas capitalist _economies
tend to have lots of wind but not too much rudder, the Soviet case
often seems to ell - rudder but no wind:s7 The Chinese case is more
difficult to interpret, The Wind is more unpredictable than in capitalist
economies; but it is clearly_t . Because the wind is unpredictable
it is easy to "lose" if the r aide' is faulty. We have suggested above

I....1A

that. the integrity of _the rudder is in doubt in part because of the
intense stresses placed on it in the past. Thus, the need today is not
for another "great helmsman" but for rudder builders of consum-
mated skills.

07 This metaphor was suggested by WassIly_Leontief at the Symposium an Japan's Tech-
nical and Economic Challenge and the American Response. University of California.
Berkeley. Mar. 80. 1981.



CHINA'S CAPACITY TO ASSIMILATE FOREIGN
TECHNOLOGY: AN ASSESSMENT

By DeniS Fred Simon *

OVERVIEW

Chi IlieS ability to assimilate foreign technology is _teverely con-
strained by four factors :_ (1)__uneven performance with respect to
translating research results- into the serial production process; _(2)
poor management capabilities, _particularly in such areas_ as project
integration and industrial organization; (3) technical backwardness.
particularly in precision instrumentation and testing equipment; and
(4) insufficient numbers of qualified S. & T. personnel to assist with the
management and adaptatiOn of imported technology. These problems
are critical constraints in both the civilian and military sectors. Al-
though the Chinese have made appreciable progress during the_ past
several years at remedying_ many of their _defiCiencies, most of the
above are deep,seated problems _with only Jong-term_ solution& The
Chinese must first upgrade their basic capabilities _in_such funda-
mental areas as alloy procesSin,%_computer and electronics develop!
ment and applitations; and systems management before imports of
foreign technology will have an appreciable impact on their mod-
ernization program.

A. INTRODUCTION

Harnessing science and technology to serve theneeds of national de-
velopment_has been an integral part of China's "four- modernizations"
program. The Chinese leadership views the upgrading, of domestic
S. & capabilities as a Cattily-St in_the modernization of agriculture,
industry and national _defense. Since the fall of the Gang of Four in
late 1976, continuous eff6rtS have been made-to improve the function!
ing of the S. & T. system and to- promote the rapid advancement of
Chinese sciener: and fechhelegy. Without an adequate S. & T. base,
China's leaders correctly believe that the "technology gap" between
China and the West will not only_remain large. but will tend to widen
over time. Moreover; _modernization of S. & capabilities is viewed
as an essential part of China's continuing goal of achieving a greater
degree of national technological self-reliance.

One of the major frieetS of the "four modernizations" program has
been an increased Chinese willingness to purchase foreign technolo-
gies and acquire foreign technical assistance in support of economic
development. Although the use of foreign technology is not new to
China, the prese,nt openness of the Chinese economy to foreign par-

*Research 2.biiiyM f. Office of Scientific and Weapons Research, Directorate of Intelligence,
Central Intelligence Agency.
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t is in some respects highly unique. Never since its coming to
power in 1949 has the Chinese ,rovernmenkinaintained as many S. & T.
contacts on as broad a level at one time. China has not only acquired
foreign technology through commercial_ channels. such as whole plant
purhases or the importation of machinery and equipment, but has
ntiiizeil goernment-tn,trovenment S & T. agreements and educa-
t lona! exchanges as yell irdes to secure guidance and assistance for over-
coming many (if its domestie-S. & T.-related shortcomings. Although
China's strategy for using foreign technology has undergone sub-
stantial domestic criticiStm and modification (hiring the last year or
hero, tlw present leadership remains committed to maintaining its
S. & mint ions with the advanced nations and borrowing technology
from the West.

On important consequence of China's experiences over the 1978
8l period has lwen an 'neve:;(41 awareness of its own domestic S. & T.-
related deficiencies and the shortcomings contained within its policies
for foreign technology acquisition. As one commentator in the Chinese
journal Economic. :tfanagement ecently-suggested, ". . . in the 1970s;
ad especially 1978, th work of introducing technology was wrong
in direct ion_ and st rategy." ' In particular, proponents of increased
technology borrowing over-estimated China's technical capacity to
absorb foreign technology and to achieve desired economic benefits.
The use of advanced science and technology by themselves is no longer
viewed as tlw sole solution to China's economic, ills or technological
backwardness. Some basic changes in both science policies and tech-
nology acquisition strategy have been implemented. The reformula-
tion of technology import, policies is designed to better reflect China's
existing technical capabilities and resources, and to better accord with
the, country's, limited financial capacity to purchase large quantities
of foreign technology.

The, purpose of this paper is to examine the Chinese experience in
assimilating foreign technology over the last few years, and to high-
light China s strengths and weaknesses regarding its ability to effi-
ciently and effectively apply foreign technology within the economic
system.

The issue of technology transfer is one that has been the focal point
of intense international debate and controversy over the last few_ years;
Within the context of international fora, such as the UN Conference
on Science and Technology for Development (UNCSTD), the na-
tions of the Third World have tried to increase their access to the
world's pool of technology and to improve the_terms upon which this
technology is made available to them. One of their main goals has
been to ensure the use of more "appropriate technologies'_' within local
prodiwt ion processes. Most, criticisms have been directed. at the "sup-
ply side" of the_ transfer process and the business _practices 'of the
major vehicles for technology transfer, such as the transnational
corporation.?_

In spite of these criticisms, however, there has been kgrowing rec-
ognition that the technology transfer issue is as much a problem on

% Chen Weinin. "The Directlon of Introducing Technology Should he Changed," Jingj!
Guerin. Apr. 15. IOSI. pp. 22-25.

2 Samuel Rosenblatt, ed. "Technology and Economic Development : 4 Realistic Perspec
five," Boulder, Westview Press, 1979.
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the "demand Side" of the equation. In other words, the effectiveness
,

of any_teclmology transfer mechanism is geatlr_dependent upon the
capability of the user to absorb the technology. Ile crux of the prob.
lent usually is not the technology itself, but rathzr inadequate in-_
stitutiontil structures and the lack of an indigetiOUS technical capacity
to direct _foreign technologies toward the solution_of economic prob:
leers. this relationship _was clearly stated by DiltrinS James in Ins
tinitiySiS of technology absorption in the case of Latin America:

There is -convincing evidence that_ indigenous research and teelitiological
rowing are strong complements: individuals, who have had experience in coping
with a particular- :4-et of local problems willbe in a better pogition to participate
in the transfer of knowledge. Iiideed_they will be in a better position to_ ask the
right questions. And they will be better equipped to select appropriate techniques.
. .. Indigenous research activity is_thus:very essential to economic development;
even if it does not iiiiitedia*Iy result in technical knew-hoW.!' 3

The ChineSe experience over the 1978-81 period reflects the importance
of these factors_arul the costs that are incurred by virtue of their under.
develoPiiient within the recipient country.

B. TECHNOLOGY AND THE ACQUISITION PROCESS

Students of development generally_ agree that foreign technology
Iris an impotaiit role to play in_the process of economic gi-owth.
nets, for example; has suggested that_ene of the advantages afforded
to the develOping:nations today is _their opportunity to borrow from
the international _pool' of technical knowledge. Technology, as used in
this paper, is defined as "the know-how necessary fOr the productivd
functioning of an enterprise." The term includes process _(engineer-

ing), management_j_inarketing, and production know-hOW.4 Other defi-
nitions hilly be more comprehensive; but this particular definition is
useful because it specifies not only the forms that technology may take,
but also its most essential applications.

Technology can -be- conceptualized in several_ ways. Three different
categories of technology are distingukdied in this paper: (i) general
technologyWhich tends to have universal application and is neither
product or process specific; (2) system:Specifie technologywhich is
directly related to a_ specific production process. and (3) firm-specific
technologywhich refers to the particular mode of production used
by an individual company to manufacture a specific prodiiet.5 Depend
ir the context and_ the industry, these different forms -of tech-
nology can be transferred in "embodied" or "disembodied" fbrin, In
the case of the former, the know-how in _questiOri iS -contained within
a particular piece of equipment- r machinery_ or within a turnkey
pliant. By acquiring the -entire item. one thereby acquires -the tech-
nologies Incontrast the disenthodied technologies usually_are not con-
tained within a particular item but are transferred as infermation to
the potential users for their own development and app!ication.

_tirrniifi lames. "The Beonomte (77n-m. tar Mere indigenous Scientific and Technological
Research and-DeNelatunetit in I.Bes," In lames Street and-Dilmus James, ed, "Technological
Progress in Latin America," Boulder, Westvlew Press. 1979.

Fund for Multitto roma' Nitiongement education. Public Policy and Technology Transfer
(volumes 1-4), New York. March 1978. . .,.

3Ibia.
. . ..._ ..._ ............_.
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Technology is transferred when information and know-how, as well
as physical items, are transmitted from one place to another; Among
the many vehicles for transfer are (1) equipment sales; (2) design
contracts; (3) licensing contracts; (4) management contracts; (5)
foreign direct investment, including joint ventures; (6) marketing
agreements; and (7) training programs; If we want_to include "non-
commercial" vehicles, we might also consider bilateral S. & T. coopera-
tion programs; bilateral education exchanges; and the' exchange of
technical literature through open publications, such as scholarly and
trade, journals, manuals; and various forms of media communication;

Some mechanisms of technology transfer are more' common than
others, such as licensing and direct foreign investment; Those that
analyze the technology transfer process generally agree, however, that
the most effective method of transferring technology is_ one that in-
volves the close interface liekeen supplier and recipient. This is
especially true in view of the fact that most _technologies Jembodied
and disembodied) reflect not only the specific need's of the original
user; but also the particular so_cio-politicaLand-economic environment
in which the technology was developed. Close interaction is useful in
order to facilitate, adaptation when and where necessary; More_impor-
tantly, the essential mechanism of technology transfer is one of agents
and not agencics"it is one of ruove_rnthit of people among establish-
ments rather than the routing of information through a communica-
tions system;"6_-Accordingly, progress in the technology transfer proc-
ess is greatly dependent on the technical capabilities of the partici7
pants; _and the ability of the re_cipientto diffuse the technology once it
is received from the. supplier. Moreover, unless technology can be suc-
cessfully `- `diffused" onceit has been _transferred; "technology enclaves"
may develop and most of the potentially beneflaial, long-term effects of
the transfer will not appear;

C: BACKGROUND

The problem of technology assimilation has been a high priority
issue on the agenda of the Chinese people since the latter -part of the

dynasCy (1644-1911). Faced with the problem of Western in-
cursion and China's slirinkinlitical autonomy, various Chinese
leaders attempted to harness Western science and technology to re-
spond to the. Western challenge. By _combining the "best" elements of
Chinese culture with the tools of Western technology, the Chinese
hoped that they could strengthen their society to face the threat to
Their national sovereignty. It rapidly_became apparent to many in
China, however, that the absorption of science and technolou from
abroad_ also entailed- various socio-political and cultural changes as
well. The fabric of Chinese society and institutions revealed itself_ to

ibe ill-suited to make the wholesale importation of technology a viable
alternative. By the end of the dynasty and well into the twentieth
century, the task of developing an effective strategy to synthesize -ele-
ments of Eastern culture and Western technology remained unfinished.

Since 1949; China's policies regarding the- importation of forRign
technology reveal an alternating pattern of shifts between periods_ of

6 William Gruber and David Marquis, ed., "Factors in the Transfer or Technology... MIT
Press, Cambridge, 1969.
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extreme and-selective-foreign-horrowing-Although this
pattern is less definitive in relation to China's imports of machinery
and equipment, it is well-defined regarding the purchase of whole
plants and related items. These shifts have been mainly the result of
lxrlitrc;iI competition 1)et \Veen t womaior gi.oups, _one _chanicterized by
its_ strong advocaoy of national self-sufficiency and articulation of radi-

eebiloinic nationalism, and the othe- favoring foreign technology
acquisition and economic inteleolirSP With other nations as_a means to
enhance the &eVeh:Thiel-it of Chinese industry and agriculture. In many
respects; this latter group has_ not been opposed to the goals §elt,
reliance and increased self sufficiency, but have argued that these are
long-term goals that can be best achieved through the _acquisition of

frein abrOad. One direct manifestation of these-shifts in
policy hasbeen the uneven pattern of industrial growth that has char=
acterized the Chinese economy over the last 30 years.

China's most extensivevexperienc.e with foreign technology came dur-
ing the period of close Sino-Soviet_cooperation in the 1950s.' Over the
course of a ileeade, the Soviet Union conducted a large-scale.; compre
honsive technolOgy tninsfer program that included equipment and
facilities to support the development of such heavy_ industries in China
as steel, machinery, envi-gy, and _national defense. Over 150 key whole-
plant projects were supported_ with Soviet technical assistance. The
bulk of the machinery Ithd equipment that carne -into China arrived as
part of whole plant purchases. Estimates suggest that _11;000 Soviet
technicians provided guidance and technical _advice to China to start -
up projqts. Additionally, approximately 25,000 Chinese were
sent to the SoNfiet, Unio for advanced education and_technical train-

irul5or tautly, however, the Soviet Union shaped the develop7_
uu'nt of both China's production structure and S&T_ system-1)6th Of
Which r6plii.e-ed the highly-centralized, heftv-N industry-oriented _So-
viet system: it is perhaps in this area whelp: the Sot iet_ Union had its

Forw-terin iMp;ict on the economic development -of - post-1949
China; Although two decades have passed since the Soviet. -Union
rendered direct technienl assistance to China, 'Western visitors continue
to report that many of the structural manifestations of the Soviet
Model lOciin largo in both the conduct of research and-the management

indiistrial enterprises: in many causes, due to lack of any alternative,
iiidnStrial Managers mid technical personnel _remain locked

into the use of _Soviet designs and specifications for such thinirs as the
inarilifaetiire of nnichinery and the production of metal alloys.

From both an economic and political point of view. the ChineSe
perience with the Soviet TTnion_had an important influence_on the_de,
velopment of China's philosophy of self-reliance. The Soviet pullout
from China in 1900 was a rather _costly_ lesson_to the Chinese. The
extent of Chinese dependence on Soviet technolorry and assiqtanc.e be--
came _readily apnarent as China attempted with !reat_ difllculty_ to
coninlete many of the projects that had been started durincr, the period
of SoViettutelape. The lesson was one that would_ continue to pervade
polleinalting technology tmnorts over the nes-t. two
decades; One positive result, however, was the fact that the Chinese

- _

Finns Heyman. "Aconisition and-Iliffusion_cif Techno,ocy in Chinn;" in "Chtna : A Re-
gssessnimit at the Economy," Joint Economic Committee, 04th Congress, 1st session, July 10,
19715. pp. 678-729.
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were forced to _assume_ responsibility for completing many of the.......

Soyiet-inspired projects; and, as a result; through -the process of trial
and error and the copying of Soviet designs, the Chinese were able to
develop a significant _indigenous technical capability. Unfortunately,
this technical capability was "problem-orientedi" rather than "innova-
tion oriented;' and thus did not contribute in a major way to the de-
velopment of innovation or basic design capabilities within the Chinese
Ri.S;D_or production systems.

China's next major phase of importing _foreign _technology_ and
equipment_eame_during the early 1960s (1962-66) in the aftermath of
the Great Leap Forward (GLF). In its simplest _form, the_Great Leap
Forward was an economic campaign initiated by MaO that was de-
signed to _speed up the pace of China's economic growth_and to pro-
mote local self-sufficiency in both rural' and urban areas. In_ many re-
spects. the policies associated with the Great Leap Forward were ill
founded, resulting in great problems -for the Chinese economy..

The decision to import additional plants and expand equipment
purchases after the GLF was apparently designed to remedy some of
the_product ion shortfalls that China was experiencing because of GLF
policies. Although the Chinese had ordered over 100 additional new
plants in the late. 1950s from the Soviet Union, many of these never
were delivered_ due to the Soviet pullout; and _among those that were
delivered, final completion was significantly delayed. There are also
some- indications that the Chinese were interested -in whole plant ac-
qpisitions at this time for purposes of reverse-engineering and copy-
ing...In the case of one petrochemical plant imported from the Dutch.
such an effort. was made, but it appears that. the Chinese were not com-
pletely successful. Overall, the entire technology program of the early
1960s was a modest one fronithe standpoint of both plant scale_and
financial costs. Its unique feature was the new source-of most of the
itemsWestern Europe and Japan. Eventlially, however; the purchase
of foreign technology, in terms of whole plant and machinery imports,
was interrupted_ by the onset, of the Cultural Revoltition,_ an event_that
culminated in China's adoption of radical autarkic policies until the
early 1970s.8

From the perspective of foreign borrowing, the Cultural Revolution
(CR) re_nresentedan_ all-out nttack on the acquisition of foreign tech-
nology. China basically closed its doors to foreicrn intercourse and the
country went into a posture. of deep insulation!-The CR also brought
to -the-surface the deep divisions that existed within China regarding
the issue of teohnolopy imports: and revealed the strong hostility and
chauvinism of particular political groups in China vis-a-vis the for-
eign_ technology issup,_Self-sufficiency_ at both the local and _national
level was encouraged. Reliance on modern science and technology was
criticized. as was the expertise of China's scientific _community and
economic managers. The result of the turmoil en;;,,endered by the CR
was debilitating to the functioning of scientific institutions and the
development. of the Chinese economy.

The etielv 1970- witnessed a sharp reversal of the policies advocated
during the neigh the Cultural _Revolution. Between 1972-77, China
eml >ft ileed-- on -a -MP j -ca m pa ign to-purchase whole plants --and--equip7----

" Ibid.
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nieiit frein itbriiitd. The State Council approved a budget of $4.3 billion
for the programas a result the program became known as the- "four-
three" scheme.° Over IJS$3 billion in plant purchases were made dui-7
ihg this period. Most. of the, acquisitions were aimed at meeting basic
needs in such fields as clothing and food by increasing production of
oliernical fertilizers. petrochemicals. and light industry products. Ap-
proximately 51% of the'foreign exchange allo(ed for the "four-three"
program went to purchasing items for end.users in the above indus-
tries: The metallurgy and energy industries each received a 20% share.
Over 30_ projects were begun. with most of the technology involved
having _the following characteristics: "high capital intensity. large
scale. high elikiencyi automated control, and intensive use of thermal
energy." _

It was during this period that China purchased 8 ammonia plants
for chemical fertilizer production front_ Pullman Kellogg of the
Tnited States and 8 urea plants from the firm's European subsidiary,
Kellogg Continental. The Chinese also revised their earlier policies and
decided to allow a substantial number of foreign technicians to enter
China in. ardor to assist with the construction of foreign plants and
the_set-up of machinery and equipment. Over 3000 foreign technicians
and engineers visited China to assist with the transfer of technology.
In the_ Kellogg ease. for example. approximately 150 technicians were
in China at one time or another providing leadership and guidance
with respoot to -t lit overall _construction of the plants. In point of fact,
the Kellogg technicians did not only oversee construction of the plants;
but were also responsible for _basic desigrt_engineering, procurement,
and commissioning of the fertilizer plants.i°

Indications are. however. that approximately two-thirds of the total
imported plants experienced considerable_problems, some durityr con-
struction and othe :- during the testingstage and initial start-up. These
problems were recently spelled out in the April 1981 issue of Economic
Management. a Chinese journal designed to provide enterprise man-
agers with _new information about modern management techniques. 21

These problems included the following:
(a) "Delays in construction and operations." I1Y:the erid of 1977. It of the

24 projects scheduled for completion by the end of the year were _delaYed for_12
months or more. -The Sichuan Changshou Vinyl Plant, for example, experienced
a three yea r delay.

(h) majority of the plants have frequently been operating under capa,
City:" °Elbe 17 plants finished before 1978, nine were operating-at an acceptable
energy efficiency /output ratio of 90 percent. including seven of the large diem,
Teal fertilizer plants. The other plants, including the Yanshan Petrochemical
Plant (76 percent)._ the ethylene chloride plant at the BeijingSecond Chemical
Industry_ GM p_ereent). and the Wuhan Iron and Steel Mill 150 percent)' were
all operating at significantly lower rates. Four of the synthetic ammonia plants
(Gti!zhon; Guangzhou; Nanjing, and Anqing) were also operating at the 50
percent level

return on investment for purchase of the plants have been poor."
Only 25 percent of the projects have produced an acceptable rate Of return since
their completion. Several of the petrochemical plants. for example, have only
returned 71) percent of their total investment even though many began operat-
ing in I976--77.The Wuhan Iron and Steel mill project was cited-as-a- partIctilar
example of a probleni-plagued plant. Six of the 13 chemical fertilizer plants

arinli (Economic. management). Apr.15. 1951.
10 Nitrogen, September/October 1974. pp. 24-52 New -York Times. October 26. 1976.

p. L 51.
11.Tingji Guard!. Apr. 15. 1951.
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Imported during the 1970s were also plagued by operating problems. The plants
at Hubei and finnan, for example, were operating_at a loss due to increases in
the price of tight oil. The elwraical fibers projects in Sichuan and Diaoning_were
tumble to start-up at the projected. time due to difficulties with peripheral_de
sign, equipment uuality, .and management_ resulting in_a $3- billion yuahloss In
state revenues. The start up of the _Sichuan Vinyl.Plant_noted_Rbove_was_def
laved because of lack of supply of natural gas immediately after the plant's
completion.
- "Duplication _of equipment. and technology imports." This was a _major
problem- due to _lack of _ communica t ion _awl coordination__ within the Chinese
bureaucracy: Between 1972 and 1979,_ 25_2 duplicate sets_ of equipment covering
17 categories Of _items were initamted. _Moreover_ indications are that most_ of
these items could have been produced domestically. As a_ resuIta large number
of domestic producers of 'machinery and equipment 'were Ieft with idle capacity.

Although whole plant purchases had risen to almost US$1.3 billion
by 1973, they began to decline steadily:, the total value_of _plant mu.-
elias-,,s sank to US$185 million and ITS$59 million by 1976 and 1977
respectively. One. of the_major reasons for _the curtailment of the plant
imports was financial.. Rising inflation in the world market as a result
Of the OPEC oil price rise_ impacted -in a negative fashion on the
Chinese economy. This problem, combined with crowing domestic
economic problems; imposed serious financial constraints on China's
ability to pay for additional plants and eqiiipment. The other major
reason for the halt ill imports was political:Starting in 1974; political
criticism against extensive technology and plant imports began to
grow. The "politicization*" of the issue by the_ Gang of Four and their
supporters made it diflicult-for p technologyroponents of large technolo hill-ices
to_c_ontinue with the "four- three" program.

The Chinese experience during 1972-77 indicates that the country's
technical capacity for assimilating_foreign technology was inadequate
and that the domestic nwellanisms for allocatingplant inputs were not
sufficiently _developed to ensure_eflicient plant construction and opera,
tion. The Revollition had clearly disrupted the operation of
the Chinese economy. Persons with strong political credentials rather
than technical capabilities were placed in key administrative posts.
These persons were notea liable of handling the complex tasks involved
in the assimilation of foreigm technology or managing the operation
of large; complex plants such as those that are common_ within the
petrolwmical bullish-v. As the author of the Economic Management
article _suggests; _"the. lessons of the 'four-three' scheme were not
seriously summed up in order to draw experiences and leain lessons
from it;" and as a result; the country was ill-prepared to bring these
plants on line, as well as to handle the next wave of wholeplants and
technology imports,'" Sonic learning and diffusion of foreign tech-
nology, however. did occur. _.For example' the -development of the
Shanghai petrochemicals ntrochemicals complex owed ue,11 to the transferred tech-
nology embodied within several of the whole plant imports during
this period.Y" Generally speaking; however; while many of the im-
ported plants, such those providing increased inputs for the manu-
facture_ofehemical fertilizers. were able to contribute to the _expansion
of production, the embodied technology within these plants was not
easily dissected or diffused;

"
'PRS 77269. Jan. 28, 1981; pp. 58-62. 13elling Review. Dec. 8, 1978: pp. 10-12.

Chemical & Engineering News, Dec. 17. 1979. pp. 21-30.
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B. CHINA'S Ult MoDERNIzATioNs PitouitAM AND TECHNOLOGY IMPORTS

The announcement of the "four modernizations" program in Fehrti=
ary 1978__marked the beginning of a iibNV thrust in China's economic

The four modertlizatiol is was conceived as it multi-facetedpi.o7
grain designed to enhance China's national Security; promote long-term
self-eliaince, and bring China's technological and defense capabilities
to world 'levels by the year 2000." The program gained inotnentuni in
late 1976 after the death of C;hairtrlalt Ala° and the arrest of the radical
Gang of Pour; It _was not until early 1978; however, that the Chinese
leaderShip was able to develop a comprehensive plan to spearhead the
modernization effort.,

The objectives of the program, as stated by the Chinese, were to di:
paled the- quantity and upgrade the quality of production in agricul-
ture, industry, national defense, and science and technology. In
February_ 1978;_ a set of modernization goals were spelled out, including
construction_ of 120 large -scale industrial projects_ and ambitious pro-
duction targets for steel and agriculture. Recognizing the backward-
ness of their industrial aitdS&T base; the Chinese indicated a greater
willingness to import foreign technologies and to use these technolo-
gies as a means to spearhead doinestic S&'1- development. Reform of
the existing systein of management and decision-making in industry;
education and research was also stated as a vital component .of the
modernization program: Without such a comprehensive niederitizat ion
effort; proponents of the program argued that China would remain
weak and vulnerable.

China's eagerness to achieve the goals set omit, in the modernization
program resulted in the sending of large numbers of Chinese scientific

_ _

ti iand_econotc delegations overseas td&.1)Int.-e. for and examine the state-
ofztlie-artcivilian and, military technologies available Within theWegt.

ho sending of tliese delegations abroad began 'is eair 1 } -as_1976; though
their numbers peaked in 1978, As a result of their extensive travel§ or
what some Western observers Ii tve described "it. giant Chinese.. shop-
pingping spree and fishing expeditiony'_ the Chinese were, able. to garner
substantial amounts of technical inforthatibti in fields of relevance to
both civilian and defense modernization: By the end of 1978, China
had negotiated or signed contracts (inany of Which were only agree-

inciple) for plants and equipment in _excess of US$ 7 bil-:

lion. Discussions continued, however, for additional Civilian and
military technology purchases amounting-to US $:30-35 billion." Tech,
nologv and whole plant pti rcliases for modernizing petrochemicals and
metallurgy accounted for' -the largest part of Chinese expenditures,
(See Table 1) Among the major projects were. a large integrated steel
mill at Baoshan (technology from Japan; Germany and the US) and
petrochemicals complexes-in Nanjing, Shengli, and Beijing (teelt7_
nology from .Japan, UK, Germany, anti the US), In order to pay for
most of these purchases, the _Chinese hoped to sig-nificantiv expand
their output of petroleum so that large quantities couldbe exported to
earn foreign exchange.

Titrliard Banat. "C'hina's Four Moderrazations." Aoulder. Westrielv Presi4. 1990. _

National-Foreign Assessment- Center. "Chine Post-Mao Search for ClrIllan Industrial
TechnolOgY 71)100204). February 1979.
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TABLE 1.CONTRACTS FOR WHOLE PLANT, BY INDUSTRY

(In millions of dollars]

1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979

Petrochemicals
tran_and steel
Fertilizer
COaland _electric power
Transport
Commumcation and electrenics
Nonfetrr. metals

oManufacwng
Petroleum and gas
Other II

0
0
0

23
0
0
0
0
0

35

698
-0

392
161

0
0
0
8
0
0

114
551
120
46
0
0
0
0
0
0

90
0
0

-0
200

0
0

74
0
0

136
40

8
I)
0
0
0
1-

0
0

39
0
0
0
0
0
0

21
20

1

3;325
2,978

0
202
_79
217
127

6
0
0

29
312

15
736

66
125

_3
279

31
110

Total...._________ ................ 58 1,259 831 364 185 81 6,934 1,706

Includes cement plants, hotel and office buildings, and caustic soda plant.

Sources CIA, 'Thine: International_ Trade Quarterly_Review Fourth Quarter, -1979,'-'-(Washington, D.C., 1980); CIA,
"International Trade Handbooks (Washington, D.C., 1975-80); CIA, "China: Post -Mao Search for Civilian Industrial Tech-
nology" (Washington, D.C. 1979).

By December 1978, China's leaders realized that their original goals
for modernization were overly ,ambitious, that the details for imple-
menting the program had been obscure; and that the priorities for
allocating scarce financial and technical resources were loosely defined;
at best. Although China had begun extensive purchase of foreign tech-
nology and.equipment, domestic economic and financial limitiutions
and a lack of qualified technical personnel became critical constraints
on its ability to make effective use of this newly acquired technology.
Poor coordination within the Chinese bureaucracy also hindered the
success of the four modernizations. One Chinese source,-for example,
suggests that machinery and comprter purchases were often arranged
in spite of the fact that similar iterns"were already available in nearby
areas and were in many ettses being underutilized.' Additionally,
many organizations had signed agreements with foreign firms without
a commitment -of money from the central authorities or without hav-
ing the authority themselves to enter into such agreements. The sever -
ity -of most of these problems was brought into sharper focus at the
Third Plenum held in December 1978 at which time a major_reformu-
lation of China's basic modernization strategy was initiated."

As a result of the decisions made at the Third Plenum; China's
priorities shifted away from the concentration on heavy industry that
had dominated the initial phase of the program; The- theme' of "read-
justment, reform, consolidation and improvement" 13-came the new
focal _point of China's modernization strategy. New emphasis- was
placed upon the development of light industry, ,agriculture, and en-
ergy. Decentralized_ controls were advocated as part of the effort to
reform the economic structure and to stimulate local initiative by
granting greater decisionmaking autonomy to individual enterprises
and lower administrative units in such areas as foreign trade. Many
domestically-genmited projects were scaled down. Restrictions were
placed upon additional capital construction, resulting in the cancella-
tion or suspension of several major industrial projects containing for

13,-IIIng pee. 1'4-1040. n.
u National Forelam As-segment Center -: "China : The Continuing Search for a 'Moderniza-

tion Strategy" (ER 80-1024 8), April 1080.

5 3 j
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eign Participation in early 1979, including the highly-touted Baoshan
steel mill project Economic catbacksi technical consideratiOnS,_ and
inadequate feedSt-ocks and raw material inputs were cited as the main
reasons for the cancellation& In a large number of cases, such as the
BaOslian, steel mill project, adequate feasibility studies regarding the
technical -and- economic viability_ of particular projects hid not been
conducted beforehand=the_result_being that construction could not
be completed or plant operations could not begin upon completion."

During 1979, the program of economic readjustment was progress-
ing slowly. There was resistance to_many_of the changes instituted at
the Third Plenum, as well as a variety of-other- bottlenecks that wore
titovotitihg readjustment- from being fully implemented; The impera-
tives of readjustment were in conflict with many of the ongoing efforts
associated with economic reform. Centralized controls -were gradually
reimposed in order to ensure compliance of local leVel Units With the
economic priorities being articulated at the national kite]; Bureau-
cratic infighting among various ministries was also a source of resist=
once, one that Manifested itself in the inability of the central -au-
thorities to arrive at decisions regarding- the disposition of various
projects. Many ministries. particularly in the heavy industry sectors;
felt threatened by the changes contained within the readjustment
program.

Efforts were made throughout 1980 as well to remedy many of the
imbalances in the Chinese economy, inchiding the implementation of
a program of national energy conservation, the consolidation of small
enterprises. and the imposition of stringent financial controls: The
readjustment program; however; continued to follow an unevenpace
one that was clearly much slower than the central leadership in Beijing
had originall anticipated: Although -in mid-1979 the Chinese leader=
ship 111121 decided to re-start some _of _the_projects suspended during
the initial phase of readjustment_ many were subsequently cancelled
again in early 1981, including a latgeportion of the Banshtin steel
Mill and several of the petrochemicals projerts;Estimates suggest that
a total of 22 projects worth approximately US $2.7 billion were either
Cancelled or postponed:- Firms from .Tapan and West Germany were
the hardest hit by the Chinese decision to unilaterally halt construe

In some cases; a large percentage of the machinery and equim-
ment contained in the projects had already -been delivered_. Foreign
firms wanted to be compensated for_both real and potential oosts re-
sulting from the Chinese actions, including the tendering of technical
SerYices and consultations, but were not able to work out an 'acceptable
agreement with the ChineS6.2°

Policies in force in mid-1981 were aimed at continued reductionS
of capital construction, imptovernentsin plant efficiency, and the
tilAcihg of more technically- competent persons in positions of author-
ity within the economic and S&T_systeins. The issue of compensation
fOr the cancelled plants- remains unresolved.; though negotiations be=
tween the Chinese and the concerned foreign firms are continuing In
some cases, the Chinese have indicated a desire to continue forward
with some of the plants, e.g. petrochemicals, and have been trying

" See art-tele by Martin Weil In this volume.
1! China Trade Report. May 1981.

China Business Review, Nfay/June 1181 .
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to secure loans and other financing to _allow the projects toga forward.
They have also exhibited a greater willingness to enter into joint ven-
ture (equity & non-equity) and compensation trade agreements as a
means to secutV'needed technology and equipment for projects in areas
of current high priority;

E. SCIENCE POLICY AN() TilE PROBLEM 01' UTILIZING TECHNOLOGY

China's decision to initiate_ a program of economic readjustment
resulted in several important changes in its strategy and objectives for
acquiring foreign _technology._ These changes;. however;_ also derive
from some of the fundamental revisions Of the 1978 national science
plan that have been introduced since the Third Plenum; From both
the_pronouncements in the open Chinese press and the observations
of yestern industrial and scientific experts who_ have visited China;
it is readily apparent that many of the country's S&T _p_olicies were
ill-suited to meeting the immediate needs -of the modernization pro-
gram and were seemingly inappropriate from the standpoint of the
existing scarcity_ of qualified personnel; modern equipment and facili-
ties,_ and available funding.

The holding of a national science conference in Varch 1978 signified
the importance that the regime attached to science and technOlog,y.21
The comprehensive program announced at that.- meeting _represented
an important step in China's efforts to improve the operation and peri-
formance of_domestic S. & T; institutions;_A set of priority areas were
spelled out In some cases, the choice of priorities reflected the attempt
to address some of the critical bottlenecks to the success oi the moderni-
zation drive, e.g., compitters and energy. In many cases, howeveri_ the
choice of fields and projects was done with_the hope of reintegrating
Chinese scientists with the Western scientific community and encour-
aging research that would help_ move China _into the forefront of
world scientific and technologicai advance. This latter goal was par-
ticularly important to China's leading scientists for two_ reasons_: (1)_
their almost continuous isolation from Western science since 1949 and
(2). their desire to establish _their own credibility within the Chinese
system by achieving recognition on the, world level.

Chinese_ assessments of their own weaknesses have been and continue
to be frank and (pite accurate.a 2 Many of the problems within China's
S. & T; system awe their -existence to the _continuing legacy of the
Cultural Revolution and the reign of the Gang.): of Four 196(3-76).
For exampled the severe shortage of qualified _technical personnel and
the backwardness of domestic S. & T. capabilities derived; in many
respects, from the closing of Chinese universities and research insti-
tutes during what many have come to call "the lost- decade." This lack
of qualified S; & T. personnel was -the main impetus behind China's
decision in the late 1970s to send large number of student§ and re-
searchers overseas for advanced training

=1113TS-PRC. March 29-. 1978. Beijing Review, March 24, 1978. pp. 3. 9-18. Beijing
Revirw. April 7, 1978,__pp._ 3-17.

=Richard P. Suttmeier. "Science, Technology and China's Drive for Modernization,"
Stanford Hoover Institution Press. 1080.
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-Another group of problems was more deeply rooted in the structure
of the S. & '1'. system itself. Perhaps the two most outstanding charac-
teristics of the S. & T. system were its over-centralization of authority
and the weak links between research and production units. In spite
of _the common impression in the West that Chinese_ science and teCh-
nology have been "applications" oriented, the reality of the Chinese
situation is that the research system is highly compartmentalized.
Communications between the researcher and the product end-user have
been_ uneven and irregular_ at best; _in some .ways the source of the
problem,is manifested in China's reliance on the Soviet-type model -of
organiziition, one where_ potential end-users have had little incentive
to adopt innovations and move beyond the major goal of outputmaxi-
mization. Market-type pressures for stimulating the development of
links between the scientist and the factory have been limited.

The various aspects of the S. & T; modernization. plan_ _were aimed
at addressing many of these problems. The revival of the State Science
and Technology Coininissionjor instance; was designed to insure more
coherent S. & T. planning and improve coordination among the various
elements in the S. & T. system._ Budgets for _research were expanded.
Organizations such as the "scientific societies" were allowed to re-
emerge so as to facilitate contacts between_S; & T; personnel; A com-
prehensive system _

for disseminating scientific and technical informa-
tion, was constructed, and several new journals were established in
order to popularize information about foreign technology anddomestic
advances. All of these efforts were designed_to_help China catch up
zvitfl the West by speeding up the pace of S. & 1'. mOdernization.23
From the perspective of their actual imgact, however, they did more
to construct _ linkages between China's b. 8: T. community and the
external environment than to strengthen the operation of indigenous
institutionsin support of national development.

The decisions announced at the Thi rd Plenum_ forced China's S. & T.
community to reexamine._ many of its plans and programs for S. & T.
development. China's initial goal Of modernizing the complete_ spec-
trum of Chinese science and technology capabilities was replaced with
a less ambitious, more practical set of goals, most of which stressed
applied research and technology development.24_Most important was
the growing realization that the emphasis placed on science and tech-
nology since the mid-1910s had' not produced the_ desired economic
results. As one commentator suggested; the use of science and tech-
nology was done "with a high degree of blindness." The severity otthe
problems with China's_pre,readjustment S. & T.-policies were spelled
out in an editorial in the Liberation Daily out of Shanghai in June
1981: 23

(1) "Paying no heed to the national condition, blindly catching -up-and over-
taking, and actually engaging in "work! science." In an effert to modernize S. T.
capabilities. too much emphasis was placed on making quantum leaps and -haste
research without considering the existing constraints on S.-2k T.-reuited.resourees.

(2) "Failing to act according to scientific laws, neglecting -the role of experts:
and aanally pursuing scientific research of the whole people." Among:the:key
problems cited was the proliferation of research institutes throtighout the coun,
tryin one.province the number of new institutes grew by 153 percent: Many or
these so-called institutes have been dubl -4 the "three no centers"no research

2; Jon Sigurdson, "Technology and Science in the People's Republic of China." New
York. Pergammon Press. 1980.FBISPRC. Apr. 21. 1981. K19-22 FBISPRC, Jan. 13. 1981. L14-15.

FBISPRC, June 11. 1981, K8-12.
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subject& no funds, and no personnel. Others have been dubbed the "three diminu-
tive_cent_er one room, one seal, and one empty shelf.-Others have been called
the "three tuachluecenters"--one mimeograph, one Stapler, and one telephone.

(3) "Only bothering about scientific_ research,-failing to stress economic ef-
fect; and_neglecting research in prOduction technology." According to the author,
only_ 10_ percent ofi all research can he translated into production-related uses.
Even in the highest caliber research institutes, the rate is still only 30-40
percent. 'Them is too ninth emphasis on producing prototypes and developing
one,o_f!a,kind products for exhibitions but little concentration on actual tech-
nology _d_evelopment.

(4) "impatience for success, launching projects blindly and violating scien-
tific research order." According to one survey, out of 749 new products developed
in Shanghai electrical_ and mechanical machinery plants. only 18 percent were
reviewed _prior to their manufacture for technical feasibility or performance
criteria. Insufficient time is given to gathering information before a product
Is made In -order to ensure that it reflects available technical capabilities within
or outside Chititt.; .

(5) "There is a -vast duplication of research projects resulting in significant
amounts -of -waste." Within Shanghai, for example, research units were carry-
Mg- -out duplicate -research in 24 out of 53 projects begun between 1973-74 and
in 28 out of 63 projects begun between 1978-79.

All of these "internal .use" problems; in one Way or another; had
their equivalents in the objectives and policies used for acquiring and
applying foreign technology. The main criticism focused on the at-
titudes and perceptions of China's S.. & T. personnel to the relation-
ship between sicence and technology modernization on the one hand
and - economic modernization on the other hand. In many respects,
the issue. facing China's' leadership had shifted from the traditional
one of "Mr. _Science versus Mr. Democracy" to "Mr. Science versus
Mr. Economics." The problem was described in the following way:
__At_ the_ present time; the most prominent problem-about our country's -policies
concerning_ technology is that -the internal relationship -between technology
and_ the economy is_severed. and people pay attention to whether- technology is
advanced_ but pay_little attention to- whether technology is economically rational
and whether the effects are harmful"

Large amounts of advaned equipment and technolo were im-
ported during the initial phase of modernization without paying ade-
quate attention to the ability of the end-user to "digest" the tech-
nology or to make efficient cost-effective use of the_ equipment;22 In
the future, according to the author, the appropriate aim of S&T policy
and import practices-should be as follows:

The evaluation of economic rationality is not only the basic aim
of formulating policies concerning technology; but is also an objec-
tive requirement of national economic development. . . . The basic
aim of technology should be economic results.28

F. CHINA'S (117RRENT TECHNOLOGY MED RT POLICIES AND PRIORITIES

Reassessment of policies regarding the importation of foreign tech -
nologv led to the announcement of nine major points to follow when
acquiring technology. These nine points were spelled out in Chi Shih
Nien Tai in February 1979:29

(1) no not import any plants or equipment that can be produced domestically.
If the quality of the domestic items is lacking, improve them.

ssJingji Yardiu (Economic Research), November 1980, pp. 33,37.
Jingil Yen iimNovem-ber 1980.
FSTSPRC. Apr. 14; 1981. ICOS.

"PSISPAC. Feb. 27. 1970. N5.
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(2) In those fields_ where he have already been purchased from abroad,
no further Items 31)4)104 be acquired if they can he produced domestlealk.
- (3) Do not buy complete plants if they can be manu:actured thnuestiditilly, or

if a sizable percentage of the eomponents is available within China.
44) When buying specific set of equipment or machinery, the sourcing of

components and other items _should_ nut be diversified if this will produce in
amongthe_varlous elements.

I5) Foreign specialias should be employed when necessary to ensure success-
ful itsslinilation_of theimported technology.

() Foreign consulting firms should be used to propose projects, as well as to
assist with technical feasibility_studies for particular projects.

-;7) -Avoid duplication of purchaseS. Improve communication among importers
of technology and equipment.

(S) Within China; tealna_ot scientistsi_economistsi and engineers should be set
tip to analyze proposals regarding the import of foreign technology and equip-'

(9) Attellipts must be made to_standardize Chinese components so that
broken; or Inferior parts in imported plants and equipment can be replaced

by domestic suppliers when necessary.
The use of these guidelines reflected China's increased awareness of

the need to more closely scrutinize its technology purchases and to
that if aril when a purchase is made, it is successfully assimi-

latril and becomes a productive element in China's economic structure.
NIOSt ithpOrtatit aiiiong the changes engendered as a result of the

reasse,ssinent of foreign technology acquisition practices has been the
deempliaSiS of whole plant purchases.'10 One of the reasons for the
1110e away front plant_ purchases is financialthe_ Chinese remain

tO incur high levels of external debt at present commercial
loan_ ritt es: Related_ to this are domestic. financial considetittibriS,
tkithil'1y inflation and an over-extended budget Additionally,
in order to reduce capital construction, the import of lave% plants from
al roaal had to Carta i led. Even so, dining the period of readjustment,
attempts have been made to bypass the controls on capital dOnStette-
tiMi liy iiiiliortiia large plants from abroad under the guise of "tech-
nology acquisition : "'(

'11 w real kY, lidWeer3 to the retreat from -whole plant purchases
been the limiteC, benefits in terms of technology transfer. This

problem deriveS, in part, from the indivisibility of the technology
contained within these plants._ i,e., the organization and ecjuiptrient
within theSe plants have been fully integrated into_a_working system
by the ongineering :irehitects of the plant. Tt is very difficult to separate
out particular cOmponents,_eopv_them,_ and economically employ them
within a different production system, The technical and economic
disutilit of pursuing this line of action in the past has been noted in
the Chinese press on several occasions._ A Beijing Review editorial
pointed out that too much attention has been paid to acipii ring "cans"
Und not ettintoit emphasis has been _placed_ on secuino- _"hens "
implication heirs cr_ that very little teclimeal "knoW-hlw"htiti ttettittily
bCen Obtain-M.3'2 Dee Chinese source -has suggested that only 2 percent
of the total funds spent on technolofry-relaqed imnortS 1978
Went for Pfireliasing "technology," rather than whole plants or equip-
ment Below, for example, is a typical criticism :

" Bedew, J"Ic 27. 1380. FRISPRC. Oct. 10. 1980. L22.
FBIRPRO. Apr. 211. 1981. 1C11-17." Review. De-. -8, 1978. pp. 13 -16: Beijing Review. July 27. 1979. pp. 9 -18:

13eillnc linvlev. Apr. 8, 1979. n. 3.
JIngjl Gun Apr. 15. 1981.
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We simply Interpreted importing technology as importing equipment and main-
ly Imported complete sets of equipment, accounting for more than 90 percent of
total import spending. However, very little was truly spent on importing tech-

. nology. Same of the projects were started hastily and could not be completed for
a long period of time, thus the econoriiic effects-were very poor ; there was nobody
to look after some projects, and equipment costing thousands and millions of yuan
was left -idle- in warehouses or the wilderness, or left to. the strong winds and
heavy rain, thus rotting and rusting. This was sheer waste of people's sweat and
tell."

The leadership's new position was even more starkly presented in an
article in Jingji (Nunn (Economic Management) in mid-April 1981

In recent years. production departments have put aside scientific studies, design
and manufacturing of equipment and have enthusiastically imported complete sets
of equipment. As a result, they are limited to importing one set of production
equipment which has advanced technology, and this cannot effectively speed up
the country's technological base."

According to _Chinese _official. pronouncements, all future technology
imports arc to be aimed not at equipment or Whole_plant purchasesj
but at acquiring "technology and know-how",and making_sure that
these purchases can be well integrated within China's industrial
structure.

_ We cannot Import moderniXatiOn. Thepurpose of actively Importing advanced
foreign_ technology and equipment is to strengthen our own manufacturing
power:"

The second major change in China's technology import pcilicies is the
new emphasis being placed upon the rehabilitation and- renovation _of
exigting enterprises. The importance of this task was discussed in the
March 1981 issue of Jlllgjl Guanli :

Do a good job in the renewal of equipment and transformation of technology.
The equipment and technical skills of existing enterprises differ from enterprise
to enterprise. Production will increase by a wide margin on the present founda-
tion as long as we carry out technical renovation step-by-step in a planned way
according to different cases. All trades and professions should give top priority
to- technical transformation of enterrn iszs, strengthen the study and trial man-
ufacturing of new products and facilitate the renewal and replacement of prod-
ucts. . . . -the policy of introducing technology and equipment from abroad needs
to be readjusted properly, thus importing fewer complete sets of equipment but
more indispensable technology and software in order to satisfy the needs of enter-
prise technical renovation.'"

During. the past several years, there has been a tendency among both
economic and S. & T. types to import nevi whole plants rather than
spend time and effort to moderniz.e existing facilities. Additionally,
sophisticated equipment 2,nd machinery were, at times,acquired from
abroad and set-un indiscriminately without attempting to "fit" the
items into the existing. framework of production. Large-scale-compu-
ters were imnorted from abroad only to sit idle because the potential
end-users lacked the skills to operate them, did not know how to main-
tain them or were unable to repair them once they had broken down.
Because of these difficulties, some of the imported equipment was never
installed or unpacked.

In ninny cases, the main cause of difficulty was the fact that most of
the factories involved in the acquisition of foreign technology were

2, :MRS 78335. Sent. 2. 1980.
lincii Gunn'', Ann 15. 1981.
FBISPRC. Oct. 10. 1980. L22.
Jingjt Guann. Mar. 15. 1981. pp. 3 -5: JPRS 78044, May 11, 1981.
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actually- ill - equipped to make effective. use_of :the imported know-how
and equipment. According to a March 1981 People S Daily commen-
tttry, "improper choice -of factories was_it major cause of previous 'in-
digestion' in certain technology imports."

In importing technology;w_emnst flrst select the best factories for using it, that
those- factories. with relatively _good production vonditions and relatively high

standards of _technology and orgatilzatio_nal_nuthagement;_ that have the capacity
to absorb_ and digest- advanced technology; Fa_ctorles with weak technical forces,
low_stantlarilii of technologyand _chaotic management; that cannot carry out pro-
duetion in_ if _normal way, cannot be designated as units for accepting imported
advanced technology:"

Rehabilitation and renovation .of existing _facilities therefore will
not only be directed at enhancing productivity, but -will his° be de-
signed to strengthen the ability of these facilities to "digest" foreign
technology.

China's acquisition of technology in the future will_ aim at com-
plementing existing capabilities and greater stress will lie (riven to
choosing "applicable technologies"which according to one com-
mentator are thosetechnologies that are_ more in accord with China's
particular_ mix of factor endowments. This does not merely mean ex-
panding the use of labor-intensive technologies. but refers tothe raising
of labor productivitY through more economically rational technology
choices. In the machine-huilding industry; -for example. labor prod_uic-
tivity (measured in output per worker) is seven-to-eight times less
thin-1_01ra._ of the ndvanced nations. Additionally, increased emphasis
Will be placed- on the horizontal transfer of terlinolog-y, i.e., the ap-
plication of the same general technOlogies in different fields," _

F,fforts are alSo underway to secure technologies and equipment that
are- ess-energy intensive. The Chinese have suggested that on a national
basis, over 20 percent of total industrialiafrricilltural output is lost
because of insufficient energy_resourres. In th-erfiSe of imported plants,
flue problem is also severe. Chinese industrial plants tend to be also
plagued with problems of eneriry ineffiriency._The national energy ef-
ficiency rate within China's industrial sector is anproximatelY 28 per-
centwhich is between to 1A the rates within ITS industry:40_Similar
capacity Chinese steel plants, inparticular, fend to have significantly
lower rates of energy efficiency than their Western-designed counter-
parts..!_l Ongoing efforts will be made to learn conservation methods
from foreign imported plants.

To _grasp the technical transformation of enterprises. it is necessary. first of all,
to carry out technical transformation aimed at saying energy. renovate the in-
dustrial equipment and produce products which do not consume a vast amount
of energy with low efficiency and try hard to improve the utilization rate of our
energy.42

Tile Chinese have also_experienced problems._ mostly terlinicali with
maintaining and increasing petroleum production.43 Ont of the major
reasons for the cancellation or suspension_ of a large number of im
ported petrochemicals Plants was the lack of available petroleum-based
feedstocks to supply the newly imported facilities. As a result of the

" PIUSPSC:Apr. 14.1981. K6.
IPRS 76069. July 22.1980. pp. 46-50.
PRTSPRC. Sept. 30.1930. L24.
JPRS 75978. July 2.1980. pp. 61-69.

411JPRS 78044. May 11.1981. P. A.
011 and Gas Journal. May 25.1981. pp. 120-122.
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new emphasis on promoting the development of agriculture and light
industry, future technology imports should have lower energy require-
ments than in the past;

The fourth major modification of technology import policies is
designed to move China away_ from the purchase of only advanced
state -of- the -art technologies. This was very clearly stated by__ Litt
Lixin, Vice- President of the People's Construction Bank of China in
Augogt, 1980:

We do not need to import the most advanced equipment and technology for
every single economic department and every single production link. We should
introduce more practical technology which needs less investment, absorbs more
labor force and accumulates more fund for the state. We must avoid seeking a
high level of automation blindly and indiscriminately."

The main stimulus behind this part_o_f_the program -has -been the in-
creased realization among many of China's economic planners and
technical personnel that the mere- acquisition of advanced technology
is not the main answer to overcoming China's technological backward-1
ness, Additional stress will be placed upon improving research and
economic management, a problem area which continues to be a major
constraint on technology assimilation, as well as plant operation. Al-
though there still is some apprehension and political opposition to ac-
paring large quantities of foreign technology arid equipment, the real
task facing the Chinese is no longer whether or not to import foreign
technology and to borrow from the Westthe real issue is how to man-
age the flow of technology to meet, the needs of the modernization
program.45

As a result_ of this new orientation; nutior efforts are being made to
provide market-type incentives to guide the behavior of Chinese
factory managers, These efforts are designed to_ foster _the use of
"economic" criterion rather than "output" criterion as the basis of
technology import decisions _ _

The fifth important modification of technology import policies is
that_they will once again be closely monitored by -the central authori-
tieS.4a During the initial phase of the modernization prograrn, decen-
tralized decision-making had _allowed for direct, negotiations between
enterprises or provincial trading companies and foreign firms, thus
reducing the _control of the _central authorities, such as the Ministry
of Foreign Trade, over trade-related and technology import- related
matters___O_verspending and duplication were common problems. Cur-
rently, China's Import-Export Control _Commission, as weft several
other organizations ranging as high as the State Council, will now re-
view all large, purchases from abroad. In addition, strict, controls have
been placed on the allocation of foreign exchange spending by the
Bank of China. an, as a result; all largepurrhases will be_ reviewed by
central economic officials. While lower level administrative and pro-
ductive units will have some authority to make small purchases, they
must, defer to the center when contract amounts reach beyond aset
amount, ffhese actions are all aimed atensuringthat purchases are pre-
ceded by adequate studies for economic fCakibility and Comprehensive
assessments for technical viability,

44 Beijing Review. Mu-,
JPRS 78312._June 17. 198L
rhino's Foreign Triole, Janunry/Februnry 1081, pp. 2 a. FM'S-PRC, Dee. S. 19SO.
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Future Chinese technology imports_ will tend- to be dominated by
PurehaSeS in three Main fields: agriculture, light industry, and energy.
The production of consumer products within China. and for export is
being stressed &s ii_teStilt, the Chinese _will aim to acquire tc mu_iologies
that can improv_e production- capabilities within these sectors; Energy
develefiiiieht Will_ be the highest priority area; with special emphasis
on _energy conservation techniques, petrolentli technology (off -shore
and oii:Shore)_ tri,eleetrieity transmission technologies. China will,
also continue to seek technology, _equipment, and expert advice with
respect_ to the development of its_transportation and communications
networks. Even within the capital_goods industries, meeting consumer
denutiidS Will be gi v e n high priority; The machinery industry+ for
example, will move assay from supplying mainly capital goods, and
Will nOW try to assist the technical transformation of enterprises in
textiles; food processingi and electronics.

fiiture purchases of ,foreign technology will also be giiided
by more conservative financial practices.!' This remains the casein
spite Of China's willingness to borrow abroad at favorable
concessionary rates. According to an August 1980 article in Beijing
ReVieW, China'S ftn't.ign borrowing_will notexceed 20-25percent of its
total_ yearly 'foreign exeliange earnings. '1 additional criteria Will
also be applied: (1) the products turned out by the imported equip=
merit or project must b( competitive on the international market: (2)
if the prOdiiets -cannot be exported, tlny must be substitates for a
product beingproduced domestically;_er (3) the rate of profit earned
by the project should be higher than the rate of interest on the
borrowed money According to Chinese calculations regarding whole
iMportS in the 1970s, it is estimated that for every U.S. dollar spent
on imported equipment, an investment of four yuan was needed to
OrOVide_support; equipment and inputs to make the project viable."
In many casesi funding to cover these local costs, the majority of
hieli the Chinese wore_ going to cover at the start of most of the

projects, was not available. The necessary funding became even hard-
er t6 S6Ourt,._aS a domestic budget deficit began to appear. Ancillary
equipment could riot he provided, making it difficult; i if not impossible,
to operate imported plants and equipment even after their completion.

G. CHINESE APPROACHES TO ACQUIRING TECHNOLOGY

These Chinese have tended to regard the import of whole plants and
equipment as an important vehicle for technology acquisitions. Since
1978; most _of the funds China has expended on so-called "technology
acqpiSition" have been for Whole plant purchases Additionally, the
Chinese_ have also_ considered time purchase of foreign machinery as
form Of embodied technology transfer. Tn _a large number of cases,
entire sets of machinery have been purchased as-opposed to acemiSiticin
of single pieces of equipment. China s imports of machinery an.: equip-
ment have been _quite considerable from the perspective of ovtirrill
importsaveraging as much as 20=-25 percent of total imports in the
1970s. (Soo Table 2) Many of the models of Chinese-built machinery

a Beijing Review, Aug. 25. 1980.
" FRISPRC. Aug. 6. 1980. LIO.
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derive their basic_designs from these imported models; especially those
from the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe.49_ In recent_ years, their
qualitative impact has been even more evident; particularly -in view of
the fad that Much of China's on-line machinery is of 1950s vintage.
Between 1975_49, a_large varietyof machinery was imported in order
to help remedy critical gaps in Chinese technical capabilities. (Table
3) _Nfost of this machinery was imported from the Western nations
and Japan.

TABLE 2: MACHINERY IMPORTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF CHINA'S TOTAL IMPORTS

Machinery Imports

Machinery and transpol as a percent of total imports (SITC 7)
lionelectical machinery-as a pe-cent of total-machinery i -ports (SITC 7I)
Electrical machinery as ape cent of total machinery imports (SITC 72). __.
Trantpl-t equipment as-a- pa- cent of-total machinery imports -(SITC 73) . _
Precision instruments as a percent of total m achinery imports (SITC 861)

1975 1976 1977 1978

28.7 28.7 15.2 17.0
51.6 65.3 34.8 44.4
11.0 17.2 10.6 13.5
37.4 17.5 54.6 42.1
2.4 2.6 3.9 17

TABLE 3.-CHINA'S MACHINERY IMPORTS, 1975-79

1ln millions of U.S. dollarsi

1979

26.2
58.4
16.4
25.2
4.3

. Type of machinery 1975 1976 1977 1978

Power generating I 107.17 101 15 23.79 47.10
Electricity transmission 23,38 19.04 2.20 12.70
leglenlfural_ 14.68 . 51 3. 57 28.20
Metalworking s 116.77 281.82 48.24 88,50
Teitiles.. 24.97 12.51 6.37 10.39
Construction. 31.45 16.21 20.14 108.57
Mecharucal_haridling 52.31 29.28 7. 37 24.71
Electrical power 75.53 86.48 20.64 41 34
Transport; 605.02 217.93 430.63 546.95
Ball and roller bearing 27.40 11.53 9.89 21.90
Precision instruments,_________ _ ______________ _ __ __ ._ 38. 23 32.63 30.49 49.57
Electricity measuring and controlling 27. 77 18.42 21.00 49.01

Total, machinery and transport 1, 621.22 1, 249.40 790.88 1, 346.53 2,

1979

63.13
7.20

24. 00
140.95
92.91

413.63
188.79
48.68

716.11
15.69

121. 89
146.08

845.77

1 Nat inctudirit aircraft engine-s,
1 Includes e:eldiog and casting equipment
I Includes railway, motor vehicle, aircraft, and ship eqiripment

_ China's acquisition of modern foreign-designed machinery is impor-
tant for several reasons. These imports provide Chinese producers with
technical know-how and capabilities that_ do not already exist in the
country. and are therefore a potential catalyst for stimulating tech-
nological advance; In_ sorne_ways; they have helped China to _become
more self-sufficient in its ability to meet its own needs for certain capi-
tal goods, and have therefore resultedin decreased imports of various
types of machinery and equipment. Moreover, they have helped to
encourage some basic improvements in factory organization and man-
agement by virtue of end-user efforts to maxim izeItilhise of the newly
acquired equipment. In general, however, imports of machinery and
equipment; as well as the importation of turnkey plants; have as_often
been used as a means to increase productivity in a particular industry
as_theyhave been acquired for purposes of technology learning _

The Chinese have also engaged in "reverse engineering" copying,
imitating, and licensing as a means to acquire technological know -how:
In addition to the gains that have been accrued within their machinery

" JPRS 76462. Sept. 27, 1980, pp.
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industry; China's computer and_ aeronautics industry _have benefitt ed
from access to foreign desiims. In some cases;_ reverse-engineering has
been a necessity: For example; Chinese development of the F-7 air -
craft, progresSed in spite of the Soviet pullout because of the avail-
ability of it readily available Soviet model from which to work, i.e. the
111(4-211+.5° The chinese_encrine used to power the plane is an exact
copy of the Soviet-desipmecaumans_ky R-11 turbojet, engine. The dis-
advantage of a Ciiiiiring "technology" through this mode is that most of
of the learning that occurs_ is the product, of "show-how" rather than
"know-how." In other words;_ the-user -may be able to copy an item or to
follow basic assonibly_instructions; but may never come to understand
the essential deSign elements_ underlying the development and appli-
cation of the technology: Evidence of the inherent disadvantages [0-
sociated with this approach has_ appeared within China's machine tool
industry_ where some Chinese copies of both Soviet andWestern models
have tended to operate at below the rated capacity:of the original
iteinS.51

_ The case of the Y-10 aireraft_is_often cited as another example:5F_ In
this rase, however, although Chinese engineers and aircraft specialists
did benefit from the availability oftechicar data in the open literature
regarding the elesiim and construction of the Boeing 707, the Y=10 is
not. a copy of the 707. Although China's Y-10 does physically- resemble
the 707.:a8 differences in _terms of operational capability and internal

minstruentation are readily apparent_ according to US aeronautics
expert~ Who Have examined the _plane. In many_ respects, the Y-7-10
pro.iectowes its development to the ability-Of the Chinese aeronautics
eStabliShinetittO_COmbine doniestiocapabilities with technical data and

aknowledge ccumnlated from foreign sourceS,Rather than developing
the Y-10 tii prOdiice_ in airplane, for -its civil IIiation 'fleet, China's
main goal _appears to have been to advance its aerospace technology
and manufacturing know-how.53

The most highly publicized example of a Chinese licensing venture
ii iti been the case of the Spey engine. (RB 1_9_8-MK202)--a turbofan
engine which the Chinese licensed_ from the RollS Royce Corporation
of Great, Britain in December 1975.54 Among the truious types of
eliiipment and technical _assistance that were acquired by the Chinese
in order to proceed with the project were the following:

(1) License for manufacture of 5(1 Spey engine knockdown aSSem-
blies from Rolls Royce. (December 10751;

(2) AdqiiiSition of equipment for measuring engine compression
(March 1977) ;

(3) Purchase of a heat-resisting alloy welding machine (1977) ;
(1) Testing equipment for Spey engine_(Febriiiity 1978)
(5) Aecniisit ion of forged bearing parts for the Spey engine (Mirth

1978)
(A) Piirchase of aircraft test stand for Spey engine (May 1078) -;
(7) Thirchase of _four large -size` compressors for jet engine test

stand (December 1978) ;

" :MRS 74147, Sept. 7. 1979. pp. 17-23.St van Qulahl. "It is an Ergent Task to Replace Equipment Used in the Machine Build-
ing Industry.".1Ingli Oltenia. February 1930.

32 Aviation Week and Space Technology, May 19, 1980, p. 32.
" Flight international. Aug._ 2, 1930, pp. 422-424.

JERS 71307, June 16. 19,78, pp. 93-97.
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(8) Contract for additional technical support from Rolls Royce
(August 1978) ; -

(9) Purchase of nineteen machine tools for Spey engine component
production (March 1979) ;

(10) Acquisition of a vacuum melting furnace for manufacturing
nickel,cobaltalloy for Spey engine (August 1979)_;

(11) Purchase of five machines for marking the turbine and com-
pressor blades of the Spey engine_ (April 1980) ;

(12) Purchase of roll spot welding and seam welding machine for
welding nickel-chrome heat-resisting alloys (May 1980).-55

As can be seen from the above, most of the contracts involve pur-
chase of sophisticated machine tools and test equipment for _manu-
facture of the Spey engine. They also involve the rendering of close-
support technical assistance by Rolls Royce personnel, This last item
constitutes a vital element in terms of China's ability to develop both
the technical and managerial skills to modernize its aeronautics -in-
dusty. Moreover because of the broad-based nature of the technical
and managerial know-how made available to the Chinese; technologi-
cal spillovers into other areas of the Chinese economy_ (outside of the
aeronautics_ industry) could be potentially significant."

All together, the Chinese were to assemble 50 Spey engines. Accord-
ing to China's original intentions; these engines were to be used in a
domestically-designed Chinese aircraft. Additionally, the Chinese
hoped to increase their ability to -produce the parts and components
that went into the Spey engine. Most. important, however, was the
potential accumulated experience that the project offered in terms of
project integration and modern manufacturing know-how. In addi-
tion to on-site training in China, over 700 Chinese technicians have
received technical training At Rolls Royce in Great Britain during
the course of the project. These personst_particularly those in the
engineering field,_ will be_the main "transfer agents" for diffusing the
knowledge gained from the project.

As of early_1981,_ the Chinese had tested four of the engines,_but
according to Rolls Royce officials, the nroject had not gone as well as
anticipated.57_ Although the four _engines did have adequate test, re-
sults, the Chinese have not been able to meet their original goals in a
variety of areas: In particular, the Chinese apparently do not have
an airframe within which to mount the Sp_e.v engine. Both the Chinese
and British seem to agree, however, that the "learning" aspects othe
project have been_ appreciable and that front this experience, the
Chinese have developed a better appreciation for the importance of
c`mannp.:ement!' in the production process.

Most recently. there has been a deliberate effort to concentrate more
on the acquisition of _"disembocliecl" technologies through greater
stress on advanced training overseas and training that accompanies
the purchase of _a part.ieulnr item_ or wholes plant, According_to cur-
rent estimates. there are about 3900 government- sponsored PRO stu-
dents and researchers studying in_ the United States, Most of these
persons are enrolled in courses and research programs in the natural
sciences and engineering: All together China plans to send approxi-

"Asserted Japanese. European. and U.B. periodteala. 1975-81.
N Far Eaatern Economic Review. Apr. 10. 1981. pp. 24-25.
"Financial Times (London), Apr. 8. 1981, p. 1.
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mately 10,000 officially sponsored students and researchers for ad-
vanced training in the West by _1985. In a recent commentary in
Hongqi (Red Flag), the new emphasis in Chinese policy was spelled

Imported complete sets of equipment are not as good as imported key equip-
ment imported key equipment is not -as good as introducing tedmology; in-
troducing key technology is not as good us recruiting experts and putting them
into service.

The short-term effectiveness of this mode of technology acquiSition,
however is often limited by_ laic guage barriers between the trainee and.
trainer. Additionally, in the Chinese case, poor educational _back-
ground has served -to hamper the training process even though
Chinese technical trainees, student& and research scholars are_ anxious
to learn and are extremely hard-working. liven if these problems can
be overcome, there are problems internal to China that may also limit
the potential contribution of overseas returnees. Lags in political at-
titudes_ among various strata of the administrative hierarchy and lack
of modern facilities may hamper these students_ from_ making a con-
tribut This latter_ problem may be especially critical in View of
the fact that recent returnees have been trained within much higher
quality; modern, Western_seientific and -technical institutions, and may
not have an opportunity to put their newly acquired skills and knowl-
edge to good rise in. Chinn at-the present tune.

Bilateral S. & cooperation agreements have also become an im-
portant_ channel for technology acquisition, _particularly in those
areas where China's basic scientific and technology base is weak. China
has arranged- formal S. & T. cooperation agreements with all the mem-
bers of the OECD group of nations. In addition; the Chinese Academy
of Sciences has APeloped institutional agreements with its counter-
parts in the OECD nations, such as the National Academy of Science
in the United_ States._ These agreements_ provide for the exchange -of
students, scholars, and researchers, as well as research-related coopera-
tion_ in scientific fields of interest to both parties. At times, the frame-
work of these bilateral S. & T. agreements has been used as a vehicle
for the development of commercially-based S. & T. relations between
China and firms from the cooperating countries .Over the last 21/2
years S. & T. relations between China and the ITS have grown quite
rapidly as a result of the overall S. & T. agreement signed between the
two countries in _;Tanuary _1979, C_ooperative_ programs been ar-
ranged in 17 different fields, including hydropower, ear sciences,
and scientific management: Cooperation in the _managemc7-: has
resulted in the establishment of a joint U.S.P.R.C. indu r ai man-
agement center in Dalian;_China,_where American and Cl.. man-
agement experts are Work; ng with online Chinese enterpri re-
search managers to upgrade China's management_ system bet;:er
acc_o_rd with the requirements of modern industrial developme-q.

The Chinese have also mane a major effort to subscribe to or
copies_ of Western technical _journal& Several magazines ha: ,,,
established in China in order-to disseminate technical informati,21
can be used for scientific advancement and technology

mFBIS-PRC. Mar. 17, 1981, L7: JPItS 78147 May 22; 1981, pp. 1-5.
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purposes. China's import and export, companies also circulate infor-
mation about the importation _of any new and large instruments by
any institute where foreign technicians come to install, test, and oper-
ate the eimipnient." This type of activity hasbeen-_Particnlarly com-
mon in Beijing, but, most recently, Tianjin has also taken steps to
fallow a similar lath.. national network -for collecting and _distribut-
ing foreign and doniestictechnicnl publications is also being developed:
At the Shanghai Scientific and Technological Information Center, for
instance, over 2 million,pieces Of foreign patented data have been col-
lected_" All together._nearly seven million patented documents from
the FS, Japan, and Western Europe have been secured. AS a result
of its collection efforts; a study of foreign computer development trends
was prepared and disseminated to pertinent organizations throughout
the Shanghai area

Ir. CHINA'S CAPACITY TO ASSIMILATF, FOREIGN TF,CHNOLOGY : STRENGTHS
AND WEAKNESSES

St mien ts of Chinese economic development-have_ paia close attention
ni recent. years to the flow of foreign technology into China. Accord,
ingly; there is great-interest in academic; business; and government
eireles_to determine both_ the. real and potential impact Of imported
technology and equipment on China's economic progress. The extent of
the impart is deteinini.d by China's eapalilities to absoi.b foreig_n tech-
nology and- to diffuse that technology nee_ it is transferred from
'abroad. If _China is to make optimal use of foreign technology (em-
bodied or disembodied), it. will have to solve a host of political, insti,.
utional. economic, managerial; and logistical problem .many of

which have already neelitively impacted upon the utility of previous
technology transfers to China. This is particularly true in the case of
defense modernization, an area whore. critical improvements in the
terlinierd infrastructure must lie - made before_ technology transfers
from abroad will have an appreciable impact on the S. & T. moderniza-
tion effort._

One of the strengths of the Chinese system for assimilating foreign
technology is its capacity to mobilize large amounts of technical,-fi-
nanial. and personnel resources to accomplish a particular task. This
rttpability is most. often employed_ in the ease of_high priority proj-
vets, such as t be Spey engine licensin_ project or the recent co-prOduc-
tion agreement with AfeDonnell Douglas for main landing gear doors
for the DC-9 aircraft." Most _major developments within the mili-
tary sector: in- general. anneal._ to owe their existence to -this mode of
managing projects._ e.g.. ICBM development in China. The country's
progress in this field owes much to the ability of defense officials to
marshal the necessary scientific and technical resources in a concerted
fashion to produce a Chinese ICI3.11 capability. Extensive amounts
of resources ran he brought to ber.i. on a. specific. project t-irrough the
ineeltanism of centralized emit I-bi--7one of the -few stren,-..,1Iit of this
form of 111:111111Zellle111 and itdministv-,tion in tie field of ..----ience and

JPRS 78490. Sept. 25.-1930, pp. 1-3.
JPRS 74(194._ Aug. 28. 1979.
Asian Wall Street Journal. June 23. 1980. p.
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technology; Institutes within_ thi,Academy of Sciences; for example,
can be tasked by the Stic.e _Sciince and Technology Gonimission to
assist a particular ministerial inStitute_with a technical problem. Most
recentiy, Military S. & T, cirganizations have been assigned increased
responsibility for assisting civilian S, & T. organizations; particu-
larly in thirie areas related to the production and iniprovement_ of
consumer goods.82_ In the past, the military S. & T; system tendA
to be separated from the civilian sector for security reasons, and
China's civilian sector did not have the_benefit of the military's more
extensive resources and apparently better capabilities.

another strength of the Chinese S. &T. system for assimilating
foreign ti clitiolti its experience withhandling engmeerm_g-related

aproblem-solving tasks. As result of China's experience's with adopt-
ing Soviet technology and the country's intermittent endeavors to
assume a posture_ of self-reliance,_ China has_ developed a cadre of
versatile technical personnel- capable of trouble-shooting and over
coming a variety of technical problems associated with the produc-
tion process. One Shorteoining of this group; however, is that it tends
to be more in the mold_of the "artisan craftsman" and therefore it
lacks the technietil training and depth of understanding that is
chariieteristic of its Western counterparts.
_-_This pool of engineering _artisans has been the main source behind
Ch ina's.> increased ability over the last_ three decades_to produce needed
machinery and equipment fer the Chinese economy, Their contribii:
tions are rcaiililti apparent among firms fallinginto the category of
"rural:- small-scale indiiStr." Practitioners of this engineering "tir=
tistrv," however, have tended to fit_the model of_ what Louis -Wells
has described as "engineering man" and not "economic man." 63 In
the case of the former; the main_ goal of economic_ activity output
maximization. Technical intonations, they are made at _all; tend to
be for piiieSes of maintaining or expanding output. The typical
"engineering man" tends to be effectiveness-oriented," and_ does not
always take into consideration the factor price differential§ among
different production inputs. PerSons falling_into the _latter category,
i.e. "economic tend tobe '`profit,maximizers." Since the Chinese
system has generally placed a low-priority_ on profit-type incentives,
these persons haVe tended to bypass opportunities_ for Introducing
more efficient production technologie§ in favor of those technologies
and modes of production -that can be counted on to ensure the at. aiti
anent of state set production quotas._
_ In spite of these tendencies among ('hinese engineers, their versatil7
ity is an important -asset within China's industrial sector. A major
source_ of this _Versatilit' is the tendency towards extensive vertical in-
tegration Within Chinese production _units, hoth large and Sinai]."
This tendency derives from several factors, including the political
premiums that hate_ been placed upon local self,sufficiency and the un-
certainty regarding the. reliability of potential SOurcing, partners.

.1 Summary of World Broadcasts, FE/W1119/A74, Feb. 4; 1981. ,TPRS 76025, Dec. 3.
19g0,Louis Wells. "Economic "fan and Imgincering Man.: Choice of Technology In a Low -
Wage Country," Peter -Timmer, et al.. "The Choice of Technology in Developing Countries,"
CC:obi-hike, Harvard University Press, 1975.

04 FBISPRC. Apr. 23, 1981, W1-3; FBISPRC, Apr. 24, 1981, W3-9.
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Within a single enterprise, t here often exists a capability; or a capabil-
ity is quickly developed, to produce the types of machinery and eapi-
tal_ goods required to manufacture the _plant's main final products;

The advantages of this "learning-by-doing" experience are apprecia-
ble; particularly in a country' where there continues to be a scarcity of
well-trained technical personnel. Irn fortunately, there are great op-
portunity costs that are incurred by virtue of the duplication al _effort
among factories producing the same types of equipment for different
purposes and the lack of specialization among production units within
the same industrial sector. Administrative barriers related to differ-
ences in _functional responsibilities often prevent end-lisers from com-
muniating their needs to one another. Not, only is II: re an extensive
amount of duplication, but, the benefits derived from economies of
scale and standardization of production are frequently lost. Duplica-
tion regarding production of internal combustion engines is particu-
larly seriousmore, than 20 separate_ministries and commissions have
set. up 375 factories in almost all of China's provinces to produce these
it ems."

A third strength of the Chinese system for assimilating, technology,
albeit one_that still remains in the_ development stage,As the current
political climate -it is one where scientific and technical personnel arty
being given an increasing, say in th_e_formulation and implementation
of new policies and programs." Additionally. technical personnel are
being encouraged to speak out against waste -and inefliciencyin both
research programs and technology acquisition practices. This has
allowed Chinese scientists and technical personnel to make frank and
honest assessments of their problems and technical deficiencies. The
present, central leadership appears committed to preserving the in-
tegrity of the scientific process and allowing greaterinteraction among
various sectors of the S&T community. This type of political environ-
ment; in contrast to that, which existed during_the 1966,76 period, is
more conducive to rational allocation and selection of technology-
related resources, This is not to Suggest that politics -has been totally
disengaged from science and technology. The potential politicization
of science and technology; particularly regarding borrowing from the
West, is an ever present, problem, and iF entirely possible that the
political winds may once again change i7 tut:

The prevailing winch; however, continues to favor foreign tech-
nolop.:y borrowing. A caution s leadership is in power, one that has
conic to recognize the great, costs of atoving too fast, or putting
"politics in command." Scientists, however, have not been given a
freehand. Officials responsible for administerb:g the economy and
monitoring the spending of scarce investment reso,;:ces are overseeing
S. S: T. activities thowsh both formal and informal channels. As
a consequence, future technology choices and the initiation of partic-
ular projects will come under closer: scrutiny_ than at the onset, of
the 7 founmodernizations" program. The potential danger of allowing
the S. fi. T. community too much power and influence ,vas made readily
clear (luring the initial period of _the modernization drive-When
Seiefitifieprograms and technology choices reflected more the interests

es Dad_
FBTS PRC. Feb. 8. 1981, II2.
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of particular segments within the S. S.:- T. community and less the
specific needs of the economy. 'fhe _readjustment programj as noted
previously; was &Signed toremecly this tendency

Although these factors will help contribute to the success of the
S.& T. modernization program general, they are not sufficient in
themselves to ensure that the Chinese S. T. and economic system
are adequately prepared to make optimal tise of foreign teelinolo_gy
imports. The rest of this paper wilibe devoted to examining therniii_Or
deficiencies_standing in the way of mere -tiffective application of for-
eign technology in the Chinese production system.
(a) Technology-related Coilati.dint,§

A severe constraint on China's ability to absorb foreign technology
derives from its poor_performance in translating research results iritco
the serial production- process. " The Chinese nave freqUeiitly exhibited
an ability to use foreign technical data to construct prototypes or copy
foreign designs through the process of reverse-engineering. Their
performance, however, tends to be tineVen when an attempt is made

these itenis into mass- productiom Lack of experience with
modern manufacturing methods is one Stiiii.ee Of Chititt'S Shortcomings
in this_ tir-e. The Chinese are frequently unable_ to_ snstain the tight
Scheduling_ and preeision _requirements associated With the serial pro-
duction process in the West, Additionally; quality control niethod7
elegies often seem_ to be- absent or unknown, and the application of
standards varies from facility to _facility." In the fabrication of
sophisticated electronics- components; for example, there exist ciiticnl
problems related to environmental purity that negatively affect the
yiehI; of the production process;

The absence of adequate testing _and ineaSuretiient instrumentation
Se-eiriS to be an important cause of Chinese difficulties.°°_EfrortS are
currently _cuiderway to remedy some of these problems _through in-
creased S&T cooperative programs with the advanc.ed nations in field§
.jell as metrology and electronics. At preSent, however, the type of
equipment needed- for improving the_technical side of China's mini-
ficcturing capabilities is severely lacking.7° AS a result, -Particularly
in such areas as the manafactiire of key -metal alloys; the Chinese have
been unable to perform consistently with respect to meeting precise
temperature and mixture requirements." China has _large quantitieS
Of titanium:, molybdenum L and other precious metals tint lacks the
technOlogy for processing-these metals into the high-purity forma re-

..
gutted in the:West:72-

The preblerns noted above, however._ do not merely rel, olve around
an inability -to_ manufacture some of the more complex and sophisti-
cated tillOYs. The Chinese have successfully produeed high-grade pre:
vision cut; but the basic design engineering and Processing
know-how involved in the productin of the items have been poor.

A Nifin R nt1 Street Journal. June 9.1980: J174 '4 711403, Tune 29,1981-.-pn. 4-16
"I'llIS-PSC, Apr. 29, 1979, L8-9; JP1IS 77'.-1,3, Apr. 9, 1981. pp. 18-23; JPRS 75812,

June-30.1980. pm 49-57-
" Yhat Yu Wellat (Inatrumentatlon and the Fiture), January 1981. JPRS 78174 May 28.

1981.1° JPRS 78257. June 9.1981, pp. 24-27.
nJP1t8 75978.-July 2.1980, pp. 66-69.

Econottilet (London1, May 2,1981, pp. 73-74.
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ICIajor improvements will have to be made in these areas b fore the
Clunese will be _able to make effective use of _imported techn logics;

A. related problem is the lack of automated, numerical confpl ma-
chinery; In sonic cases, this is not-a severe problem because of the
primacy of employment objectives. In other cases, however;use of this
equipment could_ insure better consistency_ with_ respect to product
quality, standardization of parts; and efficiency in scheihiling. De=
velopment of capabilities in this area will not only depend onincreased
technical knowledge; but also the institutionalization of a set of eco-
nomic incentives that accord higher value to such considerations than
w11,4 the case inthe past.

In a sense, China's problems with serial production also derive from
the excessive vertical _integration within each Chinese, production unit.
As noted previously, the general pattern in the past, has been for plants
to become_"complete" units with regard to_all phases of the production
process. This emphasis on "completeness" has been characteristic of
both large_ and_ small units; Little strms_ was placed upon technical
specialization. in effect, because of the priority given to meeting pro-
duct ion quotas; individual units_ have felt more secure by pursuing a
path of _self-sufficiency. In the. final analysis; however; this tendency
has worked against, the establishment of a set: of national production
standards._ Interchangeability and serialization of parts and compo-
nents is often non-existent. Thus. many of the technolaffies required to
meet generalized standards. i.e. those normally associated with quality
control instrumentation and precision testing equipment, never have
been in high_ demand, -

These problems have been aggravated by the fact that the composi-
tion of machinery and_ equipment among Chime industrial facilities
varies considerably."- In some cases, these contrasts are a function of
the size differentials amongplants within the same industry; In other
cases, the problems derive from the continued use of obsolete equi7,_
merit._ According to an analysis conducted by the _First Ministry
Machine Building, 25 percent of its prodUCtion equipment date:,
the 1940s; 40 p_ercent from the .1.950s; 30 percent from the 1960s, and
only 5 percent from the 1970s." The heterogenity of production equip-
ment, within each facility is also a source of problems. Western visitors
to China have reported on numerous occasions the presence of 1940s
and 195_0s_machinery alongside modern, 1970s vintage items. Moreover;
most, of the equipment is of differing _origin, some_ having been pro-
duced in the_Soviet_Union _or Eastern :Europe, another portion manu-
factured within China, and an .icreasing, amount coming from West-
ernEurop_e. Japan, anti rff.entiv_ the United States.

The underdevelopment of China's computer indUstry is also a criti-
cal technical constraint on the assimilation of foreign technology.
China now has almost 3,000 computers on- line.. Approximately 40 per-
cent of these are tasked with data processing, 30 percent with calcula-
tion, and 30 percent with program control." In contrast, the U.S. has
about 54.000 general-purpose computers and 144,000 small business
computers for scientific, business, and personal applicatiOnS. Over 1

JPRS 76217, Aux 13. 1980, pp. 34-42. JIng.ut Guatill, February 1980.
JPRS 75978, July 2. 1980.
JPRS 76217. Aug.- 13, 1980.
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million MOM desktop and minicomputers aroused lor similar applica-
tions as well. In comparison with the U.S., China's inventory of com-
puters is g,rossly inadequate_to meet_ ninny of the computing needs of
the industrial sector. The Chinese do not have sufficient numbers of
computers_ to fulfill the_ requirements of the S. & T. system, much less
pi.ovide -business-type" services, in such capacities as macro- and
micro-econotnic planni_fig project coordination and evaluationi and
equipment procurement."

hasten major manufacturing plants and several minor facto-
ries, es(qii11 institute.c, and universities producing computer equip-
ment for the country. These _facilities lack a high_ degree, of assembly
and test ing automation. AdditionallY, supplies of specialized compo-
nents to prO(IllCV the quantity_ and quality_of computers required for the
modernization proces.s are. also limited. For example, the Chinese lag
behind the West in the. pro(litet ion of_high- quality; reliable integrated
circuits and semiconductor devices. This has affected their ability to
develop and reproduce sophisticated military- electronics items; as well
ils comput e N.78 Poor project management in the computer industry has
also "wan a (it ieal_problem; one that has hindered the transition from
the initial- stage of pototype design to the fin;i1 stage of large-scale
proluct ion:9 _

Rapid development of its computer industry has been critical
t,Irt of ( niodernizat ion dri ve-. _Imports_ of ad yr.-Aced computers

,1 the Japan. and "''sten Europe have been in _important
it rihittor to t hispiodernizat ion effort:" Efforts have also been made

to ..copy- several _Western-designed computers and peripheral equip-
meta. Yet._ misallocation ;Ind underultization of computers, domes-
tically-produced and imported. have been major problems for the

.kceordi lig. to an article in Shanghai's .TiefangDaily (Libertt-
t ion I >ai ly) . al_thon.,dt one-fourth of the computers in tlw city are_ used

vely on -fourth are run with "less efficiency" and almost
fift v per eon; rein i.11 lin used or in various stages of installation!" In
Bt ijing. the most efficiently used ompoters are operating at over 40
percent below capacity: %virile a. large number of computers in Beijing
operate it only 21) per cent Of capacity .R2

The _develop a greater appreciation for end-user_ re-
/pliretiwnts. ;t capability that only comes with more intimate inoly
meat in the proccs.-: of computer design and construction." The genera
approach in the pa -t has been to FOCI'S on one-of-a-kind computer
development andto downplay the _importance__ of serialization and
compatibilit." As a result. it has been diffieult for computer users
to link lip w-ith one another and -form tlw types_of computer networks
that are common in the West. Aroeover, the design and application
of compute_so ft ware has been left to the end-user. a tendency that has
further worked a!r;iitist F.:ystem emnpat ibility and the establishment

romput. networks reqiiired for the management,
s economy.

^
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The C'him.se military currently possess the most, extensive experi-
enee with developing and employing _computers; such as in China's
space and missile prograins.85 Due to the conwartmentalizationof the
i is iii in and defense e:;earell _systems, there_ has been little spillover
fromt the military to the ciVilian vector. This may _be__ehanging as

above. For Hie pivsetit, lioeT; China's iminatnie computer
industry re:minis a critical bottleneck in the importation of foreign
technolog. For,exiimple, without -implored- data processing tech-
niques. acquisition Of foreign satellite-derived data will hot,

enliance China's resource survey capabilities.
(1) ) nagement aml Organizational Bottlenecks

Ithoug.,11 the technical Problems noted above will slow down
ability to successfully assimilate_ fort itriL tochnolopy; they

aie greatly out weighed in iiiipotan('e by deficww.ics in management
and the prowet planning process. Significant amounts of waste and
inefficiency_ have resulted from poor mainq..-,einent, and inadequate
planning. The case of the Wuhan Iron an I Steel AIM, a major tech-
nology ir,port, project, exemplifies the pronl?ms that China has
ex nor-kneed."

The first section of the Wuhan steel re coast r l:ed with SO-
set tiSSiStiiiiee in the lite 1950s. In ordef_i.o needs of

tlw economy for high,quiility steel pro :blot he ildeided to
arid expanse the Wuhan facility C.e_mid-_1970s: In par-

titular, the Chint.se were interested in se% l'1".1.1 r)li the following_ items:
(a) loss carbon Steel plates; (b) ship plate, ; high carbon steel;
and (d) heavy structural steel. Lacic'ng tht (Mu-lest ic technology and
know-hew to iitig-rade the Wuhan mill, ribina decided to s,!cit the
necessary enuipment_nd technical ass.,i a!lee frum abroad. result,
between 1971 -- 75, Cliina negotiated contracts with West Germany
for_ purclia_se o_f a cold rolling mill _and continuous casting eqiiipm-enti
and wit:. the Japanese for acquisition of a_hot rolling mill and silicon
sheet prothici ion facility. Both contracts included Provision for allow-
ing technicians from the respective foreign firms to spend time in
China to assist. witb_terlinology assimilation.

From the beginning_ of ceristuction,_ the project experienced Jiff
It took Arnost _twice as low as expected to rsomolete the plant

and 1-e,"in °petalien. Aforeover, _since operations began in 1979, the
mill in been running at _will below rated capacity. Several reasons
exist for the nroblems at Wuhan, most of which relate to poor plan-
nine- on tie_Chinee side,

During the first, SiX months- of op_eration in 1979, for examPle,
severe shortage)of electric power prevented the plant, from continuous
operation. A survey of the 'available energy reso»pes in Hubei prov-
ince, site of the mill, revealed that the entire _province lacked sufficient
electricity to power the pew pia nt._F,lectrical power had to be secured
from neighboring Henan province in order to allow the Wuhan fa-
cilit to operate on a regular basis.___

A second Problem 'has been an inability to fully integrate the new
and old sections of the plant. As a result, production programming

AmPrIeng institutf. gs Aeronantieq and Astronautics, Chinn Spnce Report, New York.
Norpmher 1979. JPRS 77757. Ant. (1.1981. n.
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is Ofti'll incomplete., !THUM ing t he absence of coordination between the
two sections. A third problem is air pollution. Inadequate steps were
taken during the design and construction phases to Inindle the _types
of serious pollutants normally associated with large-scale steel pro-
dn.t loll in Other parts of the world.

Uwe the mill begilll regular proauction, a fourth problem_apE
pea redthe technology and equipment within the mill 'were actually
too advanced for_ Chinese _needs. Some of the steel produced at the fa:-
eilitY. e.g. Wide thin, st:p1 sheets, could not be IISNI because Chinese
c;inning _equipment dates back to the _19:30s. In other cases, the mill
W;U; prOdning arioti types of steel tliat were in 'ow delfiltndlimong
potential consumers. though the mill was forced to stockpile
this steel, it still earill:md to produce many of the sante items. At the
same time; the steel needs of a larger number of consumers remained
11'11110.

A key cause of the problems at. Wuhan was noted by a CliiiieSe
terpreter who worked at the mill during construction:

rim idea that in"ilernization can he achieved by buying more plants anti equip-
talent is naive. The things hought are only means of" production which can be
turned into productive forces only after they have been integrated with oo-
pie who intister, control, and renovate them. NItslern equipment can only .,m-
sidered niodern productive forces when it is handled by people wit tire
modernized."
__Additionally, many of the specific problems that surfaCed at the
Witlitin facility were typical of similar prOMVIIIS dint the Chinese hall
encountered in many of their other attepts to 1/oder-take large proi-
er.t,s illVelving the importation of foreign technology and equipment.
These problems included_the following:

(1) Inadequate planning.: little attention was !mid to acquiring ap-
propriate_ inputs for operating the plant and for meeting consumer
at with the output of the plant.

(2) Lack of spare parts_ and ancillary equipment : the. facility at
often_ had tp completely Shut. down because of the tinavail-

ability of replaeonient parts.
_(3) Poo management: managerial _personnel at the mill were

reluctant to assume fully responsibility for rectifying problems during
the start-up phase and operation of the. lant.

(4) Ineffieient _allocation of_ authority: technical personnel NVCre not
giVen enough voice, in installing and putting_ into operation various
pierns of equipment and machinery. As a result; technical decisions
were .often based on non-technical c: iteria.

(5) Lack of raw materials and energy: along with a_ lack of elec-
tricity, at. times there was not enough iron ore supply in relation. to
the Tiiiiiirs_eapa-city for steel production.

While some_of these problems recently have been remedied, thefact
remains that, the delays in construction and production at Witham have
been financially costly to the Chinese, and_haye limited the contribution
Of the mill to meeting China's steel needs for the modernization pro-
gram: 'fore. thorough _planning. beforehand might haye forewarned
propon it of the project about the _petential difficulties ahead- and
have altered their decision to more ahead with construction until au

"r Ibttl.
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adequate infrastrnctnre WIIS to pilleV. (0 support the operation of the
mill at full capacity.

Among reasons exPla Ming the frequent inefficiency and ineffective:.
!less of the Chinese_ planning process is the. _continued problem of
"bureaucracy." A plant manager at the Beijing Automobile Piant
spelled out the problem :_ ". . . those who possess authority do not pos-
sess responsibility :MI (110:-' who puSsetiti responsibility do not possess
authority." "" Th r .rtt finned pervasiveness of the bureaucrat ism prob-
lem was the _focal p,.;1t of a June 19SO Beijing Review editorial. _The --
author listed four noiin causes and manifestations of the problem:
runt intuition of attitudes favoring the maintenance of special priVi-:
loges and lack of exchanges between leaders and their subordinates;
lackof.appreviation for (lie requirements of modern; large scale-indus-
try (as opposed to traditional, sinall-scale modes of production) ; reli-
ance on aerHtive rat her than universal norms for managing complex
organizm:.) e.g., persons are still promoted according to seniority
rat o competency; and economic and cultural backwardness

oo o to retard the development Of more efficient management
tpe!,:,q.u-...vith in economic _institutions,"

. ,!;t killed presence of the "bureaucratic mentality" among both
top- amt middle -level administrators can only work _against improve-
ments in the Chinese planning process." Regional rivalriesj competi-
tion among minis( ries for SCANe resources;_and administrative barriers
between units with mutual interest, in the same project compound
this problem and _further tract; from China's ability to adequately
prepare for carrying out, ecniplex projects, such as evidenced by the
cases of the "Milian and .! . projects.

Underlying the dug:, within the I _..inning process are more
deep-seated problems caused inerective management sys.
tern and technology. Her e aga,-, as in the case of the problem of
"bureaucrat isni," the Chinese are aware of their problems. Within an
article in the Tianjin Daily, he author-made the following comments:

The current Sta'_° of affairs in our country is that_ management is _more 11110:
ward than __technology_ Senne._of our _technological facilities _are not- at an in-
frior other_ people's, hut the produrts_ are very backward both- numbers
and tono.:y. The reason is primarily bad management_ ._.. To set this state
of affairs right we cannot rely solely on studying and introducing_ advanced
technolhgy; hut must train management personnel and must study and introduce
modern ma nag..,ent lc 71inolog-y.°1

The disadvantagrs resulting from adherence to a management style
which _emphasizes attainment of output quotas have been noted above.
The situation within China's machinery supply system highlights
some of the problems. particularly as they have affected the use of
domestically made machnery in projects involving imported _tech,.
nologv and equipment. According to an April 1980 article. in Jingji
Guanli, because production is not determined by demand; factories`
cannot purchase the necessary equipment they need every year."
Them are very few channels; i f any; for iiirebrisino. mechanicaLand
electrical equipment that. is not included on the offiCial supply

0." Ref !Inn Mny 10. 1079. p. 2.
" Belling Review. June 30. 1980. pp. 26-28

JPRS 70427. Sept. 12. 1980.
"1 JPRS 70161. Aug. 5. 1980.
"JPRS 75978. July 1980.
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Moreover; the is no reliable way-of arranging production of equip=
Merit that is needed due to ciiiingt!s_ in design or the production of
Additional equipment that is needed because of changes in blueprints.
Een When_cOMplete sets of equipment and machinery have been or-
dered. by end-users, many of the sets -have__been incomplete because
the producers often have no way of gauging either actual or future
demand.

Many Chinese Managers within both rese_arch institutes and pro-
diietiori facilities have tended to ignore technilal _specifications and
details and to rely upon their own experiences to accomplish 1.rirticular
tasks. AS a result. some departments have ordered the main machinery
aunt equipment for completing a task -but have forgotten to order
the necessary auxiliary equipment. In other_ cased, -the auxiliary equip-
ment. was ordered, but the main equipment was not These problems
derive from the fact; that most enterprise manag,ers do not have tide,
c1uate technical training._ For example, out of aver 2_,D00 so-called
"Managerial_ personnel" at the Shanghai Number One MaChinery and
Electrical Bureau, only 16 (0.8_percenti_of the managers are university
or college graduates. According to another survey conducted by the
Number One Machinery_ Department in_ Shanghai, factory directors
With a senior middle school _or university education amount to only
21.4 percent. (liven the fact that Shanghai is one of China's most solid
industrial areas, the situation elsewhere is likely worseto be even worA.93

Due to their lack of training, many -current line managers are in-
SenSitive to problems in such - areas as marketing, iniiinte=

tianee, or,the cost of factor inputs. They have lac':.ed incentives tode-
velop their professional expertise and tend to oppose competition that
would reveal managerial inefficiencies They are usually reluctant to
ende;tvOr into high risk areas. such as those commonly associated -with
the IUD pTocess tind_the_ int toduetion of technical innOtiOtiS. Their
apprehension generally derivt, from the politicid costs incurred as a
!pnilt of "fa iiiir-es"most of ,A ii it are a, normally_ accepted aspect of

S:; in the West. Their main_pnrp,4o, particulaly under the - changes
the "four modernizat ons" program, has been to retain

their po,:it ions in the faCe of the new mpliosis on placing more tech -
mcnli. 1,-,orsons in positions of authority."

Within ti pasf- few months: the. Chinese have been placing increased
empliitSiS the formation s' stems." These systems
are designed to increase the accountability_ of both managers and
Workers rei,arding_ the activities that take place within their partienlar
production units. In the past, Chinese research and factory managers
have tended to hick initiative and shy away from accepting respbnsi-
hilitv leaving few people, if any, with a vested interest in the outcome
of Plant Or inStitiite activities over the _course of any period of time
By riecentralizinrf.decision-!naking and ericOnratring greater accept-
ance of reSpOnSibility among muddle and lower level managers, it is
hoped that China's managers will become more flexible and responsive
to particidat, a§ -opposed to_general, needs;

But; decentralization of decision-making is not merely the answer
to China'S Managerial_ problems One negative_consennence of the in-
creased emphasis on lower-level autonomy leas been the appearance of

0.71311-8 77198, Jan. 19,1981, pp. 15-28;
24 .1PR8 77198; Ian. 19,1951. pp. 15-26.
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what one author has called "technological hlr 'aides." Because par-
ticular enterprises can now-reap beefits_from possession of specialized
technologies; particularly those secured from abroad, they have tended
to be reluctant _to share their newly acquired know-how n ith other
units. The problem has been described in the following C.?,:dOti

Technological _blockalles_actnally exist in our country. After expanding the
-autonomy of enterprises, com_petltion arose, and secrecy of technological proc-
esses became an ominous. matter._ To_ gain_prize money, or for reasons of com-
petition._ the inventors would _often. loci: _up All invention or the content of the
new technology, and_ even at the appraisal meetings sponsored by higher level
organs, when the. substance (tf inventions is introduced_; the inventor would re-
frain from divulging key points of the te_chnology._This_phenomenon of blockages
is becoming a serious treti_tr this trend's not corrected;_it willudversely affect
the development Of new technologies and create a state of stagnation.'

Quite obviously, these types- of blockages will further limit the_ dif-
-"'""fusion of foreign technology in China and_could further complicate

on-going attempts, to remedy the existing obstacles to increased co-
municatio among research-oriented_ and production-oriented or-
ganizations. In an economic system, however, where a _premium is
placed upon rout: 1 over seat cc resources, it will be hard to overcome
these new hinderances in the iminediate future.

The full extent of China's shortcomings in._ the management area
were most recently spelled Out in the new Chinese journal entitled
Kexuexue(Scienology) in the February 1981 issue; In-a disetission of
the management of new product_development, the authors pointed to
the continued presence of the following deficiencies:

Haphazard task assignment and evaluation : there is a lack of technical and
economic substantiation. New products are developed or old ones discontinued
without examining market demand or technical feasibility.

Lack of an effective system of design development : coordination between re-
search and production units in _preparation of new _product designs occurred
in only 21.2 percent of the time in a survey conducted within Shanghai's R. & D.
syst

The policy of "science lero'ing the way" ha_s not _yet bee_n implemented : in
most eases, foreign designs art. merely copied _and very little design am! develop-
meat work is actually (ow. This works against the development of an innovative
capability. with respect_lo_ the_adaptation, rather than the wholesale adoption
of foreign tiesigns and _products_.

Neglect of basic compon_enta an, pro_cessos_: when new products are developed;
this often entails the development a new components as well. Additionally, de-
velopment of new prodmets and_components_usually_raeans_the_development_
new processes -a task that is not easily_accomplished wIthin_Cltina's production
system ender__ the present managerial_and technological_conditions. _According
to one survey of_ the compa_rativ_e_strengths _and_ _weaknesses_ of Western _and
Chine_se_made medium and_low power_dieseL engines; 92 percent of the Chinese
shortcomings were due to process-related deficiencies._

I .I tut tea_ rch _funds _and ineffeetive_u se of_existing_ _funds _the _main_ prob-
lem is that fu.ols are generally- excessively _dispersed and _even when _foreign
know-how is imp_orte& the recipients_ often have few extra funds to conduct
res ea re' wit h _respect to__ po ssib le_ in no v_ati ans.

r ra tl o n a l_e_co_n orni c_ and_ evaluation_ pal icie_s_ a mo_ng_enterprises : in many cases;
e_nterprit have lacked the initiative to develop_ ne_w_pradncts_or /a secure the
teclinMogy to manufacture new products. This has resulted in _pooT_comm_unica,
lion between the S. & T. system_and the prosin_ction system; ns_welLas continued
use of_obsoLete_emlipment and machinery._" _P"oduction managers have _a difficult
tinicineorp_or_ating new"_technologies into _their production plans because cif the
irregular fasbion_in_ which new technologieS are developed or made available
in the Chinese system.

JPAS 78044. May Il 1981. pp. 1-4.
" Kexuexue (Sclenology), February 1981, pp. 15-20.
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_
These_managerial,problerns have worked against the effective assimi,

lotion of foreign technology in fl similar fashion. Selection of imported
technology often does not reflect actual needs and even when an
"appropriiite" choice is made, there -is a great likelihood that the
application of the new technology will not proceed SMOOthly. This is
not CO Suggest that China has not benefitted from_acquisition of for-
eign technology; but only that its performance with_eev-e-ct, to the use
of iiiiPorted know=how is often_ uneven and unpredictable. Efforts to
modernize the Chinese_ management, system, such as the cooperative
pregrani between-the -U.S. and China at the Dalian Industrial Science
and Technology Institute; will be slow in producing results due to the
great need for rapid and sustained improvements on the one -hand
and the limited Chinese capacity (in terms of instructors and facili:
ties) to train new people on the other hand.
Cr) Personnel Cenr.gtraints

Among the many constraints affecting China's ability to effectively
absorb foreign feehnology, the personnel constraint is the most severe,
WitliOnt an adequate pool_ of well,trained S. & T. personnel, China
will continue to hnve Problems with the transfer of technology from
abroad.
___According to the original goals of the modernization program;
China wanted to increase the number of _welt-trained scientific and
technical personnel fr011) 310,900 to (300,000 by 1985. Along with send-
ing- large. numbers of students and _researchers abroad for advanced
technical_ training; the Chinese embarked on_ a major campaign to
drastically improve the functioning of higher education and to up-
grade the quality of S. & T.-related training, In addition. because
Only a small percentage of high school graduates can attend colleges
and universities _(approximately 3.0 percent in 1980), efforts Were also
taken to eXpiind the number of vocational schools and_ spare-time
training Programs. Amonir the large numller of office-holders already
in place in the S. & T. system, a program to re-train many of these
persons WAS Also begun. This re-training was deemed important be.--
cause many of these. persons had-obtained their positions by virtue of
their "political" rather than their technicaI qualifications ns a result
of the influence of the Cultural Revolution and the Gang of Four, _

In tunny respects; the personnel problem is_related to the advanced
age of most of Chiiin'S best qualified people, The majority of Chinese
Scientists who have_ received a Western educatiom for example. aver-
age over GO years of age and are small in- number compared to China's
pi-oAAihg personnel needs Among the "younger" persons who presently
staff S. &. T. posit ionS in the -R. R, I3 system, many received their edu-
cation dining the 1950s in the Soviet. Union. Although these_ people
possess some technu.al expertise, they tend to be very narrowly focused
A.7i I51-cl: the breadth and depth _of traininz needed to handle some of
the complex tasks associated with advanced research and development
activities.

A primary consequence of China's personnel problems is a_ lack
of capable persons to _fill positions at the "middle-management" level.
As s result of the Cidtiiral Revolution. almost a whole generation of
young people went. without. a normal high school or college edueation.
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In addition. most of China's S. & organizations vereclosed down.
Almost_ a_decade of_ scienti fir and technical advances in the Wrest were
ignored bv China's leaders who were preoccupied with political;
rather than technical problems. When_elfortsbegan in the early ifYTOs
to remedy some of the damag.e done during the-Coltural Revolution,
the backwardness of ( Imina's S. &T. capabilities became readily ap-
parent, as did the dearth of qualified S. & T. personnel to assume posi-
tions_ of authority. The middle-management problem became especial-
ly critical in the mid-I970s when Chirm, attempted to import: a large
number of Western-designed plants and sets of equipment:_but lacked
tine personnel to "manage" the import program. Specifically, a short-
ageof persons with advanced engineering and_ project management
skill: was the major venikness. The subsequent decision to embark
upon the _ambitious technology import. program associated with the
"four rio lernizations" was thus ill-conceived from the perspective of

e existing personnel constraints. Although it, is relatively easy to con-
tintiallv attribute China's current problems to the abuses associated
with the ()thorn! Revolution and the Gang of Four. the_impact of
these two factors on China's national economic and S. & T. develop-
ment potential cannot be !underestimated

In spite of t he current emphasis on placing technically qualified
persons in positions of alit limits% political factor:~ have. made it.quite
difficult. for China to unmake widespread progress in its efforts to re-
place senioi incompetent, or "political" appointees_ in both the_eco-
manic- and the S. & 'I'. systems. While appreciable changes have been
made at tie' national level. reforms have_been more difficult to
Merit at the local levels. Some persons. for example, refuse to relin-
quish_ t heir_ positions and cont inue to lag behind in terms .of_the_ new
priority being glyen to the popularization of science and technology.
They refte,o to move _younger. more qualified persons into key posi-
tions. Other persons, having experienced the radical reversals of the
past. are still uncertain _milmont the ultimate longevity of the current,
emphasis on scienee and technology and have vet to fully commit
themselves; to the new policies. An article in the :Nifty 19S1 Guangming
Daily described some of the problems:
__At the _present time_thete_are.still some_comrades within the party;_including
some who are_ in _charge of economic and party awl_ goverimient letulership who
are insufficiently aware of the.importance of scielice and technology and who do
not .supoittt. s_tientille.and__technologival work. Many party committees and ad-
ministrative leadership organs hare still failed to put & T. work on their
agendas. or pay lip service to its importance but actually relegate it to a second-
ary place so that itloses _out when the pressure of work increases. Some com-
rades even consider that science and technology stand in the seine relationship
to pro4luetion anti the economy as_ the cock crow at dawn, i.e. that the dawn
eomes.%thettmer the cock crows or not and that it makes no difference whether
science and technology are pursued or not!"
Until such persons in key administrative and _leadership_ positions
ran _be. replaced or made. to understand the critical_valite_of giving ade-
quate attention to science_ and_technology, absorption of foreign tech-
nology will be, at best, ad Ural] It. task.

Earlier in the paper, the ability of the central leadership to mobilize
S. & T. personnel resources was alluded to as a strength of the Chinese

'07:1PBS 78147, May 22. 1881, pp. 1-5.
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system for harnessing imported technology., Tn most casers. hOWeer,
inilicatiiMS are that personnel allocation and assignment are problem
areas _ for the Chinese: Qualified personnel frequently are not used
effectively. are mis-assigned. or are not given an amount of authority
consistent_ svit 11 their - knowledge and capabilities: At times, t1,-. ;: prob-
lems are the result of the "politics in _command" attitude that has been
prevalent among ninny -11(iministrators-. lit other instances. they derive
from n lack of knowledge about better alternatives for personnel as-
signment. They also are caused hr the lack of free mobility among
S. & T, personnel, i.e. thelp are no market foiTt'S stimulating -more effi-
cient ollovation of personnel. The 0 ffectis-ertess, or lack of effectiveness,
of the system for using China's already scarce personnel resources will
i let pith i ne both the a bi I ity of the economy and S: & T; system to absorb
foreign technolie,v and to diffuse that technology to other areas Once
it lots been transferred.
(.'I) Other Constraints

Nfany of the other constraints on China's ability to use forei-iili teeb-ts
Milogy lia ve IHen highlighted earlier. These include insufficient energy
-supplies; fin:trivial limitations and transport-, bottlenecks. Iii_SOMe_re-
:Tets, theS0 three= 1)1.01)1VIIISII re intimately related sincee. China's initial
Noire wiis to NI ni foreign exchange to pay for technology imports by
expanding- petroleum prodtivt ion and increasingly' petroleum export&

rho ,ovotity of_Clitna's energy problems is manifested in the_tin-
cert.:lint y of stipplies for existing enterprises and the technical bottle-
'leeks standing in the way of increased _production. Participation by
foeigll oil firms in off-shore explorat ion has provided the Chinese with
Vital t Oi:liq.a.:1 1

m
_assist.a nee that will enable China to exploit proven areas

unieli ore rapidly than would_ have been the case if the country had
decided to proceed on its own." The Chinese: however, must improve,
their ninlor ,t.-.1(Iiiig 01 the manappmerit of_suclroff-shoiT oil projects
iii Order to -e;ip full benefits." They .must. also be colarnizturi- of the
2:owing deniaml for ent.rgy within their own ecatiotny.take the neces-

San. Steps to develop more energy efficient production standards. and
shift to other forms of energy usage if they hope to have significant
amounts of petroleum available for export.

China's attempts to increase production and expand use of other -en-
ergy soncov, such as coaklinvecome up against severe technieal defi7,
eietieies in in ining teclinoloo.v and transport bot tlenecks. The degree of
mechanizatio and meehanical coal cutting _in China's coal mines is
corisiderahlv olver than the sitnat ion in Western Europe or the United
States,-"" E en if output could he rapidly expanded. it is often prob-
leiiiatiOtb t finsport. coal from the prime. mining regions to those areas
of greatest need: Port facilities and China's- highway system t_i.e also
underdeveloped in terms of the county's_pressing_ need for adequate
transport capncits% On-going efforts have been made to -ceitift ,t these
problems. For instance, the Chinese signed a U S $1-.5_billion . an and
tissistanee_arreeitiont with the Japanese in early 1980 for development
of six projectsall of which were energy-related. 'Work on these proj-

e World Business VJeekly. June_23. IPSO, pp. 15-1R.
NPW York Times. June 30. 15181. -p.
FBISPRC. May 1OSI. r. Al.
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ects, however; has been part billy curtailed as part of_C' :adjust-
ment efforts. Basic improvements will have to be node he transport
area and related infrastructure before China's energy .blems can be
rectified.

The financial constraints restricting the import of large-scale capi-
tal-intensive technology projects also are very severe, partieviarly
in view of (;hina's continued reluctance to_ incur high le\lels of for-
eign -debt, at prevailing commercial rat's. "" The nature of the prob-
lem facing China is not merely a shortage of foreign exchange;_China
has indicated a willingness to pay for desired equipment, as in the ea
Of the cancelled petrochemicals projects, on a cash basis. Addition
the Chinese have accepted financial assistance and loans It concession-
ary rates from international organizations_such as_the_World Bank, 102
They cannot, however, afford to acquire all the technology, equipment,
and machinery that they have examined or have shown an interest -in
since the inception of the modern7 n program. Moreover; the Chi=
nese government's ability to pay _!,cal costs of undertaking large
projects involving foreign participation is limited. Until China's do-
mestic financial problems can be rectified; the country-will noth-e- in a
position to expend large sums of money on major purchases. _( Note : A
more detailed examination of China's foreign exchange problem and
domestic financial situation are presented elSewhere in the volume.).

I. CONCLUSION

Throughout this paper: reference_ has been made to the major con-
straints that, will limit China's ability to successfully absorb foreign
technology to support its modernization effort. Several major points
have emerged. First, the Chinese will have to concentrate more on
remedving some of the basic technical and managerial deficiencies in
their S&'l' system before. the import. of advanced technology will have
an appreciable impact on the Chinese economy. Second, ineffective
management, as well as technical backwardness; are critical obstacles
confronting Chinese attempts to successfully use foreign technology.
In particular, the Chinese lack necessary skills in such areas as project
,.ite,c-,rittion and systems management to efficiently undertake large

scale development, projects containing significant inputs of foreign
technology and equipment. Third. a critical shortage of qualified
technical personnel i n major problem that will continue to hamper
Chinese efforts to utilize foreign technology to spearhead modern-
ization ,)f the domestic S&T systerm_Until the Chinese can improve
their inrr system for training and allocating scarce technical per-
sonnel, it will continue_ to_hediffeult for China to use foreign technol-
ogy on a cost-effective, basis. Fourth, uneven performance with respect
to- translating research results into_ usable manufacturing technologies
will limit the impact of borrowed technology on economic and ST
modernization. Significant upgrading of_ design and process capabili-
ties will be needed to overcome existing shortcomings.

The Chinese have made significant progress in addressing many of
their major deficiencies, and have done well in vie of existing re-

Strcrt Journal. Apr. 1. 1981. p. 1 PBISPRC. May 11, 1981. p. Dl.
" Washington Dec. 22. 1980. p. Dl.
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source constraints. Their ability to set in place, a basic foundation for
Both industrial and agricultural development is indeed si7i,lificant;
particularly in compat:-;on with the experiences of other developing
nations. The Chinese effort is even more remarkable in view_ of the
count ry's largo population and food problems, and the huge difficulty
in VidVed_ in iiilthinigtering an N'onoiny as large and diverse as that of
China. Developments in scieiwe and technology have also been appre=

When one takes into ixemint the impact that political
turmoil has hotel on t hi; functioning of Chinese scientific and; technical
personnel and organizations. The basic elements for continued indus-
trial development and economic; growth have, been created, and were it
not for the Cultural lieV6hition, the Chinese economy and S&T system

'might have node a smoother transition into its current modernization
;node; Even without the current emphasis on modernization, the Chi-
iieSe 6cOlibtiiy would have been able to "muddle through" the next few
years without extreme problems.

The fail remains. however, that many of the constraints noted above
are long firma problems. ones that will require at least several years to
iiereoine. In Spite of the fact. that Chinit's experience over tha_last
throe decides appears satisfactory from the perspective of the Third

the Sitnation appears much more problematic from the stand-
point of -the economic _and S&T achievements and capabilities of the

'advanced 1Vesten nations-- the_ group that China, in many respects;
trvitig to emulate. The ability of the_ Chinese leadership to address

their - problems represents a Valuable frst. step, but recon-niziro- ones
iiihhIcuis is a step :may from solving them: In the final analysis;
the Chinese Will havv to accept a more ..rfrachull modernization process
and adhere to a development strategy that is freared_to confronting
some of the more fundamental shOrtromings of the S&T and-economic
SVSteiiiS. Technical assistance rendered from abroad 1701 have to be of
the_olose-support type; and will necessitate managerial assistance. as

technology transfers. This is time in the case of_both civilian
and military-related_modernization efforts. Bemuse of the
desire Co eMicenit rate future technology-related purchases on know-how
rather_tban whole_plants and equipment, few major SaleS Will take
Plaea Rather. it will be essential for China to forgo some of the more
prestigious technologies and items, and to secure the type§ of foreign

knoW-liOw that will aid the conntry in its continued efforts to build an
S&T foundation conducive to long-term technological self:reliance.



SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL TRANSFER: AN
ASSESSMENT OF SOCIAL CONSEQUENCES

By Amy Auerbaclier Wilson*

In the post- Cultural Revolution era of the -late -1970s and early
1980s the Chinese leadership has advocated significant changes in
polic-v; in both domestic and international terms. From the stand-
point of foreign policy a major departure from the past_ has been
China's current receptivity to interacting with the world-at-large.
In commenting on China's present willingness to open the door%fwidet.:
to non-Chinese ideas and presence, one Western rurnaliSt who has
long ohyved that society contends, "This _is not the same as the pro-
Westerir t ilt_ of Chinese foreign policy (which Mao himself wrought
as ho turned against Russia). New is the level of_ openness to inter-
national economic forces, and to foreign cultural influences." 1 Note-
worthy among the shifts in policy under the Four Ntodernizations
drive. are the_ positive sanctions now given to transfers of technolo
between the People's Republic of China (PRC) and the highly de
veloped nations of the West.

The purpose of this paper is to- assess some of the ways in which
international sc;entific and technological transfers _have had an_im-
pact on Chinese society-in _the five years since the death of Mao
Zedon.-l-. Analysis is confined here to three interrelated questions--
selected from a much larger universe of problem areasand is pri-
marily concerned with outcomes for the S and T_ sector of Chinese
society. First, in what ways is the- interchange of knowledge, of per-
sonnel, of organizational forms, of material between the People's Re-
public of__China and technologically superior exchangepattners hav-
ing an effect, upon tb prevailing system of social stratification in
ohina? Is this interchange altering the allocation of material and
nomate-iol benefits and the _distribution of power and responsibility?
Part,' zi_ scientific/technical research workers, the group

. onsb. be the backbone of scientific_ development; how _are
processes of technological acquisition and assimilation

affecting individual _and collective expectations _and_circumstances ?
A second and related question regarding social differentiation exam-

ines the- consequences of increased opportunities for international sci,
ence_and technology relations for different generations, or cohorts, of
specialists. Third, what are the discernibl" cultural ramifications_ of
scientific and technological exchanges with the United States and other
industrialized. capitalist countries for the value, system created_in
China after 1949? How great is the risk of revolutionary and socialist
ideals being subverted? An ongoing political issue for the Chinese has
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been Whether they can indeed achieve modernization without-Western-
ization, as _many PRC officialS chintz. A_ typical reference to
China's path to modernity is to be fourid_in Deng Xiaoping's
report on the current situation and tasks; published early in 1980:
.."*There fere When I am talking to foreigners I Say our four moderniza-
tions are Chinese-style." 2

Th15 analysis -is- necessarily tentative; for China's prevailing policies
regarding teennology transfer are of but relati...ely short duration.

'Moreover, the_cpiest,it,ns addressed are elusive Ones to answer in the
liiiitse contest. Nevertheless, an iiiteiiiu assessment of certain social

consequences of technology; transfer is feasible and clearly useful to

ghost; -concerned with American foreign policy its well as to other ana-
lysts who Wiaild Understand China today,

This' raper-:focuses on the period just prior to and since normaliza=

tioh c iplcnatic_relatiOns between the United States and the People's
Republic of China and takes into aecatiiit the burgeoning number of
public and private activities engaged in by both countries that have
§-demi fic and technological implications. It has been noted that official

endorsement of scientific research and development_and active partici-
piitida in the _transfer of technology so evident in the PRC under its
Four Modernizations program are not new Certainly the Soviet oxpe-
tieneC of the 1950s was not insignifiezifit in size and may _indeed rival
the present effort. It, is estimated that by the time of the withdrawal of

Sii teelloicians in 1960 some 11,000 specialists had spent tizne in
China.`_ Conversely, appr6Xiinately 38;000_ Chinese were sent tO the
Sovie ITaion between 1949 and 1965 Co receive technical training;_with
a small wunber going (o other Eastern bloc countries!' In 1970, how -

over; tiOnsocialist countries were replaeifig socialist ones as_China's
principal partners in the various cxdianges of technology. Within a
eery few years thereafter China was purchaSingcomplete plants from
the West._ a move that also entailed using _foreign technicians.

When the. Cultural Revolution _is taken as the baseline for eomparir,

son. rather than the Soviet-inspired period that preceded it recent

c! :inges in S and_ T_pplioy appear quite dramatic,-for the Cultural
Revolution had seriously disrupted China's educational system and
plaved_havoc with scientific research from the mid-1960S into the mid-
1970s. Tn comparison with the isolation and stagnation of that decade,

by the late 1970s the Chinese approach to technology acquisition had
increased to the point where China had Become the largest purchaser

-

Ill_pe_nr Report on-Current-Situation_Tiiikki;:'_Chengtning (Mar. I.-19-801:
lath in-Foreten-Rroatlenst_Infortuation Service. Daily Report of the People's Rept:

China thereafter FI1151 (Mar. I1.-1950). Sum:dement:
'Itohert Term crecr.--"Reonorole Develonment in Contemporary China-, -The_Attett ;ct

!hitt_ Itrperhienee. on _the Transfer of Modern -Industrial Technology from Abroad-anti to
Contr.," orrontion Rertdittin'' in ef,

rillture The -SocloCulturni. iMpact_of Technology under So-
elallsm (New Turk: Praeger--PAIblishers, 19771; D. 252 : Trans iloyma-nn. Jr."Aeoulsition

.of__Teelmology in China." In ILS,- Congtress..._Jilittr _Economic roremIttee,
"China : Reassessment of_ the .Economy.'"..94th Congress. 1st sessInn. 1915.-p-67S:elted
also_hy_Shatitioni R:_ Brown.__ "China's Program--of Teehitaltigy_Aequisition. in Riehsrd
Baum. ed.. rhinn'n Four ModernIzations:.Tlie New Techno.ogical Revolution" (Boulder.

Colorado-: WeStilese _Brea« 1051111 o.. IN7-1`1R.- -
Albert Feocrweriter.-'fltarneteristiri tif the Chinese Economic: Model Snpelfle to the

rhinesp-Rn_virOnment." In Ro,ert F. Der-fiercer. ell.- China llevelannsetit FortterIenee In
Conrorntlre Persnecti-ve" fertmlridge-:_ilarsitrti Vitiver.itY Press. 19801.- rt. 294.

!Met ttolver tor Science and flneineerin-g In China.-Seleneein the Peo-
ple's_ Renuhlie of rhino Backgrod-Stevlv-No. 4. 1,e-,tell for tp qb&ommi.te. rm- Science
Research and-Teehnologry_of the Committee on iHenee an-d Technology. V.R. MORO of
Representatives. 98th Congress, 2nd session. Max 1980. P. 33.
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of modern technology among the less developed countries." Although
the emphasis is on _importation oftechnology, Sand T policy has now
brwdened te include sending Chinese scientists and technicians
abroad, receiving foreign specialists in Chinese_ institutions, and en-
couraging Chinese intellectuals to partiCipate in binational and multi-
national meetings. in particular; the decision to have large numbers of
Chinese study i,t rrmsocia/ist societiesprimarily in the United
Stateshas been ar '..1,:ecedented move for the PBC;

Chi nese policies ,I practices that promote international technology
transfers are imbedded within a larger web of notional S and T plans;
Aloreove:_ pivotal though the development of science and technology
is considered to be for Chines future; it i5 only part of the wider _pro-
gram for modernization that includes upgrading industry, agriculture,
and national_ _defense; Evaluating the effects of_ technology transfer
por se upon Chinese social institutions is thus difficult, with analysis
-further complicated _by the fact that since the initial announcement of
the ambitious Four Modernizations campaign, substantial alterations
and amendments have been_ made; overwhelmingly in the direction of
retrenchment from and scaling down of earlier goals.

The fundamental directions for Chinese science policy in the -1980s
were spelled out at the 1978 National Science Conference, which also
redressed previous "errors" attributed -to the Gang of Four. Deng
X iaoping affirmed that science is correctly viewed at part of the forces
of production, not of the superstructure. Since science has no class
nature, it follows that scientists are bona fide workers; not intellectuals
somehow set apart from manual laborers. Insofar as science is recog-
nized as a global activity; it is fitting _and proper that Chinese science
strive toward attaining world levels.' Vice Premier Fang remarks
at that 1978 science conference summed up the then-dominant Chinese
position on the international character of science and technolo
"Science and_ technology_ are the common treasures of mankind
countries and nationalities have their own merits and characteris-
tics, . and exchanges can help_ thorn assimilate each other's strong
points and blaze new trails. An important way to develop science
and technolw at high speed -is to utilize-fully the latest achievements
in the world in science and technology and absorb their quintessence." a
13y _contrast, _Tong Dalin, Vice -Minister of the State Scientific and
.Technological Commission, diiring a February 1981 interview with
Xinhua, indicated a departure from a catch -up policy. Tl.e bench-
mark for S and T during the period of economic reform and readjust-
ment should be Chinese, not world, standards: ". . . foreign scientific
and technological advances should be studied for assimilation into
China's own research." ° Among the errors of prior S and T
cited: in a Guangrnin7 Ribao commentary on_Januarv_15, 1981, and
attribilted to the pernicious influence of the "left," is .the problem. of
"blindly striving to catch up with and surpass advanced countries and

onernterger -In Fleron. "Technology -and -Communist Culture."-op. cit.. p. 235.
7 T), r remark.; of lint_ 18 1978._"Sneech nt Opening Ceremony of National

Science Conference". appeared In the Belting Review 21 (5fny 24. 1978) : 9-18.
"Fang Yl. "Repott_ to the_ Notiou,1 Science Conferenee, Mar. 18, 1978," in Chinese

Seen-PP and Technology 1 (Summer 1979) : 37-38.
°"Yinhos lntcrrfews Science. Technology Xlnhun (Feb. 23, 1981) : FBTR

(Feb. 24. 1981.) : L 17.
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losing contact with Chinese_ reality." " intetc.stingly-, "Fang Yi'S news=-10

worthy siwecli at tli May -1981 Chinese Aradeiny of (CAS)
Scientific, Council meeting, reprinted on the first, page of th
ruing Ribao ;Me Week later

in
27, 1981), touches or.!,, lightly on

the int, rnational elements in Chimes science and techno: ,gy efforts,

concentrating till the apparently more pressing problems asso-
ciated with Academy work and with national scientific undertakings.

As the concept teelitiOingy _transfer is used here, it is extensive
enough to encompti&s the various levels of scientific relations that
China ha with the more developed nations of the worldprofes-
sional, governmental; and commercial." The term refers to the circu-
lation of_ technical kuo-how across national boundaries and inclinies
the acquiSit ion of equipment and of plants as well as the exchange of
information_and, most itt,'iOrtantly perhaps. people.r Not only haVe
thousands of St lidents and-hviSiting Scholars' already been sent abroad;
wi th flit tire pro; ect ions shbWing_significantly higher figures; but Many
(': in- professionals at home have also now had opportunities for
fare face contact, with fOreigner:i. 1s foreigners in__China_ are well

awn however. S and T transfer_ is r process that China chooses to
re ,;lute carefully: After the enthusiasms of 1978; a more circum-
scribed ay '',11'611C11 to scientific and_ technological transfer has enstied
Whereas Fang Yi in January 1980 spoke positively of "breakin,7 ice"
and "opening- shipping lanes to traffic,"_ at the same time was
guarded about the prop 'ope Of transfer. "To achieve the best re-
sales: the selection of iz .ind of technology must suit the, concrete
conditions of a nation or locality wiih regard to sucii specific factors
ti_s_re,:oures. capital, labor, the market and the level of technology

. We have apoor founclatibn to start-with and an enormous population.
NCI_ must not try to dO everything foreign countries are doing." la

During the present p,-riod of economic readjustment the actual im-
port of _foreign techneliigies_bas been_scaled down; and greater dis-
cretion hak been used in weighing transfer options. A January 1981
statement about S and T prlicv maintains, "we must persist in master7
ing. assimilating and digesting ioreign scientific_ and technological
achievement% . . During_the readjuStment period; our country will
proceed in all cases from the needs of the national economy and the
comfit. ions of_ our technologiCal foundations and resources and_ will
only_ selectively import foreign technology and_software." 14 With re-

rd to trio flow ofindividnals. the Chinese still seem to _favor such a
polies but are monitoring expenditures-for technical exchange§ more
carefully. Vice Premier au 11fn. in -a January 1_981 meeting on for-
eign expert% stressed that the current economic difficulty is temporary
and that China's "open door "-- policy with regard to Liking foreign
experts remains unchanged. Similar sentiments were _voiced _at the
same meeting by Vice Premier Ji Pengfei, and admonishments were

I, -science and TechnoloCv Must 11r. Peve loncrl in Coordination the histional Bcon-
ornv to rh. Course of Readjustment" (luangrrning Mao (Jan. 15, 1981) ; FBIS (Feb. 6,
ites11-: L 1S.

+I Richard P Suttmeler, "Polltdes-. Modernization, and Science In China." Problems of
CornmnIsm- lilanunry/F041iiirK 10811: 32. _

("louder The Pneertsin-Promise: Value ConfiletS in TChnolonS Transfer (Nen,
York TDU-C/North America. 19711. t):

a-PunC: 1-1,"Sereral Current Problems in ScientOc_ and TechribrrirricsI Work" Forgni
(Jan 18. 19C(4).- -t-ranalste0 in Joint Publications Research Service (thereafter JPRS),
75317 (Mar., 17, 19R0) ; 4,

I.-Science and Technolor. ;lust Be Developed; op. cit.": FBIS L 14.
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given to be friendly to foreign experts and to them, Warnings
that suggest _that visitors have no always been enthusiastically re-
ceive(1," As I observed this sumnicr in Beijing, While accompanyintca group of American economists; the practice of ishlating "fOreign

N6I th;r (11II rrni1110111)(IS iehcu runt We (.1411S 110t fa-eilitate comminiication and friendships.
_ In an ils=ossnicrit of the surit tt ,on.:e(inenees of 1,1 , ,olofr tranSferfor tilt. (itI A i:or concerns the effects of these, new' and ;( rid practices (limn the system of ovial striitification,

t lint is. upon lht (list ribut ion of lire st ige, powyr, itrid "property." IIISOr
fir nti (}1111:1%.: Iltnewin 1 irf S and T contacts with the developed wOnld
works to the advantage of sonic individmils and groups and to the
disadvantages of others. structural re:)lip-Jun-outs, somef ension-,oro-
yoking, inert _lie (.S.'itite in (hit Chinese strat ificat ion SVAC11i eh,nolotry transfer', are :10 ti, imienge most dimtly upon Chinese soiial
strlitifirat inn It affecting- within-class and between-class different
(lot: of scientists and enginee_r.s-. In the fo-rmer case. the MieStiiiii iS
wlic.lier the importation of for machines and know-112.r alters
-eiSiting allocations of searre_resourees _!ind of onper tnnit to th(i
various at(toies of S and 1' personnel. In the latter instance. one
needs j it the ItNt(tIlt to which processes_ of i t chnolog acquisit ion
and alisorpt 1611 I:111y rftward scientific and technical WOllier9us 0 (rmilir, versits other segments of Chinese.

or political terms._
the current _Four "Modernizations earripairn, in a pOlicy

shift elirted tti the endorsement of technology transfers with indus-
trialized countries; China has been advocating- an ameliorrite(1 PoSition
for intellectuals within the social hierarchy: An_ important ideological
change is that intellectuals are no longer to lie censidered as lass

aS the "stinking ninth category-." Zhou Peiynan, recounting
in nYrt.) the lio,tilit directed it intellectuals under Lin Bin() and
the f Of r T :ii'. likened intellectuals in those earlier Cultural ROVei-
int ion lino: to "b; . re Startled bp- the mere twang of a how-
St I" INThen the ra 1 Science _Con ference of 1978 ilphe"id that
the majority of bite .11s wen't' reliable members of the work-in t,plass. zhrm felt thr ,ohpliiiitative step "thus shattered the
spiritnal Shackles; th had . ,p; been olaced on the intellectuals and

'basically mobilized tine entlinsiasn! .F the broad ranks of Scientific
and technolotrical -work 01.S" "

In this light; the prototypiea 1 self-criticism of TTim LirOt kig, gen=
etally recritriii-ied as the foremost mat:hewn tician in China today; which
was pul dished in the Tietimin Ribao in 1 969, is revetilintt. Denouncing'
the in fliierice Tif bour!Teois intellectuals. Him dmitted, ``,T tint one_from
the-old societY, (leerily infloenced in the old Wait of thinking. Tn the

of intellectuals I become a. liYipg example_ of_`v_4 hievcmcnt of
fame- arid academic standing' and a 'self-made iitari.'_a liying instriment
WhO 11-,S lieeu ileenly poisoned t revisionism; in tnim poisoning others
just as deeply.- 1" By cwitaSt, in 19S0 Tfizii,*116 iS once again a recorg-

tz On Nit'. .11 Po-male! at Meeting on Foreign ,:Experts, Xinhiia (Inn. 5. 19911! ERIS
(.Tan R. 1941) : A 2-3

1.Zhou Pelyuan. "Chinn's Selence In the Past Six Deca les:' Hongul 9 (June 1. 1979)
JPRS 7395t1 -tAug. 3. 1979) : 117.

" Thid 117 _ _ _

This Imogene. "T.earn Again to Dedicate Strength to Educational Rexialutloti:" Rental")
Mbar: Chine 9: 1965) ; Survey of Mainland China Press (hereafter SCIIP), 4439 (June 17,
19(19) : 2.
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mzed leader iii this ,kenderny :'nil %vim in fact. just. bee. Party mem-
ber, suec_msful schoh: ly exelini,ge visit, to i i. United Statesi
spending t nut' %cull mathematicians at, Princeton I_Tniversity aml other
actiAlillic centers:" _

1,ately not nly has the lot. of Chinese intellectuals impi.oved sub-
jectively.. bat ills() a curse:Low. effort has apparently been made to better
their objective sittunt,ni in terms of salary, housing, working condi-
tions, and Nearly a deem le ago a rather %vide range of aca-
demie salaries was reinirted, ranging from GO ilan per month for
instructors to more than :)(u_ pun for senior p1ofessors.2" LatAdy _in-
comes have bIN'Tt on link upswing for "- and T person7iel (and forother
urban. workers), but inadequileies and disparities_ apparently persist
within the ranks of quahlied scientists arid technicians, some of whom
have experieneli lin just discr intinat ion: contrast; some scientific .

wor_kers with outin(xled N4'1'16(.411 tntining and skills, generally brought
to the fore during the. Cultural Re volut are.now fearful of losing
perquisites gained with seniority and, quite understandably, elIlbrace
the security of their -iron rice bowls.

Championed by. Deng Xiaoping, intellectuals are now in -:1 more
:olvantageous pat ial posh ion, despite lingering prejudices; _Scieri-
t ists; in particular, are riding quite high politically, especially those in
lending positions in the l''.'SVareli institutes of the Chinese_ Academy of
Sciences_ and, to a lesser extent, in the industrial ministries." Iii 19 SO

.CS forinn on- personnel issues still found it nee::.;ay, however, to
renlind cadres that "red rlec,S" is not to override expertise. "The con-
sensus was that tlier should be no discrimination between party mem-
bes -ind nonparty persons whether _in giving academic. degrees. or
ranks. in assigning academic jobs or in choosing persons to in in-
spection tours ab..oad or to receive foreign guests, it will not do to ex-

: cjusively depend _on communist party members to achieve the four
modernizations.7:'12_____

the political role Of scientists rind other ir.tellectuals is
also becoming more active as they :ie called upon to help formulate
and _evalwite policy and. in some rases. are be_ing coopted into high-
level-bureaucrat in slots in the party or other organizations: As a.case in
point it was notell_ea ly in 191 that a nnrnber of prominent scientists
and scholars had been appointed to provinial-level leadership post,-
tions where they _would _presumably apply their expertise to Irleal
development prohlems.2' These events raise some doubts about Zhou
Peiyuan's observation of June 1979 that it easier for S and T person-

iu For a report onthe-yinit -to the United States in-S-epirtnber/Oetober-10S0 of-the_Chines.c-
Piire and Aimped MiithentatieS Delegation, of which Finn was Chairman, see 1".hinn Ex-

Now Si -14 )0-etter 1 7
S00.000.0110 The Real China. (flostcii : Little Brown. 1972), Dn. 127

and 130: cited nIso in Mnrtin Sine' Whyte. "Inequality and Strattfien,lon In China," China
Qua rterly -(-Deeem-her_10_7;a) tIP2:

As a point or reference. China's corpus of scientific and teehnleal workers. as of
1-979, reportedly -numbered..n_million oet Jf a total of 25 million. intellectools. However;
the entire selentlfle/engineering resenreli pool -is in the range of 300,0-00, of whom
on-e,tenth -n re Mtulmen.dent researchers ;. 5 ,o6 "(711 lintelleetenl.--Part
of the Working Class." Rel,Ing Review 13 (March 31, 1980) : 20 and Suttmeler, "Polities.
Mmlern Don a nd Sclenee,' op. -el t"Srleriee Academy Discusses Personnel System Reform." Xinhun (Cer. 13. 1980) ;
FR'S (Oct. 14, 1080) :

'41Piterlir Chnnz "Chinese Poiltics. Deng's Turbulent Quest," Problems of Com-
munism (January/February 1981) : 18.
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net to jobs than nut horit y." What the scientist asks for is not an
official title.; according to Zhou, but a_greater say in research matters
including those that affect the pace of China's_ modernization.25 Fang
Yi; in his May 19S1 report to the meeting_of the_Scientific Council of
the Chinese Academy_ of Sciences, spoke of the _appropriate role of the
Scientific ('oiiia of CAS. FornicrIv serving simply as a consultative
Midi', the Council is to become the highest policy-making unit, in the
Acadeniy. Furthermore, tliet_70tincilis to take on new tasks and func-
tions that aim broittily at the national integration of-science and tech;
nology_and of social and economic deve.loptuent. Council members,
Fang_Yi asserted, have both the knowledge and the experience to offer
advice on _:sttictitifit. and technological matters to the Central Commit-
tee of the (CP and to the State Counci1.2°

At the same time the meaning )f ju.estie accorded Chinese- scien-
tists is becoming more tangible wit h the eissuance of_htliks and titleS
in acatlenikt institutions. the granting Of academic degrees; and even
competition among researchers __for _ctu.th awards. The__ Ctidi.e work
forum sponsored by the CA S in October 1980; which discussed needed
J ersonnel rt,forins, seemed sonteshat defensive about_ such steps.

titlei4, academic degiTCS or _academic ranks should
be used a it way to assess a person's work performance or managerial
ability." 27

Whereas the current appreciation of _intellectuals and especially of
scientists is congruent with the traditional Chinese reverence for edu-
cation, n distrust of "mental workers"Jias also been a theme in mod-
ernChinese_history._As China once again sends scholars and students
abroad; the potential exists for the re-emergence_ of an elitist group_ o
foreignrtrained specialists. Scientists who are-deemed most valuable
to modernization efforts, those who are apt to have intimate ties with
the international science eStablishment, are -in a position to be accorded
considerable prestige vif not economic__An.cEpoliticaLreward&:.In. the
PBC-political vacillations _since 1949 have been such, heWeVer$_thtitbelonging to anyvrivileged_status group can put one in a precarious;
if not perilous, position; Indeed:, it the Chinese. press a number of
criticisms liae recently been llveled at S and T persoLnel who squan-
der scarce resonres or otherwise take advantage of their special status.
One intilpritetiee noted _early in 1981 was the loading of delegations
to the United States with administrators -visiting tour rather than
with tOeliniciatis_hwo could most benefit from site -isits;28

mThe Chinese most dire: -;iv affected by internrsti.cal S and T_ttetiv
Wes arethoSepartiCipating_ in Sino,American an-,i other similar bi-
lateral exchange__programs krnong the several categories Of actidentic
visitoi-s to the U.S.; the most important at this juncture have been

14 It . Jt/ht be- nailed --flirt Wherelia the -talents of scientists and technicians are_ nowbeing more rationally employed than dur!ng the Cultural RevOlution. 06-14.16tOtit rob-lem of misello_catinii of specialize_d-personnel n-nd underutilization of expertise remains.The New -York- Tiines cited a People's Daily article on this subject: . lit the endof 197.9. 1911.090 scientists _and teohniclans were out of work. This Is more than thetoint number of scientists produced by all of Chinn'a universities In_ a single year."
"Skilled Manpower _Wasted. Chinn- says." New Yorl Times (Dec. 12. 1980) : 14.

'7,hou. "Chinn's Science," or. cit. JPRS : 11S. "
Fling Yi. "Teir_ _of Report a: Science Meeting," Guangming Rioao (May 27, 1981).

2, "Science Academy Discusses," cm. cit. : F13IS L 29.
"Chinese Press -Accuses Buret ucrots of Wasting Money on Foreign Trips," New

York Times (Feb. 1, 1981) : 10.
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the "visit ing _seholars" and; secondarily; _matriculated graduate stu-
dents, both of whom are normally engaged_ in exchange programs of a
year's duration_ or more; Primarily_ a middle -aged group of profes-
sionals, practitioners in the natural and tuiguwering sciences; more
than 3,000 Chinese have already been selected to receive advanced

g in American universities and research institutes at PRC gov-
ernment expense; (And they are now matched by a similar number
of Chinese students in the States who are receiving university stipends
or are otherwise privatel.1.._;upported.). As a group; the men and women
chosen for advanced study in the. -West are very much_ heirs to _the
legacy of the Cultural Revolution; their, careers_ frequently stunted by
the long moratorium on educational and scientific progress; Generally
these individuals have _been subordinate to older research colleagues
who_ may have studied' in the West-before Liberation or _spent time in
the- Soviet _Union_ in the 1.950s: _Quite aware that scientists and tech-
nicians will be critical to China's efforts to absorb foreign technology
and modernize successfully;_ the PRC leadership pins great hope or.
the research personnel sent. abroad for training. Exehangees; therefore;
carry a heavy harden. During visits to major American campuses over
the past t. woyears, accompanying delegations of Chinese academicians;
I have heard visiting scholars and graduate students exhorted to study
diligently and to he nn reproachable models.

Despite some _handicaps of _inadequate language facility. of overly
narrow academic background, and of basic unfamiliarity with the
latest. advances in _science_ and technology; the. pioneering group of
Chinese that is affiliated with dozens of American institutions has beer
fulfilling its ambitious mission;2! As Chinese visiting scholars and
students return _home from abroad, these newly accredited experts are
likely to he under continued pressure to demonstry that the invest-
ment in t hem. 1.4!: been a sound one and that thei, :raining in. high-
technology fields is applicable to China's stubborn development

.

pri
Within the past .hiple of years there seems to he a general _trend

in the PRC. in the direction of increased dualism, cf a greeter degree
of sectoral inewuility and a greater imbalance between and less

)(lei-razed. partsof the social system. Under the Font
as the _practice of science in China has become incre ,:lphisti-
catcd and international in its outlook, the division o: ..;ic labor
has sharpened. The.functionality of the-so-called f'open-door research"
combination of workers/peasants; cadres, andscientists, for e:sample,
now seems rather Unwieldy and less germane to present tasks; In any
event the changing nature of scientific work bas exacerbated frictions
that existed between admn-ii:.;trative cadres responsible._ for scientific/
technical programs it,:d _S _and_ f specialists thernselver,,. AS Stitt:
meier observes, nontechnical cadres have been suspicions-of the sub-
stantial debate during the past, year anda half about raising the pro-
fessional competence of cadres.'" Deng Xiaopingi. in a January 1980

";:giirt es, Summary Stiilente and Scholar)) from the People's Republic of China
Currently- on the United States." U.SChina Edocallow Clearinghouse-ajoint-prolectof
the -4-');mmi.tee-on-Scholarly_Communication with the Peoples Republic of China and the
National Association for Foreign Student Alfairs --(-Washington : April 19-R0)---A second
questionnaire was-distributed- to-more_Thamllaa LtiatifittiOns in -the spring of 1950. Results
are being tabulate', and will he aall,ble in 11(82 through the-Clearinghouse.

Suttmeler, "Politics. :Modernization. and Science." op. mt.: 25.
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report, dellyered at a party cadres conference;_ made a point of saying
that. international exchanges have necessitated the upgrading of pro
fessional St aiiila r,ls and of specialized knowledge among leading part:
cadres. Nohod. can be content with being backward." :" :Mire- than a
year litter Fang YI openly legitimized the autonomy of the academic
depart meats in the Academy of Sciences and bestowed the scientists,
rather than administrative cadres; with ult Matte decision-making an:
thorny. -It is also necessary to reform the existing irrational system
so its to (.X1)111111 the power of _the retieash institutes to manage theirown affairs. Furthermore, Fang emphasized__ that adiiiinistratiVe
eadri.s should put higher demands on themselves. it, is their urgent
duty to master the appropriate knowledge and to beconie specialized
in certain fields.'2

As a collect i vity;_scient ists and engineers are in considerable demand
in China, rewarded in tlw social hierarchy because they are cutrently
in short suppl: in terms of Quantity and of _quality. Despite common
values and interests. however; China's scientific circles are subject -tothe sante kinds of cross-pressures and divided loyalties that have char-
acterized other social groups in the PR-C. where the major eleaVacfeS
are said_to have been along generational, regional, and bureaucratic
lines." The analyst, of social structure in contemporary China
help but be ',ti iiek liV the continued conflict between generations: Since
Liberation a generation; or cohort, has been recognized as a meaning-
fill _soda categhr y 1T1 1111V 11111111)(.1' of Chinese settings such as the party
and the military. in terms of the. intelligentsia, the loss of a generation
of specialists Wiring the decade-long Cultural ReVolution will long be
felt; as _numerous foreign and Chinesecommentators have noter1.3 4 It
is equally apotivont today that subsequent _cohorts of post-Cultural
Revolution =scientists and engineers--some being trained abrOach Others.
educated at, home- -will leave, a lasting imprint upon China's ititellec=
turd landscape.

A unique aspect oft he professional life of Chinese Scientists. accord:
ing to Siittineier, IS the relation between successive cohorts: Tlahese_in-
tergenerational relations have three dimensions. One is simply the dif=
ferente in ehrotiOlOgical ages. The second concerns differences among
age groans based on _the different scientific traditions dominant cliirint
the professional socialization of the scientists in _each group: -such as
the 1Vesteru 'bourgeois' tradition. the Soviet traditiOn, and the- post;
Liberation indige:- Finally; -there are superior-subordin-
ate diffei ormal position in the organization .n which
a scienti a relationship that has been a function of age and
raining; '5

Age and historical time._ or experience, _the two axes that charac=
toristically locate cohorts, have heightened significance in China to-

n "Text of Deng Repot." op. sit, : ERIS : 25.
Fitne.."Text of Report.! op.

IS Whitson, "The Political Dynamies the__Peortles--Itepublic--of -Chinn."Chinese -Economy-lkostMnp: A-Compendium of Papers, Joint Economic Committee. Con-
gress of the Called Stitteit.NOY.11. 1978. p. 94.

" see,--for- examole, the report on n 1977 Ant' rienn delegation to China. Astronomy in
(',Mn' . tWayltigtott NnConal_ itcadernx of Scieneem.-19:11.1_, pp. 941-97, -or Prederic -Wake-

e41. Ming and -Ding Historical Studies in the People's Republic of China (Berke-
Cni-etqlt. of rs'itti^tila Institute of Rast Asian Studies, Center for Chinese Stadler..

('h trtese- Research Monograph IT (19S0).
35 RIctifril_H_Stitrineier.Helenee. Technology and China's Drive for Modernization (Stan-

ford : Hoover Institution Press, 1980). p. 41.
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ihty. Without regidarizod poisions_for succession or superannua-
tion, linreauerat; c positions in the PRC have been virtual guarantees
of lifelong tenure. Furthermore; beclillSe seniority principles have

overriuden those of merit, mobility opportunities for yniitig-_

er generatiMiS Naive lieeii sluggish. if not foreclosed. In .Ttintittry 1980
Fang Yi exprtssed open conc..rn_ about the seniority issue: "At the
present inovient it is nearly impossible to find a professor or scientist

in his thirties Could it _he that there actually are no such talents?
Certainly not ! The toitble is that in_ staff proniotiOtiS preference is

given to rank and length Of Service." "
As a conseqiietiee of prevailing personnel practiceS, the Chinese

politieal system has often been described as a gerontocracy.37 Today
these practi,e4 are, being questioned and, in some ihAtAti-eM being
changed. tfurli debate_at the Third Session of the_Fiftli National
Peoples Congress (NPC). convened_in Stptembi4. 1980. centered on
qnestietis relating to mobility, with Guofeng and other national
leaders advoenting t1.< promotion of promising young reople. As Ren

NP(' deputy from Shanghai. car iotied, "Small trees will not
under Shade of big trees." 38_ Fang Yi's recetit resignation

front the presidency signifies_a break with communist mature=
henry traditionS. In remarks prefatory to his retirement announce-
ment, he argued that the tenet of lifetime tenure for leadershiP job
should be changeit."

An emergent age gap between younger and older intellectuals fre-
quently noticed by .;iSitors to ChiniL4° has apparently been :19-1 ill-

: mental in inspiring new education and seietiee directives, particiliarly
the startling d!'cisimi to speed up modernization by sendig a vanguard
of yoiipger -cliqitists end engineers to the United States and other
capitalist _coluitries e-raduate training zu-id advanced research ex-
pellet-I-6. In 197S Deng Xiaoping conceded lit the National Science
Col ferenco tlutt "there is an age -gap tha (scientific and technical
force that makes the training of a young generation of scientific and
technical personnel all the more pressing." 41 For sorc" +ime 0-, come
generational dia.', ,.ances among Sand T specia'' lly; are
likely to he aggravated by virtue of sOiiie Of the v, ended

to smooth out and eVenitially _eradicate the so. 1. This

seems true of many bilateral S and_T arnetis,ci; tt have dig-
proportionately iris iiiVed older, Western,trrineti -1-1:41-A. On the

domestic front as welL (vita in measures being vhticteti_etinheexpected
to accentuate and draintitize cohort differentiation in the PRC by con-
centrating Oh-the training of younger people rather -than on the re-
training of niiddle-n<ilid workers: Henceforth; domestic ellOCations to
Murat kin Will support a "tracking" systeM and will therefore be,used
primarily to identify and nurture Chinese youth With unusual tal-

3.Fanc. "Several_Cittrent Problems" op. cit.: SPITS: 9.
' Lost'!! Dlttmer. "China in 1950: Modertilr.lition and Its Discontents, Asian Survey

21 Oanuary I991): 44.-Portlier Reportage on NPC Deputies. FRiS (Sept: 16, 1980) L 6.
nvanc."T,,xt of Retiort.' op. cit.

ilererences to this scientifie manpowor probLerti_tire repeatedly found In Leo A, Orlettn&

Seienee Contemporary Chinn (Stanford Stanford University Press, 19501_. For
example. Sty.,nders MaeLano. "Pare and pplied__Ifattrunatic-s." p. (13. NimItuls Blom.
berren. "Physics." p; S9-:,;_rhn Baldeschwieler "Chemistry." p. 1915:.-

"Leo A. Orleans, 'China.s Science and Technology A Revle;:." (Washington :-NAtionai
Academy of Sciences, Nntinnal Research Council, Commission on International Relations,
19701. p.

;-)
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ents." When the $200 loan from the World Bank
begin to flow into the PR! two Chinese universities will
receive a transfusion of ne development of science
and engineering progx.f-c: rir-ther intensifying
generational inequal it les ), !(-:711position of
Chinese going abroad for :it: t, t forro,. _alter 1981;
when the first contingents of yo,. . Ilniver-
sity students are graduated.

In the past couple_ of _years pclitieal leadei!s and
science administrators have repeal n.- ou age or generational
problems. Deng X. in a report -;'-livered at a CCP cadres con,
ference early in 19_80,_ brought rip the of cultivating fresh talent
and found it regrettable that although cadres in their_fifties are China's
major treasure;_not ninny of that age were present at the meeting that
day.44 Recognition _of generational problems among scientists was un-
derscored by the convening of a national level conference in- January
1980 on the proper utilization_ of tbe talents of young _and middle-aged
S itnd_>T workers, sponsored by the Bureau of Scientific and Te-chhd=
logical Personnel tinder the State Council

rn the same_ month Fahg Yi, in a discussion of scientific and tech-
nical werk published in HongoL made several _pointed_ references to
the fact that the young and middle-aged, who gained their major work'
experience diiring the abnormal Cultural Revolution period; are pres-
ently at_a disadvantage." More recently, Fang Yi's speeth to the Sci-
entific council of the Academy, delivered in May 1981; was sprinkled
with observations about different age, groups and the proper hehaVier
of young. middle,aged.and old scientific and technical workers: Vari-
ons strenntlis and shortcomings of each age group were enumerated.
Older scientists s_hould be looked upon as models and should sot worthy
personal examples, particularly to counteract an unhealthy work
stylepresumaly prevalent amongyouncrerscientists4hutre8orts.

'to deceptien,01 and philistinism._Young researchers were ex,
honed to be morn persistent and not to dabble. In turn, the old should
respect. and pin hopes on those. who are middle-aged_and young._"Those
of us- who are a hit older have many stron_g_points, but after all we are
hot _in top form. We are not above. the law of nature 47

China's irrow I n " involvement with international teelinology trans-
fers over the few_ _years_ raises a _number of fascinating albeit
thorny questions about the cultural- implications of these actors. This
paner concludes with a brief_ assessment of cultural changes in the
PRC changes in values and attitudesj norms and ideologythat
anneal- to_ be correlated with, if not retermined by. those newrlirec:
tions in S and T policy. History has repeatedly_ demonstrated that
heterodoxy- -and factionalisrr4 not orthodoxy and unity, have char-
acterized Chinese political culture since 1949. Not all elements of the
CCP leadership nor all strata of Chinese society have wholeheartedly

ks 'Imo L. Shirk, ,T4Ineattonnl Reform -and Political -Backlaalt: Recent Changes In
Cal -,par P011ey." Comparative F,dneation Review 22 (Line:19791 : 183-21T.

World fl --nk Plans Mftior Chinn -bonne." WnehIngton Poat (June 25, 1981) : B 3.
"Tot of Den?. Report." op. el FR'S 20-21,
"ORIclal Notea -Value of Middle-Aged SufentIst-." Xinhun (Jan. 21, 1981) FBIS

(Jan. 22,19_51) L "-23.
.4 Pang, "Several- Current Problerns.' op, eft.

Pima. "Text or Report." op. eft
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Nvored OStablishing _broad, multidimensional reliitiOtiships with the
c. nited States and other_capitaliSt -countries._ (And doubts about_ the
sagacity of the evolving Sino-American relationship e'ist in the U.S.
a;.,{ :(d!:: Several quarter§ in_the PlIC there is serious concern abeiit
the ininting effects of Western bourgeois ideals and practices. This

ot t extinds even to the pragmatie Ding X iticiping : "It is impermis-

sible :Urn our_learning of certain technical and management ex.:
P_Otienees of capitalist society into the worship of capitalist _foreign

countries, to_be_ corrupted and seduced by_ capitalism and to lose the
pride -and' self-confidence of socitiliSt China." 48 The _century-

old dilemma thus remains:_ How to reconcile China's quest fcir mod
with an antipathy to Westernizaticifi?

Borrowing Thomas Kuhn's now-classic thesis about the structure of
ticrentific revolutions. one_ may heuristically interpret the end of the
Cultural Revolution and the exposure of the Gang of Four as evidence_
that the Chinese-could no longer ignore the "ainimalies" in_ their
strategy_ for socialist develdpitent.4° The multtplic:ty and_ gravity of
iniSeilved problems brought to light after the death of ..NItio Zedong
had reached a crisis point._ In response to the perception of crisis, a

paradigm for development was introduced, Chiriti'S FOUP Mod-
ernizat ions plan. Among the_major poliev commitments of the Four
MOdernizat i(ua-; pro'gr'am has been a solid endOsement scientific
R. & D._ that has prompted pursuing scholarly contacts and other
fiirms of exchange activities with the developed world after years of
ntinimal interaction. Can the CluiieSe eolutionary model of ascetism
and solf-reliance and struggle endure a Chise encounter
with alternative. world views? ToOx poet, significant changes_in'tlie
Chinese value system to_ have occurred as a consequence Of post-
Cultural Revolaion policies may Well be in.ennitni.e: Moreover, it has
Been all too eity for foreigners, throughout, this eentarii tO vxnggernte
the impact of the outside World upon Chinese soctely: In a recent
iiitigaZifieartiele Orville Schell wisely admonishes Americans:
". we would do well to remember -that those newly Westernized
tiSpectS_Of China which so reassure us are only a thin scrim over a
deeper and more complicated Chine-Se

Tedinology can be both the bearer and the destroyer of as
Denis ("1,;.let has observed.1 The eXperii:iceS of the Third World
richly document the fact that: when technologies are tranSferred
from riche_r_ta poorer connt:les, value conflicts are In- recent
years the PR[ change ourse Ir intensifying contacts with the
more developed countries in an ambiti.MS effert tO Modernize. Au-
thorities in China have typically _been_suspicious; however, not Only
of foreign influences but also of pluralisM and di,erSity within their
own institutions._Certan conflicts_notcsi in China_ today seem
to reflect the unsettling coi.§e(!aences of e:ir;fri§;ii-ii "Western life-
styles and notions_ for_prevailing patt.:Tris of thought and action.
Indeed, the so-called "crisis it faithi" :1ote,1 among Chinese youth;
is, in part, a response to Western materialism end an indication of

vl "Text-of Derik Report." on. cit. ; PAIS 19.
Thomns S. Kuhn. The Structure of Scientific Revoluti.)ns" (Chicago ; University of

Chicago Press. 10821, .

J'? Orville Schell. "Our Mistakes About China," Newsweek (Feb. 18, 1981) : 17.
n Goulet. "The Unefrta.in Promise," op. cif., r. 3.
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rising expectations._ A prototypical concern with the excesses- that
can accompany modernization is the denunciation that appeared in
the Tianjin Ribao in January 1981: "What we want CO build is_ a
socialist country with high- level material as -well as-spiritual civili-
zation. The so-called spiritual civilization refers to highly devetoped
science, education and culture as well as communist_ ideology,
morality, and discipline, revolutionary stand and principle; and com-
radely relatiimships between individuai.-;. Neither very high levels
of material affluence. nor very high levels of education are needed to_ /
achieve t his _end." 52

Some value conflicts in China are seen to be related to alteratiotv
in S a-ntl T policy.- Technology transfers, especially of personnel; ha'c
introduced a number of Chinese S and T specialists to novel
points and _forms of behavior, sonic of which contravene. their Yi
professional norms._ As Suttincier has remarked; for examph.;
Chinese ha\ e, since Liberation, favored pi ovincialism over cosmopol-

. itanism, yet modern science as a rrofe_ssion is- international in scope
and hence inimical to localisir the canons of scientific
research revered by aciulema _thee United States and Europe,
call for open access to data 'taring of information; whereas
in the PRC tight controls anication and secrecy have been
organizational nornis. In du- .lence has usually been seen as
benefitt ing, from compot it ion, as _.t.t.ttntionalized in peer review selec-

, t ion processes. By contrast, the Chinese, until very_ recently, felt such
compet it ive pr :lctices, labeled bourgeois and individualist, ran counter
to Maoist viiln,s of_collectivism, populism; and egalitarianism;

increased S -T contacts with the West, especially the necessity
to import, technical egnipment and expertise; by definition call into
question China's long-standing preference for self-reliance and weaken
the hallowed proscription against. foreign dependencies, Whereas_Chi-
nese insistence upon self-reliance has occasionally imparted an Edi-
sonian flavor to scientific research; in int ernational affairs it has meant
isolationism and the abnegation of foreign aid, even in the direst of

circumstances. In the, post-Mao period China's world role has-done
something of a volte face, shiftinff from donor to recipient of eco-
nomic and technical assistance: The recent PRC decision to accept
United :Cations disaster relief was ne.vsworthy. Indeed; it, marked a
sign ificant change in foreign policy.!54

Since Mao's death changes in the expression of such democratic
values as the right todissent and free Mc-miry have_made China a focus
of world attention. ObServers have noted alternating tides of liberali-
zation and of tightening_up_. Lately -a "double: hundred" stance has
been espoused. but with both the "blooming" and the "contending"
very _carefully eh otiniribed,_Tlie_limits to Chinese democracy were
clearly spelled out: in Deng Xiaoning's report to a Party cadres_con-
ference,_ delivered in Jannary -1980: "We must forever uphold the
principle of letting a hundred flowers blossom and a hundred schools

.7 "Style nt_Extravagancy_ 'Tampering Modernization Denounced." Tianjin Rthno (Jan. 11
1944(14:1 : IPRS- 77031 (Mar. 20.19S11 : 30." ttineter. !!Rrience. Terhnology n rItt C'hina's Drive," op. ctt pp. 24ft.

" "Chience sl,erinc Prowl Friend°, Seek Forelan A Id." NPR, York Timea (Nittir._10. 1 r1811)
A 14: "Chtnn _Consents to Accept a Helping Hand," Asian Wall Street Journal Weekly
(Feb. 16; 1981):: 1L
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Of thought einitend: llowever, this do- ti'' In this principle may
be allowed to be used to the disiidette !.! overall situation of
Stability and unity. to say this pri nu a4rds stzbility and unity
is a inisunderstiinding and a misuse of it What we t111:- iniplementing .r
is socialist democracy; not capitalist democracy." 53 It 199 8 iii that same
speecii_that Ding _was reportedly applauded by those present in -the
Great flail of the People when he stated that the ''fout- greats," speak-
ing out fively, airing views fully, holding great debatks, and writing
big=cliiiracter posters, were actually remiss and that a Central Com-
mittee proposal was forthcoming, iithocating their abolitinii
tut lona! measures.

_Despite restrictions, in- Chinese ititellectual circles and in
or iSSiies of freedom of expression and of diSSenSion continue to be
debitted:' It 16 perhaps reveahng that when was histallcd_as
the new president of the Chinese Academy iif SCiices in June 1981;
Ile stated In his acceptance speech that lie plan to Practice demociacy
and carry out the hundred flowers policy of :le 6CP in the area of
scientific work."

Egalitarianism as a social/economic/political end ikalso an impor-
tant locus of value conflict in China, today': This paper has indicated
that Sto atifleat ion patterns in China are changing, WiCh scientific and
technical workers experiencing greittet degrees of social differentia-
tion; among theinselyes and in comparison to other groups. only

certain staunchly egalitarian practices appear tote- ebbing in the
Pit:('; the ideology of egalitarianism is also being Cliallenged.In the
Opinion of Fang writing in I fongqi in 1980; the_counnit7
intuit to egalitr: work had been' iiVerzealoas and
einiitterptoducti ve with regard to promoting talented people:__"in our
scientific reseiireli organs and social circles the react ice of egalitarian-
isiii pOSes a serious problem; The selection of 'Siiperior talents' or of
'topnotchers' has met with multiple diffieti!ties,"

The Chinese value system, as it has evolved since Liberation, is a
complex amalgam of constructs, _a syncretic mix of Chinese. modern,
and socialiSt/revolutionaly ends-. Corresponding to these value _con-
stellations in the. PRC are eonst itneriCies--social groups or cat egories
that are More or less differentiated by their ReefereticeS.59 In this light
the typology ilevis..d by Nfiehel OkSenberg and- Steven Goldstein in
I 97 E is Cid iglitcningtoday." The four foreign polity Camps_the_y iden-

tifi' f6r.io, contininnu. with political actors ranked in accordance
with their position on the question of the proper route to a Chi--eA0
modernity.

If ilitant fundamentalists,_at one end of the continuum, are strongly
linii=fi.reiim, isolationist-. even xenophobic. In their tough yet- utopian
Yjewpoint; a Western presence in China cannot be tolerated. Some=

"Text of -Deng Report,"_op.'elf._; FBIS -:
5""Chirin__ Reviewing Freedom Granted Its Intellectustu," WaSiiington Post (May 7,

1941) ; A 36.
-" "Arad, mv (-mint on New CCPScientist ReIntions," Xinhua (Julie 26, 1981); FBIS

(June 26. nal): 4.
r . 1.7a ug, "Svvi Current Problems," op. clt.; JPR8 : 9. _ _

49 Gordon Dennett, "Traditional, Modern. and Revolutionary Values of New Social Groups
In China."-1-n Richard 19. WU-son et al.. eds., Value Change in Chinese Soclety.(New York :
Praeger. 1979). _pp._ 207-229. _

Michel Oksenherg and Steven Geldstein; "The Chinese Political Spcctrum," Problems
of Communism (Marc!: ,'April 1974) : 1-13.
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what less
who

are the radical conservatives; those,_ like_ Mao
Zedong, who %mild preserve the le essence of China I )y means of cautious,
selective borrowing of foreign technologies. More positively inclined
toward the West are the eclectic modernizers, whose prime spokesman
in 197.1 %vas :.:11oli Enh This group is_willing to giveup_some slight
(tegroi. of independence in order to establislipermanent relations with
t he West. I n_this camp_self,reliance is more muted _and is narrowed to
mean self-sufficiency. Finally, Oksenberg and Goldstein distinguish a
small category of Westernized Chinese; most of_whom were in- hiding
iii 1f)7-1, whorfavor China's pursuing wealth and power as a Western-
ized country:'

Some sevon year; later it is heuristic to review this terrain, to map
out elianges in the _distribution of these ideal-types across the political
spectrum. Although the eclectic modernizers have; by the 1980s; shown
significant gains relative to the radical conservatives and militant
fundamentalists; the latter two groups should not he prematurely dis-
missed. Were the balance to -shift back to Conservatism, the positive
valence, toward the United States and the 'West; demonstrated by a
high level of l'ItC participation in- technological- transfers and by
endorsement of other exchanges; could be weakened. At present some
of the _more enthusiastic Chinese proponents of extensive interaction
with the capitalist. Countries are among those occasionally accused of
`_'_Ali Q-ism, ' that is, blindly following each new :iea and movement,
like the writer Lu tun's vacillatory hero._ _

International transfers of science and techne'oor, an important
equipollent of China's post-Mao program of Four '.fodernizations, are
already havi?:^7 a perceptible impact -upon sever aspects of domestic
social structure. In the firsi\place, social strati-Ile-Eon is actually un-
dergoing systemic change, with a premium 'Fir-, placed on social at-
tributes relevant to successful technology_ tt _sfer : graduate-level
scientific education, sophistica'cd technical kip edge and skills, and
foreign experience and associations Distribil"::ve patterns are also
changing with increases in-the relative amount. ,f power, prestige, and
propertythe principalmixmentsof stv-atificationaccruing -to the
S and T sector as a wli le raid to a substantial number of its scientist
and engineer_ members But it is also. apps ent that the gap between
the top and the botto of this stratum of_S and T specialists is widen-
ing, that: there are winders and losers in the technology transfer game.
New 'irTtions in the development _of science. and technology in the
PBC. including official involvement in and suppoit of scientific ex-
clif:1,.,-,:, with Western nations; could,_ nwittingly perhaps; be contrib-
u:: ,fr co the creation of a "new class" of tech7F)erats, a -Privileged en-
,clave within an already increasingly elitist group of experts;

Second, cohort analysis of China's scientific community has indi-
cated that the particula -rism of age and the universalism of C.6111-
ixq en ce have been complementary standards when applied to older
generations of Chinese scientists and academicians. In fact, within
scientific circles a. direct relationship between these two variables has,

rnle, held for some thirty -years, from Liberation through the
.;;Altil_ral Revolution vith _professional merit disproportionately

found among older cchurts. A possible reversal in this pattern, how-.

ever; is now on the horizon. Under the impact of technology transfers
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and related Four ModernizatiooN policies that foster the amiisition
. . .of high7level expert Ise, it_ts tohe__expected that within five or ten

years (Thina's ablest researchers will he found among the_ newer
cohorts ,f scientists and_ engineers. insofar as middic-aged scientists
are b' --41 in this process; the age gap between young and old
scientists contiv.ic to be nettlesome.

A third irterim conclusion is that recent Chinese experiences with
technology t ransferS are contributing_ to alteration' in the cultural
Sphere. Despite discernible changes in a number of Chinese values
such as an openness to new ideas and ontsnle contacts, a staunch na-
tiOnaliin, a longstanding preference for self- reliance; and an abiding
aversion to dependence upon foreigners and the importatiOn of their
technologies also remain Very much in evidence and indicate continu-
ing Chinese ambixttlenve about technology transfer itself, The reasons
for this titiProaCh-avoidance_ stance _tre several political; econoitiic,
and i-WitictilturaL Reileeting this contradiction, _Deng Xiaoping';
a report delivered in Mareh 1'80, eschewed any developmental short-,

for Chinu underscoring _the official line on the importation of
technology : "We must also make use of foreign capital and technology
and energetically develop foreign tretde; However, we must emphasize
self-relianev.""

" "Tex t of Deng Report,- G... i



THE STATUS OF ECONOMICS IN CHINA
By Robert. F. IiNberger*

Economists and_ecotioniics_ enjoy a_ dominant_ position among the
social sciences in China's academic and research institutions.' All col-
lege students lire. required to take. conrsesin "political economy ;" i.e.,
the study of Marxist PC.Onomic theorie s Economics departments are

1ecre:ited and/or expanded throughout China's academic insti-
tutions and (4..011011de rcseazli institutes. By the end of 1979 economic
research institutes had hewn set up_ in Alf but 2 of China's 29 au-
toponious regions and provinces. :ill social seientists,_ not just econo-
mists, httc e been called upon to devote thei!. eflots to promot-
ing the "four moth and to deteroi! e the proper_means fo
"readjust int,!, restructuring, consolidating-,. anti l improving'' the ecoit-
oy. More 'Chan 100,000 economists arc to be working in China's
research institilt4.s, universit ies, and rt,seitrch units attitched to minis-
tries and enterprise of these economists were appointed to the
more ;Ilan 100 "fact-finding teams" that have been established to study
various economic problems throughout China. These -teams nrepam
reports for the Commission on Econoinics (the State Council) as in-
puts_in the Commission's decisions on economic- reform; -In the spring
of 1979'a conference of economists met at. Wuxi to outline a research-.

plan far_ 30 specialties or fields, Sinf-T, that timeniany new topics hay,e,
been added to the -list.= Quite simply, undoubtedly there are more peo-

iietItartment _of Economics and Center for China Studies, Inaversity of Mic_higan.
l What- follows -is a revised version of a report prepared on academic training and

resclrch in the t'eld,of Pcoll0f1AVti. l'ILtiefl on two_ three w_ee_k xisits- to- the l'ec-Aes- Republic
of- Chinn, -The first trip took place in November 1979 in the capacity of a member of the
rscPliC Economics Ilelegation to the_2.11.C._T_Le second_was a -- member of-a-delegatlon in
the humanities and social sciences sponsored by the American Council of Learned Societies
and the Social Science Itosearch _Council.__My report- was-published in Anne F.
Thurston and-Jason-II Parker, Humanistic ant 'octal Science Research in Oninst: Recent
Ili teary and Future Prosacctsv-pul-dished-liy -the 'social Science Research Council. New York.
In June ihfiq. Two very importnnt qualifications to this revised version of zny_repOrt inn.[
Im--1111;11, 'Mr rapid puce change and subsequent tiAV110111111111:-; Ill China's aca-
demie institutifillg 111111 1r/1111111g and researeh progr:ints over the_ past year may well mean
that- the-impressions--I o'itninsd (Intim:. no visits to the PALO. are no longer ye fid or, in the
least, must be modified. Secondly, and most important the f011Owing observations and
pressions:,,:tply specifically to academic training and research in economicscalled-political
IOnonly la , hind. In intuition to :hose wet-lug in the field of neallemic economics In China.
a -much- larger-numier are trained as ',applied" economists for work in- the government's
economic bureaucracy. Their training. however, emphasizes the accounting principles and
procedurcs used throughout China's economy anti. although their-detailed knowledge of how
China's ec()IIIIIIIY works great, their rnneflon is not to an.ilyze the economy by matins
o'- traditional Western tools of e,onortlic analysts. innliy, a third and much smaller group,
which can be termed "teebnical" economists. focuses en the acquisition _stiti_use ot tech-
nindes that have been developed by-Western economists. These include econometrics. fore-
casting._ input-output vtudies. atm linear programming Involv_e_d -us they- z.-ee- in-research
institutes 11, the c-Ids of operations research. mathematics, computer science. etc.. their
work mill he of In_uell greater Interest to_ (and most_compatitle with) that done by Western
economists. This work, rat lenst that I lia,e seen. Is sti I in n somewhat premadpary sta^e of
deVelonment.anti it _is too catLv_to predict the exte -nt to which it will eventually he incorpo-rated tilt° he resr.eh and training of nenderfil econtmists or utilized in t'..e :-.ork of those
I hoveilalleil "applirtMeconomists.

2 I was told that individuals are identified and assigned according to these designated
liehls.-My-notes-include-the-following -(not a-complete list. of course) Setts: political eco-
nomies, the history of political economics. the ancient history Of _economics._ modern eco-
noinie-th6og-ht.-the-hIsfory of foreign economics. national economic-oh-Inning. mathematical
planoine. mathematical economics. onometrics, statiatics. econondes_of _the forces _of _pro-
duction-, forestry. capital construction, fisheries, commerce, transportation. labor, popula-
tion, prices; finance; banking. and consumer economics.
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plc, who bot li call themselves econotnists and are actively xvorking- in
that discipline in China t hint iii the I iiited States. Thus I had no chili-
ciilty in meet ing and holtlin!, discussions with economists during my
t wo visits to ('Minn.

.kniong the inirposes of niv two visits to the P.R.C. were: the itleitti:
fication of individitals doing research in economics. the topics they
were working on and whet they wpm located. This was aimed at as-
certaining: the drsinibility and feasibility id A iticrictiti economists do.
ui iiA:ireli in ChiittL, tile possibilities for collaborat ive. research, and
to determine which were the most pimuising_ topics_ for v.-OH:shops anti
research conferences with joint participation bv_economists from both
countries. TTnfortimatel, this attempt to identify and sninmarize con-
temporary ek in eOtiontis by Chill:CS more than 10000 economists
proved a formidable task. T was rilili to inset with only 41 individual
econ6iiiiStS froiii :11011 t.search institutes in five
social science academies. These disinssions on't' not only he iheont-
pleh,. hut iiiiSleading and. at the present time. out-of-date. As a result
this report is limited to my general impressions concerning academic
t raining and research in the field_ of economies_in China-.3 .

Tn recent _years many visitors; to China. as well as the post-Afati lead-
ership itself, the t' tent to which the Chinese have fallen
behind the standards and techniques of 'Western social science research.
Not only was this gaji moSt evhlent to rue, but I believe several impor-
tant ohstii cies. espopinlly in the-field-of economics. will serve to impede
any rapid closing of Unit p. The following factors are; I believe; the
triajtir reasons for this lack- of complementary or ready interface be-
hveen our economic IT:46:11'6h interests and those of the Chinese

(1) At the present time almost _every academic, institution has an
economics depatnient and tlie ncadeni:_es or associations of social sci7
dice in the provinces rind municipalities include research institutes of
economic research.-However, many of these are newly created and
iiinlergOirii, the difficulties inherent. -in rapid_ expansion. Tliis is not
merely the result of ilisroPtion dining the Cultural Revolution and
the scattering of nmch of the institutional staff to other jobs through-
out China. In fact institutional changes in the IfriOs which aimed at
the creation of greater specialization in °titivation had already inter-
upted_the economics training and research activities of Many univer,

cities For ek,unple, _this period the economics department_of
Zhongshan University Guangzhou) was transferred to Wiihan.
while the eemieinicS department at .Nanjing University was sent to
Shanghai. AS a _result both these well-known aniversities are presently
in the proCeSS of recreating their economics departments. While, at the
present time the staff at the economics denartmentsand institittions
we visited were quite large (ee 40 people) several had less than five
inetnbers. All anticipated a large increase in staff over the near future:
and a natiOnWide exam vas being prepared for recruiting- qnalified
candidates who were not then employed in a -university or research
institution. Tn other words. the very composition of the centers of eco-

3 A ilst or the SpeCifid places 1 visited, and the people I talked with as a -merainsr fif tii6
CSCP1W Delegation of- Americo)) Economists can he fonnd in Report of the FSCPIIC Eon-

th the People's Republic of China, National Academy of SciencesWash-
ington. D.C., 1980, pp. 46-48. For my trip in January (1980). see Anne F. Thurston and
Jason 11. Parker, op. cit., pp. 127-29.

0 ?.
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nomic training and research are in a period Of rapid transition.lt mayhe sonic time _before an iitiderstanding of NVI1D is doing what and wherecan he arrived at with some degreti of -certainty.
Morrovor. at. oiwli of these institutions ona_encounters a eoltibinatiimof v-eiT Senitir, better known economists, and in ee growing number_

of much younger (hi the 30s and 40s) scholars." _.:krnong theseyounger tieitdemics are those who have gained considerable experiencein practical or applied economic. work over the past decade or so; thati those who are being reeruited and retiii-ned Co academic and re-search instittitions. Iii attempting to identify economists working inparticithir areas and w_lwre_ they are lOciiteik the Chinese suggestedthat an examination of aiicles published by individual economistswould indiCate the topics they were interested in and their researchmethodology.
This appretieli; of course._ does not really SolVe the problem-. Theoverwhelming tnajority of Chinese economists publish in Chinese andjtherefore, their work is inaccessible to the most Western_economists;

I lowever, oven those Who do have the. ability_ to- read ChineSe stillencounter_dilliculties .Nri examination of piibliShed available journalsin Chinese does shit necessarily enable the reader to identify where_ apititicular author is located. I was told that, iii theoryi the authorworked _at tJti ilisii cisit,y, economics department; or-research institute01;4 piiblii-hed the journal; or could be contiteted by Writing to thepart icular publishing institution. Furthermore; I_ was informed thatwere tlwn in the works to bt.gin_a listing of author's affiliation"in about a rear." Problems of language and affiliation aside, it is thepractice of classifying many pablieatietiS its mid bu ("internal useonly'') that is peluipS the most serious obstacle to our learning morealiont_whe the Chinese economists are:, what tiny arc doing, and -theresults of their work.° I was not told, of coarse, that the Chinese hadplans to remove the nei bu classification of these journals in the nearfuture;
The preCeding obstacles to determining What are the possible areasof complementary collaboration between the Chinese and oiuselves arerather iiieClianical problems that, hopeftillY Can be considerably alle-viated with the pli,AMgd of time. The following obstaeles, however, are

_no-pressmen Is based on trilly_thipress_ionktic evidenceI did riot ask their _ages,NV Idle the language barrier k obvious. it is worth neitititig out -that the Chinese- (withregard to both learning_English._and t_r_anslatl-ng
published Western researeh_ivork_ intoChine-set aire_making-a-yousiderable cifort to reduce thebarriers-they face.-As for Western-ers. that harrier Is likely to remain- In- effect until the research work Ilene by ChineseecomMitsts. begins- to -api,ear in Imglish sonrces...One_stich journal which- has alremlyatuo,nreI in Social- fit Quarterly Journal in English, _pithlislosi by TheSI.I1,111.4S Publishing Ilouse plane, J_Ia_11;Ii 11011111g. China.T_Imse were not tieeessarily -journals which published _"state Seerets." Itather theyincluded "work-in-progress," which also are labelled net l'resuntably, the reason fortilts IS I hal _th authorities: i.e..--those In the aemletnietts well tiff- the poetical realm, havenot yet-determined the othcial line and the authors feel the need for protection: titat_is,_flowers bloom' behind closed doors. Iii interesting illustration of theproblems created by this prItence.of using the nil Mt classification for publighed..work-isproiited_by -our attempt-to invitee-Chinese _scholar tea _i!onte__to-the University of Michiganas a visitingscholar Before We el MIN -make such an appointment her credentials- had-to- besTibmitted to the appropriate scr(s.ning_coltiinittee_ in -the university. -She suhmitted alengthy eurrieftliiiii_Vithe..bitt when we-- received it nmst of her llsted.piiblications had been(1,-10*qt-111011,1111g her translations of Westertt_researeir works.- Fortunately, we_ were_ahleto the university site was-a -knowledgeable scholar With_ wris_actively engaged- inresearch- and publishing III her field. When-she arrived,- we -figured Out that most Of herpublielitleiii,litui been deleted from her vitae because they had been published in net buJournals or sources.
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of a more fundamental nature an cannot be -so readily resolved. Keep,
ing in mind the linitations (both in_ terms of sample and the fact that
my trips took place over a year ago) Of iny "intuitive" impressions; I
can only_hote that they were rather strongly reinforced by Cariv;2:rSa,
MILS With economists I met throughout China,_

My discussion of certain areas of incompatibility between the field of
economic studies in the P.R.C. and that of economics as a social science

in the West is not presented as qualitative judgment as to the "state
of the arts" of economics as a discipline in Chiiia.7 Rather I seek to
explain _why the _academie training and research in economics in China
does not provide us with the basic types of economic analysis_of the
Chinese economy that ate toiriparaLle or compatible with those of
Western economists; Nor do I mean to imply that these obstacles can-
not be overcome; in_many cases they can be I believe that only a serious
attempt to understand the _existence of these obstaeleSWill provide a
means for better appreciating_ academic training_and research m the
People's Republic of China_ by economists in the West

_ (2) Differences in training and framework of analyses _between
-Chinese and American _ economists_ obviously reed the Well=known
contrast between MaiXiiin economics and Western neo-classical and
neo-Keytie;ian ecetibmics I do not believe that any reason exists Why_
followersof_one school of economic analysis- cannot communicate with__

and benefit from the work of followers -of another_ school. In fact--
laboative work would, be most beneficial to Western on
China's economy. In this effort, however; much of the burden will be
on the non -Marxist;_ Western economist. Con§iderable_publicity has
been given to China'§ programs of Seriditig students abroad_ to learn
Western economics; to their development_ of courses on Western eco-
nomics in China; and the invitation of Wegterti- economists for lec-
ture_ tours and teaching assignments: However this attempt to expose
the Chinesc economist to 'Western _economics will haVe a itiatetial_ini7
pact; At best it will be concentrated few _academic and research
centerS tit a relatively high level; In addition; the Chi'-ese are itibte_h17
terested in borrowing Western economic techniques and research tools
(such as linear programming and input-output analysis) the basic
principles;_ methodologies; and objective§ Of Weaetti economic .anal-
ysis.9 Despite these new developments; however;. the overwhelming Mit=
jority of China's_ economists will probably continue to rely on a pure
and traditional Marxian approach to their work-.

"state a the arts" asseS_srnent of economic education and-research in- China-Judged
from the standards of -the economics profession in the United States ean be_ found in
iteprt a 11),.(ict.tri, miepttion, op. vit.. pp. 33-47T. Front that -rant -of ,iew_
I a_gree with the conclusion provided in that assessment that''EtoribMit _research_ in China
is stl 1 lit a relatively early stage Of develOpment Most of the economists are advanced in
age and have /oat touch with the development-of the field in the Weat. . : economic
research is to advance in a rilreetion_other than traditional Marxism-Leninism, serious
efforts have to be made to recruit and train technically competent economics studentS;"
(pp.

Th-e1141, SV.:01,11J,itiOtfists in this country who consider th,..mselves to be political-econo
mists" will not view the fo'lowine as obstacle-to-fruitful economic research in China, but
rattur further evidence of the inatiefittnelea of traditional Western economic theory,- research
tnetholl9 ogy, and reAeutelt objective, Thus the following -iliscussion_iri MOst relevant_ to
those economists oho. due -to- both_ training anti preference, are typical of those who
domiefite ti a mem' ershiri ste o' the Aram-U.1in Economies Association._

Th Is attempt-has some striking_ parallels to the Chinese self-strengthening movement
in _the last half of the nineteenth century : i.e., borrowing Western technology to strengthen
the Chinese traditional political and social system.
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In this contest the. current restructuring Of training -ineconomics represents a conSiderable attempt to _`get back to_ thebasics" in Martian economics: For- example, in order to concentratein econoinics at -the uriderraduate_ level at Beijing University, a stu-dent. is required to take_ five terms of political economy. The book-stores are filled _with multi-volume sets on political economy or inter-pretations of Maras- "bas Rapital" which match the= text require-ments for the _mandatory (up to _three) semesters of study in variousdepartments. Mathematics, statistics, and econometrics courses are be-ing developed and intrOduced, but as electives rather than_ requiredcourses. This iS alio true of new courses on the history of Western eco-nomic thought. At the p-o§t-graduate level (the eqUivalent of ourgraduate training) the majority of_the few students who do go onapparently_select political economy as their special ty'°
Another indication of this return to the basics in Martian -economicsin the past few years is the large number of_Senior and better knowneconomists working on a threezVolume_ encyclopedia_of.Martian eco-nomics _("Volimie I7---Capitalism,Tublished; Vciluine IIImperialism,currently at Press; and_Volume III=SoCialisin, now being prepared).An especially_ 'clear indication of this desire _Lb return to the funda-mental§ of Martian economics is provided by-the statement made byeconomists at Nanjing University; In diScuSSing the dominance ofMarxist economic "theory" in the training of economists, I asked howthis training helped the students_ in theirgoric as economic adminis-trators. The answer stren*hened my impression of the reemergenceof theory for book learning) and also conveyed a hint of elitismsomewhat reminiscent of the traditional characteristics of pre-1940education in China. Their response was that the purpose _was to trainstudents to raise and answer important theoretical questions, such as"the law of value under socialism." 11

In light of the alioVe, just_as I see no reasontO believe that Westerneconomists_ will modify their economic theories to incorporate someelements of _Marxian analysis, neither do I see any evidence of Chineseeconomists modifying the principles of Martian economics to become"more like ifs."
(3) _ A second major difference_ between the typical Chinese andAmerican trained _economist is in their research work-. A large portionof the economists I met were doing research and I was told'of variousresearch projects everywhere I Wentin China. As I have already noted,the major concern of Chinese economists is with Marxist economictheory. Research in this area concentrated on the search for Marxist"econoinic laws" in the so-ialist period. This involved the study ofbasic Marxist texts, including those of Stalin, and the search for a setof theoretical giiidelines to fit China's particular institutional setting
Another_post,gradhate Specialty which appears to be "popular" 1s foreign economies,.not foreign-economics.

"This distinction- hate-eh-academic training and research In economic theory and-the..applied economics within the bureaucratic_adminiiitration--of--China's economy is- madeclear In a recent article _by-Nue Muoiao, one of -China's highest level_ economid_adintriia-
trators

who floes not.- however. h ve ormal_ivjininc_m_ecomant After-revIewine 4 Pins scurrent ecOnOrdie _problems-and his suggestions regarding _how to solve them, he_ esplicitlymentions -those who are investigsitine these proldems--from-the standpoint -of soehlisteconomic _theery_iia an attempt to determine the economic laws of sociallan. _RecOgrilzingthe role and -needfor the, rtl ei msear,:h. Xy,e a_-c-es_ 1..ht-he is eotwern4 «lth nr",ct-InalStiggestions._ See Xue-i1Ittolao, "Adjust the-National Economy and Promote Overall Bal-ance." In Economic Research (in Chinese), Isle. 2 (Feb. 20, 1981), pp. 25-31.

5 d
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and level of development. The, results of this could, of course; make a
significant contrilintibtite Marxist economics. This could, potentially;
be of great_ interest to American students of Marxist economic thought,
although American scholars in _general might not cons'ier it of very
compellim, interest: A second category of research falls under the label
of "a survey of the literatitre;" that is, the acquiring of knoWledge that
is already available in _first-rate university libraries in the United
States. Hence there is interest in the history of Chinese economic
thought the history of Western economic thought, the history of
socialist economic thought, and histOrical and contemporary develop-
ments to foreign countries. Courses_ on each of these topics have been
introduced into the curriculum and post - graduates can now specialize
iii these fields. depending of the particular university. (As is the case
with industry, China's educational institutions hope to benefit freiii
specialization iii the division of labor, with.each university specializing
in particular fields All specialize in political economy, however),
Various re4iarcli institutes have been set up to carry out "research" on
these topics as well;

The Western economist interested in China's economy is naturally
most interested in the applied research being doneby the Chinese on
their own economy.. single course on the "national" economy has' een
included in the economics curriculum of most economics departments,
and a limited number of research institutes devoted exclusiVely to re-
seateh on the tuitional econom_ have been created. Mare0Ver; a great
many of China's economists have been engaged in applied research On
economic deekipthents in China. As mentioned earlier, economi.Is
have, been asked to help promote the "fourmadernizations." Many are
doing so by investigating some aspect- of China's current economic.

Nbhethele. on the basis of -my inquiries about this research,
I believe much of it can best be described as "fact _finding." In the ab-
sence of SySteinatically collected and published_ economic data this
type of research is required for national level and local policy decision
making. Thus it is consistent_ with the more traditional approach of
economic analyses in China prior to 1949.

According to what I was told, the system of collecting local eco-
nomic data and transmitting it to the central government level occurs
through the political administrative network. This system--which had
replaced the State Statistical Bureau_ during the Cultural Revolution,
was to continue in the futnre. At the central government_ level_the
recreated State Statistical Bureau is in the process of creating offices
and assig,ning its own statistical workers at lower levels in order to pro-
Vide, a parallel -cheek on the economic data being reported to higher
levels. Sample checks indicate the statistics being generated by the
existing ftblitical channels have an_avorage error of plus or mimes two
percent; However; economists I talked to in the academic and research
iiistitiitions claimed that although -they could request, statistics from
the Ministries and State Statistical Buzvaurelevant to npartionlar Bu-
reaa topic they were researching, they had no special access to unpub7
lished statistics. Moreov em. these economists were favorably impressed
with the estimates and calculations Western economists had made on
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the basis`of the few data that ivere published by_ the Chinese.12 Some
even thanked_us for visiting China and meeting with higher level econ-
omists in Beijing who would give us economic data that often was
not available to them. In general the economists I Met believed the
ecoitoinie data available gave them a good picture of aggregate trends,
but were deficient with respect to themicro-level piCture of,the econ-
omy. They expressed a need to do field research and collect their own
micro-level_ data. _

The results of this rather wide-spread and relatively -basic level data
collection or "fact finding"__researeliAto_ the extent that it is madeavailable to Western ecoromists)_zwill _prove to be very helpful to
those desiring to do research on Chinals economy.13_As described to

however, what is noticeably lacking in this "fact finding" researchis any meaningful attempt analyze cause and effect ; i.e.; these_ re-search efforts concentrate on trying to determine what happened_ivith-
out _proceeding to- an analysis of _why. Part of this problem is_ un-doubtedly due to the lack of the necessary tools of statistical analysis
and econometrics that Western economistshave developed for this-pur-
pose. The national call to "seek truth from facts" often seems to haveresulted in little more than the ex-post rationalization_ of the_ filets;
on the basis of-a wide range of economic, social, andpolitical variables.
A minimal attempt is made to hold anything constant At the present
time some Chinese economists are expressing an interest in learning
Western statistical and econometric techniques: I seriously doubt; how-

Ver, that these will be used to determine the rationality or optimalityof particular uses of resources or inputs; the shadow_ prices of those
inputs, the rates of return of the alternative uses of thoSe input& the
real costs of the output, the implicit prices of outputs; etc: While such
projects would have little problem with describing how_ something
happened, little attempt is made to evaluate whether it made economic
sense. _

This leads me to a final minor_ distinction between the research done
by Chine -se and Western ecorminiF1,s; the purpose of the research being
'one. Wbilti most economic research in the United States lieS Within
the general area Of "positive " economics, most economic research by
Chinese economists has a very "normative" theme. The dominant form
of economic research involves, for example, the search for evidence to
show how progress is being made toward implementing -the objectivesof the "four nicidernizations," or to demonstrate the effectiveness of a-

------
-11, The Chinese have publifthel.a transi Honor both the 1975 Joint -Economic Committeecollection of papers on China's cconomv,a-Cilina : A Reassessment of the EdOnonay_and__the1978 volume Chinese Economy_ P_ost,Iitao- A friend in the shanghai Academy of SocialKcienves wrote me to request a copy of the 1978 vol.nne, because of tile excess (remand_ forthe library's_ ropy. In attempt _to_meet-this -demand,- in the first printing of the- Chinesetranslation some 27,000 copies were issued. Needless to say._this was_a COnSiderably largernumber of. _ copies than that ior the original volume in English, printed by the U.S. Govern-

ment-Printing Office.
t3b'Or example; told they-were collecting a large sample for esti-

Mating the class sic distribution on income. Articles in_the Chinese press over the Peat
year have presented-statistics which -nmst be based-on these estimates. The mayor findings
for wage and salary earners (sample size of 80.255 families). _were released by the New

News- -Agencyon--Dpe. 30. 1980. Only over-all averages- yielded by a sample of
10.282 commune families were released (N_CNC, Jan. 2. 1981). but statistics cited in
ma-fly-articles-over the past year must come from a complete coverage data set for the
average collective per capita income for all the basic units of production (i.e., brigades or
teams) in China's rural sector.
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particular "experiment," or policy: For instance, members of the senior
class at Fudan University in Shanghai collectively_ wrote a paper on
the problem of unemployed youth in that cityspecifically drawing up
modeis of how to organize collecti..-eS. In other words, such issues as
whether or not the oganization of uruan collectives is a rational way to
solve the problem_ofurban unemployment (that is is it a rational use
of unemployed labor, whether or not a sot of "rational" prices would
indicate that a different allocation of labor would be more sensible, or
whether this policy of forming urban collectives would even, solve the
problem of urban unemployment) are all questions that must wait
until the policy itself is changed;_ i.e., when policy makers desire evi-
d_ence to show why the policy doesn't work and why it needs to be
changed.

My impressions have been presented here_ with more certainty thrill is
warranted by my two brief trips to the People's Republic. of China.
Therefore it is necessary-to qualify them by mentioning several impor-
tant exceptions that I al.§3 obServed. I did, in fact, meet some econo-
mists who differed considerably- from-those- I have described as-typical;
For example, while holding _a discussion with representati-es from the
economics faculty of Sichuan :University, we were joined by a young
economist who had just come from teaching a class;Actively engaged
in _field research; his discussion of economic problems in -the country-
side was much more compatible with Western concepts of applied eco-
nomic research than of normative; ex-post rationalizations, descriptive
analyses of current programs, or discussions of leading issues in the
theory of political economy. The same was true of- the economist-
interpreter- assigned to_ me by the Shanghai Academy of Social,
Sciences. Having worked as director of the Planning Office in an elec-
tronics enterprise during the previous ten years, he had applied for
membership in and was assigned to the Academy in 1919. Working
mainly as a translator-interpreter, he had first-hand knowledge of
China's economy and was able to discuss economic concepts and prob-
lems in terms _easily understood by a non,Marxist,_Western economist.

The same diversity is also undoubtedly true of the research being
done. Such projects as the reported attempts to compute national in-
come accounts, to compile input utilization rates per unit of 'output,
changes in average_preductivities, etc.; could be-mentioned as hopeful
signs of this type of research. 'This kind of fact finding* and data collec-
tion is relevant to the research interests and methodology of Western
econ DmiSts who can usefully employ it in their analyses of economic
developments in any country.

It is also important to note that my impressions are based on visits to
several major academic institutions and major acadeinic research insti-
tutions I did not visit with economists working in the ministries, or in
institutes in the Chinese Academy of Sciencesror at_schools under the
ministries active in training economists to work in the_government, or
at the research institutes run by the ministries, the People's Bank of
China, the Planning Commission, or the Commission on Economies.
Quite simply, I had little contact with those actually working -in eco-
nomic administration or policy implementation. Some of my colleagues
in the Economics Delegation -did- visit with representatives from_ van-
one research institutes, organizations, and academic departments in the
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sciences; Where work was-being done in the field of mathematical eco-
nomics- statistics; operations research; input-output analysis; etc; They
reported finding some very knowledgeable "economists" doing very
interesting work_ in these areas. Some possible reasons that modern
analytical techniques are more commonly used in the natural as
opposed to social scienecs are -that scientists more_ often possess the
prerequisite mathematical_ skills; are not hindered by the politico-
economic theoretical orientation of economics as a social science; and
ha:ve access to the scarce computers.14

Every major -city I visited contained a college of economics and
finance; _run by_ the Ministry of Finance. Unfortunately; I did,not visit
one of these schools but my impression is that they offered courses in
what we would call business economics. The contents of course related
texts I found in the bookstores included explanations of the account-
ing methods used to estimate depreciation rates; circulating capital,
etc. Furthermore, many economic units, especially large enterprises,
also run schools for training their own economists in statistical; plan-
ning, and accounting work.

Judged_ from the standards; methods, and objectives of contempo-
rary -Western economics, my impressions ooncerning the current state
of _academic training and research in the; field of economics in the
P.R.C. lead's one to a very pessimistic conclusion. This gap between
the state of the arts_in the field of economics_between the two countries
may-be somewhat alleviated in the future. This can be achieved by the
sending of Chinese students to study in _the United States and other
Western countries and by the sending of Western economists to China
to give and hold seminars or -joint conferences. It can also belurthered

-13-y the revival of imports of WeStern journals and hoOks in the field of
economics. However; the small-scale of these activities and-the limited
extent to which they are grafted into the main stream of academic
training and research in economics in China will, I believe, do little to
close the existing gap in the near future. Even assuming the present
policies aimed _toward closing that gap continue over the foreseeable
future; there will be a considerable gestation period before these initial
and limited efforts to catch up will pay off.

,,The Operations Research Division is part of the Institute of Mathematics, the Chinese
Ac_ademy -of-SciencesMembers- of this-division prepnred an input-output -table for China's
economy based on (Iota from 1074-76. It is reported that the Institute of__Ec_o_nornics,_in the
Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, did not participate in this effort- because the Institute
considered _ma_therentleal ff_tortomIVR_ to he__cantrndfctory__10_ Marxiam,Leniniam. __Mete
appeared to be-no knowledge.-of Michio Morishima's mathematical treatment of Marxian
economics_in_Chinai_. Noliethelessa. preparatory group_for _the establishment-of an Insti-
tute of QUAlltiilitiVP ECOPOMiCS has been formea within the Chinese Academy of Social
Siciences__Chen_Sikang_and Shel-Shenwei -of the operations-Research Division- of the-Insti-
tute of Mathematics, the_ Academy of Science. pre_sented_ a paper_entitled "A NorLLinear
Input - Output Modei in Physical rfnits andIts Application- in China," to the seventh
International Conferen, e on IninthOutput Techniquea._ Innshruck_Atuttria,_April 1970,
whieh-Includes- the basic framework of the input-output table referred to above. For the
Male framework of an econometric model de_veldped for Chinas economy, see "Econometric
Model of Chinese Economy for Ilse in Planning." in Economic Research (in Chineseii,
No-2 (-11180). In the summer of-1980-four -prominent-American econometricians were in-
vited to Chinn by the Chinch,. Academy of Social Sciences to hold a month long seminar on
econometrics in which over 100 Chinese from a variety of institutions participated.
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CHINESE MILITARY MODERNIZATION IN THE- 1980's
By Thomas W. Robinson*

'
1; COMPONENTS OF CHINA'S MILITARY MODERNIZATION

Since the deaths of Mao Zedong and Zhou En lai in 1976 and the
ensuing concentration on the four modernizations- atten-tion haS been paid to whether, and to what extent., China Will he able,
or wishi to bring- its military- machine and its military strategy moreclosely in line with that of "advanced" countries. The term usually ap-plied to this question is "military modernization," abroad concept en-
compassing a number of discrete but hardly unusual categoxies, Whichare outlined below. The terinposSosses the advantage of pointing tohow changes in militai7 investments ate related to the Chinese Com-
munist Party's overall program of general economic recovery

P
afterthe Cultural Revolution and how military affairs fits into the arty'splans for the next_two-three decades.1 Extending the meaning of theconcept and relating it to the general state of China's political econ-

omy has the additional advantage of drawing attention away fromexclusive emphasis on one component of Chinese military affairs,
"people's war," that overworked and by now sterile term tb Which both
Chinese practitioners and _Western analySts were slave for the last
four decades.2 "People's war" as a strategy and a useful concept con-
tinues, but it is no longer the umbrella term for understanding Chi-
nese military issues. Indeed; it has been _modified by the Chinesethemselves, under the rubric "people's war under modern conditions." 3

-*School of Foreign Servite. Georgetown Tfitiversity.
For some-previous work on this subject, see, Inter alfa. Sydney Jemmes,=Vhe ChineseDefense Burden. 1985-1974." iii_Joint Economic Committee, 94th U.S. Coigress. "China :A Reappeasement of the Economy" (Washington: Government Printing Office-197-5), prh459-466 : Paul H. B. Godwin, "China's Defense Dilemma: The Modernization Crisis of19743 and 1977 " Contemporary China, Fall, 1978 pli; 63-85: Frtinels T.- Romance, "Mod-eratuttion_ of Clifruen Arined Farces Asian Survey. March 1980. pp. 295-310 ;_AngnsFraser. "Military Modernization in China ProbleMs_of Communism. September-December1979; pp._34-49 ; David L.-Sbambaugh, "China's Quest for Military Modernization." AsianAffairs. May-June 1979, pp. 295-309; and _Edward N; Luttwak, "Problems of MilitaryModernization for Mainland China," Issues and Studies, July 1978, pp. 53-85.
The initial task of analyzing people'n war into Da constituent elements was done inJan,: liar-is! evilent "Dnd.sritr Chinese Dimensions in Peking's Military Policy

and Doctrine." Issues and. Studies. July. 1979: pp, _
The term Wets authoritatively mentioned by the- "Theoretical Group of the National

Defense Scientific and Teehnolturfeal Commission. in Foreign Broadcast Information Service
(FBIS). Daily ReportPeople's Republic of China (PRC), Jan. 23. 1978, pia. EI-Eti. andwas given sanction by the then Defenae _Minister. Xintiggian. ln his Army Day
article "Heighten Our Vigilance and Get Prepared to Fight a War," Peking Review, no. 82
(Aug. 11, 1978). pp. 511.
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:There are at least_five components of Chinese _"military moderni-
zation, "' several _of which are quite broad themselves and can be nit;
ther subdivided.- First,- there is component mOdernization, the bringing
in' o line with_ other "modern" armies the equipment; the training,-
education, and organization; _and the command, control, and corn-.
inunication of the three services of the People's Liberation Army.
Commensurate_ with this, second, is manpower modernization: varia-
tions in force size and force composition (including.different baltinte8
among tlie,:Sgrvices)- and changes in the age structure of the Army's
leadership and ranks at every level. The two components have to do
with how the Chinese military appears, in the material and_organiza-
tional sense. How_ it comports itself on-the battlefield and how 'it
tends to meet -and defeat the enemy relates to the third component:
doctrinal moderhization-, both strategic_ (e.g., the people's Witt conceyt
itself and the manner in which the military deploys and maneuvers
generally) and tactical (the manner in which the military emplqa
its hien and weaponry in local situations, including, for:instance, how
it uses combined arms and combined forces tactics). These three COM.=
pOiients_determine how the Chinese wage war in the physical sense;

The_ remaining two components concern the material and societal
basis fOr that exercise. The material component concerns; for the most
part, the physical support Chinese society provides the Aririy. Since
Mite's passing, this has been reduced principally to the degree to which
the industrial base is able to-..wwide the military with equipment
.thcinght necessary to face the. enemy on _relatively equal term& But
it is also related to such issues as the ability .of society to provide the
Army with a_ steady flow of well-prepared recruits _the logistical base;
and the capability of the country as a whole to feell, house, and clothe
the military before and during _a conflict. This cpmponent thus
ties the question of _military modernization to that of . the overall
"four _modernizations" of Chinas The final element is. lion= the mili-
tary fits into Chinese society in peacetime, the societal coniponent.
This comprises three traditional topics: Army-Party relations; the
issuo of professionaliiation _(including the questions of restoration of
ranks and medals, and whether and to what extent the military should

4The term-is hardly a newone, having been used by- theChinese since at least the-Korean
War. Moreover, ft is a process practically- synonymous with the history Of the People'S
Liberation Army. lite. In-that regard, John ( !tangs, "The Rele of -the Army" (London:
Oxford University Press, 197)t ring-Mae ''The PeopIestiberatinn Army anti China's
Nation-Building" (White Plains, New York : International Arts and Science Press, 1973) ;
William W. Whitson _C"The Chinese High ommaner_ (New York: Praeger,-- 11i'131 ;--liarvey
Ne-son. "The- Chirrese-hillitnry Systern. revised edition (Boulder. Colo.: Westview Press,
19811: and Paid E. II. Godwin, "Doctrine_Strategy,-and-Ethic:-The Modernization of the
Chinese People's Liberation Army" ($axwell Air Force Base: Air University. 1977).

sThe abnve set-of-distinctions owes-much to the author's conversation with Dr. Frank
Romance, U.S. Defense Intelligence Agency.

The Chinese often seem to use "modernization" In a restricted sense, equivalent to eco-
nomiciteclu.lio-lcal progress. This only-one aspect Of an integrated process extending
over n long purled and Including major changes in the political, cultural, social, and edtr
cational life ef the country as well as etnnornic changes-Lirbanizatinn,Mteracy,-democrati-
ration, bureaucratization. the demographic transition, and modred socialization are some
of the factors assm fated with overall "modernization,!' not all -of -which--are-the mere
products of induFtriallzatton. Almost all of them, however, are present in mere or tem full-
hlown anctit_is the complexinterrelationshIps of that set with efforts to
industrialize that will determine In, the end the degree of_scccess China trni have 1n eco-
titanic modernization.- The Chinese leadership -seems aware of this intricacywitness the
latter-day streSS on education and birth control bat as yet lacks a sophisticated under-
standing of the complex requirements of overall progress.
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participate in such non-military activities as production and educa-
tion)_ and how much special stiitus (i.e., privileges) the military
should have.

2; THE REQUIREMENTS APPROACH

The task of any Chinese military planner Dist be to organize these
components to support the basic goal of defehaing the country while
at the same time taking account Of the environment imposed on him.
In the short mini of course, lie must yield to that _environment as given.
Thus, such obviously relevant variables as China's_population, geo-
graphic _configuration, historical experience; and lack of a high-tech-
nology industrial base must be accepted as they are.° Other, more
specific factors such as the Maoist theory of people's war, the con-
figuration of the People's Liberation Army as a result of its revolu-
tionary and _post-revolutionary experience, the harm inflicted on
China stemming from the Cultural Revolution, and the _nature of the
military threat -posed by the Soviet Union must also be dealt with
as constants, at least for the while./

This immediately imposes an ordering to the components of military
modernization. Non-equipment modernization must take precedence
over hardware improvements because the latter can be brought into
quantity deployment only slowly and at great cost Since manpower
modernization is relatively less subject to physical and economic bon-
straints,8 it can be experimented with and worked upon more easily
than technology-laden upgrading of weapons systems. With regard to
doctrinal changes, the people's war concept can be analyzed into its
many parts, each of which can then be inspected for congruence with

I Obvionsly a country of a. billion _peoPle. packed into a limited geographic area. Pork
imaged- of- an-ancient and proud heritage, but faced with a technologically superior enemy
must cleave to one or_another_rariant of "peoples war." Change those basic variables and
Chinese military strategy will also change.

The operative question is: bow long will they he constants? The _answer varies ac-
cording to what factor one considers. The Soviet threat is a-relative matter and could die-
aPPear In _Short Driler with a change in Soviet policy._The PLA's contienration will- change
with overall Modernization, i.e., only slowly and probably not significantly for most of
the 1_980s.The Cultural Revelation's effects will not be definitively overcome for a genera-
tionnot until the close of the century.

If_the_experienee of other countries is any guide, major clutnges in military configura-
tionstrategy, equipment, societal role, etccome only after about a halt century of
concerted change in_determining_ varlahles.-The-American military -stritchedfrom an-at-
trition to an annihilation strategy only after 75 years of independence. The Japarese army
took forty years. ta evolve-from-Samfural-swordsmen to Zuropean-styie military-, while the
German military modernized itself dnring.the halt century from 1816 to 1866.

Perhaps modernization has speeded up in the twentieth- century - the Chinese Army
took only 22 years (1927 to 194P) to attain its "modern" form, But that was flue Stu the
forcing- house-of- constant combat. With the high rate of change imposed by the require-
ments of technology. modernizating military forces may flnd their time horizons stretch,_
in -out rather than-contracting. A half century is therefore still not a had estimate. Pre-
suming that, after 1950, about 15 years L1950-19(15) was apent in military moderniza-
tion. which began again in 1976. the Chinese military could look to becoming a thorough,
modeenized force only in the first decade of the 21st Century-

" The 4 million plus PLA is composed largely of low-paid highly motivated foot soldiers,
whose absence from the village--untiLrecentlyhas conferred- benefits- on- the-local -and
national economies. Given the continued abundance of such personnel. manpower can be
treated ns It- fungible re_souree. -And -given-the large number of units making up such a
members-laden army, experiments involving variations in unit size, comPosition and
tartlet; are relatively-011SY -to carry -out Aside frmr one article of whleh the author is
aware. there Is no public/illy available work on the economies of the Chinese military.
no exception is Bernhard Grossmann. "The People's Liberation Army Economic- Aspects."
in "Thp Role of the Peoole's liberation Army' vol 1 o' Pro-eealn"s of n Conference on
the PLA. Centre d'Etude du Sud-est et de l'Extreme Orient, Brussels, June 1, 1969.
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the demands of the rhanged conditions imposed by the Soviet ° mili-
tary challenge. Because the technological and industrial baSe can beimproved by internal efforts only_slOwly, the traditional reluctance to
boob= entangled WW1 foreign countries and companies for supply of
capital; technology, and traming_Will have to be relaxed; it only tem-
porarily. And because the damages wreaked by the Cultural ReVahition
to Chinese education and industry require that. prime attention be paidto remedial Work in these aeas;1° making up for the_siiiS of the imme-diate past as welt as -overcoming the longer-term problems of China'srelative b9ckwardness must take precedence over militiiry Moderniza-tion, Thus, in genet.al,the_military must take a back seat to agrioultura!, industrial, and scientific-technological progress.

These are -some examples of the implications that flow from match=ing; in a rational manner; the requirements of military rnodernization,understood in the broadest sense; with the constraints imposed by the
Chinese. environment; also understood in_ the brOadeSt;:sense, This iswhat, we tel the "requirements" approach; And the examples justquoted are some of clmnges that have actually come about: mostly sinceMao's- demise. One reason for these changes; therefore, is that they
represent a_ rational response to-the demands of working out a credibledefense of China under trying domestic and threatening international
circumstances, It hegs the question, however, whether there exist alter,native paths -to military modernization equally as efficacious as that
presently in train or perhaps eventually superior. It also leads us to askhow the Chinese. leadership came to adopt the present program and
V:hat, in reasonable detail, it comprises.

3. EVOLUTION OF THE CHINESE MILITARY SINCE 1949

1049 -69

Let us _address the second query first. Tile course adopted_ by the-post-
Maoist Chinese leadership traces its roots back to before_MaO'S death,
in some regard_ to the first period of Chinese Military modernization
follOWiiit the Korean War; Military modernization in China is2 in faat,
an on- again -off -again story (mostly; as it turns out, off- again)." Ire
general, military modernization is another instance Of the OVerall

"Slate the early 1-970'-s, the Chinese have hail to think primarily in Carina_ Of defenseagainst Soviet land nttnck. Belt they.have, seemingly. not thought-eitrefully about n Russiantuielear affeetsive alone. unitecompanied by :1 ground attack. _or or liiiitted itronitd--olimitdvein certain border areas._ Mareaver,_ until -the into 1970's, Peking did not eliminate thelitY of having to face the United States as well the Siiidet_liniatt.-Purther therise of the Vietiiiitilese _challenge to Chinese ",eeurity lifter 1976 unit its military link withMoscow greatly complicated Chinn's defense, And although-India, Japan; and- Taiwanare not _ security - thrents, they could will be so in the foreseeable futtire, China
always sought, perforce. to simplify ita defense by reducing it to One threat, in the 1950'sthe United Stati.s and Motile lii711's the Soviet Union. It is doilbtftil Whether such "reduc-tionism" will last out the century _or_even- the 19S0's.

10 For an entris -Into the massive literature, Chinese and Western. ein this matter, see_thesoiirces cited in the not OS to part 1,-"China's Modernization Program," of A. Dotik,Barnett."China's Economy In Global Perspective" LThe___Bronkings 580-628.Aside from the sources cited in note 4, see- also :- Samuel B. Griffith. "The Chines?Pt Liberation Army" (1,ornimi : Oxford. linhieridty Press. 1-967); Harlan Jencks."From Muskets to lilsaties" -Moulder. Colorado :-Westview Press. 1982) : Ellis Joffe. "Partyand Army: Professionnlism and Political Control lti the elilneSe Officer Corps" (Cambridge.Maas,: Harvard -University-Press. andWilHsm W. Whitson (ed.), "The Militaryand Political Power in China in the 1970'6" (New York: Traeger, 1972).

47-11,1 - - 3.1
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determination of developments in specific areas by two facterS: the
detailS of intranecine leadership polities and, to a lesser extent; the
requirements of defense and foreign policy. It has been Mao Zedong
who, in genera], Set the direction andpace of Chinese military moderni-
zation; even though he was beset with demands from the Army leader=
ship and had at times to give way to the requirements of addressing
the foreign threat: From the Korean War down to the late 1950S, Mao
had to giva. due *eight to the "objective requirements" of national
defense because in that era the United States was considered the grin=
Cipal threat and because the Soviet Union, China's protector, was not
yet able to guarantee the country's borders and cities againstAmerican
attack." Because this was also an era of reasonable political harmony
at home, the Chinese Army modernized itself at a rapid pace and with
minimal interference from the political sector.

That ended in 1959 and 1960; because internal and external condi-
tions changed nearly simultaneously, and significantly. Internally;'a
Great Leap Forward-induced challenge to Mao's pre-eminence was
launched by the Defense Minister, Peng Dehuai. Mao handily over-
came Peng personally and went on to appoint his own personal fol-
lower; Lin Biao, as Peng's successor." The new Defense Minister
gradually undid some of Peng's- reforms abolishing ranks, repolit=
icizing the military, sending it back to its prior closely_ integrated
position society, and_re7emphasizing its people's war origins and
practices.'4 This.ctiiild not go too far, however, since the external situa-
tion had alSo Changed. The Soviet Union in 1960 began to withdraw
its protective mantel from around China, leaving the country exposed
to possible American (or, as the Chinese feared, American-Nationalist)
attack. Only the emerging American involvement in Vietnam caused
the Chinese leadership to relax their concern somewhat, and that only
after a. tacit Sino-American agreement over Vietnam had been ar=
ranged in the middle-1960s. Meanwhile, weapons modernization pro-
ceeded apace on the basis of Chinese production of Soviet-style equip-
ment and of the explosion, in 1964, of China's first nuclear weapons
device.

The Cultural Revolution, together with the drawing off of Ameii-
can attention almost totally to Southeast Asia; led China even further
away from strict attention to the requirement of defense and even
further towards politicization of the military Materiatand social re-
sources devoted to defense declined and the ability of the Army to
defind China'S territory correspondingly dropped: 15 Mao in effect

"For China's defense policy_ dnring- the 1960's- see Raymond L._ Garthoff (ed.), "Sitio-
Soviet Military Relations" (New York: Praeg_er, 1988) Roderick MacFerquhar- (ed.),
"Sino-American Relations. 1949-71" -(New York-: Praeger, 1972), pp. 59-181: end Alice
Langley Hsieh, "Communist China'a RtrategY in the Nuclear Ere- (Englewood-Cliffs. -N.L1
Prentice-Ball, 1982). In light of subsequent events and-data-it should_ now be possible to
write a more-comprebensive treatment of earn" Chinese Communist- defense policy. -

"On Peng's demise. see Union Research institute, "The CRAP of Veng Tell-hear _Wong
Kong -: Ilnion -Research_ Instittite. 1_988) David A. Charles (pseud.), "The Dismissal -of
Marshall Iveng Teh-hual," The China Quarterly. No.,6 (October-December, 1961), pp. 8,4-
78 and Roderick biacFarquhar. "High Noon et Litsban.;' m.s.. 1981.

"Thomas V17,_ Whinson, "A Politico-Military Biography in Lin Plao, Part IL 1950-1971,"
me- I-971.-pp 24-43.as The_ Jammes Study (fn. 1) and the Nelson book (fn. 4)- indicate_thatitilltery_inv_eat
meat declined-during the first -3_ear of the Cultural Revolution, recovered to the-1088 level
by the end of and moved modestly upward by the beginning-of- 1969._ The major
growth was In the 1969-1971 period. coinciding' with the greatest danger, relatively speak-
Ing_frota the Soviet Union, with the necessity to direct the- PLA to suppress intenTuD
disorders, and with the disarray-attendant _upon the Lin Biao affair, Nelsen clearly shows
the movement_ of major_ army units south from-the Soviet border and toward _the Strife-
lsden *Mem By 1969.-the-Ps.Als eapability to defend the conntry had thus dropped eon
siderably, especially in light of the concomitant Soviet military buildup along its gide
of the border.

1"i
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took- a calculated risk that neither _the Americans nor the Russianswould attack of would build up a force that, by threatening to attack,
could impose unhappy choices in Chinek domestic developments andforeign policies. Unfortunately,_ Mao bet incorrectly_ on the Sovietpropensity, for the Russians did-begin to build up a military machinethat; by the late 1960s, threatened Chinese _territory and. requiredBeijing to make unpalatable decisions. The result of the border clashesthat year and the subsequent_ Soviet political military campaign of
intimidation __was that Os Cultural Revolution had to be wounddown " and Chinese foreign policy had to be changed markedly.

8; 1960-76

Now Mao had to
makeweight

Hfor cover. e did SO principally by bringingin the Americans as a_ to the RuSSians. This took time;since the Vietnam conflict was at its height; but by 1972 the Kissinger -Nixon visits and the Shanghai Communique_ had largely _accom-plished this goal.'7 Domestically, Mao and Lin Bite saw that theniilitaiy procurement budget was increased_stibStantially; that forces
were_ re-deployed away from the Fujian Straits region back towardthe Sino-Soviet frontier; that militia training was expanded, am i thatan expensive t unnel-digging civil defense campaign was undettaken.18Significantly, people's war_ as the -chosen Chinese strategy was re-emphasized, even though _this Would mean the _giving up of herderareas or even such important regions as the indilstrial Northeast inthe first phases of_a Soviet offensive.'9 In effect; the Chinese weretrusting that _the combination of the premised. Changes in the inter-national strategic environment, the re-institution of political order

is not to assert that_ the_Ctiltural_Revolution reversed -course solely because ofthe Soriet_threat.-111P major-reasons were internal: popular - disorders, produetion-deelines.a-nd political dlimprny. Fnr_ this _period. _see-Jacques Guillermaz,--"The Chinese Communistrt_ Powel% A-949-1117d" -" liou-kier. Colorado; .- Stan-leyKarnow, "Mao and China" (NeW_York__:_ : T-horcas- W. Robinson led.); "TheCnitiiiral _Revolution in- China" (Berkeley : University _61 _CalifOriila--Press,- 1972) ; -andDomes. "China After _the Cultural-Rerobitkn4--Politics Between Two Party Cogresses"-aterkeley : University of California Press; 1977-; -"These events may be followed in- Henry Kissinger; "White House Years" (Boston :Little-Brown, 19-79).- pp; 103-194 and 9844871 Robert _G-.._14titter,-4'-Chine--Watch : Sine-American Recontilintiart"___413-filtiniore:-Johns Hopkins University- Press i 1979); Gen_e Tlislao (ed.), -"Sine-American Detente and Its _Polity Implications' -(New- York: Praeger,1974) -; Harold B. Hinton, "'llir-ee and -a Half Powers The New Balance in Ash)" (Bloomington -:--indiana University Press, 1975).__pp: 128-2(25:--1114_ P. Bernd'(ed.), "China and America : T.he-Search- for-a-New Relationship" (New York : New YorkUniversity Press, 1977) ; A. Doak Barnett; "Chine_ the - Major- Po -wers -in- East -Asia'(Washington The Brookings Institution, 1977-2 pp.--153-252; and Donald G. Hellmann"China-and-Japan : A New Balance Of PoWer" (Lexington, Mass.: D. C. Health,197_62 _D0_359-2_99.
"Chinese -military redeployments can be___traced_in "_The-Military-Balance" (London:internationnl__DiStlitate- for -Strategic Studies. yearly). C:enerally, after initial confusionin 1969-and an attempt to reposition main_ force units withdrawn from the- Northeast -forCultural Revoltition_duties,- the main effort went into upgrading equIptnent_tonttstietttigdefense fortifications, training the___Militht,_ and putting- soldiers back into line unitsNeedless _tb -na-y. this took-much -time and effortparticularly in view of the aftermathof- the -Li- Mao affair and the desitruttlye_eirects_of-the-C"intral Revolution- (still ongrin- in the Mitiv-1-97ns1. The uns and downs of the militia, _and_its_re7atiati_to_thepeople's war strategy. are ably_ treated- la Thomas C.--Roberta. "Chinese Military 11foderniStaten _and_ _the- Doctrine of People's-war' (Washington, D.C. : Nationall)efense_Uniterspy Research Directorate. 1981__draft)--: Civil_defen-se n-nd the tunnel dignities -canmalzuare poorly- studied= -Many foreigners -have been taken on teu_ra of_ the_ennitileitin__Beilinga-nd other cities. The Chinese have pilblished a-civil-defense manual-translated-as "ChineseDefense"--(Springfield, Va. :,National Technical_Information_ &trite-1-97n.
"The controversy within _tbe_PLA-and- between -Army-and Party over what strategyto -adopt against the Soviet Union took the forms of debate between advocates -of "lu-ringdeep" and theme favoring meeting-110 Russians "at- the gates" or beyond. This contro**ray,- central to the form which people's wilt would take. inWellentered_hy Nelson,-"TheChinese Military System" and _Rober-ts,-"Chinese-Milltary--Modernization and the Doctrineof -P-eople's War." All rounds have been won, down to_1981_by thee* fitybring the-tradtion71 luring dean strateg-y. 11)401_01ns- procures a sufaelent-ttuantity- of modern weaponryto confront the Russians successfully at the border, it is unlikely to be othervrIme.

Y
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at home, the protracted and destructive nature of people's War, and
the certainty that Soviet invasion would result in nuclear destruction
of at least some Soviet cities would deterthe Red Army.

This_rombination was only pqrtially changed upon Lin's demitin
late 1971. The major variation was a rather percipitous decline in the
military budget, as the Party sought to evict the milit-afy from the cen-
ter stage of the political arena." On the other hand, the American com-
ponent was pursued even more openly and the people's war threat was
bally-hooed even more loudly. But _two unforeseen changes also took
place, First, the_political situation did not calm down as quickly or as
completely as the Maoist leadership had hoped. In fact,_ due to the
pertnbations of the late Maoist succession and the concomitant strug-
gle for Rower among various factions, political disorder increased and
overall military effectiveness was negatively affected." This laSted
practically down to Mao's last year, enormously injuring the societal
and industrial -base of military preparedness. Objectively speaking,
the People's Liberation Army was unable to defend the country from
theSoviets; even Beijing was open to Russian conquest.

The second change Ivas subjective. The Chinese leadership not only
admitted to itself theseriousness of the situation and resolved to take
remedial action but also realized that such action would take a lot of
effort over a lengthy period: Zhou Enlai's proposal that_ the Party
and the country should center on the four modernizations; 22 that they
Slititild take whatever time (i.e., several decades) was required to make
China, finally; into a strong, modern, and still socialist country ;_ and
that they should make whatever sacrifices, domestically and interna-
tionally, to assure theirsuccess, was the concrete expression of those
realizations Zhou in effect said that China could_ bluff only so long
and-that the time for programmatic changes was at hand.

Unfortunately several more years were to pass before the Chinese
leadership was able to find the degree of unity to put the overall mod-

Jammeo. The Chinese Defense Burden," op. cit. fn. L The budget- declined- for several
renoono declining-cooto of-Cultural Revolution administration as the Army returned to
the harracko; lower procurement costs attendant upon the-realization that Chinese-equip
meta aas o`wolete: unit-mewl-1n- Party-Array relailans following the Lin_ Mao incident;
and a decision to put more funds Into research and development-of strategic systems.

21Poiltical developments in the 1972-76-"Gang of Four" period may be followed In the
Asian Survey yearly review articles. January : ti. Current History yearly- review- articles,
September: and the Far -Eastern Economic Revh wrItIngo _of Leo Goodatadt. S_ee also
Franz 5iichael, "China After the Cultural Revolution : The Unresolved Succession Crisis,"
Orbio. Summer 1073. pp. 3-15-333-; 'Michael Oksen, erg and Steven Goldstein. "The Chinese
Political Spectrum," Problems if Cnnimuntom. March-April. 1074. pn. 1-13: Eder.rd E.
MCP. "VIP Campaim to Criticize Lin Pitto-and Confucius." Pacific Community. October
1974, pp.-04-106: Harry -Harding, "Political Trends In China Since the Cultural Revol
tion," .Annals of the American Academy of Political mid Social Sciences. July 1972,-pp.
07-77; Kenneth Lieberthal, "China 113 1075_:_The Internal P011tical Scene." Problems of
Communism. May-June. 1975 pp. 1-11; Parris Chang. "Mao's Last -Stand 7", Problems
of Communism. Jul;-Angnot. 19-76. F» 11-7 : end Parris Chang. "The Passing of the
NIantst Era."Aolan Survey, November 1976. pp. 097-1011.

For fitrtflieR of the military during this period, see: Parris__Chang,_
Current Illotory. September 1074 pp. 101-105ff: Parris Chang. "The Changing Patterns
of Nitlfenry Partieinatfon in Chiee.e Politico." firblo. 19-72, pn.--7R0-$02-:-EUN .1cere_.

Chinefia Ann!? After the Cultural Revolution ; The Effects of Intervention." The
China Quarterly June-September. 1073. pp. 450-477 :-Chin Toung-fa. "ThaImpaet-of the Mn
Plea Affair on_the__Peoplea _Liberation Army." In Lien Chan (ed.). "Proceedings of the
Third SinwAmerican Conference on Mainland China"-(Talpel : Institute of International
Reltitk)no. 10744. p,. 772-404: :Tamen Borneo. 'The Relationahl, Betyeen Party. Army,
and Government in Cammuniot China," in " Proceedings of the Fifth- SIno.Amerienn Con
ferenee- on Mainland China" (Taipei: Institute_of _International Relations. 1976). m).
1R3 -211: and Leo Y. T "The P.eletionobin Between the Army and the 1"n -sty in -C-hinn
Dueing the TrInsitineel Period greet 1967-1976."-Aninti titudies. DeeemPer 107R. pri. 56-AL

" ChM] B111111. "Report on the Work of the Government," Peking Review, Jan. 24, 1975.
PP. 21-25.
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ernizatiou program into high gear. It took Maci'S own death; the scaresprovided by the several natural disasters of 197(4_ and _finally the e-
moval of the Gang_ of Four 23 to set the domestic situation reasonably
right. Meanwhile, it had finally- become obvious- to tine Party as well
as the Army_ that no gi.oat good _Would_come 11101'61S- from contmuingto
produce a high volume of obsolete equipment, The results of the 1972
Middle East conflict _(where_ high _technoldii;y W neapory and a well-
developed logistical bitse to the thitcoine) nrid the in-
creasingly destruetiie nature of the Vietnam War (wheiv the Ameri.-
cans used not only massive. quantities of airpoer biit also introduced
a whole family of precision guided munitions) greatly influenced thedecision not to- resort. to quantity production Of older weaponry.
Instead, the military and the political leadel.ship both admitted that
several weapons revolutions had arrived and that China could well be
left behind. 'When the additional realization came that the new 8yaoiri8-
were very expensive firitineially,_that China could not produce themin any case, and that they were_ not necessarily _eornriatible With a
people's warstrategy, the conclusion could no longer be as thatthe Military had better mark time, thoroughly investigate the new sit
nation;_and not wiele money on mere replication of old system%

Finally, the general implications of the damage of the Cultural
Revolution came home to Mao's successors: The most important eco:.
nomic consequen_ce was that China_ would_ hi ise CO continue the post-
Great Leap emphasis on agriculture and light industry and Could hot
produce_the new weaponS_ystems_without a thor-ough societalground-
mg in the science and technology at its base. The resultant flhatiCial,
educational; and manpower constraints meant that upgrading the_mili-
tary had to conic last among the four modernizations. That Wotild takea long time._

The iron logiQ of Chinese modernization was biltline in
197_2 and was sot forth in Centi7al Directiva 18 of 1975:23 This document
definitively withdrew the Army from the political_ arena' and instrutted- military leaders to concentrate on _trainino.

l'
and defense. Italso told them not to expect much ,very soon frenii theeedriaMy by way

of new systems. Indeed, experience since that time with the British
Spey engine deal drove home the point: it Droved impossible to -thipli-
cato; easily; qnickly, and in quantity, high level jet engine tech-

23Jilrgen-Entnes. "The '01mg nf Four' n_nd_limv-Kno-feng: Art Analysis of- PoliticalEvents in _i_e75-7ti._.1 The China Quarterly, September 1977, pm 473-49_71 Peter _R. Moody.Jr.- "The Fall of the gang of Froir; Background Notes on the-Chinese Counterrevolution,'Asian _Survey-August 1977. pp. 711-724: Alan F. L. Litt, The 'oitfig_cit Four- and theChinese Peenle'a Llhe^^lon Tro_r_ " lrean Survey. September 1079. pp. 817-837: andHarry _Harding, Jr., "China After Macy," Problems Of COMMiliitain, March-April 1977,pp. 1-18. _" hors conversations vIth senior PLA' The iiireetive _lint been p2101.11ed openly but Ds contents nre nuthotitittitelyretleete-1 In several- Chinese on' 0_ne is: Theoretical Group -of the National De.tomer. SrlentiBc end Tech^olo-gieni Commission. "Tote-Emotion of Millet Rifles WilliModernizatIon Critielzing the Crimes or the _Gang of Four in Undermining Modernizationo National Defense." In FBIS-Pitr. Jan. "it, 11178. 1). E'-Ett Deng N'irno'llng -end_ Yelianying are alleged to have .lell,ered speeellea at the Milltery Affairs Commission En-larged Meeting. Jtine-.itily 1975. which led to the Plrective and which watt there-after Imp-pressed. allegedly. by the "Gang of_Fnr" In EMI. See Editorial-Department of the Libera-tion Arial. Daily. "A Struggle ConeernIne-Me tor Issues of Right and Wrong en the MilitaryFront." In Peonle's Deily. Jan. 30101d FIII_S-PBC.-jan. 1978 pp,-E1-EO. The gust ofDimws:ii-eoch Is-1n Theoregcs1 Oron of the iTeedminrte^. of the PTA _ "Peraertmre inOrssninr, the KPV Link In 12-nrith7_ the _Army S,eeci the- 13-11-'ing of OurArtheCritict,ing the 'Onne: e F-n,.r.s-Crimea' in Opposing the 11175 FollOreted Meeting ofthe Military Commission" Iiongi (Red FInO. Feh. 2. 1978. pp. 2-11 (In FBIS-PRC. Feb. 22.1978. pp. E9 -E20).
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nology 26 and thus impossible in the short to medium run to produce
a first -lino high performance jet fighter or bomber to confront the
Russians. The story since then has been much the same : much interest
in "Western technology, much window shopping; but few purchases."
The reasons are also the same : very high :expense, very great difficulty
of production, and much uncertainty as to how _far the_Army should
rush toward embracing systems invented and deployed in countries
whose military traditions and requirements are quite different from
those of the Chinese.

C. 1976-81

The period since 1976 has seen the drawing out in detail of the impli-
cations of the previous seven years. In military _production;_the Chi-
nese havoconcentratecl their industrial forces in those areas where they
could make improvements that count militarily and are within their
capability tOprodnce : ground force equipment such as anti-tank mis-
siles, associated electronic equipment. and surface-to-air missiles;
more ships; particularly submarines and destroyers ;_ an air-to-air mis-
sile for the air force;_ and at least one nuclear missile submarine (but
no missiles as ye_t)_and more and longer range ballistic missiles for the
strategic forces.28 The most important decision taken; therefore; WilS
not to go in for a wide range of new weaponry immediately, since the
know=how, theplant capacity, and the human and financial base would
not be available for many years. Thus, although some improved models
of jet intercepters and bombers continue to he produced in-limited
numbersi China has apparently decided to_ wait until favorable con-
tracts with Western countries are signed for technology transfer of
whole weapon systems and for the_ technological-industrial base to
catch up to the advanced levels required. A major drive has been con-
ducted to inspect Western military technology; to establish close work-
ing relations with Western militiny leaders and with Western defense
industries; to encourage the transfer of military technology to China
as rapidly and as inexpensively as possible, and to send students and
delegations to foreign- countries to learn about Western techniques.
especially military technology, management of military systems, and
logistical techniques." China has also obtained sample pieces of ad-
vanced military equipment from several foreign states, presumably
with the intent over the long -run of replicating or improving on it
through the (admittedly difficult and risky) process of reverse
engineering."

" The Snev engine deal is symptomatic of the problem of acquiring. reolicating. and nro-
clueing a-high- volume- output of advanced military technology- Negotiations with Rolls
Rovco began In 1972. euladnated in a-I975 agreement to sell 50 engines to the Chinese. -to
help them nn-- engine -plant _In_Xlan. and to retuier teehnteal aselatance in testing
and niintennnee. Ail o' this ea done. ht by the he-InnIne of the 1.00'a the fnetor--had
yet to produce the-output anticipated and to remOre- the '_bug.tt" from the mechnnitim. Thus,
nettdy a decade after Initial contact. the Chinese ball yet to deploy, -In numbers. a native-
nrodnee1 nvaneed let "gbter. Ite.nwhile- jet engine technology in the West and the
Sewlet UniOn prOgreased. rendering the Spey at lewd partially obsolete.

27 For nn nuthoritatIve-lint of 25 Chinese negotiations on- military; and military tech'
nology_ teamsters 1n72 _loco. pen William wT. mo end Douelna T. Stewne.- s
Milltnry Turns -to the West," Internntional Affairs. Swing 1081. pp. 286-300-

rrnaer "Minter,- Mivierni,ntion In Chin'!." tn. I v Tnternationnl Tnetitte for-Sire t.n.lc
Stildies. The 'Military Bnlartee (t-ondon. -early 1s78--iniam-: and Aainn Secaritv. 1970.
pp.- 78-92 and 19.611_np. 88-104 (Tokyo : Research Institute for Pence and Security, 1980
and 1961 respectIvelY).With the United States alone, 13 exchanges were conducted between early 1979 and
mid - 1981:Ra Thin includes Soviet mm-n and SAM-6. obtained from Egypt, American arms trans.!
ferred from viet,,r,-, ',fore 1,176, and Soviet anti-tank weapons captured in the Sino-
Vietnamene conflict of early 1979.
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___Porhiip-s the most important part :of military modernization in the
recent period has-been intra=PLA changes in leadership; training; and-

- organization. Although the Armystill is over-aged at the senior leader=
ship level; there has been it concerted effort to retire superannuated top
ObiiiiiiiinderS (usually by easing them out through making them COn-.
snitants-in-experience to their SUCCeSSOrs).31 Much attention has been
devoted to training, increasing _the time devoted to field eXercikSaS
opposed to political atidy,_ptiyitig more attention_ to combined arms
and inter- service drillsi improving individual skills 64i6tialis in the
areas of anti-tank warfare -and air tactics, and holding up for emula-
tioii merely heroic individuals (Lei Feng) or units the Sixth
Hard Bone Company) but also foStering competition between units
and individuals increasing standards of petfotthahte.32 There are
signs that _China will revamp her service school system; that technical
education is being fostered ono remedial basis for commanders as well
as soldiers; and that Command; control; and communications exercises
are becoming an important_part of training.33 The hibSt important
aspect of these changes aside from their contribution to making the
A Hoy a more credible fighting machine; is that they are relatively cost
free; that i5, they cats he carried out within the present severe budget-ary constraints;

. 11111.1TAny OrposiTios _o rrs AssioNri) PLACE IN THE FOUR
'MODERNIZATIONS

The, midget seems the main difficulty for the Army, and is one
vehicle for expressing frustration over the deliberately slow pace of
military modernization imposed by the priority given to Other sectors
of the economy. It is alsii Closely tied to the deliateover what _kind of
strategy is best_to defend the country against the RO§§iiiiiA while not
yielding control over developments to the capitalist West, The budget
has apparently not been increased, in real terms, more than Marginally
since Mao's death:" Indeed, there have been two absolute cuts since
1979 as a means, respeetivelv, of retiirtiitig CO budgetary outlays more
COnSiStent With levels prior to the Chinese incursion into Vietnam and
as a_ response to the general cutbacks Ordered in late 1978 and 1980-81
in the economic program; for which the military was apportioned its

!_t ltl early ISISII. large '_sw-Iteh of regional PLA- commnnders and commissnrs occurred.
the first since 1973. Some were nssigned to &MIMI neghtlit--the Military Commission, theg_eneritt_stalt arid advisory groups to those bodies. For details see "Quarterly Chronicle andDoeumenta Goo.' The eitioa (.1, acted. I ne 110:31. effort was unamditedlyOtily effort, as the number of old (nge 60 and beyond. e.g.: soldiers wha_jOitied
the army in the Yenan period lir befeteLmilitary-lenders still in unIform.is still quite large.In 1-97S. the Party promulgated the "Regulations Governing the Serviee of Citdres_of_theProole's Liberation Arra anti the_ilefanzion- Rao- (Liberation Arr.ly Daily) iblIshed noortle'e.-Itetrarding the Passingdown. Helping. and Guiding as a Cntise." on Oct. 7. 1979Yet in ills!, Ieolerente_!en

32T6e Integrntion of training and skills with good "ntrar_ ideolotteah otinlitleahas lien_ one of the themes of every Army Day (August 11-speech since 1976. The PLA
Jlet-nrIm Bea egtontly enrrhs eraeles on m1111ry 1nntle1_,Irit. cc ,ers.inF;

far -:,11111-Die. "Sixth nerd Bone Company-Model-of Unit, of Polities and TrnIrdna." inGet Mn -. 4, 1977. issoe). For somrnory of _theae eneta. see_Elits Joffe anti Gerald Segni.!-Ihe Chinese Army and Professionalism." Problems of Commont.m. November-December197q-n, 1 -10.
10_171.0erant sections. Chnirman -of the Joint- Chiefs of Staff. Military Posture- 1977-S1(Washington : Organization of the Jolitt Chlefk of Staff. 1977-1981) 1 IA- Chimg -ming.9Trsining-Reforms in the Chinese Communist Air Force." issues anti Studies. NOVetriber1050 4-80.

Nxttorini_Vnrei"n A-R.ess.,ent-Center. "Chinese n.fer,s. Srm,,fline. 108511170" ISrldrunfin'. 'Ye Nnthrel Tethfrol Tr,f,,r,:et1on Venter 105701 ni -71.rinvia-n "Strive CoAehiere M.rvi en11,-, firm in-Natioon1Deteose-;-In Celebration of the 30th Anniversary of theFounding of the PeOple'S RePublic of China." flongql. October 1970. pp. 28-83.
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fair share." The result is that the military budget has probably not
increased, in real terms; in the entire decade since Biao's death,
and as a percent of gross national product it has no doubt declined,
Still, it is between five and ten percent of total yearly output, a not
insubstantial figure for an economy as dependent as China is on the
non-industrial sector: A relatively high percentage of installed cape,-
city and of human. capital is still devoted to defense. In these terms,
the military has little to complain about:

Nonetheless, it is clear that some in the Army opposed the low prior-
ity given to national defense, and sometimes openly. At least one group
in 1977 challenged the decision to put military modernization last by
asserting that the military should be put first, not merely for reasons
of national defense but because, being the most advanced sector tech-
nologically; the military portion of the economy could more efficiently
pull the rest of the economy along with it." The people's war doctrine
has also been buffeted by the recent changes. How, some asked, is it
possible to defend the gains of the revolution when, through a strategy
of "luring the Russians deep," China might well lose important border
provinces, a significant portion of its population, and much of its ad-
vanced industry (to say nothing of the nation's capital itself) $37 IS
people's war, in any version, really suitable for the age of massive
possession of nuclear weapons, e.g., when the Russians need not even
invade China to destroy it ? And although the military was told to
stay out of politics, it did not and could not Too many of the top lead:-
ors are military or former militaly leaders; the question of where to
put military modernization in the scale of priorities cannot be sepa-
rated from the broader issue of overall economic development; and
the national defense issue is inextricably intertwined with the question
of China's broad foreign policy orientation toward the West and
against the Soviet Union, Finally; the fate of Hua Guofeng was tied
to the :military-in-politics issue. He attempted to garner support
among certain military leaders by advocating a stronger role for de-
fense in the modernization scheme, by playing up to the Army in re-
gard to their dissatisfaction _with political leadership changes (par-
ticularly the question of Xu Xiangqian's su:xessor as Defense Minister
and the shifting and replacement of many regional military chitfs),
and by associating himself with those in the military (e.g., Li
DeAleng) who_ seemed to have opposed Deng Xiaopings material in-
centives first/ideology second emphasis in economic development."

Beijing. Review Sept._8. 121. 22, and 29. 1980. reporting on the third session of the Fifth
National 1-eopWs-Congress. Officially stated -exuenditures on natIonil defense" for1980
declined from T224 billion youn in 1979 to 39.33 billion. were scheduled to rise in 1981 to
20.17 billion. but -were c'tt again In 19S1 Illeijinglieview. Mar_ 2, 1981. n. di.

.I'rlifDretleal Grimy of the National Deft:man-Industry Office. -"The-Strategic Policy on
Strengthening-Defense Constructionon Studying Chairman Mao's- Dissertation on the
Relationship Between Fro mimic Construction end Defense Construction."- Guangining
Man. Jan 29. 1977 in FBIS-PRC Jen. al. 1977. pn. DI-E-h: Theoretical Group of the
Academy of Military_SCIenet, "Speed Up the Itevolutionization and Modernization of Our
Army, Build a Powerful National Defense Army," Bongo-I.-August 1977, pp. 3i-39.

xi o'-erts on clt.: fn. 18 chapters ITT _and TV. cites many Chinese so-reps from 1973 to
1989. definitively doc-mentinp tint the- "19rimr-deen" strategy_ was constantly under
attack-by-Army commanders. To this writing. however. it has not been replaced andin
the writer's opinioncannot safely be modified until the PLA is capable 1:ff-defending its
'ui let horde at if, nen- ti o boundary That In turn depends on the pace of Chinese
military moaernization. Soviet countermeasures, and the degree of American Military
support for China.

38 HIM'S at tlIR ^ ns in doubt from -at least the Pn-rt v's -Third Plenum. December .1978.
and took an unambiguously downward course at the Fifth Plenum in February 1980. More
and more he attempted to save his position by appealing to those elements l&re Army.
possibly led by Ye Jim:lying, wbo opposed the trend liWay from Maoist rthodoxY,
favored-more emphasis on military modernization. and disliked the penetration of Western
inflfence Hua -spent increasingly- lengthy pe-riods with the military and made militgry
fora the odeaciens for _his more public utterance& It did him no good: at the December
1980 Party Work Chnference he was forced to tender his resignation, which was accepted
at the Party's Sixth Plenum in Jemer j
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relations-in general have_ been tenuous. For one, theMilitary came_ in for much_ criticism for attempting to hold onto itsprivileged position in society (student demonstrations occurred in 1979and allegorical literature appeared in 1980 attacking this aspect ofChitai80_
nc

society) .39 Fen. another; the Party attempted to undue furtherMilitary influence at the provincial and local levels by encouragingmilitary self- criticism for its role in the Cultural ReVOlution and bydirect criticism_ of many Army leaders for their excesses -during theera just past. Because the Army was so ediiipletely involved in theCultural _Revolution and because the Revolution was now 80 heavilycriticized, Many military leaders considered_ that they were beingSingled out for castigation and complained accordingly."' UtiderStand:ably, the Ariiiy _was reluctant to examine its beliavior too closely in theParty-led investigation of the Cultural Revolution_era'&"three Stip:portand two Militarys" campaign; The consequent fbat-dragging gene-rated tension&
A third problem was the Party's insistence, that the Army change itsprovincial and top-level rapidly and pmmotdy-taingerofficers faster. Many of the military !To-ion comitianders were replacedor transferred in late 1979 -early 1980, the broadest such change sinceMho's death. Many who gained_ during the- Revolution werereplaced by others who had suffered. At the top level, such politicallytrotiblesonie older generals as Chen Xilianand ii Sitiy-ou were movedto relatively innocuous Senior positions and_ a struggle ensued for theDefcriSe _first it appeared_ that Geng Biro, one ofDeng Xiaoping's men, and not a niilitary figure; -would get the job.Theft it- appeared that Yang Dezlii, the. Ariny Chief of Staff, was thefront. runner. Although also a Deb associate; he was a Senior Militaryleader With long experience and high- prestige; hence more acceptableto the Army than Deng. But in early 1981 Deng got the jOli, amidstdeclining Support for Ma Gilofeng and a Party-induced compaign ofloyalty pledges for the Military.'" All thee_ cif these developmentsdemonstrated that, While there is little possibility of overt militaryopposition to _Party refei.ms and to the general scheme of iridderii-izatiOti,_there is substantial subterraneanresistance and that; on occa-sion; the Army can critically delay specific policies:

- -B9 The students were angry that the military still occupied student dormitories nt _thePeople's Uitiversit4L In Belling.
alturaFitevelation-cialetated ktievn-nees-nprainst Ore Armycame into the open, in 1980 once. _the Cultural- Revolution. In- which the Army played_ alarge part. WAS clearly rejected. Sec the People's Daily eclitOrtal of_Deeernber 23. 1980, TheArmy response was luke-warm,--gnowing It was "vulnerable to criticismand the Partyitiollf_nits_divi_ led a+t-te hew to tree` t ISSte. On th- nue WOW. the_ _Deng- Xiaopine-ledmodernizers needed military suhpOrt fat-their-program. however it short-changed the PLAln_ the, _immediate- sense. On the other hand, the military repreSented the-most powerfulImpo-dtInn to I ieng's program and_ dragged its- feet whenever FossIble--a good examplebel21,- the .tune_reet I tl en [Ion.- uron 1-n of l- te 1980.

,0 The December 23, 1950 Pet:Mies Dailyeditorial said : "Various ._ PLA unitemust -try to -understand how to help in handling Army -government _and Army-civilianproblems instead of to-n*1(1101m . ." -Apparently the former Defense Minister..71anYing, and -the former Owantrzhon Military it eMon CattoyandiW. ThothPolitburo members tuid the latter a Cultural Revolution beneficiary) were among thosewho- voiced- complaints.
0 Chen !!n. teti,WeI frit,* _hia_pu.ition -as Belling -Military Realon Commander

and from-the Politburo and the State Council. lie retained his seat the_MIlitary, Com-mission. xii baYinc previously_ been- exiled to the lruntehl Military Region. wasfro- that not traed e^r--41 in ol,ar-4_ in Nanjing. He was, however.kept as a_menther of_ the Phlithuro and the Military Commission.
A struggle ensued- in late 1980--early 1981 over the Defetiat Mitilatership apparen-tl#eonneeted ,w1", ,the rk" Onnron-n-as 0nt birman mad iti alteral military

restiveness with the Deng Xiaoping modernization program as it affected the_PLA_The
Military Riat Oat hattle_.wol film,: Ill w-ns hrarht in to ride herd on them. .-naeurrently.all of the 4-million member army were made to swear renewed fidelity lo the Party. P.the "Soldier's Otith." see FriTSPitC. Mar. 3. 1981. pp. 1...3-1,4.
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Finally, in late 1980 and early 1981, unmistakable signs- appeared
of military opposition to over-reliance on the lean-to-the-West politi=
cal strategy and to too much trust in the people's war military strat-
e . Allegorical articles appeared in the People's Daily and in
I ongqi 43 advocating, in a thinly disgused inanneronaking temporary
compromises with the Soviet Union for the sake of moving ahead faster
with industrialization, and shifting foreign policy back to opposition
to the United States and to preparing for investing Taiwan by force.
Other allegorical writings supported the notion_ that the military was
hardly fully committed to support the Party's position of military
modernization last, especially after the evea further shift in that direc-
tion at Party meetings in late 1979,43 Finally; Guangming Ribno pub-
lished two allegories in February 1981.44 The first drew parallels be7
tween a too=aggreSSive, defense-at-the-border strategy of the Jiangsi
Chinese Soviet in the early 1930s and similar presumably mistaken
notions today of defending China as whole right up against the So-
viet boundary. Since the "luring deep" strategy is part and parcel of
the people's war strategy, and since the people's war strategy is one
of the reasons -why military modernization can be put last (i.e., it
costs less and the military depends on less advanced military equip-
ment), the allegory clearly showed that many in the military advocat!
a reversal of the present order of priorities plocing the military first,
not last, and heavy industry ahead of The second; opposing.
allegory was even more specific. Drawing parallels between the present
and late-19th century debate over coastal versus land border defense,
specifically with reference Xinjiang, it referred approvingly to the
decision to send an expedition to defend that province at its outer bor-
ders, to raise funds for the army, and to provide a broader economic
base for that effort.

5. EFFICACY OF THE REQUIREMENTS APPROACH TO CHINESE STRATEGY

These perturbations notwithstanding, however, it seems clear that
China will stick to the strategy of modified people's war and military
modernization last., at least for the foreseeable future. The military
cutbacks and the appointment of Qeng Biao, both announced in March
1981; seemed to assure that. This brings us back to our first query: is
the "requirements" approach sufficient to do the job of defending the
country without undue risk and without fatally compromising other
Chinese interests? There are two ways of answering this question. The

_
41 The first such artiel, appeared in Guanzmine Rihao on July R. 1980. Moe -Dynasty

officials during the Sino-Japanese Was-of_1894-95_veere jadged correCt realating those
who oppose4 too rapid modernization and who favored territorial compromises with Japan.
A Iloneqi article on Jan. 1. 1981--annrved of Lenin's 1918 Treaty of Brest,Lltovsk with
Germany on the grounds that it provided time for the new government to become strong.
These two- articles obviously lined up -on different sides of the modernization/ontright
resistance-to-the-Soviet Union line adopted h' the Deng ;Chlorine leadershio. The People's
Daily on .7an. 8 wiblished an article Thor-r.olai's Pr000sal dorint the 1927
Northern Fixpedition to strike eaatward against Chiang Kai-shek (read : Taiwan) rather
than further northward against the warlords (read: The Soviet-Union).

91 Aside- from the_Gunnemint Rihao article mentioned_ immediately above. these include
a series of ostensive attacks again-at Qi Benvo. an ousted Cultural Revolutionary asso.
elate of WO and /allegedly) of Lin Kinn. In Liftbi Yeniln. December 1979; Goaneminr Mao
Jan, S. 1990; Hongoi. July 1980: and People's Daily. April 10 and June 29. 1980. and
Jan. 17. 1981.

44Feb. 4 and 20. 1981. entitled. respectively. "Recollections and inheritaneeIn Memory
of ('omrade Wang 7Inn,ien.." .n4 ..A Tentetire Analysis of the 'Debate fin the 1870's)
on Coastal Defense Verne Land Border Defense'."
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first is to ask whether, in all proliability,_ a strategy of people's war
tinder modern conditions can do the -job: The- second is to investigate
po-ssible alternative _strategies of military modernization and defense,"Doing the job," in the minimal sense of the term, means deterring
the Soviet Union from initiating conflict with China being able to
punish: the RUSSians severely if they_actually did invade, and eVen-
Wally throwing them back to restore China's pre-invasion boundaries.There ik ho_ way of knowing; _other _than in war itself, whether the
later two components are satisfied by the people's Wardn-modern-
conditienS strategy and the economic priorities behind it. However it
seems reasonably clear that the Strategy meets present requirements fordeterrence. The Soviet Union has not attacked i it is not presently con-figured -for attack ; and it haS no present intention of attacking45-While
it may be objected (and many_ in China have objected) that this puts
too much burden on a favorable assessment of Soviet intentions, as
oppos-ed to capabilities, the fact is thitt, the present strategy does -meet
the minimal requirements Of the situation, There is a calcitliaM riskinherent in this approach. of course. But it is exactly to minimize those
risks, as well as for broader reasons; that the Chinese leadership haS
opted to take out insurance in the forM of security ties with the United
States and other Western_ countries. Thus, within present budgetary
confines and together with the proinise of a reasonable flow of eco-nomic, technological, and out-and-out military assistance froth the
West, the strategy is wotkihg. Well.

On the-Other hand, there are more-than-minimal aspects of the "re-
quirements" approach that the present strategy does not satisfy-. First,it is not clear that China will ever be _able to catch up with modern
military standards across the hoard (which must be done to. deter theSoviets in the long run) so long as Beijing proceeds in the present
direction at the current pace. The costs of acquiring the necessary
hardware in lappropriate quantities is rising exponentially and the
traditional advantage ac-criting, to the latecomer_ is not necessarily true
in_the present era of _military modernization." Twenty years from now
may thus fine the Russians even farther ahead; therefore even morethreatening, and China even more beholden to foreign military assist-
ance and security ties. Se-condi, one of the objectives of _military mod-ernization of any state; China not excluded, is to provide itself with _a
"modern"_ military for general purposes. China cannot-convince itselfor any other state that it is "mode' unless and, until it has such a
military machine to She* Off and Until it has actually defeated in battle
other first line armies:*' it has always been thus, and there is no reason
to presume that China Will prove an exception. It follows that the pres-

"To conduct a massive ground attack against-China and seek permanently to occupylarge amounts of territory would require more than the 51 divisions now deployed eastof Lake Baikal. Moreover; they would all have to he brought up to full strength (e.g.,Category II, whereas most ore now In Category II and IIL Finally. Soviet Aalan strategyhas been basically defenalve-, ever since- 1969 when the massive Soviet military huildupmoved into high gear. A multiplicity of arguments support this (which is not only Sovietassertion but the author's- conclusion as- well) : The Chinese nuclear deterrent: SOviAttroubles elsewhere: the eilicucv of the _Kinn-American connection ; general Soviet Asianpolicy: the, nillitary propensitem of the Soviet Union over 60 years tbe vastly_ unfavorableworld political configuration sahsequent to Soviet attack; and the enormous cost to theSoviet eennorrw of , "eh n vent-re.
"See Sermon'. J. Penchi:11AM_ "Ne*_Technology and Military Power : General purpotteIdilitaAy Forces for the 19S0s and Beyond" (Boulder, Colorado : Westolew. Press. 1979).for e-fience of this trewi tOwfird ranbilv rising-coats.
"That what China did, to its advantage, in the fall of 1962 against India. It did notdo so against Vietnam In early- 1n79, probably coIld not-do so against India now andcertainly could not face the Soviet Union on a modern battlefield.
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ent low posture course is imlikely to last throughout the whole period
of the four modernizations, especially if its expected duration is meas-
ured in terms of several decades to a half century. At some point, the
Chinese leadership may turn impatient and revise priorities and
st rategies.

The third unsatisfactory aspect of the requirements approach, as
minimally stated, is that states during the modernization drive tend to
feel the need to express their new-found power in a more forward for-
eign policy. New interests are discovered or old, dormant interests are
brought back into prominence, as national power increases'" Since
China's overall national power, relative to most of her neighbors, is
likely to increase relatively rapidly (barring unforeseen circumstances
and presuming no great deviance from the present economic-course),
the country will more and more be tempted to exert its power abroad.
But its leaders will then ask what instruments of policy are at their
disposal for such activities, and whether there is a "proper," i.e.. bal-
anced, mix of the various instruments of policy. When they realize that
the military instrumenttraditionally the most important and the
most prestigiousis still in a relative state of disrepair, they will in
all likelihood move to enter On a different program of priorities, with
the military accorded a high value and a greater share of resources.

6. Two ALTERNATIVE MILITARY STRATEGIES

1. PUT MILITARY MODERNIZATION FIRST

It is pressure along these there lines of argument that have already
' been seen in the post-Maoist period of military modernization. Al-
though kept within bounds for the while, it can only increase with
time. It follows that the requirements approach; _minimally stated,
is unlikely to be maintained as China's unaltered defense strategy
throughout the Four Modernizations era; This _beings us to ask what
other alternatives might present themselves to the Chinese leadership.
Two variants appear likely. On is that already_ advocated by
some military leaders, as noted above : to reverse the order or priorities,
put the military and heavy industry_first,_make the rest of the economy
slave their demands and, through forced draft, pull it along behind.
This is essentially what the _Soviets did during their first several five
year plans. Fearing war and finding themselves alone, they prepared
for it as fast as they could. Although political problems (the purges)
and personality _excesses (Stalin) interferred, in the end they were
successful in defending the Motherland from German invasion and
went on to become a superpower. Costs were high. to be sure, in terms
of starvation, living standards, and cultural and political depriva-
tions, bnt were \cora the, gains obtained _(or so the argument goes).

Can China -do the same? Thepresent leadership says no and for
good and well-known reasons. Chine is not Russia. The huge popu-

"The entire histoy at the modern state system demonstrates the veracity of tbe linked
nature of the interest and power. Every new and powerful actorfrom France in 17139
throlgh the United Staten -and the Soviet Union in the mid-twentietb cent,try--ban e.x-
panded its scope and geographic extent or interest AR its national power bas- increased
through modernization. It ifF, to be sure.- relative. not absolute. power that counts. so that
Great Britain today finds its relative power has declined. thus leading it to contract its
Interests.
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'lotion needs to be fed. There is little new land on which to grow food.China is economically more backward, relative to the present, than
the Soviet Union was in the 1930s. Technology and quality are the
needs of the time, not steel and quantity.. Todity'S Military strategyis dominated by nuclear weapons, organization, logistics, and elec-
tronics, not numbers of men, quantities of tanks, individual bravery,and slow; grinding campaigns.

But it is not an open and shut case. China can already feed itself,
and perhaps will do so increasingly well in future; thus generating the
surpluses needed for industry; Chinese learn inoderii techniques amaz-ingly fast when placed in the proper environment, which is now beingprovided at home and abroad; The leadership is determined never
again to permit the excesses of the Cultural Revolution; China alreadyhas an important and variegated industrial base,_ including much in-
vestment -in high technology,and there is no reason to think that lack
of basic factors of production will hold the count7 back. Finally, by
importing technolqgy, capital, and management skills from the West;and by partially integrating its economy with that of advanced in-
dustrial countries, China may be on the verge of explosive growth
in groSs national product4°

For all, these reasons, there may be more room than is presently
thought for a major revision in modernization prioriti& in favor ofthe military and heavy industry, if not a total reversal; This may be
particularly true if China can, through politiEal/Security compromisewith the Soviet Union, obtain additional increments of economic
support from Moscow and its East Third/Jean satraps, thus even,further increasing the pace of production; And an added impetus
might come were the present course of modernization to run into
increasing difficulties, or were the Chinese economy, being still cen-trally planned and state owned, to lobk more and more like the
Soviet economy. Many might then argue that ,it is best to call_ a
spade a spade, to go the rest of the distance back to the Sokiet model,
and hence to put heavy industry and the military first.

13. ADOPT THE WESTERN APPROACH TO MILITARY MODERNIZATION

A second alternative strategy Of military modernization and de-
fense is to move much farther in the direction of the "Western" modetim
There is, of course, no such -thing as a pure model of the Western
approach to military strategy (taken in the broadest sense of the
term), especially since Soviet strategy is itself a variant of the "WeSt=

AI It Is trite that most analsses_by--Western economists in the early 1980's stress theproblems fared by China and thus come to pessimistic Oncinsions- The Chinese- themselvesseen, to agree with such an a analysis- But they. and non - Chinese observers May be sur-prised. While there are many uncertainties in China's fature, the_most important beingthe political climate the required mixture -of elements for-high ovrth Is present. TheseInclude; reasonable political harmony at the top of the,Party : appropriate ordering ofthe Four Modernitations; absence of-large-scale. Ideologically-based social disorders andpolitical campaigns of the Cultural Revolution variety: existence of solid economic -basein both industry and agriculture. anti a- well-deyeloped Intrastructure--social; economic.and political: renewed stress on education, economic_ incentives-and-labo discipline:a mixture of private and public -ownership and management: and probable sufficiency(lf not Itirotit"(10 of fowl. untn,o1 re.o-rtes. nrol nriprery.5, Edward Elurie Meade (ed.). "Makers of Modern-Strategy" (Princeton :PrincetonUniversity Press, 1973) ; Micbael Howard fed.), "The Theory and Practice-of-War" (NewYork : F, A. Pr ever.- 1960 -Rusqell F. Wieeley. The American Way of War" (SouthBend : Indiana University Press. 1973); and Marshal V- D. Sokolovskly, "Soviet MilitaryStrategy." 3d edition. (ed Harriet Fast Scott. New York: Crane. Russak. 1975).

6 u
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ern" model. Nonetheless, there are enough differences in emphasis
between what has- come to 13e a reasonably common approach, in
NATO and American-allied states in Asia and elsgwhere, and the
Chinese military tradition under the Chinese Communist Party and`
the People's Liberation Army, to warrant its consideration as an al-
ternative for China.51 No nation _can, or would wish; deliberately to
put aside its own military tradition, and the people's war emphasis
is too strong and too recent even to think of replacing it entirely in
the near future. Moreover; people's war depends explicitly on the
specific conditions still found for the most part in the Chinese mili-
tary environment as noted above. But ninny in the West have asserted
that "strategy" is in some ways being replaced by "technology" or
at least that the current level of technology, in every era;_determines
strategy." On such grounds, Chinese "strategy" is outmoded because
technology has passed it by. This Marxist-like argument (e.g., con-
tradictions between the superstructure strategy and the base tech-
nology can only be resolved, as they must, in favor of the base)
should have. and has had. much appeal to C,hinese mi titary modernizers
at every Ma e of post -1949 Chinese military thought and organiza-
tion." In urrent era of pragmatism fiber alles; therefore, the West-
ern approach ght to have special appeal.

The Western model has beers variously described; but to the author
includes at least the following elementS.

(1) Substitution of firencwer and -mass for manpower aturstrate-
gems; hence, a strategy of annihilation rather than of attrition;

(2) Dependence on time to mobilize (or. in the modern _era; on the
technology of early warning) ; hence, the tendency to small standing
armies backed by a large reserve force and the tendency to emphasize
the technology of intelligence;

(3) Substitution of accuracy over Quantity of destructive instru-
ments; hence, an emphasis on high-technology electronics;

(4) A split on the weight given to surprise. Israeli experience and
Soviet doctrine and deployment bOth emphasize the extreme impor-
tance of achieving surprise at every level of conflict; The American

tit William W. Whitson. "The Chinese High Command" (New York :-Praeger, 1973),
"introduction : Origins of the__Chine.se_Cornmunist hillitary Ethic and Style," pp. 3-23;
Jack _Harris. op. -cit. tn. 2; Scott A. Boorman, "The Protracted Game Wet -ch'i Model of
Maoist Revolutionary- Strategy" (New York; Oxford University Press, 19694 `- -&Cott
Boorman and Howard L. Boorman, ''Mao Teetun and the Art of War," The Journal of
Asian Studies. 1964. tip. 129-138 , Samuel B. -Griffith.

g III, "Sun TzuThe Art of War"
((Word:. Clarendon_Pretat. 1963) and Mao Zedong, "Selected Military Writings" (P
king : Foreign Languages Press. 1963) .

'?Arms- controllers and students of arms races causes of war tend generally to this
view. See.- for instance. Graham Allison and Frederic Morris, "Armaments and Arms
Control : Explaining the Determinants of Military 'Weapons." DaedalUs. summer 1975.
pp. 122 -126: and Lewis V. Richardson, "Arms and Insecurity " (Pittsburgh . The Boxwood
Pross,-1960i. Theorists af nuclear _daterrence_also move In this direction. as for instance
Herman Kahn, "On Thermo-Nuclear War" (Princeton : Princeton University Press, 1961).
See also international Institute far Strategic Studies, "New Conventional Weapons_ and
East-WestSecurity Parts I-II" (London : IISS, Adelphi Papers 144 and 145. spring-1978)

6. J. Chester C-h'eng (Pd.), "The Politics of the-Red Army (Stanford: Stanford_Einiver.
city Press. 19671_; Gitttngs, Nelson, Whitson, and Godwin, op. cit., fen. 4: Samuel-B.
Griffith, III. 'The- Chinese People's Liberation Amy" (New York ; McGraw-Hill. 19675;
AIice Langley _Hsieh, "Communist China's Strategy in the Nuclear Era" (Englewood
Cliffs. N.J.: Preirtice-Hall, 1962); -Harry G. Gleber. "Technology, Defense, and Plxternal
Relations in China, 1975-19.78" (lin.:Ider. Colorado : Westview Press. 1979) ; and Ellis
Joffe "Party and Army : Professional and Political- Control in the Chinese Officer Corps
1949-1964" (Cambridge: Harvard University Press. 1965).
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approach is to emphasize technique of execution, planning, and indi=
Vidual resourcefulness at all levels;

(5) StresS on logistics, management,service and maintenance, turn-
drOtind time, and _command, control, and communication, all highly
dependent_ On it solid industrial and educational base and on state-op-
t he-art technology ; _

(6) Prominence- strategic and nuclear war as opposed to tactical
and conventional conflict ; hence, a tendency to favor deterrence over
War-fighting (although this is changing) and strategic forces,missile;
air; and submarine over conventional forcesground and Surface
navy

(7) In tactics, emphasis- on mobility rather than ground-holding
and _on combined arms and combined forces operations _rather than
independent unit operations and separation of campaigns into service-
based theatres.

If the Chinese are looking for kw-ay to deter and defeat the Soviets
fund to go on to using the military for other foreign _policy OAS),
if the people's war-under-modern-conditions approach has fatal flaws,
and if the assumption of_ technological dominance at the base of the
Western approach is valid, China may have.no choice but to move
in this direction.54__ _

Implications follow immediately. One is the need for near-total pm-
fessionalization, including rigorous separation of the Army from pall:
tics, restoration of ranks and privileges, and thoroughgoing emphasis
on training over ideology. Another is reduction in the total size of the
military, using the money saved for more intensive training, produc-
tion, and procurement of higher-quality equipment. A third is "revision
of the balancein terms of. manpower and budgetsaway from the
ground forces and surface sea forces and toward the air force and the
strategic nuclear forces. A fourth is change in the current emphasis on
the militia in favor of a more or less fully equipped reserve force.
Fifth is the revision of procurement (including the whole research,
development, testing, evaluation; and production proceSs), in favor- of

al high technology items--especially nuclear weapons, precision-guided
munitions, electronic warfare gear, and sophisticated radar8and im:
provement of the logistical basetrucks, spare parts and repair depots,
and air transport equipment. To help pay for such changes (as well as
to stop wasting money currently being uselessly expended), procure,
ment of outmoded weapons systems such as 1964s-style tanks, guns, and
aircraft would be severely curtailed. A final implication is in the realm
of Army-society relation& The quality of recruits and of officers would
have to increase rapidly, necessitating corresponding improvements in
the entire education system. The Army would have to cease its Still:
intensive involvement in society. And localities (or the nation as a
whole) would have to take on an added burden a feeding and other:
wise caring for neighboring military unitS, which would have to dis-
pense with the present system of self-reliance.

64_This eon-elusion was more than -hinted at by (senior Chineae military offtcera at theChinese Military AcadentY. May 2._197_9, Conversations- with- the_author,-The- Chinese are.Well aware -tor- instanee.-or the important role played by pr Ion guided munitions -inthe ArabIsraelt War of 1073, Of the Americana use of such- we nry in the latter stagesof the Vietnam -war, and the utility to which they wen.* the Vietnameite againstChina in early 1979.
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7. INCREMENTAL MODERNIZATION AS CHINA'S ONLY MILITARY
STRATEGY

There is little indication as yet that the Chinese military is moving
massively in these directions. Only in points one; four; and five are
changes visible that would indicate adoption of such an alternative.
Indeed, it would seem highly unlikely under present conditions for
China to decide to revise its historic emphasis so drastically. Moreover,
the Chinese leadership evidently debated the issue in roughly these
terms, :-he information noted above eminating from several national
conferences on defense modernization, Army_ work conferences on
specific areas of modernization, and high-level Party and government
meetings during_the post-1976 half-decade is authoritative; Uniformly;
they show both Party and Army much interested in the above aspects
of the Western approach but; always, subsequent decision to persevere
along the people's war path or to proceed only slowly and cautiously
toward the Western _ model. At China's present level of economic
development and societal modernization, wholesale adoption of the
Western - model could bankrupt the nation._ How much _easier and
smarter it is to convince the West, especially the United States, to
substitute itself for the shortcomings_ of _Chinese_ defensein nuclear
deterrence of the Soviet Union and in high technology areasand then
to obtain at us low_a _cost as possiblethe_econoinic assistance; experience;
capital, and outright transfers of military equipment that will fill
some of the gaps so evident in China's defense strategy.

That is what the Chinese leadership has decided to do : to persevere
largely along traditional lines; making internal improvements only
when it can be demonstrated that total costs will not rise drastically,
bringing in the foreign barbarians of the West to help keep away the
foreign barbarians of East, and setting the stage for eventual trans-
formation. That transformation will be along the lines of the Western
approach if that proves; on reflection, to be the better way to proceed.
On the other hand, there could be gradual adoption of the first, more
Soviet-oriented alternative once the Chinese economy is strong and
diverse enough to bear the burden. China-'s military _modernization
strategy thus seem to be one of delay, of sub-optimization, of capital-
izing on known assets, and of balancing enemy against enemy. Thusly
defined; _China _will probably_ continue to adhere to the requirements
approach for the next several years (barring, that is, major political
reorientation internally or_ large-scale_ conflict with the Soviet Union
or its Vietnamese ally). The next choice point, in terms of major de-
partures; is probably the middle to late 1980s. for only ble:then will
the country have been able to overcome the backsliding of the recent
past and have been able, to improve the economy significantly. If a
prediction may be ventured, therefore, it is for relative stability of
direction and pace of Chinese military modernization along lines by
now clearly evident;



CHINA'S MILITARY STRATEGIC REQUIREMENTS

By Sydney H. Jamn-es and G. Lawrence Lamborn*
_ China's defense modernization program- a two - decade effort_ aimed

at improving the People's Liberation Army (PLA) and the de;
fens() industries, is making limited progress but has far to go; The
effort arises from deep-rooted apprehension over Soviet military
capabilities and from the leadership's desire to "move China into
the front rank of nations" by the year_ 2000. It will be successful only
if the nation enjoys prolonged political stability, retains access to
foreign capital and technology;- avoids costly foreign military cam-
paigns, and moves forward in higher priority efforts to modernize
agriculture, industryi_and science and _technology.

China's prospects for military modernization are influenced by
strengths and weaknesses in its political, economic, and technical
bases. The country suffers from a serious shortage of trained tech-
nicians_ and deficiencies_ in key technologies and defense industries.
The principal factors favoring success of the modernization drive
include the_ leadership's dedication to the program and the avail-
ability of foreign technical and financial assistance (to the extent
that Beijing can pay for costly technology).

PAM:WI:MIND

-The -Chinese consistently describe modernization of the_PLA as a
process of gradual force nnprovement based upon self-reliance that
will require many years to accomplish. In China the term "force
modernization" implies makino. fundamental institutional changes in
the PLA and the military industrial base, instilling new thought
patterns_ and skills in PLA commanders and troops, andeven-
tuallyintroducing new weapons and equipment.

The genesis of the present military modernization drive was Pre-
mier _Zhou Enlai's economic program set forth in 1972: Zhou pro-
posed to modernize agriculture and industry in a programthat pro-
vided_ the core of what later became the "Four Modernizations."_

Defense modernization emerged as an issue in 1973. when China
made its first inquiries about the British Harrier V/STOL ground
attack aircraft and resumed negotiations for the transfer of the British
Spey turbofan aircraft engine- teehnoloiry. in 1974; Deng Xiaoping;
rehabilitated from his Cultural Revolution disgrace,'assumed a prom-
inept role -in promoting. military modernization.

The watershed year _for defense _modernization was 1975 with the
publication of the modernization decisions of the Military Commis-

ReYeareh Analrst. Office of Soyirt Analysis. Directorate of Intelligence. Central Intel-
ligence Agency. and Research Analyst. Management and Analysis Support Staff. Directorate
of Intelligence, Central Intelligence Agency.
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sion, the rehabilitation of former Chief of Taff and modernization
advocate Lo Buiging, and the_ signing of an agreement to transfer
Spey engine technology. The Military Commission's modernization
decisions are believed to have ordained that the PLA be relieved of
many nonmilitary concerns and be trained and equipped to meet the
demands of modern warfare.1 _

The death of Zhou Enlai in January 1976 triggered a series of politi-
cal upheavals that led to the second ouster of_Deng Xiaoping and the
subsequent reign of the Gang of Four The Gang l'eN'ersed or slowed
many of the military programs begun by the Military Commission.
The death of Chairman Mao Zedongin September, however, ended the
Gang's activities, and the fourwere arrested in October. A new leader-
ship group centered around Hutt Guofeng and Ye Jianying began
to take shape in late 1976;

The new leadership resumed the interrupted military modernization
drive in 1977 and dispatched numerous delegations to Europe- -and
Japan to study foreign military technology. In August 1977 the PLA
announced a new doctrine of- "People's -Par Under Modern Condi-
tions" and Deng Xiaoping again returned to power.

IMPETUS FOR DEFENSE MODERNIZATION

China's pursuit of military modernizationin its present-context
sprino-s from deep-rooted apprehension over Soviet military intentions
in Asia. The Chinese have viewed with increasing anxiety the marked
growth over the past decade in the USSR's strategic and conventional
military power; particularly the strengthening of Soviet forces along
the Sino-Soviet frontier.

Despite such concerns, China evidently views the Soviet- Union as
a long-thrm threat rather than as_an immediate danger. and defense
modernization probably will continue to- hold the lowest priority
among the Four Modernizations. Civilian "modernizers" in the leader-
ship make a- strong case that defense modernization cannot proceed
far without broad_ progress in agricultural; industrial; and scientific
affairs. Accordingly, the Chinese themselves expect early results to be
few and unspectacular;_and they prefer to stress over the next_20 years
the building of an industrial base that only eventually will enable
China to produce a wide range of modern weapons.

STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES or THE FORCEZ

The centerpiece of China's defense posture is its 3.5 million-man
ground forces; mast of which Ire infantry The ground forces are
organized according to the "Three-in-One" principle, which calls

"Althmigh the Chineae media have referred to and described the Military Commission's
1975 decisions, the complete text of these decisions has never been released.

3The Gang of Four consisted of radical leeders Jiang Qing (Madame Mao), Zhang
Chnolao, Wang Ilongwen. and Yap Wenyuan.

'The "Three -in- One " principle pecifies that Chinese forces will he ormsnized into main
forces (maneuver units), regional force.s (units that usually man fixed defensive positions),
and militia (firmed civilians trained to augment the other forces and defend local areas).
Regional forces would attempt to slow an enemy'. advance awl channel his movements
Into terrain favoring defense. Maneuver units would seek to_Mount major defensive opera-
tions_at times_ and places of advantage andwhen possibleto counterattack. The militia
would provide intelligence. logistical suPport, and replacement personnel to main and
regional forces.

G
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for a defense in depth_ to contain it_conventional attack by a mili-
tarily superior enemy. Most of the PI :k's tanks, field artillery, anti-
aircraft artillery, antitank guns_and other Pquipment are based upon
Soviet technology and desirms of the late 1950s. Although some PLA
equipment is obsolete by IThited States and Soviet standards; the
ground forces equipment (see table) generally is rugged, reliable and
still .ffective on the battlefield;

Though the ground forces have much of the equipment needed for
warthne opeiations, SC Veral key deficiencies exist; chiefly -In equip-
ment, for antitank and an defense operations. The ;round forces also
stiffer from serious problems in logistics: Inadequate roads and motor
transport slow_the movement of troops to the battlefield, hamper their
redeployment to counter breakthroughs, and limit the movement of
ammunition and other supplies.

China's Air Force is the service least capable of successfullyiper-
fonning its _mission. The Air Force tacks_ advanced avionics, missile
systems, and jet engines. Moreover, it is the most difficult service to
modernize becauSe needed techm logics currently are beyond China's
grasp and are extremely expensive.
_ The PT-.4.N.: Navy has many deficiencies but could effectively perform
its primary mission of defending China's coast. A sizable force of
diesel attack submarines would serve as a first line of defense against
appirmehing hostile fleets. This is; backed by a small but growing
force of_major surface _combatants and _numerous missile and torpedo
boats. The iS dPfiC lent in air defense, antisubmarine warfare,
and antiship missiles Moreover; the Navy has few ships for transport-
in7 tanks and for providing fire support for large assaults:
__Modernization of strategic forces _continues to claim_ a portion of
China's defense. expenditures but the Chinese arc not expected to
create large strategic forces; Chizia_inereases_ the deterrent value of
its strategic missile force by concealing and dispersing some missiles
in remote areas.

PROBLE:NIS AND PROSPECTS FOR DEFENSE MODERNIZATION

CONSTRAINTS TO MODERNIZATION

China's military modernization is constrained by numerous fiscal,
organizational, and _technical _factors; which the Chinese usually
identify openly for Western observers.

HUMAN CONSTRAINTS

The defense industriesand the broader industrial baseface the
prospect of it rapidly dwindling_ supply of trained-researchers end
engineers. Many were educated in France, Germany,. or the United
States during the 19:10s and 1940s and- returned to build a "new China"
in the 1950s. They now are in their seventies-and eighties and no
longer able to carry the burden of research; A pool of.40.000:to 50,000
Soviet-trained engineers exists. most of whom were trained between
1950 and 1960. This group,however, is-not as_ skilled as China's West-
ern-educated engineers and is too small to fill Beijing's requirements
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for technically trained _manpower, Tlie Cultural Revolution period
from 1966 to 1976 virtually destroyed_the system of higher education,

during
_and few_ trained engineers or technicians emerged during this -Lost

Decade."
The government is fully_aware of the challenge it faces in training

large numbers of new technicians-. Until China has sufficient eiigitibe
and technicians trained in modern methods and conversant in modern
technology staffing for most_ major weapons programs will include
older engineers lacking needed design and production skills; Still,
China can mobilize enough technical talent for selected; high:piibity
projects_ in the strategic, weapons, aircraft, and naval fields.- Growing
numbers of young students will begin to enter the deferiSe industries
in the neXt, few y_ears as the current emphasis on E. CielICe and technology
in the colleges and universities throughout China bears fruit. Several
thousand- e_ngineering and technical students am currently_ taking ad-
vanced training abroad, and they too will be available in a few years.

ECONOMIC CONSTRAINTS

The relatively low priority currently being given to military
modernization reflects the present Chinese_ leaders recognition that
they must correct fundamental weaknesses in the pattern and rate of
economic development before _they_ can _undertake any dramatic up-
grading of defense capabilities, l'fie long -term tivelage annual rate_ of
trrowth of the Chinese _national product is estimated to have
teen about 6 percenta _figure many other nations would envy. It
masks, however, a host of_ economic problems that constitute an im-
mense impediment to the modernization of the PLA. The iiiipetus for
growth has come primarily from industry (9 percent per year), while
agricultural growth has lagged (growing at about 2 percent
nuttily). If population also has grown at approximately -2 percent
per year as is generally accepted, then the amount of food dirailable
pot -capita has _not_ changed significantly during the past 20 years;

Industrial performance; though creditable in terms of overall
put, utho lUiS been flawed. Electric_ power is chronically in short_ sup-
ply, and the production of such basic commodities _AS build_ ing
materials; cement, and finished steel is insufficient for the economy's
needs and has regularly required China to _import such materials in
recent years. With few exceptions, China's industry employs levels of
technology that are from 10 to 30 years behind those in the developed
countries.

Moreover, the resource allocation policies adopted in Receinber1 ns
(- with- the-establishment of a_three-year program of "readjustment"
the Third Party Plenum) do not, at leiist in the near term,_ support
defense modernization: The program cut back investment lieaVY
indiiStryParticularly the iron and steel industrvand increased allo-
cations to agriculture, light_ industry, and the biiilding materials in-
dustry, In addition; the leadershipwhile maintaining interest in
aCcjiiiiiiig foreign equipment and technology, and continuing_ to solicit
(and receive) long-term credits to pay for such inip-ortS---litiV-e Sus-

periddd or postponed many of the planned purchases from abroad-.
Finally; the program of readjustment probably will laSt at leaSt five
years rather than only three.
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TECIITs1 'CAL CONSTRAINTS

The ability of the industrial infrastructure to_support, modern weap7
ons development and manufacture is uneven. China produces most of
the materials and basic types of machinery required_ for its current
weapons production_ effort, but Improvement itS military- manufac-
turing processes will require the acquisition of a variety of modern
industrial technologies. _The problems tend to Cluster in the area of
materialsttooling, and electronics.

One serious deficiency is in the capacity to produce alloy and special
steels and some nonferrous metals. China. can produce small _quanti-
ties of superalloysi electrical steels, and stainless_ steels; but will have
to .make considerable investments in new _capacity before it can sub-
stantially increase its high-grade steel production.

A key -weakness in China's nonferrous metals industrya weakness
that particularly affects aircraft and missile developmentis its -in-
ability to pro-duce high-quality aluminum, titanium, cobalt, and nickel.
The .technology currently in use is based on older Soviet equipment
and prOduction methods.

China's _ substantial machine tool industry can meet the country's
needs for low- and inedium-p-ade machine tools and can produce some
goodquality general purpose machine .tools .for export. It_ is far less
capable, however, of makino, the precision tools needed in the prOduc-
tion of sophisticated weapons: In numerically. controlled machine tools
and computer-aided manufactin-e, China is still in-the early stages of
development It can be expected to continue to buy precision machinery
and equipment from Japan and the West.

The size of China's rapidly- expanding electronics industry ranks
with those in some of the developed countries in Western Europe. In
technology, however, it lags substantially behind world levels.

MILITARY INDUSTRY CONSTRAINTS
;Severe problems are apparent throughout Chinese defense industry

from basic research to the maintenance of finished products. The most
critical shortcomings arc in the. design of technology and manufactur-
ing know-how. These particular shortcomings are exacerbated by an
array of other problems, which afflict production and quality control
methods, standardization procedures, and instrumentation and equip-
ment. Many defense plants suffer from poor layout and inefficient use
of labor, while the unpredictable ebb and flow in the supply of raw
materials; components; and electric power often slows production.

INSTITUTIONAL CONSTRAINTS

Deficiencies in the PLA itself constitute another major constraint to
military modernization; The forces are not well organized; trained;
or equipped to receive new weapons. The absence of a modern logistics
organization calls into Wiestion the PTA's ability to obtain spare parts
when needed or to maintain and repair advanced weapon systems.

6 1K.,
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Assrrs TO MODERNIZATION

Despite the many restraints to military modernizationoeveral note-
worthy factors favor the program : the _leadership _is committed_ to
modernization, foreign assistance is available, and Beijing has avoided
expensive military entanglements since _the Vietnam incursion; If
China maintains these advantages over the next decade, it may well
develop the foundation needed for eventually introducing large quan-
tities of modern equipment and arniament into the PLA.

LEADERSHIP ASSETS

Since early 1977 the party leadership has been- increasingly com-
mitted to the twin policies of economic modernization and diplomatic.
opening to the 'West. Leadership reformers under Deng, Xiaoping
have carefully but persistently removed.or weakened leaders opposed
to these policies and have successfully eliminated much opposition;
Serious economic and political problems remain, hoWever; and newly
appointed government and party leaders are under considerable pres-
sure to show results and sustain the momentum of the modernization
program.

FOREIGN ASSISTANCE ASSETS

China has an excellent credit rating, despite its economic difficulties,
and many foreign governments are _eager to-sell to Beijing or to pro-
vide hard-euri.ency loans. 13etween 1976 and 1979, many foreign indus-
trial firms launched intensive efforts to sell_ large quantities of finished
goods and whole- plants...Despite- strong Soviet pressure, the 11 tench
and British Governments announced their _readiness to sell arms to
Beijing,-and Chinese arms deleLrations found _generally receptive audi-
ences among arms manufacturers in 'Western Europe and the_United
States. To avoid dependence on foreign suppliers, however, the Chinese
prefer to obtain_ technology rather_ than end-items; _The leaders_ are
also wary of undue dependence on foreign banks and other creditors.

By early_ 1979; China was conducting negotiations for arms tech-
nology with several West European governments by the end of the
year; however; the negotiations_ had slowed considerably; The slow-
down probably was caused by China's reassessment. of economic needs
rather than by any European- reluctance -to sell; Additionally; China's
leaders have begun to appreciate the difficulty of absorbing advanced
foreign- technologies_ into their weak technical base and have decided
that exhaustive study is required before major purchases are made.
Noting !Ite. high cost of modern weapon systems, -they also may be
weighing their cost-effectiveness, since they know that no single new
conventional weapon system, whether Chinese or foreign-made will
markedly change the Sino,So_viet. military balance or signifit, tntly in-
crease China's ability to defeat a Soviet attack.

FAVORABLE PLA ATTITUDE

- The PLA_ high command generally has been eager to get on -with
defense modernization. Large nnmbers of offieers who .possessed few
military skills and who advanced to the upper levels of the PLA dtir-
ing the CUltural Revolution have been removed since 1975. Although
promotions still involve patronage and the old -boy network, the idea
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of making promotions im...7e dependent upon demonstrated skills and
readiness to implement modernization programs is gaining acceptance.

There are hints, however, that all is not well within the ranks. PLA
Political Commissar Wei Guoqing said in a recent speech that officers
and soldiers who do not agree with the current party line on moderni-
zation _ would be given a period to adjust_ _their thinking. Objections
could be raised through proper channels, Wei said- but there must Ib5
"no expression of opposition- whatsoever their- actions:"

There are several reasons for military grumbling about the moderni-
zation programs. Despite the leaders' stated commitment to defense
modernization over the long-term, the PLA budget has been cut twice
since 1979: ThTh year; the military allocation _was_reduced by 6.4 bil-
lion yuan to help reduce the national deficit. Perhaps even more
worrying to the top echelons of the military -is -the potential political
fallout from the trial of the Gang of Four and the five former military
leaders who had been followers of- the_ late defense minister Lin- Biao.
Public denunciation. of the five did little to enhance morale in the
PLA. Finally, _although the current military leadership and many of
the younger officers are in favor of modernization, there is some reluc-
tance to embrace the modernization program among the older officers
who learned their trade under a _different environment and would be
forced to learn new skills and modes of operation.

INDIGENOUS WEAPONS DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

In establishing China's defense industry during the 1950s, the So-
viet Union withheld the expertise and means to develop new systems.
When the Chinese were left on their own, therefore, they had to limit
their research and development efforts to a few major projects. These
generally have included one or two models in each major type of
weapon system (such as aircraft, missiles, and ships). The systems
now being developed show a substantial technological improvement
over those currently being_prduced, but they are still based on weap-
ons technology levels achieved by the Soviet Union in the early 1960s;
Progress in general has been slow, and many projects that were begun
in the late 1960s are still under development.

Nevertheless, for all their weaknesses, China's weapons development
organizations represent far more than a zero base for future progress.
Despite the disruptions of the Great Leap Forward, the cutoff of So-
viet aid; and the Cultural Revolution; China succeeded in developing
nuclear weapons and strategic missiles in the decade before the fall
of Lin _Biala. Since that time the Chinese have added a number of
conventional weapons. These achievements suggest that some develop-
ment and production of new weapons and equipment will take place
well before completion of the industrial modernization program.

THE PLA OF THE FUTURE

Although China's defense modernization is still in an early stage
and undoubtedly faces severe tests, the program is making limited
progress. Some aspects of the program are already bearing fruit and
others have been initiated. If China_ remains politically stable and
can pay for and systematically assimilate foreign technology, it may
achieve and maintain a steady pace of military modernization; For
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the _near term; the PLA will continue to emphasize low-cost measures
such as improved trainingdesigned_ to get more out, of existing
forces and equipment and introduce only a few new weapons into the
inventor- y. After 1985, a combination of improved PLA training and
increased defense output probably will begin to accelerate improve-
ments in- milit ary_ capab ilities.
_ Despite limited gains by 1985, however, the PLA still- will suffer
from serious material deficiencies resulting in huge part from Nveak-
nesses in the defense industries. Problems in the aviation industry
will continue to hamper improvements in the -Air Force. Weaknesses
in China's electronics industry will prevent the wide-scale intrOduc-
tion of new radars, sonars, and other electronic equipment_ Tactical
mobility and _logistical support_ still continue to be hampered by short-
ages of vehicles and by limited-capacity for repair and maintenance;
And although -new ground force equipment such as air defense and
antitank missiles *ill appear in limited numbers, their production
will fall far short of PLA needs

After 1985, progress in the overall economic modernization pro-
gram probably will result_ in marked improvements in force capabili-
ties;_ provided that the.defense industries become able tounore nearly
meet PLA requirements for weapons and equipment; Empluids on the
ground forces will continue; and the numbem of modern-weapons in the
ground force inventory will increase substantially;_Afobility will im-
prove somewhat through greater numbers of Wheeled vehicles and some
tracked armored vehicles. China's fleet of fighter and transport air-
craft will grow_ modestly; and improved radars and more electronic
equipment will bo deployed.

China's _defensive _capabilities will be _significantly improved by
199 if political stability, economic growth, and scientific -and indus-
trial modernization continue unobstructed. Even with steady improve-
ment in forces and defense industries over the next 15 velu-s, how_ev.er,
China will not develop an offensive capability imainst the ITSSRi
largely_l_r_eftuse of that country's vastly superior industrial base. With

_population that is ex_pc!cted to reach_1.3 billion by 1995; China is un-
likely to develop forces _based on teelinoloTy rather than manpower
or to abandon its defensive doctrine of "People's War TTnder Modein
Conditions," which posits defeat of a teelinolof_rically superior enemy
by using overwhelming manpower to defend China's vast- termin;

China's Armed Forces

Ground forces : 3,500.000 men :
Tanks 7,000
Other armored vehicles 1. 500

Major artillery pieces__ 14; 000
Air and air defense forces: 450.000 men:

Fighters 4. 500
Bombers and ground attack 1, 000
Si,rfuee-to-air missile sites 100

Navy : 310.000 men :
Major surface combatants 25
Minor surface combatants 500 1:000
Submarines 100

Strategic missile forces : 100.000-200,000 men :
ICBM's
MRIVit's and IRBM's 100

A few:



CHINESE DEFENSE SPENDING IN TRANSITION

By Ronald G. Mitchell*

INTRODUCTION

China announced in February of 1981 the start of a program
of "further_ economic adjustment" than calls -for _a reduction in the
current national budget, including defense funding.- The program
also entails _a restructuring_of the economy toward _light industry and
a re,emphasis on centralized investment decisions. In light of China's
worsening economic situation; and the new- economic program's shift
in priorities away from defense-related industries, the cut in the de-
fense budget may portend a period of lower defense spending lasting
several years.

This article discusses the circumstances connected with the reduc-
tion in defense spending, its implications for defense modernization,
and presents defense spending projections through 1985;

BAcKGROUND

Since Mao's death in September 1976, China's leaders have made
economic development their primary focus with ideological considera-
tions secondary. This shift away from the previous ideological orien-
tation has not been easy or smooth. After a short transition period,
China launched in early 1978 a ten-year economic reform and _devel-
opment program, which soon proved to be overly ambitious. It was
replaced a year later by a three-year economic adjustment program,
which apparently now in turn is being replaced by a new program of
"fitrthereconornic adjustment."

This latest economic adjustment program is = intended largely
to remedy economic problems stemming; In part, from_ new policies
introduced in the three-year economic program. The problems include
sizable deficits in the national budget and unacceptably high rates of
inflation winch resulted from a loosening of central government con-
trol over credit and pricing policies-. The Chinese hope that by trim-
ming the national budget, recentralizing investment and pricing de-
cisionsi_and producing more consumer goods the latest program -can
ease inflationary pressures and bring about_greater economic stability.

Throug.hout each of these economic programs;__:developmeiiL, of a
modern defense establishment has remained _a_ fundamental long-term
objective; but an objective secondary to broad progress in the overall
economy. The development and production of substantially more
modern defense_equipment is to be preceded by the building of an ade-
quate industrial and technological base. The current emphasis on the

Research Analyat, Office Of East Asian Analysis, Directorate of Intelligence, Central
Intelligence Agency.
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development, of light. industry and on consumer goods production,
moreover; suggests_ that, under the latest program the development-of
the type of industrial and technological infrastructure needed for
more modern defense output may be put off even further into the
ftitti re.

NATiosAt Iluncr.T ANNOUNCEMENT

In February, China's chief economic planner, Vice Premier Yao
_Yilm; _unveiled a _plan to trim the national_ budget, and fight inflation;
The, plan would balnuee the state. bud/..;_et by elating expenditures 13
percent, from_ _112 billion yuan; which _was approved _September
1980, to 98 billion yuan. His report also indicated that defense and
capital investment were the principal areas to_ be cut;' The cut in capi,
tai inveshnent funding presumably could affect new investment and
renovation in both_ civilian and deiense production facilities;

The initial -public releases of Ytio's -speech specified no separate
figure_ _for national- defense_ in -the _revised budget;21int_a subsequent
compilation of China's revised budget data by the US State Depart-
ment, reports_a figure of 17; billion yuan for defense; This is 3;3 bil-
lion yua It or 16 percent. less than the 1980 budget.'

ANALYSIS Or -run DErnxsE BunonT

The meaning of the announced defense budget, is clonded_by uncer7
tainties of _whrit defense activities are included or what may be covered
elsewhere in the national budget. The Chinese_ only began in 1979 to
publish _data on their national budget after a hiatus of 20 years (see
table). So far the Chinese have released data on the defense budget
only for the years 1977 through 1981 but without explaining what de-
fense activities are included in the budget line.

CHINA: COMPARISON OF OVERT DEFENSE BUDGETS AND ESTIMATED TOTAL DEFENSE SPENDING

Defense spending 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981

People's Republic of China bUdget2 (in billions of yuan) 14.9 16.8 22.3 20.8 IL 5
Estimated totals (in billions of constant yuan) 40.0 41.0 45.0 42.0 37-39.0

Figures for 1981 are preliminary.
3 Definition of activities included unknown but may only be an operating budget; presumably-the figures- reflect current

prices. Budget figures for 1977-78 are from FBIS, July 3,1979. Data for 1979-31 are from the American Conn' General,
June 29,1981.

InCIU(103 COM for military_ procurement. constructioni_ research and development, personnel, and operation
and maintenance activities; the estimates are in constant 1974 yuan.

Principal categories such as military research and development and
capital construction probably are covered _elsewhere in the national
budget: Even so; U-3-. estimates of Chinese defense spending which are
based on direct costing 4 and include military research and develop-
ment; weapons and equipment procurement, construction of military
facilities, and operations suggest that the official budget data are only
large enough to encompass procurement of military weapons and

FBIS, Mar. 0; 11)$1: rm. L6-1.18. (NINHUA, Mar. 7. 1981).
2 The pubilnhed text indicated only a combined cut of 6.4 billion yuan for defense, subsi-

dies; and _administrative expenditures._Thid,
3 American Consul, Hong Kong, Juue 29, 1981.
See appendix for _an explanation of the direct costing methodology used to estimate

total Chinese defense spending.
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equipment or defense operating costs, but not both.5 The trends in the
announced budget data; however; roughly parallel those of the direct
cost estimate.

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE BUDGET CUTS

Whatever the size of the total PRC defense- spending; -the larg_e
magnitude of the cuts suggests-that the application will be broad, af-
fecting most major categories of defense expenditures. A cut of several
billion yuan cannot. be accomplished by singling out one or two pro-
grams, although one would expect some areas to be legs affected than
others._ For example; strategic offensive missile programs probably
would have little or no reductions because the investments in these pro-
grams largely have been made already and their limited deployment.
adds little to overall defense. costs. Similarly, some limited introduc-
tion of selected new ground weaponry may also be considered a cost
effective way to achieve some modest conventional force improvement.

Such a large reduction_ in defense spending probably will not be
realized in a single year A certain inertia exists in defense programs
which is difficult to reverse immediately and the full implementation
of the cost-cutting measures may require two or three years. For exam-.
pie; a massive demobilization of troops would best be undertaken over
several years. Campaigns to cut back various operating expenditures
also might take some time to bear fruit;

A HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

Cutbacks in Chinese defense expenditures are not new. An analogy
to the present cut in defense spending can be found_ in th_e_1972 reduc-
tion (see figure). After rising rapidly from 1965 to 1971, defense
spending, as estimated using direct costing, was reduced by about 15
percent in 1972 before resuming a pattern of slow growth of 1 or 2 per-
cent a year..The abrupt shift in 1972 was coincident with a change in
political leadership and a new economic policy that gave greater prior-

ity to general economic development; Modest growth in defense spend-
ing- resumed again the following year, hoWever.

Anotli-tr example is the 13 percent cut in planned defense spending
for 1980 from the previous year. That reduction could be interpreted,
however as _a_return to a more normal level of spending activity fol-
lowing die 1979 Sino-Vietnamese war.

FUTURE SPENDING TRENDS

For a variety of reasons, the cuts proposed this year probably will
not be reversed for several years. The economic problems that pre-
cipitated the cut in defense spending this y_ear will continue to exert
downward pressure on defense spending. C3bina's present leaders ap-
pear to understand that they must correct fundamental weaknesses in
the pattern of economic development before the country can produce
truly modern weaponry in quantity:

See CIA NFAC Research Paper SR 80-10091 (U), July 1980, "Chinese Defense Spend-
ing. 1965-79."
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M71MATED CHINESE CEFENSE SPEN:11 1955-1985

PROJECTION

67 69 71 73 75

YE-MS

79 81

The long -lead _times that are a common characteristic of modern
weapon acquisition programs also will have a limiting effect on
the defense budget; China's military- research and development pro-
grams have been somewhat moribund over the past few years;- rela-
tively few new- systems-have completed development and are_ ready
for series production. To develop=or acquire from abroadnew
weaponry is a long -term- process that would not bear fruit for some
time and _consequently will not be reflected in defense spending over
the -next few years. Moreover, -the task of training officers and troops
in the use of new sophisticated equipment in the quantities needed to
make a difference would-be a large- ndertaking lasting several years;

Given these factors, Chinese defense spending over the next five
years is likely to fall within the range of the projections shown in
the figure. China will probably emphasize making better use of exist-
ing equipment, more intensive training, and cturing_of forces
to use its_ large military manpower_ resom es more effectively. Addi-
tionally increasing attention will likely be devoted to ideological dis-
cipline to ensure loyalty and PLA su rt for the new economic

- policies.
Tho lower bound of the pro ection assumes -that the full amount of

the reductions discussed by the Chinese will in fact be implemented.
Under this projection personne strength would -be cut by one mil-
lion meat ober two years 6 as su fluous and inefficient personnel are

Such a 'area cut was reported by the Japanese KYODO news service last February
See FBIS; Feb. 20; 1981, p. L3.
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discharged -from the PTA. Fewer; but higher quality recruits would
be accepted into the military as replacements.

The lower projection also assumes that procurement will undergo
a 10 to 15 percent drop in the next two years and continue to declin0
gradually through 1985_. A drop in procurement of this magnitude is
consistent with the evidence that civilian products now arepreempt-
ing a large and increasing share of thu output value of China's
defense industries.' The leadership appears to have decided that the
inventories of the older, obsolescent systems that-China currently pro-
duces are sufficient. And significantly better follow-on systems to re-
place the older equipment do not appear to be -currently_ available:
This is particularly true in the area of aircraft where large-scale
production of more modern equipment is at least a few years away:

- Operations and maintenance expenditures also rare projected to
decline as the site of the forces fall and as various cost savings pro,
rams aro implemented.8 Expenditures for military construction fall
in this projection by.30-percent by 1982 as suggested by the size of the
reduction in the capital construction budget._

The higher projection assumes that the defense reduction program
follows the path of many_ other _Chinese campaigns and it_ not fully
implemented-. In it the initial cuts ai.e less severe and -spending turns
back _up by 1953; For example, manpower is assumed to be _reduced
only by about 500,900 men and construction by only 20 percent in 1981
before leveling off. Procurement _after declining about 10 percent is
assumed to rise at a rate of 2 or 3 percent a year starting in 1983 as
new follow-on systems begin to enter the- forces: Conceivably, new re-
placement weapons systems, some of which may be acquired from
abroad; could spur procurement expenditures in the mid- and late-
1980S.

Actual defense spending trends will most likely baclosetto thelow-
er bound. While the approach outlined above is simplistic and the
projections preliminary; these projections help-to illustrate that China
is not now, nor will be soon, in a position to allocate large additional
resources to defense: On_ the other hand, thecontinued maintenance of
China's large standing forces will limit the amount that can be pruned
from the _defense budget unless some very radical changes in Chinese
defense philosophy take place.

Even with the proposed cuts in spending; tire- forces will_continue to
be large_China's ability to project forces outside its boundaries, how-
ever, will continue to be- circumscribed by longstanding deficiencies in
weaponry, mobilit3,-, and logistics. At the same time, the Chinese ex-
pect that their large manpower-intensive forces and a small but grow -
inn- nuclear- arsenal will continune_ to deter external attacks.

Meanwhile, within the limits of -China's current- economic and tech-
nological capabilities:_sclected_ new weapon systems probably will be
acquired or develorecl to make China's deterrence capabilitymore
credible: For example; -China may choose to concentrate its -force im-
provements in two or three specific areas such as strategic missiles;_air
defense; or antitank capabilities. Procurement of new weapons and

*See FRIS. Aug. 14; 1980, p. Li ; FBI% Apr. 2, 1981, p. ; and People's Daily,
Apr. 24. 1981.

8 See FR/S, Jan. 28, 1981 for a call by the Party's Military Affairs Commission for the
PLA to reduce expenditures for several 0. & M. activities.
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equipmentpart ieu lady f foreign sourceswill be limithd and.
Will focus on low-cost solutions to China's most critical military defi-
ciencies;

A_PPENDIX

DIRECT COSTING METHODOLOGY

The direct cost estimates of Chinese defense spending are based on a building-
bloeli methodology similar to oue which has been developed over many years to
assess the defense costs of the Soviet Union. The method begins by compiling a
detailed list of the activities and physical components of the country's defense
program each year_This list includes_ data on manpower, equipment procurement,
order of battle,cresearch and development activities, facility construction, and
operating practices of the- military forces.

These force components and- activities axe then costed o iroduce monetary
estimates. tsFor some componen yuan cost factors are avail__ ; for each of the
remaining items;_ the estimate Is based on wluttit would cost if the items were
produced in the United States and then converted to Yuan using suitable yuan-
dollar ratios._

Several different conversion ratios are used to reflect the relative differences
in the U.S. and Chinese price structures. For extunple, if there areaosuan_Price
data available for a particular PRC fighter aircraft, that aircraftcost is estimated
hi- dollars and converted by a Yuan -dollar ratio which is lielieved_to reflect the
relative costs in the aircraft industries of the two countries. The ratios_ are based
on an extensive sample of prices for comparable U.S. and Chinese industrial
products or services. The ratios range from about 9 to 0.5 yuan per dollar-; the
ratio at the high end of the range is applied to some electronic equipment and
that at the low end to transportation services.

Once the cost of the major-equipment items are obtained, they are groupeffinto
separate program accounts. The program accounts are focussed around particular,
types of military units such as fighter aircraft units, ground forces divisions, and
ICBM units. Any other costs associated with these programs such as personnel,
operations and maintenance, and other hardware required by them are then
estimated. The total program costs also include expenses related to training,
facility construction. medical, and publication services:

The individual program costs are then organized into mission, service, or func-
tional or geographic aggregates. Some costs of common concern such as researCh,
development, testing, and evaluation (RD&TE), rear service activitie& and head-
quarters management functions are estimated as single budget entries: In sum,
the total direct cost is based on literally hundreds of separate cost calculations
representing the definable activity that may be part of China's defense program.

O


